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Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, May 30, 2014 1:51 PM
'Hussain, Shafina'
RE: ltems Received Today

Hello Shafina:
Let me know if you got the purchase terms form. I also notice in the packet that there is a general release amendment.
Based on my understanding of the language on that, I couldn't sign that at this time due to current discussions that have
been ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise. We are trying to negotiate out the
customers on this issue and since that particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all of these type of
items to date, I couldn't really sign off on that particular document at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase
without that item?
Have a great weekend and talk to you soon regarding.this.
Best regards,
Roger Thurston
Dist 447
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Saturday, May 31, 2014 1:00 PM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
release form

Shafina:
Per our previous emails, I need to know if the general release form that was included in the sales packet is a necessary
item to complete this transaction. As I had mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If this is a new standard item that all distributors
have to sign at this time then I will be unable to complete the purchase of the Flatt base of business.
If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this
general release form as I have a highly qualified salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the essence. If we have to
wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find another qualified person.
Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is definitely critical on this matter.
Best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist 447
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From:

"S;woie, Suzanna" .:ssavoie@gosafeguard·.com>

Sent: Tue 17/06114 2:45 PM

To: ""Flatt, Fred (SafegOardPartner)" <ffiatl@gosafeguard.com>,
·RogerThurston (rth ...

Priority: Nonnal

Cc: . ·~uss.ain, Shafina" <sbhanji@gosafeguard,com>, "Ivy, Dewayne"
<dtvy@gosaf ...
Subject Transition

Helio,

Yo"ur prop,osed·tr;:msition was-reviewed by the Action Review Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. I've
reques~ed that legal provide.draft documents for your review and will forward them to you as ~oon as they are available.
Tho$e documents will alsp need to go through Deluxe review, so final documents will not b.e available until all reviews have
.been completed,

My Yl\dei'stariding_from Roger was that you were wanting to close as of 6/23, and we'll do what we can to accommodate· that

timing.

lhankyol,l,

Si..ii<ih:na$alioie 1Frarn#>e Oevelopment
S?f~gt~ar~Bl!$1rli;~$.Sy~ter:n:s j www.$aJeguarddeveiopmenLcom
asas 1'\1. si~mnio,n(l· Freeway, $ti~e 600N. D<:tll<,ls, TX 75247
DirEi~ 2t¥9P$4767~.J ToJi-Free Zo0"338"6636'EX!. 4447611 Fax 214-640-3958
Follow us on TWitt~(:: @safeguatdgrowlh

Your (!;rowth is, but Business!
NOT£: The -idformation contained in this electronic nies~>age may be confidential informaiion and is intended for lhc; sofe.use of
the intefl.ded.r(!cfpieiit. Any.us?, ,di.s.ttibalion, transmis$ibn o.r forwarding of information contained this e-m<Jif:bypersons who
are not intendf'!d·rec.{plf{nts rrwy be a vioiation of law arid is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipi?ilt, please
contacf'the. sent;Jer and delete' all copies.

in

From;. "Savoie •. Su_zanna" <ssqyqie.@gosateguard.j:Om> -Transition

of 1

-------·----·---------------- ·----

6/17/2014 3:02PM
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AMENDMENT TO DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. ("DISTRIIH;JTOR")

. .;·;:::~~nr·.·;

Distribu"!)i'ft;f,l~~f}
·::;!',~~! '>j;''-1t~Jt,{:·Lr::;!;,.

!.
Distributor and Safeguanl are parties to
amended and assigned (the "Distributor Agreement").

dated June I, 1987 as

··. ·.

to acqtiir~i1n:%;!)i:ght to solicit orders
f!Siif~gg?,rd Systems") to
s·~"ft2m!"iluch sales (the
· ~:!}'~·

2.
Upon executing this Amendment,
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").

3. ·
In consideration of Safeguard's ".'~nn'""
agrees that the Distributor
·
n-~Pnrl•·rt
·n.• ~;un·•r.

Safeguard under the
the geographical area set forth

iH>,,"ffiric·:..t,r

other sales personnel to assist him or
set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
be unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
·
distributor or other sales personnel fails to
Safeguard, promising to respect and protect the
afeguard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
such training programs as may be prescribed by

to commJssJons on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
""''·'·""·trm,,r has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
'·"~tpm·t.•.•>nrm,ideid;!;m:;w,evl~r, that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
;~~i(~~¥~t,~ftls;:.(:,p:;im) customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
ml""'onHl<;C·aoff·Pr..:·
date of this Amendment.
(D)
may terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
butor's net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
notice if
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.
If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post-termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
full.
(E)
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4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer files, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
'
listed above related
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment.
that these materials are
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Distributor nor any of
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose any of
confidential information
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
· any such confidential
information to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement for .
or its
disparage Safeguard, its products or its
used
designee further use of the business L'-'''~v••vu....
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
or she will sign
office to effectuate the
such documents as may be required by the
assignment and that if Distributor fails qr:;~efuses to
me:ndrnerit Distributor appoints and
any such documents on his or
consents to Sa~eg~ard's serving as D.!~ti~iJY,~t?r;~.;.r.. •nr... ~F·n
its designee) all mail, orders or
her behalf. D1stnbutor agrees to prqmp: :f: · .4. to
other correspondence received by Dis~;!: ... ii
· ·\of.
or business addresses after
::·:is.e.
t~J!ltrrS~tfeJ~U2trd, and Distributor shall
the date of termination that are addressedJto' ot;' ·
advise persons who call Distributor's tdeppqq_e nu.!U)jef"" ' :Qg
Safeguard of the new telephone
numbers at which Safe~t'fffl·f,}1tf'f;designe~mf~;\~f[r~~f:~·:::~:i,WW:~;.·.
Also, for a period ().f;:;J~Q;jv:?)L&,~*~:~~fter th~'·t¥it$J.fi@I)i6r Agreement is terminated, within the territory
described in th~.:ill'f.l~{f]butor ~~~t~(i,ment, Di@!J:l)J.itpr agrees that neither Distributor nor any of
Distributor's ageiiisk · ·. · loye~~W,l,.,directly?1fti!J\~·ifectly, on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
behalf of any othei'p
i·fPtn!f~:(i)!':i:)r·#4tity.,_ sol~d,.lt;- sell, attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
attempting
ell systeJ:tWQfi§~mi'ce$.i~~:l1:RPJ!¢~:f1~:ptoducts competitive with systems, services, supplies
·. ~~i:rofr(1';?1~~-~~' to ·a~)'J'~~f~guard customers.
or pro?1~

&ny oftti~I~~QX~ agreements, Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
-~jnade'q~·~f@f)f$afeguard will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
olatioit
I;tibit Di . ...· :t.~i: froci1i{6ntinuing to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
dama ,
'''"' .e provep~~;prqvided, "however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
preclude!';
r.p fro~:i~26~ering appropriate monetary damages.
' -~

-~·-·/;·:._ :\:~·::·;~.~-~~;::~-~~·iT=

:"· ; th~ provisions of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
limitations per' • .,. ,):j-py<applicable laws, Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
essential for Safeg~;«fd.~s protection and that they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
limitation permitted 'by applicable laws.

In the event·<

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.
6.
If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
enforce that or any part at some later time.

2
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7.
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
.:·.

4

By:

d?ifF:::·

, ... , -·--'':·.
R. Sco,~-~~~J~9~i:!;~ife President of Franchise

Devel9l~~~k-'fi;~j;jJ:}·;:i;kt'' ';·

., EN;i~~~~~-\~C.
'·:·~~/)~.::~-:: -·~··,
•;!

as its President

3
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----··-----···· ---··-···-··· ... -···

ATTACHMENT 1

Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and t9jp,all on prospective users of
Safeguard Systems under the terms of the Distributor Agreement h~fhbe . expanded to include the

following

-~:ric::ntie'

in the State of New Mexico with tl><\w

;:j(~~~~;j{~llowing•

.··~

1

t.~;~_{:~/)J~~F::y_: .:.
.:
"'""·
·-.~

4
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ATTACHMENT 2

5
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-----·--·----· · - -

-----·--·-···------·-·

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 1:14 PM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: Transition- DRAFT DOCUMENTS

Suzanna:
I am unable to sign off on the general release as per our previous discussions due to the current negotiations we are
having with Mike Dunlap on the Idaho Business Forms issue. This item has to be modified or deleted for me to do this
deal. My understanding of my original contract and the Fiatt's contract is that there is no clause requiring us to sign off
on a general release document (based upon our attorney's opinions).
The other Issue is regarding the sales amendment. I have no problems in regards to growing the business over the
previous year's sales as that is my plan. However, based on the language in the amendment, if I miss one year's sales
goals, then corporate Safeguard has the right to pull the contract. Does the "Distributor in Good Standing" letter or
arrangement have any bearing regarding this? The reason I ask is that a person could have one down year and be in
technical default on the contract. I need clarification on this item also.
I left a voice message for Mike Dunlap regarding these two items. Let me know what we can do on this as time is of the
essence regarding our potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and 1 will
·
be unable to pursue this purchase.
Thank you,
Roger Thurston

012013
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Friday, June 27, 2014 8:59AM
Savoie, Suzanna
contracts
new mexico- thurston_amd_061713_v (3).pdf; new mexico Thurston Roger- Fiatt
Contract (3) modified 6 20 14.doc

Suzanna:
I have attached the contract between myself and the Flatts as well as the amendment to cover the New Mexico
territory. Based on what my attorney has said, neither mine nor the Fiatt's contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard has the right to approve a buyer based on
financial, former experience, and a proven track record. Since the ACA team has approved my purchase of the Fiatt's
contract/distributorship that would allow for the purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If
the purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the transaction is being denied outside of
the criteria of both of our contracts.
Please get back to us as soon as you can so that we can finalize the transaction before July 1'1 if possible. Upon Deluxe's
approval, we will sign off multiple copies for all parties and move forward.
Thank you and best regards,

Roger Thurston
Dist 447
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AMENDMENT TO DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT(S) BETWEEN
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
THRUSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. ("DISTRmJ1JOR")
..~ ~·!-'·.! ' . '

;. ~~;;~·;it~t:ri.~-~ .

::' :::;¥1t~J,~;;_;~;';
Distribut<:$A~J~
ffi~At($)<.dated

1.
Distributor and Safeguard are parties to
amended and assigned (the "Distributor Agreement").

·"\·;·~,,_,.

· '-~>:··:i :··

June 1, 1987 as

-~:,~·

2.
Upon executing this Amendment,
of the Safeguard products and services specified
the customers listed on Attachment 2, and to
"Rights").

r~~itlJ.~O.Wimt. to

solicit orders
...:u~t"'rn~") to
sales (the

3.
In consideration of Safeguard's '"'''r''""l
agrees that the Distributor
..,.,,.,..,,-~,.,-~
Safeguard under the
geographical area set forth
other sales personnel to assist him or
set forth in the Distributor Agreement with
unreasonably withheld. By way of example,
ate distributor or other sales personnel fails to
uaJlv;:,ua...u, promising to respect and protect the
ard, or if Distributor fails to cause such
training programs as may be prescribed by
to cormruss1ons on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
has not purchased any Safeguard System within thirty-six
date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
, that Distributor's exclusive right to commissions on sales of
customer listed on Attachment 2 shall not expire until at least six (6)
date of this Amendment.
(D)
may terminate this Amendment by giving Distributor sixty (60) days written
notice if
tor's net sales earned on Safeguard Systems for each calendar year from the
rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment do not at least equal Distributor's net sales
earned on Safeguard Systems from the rights being acquired pursuant this Amendment during
the prior calendar year.
(E)
If the Distributor Agreement is terminated for any reason before Distributor has repaid
the full amount for the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment, Distributor shall have
no further liability for additional payments, but Distributor shall also receive no post-termination
payments ("equity") pursuant to this Amendment until the remainder of such amount is paid in
fulL
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4.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement or this Amendment for any reason, Distributor
will immediately return to Safeguard all originals and copies of Safeguard's: customer files, cards and
records (including past ordering history, samples and imprints), customer lists, price books or price lists,
product manuals or other product training materials in Distributor's possession, custody or control; and
all sales aids, sales brochures, design form trays, demonstration boards, and other Safeguard sales
materials which were given to Distributor by Safeguard. If this Amendment is terminated but the
Distributor Agreement remains in effect, Distributor will return only
listed above related
to the rights being acquired pursuant to this Amendment.
that these materials are
trade secrets and confidential information belonging to
Distributor nor any of
Distributors agents or employees will (i) disclose any of
confidential information
about Safeguard or the nature of its business to any
any such confidential
information to become known by any such third party, or
other than in
connection with serving as a Safeguard Distributor.
Upon termination of the Distributor Agreement for
disparage Safeguard, its products or its
designee further use of the business re1c~prwiJte
in connection with Distributor's Safeguard
such documents as may be required by
assignment and that if Distributor fails Y.~,~~~·u.,,•.,
consents to Safeguard's serving as
rP.norP.~:P.nt
her behalf. Distributor agrees to
other correspondence received by
the date of termination that are
advise persons who call Di
numbers at which ..., ..A.... ~""'"'' .,.,vL·
Also, for a period
Agreement is terminated, within the territory
described in
agrees that neither Distributor nor any of
Distributor's
, on Distributor's or their own behalf or on
behalf of any
attempt to sell, or assist others in selling or
y~~~~~1~!~~~~~:~~;;f~?:~~~-~i~ri~~~
competitive with systems, services, supplies
attempti
or
,\!~t~Jtt~l~~lq)ll~~.
customers.

"~"'""' 0 ,..,
uu•~'>?:~l~•t>u:\'-'.u f'rr.ri'ir,:,;,;<;,;~,~·,.;

•nauv'"'

Distributor acknowledges that Safeguard's remedy
will be entitled to temporary and permanent equitable
.
ng to violate the Distributor Agreement even if no money
·however, that nothing stated herein shall be construed so as to
appropriate monetary damages.

of paragraph 4 are deemed to exceed the time or geographic
uerthltited:\:I:Jv·'.amJlic;ab•le laws, Distributor and Safeguard agree that the provisions are
ni-or.>···'-'"'"'· protection and that they shall be reformed to the maximum time or geographic
applicable laws.

5.
Except as otherwise stated in this Amendment, the Distributor Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall not be deemed to be modified or affected by this Amendment.
6.
If any provision or part of the Distributor Agreement shall be held invalid, the rest of the
Distributor Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid provision or part
being deemed severable in nature. In addition, if either party elects not to enforce any of the terms of
the Distributor Agreement at any time, its failure to do so shall not be deemed a waiver of its right to
enforce that or any part at some later time.

2
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----------------- ---·--------·-----

7.
This Amendment is binding upon the parties and their respective heirs, executors, successors
and assigns, and shall be effective as of June 23, 2014 (the "effective date"). Neither the Distributor
Agreement nor this Amendment may be further amended or waived except by a writing signed by the
party against whom enforcement of the amendment or waiver is sought.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

By:

..c.:..;o/:.~:·;,'::<.;"
R. Scott':Snttoh,:Vice President of Franchise

Dev~lt;~~;');; t~t~£::~"''·

ENTERJ?~e$$,

INC.

"'i:W~ii~~~~~t;
·t~:}l

as its President

3
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------------------------

ATTACHMENT 1
nrrl<ml>rtive users of
Distributor's non-exclusive right to represent Safeguard and
to include the
Safeguard Systems under the terms of the Distributor Agreement Ha·""''-'Y-Po·-"A
following territories:
All counties in the State of New Mexico with

4
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--------------

-------··-·-· ---

ATTACHMENT2

5
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement, made and entered into on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2014, among
Wilder Venture, Inc., dba Safeguard Business Systems of the Sangre de Cristos, having its
principal place of business in Santa Fe, New Mexico ("Seller"), Thurston Enterprises, Inc., an
Idaho corporation having its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho, ("Buyer"), and
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. ("Safeguard"), a Delaware corporation having
its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Seller and Safeguard are parties to a Regional Distributor Agreement
d a t e d - - - - - - - - - - (the "Distributor Agreement"), under which Seller is
acting as sales agent in the territory set forth therein (the "Territory") for Safeguard's
automated payroll processing and other batch data processing services, computer forms,
color-coded filing systems, computer software and miscellaneous business forms and
Safeguard One-Write Systems (all such products and services are, together with Safeguard
One-Write Systems, referred to collectively hereinafter as "Systems"); and supplies used in
conjunction therewith; and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to assign Seller's rights under the Distributor Agreement
(the "Agreement"), to solicit and receive commissions on orders of Systems in respect to the
customers listed in Safeguard's computer under Distributor# _ _ _ _ (collectively, the
"Rights"); and
WHEREAS, Seller also desires to tum over to Buyer a list of referral sources such as
bankers, accountants; attorneys, consultants, bookkeepers, softwart: developers, resellers,
installers and the like (collectively, the "Influence Keys") from whom Seller has obtained
leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business; and
WHEREAS, subject to the conditions stated herein, Safeguard desires to approve the
assignment of Rights to Buyer on the terms and conditions set forth below; and
WHEREAS, Seller represents that the customers listed under Distributor _ _ __
(the "Customers") are customers from whom Seller has solicited orders of Systems within the
Territory; and
WHEREAS, Seller represent that Attachment I is a list ofinfluence Keys from whom
Seller has obtained leads or assistance in soliciting Safeguard business.
AGREEMENT-I

012021
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties, intending to be legally bound, and in reliance upon
the representations, warranties and other terms set forth herein, agree as follows:

1.

Assignment. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, Seller

hereby assigns to Buyer all of Seller's Rights to solicit, and receive commissions on, orders of
Systems from the Customers, and turns over to Buyer the list oflnfluence Keys.

2.

Effective Date. This agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2014 ..

3.

Amount and Terms of Payments. In consideration of Seller's assignment of

the Rights, Buyer shall pay to the Seller a total of $318,000.00 (hereinafter called "Purchase
Price"). Purchase Price includes principal and interest imputed at the rate of3.25% per
annum on the declining balance. Payments to Seller of the Purchase Price shall be made by
Buyer with a payment in the amount of$50,000.00 at closing, and the remaining balance of
$268,000.00 in one-hundred twenty (120) fixed and equal monthly installments of$2,233.33,
commencing on _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2014, pursuant to the payment schedule attached hereto
as a rider (hereinafter the "Monthly Payments"). The monthly payments from Buyer to Seller
shall be due and payable on the __ day of each month following the month with respect to
which the payment is being credited. In view of the inherent business risks in a transaction of
this nature, which risks Buyer has freely elected to assume, Buyer understands and agrees that
no Monthly Payments made by Buyer prior thereto shall be returned to Buyer in the event
Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard terminates for any reason, whether
voluntary or involuntary.
~:~!;,';{·. ·:• ·. A.d i ustlll ents·. to.·..P,ur:dHisei:Piii~.tBas~tl&fJ:PhfibP~'i:l6i£ifii!l'nc~i~-· ''t4~iJ;~i.~l.:

~~iP&#~~;,(etlce will· be ·rrioi'iift ed :by~%;:iif¢~(3Jtgmght~~mtfi:¥i~~¢f~g~~~~~)~~J~i·;iit·yea.'f/ti~9 {2)

~KWmi:A'&r~ement, using an avera:geotthe tWo.'ti'X:Y~~$.~9f'f&~l¢s;'U1~lJff8f:~:?utchttse itti¢,~ ·
~B,~li.j£¢;n):pdified to equ~l·the two C2);J<('at;~YelM¢;i:;~~f~·"Vii.l:~~;.~1'fl().Qt'Of $Z80;009;0Q .f<?J:
t~e Tot~LPi.ifchase Price. · Pay merits ·~iter ~ttY rifodifiq~t!o~~:~ffef,

tlfeiiwo (2} yeirr markwili

,

r¢~~.G¢ or iiicrease the month! ypaYili.eP.ts an,d wiltt:rtf~tfnh;{acc6untal;ly p:dor'paymeri,W,/J:'he.
p'a.rtiesggree to attach a new payment schediiJe,h<£feto{ot tli.e rem~itide{ofthe term ·df-tbis
~gr¢~ihentin the event of a modificMi9D..of the Totabf,l!Tchlis¢ Priq~,;'.J~;set forth in this,

iiilragraph .

.. 5.

Manner ofPayments

(A) Buyer promises to pay toSeller each Morithly'Paym{mt at the time the sarrie is
due.
AGREEMENT-2
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(BY:Alfpayill.¢iitsO'iili~!ihe. Ciedi(.eg)first to accrued interest, then to.princip<il.
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6.

Termination of Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement.

(A) The payment obligations of Buyer to Seller under this agreement and the
assignment of Rights to Buyer by Seller shall continue only so long as Buyer's Regional
Distributor Agreement is in effect and shall expire upon any termination of such Regional
Distributor Agreement. In the event of any such termination, Safeguard shall, as Seller's
authorized agent, with reasonable promptness, at Safeguard's discretion, either:
(1) Reassign to a subsequent Assignee the Rights previously assigned to Buyer, to the

extent then possible, subject to an obligation on the part of any subsequent Assignee of such
Rights to assume the unfulfilled payment obligations to Seller; or
(2) Assume the unfulfilled payment obligations of Buyer; or
(3) Reassign, to the extent then possible, the Rights to Seller.
In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (1), Safeguard shall attempt to reassign
the Rights for the then outstanding balance of the Purchase Price due to Seller so long as (i)
that price is consistent with the sales/price multiple of comparable assignments of
commission rights by Safeguard Distributors at the time and (ii) Safeguard shall not be
required to lower its standards for the selection of distributors just to recruit an Assignee who
is willing to assume the entire outstanding balance of the Purchase Price that is then due to
Seller. In the event Safeguard proceeds under option (3), Seller shall sign Safeguard's
Distributor Agreement and to accept reasonable quotas set by Safeguard. Any reassignment of
Rights to a subsequent Assignee or to Seller shall include the commission rights to any other
customers for whom Buyer has placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the
effective date.
(B) In the event Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement terminates for any reason,
whether voluntary or involuntary, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Buyer shall have no
further rights to the Customers or interest in and to the Rights. Since the Rights to the
Customers will either be reassigned to a subsequent Assignee, assumed by Safeguard, or
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reassigned to Seller, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it would deprive Seller, Safeguard
and any such subsequent Assignee ofthe anticipated benefit of that transfer if Buyer were to
compete against them. Accordingly, in such event Buyer agrees until Seller's Purchase Price
is fully paid, or, if sooner, for a period of two (2) years after the date of Buyer's termination,
Buyer, directly or indirectly, will not sell, solicit, attempt to sell or assist others to sell or
attempt to sell products or services competitive with products or services available from
Safeguard to any of the Customers, to any of the Influence Keys, or to any other customers
for whom Buyer has placed orders of Systems within the Territory after the effective date. In
addition, in such event Buyer shall promptly tum over to Safeguard and any subsequent
Assignee all Confidential Information relating to the Customers, to any other Safeguard
customers, and to such Influence Keys, and Buyer agrees not to use any such Confidential
Information for Buyer's own benefit or to disclose such Confidential Information to any third
parties. Finally, in such event Buyer shall execute all forms of agreements or other documents
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and such Assignee further use
of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine numbers, and post office box mailing addresses
previously used by Buyer to receive communications, orders and telephone messages from
an){ of the Customers, other Safeguard customers and such Influence Keys. Buyer shall,
thereafter, promptly refer to Safeguard and such Assignee all communications, orders and
telephone messages from any of the Customers, other Safeguard customers and such
Influence Keys about Safeguard or its products. As used in this paragraph, the terms "directly
or indirectly," "competitive" and "Confidential Information" as to Buyer shall have the same
definition to that set forth in section 14 as to Seller, and section 14 shall also serve to define
the range of products and services available from Safeguard. Buyer recognizes that the
restrictions contained in this section 6(B) are reasonable and necessary and that any violation
will result in substantial and irreparable injury to Safeguard and Seller. Accordingly, Buyer
agrees that any violation of these provisions by Buyer shall entitle Seller or Safeguard, in
addition to any other rights either of them may have, to preliminary and permanent injunctive
relief and other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction_ In the event that any of
the provisions of this section 6(B) shall be deemed to exceed the scope permitted by
applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed reformed to the maximum scope
permitted by the applicable laws. If for any reason any term or provision of this section 6(B)
is ever held to be invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in
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full force and effect and all terms, provisions and paragraphs of this section 6(8) shall be
deemed to be severable in nature.
(C) In the event Buyer fails to pay any Monthly amount, when due, without good
cause, to Seller, and if Buyer's default shall continue for a p{!riod.Qf(2l)days after -written
notice from Seller to both Buyer and Safeguard, Seller shall in addition to any other remedies,
be entitled to cause Buyer to reassign to Safeguard all of Buyer's rights, title and interest
pursuant to the Regional Distributor Agreement entered into by and between Buyer and
Safeguard.
7.

Termination of Seller's Distributor Agreement. As of the effective date

hereof, Seller's Distributor Agreement and Data Processing Agreement with Safeguard shall
terminate including, specifically, Seller's right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services within any part of the Territory, and also including,
specifically, Seller's right to solicit orders, and receive commissions on sales, of Systems or
any other Safeguard products or services to the Customers. Except for commissions due to
Seller on orders submitted by Seller in good faith before the effective date or s otherwise
herein provided, Seller shall have no further rights or obligations under the Distributor
Agreement; provide, however, that Seller shall remain obhgate to reimburse Safeguard for
any commissions paid to Seller on account of sales to Customers for which Seller would
have been liable to reimburse Safeguard under that Agreement (including, for example,
chargebacks less recoveries and remakes), and Seller shall also be liable for a reduction in the
Purchase Price if any of the Customers are found to have been located outside the Territory or
to have properly been the protected account(s) of another Safeguard Distributor within the
Teuitory.

8.

No Exclusive Rights. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed

as granting to Buyer the exclusive right to act as a distributor of Systems or any other
Safeguard products or services in the Teuitory or in any portion of the Teuitory.
9.

Representations and Warranties of Seller and Buyer.

(A)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Seller represents and warrants to Safeguard and Buyer that:
(1) There is no provision of any existing contract (including contract with any of
Seller's past or present associate distributors) or agreement binding on Seller or affecting
Seller's property or the Rights, which would conflict with or in any way prevent the
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execution, delivery or carrying out of the terms of this agreement.
(2) Seller is the sole owner of all of the Rights, and has the complete and unrestricted
right, power and authority to assign the Rights and to turn over the list oflnfluence Keys free
of all liens, pledges, claims or other encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever,
including but not limited to claims of other Safeguard distributors to having rights in and to
any of the Customers.
(3) Neither Seller nor Safeguard has any liability or obligation to any person who is
or was previously an associate distributor or sales representative of Seller.
(4) The Rights and the business and operations of Seller's distributorship have not
been, and are not threatened to be, materially adversely affected in any way.
(5) Prior to the effective date, Seller (i) has conducted the business related to the
Rights solely in the ordinary course, (ii) has used Seller's best efforts to maintain the relations
and goodwill with the Customers, with the Influence Keys, and with any others having
business relations with Seller, and (iii) has not made any extraordinary or unusually large
sales to the Customers, or entered into any other kind of business arrangements with the
Customers which create a risk of prejudice or unfairness to Safeguard or Buyer.
(6) No Customer and no Influence Key has informed Seller that it is not prepared to
deal with Safeguard or Buyer after the effective date, and Seller knows of no reason why the
pattern of repeat sales of Systems after the effective date will differ materially from the
pattern during the time when Seller was a Safeguard distributor.
(7) Prior to the effective date, Seller has not disclosed any Confidential Information
(as defined in paragraph 14(A) below) relating to the Customers and the Influence Keys to
any third party who is not affiliated with Safeguard, nor has Seller permitted any third party
who is not affiliated with Safeguard to observe or have access to such Confidential
Information for any reason.
(B)

In addition to any other representations and warranties contained in this

agreement, Buyer represents and warrants to Safeguard and Seller that:
(1) In executing this agreement, Buyer relies solely on Buyer's own judgment, belief
and knowledge, and such advice as Buyer may have received from Buyer's own counseL
Buyer acknowledges that Buyer has had the opportunity to consult with advisors of Buyer's
choice. Except for representations of Seller expressly set forth herein, Buyer has not been
influenced by any representations or statements, including, for example, representations or
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statements about future earnings or equity, made by or on behalf of any persons or entities,
including Seller and Safeguard.
(2) Buyer has, at Seller's and Safeguard's urging, conducted Buyer's own diligent
investigation of the estimated revenues that Buyer can project himself to earn under Buyer's
Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard as compared to the obligations Buyer is
assuming under this agreement and Buyer's anticipated business expenses. Buyer has had the
opportunity to contact and consult with as many current Safeguard distributors as Buyer
deemed appropriate. As part of Buyer's diligent investigation, Buyer has become
knowledgeable about the value of commission rights that have previously been sold by other
Safeguard distributors, Buyer has had access to information to enable Buyer independently to
verify that Seller's Rights have a value that is comparable to the commission rights sold in
such prior transactions, and other than the Confidential Information described in section 14
below, there is no information available to Seller and Safeguard that Buyer has requested to
enable Buyer to evaluate this transaction which Seller and Safeguard have refused to provide
to Buyer. Buyer is freely and voluntarily entering into this transaction and executing this
agreement based solely upon Buyer's own full and diligent investigation, and not upon
promises or representations made by or on behalf of Seller or Safeguard. Buyer has carefully
read Buyer's Regional Distributor Agreement with Safeguard, and Buyer clearly understands
that Buyer's right to enter into a "buy-sell" agreement such as this in the future is subject to
strict compliance with all terms and conditions of that Regional Distributor Agreement.
(3) Any financial data or other information submitted by Buyer to Seller and
Safeguard is accurate, complete and not materially misleading.
(4) Until Seller's Purchase Price is fully paid, Buyer shall at all times devote Buyer's
best efforts to the sales, management and operation of Buyer's Safeguard Distributorship.

10.

Conditions to this Agreement. This agreement and the parties' performance

of their respective obligations hereunder shall be subject to the following conditions, which
may be waived by the other parties but only in a writing that makes specific reference to this
paragraph 10:
(A) The representations and warranties set forth in paragraph 9 hereof shall be true as
of the effective date, and Seller and Buyer shall have performed all obligations required to be
performed by them hereunder.
(B) Safeguard and Buyer shall have executed, as of the effective date hereof, a
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Regional Distributor Agreement containing such terms, conditions and provisions as shall be
agreed upon by Safeguard and Buyer, and Buyer shall have also executed such other
documentation as Safeguard may reasonably request.

(C) Seller, Safeguard and Buyer shall have entered into mutually satisfactory
agreement or agreements relating to (i) Seller's assignment of, and the use by Safeguard and
Buyer (after the effective date) of the telephone number(s), facsimile machine number(s) and
post office box(es) previously used in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, and (ii) the disposition of mail, orders and other communications of any kind from
any of the Customers, and from any of the Influence Keys, relating to Safeguard business and
directed to any of Seller's office or home addresses after the effective date.
(d) Buyer shall have furnished Seller and Safeguard with all information reasonably
requested by them concerning (i) Buyer's financial condition, (ii) Buyer's future plans as a
Safeguard Distributor, including a business plan for the three (3) to five (5) years following
the effective date, and (iii) Buyer's proposed sales organization.
11.

Indemnification. Seller shall indemnify and hold Safeguard and Buyer

harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability, deficiency, cost or
expense resulting from any misrepresentation or breach of warranty of Seller contained
herein, or the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of Seller hereunder, any such
amounts may be set off against the Monthly Payments otherwise due to Seller over the
months next succeeding the event, and any such set off shall reduce the Monthly Payments
and the Purchase Price due to Seller hereunder accordingly. Buyer shall indemnify and hold
Safeguard and Seller harmless against and in respect of any and all damage, loss, liability,
deficiency, cost, or expenses arising out of or resulting from any misrepresentation or breach
of warranty of Buyer contained herein, the nonfulfillment of any agreement or covenant of
Buyer hereunder, or any debt or expense incurred by Buyer after the effective date.
12.

Seller's Cooperation with Buyer and Safeguard. Seller will cooperate with

Safeguard and Buyer in informing the Customers and the Influence Keys of the assignment of
Rights from Seller to Buyer. Such cooperation shall include a letter of introduction, in a form
previously agreed to by Safeguard and Buyer, mailed at Buyer's expense to the Customers,
and a personal and/or written introduction of Buyer by Seller to the Influence Keys.
Notwithstanding such letters and introductions, Buyer acknowledges and agrees that neither
Seller nor Safeguard represents that such Customers will continue to place orders, or that such
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Influence Keys will continue to provide referrals to Buyer after the effective date.
Seller shall also execute all forms of agreements or other documents reasonably
necessary or appropriate so as to assign or transfer to Safeguard and Buyer, as of the effective
date, use of all telephone numbers, facsimile machine nwnbers and post office box mailing
addresses used by Seller to receive communications relating to Seller's business as a
distributor of Safeguard's products and services. Seller shall, after the effective date, promptly
(i.e. within 24 hours) refer to Safeguard and Buyer all communications, orders, referrals and
telephone messages from any of the Customers or Influence Keys about Safeguard or its
products. Seller shall remain solely liable for all bills for telephone or postal services provided
to Seller, and any white or yellow page advertising placed by Seller, in connection with any
of the foregoing nwnbers or boxes prior to the effective date; however, Buyer shall assume
the liability for such advertising covering the period following the effective date.
13.

Business Risks Assumed by Seller.

(A) Seller understands that there are business risks in agreeing to receive installment
payments over an extended period of time. Seller has elected to assume such risks and was
not induced to do so by any representations, warranties, assurances or guarantees by either
Safeguard or Buyer to the extent not explicitly set forth in this agreement. Insofar as Buyer
has made specific written promises to Seller in this agreement, Seller agrees that it is Seller's
responsibility, and not Safeguard's responsibility, to seek to enforce such promises.
(B) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to impose liability to Seller upon
Safeguard for any business decisions or actions taken or not taken by Safeguard with regard
to Buyer; nor shall this agreement impose upon Safeguard any obligation to consult with
Seller before making such decisions or taking (or not taking) such actions.
14.

Confidential Information, Non-Competition. Seller covenants and agrees as

follows:
(A) Seller recognizes and acknowledges that customer lists, including without
limitation any list of Customers; the list of Influence Keys; customer files, cards and records,
including without limitation, customer samples, imprints and ordering histories; methods of
doing business; proprietary computer software licensed from Safeguard; price lists and price
books; sales volume figures; information as to new developments in the business; and similar
proprietary information in respect of Seller's business as a Safeguard distributor or relating to
Safeguard products and services, regardless of whether in documentary form on other media
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(such as, without limitation, computer hard disk, diskette, magnetic tape, microfiche, etc.)
(collectively, the "Confidential Information") are valuable, special and unique attributes of the
Rights and the business of Safeguard. Accordingly, Seller shall not, directly or indirectly,
disclose or show to any person or entity or use for either of Seller's own benefit, or for the
benefit of any business in which Seller has, or may hereafter have, an interest, any
Confidential Information, without the prior written permission ofthe President of Safeguard .
.Seller covenants and agrees, prior to or on the effective date, (i) that Seller shall have
turned over to Safeguard and Buyer all Confidential Information in Seller's possession,
including without limitation, all customer lists, files, cards and records, diskettes, magnetic
tapes, microfiche, etc., generated in connection with Seller's business as a Safeguard
distributor, (ii) that Seller shall not keep copies of any such Confidential Information,( or
allow any other person to keep such copies) and (iii) that Seller shall have permanently
deleted from Seller's hard disk drive(sO, and from any other computer media, all references to
the Confidential Information, including but not limited to Safeguard's customers and their
identities.
(B) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees
not, directly or indirectly, to solicit sales from, or sell to (i) any Safeguard customer including
any Customer, or (ii) any Influence Key or (iii) any Safeguard distributor, any accounting
systems, filing systems, computer forms, business forms or any data processing services,
products or supplies, including automated payroll processing, computer software or
microcomputer-related products or supplies, competitive with services, products or supplies
offered by Safeguard.
(C) Until the Seller has received the final Monthly Payment hereunder, Seller agrees

not to sell, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity within the Territory or in any county
adjacent thereto any type of accounting system, data processing service, filing system,
computer form, business form, or any other type of product or supply competitive with any
product, service or supply offered by Safeguard. Seller acknowledges, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, that the following types of products, services and supplies are
competitive with products, services and supplies sold by Safeguard as of the effective date:
One-Write Systems and supplies, automated payroll processing systems and supplies,
financial reporting and general ledger systems and supplies prepared on a batch processing
application, batch processing or service bureau preparation of accounts payable and accounts
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receivable systems, processing, including electronic claims processing, for dental, medical,
chiropractic and veterinary offices, professional timekeeping systems, collection letter
services, accounting software programs designed for sale to the small business or professional
market, computer forms including laser cut sheets, filing systems, and flat sheet printing and
business forms such as snap-sets, stock tab paper, deposit tickets, envelopes, letterheads and
the like.
(D) As used in this paragraph 14,
(i) the term "directly or indirectly" shall include the actions of Seller acting in Seller's
individual or in any other capacity, the actions of any business, other than Safeguard, in
which Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly owns more than a I% interest or which
Seller or Seller's spouse, directly or indirectly, manages, conducts, operates, controls, joins,
finances, licenses or is otherwise connected with as an officer, consultant, employee, partner
or otherwise, and the actions of any agents of any such other business;
(ii) the term "customer" as used in paragraph 14(B) shall mean a person or entity who

bought or used services, products or supplies from Safeguard at any time prior to the effective
date;
(iii) the term "competitive" shall include, by way of illustration without limiting the
meaning thereof, the characteristic of(l) having one or more applications substantially the
same as applications of Safeguard products, services and supplies, or (2) performing one or
more functions capable of being performed by Safeguard products, services and supplies.
(E) Seller shall not in any manner disparage Safeguard or its distributors, products,
services or supplies.
(F) In the event that any of the provisions of this paragraph 14 shall be deemed to
exceed the scope permitted by applicable laws, then such provisions shall be deemed
reformed to the maximum scope permitted by the applicable laws.
(G) If for any reason any term or provision of this paragraph 14 is ever held to be
invalid or unenforceable, all other valid provisions herein shall remain in full force and effect
and all terms, provisions and paragraphs of this agreement shall be deemed to be severable in
nature.
(H) The parties hereto recognize that the restrictions contained in this paragraph 14
are reasonable and necessary and that any violation will result in substantial and irreparable
injury to Safeguard and Buyer. Accordingly, it is agreed that any violation of these provisions
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by Seller shall entitle Safeguard or Buyer, in addition to any rights either of them may have,
to preliminary and permanent injunctive relief and other equitable relief in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
15.

Specific Performance. The parties hereto recognize that the Rights are of a

unique and special nature. Accordingly, in addition to all other remedies at law or in equity,
Safeguard and the Buyer shall be entitled to specific performance of the provisions relating to
the assignment of the Rights and the consummation of the transactions relating thereto.
16.

Entire Agreement. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

the parties pertaining to the subject matter contained herein, and supersedes all prior
agreements, representations and understandings of the parties. No modification shall be
binding unless executed in writing by the parties. No waiver of any provisions shall be
deemed, or shall constitute, a waiver of any other provision whether or not similar, nor shall
any waiver at one time constitute a continuing waiver. No waiver shall be binding unless
executed in writing by the party making such waiver.
17.

Binding Effect. This agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto, their

heirs, executors, successors in interest and permitted assigns. Neither Seller nor Buyer shall
have the right to assign any of their respective rights or obligations under this agreement
without Safeguard's prior written consent.
18.

Governing Law. This agreement shall be considered in accordance with and

be governed by the laws of the State of New Mexico.
19.

Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations,

warranties, covenants and agreements made by each party herein shall survive the date of
execution of the agreement and any investigation made by or on behalf of the other party
prior to or after such date.
20.

Mutual Release. Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Seller for

itself, its successors in interest and assigns, does hereby release and forever discharge
Safeguard, its officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives, of and from all
claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for damages which Seller how has or
ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's serving as a distributor for Safeguard
under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, (ii) Safeguard's business
actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory at any time prior hereto, (iii) the
termination of Seller's rights and interest under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor
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agreements, and (iv) rights which Seller had, or claims which Seller could have asserted,
against Safeguard prior to the effective date by reason of any aspect of Seller's business
relationship with Safeguard.
Except for matters arising from this Agreement, Safeguard does hereby release and
forever discharge Seller, :iW<?:fA'~ers l.in,ddireci.9f.s;ia:~d their heirs, executors, successors in
interest and assigns, of and from all claims, causes of action, losses, demands, or liabilities for
damages which Safeguard now has or ever had relating directly or indirectly to (i) Seller's
serving as a distributor for Safeguard under the Agreement or any predecessor distributor
agreements, (ii) Seller's business actions and decisions taken or not taken within the Territory
at any time prior hereto, (iii) the termination of Safeguard's rights and interest under the
Agreement or any predecessor distributor agreements, and (iv) rights which Safeguard had, or
claims which Safeguard could have asserted, against Seller prior to the effective date by
reason of any aspect of Seller's business relationship with Safeguard.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the
day and year first above written.

WILDER VENTURE, INC., dba Safeguard
Systems of the Sangre de Cristo
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
-----------~PRESIDENT

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ROGER THURSTON, PRESIDENT

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
R. SCOTT SUTTON, VICE PRESIDENT
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Monday, June 30, 2014 10:22 AM
'Savoie, Suzanna'
RE: checking on contracts

Thank you for the update Suzanna. Talk to you soon.

Roger

From: Savoie, Suzanna [mailto:ssavoie@gosafequard.com]

Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:11 AM
To: Roger Thurston
Subject: RE: checking on contracts
Hello Roger,
Due to your suggested changes to the documents and your concerns about the general release, they will be reviewed by
the Action Review Committee at their meeting tomorrow.
Thank you,

From: Roger Thurston [mailto:rthurs@cableone.net]

Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 10:15 AM
To: Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: checking on contracts
Good morning Suzanna:
Checking in on the process with the contract approval. Please let me know where we are with things.
Thank you,
Roger Thurston
Dist. 447
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Thurston <rthurs@cableone.net>
Thursday, July 03, 2014 7:35AM
shussain@gosafeguard.com
contract status

Hello Shafina:

I had sent a note to Suzanna regarding the current status of the buy sell between the Flatts and myself. Suzanna had said
that they were discussing the issue this past week in committee and I haven't heard anything since. Could you update
me as to the status of this buy sell and expected timeframes?
Have a good Fourth of July.
Roger Thurston
Safeguard- Boise
Dist 447
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From: Sutton, Scott [mailto:SSutton@gosafequard.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 2:01PM
To: rthurs@cableone.net
Cc: Hussain, Shafina; Savoie, Suzanna
Subject: Transactional Review
Importance: High
Hi Roger:

I understand you have been in contact with Ms. Suzanna Savoie and Ms. Shafina Hussain regarding the status of your
proposed acquisition of the commission rights currently associated with the Fiatt base. I am preparing a more formal
letter to you that addresses the current status and outcome of our review. As a preview, transactional approval was not
achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign the General Release form as prepared by Safeguard. Our
current procedure requires this document to be signed. This requirement remains in place for all similar transactions
and we work hard to treat distributors with fairness and consistency on this and other points. It's the fair and right thing
to do.
Again, I will be sending a letter your way and feel free to call or email if you have additional questions. In the meantime,
thanks for all you do and have a great weekend.
All the best,
Scott

R. Scott Sutton, CFE
Vice President, Franchise Development
Safeguard Business Systems
800.338.0636 ext. 443928
214.640.3928 {direct)
770.686.8351 {cell)
ssutton@gosafeguard.com
www.safeguarddevelopment.com
We're making news- visit our PRESS ROOM
Follow us on Twitter: @safeguardgrowth
Follow me on Twitter: @rscottsutton

Your Growth Is Our Business!
NOTE: The infonnation contained in this electronic message may be confidential information and is intended
for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any use, distribution, transmission or forwarding of information
contained in this e-mail by persons who are not intended recipients may be a violation of law and is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intendecf recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies.
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITION
SYSTEMS, INC.'S REQUEST FOR
EXTENSION TO SATISFY
PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE
AGREED TO DISCOVERY DURING
AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING

)
)
)

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, INC.'S REQUEST FOR
EXTENSION TO SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE AGREED
TO DISCOVERY DURING AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING- 1
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COME NOW Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") and Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), and respectfully submits the following request for additional time to
satisfy paragraph 6 of the Court's Order RE Agreed to Discovery During the August 7, 2015
Hearing dated September 16 (the "Order").
Upon receiving the Order on September 16, 2015, counsel for Defendants SBS and SAl
immediately forwarded it to General Counsel for SBS and SAl, General Counsel for Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe"), and outside counsel for Deluxe. SBS and SAl made a request to Deluxe
that it provide its full cooperation and assistance so that paragraph 6 of the Order could be fully
complied with. Deluxe agreed to do so. Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger (hereinafter
"Schossberger Aff.") ~[ 3, filed concurrently herewith.
Early in the morning on September 17, 2015, Deluxe's legal and IT departments, in
coordination with its outside counsel, Robbins Kaplan LLP, started the E-discovery process that
will be necessary in order to satisfy the requirements of paragraph 6 of the Order. Counsel for
SBS and SAl was informed by Deluxe that it will be technically and logistically impossible to
extract, perform an electronic search, review the search results for responsiveness, review for
confidentiality and privilege designations, and provide to the SBS's and SAl's counsel, who will
then have to provide to the third party vendor for input and bates stamping and branding of any
designations for confidentiality and privilege, by the close of business on September 18, 2015.
Schossberger Aff. <Jl 4.
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SBS's and SAl's counsel promptly called Plaintiffs' local counsel, Clay Gill, to infmm
him of the situation and to request a short and reasonable extension of time so that the Court
would not have to be involved.

Mr. Gill listened and indicated that he thought his fellow

California counsel would flat out say no, and file a motion. Counsel for SBS and SAl then made
a further attempt to meet and confer and wrote an email to Plaintiffs' counsel. See Schossberger
Aff., Exhibit 1. Unfortunately, Plaintiffs' counsel would not agree to a requested two-week
extension. Schossberger Aff.

~[

5-6. Since those communications, SBS and SAl have confirmed

with Deluxe that it will take eight weeks to properly comply with Paragraph 6 of the Order. See
Declaration of Christopher Reeder ("Reeder Decl.") ~ 10 filed concurrently herewith.
Pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Order, SBS and SAl respectfully submit that there is good
cause to grant an eight-week extension until November 13, 2015 so that paragraph 6 of the Order
can be complied with. Deluxe is willing to provide the discovery set forth in Paragraph 6 of the
Order, but it was not a party to the August 7, 2015 hearing, and contrary to the understanding of
the parties at that hearing, compliance with the discovery set forth in Paragraph 6 of the Order is
rife with "numerous logistical issues" due to "a search of this magnitude." Reeder Decl.

~

10.

Indeed, seven of the custodians of the information requested are now former employees of
Deluxe, Deluxe does not have a single "server" that contains the requested information and an
exhaustive search of all servers and systems would be prohibitively expensive and potentially
take months to complete. Reeder Decl.

~[

6-9. Thus, as more fully set forth in the Reeder

Declaration, Deluxe proposes a targeted search methodology and a date restriction of January 1,
2012 to August 27, 2013. Reeder Decl.

~[

8. Further, given the expansiveness of this search and
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the tangential relationship of the material sought to the merits of this dispute, Defendants request
that Plaintiffs share in the cost.
Through their voluminous supplemental productions on September 18, 2015, Defendants'
will have satisfied all other paragraphs of the Order. Defendants submit that Plaintiffs' will not
be prejudiced in any way by this requested extension.

Therefore, Defendants' respectfully

request that the Court grant this extension and Order that Plaintiffs share in the cost of
completion.

DATED THIS 17th day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
1

By-~-------------Tayler . Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Ad · ys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17- day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
AND SAFEGUARD ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, INC.'S REQUEST FOR EXTENSION TO
SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE AGREED TO DISCOVERY DURING
AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneysfor Plaint~ff's]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneysfor Plaintiff's]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail

j4E:-mail:

pmo@ moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Ta)lie;~ Tibbitts

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, INC.'S REQUEST FOR
EXTENSION TO SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE AGREED
TO DISCOVERY DURING AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING- 5
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxcll.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attomeys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
VS.

)
)

)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
cmvoration; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota cmvoration; and)
DOES 1-10,
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR EXTENSION TO
SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE
ORDER RE AGREED TO DISCOVERY
DURING AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING

)

Defendants.
)
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S REQUEST FOR EXTENSION TO
SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE AGREED TO DISCOVERY
DURING AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING - 1
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Steven F. Schossberger, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel of

record for the above named Defendants, excluding Form Systems Inc. and Deluxe Corporation,
in this action.
2.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and am competent

to testify hereto if called upon to do so.
3.

Upon receiving the Order on September 16, 2015, counsel for Defendants SBS

and SAl immediately forwarded it to General Counsel for SBS and SAl, General Counsel for
Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), and outside counsel for Deluxe. SBS and SAl made a request to
Deluxe that it provide its full cooperation and assistance so that paragraph 6 of the Order could
be fully complied with. Deluxe agreed to do so.
4.

Early in the morning on September 17,2015, Deluxe's legal and IT departments,

in coordination with its outside counsel, Robbins Kaplan LLP, started theE-discovery process
that will be necessary in order to satisfy the requirements of paragraph 6 of the Order. I was
infonned by Deluxe that it will be technically and logistically impossible to extract, perform an
electronic search, review the search results for responsiveness, review for confidentiality and
privilege designations, and provide to the SBS's and SAl's counsel, who will then have to
provide to the third party vendor for input and bates stamping and branding of any designations
for confidentiality and privilege, by the close of business on September 18, 2015.
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5.

I promptly called Plaintiffs' local counsel, Clay Gill, to inform him of the

situation and to request a short and reasonable extension of time so that the Court would not have
to be involved. Mr. Gill listened and indicated that he thought his fellow California counsel
would flat out say no, and to file a motion.
6.

I then made a further attempt to meet and confer and wrote an email to Plaintiffs'

counsel. See Schossberger Aff., Exhibitl. Unfortunately, Plaintiffs' counsel would not agree to
the requested extension.
7.

Through Defendants' voluminous supplemental productions on September 18,

2015, Defendants' will have satisfied all other paragraphs of the Order.

DATED TI-llS 17th day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

Stev~oL},:."Jd~53ss

Attorneys for Defendants
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STATE OF IDAHO
) ss.
County of Ada

)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 17t11 day of September, 2015.

· ~s:
Name: /...._/ . ~
Notary Public for Ida 10
_.
Residing at J-rler.dt~/1 ,_ j_,))
My commission expires
&,/.:Ls:::s./?o17
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1!]_ day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in support of Defendants
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s Request for Extension TO
SATISFY PARAGRAPH 6 OF THE ORDER RE AGREED TO DISCOVERY DURING
AUGUST 7, 2015 HEARING by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill

MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for PlaintUJ's]
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaint(f1s]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
l3:E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
ldr'E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @mulcah yllp.com
~elecopy: 949.252.0090
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Steve Schossberger
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Steve Schossberger
Thursday, September 17, 2015 11:48 AM
ccg@moffatt.com; 'Pat Olsson'; James Mulcahy Umulcahy@mulcahyllp.com); Kevin
Adams (kadams@mulcahyllp.com); Doug Luther (dluther@mulcahyllp.com);
creeder@robinskaplan.com; wlew@robinskaplan.com
Steve Schossberger; Dane Bolinger; Jacalyn Rosborough; Tayler Tibbitts; Linda Higgins
Requested Extension for Paragrph 6 of the Court Order [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

Counsel:
I called Clay this morning to request an extension of time for Defendants to fully satisfy paragraph 6 of the Court's Order.
Clay was headed to a meeting Nampa and said that he would be out of pocket until later this afternoon.
He did indicate that he thought or expected that the response from California counsel be to say "no", Defendants file your
motion.
I am writing under the spirit of our local rules of professionalism and civility, and imploring you to PLEASE be agreeable to
a two week extension, October 2, 2015, and the production will be made earlier if it is ready.
Defendants have been informed by Deluxe Corporation that it is working with its legal and IT departments to fully
comply with the Court's order, however, it is technically and logistically impossible to extract, perform an electronic
search, review the search results for responsiveness, review for confidentiality and privilege designations, and provide to
the Defendants' counsel, who will then have to provide to its third party vendor for input and bates stamping and
branding of any designations for confidentiality and privilege by the close of business on September 18, 2015. I whole
heartedly believe that a showing of good cause can be made to the Court, but do we really need to involve the Court
with this? This has been a hard lined litigation position case, but again, I ask that professional courtesy rise to the top
that I know counsel are capable of.
On September 18, 2015, Plaintiffs will be receiving a large production of documents, and the privilege log, which will
satisfy all other paragraphs of the Court's Order.
Please respond to me within the next half hour.
Again, your hopeful cooperation is anticipated and appreciated.
Steve
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER

Partner
direct 208.388.4975
mobile 208-830-3561
fax 208.954.5260
web hawleytroxell.com
emai I sschossberger@ haw leytroxell.com

Attorneys and Counselors
This e-mail message from the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP is Intended only for named recipients. It contains information that may be confidential, privileged.
attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not a named recipient. or are not the
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure. use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this
message or its contents is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately at 208.344.6000 if you have received this message in error. and delete the message.
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
)
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.)
an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
)
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
)
)
limited liability company; and FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT )
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
)
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER S.
REEDER RE: ORDER RE: AGREED TO
DISCOVERY DURING AUGUST 17,
2015 HEARING

Defendants.
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DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER S. REEDER

I, Christopher S. Reeder, declare as follows:
1.

I am an attorney at law admitted to practice in the State of California and admitted

pro hac vice to practice before this honorable Court. I am a partner at the law firm of Robins
Kaplan LLP, litigation counsel for Defendant Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") in this case. I have
personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein, and if called as a witness, I could and would
competently testify thereto.
2.

Deluxe has not yet appeared in this matter. However, it will do so on September

22, 2015. Deluxe intends to file a Motion to Dismiss the claims asserted against it in the Second
Amended Complaint.
3.

On September 16, 2015, I received an email from Steven F. Schossberger, Esq.,

counsel for Defendants in this matter (who has also been retained to act as our local counsel in
the representation of Deluxe), advising me of an order entered by the Court on that same day
relating to certain agreements that were made at an August 17, 2015 hearing on various
discovery motions ("Discovery Order"). Since Deluxe was not a party at that time, it was not
represented at the discovery conference and, consequently, did not get an opportunity to
participate in the discussion or be heard on any disputed issues that may have impacted it.
4.

In paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order, Defendants Safeguard Business Systems,

Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. apparently agreed to "search for and produce documents
within their possession, custody and control from the Deluxe employees and executives allegedly
involved in the due diligence and approval of the Business Acquisitions and Mergers
transactions of IBF and DocuSource, including those documents stored on the Deluxe server and
from any emails sent to or received" by a list of twenty-three individuals. The order further
reflects that "Defendants agree to search the Deluxe server and these custodians for all
documents and correspondence related to the due diligence, approval of and acquisitions of IBF
and DocuSource."
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5.

As a practical matter, the Defendants would not be able to provide the discovery

agreed to in Paragraph 6 of the Discovery Order. This would have to be accomplished by
Deluxe and its employees. While Deluxe is certainly willing to provide the discovery set forth in
Paragraph 6 of the Order, the scope is a massive undertaking for Deluxe that will require weeks
to complete and imposes an enormous cost on Deluxe financially that Deluxe believes could not
have been contemplated by the parties during the hearing.
6.

Contrary to the apparent understanding at the hearing, Deluxe does not have a

single "server" that contains the requested information.

Rather, Deluxe has a complex IT

infrastructure, comprising a large number of servers in multiple locations, some of which require
third-party assistance to search, across its Enterprise Network, connected together in a point-topoint fashion, encompassing numerous storage locations for departments and employees alike,
all accessed through the Deluxe wide area network. Given the volume, searching across the
entire universe of Deluxe data would require months and would be excessively expensive
considering the volume of data on the servers and the amount of time Deluxe IT resources would
have to dedicate to the project. Further, since the information would not be contained on all
servers in the network, it would be unreasonably expensive and time consuming for Deluxe to
run searches against environments unlikely to contain relevant information.
7.

However, in order to provide the requested information, Deluxe, through a

reasoned approach, can attempt to determine which servers in its Enterprise Network contain
information related to the transactions at issue and run searches on those servers. Deluxe IT and
others are currently identifying these targeted locations.

Searches can be run against those

environments to locate potentially relevant information. Once located and exported, the relevant
materials can be reviewed by counsel for responsiveness and privilege, a task that will also likely
take several days.
8.

Deluxe can also search the email archives of the identified employees to locate

relevant documents. However, the email archives are maintained in a proprietary environment
developed by a company called Digitility, which is no longer in business. As such, accessing
DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER S. REEDER- 3
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these archives sometimes requires the employment of a third party consultant, whose schedule
Deluxe does not control. Further, as with the issue of searching every server, to search every
email ever sent by any of these employees would be excessively time consuming and costly. As
such, Deluxe would like to implement a date restriction of January 1, 2012 to August 27, 2013
for the email correspondence, as this appears to be the relevant time period. Once these emails
are searched, emails within this time frame can be reviewed for responsiveness and privilege by
counsel.
9.

As for the custodians, seven are former employees of Deluxe (Jeffrey Bata, Susan

Steen, Jeff Johnson, Drew Hoag, Stewart Cole, Ben Van Glabbeek, and Deb Lynch). As such,
Deluxe will need to attempt to locate these individuals to determine whether they have any
responsive documents. Further, nine custodians are board members, who are not employees of
Deluxe and any emails sent or received by them would not be processed through Deluxe's server
network (unless sent from or to someone at Deluxe).

As such, Deluxe will need to make

inquiries of these board members to determine if they have any responsive documents or emails.
10.

Considering the breadth of the request and the anticipated volume of materials to

be reviewed, Deluxe respectfully requests eight (8) weeks to produce the agreed upon materials
and asks that the Plaintiffs be ordered to share all costs with it. Each step in the process is timeconsuming and expensive, on issues that are, frankly, tangentially relevant to this case at best.
Deluxe is employing every conceivable resource to comply with the order. However, as set forth
above, Deluxe could not possibly complete the process by Friday, September 18, 2015, the date
that the Defendants apparently agreed to provide the information without the benefit of knowing
the numerous logistical issues posed by a search of this magnitude.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America and the
State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 17th day of September, 2015, at Los Angeles, California.

CHRISTOPHER S. REEDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\1 ~y

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER S. REEDER RE: ORDER RE:
AGREED TO DISCOVERY DURING AUGUST 17, 2015 HEARING by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 701-0829

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California 92614

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
9d-.E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

B!E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

·~~

SF.

Schossberger
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

CV—OC-2014-164OO
Case N
o. CV-OC-2014-16400
No.
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INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
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corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
FORMS.
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
INC,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
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Defendants.

1.

The parties (excepting Deluxe Corporation unless the Court denies its motion to dismiss)
hereby stipulate to the following preferences for trial dates: (Please confer and complete.
Do not attach "unavailable dates".) Trials will typically be held Monday, Wednesday
through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
(a)

Week of Monday, November 28, 2016;

(b)

Week of Monday, December 5, 2016;

(c)

Week of Monday, December 12, 2016.

The Court's clerk will confirm dates with counsel if preferences cannot be met. A
pretrial conference will be scheduled 14 days prior to trial.
2.

Parties estimate the case will take 12. days to try.
Cases to be tried as a:
(__) Court Trial
(_K_) 12 person Jury Trial

(__ ) 6 person Jury Trial
3.

Parties further stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines:
a.

The last day to file amendments to any pleading (including amendments to add
claims for punitive damages), or to join any additional parties, shall be 150 days
before trial.

b.

The advancing party shall disclose all expert witnesses to be used at trial by 180
days before trial.

c.

The responding party shall disclose all rebuttal expert witnesses to be used at trial
by 150 days prior to trial.

AMENDED STIPULATION FOR SCHEDULING AND
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d.

The advancing party shall disclose all rebuttal expert witnesses to be used at trial
by 120 days prior to trial. Please note: Contemporaneously with the deadline for
disclosure for any expert witness, the party disclosing such expert shall also
provide all information concerning such expert as is required by I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4).

e.

The last day for the initiation of any discovery (serving an interrogatory,
requesting a document or noticing a deposition) shall be 90 days prior to trial.

f.

Motion deadlines:
Dispositive Motions: All dispositive motions shall be filed so that they can be

ARGUED before the Court on or before 90 days before trial. The parties may not alter this
deadline. A failure to file any summary judgment in compliance with this rule may result in no
summary judgment being scheduled.
Notice:

DUE TO COURT CALENDAR CONGESTION YOU SHOULD

NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST DATE TO FILE BECAUSE THE COURT MAY NOT BE
ABLE TO ACCOMMODATE YOUR MOTION.
Motions shall be accompanied by a separate brief containing all the reasons and
points and authorities relied upon by the moving party. Absent an order of the Court, all briefs
shall comply with Local Rule 8 including the limitations on the number of pages. See Local
Rule 8.
NO PARTY SHALL FILE A SEPARATE STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED
FACTS.
Before scheduling a hearing for a motion for summary judgment, the party shall
file the motion and memorandum in support.
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Briefs. All parties shall email all motion materials to Judge Hippler's current law
clerk (please call the Court Clerk at 287-7455 for email address) at the time the motion and
memorandum is filed with the Court. Any memoranda shall be emailed in a Word document.
All supporting affidavits or material should be provided in PDF or Word files. Apart from these
electronic copies, unless requested by the Clerk, please do not provide a paper Judges' copy to
chambers.
Any party who does not intend to oppose any motion shall immediately notify
opposing counsel and the court by filing a pleading title "Non-Opposition to Motion." The
moving party shall serve and file with affidavits or other documentary evidence upon which the
moving party intends to rely with the Motion.
Absent an order of the Court, all briefs shall comply with Local Rule 8 including
the limitations on the number of pages.
Pretrial Motions (other than dispositive motions): The last day for filing
pretrial motions, including motions in limine (as to issues fairly anticipate das of this deadline)
shall be 28 days (4 weeks) before trial. Motions in limine shall attach copies of the relevant
discovery requests or exhibits. Unless otherwise scheduled, motions in limine shall be noticed to
be held at the time of the pretrial conference approximately two weeks prior to trial.
Motions to Continue. Continuances are discretionary with the Court and will be
granted only under extraordinary circumstances, not within the control of the parties and not
foreseeable. A hearing or trial may be continued only by the Court. Continuances will be
granted sparingly and only in those circumstances where the obstacles to proceeding with the
case cannot be resolved by any means other than granting a continuance. CONTINUANCES
WILL NOT BE GRANTED SOLELY BECAUSE THE PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED
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TO CONTINUE.
CONTINUE, See I.R.C.P.
f.R.C.P. 6(e)(3).
6(e)(3). Any request for aa continuance shall be in aa motion
signed by counsel and the client. The motion shall be supported by an affidavit stating: 1)
1) when

the need for aa continuance arose, 2) the grounds, 3) measures taken to avoid the necessity for aa
as to whether
continuance, 4) when the parties can be ready to proceed, and 5) any statement as

opposing counsel agrees to the continuance.
Discovery Motions. All discovery motions (e.g., to compel and for protective

orders) must be accompanied by
by an affidavit showing the efforts made to resolve the dispute
before the motion was filed. Reasonable expensés
expenses incurred when successfully prosecuting or
as provided in Rule 37(a)(4) of the Idaho Rules of
opposing discovery motions may
may be awarded as

Civil Procedure.
74..

4.

With respect to settlement procedure, the parties request that:
(____) The Court schedule a further Rule 16 Status Conference approximately 90 days
(_)
16 Status

a

prior to trial (on or about

_______

_

days

)) to review and facilitate settlement

possibilities with Counsel.

( X )
(__)_(__)

No action by the Court is necessary at this time. The parties agree to pursue

if and as appropriate, on their own.
settlement, if
5.

The panics
parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by written agreement of all parties
3(f)), and each party reserves the right to seek amendment hereof by
(with exception of 3(0),
Court order. Any party may request aa further status conference for any purpose at any

time.
Counsel}for
Couns
for Plaintiffs:

/~//\
(A

_______ _

Date:
Date:

I” (n
U
[{1/( ’3"___________

c. Clavyton
C.
Clayton Gill
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Counsel for All Defendants except for Deluxe Corporation:

Steven F. Schossberger
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Christy Smith
From:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Tuesday, September 29, 2015 10:16 AM
'Clay Gill'
Barbara Calvert; Cathy Castellano; Christopher S. Reeder; Dane Bolinger; Diane Brown;
Doug Luther; Elena Zyalyukova; Jacalyn Rosborough; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams;
Linda Higgins; Pat Olsson; Tayler Tibbitts
Schedule Call between Terry Robison and Mr. Berliner [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Clay, per our conversation last week, we're waiting for Mr. Berliner's contact information (full name, email address,
telephone/cell numbers) so that Mr. Robison can get in contact with him.
We would also appreciate a short bio for Mr. Berliner so that we know he is qualified.
Thank you, Steve

From: Clay Gill [ mailto:CCG@moffatt.com]

Sent: Saturday, September 26, 2015 5:54 PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: Barbara Calvert; Cathy Castellano; Christopher S. Reeder; Dane Bolinger; Diane Brown; Doug Luther; Elena
Zyalyukova; Jacalyn Rosborough; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Linda Higgins; Pat Olsson; Tayler Tibbitts; Wesley W.
Lew
Subject: T3 v. Safeguard -- Proposed Stipulation to Modify 9/16/15 Discovery Order in State Court Action

Steve,
Attached is our proposed stipulated modification to Judge Hippler's 9/16/15 Discovery Order.
Please let us know if this is acceptable.
Clay
C. CLAYTON GILL
Attorney

MOFFATT
THOMAS
Attorneys Law
at

Direct 208 385 5478
Main 208 345 2000
Fax

208 385 5384

CCG@moffatt.com
http://www.moffatt.co
!!l
Mailing Address:
Physical Address:
P.O. Box 829
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83701-0829 Boise, ID 83702-7710

NOTICE: This e-mail, including attachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client or other confidential communication. It is not intended for transmission to, or
receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it, and
notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected. Thank you.
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this email, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be
imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.
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Christy
Smith
Christy Smith
From:
From:
Sent:
Sent:
To:
To:
Cc:
Cc:

Subject:
Subject:

Steve
Steve Schossberger
<sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday,
PM
1:26 PM
2015 1:26
October 07,
Wednesday, October
07, 2015
ccg@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
‘James Mulcahy';
Dane
Jacalyn Rosborough;
Mulcahy‘;
Linda Higgins;
Dane Bolinger;
Bolinger; Tayler
Tibbitts; Jacalyn
Higgins; 'James
Rosborough; Linda
Tayler Tibbitts;
‘Doug Luther';
‘Barbara Calvert';
Luther‘; 'Cathy
‘Cathy Castellano';
Calvert‘; 'creeder@robinskaplan.com';
‘creeder@robinskaplan.com‘;
Castellano‘; 'Barbara
'Doug
‘wlew@robinskaplan.com‘; 'Zyalyukova,
'wlew@robinskaplan.com';
Elena (EZyalyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)'
‘Zyalyukova, Elena
(EZyaIyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)‘
Plaintiffs‘
Safeguard‘s Terry
Plaintiffs' Designated
[IWOV—
IT Expert
Expert and
Designated IT
Robison [IWOVand Safeguard's
Terry Robison
DMSMSG1.FID672547]
DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Counsel:
Counsel:
In
the September
4 of
in the
In order
with paragraph
paragraph 4
of the
2015 discover
compliance with
several weeks
achieve compliance
order to
discover order,
the past
September 16,
weeks II
past several
to achieve
order, in
16, 2015
Mr. Gill,
have
you several
times and
verbal requests
to Mr.
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written to
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to you
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Thank you.
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you. Steve

________________________
SSTEVEN
TEVEN F.
CHOSSBERGER
F. S
SCHOSSBERGER

Partner
direct 208.388.4975
208.388.4975
208-830-3561
mobile 208-830-3561

fax 208.954.5260
web hawleytroxell.com
email sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
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Christy Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:45 PM
'Doug Luther'
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger; Steve
Schossberger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Christy Smith
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56 PM
Steve Schossberger
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

Steve,
My representations are accurate and your side's continued delays (not to mention your tone) are not appreciated. Do
note that any interference on your part with Berliner's calls and the ultimate inspection will be brought immediately to
the Court's attention. We expect SBS to adhere to the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com ]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com >; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com >; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com >; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell .com >
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve
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From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, Ca lifornia 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Christy Smith
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:29 PM
'Doug Luther'
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]
LarryBerlinerVMl.m4a; LarryBerlinerVM2.m4a

Doug, your representations are not accurate. I have the 2 voicemails dated January 8 and 12.
I guess in your mind the last 2 days equates to "multiple weeks."
Our side has not had any delay as this morning is the first time I was informed of yesterday's voicemail from Mr. Berliner
to Mr. Robison.
Your email started with the foul tone towards us.
You could have simply started off with, "Hi Steve, we want to proceed with the inspection and Mr. Berliner has left some
voicemails for Mr. Robison and is waiting for a call back. Will you please have Mr. Robison return his call."
Now that we know about the contact that has been initiated we are trying to be accommodating and get these two
gentlemen talking to accomplish the task.
However, it appears that you are the one that is trying to set up some kind of false interference claim?
You want to explain why?
From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Steve,
My representations are accurate and your side's continued delays (not to mention your tone) are not appreciated. Do
note that any interference on your part with Berliner's calls and the ultimate inspection will be brought immediately to
the Court's attention. We expect SBS to adhere to the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com ]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com >; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com >; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell .com >
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]
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Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Christy Smith

Robison, Terry <trobison@gosafeguard.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:35 PM
Steve Schossberger; Dunlap, Michael
FW: Dates

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

From:

Larry M. Berliner [mailto:Larry@berliners.org]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Robison, Terry

Subject: Dates
OK- so it looks like it would indeed have to be AFTER 2/21, but other than that, late February remains good. Here are
the dates I'd like to be in Los Angeles:

Jan 31st
Feb 11-14
Feb 21
March 11-13
March 18-19
Thanks,
LarryB

Larry Berliner
BERLINER CONSULTING LLC

0

_rl _ _r l:a

ltlng

PRAGMATIC IT

for<'nsi..:-;

Cell:

I}c,.,gn lmpkn):;'nltloon

310-892-0265 Fax 310-559-4905 Home 310-559-4900

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by
the attorney-client and/or work product privileges; it is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are notified that dissemination or use of this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please discard it. Although this e-mail is believed to be free of any
virus or other defect that might affect any computer system in which it is
received, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus
free.
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Christy Smith
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:35 PM
'Doug Luther'
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

I have confirmation from Mr. Robison that he and Mr. Berliner spoke this afternoon.
They are looking at the last week in February to get the two of them together in Dallas.
Terry is out tomorrow and Friday, but will be checking on remote access capability and talking with Mr. Berliner early next
week.
If Mr. Berliner has any different understanding of their call and next steps, please let me know.
Thanks, Steve
From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Steve,
My representations are accurate and your side's continued delays (not to mention your tone) are not appreciated. Do
note that any interference on your part with Berliner's calls and the ultimate inspection will be brought immediately to
the Court's attention. We expect SBS to adhere to the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com ]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com >; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com >; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell .com >
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
1
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I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Christy Smith
From:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:45 PM
'Doug Luther'
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger; Steve
Schossberger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

I have copied an email from Mr. Berliner to Mr. Robison below.

From: Larry M. Berliner [ mailto:Larrv@berliners.org]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Robison, Terry
Subject: Dates
OK- so it looks like it would indeed have to be AFTER 2/21, but other than that, late February remains good. Here are
the dates I'd like to be in Los Angeles:
Jan 31st
Feb 11-14
Feb 21
March 11-13
March 18-19
Thanks,
LarryB

Larry Berliner
BERLINER CONSULTING LLC

rl

0

r a

PRAGMATIC IT

ltlng
U:

fOI'C11sacs · [ ~sn lmplemcnlcltion

Cell: 310-892-0265 Fax 310-559-4905 Home 310-559-4900

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]
Steve,
1
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My representations are accurate and your side's continued delays (not to mention your tone) are not appreciated. Do
note that any interference on your part with Berliner's calls and the ultimate inspection will be brought immediately to
the Court's attention. We expect SBS to adhere to the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com ]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>

Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com >; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com >
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]
Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
2
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Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Christy Smith
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:51 PM
Steve Schossberger
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

That is my understanding as well. My only concern is moving the inspection forward which it appears to be at this time.
Thanks,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:35 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

I have confirmation from Mr. Robison that he and Mr. Berliner spoke this afternoon.
They are looking at the last week in February to get the two of them together in Dallas.
Terry is out tomorrow and Friday, but will be checking on remote access capability and talking with Mr. Berliner early next
week.
If Mr. Berliner has any different understanding of their call and next steps, please let me know.
Thanks, Steve
From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56PM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill; Dane Bolinger
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]

Steve,
My representations are accurate and your side's continued delays (not to mention your tone) are not appreciated. Do
note that any interference on your part with Berliner's calls and the ultimate inspection will be brought immediately to
the Court's attention. We expect SBS to adhere to the Court's September 16, 2015 order.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
1
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4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com ]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>

Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com >; Barbara Calvert
<bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com>; Clay Gill <CCG@moffatt.com>; Dane Bolinger <DBolinger@hawleytroxell.com>; Steve
Schossberger <sschossberger@ hawleytroxell.com >
Subject: RE: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction [IWOV-DMSMSGl.FID672547]
Doug, in your usual inflammatory fashion you have purposefully misrepresented what attempts Larry Berliner has made
to contact Terry Robison and falsely assert that Mr. Robison refuses to return his calls." Knock it off.
I was just informed this morning that Mr. Berliner has left two voicemails for Mr. Robison, the first either Friday or
Monday, and then yesterday afternoon. Mr. Robison has both messages saved.
Mr. Robison will call him today at 3:30 C.S.T.
I have provided Mr. Robison with paragraph 4 of the Discovery Order and instructed that Mr. Berliner and Mr. Robison
must abide by and are confined to what is stated in that paragraph.

It would have been courteous of you to have emailed me that Mr. Berliner was going to be calling Mr. Robison directly so
that we could all be aware that this is finally going forward or with a request for me to ask Mr. Robison to contact Mr.
Berliner. Just yesterday you generally stated in your letter, "Plaintiffs expect the inspection of Defendants' accounting
data will proceed in the near future." Although you knew that Mr. Berliner was that day contacting Mr. Robsion, you
chose to keep this a secret from me.
I will circulate an email after Mr. Robison reports about his conversation with Mr. Berliner so that an accurate record can
be made.
Steve

From: Doug Luther [ mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:47 PM

To: Steve Schossberger; Jacalyn Rosborough
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Barbara Calvert; Clay Gill
Subject: SBS Accounting Data Inspection and Extraction
Plaintiffs chosen expert representative Larry Berliner has been trying to set up a call with Safeguard employee Terry
Robison for multiple weeks to no avail. He has left numerous voicemails. However, Mr. Robison refuses to return his
calls to discuss the inspection logistics and scheduling. We need to get a call scheduled immediately.
Please inform Mr. Robison of his court mandated duty to converse with Mr. Berliner on the inspection and set an
inspection date and let us know when we can expect Mr. Robison to return the call.
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
2
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Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@ hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@ haw leytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF TI-lE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE DUNN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
JDI-IRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and FORM SYSTEMS
INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
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COMES NOW Defendant, James Dunn ("Dunn"), by and through his attorneys of record,
Hawley Troxell E1mis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in Support of James
Dunn's Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.

ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Court should grant summary judgment for Dmm under l.R.C.P. 56( c)

because Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims
against Dmm for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic
expectancy, conversion, and an accounting.

II.
STATEJ\IffiNT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF''), JDI-IRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, On July 31, 2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
Prior to August 27, 2013, Dunn was the President of IBF. (Affidavit of James Dmm (li 2
(hereinafter "Dunn Aff.")). Dunn founded IBF in 1975 as a printing distributorship, and up to
August 27, 2013, Dunn developed and maintained relationships with customers purchasing
products and services offered by IBF, including W-2 outsourcing and other print distributorship
services. Id.
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As of August 27, 2013, IBF sold substantially all of its assets to Form Systems, Inc.
("FSI"), a subsidiary of SAL (Dunn Aff. <J[ 3.) Though Safeguard established a relationship with
KMMR to run the business operations for IBF Safeguard, Dunn has not been involved in the
management or operations of KMMR. (Dunn Aff. 1J[4.) Rather, Dunn founded JDHRS in order
to enter into a Management Services Agreement ("MSA") with Safeguard providing for the
orderly transition of the assets sold by IBF to Safeguard. (DUim Aff.

~[10.)

The terms of the

MSA obligated JDHRS to continue to service the historic customer accounts purchasing W-2
and 1099 form processing customers through April 30, 2015. (ld.) However, the MSA clearly
circumscribes JDHRS's function as to that of a contractor, not a manager. ( Id.)
According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. (See SAC

at~[

1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter

"Thurston RDA")). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to his
corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. (See id.) T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. (See
SAC

at~[

2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 RDA")).

Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. (See Thurston RDA, Sec. 3 and Att. B); (T3 RDA, Sec. 4 and Ex. B.)
However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in the
Agreements or to customers in the territory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly
the result of [Thurston or T3' s] efforts." (T3 RDA, Ex. B); (see also Thurston RDA, Att. B.)
Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no sale to that
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customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard System. ld.
In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their Agreements that SBS
was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories through other persons or
means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." (T3 RDA, Sec. 2); (see also Thurston RDA,
Sec. 2.)
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27, 2013, and their subsequent sale of Docusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of Plaintiffs' rights to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial cornucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business torts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four
individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tress a McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their
individual and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by Defendant James
Dunn, the focus at this juncture will be on him.
Plaintiffs make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against Dmm focus on his role as
member of JDHRS following Safeguard's acquisition of substantially all of IBF's assets. Boiled
down to their essential elements, Plaintiffs claim that because Dunn worked for JDHRS and
managed customer relationships in the W -2 and 1099 form processing sector in order to
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transition them from IBF to Safeguard, he has somehow conspired with the other Defendants to
bring T3 and Thurston to ruin. However, Plaintiffs have failed to produce any evidence that
Dunn was doing anything other than, at all times, acting in his capacity as an employee of
JDHRS, which was attempting to transition IBF's historical customers to Safeguard.
Indeed, despite Plaintiffs' audacious allegations, they have produced no material
evidence in support. Further, Dmm has attested that: (1) since August 27,2013, he has not been
involved in the management or operations of IBF Safeguard or KMMR; (2) he, on behalf of
JDHRS, has complied with the terms of the MSA with Safeguard and assisted in the transition of
W-2 and 1099 form processing accounts from IBF to Safeguard; (3) on behalf of JDHRS, he did
not solicit new business in any respect, instead ensuring that existing customer relationships were
preserved; and (4) since May 1, 2015, he has completely retired. (See Dunn Aff.

~m

2-12.)

III.
SU~ARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD

Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56( c);

Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for
summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."

Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).
Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cmmot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
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forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583,746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving party
generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant Dunn's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable jury
could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims against Dunn for tortious interference with contract,
tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, or accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For Dunn Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting. (SAC ~m
223-44,261-81,282-93, 294-301.) This has had the effect of tuming what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs will fail in their proof to create a genuine issue of material
fact as to each element of their claims against Dunn. Accordingly, I.R.C.P. 56(c) entitles Dunn
to summary judgment as a matter of law.
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1.

Dunn Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On All Claims Because he Never
Acted Outside Of His Corporate Capacity

When an agent acts in a representative capacity on behalf of an entity, it is well settled
law in Idaho that "the actions of an agent are the actions of the corporation." Ostrander v. Fmm
Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 123 Idaho 650,654,851 P.2d 946,950 (1993); Flsmidth
Spokane, Inc. v. Emerson, No. 1:13-CV-00490-EJL, 2014 WL 2711790, at *9 (D. Idaho June 16,

2014 ). Thus, an agent is generally only liable for actions which are outside his or her scope of
duty to the corporation. Ostrander, 123 Idaho at 654, 851 P.2d at 950; Flsmidth Spokane, Inc.,
2014 WL at *9. Therefore, a plaintiff must show that the defendant-agent was acting outside the
scope of his or her agency relationship in order for personal liability to apply.
Here, nowhere in the Second Amended Complaint (SAC) do Plaintiffs specifically allege
that Dunn acted outside the scope of his duties as an agent of IBF or JDHRS, LLC during the
relevant time periods. On the contrary, Plaintiffs refer to Dunn and IBF and/or JDHRS, LLC in
conjunction with one another in multiple paragraphs throughout the SAC. (SAC (lfll 78-79, 88,
92, 95, 97, 102, 104, 105, 107-108, 137, 143-144, 146, 150). Such continued reference to Dunn
in conjunction with the entities he represents is a tacit admission that claims against Dunn lack
basis in the absence of some sort of connection with IBF and/or JDHRS, LLC. Further,
Plaintiffs even allege Dunn formed and acted through JDHRS, LLC, functionally admitting that
Dunn acted in a representative capacity in his limited dealings with SBS/KMMR during times
relevant to this action. (SAC (ll 92.) In short, Plaintiffs seem to agree that Dunn acted only in,
and within the scope of, his representative capacity as an employee of IBF and/or JDHRS, LLC.
Even if Plaintiffs had alleged that Dunn acted outside the scope of his agency relationship
with IBF and/or JDHRS, LLC, such allegation would lack merit. All of the allegations found in
the above referenced paragraphs of the SAC are from situations where Dmm acted consistent
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with and within the scope of his normal duties as a President of IBF and/or member of JDHRS,
LLC. (Dmm Aff.

~1<][2,

11.) Plaintiffs also overstate Dunn's involvement (acting through

JDHRS, LLC) during times relevant to this action. For example, Plaintiffs allege that Dunn
operated IBF as a Safeguard distributor "just as they had been operated before Deluxe acquired
them."

(SAC~[

105.) Yet, this allegation ignores that IBF was a shell corporation at all times

relevant to the action and did not continue to service its historic customers. (Dunn Aff.

~[

3.)

Fmther, and most importantly, it ignores that Dunn had no involvement with the
operation of IBF following August 27, 2013. (Dunn Aff. (j[ 4.) Instead, his role was simply one
of stepping aside as much as possible, and ensuring that IBF's historical customers survived the
transition of the IBF' s assets becoming housed within Safeguard. (Dunn Aff. (j[(j[ 10-11.)
Plaintiffs have produced no evidence that Dunn did anything beyond this. Therefore, there is no
basis to conclude that any of the actions Dunn allegedly took occurred at all. Further, even
assuming (without conceding) that the actions did take place, there is no indication that Dunn
acted in anything but a very limited representative capacity for JDHRS, and thus, no basis for
this Court to hold Dunn personally liable on any of Plaintiffs claims.

2.

Dunn Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For Tortious
Interference With Contract.

In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that Dunn, among others, tortiously
interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS. (SAC (ml 223-44.) Tortious interference with
contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) that the
defendant had knowledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a breach of the
contract; and (4) injury that resulted from the breach. Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley
Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlow v. Int'l Harvester

Co., 95 Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).
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Plaintiffs' respective claim for tortious inte1ference with contract fail for three reasons,
any one of which is independently sufficient for summary judgment to be granted: (a) Dunn did
not know of any contract; (b) no breach occurred; and (c) any alleged interference was neither
intentional nor improper.

a)

Dunn Was Unaware of Any Contract Alleged By Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious interference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which he allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat'! Bank, 121 Idaho
at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, Dunn had no knowledge of any contract between either T3
Enterprises and Safeguard, or between Thurston Enterprises and Safeguard, let alone knowledge
of a contract involving "Customer Protection" rights of the scope suggested by Plaintiffs. (Dmm
Aff.

~[5-6.)

Indeed, Dunn has never met Dawn Teply and until service of the Complaint did not

even know of her existence. (Dunn Aff. (j[ 5.)
Dunn's lack of knowledge about the alleged scope of Plaintiffs' "Customer Protection"
rights is unwittingly supported by Plaintiffs in their Second Amended Complaint. Plaintiffs
allege that "McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to
operate as a de~facto SBS distributor-- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a
Safeguard Company"-- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in
IBF's customer list, among others."

(SAC~

107.) (emphasis added.) Thus, under Plaintiffs'

own allegations, rather than operating with knowledge that a contract for "Customer Protection"
existed between Safeguard and Plaintiffs, Dunn, by Plaintiffs' own admission, was acting under
the opposite impression--that there was a legal right bestowed by Deluxe to continue to sell to
IBF's pre-existing customers.

(SAC~[

107.)
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Consequently, because Dunn had no knowledge of any contract between Plaintiffs and
SBS, let alone knowledge of a contract for "Customer Protection" of the scope alleged by
Plaintiffs, summary judgment for Dunn should be granted.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Drawing all facts in Plaintiffs' favor and construing Plaintiffs' "customer protection"
rights allegations in favor of finding a contract, Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contract
claims still fail for one key reason-there was no breach of contract.
Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a tortious interference
with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Colllmercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex. M. & Lynn Lea Family

Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 218, 177 P.3d 955, 965 (2008) (affinning dismissal of tortious interference
with contract claim because there was no breach). And specifically in the distributorship
context, where a principal entity has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach of
contract arises when the principal entity exercises that authority. Cabana GulfDistrib., Ltd. v.

GAP Int'l Sales, Inc., No. C 06-02584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008)
aff'd, 343 F. App'x 258 (9th Cir. 2009). In Cabana, for instance, the plaintiff alleged that its
franchisor had breached the franchise agreement by refusing to approve a particular retailer. !d.
However, the court emphasized that the franchise agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor
"shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any
Distributor customer and any retail store where any of Distributor's customers propose to sell or
have sold Authorized Goods." !d. (emphasis added). Thus, the Cabana court concluded that the
plaintiff could not show that the contract was breached. !d.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med. Slwppe

Int'l, Inc., No. 3:09-CV-73, 2011 WL 4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting
summary judgment to franchisor because franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising
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services foreclosed plaintiff's allegations that the contract was breached with respect to
advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional distributors to sell SBS products in
Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs' "customer
protection" rights.

(SAC~[(][

3-4, 223-44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the plain text of

Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state as follows:
Your Territory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not prevent
[SBS] from selling [SBS] inside the territory through other persons or
means.
(T3 RDA, Sec. 2.) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston RDA, Sec. 2.) (stating that "[SBS] may
appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the tenitory"). Nearly analogous to

Cabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised its contractual authority by
allowing other distributors to sell SBS products and services in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive
territories. However, in Dunn's case, following August 27,2013, Dunn, as an individual or in a
representative capacity, did not have a managerial role with IBF Safeguard, instead fulfilling the
limited function of maintaining relationships with customers he established over thirty years ago
and selling a very narrow range of product to a select few of IBF's historic customer base.
(Dunn. Aff.

~[

11.) Thus, Dunn was not even meaningfully involved in SBS's continued efforts

to exercise its contractual authority to allow other distributors to sell SBS products in Plaintiffs'
non-exclusive te1Titories.
Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occUlTed when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
(SAC ~m 17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor
agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
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be sold "in accordance with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3 RDA
Sec. 1); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its authority by providing, in the
distributor agreements, that "[a]ll orders are subject to acceptance by [SBS]." (T3 RDA, Sec.
5(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 4.) Plaintiffs therefore cannot show that a breach of contract
occurred.
As in both Cabana and JMF, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for Dunn is
proper, particularly given that Dunn was not involved in SBS' continued exercise of its
contractual rights.

c)

Even If Dunn Had Interfered And Knew Of A Contract, Dunn's
Alleged Interference Was Not Intentional Or Improper.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-Dunn's alleged interference would not have been intentional or
improper. A key element of a tortious interference with contract claim is that the alleged
interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,
723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that [Dunn] acted with the
requisite intent to interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:

In detennining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
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not, consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the
actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with
which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced
by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of
the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of
remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations
between the parties. !d.
The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. !d. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." !d. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavit of Jim Dunn yields the conclusion that Dmm lacked the requisite intent to interfere
with the performance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract. Further, Plaintiffs lack any proof to create
any genuine issue of material fact as to whether the alleged interference by Dunn was improper.
See id.
For instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027,772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership project, and
the partnership executed a contract for the project. !d. Despite his initial approval, Jensen
ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement to
reject the project for tax reasons. !d. at 1023, 772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the partners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. !d. at 1024, 772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. !d. The district court granted
Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged inteiference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. !d. at 234, 772 P.2d at 1027.
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The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from inte1ference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."
!d. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court
reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in tenns of the long-term
consequences." !d. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affirmed that summary
judgment for Jensen was properly granted. !d. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. !d.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that Dunn interfered, much less intentionally or
improperly. Dmm, as the President of IBF, Inc., was merely a part of a legitimate, routine
business asset sale. (Dunn Aff.

~[

2-3 .) Further, following the sale, Dunn, as an employee of

JDHRS, acted consistent with JDHRS's MSA with Safeguard, working only in the nanow realm
of W-2 and 1099 form processing accounts. (Dunn Aff. ~[ 10-11.) Therefore, here, as in Jensen,
Dunn was motivated solely by his own financial interests through his membership in JDHRS.
His company, IBF, Inc., sold substantially all of its assets, and he was preparing for his
impending retirement from the business. (Dunn. Aff.

~

12.) Thus, nearly analogous to Jensen,

Dunn had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs' distributor agreements. In essence, what
other Safeguard distributors were up to and involved in, whether IBF Safeguard, KMMR, T3 or
Thurston, did not interest or implicate Dunn, as he had sold the business he had built over nearly
a forty-year period, and was transitioning into retirement.
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In sum, even if Plaintiffs could show that a contract existed and that a breach occulTed,

because Dunn's action of agreeing to selllBF's historical customer accounts was motivated by a
legitimate business purpose rather than any desire to bring about any interference with a contract,
Plaintiffs cannot establish that Dlllm's alleged interference was intentional or improper. Based
on the foregoing, no genuine issue of material fact exists on several elements of Plaintiffs' claims
for tortious interference with contract. Because the elements of this claim emphatically indicate
that summary judgment for Dunn is proper, this Court should adhere to the above authority and
hold that Plaintiffs' attempt to bootstrap their breach of contract claim cannot sustain the
application of I.R.C.P. Rule 56( c).

3.

Dunn Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For Tortious
Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract, Plaintiffs also fail to show that a
genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and eighth claims for tortious interference
with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) the
defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant intentionally interfered and caused a
termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See Cantwellv. City o.lBoise, 146 Idaho
127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,216 (2008); Highland, 133Idaho at 337-38,986 P.2d at 1003-04.
As fully discussed below, summary judgment for Dunn on Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth
claims is proper for three reasons: (a) Dlllm was unaware of any economic expectancy; (b) Dlllm
did not intentionally interfere; and (c) even if Dunn had interfered, Dunn did not employ
wrongful means or methods.
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a)

Dunn Was Unaware Of Any Expectancy.

The second element of tortious interference with economic expectancy requires that the
defendant have knowledge of the interfered with expectancy. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138,

191 P.3d at 216. Here, Dunn had no such knowledge of any specific economic expectancy.
(Dunn Aff. 1[ 7-8.) Further, the reasoning set forth above in Part IV similarly applies here. Even
assuming that Plaintiffs had a valid economic expectancy (they do not), rather than acting with
knowledge that Plaintiffs' had a specific economic expectancy, Dlllm, in his capacity as a
member of JDHRS, was acting under the opposite impression--that there was a legal right to
continue to sell to IBF's pre-existing customers in the W-2 and 1099 form processing realm.
(Dunn Aff.

~[

11.) Consequently, because no reasonable jury could find that Dunn knew of any

economic expectancy, summary judgment for Dunn is proper.

b)

Dunn Never Intentionally Interfered.

In addition to the fact that Plaintiffs had no valid economic expectancy, Plaintiffs have
established no genuine issue of material fact as to whether any alleged interference occurred,
much less intentionally. Idaho courts apply tortious interference with contract and tortious
interference with economic expectancy "interchangeably." Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138 n.S, 191
P.3d at 216 n.S. Given that Plaintiffs have failed to show that DUlm intentionally interfered with
Plaintiffs' contracts, Plaintiffs have likewise failed to create a genuine issue of material fact
regarding the intentional interference element on their claims for tortious interference with
economic expectancy.
Plaintiffs' claims in their seventh and eighth claims are identical in all material respects,
centering on the allegation that Dunn intentionally interfered by diverting customers from
Plaintiffs and engaging in "predatory pricing." (SAC ~rll261-68, 269-76.) As fully explained
above, Dunn, as President of IBF, Inc., simply pursued a business opportunity (the sale of IBF's
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customer accounts), and as a member of JDHRS, LLC, was involved in the subsequent and very
limited W-2 and 1099 form processing work through April 30, 2015. See supra Part IV, A2(d);
(Dunn Aff.IJ[11-12.) Thus, no reasonable jury could find that Dunn's alleged interference was
intentional, further establishing that summary judgment for DUim is proper.

c)

Dunn Never Employed Wrongful Means Or Methods.

Not only did Dunn never interfere with any economic expectancy, much less with intent,
Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth claims are further foreclosed by the fact that Dunn did not employ
wrongful means or methods. The fourth element of tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that Dunn's alleged interference was "wrongful by some
measure beyond the interference itself." See Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 121 Idaho at 286, 824 P.2d
at 861. Plaintiffs therefore have the burden to show that Dunn either: (a) had an improper
objective or purpose to hmm Plaintiffs; or (b) used wrongful means to injure Plaintiffs' economic
expectancy. See id. Put another way, "[t]o be actionable, the means used to cause injury must be
wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation, recognized common law rule, or an established
standard of a trade or profession." Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129Idaho 171, 178,923
P.2d 416,423 (1996).
Where, as in this case, Plaintiffs can only show that the actions at issue consisted of a
legitimate, routine pursuit of business opportunity, no tortious interference with economic
expectancy claim exists. See, e.g., Frantz v. Parke, 111 Idaho 1005, 1012,729 P.2d 1068, 1075
(Ct. App. 1986); (See Dunn. Aff.IJ[3, 10-11.) Indeed, "the law docs not wholly insulate
professional and business people from competition in the marketplace." Id. In Frantz, for
instance, the parties practiced together as chiropractors. Id. at 1006, 729 P.2d at 1069. After the
defendant stopped practicing with the plaintiff and began soliciting customers for the defendant's
personal practice, the plaintiff filed suit against the defendant, alleging tortious interference with
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economic expectancy. Id. at 1011-12, 729 P.2d at 1074-75. The crux of the plaintiff's claim,
however, was that the defendant employed no wrongful means or methods but instead had
merely undertaken legitimate, routine business growth and development activities. Id. As such,
the district court dismissed the plaintiff's claim. Id. The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed,
reasoning that "we cannot say that Lthe defendant's] conduct constituted such 'wrongful
means[.]"' Id. Specifically, there was "no indication that !the defendant] invaded records to
which access was restricted or that he solicited patients whom he had not previously treated." I d.
Here, no reasonable jury could find that Dunn employed wrongful means or methods in
allegedly interfering with Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. Dunn, in a corporate representative
capacity, merely pursued valid business purposes in a routine way with previously established
customers. (See Dunn. Aff.

~[

3, 10-11.) Plaintiffs have disregarded the fact that "the law does

not wholly insulate professional and business people from competition in the marketplace," as
discussed in Frantz. Accordingly, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that Dunn employed
wrongful means or methods. Therefore, summary judgment is proper.

4.

Dunn Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract and interference with prospective
economic advantage, Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their
ninth and tenth claims for conversion.

(SAC~[~[

282-87, 288-93.) Idaho law defines conversion

as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of
or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662
(2010); Gen Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691,698, 535 P.2d
664,671 (1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. All(/ora Villa, Inc., 96Idaho 270,271-72, 526
P.2d 1106, 1107-08 (1974); Adair v. Freeman, 92 Idaho 773,777,451 P.2d 519, 523 (1969);
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Luzar v. W Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693, 696, 692 P.2d 337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for
conversion requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party
wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 846, 243 P.3d at 662. Plaintiffs have failed to show a genuine issue of material fact on each of
the three elements.

a)

Idaho Does Not Recognize A Claim For Conversion In This Context.

Black's Law Dictionary defines "personal property" as "[a]ny movable or intangible
thing that is subject to ownership and not classified as real property." BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY 1337 (9th ed. 2009). However, "[m]any courts have limited conversion actions to
tangible personal property because conversion, as a cause of action, is 'based on the theory that
the property converted was findable'[.]" Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing &

Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395,400, 336 P.3d 802, 807 (2014), reh'g denied (Sept. 15, 2014)
(quoting Val D. Ricks, The Conversion of Intangible Property: Bursting the Ancient Trover

Bottle with New Wine, 1991 B.Y.U. L. REv. 1681, 1699 (1991) (emphasis added). Following
from that, Idaho courts have long held that "conversion for misappropriation of money does not
lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157
Idaho at 400; Taylor, 149Idaho at 846; Gen Motors Acceptance Corp., 96Idaho at 698; Warm

Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272; Erhardt v. Leonard, 104 Idaho 197,201-02,657 P.2d
494, 498-99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
In Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "the funds in this case
lost whatever specific identity they may have once had when they were comingled in WSEC's
general checking account. Accordingly, MRS may not maintain its claim of conversion because
the funds at issue have no specific identity." Med. Recover Servs., LLC, 157 Idaho at 401.
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Likewise, in Warm Springs the Idaho Supreme Court held that "Warm Springs is foreclosed
from maintaining this action on the theory of conversion because once the funds were received
by Butler Brothers they went into its general checking account and lost any specific identity."

Worm Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272. In the Idaho federal district court case Zazzali v.
Ellison, 973 F. Supp. 2d 1187, 1209-10 (D. Idaho 2013), the court succinctly summarized the
rule by stating that "the very fact of.. .comingling forecloses an equitable claim for [conversion
by] misappropriation under Idaho law. In short, under long-standing Idaho precedent, money
loses its specific identity once it is comingled with other funds, losing its status as tangible,
personal property and foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion.
Even assuming that Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue of fact as to the other elements
of conversion (which they cannot), here, as in Med. Recovery Servs., LLC and Warm Springs, the
commission payments Plaintiffs allege were "converted" were comingled with other funds and
lost their specific identity. Per the parties' MSA, Dlllm, through JDHRS, received certain
remuneration for servicing historic IBF customers in the W-2 and 1099 form processing realm.
(Dunn Aff.l11.). This payment from SBS to JDHRS came after the JDHRS product sales
proceeds had already been comingled with SBS general funds. Thus, there were never any
commissions paid to Dunn individually, or to JDHRS, and in any event any original sales
proceeds lost their specific character when they were comingled with SBS general funds,
foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion under Idaho law.
In summary, the allegedly "converted" commission payments were comingled with other
funds before Dlllm, through JDHRS, received any payment under the MSA. Further, any
payments Dunn received were not directly traceable to the commissions Plaintiffs' claim they are
entitled to. Therefore, even if Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue on the other elements of
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conversion, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to the property's status as
actionable, personal property under Idaho law. Therefore, because that element fails there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and Dunn is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs'
conversion claims.

b)

Dunn Never Possessed The Allegedly Converted Commission
Payments

Even if it could be shown that the funds retained their specific character, Dlllm is still
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' conversion claim because he never actually
possessed the allegedly converted commission payments. The first element of conversion
requires a showing that "the charged party wrongfully gained dominion of property." Taylor,
149 Idaho at 846. The second element of conversion requires a showing that the "property is
owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession." Id. Additionally, the Idaho Supreme
Court has specifically held that a party must have title to the personal property at issue or a right
to its possession in order to bring a claim for conversion. Cwpenter v. Turrell, 148 Idaho 645,
651, 227 P.3d 575, 581 (2010).
Here, Dlllm never exercised dominion, wrongful or otherwise, over the specific funds that
Plaintiffs allege were converted. Further, Plaintiffs did not own or have a right to possession of
any of the specific funds paid by SBS to JDHRS pursuant to the MSA between SBS and JDHRS.
As noted above, even assuming (without conceding) that Plaintiffs were entitled to commissions,
the specific funds paid out to JDHRS under the MSA are not directly related to or traceable to
any purported commission payments to which Plaintiffs may have been entitled. Again, this was
not a scenario where Dunn or JDHRS were wrongfully receiving credit for commissions that
should have gone to Plaintiffs; JDHRS was receiving remuneration from SBS based on an
entirely different payment arrangement than the commission-based anangement Plaintiffs had
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with SBS. (See Dlllm Aff.

~[

11-12.) Therefore, because the Plaintiffs had no ownership interest

or a claim to ownership interest in the specific funds received by JDHRS, Dunn is entitled to
summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claims for conversion.

5.

Dunn Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For An
Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between Dunn and Plaintiffs, Dunn construes
Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than legal, accounting. The
United States Supreme Court has held that because an equitable accounting is an equitable
remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queen, Inc. v. Wood,
369 U.S. 469,478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City of Oakland, Cal., 295 F. App'x 118,
121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Farmer v. Loojbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113, 115 (Idaho
1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will fumish an adequate remedy, equity does not
assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). Further, an accounting is
appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a complicated nature that
only a court of equity can satisfactorily umavel them." Dairy Queen, Inc., 369 U.S. at 478. "It
is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal remedy inadequate."
Jordan v. Unified Gov't ofW.vandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL 1756840, at *7 (D.
Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSa/us, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015 WL 3679266, at *32
(E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where "discovery could determine
the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n light of the broad discovery
available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' Id. (quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. Of
City of Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941, 2011 WL 4528304, at *13
(E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
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Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna L~fe Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surgery Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101,2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015)·, Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No. 2:15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); Hafiz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hqfiz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884-85,71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Farmer, 75 Idaho at 92); Cmty. House, Inc. v. City of Boise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy. (SAC

~[1[

294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. .. is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations." (SAC lj[~[ 296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there
was no adequate legal remedy Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal
remedy under the facts of this case.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between Dunn and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
Du1111. (Dunn Aff.

~5-6.)

The only common denominator between Plaintiffs and Dunn is SBS.

Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the alleged fact that both Plaintiffs and Dunn do
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business with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that Dunn owes them an accounting. Such a
tenuous connection that falls short of a "relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or even
contractual relationship, cmmot support Plaintiffs' claim against Dunn for an accounting.
Lastly, an accow1ting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC

9l9l 294-301.)

This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which state

that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
!d. The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is further supported by the
lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes of
action. Id. This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons Dunn is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, Dunn's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in its
entirety.
DATED THIS _Jj_day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
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COMES NOW Defendant, JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), by and through its attomeys of
record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in Support of
JDHRS's Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Court should grant summary judgment for JDHRS under I.R.C.P. 56( c)

because Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims
against JDHRS for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic
expectancy, conversion, and an accounting.

II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF''), JDI-IRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, On July 31, 2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
Prior to August 27, 2013, Dunn was the President of IBF. (Affidavit of Jim Dunn CJ[ 2)
(hereinafter "Dunn Aff."). Dunn founded lBF in 1975 as a printing distributorship, and up to
August 27, 2013, Dunn developed and maintained relationships with customers purchasing
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products and services offered by IBF, including W-2 outsourcing and other print distributorship
services. (Id.)
As of August 27,2013, IBF sold substantially all of its assets to Form Systems, Inc.
("FSI"), a subsidiary of SAL (Dunn Aff. q{ 3.) Though Safeguard established a relationship with
KMMR to run the business operations for IBF Safeguard, Dunn has not been involved in the
management or operations of KMMR. (Dunn Aff. 1][ 4.) Rather, Dunn founded JDHRS in order
to enter into a Management Services Agreement ("MSA") with Safeguard providing for the
orderly transition of the assets sold by IBF to Safeguard. (Dunn Aff. 1][10.) The terms of the
MSA obligated JDHRS to continue to service the historic customer accounts purchasing W-2
and 1099 form processing customers through April30, 2015. (ld.) However, the MSA clearly
circumscribes JDHRS's function as to that of a contractor, not a manager. (ld.)
According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS dated June 1, 1987. (See SAC

at~[

1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC

(hereinafter "Thurston RDA")). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard
business to his corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. (See id.) T3 Enterprises ("T3") was
formed by Dawn Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of
Safeguard's customer accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on
July 28, 2006. (See SAC

at~[

2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 RDA")).

Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. (See Thurston RDA, Sec. 3 and Att. B); (T3 RDA, Sec. 4 and Ex. B.
However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in the
Agreements or to customers in the teiTitory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly
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the result of [Thurston or T3's] efforts." (T3 RDA, Ex. B; see also Thurston RDA, Att. B.)
Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no sale to that
customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard System.
(ld.) In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their Agreements that

SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories through other persons
or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." (T3 RDA, Sec. 2; see also Thurston
RDA, Sec. 2.)
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition ofDocusource on April30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27,2013, and their subsequent sale ofDocusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of Plaintiffs' rights to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial cornucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business torts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law and without any supporting evidence,
Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tress a
McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their individual and personal capacities. Because the
instant Motion is brought by JDHRS, the focus at this juncture will be on it.
Plaintiffs' make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against Dunn focus on his role as
member of JDHRS following Safeguard's acquisition of substantially all of IBF's assets. Boiled
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down to their essential elements, Plaintiffs claim that because Dunn worked for JDHRS and
managed customer relationships in the W-2 and 1099 form processing sector in order to
transition them from IBF to Safeguard, he has somehow conspired with the other Defendants to
bring T3 and Thurston to ruin. However, Plaintiffs have failed to produce any evidence that
Dunn was doing anything other than, at all times, acting in his capacity as an employee of
JDHRS, which was attempting to transition IBF's historical customers to Safeguard.
Dunn has attested that: (1) since August 27, 2013, he has not been involved in the
management or operations of IBF Safeguard or KMMR; (2) he, on behalf of JDHRS, has
complied with the terms of the MSA with Safeguard and assisted in the transition of W-2 and
1099 form processing accounts from IBF to Safeguard; (3) on behalf of JDHRS, he did not
solicit new business in any respect, instead ensuring that existing customer relationships were
preserved; and (4) since May 1, 2015, he has completely retired. (See Dunn Aff.

Cj[~[

2-12.) In the

wake of these undisputed facts, there are no genuine issues of material fact, and the Court should
award summary judgment in favor of JDI-IRS.

III.
SU~ARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD

Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56( c);

Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for
summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."

Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709,711 (1997).
Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
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demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583,746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving party
generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant JDHRS's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable jury
could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims against JDHRS for tortious interference with
contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, or accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For JDHRS Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting.

(SAC~[~[

223--44, 261-81, 282-93, 294--301.) This has had the effect of turning what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
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their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs have created no genuine issue of material fact as to whether
they could prevail on their claims against JDHRS. Accordingly, I.R.C.P. 56( c) entitles JDHRS
to summary judgment as a matter of law.

1.

JDHRS Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Tortious Interference With Contract.

In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that JDHRS, among others, tortiously
interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS. (SAC ~[1[ 223-44.) Tortious interference with
contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) that the
defendant had know ledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a breach of the
contract; and (4) injury that resulted ti·om the breach. Idaho First Nat'/ Bank v. Bliss Valley
Foods, 121 Idaho 266,283-84,824 P.2d 841,858-59 (1991) (citing Barlow v. Int'l Harvester

Co., 95 Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)). Once a plaintiff has established a prima
facie case for tortious interference with contract, the burden is on the defendant to prove
justification or privilege. !d. at 284.
Plaintiffs' respective claim for tortious interference with contract fail for three reasons,
any one of which is independently sufficient for summary judgment to be granted: (a) JDHRS
did not know of any contract; (b) no breach occmTed; and (c) any alleged interference was
neither intentional nor improper.

a)

JDHRS Was Unaware of Any Contract Alleged By Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious interference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which she allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat 'l Bank, 121
Idaho at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, JDHRS, through its agent Dunn, had no such
knowledge of any contract, let alone a contract for "Customer Protection" rights of the scope
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suggested by Plaintiffs. (Dunn Aff.

~[5-6.)

Indeed, JDHRS's agent Dunn has never met Dawn

Teply, and until service of the Complaint did not even know of her existence. (Dunn Aff.

~[

5.)

JDHRS's lack of knowledge about the alleged contract providing for Plaintiffs'
"Customer Protection" rights is unwittingly supported by Plaintiffs in their Second Amended
Complaint. Plaintiffs allege that "McLaughlin!McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted
permission by Deluxe to operate as a de-facto SBS distributor- -under the names, "Safeguard by
IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company"-- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the
customers identified in IBF' s customer list, among others."

(SAC~[

107 .) (emphasis added).

Thus, rather than operating with knowledge that a contract for "Customer Protection" existed
between Safeguard and Plaintiffs, Dunn (through JDHRS) by Plaintiffs' own admission in its
pleading, was acting under the opposite impression-- that there was a legal right bestowed by
Deluxe to continue to sell to IBF's pre-existing customers. (SAC lj[ 107.)
Consequently, because JDHRS, through its agent Dunn, had no knowledge of any
contract between Plaintiffs and SBS, let alone knowledge of a contract for "customer protection"
of the scope alleged by Plaintiffs, summary judgment for JDHRS should be granted.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Drawing all facts in Plaintiffs' favor and construing Plaintiffs' "customer protection"
rights allegations in favor of finding a contract, Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contract
claims still fail for one key reason-there was no breach of contract.
Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a tortious interference
with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex. M. & Lynn Lea Family
Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 218, 177 P.3d 955, 965 (2008) (affirming dismissal of tortious interference
with contract claim because there was no breach). Specifically in the distributorship context,
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where a principal entity has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach of contract
mises when the principal entity exercises that authority. Cabana Gulf Distrib., Ltd. v. GAP Int'l

Sales, Inc., No. C 06-02584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008) aff'd, 343 F.
App'x 258 (9th Cir. 2009). In Cabana, a case mising in the similar context of a franchise
agreement, the plaintiff alleged that its franchisor had breached the franchise agreement by
refusing to approve a particular retailer. /d. However, the court emphasized that the franchise
agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor "shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to
approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any Distributor customer and any retail store where
any of Distributor's customers propose to sell or have sold Authorized Goods." !d. (emphasis
added). Thus, the Cabana court concluded that the plaintiff could not show that the contract was
breached. !d.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med. Slwppe Int'l, Inc., No. 3:09-CV-73, 2011 WL
4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting summary judgment to franchisor because
franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising services foreclosed plaintiff's allegations
that the contract was breached with respect to advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional its de-facto distributors to sell SBS
products in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs'
"customer protection" rights. (SAC 9[9[ 3-4, 223-44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the
plain text of Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state
as follows:
Your Tenitory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not
prevent [SBS] from selling [SBS] inside the territory through other
persons or means.
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(T3 RDA, Sec. 2.) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston RDA, Sec. 2.) (stating that "[SBS] may
appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the tenitory"). Nearly analogous to

Cabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised its contractual authority by
allowing its agent, such as JDHRS, to sell SBS products and services in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive
tenitories. Importantly, rather than interfering and facilitating a breach of Plaintiffs' contractual
rights to account protection, JDHRS has merely continued to service a select few of IBF' s
traditional customers (with only their traditional account types, i.e., W-2 outsourcing)--many of
which Dunn, through IBF, had acquired as customers over thirty years ago. (Dunn Aff. q[9[ 1011.) Neither T3 nor Thurston have ever serviced a customer with W -2 outsourcing needs. Thus,
JDHRS was not even meaningfully involved in SBS's continued efforts to exercise its
contractual authority to allow other persons to sell SBS products in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive
tenitories.
Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occurred when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
(SAC q[q[ 17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor
agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
be sold "in accordance with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3 RDA
Sec. 1); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its authority by providing, in the
distributor agreements, that, "[a]ll orders are subject to acceptance by [SBS]." (T3 RDA, Sec.
S(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 4.) Plaintiffs therefore cmmot show that a breach of contract
occuned.
As in both Cabana and JMF, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
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through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for JDHRS is
proper, particularly given that JDHRS was not meaningfully involved in SBS' continued
exercise of its contractual rights.

c)

Even If JDHRS Had Interfered And Knew Of A Contract, JDHRS's
Alleged Interference Was Not Intentional Or Improper.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-JDHRS's alleged interference would not have been intentional or
improper. A key element of a tortious interference with contract claim is that the alleged
interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,
723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that [JDHRS] acted with the
requisite intent to interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
Idaho 1021, 1027,772 P.2d 228,234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:

In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with a contract or a
prospective contractual relation of another is improper or not, consideration is given to
the following factors: (a) the nature of the actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the
interests of the other with which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to
be advanced by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the
actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of remoteness of the
actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations between the parties. !d.
The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. !d. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
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interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." !d. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavit of Jim Dunn yields the conclusion that JDHRS lacked the requisite intent to interfere
with the pe1formance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract. Further, Plaintiffs lack any proof to create
any genuine issue of material fact as to whether the alleged interference by JDHRS was
improper. See id.
For instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership project, and
the partnership executed a contract for the project. !d. Despite his initial approval, Jensen
ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement to
reject the project for tax reasons. !d. at 1023, 772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the partners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. !d. at 1024, 772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. !d. The district court granted
Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged inte1ference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. !d. at 234, 772 P.2d at 1027.
The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."
!d. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court

reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in terms of the long-term
consequences." !d. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affirmed that summary
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judgment for Jensen was properly granted. !d. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. !d.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that JDHRS interfered, much less did so
intentionally or improperly. JDHRS was merely the result of a legitimate, routine asset sale.
(Dunn Aff.

<j[<J[

2-3, 10.) Further, following the sale, JDHRS acted consistent with JDHRS's

MSA with Safeguard, working only in the narrow realm ofW-2 and 1099 form processing
accounts. (Dunn Aff. q[ 10-11.) Therefore, here, as in Jensen, JDHRS, acting through its agent
Dunn, was motivated solely by its own financial interests. Thus, nearly analogous to Jensen,
JDHRS had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs' distributor agreements.
In sum, because JDHRS's action was motivated by a legitimate business purpose rather
any desire to bring about any interference with a contract, Plaintiffs cannot establish that
JDHRS's alleged interference was intentional or improper. Based on the foregoing, no genuine
issue of material fact exists on several elements of Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with
contract. Because the elements of this claim emphatically indicate that summary judgment for
JD HRS is proper, this Court should adhere to the above authority and hold that Plaintiffs'
attempt to bootstrap their breach of contract claim cannot sustain the application of I.R.C.P.
56( c).

2.

JDHRS Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For
Tortious Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Like their claims for tortious inteiference with contract, Plaintiffs also fail to show that a
genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and eighth claims for tortious interference
with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for tortious interference with economic
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expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) the
defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant intentionally interfered and caused a
termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho
127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,216 (2008); Highland, 133 Idaho at 337-38, 986 P.2d at 1003-04.
As fully discussed below, summary judgment for JDHRS on Plaintiffs' seventh and
eighth claims is proper for three reasons: (a) JDHRS was unaware of any economic expectancy;
(b) JDHRS did not intentionally interfere; and (c) even if JDHRS had interfered, JDHRS did not
employ wrongful means or methods.

a)

JDHRS Was Unaware Of Any Expectancy.

The second element of tortious interference with economic expectancy requires that the
defendant have knowledge of the interfered with expectancy. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138,
191 P.3d at 216. Here, JDHRS, through its agent Dunn, had no such knowledge of any specific
economic expectancy. (Dunn Aff. q[ 7-8.) Further, the reasoning set forth above in Part IV
similarly applies here. JDHRS was acting under the impression that there was a legal right to
continue to sell to IBF's pre-existing customers in the W-2 and 1099 form processing realm.
(Dunn Aff. q[ 11.) Consequently, because no reasonable jury could find that JDHRS knew of any
economic expectancy, summary judgment for JDHRS is proper.

b)

JDHRS Never Intentionally Interfered.

In addition to the fact that Plaintiffs had no valid economic expectancy, Plaintiffs have
established no genuine issue of material fact as to whether any alleged interference occurred,
much less intentionally. Idaho courts apply tortious interference with contract and tortious
interference with economic expectancy "interchangeably." Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138 n.5, 191
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P.3d at 216 n.S. Given that Plaintiffs have failed to show that JDHRS intentionally interfered
with Plaintiffs' contracts, Plaintiffs have likewise failed to create a genuine issue of material fact
regarding the intentional interference element on their claims for tortious interference with
economic expectancy.
Plaintiffs' claims in their seventh and eighth claims are identical in all material respects,
centering on the allegation that JDHRS intentionally interfered by diverting customers from
Plaintiffs and engaging in "predatory pricing." (SAC <][9[ 261-68, 269-76.) As fully explained
above, JDHRS simply pursued a business opportunity (the sale of IBF' s customer accounts), and
the subsequent and very limited W-2 and 1099 form processing work through April 30, 2015.
See supra Part IV, A1(d); (Dunn Aff. 9[ 11-12.) Thus, no reasonable jury could find that Dunn's

alleged interference was intentional, further establishing that summary judgment for Dunn is
proper.

c)

JDHRS Never Employed Wrongful Means Or Methods.

Not only did JDHRS never interfere with any economic expectancy, much less with
intent, Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth claims are further foreclosed by the fact that JDHRS did not
employ wrongful means or methods. The fourth element of tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that JDHRS's alleged interference was "wrongful by some
measure beyond the interference itself." See Idaho First Nat'/ Bank, 121 Idaho at 286, 824 P.2d
at 861. Plaintiffs therefore have the burden to show that JDHRS either: (a) had an improper
objective or purpose to harm Plaintiffs; or (b) used wrongful means to injure Plaintiffs' economic
expectancy. See id. Put another way, "[t]o be actionable, the means used to cause injury must be
wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation, recognized common law rule, or an established
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standard of a trade or profession." Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178, 923
P.2d 416, 423 (1996).
Where, as in this case, Plaintiffs can only show that the actions at issue consisted of a
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, no tortious interference with
economic expectancy claim exists. See, e.g., Frantz v. Parke, 111 Idaho 1005, 1012, 729 P.2d
1068, 107 5 (Ct. App. 1986). Indeed, "the law does not wholly insulate professional and business
people from competition in the marketplace." !d. In Frantz, for instance, the parties practiced
together as chiropractors. !d. at 1006, 729 P.2d at 1069. After the defendant stopped practicing
with the plaintiff and began soliciting customers for the defendant's personal practice, the
plaintiff filed suit against the defendant, alleging tortious interference with economic expectancy.

!d. at 1011-12,729 P.2d at1074-75. The crux of the plaintiff's claim, however, was that the
defendant employed no wrongful means or methods but instead had merely undertaken
legitimate, routine business growth and development activities. !d. As such, the district court
dismissed the plaintiff's claim. !d. The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed, reasoning that "we
cannot say that [the defendant's] conduct constituted such 'wrongful means[.]"' !d. Specifically,
there was "no indication that [the defendant] invaded records to which access was restricted or
that he solicited patients whom he had not previously treated." !d.
Here, no reasonable jury could find that JDHRS employed wrongful means or methods in
allegedly interfering with Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. JDHRS merely pursued valid
business purposes in its routine way with previously existing customers. (See Dunn. Aff.

~[

3,

10-11.) Plaintiffs have disregarded the fact that "the law does not wholly insulate professional
and business people from competition in the marketplace," as discussed in Frantz. Accordingly,
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Plaintiffs have failed to establish that JDHRS employed wrongful means or methods. Therefore,
summary judgment is proper.

3.

JDID~..S

Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their ninth and tenth
claims for conversion. (SAC 9[9[ 282-87, 288-93.) Idaho law defines conversion as "a distinct
act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of or inconsistent
with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662 (2010); Gen.
Motors Acceptance Cmp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691, 698, 535 P.2d 664, 671
(1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. Andora Villa, Inc., 96 Idaho 270,271-72, 526 P.2d
1106, 1107-08 (1974); Adair v. Freeman, 92 Idaho 773,777,451 P.2d 519,523 (1969); Luzar v.
W Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693, 696, 692 P.2d 337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for conversion
requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party wrongfully
gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of
possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846, 243
P.3d at 662. Plaintiffs have failed to show a genuine issue of material fact on each of the three
elements.

a)

Idaho Does Not Recognize A Claim For Conversion In This Context.

Black's Law Dictionary defines "personal property" as "[a]ny movable or intangible
thing that is subject to ownership and not classified as real property." BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY 1337 (9th ed. 2009). However, "[m]any courts have limited conversion actions to
tangible personal property because conversion, as a cause of action, is 'based on the theory that
the property converted was findable'[.]" Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing &
Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395,400,336 P.3d 802, 807 (2014), reh'g denied (Sept. 15, 2014)
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(quoting Val D. Ricks, The Conversion of Intangible Property: Bursting the Ancient Trover

Bottle with New Wine, 1991 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1681, 1699 (1991) (emphasis added). Following
from that, Idaho courts have long held that "conversion for misappropriation of money does not
lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157
Idaho at 400; Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846; Gen. Motors Acceptance C01p., 96 Idaho at 698; Warm

Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at272; Erhardt v. Leonard, 104 Idaho 197,201-02,657 P.2d
494, 498-99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
In Med. Recover)' Servs., LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "the funds in this case
lost whatever specific identity they may have once had when they were comingled in WSEC's
general checking account. Accordingly, MRS may not maintain its claim of conversion because
the funds at issue have no specific identity." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157 Idaho at 401.
Likewise, in Warm Springs the Idaho Supreme Court held that "Warm Springs is foreclosed
from maintaining this action on the theory of conversion because once the funds were received
by Butler Brothers they went into its general checking account and lost any specific identity."

Warm Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at272. In the Idaho federal district court case Zazzali v.
Ellison, 973 F. Supp. 2d 1187, 1209-10 (D. Idaho 2013), the court succinctly summarized the
rule by stating that "the very fact of ... comingling forecloses an equitable claim for [conversion
by] misappropriation under Idaho law. In short, under long-standing Idaho precedent, money
loses its specific identity once it is comingled with other funds, losing its status as tangible,
personal property and foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion.
Even assuming that Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue of fact as to the other elements
of conversion (which they cannot), here, as in Med. Recovery Servs., LLC and Warm Springs, the
commission payments Plaintiffs allege were "conve1ted" were comingled with other funds and
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lost their specific identity. Per the parties' MSA, Dunn, through JDHRS, received certain
remuneration (not commissions) for servicing historic IBF customers in the W-2 and 1099 form
processing realm. (Dunn Aff.

~[

11.) This payment from SBS to JDHRS came after the JDHRS

product sales proceeds had already been comingled with SBS general funds. Thus, there were
never any commissions paid to JDHRS, and in any event any original sales proceeds lost their
specific character when they were comingled with SBS general funds, foreclosing the possibility
of a claim for conversion under Idaho law.
In summary, the allegedly "converted" commission payments were comingled with other
funds before Dunn, through JDHRS, received any payment under the MSA. Further, any
payments Dunn received were not directly traceable to the commissions Plaintiffs claim they are
entitled to. Therefore, even if Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue on the other elements of
conversion, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to the property's status as
actionable, personal property under Idaho law. Therefore, because that element fails there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and Dunn is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs'
conversion claims.

b)

JDID~S Never Possessed The Allegedly Converted Commission
Payments.

Even if it could be shown that the funds retained their specific character, Dunn is still
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' conversion claim because he never actually
possessed the allegedly converted commission payments. The first element of conversion
requires a showing that "the charged pmty wrongfully gained dominion of property." Taylor,
149 Idaho at 846. The second element of conversion requires a showing that the "property is
owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession." Id. Additionally, the Idaho Supreme
Court has specifically held that a party must have title to the personal property at issue or a right
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to its possession in order to bring a claim for conversion. Carpenter v. Turrell, 148 Idaho 645,
651,227 P.3d 575,581 (2010).
Here, JDHRS never exercised dominion, wrongful or otherwise, over the specific funds
that Plaintiffs allege were converted. Further, Plaintiffs did not own or have a right to possession
of any of the specific funds paid by SBS to JDHRS pursuant to the MSA between SBS and
JDHRS. As noted above, even assuming (without conceding) that Plaintiffs were entitled to
commissions, the specific funds paid out to JDHRS under the MSA are not directly related to or
traceable to any purported commission payments to which Plaintiffs may have been entitled.
Again, this was not a scenario where Dunn or JDHRS were wrongfully receiving credit for
commissions that should have gone to Plaintiffs; JDHRS was receiving remuneration from SBS
based on an entirely different payment arrangement than the commission-based arrangement
Plaintiffs had with SBS. (See Dunn Aff.

~[

11.) Therefore, because the Plaintiffs had no

ownership interest or a claim to ownership interest in the specific funds received by JDHRS
under the MSA, JDHRS is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claims for conversion.

4.

JDHRS Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For An
Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between JDHRS and Plaintiffs, JDHRS
construes Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than legal,
accounting. The United States Supreme Court has held that because an accounting is an
equitable remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queell,
Inc. v. Wood, 369 U.S. 469, 478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City of Oakland, Cal., 295 F.
App'x 118, 121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Farmer v. Loo.fbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92,267 P.2d 113,
115 (Idaho 1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy,
equity does not assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). This means
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that an accounting is appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a
complicated nature that only a court of equity can satisfactorily unravel them." Dairy Queen,
Inc., 369 U.S. at 478. "It is a "rme case" when computational complexities will render a legal

remedy inadequate." Jordan v. Unified Gov't of Wyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL
1756840, at *7 (D. Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSalus, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015
WL 3679266, at *32 (E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where
"discovery could determine the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n
light of the broad discovery available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' Id.
(quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. OJ City of Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941, 2011
WL 4528304, at *13 (E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surge1y Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101,2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No. 2:15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); Hafiz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hafiz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881,884-85,71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Farmer, 75 Idaho at 92); Cmty. House, Inc. v. City ofBoise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
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First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy.

(SAC~[~[

294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. .. is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations."

(SAC~[~[

296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there is

no adequate legal remedy, Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal remedy
under the facts of this case.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between JDHRS and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
JDHRS. (Dunn Aff.

~[5-6.)

The only common denominator between Plaintiffs and JDHRS is

SBS. Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the alleged fact that both Plaintiffs and JDHRS
do business with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that JDHRS owes them an accounting.
Such a tenuous connection that falls short of a "relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or
even contractual relationship, cannot support Plaintiffs' claim against JDHRS for an accounting.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC
~[

294-301.) This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which state

that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
(hi.) The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is further suppotted by

the lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes
of action. (lei.) This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons JDHRS is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.
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v.
CONCLUSION

For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, JDHRS's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in its
entirety.

DATED THIS

&

day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~~~~~~------------

Steven F. Schossberge , ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant
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COMES NOW Defendant, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF''), by and through its
attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in
Support of Idaho Business Forms, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.

ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Court should grant summary judgment for IBF under l.R.C.P. 56( c) because

Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims against
IBF for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy,
conversion, and an accounting.

II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF''), JDHRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, On July 31, 2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
Prior to August 27, 2013, Dunn was the President of IBF. (Affidavit of James Dunn 9[ 2
(hereinafter "Dum1 Aff.")) Dunn founded IBF in 1975 as a printing distributorship, and up to
August 27, 2013, Dunn developed and maintained relationships with customers purchasing
products and services offered by IBF, including W-2 outsourcing and other print distributorship
services. (ld.)
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As of August 27, 2013, IBF sold substantially all of its assets to Form Systems, Inc.
("FSI"), a subsidiary of SAl. (Dum1 Aff. 9[ 3.) Though Safeguard established a relationship with
KMMR to run the business operations for IBF's historical customers through Safeguard, Dunn
has not been involved in the management or operations of KMMR. (Dunn Aff. 9[ 4.) Rather,
Dunn founded JDHRS in order to enter into a Management Services Agreement ("MSA") with
Safeguard providing for the orderly transition of the assets sold by IBF to Safeguard. (Dunn Aff.
9[10.) The terms of the MSA obligated JDHRS to continue to service the historic customer
accounts purchasing W-2 and 1099 fom1 processing customers through April 30, 2015. (ld.)
However, the MSA clearly circumscribes JDHRS's function as to that of a contractor, not a
manager. (ld.)
According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. (See SAC at 9[ 1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter
"Thurston RDA")). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to his
corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. (See id.) T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts froni. Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. (See
SAC at 9[ 2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 RDA")).
Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. (See Thurston RDA, Sec. 3 and Att. B; T3 RDA, Sec. 4 and Ex. B.)
However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in the
Agreements or to customers in the teiTitory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly
the result of [Thurston or T3's] efforts." (T3 RDA, Ex. B; see also Thurston RDA, Att. B.)
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Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no sale to that
customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard System.
(!d.) In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their Agreements that

SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories through other persons
or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." (T3 RDA, Sec. 2; see also Thurston
RDA, Sec. 2.)
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27, 2013, and their subsequent sale of Docusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of Plaintiffs' rights to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial cornucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business tmts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four
individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their
individual and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by IBF, the focus at
this juncture will be on it.
A brief review of the timeline of the events leading up to this action is very helpful when
considering the allegations against IBF. Prior to August 5, 2013, IBF, Inc. was a stand-alone
entity unaffiliated with Safeguard. Therefore, at that time IBF was completely free to compete to
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any extent imaginable with any of Safeguard's authorized distributors, including T3 and
Thurston. (Dunn. Aff.9[3.) On August 5, 2013, substantially all oflBF's assets were purchased
by Form Systems, Inc. ("FSI"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Safeguard. (/d.) The last
amendment to this asset purchase was effectuated on August 27,2013. (ld.) After August 27,
2013, IBF ceased business operations and became a shell corporation. (/d.) Thus, at all times
relevant, IBF, Inc. has been a non-factor in any of the business transactions related to this action.
After August 27, 2013, any and all servicing of former IBF clients went through KMMR, LLC
acting as Safeguard's agent, and to a lesser extent, JDHRS, LLC also acting as Safeguard's
agent, but not IBF, Inc.

III.
SU~ARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD

Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. LR.C.P. 56( c);
Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for

summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."
Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574,576, 944 P.2d 709,711 (1997).

Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. l.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583, 746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving pmty
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generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT

This Court should grant IBF's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable jury could
find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims against IBF for tortious interference with contract,
tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, or accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For IBF Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting. (SAC fj[
223-44, 261-81, 282-93, 294-301.) This has had the effect of turning what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs will fail in their proof to create a genuine issue of material
fact as to each element of their claims against IBF. Accordingly, l.R.C.P. 56( c) entitles IBF to
summary judgment as a matter of law.
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1.

IBF Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For Tortious
Interference With Contract.

In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that IBF, among others, tortiously
interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS.

(SAC~[(][

223-44.) Tortious interference with

contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) that the
defendant had knowledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a breach of the
contract; and (4) injury that resulted from the breach. Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley
Foods, 121 Idaho 266,283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlmv v. Int'l Harvester
Co., 95 Idaho 881,893,522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).

a)

IBF Was Unaware of Any Contract Alleged By Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious interference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which he allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 121 Idaho
at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, IBF had no knowledge of any contract between either T3
Enterprises and Safeguard, or between Thurston Enterprises and Safeguard, let alone knowledge
of a contract involving "customer protection" rights of the scope suggested by Plaintiffs. (Dunn
Aff.

~[5-6.)

Indeed, IBF's principal, Jim Dunn, has never met Dawn Teply and until service of

the Complaint did not even know of her existence. (Dunn Aff. (][ 5.)
IBF' s lack of knowledge about the alleged scope of Plaintiffs' "Customer Protection"
rights is unwittingly suppmted by Plaintiffs in their Second Amended Complaint. Plaintiffs
allege that "McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to
operate as a de~(acto SBS distributor-- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a
Safeguard Company" - - and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in
IBF's customer list, among others." (SAC(][ 107.) (emphasis added). Thus, by Plaintiffs' own
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admission in its pleading, IBF, Inc. was not included among the alleged actors operating as a defacto SBS distributor. (SAC(][ 107.)

Consequently, because IBF had no knowledge of any contract between Plaintiffs and
SBS, let alone knowledge of a contract for "customer protection" of the scope alleged by
Plaintiffs, summary judgment for IBF should be granted.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Assuming arguendo the Comt's drawing of all factual inferences in Plaintiffs' favor and
construing Plaintiffs' "customer protection" rights allegations in favor of finding a contract,
Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contract claims still fail for one key reason-there was no
breach of contract.
Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a tortious interference
with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex. M. & Lynn Lea Family
Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 218, 177 P.3d 955, 965 (2008) (affirming dismissal of tortious interference

with contract claim because there was no breach). And specifically in the distributorship
context, where a principal entity has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach of
contract arises when the principal entity exercises that authority. Cabana Gu(f'Distrib., Ltd. v.
GAP Int'l Sales, Inc., No. C 06-02584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008)

aff'd, 343 F. App'x 258 (9th Cir. 2009). In Cabana, for instance, the plaintiff alleged that its
franchisor had breached the franchise agreement by refusing to approve a particular retailer. Id.
However, the court emphasized that the franchise agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor
"shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any
Distributor customer and any retail store where any of Dis tributor's customers propose to sell or
have sold Authorized Goods." Id. (emphasis added). Thus, the Cabana court concluded that
the plaintiff could not show that the contract was breached. Id.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med.
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Shoppe Int'l, Inc., No. 3:09-CV-73, 2011 WL 4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting
summary judgment to franchisor because franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising
services foreclosed plaintiffs allegations that the contract was breached with respect to
advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional distributors to sell SBS products in
Plaintiffs' non-exclusive tenitories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs' "customer
protection" rights. (SAC 9[9[ 3--4, 223--44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the plain text of
Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state as follows:
Your Territory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not prevent
[SBS) from selling [SBS) inside the territory through other persons or
means.
(T3 RDA, Sec. 2.) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston RDA, Sec. 2.) (stating that "[SBS) may
appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the territory"). Nearly analogous to

Cabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised its contractual authority by
allowing other persons to sell SBS products and services in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories.
However, in IBF's case, following August 27, 2013, it had no involvement whatsoever in selling
SBS products in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories. (Dunn Aff. (][ 3-4.)
Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occurred when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
(SAC 9[(][ 17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor
agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
be sold "in accordance with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3 RDA
Sec. 1); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its authority by providing, in the
distributor agreements, that "[a]ll orders are subject to acceptance by [SBS)." (T3 RDA, Sec.
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5(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 4.) Plaintiffs therefore cannot show that a breach of contract
occurred.
As in both Cabana and JMF, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for IBF is proper,
particularly given that IBF was not involved in SBS' continued exercise of its contractual rights.

c)

Even If IBF Had Interfered And Knew Of A Contract, IBF's Alleged
Interference Was Not Intentional Or Impropet-.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-IBF's alleged interference would not have been intentional or
improper. A key element of a tortious interference with contract claim is that the alleged
interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,
723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that I IBF] acted with the
requisite intent to interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:

In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the
actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with
which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced
by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of
the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of
remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations
bet ween the parties. I d.
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The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. !d. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." !d. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavit of Jim Dmm yields the conclusion that IBF lacked the requisite intent to interfere with
the perf01mance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract. Further, Plaintiffs lack any proof to create any
genuine issue of material fact as to whether the alleged interference by IBF was improper. See
id.

For Instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership project, and
the partnership executed a contract for the project. Id. Despite his initial approval, Jensen
ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement to
reject the project for tax reasons. Id. at 1023, 772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the pmtners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. Id. at 1024,772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. !d. The district court granted
Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged interference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. !d. at 234, 772 P.2d at 1027.
The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."

Id. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court
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reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in terms of the long-term
consequences." Id. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affirmed that summary
judgment for Jensen was properly granted. Id. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. Id.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that IBF interfered, much less intentionally or
improperly. IBF was merely a part of a legitimate, routine business asset sale. (Dunn Aff. 9[ 23.) Further, following the sale, IBF was a mere shell corporation (DUim Aff. (][ 3). There is no
basis to conclude that IBF, a functionally defunct entity, committed any action vis-a-vis the
Plaintiffs during the relevant time period, let alone intentional or tortious action. Thus, nearly
analogous to Jensen, IBF had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs' distributor
agreements. In essence, what other Safeguard distributors were up to and involved in, whether
IBF Safeguard, KMMR, T3 or Thurston, did not interest or implicate IBF, as its assets had been
sold to SBS.
In sum, even if Plaintiffs could show that a contract existed and that a breach occulTed,
IBF's action of agreeing to sell its historical customer accounts was motivated by a legitimate
business purpose rather than any desire to bring about any interference with a contract. Plaintiffs
cannot establish that IBF' s alleged interference was intentional or improper. Based on the
foregoing, no genuine issue of material fact exists on several elements of Plaintiffs' claims for
tortious interference with contract. Because the elements of this claim emphatically indicate that
summary judgment for IBF is proper, this Court should adhere to the above authority and hold
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that Plaintiffs' attempt to bootstrap their breach of contract claim cmmot sustain the application
of I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c).
Therefore, IBF is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claims for tortious
interference with contract.

2.

IBF Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For Tortious
Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Plaintiffs also fail to show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and
eighth claims for tortious interference with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for
tortious interference with economic expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid
economic expectancy existed; (2) the defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant
intentionally interfered and caused a termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference
was wrongful by some measure beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See
Calltwell v. City a,{ Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,216 (2008); Highland, 133 Idaho at
337-38,986 P.2d at 1003-04.
Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with economic expectancy fail for the same
reasons as their claims for intentional interference with contract. Even assuming that an
economic expectancy existed and that IBF had knowledge of the expectancy, IBF was a shell
corporation and had already ceased operations at the time of the alleged tortious interference.
(Dunn Aff. (][ 3.) Thus, there is no basis to conclude that IBF, a functionally defunct entity,
committed any action vi- a-vis the Plaintiffs during the relevant time period, let alone intentional
or tortious action. Plaintiffs have no evidence to create a genuine issue of material fact that IBF
intentionally interfered and caused a termination of the expectancy or that IBF' s interference was
wrongful by some measure beyond the interference itself.
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Therefore, IBF is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claims for tortious
interference with economic expectancy.

3.

IBF Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract and interference with prospective
economic advantage, Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their
ninth and tenth claims for conversion. (SAC (Wll282-87, 288-93.) Idaho law defines conversion
as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of
or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662
(2010); Gen. Motors Acceptance C01p. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691, 698,535 P.2d

664,671 (1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. Andora Villa, Inc., 96 Idaho 270,271-72, 526
P.2d 1106, 1107-08 (1974); Adair v. Freemon, 92 Idaho 773,777,451 P.2d 519,523 (1969);
Luzar v. W. Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693,696,692 P.2d 337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for
conversion requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party
wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 846, 243 P.3d at 662.
Even assuming the other elements of conversion could be satisfied (they cannot),
Plaintiffs' claims for conversion fail because IBF never had the opportunity to "wrongfully gain
dominion" over Plaintiffs' Property. IBF was a shell corporation and had already ceased
operations at the time the alleged "converted" payments were allegedly being made by Safeguard
to KMMR and/or JDHRS based on sales to IBF's historic customers after the asset sale. (Dunn
Aff. 9[ 3.) Thus, there is no basis to conclude that IBF, a functionally defunct entity, committed
any action vis-a-vis the Plaintiffs during the relevant time period, let alone exerted any wrongful
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dominion over any of Plaintiffs' personal property. Therefore, IBF is entitled to summary
judgment on Plaintiffs' claims for conversion.

4.

IBF Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For An
Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between IBF and Plaintiffs, IBF construes
Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than legal, accounting. The
United States Supreme Court has held that because an equitable accounting is an equitable
remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queen, Inc. v. Wood,
369 U.S. 469,478 (1962) (emphasis added); Si11gh v. City ofOuklund, Cal., 295 F. App'x 118,
121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Farmer v. Loo.fbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113, 115 (Idaho
1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy, equity does not
assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). Further, an accounting is
appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a complicated nature that
only a court of equity can satisfactorily unravel them." Dairy Queen, Inc., 369 U.S. at 478. "It
is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal remedy inadequate."
Jordan v. Unified Gov't ofWyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL 1756840, at *7 (D.
Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSa/us, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015 WL3679266, at *32
(E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where "discovery could determine
the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n light of the broad discovery
available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' I d. (quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. Of
City of Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941, 2011 WL 4528304, at* 13
(E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surgery Ctr., No.
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CV 13-03101,2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No.2: 15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E. D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); Hcdlz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043--44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hqflz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884-85,71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Farmer, 75 Idaho at 92); Cmty. House, Inc. v. City ofBoise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy. (SAC (li9I
294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. .. is unlmown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations." (SAC 9rll 296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there
was no adequate legal remedy Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal
remedy under the facts of this case.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between IBF and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
IBF. (Dunn Aff. 9[ 5-6). The only common denominator between Plaintiffs and IBF is SBS.
Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the alleged fact that both Plaintiffs and IBF have done
business with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that IBF owes them an accounting. Such a
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tenuous cmmection that falls short of a "relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or even
contractual relationship, cannot support Plaintiffs' claim against IBF for an accounting.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs ti"ame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC
~m

294-301.) This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which state

that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
(!d.) The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is fmther supported by

the lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes
of action. (!d.) This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons IBF is entitled
to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, Idaho Business Forms, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment should
be granted in its entirety.

DATED THIS

'7

l

day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~~~~~~~~-------
Steven F. Schossberger, I
Attorneys for Defendant
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COMES NOW Defendant, Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), by and through her
attomeys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in
Support of Jamie McCormick's Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Court should grant summary judgment for McCormick under I.R.C.P. 56( c)

because Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims
against McCormick for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic
expectancy, conversion, and an accounting.

II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, On July 31,2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
Prior to August 27,2013, McCormick was employed as Chief Financial Officer ("CFO")
of IBF. Affidavit of Jamie McCormick (hereinafter "McCormick Aff. ") <JI 3. As CFO,
McCormick managed the company's accounting and warehousing systems, and only a small
percentage of her time was spent managing customer relationships and coordinating the purchase
and sale of IBF products. !d. On August 27, 2013, substantially all the assets of IBF were
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purchased by Form Systems, Inc. ("FSI"), a subsidiary of Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl").
!d.~[

4. In conjunction with this acquisition, McCormick and McLaughlin formed KMMR in

order to manage the business formerly known as IBF on behalf of SBS, doing business as IBF, a
Safeguard Company. !d.

~[

5. KMMR was paid by Safeguard for its services, and McCormick

was paid a salary by KMMR.
from FSI on May 1, 2015.
IBF, the go-to people. !d.
CFO of IBF.

!d.~[

!d.~

!d.~
~~[2,

6. KMMR then purchased the assets formerly owned by IBF

7. McCormick is now the CFO of KMMR, d.b.a. Safeguard by
7. Her responsibilities are essentially the same as when she was

7.

According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. See SAC at (J[ 1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter
"Thurston Agreement"). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to
his corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. See id. T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. See
SAC

at~

2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 Agreement").

Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. See Thurston Agreement, Sec. 3 and Att.

B~

T3 Agreement Sec. 4

and Ex. B. However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in
the Agreements or to customers in the territory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is
directly the result of [Thurston or T3's] efforts." T3 Agreement Ex. B; see also Thurston
Agreement Att. B. Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no
sale to that customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard
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System. !d. In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their
Agreements that SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories
through other persons or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." T3 Agreement,
Sec. 2; see also Thurston Agreement, Sec. 2.
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27, 2013, and their subsequent sale of Docusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of their right to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial cornucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business torts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four
individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their
individual and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by Defendant Jamie
McCormick, the focus at this juncture will be on her.
Plaintiffs' make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against McCormick focus on her
role at KMMR following Safeguard's acquisition of substantially all of IBF's assets. Boiled
down to their essential elements, Plaintiffs claim that because McCormick worked for KMMR as
its CFO in both managing the IBF business assets for Safeguard, and subsequently when KMMR
purchased the assets from Safeguard, that she has somehow conspired with the other Defendants
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to bring T3 and Thurston to ruin. However, Plaintiffs have failed to produce any evidence that
McConnick was doing anything other than, at all times, acting in her capacity as an employee of
KMMR, which was attempting to preserve its relationship with historicaliBF customers.
Indeed, despite Plaintiffs' audacious allegations, they have produced no material evidence in
support. Further, McCormick has attested that: (1) she was never acting in her individual or
personal capacity under any of the circumstances present in this action; (2) she has always acted
as an employee of either IBF or KMMR in all circumstances relevant to the present action; (3)
her job responsibilities as an employee of IBF and KMMR encompassed primarily managing the
accounting and warehousing systems of the companies, very little of her time being spent
servicing customers, and there is no evidence that she was acting outside the scope of her
employment at any time relevant to this action; (4) she had never seen nor had knowledge of the
contents of any contractual agreement bet ween Safeguard and Plaintiffs until she was served
with their Complaint; and (5) her actions relevant to this action were limited to her duties as
CFO, and any interaction with customers were taken in order maintain the historical customer
relationships of IBF, i.e., furthering legitimate routine business, not interfering, whether
intentional or otherwise, with Plaintiffs' contractual relationships or economic expectancies. See
McCormick Aff.

~l<Jl

10-21.

III.
SU~ARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD

Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56(c);
Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for

summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."
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Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997). Affidavits submitted in the
context of a summary judgment motion must be made on personal knowledge, set forth facts that
would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and demonstrate that the affiant is competent
to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e). When affidavits or deposition testimony
support a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party cannot rest on the allegations
ancl!or denials in the pleadings but must instead set forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine
issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583, 746 P.2d 1040,
1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving party generally bears the burden of demonstrating the
absence of material facts, a failure of proof on an essential element of the opposing party's case
makes all other facts immaterial. Badelt v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988)
(citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317 (1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely
a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v.
Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228, 233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant McCormick's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable
jury could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims for tortious interference with contract, tortious
interference with economic expectancy, conversion, or accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For McCormick Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting. (SAC !JI!JI
223-44, 261-81, 282-93, 294-301.) This has had the effect of turning what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
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distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs have created no genuine issue of material fact as to whether
they could prevail on their claims against McCormick. Accordingly, I.R.C.P. 56( c) entitles
McCormick to summary judgment as a matter of law.

1.

McCormick Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On All Claims Because She
Never Acted Outside Of Her Corporate Capacity.

When an agent acts in a representative capacity on behalf of an entity, it is well settled
law in Idaho that "the actions of an agent are the actions of the corporation." Ostrander v. Farm
Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. ofidalw, 123Idaho 650,654,851 P.2d 946,950 (1993); Flsmidtlz
Spokane, Inc. v. Emerson, No. 1:13-CV-00490-EJL, 2014 WL 2711790, at *9 (D. Idaho June 16,
2014). Thus, an agent is generally only liable for actions which are outside his or her scope of
duty to the corporation. Ostrander, 123 Idaho at 654, 851 P.2d at 950; Flsmidtlz Spokane, Inc.,
2014 WL at *9. Therefore, a plaintiff must show that the defendant-agent was acting outside the
scope of his or her agency relationship in order for personal liability to apply.
Here, nowhere in the Second Amended Complaint (SAC) do Plaintiffs specifically allege
that McCormick acted outside the scope of her duties as agent of KMMR during the relevant
time periods. On the contrary, Plaintiffs refer to McCormick and KMMR and/or IBF in
conjunction with one another in excess of 50 times in multiple paragraphs throughout the SAC.
(SAC, !JI!JI 88,93-95,97, 102, 104, 105, 107, 108, 112, 114-16, 118, 122-33, 135-137, 139, 141,
142, 146, 150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160-63, 165, 168-70, 175). Most of these references appear in
substantially the following fonn--"McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR." Such continued reference
to McCormick in conjunction with the entities she represents is a tacit admission that claims
against McCormick lack basis in the absence of some sort of connection with IBF and/or
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF JAMIE MCCORMICK'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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KMMR. Further, Plaintiffs even note that KMMR was formed by McLaughlin and McCormick
in order to continue to service historic IBF accounts after the IBF asset sale to SAl, functionally
admitting that McLaughlin and McCormick acted in a representative capacity in their continued
dealings as SBS distributors.

(SAC~[

93.) In short, Plaintiffs seem to agree that McCormick

acted only in, and within the scope of, her representative capacity as an employee of IBF and/or
KMMR.
Even if Plaintiffs had alleged that McCormick acted outside the scope of her agency
relationship with KMMR, such allegation would lack merit. All of the allegations found in the
above referenced paragraphs of the SAC are from situations where McCormick acted consistent
with and within the scope of her normal duties as CFO of KMMR and IBF. (McCormick Aff., !][
3.) For example, Plaintiffs allege that McCormick operated IBF as a Safeguard distributor "just
as they had been operated before Deluxe acquired them." (SAC, 1][ 105.) Such continued
operation was consistent with and in the scope of her duties as a KMMR employee.
(McCormick Aff.,

~[

3.) As another example, Plaintiffs also allege that McCormick "was placing

Safeguard orders with Teply's Protected Customers[.]" (SAC

1
[

133.) Without conceding that

such allegation is true, though noting it is totally unsubstantiated and far-fetched given
McCormick's role as CFO, any orders placed by McCormick at times relevant to this action were
placed on behalf of KMMR and were made within the scope of her authority as employee-agent
of KMMR. Therefore, there is no basis to conclude that McCormick's alleged actions were
taken in anything but a representative capacity, and thus, no basis for this Court to hold
McCormick personally liable on any of Plaintiffs' claims. Summary judgment should be granted
for McCormick.

2.

McCormick Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims Fot·
Tortious Interference With Contract.
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In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that McCormick, among others,
tortiously inte1fered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS. (SAC ~[1[ 223-44.) Tortious
inte1ference with contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a
contract; (2) that the defendant had knowledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a
breach of the contract; and (4) injury that resulted from the breach. Idaho First Nat'! Bwzk v.
Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlovv v. Int'l
Harvester Co., 95 Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).

Plaintiffs' two claims for tortious interference with contract fail for three reasons, each of
which by itself is sufficient for summary judgment to be granted: (a) McCormick did not know
of any contract; (b) no breach occurred; and (c) any alleged interference was neither intentional
nor improper.

a)

McCormick Was Unaware of Any Contract Alleged By Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious interference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which she allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat'! Bank, 121
Idaho at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, McCormick had no such knowledge of any contract,
let alone a contract for "Customer Protection" rights of the scope suggested by Plaintiffs.
(McCormick Aff. !J[ 11-12.) McCormick's lack of knowledge about the alleged scope of
Plaintiffs' "Customer Protection" rights is unwittingly suppmted by Plaintiffs in their own
Second Amended Complaint. There, Plaintiffs allege that "McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dmm were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a dejacto SBS distributor-- under
the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company"- - and to service and sell
Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's customer list, among others." (SAC ~I
107.) (emphasis added). Thus, rather than operating with knowledge that a contract for
"Customer Protection" existed between Safeguard and Plaintiffs, McConnick, by Plaintiffs' own
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF JAMIE MCCORMICK'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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admission, was acting under the opposite impression--that she had the legal right to continue to
sell to IBF's pre-existing customers through KMMR.

(SAC~[

107.)

Consequently, because no reasonable jury could find that McCormick knew of a contract
for "customer protection" of the scope alleged by Plaintiffs, summary judgment for McCormick
is proper.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Drawing all facts in Plaintiffs' favor and construing Plaintiffs' "customer protection"
rights allegations in favor of finding a contract, Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contract
claims still fail for one key reason-there was no breach of contract.
Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a tortious interference
with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex. M. & Lynn Lea Family

Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 218, 177 P.3d 955, 965 (2008) (affirming dismissal of tortious interference
with contract claim because there was no breach). Specifically in the franchise context, where a
franchisor has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach of contract arises when the
franchisor exercises that authority. Gabana Gu{f Distrib., Ltd. v. GAP lilt'[ Sales, Inc., No. C 0602584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008) aff'd, 343 F. App'x 258 (9th Cir.
2009). In Gabana, for instance, the plaintiff alleged that its franchisor had breached the
franchise agreement by refusing to approve a particular retailer. Id. However, the court
emphasized that the franchise agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor "shall have the right,
in its sole discretion, to approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any Distributor customer and
any retail store where any of Distributor's customers propose to sell or have sold Authorized
Goods." ld. (emphasis added). Thus, the Gabana court concluded that the plaintiff could not
show that the contract was breached. lei.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med. Shoppe Jnt'l, Inc., No. 3:09CV-73, 2011 WL 4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting summary judgment to
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franchisor because franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising services foreclosed
plaintiff's allegations that the contract was breached with respect to advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional distributors to sell SBS products in
Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs' "customer
protection" rights. (SAC !JI!JI 3-4, 223-44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the plain text of
Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state as follows:
Your Territory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not prevent
[SBS] from selling [SBS] inside the territory through other persons or
means.
(T3 Enterprises RDA, Sec. 2.) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston Ente1vrises RDA, Sec. 2)
(stating that "[SBS] may appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the
ten·itory"). Nearly analogous to Gabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised
its contractual authority by allowing other distributors to sell SBS products and services in
Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories.
Importantly, rather than interfering and facilitating a breach of Plaintiffs' contractual
rights to account protection, McCormick, acting through KMMR, has preserved and respected
Plaintiffs' account protection rights for their individual account types by refusing to service new
clients that identify with a different Safeguard distributor. (McCormick Aff. l[ 18.) In fact,
KMMR ensures that any account discovered in SBS' system that is tied to Plaintiffs is serviced
by Plaintiffs. (McCormick Aff. !JI 18.) KMMR has merely continued to service its traditional
customers with their traditional account types. (McConnick Aff. ![ 17.) KMMR's continued
servicing of its historic customers in no way effectuates a breach of the contract for account
protection between Plaintiffs and SBS.
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Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occuned when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
(SAC

!JI~[

17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor

agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
be sold "in accordm1ce with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3
Enterprises RDA, Sec. 1.); (Thurston Enterprises RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its
authority by providing, in the distributor agreements, that "fa]ll orders are subject to acceptance
by [SBS]." (T3 Enteq)rises RDA, Sec. 5;); (Thurston Enterprises RDA, Sec. 4.) Plaintiffs
therefore cannot show that a breach of contract occuned.
Finally, McCormick's responsibilities as CFO, and her very limited involved with
managing customer relationships in the first place, further undercuts Plaintiffs' allegations
against her personally. Even assuming that Plaintiffs' had reason to sue her personally and
individually, which as demonstrated above they do not, there is simply no evidence of
McCormick even interacting with customers on a regular basis. (McCormick Aff. 1j[3.)
As in both Gabana and JMF, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for McCormick is
proper.

c)

Even If McCormick Had Interfet·ed And Knew Of The Contract,
McCormick's Interference Was Not Intentional Or Improper.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-McCormick's alleged interference would not have been
intentional or improper. A key element of a tortious interference with contract claim is that the
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alleged interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. J-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho
719,723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that [McCormick] acted with
the requisite intent to interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
Idaho 1021, 1027,772 P.2d 228,234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:

In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the
actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with
which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced
by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of
the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of
remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations
between the parties. Id.
The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. Id. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." Id. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavit of Jamie McCormick yields the conclusion that McCormick lacked the requisite intent
to interfere with the performance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract. Further, Plaintiffs lack any
proof to create any genuine issue of material fact as to whether the alleged inte1ference by
McCormick was improper. See id.
For instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership project, and
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the partnership executed a contract for the project. Id. Despite his initial approval, Jensen
ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement to
reject the project for tax reasons. Id. at 1023,772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the partners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. Id. at 1024, 772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. Id. The district court granted
Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged interference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. Id. at 234, 772 P.2d at 1027.
The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."
Id. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court

reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in terms of the long-term
consequences." Id. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affirmed that summary
judgment for Jensen was properly granted. Id. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. Id.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that McCormick interfered, much less
intentionally or improperly. McCormick, in her representative capacity, was merely engaged in
a pursuit of legitimate, routine business growth and development. (McCormick Aff.

~[

17 .)

Here, as in Jensen, McCormick was motivated solely by her own financial interests. Thus,
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nearly analogous to Jensen, McCormick had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs'
distributor agreements.
Because McCormick's efforts on behalf of KMMR were part of routine business growth
and development activity, it therefore does not follow that McCormick intended to "threaten,
coerce, dissemble and intimidate [Plaintiffs] into sharing ... the accounts that are the subject of
[Plaintiffs'] Customer Protection rights." (SAC <]{1][ 226, 237 .) In sum, even if Plaintiffs could
show that a contract existed and that a breach occurred, because McConnick's action was
motivated by a legitimate business purpose rather any desire to bring about any interference with
a contract, Plaintiffs cannot establish that McCormick's alleged interference was intentional or
improper, clarifying that summary judgment for McCormick is proper on yet another basis.
Based on the foregoing, no genuine issue of material fact exists on several elements of
Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with contract. Because the elements of this claim
emphatically indicate that summary judgment for McCormick is proper, this Court should adhere
to the above authority and hold that Plaintiffs' attempt to bootstrap their breach of contract claim
cannot sustain I.R.C.P. 56( c).

3.

McCormick Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For
Tortious Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract, Plaintiffs also fail to show that a
genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and eighth claims for tortious interference
with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) the
defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant intentionally interfered and caused a
termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference was wrongful by some measure
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beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho
127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,216 (2008); Highland, 133 Idaho at 337-38,986 P.2d at 1003-04.
As fully discussed below, summary judgment for McCormick on Plaintiffs' seventh and
eighth claims is proper for three reasons: (a) McCormick was unaware of any economic
expectancy; (b) McCormick did not intentionally interfere; and (c) even if McConnick had
interfered, McCormick did not employ wrongful means or methods.

a)

McCormick Was Unaware Of Any Expectancy.

The second element of tortious interference with economic expectancy requires that the
defendant have knowledge of the interfered with expectancy. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138,
191 P.3d at 216. Here, McCormick had no such knowledge of any specific economic
expectancy. (McCormick Aff. (][ 13-14.) Further, the reasoning set forth above in Part IV
similarly applies here. Even assuming that Plaintiffs had a valid economic expectancy (they do
not), rather than acting with knowledge that Plaintiffs' had a specific economic expectancy,
McCormick was acting under the opposite impression--that KMMR had a legal right to continue
to sell to IBF' s pre-existing customers. (McCormick Aff. (][ 17 .) Consequently, because no
reasonable jury could find that McLaughlin knew of any economic expectancy, summary
judgment for McLaughlin is proper.

b)

McCormick Never Intentionally Interfered.

In addition to the fact that Plaintiffs had no valid economic expectancy, Plaintiffs have
established no genuine issue of material fact as to whetl1er any alleged interference occurred,
much less intentionally. Idaho courts apply tortious interference with contract and tortious
interference with economic expectancy "interchangeably." Cantwell, 146Idaho at 138 n.5, 191
P.3d at 216 n.5. Given tl1at Plaintiffs have failed to show that McConnick intentionally
interfered witl1 Plaintiffs' contracts, Plaintiffs have likewise failed to create a genuine issue of
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material fact regarding the intentional interference element on their claims for tortious
interference with economic expectancy.
Plaintiffs' claims in their seventh and eighth claims are identical in all material respects,
centering on the allegation that McCormick intentionally interfered by diverting customers from
Plaintiffs and engaging in "predatory pricing."

(SAC~[!][

261-68, 269-76.) As fully explained

above, McCormick, in her representative capacity, was engaged in pursuing legitimate, routine
business growth and development. See supra Part IV, A2(d); (McCormick Aff.

~[

17.) At no

time did McCormick ever intentionally interfere with any of Plaintiffs' economic expectancies.
(McCormick Aff.

~[

13-14.) Thus, no reasonable jury could find that McCormick's alleged

interference was intentional, further establishing that summary judgment for McCormick is
proper.

c)

McCormick Never Employed Wrongful Means Or Methods.

Not only did McCormick never interfere with any economic expectancy, much less with
intent, Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth claims are further foreclosed by the fact that McCormick
did not employ wrongful means or methods. (McCormick Aff.

~[

17 .) The fourth element of

tortious interference with economic expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that McCormick's
alleged interference was "wrongful by some measure beyond the interference itself." See Idaho

First Nat'! Bank, 121Idaho at 286,824 P.2d at 861. Plaintiffs therefore have the burden to show
that McCormick either: (a) had an improper objective or purpose to harm Plaintiffs; or (b) used
wrongful means to injure Plaintiffs' economic expectancy. See id. Put another way, "[t]o be
actionable, the means used to cause injury must be wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation,
recognized common law mle, or an established standard of a trade or profession." Yoakum v.

Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178, 923 P.2d 416, 423 (1996).
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Where, as in this case, Plaintiffs can only show that the actions at issue consisted of a
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, no tortious interference with
economic expectancy claim exists. See, e.g., Frantz v. Parke, 111Idaho 1005, 1012,729 P.2d
1068, 1075 (Ct. App. 1986); (McCormick Aff.

~[

17.). Indeed, "the law does not wholly insulate

professional and business people from competition in the marketplace." Id. In Frantz, for
instance, the parties practiced together as chiropractors. Id. at 1006, 729 P.2d at 1069. After the
defendant stopped practicing with the plaintiff and began soliciting customers for the defendant's
personal practice, the plaintiff filed suit against the defendant, alleging tortious interference with
economic expectancy. Id. at 1011-12,729 P.2d at 1074-75. The crux of the plaintiff's claim,
however, was that the defendant employed no wrongful means or methods but instead had
merely undertaken legitimate, routine business growth and development activities. Id. As such,
the district court dismissed the plaintiff's claim. Id. The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed,
reasoning that "we cannot say that fthe defendant's] conduct constituted such 'wrongful
means[.]"' Id. Specifically, there was "no indication that [the defendant] invaded records to
which access was restricted or that he solicited patients whom he had not previously treated." Id.
Here, no reasonable jury could find that McCormick employed wrongful means or
methods in allegedly interfering with Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. On the contrary, if a
potential new client identified with a different Safeguard distributor after a CMS search, such as
Plaintiffs, KMMR did not service that potential client. (McCormick Aff. 118.) By relying on
McCormick's legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development on behalf of
KMMR, Plaintiffs have disregarded the fact that "the law does not wholly insulate professional
and business people from competition in the marketplace," as discussed in Frantz. Accordingly,
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Plaintiffs failed to establish that McCormick employed wrongful means or methods, and the
entry of smmnary judgment is proper.

4.

McCormick Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Like their claims for tortious interference with conu·act and interference with prospective
economic advantage, Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their
ninth and tenth claims for conversion. (SAC

~[(li

282-87, 288-93.) Idaho law defines conversion

as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of
or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662
(2010); Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691, 698, 535 P.2cl
664,671 (1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. Andoro Villa, Inc., 96Idaho 270,271-72, 526
P.2d 1106, 1107-08 (1974); Adair v. Freeman, 92 Idaho 773, 777, 451 P.2d 519, 523 (1969);

Luzar v. W. Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693, 696, 692 P.2cl337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for
conversion requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party
wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 846, 243 P .3d at 662. Plaintiffs have failed to show a genuine issue of material fact on each of
the three elements.

a)

Idaho Does Not Recognize A Claim For Conversion In This Context.

Black's Law Dictionary defines "personal property" as "[a]ny movable or intangible
thing that is subject to ownership and not classified as real property." BLACK's LAW
DICTIONARY 1337 (9th eel. 2009). However, "[m]any courts have limited conversion actions to
tangible personal property because conversion, as a cause of action, is 'based on the theory that
the property converted was findable'[.]" Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing &
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Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395, 400, 336 P.3d 802, 807 (2014), reh'g denied (Sept. 15, 2014)

(quoting Val D. Ricks, The Conversion of Intangible Property: Bursting the Ancient Trover
Bottle with Nerv Wine, 1991 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1681, 1699 (1991) (emphasis added). Following

from that, Idaho com1s have long held that "conversion for misappropriation of money does not
lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157
Idaho at 400; Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846; Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp., 96 Idaho at 698; Warm
Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272; Erhardt v. Leonard, 104 Idaho 197, 201-02, 657 P.2d

494, 498-99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
In Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "the funds in this case
lost whatever specific identity they may have once had when they were comingled in WSEC' s
general checking account. Accordingly, MRS may not maintain its claim of conversion because
the funds at issue have no specific identity." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157 Idaho at 401.
Likewise, in Warm Springs the Idaho Supreme Court held that "Warm Springs is foreclosed
from maintaining this action on the theory of conversion because once the funds were received
by Butler Brothers they went into its general checking account and lost any specific identity."
Warm Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272. In the Idaho federal district court case Zazzali v.
Ellison, 973 F. Supp. 2d 1187, 1209-10 (D. Idaho 2013), the court succinctly summarized the

mle by stating that "the very fact of ... comingling forecloses an equitable claim for [conversion
by] misappropriation under Idaho law. In short, under long-standing Idaho precedent, money
loses its specific identity once it is comingled with other funds, losing its status as tangible,
personal property and foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion.
Even assuming that Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue of fact as to the other elements
of conversion (which they cannot), here, as in Med. Recovery Servs., LLC and Warm Springs, the
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payments received by KMMR--whether through payroll (initially) or by commission payments
(recently) were not specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs were entitled. Between
August 27, 2013 and April30, 2015, Safeguard paid KMMR's employees' payroll in lieu of
other forms of payment. (McCormick Aff.

~[

10.) Under this non-commission based payment

anangement, it is impossible to directly trace payroll payments made by Safeguard to KMMR to
the commissions to which Plaintiffs claim they are entitled.
Therefore, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments
and that those funds are specifically identifiable, the payments received by KMMR through
payroll are not directly traceable to and therefore cannot be fairly characterized as the same
specifically identifiable commission funds to which Plaintiffs claim entitlement. Put another
way, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments and that the
funds representing those payments are specifically identifiable, it is impossible to say that
Safeguard used the same specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs are entitled to pay
KMMR's payroll (which was set up under an entirely different payment anangement).
Further, even if at some point the commission funds for specific sales could have been
characterized as specifically identifiable funds, they lost their specific identity when they were
comingled with the sales proceeds of all SBS distributors. Under all Safeguard distributorship
agreements, all sales are initially processed through Safeguard, meaning that all sales proceeds
are initially sent to and comingled by SBS before SBS pays out commissions to their respective
distributors. (T3 RDA, Sec. 6(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec.5(A).) Therefore, even under KMMR's
new commission-based anangement with SBS as of May 1, 2015 (even assuming the truth of
Plaintiffs' claims), the commissions payments generated were initially comingled with SBS
funds at the point of sale and lost any specific character or identity. (McCormick Aff. ~ 10.)
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In summary, the allegedly "converted" commission payments either lost or never had a
specific identity. Therefore, even if Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue on the other elements
of conversion, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to the property's status as
actionable, personal property under Idaho law. Therefore, because that element fails there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and McCormick is entitled to summary judgment on
Plaintiffs' conversion claims.

b)

McCormick Never Wrongfully Possessed The li'unds And The Funds
Were Not Owned Or Possessed By T3 And/Or Thurston At The Time
Of IBF's Possession.

The first element of conversion requires a showing that "the charged party wrongfully
gained dominion of property." Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846. Here, McCormick, in her individual
capacity, never exercised dominion, wrongful or otherwise, over the alleged "converted" funds.
KMMR rather than McCormick was entitled to and received payments from Safeguard, initially
through payroll and later as commissions. (McCormick Aff. (][ 10.) As noted above, the
allegedly conve1ted commission payments either lost or never had a specific identity. Therefore,
even assuming a claim for conversion could lie under these facts (which it cannot based on
comingling), and that KMMR's dominion over the commissions was wrongful (it is not because
KMMR is the rightful owner of any payments made by Safeguard), there is no personal liability
as to McCormick. Moreover, the second element of conversion requires a showing that the
"property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession." Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846.
As noted above, because the payments made to KMMR cannot be fairly characterized as
payments made using the same, specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs claim
entitlement, Plaintiffs are not and never were entitled to possession of the specific payments
made by Safeguard to KMMR.
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Therefore, McCormick never possessed, let alone wrongfully, any payments from
Safeguard. Further, Plaintiffs had no ownership interest or right to possession of the specific
funds paid to KMMR by Safeguard. Therefore, even if there were specifically identifiable funds,
McLaughlin would still be entitled to summary judgment.

5.

McCormick Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For An
Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between McCormick and Plaintiffs,
McCormick construes Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than
legal, accounting. The United States Supreme Court has held that because an accounting is an
equitable remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queen,
Inc. v. Wood, 369 U.S. 469, 478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City o.f Oakland, Cal., 295 F.

App'x 118, 121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Farmer v. Loo_fbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113,
115 (Idaho 1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy,
equity does not assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). This means
that an accounting is appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a
complicated nature that only a court of equity can satisfactorily unravel them." Dai1y Queen,
Inc., 369 U.S. at 478. "It is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal

remedy inadequate." Jordan v. Unified Gov't a.{ Wyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL
1756840, at *7 (D. Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSalus, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015
WL 3679266, at *32 (E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where
"discovery could determine the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n
light of the broad discovery available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility.'" Id.
(quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. Of City of Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941, 2011
WL 4528304, at *13 (E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
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Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surgery Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101, 2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No. 2:15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); Hqfiz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hcqi"z, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138Idaho 881, 884-85,71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Fanner, 75 Idaho at 92); Cmty. House, Inc. v. City of Boise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy.

(SAC~[~[

294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. .. is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations."

(SAC~[~[

296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there is

no adequate legal remedy, Plaintiffs are unable to shmv that there is no adequate legal remedy
under the facts of this case. While McCormick does not owe Plaintiffs a sum of money, even if
she did, such sum would be readily asce1tainable through normal discovery channels.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between McCormick and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
McCormick. (McCom1ick Aff. ~ 22) The only common denominator between Plaintiffs and
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McCormick is SBS. (McCormick Aff. <J[ 22) Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the fact
that both Plaintiffs and McCmmick do business with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that
McConnick owes them an accounting. Such a tenuous connection that falls short of a
"relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or even contractual relationship, cannot support
Plaintiffs' claim against McCormick for an accounting.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC
~[!][

294-301.) This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which state

that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
(Id.) The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is further supported by

the lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes
of action. (Id.) This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons McCormick is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, McCormick's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in
its entirety.
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DATED THIS

JJ_ day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~~~~~~~---------
Steven F. Schossberger,
Attomeys for Defendant
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COMES NOW Defendant, Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"), by and through her
attomeys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in
Support of Tressa McLaughlin's Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.
ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Court should grant summary judgment for McLaughlin under l.R.C.P. 56( c)

because Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims
against McLaughlin for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic
expectancy, conversion, and an accounting.

II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("lBF"), JDHRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, on July 31,2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
Prior to August 27, 2013, McLaughlin was employed as Chief Operating Officer
("COO") of IBF. (Affidavit of Tressa McLaughlin 9[ 3 (hereinafter "McLaughlin Aff.")). As
COO, McLaughlin managed day-to-day operations for IBF which included managing the sales
team, overseeing operations, making hiring and firing decisions, participating in client
development, and managing customer relationships. (!d.) On August 27, 2013, substantially all
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the assets of IBF were purchased by Form Systems, Inc. ("FSI"), a subsidiary of Safeguard
Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"). (!d. at lJ[ 4.) In conjunction with this acquisition, McLaughlin and
McCormick formed KMMR in order to manage the business formerly known as IBF on behalf of
SBS, doing business as IBF, a Safeguard Company. (!d. at 9[ 5.) KMMR was paid by Safeguard
for its services, and McLaughlin was paid a salary by KMMR. (!d. at <j[ 6.) KMMR then
purchased the assets formerly owned by IBF from SAl on May 1, 2015. (!d. at 9[ 7.)
McLaughlin is now the Chief Executive Officer of KMMR, d.b.a. Safeguard by IBF, the go-to
people. (!d. at 9[9[ 2, 7.) Her responsibilities are essentially the same as when she was COO of
IBF. (!d. at <fi 7.)
According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. (See SAC at q[ 1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter
"Thurston RDA'')). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to his
corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. (See id.) T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. (See
SAC at 9[ 2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 RDA'')).
Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. (See Thurston RDA, Sec. 3 and Att. B); (T3 RDA, Sec. 4 and Ex. B.)
However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in the
Agreements or to customers in the tenitory "whose first order of SafeguardS ystems is directly
the result of [Thurston or T3's] efforts." (T3 RDA, Ex. B); (see also Thurston RDA, Att. B.)
Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no sale to that
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customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard System.
(!d.) In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their Agreements that

SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories through other persons
or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." (T3 RDA, Sec. 2); (see also Thurston
RDA, Sec. 2.)
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27, 2013, and their subsequent sale of Docusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of their right to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial cornucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business torts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four
individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dmm, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their
individual and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by Defendant Tressa
McLaughlin, the focus at this juncture will be on her.
Plaintiffs' make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against McLaughlin focus on her
management of KMMR following Safeguard's acquisition of substantially all of IBF's assets.
Boiled down to their essential elements, Plaintiffs claim that because McLaughlin worked for
KMMR in both managing the IBF business assets for Safeguard, and subsequently when KMMR
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purchased the assets from Safeguard, that she has somehow conspired with the other Defendants
to bring T3 and Thurston to ruin. However, Plaintiffs have failed to produce any evidence that
McLaughlin was doing anything other than, at all times, acting in her capacity as an employee of
KMMR, which was attempting to preserve its relationship with historical IBF customers.
Indeed, despite Plaintiffs' audacious allegations, they have produced no material
evidence in support. Further, McLaughlin has attested that: (1) she was never acting in her
individual or personal capacity under any of the circumstances present in this action; (2) she has
always acted as an employee of either IBF or KMMR in all circumstances relevant to the present
action; (3) her job responsibilities as an employee of IBF and KMMR encompassed managing a
sales team, overseeing operations, participating in client development; and managing customer
relationships, and there is no evidence that she was acting outside the scope of her employment
at any time relevant to this action; (4) she had never seen nor had knowledge of the contents of
any contractual agreement between Safeguard and Plaintiffs until she was served with their
Complaint; and (5) her actions relevant to this action were taken in order maintain the historical
customer relationships of IBF, i.e., furthering legitimate routine business, not interfering,
whether intentional or otherwise, with Plaintiffs' contractual relationships or economic
expectancies. (See McLaughlin Aff. q[lJll0-21.)

III.
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56( c);

Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for
summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
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opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."
Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).

Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583, 746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving patty

generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317

(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant McLaughlin's Motion for Summary Judgment. First, no
reasonable jury could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims against McLaughlin for tortious
interference with contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, or
accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For McLaughlin Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
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contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting. (SAC 1][!][
223-44,261-81,282-93, 294-301.) This has had tl1e effect of turning what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs have created no genuine issue of material fact as to whether
they could prevail on their claims against McLaughlin. Accordingly, I.R.C.P. 56(c) entitles
McLaughlin to summary judgment as a matter of law.
1.

McLaughlin Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On All Claims Because She
Never Acted Outside Of Her Corporate Capacity

When an agent acts in a representative capacity on behalf of an entity, it is well settled
law in Idaho tl1at "the actions of an agent are tl1e actions of the corporation." Ostrander v. Farm
Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. ofidalw, 123 Idaho 650, 654, 851 P.2d 946,950 (1993); Flsmidth
Spokane, Inc. v. Emerson, No. 1 :13-CV-00490-EJL, 2014 WL 2711790, at *9 (D. Idaho June 16,
2014). Thus, an agent is generally only personally liable for actions which are outside his or her
scope of duty to the corporation. See Ostrander, 123 Idaho at 654, 851 P.2d at 950; Flsmidth
Spokane, Inc., 2014 WL at *9. Therefore, a plaintiff must show that the defendant -agent was
acting outside the scope of his or her agency relationship in order for personal liability to apply.
Here, nowhere in the Second Amended Complaint (SAC) do Plaintiffs specifically allege
that McLaughlin acted outside the scope of her duties as agent of KMMR during the relevant
time periods. On the contrary, Plaintiffs refer to McLaughlin and KMMR and/or IBF in
conjunction with one another in excess of 50 times in multiple paragraphs throughout the SAC.
(SAC, 1][<][ 88, 93-95, 97, 102, 104, 105, 107, 108, 112, 114-16, 118, 122-33, 135-137, 139, 141,
142, 146, 150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160-63, 165, 168-70, 175.) Most of these references appear in
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substantially the following form: "McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR." Such continued reference
to McLaughlin in conjunction with the entities she represents is a tacit admission that claims
against McLaughlin lack basis in the absence of some sort of connection with IBF and/or
KMMR. Fmther, Plaintiffs even note that KMMR was formed by McLaughlin and McCormick
in order to continue to service historic IBF accounts after the IBF asset sale to FSI, functionally
admitting that McLaughlin and McCormick acted in a representative capacity for KMMR in
their continued dealings as IBF Safeguard. (SAC q[ 93.) In short, Plaintiffs seem to agree that
McLaughlin acted only in, and within the scope of, her representative capacity as an employee of
IBF Safeguard and/or KMMR.
Even if Plaintiffs had alleged that McLaughlin acted outside the scope of her agency
relationship with IBF Safeguard or KMMR, such allegation would lack merit. All of the
allegations found in the above referenced paragraphs of the SAC are from situations where
McLaughlin acted consistent with and within the scope of her normal duties as CEO of KMMR.
(McLaughlin Aff., q[t][ 3-7.) For example, Plaintiffs allege that McLaughlin operated IBF as a
Safeguard distributor "just as they had been operated before Deluxe acquired them." (SAC, 1][
105.) Such continued operation was consistent with and in the scope of her duties as a KMMR
employee. As another example, Plaintiffs also allege that McLaughlin "was placing Safeguard
orders with Teply's Protected Customers[.]" (SAC 1][ 133.) Without conceding that such
allegation is true, any orders placed by McLaughlin at times relevant to this action were placed
on behalf of KMMR and were made within the scope of her authority as employee-agent of IBF
and/or KMMR. Therefore, there is no basis to conclude that McLaughlin's alleged actions were
taken in anything but a representative capacity, and thus, no basis for this Court to hold
McLaughlin personally liable on any of Plaintiffs claims.
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2.

McLaughlin Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Tortious Interference With Contract.

In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that McLaughlin, among others,
tortiously interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS. (SAC 1][~[ 223-44.) Tortious
interference with contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a
contract; (2) that the defendant had knowledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a
breach of the contract; and (4) injury that resulted from the breach. Idaho First Nat'! Bank v.
Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlow v. Int 'l
Harvester Co., 95 Idaho 881, 893,522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).

Plaintiffs' two claims for tortious intetference with contract fail for three reasons, each of
which by itself is sufficient for summary judgment to be granted: (a) McLaughlin did not know
of any contract; (b) no breach occurred; and (c) any alleged interference was neither intentional
nor improper.
a)

McLaughlin Was Unaware of Any Contract of The Scope Alleged By
Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious intetference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which she allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat' I Bank, 121
Idaho at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, McLaughlin had no such knowledge of any
contract, let alone a contract for "Customer Protection" rights of the scope suggested by
Plaintiffs. (McLaughlin Aff. 1][!][ 11-12.) McLaughlin's lack of knowledge about the alleged
scope of Plaintiffs' "Customer Protection" rights is unwittingly supported by Plaintiffs in their
own Second Amended Complaint. There, Plaintiffs allege that,
"McLaughlin!McConnick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a
de-facto SBS distributor-- under the names, "Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard

Company"-- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identified in IBF's
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customer list, among others." (SAC q[ 107 .) (emphasis added). Thus, rather than operating with
knowledge tl1at a contract for "Customer Protection" existed between Safeguard and Plaintiffs,
McLaughlin, by Plaintiffs' own admission, was acting under the opposite impression--that there
was a legal right bestowed by Deluxe to continue to sell to IBF' s pre-existing customers. (SAC

q[ 107.)
Consequently, because McLaughlin had no knowledge of any contract between Plaintiffs
and SBS, let alone knowledge of a contract for "customer protection" of the scope alleged by
Plaintiffs, summary judgment for McLaughlin should be granted.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Drawing all facts in Plaintiffs' favor and construing Plaintiffs' "customer protection"
rights allegations in favor of finding a contract, Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contract
claims still fail for one key reason-there was no breach of contract.
Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a tortious interference
with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex. M. & Lynn Lea Family
Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 218, 177 P.3d 955, 965 (2008) (affirming dismissal of tortious intetference

with contract claim because there was no breach). Specifically in the distributorship context,
where a principal entity has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach of contract
arises when the principal entity exercises that authority. Cabana Gulf Distn'b., Ltd. v. GAP lnt'l
Sales, Inc., No. C 06-02584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008) aff'd, 343 F.

App'x 258 (9th Cir. 2009). In Cabana, for instance, the plaintiff alleged that its franchisor had
breached the franchise agreement by refusing to approve a particular retailer. !d. However, the
court emphasized that the franchise agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor "shall have the
right, in its sole discretion, to approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any Distributor customer
and any retail store where any of Distributor's customers propose to sell or have sold Authorized
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Goods." !d. (emphasis added). Thus, the Cabana court concluded that the plaintiff could not
show that the contract was breached. !d.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med. Shoppe Int'l, Inc., No. 3:09CV-73, 2011 WL 4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting summary judgment to
franchisor because franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising services foreclosed
plaintiff's allegations that the contract was breached with respect to advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional distributors to sell SBS products in
Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs' "customer
protection" rights. (SAC (Kq[ 3-4, 223-44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the plain text of
Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state as follows:
Your Territory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not prevent
[SBS] from selling [SBS] inside the territory through other persons or
means.
(T3 RDA, Sec. 2.) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston RDA, Sec. 2.) (stating that "[SBS] may
appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the tenitory"). Nearly analogous to

Cabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised its contractual authority by
allowing other distributors to sell SBS products and services in Plaintiffs' non-exclusive
territories.
Importantly, rather than intetfering and facilitating a breach of Plaintiffs' contractual
rights to account protection, McLaughlin, acting through KMMR, has preserved and respected
Plaintiffs' account protection rights for their individual account types by refusing to service new
clients that identify with a different Safeguard distributor. (McLaughlin Aff. (][ 18.) KMMR has
merely continued to service its traditional customers with their traditional account types.
(McLaughlin Aff. q[ 17-18.) KMMR's continued servicing of its historic customers in no way
effectuates a breach of the contract for account protection between Plaintiffs and SBS.
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Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occurred when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
(SAC 1][1[ 17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor
agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
be sold "in accordance with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3 RDA
Sec. 1); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its authority by providing, in tl1e
distributor agreements, that "[a]ll orders are subject to acceptance by [SBS]." (T3 RDA, Sec.
5(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec. 4.) Plaintiffs therefore cannot show that a breach of contract
OCCUlTed.

As in both Gab ana and J M F, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for McLaughlin is
proper.

c)

Even If McLaughlin Had Interfered And Knew Of A Contract,
McLaughlin's Interference Was Not Intentional Or Improper.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-McLaughlin's alleged interference would not have been
intentional or improper. A key element of a tortious intetference with contract claim is that the
alleged interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho
719, 723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that [McLaughlin] acted with
the requisite intent to intetfere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
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Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:

In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the
actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with
which the actor's conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced
by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of
the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of
remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations
between the parties. !d.
The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. !d. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." !d. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavit of Tressa McLaughlin yields the conclusion that McLaughlin lacked the requisite intent
to interfere with the performance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract. Further, Plaintiffs lack any
proof to create any genuine issue of material fact as to whether the alleged interference by
McLaughlin was improper. See id.
For instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). In that case, Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership
project, and the partnership executed a contract for the project. !d. Despite his initial approval,
Jensen ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement
to reject the project for tax reasons. !d. at 1023, 772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the partners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. !d. at 1024, 772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
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contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. !d. The district court granted
Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged intetference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. !d. at 234, 772 P .2d at 1027.
The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."
!d. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court
reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in terms of the long-term
consequences." !d. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affinned that summary
judgment for Jensen was properly granted. !d. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. !d.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that McLaughlin interfered, much less
intentionally or improperly. McLaughlin, in her representative capacity, was merely engaged in
a pursuit of legitimate, routine business growth and development. (McLaughlin Aff. q[ 17.)
Here, as in Jensen, McLaughlin was motivated solely by her own financial interests. Thus,
nearly analogous to Jensen, McLaughlin had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs'
distributor agreements.
Because McLaughlin's efforts on behalf of KMMR were part of routine business growth
and development activity, it therefore does not follow that McLaughlin intended to "threaten,
coerce, dissemble and intimidate [Plaintiffs] into sharing ... the accounts that are the subject of
[Plaintiffs'] Customer Protection rights." (SAC 1j[q[ 226, 237.) In sum, even if Plaintiffs could
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show that a contract existed and that a breach occun·ed, because McLaughlin's action was
motivated by a legitimate business purpose rather any desire to bring about any interference with
a contract, Plaintiffs cmmot establish that McLaughlin's alleged interference was intentional or
improper, clmifying that summary judgment for McLaughlin is proper on yet another basis.
(McLaughlin Aff. 1][ 13-14.)
Based on the foregoing, no genuine issue of material fact exists on several elements of
Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with contract. Because the elements of this claim
emphatically indicate that summary judgment for McLaughlin is proper, this Court should
adhere to the above authority and hold that Plaintiffs' attempt to bootstrap their breach of
contract claim cmmot sustain I.R.C.P. 56(c).

3.

McLaughlin Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For
Tortious Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract, Plaintiffs also fail to show that a
genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and eighth claims for tortious interference
with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) the
defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant intentionally interfered and caused a
termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho
127, 138, 191 P.3d 205, 216 (2008); Highland, 133 Idaho at 337-38, 986 P.2d at 1003-04.
As fully discussed below, summmy judgment for McLaughlin on Plaintiffs' seventh and
eighth claims is proper for three reasons: (a) McLaughlin was unaware of any economic
expectancy; (b) McLaughlin did not intentionally intetfere; m1d (c) even if McLaughlin had
interfered, McLaughlin did not employ wrongful means or methods.
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a)

McLaughlin Was Unaware Of Any Expectancy.

The second element of tortious interference with economic expectancy requires that the
defendant have knowledge of the interfered with expectancy. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138,
191 P.3d at 216. Here, McLaughlin had no such knowledge of any specific economic
expectancy. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 13-14.) Further, the reasoning set forth above in Part IV
similarly applies here. Even assuming that Plaintiffs had a valid economic expectancy (they do
not), rather than acting with knowledge that Plaintiffs' had a specific economic expectancy,
McLaughlin was acting under the opposite impression--that KMMR had a legal right to continue
to sell to IBF's pre-existing customers. (McLaughlin Aff.

1
][

17.) Consequently, because no

reasonable jury could find that McLaughlin knew of any economic expectancy, summary
judgment for McLaughlin is proper.

b)

McLaughlin Never Intentionally Interfered.

In addition to the fact that Plaintiffs had no valid economic expectancy, Plaintiffs have
established no genuine issue of material fact as to whether any alleged interference occurred,
much less intentionally. Idaho courts apply tortious interference with contract and tortious
interference with economic expectancy "interchangeably." Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138 n.5, 191
P.3d at 216 n.5. Given that Plaintiffs have failed to show that McLaughlin intentionally
interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts, Plaintiffs have likewise failed to create a genuine issue of
material fact regarding the intentional interference element on their claims for tortious
interference with economic expectancy.
Plaintiffs' claims in their seventh and eighth claims are identical in all material respects,
centering on the allegation that McLaughlin intentionally interfered by diverting customers from
Plaintiffs and engaging in "predatory pricing." (SAC 9rl[ 261-68, 269-76.) As fully explained
above, McLaughlin, in her representative capacity, was engaged in pursuing legitimate, routine
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business growth and development. See s11pro Part IV, A2(d); (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 17.) At no
time did McLaughlin ever intentionally interfere with any of Plaintiffs' economic expectancies.
(McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 13-14.) Thus, no reasonable jury could find that McLaughlin's alleged
inte1ference was intentional, further establishing that summary judgment for McLaughlin is
proper.

c)

McLaughlin Never Employed Wrongful Means Or Methods.

Not only did McLaughlin never interfere with any economic expectancy, much less with
intent, Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth claims are further foreclosed by the fact that McLaughlin
did not employ wrongful means or methods. The fourth element of tortious interference with
economic expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that McLaughlin's alleged interference was
"wrongful by some measure beyond the interference itself." See Idaho First Not' I Bonk, 121
Idaho at 286, 824 P.2d at 861. Plaintiffs therefore have the burden to show that McLaughlin
either: (a) had an improper objective or purpose to harm Plaintiffs; or (b) used wrongful means
to injure Plaintiffs' economic expectancy. See id. Put another way, "[t]o be actionable, the
means used to cause injury must be wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation, recognized
common law rule, or an established standard of a trade or profession." Yookzmz v. Hartford Fire

Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178, 923 P.2d 416, 423 (1996).
Where, as in this case, Plaintiffs can only show that the actions at issue consisted of a
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, no tortious inte1ference with
economic expectancy claim exists. See, e.g., Fmntz v. Parke, 111 Idaho 1005, 1012,729 P.2d
1068, 1075 (Ct. App. 1986). Indeed, "the law does not wholly insulate professional and business
people from competition in the marketplace." !d. In Frantz, for instance, the parties practiced
together as chiropractors. !d. at 1006, 729 P.2d at 1069. After the defendant stopped practicing
with the plaintiff and began soliciting customers for the defendant's personal practice, the
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plaintiff filed suit against the defendant, alleging tortious interference with economic expectancy.
!d. at 1011-12,729 P.2d at 1074-75. The crux of the plaintiffs claim, however, was that the
defendant employed no wrongful means or methods but instead had merely undertaken
legitimate, routine business growth and development activities. !d. As such, the district court
dismissed the plaintiff's claim. !d. And the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed, reasoning that "we
cannot say that [the defendant's] conduct constituted such 'wrongful means[.]'" !d.
Specifically, there was "no indication that [the defendant] invaded records to which access was
restricted or that he solicited patients whom he had not previously treated." !d.
Here, no reasonable jury could find that McLaughlin employed wrongful means or
methods in allegedly inte1fering with Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. On the contrary, if a
potential new client identified with a different Safeguard distributor such as Plaintiffs, KMMR
did not service that potential client. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 18.) By relying on McLaughlin's
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, Plaintiffs have disregarded the
fact that "the law does not wholly insulate professional and business people from competition in
the marketplace," as discussed in Frantz. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 17 .) Accordingly, Plaintiffs have
failed to establish that McLaughlin employed wrongful means or methods, and the entry of
summary judgment is proper.

4.

McLaughlin Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract and interference with prospective
economic advantage, Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their
ninth and tenth claims for conversion. (SAC 9[~[ 282-87, 288-93.) Idaho Jaw defines conversion
as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of
or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662
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(2010); Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691, 698, 535 P.2d
664,671 (1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. Andora Villa, Inc., 96 Idaho 270,271-72,526
P.2d 1106, 1107-08 (1974);Adairv. Freeman, 92 Idaho 773,777,451 P.2d 519,523 (1969);
Luzar v. W. Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693,696,692 P.2d 337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for

conversion requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party
wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 846, 243 P.3d at 662. Plaintiffs have failed to show a genuine issue of material fact on each of
the three elements.

a)

Idaho Does Not Recognize A Claim For Conversion In This Context.

Black's Law Dictionary defines "personal property" as "[a]ny movable or intangible
thing that is subject to ownership and not classified as real property." BLACK's LAw
DICTIONARY 1337 (9th ed. 2009). However, "[m]any courts have limited conversion actions to
tangible personal property because conversion, as a cause of action, is 'based on the theory that
the property converted was findable'[.]" Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing &
Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395,400, 336 P.3d 802, 807 (2014), reh'g denied (Sept. 15, 2014)

(quoting Val D. Ricks, The Conversion of Intangible Property: Bursting t/1e Ancient Trover
Bottle with New Wine, 1991 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1681, 1699 (1991) (emphasis added). Following

from that, Idaho courts have long held that "conversion for misappropriation of money does not
lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, 157
Idaho at 400; Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846; Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp., 96 Idaho at 698; Warm
Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272; Erhardt v. Leonard, 104 Idaho 197,201-02,657 P.2d

494, 498-99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
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In Med. Recovel)' Servs., LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "the funds in this case
lost whatever specific identity they may have once had when they were comingled in WSEC's
general checking account. Accordingly, MRS may not maintain its claim of conversion because
the funds at issue have no specific identity." Med. Recovel)' Servs., LLC, 157 Idaho at 401.
Likewise, in Warm Springs the Idaho Supreme Court held that "Warm Springs is foreclosed
from maintaining this action on the theory of conversion because once the funds were received
by Butler Brothers they went into its general checking account and lost any specific identity."

Warm Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272. In the Idaho federal district court case Zazzali v.
Ellison, 973 F. Supp. 2dl187, 1209-10 (D. Idaho 2013), the court succinctly summarized the
rule by stating that "the very fact of. .. comingling forecloses an equitable claim for [conversion
by] misappropriation under Idaho law. In short, under long-standing Idaho precedent, money
loses its specific identity once it is comingled with other funds, losing its status as tangible,
personal property and foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion.
Even assuming that Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue of fact as to the other elements
of conversion (which they cannot), here, as in Med. Recovery Servs., LLC and Warm Springs, the
payments received by KMMR--whether through payroll (initially) or by commission payments
(recently) were not specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs were entitled. Between
August 27, 2013 and April30, 2015, Safeguard paid KMMR's employees' payroll in lieu of
other forms of payment. (McLaughlin Aff.

9! 10.)

Under this non-commission based payment

anangement, it is impossible to directly trace payroll payments made by Safeguard to KMMR to
the commissions to which Plaintiffs claim they are entitled.
Therefore, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments
and that those funds are specifically identifiable, the payments received by KMMR through
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payroll are not directly traceable to and therefore cannot be fairly characterized as the same
specifically identifiable commission funds to which Plaintiffs claim entitlement. Put another
way, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments and that the
funds representing those payments are specifically identifiable, it is impossible to say that
Safeguard used the same specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs are entitled to pay
KMMR's payroll (which was set up under an entirely different payment arrangement).
Further, even if at some point the commission funds which Plaintiffs claim for specific
sales could have been characterized as specifically identifiable funds, they lost their specific
identity when they were comingled with the sales proceeds of all SBS distributors. Under all
Safeguard distributorship agreements, all sales are initially processed through Safeguard,
meaning tl1at all sales proceeds are initially sent to and comingled by SBS before SBS pays out
commissions to their respective distributors. (T3 RDA, Sec. 6(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec.5(A).)
Therefore, even under KMMR's new commission-based arrangement with SBS as of May 1,
2015 (and even assuming the truth of Plaintiffs' claims), the commissions payments generated
were initially comingled with SBS funds at the point of sale and lost any specific character or
identity. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 10.)
In summary, the allegedly "converted" commission payments either lost or never had a
specific identity. Therefore, even if Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue on the other elements
of conversion, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to the property's status as
actionable, personal property under Idaho law. Therefore, because that element fails there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and McLaughlin is entitled to summary judgment on
Plaintiffs' conversion claims.
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b)

McLaughlin Never Wrongfully Possessed The Funds And The Funds
Were Not Owned Or Possessed By T3 And/Or Thurston At The Time
Of IBF's Possession.

The first element of conversion requires a showing that "the charged party wrongfully
gained dominion of property." Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846. Here, McLaughlin, in her individual
capacity, never exercised dominion, wrongful or otherwise, over the alleged "converted" funds.
KMMR rather than McLaughlin was entitled to and received payments from Safeguard, initially
through payroll and later as commissions. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 10.) As noted above, the
allegedly converted commission payments either lost or never had a specific identity. Therefore,
even assuming a claim for conversion could lie under these facts (which it cannot based on
comingling), and that KMMR's dominion over the commissions was wrongful (it is not because
KMMR is the rightful owner of any payments made by Safeguard), there is no personal liability
as to McLaughlin. Moreover, the second element of conversion requires a showing that the
"property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession." Taylor, 149 Idaho at
846. As noted above, because the payments made to KMMR cmmot be fairly characterized as
payments made using the same, specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs claim
entitlement, Plaintiffs are not a11d never were entitled to possession of the specific payments
made by Safegumd to KMMR.
Therefore, McLaughlin never possessed, let alone wrongfully, m1y payments from
Safeguard. Further, Plaintiffs had no ownership interest or right to possession of the specific
funds paid to KMMR by Safeguard. Therefore, even if there were specifically identifiable funds,
McLaughlin would still be entitled to summary judgment.
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5.

McLaughlin Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
An Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between McLaughlin and Plaintiffs,
McLaughlin constmes Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than
legal, accounting. The United States Supreme Court has held that because an accounting is an
equitable remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queen,
Inc. v. Wood, 369 U.S. 469,478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City of Oakland, Cal., 295 F.

App'x 118, 121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Fanner v. Loojbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113,
115 (Idaho 1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy,
equity does not assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). This means
that an accounting is appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a
complicated nature that only a court of equity can satisfactorily unravel them." Dai1y Queen,
Inc., 369 U.S. at 4 78. "It is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal

remedy inadequate." Jordan v. U111fied Gov't a,{ Wyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL
1756840, at *7 (D. Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSalus, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015
WL 3679266, at *32 (E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where
"discovery could determine the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, 'liln
light of the broad discovery available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' !d.
(quoting Gen Ret. Sys. Of City o.f Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941,2011
WL 4528304, at *13 (E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna L(fe Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surgery Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101,2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No.2: 15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,
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2015); Hafiz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hafiz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884-85, 71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Fanner, 75 Idaho at 92); C111ty. House, Inc. v. City of Boise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy. (SAC 9fl[
294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. . .is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations." (SAC 9Bl 296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there is
no adequate legal remedy, Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal remedy
under the facts of this case. While McLaughlin does not owe Plaintiffs a sum of money, even if
she did, such sum would be readily ascertainable through normal discovery channels.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between McLaughlin and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
McLaughlin. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 22.) The only common denominator between Plaintiffs and
McLaughlin is SBS. (McLaughlin Aff. '][ 22.) Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the fact
that both Plaintiffs and McLaughlin do business with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that
McLaughlin owes them an accounting. Such a tenuous connection that falls short of a
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"relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or even contractual relationship, cannot support
Plaintiffs' claim against McLaughlin for an accounting.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC

9[9[ 294-301.) This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which state
that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
(ld.) The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is further supported by

the lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes
of action. (!d.) This ti·aming by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons McLaughlin is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, McLaughlin's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in
its entirety.
DATED THIS

u

day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __~~~~~~~~~--------
Steven F. Schossberger, I
Attorneys for Defendant
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COMES NOW Defendant, KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"), by and through its attorneys of
record, Hawley Troxell E1mis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in Support of
KMMR, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.

ISSUES TO BE DECIDED
1.

This Comt should grant summary judgment for KMMR under I.R.C.P. 56( c)

because Plaintiffs have failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact under their claims
against KMMR for tortious interference with contract, tortious interference with economic
expectancy, conversion, and an accounting.

II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS"), Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl"), Michael Dunlap, Tressa
McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc. ("IBF''), JDHRS, LLC
("JDHRS"), and KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"). On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, on July 31, 2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
KMMR was formed on August 21, 2013 by McLaughlin and McCormick. Affidavit of
Tress a McLaughlin in Suppmt of Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "McLaughlin
Aff.") q{ 5. Its formation was predicated upon Form Systems, Inc.'s ("FSI") acquisition of
substantially all of the assets of IBF, Inc. on August 27,2013. !d. Indeed, KMMR was the
entity charged with managing the business formerly known as IBF on behalf of SBS, doing
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business as IBF, a Safeguard Company. !d. During this time, Safeguard paid KMMR's payroll
to KMMR's employees. McLaughlin Aff. q{ 10. KMMR operated under such circumstances
until it acquired the IBF assets from Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. on May 1, 2015. KMMR is
now doing business as Safeguard by IBF, the go-to people. McLaughlin Aff.l)l2.
According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. See SAC at 9[ 1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter
"Thurston Agreement"). On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to
his corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. See id. T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. See
SAC at 9[ 2 and Exhibit 6 to F AC (hereinafter "T3 Agreement").
Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. See Thurston Agreement, Sec. 3 and Att. B; T3 Agreement Sec. 4
and Ex. B. However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in
the Agreements or to customers in the tenitory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is
directly the result of [Thurston or T3's] efforts." T3 Agreement Ex. B; see also Thurston
Agreement Att. B. Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no
sale to that customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard
System. !d. In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their
Agreements that SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective territories
through other persons or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." T3 Agreement,
Sec. 2; see also Thurston Agreement, Sec. 2.
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Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2014. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
August 27,2013, and their subsequent sale ofDocusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of their right to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial comucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against myriad
defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of Docusource and
IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent company Deluxe
guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF co-conspirators. To do
so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business torts onto their breach of contract claim.
Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four individuals,
Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their individual
and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by Defendant KMMR, the focus
at this juncture will be on it.
Plaintiffs make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against KMMR focus on events
occuning after Safeguard's acquisition of substantially all of IBF's assets. Simply put, Plaintiffs
allege that KMMR's maintenance of IBF's historical customer accounts amounts to conspiring
with the other Defendants to ruin T3 and Thurston. However, Plaintiffs have failed to produce
evidence that KMMR' s actions of preserving and maintaining relationships with IBF' s historical
customers amounts to anything more than pursing legitimate business interests.
Indeed, the affidavits of Tress a McLaughlin, KMMR CEO, and Jamie McCormick,
KMMR CFO, both indicate that KMMR was not engaged in a "war of attrition" with Plaintiffs.
Instead, the material undisputed evidence establishes that (1) none of KMMR's employees had
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ever seen or been aware of the contents ofT3's and Thurston's distributor agreements; (2) none
of KMMR' s employees have intentionally interfered with any contract or cognizable economic
expectancy of the Plaintiffs; (3) KMMR was simply servicing customers that were IBF' s
historical customers prior to the August 2013 acquisition; and (4) if KMMR encountered a
potential customer with a relationship with another Safeguard distributor, KMMR would not
service that potential customer. See McLaughlin Aff. fl[ 16-19; McCormick Aff.

9[~[

16-19. See

also generally Affidavit of Jamie McCormick in Support of Motion for Protective Order.

III.
SU~ARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD

Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56(c);
Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850, 934 P.2d 20, 23 (1997). When considering a motion for

summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."
Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).

Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Cellfer, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583,746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving party

generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
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Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant KMMR's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable jury
could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims for tortious interference with contract, tortious
inte1ference with economic expectancy, conversion, or accounting.

A.

Summary Judgment For KMMR Should Be Granted.
In their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), Plaintiffs attempt to alter the nature of this

case by bootstrapping to their breach of contract claim claims for tortious interference with
~[(J[

contract, tortious interference with economic expectancy, conversion, and accounting. (SAC

223-44, 261-81,282-93, 294-301.) This has had the effect of tuming what should have been a
straightforward contract dispute between Safeguard Business Systems ("SBS") and two of its
distributors into a confusing web of conspiracy theories and unsupported allegations involving
myriad additional defendants who should never have been named parties in this action. Despite
their ambitious allegations, Plaintiffs have created no genuine issue of material fact as to whether
they could prevail on their claims against KMMR. Accordingly, l.R.C.P. 56( c) entitles KMMR
to sununary judgment as a matter of law.

1.

KMMR Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Tortious Interference With Contract.

In their third and fourth claims, Plaintiffs allege that KMMR, among others, tortiously
interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts with SBS. (SAC ~rll 223-44.) Tortious interference with
contract requires Plaintiffs to prove four elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) that the
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defendant had knowledge of the contract; (3) tortious interference causing a breach of the
contract; and (4) injury that resulted from the breach. Idaho First Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley
Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlow v. Int'l Harvester

Co., 95 Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).
Plaintiffs' two claims for tortious interference with contract fail for three reasons, any one
of which is independent! y sufficient for summary judgment to be granted: (a) KMMR did not
know of any contract; (b) no breach occmTed; and (c) any alleged interference was neither
intentional nor improper.

a)

KMMR Was Unaware of Any Contract Alleged By Plaintiffs.

The second element of tortious interference with contract requires that the defendant have
knowledge of the contract with which she allegedly interfered. Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 121
Idaho at 283-84, 824 P.2d at 858-59. Here, KMMR had no such knowledge of any contract for
"Customer Protection" rights of the scope suggested by Plaintiffs. (McLaughlin Aff. 1j[ 11-12 );
(McCormick Aff.

~[

11-12.) KMMR's lack of knowledge about the alleged scope of Plaintiffs'

"Customer Protection" rights is unwittingly supported by Plaintiffs in their own Second
Amended Complaint. Plaintiffs allege that "McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were
granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a de-facto SBS distributor-- under the names,

"Safeguard by IBF," and "IBF, a Safeguard Company" -- and to service and sell Safeguard
Systems to the customers identified in IBF's customer list, among others."

(SAC~[

107.)

(emphasis added). Thus, rather than operating with knowledge that a contract for "Customer
Protection" existed between Safeguard and Plaintiffs, KMMR, by Plaintiffs' own admission in
its pleading, was acting under the opposite impression-- that there was a legal right bestowed by
Deluxe to continue to sell to IBF's pre-existing customers. (SAC 1ll107.) Consequently, because
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no reasonable jury could find that KMMR knew of a contract for "Customer Protection" of the
scope alleged by Plaintiffs, summary judgment for KMMR is proper.

b)

No Breach Occurred.

Plaintiffs' tmtious inte1ference with contract claims still fail for one key reason-there
was no breach of contract. Where, as here, the contract expressly permits the conduct at issue, a
tortious interference with contract claim fails. See, e.g., Commercial VentTtres, Inc. v. Rex. M. &

Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208,218, 177 P.3d 955,965 (2008) (affirming dismissal of
tortious interference with contract claim because there was no breach). Specifically in the
franchise context, where a franchisor has unilateral authority to approve distributors, no breach
of contract arises when the franchisor exercises that authority. Gabana Gulf Distrib., Ltd. v.

GAP Int'l Sales, Inc., No. C 06-02584 CRB, 2008 WL 111223, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2008)
affd, 343 F. App'x 258 (9th Cir. 2009).
In Gabana, for instance, the plaintiff alleged that its franchisor had breached the
franchise agreement by refusing to approve a particular retailer. !d. However, the court
emphasized that the franchise agreement explicitly stated that the franchisor "shall have the right,
in its sole discretion, to approve, disapprove or cancel at any time any Distributor customer and
any retail store where any of Distributor's customers propose to sell or have sold Authorized
Goods." !d. (emphasis added). Thus, the Gabana court concluded that the plaintiff could not
show that the contract was breached. !d.; see also JMF, Inc. v. Med. Shoppe Jnt'l, Inc., No. 3:09CV-73, 2011 WL4369475, at *6 (D.N.D. Sept. 19, 2011) (granting summary judgment to
franchisor because franchisor's "sole discretion" to approve advertising services foreclosed
plaintiffs allegations that the contract was breached with respect to advertising services).
Here, Plaintiffs allege that their distributor agreements were breached in two ways. First,
Plaintiffs claim a breach because SBS allowed additional distributors to sell SBS products in
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Plaintiffs' non-exclusive territories, thereby allegedly infringing on Plaintiffs' "customer
protection" rights. (SAC

~m

3-4, 223-44.) This allegation is inconsistent with the plain text of

Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements. Indeed, Plaintiffs' distributor agreements state as follows:
Your Territory is non-exclusive and this Agreement does not prevent
[SBS] from selling [SBS] inside the territory through other persons or
means.
(T3 Enterprises RDA. Sec. 2.).) (emphasis added); (see also Thurston Enterprises RDA, Sec. 2.)
(stating that "[SBS] may appoint additional persons to solicit sales of [SBS] inside the
territory"). Nearly analogous to Gabana, Plaintiffs have only shown that SBS properly exercised
its contractual authority by allowing other sales of SBS products and services in Plaintiffs' nonexclusive territories.
Importantly, rather than interfering and facilitating a breach of Plaintiffs' contractual
rights to account protection, KMMR, acting through McLaughlin and McCormick, has preserved
and respected Plaintiffs' account protection rights for their individual account types by refusing
to service new clients that identify with a different Safeguard distributor. (McLaughlin Aff.
~[

18); (McCormick Aff. 1j[ 18); see also Affidavit of Jamie McCormick in Support of Motion for

Protective Order. In fact, KMMR ensures that any account discovered in SBS' system that is
tied to Plaintiffs is serviced by Plaintiffs. (McLaughlin Aff.

~[

18.); (McCormick Aff.

~[

18.)

KMMR has merely continued to service IBF's traditional customers with their traditional
account types. (McLaughlin Aff. 1j[ 17); (McCormick Aff. 1j[ 17.) KMMR's continued servicing
of its historic customers in no way effectuates a breach of the contract for account protection
between Plaintiffs and SBS. Indeed, there are no facts demonstrating that KMMR undertook any
action with the intent to harm the Plaintiffs.
Second, Plaintiffs further allege that a breach occurred when SBS designated prices at
which distributors could sell SBS products and services, thereby engaging in "predatory pricing."
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(SAC(][(][ 17, 264, 272.) Again, Plaintiffs have overlooked the plain text of their distributor
agreements. The distributor agreements explicitly state that all SBS products and services are to
be sold "in accordance with the price schedules published by SBS from time to time." (T3
Enterprises RDA, Sec. 1); (Thurston Enterprises RDA, Sec. 1.) SBS further retained its
authority by providing, in the distributor agreements, that "[a]ll orders are subject to acceptance
by [SBS]." (T3 Enterprises RDA, Sec. 5(A)); (Thurston Enterprises RDA, Sec. 4). Plaintiffs
therefore cam1ot show that a breach of contract occurred.
As in both Gabana and JMF, Inc., where the franchisors had "sole discretion" under the
franchise agreements, here too SBS had sole discretion in both selling products and services
through other persons or means and establishing prices. Given that Plaintiffs cannot establish the
necessary elements for tortious interference with contract, summary judgment for KMMR is
proper.

c)

Even If KMMR Had Interfered And Knew Of A Contract, KMMR's
Interference Was Not Intentional Or Improper.

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiffs could establish all of the foregoing
elements-which they cannot-KMMR' s alleged interference would not have been intentional
or improper. A key element of a tortious interference with contract claim is that the alleged
interference must be improper. BECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,
723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). Consequently, for Plaintiffs to prevail on their tortious
interference with contract claims, Plaintiffs must show "not only that [KMMR] acted with the
requisite intent to inte1fere with performance of the contract, but also that such tortious
interference was improper." See id. at 724, 184 P.3d at 849; citing Jensen v. Westberg, 115
Idaho 1021, 1027,772 P.2d 228,234 (Ct. App. 1988)(citing Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 766A cmt. E (1977)). The Restatement provides:
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In determining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors: (a) the nature of the
actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with
which the actor's conduct inte1feres, (d) the interest sought to be advanced
by the actor, (e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of
the actor and the contractual interests of the other, (f) the proximity of
remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference and (g) the relations
between the parties. !d.
The Court further stated that, "Weighing the above factors in each individual case
involves a complex interplay between overlaying public interests. !d. In order for BECO to
prevail on its claim, it must establish not only that J-U-B acted with the requisite intent to
interfere with performance of the contract, but also that such intentional interference was
improper." !d. An application of these factors to the undisputed evidence set forth in the
Affidavits ofTressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick yields the conclusion that KMMR
lacked the requisite intent to interfere with the performance of Plaintiffs' alleged contract.
Further, Plaintiffs lack any proof to create any genuine issue of material fact as to whether the
alleged interference by KMMR was improper. See id.
For instance, in Jensen v. Westberg, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed a business
dispute between partners in a partnership. 115 Idaho 1021, 1027, 772 P.2d 228, 234 (Ct. App.
1988). In that case, Jensen, a partner, initially indicated that he approved a certain partnership
project, and the partnership executed a contract for the project. !d. Despite his initial approval,
Jensen ultimately rescinded his approval and exercised his right under the partnership agreement
to reject the project for tax reasons. !d. at 1023, 772 P.2d at 230. When a dispute arose between
the partners, Jensen filed a complaint for overrun expenses. !d. at 1024, 772 P.2d at 231. The
partners counterclaimed against Jensen for breach of contract and tortious interference with
contract, citing Jensen's rejection of the contracted-for-project. !d. The district court granted
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Jensen's motion for summary judgment, reasoning that Jensen's alleged interference was for
legitimate tax reasons and thus was not improper. !d. at 234, 772 P.2d at 1027.
The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed. The court first clarified that "[f]or liability to arise
from interference with another's performance of a contract, that interference must be improper."
!d. (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766 A (1977) (comment e)). Then, the court
reasoned that "Jensen was motivated by his own financial interests. His acts caused little
immediate economic loss, but were only ill-conceived when viewed in terms of the long-term
consequences." !d. Because Jensen's acts were not improper, the court affirmed that summary
judgment for Jensen was properly granted. !d. In fact, recognizing that the partners were
attempting to merely bootstrap their breach of contract claim with allegations of tortious
interference with contract, the court clarified that the partners should only have contract
damages, not tort damages. !d.
Here, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that KMMR interfered, much less did so
intentionally or improperly. KMMR was merely engaged in a pursuit of legitimate, routine
business growth and development. (McLaughlin Aff.

~[

17); (McCormick Aff. ~[ 17 .) Here, as in

Jensen, the principals of KMMR were motivated solely by the entity's financial interests. Thus,

nearly analogous to Jensen, KMMR had no ulterior motive to interfere with Plaintiffs' distributor
agreements.
In sum, even if Plaintiffs could show that a contract existed and that a breach occurred,
because KMMR's action was motivated by legitimate business purposes rather any desire to
bring about any interference with a contract, Plaintiffs cannot establish that KMMR' s alleged
interference was intentional or improper; demonstrating that summary judgment for KMMR is
proper on yet another basis.
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Based on the foregoing, no genuine issue of material fact exists on several elements of
Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with contract. Because the elements of this claim
emphatically indicate that summary judgment for KMMR is proper, this Court should adhere to
the above authority and hold that Plaintiffs' attempt to bootstrap the intentional interference with
contract claim to their breach of contract claim cannot survive I.R.C.P. 56( c).

2.

KMMR Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claim For
Tortious Interference With Economic Expectancy.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract, Plaintiffs also fail to show that a
genuine issue of material fact exists on their seventh and eighth claims for tortious interference
with economic expectancy. Establishing a claim for tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) the
defendant knew of the expectancy; (3) defendant intentionally interfered and caused a
termination of the expectancy; (4) defendant's interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the inte1ference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See Cantwell v. City ofBoise, 146 Idaho
127, 138, 191 P.3d 205, 216 (2008); Highland, 133 Idaho at 337-38,986 P.2d at 1003-04.
As fully discussed below, summary judgment for KMMR on Plaintiffs' seventh and
eighth claims is proper for three reasons: (a) KMMR was unaware of any economic expectancy;
(b) KMMR did not intentionally interfere; and (c) even if KMMR had interfered, KMMR did not
employ wrongful means or methods.

a)

KMMR Was Unaware Of Any Expectancy.

The second element of tortious interference with economic expectancy requires that the
defendant have knowledge of the interfered with expectancy. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138,
191 P.3d at 216. Here, KMMR had no such knowledge of any specific economic expectancy.
(McLaughlin Aff. (ll13-14.); (McCormick Aff.

~[

13-14.) Further, the reasoning set forth above
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in Part IV, Al(b) similarly applies here. Even assuming that Plaintiffs had a valid economic
expectancy (they do not), rather than acting with knowledge that Plaintiffs' had a specific
economic expectancy, KMMR was acting under the opposite impression--that it had a legal right
to continue to sell to IBF' s pre-existing customers. (McLaughlin Aff.
~[

~[

17 .); (McCormick Aff.

17.) Consequently, because no reasonable jury could find that KMMR knew of any economic

expectancy, summary judgment for KMMR is proper.

b)

KMMR Never Intentionally Interfered.

Plaintiffs have established no genuine issue of material fact as to whether any alleged
interference occmTed, much less intentionally. Idaho courts apply tortious interference with
contract and tortious interference with economic expectancy "interchangeably." Cantwell, 146
Idaho at 138 n.S, 191 P.3d at 216 n.S. Given that Plaintiffs have failed to show that KMMR
intentionally interfered with Plaintiffs' contracts, Plaintiffs have likewise failed to create a
genuine issue of material fact regarding the intentional interference element on their claims for
tmtious interference with economic expectancy.
Plaintiffs' claims in their seventh and eighth claims are identical in all material respects,
centering on the allegation that KMMR intentionally interfered by diverting customers from
Plaintiffs and engaging in "predatory pricing." (SAC (ll(ll261-68, 269-76.) As fully explained
above, KMMR was engaged in pursuing legitimate, routine business growth and development.

See supra Part IV, A 1(d); (McLaughlin Aff. (ll17. ); (McCormick Aff. (ll17 .) At no time did
KMMR ever intentionally interfere with any of Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. (McLaughlin
Aff.

~[

13-14.); (McCormick Aff.

~[

13-14.) Thus, no reasonable jury could find that KMMR's

alleged interference was intentional, further establishing that summary judgment for KMMR is
proper.
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c)

KMMR Never Employed Wrongful Means Or Methods.

Not only did KMMR never interfere with any economic expectancy, much less with
intent, Plaintiffs' seventh and eighth claims are further foreclosed by the fact that KMMR did not
employ wrongful means or methods. The fourth element of tortious interference with economic
expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show that KMMR's alleged interference was "wrongful by
some measure beyond the interference itself." See Idaho First Nat'l Ba11k, 121 Idaho at286, 824
P.2d at 861. Plaintiffs therefore have the burden to show that KMMR either: (a) had an improper
objective or purpose to harm Plaintiffs; or (b) used wrongful means to injure Plaintiffs' economic
expectancy. See id. Put another way, "[t]o be actionable, the means used to cause injury must be
wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation, recognized common law rule, or an established
standard of a trade or profession." Yoakum v. Har({ord Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178, 923
P.2d 416,423 (1996).
Where, as in this case, Plaintiffs can only show that the actions at issue consisted of a
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, no tortious interference with
economic expectancy claim exists. See, e.g., Frantz v. Parke, 111 Idaho 1005, 1012, 729 P.2d
1068, 107 5 (Ct. App. 1986). Indeed, "the law does not wholly insulate professional and business
people from competition in the marketplace." !d. In Frantz, for instance, the parties practiced
together as chiropractors. !d. at 1006, 729 P.2d at 1069. After the defendant stopped practicing
with the plaintiff and began soliciting customers for the defendant's personal practice, the
plaintiff filed suit against the defendant, alleging tortious interference with economic expectancy.
!d. at 1011-12,729 P.2d at 1074-75. The crux of the plaintiff's claim, however, was that the
defendant employed no wrongful means or methods but instead had merely undertaken
legitimate, routine business growth and development activities. !d. As such, the district court
dismissed the plaintiff's claim. !d. The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed, reasoning that "we
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cmmot say that [the defendant's] conduct constituted such 'wrongful means[.]"' !d. Specifically,
there was "no indication that [the defendant] invaded records to which access was restricted or
that he solicited patients whom he had not previously treated." !d.
Here, no reasonable jury could find that KMMR employed wrongful means or methods in
allegedly interfering with Plaintiffs' economic expectancies. On the contrary, if a potential new
client identified with a different Safeguard distributor such as Plaintiffs, KMMR did not service
that potential client. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 18.); (McCormick Aff. <j[ 18.) By relying on KMMR's
legitimate, routine pursuit of business growth and development, Plaintiffs have disregarded the
fact that "the law does not wholly insulate professional and business people from competition in
the mmketplace," as discussed in Frantz. Accordingly, Plaintiffs have failed to establish that
JDHRS employed wrongful means or methods. Therefore, summary judgment is proper.

3.

KMMR Is Entitled To Summm·y .Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For
Conversion.

Like their claims for tortious interference with contract and interference with prospective
economic advantage, Plaintiffs cannot show that a genuine issue of material fact exists on their
ninth and tenth claims for conversion. (SAC 9[9[ 282-87, 288-93.) Idaho law defines conversion
as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully asserted over another's personal property in denial of
or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662
(2010); Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96 Idaho 691, 698, 535 P.2d
664, 671 (1975); Warm Springs Properties, Inc. v. AIU!ora Villa, Inc., 96 Idaho 270, 271-72, 526
P.2d 1106, 1107-08 (1974); Adair v. Freeman, 92 Idaho 773,777,451 P.2d 519, 523 (1969);

Luzar v. W. Sur. Co., 107 Idaho 693, 696, 692 P.2d 337, 340 (1984). Establishing a claim for
conversion requires Plaintiffs to establish the following elements: (1) that the charged party
wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at
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the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal property. Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 846, 243 P.3d at 662. Plaintiffs have failed to show a genuine issue of material fact on each of
the three elements.

a)

Idaho Does Not Recognize A Claim For Conversion In This Context.

Black's Law Dictionary defines "personal property" as "[a]ny movable or intangible
thing that is subject to ownership and not classified as real property." BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY 1337 (9th ed. 2009). However, "[m]any courts have limited conversion actions to
tangible personal property because conversion, as a cause of action, is 'based on the theory that
the property converted was findable'[.]" Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Bonneville Billing &
Collections, Inc., 157 Idaho 395, 400, 336 P.3d 802, 807 (2014), reh'g denied (Sept. 15, 2014)
(quoting Val D. Ricks, The Conversion of Intangible Property: Bursting the Ancient Trover
Bottle with New Wine, 1991 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1681, 1699 (1991) (emphasis added). Following
from that, Idaho courts have long held that "conversion for misappropriation of money does not
lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Med. Recovety Servs., LLC, 157
Idaho at 400; Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846; Gen Motors Acceptance Corp., 96 Idaho at 698; Warm
Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at272; Erhardt v. Leonard, 104 Idaho 197, 201-02, 657 P.2d
494, 498-99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1983).
In Med. Recovery Servs., LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "the funds in this case
lost whatever specific identity they may have once had when they were comingled in WSEC's
general checking account. Accordingly, MRS may not maintain its claim of conversion because
the funds at issue have no specific identity." Med. Recove1y Servs., LLC, 157 Idaho at 401.
Likewise, in Warm S'prings the Idaho Supreme Court held that "Warm Springs is foreclosed
from maintaining this action on the theory of conversion because once the funds were received
by Butler Brothers they went into its general checking account and lost any specific identity."
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Warm Springs Properties, Inc., 96 Idaho at 272. In the Idaho federal district court case Zazzali v.
Ellison, 973 F. Supp. 2d 1187, 1209-10 (D. Idaho 2013), the court succinctly summarized the
rule by stating that "the very fact of. .. comingling forecloses an equitable claim for [conversion
by] misappropriation under Idaho law. In short, under long-standing Idaho precedent, money
loses its specific identity once it is comingled with other funds, losing its status as tangible,
personal property and foreclosing the possibility of a claim for conversion.
Even assuming that Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue of fact as to the other elements
of conversion (which they cannot), here, as in Med. Recovety Servs., LLC and Warm Springs, the
payments received by KMMR--whether through payroll (initially) or by commission payments
(recently) were not specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs were entitled. Between
August 27, 2013 and April30, 2015, Safeguard paid KMMR's employees' payroll in lieu of
other forms of payment. (McLaughlin Aff. <j[ 10); (McCormick Aff. 9[ 10.) Under this noncommission based payment anangement, it is impossible to directly trace payroll payments made
by Safeguard to KMMR to the commissions to which Plaintiffs claim they are entitled.
Therefore, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments
and that those funds are specifically identifiable, the payments received by KMMR through
payroll are not directly traceable to and therefore cannot be fairly characterized as the same
specifically identifiable commission funds to which Plaintiffs claim entitlement. Put another
way, even assuming that Plaintiffs are entitled to additional commission payments and that the
funds representing those payments are specifically identifiable, it is impossible to say that
Safeguard used the same specifically identifiable funds to which Plaintiffs are entitled to pay
KMMR's payroll (which was set up under an entirely different payment arrangement).
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Further, even if at some point the commission funds for specific sales could have been
characterized as specifically identifiable funds, they lost their specific identity when they were
comingled with the sales proceeds of all SBS distributors. Under all Safeguard distributorship
agreements, all sales are initially processed through Safeguard, meaning that all sales proceeds
are initially sent to and comingled by SBS before SBS pays out commissions to their respective
distributors. (T3 RDA, Sec. 6(A)); (Thurston RDA, Sec.5(A).) Therefore, even under KMMR's
new commission-based arrangement as of May 1, 2015 (even assuming the truth of Plaintiffs'
claims), the commissions payments generated were initially comingled with other funds at the
point of sale and lost any specific character or identity. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 10); (McCormick
Aff. 9[ 10.)
In summary, the allegedly "converted" commission payments either lost or never had a
specific identity. Therefore, even if Plaintiffs could create a genuine issue on the other elements
of conversion, Plaintiffs have failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to the property's status as
actionable, personal property under Idaho law. Therefore, because that element fails there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and KMMR is entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs'
conversion claims.

b)

KMMR Never Wrongfully Possessed The Funds Because The Funds
Were Not Owned Or Possessed By T3 And/Or Thurston At The Time
Of KMMR's Possession.

The first element of conversion requires a showing that "the charged party wrongfully
gained dominion of property." Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846. Fmther, the second element of
conversion requires a showing that the "property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of
possession." !d. Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has specifically held that a party must
have title to the personal property at issue or a right to its possession in order to bring a claim for
conversion. Carpenter v. Turrell, 148 Idaho 645, 651, 227 P.3d 575, 581 (2010).
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Here, from August 27, 2013 through April 30, 2015, SBS paid for KMMR's pay roll.
KMMR was not paid "commissions". (McLaughlin Aff. !]{ 10); (McCormick Aff. 9[ 10.) After
May 1, 2015, KMMR's receipt of "commission" funds from SBS was not wrongful, as KMMR,
rather than T3 or Thurston, was the true owner and/or was entitled to the commission payments
Plaintiffs claim were "converted." All of the alleged "converted" commission payments came
from sales to IBF' s historic customer accounts, which were always intended to be serviced by
KMMR; not to any new customer accounts in violation of Plaintiffs' alleged account protection
rights. (McLaughlin Aff. <j[ 17); (McCormick Aff. 9[ 17 .)
Based on the foregoing argument regarding the scope of Plaintiffs' "customer protection"
rights, the non-exclusive nature of Plaintiffs' geographic territory, and KMMR's distributorship
agreement with Safeguard, KMMR, rather than T3 or Thurston, is entitled to the commissions it
received from sales to IBF's historic customers. Therefore, even if a claim for conversion did lie
under these facts, KMMR was and remains the rightful owner of the commissions Plaintiffs
claim were "converted." Therefore, because KMMR, rather than Plaintiffs, truly "owned and
possessed" the property, there was no "wrongful dominion" over the property by KMMR and
KMMR is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on Plaintiffs' conversion claims.

4.

KMMR Is Entitled To Summary Judgment On Plaintiffs' Claims For An
Accounting.

Because there is no contractual relationship between KMMR and Plaintiffs, KMMR
constmes Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting as a claim for an equitable, rather than legal,
accounting. The United States Supreme Court has held that because an accounting is an

equitable remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Daily Queen,
Inc. v. Wood, 369 U.S. 469,478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City of Oakland, Cal., 295 F.
App'x 118, 121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Farmer v. Loojbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113,
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115 (Idaho 1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy,
equity does not assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). This means
that an accounting is appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a
complicated nature that only a court of equity can satisfactorily umavel them." Dai1y Queen,
Inc., 369 U.S. at 478. "It is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal

remedy inadequate." Jordan v. Unified Gov't a.{ Wyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL
1756840, at *7 (D. Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSa/us, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015
WL 3679266, at *32 (E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where
"discovery could determine the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n
light of the broad discovery available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' Id.
(quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. Of City of Detroit v. Onyx Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941,2011
WL 4528304, at *13 (E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna L(fe Ins. Co. v. Huntingdon Valley Surgety Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101,2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No. 2:15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); Hafiz v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hqfiz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McFliker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884-85, 71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Farmer, 75 Idaho at 92); C!nty. House, Inc. v. City ofBoise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
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the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy. (SAC U
294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. . .is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendant's operations." (SAC <j[q[ 296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there is
no adequate legal remedy, Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal remedy
under the facts of this case. While KMMR does not owe Plaintiffs a sum of money, even if it
did, such sum would be readily ascertainable through normal discovery channels.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between KMMR and the
Plaintiffs. Here, there is not even so much as a contractual relationship between Plaintiffs and
KMMR. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 22); (McCormick Aff. <][ 22.) The only common denominator
between Plaintiffs and KMMR is SBS. (McLaughlin Aff. 9[ 22); (McCormick Aff. 9[ 22.)
Presumably then, Plaintiffs are relying on the fact that both Plaintiffs and KMMR do business
with SBS as their sole basis for claiming that KMMR owes them an accounting. Such a tenuous
connection that falls short of a "relationship," let alone a fiduciary relationship or even
contractual relationship, cannot support Plaintiffs' claim against KMMR for an accounting.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim."
Plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC

9[9[ 294-301.) This interpretation is supported by the headings preceding each claim which stale
that the accounting "claims" are the "eleventh" and "twelfth" "claims for relief," respectively.
(ld.) The Plaintiffs' intent to plead "accounting" as stand-alone claims is further supported by

the lack of any attempt to tether the "accounting claims" to any of their other independent causes
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of action. (ld.) This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts both Idaho and other law, which
defines "accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons KMMR is
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, KMMR's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in its
entirety.

DATED THIS)-\ day of December, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By
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COMES NOW Defendant, Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap"), by and through his attomeys of
record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, submits this Memorandum in Support of his
Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.

ISSUE TO BE DECIDED
This Court should grant summary judgment for Dunlap under I.R.C.P. 56( c) because
Plaintiffs have established no genuine issue of material fact on their claims against Dunlap for
tortious interference with contract and tortious interference with economic expectancy.

II.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
On August 26, 2014, T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), filed a Complaint against SBS, SAl,
Dunlap, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, James Dunn, Idaho Business Forms, Inc.
("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC, and KMMR, LLC. On September 16, 2014, T3 filed an Amended
Complaint ("FAC"), which added Thurston Enterprises, Inc. as a plaintiff and adjusted the
allegations in the Complaint to reflect as much. Finally, On July 31, 2015, Defendants stipulated
to Plaintiffs' request to file their Second Amended Complaint ("SAC"), adding claims against
Form Systems, Inc., d.b.a. DocuSource Print Management ("DocuSource") and Deluxe
Corporation ("Deluxe").
SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware with
its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas, and SAl is a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Texas with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
(Affidavit of Michael Dunlap <f[ 5 (hereinafter "Dunlap Aff.").) Michael Dunlap is a resident of
Dallas County, Texas, and at all times relevant to the dispute between Plaintiffs and Defendants,
was general counsel for SBS and corporate secretary for SBS and SAl. (Dunlap Aff. lj{ 3, 5.)
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According to the SAC, Roger Thurston ("Thurston") became a Safeguard distributor,
which creates a right to commissions on the sale of Safeguard systems, pursuant to an agreement
between Thurston and SBS on June 1, 1987. (See SAC at lj[ 1 and Exhibit 3 to FAC (hereinafter
"Thurston RDA").) On November 13, 1995, Thurston assigned his Safeguard business to his
corporate entity, Thurston Enterprises. (See id.) T3 Enterprises ("T3") was formed by Dawn
Teply ("Teply") when she purchased the commission rights to 1,863 of Safeguard's customer
accounts from Thurston and entered into an agreement with Safeguard on July 28, 2006. (See
SAC at lj[ 2 and Exhibit 6 to FAC (hereinafter "T3 RDA").)
Both the Thurston and T3 Agreements set forth a right to receive commissions for the
sale of Safeguard Systems. (See Thurston RDA, Sec. 3 and Att. B); (T3 RDA, Sec. 4 and Ex. B.)
However, this right pertains only to sales of Safeguard Systems to customers listed in the
Agreements or to customers in the tenitory "whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly
the result of [Thurston or T3'sl efforts." (T3 RDA, Ex. B); (see also Thurston RDA, Att. B.)
Further, these rights to commissions, termed account protection, expire if no sale to that
customer occurs within 36 months of the customer's last purchase of any Safeguard System.
(!d.) In exchange for these promises, both Thurston and Teply affirmed in their Agreements that

SBS was free to sell Safeguard Systems inside their respective tenitories through other persons
or means, i.e., their Agreements were "non-exclusive." (T3 RDA, Sec. 2); (see also Thurston
RDA, Sec. 2.)
Plaintiffs T3 and Thurston Enterprises appear to have operated under their distributor
agreements without moment until 2013. At this point, Plaintiffs spin a web of intrigue and
conspiracy, contending that Safeguard's acquisition of Docusource on April 30, 2013 and IBF on
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August 27, 2013, and their subsequent sale of Docusource and IBF in 2015, somehow amount to
a violation of their right to commissions under their respective distributor agreements.
The SAC is the proverbial comucopia of complaints, with plenteous claims against
myriad defendants. Indeed, Plaintiffs claim that the acquisition and subsequent sale of
Docusource and IBF render Safeguard in violation of the distributor agreements, its parent
company Deluxe guilty by association, and the parties affiliated with Docusource and IBF coconspirators. To do so, Plaintiffs, of course, bootstrap numerous business t01ts onto their breach
of contract claim. Further, ignoring corporate law, Plaintiffs even have the audacity to sue four
individuals, Michael Dunlap, James Dunn, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie McCormick, in their
individual and personal capacities. Because the instant Motion is brought by Defendant Michael
Dunlap, the focus at this juncture will be on him.
Plaintiffs' make a lot of claims in the SAC. The claims against Dunlap focus primarily
on his role in attempting to resolve Plaintiffs' account protection complaints and in dealing with
Thurston's attempt to purchase the Flatt's business in New Mexico. However, not one allegation
demonstrates that Dunlap was acting in anything other than his capacity as corporate officer of
SBS and SAl and general counsel of SBS. Instead, the allegations demonstrate that Dunlap was
acting only as an officer and employee. (See, e.g., SAC ~rJ[ 27, 105.) It is no surprise then that
Plaintiffs failed to produce any evidence to the contrary. Further, the evidence produced by
Plaintiffs proves that Dunlap was always acting in his capacity as an officer or employee of SBS
and SAl.
Consideration of a number of e-mails between Dunlap and the Plaintiffs corroborate this
point. Indeed, Dunlap, on behalf of SBS, and Thurston successfully negotiated an agreement
whereby SBS paid Thurston $32,600 for the commission rights to certain accounts. (See Dunlap
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Aff.

~[

15-16.) The tone in these negotiations was nothing but cordial. (See Dunlap Aff. lj[ 15, Ex.

A (Thurston: "This sounds good. I would like to do the Norco for $27,000.00 since IBF pretty
much has touched most everything else there and there isn't really much left for my office. Also,
they are about 200 yards down the street from their office. I would consider doing the shared
thing with Silicon Mountain as a test case .... The rest below sound good to me.")); (see id., Ex.
A (Dunlap: "Awesome start, thanks so much for the creativity and patience.")) These
negotiations ultimately lead to Thurston being paid $32,600 as a result of SBS's purchase of
commission rights to certain accounts. (Dunlap Aff. (][ 16, Ex. D.) Dunlap's negotiations in this
process were all as an employee and officer of SBS; no personal benefit inured to him, and he
never acted with any form of malice or ill will. The cordial and professional tone of his
correspondence with Thurston speaks for itself. (See also Dunlap Aff. lj[ 17, Ex. E. (Thurston:
"When do you want to do more customer list discussions? I would like to get this tucked away so
we can go forward. Have a good one and talk to you soon.")); (see id. (Dunlap: "ok, here is [sic]
the common accounts, or accounts we think are common, that we haven't resolve [sic] totally,
but still take a look to make sure your notes mesh up with mine[.] [S]peak to you Monday and
thanks again."))
Dunlap's interactions with Teply reflect the same cordial tone and demonstrate Dunlap
clearly acting under the same corporate agent role as his conversations with Thurston above. For
instance, very shortly after the DocuSource acquisition, and while the IBF acquisition was still
being finalized, Dunlap reached out by e-mail to Teply in order to start the conversation about
resolving any account protection issues that may arise as a result of the acquisitions: "Howdy,
hope things are well. I am going to be in Boise on June 12. We bought an independent base of
business that has some business there. We are in the process of scrubbing to see if we have any
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crossover accounts. I was hoping you would be in town and be able to spare me an hour to go
over what we discover?" (Dunlap Aff. lj[ 18, Ex. F.) This conversation led to a productive
discussion between Dunlap, on SBS's behalf, and Teply about SBS's purchase of certain
accounts from Teply. (See Dunlap Aff.

~[

19, Ex. G.) Again, the tone was nothing but

professional, Dunlap was always acting on behalf of SBS as an officer and employee, and he
never benefited personally or acted with any sort of malice or ill-will that would transform the
nature of his actions.
To further confirm this point, Teply states as much in an e-mail dated February 12, 2014,
to Dunlap, acknowledging her appreciation for his efforts and recognizing that he was
communicating with her over her account protection complaints in his capacity as an officer of
SBS:
I am passionate about what I do and am trying to manage my
business, increase my sales and deal with the issues at hand to the
best of my ability. I believe that you are doing the same in
managing your job of making the decisions that you need to make
.for the corporation. I appreciate your approach to try to resolve
the issues at hand and look forward to positive progress.
(Dunlap Aff. lj[ 20, Ex. H (emphasis added).) Dunlap's response was similarly professional and
appreciative: "Would you have time to walk through some accounts with me? I'm thinking that
if you had time, with CMS open in front of you, we could discuss real time status with these
accounts." (!d.)
Finally, on March 7, 2014, Teply agreed to sell to SBS commission rights to certain
accounts for $7,340. (Dunlap Aff.

~[

18.) This agreement, and the negotiations that led thereto,

demonstrate that Dunlap was always acting on SBS's behalf, never in his individual capacity,
and always in a tone that was cordial, professional, and free from any mal intent.
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President of SBS, J.J. Sorrenti, has similarly attested: "I have reviewed the Second
Amended Complaint filed by T3 and Thurston in this lawsuit. At all times relevant to the
allegations made against Mike, I attest that he was acting within the course and scope of his
employment as SBS's General Counsel." (Affidavit of J.J. SoJTenti t][ 10 (hereinafter "SoJTenti
Aff."))
Indeed, these interactions between Dunlap, as an officer and employee of SBS, and
Thurston and Teply, confirm that there has never been any doubt among any party regarding
Dunlap's role as an officer and employee of SBS and! or SAL There is no evidence supporting
Plaintiffs' claims against Dunlap in his individual and personal capacity.

III.

SUMMARYJUDGMENTSTANDARD
Summary judgment must be granted if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
evidence in the record demonstrates that no genuine issues of material fact exist. I.R.C.P. 56( c);
Heinz v. Heinz, 129 Idaho 847, 850,934 P.2d 20,23 (1997). When considering a motion for
summary judgment, the court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party
opposing the motion and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor."

Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).
Affidavits submitted in the context of a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the issue addressed, and
demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. I.R.C.P.56(e).
When affidavits or deposition testimony support a motion for summary judgment, the nonmoving party cannot rest on the allegations ancl!or denials in the pleadings but must instead set
forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for trial. Arnold v. Diet
Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 583, 746 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Ct. App. 1987). While the moving party
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generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure of proof on
an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial. Badell v.
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317

(1986)). Creating only slight doubt by presenting merely a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 132 Idaho 133, 138, 968 P.2d 228,
233 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
This Court should grant Dunlap's Motion for Summary Judgment. No reasonable jury
could find in Plaintiffs' favor on their claims for tortious interference with contract, tortious
interference with economic expectancy, or accounting against Dunlap, making summary
judgment proper.
Plaintiffs' claims fail to overcome three insurmountable obstacles: (1) Dunlap was not a
third-party to the contracts; (2) Dunlap did not employ wrongful means or methods; (3) the
litigation privilege shields Dunlap from Plaintiffs' allegations; (4) the gist of the action doctrine
precludes Plaintiffs claims against Dunlap; and (5) the accounting claim is inapposite.
Consequently, I.R.C.P. 56( c) entitles Dunlap to summary judgment as a matter of law.

A.

No Reasonable Jury Could Find in Plaintiffs' Favor on Their Tortious Interference
with Contract Claims.
Because Plaintiffs cannot meet the elements of their tortious interference with contract

claims, Dunlap is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law. Having alleged claims for
tortious interference with contract, Plaintiffs have the burden to show that: (1) a contract existed;
(2) Dunlap knew of the contract; (3) Dunlap tortiously interfered and caused a breach of the
contract; and (4) injury resulted from the breach. See Idaho First Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley
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Foods, 121 Idaho 266,283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991) (citing Barlmv v. Int'l Harvester
Co., 95 Idaho 881,893,522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974)).
A fundamental premise of tortious interference with contract claims is that "a party
cannot tortiously interfere ·with its own contract." Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of
Idaho, Inc., 123 Idaho 650,654, 851 P.2d 946, 950 (1993) (emphasis added). In the agency
context, it is well established that an agent's actions are the actions of his principal. BECO
Cons!. Co., Inc. v. 1-U-B Eng'rs., Inc., 145 Idaho 719,724, 184 P.3d 844, 849 (2008).
Therefore, an agent acting within the scope of the agent's authority is not a third-party to the
principal's contracts and, hence, cannot be liable for tortious interference with contract. !d.
The Idaho Supreme Court fully explored this fundamental premise in BECO. There, the
plaintiffs alleged that the defendant, an engineering firm that served as the City of Pocatello's
("City") representative on a specific construction project, had interfered with the plaintiffs'
contract with the City. !d. at 722, 184 P.3d at 847. After discovering that the plaintiff had not
completed all of its contracted-for-work, the defendant recommended that the City not pay the
plaintiff, causing the plaintiff to allege that the defendant had tortiously interfered with the
plaintiff's contract with the City. !d. Notably, the plaintiff's allegations disregarded that the
defendant's designated role was to oversee and review work on the City's construction project.
!d. Accordingly, because the defendant "was an agent of the City, was an agent of a party to the
contract and was acting for the benefit of such party, [the defendant was] not a stranger to the
contract and therefore cannot be liable for tortious interference with such contract." !d. at 725,
184 P.3d at 850; see also; Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 243, 108 P.3d 380,
390 (2005) ("[Defendants] can be liable in their individual capacities only if they acted outside
the scope of their duties .... As there is no dispute between the parties that [defendants] were
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acting within the course and scope of their employment ... there [was] no 'third party' to
interfere with the contract.").
Here, Plaintiffs' acknowledge that Dunlap is "the general counsel for SBS and corporate
secretary for SBS, SAl and SFS." (SAC ~[27.) As general counsel and corporate secretary, then,
Dunlap is an agent of SBS, SAl, and SFS. The contracts at issue-Plaintiffs' distributor
agreements-were formed between SBS and Plaintiffs. Having established that Dunlap was an
agent of SBS, Plaintiffs must show that Dunlap exceeded the scope of his authority to create a
genuine issue of material fact on their tortious interference with contract claims.
Nonetheless, analogous to BECO, Plaintiffs can only show that, at all times, Dunlap was
acting within the scope of his authority as SBS 's agent. Indeed, nowhere have Plaintiffs shown
that Dunlap committed any act falling outside the scope of his role as general counsel and
corporate secretary. Instead, Plaintiffs' evidence supports Dunlap's position that he was always
acting within the scope of his role as officer and agent of SBS. (See e.g., Dunlap Aff. ~[20, Ex.
H (Teply: "I believe that you are doing the same in managing your job of making the decisions
that you need to make for the corporation.")); (see also Sonenti Aff.

~[1][

6-10.) Consequently,

Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with contract fail, and Dunlap is entitled to summary
judgment as a matter of law. See Leon v. Boise State Univ., 125 Idaho 365, 369-70, 870 P.2d
1324, 1328-29 (1994) (summary judgment proper where plaintiff did not allege that defendant
took any actions outside her capacity as department chair).
B.

No Reasonable Jury Could Find In Plaintiffs' Favor On Their Claims For Tortious
Interference With Economic Expectancy.
Similarly, Plaintiffs' claims for tortious interference with economic expectancy also fail

as a matter of law. Tmtious interference with economic expectancy requires Plaintiffs to show
that: (1) a valid economic expectancy existed; (2) Dunlap knew of the expectancy; (3) Dunlap
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intentionally interfered and caused a termination of the expectancy; (4) Dunlap's interference
was wrongful by some measure beyond the interference itself; and (5) injury resulted. See
Cantwell v. The City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,216 (2008); Highland Enter.,
Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338,986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).
Here, summary judgment for Dunlap is proper for two reasons, each of which is
sufficient by itself for this Court to grant partial summary judgment for Dunlap. First, as fully
explained above, Dunlap was not a third-party to the contracts but instead was SBS's agent and,
at all times, acted within the scope of his authority. Therefore, Plaintiffs' claims for tortious
interference with economic expectancy fail. See Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138, 191 P.3d at 216
(affirming dismissal of tortious interference with economic expectancy because plaintiff failed to
allege that the defendants acted outside the scope of their duties as supervisors).
Second, even if Dunlap had been a third-party, Plaintiffs cannot show that Dunlap
employed wrongful means or methods. To meet the fourth element of tortious interference with
economic expectancy, Plaintiffs must show that Dunlap either: (1) had an improper objective or
purpose to harm Plaintiffs; or (2) used wrongful means to injure Plaintiffs' economic expectancy.
See Idaho First Nat'! Bank, 121 Idaho at 286, 824 P.2d at 861. Put another way, "[t]o be
actionable, the means used to cause injury must be wrongful by reason of a statute, regulation,
recognized common law rule, or an established standard of a trade or profession." Yoakum v.
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171, 178, 923 P.2d 416, 423 (1996).
Where, as in this case, tortious interference with economic expectancy is alleged to have
arisen out of an agent's express duties and authority, summary judgment is proper. See, e.g.,
Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 138, 191 P.3d at 216. ("Since [plaintiff] fails to establish that the
defendants acted outside the scope of their authority, [plaintiff] fails to show any wrongful
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interference.") (emphasis in original). Plaintiffs have created no genuine issue of material fact as
to Dunlap's agent status. See supra Part IV, A2. Similarly, just like Cantwell, because all of
Dunlap's actions giving rise to Plaintiffs' allegations were undertaken within the scope of
Dunlap's authority, any alleged interference could not have been wrongful. Further, Plaintiffs'
evidence demonstrates that Dunlap never took action that could be construed as wrongful. He
was forthright, professional, and cordial, and his correspondence with the Plaintiffs demonstrates
that he was always working for a resolution of the issues posed by the Plaintiffs on SBS's behalf.
In sum, because Dunlap was SBS' s agent who, at all times, acted within the scope of his
authority, Dunlap was not a third-party to the contracts. Nor did Dunlap employ wrongful means
or methods. Accordingly, Plaintiffs' tortious interference with economic expectancy claims fail,
and Dunlap is entitled to partial summary judgment as a matter of law.

C.

Even In The Absence of Dunlap's Role As SBS's Agent, The Litigation Privilege
Renders Plaintiffs' Claims Obsolete.
In addition to the fact that Dunlap was not a third-party to the contracts at issue, the

litigation privilege shields Dunlap from Plaintiffs' allegations, rendering their claims obsolete as
a matter of law. In Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 841, 243 P.3d 642, 657 (Idaho 2010),
the Idaho Supreme Court summarized the litigation privilege as follows:
[A]s a general rule, where an attorney is sued by the cmTent or former
adversary of his client, as a result of actions or communications that the
attorney has taken or made in the course of his representation of his client
in the course of litigation, the action is presumed to be barred by the
litigation privilege. An exception to this general rule would occur where
the plaintiff pleads facts sufficient to show that the attorney has engaged in
independent acts, that is to say acts outside the scope of his representation
of his client's interests, or has acted solely for his own interests and not his
client's.
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In this regard, the litigation privilege is absolute, meaning that "an attorney acting within the law,
in a legitimate effort to zealously advance the interests of his client, shall be protectedfrom civil
claims arising due to that zealous represellfation." !d. at 840, 243 P.3d at 656 (emphasis added).

Active litigation is not required for Idaho's litigation privilege to apply. Kurz v. Zahn,
No. 12-35854, 585 F. App'x 654, 655 (9th Cir. 2014) (unpublished) (applying Idaho law and
citing Taylor, 149 Idaho at 837--45, 243 P.3d at 653-61). In Kurz, for instance, the plaintiff
alleged that the defendant, an attorney, had concealed material evidence that the plaintiff needed
so as to prove her claims before the Idaho Human Rights Commission. !d. Yet, the plaintiff
failed to allege that the defendant had acted outside the scope of her employment. !d. Thus, the
court concluded that the litigation privilege barred the plaintiff's claims. !d.
Moreover, recognizing the importance of the litigation privilege, the Idaho Supreme
Court in Taylor made no distinction between in-house and private counsel. See Taylor, 149
Idaho at 837--45, 243 P.3d at 653-61. Accordingly, so long as an attorney is acting within the
scope of his employment, which therefore includes in-house counsel, the litigation privilege
applies. See id. Other jurisdictions follow suit. See, e.g., Givaudan Fragrances Corp. v. Krivda,
No. 08-CV-4409 (PGS), 2009 WL 3068285, at *4-5 (D.N.J. Sept. 22, 2009) (holding that the
litigation privilege barred defamation suit when action was premised on general counsel's letter
written in the scope of her employment); Buckhannon v. U.S. W. Conuns., Inc., 928 P.2d 1331,
1334-35 (Colo. Ct. App. 1996) (holding that the litigation privilege barred personal injury suit
premised on general counsel's statements to insurance carrier made in the scope of his
employment); Lerette v. Dean Witter Org., Inc., 131 Cal. Rptr. 592,594-96 (Cal. Ct. App. 1976)
(holding that the litigation privilege bmTed defamation action against assistant general counsel
for letter written in the scope of his employment).
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Here, as detailed above, Dunlap served as SBS's general counsel. Plaintiffs have
conceded this fact in their complaint. (SAC q[ 27.) As general counsel, Dunlap's duties included
representing SBS' s best interests. Nowhere in Plaintiffs complaint have they alleged that
Dunlap's actions arose anywhere but from Dunlap's duties to pursue SBS's business and legal
interests as general counsel. Plaintiffs' allegations simply emphasize the fact-which is fatal to
Plaintiffs' claims-that all of Dunlap's allegedly tortious acts were undertaken within in the
scope of his authority and duties as general counsel. Therefore, as in both Taylor and Kurz,
Idaho's litigation privilege shields Dunlap from Plaintiffs' allegations, further establishing that
partial summary judgment for Dunlap is proper.

D.

Plaintiffs' Accounting Claims are Inapposite, and Dunlap is Entitled to Judgment as
a Matter of Law.
Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting against Dunlap must fail. An accounting is not a

standalone claim in Idaho, Plaintiffs' have failed to show inadequate remedies at law, and
Dunlap is not in a fiduciary relationship with Plaintiffs. Therefore, Dunlap is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law on Counts Eleven and Twelve of the SAC.
The United States Supreme Court has held that because an accounting is an equitable

remedy, it is proper only when there is "no adequate remedy at law." Dairy Queen, Inc. v. Wood,
369 U.S. 469,478 (1962) (emphasis added); Singh v. City of Oakland, Cal., 295 F. App'x 118,
121-22 (9th Cir. 2008); see Fanner v. Loofbourrow, 75 Idaho 88, 92, 267 P.2d 113, 115 (Idaho
1954) (noting that "whenever an action at law will furnish an adequate remedy, equity does not
assume jurisdiction because an accounting is demanded or needed"). This means that an
accounting is appropriate only where "the accounts between the parties are of such a complicated
nature that only a court of equity can satisfactorily umavelthem." Dairy Queen, Inc., 369 U.S.
at 478. "It is a "rare case" when computational complexities will render a legal remedy
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inadequate." Jordan v. Unified Gov't of Wyandotte Cnty., No. 14-2539-JWL, 2015 WL
1756840, at *7 (D. Kan. Apr. 17, 2015); see Kerrigan v. ViSa/us, Inc., No. 14-CV-12693, 2015
WL 3679266, at *32 (E.D. Mich. June 12, 2015). An accounting is inappropriate where
"discovery could determine the amounts at issue." Kerrigan, 2015 WL at *32. "Indeed, '[i]n
light of the broad discovery available to litigants, accounting actions are of dubious utility."' !d.
(quoting Gen. Ret. Sys. Of City of Detroit v. Ony.r Capital Advisors, LLC, No. 10-11941, 2011
WL 4528304, at *13 (E.D.Mich. Sept. 29, 2011).
Moreover, the imposition of an accounting also requires a fiduciary or fiduciary-like
relationship between the parties. See Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Humingdon Valley Surgery Ctr., No.
CV 13-03101, 2015 WL 5439223, at *15 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 15, 2015); Brosious v. JP Morgan
Chase Bank, N.A., No. 2:15-CV-00047-KJM, 2015 WL 5173063, at *2-4 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 2,

2015); I-hdi'z v. Greenpoint Mortgage Funding, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 1039, 1043-44 (N.D. Cal.
2009). Lastly, an "accounting" is an equitable remedy that must be tethered to "relevant,
actionable claims," not a stand-alone claim in its own right. Hafiz, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 1043;
Becker v. Davis, 491 F.3d 1292, 1305 (11th Cir. 2007); Zaki Kulaibee Establishment v.
McF!iker, 771 F.3d 1301, 1315 (11th Cir. 2014); see Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881, 884-85,71 P.3d

1028, 1031-32 (2003) (citing Fanner, 75 Idaho at 92); Ctnty. House, Inc. v. City of Boise, Idaho,
No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2012 WL 1205810, at *7 (D. Idaho Apr. 11, 2012) (citing Cox for
the proposition that an accounting is an equitable remedy). Here, Plaintiffs' claim for an
accounting fails on all of the above grounds.
First, Plaintiffs do not specifically allege that there is no adequate legal remedy.

(SAC(][~[

294-301.) Instead, Plaintiffs make only the conclusory allegation that "[t]he exact amount of
monies due from Defendant. .. is unknown ... and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
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Defendant's operations."

(SAC~[~[

296, 300.) Further, even if Plaintiffs had alleged that there is

no adequate legal remedy, Plaintiffs are unable to show that there is no adequate legal remedy
under the facts of this case. While Dunlap does not owe Plaintiffs a sum of money, even if he
did, such sum would be readily ascertainable through normal discovery channels.
Second, there is no fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary relationship between Dunlap and the
Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs have not made any allegation or produced any evidence to the contrary.
Lastly, an accounting is an equitable remedy, not a cognizable, stand-alone "claim." Yet,
plaintiffs frame their eleventh and twelfth claims for an accounting as "claims for relief." (SAC
~f][

294-301.) This framing by Plaintiffs directly contradicts Idaho law, which defines

"accounting" as an equitable remedy. Therefore, for the forgoing reasons Dunlap is entitled to
summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for an accounting.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the above reasons, and as illustrated in the pleadings, memoranda, and
affidavits before the Court, Dunlap's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted in its
entirety.

DATED THIS

2+-- day of December,HAWLEY
2015.
TROXELL ENNIS

& HAWLEY LLP

By_d~~~OL~~~~----------

Steven F. Schossberger,
Attorneys for Defendant
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individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM SYSTEMS
INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
1—10,
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COME NOW the Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc., by
and through undersigned counsel, and respectfully move this Court for an order to continue the

hearing on Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment that is presently scheduled for
January 20, 2016.

This Motion is supported by Plaintiffs’ Memorandum in Support of Motion To

Brieﬁng Schedule On Defendants’ Motion For Summary Judgment,
Continue The Hearing And Briefing
M, Mulcahy, the Declaration of Douglas R. Luther, and the Declaration
the Declaration of James M.

of C. Clayton Gill filed
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Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. (“T3 Enterprises”) and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
(“Thurston”) (collectively, “Plaintiffs”), hereby submit this memorandum in support of their
Briefing Schedule for Defendants Safeguard Business
Motion to Continue the Hearing and Brieﬁng
Systems, Inc. (“SBS”) and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. (“SAI”) (collectively, the “Safeguard

Defendants”),
Defendants”), Idaho Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn and JDHRS, LLC (collectively, the “IBF
Defendants”), Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and KMMR, LLC (collectively, the

“KMMR Defendants”), and Michael Dunlap’s (“Dunlap”) Motion for Summary Judgment which
Defendants intend to file
ﬁle December 23, 2015 for aa hearing on January 20, 2016.

L
I.

INTRODUCTION
file aa Motion for Summary Judgment the day before Christmas Eve
Defendants intend to ﬁle

knowing that Plaintiffs’ counsel is on a prepaid vacation and prior to the taking of depositions in

ﬁle an Opposition by January 6,
this matter. The ﬁling
filing of the Motion would require Plaintiffs to file
2016 when Plaintiffs’ counsel is on a prepaid vacation from December 26, 2015 to January 4,
2016. Despite Plaintiffs’ requests to Defendants’ counsel to pick a later date because of the
prepaid vacation over the holidays, Defendants have refused to do so.
Defendants’ conduct is all the more egregious in that Defendants’ have obstructed

discovery dating back to February 2015. Defendants’ refusal to produce responsive documents
culminated in this Court issuing an order on September 16,2015
16, 2015 mandating the production of
documents. Defendants are currently in Violation
violation of this court order as they continue to hold
back documents they themselves have designated as
as responsive. Due to Defendants’ repeated
delays in discovery, Plaintiffs were forced to push back their deposition schedule while awaiting
the production of documents. Thus, Plaintiffs have not been able to take the depositions of the
very Defendants who are moving for summary judgment.
Beyond these delays in discovery, Defendants have asked the Court to push back the trial
in this matter to December 2016 at the earkiest.
earliest. Defendants ﬁling
filing of a Motion for a Summary
Judgment aa year prior to trial, prior to any depositions being taken in the case because of the
Defendants’ delays in producing documents, and while Plaintiffs’ counsel is on vacation is in
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bad faith. Defendants conduct violates the Idaho State Bar Standards of Civility Rules No. 11

(“We will not time the ﬁling
filing or service of motions or pleadings in any way that unfairly limits
respond”) and No. 14 (“We will endeavor to accommodate
another party’s opportunity to respond.”)
previously scheduled dates for hearings, depositions, meetings, conferences, vacations, seminars
or other functions of other counsel.”) For these reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the
Court exercise its discretion to continue the hearing on Defendants’ Motion for Summary
days before trial wherein discovery will have been completed.I
completed.'
Judgment until 60 days

II.

RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Defendants Have Refused To Move The Date of the Motion for Summary Judgment

Hearing And Intend To File The Motion The Day Before Christmas Eve
Plaintiffs first
file a motion for summary
ﬁrst became aware that Defendants intended to ﬁle
judgment on December 15,
15, 2015 during correspondence with the Court’s clerk regarding the

Decl.”), 1]12,
scheduling of aa status conference. (Declaration of C. Clayton Gill (“Gill Deck”),
2, Ex. A.)
The parties had seemingly agreed to a date of January 19, 2016 for the status conference when

Defendants’ counsel pushed to have the conference heard the same time as
as the, unbeknownst to

Plaintiffs, Motion for Summary Judgment, January 20, 2016. Id.
Defendants’ counsel then clariﬁed
ﬁle summary judgment
clarified to Plaintiffs that he intended to file

motions Christmas week. Id. In accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(0),
56(c), for a
hearing on January 20, 2016, Defendants Motion must be ﬁled
filed by December 23, 2015. This
would make the opposition due January 6,
6, 2016. Defendants’ counsel timing is an attempt to
limit Plaintiffs’ ability to respond by requiring Plaintiffs to prepare their opposition during the
Christmas and New Year’s holidays and while Plaintiffs’ counsel is on prepaid vacation.

“All dispositive motions
'' The Court’s Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial states that “All
shall be ﬁled
filed so that they can be argued before the Court on or before 60 days before trial.”
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Furthermore, Defendants’ actions go against the Court’s Order Governing Proceedings which
requires that the motion and briefs be ﬁled
filed with the Court prior to setting a hearing date on any

Motion for Summary Judgment.

ﬁle a Motion for Summary
Immediately upon hearing that Defendants intended to file
Judgment the day before Christmas Eve, Plaintiffs’ counsel reached out to Defendants’ counsel
to attempt to work out a different hearing date. (Gill Decl.,
Deck, If
1| 3.) Plaintiffs’ lead counsel has his
time. (Declaration of
Visiting from out of town and has a prepaid vacation during this time,
two sons visiting
James M. Mulcahy (“Mulcahy Decl.”), 1]
f 2.) Plaintiffs’ junior counsel has a prepaid international

vacation from December 26, 2015 through January 4, 2016. (Declaration of Douglas R. Luther

(“Luther Decl.”), 1112.)
pre—paid vacations but refused to
2.) Defendants’ counsel was apprised of the pre-paid
set a different hearing date in violation of Idaho Standards of Civility No. 14. (Gill Deck,
Deci., ^f1! 3.)
‘

B.
B, Defendants Are Moving For Summary Judgment A Year Prior To The Trial Date

They Have Requested and Prior To Depositions Being Taken
Defendants’ insistence to have their Motion for Summary Judgment heard on January 20,
2016 is all the more bizarre in that Defendants are simultaneously asking the Court to push the

trial out to December 2016. (Mulcahy Decl.,
Deck, %1} 3,
Ex. B.) Defendant Deluxe Corporation only
3, EX.
ﬁled its answer on December 10, 2015.
2015, Its counsel recently stated that they had a trial in
filed
November 2016. (Gill Decl.,
Deck, ﬂ 2, Ex. A.) Consequently, Defendants, in all likelihood, will try to
2017.
push the trial back into 201
7. Despite this, Defendants have rushed their ﬁling
filing of a Motion for

filed in the middle of the
Summary Judgment a year prior to trial and insist that it must be ﬁled
holidays.
Not only is there a year until trial, but much of the discovery in this case has yet to be
completed. The parties have not taken any depositions in this matter due to Defendants
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obstruction of the discovery process (described below). (Mulcahy Decl.,
Deck, f
11 4.) Plaintiffs

originally had asked that the depositions of Michael Dunlap, Sue Lederach, Amanda Cammarota,
Cassie Clark, JJ Sorrenti, Scott Sutton, Jamie McCormick, Tressa McLaughlin and Jim Dunn
take place in the ﬁrst
first week of October 2015. (Luther Deck,
Decl., 1]17,
7, Ex. C.) These depositions had
to be taken off calendar due to Defendants delay in producing the responsive documents until
November 2015. Id.
The parties have only recently agreed to the dates of January 18-22, 2016 for Plaintiffs’
depositions. (Mulcahy Deck,
Decl., 1I^ 4.)

Plaintiffs intend to take depositions of Defendants’

witnesses immediately thereafter and continuing into February and March 2016, a time span
necessary as Defendants’ counsel is insisting that depositions take place in Idaho, California,

Texas, Massachusetts and Minnesota. (Mulcahy Decl,
f 4,
4, Luther Decl,
% 11,
D601, 1]
D601, 1!
1, Ex. E.)
1

C. Defendants’ Obstinacy Follows A Long History Of Obstruction In The Discovery

Process and Their Violation of the Court’s Order
Plaintiffs are still waiting on Defendants to produce all responsive documents to the
Defendants’ repeatedly obstructed the
Deck, f
discovery issued in February 2015. (Luther Decl.,
1] 3.)

discovery process by not producing the responsive documents. Id. It took a Motion to Compel

ﬁled
filed by Plaintiffs before Defendants started turning over any substantial amount of documents.
Id.
Id, Defendants produced a subset of the responsive documents on July 30, 2015, 5 months after

Compel. 1d.
Id.
the requests were issued and one week before the hearing on the Motion to Compel,
At the August 7, 2015 hearing on the Motion to Compel, the Court pulled the parties
aside and encouraged the parties to voluntarily resolve the issues raised in Plaintiffs’ Motion to
Compel, or else the Court would issue an order and award attorney fees to the prevailing party.

Id. Thereafter, Defendants’ agreed to (1) produce documents from Plaintiffs’ parent company
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(2) produce correspondence between IBF, DocuSource and Plaintiffs’ protected
Deluxe; (2)
(3) allow Plaintiffs to inspect Safeguard’s accounting data to extract data
customers; and (3)
regarding the customer sales. Id. Based upon Defendants’ agreement to make the
aforementioned productions, the Motion to Compel became moot and the Court ordered the
parties to draft aa joint stipulation summarizing what documents Defendants had agreed to
produce. Id.
Despite extensive meet and confer efforts thereafter lasting multiple weeks, Defendants
ofﬁcers
any documents from Deluxe employees, officers
then claimed they had no obligation to produce any
or members of the Deluxe board of directors and attempted to push the production date back.

(Luther Decl., %11 4.) Since Defendants would not agree to Plaintiffs’ proposed joint stipulation

ﬁle a Post-Hearing Memorandum in
for the aforementioned reasons, Plaintiffs were forced to file
Support of the Motion to Compel asking the Court to order Defendants to produce the responsive

documents that Defendants agreed to produce as a result of the Court ordered meet and confer
1d.
conference held on August 7,
7, 2015 and renewing the request for sanctions. Id.

On September 16,
16, 2015, the Court entered an Order approving nearly in its entirety
Plaintiffs’ proposed stipulation regarding the discovery that was agreed to at the August 7,
7, 2015
Deck f
5, Ex. A.) Among other items, the Court ordered Defendants to (1)
hearing. (Luther Decl.
( 1)
13 5,
produce documents from Plaintiffs’ parent company Deluxe flj
(1] 6); (2) produce correspondence

between IBF, DocuSource and Plaintiffs’ protected customers (1]
(f 5); (3) produce documents
regarding the approval and acquisition of the company owned distributors IBF and DocuSource
(8-12);
8—12); and (4) allow Plaintiffs to inspect Safeguard’s accounting data to extract data

(111]

regarding the customer sales (^j
1d. The Court did allow Defendants to have until
(1! 4). Id.

September 18,
18, 2015 to produce the documents. Id.
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ﬁled aa Request for Extension to Satisfy Paragraph 6
On September 17, 2015, Defendants filed
Decl, |1] 6, Ex. B.)
of the Order re Agreed to Discovery during August 7,
7, 2015 hearing. (Luther Decl.,

Although Defendants should have begun preparing their production immediately after the
August 7,
7, 2015 hearing, Defendants asked the court for an eight week extension until
November 13,
13, 2015 to produce the responsive documents. Id. Between September and
November 2015 Defendants produced documents responsive to the February 2015 discovery and
mandated by
Decl., <[jﬂ] 8.) Plaintiffs are in the process of reviewing these
by the Court. (Luther Deck,

documents, which amount to over 100,000 pages of documents (many of which are nonresponsive). Id.

Defendants however, have withheld 208 key responsive documents past the November

13, 2015 deadline. (Luther Decl.,
Deck, f1] 9.) Defendants’ counsel claims that such documents should
13,
be marked “attorneys’ eyes only” despite the fact that there is no indication that such documents
are of aa highly sensitive and potentially damaging nature. Id. In fact, the documents withheld

regard the due diligence and approval of the IBF and DocuSource acquisitions in 2013. Id.
Entities that have been bought and now sold off. Id,
Id. Nonetheless, Plaintiffs agreed to treat the
documents as AEO in aa November 23, 2015 teleconference with Defendant Deluxe

Corporation’s counsel. Id.
Even with this accommodation, Defendants have still refused to hand over the 208
documents under the auspices that they require a revised protective order. (Luther Deck,
Decl., f1] 10,

Ex. D.) When confronted and asked to prepare and then sign the revised protective order,
Defendants have failed to do so. Id. Thus, as of the date of the Motion, Defendants have not
produced 208 documents that the Court required produced in its September 16,
16, 2015 order.
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III.

LEGAL ARGUMENT
“The decision to grant or deny aa motion for continuance is within the discretion of the

Murphy’s Lounge, LLC,
judge.” State v.
v. Haynes,
Haynes, 355 P.3d 1266, 1270 (2015); see
see also Gunter v.
v. Murphy's
105 P.3d 676, 684 (2005) (noting aa “decision to grant or deny a motion for continuance is vested
105

in the sound discretion of the trial court”).
The Idaho State Bar Standards of Civility set forth the standards of professional integrity

as regards the timing of ﬁlings
filings and hearings. Rule No. 11
11 identiﬁes
identifies that
and personal courtesy as
filing or service of motions or
0r pleadings in any way that unfairly limits
counsel “will not time the ﬁling
another party’s opportunity to respond.” Rule No. 14 also states that counsel “will endeavor to
accommodate previously scheduled dates for hearings, depositions, meetings, conferences,

counsel.” Defendants’ counsel’s insistence in
vacations, seminars or other functions of other éounsel.”
having the Motion for Summary Judgment heard on January 20, 2016, violates both of these
standards.
Defendants’ counsel is well aware that Plaintiffs’ counsel is on aa pre—planned
pre-planned vacation

during the holidays but has chosen to file
ﬁle Defendants’ motion regardless. Furthermore,
Defendants actions are intended to have the Motion for Summary Judgment heard in the month

prior to when Plaintiffs would be taking the very same Defendants’ depositions. Key
information relevant to the issues of the Motion for Summary Judgment will result from these
depositions. For these reasons, the hearing and briefing
brieﬁng schedule on the Motion for Summary
Judgment should be continued.

The hearing and briefing
brieﬁng schedule should also be continued as Defendants will not be

prejudiced by the continuance. See State v.
Haynes, 355 P.3d 1266, 1270 (2015) (afﬁrming
(affirming the
v. Haynes,
granting of a motion for continuance as no prejudice was shown). Defendants are asking this
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DEC-1H5
DEC-18-15

11:40AM
11:40AM

FROM-Law Finn
FRQM-Law
Firm Of
0f James
Jams Mulcahy
Mulcahy

+949 252
+948
252 0090
0090

T-231
T-231

RUM/DUI
P.001/001

F-099
F-EBE

Court to
the trial in
in (his
this matter
far December 2016. There is an abundance of time with
to set
marrerfbr
set (he
which to have the
the motion heard before trial becomes even remotely close. The lack of prejudice
strongly contrasts with the
the prejudice to Plaintiffs of having a motion ﬁled
filed the day
to Defendants strongly
and having [0
to prepare an opposition over Christmas, New Years.
Years, during aa
before Christmas Eve and
this action.
and prior to significant
action,
signiﬁcant amounts of discovery being completed in tills
prepaid vacation and

IV.

CONCLUSION
CONCLQSION
these reasons,
respectfully request an
an order from the Court continuing the
For these
reasons, Plaintiffs respectfuliy

Wherein
befom trial wherein
hearing
healing on Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment until 60 days before

discovery will have been completed.

DATED: D
ecember 18,
18,2015
2015
DECEMBER

MOFFATT,
F1ELDS,C

HOMAS, BARRETT", ROCK &
RTERED

VAN

By:
Film
C, Clayton Gill —
- Of the Finn
C.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

DATED: December 18,
18, 2015

MULCAHY LLP

lay/M) WWW
hac
ByJamEs

M Mulcahy— pro
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Attomeys

kice
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of December, 2015,
2015,1I caused a true
PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

and correct copy of the foregoing

MOTION TO CONTINUE THE HEARING AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE 0N
ON
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method
indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dana
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY
HAWLEY
Hawley TROXELL
Troxell ENNIS
Ennis & H
awley LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
PO.
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954—5260
954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytr0xeil.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell .com

(( )) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
(( ))Ovemight
(( ))Facsimile
Facsimile
(x) E-Mail

dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for
Attorneys.
for Defendants
Christopher S.
S. Reeder (Pro
{Pro Hac Vice
Vice))
Wesley W. Lew (Pro
{Pro Hac Vice
Vice))
ROBINS
R
obins KAPLAN
Kaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
229-5800
Facsimile (310)
(310)229-5800
WLe w@RobinsKaplan. com
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneys for Deluxe Corporation
Attorneysfor

(( )) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( ) Hand Delivered

(( )) Overnight Mail
Facsimile
(( ))Facsimile
(x) E-Mail

/=\_/
C. Clayton Gil]
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
INC., an Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN,
an individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM SYSTEMS
INC. dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
ORDER CONTINUING THE HEARING
ON THE DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
SETTING FILING DEADLINES
RELATED TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

On December 23, 2015, the Court called for hearing Plaintiffs' motion to continue
the January 20,2016, hearing on Defendants' KMMR, LLC's, JDHRS, LLC's, James Dunn's,

ORDER CONTINUING THE HEARING ON THE DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SETTING FILING DEADLINES RELATED TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
client4o324os.1
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Idaho Business Forms, Inc.'s, Jamie McCormick's, Tressa McLaughlin's, and Michael Dunlap's
(hereinafter "MSJ Defendants") motions for summary judgment, which motions were filed on
December 21, 2015.
The Court having considered the pleadings filed by the parties and the argument
made by counsel at the December 23, 2015, hearing, the Court hereby orders as follows:
1.

The January 20, 2016, hearing on the MSJ Defendants' motions for

summary judgment is hereby vacated and rescheduled for Monday, June 14,2016, at the hour of
1:30 p.m. in the above-captioned Comi, before the Honorable Steven J. Hippler, or as soon
thereafter as counsel can be heard.
2.

The MSJ Defendants shall file all affidavits and any supplemental briefing

on their motions for smnmary judgment on or before April 15, 2016, and serve all such pleadings
so that opposing counsel receives them on or before April 15, 2016
3.

The Plaintiffs shall file all affidavits and any briefing opposing the MSJ

Defendants' motions for smnmary judgment on or before May 10, 2016, and serve all such
pleadings so that opposing counsel receives them on or before May 10, 2016.
4.

The MSJ Defendants shall file all reply briefs in support ofthe motions for

smnmary judgment on or before May 24, 2016, and serve all such pleadings so that opposing
counsel receives them on or before May 24, 2016.
5.

All depositions that pertain to the MSJ Defendants motions for smnmary

judgment shall be completed on or before March 31, 2016.
6.

Any party that wishes to have its motion for smnmary judgment heard at

the June 14, 2016, hearing must comply with the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 4 of this Order,

ORDER CONTINUING THE HEARING ON THE DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SETTING FILING DEADLINES RELATED TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
client4o324os.1
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with the understanding that paragraphs 2 and 4 shall apply to them as the moving party. Any
party opposing any such additional motion for summary judgment must comply with the
provisions of paragraph 3 of this Order, with the understanding that paragraph 3 shall apply to
them as the non-moving party.
7.

Plaintiffs shall file any cross-motions for summary judgment on the same

issues raised by the MSJ Defendants' motions for summary judgment by complying with the
provisions of paragraphs 2 and 4 of this Order, with the understanding that paragraphs 2 and 4
shall apply to them as the moving party. The MSJ Defendants' opposition to any such crossmotion for summary judgment must comply with the provisions of paragraph 3 ofthis Order,
with the understanding that paragraph 3 shall apply to them as the non-moving party. This
paragraph shall only apply to the issues raised in the MSJ Defendants' pleadings filed on
December 21, 2015.
DATED this J1:_ day of January, 2016.

STEVEN HIPPLER

By____________________________
Steven J. Hippler, District Judge
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of
~o-""
, 20~,
I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER CONTINUING THE HEARING
ON THE DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SETTING
FILING DEADLINES RELATED TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260

(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (310) 229-5800

(--1(f.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK&
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384

('1i).s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

James M. Mulcahy
Kevin A. Adams
Douglas R. Luther
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Facsimile (949) 252-0090

(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(
(
(
(

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

EMILY
Deputy Clerk
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345—2000
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
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MULCAHY LLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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14
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

15
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V:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
16
par—a

\105

17
18

u 00
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T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.,
INC, an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.,
INC, an Idaho
corporation

1—

Plaintiffs,

20
22%

21
NN
22

23
24
25
Bamaw

10w

26
27
[Q
28
on

V.
v.

))
)
)
);

Case No. CV-OC-l416400
CV-OC-1416400

ST IPULATION TO
T0 PERMIT FILING OF
)) STIPULATION
) THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO
))
WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS
)) DISMISS
KMMR,
LLC,
TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN,
))
)) JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
) FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES
) DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC.
g

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
))
INC.,
INC, a Delaware corporation;
))
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.,
a
INC,
)
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
))
MCLAUGHLEN,
MCLAUGHLIN, an
an individual; JAMIE
))
MCCORMICK, an
an individual; MICHAEL )
)
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
an individual; ))
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

)

)
)
)
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EXHIBIT
38

1
2

3

QWN

liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
INC.))
)
PRINT
dba DOCUSOURCE
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
MANAGEMENT,
3
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
13

;

4

)
)

Defendants.

5

)

6

7
8

$00d

9
10

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between all current parties who
have appeared in this action (as
(as indicated below), through their respective counsel, as
as follows:
(1)

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (collectively,

“Plaintiffs”) may file the Third Amended Complaint attached hereto as
as Exhibit A;

11
11

(2)

reﬂected in the Third Amended Complaint, Defendants Tressa McLaughlin
As reflected

12
13
13

(“KMMR“), Idaho Business
(“McLaughlin”), Jamie McCormick (“McCormick”), KMMR, LLC (“KMMR”),

14

Forms, Inc. (“IBF”).
(“IBF”), JDHRS, LLC (“JDHRS”), Michael Dunlap (“Dunlap”) and James
James Dunn

15
15

(“Dunn"), only, are hereby dismissed with prejudice pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
(“Dunn”),

16
16

Rule 41(a)(l);
41(a)(1);

17
17
18
18

m,

(3)
(3)

Plaintiffs, on the one hand, and KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS,

Dunlap and Dunn, on the other hand, will bear his/her/its own attorneys’ fees and
and costs with

19
20
21

22

respect to the claims of Plaintiffs against KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS,
Duniap and Dunn;
Dunlap

(4)
(4)

The Third Amended Complaint also includes claims by Plaintiff Thurston

23

Enterprises,
Systems, Inc. (“SBS”) for (a)
Enterptises, Inc. against Defendant Safeguard Business Systems.
(a) breach of

24

2014 agreement, and (b)
6,2014
6,
the parties’ March 6,
(b) fraud in the inducement of that same March 6,

25

2014 agreement.

25
26

(5)
(5)

2014
As to the newly added claims for (a)
parties’ Mamh
Match 6,
6,2014
(a) breach of the parties’

27
28

2014 agreement, the panics
agreement, and (b)
(b) fraud in the inducement of that same March 6,
6,2014
parties

.-11 .
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1

lereby agree and stipuiatc
stipulate that discovery will remain open as to these claims only for a period
hereby

2

not
tot to exceed six (6)
(6) weeks after the current date for the close of discovery and allowing the

3

Defendants
Defendants to issue interrogatories, requests for production, or any other appropriate written

4
liscovery to Thurston Enterprises and also to depose Thurston Enterprises as necessary, on
discovery
5
\DOOQO‘LA-wh‘

6
7

8
9
10

11

hese claims o_nly.
only. As to ail
all other claims and issues, the current discovery closure date is not
these
iffected or altered by this stipulation;
affected
(6)
(6)

Defendants SBS, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., and Deluxe Corporation will have

20 days
days from service of the signed and ﬁled
filed Order permitting filing of the Third Amended
20

Complaint
Complaint to file a response to the Third Amended Complaint; and
(7)
(7)

While the Defendants stipulate to the filing of the Plaintiffs’
Plaintiffs* Third Amended

12
Complaint, the remaining Defendants continue to reserve all rights and defenses, whether at law
Complaint,
13
14

or in equity, as to the merits of that pleading.

15
NNNHH—p—H—‘HB

16

SO STIPULATED.
so

17

DATED: June 13,
13. 2016
19

N

MOFFATT THOMAS
moms

18

(L

By:

20

C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973

21

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

22

23

DATED: June 13, 2016

MULCAHY LLP

24
25

By:
— pro hac vice
James M,
M. Mulcahy —
Kevin A. Adams - pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

26
27
28
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deposa Thurston Enterprises
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(6)

Defendants
Acquisitions, Ina.
Inc., and Deluxe Corporation will have
Dcfendams SBS, Safeguard AcquisiLions,

20 days from service of the signed and ﬁled
Filed Order permitting fiiing
filing of the Third Amended

Complaint to file
ﬁle aa response to
[0 the Third Amended Complaint:
Complaint; and

11
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(7)
(7)

Plaintiffs‘ Third Amended
While the Dafendanls
Defendants stipulate to the filing of the Plaintiffs*

mid—D

12
Can-195mm, the remaining Defendants continue to reserve all rights and defenses, whether at
Complaint,
at law

13
14
14

the. merits of that
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15
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SO STIPULATED.

17

18
IS

DATED: June
Junc 13,2016
I3, 2016
19

MOFFATT THOMAS
By:
C. Clayton Gill, ISB
1815 No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Bntcmriscs,1nc.
Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
Enterprises.
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22
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DATED: June 13,2016
13, 2016

MULCAHY LLP

24
25

By:
— pro hm:
James M.
M, Mu
Muicahy
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lcahy Kevin A. Adams “pro
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hac vice
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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EXHIBIT 38

No. 3055
Patricia M. Olsson, ISB N0.
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S.
3. Capitol Blvd., 10‘h
10,h Floor
P.O. Box 829
PO.
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (pro hac vice)

fmulcahy@mulcahyllp.
com
fmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (pro hac vice)
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther ((pro
dluther@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHY LLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252—9377
252-9377
252-0090
Facsimile: (949)
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

CV—OC-2014-1416400
Case No. CV-0C-2014-1416400

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC,
INC., a
Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation,
Defendants.
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Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. (“T3 Enterprises”) and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
(“Thurston Enterprises”) allege as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.
1.

Roger Thurston (“Thurston”) has been a distributor for Safeguard Business

Systems, Inc. (“SBS”) for more than 27 years. SBS distributes products in the business forms,

supplies and services industry. On June 1,
1, 1987, Thurston signed a franchise agreement and
became an SBS distributor. Thurston was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among

other areas, 26 counties in the state of Idaho, including Ada County. On November 13, 1995,
with the consent of SBS, Thurston assigned his Safeguard franchise agreement to his corporate
entity, Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises.
2.

Dawn Teply (“Teply”) either has been, or has worked for, an authorized SBS
?

j

distributor for more than 19 years. On August 1,
1, 2006, after working for 11
11 years as an
employee of Thurston Enterprises, Teply purchased 1,863 Safeguard customer accounts then
owned by Thurston for the sum of almost $600,000. Teply then formed a close corporation

(Plaintiff T3 Enterprises) and became an authorized SBS distributor pursuant to a franchise
agreement. T3 Enterprises was assigned a geographic territory consisting of, among other areas,

33 counties in the state of Idaho, including Ada County.
3.

Enterprises’ and
Chiefamong
among the
and T3
provisions of
Thurston Enterprises’
T3
the various
various material
material provisions
ofThurston
Chief

Enterprises’ franchise agreements with SBS were essential contractual provisions that granted to
them unbridled customer protection against competition by (1) Safeguard itself, (2) all Safeguard
distributors and franchisees, and (3) any other third party engaged in the offer and sale of

if

Safeguard products. SBS contractually promised that, if T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises

solicited or otherwise originated the ﬁrst
first order by a customer —
- Wherever
wherever located —
- for any
— and would receive —
- the
Safeguard product, then these two distributors were entitled to -

exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any and all sales to that customer for the next
36 months. And, every time they solicited a subsequent order from the customer, their 36 months

of exclusive rights to commissions started all over again.
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4.

Just as important, T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises —
- [whether with or

— still possessed the unqualified
without cause unqualiﬁed right to participate in commissions generated

through sales to that customer for a period of up to ﬁve
five years aﬁer
after the termination of their
contracts with SBS]. These contractual rights, apply to all of T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston
Enterprises’ customers for Safeguard products (the “Protected Customers”), and are known as
“Customer Protection.”
5.

SBS grants its franchisees Customer Protection for the purpose of providing them

with the incentive to invest signiﬁcant
significant ongoing time, effort and money in the development of
customer relationships. Without Customer Protection, Safeguard’s franchisees will not make this
“free—ride” on —
business investment, particularly when —
- as in this case —
- defendants “free-ride”
- and
— and Teply’s 19
— of hard work establishing and
ultimately destroy —
- Thurston’s 26 years years -

maintaining their commercial relationships. Customer Protection represents the franchisee’s

principal asset and the value of its SBS distributorship business is directly proportional to, and
dependent upon, the nature and extent of the franchisee’s Customer Protection.

6.

SBS’s parent company Deluxe Corporation (“Deluxe”) has treated these

profits. Deluxe
Customer Protection rights like collateral damage in order to increase its own proﬁts.
has interfered with these Customer Protection rights and caused SBS not to enforce or protect

them. Deluxe, a competitor of Safeguard, acquired SBS in 2004. Deluxe acquired SBS with the
intention of increasing its manufacturing capabilities and capacity utilization. Pursuant to this
strategy, following its acquisition by Deluxe, SBS discontinued all product manufacturing.

Thereafter, Deluxe has pressured the SBS distributors to submit their retail product orders with

Deqe manufactured
SBS for Deluxe
manufactured products.
7.

One major stumbling block for Deluxe was that it could not force the SBS

distributors to source their orders through Deluxe. Dating back to at least 1989, the SBS
distributors have utilized non-SBS vendors to augment and expand the Safeguard Systems for
which they obtain retail orders from their Protected Customers. And, pursuant to the SBS
distributor agreements, Deluxe could not require that the SBS distributors do otherwise. Nor
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could Deluxe do anything to change the SBS distributor agreements because they automatically
renew every ﬁve
five years or so and cannot lawfully be terminated by SBS absent good cause.
8.

In a concerted effort to defeat the terms of the SBS distributors’ contractual rights,

and to relieve itself of SBS’s Customer Protection obligations under the SBS distributor

franchise agreements, Deluxe has engaged in a strategy that is designed to pressure SBS

distributors to place their orders both with SBS for products manufactured by Deluxe and, where
Deluxe does not itself manufacture the product, for products manufactured or supplied by
vendors that Deluxe has designated as “preferred.” These Deluxe “preferred vendors” pay to
as “rebates,” equal
Deluxe “kick-backs.” These “kick-back” payments which Deluxe refers to as
and exceed 7% of the “preferred vendors’” gross sales. The SBS distributors have resisted doing
so because Deluxe has implemented anti-competitive price increases annually, and its “preferred

vendors” also have initiated price increases in an effort to recoup the “rebates” that they must
pay Deluxe.
9.

Because of the SBS distributor resistance to these matters, and because Deluxe

cannot lawfully terminate the SBS franchise
ﬁanchise agreements, Deluxe formulated a different approach
— i.e. the destmctive
that has been designed by Deluxe to achieve the same result destructive termination of

the SBS distributor businesses. If Deluxe brought in new distributors they could ensure that the

new distributors sourced their products from Deluxe and the “preferred vendors,” thus increasing

Deluxe’s profits.
proﬁts. Consequently, beginning in 2008, Deluxe through its then-formed whollyowned subsidiary, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. (“SAI”), launched its Business Acquisitions and

Mergers (“BAM”) program. Under the BAM program, Deluxe acquires independent non-SBS

distributor businesses in the small business forms, supplies and services product market.
10.

Deluxe’s BAM Program is designed to maximize Deluxe insourcing (the

percentage of products sold or manufactured by Deluxe), and to cross-sell Deluxe products to
new customers who used to buy from Deluxe’s competitors and expand Deluxe’s range of
products. In operating this BAM program, Deluxe has rode roughshod over SBS’s contractual

relations with its distributors.
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11.

For example, Deluxe has undertaken two BAM transactions in Idaho which have

eviscerated
eviscerated T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights. In April

2013, as part of its BAM Program, Deluxe purchased the assets of Form Systems Inc. doing
business as DocuSource (“DocuSource”), consisting primarily of its customer list and customer

relationships. On August 27,
27,2013,
2013, Deluxe similarly purchased the assets of Idaho Business
Forms, Inc. (“IBF”). DocuSource and IBF have always been direct competitors of both Thurston
Enterprises and T3 Enterprises in the same relevant geographic and product market, and
historically have sold a full line of products and services that compete directly with Safeguard’s
products and services. As a result of this competition, historically the DocuSource and IBF

-

customers overlapped with - and are common to - the Protected Customers of T3 Enterprises
~—

and Thurston Enterprises.

12.

As part of Deluxe’s pre-acquisition due diligence, Deluxe closely examined IBF’s

and DocuSource’s customer lists. Deluxe identiﬁed
identified all of the IBF and DocuSource customers,

evaluated the historical purchasing and pricing activities relating to those customers, projected
the future sales of Safeguard Systems to those customers, calculated its ability to cross-sell

“Fit Analysis”
additional Deluxe-manufactured products to those customers, conducted a “Fit
designed to evaluate Deluxe’s ability to “insource” the manufacture of all products to the Deluxe

‘

i

its‘ ability to leverage the core competencies of
post—acquisition, determined its
production facilities post-acquisition,

‘
i
s

‘

3

the acquired distributors so as to develop additional Deluxe manufactured product capabilities,
1;
’1

shiﬁ the acquired distributors’ reliance on their current vendors and
and evaluated its ability to shift
trafﬁc to Deluxe’s “preferred vendors,” which would substantially increase
drive additional traffic
Deluxe’s “rebate” revenue recognition. Deluxe then ran IBF and DocuSource’s customer lists
against its own accounting system to identify whether the customers it was buying were those

distn'butors’ Customer Protection rights (hereafter
same customers that are protected under other distributors’
referred to as the “Common Customers” or “Cross-Over Customers”). After completing this
evaluation, Deluxe, knew that many of DocuSource’s and IBF’s customers were also the
Protected Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as well as at least 34 other SBS
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1
rs

,

distributors.
13.

Deluxe was fully aware that many Cross-Over Customers were subject to the

Customer Protection rights of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Despite having a list of
the Cross-Over Customers of these new Safeguard distributors, Deluxe, SAI
S AI and SBS did not
detajls of these
make any efforts to inform T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises of the details
transactions. Instead, Deluxe intentionally concealed the Customer Protection issues and caused
its subsidialy
subsidiary SBS to violate T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ contractual rights.
14.

Deluxe completed the IBF and DocuSource asset sales transactions after having

determined that they would result in the violation of the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises, Thurston Enterprises and at least 34 other SBS distributors. Deluxe purchased both

DocuSource’s customer list for a dollar ﬁgure
figure in excess of $1
$100 million, and IBF’s customer list

for an additional $2.2 million dollars.
15.

Deluxe then managed and ran DocuSource and IBF as company operated

distributors for more than two years, labeling the entities “Safeguard by DocuSource” and
“Safeguard by IBF.” During this time, DocuSource and IBF openly contacted, solicited and
obtained orders for Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises and

Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights. At no point did Deluxe, SAI, SBS,
t(.) or respect the SBS distributors’ Customer Protection
DocuSource or IBF attempt to adhere to

rights. Instead, they have sought to conceal their sales of Safeguard Systems to the Protected
Customers of the SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
16.

After Deluxe brought in the two new distributors, DocuSource and IBF, it

engaged in a “war of attrition” to wear down both Teply and Thurston. Deluxe, SAI,

DocuSource and IBF’S
IBF’s employees have repeatedly sought to threaten, coerce, and intimidate

artiﬁcially depressed price) many of the
Teply and Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artificially
customers that are the subject of their Customer Protection rights. At the same time, when asked

by Teply and Thurston whether these parties were selling Safeguard Systems to their Protected
Customers, these employees repeatedly and falsely said that they didn’t have information
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sufficient to answer these questions. These statements were knowingly false.
sufﬁcient
17.

Deluxe has not just unleashed DocuSource and IBF to destroy Plaintiffs’

Customer Protection rights. Deluxe has also engaged in predatory pricing in an attempt to

eliminate T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ distributorship businesses in favor of
DocuSource and IBF. Toward that end, DocuSource and IBF have been offering quotes and

taking orders from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises’ Protected Customers at retail prices
that have been lower than H
- or just marginally above —
- T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises’
wholesale costs. This, in many instances, has eliminated their ability to compete with

DocuSource and IBF and has furthered damaged T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’

ongoing relationships with their customers.
18.

Deluxe has also sought to force the SBS distributors to capitulate to Deluxe’s
3

all—encompassing “General
violation of the Customer Protection rights by having them sign an all-encompassing

l
l
3
:s

Release” of all claims that they have against Deluxe and its many subsidiaries. The releases

would bar the very claims that are set forth in this complaint. If
If the distributor refuses, it is not
allowed to expand its business by acquiring other distributors. Thus, pursuant to Deluxe’s
scheme to rid itself of the SBS distributors, on the front end, Deluxe acquires non—Safeguard
non-Safeguard

distributors, converts them to Safeguard distributors, operates them in competition with the

“targeted” SBS distributors, provides them with a cost-structure
cost—structure that undercuts the SBS
distributors, destroys their retail market competitiveness, and usurps the SBS distributors’
Protected Customers. And, on the backend, Deluxe refuses
reﬁxses to allow the SBS distributors to grow
through the acquisition of other SBS distributor businesses unless the SBS distributor signs allencompassing “general releases” that excuse Deluxe’s unlawful conduct. In this fashion, and just
as Deluxe has planned, the SBS distributors’ businesses atrophy to the pint of non-viability and

the distributors’ ability to grow through acquisition or, alternatively, exit the business and recoup
its intrinsic value are entirely foreclosed.
19.

As a result of the conduct of the defendants, the SBS distributorship businesses of
Asa

T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises have suffered severe damage. The principal assets of
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their SBS distributorship businesses consist of their customer relationships. Those relationships,
and all potential additional customer relationships, have been harmed. And, the damage to T3

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises is only increased by the fact that, pursuant to their franchise
agreements with SBS, SBS has contractually prohibited Thurston, Teply, her husband, and their
companies from, directly or indirectly, engaging in any other business activity that competes
with the offer and sale of Safeguard products.
20.

Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises seek damages against the

defendants pursuant to theories of: (1) breach of contract, (2) breach of the implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, (3) tortious interference with contractual relations, (4) tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, (5) fraud in the inducement, and (6) an

i'

i

accounting.

1

f

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue over this matter by virtue of Idaho Code §5
§5-

514 and Idaho Code §5-404 because Defendants have conducted and continue to conduct
business in this state, and because Defendants have committed the acts and omissions
complained of herein in the State of Idaho.

PARTIES
22.

Plaintiff T3 Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Idaho with its principal place of business in Meridian, Idaho. T3 Enterprises is
wholly owned and operated by Teply and her husband, Michael Teply.
23.

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of Idaho with »its
its principal place of business in Kuna, Idaho. Thurston
Enterprises is wholly owned and operated by Thurston.
24.

Defendant SBS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
25.

Defendant SAI is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware with its principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.
26.

Defendant Deluxe is a corporation organized and existing under the State of
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Minnesota with its principal place of business in Shoreview, Minnesota. SBS and SAI are direct

or indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of Deluxe.

COMMON ALLEGATIONS
Inc. and The Safeguard Distributor Model
History
Histogx of Safeguard Business Systems, Inc,
27.

All allegations herein are made on information and belief.

28.

SBS distributors own and operate independent Safeguard businesses through

which they solicit orders for products and services that carry the Safeguard trademarks, including

onevwrite account and other financial
printed business forms and products, one-write
ﬁnancial systems, non-

ﬁnancial one-write systems like gift certificates
certiﬁcates and visitor
Visitor pass systems, continuous and laser
financial
computer forms and checks, envelopes, tax forms, computer software, records management, full—
full-

color printing, business apparel, promotional products, ofﬁce
office products, web and design services
and related business supplies, W-2 processing and other employee tax reporting services

“Safeguard Systems”).
(hereinafter collectively referred to as “Safeguard
29.

Each distributor is responsible for soliciting customer orders for the Safeguard

if those orders are accepted, places the orders through SBS. SBS then administers
Systems and, if
the billing and direct shipping to the customers, and processes all accounts receivable.
Commissions are then paid by SBS to the distributor on all sales which are made to that
distributor’s customers.
30.

During 'the
the period of 1956 through 2004, SBS manufactured many of the

aforementioned printed business forms and products. Since at least 1989, SBS distributors have
augmented and expanded the Safeguard Systems product lines that they offer to customers in the

small business market by using other manufacturers and suppliers. Consequently, SBS

distributors supplemented their product offerings by developing commercial relationships with
hundreds of large and small approved vendors. This has allowed the SBS distributors to source
their customers’ orders through more efﬁcient
efficient and competitively—priced
competitively-priced vendors.
31.

In 1998, the California Appellate Court, in Gentis v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems,

Inc., 60 Cal. App. 4th 1294 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1998), found that SBS’s relationship with its
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ﬁanchisor/franchisee, subject to federal and state franchise laws.l
distributors was really that of a franchisor/franchisee,
laws.1
SBS’s announcement to its distributors of its status as a franchisor is attached hereto as
as
Exhibit 1.
32.

In light of the decision in Gentis,
Gentis, SBS and Deluxe discontinued selling franchises

S”) to serve as the
through SBS and, in 2007, formed Safeguard Franchise Services, Inc. (“SF
(“SFS”)
franchisor for the Safeguard brand. SFS is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Deluxe, and
has been selling Safeguard franchises since May 2, 2007. Sometime prior to 2015, SFS stopped
selling franchises as a consequence of certain regulatory deﬁciencies.
deficiencies. However, since early
2015, Deluxe has also been selling franchises through a third franchisor entity, Safeguard
Franchise Sales, Inc. (“SFS II”).
33.

As a result of this corporate restructuring, all Safeguard “legacy” distributors (i.e.,
(i. e. ,

those with distributor agreements which were entered into prior to May 2007) have contractual

agreements with SBS, and all new SBS distﬁbutors
distributors (i.
(/.c.,
e. , post-May 2007) have contractual
agreements with SFS or SFS II. The terms and condition of the “legacy” or SBS distributor’s

agreements are much more favorable to the distributors. Conversely, the terms and conditions of
S and SFS II distributors’ agreements are draconian and are much more favorable to SFS
the SF
SFS

and SFS 11.
II. Since at least early 2013, Deluxe has considered the terms of the SBS distributor

agreements to be its “Achilles” heel and has sought either to terminate those agreements or to

convert the SBS distributors to SFS or SFS II distributors.

The Idaho Safeguard Distributorships 0f
of Thurston and Tepiy
Teply
34.

On June 1,
1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into a Safeguard Interim Regional

Distributor Agreement (the “Thurston RDA”). A true and accurate copy of the Thurston RDA is
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. On November 13, 1995, with the consent of SBS, Thurston

— i.e.,
1 The Gentis Court found that all elements of a franchise relationship were present z.e., (1) SBS’s
distributors were operating under a marketing plan or system prescribed in substantial part by SBS; (2)
(2)
the operation of their businesses pursuant to such plan or system was substantially associated with SBS’s
trademark, service mark, trade name, logotype, advertising or other commercial symbol; and (3)
(3) the
distributors were required to pay
v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., 60 Cal. App.
pay a franchise fee. Gentis v.
4th at 1304-1305.
1
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assigned the Thurston RDA, along with all rights and obligations thereunder, to Plaintiff

Thurston Enterprises.
35.

In 1995, Thurston hired Teply to serve as a sales representative for Thurston

Enterprises. During the summer of 2006, after working for Thurston Enterprises for

approximately 11 years, Teply opened discussions with Thurston about purchasing Thurston
Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights to certain of its customers.
36.

Thereafter, Thurston and Teply agreed that Thurston Enterprises would assign to

Teply’s newly formed entity, T3 Enterprises, a large number of Thurston Enterprises’ customers
and referral sources. The agreement was then presented to SBS for approval.
37.

SBS thereafter approved the assignment and prepared a1}
all of the necessary

documents, including, an Assignment Agreement, Personal Continuing Guarantee and Safeguard
Distributor Agreement. Each of these agreements was signed by the parties.
38.

Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, T3 Enterprises agreed to pay Thurston

Enterprises $598,118.32, in 120 monthly installments of $4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises’

on” more than 1,863 of Thurston Enterprises’
“rights to solicit, and receive commissions on”
Protected Customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from whom Thurston had

obtained leads and assistance. A true and accurate copy of the Assignment Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 3.
39.

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises‘with
Enterprises'with a “Personal Continuing

Guarantee” in which she “unconditionally” guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. A true and
as Exhibit 4.
accurate copy of the Personal Continuing Guarantee is attached hereto as
40.

Contemporaneous with the parties’ execution of the Assignment Agreement, T3

Enterprises and SBS entered into an SBS distributor agreement (the “Teply Distributor

Agreement”). A true and accurate copy of the Teply Distributor Agreement is attached hereto as

Exhibit 5.
41.

Enterprises’ execution
24—monthperiod
Duringthe
following T3
the 24-month
During
period following
execution of
T3 Enterprises’
ofthe
the Teply
Teply

— through hard work and
— was able to grow her SBS
Distributor Agreement, Teply diligence -

distributorship from the 1,863 Protected Customers that she purchased from Thurston in August
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1‘

I
I
x

2006 to 2,033 Protected Customers by December 31, 2008, and thereby increased the value of
her SBS distributorship business.

eplv’s Customer Protection Rim
Thurston and T
Teply’s
Rights
42.

After Thurston or Teply solicit an order from a customer —
- and the order is later

-

invoiced by SBS and paid by the customer - SBS contractually guarantees Thurston and Teply
the exclusive right to the commissions generated from all sales to that customer for the next 36
months. This exclusive right to commissions is referred to herein as “Customer Protection.”

(See
Ex. 2 [Thurston RDA], §§ 3, titled Account Protection Rights, & Attachment B. [“the
(See Ex_.2
exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i) each customer in [its]

ﬁrst order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of [Thurston’s] efforts
sales [territory]
[tern'tory] whose first
and credited to [him]...”].); see
see also Ex. 55 [Teply Distributor Agreement], Exhibit B [granting

“the exclusive right to the commissions” generated on sales to Protected Customers.].)
“the
43.

Further, anytime a new sale is made by Thurston or Teply to one of their

customers, the 36 months of exclusive rights to commissions for that Protected Customer starts
over. The Thurston RDA provides that Thurston’s “exclusive right to commissions on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire [only] if
if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the

invoice date of such customer’s last prior purchase of any Safeguard System.” (See
Ex. 2.
(See ELJJ

M,

Attachment B.) The Teply Distributor Agreement provides for the same rights. (See
(See Ex. 5, §
§ 4.)
44.

if

Importantly, if the Protected Customer is only purchasing one product from

Thurston and Teply, for example, envelopes, Thurston and Teply’s Customer Protection rights
— e.g.,
prohibit other SBS distributors from offering any Safeguard Systems e. g., tax forms, computer

full-color printing, business apparel, etc. —
- to that Protected Customer. This allows
software, ﬁlll-color

Thurston and Teply to provide complementary and other add-on Safeguard Systems to the
Protected Customer, and provides additional cash-flow
cash-ﬂow to the distributor.
45.

Customer Protection is provided for in every SBS distributor agreement and is the

contractual responsibility of SBS to oversee and enforce. SBS has implemented and utilizes the
SBS Information Systems, which incorporates SBS’s AS/400 computer database (“CMS”)
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software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. The SBS Information
distributor sales activities,
Systems, among other things, includes a database of all SBS distn'butor
customers, referral sources and prospective customers. Generally, distributors are required to

run all sales activities through the SBS Information Systems and, in turn, are then able to track
and manage their own customer information, order history, sales activity and commission
payments.2 Distributors are also able to run prospective new customers through the SBS
payments.

Information Systems in order to learn whether the potential customer has already been assigned
to another distributor in the Safeguard network. If
If the prospect already purchases through
another SBS distributor, then the searching distributor is prohibited from soliciting or selling any
Safeguard Systems to that customer.
46.

Because Customer Protection is recognized by SBS as the principal and most

valuable SBS distributor asset, SBS has developed and distributed to all SBS distributors a

“Deceptive Business Practices Policy” (“SBS’s DBPP”), which expressly addresses the
importance of Customer Protection rights. A true and accurate copy of SBS’s DBPP is attached
hereto as Exhibit 6.
47.

Pursuant to SBS’s DBPP, any solicitation of orders for Safeguard Systems from

the protected customers of any other SBS distributor is explicitly deemed to be a “deceptive

business practice.” And, according to SBS’s DBPP, any SBS distributor that engages in these

ﬁnes by SBS, and the
thé
deceptive business practices will be subject to both the assessment of fines

potential termination of its franchise agreement.
48.

In addition to enforcing Customer Protection rights, SBS is also required to

forward all inquiries and correspondence related to their Protected Customers and the distributor

notify “with reasonable promptness” of any “event that may be reasonably be expected to have a

Q

material adverse effect upon the sale of Safeguard Systems to the Protected Customers. (See Ex.
5
Q

[Teply Distributor Agreement] §§ 7.)2

2

2 Each customer is assigned aa speciﬁc
specific customer identiﬁcation
identification number by SBS, and all sales activity
generated by that customer is then stored in the SBS Information Systems.
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The Deluxe Takeover Of Safeguard
49.

SBS’ relationship with its distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston

beneﬁt of all parties from 1972 up until 2004. This
Enterprises, was amicable and worked to the benefit
changed in 2004 when Deluxe purchased SBS. Deluxe, a conglomerate entity with annual
revenues in excess of $1.6
$ 1.6 billion dollars, is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States. Deluxe provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various personalized products and

services to small businesses, ﬁnancial
financial institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to,
design services, website services, print marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection
services.
50.

Deluxe was a competitor of SBS and remains a competitor of SBS Distn'butors
Distributors in

terms of selling many products. Deluxe acquired SBS for, among other reasons, the opportunity

to drive additional orders to its production facilities and thereby facilitate the expansion of its
manufacturing capacity utilization, capabilities and revenue. As a result, after being acquired by
Deluxe, SBS discontinued all manufacturing operations, and Deluxe sought to compel the SBS
— or would be —
distributors to place their retail orders with SBS for products that were -

manufactured by Deluxe.
51.

Deluxe’s main obstacle in achieving this goal are the SBS distributors’

agreements. These perpetual agreements do not allow Deluxe to unilaterally require that products
be purchased from it and not other vendors. Instead, the agreements allow the SBS distributors

to source their customers’ orders through any of many previously approved vendors.
52.

For this reason, Deluxe would like nothing better than to terminate these

distn'butor
distributor agreements or otherwise rid itself of the SBS distributors who do not get with
Deluxe’s program. Deluxe has engaged in a multi-tiered strategy designed to ensure that SBS
Distributors source products from Deluxe rather than the other approved vendors.
53.

First, Deluxe tripled the amount of fees that SBS distributors must pay when they

source products from other previously approved manufacturers. These fees are not consistent

with SBS’s actual administrative costs in handling these orders. Instead, the fees are “penalties”
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designed to penalize the SBS distributors that purchase Safeguard Systems from vendors rather

than place their orders with SBS for Deluxe manufactured products or other vendors sanctioned
by Deluxe.
54.

Where Deluxe doesn’t manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a

j

scheme to recognize additional revenue by classifying some vendors as “preferred.” These

w

“preferred” suppliers are to (1) pay Deluxe “kickbacks” or what Deluxe refers to as “rebates”;
and (2) agree not sell any product type to the SBS distributors that Deluxe also manufactures.

i

The end result of this tactic is that these manufacturers, if
if they want to keep Deluxe’s business,

f

have to correspondingly increase the cost of their products in order to pay these rebates.

\E

Consequently, Deluxe insists that the SBS distributors place retail orders with SBS for products
E

l

manufactured by Deluxe and its “preferred” suppliers where Deluxe does not manufacture the
product. This results in a supra competitive wholesale cost structure for the SBS distributors

3;

because Deluxe has consistently raised its prices and the “preferred” suppliers must also do so to
compensate for the “rebates” that they must pay to Deluxe.

Deluxe’s Business Acquisitions
Acguisitions & Mergers Program
55.

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe launched its BAM program. The BAM program was

designed to expand the sales of Deluxe manufactured products through the acquisition of or

merger with existing independent non-SBS distributorships that offer and sell products and
services that compete with Deluxe and the SBS distributors. Deluxe’s purchase of these non-SBS

“BAM Transactions.”
distributors through the BAM program is hereafter referred to as the “BAM
56.

Deluxe’s BAM program has three primary objectives: (1) maximize insourcing

among distributors; (2) cross-sell Deluxe products to new customers who previously purchased

from Deluxe’s competitors; and (3)
(3) expand Deluxe’s range of products. Deluxe has treated SBS
and its contractual relationship with its distributors as secondary to these goals and collateral
damage.

57.

Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to

SBS distributors as insourcing. Deluxe intends that the new distributors, which are brought in

through the BAM program, will insource more products than the SBS distributors. For example,
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g

Deluxe would rather have an acquired distributor who insources 25% of its products than an SBS

distributor who insources only 10% of its products. Also, Deluxe intends to expand the ultimate
number of customers who buy its products and thus increase its market share. The value of these
acquired distributors is directly tied to its customer list (“BAM Customer List”).
58.

Through its use of SAI to acquire these BAM Customer Lists, Deluxe has been

—
able to expand market penetration of the Safeguard brand at the expense ~
- and to
t0 the detriment -

of the SBS distributors and bring the business of customers identiﬁed
identified in the BAM Customer
Lists into the Deluxe manufacturing plants. This then permits Deluxe to achieve non-trivial
additional revenue by insourcing orders for products that are manufactured and sold by Deluxe

if

and, if Deluxe does not manufacture the particular Safeguard System, by sourcing the now

Deluxe-owned Safeguard distributor’s orders through Deluxe’s “preferred” vendors and other
vendor sources that contractually are required to pay Deluxe substantial “rebates.” This activity
has been designed to (and, in fact has) substantially increased revenue for Deluxe. But Deluxe’s
increased revenue comes at the direct expense of the SBS distributors, destroys their Customer

Protection rights and, ultimately, the intrinsic value of their SBS distributor businesses.
59.

Sutton, the director and vice president of franchise development for SAI, and the

vice president of franchise development for both SBS and SFS, is responsible for the oversight of
the BAM program and related launch of the conversion-focused Business Development Funding
— which has reportedly resulted in “record growth” for Deluxe in 13 of the past 15
strategy -

quarters. For example, Deluxe estimates that the carrying value of the BAM Customer Lists held

for sale, as of December 31, 2013, exceeds $25 million —
- a $24.5 million increase compared to
the value of the BAM Customer Lists held for sale as of December 31, 2102.
60.

According to Sutton, “[SAI has] actually completed nearly 90 transactions in the

last ﬁve
five and a half years, so [BAM has] been an evolving strategy that the company is committed

to.” Also, Deluxe publicly praises the BAM program as being the “most aggressive and
successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history.”
61.

By bringing in new distributors, Deluxe also hopes to capture new product

W—2 Processing Services
markets. For instance, IBF was heavily involved in promoting a W-2
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product line. Deluxe did not provide these services. By bringing IBF under the Safeguard
brand, Deluxe was able to expand its product categories and thereby increase its revenues.

62.

Deluxe has a signiﬁcant
significant ﬁnancial
financial interest in ensuring the success of these new

distributors and in continuing the BAM Program. To insure this success Deluxe has “targeted”

various legacy distributors throughout the country, and seeks to introduce Safeguard intra-brand

competition with them so as to saturate those markets. A true and accurate copy of a draﬁ
draft list or
these “targeted” distributors is attached as Exhibit 7. Among other SBS distributors, Deluxe has
“targeted” Teply and Thurston. Deluxe considers legacy distributors’ rights that conﬂict
conflict with its
goals expendable. Consequently, Deluxe has operated the BAM Program in conscious disregard

of the legal rights of the SBS distributors. Among other reasons, Deluxe has done so because it
has concluded that the beneﬁts
benefits to Deluxe outweigh the risks associated with the remote
possibility that it will someday be required to compensate the SBS distributors for destroying

their businesses.
Deluxe Investigates Acquiring
Acguiring DocuSource And IBF Through BAM Program
63.

Prior to 2013, the Idaho relevant market for Safeguard Systems was serviced by

Thurston Enterprises, T3 Enterprises and a third SBS distributor -- Craig Empey (“Empey”).
Historically, the geographic market served by these three distributors has been among the top-

I

ﬁve in the Safeguard system with respect to per capita market penetration. At one point, they
five
collectively sold approximately $1.82 million per year within Idaho.
64.

A part of its BAM program —
- Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and

IBF’s customer list in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF had sales of business products and
services to retail customers in excess of $23 million annually. DocuSource and IBF are, and
always have been, direct competitors of T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises in the same

relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of products that
compete directly with the business products and services. As a result, T3 Enterprises and

Thurston Enterprises have a high volume of Cross-Over Customers with DocuSource and IBF.
65.

Deluxe performed a “ﬁt
“fit analysis” for both DocuSource and IBF. The ﬁt
fit analysis

involves an “evaluation of potential insource performance.” See IBF’s “Due Diligence
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Summary,” a true and correct copy which is attached as Exhibit 8. Deluxe performed this

“[a]nalysis of the [distributor’s] top suppliers to understand how
analysis by conducting an “[ajnalysis
[Deluxe’s] mfg capability compares.” Deluxe’s revenues are increased to the extent the new

distributor can buy a high percentage of products from Deluxe and its “preferred” vendors.
66.

reﬂects insourcing opportunities of
Deluxe found for IBF that the “Fit Analysis reflects

23%.” (See Exhibit 88 [Deluxe’s IBF “Due Diligence Summary”]; see also Exhibit 9 [IBF’s

“Value Capture Summary”] [“Manufacturing to ramp up to a 23% run rate by year end.”].) On
information and belief, similar due diligence documents were completed for the DocuSource
signiﬁcant proﬁt
profit
transaction. Based upon the 23% insourcing, Deluxe believed it could make a significant

from acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
67.

Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase

[IBF’s Value Capture Summary]
the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. (See Exhibit 9 [IBF’S
[noting as one of its “Key Assumptions” that there is a “Focus on non-manufactured products to

key strategic vendors”].) In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential “preferred vendor,”
Wright Business Graphics. (See Exhibit 10 [IBF Executive Summary “Proﬁt
“Profit Improvement

Strategies”] [noting the “Addition of Wright as strategic source resulting in product shift from

E

current vendors to wright”].)
68.

i

Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Attached as

Exhibit 11
11 is a true and correct copy of aa list
liét of IBF’s top vendors. It shows that IBF sent up to
$260,000 in business a year to Wright. DocuSource was and is Wright’s biggest customer.
Wright, on the other hand, is one of Deluxe’s “preferred,” vendors and pays to Deluxe “rebates”
on all orders for Safeguard Systems. By acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the
ability to signiﬁcantly
significantly increase the volume of its “rebates” paid by Wright. The additional
rebates gave Deluxe a strong ﬁnancial
financial incentive to promote DocuSource and IBF to the
exclusion of the other SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises.
69.

\

The BAM transactions also allowed Deluxe to expand the products it offered.

The IBF deal brought to Deluxe a new services offering, W-2 Processing Services. W-2
accounted for approximately 25% of the annual revenue of the IBF business or $1 million. (See
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11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one million in annual sales].) This rationale
Exhibit 11

was outlined in a September 4, 2013 powerpoint for IBF entitled “After Action Report” which

identiﬁed as a strategic rationale that the deal “[B]rings to Safeguard new services offering, W-2
identified
Processing Services, which accounts for ~25%
-25% of the annual revenue of the business.” A true

“Aﬁer Action Report” is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.
and correct copy of the IBF “After
70.

Prior to IBF, Deluxe had unsuccessfully tried to use Apex, an outside vendor, for

W-2 processing. By adding IBF and James Dunn’s (“Dunn”) W-2 technology, capabilities and
W—2 processing. This point was
knowledge, Deluxe would be able to roll out its own improved W-2

made clear in the IBF Value Capture Summary, Exhibit 9,
9. which states under “Operational

Objectives” that “Jim Dunn to effectively transition his responsibilities and knowledge about the
BIS/Payroll
ElS/Payroll services aspect.” Dunn had been a shareholder in Electronic Imaging Services

(“BIS”),
fulﬁll customer orders for W—2
(“EIS”), which worked to fulfill
W-2 processing. IBF had done business
with EIS
BIS in regard to the W-2 products. EIS services included creating the electronic images of
W-ZS submitted to IBF customers. IBF paid EIS $1.3 million for these services in the year
the W-2s

prior to it being acquired by Deluxe. See Exhibit 11 [IBF Top Vendor List] [showing over one
million in annual sales].)
71.

Deluxe received two beneﬁts
benefits in regard to the W-2 processing. First, it could

W—2 processing services. By bringing the
utilize IBF’s and Dunn’s background to create its own W-2

W-2 processing services in house (rather than through Apex), Deluxe would increase its profit
proﬁt
margins and revenues from such transactions. Second, Deluxe could obtain the $1.3 million in

yearly business that IBF sourced to EIS. This is noted in the IBF Value Capture Summary,

Exhibit 9,
9. which notes among its “Operational Objectives” that “New Deluxe Electronic Tax

Filing competency to replace W-2 Processing service currently offered by IBF.”
Deluxe Becomes Aware of The Teplv
Teply and Thurston Customer Protection Issues During The
Due Diligence Phase Of Its Acquisitions Of DocuSource And IBF
72.

As part of the BAM due diligence process, Deluxe obtained significant
signiﬁcant amounts

of documentation regarding DocuSource and IBF. This included proﬁt
profit and loss statements,
balance sheets, descriptions and statements of accounts, customer billing addresses and contact
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information, customer order history, sales
information, customer shipping addresses and contact information,
and costs by vendor, sales and margins by product line, sales and margins by customer, copies of

organizational charts, tax returns, vendor pricing and terms, employee and business contracts
among others. A true and correct copy of the due diligence documents Deluxe acquires through
the BAM process is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.
73.

Deluxe also reviewed the customer lists and information within DocuSource’s

reflected
softwaIe. These accounting databases reﬂected
Demand Bridge software and IBF’s EQuantum software.

DocuSource’s and IBF’S
IBF’s sales activities and customer order history. The databases include
records and reports on customer sales, receivables, inventory general ledgers, etc.
74.

As a part of its pre-sale due diligence in connection with Deluxe’s purchase of

distn'butors’ customer lists and
DocuSource’s and IBF’s assets, Deluxe reviewed the new distributors’
analyzed the potential for conﬂict
conflict with the Customer Protection rights of all SBS Distributors,
including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. The Franchise Development BAM Process,

identiﬁes for
Exhibit 14, explicitly states that a “Customer Scrub” is completed. This “scrub” identifies
Deluxe, which of the customers that they are buying and, of those, which customers also are the
Protected Customers of all other SBS distributors such as Thurston Enterprises and T3
Enterprises. Deluxe identified
identiﬁed the Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises by reviewing DocuSource’s customers in the Demand Bridge computer database and
IBF’s customers in its EQuantum computer database. Deluxe then ran those same customers
through the Safeguard Information Systems.
75.

Through this reconciliation process, or “scrub,” Deluxe knew that many of

IBF’S customers were Common Customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
DocuSource and IBF’s
Enterprises. Deluxe and SAI prepared a worksheet of the IBF sales that were impacted by
Common Customers. This list showed that at least $1 million of IBF’s revenue over a 12 month
period —
- and almost $3 million over the prior 36 month period —
- came from the Common
Customers of 36 SBS distributors. A true and correct copy of the list is attached hereto as
identified who had greater sales to the Common Customer, the SBS
Exhibit 15. The list also identiﬁed

Distributor or IBF. To the extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would force the
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SBS distributor to either sell or share the account. On information and belief, a similar list exists

for DocuSource’s customers.
76.

Deluxe also knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF it was violating T3

Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights. In Deluxe’s IBF “Due

Diligence Summary,” Exhibit 8.
8, Michael Dunlap (“Dunlap”), general counsel for SBS and

“[tjhere is an above normal number of
corporate secretary for SBS, SAI, and SFS, wrote that “[t]here
account protection issues due to the area in which the targeted business is located. These

potential account protection issues have been identified.
identiﬁed. Resolution efforts are underway to
negate potential loss of sales.
sales,”” Similarly, in Deluxe’s IBF Executive Summary, Exhibit 10,
Deluxe noted that “Resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do

ofﬁces.” In a “Value Capture Summary” it was also noted that a
business with area Safeguard offices.”
ﬁnancial projections was the “resolution of key account protection
key assumption of the deal’s financial
issues.” A true and correct copy of the “Value Capture Summary” is attached hereto as Exhibit
9. On information and belief, similar documents exist for the DocuSource transaction.
2.

Acguisitions Knowing That They;
Deluxe Management Approves
They
Amy-eves The DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions
Will Result In Customer Protection Violations
77.

Deluxe was intricately involved in the review of the due diligence documentation

for the IBF and DocuSource deals. The highest levels of Deluxe’s management must both

review and approve the BAM transactions. For transactions larger than $500,000, such as IBF
and DocuSource, the following individuals and departments must review this information and
Sign
sign off on the transaction: the Deluxe tax department, the Deluxe accounting department, Scott

Sutton (Vice President at SBS), Terry Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe),

Malcolm McRoberts (Senior Vice President of Small Business Services at Deluxe), Jeffrey Bata
(Chief Accounting Officer,
Ofﬁcer, Vice President and Controller at Deluxe), Brian Nordling (Executive
Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe), Cassie Clark (Executive Director of Finance for SBS), JJ
JJ

Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe), Susan Steen (Vice President of
Finance at Deluxe), Lee Schram (CEO at Deluxe) and the Deluxe Board of Directors. A true and

correct copy of the Safeguard BAM Approval and Documentation Requirements is attached
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hereto as Exhibit 16.

78.

A BAM transaction cannot be completed without Deluxe’s approval. A true and

correct copy of the Franchise Development BAM Process is attached hereto as Exhibit 14. The
Franchise Development BAM Process explicitly notes that all BAM transactions must “Obtain
Final Deluxe Approval.”
Approva .”
79.

Deluxe acquired DocuSource’s customer list and other tangible and intangible

assets on April 30, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF’s customer list and other tangible and

foml Asset
2013. A true and accurate copy of SAI’s standard form
intangible assets on August 27,
27,2013.
Purchase Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. Deluxe, as with all BAM transactions,
paid the sellers for the purchase of DocuSource and IBF. Without this funding, DocuSource and
IBF would not have become Safeguard distributors. A true and correct copy of domestic wire
transfer receipts of $1.6 million and $195,069 in the IBF transaction are attached hereto as
as

Exhibits 18-19. On information and belief, similar wire transfers were completed for the
DocuSource transaction.
80.

Deluxe knew that the DocuSource and IBF transactions would violate T3

Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights. Nevertheless, Deluxe, SAI,
DocuSource, IBF, Tressa McLaughlin (“McLaughlin”), Jamie McCormick (“McCormick”) and

Dunn knowingly and purposefully completed the asset sale, with Deluxe purchasing IBF’s
customer list for $2.2 million dollars and DocuSource’s customer list for more than $10 million.

Deluxe’s top executives and ofﬁcers
officers approved the transactions and were fully aware of these
details. A true and correct copy of the IBF BAM Transaction Approval Form, showing these
officers signatures, is attached as
as Exhibit 20. In doing so, Deluxe and the other defendants acted
ofﬁcers
in conscious disregard of T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’ legal rights.
81.

Even prior to Deluxe’s acquisition of DocuSource and IBF, the market for

Safeguard Systems within the Idaho relevant geographic market was already over-represented
and saturated, and there was —
- and still is —
- very little room for growth. Given this competitive

market reality, Deluxe’s introduction of the new DocuSource and IBF Safeguard distributor
entrants has had the effect of materially foreclosing the ability of Thurston Enterprises and T3
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Enterprises to generate material additional sales of Safeguard Systems to new customers within

that geographic market.

Deluxe Manages DocuSource And IBF As Company Operated Distributors Until
May, 2015
82.

For two years, Deluxe monitored and managed DocuSource and IBF as company

operated distributors. The companies were marketed and referred to as “Safeguard by

DocuSource” and “Safeguard by IBF.” Deluxe ran these distributors and used the former
employees of these companies as Deluxe’s consultants and employees.
83.

DocuSource was managed by JJ.J.
.J , Sorrenti, President at SBS and Vice-President at

Deluxe, and Terry D. Peterson, the Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
Officer and Senior Vice President at Deluxe.
These individuals are identiﬁed
identified as DocuSource management by the Oregon Secretary of State.

A true and correct copy of the Oregon Secretary of State’s entry for DocuSource is attached
hereto as Exhibit 21. Furthermore, the mailing address for DocuSource is identified
identiﬁed as Deluxe
corporate headquarters, 3680 Victoria Street N., Shoreview, MN 55126. Deluxe insiders Amy

Tiller-Shumway, Senior Director of New Franchise Sales & Support at SBS and Phil Odella,
Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business Services at Deluxe both
participated in the management, supervision and direction of DocuSource. On
0n information
infomation and
belief, Deluxe also employed former DocuSource employees.
84.

“Safeguard by IBF” was managed by former IBF employees under the

supervision and direction of Deluxe. On July 31, 2013, less than a month before Deluxe
acquired IBF’s assets, Dunn, the former president, secretary and director for IBF formed JDHRS.
J DHRS.

DRHRS and Dunn also agreed that
As part of Deluxe’s purchase of IBF’s customer list, Deluxe, JJDRHRS
— and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems from — certain
Dunn would continue to solicit -

customers which were identified
identiﬁed by Dunn and Deluxe in a ﬁve-page
five-page memorandum. Among the

ﬁve-page memorandum
customers identiﬁed
memorandum were customers for whom T3 Enterprises and
identified in the five-page
Thurston Enterprises have Customer Protection rights, including some of T3 Enterprises’ largest
— e.
and most important customers e.g.
g. Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke’s

Regional Medical Center, among others. A true and accurate copy of IBF’s January 13,2014
13, 2014
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Idaho Annual Report Form is attached hereto as Exhibit 22.
85.

On August 21, 2013, six days before Deluxe’s close on the purchase of IBF’s

assets, IBF executives McLaughlin and McCormick formed KMMR, LLC (“KMMR”) in
anticipation
anticipation of their eventual acquisition of IBF’s customer list from Deluxe. A true and accurate
copy of KMMR’S
KMMR’s Certificate
Certiﬁcate of Organization with the State of Idaho is attached hereto as

identiﬁed as 910 W. Amity, Boise, Idaho
Exhibit 23. KMMR’s principal place of business is identified
18,2014,
2014,
83705, the same address as IBF. See 2014 Annual Report for KMMR, dated August 18,
and attached hereto as Exhibit 24.
86.

As part of their agreement with Deluxe (See
(See Ex._25),
Ex. 25), McLaughlin and

McCormick [either directly, or indirectly through KMMR, were] allowed to manage IBF under
the names, “Safeguard by IBF,” and “IBF, a Safeguard Company.” True and accurate copies of

McLaughlin and McCormick business cards identifying McLaughlin as President/CEO and
McCormick as
as CFO of “IBF, a Safeguard Company,” are attached hereto as Exhibit 26.

McLaughlin]
IBF’s customer list, SBS assigned to McLaughlin/
Following Deluxe’s purchase of IBF’S

McCormick/KMMR a Safeguard distributor number (#4G3) and designated it as a Safeguard
“franchisee” in the SBS Information Systems. True and accurate copies of SBS’s documents
as a Safeguard “franchisee” of SBS are attached hereto as Exhibit 27. In
identifying them as

addition to McLaughlin and McCormick, Deluxe also has granted to 16 of their employees direct
access to SBS’s internal intranet, referred to as the SafeNET.
87.

First and foremost among those responsible for the collaboration, management,

direction and supervision of DocuSource (including John Curtin, Jeff Scott and Brian
Wiedenmann) and IBF (including Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick and Jim Dunn) was
Amy Tiller Shumway (“Shumway”). With respect to IBF, for example, Exhibit 28 is a true and
accurate copy of the “Organizational and Management Structure” for the IBF “Corporate
Caretaker Model” during the initial two year period of operation under Deluxe’s ownership.
Upon information and belief, the DocuSource organizational and management structure was
similar, with Shumway exercising the same fundamental responsibilities pursuant to Deluxe’s
authorization and assignment.
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Deluxe Admits That DocuSource and IBF Violated Customer Protection Rights
88.

by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF
For nearly two years, Deluxe ran Safeguard by

as Deluxe company operated distributors. Both distributors were funded and run under Deluxe’s

direction and supervision. Deluxe paid DocuSource’s and IBF’s payroll and expenses. For

IBF’S Cash Transfer Request[s] is attached as Ex_hib_il
example, a true and correct copy of one of IBF’s
Exhibit
29.
22. On information and belief similar documents exist as to DocuSource.
89.

During this holding period, Deluxe and SBS caused and/or took no action to

prevent DocuSource, IBF, Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn from

obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems from the customers of T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises. This includes, for a small example, DocuSource interfering with Thurston

Enterprises’ protected customer Western Construction, Inc. and T3 Enterprises’ protected
customers Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc., Hayden Beverages Co. and Baird Oil Co. True

and correct copies of the invoices showing these Customer Protection violations are attached
as Exhibits 30—33.
30-33. It also includes IBF interfering with the Protected Customers. True
hereto as
and accurate copies of printouts of pages from Safeguard’s SafeNET, identifying T3 Enterprises’

customers Apache River, LLC (dba Double L), Hayden Beverage, and Meridian High School as

being shared between Teply, McLaughlin, McCormick, and KMMR, are attached hereto as

Exhibit 34. These Common Customers are the Protected Customers of T3 Enterprises and
Thurston Enterprises and should not be serviced by any other Safeguard distributor.
90.

'

Deluxe concealed, and participated and acquiesced in, the violation of T3

Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights. Deluxe failed to notify T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises that such sales continued after IBF and DocuSource were
purchased. Instead, Deluxe concealed the Customer Protection violations. Although Deluxe can
- and does —
- identify Cross-Over Customers as a function of its pre-sale due diligence for the

—

BAM Transactions, Deluxe and its subsidiaries SBS and SAI have misrepresented to both
Thurston and Teply that this cannot be done.
91.

”
sales
Instead, Deluxe’s approved “resolution eﬂorts...
efforts... to negate potential loss ofsales”

DEF S 0003912) impose upon the distributors the impossible task of
(See, Exhibit 35 at DEFS
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identifying —
- without providing the SBS distributors with the BAM Customer List —
- which of the
customers acquired as part of the BAM Transaction are Cross-Over Customers. By doing so,
Deluxe seeks to delegate to its distributors the impossible task of performing SBS’
SBS5 obligation —
not the distributor’s obligation —
- of identifying who the Cross-Over Customers are in the ﬁrst
first
instance, and thereafter imposes upon the SBS distributor the obligation of enforcing its
Customer Protection rights against the infringing party.
patty. By doing so, Deluxe knowingly intends
that the market confusion that it purposefully “unleashes” will overtake the SBS distributor, who

possibie corrective action and capitulate to a known or
then will recognize the futility of any possible
unknown sharing of its Cross-Over Customers with Safeguard’s new distributor in that
geographic market.
92.

Deluxe recently has admitted that it has engaged in these unlawful practices.

When confronted by another distributor earlier this year, Schob and Schob, Inc. (“Schob”),

Deluxe and SBS finally
ﬁnally admitted that the DocuSource and IBF transactions have resulted in
Customer Protection violations. SBS and SAI President and Deluxe Vice President JJ
Sorrenti
J] Son‘enti
finally conceded to Schob that four company owned distributors, including DocuSource and IBF,
ﬁnally

i
1

1

have violated Schob’s Customer Protection rights. Sorrenti admitted that the value of these

Violations was over $300,000.00. Despite the undisputed fact that Dunlap,
previously unreported violations
— have done
— and even McLaughlin —
— and should Sorrenti, Shumway, SBS, SAI, Deluxe - could -

the same for Teply and Thurston, each of them instead chose to employ Deluxe’s approved

“resolution efforts ....
. . to negate potential loss of sales” by fulfilling
fulﬁlling Deluxe’s prevarication,
denial and obﬁJscation
obfuscation scheme. Deluxe and SBS have refused to do so. A true and correct copy

of Sorrenti’s May 15, 2015 email and spreadsheet identifying the $300,000.00 in commissions is
attached hereto as Exhibit 36.
93.

Deluxe’s scheme has not been limited to Idaho. A true and correct copy of

Dcluxe’s
Deluxe’s nationwide BAM acquisitions map is attached hereto as Exhibit 37. Throughout the
country, Deluxe continues to steamroll over the SBS distributors’ Customer Protection rights.
94.

Compounding the damage to T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises,

beneﬁts
DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn acquired all of the benefits
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associated with being an authorized SBS distributor —
- e.g.,
e. g., name recognition, support, full line of
— without the burden of the contractual restrictions which are imposed
Safeguard Systems, etc.
etc. -

upon the existing SBS distributors. These restrictions, which put T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises at a distinct competitive disadvantage, include among other things: (a)
(a) the
assessment of “sourced fees” charged by Safeguard to its distributors, calculated as a percentage
of the dollar value of the customer’s order; (b) requirements that SBS distributors place their
—
customers’ orders through Deluxe and other “preferred” or “sourced” suppliers many of whom — are inefficient
inefﬁcient vendors because they charge insuperably supraspecifically, Deluxe and, speciﬁcally,

competitive pﬁces;
prices; and (c) the requirement that Safeguard’s distributors pay warehousing and
inventory charges. DocuSource, IBF, McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have been
allowed to capitalize on their non-trivial and unfair competitive advantage over the existing SBS
distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises, as a consequence of their ability
to competitively source products and services through Deluxe.
95.

Furthermore, on information and belief, DocuSource and IBF have been selling

products to the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers at retail prices that
are below the T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises wholesale cost structure. DocuSource
and IBF achieve this result because the Deluxe manufactured products are sold by Deluxe to the

distn'butor at prices that are well below the prices offered to T3 Enterprises
newly acquired SBS distributor
and Thurston Enterprises. By doing so Deluxe and its BAM distributors are able to not only

“go to” distributors in the area.
increase their insourcing but position DocuSource and IBF as the “go
96.

And because of this unfair competitive advantage, DocuSource, IBF,

McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR and Dunn have obtained orders from the Protected Customers
and prospective customers of Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises by quoting prices that are

lower than the cost structure that is imposed upon Thurston and Teply.
97.

Deluxe’s approved and authorized plan to “resolve” the Account Protection issues

was simple: its employees —
- and the employees of the Safeguard subsidiary companies —
- together
— and did —
with Dunn, McLaughlin, McCormick, -- and even Dunlap (the lawyer) would - operate

IBF and DocuSource as Safeguard distributors just as they had been operated before Deluxe
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acquired them. In other words, it was “business as usual.” They simply ignored the Customer
Protection rights of the SBS distributors and sold to their Protected Customers without any
regard for those rights. As outlined below, Deluxe and its subsidiaries planned to wage a “war of

attrition” to get T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises to abandon their Customer Protection

if an SBS distributor did happen to
rights in favor of DocuSource and IBF. Among other things, if
0r IBF had sold a Safeguard System to one of its Protected Customer,
learn that DocuSource or
Deluxe’s plan was to pressure the SBS distributor to sell or share that Protected Customer.
over-run the SBS distributor in the marketplace.
Otherwise, Deluxe would just over—run

Deluxe Implements Its Approved “Resolution Efforts....To Negate Loss of Sales:” The
“War of Attrition” Against Tegly
Teplv and Thurston
98.

— and after learning of Deluxe’s acquisition of IBF’s
At the end of August 2013 -

— Teply, Thurston and Empey each asked Dunlap about the possibility of
customer list — the customers of IBF that were not Common
- and splitting up amongst themselves purchasing —

Customers. They did so because they were concerned about (a) the anti-competitive intra-brand

effects resulting from introducing another SBS distributor into the small Idaho geographic
- a market that already was oversaturated with the three existing SBS distributors and
market —
Safeguard’s new distributor, DocuSource; and (b)
(b) the fact that Dunn, McLaughlin and
— and misappropriate —
- their Protected Customers.
McCormick intended to interfere with -

99.

•- Dunlap summarily denied their requests. Thurston and Teply later learned that

Dunlap denied their requests because SBS, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and Dunn had
already “entered into a relationship” whereby, among other things,

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn were granted permission by Deluxe to operate as a
- under the names, “Safeguard by IBF,” and “IBF, a Safeguard
de-facto SBS distributor —
Company” —
- and to service and sell Safeguard Systems to the customers identiﬁed
identified in IBF’s

customer list, among others.
100.

3, 2013, Dunlap flew
On October 3,
ﬂew to Boise to meet with Teply to discuss the

Common Customers between T3 Enterprises and the IBF customer list. During their meeting,
— for servicing by
Dunlap insisted that Teply give up or sell to SAI -

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR or Dunn (or both) —
- all of her Protected Customers that Dunlap
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claimed had historically generated more business through IBF, because this was “best for
business.”
101.

Teply refused, and explained to Dunlap that what he was insisting upon violated

her Customer Protection rights, as set forth in the Teply Distributor Agreement. In response,

Dunlap, in “lawyer-like” fashion threatened that, “Oh, you want to talk contract? You want to go

ﬁght over the contract. We can go to court all day.”
to court and fight
102.

Because Dunlap pressured and intimidated Teply with his “lawyer-like” conduct

and presence, together with his implied threat to use Deluxe’s economic superiority to force

Teply’s capitulation, Teply suggested that she would consider his requests, but asked Dunlap to
give her a complete list of the Common Customers, together with IBF’s history of sales to those
customers, so that she might better understand what was at stake.
103.

—
conflicts”” On October 7, 2013, Dunlap emailed Teply a list of 108 “potential conflicts

suggesting that he was not able to identify the actual Common Customers between Teply and

IBF. Dunlap later blamed IBF’s use of the EQuantum Software for his inability to identify the

“no idea of what IBF was
Common Customers between Teply and IBF. He claimed to have “no
selling and to whom and how much the sales were.” In truth, in November 2013, McLaughlin
— as
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’S sales provided Dunlap with the Common Customers and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’s

reﬂected
reflected by the EQuantum Software to those Common Customers. Dunlap’s disingenuously

contrived lack of knowledge was nothing more than his attempt to keep from Teply and Thurston

information that they were entitled to under their contracts with SBS.
104.

Teply later asked Dunlap to identify who could provide her with some clarity as

to the identity of the actual Common Customers. Dunlap answered, that the information was

“with accounting and they won’t talk to you unless I tell them to do so [.[. ..
. . And,] unless you
want me to share your information with [McLaughlinMcCormick/KMMR],
[McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], then I will not share
their information with you.”
105.

Instead of providing Teply with the requested information on the Common

Customers, Dunlap insisted that Teply meet with McLaughlin and McCormick to discuss this
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issue directly. This, however, was the commercial equivalent of telling Teply to ask for
assistance from her new Safeguard competitor.
106.

Sometime in early October 2013, McLaughlin —
- with Dunlap’s assistanceassistance —

circulated a solicitation letter to all of IBF’s former customers —
- including T3 Enterprises and
’

Thurston Enterprises ’ Protected Customers. The letter informed the customers that (1)
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
(2) as a
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR had “recently entered into a relationship with [SBS]”; (2)
result of the new relationship, the customers would “now have access to an even more diverse
offering of [Safeguard] products and services;” (3) “[McLaughlin], who has been with IBF for

E
1

f
2

23 years and [McCormick], who has been with IBF since 1999” would remain with

3
1

McLaughlinMcCormick/KMMR and continue to service the customers’ needs; and (4) that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR would be following up with the customers soon to
someone at McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
“share exciting details about the new solutions that are now available to [their] organization” as
as aa

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’S new relationship with Safeguard. A true and
result of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’s
accurate copy of McLaughlin’s letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 25.

107.

McLaughlin’s solicitation
Teply’s
Following the
the circulation
circulation of
solicitation letter,
ofMcLaughlin’s
several of
Following
ofTeply’s
letter, several

and Thurston’s Protected Customers contacted them and expressed confusion. Specifically,
Speciﬁcally, the

customers inquired (1) whether Teply and Thurston were still with Safeguard; (2) whether IBF
was now a part of Teply’s and Thurston’s companies; and (3)
(3) whether they now were supposed

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
to order through McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
108.

After learning about McLaughlin’s letter, Teply contacted Dunlap to voice her

concerns and frustration about the letter. In response, Dunlap stated that the letter never should
concems
have gone out to T3 Enterprises’ Protected Customers, and that the “marketing department” did
follow—up
not “clear” the letter with him before sending it. Dunlap falsely offered to send out a follow-up

letter to all of the Common Customers (notwithstanding the fact that he had told Teply earlier
that he could not identify the Common Customers) that received the solicitation letter informing
them of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’S
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’s error, and reminding them to continue to place their
orders with Teply. Dunlap also “offered” to include with the retraction letter, a 20% off coupon

good for the customer’s next order with Teply. Teply accepted this, but neither Dunlap nor
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anyone else at Safeguard followed through, and nothing was done to mitigate the damage to

Teply and Thurston.
109.

Despite his initial assignment of blame to the “marketing department,” Dunlap

later admitted that he was at fault for directing the “marketing department” to send the

solicitation letter to a list of customers that he, himself, had provided. This list, of course,
contained all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and T3 Enterprises, on
the one hand, and IBF, on the other.
110.

On December 17, 2013, Teply and McLaughlin met to discuss Teply’s forced co—
co

existence with McLaughlin as SBS distributors. During the meeting, Teply explained to

McLaughlin that she (Teply) had the contractual rights to Customer Protection, and asked that

McLaughlin follow the same rules that apply to every other SBS distributor. In response,
McLaughlin made very clear that she (McLaughlin) had already discussed the situation with
Dunlap, and boldly advised Teply that “different rules” applied to McLaughlin and other
distn'butors
distributors that were associated with the BAM Transactions. McLaughlin also made clear to

Teply that there would be “no interruption” in McLaughlin’s Safeguard business operations;
instead, according to McLaughlin, it would be “business as usual” for

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
11].
111.

During December 2013, Thurston also spoke with McLaughlin about her

interference with Thurston Enterprises’ Protected Customers. When Thurston objected to

McLaughlin’s violation of his contractual rights to customer exclusivity, McLaughlin repudiated
his objections, telling him: (a)
(a) that she “operated under different rules;” (b)
(b) that “Safeguard’s
guidelines didn’t matter;” and (c) that, for McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn, it was “business
as usual.”
1 12.
112.

— recently introduced to
In late January 2014, Teply learned that a SBS distributor -

w had been taking orders
the Idaho geographic market by way of a different BAM Transaction -

for Safeguard’s laser checks from one of Teply’s long-time Protected Customers, Payette
Fayette County
Title. Teply learned about this distributor’s infringing sales when the customer placed a new
order with Teply for a form of Safeguard laser check that had been sold to the customer by
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Safeguard, but not through Teply. Teply also learned from the customer that the other SBS

distributor was selling these laser checks at prices much lower than those than could be offered
by Teply. The lower prices were the result of “special [wholesale] pricing” that SBS had
extended to the other SBS distributor, but not to Teply. As a result, the other SBS distributor was
able to earn a higher commission and/or undercut Teply’s pricing, which it did with Fayette
Payette

County Title.
13.
113.

1

On January
Dunlap Dunlap
On January
24,Teply
2014,emailed
Teply emailed
voice
her concerns
about
to voicetoher
concerns
about this
SBSthis SBS
24, 2014,

distributor’s infringing sales, the “special [wholesale] pricing” it had been offered by SBS and,
generally, SBS’s failure (and potential inability) to control or regulate the new SBS
distm'butorships created through the BAM Transactions. In response to Teply’s email, Dunlap
distributorships

stated as follows:
Thanks, let me get some folks to research the [special] pricing. I will get
back to you....
you. . ..
I am not sure it is accurate that Safeguard doesn’t have any idea on What
what is
being sold when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings
challenges, different things we have to do. But bringing in outside
business does provide growth, new people and new ideas.

k

i
‘1

How can we provide account protection and support? I didn’t say we
couldn’t get the information, I stated I don’t have all the information I feel
I need to have a quality, new conversation with you. You have been
patient, way more patient than me and I appreciate it.

Dawn, I don’t have all the answers, but I do have the responsibility to ﬁx
fix
as much as I can.
can.... Please let me know your thoughts on the
[McLaughlin’s] IBF/Safeguard
IBF/Safeguard mailer, like the list of target customers and
what kind of offer would be best.
114.

never did
never
did get
Teply regarding
theprices
lowerthat
prices
that
SBS was
Dunlap Dunlap
get back
to back
the lower
SBS
was
Teplytoregarding

offering the other SBS distributor. Instead, Dunlap focused his future communications with
Teply on his continued push for Teply to sell the Common Customers to

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
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115.

On February 6,2014,
6, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply a new list of “56 Common

Customers” that, according to Dunlap, represented the sum total of “what we show got orders

fulﬁlled through [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn] since late August, that appear to
fulfilled
be matches with some accounts in your base.” He then asked Teply to “examine these [Common
Customers] and then you and I can have a conversation about possible resolutions.” In truth,
tmth,

Dunlap’s February 6, 2014 list did not identify all of the Common Customers between Teply and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Instead, Dunlap’s new list of “56 Common Customers”
represented a continuation of his “war of attrition” scheme and blatant misrepresentations, all of
which were designed to dissemble and prevaricate until Teply ﬁnally
finally turned many of her
Protected Customers over to Deluxe for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and

Dunn.
116.

Responding to Dunlap’s email, Teply began by asking Dunlap whether he had

completed his promised research “into the questions regarding the other SBS distributor’s special

“56
pricing on the laser checks for Payette
Fayette Title?” Then, turning her attention to Dunlap’s list of “56
Common Customers,” Teply, among other things, questioned whether she would be receiving
any commissions from the sales that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn had made (and

would continue to make) to her Protected Customers. Dunlap ignored Teply’s questions.
117.

On February 10, 2014, Dunlap emailed Thurston a list of “45
“45 Common

McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and Dunn.
Customers” between Thurston Enterprises and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
According to Dunlap, this list of customers would serve as “a
“a great startingpaint”
starting point ” to discuss
Thurston’s release or sale of these accounts to SA]
SAI to be serviced by

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
118.

Then, on February 14,2014,
14, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email, this time

identifying “55
“55 Common Customers” between Thurston and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
and Dunn. According to Dunlap, this new list was supposed to represent the grand total of all
Common Customers. In the email, Dunlap wrote, next to each customer account, he identiﬁed
identified

“what I suggest we should/could do with each account.” From the list of 55, Dunlap indicated
— either through sale or a sharing
that: (1)
(1) McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR should be allowed -
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Vi

arrangement
- to continue servicing 24 of the Common Customers; (2)
(2) Thurston should keep 10
anangement —
of the Common Customers; and (3) that Dunlap was not sure who should continue to service the
remaining 21 Common Customers.
119.

Despite Dunlap’s representation that his February 14, 2014 list of 55 customer

accounts reﬂected
reflected all of the Common Customers between Thurston Enterprises and
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughﬁn/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Thurston quickly realized that the list was not
complete and asked Dunlap for (1)
(I) a more complete listing from
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR, and (2) whether SBS had performed a “market penetration
4:

review of the area.” Notwithstanding his initial representations, Dunlap responded by stating that

3
g

i

he knew the list “isn’t 100% complete,” but he wanted to start with it anyway.
anyway. A complete list

5

1

i

was never provided to Thurston.
120.

In February 2014, Dunlap engaged Thurston in negotiations regarding Thurston

Enterprises’ potential sale of certain Protected Customers to SBS for servicing by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. During the negotiations, Dunlap represented to Thurston that
Dunlap was working off of a “client list” containing all of Thurston Enterprises Protected
Customers also serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. Dunlap also
represented to Thurston that the sales figures
identified on the
ﬁgures for those Protected Customers identiﬁed

“client list” reﬂected
reflected all sales from all Safeguard distributors —
- including
— to those Protected Customers after August 27,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn -

significant as the sales ﬁgures
figures identified
identiﬁed in the “client list” were
2013. This representation was signiﬁcant

relied upon by Thurston in reaching an acceptable sales price for his account protection rights to
Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck’s Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho
Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co.,
C0,, SAMG Family Practice, SAMG Occupational

Med., and Treasure Valley Steel.
121.

identified in the
In truth, however, the sales figures
ﬁgures represented by Dunlap and identiﬁed

“client list” were not accurate and did not correctly reflect
significant sales made by
reﬂect the signiﬁcant
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, on behalf of SBS, to those Protected Customers.
McLaughlinMcConnick/KMMR
122.

While Dunlap was pushing Thurston to sell many of his Protected Customers to
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap continued his “war of attrition” against
Dunlap, and Teply as to the division of the
Teply. Following numerous communications between Dunlap

-

“56
“56 Common Customers” listed on Dunlap’s February 6, 2014 email - and in light of Dunlap’s
representation that the “56
“56 Common Customers” represented the sum total of all Common
— the two were able to reach an
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR -

agreement on 48 of those 56 customers.

123.

On February
Dunlap Dunlap
sent an email
On February
20,2014,
sent antoemail
Teply memorializing
their their
20, 2014,
Teplytomemorializing

agreement on these 48 Common Customers. As is reflected
reﬂected in Dunlap’s email, Teply would sell

20 of the Common Customers to SAI, for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and
Dunn, and “keep”
“keep” the following 28 Common Customers for herself:

1.
1.

Hayden Beverage,

19. Contract Floors,
11. Quality Thermistor,
Inc.,

20. On Demand,

3. Employers Resource,

12. Hillcrest Country
Club,

21. Mindoka County
Treasurer,

4. West Vet,

Park,
13. The Car
CarPark,

5.

Southwest Idaho
Surgery Center,

14. Santos Metals &
Recycling,

22. Orthopedic
Association,
23. Shird’s Inc.,

6. Lee Read Jewelers,

15. Tri State Beauty
Supply,

2. St. Luke’s Regional
Medical,

7. Debt Reduction
Services, Inc.

16. Apache River, LLC
(dba Double L),

'

24. Rambo Sand &
Gravel,
25. Eberle, Berlin &
Associates,
26. Kitchens by Design,

8. Rock Mountain
Agronomics,
9. Sun Valley Ski Tools,
10. Caidwell
Caldwell Auto,

17. Minidoka County,
18. Dykman Electric,
Inc.,

27. Pioneer Family
Medicine, and
28. Elam & Burke.

A true and accurate copy of Dunlap’s February 20, 2014 email is attached as Exhibit 38.
“keep ”” any of these Protected
124. In truth, Dunlap had no intention of letting Teply “keep
any

Customers. Within a matter of weeks he resumed his coercive tactics in an attempt to get all of
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T3 Enterprises’ Protected Customers listed above transferred to SA]
SAI for the beneﬁt
benefit of
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
125.

Between February 21, 2014 and February 22, 2014, Dunlap continued pushing

”
Thurston to sell or ”share
“share ” certain Common Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR

I

and Dunn, stating that “this would work best and give us the best chance ofgrowing sales. I

I think with all of us motivated to move the business forward, it presents
dzﬁ’erent, but I
know it is different,
more positive things than negative ones. ””
126.

During the sale negotiations, Dunlap also represented to Thurston that he would

receive the “IBF ﬁles”
files” from McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn on all of the Protected
Customers that Thurston did not agree to sell. Access to the IBF ﬁles
files on Thurston’s Protected
Customers would have been a signiﬁcant
significant acquisition as it would have allowed him to learn the

“particulars on vendors, speciﬁc
specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts” to
provide Thurston the opportunity to expand his sales portfolio to his Protected Customers. This,
significant consideration for any agreement by Thurston to agree sell Protected
of course, was a signiﬁcant
Customers to SBS for servicing by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and Dunn.
127.

On March 3, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply a draft of an assignment letter reﬂecting
reflecting her

agreement to sell 20 of the Common Customers to SAI. The assignment letter provided that, in
exchange for $7,340, “you have agreed to transfer and assign your commissions [sic] rights
associated with future sales to the [20] customers listed below.” The letter further provided that,

“the account protection rights to these accounts will be owned by Safeguard and serviced by
[McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR]. In the event there is an order placed by any of these
customers with you or your distributorship or you are contacted by any of the customers, please

direct them to [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR].”
128.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enteprises, entered into a

one-page agreement drafted by Dunlap in which Thurston agreed to sell to SBS his future

account protection rights to Protected Customers Bench Sewer District, Buck’s Bags, Inc., Ennis

Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco, Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Family Practice,

SAMG Occupational
Occupational Med.,
Med, and Treasure Valley Steel in exchange for $32,600 and the receipt of
the IBF ﬁles
files on Thurston’s Protected Customers. As discussed below, the promised IBF ﬁled
filed
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were never transferred to Thurston thereby resulting in a breach of the March 6, 2014 agreement.
129.

Also, Thurston ultimately agreed to share his Protected Customer Silicon

Mountain Contract Services in light of the fact that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn
had been interfering with his Protected Customers for more than six months at this point, and
that nothing was going to change, given Dunlap’s ultimatum that sharing them was ““a
a good

”

‘

moving forward type thing to do. ”

k

130.

On March 7, 2014, Teply contacted Dunlap to discuss where they were with

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, and to express her concern that
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, who was placing Safeguard orders with Teply’s Protected
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,
— and sales to —
Customers for more than seven months, was harming Teply’s relationships with -

her bank customers and referral providers. In response to Teply’s email, Dunlap asked her to
identify a list of the banks that she currently services.
131.

Teply complied with Dunlap’s request, and on March 11, 2014, sent him an email

identifying (1) the banks that she purchased as part of the August 2006 purchase of certain
Protected Customers from Thurston, and (2) a number of the Protected Customers that she
earned through her distributorship operations since that time.

132.

On March 17, 2014, both Teply and Thurston sent almost simultaneous emails to

Dunlap letting him know that they had not gotten anywhere with McLaughlin regarding their
attempts to exchange ﬁles
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap responded to Teply,
files with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR.

“ﬁle exchange,” and that it
acknowledging that he had spoken with McLaughlin about the “file
“could be done between you two. ”” Similarly, Dunlap told Thurston: “[t]he actual transfer of files
ﬁles
"could

”

can be handled with [McLaughlin] at [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR] as you two deem best.
best. ”

133.

By the end of March 2014, Dunlap again was pushing Teply and Thurston to turn

over more of their Protected Customers to S
SAI
AI for servicing by

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, including many of those that Dunlap represented

”

Teply would be allowed to “keep. ”
134.

One of the customers Dunlap was pressing Teply to release was Employers

Resource —
- an important customer for Teply’s future operations.

DHRS and Dunn were providing Employers Resource with
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, JJDHRS
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Safeguard W-2 processing services that should have been turned over to Teply consistent with

DHRS
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR, JJDHRS
her Customer Protection rights. Notwithstanding this, McLaughhn/McCormick/KMMR,
and Dunn continued to service Employers Resource, and Dunlap continued to put pressure on
Teply to release the customer account.
135.

On March 31, 2014, Teply sent Dunlap an email following up on her March 7th
7th

“ﬁnancial institution protection request.” In typical fashion, Dunlap had
email regarding the “financial
completely ignored Teply’s prior request. However, in response to Teply’s new email, Dunlap
wrote:
We don’t protect referral sources like bank accounts. What we try to do is
get an agreement where the distributors agree to service ceﬁain
certain branches
and stay out of those branches serviced by other distributors. Having
stated the rules, I don’t envision having any issue with getting the
cooperation you and I envision.
136. Addressing Teply’s further request that the agreement be put in writing (like the

“[i]f
agreement between Teply and Thurston), Dunlap replied, “[
17f there needs to be an agreement at
some point we can approach it then. ”” In truth, there needed to be an agreement immediately as
financial institution Protected
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR already were soliciting Teply’s ﬁnancial
—
— and still was making payments to Customers, including those that Teply purchased from -

Thurston as part of August 2006 purchase of certain of Thurston’s Protected Customers.

Dunlap’s continued disregard for Teply’s Customer Protection rights was part and parcel of his

“war of attrition” against Teply and Thurston. By his continued conduct on behalf of SAI,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn, Dunlap was able to facilitate their interference with
—
-

of - Thurston’s and Teply’s Protected Customers.
and accretion of—
137. Realizing that her attempts to get action out of Dunlap were futile, at end of March

2014, Teply reopened the dialogue with McLaughlin suggesting that they meet, exchange ﬁles
files
and discuss the Common Customers. When McLaughlin refused to cooperate, on April 1,
1, 2014,

Teply again emailed Dunlap asking him for assistance. In her email to Dunlap, Teply wrote:
ﬁles
I reached out to [McLaughlin] last week to set up a time to exchange files
and tried to arrange a meeting for today. Her response a couple of days
later was that she was booked for this week and didn’t have time to meet
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if she wanted to take time to go
until next week. I responded and asked if
over the ﬁles
files or if
if she was just planning on swapping them and have not
received any response. [.
[...]
. .]
files coming to
My question to you is, has [McLaughlin] signed off on the ﬁles
me? Also, is she making sure her people are staying out of those accounts
if the customer contacts them?
and directing them to us at this point if

M

A true and correct copy of Teply’s April 1,
1, 2014 email to Dunlap is attached hereto as
as Exhibit
39. Dunlap never responded to the questions raised in Teply’s April
Q.

1,2014
2014 email. He also never
1,

ﬁle exchange of any kind between Teply and McLaughlin, as he
made any effort to facilitate a file
earlier had represented he would do.
138.

In early April, Dunlap continued to press Teply to sell or otherwise release the

Employers Resource account in favor of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn. On April
6,2014,
(Redfish Sensor
2014, Dunlap sent Teply an email identifying four new Common Customers (Redﬁsh
6,

PA. and Total Waste Management) that were
Products, Evans & Paulson CPAs,
CPAS, Ada Pediatrics P.A.
not included as part of his Febmary
February 6, 2014 list of 56 Common Customers that supposedly
represented the sum total of all Common Customers between Teply and

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR. Dunlap was now pushing Teply to allow
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR to service these four newly identiﬁed
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
identified Common Customers as
well. A copy of an email chain containing Dunlap’s April 6,
2014 email is attached as Exh_ibﬁ
6,2014
Exhibit
40.
ﬂ.
139.

In the same email, and in response to Teply’s continued request for a written

agreement identifying her rights to the referral financial
ﬁnancial institutions, Dunlap told Teply that he

”just [didn
’t] know ifMcLaughlin ha[d] the same approach with banks as referral sources as
“just
[didn’t]

”
[Teply] and [Thurston] do or z'cLaughlin
ifMcLaughlin has an approach at all
all. ” At this point, Dunlap knew
that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR were soliciting and servicing T3 Enterprises’ referral
sources, and Dunlap was going out of his way to facilitate this infringement.
140.

On April 10, 2014, Teply met with McLaughlin to exchange Common Customer

ﬁles.
files. During the meeting, McLaughlin continued to insist that she was doing (and would
continue to do) ”business
“business as usual.
usual ”” McLaughlin also told Teply that at least one of Teply’s
ﬁve—page memorandum of
Protected Customers, Employers Resource, was included in the five-page
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customers that Deluxe allowed Dunn to continue servicing as part of its BAM program purchase

of IBF’s customer list. After Teply advised McLaughlin that Employers Resource was Teply’s
ofIBF’s
Protected Customer, and that she had no intention of giving it up, McLaughlin stated that she

if necessary, Dunn would just run the sales
would not stop selling to these customers and, if
DHRS.
directly to Teply’s Protected Customers through his new company, JJDHRS.
141.

Upon information and belief, Dunn and JDHRS are operating in the manner

McLaughlin described and, in doing so,
so, are intentionally interfen'ng
interfering with T3 Enterprises’
contractual and business relationships with SBS and with T3 Enterprises’ Protected Customers.
142.

aﬁer turning her Common Customer files
ﬁles over to
By the end of the meeting, and after

ﬁles. When questioned
McLaughlin, Teply learned that she was not going to get McLaughlin’s files.
f

ﬁles together, and would
file exchange, McLaughlin stated that she was still pulling the files
about the ﬁle
give them to Teply at a later time. McLaughlin’s response also suggested that she was not clear

ﬁles
on what files
ﬁles she might provide Teply. In any event, McLaughlin has never produced any files
whatsoever to Teply.
143.

After the meeting, Teply emailed Dunlap asking, “[w]as [McLaughlin] provided

files to me?” Dunlap
and informed of the list of customers that she was supposed to transfer ﬁles

I

“Yep. Having said that I encouraged her to talk to you about any and
immediately wrote back, “Yep.
for you two to talk. II specifically
all accounts. She has more information than me. Thought it best ﬁn
”
with you about Employers Resource and St.
St. Luke’s. ” A true and accurate copy
told her to speak vivith
you

copy

of this April 2014 chain of emails between Teply and Dunlap is attached as Exhibit 41
41.. This, like
all of Dunlap’s communications with Teply and Thurston, was both untrue and part and parcel of
his “war of attrition” against Teply and Thurston, which had for its purpose and intent the

beneﬁt of Deluxe, SAI, McLaughlin,
misappropriation of their Protected Customers for the benefit
McCormick, KMMR, IBF, JDHRS, and Dunn.
144.

Teply then emailed McLaughlin asking her to identify “when can I expect the rest

of the ﬁles
files on the list that you were provided from Mike Dunlap. Please let me know when we
can make arrangements to exchange them.” A true and accurate copy of Teply’s April 10,2014
10, 2014
email to McLaughlin is attached hereto as Exhibit 42. McLaughlin Never responded.
145.

Frustrated by Dunlap’s continued insistence that it would be “best” for Teply and
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g

y

f
I

McLaughlin to work this out, Teply also wrote Dunlap the following: “{McLaughlin]
“[McLaughlin] is not even
a distributor at this point and owns account rights to nothing so any negotiating needs to be done

I.” Teply then asked Dunlap, “I
between Safeguard and I, not [McLaughlin] and I.”
“I need to know if

if

you have made any contractual promises in your purchase from [Dunn] or your planned sale to
[McLaughlin] that allows them to continue servicing any accounts that I currently service” —

M.)

alluding to McLaughlin’s comments regarding Employers Resource. (See
(See Ex. 41.)
146.

Dunlap falsely responded, “I
“I know of no contractual promises with [Dunn] or

”

“[o]k, so what
with [McLaughlin] that relate to servicing of accounts. ” Teply immediate replied, “[0]k,

ﬁles and information from the list that you and I have already
do I need to do to collect the files

M.)

discussed that are supposed to come to me?” (See
(See Ex. 41.") Dunlap never responded to this
request.

147.

mid-April 2014, almost eight months after McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR,
By mid—April

IBF, JDHRS and Dunn began taking orders for Safeguard Systems form his Protected
Customers, Thurston continued to email Dunlap in an attempt to obtain the information relating

to his Protected Customers that Dunlap had agreed to produce more than one month earlier. In

typical fashion, Dunlap simply ignored Thurston’s requests.
148.

On April 14,
14,2014,
“I thought and
2014, Dunlap sent another email to Teply stating, “I

still do think that it is afar better
[i.e.,
Teply, McLaughlin
McLaughlin and
better,; [sic] for the three ofyou [12
e., Teply,
McCormick] to talk about the handling ofspecific accounts, than for me to make decisions from
a Spreadsheet.
spreadsheet. What we are ﬂying
trying to promote is a way ofgrowing sales, all sales yours, IBF,
all.” A true and correct copy of an email chain containing Dunlap’s April 14,
14, 2014 email is
attached hereto as Exhibit 43. This, of course, said it all: Dunlap, Deluxe, SAI, McLaughlin,

McCormick and Dunn never had any intention of honoring the Customer Protection rights of T3
Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises. Instead, together, they all hatched a “war of attrition”
— without
scheme to see to it that everyone would sell to any or all
ail of those Protected Customers -

regard for whether Teply and Thurston liked it or not.
149.

On April 16, 2014, Dunlap called Teply and offered to pay her $20,000 to ”get
“get

’
‘messy deal
closure and to promote peace between [Teply], Safeguard and McLaughlin for the 'messy’

they had done. ”” During the call, Dunlap acknowledged that the BAM Transaction with IBF was
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”

a “mistake ” and that he didn’t know

“if
be able to get this all ﬁgured
figured out. ””
If they would ever be

Teply denied Dunlap’s offer and informed him that she could not (and would not) share her
Protected Customers with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR or Dunn because doing so would
damage the value of her business and adversely affect her ability to continue operating as a SBS

distributor.
150.

On April 18, 2014, after almost eight months of Dunlap’s prevarication and

avoidance, Teply sent another email to McLaughlin. Voicing her irreconcilable frustration, at

this point, Teply wrote:
I was under the impression that you and I were going to exchange the ﬁles
files
from a list that [Dunlap] had provided me. I brought the ﬁles
files to you that I
agreed to provide you and was confused as to why you did not provide me
the same. I soon came to the realization that you had intended on sharing
all accounts that cross over between us.[... I]t was never my intention to
share all of the accounts. I have been paying for many accounts in my base
for over seven years and have added in other customers as I have
continued in my career. I was promised account protection in my contract
with Safeguard and expected to grow my business. As I mentioned when
we met, I also had to sign an additional contract that guarantees payment
to the distributor from whom I purchased my base. If I give up my account
protection rights and lose business because of it, I put myself at risk of not
meeting my contractual obligations. I will assume that you will be
promised account protection on your accounts and you will have to
commit to the same guarantees for growth and payment of your base.
Therefore, 1 do not know how Safeguard can promise account protection
on the same account to two different distributorships
distributorships and expect it to
work.
work

I

‘1

4

A true and accurate copy of Teply’s April 18, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 44.
McLaughlin simply ignored Teply’s April 18, 2014 email.
151.

The next day, on April 19, 2014, Dunlap sent Thurston another email identifying

i
é

”common accounts,
identified as “common
a new list of 46 of Thurston’s Protected Customers that Dunlap identiﬁed

?

or accounts that we think are common [with McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR], that we haven Y’t

I1

”
resolve [sic] totally. ”

1

3;

[sic]

5

152.

Following receipt of Dunlap’s newest Common Customer list, Thurston requested

I

l

(1) the sales numbers, product offerings, and dollar and product comparisons for these Common
Customers, and (2) a copy of the list of Common Customers that Dunlap had used during their
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i

J

initial discussions following Deluxe’s acquisition of IBF. Prolonging his interference with

Thurston’s Customer Protection rights, Dunlap ambiguously responded to Thurston’s requests

”
”I hope 1I do at the oﬂice.
with the following: “I
Didn ’t have all the details with me at home
office. Didn’t
home.. "
153.

A few days later, on April 24, 2014, Thurston again emailed Dunlap for “the

information regarding what [McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR]
[McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR] is selling into these [Common
if it is better to allow
Customers] and what the potential is for me to cover those items or if

[McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR] to buy those rights from me. I would like to see the products
and dollar amounts on them.” Again, Dunlap ignored Thurston’s request.
154.

The next day, on April 25, 2014, Teply —
- at this point paralyzed by Dunlap’s utter

— sent Dunlap a letter
failure to provide any Common Customer information whatsoever -

pleading with him to resolve Teply’s concerns about McLaughlin, McCormick and Dunn. In her
letter, Teply wrote:
I appreciate the fact that you offered me a payoff for the hassles and to
‘wipe the slate clean,’ but until you can get the sales information to me
and we can reach a resolution to this ongoing problem, the slate will never
be clean.[...]
clean.[. . .] What I am requesting of you is hard sales numbers and
product information sold to my customer base by Safeguard/Deluxe’s IBF
employees from August 2013 through the current dates. I can then decide
how I want to pursue my interests, whether it be to request some payment
of sales or sell accounts. I need to know the values we are dealing with in
order to make these decisions. While there may be a couple of special
ﬁnalize discussion on, it is not my intent to
situations that we need to finalize
share all of the accounts and never has been. There is no possible way that
sharing accounts will ever work to my
beneﬁt given the current situation.
my benefit
Please provide me with the information I am requesting by May 5,
5, 2014.

•

i
J
3

f
1,

A true and accurate copy of Teply’s April 25,
25,2014
2014 email to Dunlap with the accompanying
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 45.
155.

Amazingly, notwithstanding Teply’s numerous clear and unambiguous requests

for the “hard sales numbers and product information” sold by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR

“I will call next week to gather
and Dunn to Teply’s Common Customers, Dunlap responded, “I
from you what information you feel you need.” An almost identical dynamic was simultaneously
playing out between Dunlap and Thurston.
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156.

During May 2014, it was more of the same from Dunlap. On May lst,
1st, he emailed

Teply suggesting that they “start
“startfresh”
fresh” in their communications relating to the Common
Tep1y
Customers. Then, instead of providing the requested sales numbers and product information for
these accounts, Dunlap included in his email a new list of “36 Common Customers” between

“resolution.”
identiﬁed as needing “resolution
.” A true and accurate copy of
Teply and IBF that Dunlap identified
Dunlap’s May 1,
as
1, 2014 email identifying this new list of “36 Common Customers” is attached as

Exhibit 46.
157.

Incredibly, Dunlap’s new list included all 28 Customer Accounts that he agreed

M.)

keep” as part of their February 2014 negotiations and agreement. (See
{See Ex. 38.)
Teply would ““keep”
five new Common Customers not identiﬁed
identified in his
Also, Dunlap’s email again contained ﬁve
2014 list of 56 —
reﬂect the sum total of all Common
6,2014
- the list that was supposed to reflect
February 6,
Customers between Teply and McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.

158.

Following receipt of Dunlap’s new list of Common Customers, Teply and Dunlap

exchanged a series of emails. In this exchange, Teply questioned Dunlap’s ever changing list of

Common Customers and made clear that she relied upon the earlier list to “determine the

”I did represent to you
accounts which [she] was currently interested in selling.” Dunlap replied, “I
several times that we are continuing to examine the records so that we only have to deal with

I

accounts that are in common.
common. I did not represent to you that the ﬁrst
first lists were lists of accounts

that commissions were paid to IBF. ”A
” A true and accurate copy of Teply and Dunlap’s May 9,
2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 47. Dunlap’s new position was in stark contrast to his
2014 representation that the list of 56 customers
6,2014
represented all of the Common
February 6,
customerslrepresented
Customers serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn since late August 2013.
159.

On May 2, 2014, Dunlap sent an email to Thurston. In his email, Dunlap claimed

that he could not get any additional information on the Thurston’s Common Customers. This too
was a pure fabrication. Nevertheless, Dunlap again pressed Thurston to turn over certain

Protected Customers to SAI, McLaughlin and Dunn. For example, although Thurston previously

“sell” or “share” these two Protected Customers,
had made clear to Dunlap that he would not “sell”
Dunlap continued to insist that Thurston must sell Protected Customer A Scott Jackson for
“$100,” and “share” the Protected Customer Somerset Paciﬁc
Pacific with
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McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
160.

In response, Thurston again informed Dunlap that he wanted to keep A Scott

Jackson because he (Thurston) “did over $1,000 with A Scott Jackson this past year,” and could

provide the exact same Safeguard products and services as McLaughHn/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and

Paciﬁc because he has a strong
Dunn. Thurston also stated that he would not share Somerset Pacific
relationship with that Protected Customer. Notwithstanding Thurston’s protestations, Dunlap
continued to pressure him.
161.

On May 8, 2014, Teply again met with McLaughlin to discuss the Common

Customers. McCormick was also present. During the meeting, Teply once more made clear that
she had no intention of sharing all of the Common Customers, and further explained that she did

not have to do so pursuant to the Customer Protection rights under the Teply Distributor
Agreement. McLaughlin and McCormick again rebuffed Teply.
162.

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’s
With the continued help of Dunlap and SAI, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’S

misappropriation of Teply’s Protected Customers continued in full force. On May 15,
15, 2014,
1;

Teply learned that McLaughlin and McCormick were selling to another one of her protected
1f

Customer Accounts, Meridian High School. This customer, however, was never identified
identiﬁed by

3

Dunlap as an actual (or “potential”) Common Customer between Teply and IBF. Upon learning

l

1

‘
,

this new information, Teply sent an email to Dunlap asking him to “check into this and let me

know the status.” The following eniail
email exchange ensued:
Dunlap: “Did you ask [McLaughlin] about this already?”

Teply: “No, I did not. According to [McLaughlin], you have all the
information on their customer base so I thought I would start with you.”
Dunlap: “According to [McLaughlin]? Oh well. I will check when I get
back to Dallas.”

A true and correct copy of the May 15, 2014 email chain is attached as Exhibit 48. Also, attached
as Exhibit 49 is a true and accurate copy of a printout of IBF’s website identifying that

McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR still are currently servicing Meridian High School.
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
163.

After being ignored as usual, on May 19, 2014, Teply again emailed McLaughlin

to ﬁnd
find out where she was “at on the list of accounts that [McLaughlin] provide[d] aa monthly data
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a

processing service” to. A true and correct copy of the May 19,2014
19, 2014 Teply email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 50. Nine days later, on May 28, 2014, McLaughlin wrote back, telling Teply

”

”[Dunlap] has all of the information and we are going to schedule a time to tal
that “[Dunlap]
talk.. ”
164.

”didn ’t have any
On May 23, 2014, Dunlap emailed Teply representing that he “didn't

"
new information on the Meridian High School situation, can
can’t’t explain why it was or is a miss. ”
Dunlap then reopened his pursuit of Teply’s remaining Common Customers with

“get on the phone next week,
week, [to]
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and by suggesting that they “get
see where we are? ””
165.

Thefollowing
following week,
andDunlap
overthe
thephone.
Duringthe
the call,
phone. During
The
Dunlap spoke
spoke over
week,Teply
call,
Teplyand

”
Dunlap offered Teply $10,000 to “move
“move on andforget about
about” the sales by
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn to her Protected Customers. Teply rejected the offer
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR
“a complete report identifying all Common
and instead insisted that Dunlap provide her with “a
Customers between [Teply] and IBF at the time SAI purchased IBF.” Dunlap pursuant to his and

don’tY think
SAI’s
SAFs “war of attrition” against Thurston and Teply, boldly and falsely responded, “I
“I don

”

we have a complete report to provide you.
you, ”

166.

On June 5, 2014, Dunlap sent Teply another email, this time containing a new list

of 17 of Teply’s Protected Customers that he described as a “list of possible common accounts
from May 27.” Of this list of 17,
17, 14 of these Common Customers were omitted from Dunlap’s

original February 6,
6, 2014 list that was supposed to contain all of the Common Customers
between Teply and IBF. A true and accurate copy of Dunlap’s June 5, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 51. Teply again refused Dunlap’s attempts to pry these customers from her

distributorship in favor of SAI, McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.
167.

In July 2014, Teply learned that one of McLaughlin’s sales representatives had

recently approached her Protected Customer, Idaho Central Credit Union, offering
§
g

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’S services to the account. The sales representative informed
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR’s
the customer that he was now a Safeguard representative and would be happy to take any orders

i
S

i

I

for the account. This confused Idaho Central Credit Union, who later contacted Teply to ask
what was going on with her SBS distributorship.
168.

On December 9, 2014, Teply called Amanda Commarota, a Commission Analyst
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with Safeguard to discuss a potential conﬂict
conflict list with IBF. A true and accurate copy of
Dunlap’s December 9, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 52. When Teply asked for

commissions related to an order IBF had obtained from one of her Protected Customers, Pioneer

ﬁles
Family Medicine, Commarota dodged her questions by stating that she would “pull some files
and would get back to her.” When Commarota reported this conversation to her superiors, they

all congratulated her on the continued prevarication and refusal to respect the Customer
Protection rights. Incredibly, Sorrenti, the President of both SAI and SBS, and Vice President of

Deluxe, told her “Well done Amanda!” and Dunlap chimed in “Expertly handled by Amanda,
many thanks.” These glib comments evidence the outright dismissal of any concern for Teply or

Thurston contractual rights.

Deluxe Sells DocuSource And IBF To Its New Safeguard Distributors
169.

After two years, Deluxe completed its transition process and sold IBF and

DocuSource. On April 30, 2015, Deluxe finalized
ﬁnalized the sale of the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by DocuSource along with two

other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. A true and correct copy of SBS’s press release
is attached hereto as Exhibit 53. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR. A true and correct copy
of SBS’s press release is attached hereto as Exhibit 54.
170.

Inspired Results was formed on March 19, 2015, by Deluxe and SBS company

insiders Tiller-Shumway,
Tiller—Shumway, formerly the Senior Director of New Franchise Sales & Support at SBS
and Phil Odella, formerly the Executive Director of Operations Integration for Small Business
Services at Deluxe. They are co-presidents and owners of Inspired Results.

171.

\

On information and belief, Deluxe sold the entire BAM Customer Lists to

KMMR and Inspired Results regardless of the existence of the Cross-Over Customers. Thus,
Deluxe sold Thurston’s and Teply’s primary assets, the Protected Customers, for its own

beneﬁt. And Inspired Results and KMMR now have signed franchise agreements with
ﬁnancial benefit.
financial
— they are now SFS II franchisees.
SFS II -

172.

Since acquiring DocuSource, Inspired Results and Tiller-Shumway have

continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises’
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Protected Customers. Since acquiring IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin and McCormick have

continued to solicit and obtain commissions from T3 Enterprises’ and Thurston Enterprises’
— and conceal —
- these violations.
Protected Customers. Deluxe and SBS continue to support -

Plaintiffs’ Businesses Have Been Damaged By
Bv Defendants’ Conduct
173.

Asa
As
a result of the conduct of the parties to this complaint, T3 Enterprises’ and

Thurston Enterprises’ SBS distributorship businesses have suffered severe damage. The principal

*

*

asset of these enterprises is their longstanding attention to - and establishment of - customer
relationships. Those relationships, and all potential additional customer relationships, have been
harmed.
174.

The loss of Customer Protection has caused (and will continue to cause) Teply’s

and Thurston’s companies to lose business, and ultimately destroy the intrinsic value of their
SBS distributorships. This will not only destroy Plaintiffs’ current means of earning a living, but

it also will put Teply at risk of not meeting her contractual obligations under the sales agreement
— payments which Teply personally guaranteed.
with Thurston -

Deluxe Attempts To Coerce Thurston To Release All Claims
175.

After having steamrolled over the SBS distributors’ contractual rights, Deluxe

developed its “risk mitigation” strategic scheme. According to this risk mitigation scheme,

Deluxe required that the distributors, including Thurston Enterprises, sign a general release
before selling or buying another Safeguard distributor. In doing so, Deluxe has pinned the
comer. The SBS distributors have no choice but to either Sign
sign the release or lose
distributors in a corner.

if

an opportunity to expand their businesses. In addition, if the SBS distributor seeks to sell his

business, it too cannot do so unless it signs Deluxe’s “general release.” Deluxe’s conduct has for
its purpose the construction of a dead end for the SBS distributors. And, Deluxe has “targeted”

certain SBS distributors, including T3 Enterprises and Thurston Enterprises with the intention of
running their businesses into the ground.

converts them
them to
to Safeguard
Safeguard
a.
non-Safeguard distributors,
distributors, converts
Deluxe purchases
purchases non-Safeguard
a. Deluxe

distributors, and then releases them in the relevant geographic markets assigned to
the “targeted” SBS distributors. The new market entrants then saturate the

geographic market and compromise the Protected Customers of the “targeted”
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SBS distributors;
b.

When confronted with the threatened and ongoing destruction of the business as
an ongoing concern, coupled with the concomitant loss of the intrinsic residual

value of the business, the SBS distributor then is faced with two options: (i) sell
the business to another SBS, SFS or SFS II distributor with the hoped-for consent
of SBS; or (ii) seek to buy another SBS distributor’s rights under its SBS
distributor agreement; but
c.

Deluxe, pursuant to its “war of attrition” against the “targeted” distributors then
precludes the Viability
viability of both alternatives. Deluxe has mandated that both the

selling Safeguard Distributor and the buying Safeguard distributor must execute
broad and general “releases” as a pre-condition to Deluxe’s consent to either

transaction. The result, as Deluxe surreptitiously has intended, is that the

“targeted” SBS distributor cannot either sell its distributorship or buy another
distributorship because it cannot do so without releasing is claim against Deluxe

for destroying its SBS distributorship in the first
ﬁrst instance. Thus, Deluxe thereby
has achieved its goal of terminating the SBS distributor agreements without

incurring liability for wrongful termination.
176.

With the introduction of Safeguard by IBF and Safeguard by DocuSource as new

SBS distributors into the already crowded Idaho market, Thurston Enterprises’ business
effectively was “ring-fenced.” Thurston therefore actively began searching for an existing, outof—state, SBS distributorship to acquire in order to grow his business. In or around March 2014,
of-state,

Thurston learned of a SBS distributorship for sale in New Mexico (the “New Mexico
Distributorship”).
177.

The New Mexico Distributorship had been owned and operated since April 1998

by Alfred and Linda Flatt (the “Flatts”), through their corporation Wilder Venture, Inc. (“WVI”).
178.

Pursuant to section 11
11 of WVI’s Regional Distributor Agreement with SBS (the

“WVI RDA”), WVI was given the right to transfer the New Mexico Distributorship to any third—
“WVI
thirdparty that was “approved” by SBS, and “[SBS] agrees not to unreasonably withhold its

approval.” A true and accurate copy of the WVI RDA is attached hereto as Exhibit 55.
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RDA also contained “examples” of “reasonable grounds” for SBS to
WVIRDA
The WVI

179.

withhold approval of the transfer of the WVI RDA. These examples included the following:

ifi.

the third party had inadequate sales and management experience, or
inadequate ﬁnancial
financial resources to operate a Distributorship of this size
and complexity, or refuses to provide information about his
qualifications
qualiﬁcations or financial
ﬁnancial condition as requested by Safeguard;

5

“

ii. the third party is a representative of a competitive company at the time

of the proposed transfer and either (a)
(a) does not agree to relinquish such
position at the time of the transfer, or (b) is subject to binding

_:

non-solicitation covenants with the competitor;
noncompetition or non—solicitation

;

iii. the third party will not agree to devote his best efforts to the business of
the Distributorship, and actively participate in its sales activities and
management;

iv. the third party has a history of poor credit experience or has been
convicted of a felony;
v. the third party is at the time of the proposed transfer a Safeguard
Distributor or was a Distributor or Associate Distributor whose contract
was terminated or a Safeguard employee whose employment was
terminated;

yaw.“

v

,

vi. the third party fails to submit a satisfactory business plan to Safeguard,
or fails to agree to accept reasonable net sales quota requirements and
the terms and conditions of Safeguard’s then existing non-exclusive
distributor contract;

vii. the third party insists upon being assigned Rights in and to a larger base
of existing customer accounts than Safeguard in its sole discretion
deems appropriate; or
financial terms (/.
e.,, price and payback) are not fair and reasonable to
viii. the ﬁnancial
(i.e.
the third party (i) in terms of providing him or her with adequate cash
flow
ﬂow with which to operate as a Safeguard Distributor, or (ii) in
comparison with the financial
ﬁnancial terms of assignments of rights by
comparable distributors at or about that time.

(See
(See Ex. 55, §§ 11(B).)
11(3).)
180.

In or around November 2013, the Flatts decided to retire and sell their New

Thereafter, on November 26, 2013, the Flatts contacted SBS, notified
notiﬁed it
Mexico Distributorship. Thereaﬁer,
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of their decision to sell the New Mexico Distributorship, and asked that SBS list the New
Mexico Distributorship for sale on the Safeguard SafeNET.
181.

In or around February 2014, Thurston learned that the New Mexico

Distributorship was for sale and contacted SBS to obtain additional details on the business. A
series of communications
communications between both Thurston and SBS and Thurston and the Flatts followed.

182.

At Thurston’s request, on March 7,
7, 2014, Suzanne Savoie (“Savoie”), an

employee with SBS franchise development department, emailed Thurston aa packet of materials
concerning Thurston’s potential acquisition of the New Mexico Distributorship. True and

Mil

accurate copies of the March 7, 2014 email and packet of materials are attached hereto as Exhibit

E.
56
183.

in April
April 2014,
in New
Thurston visited
the Flatts
Flatts in
New Mexico
Mexico to
Then,
visited the
Then, in
2014, Thurston
to discuss
discuss

purchase terms and to get better acquainted with the operation of the New Mexico
Distributorship. Over the next month, the parties reached an agreement on the sale and
subsequent transition of the WVI’s customers to Thurston Enterprises. The culmination of the
— that was still subject to SBS’s
SBS’S approval ~
parties’ agreement - required Thurston Enterprises to

pay WVI $318,000 for the New Mexico Distributorship. The parties’ transition plan involved

Thurston’s hiring of a qualiﬁed
qualified sales person in New Mexico to assist him with his anticipated
operation of the New Mexico Distributorship.
184.

On May 27, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Savoie notifying her and SBS that

the parties had reached an agreement concerning Thurston’s intended acquisition of the New

Mexico Distributorship, and to inquire as to “what the next stage will be in regards to [his]
purchasing [WVI’s]
[WYI’s] New Mexico base of business.” A true and accurate copy of Thurston’s
May 27,2014
27, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 57.
185.

At this point, Savoie and Shafina
Shaﬁna Hussain (“Hussain”), a business transaction

notiﬁed Thurston that he needed to complete and return the March 7,
service specialist for SBS, notified
2014 packet of materials along with certain financial
ﬁnancial information to Deluxe and SBS for its

consideration of his purchase request. (See
(See Ex. 56.)
186.

In response to Savoie and Hussain’s request, Thurston timely provided nearly all

of the requested materials -— including but not limited to, a completed background/credit check
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form, a completed purchase terms form, a comprehensive business plan, tax returns, a completed
identiﬁcation form, a spreadsheet identifying various down payment options, cash
business name identification
flow,
profit and loss statements, a 2013 balance sheet, and other
ﬂow, standard costs basis, costs, proﬁt

ﬁnancial records of Thurston Enterprises.
financial
187.

In fact, the only document that Thurston did not complete and return to Savoie

and Hussain was the general release. By executing the general release, Thurston and his
company would:
[Unconditionally release[ ]] and forever discharge[ ]] Safeguard, and each
[U]nconditionally
of its affiliates,
afﬁliates, [...], of an from any and all debts, liabilities, claims,
demands, actions or causes of action, suits, judgments or controversies of
any kind whatsoever, that now exist or may arise in the future, out of any
matter, transaction or event occurring on or prior to the date hereof [...],
including without any limitation: (i) Claims by Distributor or Owners
based upon, arising out of or in any way connected with the Agreement, or
any other agreement to which Distributor or Owners is a party, occurring
on or prior to the date hereof, and (ii) any other right, title or interest in, to
and under any agreement, arrangement or understanding to which
Distributor or Owners is a part. Each of Distributor and Owners ﬁlrther
further
ﬁle or bring any claim, suit, civil action, complaint,
agrees not to file
arbitration or administrative action in any city, state or federal court or
agency or arbitration tribunal with respect to any Claim.

(See Ex. 56.
(See
56, General Release.)
188.

Pursuant to the above language, by signing the general release, Thurston would

have released Thurston Enterprises’ claims against SBS and Deluxe (and each of its affiliates)
afﬁliates)
relating to its Customer Protection rights, as set forth above.
189.

On May 30, 2014, Thurston sent an email to Hussain to inquire whether she

received his materials. As part of the email, Thurston also notiﬁed
notified Hussain that he would not be

signing the general release for the following reasons:
Based on my understanding of the language on [the general release], I
couldn’t sign that at this time due to current discussions that have been
ongoing with Mike Dunlap and the Safeguard purchase of IBF in Boise.
We are trying to negotiate out the customers on this issue and since that
particular amendment would force me to give up my rights on all these
type of items to date, I couldn’t really sign off on that particular document
at this time. Can we go forward with the purchase without that item?

A true and accurate copy of Thurston’s May 30,2014
30, 2014 email to Hussain is attached hereto as
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Exhibit 58.
190.

While awaiting SBS’s approval of the proposed transaction, Thurston, with the

assistance of the Flatts, posted several advertisements for an outside sales person to assist

Thurston with his anticipated acquisition and operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. After
much due effort, and vetting numerous candidates, in late May 2014, Thurston found Lesley

Adams (“Adams”), an ideal candidate to serve as the new sales representative for the New

Mexico Distributorship. Bam'ng
Barring SBS’s approval of his purchase of the Flatts’ business, Thurston
was prepared to hire Adams. Time was of the essence for Thurston’s purchase of the New

Mexico Distributorship as Thurston did not want to lose Adams to another job offer.
191.

When Hussain did not timely respond to Thurston’s May 30, 2014 email, the next

31,2014,
2014, Thurston sent another email to Hussain. In his second email, Thurston
day, on May 31,

wrote:

I need to know if
if the general release form that was included in the sales
packet is a necessary item to complete this transaction. As I had
mentioned before, I am currently in negotiations with Mike Dunlap on
another item and this provision would interfere with those discussions. If
If
this is a new standard item that all distributors have to sign at this time
then I will be unable to complete the purchase for the Flatt base of
business.

If it is at all possible, I need to have something in writing allowing us to
go ahead with the Flatt transaction without this general release form as I
qualiﬁed salesperson waiting for a job and time is of the
have a highly qualified
essence. If
If we have to wait two weeks I am afraid that that person will
have to take another job elsewhere and I will again have to pass on the
Flatt purchase until I am able to find
qualified person.
ﬁnd another qualiﬁed

Let me know as soon as you can regarding this matter as time is deﬁnitely
definitely
critical on this matter.

A true and accurate copy of Thurston’s May 31, 2014 email is attached hereto as
as Exhibit 59.
92.
192.

1

Seventeen days
Seventeen
on June
June 17,
Savoie emailed
emailed both
both Thurston
Thurston and
later, on
the
and the
2014, Savoie
days later,
17, 2014,

Flatts to inform them that their “proposed transaction was reviewed by
by the [SBS] Action Review

”

Committee earlier today, and is approved to move forward. ” Both Dunlap and Sutton, among
others, are members of the SBS Action Review Committee. In her email, Savoie also informed
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:‘

Thurston and the Flatts that the “documents will also need to go through Deluxe review, so final
ﬁnal

documents will not be available until all reviews have been completed. "” A true and accurate
copy of Savoie’s June 17, 2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 60.
193.

Following receipt of Savoie’s June 17, 2014 approval letter, Thurston retained the

services of Adams and began working with the Flatts to transition the ownership of the New
Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises.
194.

Thereafter, on June 18, 2014, SBS sent Thurston a draft amendment to the

Thurston RDA to memorialize Thurston Enterprises’ anticipated acquisition of the New Mexico
Distributorship. A true and accurate copy of the amendment to the Thurston RDA is attached
hereto as Exhibit 61.

i

J

195.

Although SBS had approved of the transaction between Thurston and the Flatts,

neither Savoie nor Hussain had responded to Thurston’s numerous emails concerning his

unwillingness to sign the general release. In light of the decision of the SBS Action Review to
approve the transaction, Thurston assumed that his unwillingness to sign the general release was

not going to hold up the transfer of the New Mexico Distributorship.
196.

18, 2014, Savoie notiﬁed
notified Thurston that he would
However, on or around June 18,

have to sign the general release before the transaction involving the New Mexico Distributorship

18,2014,
could go forward. In response, on June 18,
2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email again advising
Thurston RDA and the WVI RDA, “there is
her that, based upon his understanding of both the Thurslton

no clause requiring [Thurston or the Flatts] to sign off on a general release document.” A true
2014 email is attached hereto as Exhibit 62.
18,2014
and accurate copy of Thurston’s June 18,
197.

In the June 18, 2014 email, Thurston also informed Savoie that he had “left a

voice message” for Dunlap regarding this issue, and that “time is of the essence regarding our

potential sales employee in New Mexico and if this drags out, she will take another job and I will

M9

(See Ex. 62.) Dunlap ignored Thurston’s voice mail message,
be unable to pursue this purchase.” (See
and no one at Deluxe or SBS responded to Thurston’s email.
198.

Thereafter, on June 27,2014,
27, 2014, Thurston sent Savoie an email attaching (i) a

purchase agreement between Thurston Enterprises and WVI identifying all terms agreed to by
Thurston and the Flatts for the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship, and (ii) a draft
S4
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reﬂecting Thurston Enterprises’ acquisition of the New
amendment to the Thurston RDA reflecting
Mexico Distributorship. While unsigned, both Thurston and the Flatts
F latts considered (and still
consider) the purchase agreement and related correspondence to represent a binding contract
between them. Further, in the body of his email, Thurston wrote:

[N]either mine nor the Flatts’ contracts contain provisions that state that a
general release form is needed. The contracts only stipulate that Safeguard
expen‘ence, and
has the right to approve a buyer based on financial,
ﬁnancial, former experience,
a proven track record. Since the [Action Review Committee]
Committee} has approved
latts’ contract/distributorship that would allow for the
my purchase of the F
Flatts’
purchase to go forward with the two documents that are attached. If
If the
purchase is denied without the general release, that would suggest that the
transaction is being denied outside of the criteria of both our contract.

True and accurate copies of Thurston’s June 27, 2014 email and attachments are attached hereto
as Exhibit 63.

199.

After receiving no response from anyone at SBS to his June 2,2014
2, 2014 email, three

days later, on June 30, 2014, Thurston again emailed Savoie “[c]hecking in on the process with

the contract approval,” and to request an update from SBS. Less than one hour later, Savoie
responded and notified
notiﬁed Thurston that,
tha , “[d]ue to your suggested changes to the documents and

your concerns about the general release, they will [again] be reviewed by the Action Review
Committee at their meeting tomorrow [,
1, 2014].” A true and accurate copy of the June 30,
[, July 1,2014].”
2014 email change between Thurston and Savoie is attached hereto as Exhibit 64.
2014.emai1
200.

On July 2 and 3,2014,
3, 2014, Thurston sent additional emails to Savoie and Hussain

inquiring as to the Action Review Committee’s meeting and their decision on the proposed

transaction between Thurston and the Flatts. True and accurate copies of Thurston’s July
J uly 2 and 3,
2014 emails are attached hereto as Exhibit 65.
201.

i

Once again, neither Savoie nor Hussain responded to Thurston’s emails. Instead,
3.

I)
A

on July 3, 2014, Sutton emailed Thurston to inform him that “”transactional
transactional approval was not

:1
«

achieved given your disclosure that you intend not to sign
Sign the General Release form as prepared

”
"the
by
Safeguard. ” In his email, Sutton described Thurston’s execution of the general release as “the
by Safeguard
”

fair and right thing to do. ” A true and accurate copy of Sutton’s July 3,2014
3, 2014 email is attached
hereto as Exhibit 66.
66,
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202.

Thurston immediately notiﬁed
notified the Flatts of Sutton and Deluxe’ decision. As a

consequence, Thurston was not able to purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
203.

Although SBS approved Thurston’s purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship

“general release, ”” Deluxe reversed SBS’s approval.
without requiring that Thurston Sign
sign a "general
Deluxe had (and continues to have) no credible reason for refusing Thurston Enterprises’
purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship. Simply stated, Thurston met all financial,
ﬁnancial,
operational, and experience qualifications
qualiﬁcations of a new Safeguard Distributor. Further, since joining
the Safeguard network of distributors, Thurston has continuously been considered by SBS to be
one if
if its top performing distributors. From 1989 to present, Thurston has received more than 30
awards from SBS, including, but not limited to, awards for: (1) special recognition for

outstanding sales performance; (2) highest percentage growth personal new sales; (3) highest

distn'butorship on all products; (4) President’s Club
percentage growth on new sales for total distributorship
Awards, reflecting
reﬂecting top 5% of all sales people in Safeguard; (5) special recognition of

distributorship consistent growth; (6) numerous Eagles Club Awards, reﬂecting
reflecting over $100,000 in
2

reﬂecting $750,000 in total sales; (8) several Golden
personal new sales; (7) Milestone Award, reflecting

i
E

.
(

Eagle Club Awards, reﬂecting
reflecting over $250,000 in new personal sales; (9) Top Performer Award
among distributors with $1 million to $1.5 million in sales; (10) Master’s Club Member,

reﬂecting
reflecting consecutive years of over $1,000,000 in sales; and (11) Foundation’s Club Member,
reﬂecting
reflecting over 10 years of continuous growth in total sales. By all accounts, Thurston’s has been
(and continues to be) an outstanding distributor for SBS.
204.

justified in refusing to approve Thurston Enterprises’ purchase of
Deluxe was not justiﬁed

the New Mexico Distributorship but still withheld consent in an attempt to coerce Thurston to
release his ongoing dispute with Deluxe and SBS concerning his Customer Protection rights.
205.

Because all of the evidence reveals that Thurston would have successfully

operated and grown the New Mexico Distributorship and the sales it generated, Deluxe’s refusal

to approve the transfer was unreasonable, and constitutes tortious interference with Thurston’s
agreement with the Flatts.
206.

Deluxe’s unreasonable refusal to consent to the transaction between Thurston

Enterprises and WVI has caused Thurston to suffer damages in the form of the cash flow
ﬂow and
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business improvements that Thurston could have generated from the New Mexico

Distributorship.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract *
- Thurston RDA
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
207.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
208.

1, 1987, Thurston and SBS entered into the Thurston RDA. The
On June 1,

Thurston RDA was later assigned to Thurston Enterprises.
209.

Pursuant to Section 3 and Attachment B of the Thurston RDA, Thurston

Enterprises has “the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to: (i)
each customer in [its] sales [territory] whose ﬁrst
first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result

of [Thurston’s] efforts and credited to [him]...” (See
(See Ex. 2.)
210.

As
Asa
a result of the Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has Customer Protection

rights —- against competition by SBS, all SBS distributors, and any other third party engaged in
the offer and sale of Safeguard Systems
211.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

Thurston RDA, unless otherwise excused by SBS’s breach.
212.

SBS has breached the Thurston RDA by (1) failing to take action to prohibit other

distributors from selling to Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers pursuant to the Customer

Protection rights identified
identiﬁed in the Thurston RDA; (2) paying other distributors commissions
generated on sales to Thurston Enterprises Protected Customers; and (3) unreasonably refusing
to consent to the transfer of the Flatt’s SBS agreement to Thurston Enterprises.
213.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS’s numerous breaches of the

Thurston RDA, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
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214.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
215.

Incorporated into the Thurston RDA described above was an implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing, including an obligation by SBS to take action to stop other SBS
Enterprises” protected customers.
distributors from soliciting and selling to Thurston Enterprises’
216.

Thurston Enterprises performed all obligations required of it under the Thurston

RDA, other than obligations as to which performance was excused (if any).
217.

SBS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by acting in a

beneﬁts of the Thurston RDA, the transfer
manner so as to deprive Thurston Enterprises of the benefits

of the Flatt’s distributor agreement, and to encourage other SBS distributors to solicit and sell to
Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers.
218.

Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, made numerous requests to Dunlap

and others at SBS that SBS take action to stop other SBS distributors from soliciting or selling to
Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers. SBS has refused Thurston’s numerous requests and
continues to encourage other distributors to sell to Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers in
disregard for the Customer Protection rights implicit in the Thurston RDA
219.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS’s breach of its duty of good

faith and fair dealing, Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,

but in no event less than the lost commissions, the lost business profits
proﬁts and the business
devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
— T3 Enterprises’ RDA
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations -

(T3 Enterprises against SAI and Deluxe)
220.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
221.

As set forth above, T3 Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS in the

form of the Teply Distributor Agreement. The Teply Distributor Agreement granted T3
Enterprises certain Customer Protection rights.
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i
i

!

222.

SAI and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Teply Distributor Agreement between

T3 Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of T3 Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights.
223.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Teply Distributor Agreement and T3

Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights, SAI and Deluxe took actions adverse to T3 Enterprises’
contractual relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:
a.

Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises’ protected
customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises’ Customer Protection

rights;
b. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales

of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
0.
c.

Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artiﬁcially
artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises’

Customer Protection rights;
(1.
d.

Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and DocuSource
customers are “cross-over” Safeguard customers with account protection,
and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject, have engaged

in abject prevarication;
e.

‘

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,

McCormick and others will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises’
protected “cross-over” customers because there would be no interruption
— e.g.,
in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF’s prior customers -

McLaughlin and McCormick “would be conducting business as usual;”
and

f.

Pressuring Teply that her only alternative was to “share” her major and

other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,

McCormick, Dunn, JFHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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224.

Dunlap’s interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement was adverse to the

interests of SBS.
225.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded
ﬁJnded Safeguard by IBF

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions of IBF and

DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource’s customer lists. Deluxe ofﬁcers
officers Sorrenti
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully

aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by

“[r]esolution of account
Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled “Risk Mitigation” that “[resolution
protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard ofﬁces.”
offices.” A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
226.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe’s direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom T3 Enterprises
have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced in this

violation of T3 Enterprises’ Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe caused and/or
and/0r
took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for Safeguard Systems
from the customers of T3 Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify T3 Enterprises that such sales
continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead, Deluxe developed and approved
. .. to negate potential loss of sales” by authorizing Dunlap, Tillerof its “resolution efforts.
efforts....

Shumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a “war of attrition” against Teply and

Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
227.

At the time SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe have solicited and made sales to T3 Enterprises’ protected customers,
each of the Defendants knew that these activities were materially interfering with and damaging
T3 Enterprises’ contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and each other’s conduct.
228.

These actions by SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and wrongfully to induce a
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breach of or disruption in the Teply Distributor Agreement with SBS, resulting in a material
breach of the Teply Distributor Agreement by SBS.

229.

SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource, and Deluxe’s intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of the Teply
Distributor Agreement by SBS to the detriment of T3 Enterprises.
230.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, T3 Enterprises has been damaged in

an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost business profits
proﬁts
and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, SAI and Deluxe have acted with

oppression and malice. As a result, T3 Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SAI and

Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Teply Distributor Agreement.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
— Thurston RDA
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations -

(Thurston Enterprises against SAI and Deluxe)

23].
231.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
232.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing contract with SBS

in the form of the Thurston RDA. The Thurston RDA granted Thurston Enterprises certain
Customer Protection rights.
233.

SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

DocuSource and Deluxe each had knowledge of the Thurston RDA between Thurston
Enterprises and SBS, and also knew of Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights.
234.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston RDA and Thurston Enterprises’

Customer Protection rights, SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,
KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe took action adverse to Thurston Enterprises’ contractual
relationship with SBS, including, but not limited to:

Enterprises’ protected
Continuing to
to solicit,
service and
Thurston Enterprises’
protected
a. Continuing
solicit, service
and supply
supply Thurston
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection

rights;
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,,

b. Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises

future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
c. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artiﬁcially
artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises’

Customer Protection rights;
d. Refusing to identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
DocuSource customers are Common Customers with Thurston Enterprises
and subject to its account protection, and when repeatedly asked for

information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
e. Confronting Thurston directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin,

McCormick and others will continue to sell to all Common Customers
because there would be no interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of
— e.g.,
IBF’S
IBF’s prior customers e.g., McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR “would be

conducting business as usual;” and
f.

“share” his major and
Pressuring Thurston that his only alternative was to “share”
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, KMMR, McLaughlin,

McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, DocuSource and Deluxe.
235.

Dunlap’s interference with the Thurston RDA was adverse to the interests of

236.

For a two year period, Deluxe managed, oversaw and funded Safeguard by IBF

SBS.

and Safeguard by DocuSource. Deluxe approved of and reviewed the acquisitions of IBF and

ofﬁcers Sorrenti
DocuSource. Deluxe reviewed IBF and DocuSource’s customer lists. Deluxe officers
and Peterson were directly involved in managing and running DocuSource. Deluxe was fully

aware that there were account protection issues. In the IBF Executive Summary prepared by

Deluxe, Deluxe noted in the section entitled “Risk Mitigation” that “[r]es01ution
“[resolution of account

protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices.” A
true and correct copy of the IBF Executive Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
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237.

Deluxe oversaw McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Dunlap and

Tiller-Shumway. Under Deluxe’s direction and approval, these individuals solicited and
obtained orders for, Safeguard Systems from many of the customers for whom Thurston

Enterprises have Customer Protection. Deluxe concealed, participated, approved and acquiesced
in this violation of Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection Rights. During this time Deluxe
caused and/or took no action to prevent DocuSource and IBF from obtaining orders for

Safeguard Systems from the customers of Thurston
Thurston Enterprises. Deluxe failed to notify Thurston

Enterprises that such sales continued after DocuSource and IBF were purchased. Instead,
. . . to negate potential loss of sales” by
Deluxe developed and approved of its “resolution efforts ...

authorizing Dunlap, Tiller—Shumway,
Tiller-Shumway, McLaughlin and the Defendants to wage a “war of
attrition” against Teply and Thurston so as to defeat their Customer Protection rights.
238.

At the time SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR,

and DocuSource knew or should have known that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could

not) continue its contractual relationship with SBS because of the loss of customers that had
resulted from SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe, and each other’s, conduct.
239.

.

These actions by SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS,

3

KMMR, Tiller-Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe were intended and designed solely and

wrongfully to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston RDA, resulting in a material
breach of the Thurston RDA by SBS.
240.

SAI, McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunlap, IBF, Dunn, JDHRS, KMMR, Tiller-

Shumway, DocuSource and Deluxe’s intentional, wrongful actions have resulted in the breach of
the Thurston RDA by SBS to the detriment of Thurston Enterprises.
241.

E

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than its lost commission, lost

proﬁts and any business devaluation it has suffered. Further, SAI and Deluxe have
business profits
acted with oppression and malice. As a result, Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover

ﬁom SAI and Deluxe for their wrongful and unlawful interference with the Thurston
damages from
RDA.
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
-—Thurston/Flatt Agreement
Tortious Interference with Contractual Relations -Thurston/Flatt
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)

242.

Plairitiffs
Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein
243.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had a valid, existing agreement with

WVI concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship from WVI to Thurston Enterprises
(hereafter referred to as the “Thurston/Flatt Agreement”).
244.

SBS and Deluxe had knowledge of the Thurston/Flatt Agreement.

245.

qualiﬁed to take over the New
SBS and Deluxe also knew that Thurston was fully qualified

Mexico Distributorship, that the Thurston/Flatt Agreement would result in signiﬁcant
significant value to
Thurston, and that the transaction required SBS’s consent, which could not be unreasonably

withheld.
246.

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing the transfer of the New

Mexico Distﬂbutorship
Distributorship to Thurston.
247.

Notwithstanding these facts, SBS and Deluxe took action adverse to the

Thurston/Flatt Agreement by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transaction.
248.

At the time SBS and Deluxe refused to consent to the Thurston/Flatt Agreement,

SBS knew that Thurston Enterprises would not (and could not) continue its contractual
relationship with WVI.

249.

This refusal by SBS and Deluxe was intended and designed solely and wrongfully

to induce a breach of or disruption in the Thurston/Flatt Agreement.
250.

SBS’s and Deluxe’s intentional, wrongful withholding of consent to the

transaction has resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Flatt Agreement to the detriment of
Thurston Enterprises.
251.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result, Thurston Enterprises has been
Asa

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than the anticipated gains it

would have made through the operation of the New Mexico Distributorship. As a result,
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Thurston Enterprises is entitled to recover damages from SBS for its wrongful and unlawful
interference with the Thurston/Flatt Agreement.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
— Thurston/Flatt Agreement
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage -

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS and Deluxe)
252.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.

253.

As set forth above, Thurston Enterprises had an economic expectancy with WVI

concerning the sale of the New Mexico Distributorship to Thurston Enterprises.
254.

SBS and Deluxe were aware of Thurston Enterprises’ economic expectancy with

WVI and were aware that Thurston Enterprises had signed the Thurston/Flatt Agreement to
purchase the New Mexico Distributorship.
255.

Notwithstanding the existence of the Thurston Enterprises’ economic expectancy

with WVI, SBS and Deluxe have wrongfully and without privilege interfered with the economic
expectancy. This interference involved improper means, including but not limited to, demanding
and misrepresenting to both Thurston Enterprises and WVI that Thurston Enterprises must sign a

general release to complete the acquisition. This interference was conducted with the improper
purpose, including but not limited to, forcing Thurston Enterprises to give up its valid legal

claims against SBS and Deluxe.
256.

SBS and Deluxe’s conduct was intended to disrupt the acquisition of the New

Mexico Distributorship. The conduct resulted in the termination of the Thurston/Flatt
Agreement and consequently, the economic expectancy.
257.

As a result, Thurston Enterprises lost the opportunity to purchase the New

Mexico Distributorship. Thurston Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at

trial, but in no event, less than the anticipated gains it would have made through the operation of
the New Mexico Distributorship.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage
(T3 Enterprises against SAI and Deluxe)
258.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
259.

T3 Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected customers

beneﬁt T3 Enterprises economically in the future based upon its ability to
that were likely to benefit
service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from other SBS

distributors.
260.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of T3 Enterprises’ economic

relationships with its protected customers as T3 Enterprises’ sales activity was readily available
to all Defendants in SBS’s Information Systems, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap,

McCormick, Dunn, IBF and KMMR by Teply and others, and known to McLaughlin,
McCormick, Dunn, IBF, JJDHRS,
DHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct
competition with T3 Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of T3 Enterprises’
protected customers.
261.

Notwithstanding the existence of T3 Enterprises’ Customer Protection rights,

Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these economic

relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a.

— all of
Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers -

whom are current or potential T3 Enterprises’ customers —
- that

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard’s “go-to people” for
the servicing of all of the customers’ Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from T3

Enterprises’ protected customers at retail prices that are much lower than
T3 Enterprises’ wholesale costs;
c.

Attending business functions
ﬁmctions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR business cards, while announcing
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to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and its

16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;
d. Encouraging T3 Enterprises’ protected customers that they should write
letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want their
accounts reassigned from T3 Enterprises to McLaughlin/McCormick/

KMMR, telling those customers that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
sel! Safeguard products to them at the lower (predatory) prices;
will sell
‘

e. Continuing to solicit, service and supply T3 Enterprises’ protected

*

customers in total disregard for T3 Enterprises’ Customer Protection

rights;

f. Refusing to notify T3 Enterprises of any events that may reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect upon T3 Enterprises future sales

of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g. Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,

<

.;
~
.,

dissemble and intimidate Teply into sharing (or selling at an artiﬁcially
artificially

Avg-4U.

.W

depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of T3 Enterprises’
__1.,4‘

Customer Protection rights;

A,

h. Refusing to identify for T3 Enterprises which IBF and/or DocuSource

customers are Common Customers with T3 Enterprises, subject to account

'

protection, and when repeatedly asked for information on this subject,
have engaged in abject prevarication;

i.

‘r

Confronting Teply directly and boldly, announcing that McLaughlin/
McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all T3 Enterprises’ protected

“cross-over” customers because there would be no interruption in
Safeguard product sales to all of IBF’s prior customers —
- e.g.,

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR “would be conducting business as
usual;” and
j.

Informing Teply that her only alternative was to “share” his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.
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262.

As a result of Defendants’ wrongful actions, T3 Enterprises has suffered

,

substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with its protected customers -

e.g
., Employers Resource, Hayden Beverage Co., and St. Luke’s Regional Medical Center, Idaho
e. g.,
— including but not limited to the following:
Central Credit Union, among others (1) customers

being confused as to T3 Enterprises’ relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR,
DocuSource, Deluxe and SBS; (2)
(2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their
orders for Safeguard Systems through McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource
and Deluxe instead of T3 Enterprises; (3) customers believing that T3 Enterprises is no longer a

Safeguard Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that T3 Enterprises was
.1

;

overcharging them because McLaughlin, McCormick, JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and

é

significantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
Deluxe were offering signiﬁcantly
263.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

significant ongoing time, effort and money in the
them with the reward and incentive to invest signiﬁcant

development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants’ interference was contrary to

stand of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
this established standard
identified in the Teply Distributor Agreement and adhered to
to the established standard of trade identiﬁed

by the SBS distributor network.
264.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully
-

and intentionally diverting customers from T3 Enterprises.

265.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, T3

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost
commission, lost business profits
proﬁts and business devaluation suffered by T3 Enterprises.

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage
(Thurston Enterprises against all Defendants)
266.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
267.

Thurston Enterprises has existing, economic relationships with its protected

customers that were likely to benefit
beneﬁt Thurston Enterprises economically in the future based upon
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its ability to service those protected customers as a SBS distributor without any competition from
other SBS distributors.
268.

Defendants, and each of them, were aware of Thurston Enterprises’ economic

relationships with its protected customers as Thurston Enterprises’ sales activity was readily
available to all Defendants in CMS, made known to McLaughlin, Dunlap, McCormick, Dunn,

IBF and KMMR by Thurston and others, and known to McLaughlin, McCormick, Dunn, IBF,
JDHRS, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe through their direct competition with Thurston
Enterprises and discussions with and solicitation of Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers.
269.

Notwithstanding the existence of Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection

rights, Defendants have deliberately, wrongfully and without privilege interfered with these
economic relationships. This interference by Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
a.

— all of
Announcing to all of McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR customers — that
whom are current or potential Thurston Enterprises customers -

“go-t0 people” for
Safeguar ’s “go-to
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR now are Safeguard’s
the servicing of all of the customers’ Safeguard business needs;
b. Engaging in predatory pricing, offering quotes and taking orders from

Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers at retail prices that are much

lower than Thurston Enterprises’ wholesale costs;
c. Attending business functions in the Boise community and handing out
their McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR business cards, while announcing
to members of the audience that McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
McLaughlinMcCormick/KMMR and its
16 employees could assist the customers with all of their Safeguard needs;

d.
(1.

Encouraging Thurston Enterprises’ protected customers that they should
write letters to Safeguard instructing Safeguard that the customers want

their accounts reassigned from Thurston Enterprises to McLaughlin/
McLaughlin]

McCormick/KMMR,

telling

those

customers

that

McLaughlin/

McCormick/KMMR will sell Safeguard products to them at the lower
(predatory) prices;
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e.

Continuing to solicit, service and supply Thurston Enterprises’ protected
customers in total disregard for Thurston Enterprises’ Customer Protection

rights;
f.

Refusing to notify Thurston Enterprises of any events that may reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect upon Thurston Enterprises

future sales of Safeguard Systems to its protected customers;
g.

Engaging in pervasive and repeated activity designed to threaten, coerce,
dissemble and intimidate Thurston into sharing (or selling at an artiﬁcially
artificially
depressed price) the accounts that are the subject of Thurston Enterprises’

Customer Protection rights;
h. Refusing to

DocuSource

identify for Thurston Enterprises which IBF and/or
customers

are

Common

Customers

with

Thurston

Enterprises, subject to account protection, and when repeatedly asked for
information on this subject, have engaged in abject prevarication;
i.

Confronting

Thurston

directly

and

boldly,

announcing

that

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR will continue to sell to all Thurston
Enterprises’ protected “cross—over”
“cross-over” customers because there would be no
—
interruption in Safeguard product sales to all of IBF’s prior customers -

e.g.,
e,g., McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR “would be conducting business as

usual;” and
j.

Informing Thurston that his only alternative was to “share” his major and
other protected Safeguard customers with IBF, DocuSource and Deluxe.

270.

As

a

Defendants’
result
wrongful
Thurston
has suffered
Enterprises
As aofresult
of Defendants’
wrongful
Thurston
Enterprises
has suffered
actions,actions,

vw'th its protected customers
substantial interference to its prospective economic relationship with

including, but not limited to, the following: (1) customers being conﬁJsed
confused as to Thurston
Enterprises’ relationship with McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource Deluxe and SBS;
(2) customers believing that there are supposed to place their orders for Safeguard Systems
through McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe instead of Thurston
Enterprises; (3) customers believing that Thurston Enterprises is no longer a Safeguard
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Distributor; and (4) customers mistakenly believing that Thurston Enterprises was overcharging
them because McLaughlin, McCormick, KMMR, DocuSource and Deluxe were offering

signiﬁcantly lower prices on the same Safeguard Systems.
significantly
271.

SBS distributors are granted Customer Protection for the purpose of providing

signiﬁcant ongoing time, effort
effon and money in the
them with the reward and incentive to invest significant
development of commercial customer relationships. Defendants’ interference was contrary to
this established standard of trade and profession as it relates to customer exclusivity and contrary
to the established standard of trade identiﬁed
identified in the Thurston RDA and adhered to by the SBS
distributor network.
272.

Further, Defendants have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in wrongfully

and intentionally diverting customers ﬁom
from Thurston Enterprises.

273.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost

proﬁts and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises.
commission, lost business profits
274.

In addition to the Defendants’ above tortious interference with Thurston

Enterprises’ prospective economic relationship with its Protected Customers, SBS and Deluxe
have also tortuously interfered with Thurston Enterprises’ prospective economic relationship
with WVI arising out of Thurston Enterprises attempt to purchase the New Mexico
Distributorship.

275.

’

SBS and Deluxe had no credible reasons for refusing Thurston Enterprises’

purchase of the New Mexico Distributorship other than to force Thurston Enterprises
EnteIprises to release

its claims involving commission to the protected customers.
276.

SBS’S
SBS’s and Deluxe’s interference with Thurston Enterprises purchase of the New

Mexico Distributorship ship by insisting that Thurston Enterprises, the buyer, release all of its
claims against SBS and its afﬁliated
affiliated parties, is contrary to the established standard of trade and
profession and contravenes the WVI RDA which states that the consent of SBS for such a

transfer will not be unreasonably withheld.
277.

Further, SBS and Deluxe have acted with malice, oppression and fraud in

wrongfully and intentionally withholding consent for the transaction between Thurston
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Enterprises and WVI by using this transaction to attempt to coerce Thurston Enterprises to
release all unrelated claims related to its customer protection rights.

278.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of these wrongful actions, Thurston
Asa

Enterprises has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no event less than lost

commissions, lost business proﬁts
profits and business devaluation suffered by Thurston Enterprises for
both the Idaho distributorship and the New Mexico Distributorship.

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(T3 Enterprises against SAI and Deluxe)
279.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
280.

Defendants are indebted to T3 Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

281.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to T3 Enterprises is unknown

to T3 Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of Defendants’ operations.
282.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants’

operations and order that Defendants pay over to T3 Enterprises all amounts due and owing to

T3 Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys’ fees and costs.

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Accounting
(Thurston Enterprises against All Defendants)
283.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
284.

Defendants are indebted to Thurston Enterprises for the reasons set forth above.

285.

The exact amount of monies due from Defendants to Thurston Enterprises is

unknown to Thurston Enterprises and cannot be ascertained without an accounting of
Defendants’ operations.
286.

Accordingly, the Court should order that there be an accounting of Defendants’

operations and order that Defendants pay over to Thurston Enterprises all amounts due and
owing to Thurston Enterprises, plus interest thereon, as well as attorneys’ fees and costs.
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ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
— March 6,2014
Breach of Contract 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer Agreement

(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
287.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
288.

On March 6, 2014, Thurston, on behalf of Thurston Enterprises, and SBS entered

into an agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises agreed to assign and transfer to SBS ~
- for
— Thurston Enterprises’ commission rights to Protected Customers Bench
servicing by “IBF”
“IBF” -

Sewer District, Buck’s Bags, Inc., Ennis Furniture Co., Idaho Independent Bank, Norco,

Omnipure Filter Co., SAMG Fami
Family Practice, SAMG Occupational Med., and Treasure Valley
Steel.
289.

In exchange for the assignment of the commission rights to these Protected

Customers, SBS agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises the sum of $32,600 and to transfer to

Thurston Enterprises the “IBF ﬁles”
files” on Thurston Enterprises’ Protected Customers that were
also being serviced by McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn.

290.

Thurston Enterprises has performed all things required of it under the terms of the

March 6, 2014 agreement, unless otherwise excused by SBS’s breach.
291.

SBS has materially breached the March 6, 2014 agreement by failing to transfer

the IBF ﬁles
files to Thurston Enterprises, thereby precluding Thurston Enterprises a substantial

beneﬁt
benefit of the March 6, 2014 agreement.
292.

As a direct, proximate and foreseeable result of SBS’s breach of the March 6,

2014 agreement, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an undetermined amount, but in
no event less than $475,000.

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Fraud in the Inducement
(Thurston Enterprises against SBS)
293.

Plaintiffs repeat, reallege and incorporate by reference all previous paragraphs of

this Third Amended Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
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294.

Dunlap, in his role as General Counsel of SBS, made material false

representations and omissions to Thurston in an effort to, and with the intent to, induce Thurston

Enterprises to enter into the March 6, 2014 agreement whereby Thurston Enterprises would

transfer and assign to SBS its commission rights to certain Protected Customers. The material
false representations and omissions concerned false sales information on the Protected
Customers that was intentionally provided to Thurston with the intent to induce action or
forbearance on the part of Thurston Enterprises, and did in fact induce such action or
forbearance.
295.

Specifically, Dunlap represented to Thurston that the sales information on the
Speciﬁcally,

list” used in the parties’ negotiation of the March 6, 2014 agreement for the transfer of
“client list”
certain Protected Customers accurately reﬂected
reflected all saies
sales information to these Protected
Customers after August 27, 2013. In truth, however, the sales information contained on the
2013 sales by SBS —
“client list” did not include the post-August 27,
27,2013
- through the efforts of

McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR and Dunn —
- to the Protected Customers. This inaccurate sales
information was provided by SBS in an attempt to trick Thurston into believing that the

commissions generated through sales to these Protected Customers were trivial and not worth his
time so he would be inclined to go forward with the proposed transfer.
296.

Thurston Enterprises justiﬁably
justifiably relied upon what was presented to be accurate

sales information by Dunlap, the General Counsel for SBS. Thurston Enterprises would not have
agreed to transfer and assign the Protected Customers had he been provided with accurate sales
— through the efforts of
information reﬂecting
reflecting much higher sales activity by SBS -

McLaughlin/IV^cCormick/KMMR and Dunn —
- to the Protected Customers.
McLaughlin/WConnick/KMMR
297.

Thurston Enterprises was without knowledge, and did not have cause to believe,

that the sales information provided by SBS was inaccurate.
298.

SBS knew through the EQuantum Database and its communications with

McLaughlin, McCormick,
- generated by
McConnick, and Dunn that SBS’s sales —
Enterprises” Protected Customers far
McLaughlin/McConnick/KMMR and Dunn —
McLaughlin/McCormick/KMMR
- to Thurston Enterprises’

exceeded those sales ﬁgures
figures Dunlap provided to Thurston during the negotiations.
299.

As a result of the fraudulent conduct of SBS, Thurston Enterprises sold the
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Protected Customers as a significantly
signiﬁcantly depreciated value and lost out on the opportunity to earn

significantly
signiﬁcantly higher commissions for sales to those Protected Customers.
300.

SBS’s
and foreseeable
result ofresult
conductconduct
As a direct,
As aproximate
direct, proximate
and foreseeable
offraudulent
SBS’s fraudulent

described above, Thurston Enterprises has incurred damages in an amount to be proven at trial,
but in no event less than $475,000.

ATTORNEY FEES
21.

T3 Enterprises has been required to obtain the assistance of counsel in the

prosecution of this matter, and has agreed to pay counsel aat reasonable fee. T3 Enterprises is
entitle to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter pursuant to Rule
54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Sections 12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code, Section 17.49,

Texas Business & Commercial Code, or other applicable law.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs hereby respectfully demand a jury trial by not less than 12 jurors,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray as follows:
1.

On the First Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
2.

0n the Second Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to
On

be proven at trial;
3.

On the Third Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;

4.

On the Fourth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
5.

On the Fifth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to be

proven at trial;
6.

On the Sixth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
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7.

On the Seventh Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;
8.

On the Eighth Claim for Relief, for compensatory damages in amounts to

be proven at trial;

9.

On the Ninth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

10.

On the Tenth Claim for Relief, for an accounting;

11.

On the Eleventh Claim for Relief, for breach of the March 6, 2014

agreement, for compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
12.

On the Twelfth Claim for Relief, for fraud in the inducement, for

compensatory damages in amounts to be proven at trial;
13.

On All Claims for Relief, for attorneys’ fees, expenses and costs of suit, as

may be allowed by law, including, without limitation, Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil
12-120 and 12-121, Idaho Code;
Procedure and Sections 12—120
14.

For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and

15.

For such
reliefas
as may
and as
asjustice
justice requires.
requires.
For
other relief
available and
such other
be available
may be

DATED: June 14, 2016

MOFFATT
MOFFATTTHOMAS
THOMAS

By:
Clayton Gill
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: June 14,
14,2016
2016

MULCAHY LLP

By:
— pro hac vice
Kevin A. Adams Attorneys for Plaintiffs

T3 Enterprises, Inc.
Inc, and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of June, 2016,1
2016, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Taylor Tibbitts
HAWLEY
ENNIS
HAWLEY
Hawley TROXELL
Troxell E
nnis & H
awley LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
PO.
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
95 4-5260
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@haw1eytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@hawleytroxell
.com
Attorneys ﬂor
for Defendants

((
((
((
((
((

)) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
)) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
))Facsimile
Facsimile
)E—Mail
) E-Mail

C. Clayton Gill
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f
;

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
)
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation~
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
v.
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO
PERMIT FILING OF THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH
PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC,
~ TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
) MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS,
) INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN,
) AND JDHRS, LLC
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL ~
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;~
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.)
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
~
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation; )
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota )
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

012376
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This Court, having considered the pmiies' Stipulation to Permit Filing of Third Amended
Complaint and to Dismiss With Prejudice Defendants Tressa McLaughlin ("McLaughlin"),
Jamie McCormick ("McCormick"), KMMR, LLC ("KMMR"), Idaho Business Fom1s, Inc.
("IBF"), JDHRS, LLC ("JDHRS"), Michael Dunlap ("Dunlap") and James Dunn ("Dunn") (the
"Stipulation") hereby GRANTS the parties' Stipulation.
The Court Orders that Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s
(collectively, "Plaintifls") Third Amended Complaint, attached as Exhibit A to the Stipulation,
shall be tiled by Plaintiffs following the issuance of this Order.
The Court further Orders that Defendants KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF,
Dunlap, Dunn, and JDHRS are hereby dismissed from this case with prejudice. Plaintiffs, on the
one hand, and KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS, Dunlap and Dunn, on the other
hand, will bear his/her/its own attorneys' fees and costs with respect to the claims of Plaintiffs
against KMMR, McLaughlin, McCormick, IBF, JDHRS, Dunlap and Dunn.
The Court further orders that, as to the newly added claims for (a) breach of the parties'
March 6, 2014 agreement, and (b) fraud in the inducement of that Saine March 6, 2014
agreement, the parties hereby agree and stipulate that discovery will remain open as to these
claims only for a period not to exceed six (6) weeks after the current date for the close of
discovery and allowing the Defendants to issue interrogatories, requests for production, or any
other appropriate written discovery to Thurston Enterprises and also to depose Thurston
Enterprises as necessary, on these claims only. As to all other claims and issues, the current
discovery closure date is not affected or altered by this Order.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

b ~ /6 ~I 6
/'

DATED:

-2ORDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _!1_ day of June, 2016, I caused a true and
correct copy ofthe foregoing ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS
KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC to be served by the
method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Steven F. Schossberger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneysfor Defendants

c.fu.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail

Christopher S. Reeder (Pro Hac Vice)
Wesley W. Lew (Pro Hac Vice)
ROBINS KAPLAN LLP
2049 Century Park East Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Facsimile (31 0) 229-5800
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
Attorneysfor Deluxe Corporation

(1U.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
PM O@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

(
(
(
(

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail

({u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(
(
(
(

) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) E-Mail
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/

James M. Mulcahy -pro hac vice
Kevin A. Adams- pro hac vice
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
Attorneysfor Plaint(ffs

(vfU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail

Deputy Clerk
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@ haw leytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@ RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
LIMITING THE DURATION OF
DEFENDANTS' DEPOSITIONS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION OF
DEFENDANTS' DEPOSITIONS - 1
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DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Mi1mesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)

)

_________________________________)

COME NOW Defendants, James Dmm, Michael Dunlap, Tressa McLaughlin, and Jamie
McCormick, (collectively the "Defendants"), by and through their undersigned counsel of
record, Steven F. Schossberger of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c), submits this Motion for Protective Order to limit the duration of
the noticed depositions from 3-4 days to no more than 1-2 days.

MEMORANDUM
I.

BACKGROUND
On December 21, 2015, Counsel Doug Luther emailed Counsel Steve Schossberger and
stated as follows: "As I mentioned, we will need multiple days, at least two scheduled for most
of the deponents. We could do: Jim Dmm on February 4-5; Mike Dunlap on February 8-9;
Tressa McLaughlin on February 10-11; and Jamie McCormick on February 12 (additional day
can be scheduled thereafter if needed). Let us know if these days will work." See Affidavit of
Steven F. Schossberger ("Schossberger Aff.") at Exhibit 1. Later that afternoon Mr.
Schossberger responded to Mr. Luther by saying, "These dates can be calendared, with the
reservation that I disagree you will need two days for most of the deponents."
On December 23, 2015, Mr. Schossberger was before the Court presenting argument in
opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Continue the Hearing on the Defendants' Motions for
Summary Judgment, and Mr. Schossberger informed the Court that the Plaintiffs' desired length
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of the depositions was going to be an issue. Later that day, Mr. Luther sent an email to Mr.
Schossberger stating as follows:
Steve, as my previous emails mentioned, due to the amount of
documents necessary to review, most of the Defendants'
depositions are going to last multiple days. After further
consideration, we think it makes more sense to try to do the
depositions all at one time rather than separated. Or as before, we
considered scheduling certain deponents for two days with the
potential to be continued to a third or fourth day in the future, we
believe for logistical purposes and considering the timing of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, it is best if we simply
schedule certain deponents for three days now.
Thus, we intend to notice the following deposition dates:
Jim Dunn on February 4-5
Mike Dunlap on February 8-10
Tressa McLaughlin on February 11-13
Jamie McCormick on February 15-16.
The more you and the deponents are cooperative in the
depositions, the faster they will get done.
Let us know if any of the deponents have any scheduling conflicts
with these dates. Once we have these finalized we will get in
touch with regard to setting the schedule for other depositions.
See Schossberger Aff., Exhibit 2.

II.
DISCUSSION
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) provides that the Court can enter a protective order
relating to a deposition to protect a party or person from am1oyance, embarrassment, oppression,
or undue burden or expense. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(l) provides that, "Unless
otherwise stipulated or ordered by the Court, a deposition is limited to one day of 7 hours. A
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Court must allow additional time consistent with Rule 26(b )(2) if needed to fairly examine the
deponent or if the deponent, another person, or any other circumstance impedes or delays the
examination."
Although Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(a) has not yet been amended consistent with
Federal Rule 30 limiting the duration of a deposition to no more than one day and 7 hours, it has
long since been acknowledges that the "Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure are closely patterned and
numbered after the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure." Thomas v. Thomas, 83 Idaho 86, 91, 357
P.2d 935, 937 (1960). Accordingly, the Idaho Supreme Court has instructed that Idaho courts
"shall attempt to ascertain the majority rule of decision, relative to the question under
consideration, and those jurisdictions in which closely patterned and numbered after are in effect,
like or similar to the rules of this state." Id. This Court should apply the federal rules duration
restriction and guideline to this instant matter.
A lot of testimony and exhibits can be covered during seven hours of a deposition.
Defendants were willing to go with the deposition schedule agreed upon in Exhibit land see if
Plaintiffs' counsel were really going to go into a second day of deposition testimony with them.
However, Plaintiffs' counsel has attempted to change the agreed upon dates of February 8- 12,
2016, and stated that certain depositions will be no less than three days, proposes that the third
day for Tressa McLaughlin will be conducted on a Saturday, and alerts the Defendants of the
potential that the depositions could further be continued to a fourth day in the future.
Schossberger Aff., Exh. 2. This request is entirely unreasonable and calculated to mmecessarily
harass these deponents. The Court should protect the deponents from this undue annoyance,
oppression, burden and expense.
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III.
CONCLUSION
These moving Defendants respectfully request that the Court enter a protective order
limiting their depositions to a maximum of 1, or 2 days if absolutely necessary, not to exceed 7
hours per day, during the week of February 8- 12,2016.
DATED THIS

jb_ day of January, 2016.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

Stev~4os~

Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ll

day of January, 2016, I caused to be served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION
OF DEFENDANTS' DEPOSITIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of
the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
_,.0}E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
JXLE-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@ mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschoss berger@ hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
CReeder@ RobinsKaplan.com
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
WLew@RobinsKaplan.com
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
Telephone:
310 552 0130
Facsimile:
310 229 5800
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
P1ain tiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE
DURATION OF THEIR DEPOSITIONS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
)
individual; JAMIE MCCORMICK, an
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;)
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;
)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC. dba )
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION OF THEIR DEPOSITIONS- 1
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DOCUSOURCE PRINT MANAGEMENT, an )
Oregon corporation; DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation; and)
DOES 1-10,
)
Defendants.

)
)

I, Steven F. Schossberger, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so. I am a partner of the law
firm Hawley Troxell E1mis & Hawley LLP, counsel for the moving Defendants in this case. I
make this affidavit in support of Defendants' Motion for Protective Order limiting the duration
of their depositions.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of an email string between

Counsel Doug Luther and Counsel Steven Schossberger dated December 21, 2015.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of an email from Counsel

Doug Luther to Counsel Steve Schossberger dated December 23, 2015.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Deposition

for Jim Dunn for the dates February 4 and 5, 2016.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Deposition

for Michael Dunlap for the dates February 8, 9 and 10, 2016.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Deposition

for Tress a McLaughlin for the dates February 11, 12 and 13, 2016.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Deposition

for Jamie McCormick for the dates February 15 and 16, 2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION OF THEIR DEPOSITIONS- 2
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Fmther your affiant sayeth naught.

DATED THIS

lb._ January, 2016

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

'. ~
~day of January, 2016.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION OF THEIR DEPOSITIONS - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

)~

day of January, 2016, I caused to be served a tme
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER LIMITING THE DURATION OF
THEIR DEPOSITIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneysfor Plaint{[fs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
AE-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Califomia, 92614
[Attomeysfor Plaintiff'!]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
J¥l E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Robins Kaplan LLP
Christopher S. Reeder, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Wesley W. Lew, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail

~E-mail:

CReeder@ RobinsKaplan.com
~Lew@ RobinsKaplan.com
lJ. Telecopy: 310.229.5800
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Steve Schossberger
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com>
Monday, December 21, 2015 1:51 PM
'Doug Luther'
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; 'Clay Gill'; Barbara Calvert; Linda Higgins;
'creeder@robinskaplan.com'; 'wlew@robinskaplan.com'; Patricia M. Olsson; 'Zyalyukova,
Elena (EZyalyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)'
RE: T3 Enterprises v. Safeguard Business Systems: Depositions of Defendants [IWOVD MSMSG l.FID67254 7]

These dates can be calendared, with the reservation that I disagree you will need 2 days for most of the deponents.
From: Doug Luther [mailto:dluther@mulcahyllp.com]

Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Steve Schossberger
Cc: James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; 'Clay Gill'; Barbara Calvert; Linda Higgins; 'creeder@robinskaplan.com';
'wlew@robinskaplan.com'; Patricia M. Olsson; 'Zyalyukova, Elena (EZyalyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)'
Subject: RE: T3 Enterprises v. Safeguard Business Systems: Depositions of Defendants [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]

As I mentioned, we will need multiple days, at least 2 scheduled for most of the deponents.
We could do:
Jim Dunn on February 4-5th
Mike Dunlap on February 8-9th
Tressa Mclaughlin on February 10th_11th
111
Jamie McCormick on February 12 (additional day can be scheduled thereafter if needed)
Let us know if these days will work.
Thanks,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mu lea hyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com
From: Steve Schossberger [mailto:sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:04PM
To: Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Cc: James Mulcahy <jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com>; Kevin Adams <kadams@mulcahyllp.com>; 'Clay Gill'
<CCG@moffatt.com>; Barbara Calvert <bcalvert@mulcahyllp.com>; Linda Higgins <LHiggins@hawleytroxell.com>;
'creeder@robinskaplan.com' <creeder@robinskaplan.com>; 'wlew@robinskaplan.com' <wlew@robinskaplan.com>;
Patricia M. Olsson <pmo@moffatt.com>; 'Zyalyukova, Elena (EZyalyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)'
<EZya lyukova@ RobinsKa plan.com>; Steve Schossberger <sschossberger@ hawleytroxell.com>
Subject: RE: T3 Enterprises v. Safeguard Business Systems: Depositions of Defendants [IWOV-DMSMSG1.FID672547]
1
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Steve Schossberger
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Doug Luther <dluther@mulcahyllp.com>
Wednesday, December 23, 2015 4:30PM
Steve Schossberger
James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; 'Clay Gill'; Barbara Calvert; Linda Higgins;
'creeder@robinskaplan.com'; 'wlew@robinskaplan.com'; Patricia M. Olsson; 'Zyalyukova,
Elena (EZyalyukova@RobinsKaplan.com)'
T3 Enterprises v. Safeguard Business Systems: Depositions of Defendants

Steve,
As my previous emails mentioned, due to the amount of documents necessary to review, most of the Defendants'
depositions are going to last multiple days. After further consideration, we think it makes more sense to try to do the
depositions all at one time rather than separated. Whereas before, we considered scheduling certain deponents for 2
days with the potential to be continued to a third or fourth day in the future, we believe for logistical purposes and
considering the timing of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, it is best if we simply schedule certain deponents
for 3 days now.
Thus, we intend to notice the following deposition dates:
Jim Dunn on February 4-5th
Mike Dunlap on February 8-10th
Tressa Mclaughlin on February 11th_13th
Jamie McCormick on February 15-16th.
The more you and the deponents are cooperative in the depositions, the faster they will get done.
Let us know if any of the deponents have any scheduling conflicts with these dates. Once we have these finalized we
will get in touch with regard to setting the schedule for the other depositions.
Thanks,
Doug Luther
Mulcahy LLP

4 Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Tel: 949-252-9377
Fax.: 949-252-0090
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
www.mulcahyllp.com

1
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice
;mulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171) admitted pro hac vice
kadams@mu lcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF
JAMES DUNN

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
~
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
~
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF DEPOSITION TO JAMES DUNN
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)

~
)
)
)
)
)

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure Rule 30(b)(1),
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. will take the testimony on oral examination
of Defendant James Dunn, before a notary public and court repmier, or before some other officer
authorized to administer oaths, and which may be recorded by audio-visual means, on February 4th and
5th starting at the hour of9:00 a.m. on February 41h, and thereafter from day to day until the taking ofthe
deposition may be adjourned at the offices of Litigation Services 74199 El Pasco Drive, Suite 202, Palm
Desert, CA 92260 La Quinta, California, at which time and place you are notified to appear.

DATED: January 11,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:

- 1-
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1

2
3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of December, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy ofthe foregoing PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF JAMES DUNN by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

5

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bollinger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbollinger@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

6
7

8
9

10

[]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

13

[]

BY MAIL

14

[]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

15

[]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
RobinsKaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@ro binskaplan.com

11

12

16
17
18

Barbara Calvert

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- admitted pro hac vice
kadams@rnulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.

)
) Case No. CV-OC-1416400

~)

PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND
) THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
)
) NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF
) MICHAEL DUNLAP
~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
)
~
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
~
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
)
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF DEPOSITION TO MICHAEL DUNLAP
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)

~

)
)
)
)
)

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 30(b)(l),
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. will take the testimony on oral examination
of Defendant Michael Dunlap, before a notary public and court reporter, or before some other officer
authorized to administer oaths, and which may be recorded by audio-visual means, on February sth, 9th
and 1oth starting at the hour of 10:00 a.m. on February gth, and thereafter from day to day until the taking
of the deposition may be adjourned at the offices of Moffatt Thomas, 101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor,
Boise, Idaho 83 702, at which time and place you are notified to appear.

DATED: January 11,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:

~~-

Jame~cahy-

pro hac vice
Douglas R. Luther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

- 1-
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1

2
3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of December, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy ofthe foregoing PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND THURSTON
ENTERPlUSES, INC.'S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each ofthe following:

5

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bollinger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbollinger@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

6

7

8
9

10

[]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

13

[ ]

BY MAIL

14

[

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
RobinsKaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@ro binskaplan. com

11

12

15
16

]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

[ ]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

17
18
19

~lk6
Barbara Calve1i

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile; (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547)- admitted pro hac vice
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- admitted pro hac vice
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
V.

)
) Case No. CV -OC-1416400
)
)
) PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND
) THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
)
) NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF
) TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
)
)
)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
~
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
~
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF DEPOSITION TO TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
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liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)

~

)
)
)

~

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 30(b)(l),
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. will take the testimony on oral examination
of Defendant Tressa McLaughlin, before a notary public and court reporter, or before some other officer
authorized to administer oaths, and which may be recorded by audio-visual means, on february 11th,
12th and 13th starting at the hour of9:00 a.m. on February 11th, and thereafter from day to day until the
taking ofthe deposition may be adjourned at the offices of Moffatt Thomas, 101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth
Floor, Boise, Idaho 83 702, at which time and place you are notified to appear.

DATED: January 11,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:

Jarn~-vice
Douglas R. Luther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

- 1-
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1

2
3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day ofDecember, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy ofthe foregoing PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

5

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bollinger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbo llinger@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

6
7

8
9

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
RobinsKaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@robinskaplan.com

10

[ ]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

13

[]

BY MAIL

14

[]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

15

[]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

11

12

16
17
18
19

Barbara Calvert

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT THOMAS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (Ca. SBN 213547) -admitted pro hac vice
;mulcahy@mulcahyllp. com
Kevin A. Adams (Ca. SBN 239171)- admitted pro hac vice
kadams@mulcahyllp. com
MULCAHYLLP
Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

v.

)
) Case No. CV -OC-1416400
)
)
PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND
THURSTON ENTERI>RISES, INC.'S
)
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF
.JAMIE MCCORMICK
)
)
)

~

~

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
~
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
)
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual; JAMIE
)
MCCORMICK, an individual; MICHAEL )
DUNLAP, an individual; IDAHO
)
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. an Idaho
~
corporation; JAMES DUNN, an individual;)
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
)
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited )

PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF DEPOSITION TO JAMIE MCCORMICK
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EXHIBIT 41

liability company; FORM SYSTEMS INC.
dba DOCUSOURCE PRINT
MANAGEMENT, an Oregon corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)

~

)
)
)
)
)

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 30(b)(1 ),
Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. will take the testimony on oral examination
of Defendant Jamie McCormick, before a notary public and comt reporter, or before some other officer
authorized to administer oaths, and which may be recorded by audio-visual means, on February 15th,
and 16th stmting at the hour of 9:00 a.m. on February 15th, and thereafter from day to day until the taking
of the deposition may be adjourned at the offices of Moffatt Thomas, 101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor,
Boise, Idaho 83 702, at which time and place you are notified to appear.

DATED: January 11,2016

MULCAHYLLP

By:

Jame~y- pro hac vice
Douglas R. Luther- pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

- 1-

PLAINTIFFS' NOTICE OF DEPOSITION TO JAMIE MCCORMICK
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1

2
3

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of December, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES INC.'S AND THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF JAMIE MCCORMICK by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

5

Steven F. Schossberger
Dane Bollinger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
dbollinger@hawleytroxell.com
[Attorneys for Defendants]

6

7
8
9

10

[]

VIA FACSIMILE

[X]

BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE

13

[]

BY MAIL

14

[]

BY CERTIFIED MAIL

15

[]

BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

[]

BY MESSENGER SERVICE

Christopher S. Reeder
Wesley W. Lew
RobinsKaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3208
creeder@robinskaplan.com
wlew@robinskaplan.com

11
12

16
17
18
19

&1JruA~_/
Barbara Calvert

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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May 27,2016

Via U.S. Mail & E-Mail
Steven F. Schossberger
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 837-1617
sschossberger({Z),hawlevtroxell.com

Re:

Notice o(Attorney's Lien- T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc., et al.
AAA Case No. 01 15 0002 6860 (the "Arbitration")
Idaho State Court Case No. CV-OC-1416400 (the "Court Action")

Dear Mr. Schossberger:
As you know, we represent T3 Enterprises, Inc. and its principal, Dawn Teply
(collectively, the "T3 Parties"), in connection with the above-referenced Arbitration and Court
Action. On July 22, 2014, we entered into an agreement with the T3 Parties setting forth the
terms of our engagement and legal representation in the Arbitration and Court Action (the
"Engagement Agreement"). As security for the payment of legal fees and costs arising out of the
matters covered by the Engagement Agreement, we have acquired a charging lien on any and all
sums of money or other consideration the T3 Parties receive or are entitled to receive. This lien is
not limited to purported "damages," but also includes any other sums of monies paid to the T3
Parties that our efforts have brought forth- including the sale of their Safeguard distributorship.
See Skelton v. Spencer, 102 Idaho 69, 75 (1981) ("The law is well settled that an attorney in
asse1iing a charging lien is entitled to recover against sums which his effmis have brought
forth."); see also, Idaho Code Section 3-205; Fletcher v. Davis, 33 Cal. 4th 61, 66 (2004); Mount
Spelman & Fingerman, F. C. v. GeoTag, Inc., 70 F. Supp. 3d 782 (E.D.Tex. 2014).
You are hereby notified that, consistent with our rights under the Engagement Agreement
and the laws ofthe states ofldaho, California, and Texas, we hereby claim an attorney's lien, in
the amount of no less than $933,830.16, upon the any and all amounts to be paid to the T3
Pmties by or through your clients Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Safeguard Acquisitions,
Inc., Deluxe Corporation, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap, Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., James Dunn, JDHRS, LLC, KMMR, LLC, and Form Systems Inc. dba
Docusource Print, or any other entity or company owned or controlled by them.
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12
If you would like to discuss, please call me directly.

Sincerely,

~.

/~in A. Adam~

cc:

Christopher S. Reeder (via US. Mail & E-Mail)
Robins Kaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
CReeder@RobinsKaplan.com
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May 27,2016

Via U.S. Mail & E-Mail
Steven F. Schossberger
Hawley Troxell E1mis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83 7-1617
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

Re:

Notice o(Attornev's Lien- Thurston Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc., et al.
Idaho State Court Case No. CV-OC-1416400 (the "Court Action")

Dear Mr. Schossberger:
As you know, we represent Thurston Enterprises, Inc. and its principal, Roger Thurston
(collectively, the "Thurston Parties"), in connection with the above-referenced Court Action. On
July 22, 2014, we entered into an agreement with the Thurston Parties setting forth the terms of
our engagement and legal representation in the Court Action (the "Engagement Agreement"). As
security for the payment oflegal fees and costs arising out of the matter covered by the
Engagement Agreement, we have acquired a charging lien on any and all sums of money or
other consideration the Thurston Parties receive or are entitled to receive. This lien is not limited
to purported "damages," but also includes any other sums of monies paid to the Thurston Parties
that our effmis have brought forth - including the sale of their Safeguard distributorship. See
Skelton v. Spencer, 102 Idaho 69, 75 (1981) ("The law is well settled that an attorney in asserting
a charging lien is entitled to recover against sums which his efforts have brought forth."); see
also, Idaho Code Section 3-205; Fletcher v. Davis, 33 CaL 4th 61, 66 (2004).
You are hereby notified that, consistent with our rights under the Engagement Agreement
and the laws of the states of Idaho and California, we hereby claim an attorney's lien, in the
amount of no less than $907,059.20, upon the any and all amounts to be paid to the Thurston
Pariies by or through your clients Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., Safeguard Acquisitions,
Inc., Deluxe Corporation, Tressa McLaughlin, Jamie McCormick, Michael Dunlap, Idaho
Business Forms, Inc., James Dmm, JDHRS, LLC, KMMR, LLC, and Form Systems Inc. dba
Docusource Print, or any other entity or company owned or controlled by them.
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If you would like to discuss, please call me directly.

cc:

Christopher S. Reeder (via US. Mail & E-Mail)
Robins Kaplan LLP
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
CReeder(c/J,RobinsKaplan.com
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amount ofS4.3 million- totaling more than $10.3 million with additional attorneys' fees and
cosrs still to come.
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Safeguard in an attempt to cover up those vtolations.
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Account protection rights are the cornerstone of the Safeguard distributors' contractual rights. If a
diStributor solicits an order from a customer for any Safeguard product, then that distributor is
entitled to aU oommiss1ons generated from any and all sales to that customer.
In these cases, Safeguard, represented by the Idaho firm of Hawley Troxell, sought to push
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After learning of this intra-brand competition, Thurston and Teply conracted Safeguard in an
attempt to stop the sales to theu protected customers. When confronted, Safeguard concealed the
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The 56 million jwy ~-udict followed a four week mal. The 12 jurors unanimously found that
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appeal.
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JUDGEMENT ON PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
An Idaho court entered
judg ment of more than S6
mtlhon - mclud1ng pun1bve
damages of $4.4 millionaga1nst Safeguard and 1n favor
of Mulcahy's chent, a Safeguard
distnbutor.

MULCAHY llP GRANTED
PERMISSION TO PURSUE
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
Court Grants Mulcahy LLP
Porm10010n To Purouo Punrbvc
De mages Aga1nst Safeguard
Bus1ness Systems And Deluxe
Corporation

PARTIAL SUMMARY JUD&MENT
ENTERED INFAVOR OF
DISTRIBUTOR
Court Rejects Safeguard's
lntcrprcb bon Of Ito D1otnbutor

Agre3ment And Grants Partlal
Summary Judgment In Favor of
D1stnbutor, Finding Safeguard
Violated The DIStnbutor's
Contractual R1ghts.
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Attorneys for Defendants
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Dallas, Texas 75201
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Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
---------------------------------

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM OF LAW ISO
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S
MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES
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12-120 and Idaho Rule of Civil
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120
CiVil Procedure 54,
54, Defendant

(“Safeggar ”) submits this objection to Plaintiff Thurston
Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc. (“Safeguard”)

Attorneys’ Fees.
Enterprises, Inc.’s (“Thurston’s”) Motion for Costs and Attorneys’
Fees.

I. INTRODUCTION
After obtaining an
an initial judgment of $6
$6 million for breach of contract, fraud, and
attorneys’ fees
punitive damages,
seeks to add $2.7 million more in “multiplied” attorneys’
damages, Thurston now seeks

and costs. The circumstances of this case
Windfall. One can
case do not support granting such aa windfall.
argue about that characterization, but there are
are few other terms to describe the situation given
that Thurston’s business did not lose aa single sale as
as a
a result of Safeguard’s purchase of
IBF/DocuSource and,
and, in fact, increased in value after those transactions. With that context and
the legal arguments provided herein, Safeguard asks
asks this Court to deny Thurston’s motion in full
because: (i)
because:
(i) Thurston is not aa prevailing party given the numerous claims

it dismissed or failed to

prove against Safeguard and ten other defendants during the course of this action and (ii) the

unsegregated billing by
by Thurston’s attorneys fails to pass
pass muster under Idaho law. If the Court is
nonetheless inclined to grant some fees
ﬁgure of
fees and costs, Safeguard proposes aa substitute figure
$149,534.37 (solely as
by Thurston) that is based on
inﬂated figure
an alternative to the inflated
ﬁgure offered by
as an
objective factors tied to recoverable claims under Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
12-120(3). Safeguard further
requests the Court deny Thurston’s claim for $200,000 in discretionary costs as
as Thurston fails to
show that the nature of this case
case is “exceptional” or that each cost is tied to recoverable claims.
II. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
A.

The Court Should Exercise its Discretion to Determine That Thurston is Not aa
Prevailing Party.
Parﬂ.
In determining who is aa prevailing party for the recovery of fees and costs under Rule 54,
54,

“ﬁnal judgment or result of
Idaho courts are
of the action in relation to the
are directed to consider the “final
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relief sought by the respective parties.” IRCP 54(d)(i)(B) (emphasis added).
added). The appropriate
context is not merely the result at trial as
as suggested by
by Thurston. Rather, taking the entire action
into account aa court may
may in its “sound discretion” determine that aa party “prevailed in part and
did not prevail in part,
part, and on so
ﬁnding may apportion the costs between and among the parties
so finding

....” Id.
in aa fair and equitable manner ….”
Id. In that proper framework Thurston’s assertion that it was
“93 percent” prevailing party is far from true.
aa “93

To the contrary, this Court
based on the record should, determine that Thurston
Coutt may
and, based
may and,
at all) such that it would
prevailed only as
as to a
a much smaller portion of the entire action (or not at

attorneys’ fees.
be fair and equitable to award only partial or no attorneys’
139
fees. See
See Bream v.
v. Benscoter, 139
be

Idaho 364,
364, 368,
723, 727 (2003)
368, 79 P.3d 723,
(2003) (“The determination of who is aa prevailing party is
committed to the sound discretion of the trial court.”);
court”); see
145 Idaho 353,
see also Costa v.
v. Borges, 145
353,
359,
179 P.3d 316,
has discretion to determine that there is no
316, 322 (2008)
359, 179
(2008) (“A trial court also has
overall prevailing party”).
party.”). At times in this litigation, Thurston pursued up to 10
10 independent
11 separate defendants, not to mention the 7
claims against 11
by T3. That
7 additional claims by

shotgun approach to litigation was unfounded and Plaintiffs had to dismiss numerous claims and
“on the march to trial.” (Compare Pls.’
Memo11 at
Pls.’ Complaints on file with Memo
defendants “on
at 6
6 (stating

Thurston dismissed only “minor and inconsequential claims”).) Thurston ultimately went to trial
2 by
on only 33 claims against Safeguard and 22 against Deluxe (as
by T3 against Deluxe),
as 2
(as well as

and prevailed against only Safeguard in the end. Deluxe was
was exonerated completely. Thurston’s
“at trial” was closer to 50% and far less
rate of success
less in the action as
success “at
as a
a whole when taking into

consideration the numerous claims and defendants dismissed throughout, as
as the Court should
when conducting its analysis. See
106 Idaho 687,
See Chenery v.
v. Agri-Lines Corp.,
Corp, 106
692, 682 P.2d
687, 692,
1

Attorneys’ Fees,
Citations to “Memo” herein are to Thurston’s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorneys’
ﬁled Jan.
Jan.
Fees, filed
“TT”
27,
2017.
Citations
to
“TT”
refer
to
the
trial
transcript.
27,
1
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640,
104
v. King, 104
1984) (dismissal of claims is aa factor to consider); Chadderdon v.
640, 645 (Ct. App. 1984)
165766 (Ct.
411712, 659 P.2d 160,
Idaho 406, 411–12,
1983) (“Under Rule 54(d)(1)(B),
160, 165–66
(Ct. App. 1983)
54(d)(1)(B), aa trial

court, in the exercise of its discretion, may consider both the presence and absence of awards of

part”).
affirmative
whole or in part.”).
afﬁrmative relief, in determining which party prevailed either in Whole
Only by
Viewing the litigation through the narrow prism offered by
does it
by Thurston does
by viewing
appear Thurston prevailed in such “overwhelming” fashion. The Court should decline to do so
so
as
as the vast majority of fees and costs incurred throughout this action were against numerous
defendants on unfounded claims that, for the purposes of determining aa prevailing party,
party, should
be equally considered. The Court should rule there was no prevailing party or that Thurston
prevailed only in such small part that attorneys’ fees should be
be denied or,
or, alternatively, awarded
only in similarly small proportion.
proportion. See
151 Idaho 471, 478, 259 P.3d 617,
See Schroeder v.
v. Partin, 151
617,
624 (2011) (when party prevails only in part, court has
has a
a “duty to apportion to each of the parties
only the attorney fees related to the claims upon which each party prevailed”).
B.

“Lodestar”22 Should be Rejected.
If Thurston is aa Prevailing Party,
Reiected.
Partv, the Proposed “Lodestar”
attorneys’ fees under Idaho
Even if Thurston is aa prevailing party entitled to “reasonable” attorneys’

Code §§ 12-120(3)
basis alleged, see
be no recovery by
see Memo at 5),
12-120(3) (the
(the only basis
by
5), there should be
Thurston because its attorneys failed to segregate fees between disparate plaintiffs, defendants,
and recoverable/non-recoverable claims. A “pro rata” apportionment to make up for that failure
is not supported by
by
by Idaho law. Even if it were proper, the “lodestar” amount proposed by
3
entries3 related
Thurston must first
be adjusted to exclude work in the summary billing entries
ﬁrst be

22

There is no concept of aa “lodestar” in Idaho law. Thurston appropriates that term from federal law in the hopes of
attomeys’ fees
having aa “multiplier” applied. There is
is no law cited by
fees in Idaho
by Thurston that allows aa multiplier of attorneys’
and the undersigned counsel is not aware of any that exists.
33

Safeguard reiterates its objection
as both sword and shield in
obj ection to Thurston’s use of the attorney-client privilege as
regard to its contingency fee agreement and inadmissible summaries of billing records that were submitted.
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exclusively to dismissed defendants/claims and non-recoverable matters, and the 85%
apportionment offered by
by Mulcahy LLP (or 75% by
inﬂated.
as to the remainder is inflated.
by Moffatt) as
1.
1.

Non-Segregated Billing is Improper in Idaho; Thurston Should Recover $0
$0 in
Result.
Attorney’s Fees As a
a Result.

The Idaho Supreme Court requires that legal services on non-recoverable claims be
be
separated out from those incurred on recoverable claims when awarding attorneys’ fees under
Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
138 Idaho 131,
Bd. of
See Willie
Willie v.
v. Bd.
12-120(3). See
131, 136,
136, 59 P.3d 302,
302, 307
of Trustees, 138
(2002)
are separable, a
a court should bifurcate
(2002) (“When various statutory and common law claims are
transaction”)
the claims and award fees pursuant to §§ 12–120(3)
1271206) only on the commercial transaction.”)

(emphasis added).
added). Thurston concedes that is the proper standard and further admits no Idaho
estimation.44 Thurston
Supreme Court law exists to support an apportionment by
by percentage estimation.

attorneys’ non-segregated billing
nevertheless claims it should recover an arbitrary 85% of its attorneys’

entries to account for the fact that the work done at all times inherently was related not only to
claims Thurston prevailed on against Safeguard at trial, but also to numerous other claims
against defendants that were dismissed prior to trial, that Deluxe won at trial, or on behalf of
T3’s claims in the arbitration or Deluxe. Idaho law does not support that request.
request.
“Where fees
Idaho law instead provides that “where
fees [are]
[are] not apportioned between aa claim that

qualifies
qualiﬁes under Idaho Code Section 12-120(3)
awarde .”
12-120(3) and one that does not, no fees
tees are to be awarded.”
5

see also
added);5 see
136 Idaho 637,
v. Grabow, 136
Rockefeller v.
645, 39 P.3d 577,
637, 645,
577, 585 (2001) (emphasis added);

4
4

(“. .. the fees spent on the other non-recoverable claims must be
See Memo at 99 (“…
See
be separated from the fees spent on
the recoverable claims”) (citing Rockefeller v.
v. Grabow, 139
v.
139 Idaho 538,
Willie v.
538, 546, 82 P.3d 450, 458 (2003) and Willie
11 (“It does not appear that the Idaho
Bd. of
Trustees, 138
Bd.
138 Idaho 131,
59 P.3d 302, 307 (2002));
131, 136,
ofTrusleeS,
136, 59
(2002)); Memo. at 11
Supreme Court has
has delineated precisely how the apportionment of fees
fees is to be
be calculated where legal services
claims”).
advanced both recoverable and non-recoverable claims.”).
55

re-afﬁrmed that requirement while distinguishing from the situation in which aa
The Idaho Supreme Court recently re-affirmed
case
See Advanced Med.
Med. Diagnostics,
Diagnostics, LLC v.
v.
case does
does not involve both recoverable and non-recoverable claims. See
Idaho, LLC, 154
Ctr. of
154 Idaho 812, 815, 303
174 (2013) (“In both of those cases,
Imaging Ctr.
v.
303 P.3d 171,
171, 174
cases, [Brooks
[Brooks v.
ofIdaho,
Gigray and Willie
Bd. Of
v. Bd.
Willie v.
Of Trustees,] the prevailing party asserted aa claim for which it was statutorily entitled to an
award of reasonable attorney fees and aa claim for which there was
was no statute authorizing the award of attorney fees.
fees.
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Weaver
129 Idaho 497, 927 P.2d 887 (1996)
fees
Weaver v.
v. Searle Bros, 129
(1996) (affirming trial court denial of fees
where prevailing party did not isolate or separate those attributable to contract claim); Brooks v.
v.

Gigray Ranches,
Inc., 128
128 Idaho 72,
Ranches, Inc,
744, 749-50 (1996)
72, 77-78, 910 P.2d 744,
(1996) (trial court properly
denied fees for tort claim inseparably intertwined with claims involving commercial transaction).
“pro
Federal courts applying Idaho law have ruled accordingly and specifically
speciﬁcally rejected aa “pro
’S Inc., 265 Fed. Appx. 667, 669 (9th
rata” or percentage recovery. See,
Paolim' v.
Albertson’s
e. g, Paolini
v. Albertson
See, e.g.,
Inc,
667,

Cir. 2008) (limiting recovery under §§ 12-120(3)
reﬂecting work solely on recoverable
12-120(3) to entries reflecting
*2 (D.
claims); Lefever v.
A.H. Hoﬂman,
Hoffman, Inc,
Inc., 2006 WL 2385301, at *2
v. A.H.
17, 2006)
(D. Idaho Aug. 17,

(denying non-segregated recovery). The Idaho case
case that Thurston cites for the proposition that
122 Idaho 442, 450, 835
an arbitrary percentage apportionment may be
be proper, Bade]!
Badell v.
v. Badell, 122

P.2d 677,
677, 685 (Ct. App. 1992),
1992), is distinguishable because attorneys’ fees were awarded pursuant
to the contract in that case,
While the Idaho Supreme Court’s subsequent precedent listed above
case, while
applies to Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3),
12-120(3), which is at issue here.
In this instance Thurston’s attorneys did not segregate their billing at the time legal
services were incurred and do not provide any
ﬁgures
as to how the 85% (and
(and 75%) figures
any detail now as
are
by its attorneys of
are objectively reasonable.
reasonable. Thurston instead offers only self-serving estimates by
the amount of time they believe “would have still been performed” if the case
was prosecuted
case was
against Safeguard alone on recoverable claims.

(See
13.)
(See Memo at 13.)

That is conclusory,

basis to award fees
sufﬁcient basis
fees under Idaho Code §
12-120(3). Rather, the
unsupported, and not aa sufficient
§ 12-120(3).
attorneys should have kept time entries segregated between plaintiffs, defendants, and
recoverable/non-recoverable claims. Plaintiffs (or their attorneys) chose to bring numerous
11 defendants, and Mulcahy LLP even researched the
unfounded tort and other claims against 11

In that situation, we held that the prevailing party must apportion the fees between the claim upon which it was
not”). As admitted by
entitled to recover attorney fees and the claim upon which it was not.”).
by Thurston, the billing entries
here involve both recoverable and non-recoverable claims. (See,
supra,
note
4.)
4.)
(See,
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6
case.6 There is no legitimate excuse or
issue of recovering such fees
fees at various points in the case.

basis now to compensate after-the-fact for their failure to segregate by
by having an arbitrary
percentage applied to the summary billing entries.
entries. The Court should deny the request altogether.
2.
2.

If an Estimated Percentage Recovery as
Proper,
Work is Proper,
as to Non-Segregated Work
If
Thurston’s
Thurston ’s Figures Are Overstated and Should Instead be 25%.
25%.

If Thurston can recover under Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3)
12-120(3) for non-segregated legal work, the
estimate by Thurston’s attorneys that 85% (or 75% for local counsel) of the discovery, motion
practice, and other general litigation efforts would still have been incurred if this case
case were
brought by Thurston (as
a lone plaintiff) against only Safeguard on recoverable claims is
(as a
excessive and arbitrary. No real reasoning or explanation is provided by Thurston’s attorneys;
7
16.)7 Such an
the figures
D601. ¶ 86;
D601. ¶ 16.)
ﬁgures are simply subjective opinion. (See
(See Mulcahy Decl.
86; Gill Decl.
11

11

approach to recovery of non-segregated fees is improper. But even if it were permissible the
opinions of Thurston’s counsel lack reliability and defy credibility when considering the fact
that, for the vast majority of this litigation, they worked on behalf of 22 plaintiffs (Thurston and
11 separate defendants in relation to 17
T3) against 11
proposes—
17 total claims. Safeguard therefore proposesi

allithat aa more objective-based percentage
solely in the alternative to no recovery at
at all—that
apportionment would be
be 25%.
ﬁgure.
25%. The following discussion explains the rationale for that figure.
To begin with, the claims against Safeguard at
at trial constituted only 3
17
3 of the total 17
11 total defendants, most of whom remained in the case
claims brought by
by the Plaintiffs against 11
ease

up to the point of summary judgment.
judgment. That immediately suggests aa 17.6%
17.6% apportionment (3
(3
divided by
seeks to recover. If the claims and
17) for aa large majority of the billing that Thurston seeks
by 17)
66

attorneys’
P to Mulcahy Decl. at
at entry for May 10,
See, e.g.,
(reﬂecting “supplemental” research on attorneys’
e.g., Exhibit P
See,
10, 2016 (reflecting
fees related to dismissed defendants).
defendants).
77

Safeguard objects
obj ects to the extent Messrs. Mulcahy and Gill are offering what amount to expert opinions in support of
Thurston’s motion without having been disclosed as
as experts under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Procedure. Safeguard
accordingly offers the declarations of Richard H. Greener and Steven F. Schossberger, both attached hereto, in
opposition.
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damages actually sought at trial are
are considered, it is closer to 50% for that piece of the billing
since Thurston sought the exact same damages against both Safeguard and Deluxe but prevailed
against Safeguard alone at
at 93% of that half of damages claimed (which is 46.5% when doing the
parties’ counsel are
math for 93% of
by the parties’
of 50).
are aa proper basis to
50). Further, if estimations by

consider, Safeguard’s litigation counsel estimates the amount of work the parties did in relation
to Safeguard alone throughout the entire action is more appropriately pegged at around 25%.
(See
by Thurston’s
D601. ¶ 44.) That makes more sense
sense than the 85% proposed by
(See Schossberger Decl.
11

attorneys given that the breach of contract claim against Safeguard was
was primarily aa matter of
contract interpretation and so
so naturally there would be a
a comparatively-greater emphasis in
Plaintiffs’ discovery and motions on trying to maintain the fact-intensive tort claims related to
Plaintiffs’
Plaintiffs’ counsel generally
Deluxe and other defendants. A review of the billing entries by
by Plaintiffs’

reflects
by the
reﬂects as
as much. Accordingly, if an estimated percentage is subject to being adopted by
Court for awarding non-segregated fees,
at approximately 35% (i.e.,
fees, then it should only start at
(i.e., aa
rough average of 17.6%
17.6% and 50% that takes into account the attorneys’ opposing estimations).
estimations).
That 35% figure
ﬁgure is only aa starting point because Safeguard disputes that Thurston can
12recover fees incurred in relation to its fraudulent inducement claim under Idaho Code §§ 12-

120(3).
an Idaho Supreme Court opinion that states fees
fees may be recovered
120(3). Thurston highlights an
on such aa tort claim if it relates to aa “commercial transaction.” (See
7 (citing Blimka v.
v.
(See Memo at 7
My Web
143 Idaho 723,
152 P.3d 594,
Signiﬁcant
Web Wholesaler,
Wholesaler, LLC, 143
723, 728,
728, 152
594, 599-600 (2007).)
(2007).) Significant
Idaho Supreme Court precedent prior to Blimka, however, held that fees could not be
be recovered
under that statute on the basis of aa tort even if aa commercial transaction was involved, and

specifically
by failure to disclose. See,
134
e. g, Sowards v.
v. Rathbun, 134
speciﬁcally not for aa claim of fraud by
See, e.g.,
Idaho 702,
1251 (2000)
8 P.3d 1245,
1245, 1251
702, 708,
708, 8
(2000) (ruling fraud claim based on failure to disclose did not
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allow award of fees even though commercial transaction involved); Spence v.
126 Idaho
v. Howell, 126
8
763,
(same).8 Safeguard believes the statute was correctly
714, 727 (1995)
763, 776,
776, 890 P.2d 714,
(1995) (same).

interpreted by pre-Blimka precedent and asks
asks this Court to rule accordingly.
accordingly.
Indeed, the shift in interpretation of Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3)
seems to have come about
12-120(3) seems
by
Viewing the “and in any
any commercial transaction” language of the provision
by the Blimka court viewing
as
an award of attorneys’ fees.
fees.
as an independent ground supporting an

As aa matter of textual

construction, that particular language is more properly read as
qualiﬁcation of the types
as a
a qualification
types of
attorneys’ fees
contracts upon which attorneys’
fees may be recovered (i.e.,
types that also
(i.e., aa contract of certain types

free-ﬂoating independent basis. The distinction is
involves aa commercial aspect)
as a
a free-floating
aspect) and not as

perhaps in the lack of aa comma before the relevant language. For example, if the statute stated
perhaps
that recovery was allowed based on an “open account … or contract relating to the purchase or
sale of goods,
wares, merchandise, or services[,]
services“ and in any
goods, wares,
any commercial transaction,” then it
be as
Where indicated, however, strongly
as Blimka ruled. The lack of a
a comma where
possibly could be
indicates the “and in any
qualiﬁer on the types
of
types of
any commercial transaction” language is simply aa qualifier
contracts for which attorneys’ fees
be recovered.
deﬁnition of
fees may
recovered. That harmonizes with the definition
may be
“commercial transaction” excluding personal or household matters. See
See I.C. §
12-120(3). If the
§ 12-120(3).
intent was to allow attorney fees to be
be recovered on torts whenever
Whenever aa commercial aspect is
involved, then that could and would have been easily stated. It was not. Accordingly, Safeguard
asks
of Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3)
at least give the
asks this Court to rule upon the language of
so as
as to at
12-120(3) so
Idaho Supreme Court an opportunity to correct itself
was imprudent.
itself if Blimka was
imprudent.

88

See also Rockefeller v.
v. Grabow, 136
136 Idaho 637,
See
39 P.3d 577,
637, 644, 39
577, 584 (2001)
(2001) (“Where the gravamen of the claim
12is for damages arising out of the breach of aa fiduciary
ﬁduciary duty, an award of attorney fees is not proper under I.C. §§ 12120(3)
Ranches, Inc,
Inc., 128
tort”); Brooks v.
128 Idaho 72,
v. Gigray Ranches,
751
because the action sounds in tort.”);
744, 751
72, 79,
79, 910 P.2d 744,
120(3) because
(1996) (finding
(ﬁnding conversion aa tort claim not allowing recovery of fees even though arising out of commercial
transaction);
Mgmt. W.,
Inc. v.
Prop. Mgmz.
126 Idaho 897,
132 (1995) (declining award of fees
v. Hunt, 126
transaction); Prop.
130, 132
897, 899,
899, 894 P.2d 130,
W., Inc.
when “commercial transaction” involved because
Claim sounded in tort).
because gravamen of claim
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If Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3)
12-120(3) does not allow the recovery of fees on Thurston’s claim for
fraudulent inducement (or this Court grants Safeguard’s post-judgment relief on fraudulent
inducement), then any
less than the
any percentage apportionment of non-segregated fees is even less
35% calculated above.
be reduced because
ﬁgure should be
above. At the very least another 27% of that figure
the damages against Safeguard for fraudulent inducement reflect
reﬂect that is roughly the portion of
work attributable to the fraud claim (i.e.,
as apparent
$1,625,985 is 27.2%) and,
and, as
(i.e., $442,400 out of $1,625,985
at trial, an
an even higher proportion of the discovery and efforts against Safeguard were focused on
Plaintiffs’ interactions with Dunlap and Sorrenti for the purposes of proving fraud more than
Plaintiffs’

proving aa breach of contract.
attorneys’ fees is proper, the percentage to be
As aa result, if aa pro rata recovery of attorneys’
be applied

should be closer to 25% (mathematically, aa 27.2% reduction of 35
35 is 25.48) to approximate the
proportion of legal work necessary to recover on the breach of contract claims against Safeguard

while excluding all other non-recoverable claims, including the alleged fraudulent inducement.

3.
3.

“Reasonable”
as an Alternative to Denying Fees,
a “Reasonable”
Fees, Safeguard Proposes a
Solely as
Fee on
Contract
Claims
Would
be
$149,534.37.
0n the Breach of
Would
$149,534.37.
of

attorneys’ fees at
Again, Safeguard asserts
because:
at all because:
asserts that Thurston should not recover attorneys’

(i)
(i) Thurston was not aa prevailing party when considering the entire action, and (ii) the nonsegregated summary billing information submitted is not proper under Idaho law. Solely
an
as an
801e as
alternative to denying attorneys’ fees
fees on those or other grounds as
as determined by
by the Court,
Safeguard asserts
asserts that aa more “reasonable” fee on the contract claims alone against Safeguard
be $149,534.37. The following explains how that figure
ﬁgure is determined.
would be
First, contrary to the assertion of Thurston’s attorneys that they “carved out” and entirely
omitted from their summaries all time entries related “exclusively” to non-recoverable matters
¶ 78;
at 9
ﬁgures (see
before applying their apportionment figures
9 n.2; Mulcahy Decl. 11
(see Memo at
78; Gill Decl.
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¶ 16),
16), aa close review of the entries reveals numerous relating entirely to Deluxe, non-recoverable
11

claims, dismissed defendants, T3’s arbitration, or improper billing practices (the “Excludable
Entries”).
be deducted off the top before
ELries”). The amounts related to the Excludable Entries should be
any
fees. The declaration
any percentage apportionment is applied to the remaining non-segregated fees.
of Dane Bolinger and demonstratives attached thereto state Safeguard’s objections to each billing
entry and identify in highlighted gray the Excludable Entries that should be deducted off the top.
The following tables summarize Exhibits A-C, which relate to Mulcahy LLP:
LLP Excludable
Table
Non-Recoverable Category)
Entries by
Table 11 (Mulcahy
Excludable Entries
(Mulcahy LLP
Category)
by Non-Recoverable
Hours
for Entries
To:
Entries Related
Related To:
Hours for
Deluxe
Deluxe
Dismissed
claims / defendants
Dismissed claims/defendants
T3/arbitration
T3/arbitration
time99
Pure
Pure travel
travel time
Other
improper grounds
Other improper
grounds

Total
Total Improper
Entries:
Improper Entries:

Ex.
A
Ex. A

Ex.
B
Ex. B

Ex.
Ex. C
C

Total
Total

363.25
363.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.25
5.50
5.50
18.75
18.75

82.25
82.25
00
18.25
18.25
76.75
76.75
5.50

E

00
00
00
00
12.25
12.25

445.50
445.50
3.00
3.00
20.50
20.50
82.25
82.25
36.50
36.50

392.75
392. 75

182.75
182. 75

12.25
12.25

587.75
587.75

Table
LLP Excludable
Entries by
Table 22 (Mulcahy
Excludable Entries
Timekeeper)
(Mulcahy LLP
by Timekeeper)

-

Timekeeper
Timekeeper --

10
Hours“)
Hours

M. Mulcahy
James
Mulcahy -James M.
Kevin
A. Adams
Kevin A.
Adams -Douglas
R. Luther
Luther -Douglas R.
Filemon Carrillo
Carrillo -Filemon
Paralegal
Paralegal Timekeepers
Timekeepers -——

——

——

——

——

-Totals
Totals --

740.75
740.75
64.50
64.50
862.25
862.25
76.25
76.25
501.25
501.25

2,245.00
2,245.00

Ex.
A
Ex. A

Ex.
B
Ex. B

Ex.
Ex. C
C

Revised
Revised Hours
Hours

—11.75
-11.75
—0.50
-0.50
00
n/a
n/a
n/a
3/3

(A+B+C)
(A+B+C)
(-164.75)
(—164.75)
(-3.00)
(—3.00)
(-132.50)
(—132.50)
(-6.50)
(—6.50)
(-281.00)
1—281001

—74.50
-74.50
—0.50
-0.50
—96.50
-96.50
n/a
n/a
—221.25
-221.25

—78.50
-78.50
—2.00
-2.00
—36.00
-36.00
—6.50
-6.50
—59.75
-59.75

-392. 75
-392.75

-182. 75
-182.75

-12.25
42.25

(-587.75)
(-587. 75)

1,657.25
1,657.25

576.00
576.00
61.50
61.50
729.75
729.75
69.75
69.75
220.25
220.25

To calculate the total excludable dollar amounts for Mulcahy LLP it is necessary to
ﬁrm’s rates are
recalculate their fees
because that firm’s
2 because
are not in line
fees on the revised hours from Table 2

with Idaho law, as
by senior Boise commercial litigator Richard Greener in his
testiﬁed to by
as testified
declaration attached hereto. (See
D601. ¶ 10.)
does that
10.) The following table does
(See Greener Expert Decl.
11

using the more appropriate rates as
as discussed, infra, from Part II.C.4 of this brief below:

99

See Greener Expert Decl.
See

¶1] 15
15 (not reasonable to bill full rate for airline travel with no work being done on case).
case).

10
10

The total hours come from Mr. Mulcahy’s declaration at W
¶¶ 87-89. Safeguard objects in full to the 3% of fees
submitted to arbitration ($22,808.93) that Mulcahy LLP seeks to recover here. (See
¶ 81
81 & Ex. R.)
(See Mulcahy Decl. 1]
Thurston and T3 cannot share
share fees across the proceedings. That entire amount is thus excluded from this analysis.
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(”E”) Fees)
LLP Revised
Table
Non-Segregated (“NS”)
Revised Non-Segregated
Table 33 (Mulcahy
Fees)
(Mulcahy LLP
Timekeeper
Timekeeper

Revised
Revised Hours
Hours

Revised
Revised Rates
Rates

Revised
Revised NS
Fees
NS Fees

576.00
576.00
61.50
61.50
729.75
729.75
69.75
69.75
220.25
220.25

400.00
400.00
325.00
325.00
240.00
240.00
155.00
155.00
90.00
90.00

$230,400.00
$230,400.00
$19,987.50
$19,987.50
$175,140.00
$175,140.00
$10,811.25
$10,811.25
$19,822.50
$19 822.50

1,657.25
1,657.25

---

$456,161.25
$456,161.25

James
M. Mulcahy
Mulcahy
James M.
Kevin
A. Adams
Kevin A.
Adams
R. Luther
Douglas
Luther
Douglas R.
Filemon
Filemon Carrillo
Carrillo
Paralegal
Paralegal Timekeepers
Timekeepers

Total:
Total:

The same analysis was done for Moffatt Thomas, as
reﬂected in Exhibit D to Mr. Bolinger’s
as reflected
declaration, except there was no need to recalculate fees given
giV en that firm’s rates are in line with

ill ustrates the total dollar exclusion:
the Boise market. (See
exclusion:
Dec]. ¶ 8.)
(See Greener Expert Decl.
8.) Table 4 illustrates
11

Table
Non-Segregated Fees)
Thomas Excludable
Entries and
Revised Non-Segregated
Table 44 (Moffat
and Revised
Excludable Entries
(Moffat Thomas
Fees)
Hours/Fee
To:
Entries Related
Related To:
Hours/Fee Entries
Deluxe
Deluxe
Dismissed
claims / defendants
Dismissed claims/defendants
T3/arbitration
T3 / arbitration
Other
improper grounds
Other improper
grounds

Total
Total Improper
Entries:
Improper Entries:

D -- Hours
Ex.
Ex. D
Hours
21.40
21.40
3.30
3.30
8.40
8.40
1.20

E

-34. 30
-34.30

D -- Fees
Ex.
Ex. D
Fees
$$
$$
$$
$$

-6,310.50
—6,310.50
-1,039.50
4,039.50
-2,319.00
—2,319.00
—349.50
-349.50

Revised
Revised NS
Fees
NS Fees
11
Submitted11
Submitted
$151,994.73
$151,994.73
j—$10
Deductionn
(-$10,018.50)
Deduction
018.501

$$ -10,018.50
-10,01 8.50

Total:
Total:

$141,976.23
$141,976.23

After excluding entries not recoverable at all, recalculating Mulcahy LLP’s fees,
fees, and
applying the 25% apportionment previously discussed, there is $149,534.37 left that Safeguard
12
claims.12
asserts
be aa more reasonable fee related solely to Thurston’s recoverable contract claims.
asserts would be

Table
Application of
of 25%
Revised Fee
Table 55 (Total
Fee and
and Application
25% Apportionment)
Apportionment)
(Total Revised
Component
Component Pieces
Pieces and
and Steps
Steps
— Table 3
LLP Total
Mulcahy
NS Fee
Revised NS
revised rates)
Total Revised
Table 3
Fee (w/
rates) –
Mulcahy LLP
(w/ revised
— Table 4
Moffatt
NS Fee
Thomas Total
Revised NS
revised rates)
Moffatt Thomas
Total Revised
Table 4
Fee (w/o
rates) –
(w/o revised
Total
NS Fees
Revised NS
Total Revised
Fees
Apportionment
of NS
NS Fees
Apportionment of
25%
Fees at
at 25%

Safeguard
Alternate Proposal
Proposal of
Reasonable Fee:
Fee:
Safeguard Alternate
of Reasonable

C.

Amount
Amount
$456,161.25
$456,161.25
+ $141,976.23
+
$141 976.23
$598,137.48
$598,137.48
xx
0.25
0.25
$149,534.37
$149,534.37

Attornevs’ Fees are Awarded,
If Attorneys’
Awarded. the Amount Proposed by
bv Safeguard is More
Reasonable Under Rule 54(e)(3)’s Factors than Thurston’s “Lodestar.”
attorneys’ fees
Rule 54(e)(3)
fees to a
a prevailing
54(e)(3) provides that if aa court decides to award attorneys’

party it “must” consider aa list of twelve factors in determining the amount.
amount. Thurston addressed
patty
11
11

Safeguard objects
12% of fees
fees submitted to arbitration ($8,929.98) that Moffatt Thomas seeks
seeks to
Objects in full to the 12%
recover here (see
18
&
Ex.
F)
on
the
same
grounds
as
stated
in
note
10.
18
as
10.
(see Gill Decl. ¶
F)
1]
12
12

The $149,534.37
$149,534.37 amount is subject to potential further reduction depending on the Court’s ruling on Safeguard’s
motion for post-judgment relief.
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some but not all of the factors in support of its motion. (See
15-21.) Safeguard
at 15-21.)
(See Memo at
addresses
purposes: (i)
addresses all here for two purposes:
as to each,
each, and (ii)
(i) disputing Thurston’s contentions as
demonstrating that Safeguard’s proposal of $149,534.37 (again,
an alternative) is
as an
(again, offered only as
more appropriate and “reasonable” under Rule 54 and Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
12-120(3).
1.
1.

The Time and Labor Required

There is aa significant
signiﬁcant difference between the time and labor required to prevail on the
what Thurston’s attorneys actually spent their
breach of contract claims against Safeguard and What
time doing in this lawsuit.
was required
lawsuit. The Court should reject the contention that $856,143.78 was
to prevail against Safeguard on recoverable claims. See
Idaho, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Stonebraker,
See Craft Wall
Wall of
of Idaho,
‘spend’ his time
108
108 Idaho 704,
701 P.2d 324,
324, 326 (Ct. App. 1985)
1985) (“An attorney cannot ‘spend’
704, 706,
706, 701

extravagantly and expect to be
be compensated by
by the party who loses at
at trial.”).
As explained in the declaration of Steve Schossberger attached hereto, any
any extra expense
Plaintiffs’ hugely overbroad requests
related to discovery and motions in this case
was due to Plaintiffs’
case was

(driven in part by
10 other defendants) and the extensive
by baseless claims against 10
overworking/inefficiencies
13-19, 22,
overworking/inefﬁciencies of Thurston’s attorneys. (See
11, 13-19,
22,
(See Schossberger Decl. ¶¶
8, 11,
1H] 8,
26,
at trial to the approximately 30
26, 33-40, 42.) A comparison of the testimony actually presented at
E
days of depositions taken by
by Mr. Mulcahy is highly instructive. (See id. ¶¶ 34-39.) For example,
m
is

(See id.

111]

Mr. Mulcahy deposed Tressa McLaughlin over 4 days
days yet
yet solicited no more than approximately
120615
see also TT 120615 minutes of her testimony at trial against Safeguard and Deluxe. (Id.
(Id. ¶ 35;
35; see
11

1266-1268 (11
1215,
1215, 1266-1268
(11 pages of testimony out of 2,389-page trial transcript).) Mr. Mulcahy in fact

deposed many witnesses
Witnesses for multiple days
days on irrelevant or repetitive matters that were never at
issue or used
used at trial. (See
(See Schossberger Decl. ¶¶
111] 35-38.)
Further, many of those depositions were entirely unnecessary to prevail against
Plaintiffs’ case-inSafeguard. Only 99 of the 20 persons Mulcahy LLP deposed were called in Plaintiffs’
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11 people who were
chief at trial. (See
at least 11
at Index (Vol. I & II).)
(See generally TT at
11).) That leaves at

deposed—several
deposediseveral for multiple days—that
daysithat were not needed at all. Moreover, 22 of the 99 witnesses
Witnesses
actually called by
by Plaintiffs at trial were related solely to Deluxe (i.e.,
(i.e., Malcolm McRoberts and
Terry Peterson). That means only 77 trial witnesses,
Witnesses, out of the 20 deposed in total (35%),
any
(35%), had any
relation at all to the breach of
signiﬁcant
of contract/fraud claims against Safeguard, and aa significant
proportion of that testimony was devoted to the interactions between Dunlap and Thurston (or
T3) for the fraudulent inducement claims. Even then, Mr. Mulcahy plowed the same ground
over and over such that it caused this Court to comment that trial time was
was being wasted since
Mr. Mulcahy “ask[s] the same question aa lot” and “re-skins the cat.” (See
see also
(See TT 702:1-8; see
“a good case
TT 766:14-17 (Court noting Ivy deposition by
case study for why
Why to
by Mr. Mulcahy was “a

take aa trial depo”).) The Court got only aa glimpse of what
What Mulcahy LLP did in discovery and
other matters throughout this litigation. Thurston’s claim that the actual time and labor spent by
by
its attorneys was
was reasonable (or even necessary)
necessary) to prevail against Safeguard is far from accurate.
Thurston’s attorneys also try to make aa point that the case
case was staffed as
as “leanly” as
as
possible to keep the billing down.
down. (See
16.) On the contrary, Mulcahy LLP’s summary
(See Memo at 16.)
entries consistently reveal this case
case was overstaffed and overworked. Mr. Mulcahy routinely
brought Mr. Luther or others with him to depositions simply to handle documents (see
(see

Schossberger Decl.
by the objections in Exhibits A-D attached hereto, the
D601. ¶ 40)
reﬂected by
as reflected
and, as
40) and,
11

amount of duplication and churning on routine tasks by
by Mulcahy LLP is unsettling. The overall
hours alone are
overbilling. No
N0 reasonable attorney would need
are aa strong indicator of excessive overbilling.
2,000 hours of work to prove the breach of contract claims in this case,
case, let alone the 4,530 hours
2-3X multiple),
in total Mulcahy LLP seeks
seeks to recover between this suit and T3’s arbitration (at
(at aa 2-3x
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13
that.13
(See
at that.
which, is claimed to be aa discounted number at
(See Mulcahy Decl. Exs. P-S.) One

was chosen
would expect the opposite when it is emphasized by
by Thurston that Mulcahy LLP was
because
because

it was
was already familiar with Safeguard’s business.
business. (See
16-17.)
(See Memo at 3,
3, 16-17.)

In reality, when comparing the recoverable claims to the extremely broad scope of
litigation and patent inefficiencies of the Mulcahy LLP firm (apparent even to this Court at trial),
the base
are recoverable at
base amount of fees proposed by
by Thurston is far from “reasonable.” If fees are
all, they should be
be limited to the substitute of $149,534.37 proposed by
by Safeguard.
Safeguard.
2.
2.

The Novelty and Difficulty of
of the Litigation

There was nothing particularly novel or difficult about the breach of contract and fraud
claims in this litigation. Such claims are
are alleged in virtually
case.
Virtually every commercial litigation case.
All that could possibly be considered novel were the unfounded claims brought against Deluxe
and other defendants.
defendants.

And, to the extent there were “complex” elements of the BAM

acquisitions involved, the only reason to get into those issues was
was an attempt to hold Deluxe (or
other defendants) liable on the myriad tort/agency theories. Plaintiffs entirely failed to prevail on
those claims, either being forced to dismiss them or losing at
at trial against Deluxe.
Deluxe. Accordingly,
this factor does
by Thurston.
inﬂated fee request by
Thurston.
does not weigh in favor of granting the inflated
3.
3.

The
The Skill Needed to Perform the Service

There was
was no specialized litigation skill needed to prevail on the claims either; certainly
out-of—state firm
ﬁrm specializing in franchise law. The existence of aa franchise
no need for an out-of-state

relationship was
was mere background at
best. The contract and fraud claims in particular had
at best.
nothing to do with any
reﬂected in the fact that the word “franchise”
as reflected
any nuance of franchise law, as

13
13

The 4,530 hours does
fees [that]
does not include local counsel or the claimed “hundreds of thousands of dollars of fees
[that]
have been carved out that relate solely to Plaintiffs’ claims against Deluxe or other defendants.” (See
13;
(See Memo at 13;
see
¶85.) There is no way of knowing whether that is true without underlying time records and
see also Mulcahy Decl. 1185.)
substantiation, however, which was part of the reason Safeguard requested discovery of those materials.
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does not even appear in the Court’s jury instructions.
instructions. (See
(See generally Jury Instructions, dated
Dec. 20,
case involved was standard commercial claims that any
20, 2016.) All this case
any number of
litigation attorneys in Idaho could have handled.

(See
(See Greener Expert Decl. ¶¶
111] 9-10;

Schossberger Decl.
D601. ¶ 47.) Even Mulcahy LLP’s local counsel, Mr. Gill of Moffatt Thomas,
11

notes that the type
areas like
cases needing out-of-state counsel are for complex areas
type of specialized cases
ERISA, federal contracts, and antitrust matters.
Mr. Gill does not
matters. (See
(See Gill Decl. ¶¶
111] 6-7.)
suggest aa need for out-of-state franchise specialists and does not state Moffatt Thomas was not
competent to handle aa case
case of this type;
as for any
any attorney, it would have taken him aa
type; only that, as
little time to get familiar with the facts. By all accounts, Mr. Gill’s recitation of his role in the
case
case indicates the use
use of out-of-state counsel actually increased the costs since he had to advise
Mulcahy LLP on the issues of Idaho law and procedure that govern this case.
case. (See
id. ¶ 11.)
11.)
(See id.
11

4.
4.

The Prevailing Charges for
for Like Work
Work

For attorney’s fees to be recoverable under Rule 54,
used must be
be
54, the hourly rate used
141 Idaho 425, 435, 111
111 P.3d 110,
reasonable. See
120 (2005)
See Lettunich v.
v. Lettunich, 141
110, 120
(2005) (“[T]he

court should consider the fee rates generally prevailing in the pertinent geographic area,
area, rather
charging”). And, contrary to
than What
what any
any particular segment of the legal community may be charging.”).

Thurston’s assertion, Idaho does not recognize the use
use of an
based on an
an hourly rate based
an out-of-state
19-20 (citing only New York and Fifth Circuit cases).)
attorney’s specialization.
specialization. (See
(See Memo at 19-20
cases).)

The governing standard instead is “the prevailing charges in aa geographic context, rather than in
aa strata context.” Lettunich v.
145 Idaho 746,
185 P.3d 258, 262 (2008).
v. Lettunich, 145
746, 750,
750, 185
Here, Mulcahy LLP is based
based out of Southern California and specializes in franchise law.
(See
D601. ¶ 75.)
are significantly
signiﬁcantly higher than commercial
(See Mulcahy Decl.
75.) As aa result its hourly rates are
11

litigators in the Boise area.
¶¶ 10-11.)
10-11.) Mr. Schossberger and Mr.
area. (See
(See Greener Expert Decl. 111]

Olssoniall commercial litigators in Boise with more than
Gill, along with his partner Patricia Olsson—all
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20 years
years of experience (Ms. Olsson over 30 years)icharged
years)—charged in the $300s
$3005 throughout this case,
case,
¶ 44;
15.) Accordingly,
with much less
D601. 11
D601. ¶
less for their associates. (See
44; Gill Decl.
(See Schossberger Decl.
11 15.)
the hourly rates sought by
are not reasonable “in the pertinent geographic area” of
by Mulcahy LLP are
Boise. (See
¶¶ 8-10.) Safeguard asserts
be
asserts that the fee request should be
(See Greener Expert Decl. 111]
denied in its entirety but, to the extent it is not, that the hourly rate for Mulcahy LLP should be
reduced to no more (and
by the evidence submitted by
by
less) than the average supported by
(and probably less)
the parties here—i.e.,
hereii.e., $400/hour for Mr. Mulcahy (see
19 n.6 (noting $400 max
(see Memo at 19
approved in other cases));
cases»; $325/hour for Mr. Adams; $240/hour for Mr. Luther; and $115/hour
141 Idaho 901,
for Mr. Carrillo. See
120 P.3d 289, 299 (Ct. App. 2005)
See Harris v.
v. Alessi, 141
911, 120
901, 911,

(affirming
use of those rates is
(afﬁrming reduction of rates by
by trial court from $135 to $110 per hour). The use
reflected
B.1 herein, to calculate the revised fee Safeguard offers.
reﬂected in Table 3,
3, supra, at Part B.1
5.
5.

Whether
0r Contingent
Whether the Fee is Fixed or

One of the factors aa court is directed to consider is whether the prevailing party is paying
their attorney fees on aa fixed
ﬁxed or contingent rate. This factor should have no weight in the Court’s
determination here,
here, however, for two reasons: (i) Thurston claims privilege over its fee
agreement and,
and, (ii) according to the hearsay offered in Mr. Mulcahy’s declaration, there is no
basis for aa 140%
140% recovery.
As noted in Safeguard’s motion to compel that was
was denied by
by the Court, Thurston placed
its fee agreement squarely at issue by
by claiming the contingency arrangement is aa factor this Court
should consider and,
use it to award Thurston an additional 40% of
and, in fact, that the Court should use
the judgment.
judgment. (See
(See Memo at 2,
2, 21.) Yet, Thurston claims privilege and refuses to produce its
fee agreement to Safeguard so
contest. The only information provided is
so that it may
may review and contest.
Mr. Mulcahy’s generic statement that Mulcahy LLP “undertook the representation on the
condition that it was entitled to the greater of the contingency amount of 40% or the attorneys’
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fees
fees awarded in the judgment.” (See
(See Mulcahy Decl. ¶ 5.)
5.) That should not be considered by the
11

Court since Thurston is using privilege as
as both a
a sword and shield. The Idaho Supreme Court
has
while at the same time withholding such relevant
has indicated aa party may
fees While
may not recover fees
information. See
Inc. v.
139 Idaho 761,
v. Texas Refinery Corp.,
See Sun Valley
Growers, Inc.
Corp, 139
761, 769,
Valley Potato Growers,
769,
86 P.3d 475, 483 (2004)
an award of attorney fees can claim
(2004) (“In other words, aa party seeking an
privilege and not give up their time sheets,
Will foreclose an
an award of attorney fees because
sheets, but it will
award”).
it prevents the trial court from properly determining the amount of the award.”).

Even then, the hearsay offered by Mr. Mulcahy does not support increasing the judgment
to 140%.
based on receiving 40% of
of the damages
140%. By all indications the “risk” undertaken was based
awarded; not 40% of aa 140%
judgment. Piling aa contingency fee on top of the judgment is highly
140% judgment.
unusual in Idaho (see
does not
14; Schossberger Decl. ¶ 46),
(see Greener Expert Decl. ¶ 14;
46), and there does
11

11

appear to be any
where punitive damages
so in a
a case
case of this size Where
any precedent in Idaho for doing so
are
are awarded. (See,
(See, infra,
inﬁa, at Part E below for further discussion.) Accordingly, this factor does
attorneys’ fees greater than an
not support awarding attorneys’
an amount reasonably necessary to prevail on

the recoverable contract claims against Safeguard.
6.
6.

Time
Time Limitations/Nature and Length of
of Professional Relationship

Thurston’s Memo does not identify any
any time limitations involved, and Roger Thurston’s
declaration establishes there was
was no professional relationship prior to the lawsuit. Neither factor
was addressed by Thurston either and accordingly does not support aa request for enhanced fees.
fees.
7.
7.

The
The Amount Involved and Results Obtained

Only by considering the case
case in the narrow tunnel of what claims Thurston brought to
trial against Safeguard alone does
an “overwhelming” victory
does it appear Thurston achieved an
Victory of
93%.

In reality, Thurston prevailed at aa much lower rate given all the dismissed

claims/defendants and exoneration of Deluxe at trial. If anything, the result justiﬁes
justifies aa reduction
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in the fee.
128 Idaho 343,
fee. See
See Stanley v.
v. McDaniel, 128
1996)
343, 347,
347, 913 P.2d 76,
76, 80 (Ct. App. 1996)
(“[T]he relief obtained justiﬁes
justifies aa lower fee if plaintiffs fail to obtain relief on all claims, and if
hours spent on unsuccessful claims were not needed to pursue successful claims.”).
8.
8.

The Undesirability
Undesirabililjv of
of the Case

Thurston states
inﬂated fee. (See
an inflated
states the “risk of this case
case was large” as
as support for an
(See
Memo at 21.) Such aa contention lacks credibility given that Thurston and its attorneys also
maintain that Safeguard denied “clear issues of contract liability” so
so apparent to Plaintiffs and
their counsel that trial “should not have been necessary.” (See
at 2,
(See Memo at
2, 24.) Given Mulcahy
LLP’s history of seeking to sue
16-17) and its ongoing efforts to stir up
sue Safeguard (see
(see Memo at 16-17)
even more litigation with misleading public statements (see
D601. ¶ 43 and exhibit
(see Schossberger Decl.
11

44 thereto (press
(press release by
by Mulcahy LLP)), the claim that Thurston’s attorneys ever considered
this case
case undesirable is not credible.
Further, the argument that Safeguard is aa corporation or Deluxe has
has resources should bear
attorneys’ fees as
as
as little weight in awarding attorneys’
as it should have for issues of liability and damages.

As explained in Mr. Schossberger’s declaration, it was Thurston’s counsel in reality that
consistently refused to discuss settlement and made every effort to increase the costs of this
litigation. (See
¶¶ 6-7, 12,
12, 42,
42, 46.) That is apparent by the fact that Plaintiffs
(See Schossberger Decl. 111]
be imagined. Defendants
brought numerous unfounded claims against as
as could be
as many entities as
pushed back and Thurston had to dismiss numerous claims, ultimately prevailing against

Safeguard alone on standard contract/fraud theories. The fact that the defendants chose to
defend against such an onslaught (the vast majority successfully) should not support the inflated
inﬂated
14
fees.14
fees.
There is simply nothing about this factor that supports enhanced fees.
fees.

14
14

See
134 Idaho 322, 11 P.3d 823 (Ct.
v. Lankford, 134
See Sanders v.
(Ct. App. 2000) (ruling that trial court could not properly
base
base award on argument that defendant’s delays in paying claim led to litigation).
litigation).
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9.
9.

Awards in Similar Cases
Cases

Thurston does not attempt to address this factor. Safeguard’s expert, however, reports
that the types
types of fee awards in contract actions of this size typically do not come close to
equaling or exceeding the compensatory damages sought. (See
D601. ¶ 13.)
13.)
(See Greener Expert Decl.
11

Thurston’s request for $850,000 in fees related to aa claim that at its highest results in $1.6
million of compensatory damages (and
(and is much less in overlapping sales/commissions under it
all) is far out of line with that standard.
without considering the alreadystandard. This is true even Without
multiplied attorneys’ fees separately at
at issue in T3’s arbitration.
10.
10.

The Reasonable Cost of
ofAutomated Legal Research

Thurston’s motion seeks
seeks aa recovery of $2,903.74 in legal research costs,
costs, yet
yet there is no
information provided by
whether
assess Whether
by its counsel to support the charges or allow the Court to assess
they were reasonable at all. Neither does Thurston’s counsel claim they are
are reasonable, stating
only that there “was also aa significant
signiﬁcant amount of legal research undertaken in this case.” (See
(See
Mulcahy Decl.
ﬁrms are charged aa flat
ﬂat rate for legal research and so
D601. ¶ 95.)
so invoices
95.) Many law firms
11

what costs were actually incurred and Whether
whether it all related to
would be necessary to substantiate What
this case;
case; but none were provided. The Court should deny this element outright.
11.
11.

Any Other Factor

The Court may
may consider any
any other factor raised by
by the parties. Safeguard therefore
submits that the Court should take into account the fact that, as
as it stands now, Thurston and its
attorneys already are
are sitting on a
a judgment that multiplies the compensatory damages by nearly
three times in the form of punitive damages (most for breach of contract). To the extent those
pass
pass muster on post-judgment review and remain, the Court should take that into account when
deciding whether
was no allegation or
Whether any
fees at all should be awarded given there was
any attorneys’ fees
evidence at
business lost aa single sale as
at trial that Thurston’s business
as a
a result of the transactions in this
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case,
transactions. If punitive
case, and that Thurston’s commissions actually increased after the transactions.
damages for breach of contract remain, the Court should decline to award attorneys’ fees.
D.

Thurston’s Request for aa “Multiplier” is Unprecedented and Awarding aa 40%
Contingency
Contingencv is Not Reasonable in the Circumstances of This Case.
No Idaho law supports Thurston’s request to triple its allegedly “reasonable” fee of

$856,143.78 to an
an amount that would exceed even the proffered 40% contingency by
by over
$150,000. (See
versus $2,413,622.40 contingency).)
at 22 ($2,568,431.34 with multiplier versus
(See Memo at
All the cases
are based on federal law, not
cases Thurston relies on for authority to multiply a
a fee are
Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
an
has specifically
12-120(3). Even then, Idaho’s federal court has
speciﬁcally cautioned that once an
objectively reasonable number of hours expended has
an objectively
has been multiplied by an
reasonable hourly rate (i.e.,
ﬁgure”), “[t]here is aa strong presumption that the
(i.e., the “lodestar figure”),
lodestar figure
be
ﬁgure represents aa reasonable fee. Only in rare instances should the lodestar figure
ﬁgure be
adjusted on the basis of other considerations.” Winn
Amerititle, Inc,
Inc., 2010 WL 4904676, at
Winn v.
v. Amerititle,
*273 (D.
*2–3
NOV. 24,
added). Thus, this Court should pay
24, 2010) (emphasis added).
(D. Idaho Nov.
pay no credence to
12-120 allows the trebling of fees in this instance.
the unsupported suggestion that Section 12-120

There is scant support for Thurston’s request to have 40% of the judgment awarded as
as
15
cases15
attorneys’ fees
attorneys’
for the
fees based on its contingency agreement either. Thurston cites several cases

proposition that Idaho courts have discretion to award attorneys’ fees “in an
an amount equivalent
to or based
based in part on the contingent fee level.” (See
are
cases are
(See Memo at 21-23.) Each of those cases
distinguishable however.

All but one were founded on aa special statute for workers’

compensation claims. Only Griffith
Grzfj‘ith v.
With awarding fees under Idaho Code §§
v. Clear Lakes deals with

15
15

v. Mut.
v. Riviera
143 Idaho 743, 152
152 P.3d 614 (2007),
Thurston cites Parsons v.
Mut. Of
Enumclaw Ins.
Ins. Co.,
OfEnumclaw
Ca, 143
(2007), Mortimer v.
Ins. Co.,
122 Idaho 839,
v. Aid Ins.
1227 (1988),
115 Idaho 346,
383 (1992),
766 P.2d 1227
Apts., 122
Co., 115
346, 766
839, 840 P.2d 383
(1992), Brinkman v.
(1988),
v. Farm Bureau Mut.
142 Idaho 589,
l 127 (2006),
v.
overruled by
Mut. Ins.
Idaho, 142
Ins. Co.
Walton v.
Co. of
130 P.3d 1127
ofIdaho,
589, 130
(2006), Walton
by Greenough v.
v. Farm Bureau Mut.
142
Hartford Ins.
Mut. Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Ins. Co.,
120 Idaho 616, 818 P.2d 320 (1991),
C0., 120
Ca, 142
(1991), overruled by
by Greenough v.
Idaho 589,
130
P.3d
1127
(2006),
and
Griffith
v.
Clear
Lakes
Trout
Co.,
Inc.,
146
Idaho
613,
200
P.3d
1162
(2009).
v.
1127
1162
146
130
Griﬂﬁh
613,
589,
Ca, Inc,
(2009).
(2006),
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12-120(3)
presents aa very different factual scenario than this case.
case. The prevailing party in
12-120(3) and it presents
Griffith
Griﬂith sought to have aa 25% contingency applied to certain compensatory contract damages
recovered after remand and despite previously being awarded fees on an
146
an hourly basis. See
See 146
Idaho at 617-18. There were no tort claims or punitive damages involved. The trial court
awarded the contingency on only aa small portion of the compensatory damages apparently on the
basis that “the purpose
basis

of awarding attorney fees in certain circumstances is to make the

whole again.” Id.
Id. at 623. The Idaho Supreme Court apparently viewed
prevailing party Whole
Viewed the total
award of $165,365.00 on actual damages of $712,394.04 (i.e.,
(i.e., aa fee equal to approximately 23%
16
case.16
of the actual damages) as
However, the
as reasonable under the circumstances of that case.

Supreme Court made sure to highlight as
as well that trial courts must consider the “case as
as a
a
Whole”
whole” to ensure that every fee award is “reasonable” so
a
so as
as to prevent a
a party from “creating a

windfall for himself.” See
by Thurston fall into aa much
Windfall
See id.
id. This case
case and the fees sought by
different category than the contingency applied in Griffith.
Grijﬁth.
Here, Thurston seeks
seeks to recover $2,413,622.40 as
as a
a contingent fee on compensatory
damages awarded by
by the jury of $1,625,985.00 (which is still subject to post-trial review).
review). That
“harm” suffered by Thurston.
would constitute aa recovery of fees that are
148% of any
are 148%
any actual “harm”

There is no support in Idaho for such an
an excess of fees being reasonable, especially when the
punitive damages it would be based off here are focused on aa defendant and naturally surpass
“Whole” in terms of damages at law. If the Court does not decline to
what
What makes aa person “whole”

consider Thurston’s contingency arrangement on the simple basis that Thurston withholds it as
as
as
privileged, then the Court still should not award 40% on top of the full $6,034,056 judgment as

16
1"

The original hourly fee award in Griffith
146 Idaho at 617. The
See 146
Griﬂizh was $98,792.00 on aa $446,099.80 judgment. See
additional 25% amount awarded after
aﬁer remand was $66,573.00 on $266,294.24 in damages. Id.
Id. The total thus
became $165,365.00 in fees
fees on actual damages of $712.394.04.
$712.394.04.
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“Whole” for aa
that would result in an
what is required to make Thurston “whole”
an excessive fee far beyond What

basis under Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
breach of contract, which is the only recoverable basis
12-120(3).
E.

The Nature of Suit is Not “Exceptional” Such as
as to Warrant Discretionary
Discretionarv Costs.
If the Court determines Thurston is aa prevailing party,
party, then there are
are certain costs that can

be recovered as
be
as a
a matter

of right under Rule 54(d)(1)(C)
(e.g., up to $500 for trial exhibits, up to
54(d)(1)(C) (e.g.,

$2,000 for expert witness, etc.).
be
etc.). Rule 54(d)(1)(D)
54(d)(1)(D) provides additional discretionary costs may be
“a showing that the costs were necessary and exceptional costs,
awarded as
as well, but only upon “a
costs,

reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed
assessed against the adverse party.”
The burden to make such aa “showing” is on the party seeking to recover costs. See
Const.
See Beco Const.
Co.,
Inc. v.
Inc., 130
130 Idaho 4,
v. Harper Contracting,
Contracting, Inc,
C0., Inc.
1997).
11, 936 P.2d 202, 209 (Ct.
(Ct. App. 1997).
4, 11,
For the purposes of the rule, the term “exceptional” is interpreted to mean “those costs
of‘the
incurred because
because the nature of
the case was itself
Dist. v.
Prat. Dist.
v.
itself exceptional.” Hayden Lake Fire Prot.
141 Idaho 307,
an
109 P.3d 161,
168 (2005)
Alcorn, 141
314, 109
161, 168
added). The fact that an
307, 314,
(2005) (emphasis added).

attorney may need to hire expert witnesses
Witnesses or discovery vendors, or incurs travel costs,
costs, does not
establish aa case
at
are ordinary aspects of modern litigation. See
See id.
id. at
case is “exceptional” since those are
314-15; see
see also Evans v.
18 P.3d 227, 237 (Ct.
135 Idaho 422, 432, 18
v. State,
State, 135
(Ct. App. 2001) (rejecting
costs for expert witness
Witness even though “instrumental” and “examined at some length by
by both
parties”).
parties”).

“[s]iX-ﬁgure cases
The Idaho Supreme Court has
has expressly noted that “[s]ix-figure
cases involving

substantial discovery, substantial copying charges, and expert Witnesses
witnesses who
WhO charge more than

“m

$500.00 no longer are
are unusual or extraordinary” and that such costs are routine parts of “modern
litigation overhead.” Inama v.
132 Idaho 377,
155 (1999)
v. Brewer, 132
148, 155
384, 973 P.2d 148,
377, 384,
(1999) (emphasis
17
17
added).
added).

17
17

v. Timmel,
See also Nightengale v.
151 Idaho 347, 355,
Timmel, 151
See
763 (2011)
355, 256 P.3d 755,
755, 763
(201 1) (reversing discretionary costs
“exceptional”); Bailey v.
because
Sanford, 139
v. Sanford,
is not “exceptional”);
139 Idaho 744, 755,
cases is
because use
use of experts in medical malpractice cases
86
755, 86
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In this case
Witness fees,
seeks to recover $195,744.15 in expert witness
case Thurston seeks
costs,
fees, travel costs,
18

25.)18 However,
postage, photocopies, and aa number of other “overhead” items. (See
at 25.)
postage,
(See Memo at

there is no showing that the full value of each item was
was actually necessary for Thurston alone to
prevail against Safeguard on breach of contract or,
case
or, more critically, that the nature of this case

was so
was
so “exceptional” in the context of modern litigation as
as to warrant discretionary costs.
Safeguard’s expert Witness,
witness, Mr. Greener, states
alreadyithat
What is likely obvious to this Court already—that
states what
substantial costs related to expert Witnesses,
witnesses, electronic discovery, and out-of-state travel for
depositions is quite ordinary in aa case
Dec]. ¶¶
case of this size. (See
12, 15.)
15.) In any
(See Greener Expert Decl.
any
111] 12,
case,
Without any
case, Thurston simply lists the claimed expenses without
any allocation to Thurston’s breach of
contract (or fraud) claims against Safeguard, any
any underlying substantiation, or even an
explanation as
as to how something like $15,000 worth of photocopies and postage could happen.
The Court should deny all the expenses sought as
by
as not complying with the “showing” required by
Rule 54(d)(1)(D).
App.
109 Idaho 261, 265, 706 P.2d 1372,
1376 (Ct.
See Hackett v.
v. Streeter, 109
1372, 1376
(Ct. App.
54(d)(1)(D). See
1985)
was aa prevailing party,
as it
1985) (“Although Streeter was
patty, the memorandum of costs is defective as
fails to make any
any distinction between costs reasonably incurred by
by Streeter, and those incurred
defendant”).
by the nonprevailing defendant.”).
by

The only reasoning attempted by
by Thurston pertains solely to the necessity of travel costs
and expert fees.
fees. But that is only one-half of the showing required under Rule 54(d)(1)(D).
See,
54(d)(1)(D). See,
e.g.,
135 Idaho at 432 (fact that expert testimony “instrumental” only established it was
e. g, Evans, 135

Tumer
P.3d 458, 469 (2004) (trial court reasoning that $500 “not adequate” for expert costs failed to meet standard);
standard); Turner
v.
116 Idaho 682,
v. Willis,
808 (1989)
Willis, 116
682, 686,
804, 808
686, 778 P.2d 804,
[expert] charged more than the $500 provided by
(1989) (“That the [expert]
by
fee”).
the rule is insufficient
itself to allow costs for aa higher fee.”).
insufﬁcient in and of
ofitself
18
18

The total appears to include expert witness fees of $14,026.12 for Berliner, $75,228.00 for Taylor, and $3,550.00
for someone named “Coles Reinstein” that Mulcahy LLP apparently rejected as
unqualified (see
as unqualiﬁed
(see Mulcahy Decl. ¶
1] 97
n.
postage,
n. 8),
as well as
as travel costs of $38,517.04 and an additional $67,917.99 in administrative expenses (i.e., postage,
8), as
copies, court reporters, transcripts, and even office
¶¶ 94,
ofﬁce supplies).
supplies). (See
94, 97,
97, and Ex. W therein.)
(See Mulcahy Decl. W
The cost for “Cole Reinstein” should be
a recovery by
Thurston.
he did nothing to advance a
be rejected outright since he
by Thurston.
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“necessary,” not that case
was “exceptional” or costs were reasonably incurred).
case itself was

In

particular, Thurston argues that Mulcahy’s $38,517.04 in airfare, hotels, and “meals” (which no
one knows for sure what
What that includes, potentially alcohol and other items, since the underlying
records were not provided) was
was “necessary” on the contention that this case
case “was really aa multidistrict action.” (See
was not aa multi-district action; it has
has been
(See Memo at 23.) Clearly this was
pending only in Idaho. And, as
as explained previously, the breach of contract and fraud claims
were not so
so complicated as
as to require specialized out-of-state counsel.

Any number of

commercial litigators in Idaho could have prosecuted the claims. (See
(See Greener Expert Decl. ¶¶
111]
9-10, 15;
see also Schossberger Decl.
D601. ¶ 47.) Further, the supposed efficiencies one would expect
15; see
11

from hiring aa law firm
ﬁrm already familiar with Safeguard certainly did not play out, as
as it was
11 defendants on a
unnecessary to sue
sue 11
a number of unfounded claims, make 600 discovery
unnecessary

requests, or depose 20 Witnesses
witnesses for 30+ days
days to ultimately prevail only in regard to claims that
Safeguard wanted to settle from the outset. (See
¶¶ 7,
12, 42,
42, 46.) Idaho law
(See Schossberger Decl. 1H]
7, 12,
does not support awarding costs in such circumstances.
circumstances. See,
130 Idaho 4
Const, 130
See, e.g.,
e.g., Beco Const.,
(denying expenses related to out-of-state depositions); Roe
Roe v.
128 Idaho 569,
v. Harris, 128
574, 917
569, 574,
P.2d 403, 408 (1996)
(1996) (denying costs incurred for out-of-state counsel), abrogated on other
Dept. of
Fin.,
132 Idaho 547,
grounds by
Sec. Bureau, 132
v. State,
State, Dept.
in., Sec.
547, 976 P.2d 473 (1999).
by Rincover v.
of F
Thurston then argues that the expert witness fees incurred by
by Mulcahy LLP were
“exceptional,” but apparently only in terms of expense. (See
(See Memo at 24.) That is not the
context in which the standard applies for the purposes of recovering discretionary costs; it is
Plaintiffs’ experts was likely
whether the nature of
was exceptional.
Whether
exceptional. The cost for Plaintiffs’
of the case itself was

not even necessary anyway.
of Steve Schossberger, Safeguard
anyway. As explained in the declaration of
gave Plaintiffs all the data on crossover accounts in discovery before any
any issues of extracting
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Plaintiffs’ attorneys decided they wanted to do
native data arose. (See
D601. ¶ 26.) Plaintiffs’
(See Schossberger Decl.
11

aa native extraction anyway
purposes. (See
¶¶ 22,
id. 111]
22, 26-29.) That was aa
(See id.
anyway for their own broader purposes.
choice they made;
made; not aa necessity. Further, the contention that Safeguard’s opposing damages
expert at
at trial, Robert Kirlin, gave no explanation as
as to why his testimony on commissions was
not provided before is wrong.

Mr. Kirlin stated he had not given an expert opinion on

commissions previously because the matter was “in dispute.” (See
1978:6-7.) There was in
(See TT 1978:6-7.)
fact no liability determination until rather shortly before trial and no requirement even then for
Safeguard to put forward an opposing total damages amount. It goes
goes beyond belief as
as well,
given everything else the record shows, that Thurston’s attorneys at
at Mulcahy LLP would not
have tried to unreasonably run up their bills no matter What
what Safeguard did. (See
(See Schossberger
Decl.
D601. ¶ 42.)
11

In sum,
sum, Thurston’s request for an award of $195,744.15 in discretionary costs does not
meet the requirement of Rule 54(d)(1)(D)
54(d)(1)(D) to “make aa showing” that the very nature of this
breach of contract/fraud case
was “exceptional” in terms of modern litigation or that all the costs
case was
were “necessary” for Thurston alone to prevail against Safeguard alone on recoverable claims.
The request for discretionary costs should be denied.
III. CONCLUSION
Safeguard requests that the Court deny Thurston’s Motion in its entirety.

In the

alternative, Safeguard requests that the Court award aa maximum of $149,534.37, subject to
further adjustment based on any
as to Safeguard’s pending motion for postany relief granted as
judgment relief.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Inc.’s (“Safeguard”)
(“Safeguar ”) Motion
Post-Judgment
Defendant
Motion for
for Post-Judgment
Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems,
Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.’s

Relief should be
be denied as
as Safeguard fails to provide any
any grounds for aa new trial or aa judgment
notwithstanding the verdict. These
jury’s
that Safeguard
that the
the jury’s
require that
establish that
These standards
standards require
Safeguard establish
verdict was against the clear weight of evidence or not based on substantial evidence. As to

nearly every argument Safeguard asks the Court to issue aa remittitur reducing or eliminating
certain categories of damages. The standard for such aa remittitur is even higher. Safeguard must
show that the challenged damages shock the conscience and were aa product of passion and
prejudice rather than the evidence.

Safeguard spends little time addressing Whether
whether its arguments comport with these
standards for post-judgment relief. This is because Safeguard does not have aa statutory leg to
stand on. Instead, Safeguard attempts to reargue the case
case making the same legal and factual
arguments that have been rejected by
by this Court and the jury. There is nothing in the trial record
that would call for reexamination of these decisions.
decisions.
Indeed, it is clear that each of the damages challenged (value of the distributorship,
preferential pricing, future account protection) were based on substantial evidence in the record.

Further, that this evidence was largely unopposed as,
fees, Safeguard neglected
as, outside of source fees,
to appoint any
any expert to challenge them. Having provided little to no evidence to refute
Thurton’s damages,
that the
the jury’s
the
Thurton’s
jury’s award
cannot argue
of those
is against
against the
those damages
argue that
award of
damages is
Safeguard cannot
damages, Safeguard

clear weight of evidence. Nor can Safeguard even plausibly suggest that the damages shock the
conscience or were based
based on passion when the jury adopted them from hard concrete evidence.
Court’s decision
the Court’s
the jury
Safeguard
jury to
attempts to
to challenge
challenge the
to allow
to award
allow the
decision to
Safeguard lastly
award
lastly attempts

punitive damages on both the breach of contract and the fraud cause of action as
as well as
as attacks
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the fraud cause of action generally.
generally. As to breach of contract there was aa clear basis for punitive
damages as
as Safeguard not only breached the Thurston Distributor Agreement but concealed and
misrepresented the account protection violations
Violations all the while attempting to strong arm Thurston
into relinquishing his contractual rights. Safeguard cannot now pretend that this is aa simple
action. Nor can Safeguard argue that there is no liability for fraud when it had
breach of contract action.

Thurston’s protected
IBF ’5 sales
aa duty to disclose IBF’s
protected accounts
to Thurston’s
failed to
to do
but failed
accounts but
sales to
do so.
so. The

oppressiveness and repeated fraudulent actions merit punitive damages and
jury’s verdict
the jury’s
verdict as
and the
as
such is certainly not against the clear weight of evidence.
At the end of the day,
jury’s findings
backed by
ﬁndings are
substantial evidence, not against
are backed
day, the jury’s
by substantial
the clear weight of evidence and the damages are not unconscionable.
unconscionable. There is no showing that
the jury verdict was based
based on anything other than the evidence set
set before them during the nearly
Safeguard’s Motion
month-long trial.
be denied.
trial. Safeguard’s
Motion should
should be
denied.

II.

POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF STANDARD
“When aa trial
Parties may file
ﬁle aa motion notwithstanding the verdict under IRCP 50(b).
50(b). “When

by asking him or herself whether there
judge receives such aa motion, the judge begins the inquiry by
is substantial evidence in the record upon which the jury could properly find aa verdict for the
Schwan’s Sales
party against whom the judgment notwithstanding the verdict is sought.” Schwan's
patty

Transp. Dep't, 136
Enterprises, Inc.
Inc. v.
words, that
that there
other words,
there
136 P.3d 297, 301
301 (2006). “In other
Enterprises,
v. Idaho Transp.
reached.” Quick v.
that reasonable
can
be but
the verdict
minds could
to the
verdict that
conclusion as
can be
but one
one conclusion
reasonable minds
have reached.”
could have
v.
as to
1192 (1986).
Crane, 727 P.2d 1187,
1187, 1192

“The judge
judge is
juror, though;
passing on
not an
weighing of
extra juror,
there is
is no
no weighing
of evidence
or passing
on
is not
an extra
evidence or
though; there
issues.” Schwan's
Schwan’s Sales
making of
the
witnesses or
the credibility
ﬁndings on
of witnesses
or making
of independent
independent findings
on factual
factual issues.”
credibility of

making the
the motion,
the defendants
the
Enterprises, 136
admitted the
defendants necessarily
136 P.3d at 301. “In making
Enterprises,
motion, the
necessarily admitted
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plaintiffs’ evidence and every legitimate inference that could be drawn
truth of all of the plaintiffs'
in the
light most
therefrom
plaintiff.” Quick,
therefrom in
the light
the plaintiff.”
1191. Furthermore,
most favorable
to the
favorable to
Quick, 727 P.2d at 1191.

“‘Substantial’ evidence
“‘Substantial’
is not…synonymous
not. .synonymous with uncontradicted evidence.” Stephens v.
evidence is
v. Stearns,
.

678 P.2d 41,
sufﬁcient quantity and probative
41, 45 (1984). “It is enough that the evidence is of sufficient
value that reasonable minds could conclude that aa verdict in favor of the party against whom the
Id.
motion was made is proper.” Id.
“Different than
A motion for aa new trial is filed under IRCP 59(a)(1)(G).
judge's task
than the
the judge's
59(a)(1)(G). “Different
in reviewing aa motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, aa motion for aa new trial calls for

the trial judge to weigh the evidence and determine (1)
(1) whether the verdict is against his or her
view of the clear weight of the evidence; and (2)
Whether aa new trial would produce aa different
View
(2) whether
result.” Schwan's
Schwan’s Sales Enterprises, 136
Byers, 429 P.2d 397,
result.”
at 304; see
136 P.3d at
see also Blaine v.
v. Byers,
397, 403

(1967)
(“[T]he general rule which prevails in this jurisdiction is that aa motion for aa new trial
(1967) (“[T]he
should not be granted unless it appears that aa different result would follow aa retrial.”)
The clear weight of the evidence standard is aa much higher quantum of evidence than that
contemplated by
by the substantial competent evidence standard.” See
v. Crane,
See generally Quick v.
“Respect for
wisdom of
jury and
727 P.2d 1187
the jury
the function
for the
the collective
of the
function entrusted
1187 (1986). “Respect
collective Wisdom
and the
entrusted

to it under our constitution suggests the trial judge should, in most cases,
cases, accept the jury's
conclusions.” Id.
their conclusions.”
findings
Id. at
ﬁndings even
though he
he may
of their
at 1196.
1196.
even though
have doubts
some of
about some
doubts about
may have

IRCP 59 does not expressly reference aa remittitur or vacatur. Indeed, the Idaho Supreme
that “the trial judge should not substitute his opinion on the amount of
Court
Court has
has advised
advised that

thejury.”
damages for that of the
jury.” Blaine, 429 P.2d at 403; see
see also Sanchez v.
v. Galey,
1234,
Galey, 733 P.2d 1234,
“ﬁgure of
1240 (1986). Even though the judge’s “figure
will often
from that
that of
different from
the
1240
be different
often be
of damages
of the
damages will

jury’s...
it is
the damage
its sense
jury’s… it
jury function
justice”.
is aa jury
function to
to set
on its
of fairness
fairness and
set the
and justice”.
damage award
award based
sense of
based on
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Quick,
at 1197.
1197.
Quick, 727 P.2d at
“The determination of the question of excessiveness of an award by
by the jury first requires
of the trial judge an examination as
as to the sufficiency
sufﬁciency of the record to sustain the award; then if
he does
insufﬁcient to sustain the award, he must next determine the
does determine the record is insufficient
amount of the award the record does sustain.” Mendenhall v.
v. MacGregor Triangle Co.,
Ca, 358 P.2d
860,
so
Then, “[i]f the trial judge discovers that his determination of damages is so
860, 862 (1961). Then,
substantially different from that of the jury that he can only explain this difference as
as resulting
‘passion or
from some unfair behavior, or
prejudice,’ on
part of
jury
the law
the part
the jury
or what
What the
or prejudice,’
on the
of the
calls ‘passion
law calls
1
against
then he
the parties,
at 1197.
against one
or some
of the
he should
grant aa new
1197.
new trial.” Quick,
one or
should grant
some of
parties, then
Quick, 727 P.2d at
1

‘shock the
conscience’ of
“disparity [in
him to
The
judge or
trial judge
The “disparity
the conscience’
the trial
to
must ‘shock
of the
or lead
lead him
damages] must
[in damages]

‘unconscionable’ to
it would
conclude
would be
be ‘unconscionable’
jury set
that it
let the
the damage
the jury
to let
stand as
set it.”
conclude that
damage award
award stand
as the

Quick,
see also Daryl
at 1198;
see also Pratton v.
v. Gage,
1198; see
392, 397 (1992);
Gage, 840 P.2d 392,
Quick, 727 P.2d at
(1992); see
*3 (Idaho
Tuttle
Farms, Inc,
Inc., Sudenga Indus., Inc., No.
No. 22213, 1997
1997 WL 327356, at *3
Turtle v.
v. Wayment
Wayment Farms,

“when damages
Ct.
or
App. June
is only
appropriate “when
are so
Ct. App.
June 17,
excessive or
damages are
(remittitur is
so excessive
1997) (remittitur
only appropriate
17, 1997)

inadequate to appear to be the result of partiality by
jury”).
the jury”).
by the
III.

DIMUNITION IN VALUE DAMAGES ARE NOT AGAINST THE CLEAR
WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE AND DO NOT SHOCK THE CONSCIENCE
Thurston’s distributorship
in value
The
jury’s award
value of
diminution in
The jury’s
for diminution
distributorship was
of $532,431
of Thurston’s
award of
$532,431 for

not against the clear weight of evidence. This amount was based on established metrics for
be aa product of passion or prejudice,
prejudice, the
valuing distributorships in the business and thus cannot be
only basis for aa remittitur.
1

(“excessive damages or inadequate damages, appearing to have been given under the
See IRCP 59(a)(1)(F)
See
59(a)(1)(F) (“excessive
influence
Landmark, Inc.,
and case
inﬂuence of passion or prejudice”) and
v. Coldwell Banker Landmark,
case analysis: Kuhn v.
1000
Inc, 245 P.3d 992, 1000
O’Dell v.
Workmen’s Auto Ins.
(2010);
Ins. Co., 95
v. Workmen's
v. Basabe, 810 P.2d 1082,
1090 (1991).
95 P.3d 977, 988 (2004); O'Dell
1082, 1090
(2010); Myers v.
1
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Jurv’s Verdict
A. Substantial Evidence Supported The Jury’s
the Value
the
on the
of the
Verdict on
Value of
Distributorship
Distributorshig Damages
In its Order on the Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court noted the following:
following:
Safeguard’s own
[A]
jury may
with Thurston
find that
that Safeguard’s
Thurston -competition with
direct competition
own direct
may find
[A] jury
Thurston’s
in Thurston’s
through company-owned distributors which solicited
solicited sales
sales in
territories at product prices and source fees significantly lower than what
Thurston’s
Safeguard makes available to Thurston – significantly
impaired Thurston’s
signiﬁcantly impaired
Thurston’s business
earnings
business is
the worth
worth of
earnings and
of Thurston’s
is
to compete.
Since the
and ability
compete. Since
ability to
7 and did
grounded in its customer base,
base, such conduct by Safeguard would have –
7 aa deleterious effect on the value of the
Thurston’s expert
have,
expert –
to Thurston’s
according to
have, according
business.
business.

,

(“MSJ Order”),
Order”), pp.
pp.
See
for Summary
Motions for
Memorandum Decision
Decision and
on Motions
Judgment (“MSJ
Order on
and Order
See Memorandum
Summary Judgment

26-27. The jury would go on to find
ﬁnd that the breach of the implied covenant of good faith and
Thurston’s distributorship.
in impairing
impairing the
fair
fair dealing
the value
distributorship. There was ample
dealing resulted
of Thurston’s
resulted in
value of

evidence
jury’s verdict.
for the
the jury’s
evidence for
Thurston’s valuation
Thurston’s
valuation expert
expert Robert
Robert Taylor provided evidence that aa distributorship in the

(“TT”),
Transcript22 (“TT”),
Safeguard network is valued at 11 times annual sales or revenues. See
See Trial Transcript
1504:25-1505:15. This has
1482:2-15,
1482:2-15, 1484:6-16;
1484:6-16; 1504:6-15;
1504:6-15; 1504:25-1505:15.
has been the valuation metric for

multiple customer base
base asset sales including ones that Thurston has
has sold or bought. See
See TT,
1754:19- 1757:21;
1754:19conﬁrmed this valuation metric.
1759: 14-17. Safeguard President JJ
J] Sorrenti confirmed
1757:21; 1759:14-17.
53633. Thus, prior to Safeguard’s contractual
Exhibit (“TE”) 536
Trial Exhibit
TT 2041:1-2042:18;
2041 :1-2042:18; 1582:1-5;
1582:1-5; Trial
.

Thurston’s distributorship
been valued at 11 times sales or $798,646. TT
violations, Thurston’s
distributorship would have been
Violations,
1618:14-16.
1618:14-16.

Thurston then provided evidence that Without
without the Safeguard contractual beneﬁts,
benefits, namely
account protection, the value of an independent distributorship is approximately 1/3
1/3 annual sales
1757:24-1760:6. Safeguard Vice President of
or revenue or 11 times gross proﬁt.
profit. See
See TT 1757:24-1760:6.
22
33

The selected portions of the trial transcript are attached as
as Exhibit A to the declaration of James M. Mulcahy.
Mulcahy.
The selected trial exhibits are attached as
as exhibits to the Declaration of James M. Mulcahy.
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Franchise Development Scott Sutton additionally corroborated this metric.
metric. See
323:18-325z4,
See TT 323:18-325:4,
TE 23. Sorrenti confirmed that the valuation metrics differ between independent distributors and
those in the Safeguard network.
1582: 1 -1583:9. This evidence allowed the jury to find that
network. TT 1582:1-1583:9.
by Safeguard impairing the contractual beneﬁts
benefits of the distributor agreement, Thurston lost at
by
least 2/3 of the value of his distributorship for aa total of $532,431
$532,431 in damages.
Substantial
jury’s decision
the jury’s
ﬁnd that as
Substantial evidence
decision to find
supported the
evidence supported
as a
a consequence of
Safeguard’s breach
Safeguard’s
elimination of
the implied
implied covenant
discrimination and
of account
of the
price discrimination
covenant (the
breach of
and elimination
account
(the price

Thurston’s distributorship
that Thurston’s
distributorship had
impaired and
protection contractual
lost at
at least
least
contractual rights),
had been
and lost
been impaired
rights), that

2/3 of its value. This evidence was beyond the realm of speculation or guess.
guess. Instead, it was
based on concrete evidence of the valuation
based

of distributors in and outside the Safeguard network.

B. Thurston Did Not Need To Show A Decline In Sales or Profits
Proﬁts to Show A Decline
in the Value of the Distributorship
Courts in other states have found that diminution in value of aa business can be shown
regardless of evidence of profits,
proﬁts, sales and losses. A plaintiff may simply state the value of the
signiﬁcant case
diminution. The most significant
business and let the jury decide as
as to the amount of the diminution.
case

recognizing damages for diminution in corporate value arising from aa breach of contract is
aff‘d, 989 F.2d 490
Windsor
Jersey Nat’l
Nat'l Bank, 793 F.Supp 589 (E.D.
Pa. 1992),
Windsor Shirt Co.
Co. v.
v. New Jersey
(ED. Pa.
1992), aff'd,

(3d.
Where the defendant bank called aa loan agreement shortly before it was due to
(3d. Cir. 1993),
1993), where
expire, thereby forcing the plaintiff business to liquidate its inventory. The case
case went to a
a jury on
plaintiff's breach of contract claim in which plaintiff sought damages for the diminution in value

of the company caused by defendant's breach of the loan agreement. Counsel for plaintiff
presented evidence that the plaintiff company was worth $7
9 million in early 1989,
$7 to 9
1989, and sold

for only two dollars early in 1990.
Id. at 599.
1990. The jury returned aa verdict for $3.5 million. Id.
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The defendant bank moved for judgment notwithstanding the verdict on the grounds that
Bank's breach
“[p]laintiff did
“[p]laintiff
proof that
breach caused
that the
than nominal
nominal
the Bank's
not offer
offer any
other than
did not
caused anything
anything other
any proof

‘no figures
Windsor.” Id.
damage
Id. at
was given
that “jury was
the bank
which
to Windsor.”
bank argued
given ‘no
at 596.
ﬁgures which
damage to
argued that
596. Further,
Further, the
damages.” Id.
permitted the
jury to
Id. at 598. The Court rejected the bank's
the jury
to calculate
calculate damages.”
would have permitted

“evidence of
plaintiff‘s damages
argument
be established
by “evidence
that plaintiff's
argument that
to be
of profits,
established by
had to
and losses
sales and
damages had
losses
proﬁts, sales

and overall performance.
performance. . . both before and after the November 27 -December
December 1,
1989 actions
1, 1989
.

.

Bank.” Id.
It further
it
by the
Id. at
which it
that the
the Bank.”
the “jury had
the figure
further noted
at 599.
ﬁgure of
of 100%
noted that
had the
100% [loss],
599. It
[loss], which
by

could
Id. at
or reject,
or modify
at 598. Instead, the Court applied the traditional test
could accept,
reject, or
accept, or
modify […]”
[. .]” Id.
.

that the plaintiff had to supply aa reasonable quantity of information from which the jury could
599-601. The Court ultimately concluded
determine damages without
Id. at 599-601.
Without regard to conjecture. Id.
Bank's argument
“[t]he Bank's
that,
unless Windsor
provided proof
proof based
that unless
on an
an analysis
of aa
argument that
Windsor provided
based on
that, “[t]he
analysis of

‘general operations,
sales,’ it
it did
decline in Windsor's ‘general
provide sufficient
not provide
proﬁts or
sufﬁcient proof
or sales,’
proof of
of
did not
operations, profits

damages
wrong.” Id.
Id. at
at 601. The jury verdict was allowed to stand. See
is simply
damages is
See also Aardvark
simply wrong.”
Art, Inc.
Inc. v.
Lehigh/Steck-Warlick, Inc,
Inc., 212 Ill.App.3d 492; 572 N.E.2d 472 (1991) (recognizing
v. Lehigh/Steck-Warlick,
Art,
diminution in value of business damages and leaving the determination of the amount of
diminution to the jury).
Thurston’s distributorship
in value
That
jury could
was for
That the
the jury
the decline
for Thurston’s
distributorship is
What the
is
decline in
could decide
value was
decide what
4
opini0n4.
Court’s previous
. As the United States Supreme
consistent
with Idaho
the Court’s
consistent with
Idaho caselaw
and the
previous opinion
caselaw and

risk of
that the
Court
bear the
the
the risk
the wrongdoer
shall bear
of the
require that
Court has
public policy
wrongdoer shall
has advised,
and public
advised, “just and
policy require
created.” Bigelow v.
uncertainty which
wrong has
his own
which his
own wrong
has created.”
v. RKO Radio Pictures, 327 U.S.
US. 251,
uncertainty

“Difﬁculty of
right of
265 (1946). “Difficulty
with right
for aa
longer confused
ascertainment is
of ascertainment
is no
no longer
of recovery
confused with
recovery for

“I think
there’s evidence
Safeguard’s Motion
In adjudicating
that “I
think there’s
in the
In
Motion for
for aa Directed
the Court
the
adjudicating Safeguard’s
Directed Verdict
Verdict the
Court noted
noted that
evidence in
record from more than one source, frankly, but also from Taylor that these distributorships have lost value because
of the interference in their account protection rights. I think the value of that loss is ultimately for the jury to
determine.” TT,
2097:18-23.
determine.”
TT, 2097:18-23.

4
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rights.” Id.
Court’s holding
plaintiff’ 5 rights.”
proven invasion
Id. The
The Supreme
holding is
invasion of
of plaintiff’s
is established
proven
established as
Supreme Court’s
as the law

in Idaho. See
104 P.3d 367,
1004 (2015);
See Mueller v.
v. Hill, 345 P.3d 998,
v. Mitton, 104
998, 1004
367, 374
(2015); Smith v.
(2004);
Basabe, 810 P.2d 1082,
has
1098 (1991). Thus, the Idaho Supreme Court has
0 ’Dell v.
v. Basabe,
1082, 1098
(2004); O’Dell
“the jury
it is
advised
jury [to]
that it
for “the
is for
make aa just and reasonable estimate of the damage based on
advised that
[to] make

accordingly.” Smith, 104
relevant
verdict accordingly.”
its verdict
104 P.3d at
relevant data,
render its
at 374
and render
data, and

Thurston provided substantial evidence simply by
by having Mr. Taylor testify to the
Thurston’s distributorship
Safeguard’s breach.
valuation of
prior to
breach. That
under the
That alone
the
distributorship prior
of Thurston’s
to Safeguard’s
valuation
alone suffices
sufﬁces under

above caselaw for substantial evidence. By giving data (the
at 11 times sales)
sales) for the
(the full valuation at
jury to find
ﬁnd aa reduction from, Thurston took the damages out of the realm of speculation.
Furthermore, the fact that Thurston had not offered up his business for sale is completely
irrelevant to the analysis. Such an offer of sale would only be relevant to establishing What
what the
businesses.
valuation metric was. Here, there clearly was an established metric for valuing these businesses.
Thurston’s evidence
in the
However,
present in
where
than was
the cases
is significantly
more than
evidence is
was present
cases Where
significantly more
However, Thurston’s

the
jury’s diminution
value damages
were upheld.
upheld. Thurston also provided evidence of what
diminution of
the jury’s
of value
What
damages were
Safeguard’s executives
the
was (2/3)
based upon
upon established
the actual
metrics. Safeguard’s
valuation metrics.
established valuation
executives
loss was
actual loss
(2/3) based

testified
testiﬁed to the accuracy of these exact measures. Thus, Thurston provided more than substantial
evidence for the value of the distributorship damages. Nor is there any
any plausible argument that
such damages were unconscionable. Far from aa product of passion or prejudice the damages
resulted from subtraction based on established metrics.
cases that have no application to the value of the
Nonetheless, Safeguard cites to multiple cases

distributorship damages. In Williams
Bone, 259 P.2d 810,
811 (1953),
Williams v.
v. Bone,
810, 811
(1953), aa taxicab business sued
defendant’s removal
for
business and
because of
for loss
the defendant’s
earnings because
of business
of the
of aa neon
neon sign
removal of
and earnings
sign
loss of

advertisement.
advertisement. The court held that the taxicab business needed to show the deduction of
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expenses and costs of operation in establishing lost earnings. Id.
Id. at 811-812. However, in
Williams,
was determining lost earnings and not diminution in value of an
an asset
asset
Williams, the jury was
damages. Id.
Id. Regardless, the valuation metric accounts for all expenses. TT 1587:14-1589:25.
1587:14-1589z25.
Safeguard’s other
In Magic Valley
Tmck Brokers,
Safeguard’s
Brokers, Inc.
Inc. v.
other cited
dissimilar. In
cited cases
are also
also dissimilar.
v.
cases are
Valley Truck

Meyer, 982 P.2d 945,
App. 1999),
945, 952 (Ct. App.
1999), the court merely held that the purported decrease in
Meyer,
profits was
was not caused by
by breach of non-competition clause. In Eagle Equity Fund,
Fund, LLC v.
proﬁts
v.
TitleOne Corp.,
TitleOne
Corp, 386 P.3d 496, 503 (Idaho 2016), the moving party simply failed to provide

evidence of the fair market value of the property at issue. Similarly, in Trilogy Network Sys.,
Inc.
Sys., Inc.
“failed to
1122 (2007),
v.
into evidence
the moving
172 P.3d 1119,
moving party
offer into
to offer
evidence any
v. Johnson, 172
1119, 1122
party “failed
any
(2007), the
been”. Likewise
in Dunn v.
profits would
proof of what
What its costs and proﬁts
Likewise in
105 Idaho 354,
have been”.
would have
v. Ward,
Ward, 105
354,

“no evidence
357,
provided “no
all showing
the moving
moving party
at all
showing any
evidence at
1983) the
357, 670 P.2d 59,
party provided
59, 62 (Ct. App. 1983)
any

loss of business, loss of
proﬁt to his own business attributable to [the
of customers or loss of profit
defendant’s] breach.”
defendant’s]
breach.” Not one of these cases regards aa motion for aa new trial and the

applicable standard for applying aa remittitur to
to aa jury’s damages.
damages. Not one of these cases
cases
regards impairment to the value of aa business. Thus, they are not analogous and they have no
application here.
Thurston’s Distributorship’s
Distributorship’s Lost
C. Thurston’s
Against The
Damages Were
Not Against
The Clear
Clear
Lost Value
Value Damages
Were Not
Weight of Evidence
Safeguard argues that value of the distributorship damages are against the clear weight of
Thurston’s revenue
the DocuSource
evidence because
after the
acquisitions. See
increased after
revenue increased
D00uSource and IBF acquisitions.
because Thurston’s
See

Motion, p. 6.
6. However, this is not relevant to the standard for remittitur and the theory of
Thurston’s sales
in Thurston’s
The damages
not based
rather the
the
damages.
based on
but rather
on aa decline
decline in
were not
sales but
damages were
damages. The

marketability of the distributorship asset
asset in light of what were clear and unequivocal continuing
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breaches
breaches

1484:17-1485:18 (Mr. Taylor
of the Thurston Distributor Agreement. See
See e.g.
e. g. TT, 1484:17-1485:18

it has
discussing
business” and
been
the value
the marketability
the business”
to the
of the
of the
discussing “the damage
and how
how it
has been
damage to
value of
marketability of
impacted”).
“significantly negatively
“significantly
negatively impacted”).

‘to make
“The goal
for the
the market
market value
the
of aa lost
lost asset
is ‘to
make sure
of awarding
awarding damages
goal of
sure the
value of
asset is
damages for

defendant's tort or contract breach does not leave the plaintiff with assets
less than
assets or net worth less
entitled.’” Schonfeld v.
that
which she
that to
to which
is entitled.’”
she is
177 (2d
v. Hilliard, 218 F.3d 164,
164, 177
(2d Cir. 2000) (citing to 11

Dan B. Dobbs, Dobbs Law of
Remedies §§ 3.3(3)
Violations,
QfRemedies
(1993)). Due to the contractual violations,
33(3) (1993)).
Thurston lost his ability to exit the business
business by
revenue.
by selling it for one times annual revenue.
hadn’t lost
Safeguard’s argument
Safeguard’s
benefit (p.
that Thurston
not
Thurston hadn’t
argument that
lost every
contractual beneﬁt
does not
every contractual
(p. 8)
8) does

show that the damages were against the clear weight of the evidence. As Thurston testified,
testiﬁed, the
1760:10-22. The jury certainly
fulcrum of
benefits is account protection.
of his contractual beneﬁts
protection. See
See TT 1760:10-22.

could have found that by
by putting aa company owned distributor into the market, giving that
distributor pricing advantage in Violation
violation of the agreement and failing to honor account
Thurston’s distributorship
protections,
because no
buyer would
be
protection5, Thurston’s
distributorship was
no buyer
would be
devalued because
was seriously
seriously devalued
aren’t going
in taking
taking an
interesting
whose key
be honored
interesting in
going to
terms aren’t
an assignment
of aa contract
contract whose
to be
assignment of
honored by
key terms
by

(“The fair
price at
Safeguard.
fair market
market value
the price
the
which the
is the
at which
178 (“The
Safeguard. See
value is
See e.g.
e. g. Schonfeld, 218 F.3d at 178
Willing buyer and aa willing seller, neither being under
property would change hands between aa willing
facts.”)
any
having reasonable
to buy
or to
to sell
sell and
both having
of relevant
relevant facts.”)
compulsion to
knowledge of
and both
reasonable knowledge
any compulsion
buy or

Fundamentally, Thurston now holds aa business in the Safeguard network Where
where
55

Safeguard argues that it complied with the account protection provision by
by noting the rotation notices that were
entered into evidence. Motion, p. 9.
9. However, Safeguard neglects to mention that most of the rotation notices are
Safeguard’s Counsel
TE 422,
TE 426
X to
426 (Exhs.
and X
between Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply. See
to Safeguard’s
Counsel Decl.).
See TE
W and
422, TE
(Exhs. W
Decl.).
They were entered into evidence to show that Safeguard enforced account protection prior to the IBF and
Safeguard’s statement
that Safeguard
not thereafter.
for Safeguard’s
statement that
DocuSource
Nor is
thereafter. Nor
there any
is there
Safeguard
basis for
DocuSOurce acquisitions,
acquisitions, not
evidentiary basis
any evidentiary
Thurston’s existing
honoring account
existing accounts.
is
protection as
is honoring
as to
to 98.1%
of Thurston’s
account protection
accounts. Simply
98.1% of
because Taylor
Taylor identified certain
Simply because
hadn’t been
that where
an account,
an account
mean that
breaches
where he
protection breach.
not mean
there hadn’t
he didn’t identify
Or
account protection
breach. Or
breaches does
been an
does not
account, there
identify an
in other words, the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Further, the fact that Safeguard has in some
instances enforced account protection would not negate the fact that there have been hundreds of breaches of the
Thurston Distributor Agreement.
Agreement. As the jury found, these breaches add up to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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Thurston’s contractual
it has
Safeguard
intention to
that it
rights. The
no intention
to respect
clear that
contractual rights.
has made
has no
respect Thurston’s
Safeguard has
made clear
Thurston’s ability
jury could
rights negated
that the
the
the loss
inferred that
to sell
sell the
of these
these rights
negated Thurston’s
have inferred
loss of
could have
ability to
jury

distributorship for its prior value. Thurston provided substantial evidence of what
What the monetary
impact would be in terms of the marketability of the distributorship based on the loss of these
contractual rights.
rights. Thus, there is no showing that the damages were against the clear weight of
evidence and were unconscionable or aa product of passion or prejudice. Nor is there any
any showing
6
duplicativeé.
that the damages are duplicative
.

Safeguard’s Attack on the Admission of The Valuation Metric Lack Merit
D. Safeguard’s

Both Roger Thurston and Safeguard’s Vice President of Development Scott Sutton
testified
testiﬁed to the valuation metric of 1/3
1/3 of annual sales
sales (equivalent to 11 times gross profit)
proﬁt) for
distributorships outside of the Safeguard network. See
1757:24-1760:6. The
323:18-325z4; 1757:24-1760:6.
See TT 323:18-325:4;
testimony of
of both provided evidence for this valuation metric.
owners’ right
right to
Multiple
upheld an
Multiple Idaho
the value
his
an owners’
to testify
to the
of his
Idaho court
court decisions
decisions have
have upheld
value of
testify to
7

expert7.. “For more than eighty-five years,
years, [the Idaho
Without being qualified
qualiﬁed as
business without
as an expert

Supreme] Court has
has followed the rule that the owner of property is a
a competent witness
concerning its value.” Pocatello Auto Color,
Inc. v.
Inc., 896 P.2d 949 (1995).
v. Akzo Coatings,
Coatings, Inc,
Color, Inc.

“An owner
without any
the value
is competent
competent to
to testify
to the
owner is
value of aa going business Without
testify to
any further
Thurston’s testimony
qualiﬁcation.” Id.
qualification.”
Id. Safeguard
that Thurston’s
Safeguard argues
argues that
testimony was improper lay opinion based
8
opinions.
Safeguard’s cases
the admissibility
his opinion
on the Property Owner Rule but
.
of his
support the
but Safeguard’s
cases support
admissibility of

66

Safeguard continues to repeat the fallacy that the value of the distributorship damages are duplicative. Motion, pp.
Thurston’s damages
IBF and
had to
and
for past
past and
and future
9-10. However,
protection Violations
violations had
damages for
to do
with IBF
account protection
future account
do with
However, Thurston’s
Thurston’s
D00uSource’s sales
had to
the marketability
the value
the distributorship
DocuSource’s
whereas the
value of
distributorship damages
of the
damages had
to do
with the
of Thurston’s
sales whereas
marketability of
do with
Thurston’s business
That is
the valuation
the sales
his
business.
why the
valuation of
Thurston to
is why
of Thurston’s
on the
made by
to his
sales made
was based
business by
business. That
based on
Taylor was
by Taylor
by Thurston
1505:7-15.
protected accounts
See TT, 1505:7-15.
and not
not based
on IBF’s sales.
protected
accounts and
sales. See
based on
77
O’Lakes,
Empire Lumber Co.
Thermal—Dynamic Towers,
v. Thermal-Dynamic
1130 (1998);
v. Loan
Loan O’Lakes,
Hurlado v.
Co. v.
971 P.2d 1119,
Towers, Inc.,
1119, 1130
Inc, 971
(1998); Hurtado
192-193 (1998).
Inc., 278 P.3d 416, 423 (2012); State v.
v. Vandenacre,
Vandenacre, 960 P.2d 190,
Inc,
190, 192-193
88
*5 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 6,
05-CV—10034 (SN),
See e.g.
No. 05-CV-10034
e.g. Washington
v. Kellwood Co., No.
Washington v.
See
6, 2016)
(SN), 2016 WL 4619207, at *5
“business owner
an established
track record”);
record”);
from an
(testimony
valuation from
his or
her valuation
admissible where
draw his
or her
established track
where aa “business
owner will draw
(testimony admissible
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Thurston testified to the value of the non-Safeguard business
business he himself had bought and
then owned. See
best evidence of the valuation
1757:24-1760:6. These previous sales
are the best
sales are
See TT 1757:24-1760:6.
metrics accuracy. See
well-established that aa recent sale
is well-established
178 (“it is
See e.g.
e. g. Schonfeld, 218 F.3d at 178
‘best evidence’
arm's length,
evidence’ of
price for
the ‘best
its
for the
the subject
parties at
at arm's
is the
of its
price
negotiated by
subject asset,
length, is
asset, negotiated
by parties

market
Agency, 520 U.S.
see
value”), citing Suitum v.
market value”),
v. Tahoe Reg'l Planning Agency,
US. 725, 742 (1997);
(1997); see
App'x 244, 247 (9th
also Milton H.
H. Greene Archives,
Archives, Inc.
Inc. v.
Julien's Auction House LLC, 345 F.
F. App'x
v. Julien’s

Cir. 2009) (witness
based on her personal knowledge and
as it was based
(Witness could testify to valuation as
“Thurston was
long-time
be helpful to the jury). Indeed,
was aa long-time
that “Thurston
itself admits
admits that
Safeguard itself
would be
Indeed, Safeguard

sophisticated distributor who bought several other distributorships and knew how to value
Thurston’s testimony
accounts.” Motion,
was admissible
accounts.”
p. 22.
22. As
the valuation
As such
to show
valuation
admissible to
such Thurston’s
show the
Motion, p.
testimony was

metric for non-Safeguard distributorships.
Thurston’s testimony
Further, Safeguard
waived any
not object
to Thurston’s
thus has
did not
and thus
has waived
object to
Safeguard did
testimony and
any

objection regarding any
testimony. Lastly, even setting aside
any purported failure to disclose expert testimony.
Thurston’s testimony,
confirming this
Thurston’s
that its
its own
no argument
document confirming
own document
provided no
argument that
Safeguard provided
testimony, Safeguard

testiﬁed too, was inadmissible.
317:17-325z4,
inadmissible. See
valuation metric, which Scott Sutton testified
See TT 317:17-325:4,

“[n]0 error
1582:1-1583:9;
error in either the admission or the
1582:1-1583z9; TE 23. Even setting that aside, “[n]o
exclusion of evidence is grounds for granting aa new trial or for setting aside aa verdict unless
refusal to take such action appears to the court to be
be inconsistent with substantial justice.”
Burgess v.
v. Salmon River Canal Co.,
730, 740 (1995). Even if there were issues with the
Ca, 903 P.2d 730,

Thurston’s testimony
that
testimony
the admission
not rise
there is
is not,
of Thurston’s
rise to
to that
admission of
and there
does not
testimony and
testimony certainly
certainly does
not, the

“inconsistent with
with substantial
level
justice”. Thus, there is no basis for aa new trial or
of being
being “inconsistent
substantial justice”.
level of

‘an owner
“have held
that ‘an
Neff v. Kehoe,
Kehoe, 708 F.2d 639, 644 (11th
property is
Cir. 1983) (courts
held that
of property
is competent
competent to
to
owner of
(courts “have
Neﬂv.
(I Ilh Cir.
regarding its
testify
value.’”).
its value”).
testify regarding
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JNOV on the basis
basis of the purported inadmissibility of evidence supporting the 1/3
1/3 of sales
sales
valuation metric for independent distributors.

IV.

FUTURE ACCOUNT PROTECTION DAMAGES ARE NOT AGAINST THE
CLEAR WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE AND DO NOT SHOCK THE CONSCIENCE
A. There Was Uncontradicted Evidence For Future Account Protection Damages
Thurston’s damages
Thurston’s
provided evidence
protection
expert Robert
of future
Robert Taylor
account protection
evidence of
future account
damages expert
Taylor provided

Thurston’s protected
damages based on the previous sales
protected
to Thurston’s
sales made by
D00uSource to
by IBF and DocuSource
Safeguard’s own
1503:22-1504:20. Mr. Taylor
accounts. TT 1503:22-1504:20.
valuation metric of
then applied
of one
applied Safeguard’s
own valuation
Taylor then

times annual sales
of the future stream of
sales to these protected accounts to obtain the present value of
commissions from these accounts. Id.
Id. Safeguard provided no evidence to contradict or counter
these findings.
ﬁndings as
ﬁndings. Thus, the jury had evidence from which to make its findings
as to future account
protection damages. Further, there is no showing that such damages are the product of passion or

prejudice. Thus, there is no basis for aa remittitur or new trial on these damages.
prejudice.
Safeguard argues that this valuation metric compensates Thurston for rotated
commissions for more than 88 years
years into the future. However, 11 times annual revenues equates to
approximately 33 years
1471 :19-1473:10. This comports with the three year
years of commissions. TT 1471:19-1473:10.
year
protection on accounts that Thurston had pursuant to the Thurston Distributor Agreement. TE 8,
8,

¶ 3,
a
3, Attachment B. Safeguard attempts to point to the customer attrition rate for IBF of a

1]

purported9
purported9 35% to argue that the damages account for 88 years
commission. However, the
years of commission.

doesn’t tell
attrition rate
tell the
the whole
customer
rate doesn’t
Whole story
customer attrition
story and is aa red herring. Otherwise there would be

years and nobody would ever buy aa business in the
barely be an IBF business at all after aa few years
99

The testimony Safeguard cites to for this retention rate (456:14-23) does not authenticate the number and the
exhibit cited to (TE 99.28) does not indicate what period of time the customer retention number refers to. Further,
that IBF
IBF was
that sales
all the
McLaughlin testified
for the
the protected
selling to,
the
for
was selling
President Tressa
Tressa McLaughlin
testiﬁed that
to all
sales to
protected accounts
accounts that
to, IBF’s President
1267:14-1268r3. There is scant
same historical customers are ongoing and will continue into the future. See
See TT 1267:14-1268:3.
evidentiary basis for the notion that IBF would have all of aa sudden lost these customers going forward.
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weren’t future
Safeguard network. See
15933-15955 (Taylor
that if there
there weren’t
future benefits,
See TT 1593:3-1595:5
benefits,
testifying that
(Taylor testifying

the metric would not be
be one times revenue).
sales does
revenue). Just because IBF is losing customers or sales
10
accounts.10
Thurston’s accounts.
not mean that it is not simultaneously gaining
gaining customers
to Thurston’s
customers and
and sales
sales to

This valuation metric takes into consideration the risks and uncertainties that can happen
in the future.
1586:20-159lzl3. Sales
1474:19-1482:15; 1586:20-1591:13.
Sales can always fluctuate,
future. TT 1474:19-1482:15;
ﬂuctuate, 2017 could be
be lower. Id.
Id. These risks are factored into the one times revenue
higher than 2016 or could be
multiple. Id.
Id. The multiple is lower than it would otherwise be
be to account for the risk that future
sales
will fluctuate
Id. Thus, the calculation does not
ﬂuctuate and may even decline. Id.
sales and commissions Will
assume that commissions will
be paid on all these accounts for any
Will be
years in particular.
any number of years
This more than meets the standards set
set forth by the Idaho Supreme Court for prospective
(“the law
loss. See
Alphonsus Diversiﬁed
Diversified Care, 334 P.3d at 790 (“the
not require
require accurate
law does
accurate
SaintAlphonsus
See Saint
does not

proof with
with any
mathematical certainty
proof
of mathematical
degree of
certainty […]
any degree
[. .] Any claim of damages for prospective loss
.

contains an element of
of uncertainty, but that fact is not fatal to recovery.”);
see also Smith v.
v.
recovery”); see
104 P.3d 367,
(“[T]he jury may make aa just and reasonable estimate of the
Mitton, 104
367, 374 (2004) (“[T]he

damage
based on
verdict accordingly.”).
its verdict
accordingly”).
on relevant
relevant data,
render its
and render
damage based
data, and
Safeguard also argues that future damages cannot be
be had since the distributorship could
be terminated at
at any
commissions.
be
any time and in that circumstance Thurston was entitled to less commissions.
However, that is factually and legally inaccurate.
inaccurate. Paragraph 7(C)
7(C) of the Thurston Distributor
Agreement restricts Safeguard from terminating the agreement unless certain conditions are met
and there was no evidence at trial these conditions existed. TE 8.
8. Thus, there was no evidentiary
basis for using the termination provision
provision to
to
basis

Thurston’s future account protection damages.
limit Thurston’s
limit

10
10

1922 in
Indeed, the exhibit Safeguard cites to (TE 99.28) shows that for IBF, the amount of customers went from 1922
2011 to 1900
2011
and/0r recaptures
1900 in 2012 despite having aa purported 72.6% retention rate. This is because IBF gains and/or
customers and/or
and/0r sales.
and/0r sales at rates similarly to that for losing customers and/or
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Regardless, once again Safeguard fails to apply the correct standard in making its
arguments.
whether the future damages evidence was
was speculative
arguments. The question presented is not Whether
(it was not),
not), it’s whether the damages are against the clear weight of the evidence and aa product
of passion and prejudice to the point that they shock the conscience.
be against the
conscience. They cannot be
clear weight of the evidence as
as there was no countervailing evidence that the future damages
What Mr. Taylor testified
testiﬁed too. Safeguard presented no
would have been anything other than what

Taylor’s testimony
12 month revenue
testimony
that the
the use
or evidence
to rebut
rebut Taylor’s
evidence to
use of aa trailing 12
testimony or
testimony that

figure
commissions. The fact that
ﬁgure is the best way to determine the present day
day value of future commissions.
IBF may occasionally lose aa customer does not lessen the valuation metrics accuracy in assessing
future damages.
damages. Nor does it establish that such damages shock the conscience.
B. Future Account Protection Damages with Regard to DocuSource
D0cuSource Were Not
Unconscionable
Deluxe’s Director
Kirlin provided aa substantial amount
Mr. Taylor and
Director of
Finance Robert
of Finance
Robert Kirlin
and Deluxe’s
Thurston’s account
of evidence showing that DocuSource
violated Thurston’s
protection
has repeatedly
account protection
D00uSource has
repeatedly violated
1974:19contractual rights for aa period of multiple years.
years. TT 1482:16-1484:1;
1482: 16-1484: 1; 1500:13-23;
1500:13-23; 1974:19-

1979:20-1980: 1. From this evidence, the jury could reasonably infer that DocuSource
1977:23;
DocuSOurce
1977:23; 1979:20-1980:1.
future1111..
Thurston’s protected
continued
into the
going forward
the future
to sell
sell to
to Thurston’s
continued to
protected accounts
forward into
accounts going

To counter the evidence of account protection Violations,
violations, Safeguard provided self-serving
DocuSource’s President
from DocuSource’s
testimony
President Amy
D00uSource has
testimony from
Amy Tiller-Shumway claiming that DocuSource

stopped selling in Idaho. However, this means only that Safeguard presented one piece of
evidence to dispute future DocuSource
DocuSOurce account protection damages, not that it was

of clear evidence. Further, Ms. Tiller-Shumway’s
unconscionable or even against the weight of
11
11

Taylor’s June
that Taylor’s
that DocuSource
in October
Safeguard argues
expert report
report shows
2016 expert
argues that
sales stopped
2015.
October 2015.
June 2,
shows that
D00uSource sales
stopped in
2, 2016
However, Safeguard did not enter this point into evidence and did not cross-examine Mr. Taylor on it either. Thus,
there is no basis for saying that the jury acted against the clear weight of evidence on this basis.
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Thurston’s
in question
credibility
based on
the long
long record
on the
of sales
to Thurston’s
question based
record of
sales by
D00uSource to
was in
credibility was
by DocuSource
protected accounts.
accounts. Indeed, Safeguard did not offer testimony from any
any of its employees or

Thurston’s protected
representatives that DocuSource
protected accounts.
accounts.
D00uSource had stopped selling products to Thurston’s

Safeguard also argues that in considering these damages,
be deducted.
fees must be
damages, source fees
D00uSource’s sales
However, no source fees were applied to IBF or DocuSource’s
pricing advantage). See
sales (a
See
(a pricing

TT 1500:13-1502:6;
1565:15-1566z9. Further, Taylor provided evidence from
1543:3-1544zl9; 1565:15-1566:9.
1500:13-1502z6; 1543:3-1544:19;
Safeguard’s own
Safeguard’s
communications that when commissions are rotated that no source fees are
own communications

1546:6-1552:10. Indeed, outside of self-serving testimony, Safeguard provided no
deducted. TT 1546:6-1552:10.

evidence that source fees were applied when commissions were rotated between companyowned locations and independent Safeguard distributors. The only documentation Safeguard
purported to provide for the deduction is the Thurston Distributor Agreement. However, it does

not specifically speak to the calculation of commissions when commissions are rotated due to an
account protection Violation.
violation. See
See generally TE 8,
8, ¶ 5,
5, Addendum. Thus, even if the Court was to
11

issue aa remittitur on future account protection damages regarding DocuSource
D00uSource (and
(and it should
not), the reduction should be
be $21,488
was evidence
jury’s possible
possible
the jury’s
there was
supporting the
evidence supporting
as there
$21,488 as
decision not to deduct source fees.
V.

PREFERENTIAL PRICING DAMAGES ARE NOT AGAINST THE CLEAR
WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE AND DO NOT SHOCK THE CONSCIENCE

Jurv’s Finding
A. The Jury’s
Finding of
of Liability Was Not Against the Clear Weight of Evidence
Thurston provided evidence that the pricing schedule clause in the Thurston Distributor
Agreement gave him the contractual right to receive the same pricing schedules as
as IBF. See
See TE
8,
¶ 1.
testiﬁed that they understood the preferential
1. Both Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply testified
8, 1]
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pricing clause to give them the right to the same price schedules other distributors received. See
See

TT 1708:16-1709:7;
1771:5-1772:6.
1708:16-1709z7; 1771:5-1772:6.
doesn’t require
Safeguard
pricing for
that the
the clause
the same
for
is unambiguous
require the
and doesn’t
unambiguous and
Safeguard argues
same pricing
argues that
clause is

every distributor. However, putting aside that the clause is ambiguous, Safeguards fails to
connect this argument to the standards for post-judgment relief. The only question is Whether
whether
there
jury’s interpretation
whether the
jury’s
interpretation (there
for the
the jury’s
the jury’s
there was
substantial evidence
and Whether
evidence for
was substantial
(there was)
was) and
Safeguard’s
decision
was against
the clear
For these
weight of
against the
of evidence
clear weight
these reasons,
decision was
evidence (it
was not).
reasons, Safeguard’s
not). For
(it was

arguments regarding the interpretation of the pricing schedule clause should be disregarded.
disregarded.
Safeguard’s renewed
However,
interpretation
the Court
is to
to consider
Court is
consider Safeguard’s
contractual interpretation
renewed contractual
However, if the

Thurston’s Distributor
arguments, they should be rejected. Thurston’s
provides that
that Thurston
Distributor Agreement
Thurston
Agreement provides

“shall have
“solicit the sales
“shall
the right” to
to “solicit
deﬁned in the Addenda
have the
sales of those products and services defined
(“Safeguard Systems”)
in accordance
attached
published by
with the
the price
Systems”) in
hereto (“Safeguard
price schedules
attached hereto
schedules published
accordance with
by

Safeguard...” Trial Ex.
Safeguard…”
EX. 8.
8. As the Court previously held with regard to both the Motion for a
a

Directed Verdict and Motion for Summary Judgment, the clause is ambiguous. MSJ Order, p. 23.
Based on the ambiguous language of the clause and the testimony provided by
by Roger Thurston
and Dawn Teply, there was substantial evidence that the clause required Safeguard to provide
Thurston the same pricing on Safeguard products and services as
as other distributors, namely IBF.
Safeguard
jury’s decision
weight of
that the
the jury’s
the clear
the
cannot argue
is against
against the
of the
clear weight
decision is
Safeguard cannot
argue that

“right” that
Safeguard’s arguments,
forth aa “right”
that
the clause
evidence. Contrary
to Safeguard’s
sets forth
clause affirmatively
afﬁrmatively sets
arguments, the
Contrary to
Thurston possesses
possesses the right to sell Safeguard Systems at the price schedules Safeguard
Safeguard’s preferred
the phrase
preferred interpretation,
distributors. Under
Under Safeguard’s
phrase “in
publishes to other distributors.
interpretation, the

Safeguard” would
accordance with the price schedules published by
would be
be completely
superﬂuous.
completely superfluous.
by Safeguard”

This is inconsistent with hornbook law on contract interpretation.
Luiseno
interpretation. Pauma Band of
ofLuiseno
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Pauma & Yuima
1175 (9th Cir.
Mission Indians of
Yuima Reservation v.
v. California, 813 F.3d 1155,
1155, 1175
ofPauma
“canon of
interpretation” to
2015) (it
“prefer[] interpretations
that do
not render
interpretations that
is aa “canon
of contract
contract interpretation”
to “prefer[]
render
do not
(it is
‘superﬂuous, useless
other
useless or
was any
other terms
terms ‘superfluous,
inexplicable a” ). If there was
or inexplicable’”).
any doubt, the agreement should

be construed against Safeguard as
be
as

12
it drafted the agreement.12

Second,
as being
Second, Safeguard attempts to argue that Thurston defined the price schedule as
Thurston’s testimony
solely
prices. However,
price
that he
the retail
retail prices.
the price
he considered
establishes that
considered the
testimony establishes
However, Thurston’s
solely the

schedule to encompass getting the same cost basis (or base
distributors. See
base price) as
as other distributors.
See e.g.
e. g.
1862:7-9. The other evidence that Safeguard provided to counter
TT, 1769:10-1772:6,
1769:10-1772z6, 1862:7-9.

Thurston’s interpretation
Sorrenti’s self-serving testimony which the jury was free to
Thurston’s
interpretation was
was Sorrenti’s
Sorrenti’s lack
dismiss
based on
on Sorrenti’s
lack of
of credibility.
dismiss based
also showed the jury aa more explicit
Safeguard also
credibility. Safeguard

and unambiguous preferential pricing clause in aa preferred supplier agreement. See
2021 :18See TT 2021:182022:13. However, that clause does
does nothing to clarify the meaning of Section 11 of the Thurston
Distributor Agreement other than to point out it could have been written more clearly in 1978.
1978.
Safeguard’s arguments
Consequently,
merit.
interpretation lack
regarding contract
contract interpretation
lack merit.
arguments regarding
Consequently, Safeguard’s

B. Preferential Pricing Damages Were Not Unconscionable
Mr. Taylor provided evidence that Deluxe and Safeguard offered IBF pricing
approximately 40% less
less than that offered to Plaintiffs on two product lines, laser checks and
1502:22-1503zl3. These were for the same products in the
envelopes. TT 1462:13-1466:21;
1462:13-1466:21; 1502:22-1503:13.

same quantities. Id. Mr. Taylor also presented evidence that IBF did not pay
Whereas
pay source fees whereas
1467:20-1468zl 1; 1503:10-13.
1503:10-13. Thus, preferential pricing
Thurston did on the same products. TT 1467:20-1468:11;

damages were not against the clear weight of the evidence and were not aa product of passion or
prejudice.
prejudice.
12
12

(“Where there
in aa contract,
intent of
IDJI 6.08.3
See IDJI
where the
language in
and where
the true
the parties
parties cannot
cannot
there is
is ambiguous
true intent
of the
ambiguous language
contract, and
See
6.08.3 (“Where
be ascertained by
by any other evidence, the ambiguity can be resolved by
by interpreting the contract against the party
language”)
who drafted
the contract
the ambiguous
contract or
or provided
drafted the
ambiguous language.”)
who
provided the
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“ﬂaws” in
Taylor’s methodology
in Mr.
Safeguard
present “flaws”
but the
the supposed
Mr. Taylor’s
to present
purports to
Safeguard purports
supposed
methodology but
“ﬂaws” are
“flaws”
not conform
the standards
for aa
the arguments
irrelevant or
conform to
to the
arguments do
or inaccurate
inaccurate and
standards for
and the
are irrelevant
do not
Safeguard’s purported
motion for aa new trial. First,
between list
list and
distinction between
and retail price is
purported distinction
First, Safeguard’s
1463:21without aa difference.
Without
identiﬁed the list price as
difference. Taylor identified
as being the selling price. See
See TT 1463:211466:8-14. Second,
1464:15,
was irrelevant when Taylor compared
ﬂex pricing was
1464:15, 1466:8-14.
Second, the evidence of flex

1462:13-1464:15. Third, the evidence of
price. See
products sold at the same list or selling price.
See TT, 1462:13-1464:15.

based prices at
at the same volume or
volume discounts was irrelevant as
as Taylor compared based
quantity. Id.
Id. Fourth, some product discounts in 2016 were irrelevant to whether
Whether Safeguard failed
to offer the same price schedule on envelopes and laser checks in prior years.
years. Fifth, whether
Thurston himself paid for the product or the customer did is irrelevant as
as preferential pricing
(“Not
Thurston’s commissions
1554:18-1555zl (“Not
effects
the calculations
of Thurston’s
commissions regardless.
effects the
calculations of
regardless. See
See e.g.
e. g. TT 1554:18-1555:1
product”). Sixth, Safeguard provides no authority
writing aa check
writing
not equal
not paying
for aa product”).
is not
to not
check is
equal to
paying for

for the position that applying aa 40% rate based on the average difference in base
base price presents
any
ﬂaws.
any methodological flaws.
‘matches’” when
“selected ‘matches’”
Taylor’s finding
ﬁnding as
Safeguard also incorrectly refers
when
refers to
to Taylor’s
as “selected

Taylor’s findings
in question
Taylor’s
were as
product lines
ﬁndings were
all matches
for the
the two
lines in
to all
matches found
question (envelopes
found for
as to
two product
(envelopes

(“we used
and laser checks). TT 1463:13-15
used the
list price
matching
the list
the quantity
price and
to identify
1463: 13-15 (“we
and the
identify matching
quantity to

IBF”); 1609:10-1614:5.
1609:10-1614z5.
was being
being purchased
versus IBF”);
that was
Thurston Enterprises
Enterprises versus
T3 and
product that
and Thurston
purchased by
by T3
Lastly, there was nothing flawed about Taylor taking the data he had (April 2015 to May 2016)
showing the 40% price difference and applying that to the period of time IBF competed against
Thurston (post-August 2013). It certainly could be inferred from that data that Taylor had,
had, which
consisted of thousands of data points, that the 40% reduction in base
base price represented the price
1612:1-7 (noting over 2000 matched
schedule available to distributors other than Thurston.
Thurston. TT 1612:1-7
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transactions);
1615 :9- 1 616: 1 8. The data Taylor presented to the jury was substantial evidence for
transactions); 1615:9-1616:18.
these damages sufficient
Alphonsus
sufﬁcient to take it out of the realm of speculation. See
SaintAlphonsus
See e.g.
e. g. Saint
(“Reasonable certainty
Inc. v.
Associates, LLP,
LLP, 334 P.3d 780,
v. MRI Associates,
certainty
Care, Inc.
Diversified Care,
780, 789 (2014) (“Reasonable

requires neither absolute assurance nor mathematical exactitude; rather, the evidence need only
be sufficient
from the
the existence
the realm
realm
sufﬁcient to
of damages
to remove
existence of
remove the
damages from
be

speculation”)
of
of speculation.”)

Most importantly though, Safeguard fails to argue how the standard for aa motion for aa
new
would show
jury’s verdict
trial even
that would
that the
not only
the jury’s
there no
no flaws
verdict
applies here.
here. So
new trial
are there
even applies
ﬂaws that
show that
So not
only are
is against the clear weight of the evidence (or alone any
any counter evidence) but there is no
Safeguard’s arguments
showing that the damages were aa product of passion or prejudice.
prejudice. Thus,
arguments
Thus, Safeguard’s

regarding preferential pricing damages should be dismissed.
VI.

JURY’S FRAUD
THE
THE JURY’S
FRAUD VERDICT
STAND
VERDICT SHOULD
SHOULD STAND

A. There Was Substantial Evidence for Fraud Liability
Liabilitv
Safeguard challenges the fraud claim on the basis
basis that there was not substantial evidence
Safeguard’s liability
for liability. However, Thurston provided substantial evidence at trial of Safeguard’s
for
liability for

fraud including the following:


On March 6,
6, 2014, Thurston sold his account protection rights to Bench Sewer
Buck’s Bags,
District,
Ennis Furniture
Furniture Co.,
Independent Bank,
Idaho Independent
District, Buck’s
Bank, Norco,
Norco,
Inc., Ennis
Bags, Inc.,
C0,, Idaho
Omnipure Filter Co.,
St. Alphonsus Medical Group Family Practice, St.
St.
C0,, St.
Alphonsus Medical Group Occupational Medicine, and Treasure Valley Steel for
32,600. TT 1830:4-6;
1883:22-1884:10; TE 1036.
1830:4-6; 1883:22-1884:10;
1036.



Thurston sold those accounts after receiving information from Dunlap on the sales
of Safeguard products and services to those accounts over the past 12
12 months and
1827:6-18.
past 36 months.
months. TT 1818:8-1819:9;
1824:23-1825z7; 1827:6-18.
1818:8-1819z9; 1824:23-1825:7;
past

0



Thurston understood that the sales
sales information that Dunlap provided to him
included all sales
sales of Safeguard products and services to those protected accounts,
1827:6-9.
whether through him, another distributor, or Safeguard itself. TT 1827:6-9.



Thurston’s understanding
Thurston’s
understanding was
him
that Dunlap
his request
Dunlap provide
on (a)
request that
provide him
was based
based on
(a) his
Safeguard’s
with information
with
information relating
relating to
his protected
to sales
to his
protected accounts
and (b)
accounts and
sales to
(b) Safeguard’s
contractual obligation as
as well as
as prior custom and practice to provide Thurston

o

0

o
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what Safeguard products and services were
with aa rotation notice that identified What
1640:13sold to his protected accounts. TT 894:5-897:4;
1357:20-1358: 12; 1640:13894:5-897z4; 1357:20-1358:12;
1645:3;
1827:6-1829z5.
1645z3; 1827:6-1829:5.


Thurston agreed to the $32,600 sale price based on the sales data that Dunlap
1506:6-22.
provided to Thurston. TT 1506:6-22.

0



Thurston later learned through discovery in this case
ﬁgures that Dunlap
case that the figures
IBF’s and
D00uSource’s sales
provided to
him did
not include
to him
include IBF’s
did not
and DocuSource’s
provided
sales to those protected
accounts. TT 1824:23-1825:7;
1828:8-1829z21.
1824:23-1825z7; 1828:8-1829:21.



IBF’s or
D00uSource’s
Thurston did
not have
the data
to the
showing IBF’s
or DocuSource’s
did not
have access
data showing
access to
historical sales
sales to those protected accounts,
accounts, although Thurston repeatedly asked
Dunlap for that information. TT 1130:23-1131:3;
1130:23-1 13 1 :3; 1823:2-1824:7.
1823:2-1824z7.



Thurston never received aa rotation notice suggesting that IBF or DocuSource
D00uSource had
sold to those protected accounts. Had Thurston received aa rotation notice, he
would have known how much IBF and DocuSource
D00uSource were selling to his protected
accounts. TT 1828:24-1829:5.
1828:24-1829z5.



Because Thurston never received aa rotation notice, Thurston thought that either
IBF or DocuSource refrained from selling to those protected accounts or that
IBF’s and
D00uSource’s sales
IBF’s
were trivial.
1827:23-1828z7.
trivial. TT 1827:23-1828:7.
to those
those accounts
and DocuSource’s
accounts were
sales to



Had Dunlap/Safeguard
Dunlap/ Safeguard disclosed the amount of IBF and DocuSource
D00uSource sales
sales to
those protected customers, Thurston would not have entered into the March 6,
6,
1829:15-1831
TT
2014, agreement.
1829:15-1831:2.
:2.

0

0

0

0

0

Safeguard’s Motion for
This Court
this evidence
This
previously found
sufﬁcient to
to defeat
Court previously
found this
defeat Safeguard’s
evidence was
was sufficient

Thurston’s fraud in the inducement claim. See
Summary Judgment on
pp. 38-43.
on Thurston’s
See MSJ Order, pp.

Safeguard argues that when Thurston entered into the March 6,
6, 2014 Agreement he knew
Thurston’s accounts.
IBF to
Safeguard was concealing sales made by
to Thurston’s
accounts. Fundamentally,
Fundamentally,
by IBF
Safeguard’s list
list of
Safeguard’s
of counter
counter evidence
evidence does not definitely establish that Thurston knew of the sales

made by
by IBF to his customers and/or
and/0r knew that Safeguard was failing to disclose the sales.
sales.
Motion, p.
Instead, it simply establishes that Thurston was aware that IBF had sold to these
these
p. 22. Instead,
customers in the past
past prior to Safeguard’s
and/0r were interested in selling to them
Saféguard ’s acquisition and/or
in the future.
future. Which would explain Why
why Safeguard was attempting to buy the accounts.
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Safeguard’s arguments
it should
In considering
In
making the motion, the
that “[i]n making
considering Safeguard’s
noted that
should be
arguments it
be noted

plaintiffs’ evidence and every legitimate
defendants necessarily admitted the truth of all of the plaintiffs'

plaintiff.” Quick,
in the
light most
inference that could be
be drawn therefrom
therefrom in
the light
the plaintiff.”
most favorable
to the
favorable to
Quick, 727
P.2d at 1191.
1191. In light of this the jury could have certainly understood or at
at least inferred from the
evidence that Thurston was
was not aware that Safeguard had failed to disclose IBF sales
sales to his
customers. How would he have known? He had expected to receive rotation notices when such
violations occurred and when he asked Dunlap to confirm
conﬁrm that his sales
Violations
sales were the only ones to
these
prevaricated and
that he
the data.
irrelevant that
Dunlap prevaricated
he based
these customers,
and concealed
also irrelevant
concealed the
data. It’s also
based
customers, Dunlap
the sale of the accounts on his own sales.
because the sales
sales made by IBF were
sales. He only did so
so because
13
him13
.
concealed from him
.

Safeguard itself admits that had Thurston known of the sales
sales (as
(as Safeguard was legally
obligated to disclose), he of course would have demanded aa higher price for the accounts he sold.
Motion, p. 23. This fact is dispositive. How can Safeguard plausibly argue that he was aware of
Safeguard’s failure
IBF sales
Safeguard’s
time he
the same
for
failure to
to disclose
when at
at the
he sold
these accounts
disclose IBF
same time
sold these
accounts for
sales when
1804:18-1806z8 (Thurston would not have sold Omnipure
pennies on the dollar? See
See e.g.
e. g. TT 1804:18-1806:8

IBF’s sales).
account
worth $158,690
for $300
he any
of IBF’s
had he
account worth
idea of
$300 had
sales). The jury was of course likely
$158,690 for
any idea
Safeguard’s counter
thing and
to
thought the
the same
arguments and
to have
counter arguments
and dismissed
dismissed Safeguard’s
and evidence.
have thought
same thing
evidence.
Safeguard’s arguments
Safeguard’s
be disregarded
basis that
that it is simply presenting
the basis
arguments should
on the
should be
disregarded on

counter evidence and argument that was rejected by
by the jury rather than attacking whether the
evidence Thurston provided was sufficient
verdict. For these reasons, Safeguard fails to
sufﬁcient for aa verdict.
that the
show
jury’s verdict
verdict on
the jury’s
not supported
on fraud
is not
fraud is
supported by
show that
by substantial evidence.

13
13

IBF information
that shows
information that
When
you have
net profits
proﬁts or
amounts or
When asked
have any
or commissions
or net
or gross
commissions or
asked “Did you
sales amounts
gross
shows sales
any IBF
profits or anything relating to the sales by
proﬁts
by IBF and the eight or nine McLaughlin people to those nine customer
not.” TT
“No, II did
accounts?” Thurston
TT 1827:13-18.
1827:13-18.
accounts?”
Thurston responded
did not.”
responded definitively,
deﬁnitively, “No,
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Jurv’s Finding
B. The
Finding of
The Jury’s
of Punitive Damages for Fraud Was Not Against the Clear
Weight of Evidence
Thurston’s
in Thurston’s
The
punitive damages
The facts
for the
the fraud
supporting punitive
claims were
facts supporting
fraud claims
set out
out in
were set
damages for

Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages (pp.
(pp. 64-66) and the
Court’s Order
Court’s
the Motion.
Motion. (pp.
on the
25-26). The Court determined in its Order on the Motion for
Order on
(pp. 25-26).
Safeguard’s Motion
Leave
that there
Motion for
for aa Directed
Amend and
there was
sufﬁcient
to Amend
Directed Verdict
Verdict that
and Safeguard’s
Leave to
was sufficient

evidence of aa bad act and bad state of mind to support an award of punitive damages for fraud.
Indeed, the Court noted that the argument for punitive damages for the fraud claim was stronger
2164:22-2165: 19.
than the fraud claim itself. See
See TT 2164:22-2165:19.

For Safeguard to obtain aa new trial or remittitur on
0n punitive damages, it must show that
the damages were against the clear weight of evidence and were aa product of passion and
prejudice. See
Pac. Airlines,
Airlines, Inc,
Inc., 726 P.2d 706,
prejudice.
See e.g.
e. g. Soria v.
v. Sierra Pac.
706, 724 (1986);
(1986); Cuddy Mountain
Concrete Inc.
Inc. v.
Inc., 824 P.2d 151,
161 (Ct. App. 1992).
v. Citadel Const.,
C0nst., Inc,
1992). Safeguard argues that
151, 161
punitive damages are against the clear weight of evidence in that Safeguard only failed to

IBF’s sales
disclose IBF’s
punitive damages.
this alone
not grounds
for punitive
incorrect on
is not
is incorrect
alone is
and this
grounds for
Safeguard is
sales and
damages. Safeguard
both accounts. Failure to disclose alone presents grounds for punitive damages and the evidence
Safeguard’s overall
showed
that this
this transaction
transaction was
of Safeguard’s
microcosm of
overall oppressive strategy.
but aa microcosm
showed that
was but

“It is
in this
well established
punitive damages
when the
this state
that punitive
the
is well
state that
established in
damages may
awarded when
be awarded
may be
fraud.” Umphrey v.
defendant
see also
committed fraud.”
1257 (1983);
defendant has
has committed
v. Sprinkel, 682 P.2d 1247,
1247, 1257
(1983); see

Walston
Life Ins.
Ins. Co.,
see also Memorandum Decision
Walston v.
v. Monumental Lifé
456, 466 (1996);
Ca, 923 P.2d 456,
(1996); see
(“Punitive
and Order on Motion to Amend Complaint to Add Claims for Punitive Damages (“Punitive
Order”), p. 26. Evidence of fraud whether
Damages
Whether by
Damages Order”),
by misrepresentation or omission is proper

grounds for punitive damages in and of itself. See
1257 (simply
See e.g.
e. g. Umphrey, 682 P.2d at 1257
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“punitive damages
appropriate.”)
because the
jury found
the jury
fraudulent misrepresentations,
found fraudulent
misrepresentations, “punitive
damages [were]
because
[were] appropriate.”)

For example, in Devries v.
DeLeval, Inc.
Inc.,, the court ruled that there were grounds for
v. DeLeval,
punitive damages were the non-moving party may
may have deliberately concealed that it had

4” mil
3” mile
mil line
in Violation
installed
violation of
mile line
line rather
than aa 4”
line in
rather than
the terms
terms of the original purchase
installed aa 3”
of the
04-136-S-EJL, 2006 WL 1582179
was
agreement.
No. CV 04-136-S-EJL,
agreement. N0.
1582179 *48 (D.
2006). That was
(D. Idaho June 1,
1, 2006).
Grzfj‘,‘ Inc.
also the case
Inc. v.
Inc., 63
case in Griff,
v. Curry Bean Co.,
63 P.3d 441, 446-447 (Idaho 2003). In Griff,
C0., Inc,
Griff;

punitive damages were supported by
by evidence that the bean warehouse operator intended to

defraud the grower by
by failing to disclose that the beans
beans were intended to cover aa shortfall and
that the warehouse records had been
been intentionally altered to support the warehouse's position.
IBF’s sales and then presented altered
This is quite similar to Safeguard which failed to disclose IBF’s
Thurston’s sales)
Safeguard’s position. Thus, there were grounds for
data (just Thurston’s
to support
support Safeguard’s
sales) to

punitive damages simply based on Dunlap and other Safeguard agents ongoing concealment of
of
Thurston’s accounts.
IBF’s sales
to Thurston’s
accounts.
sales to
’n, 895 P.2d 1195
Safeguard cites to Dufﬁn
Duffin v.
Imp. Ass
Ass’n,
1195 (1995). However, it is
v. Idaho Crop Imp.

“failure to
not analogous. There, punitive damages were not awarded Where
where there
was aa “failure
there was
to disclose
fact”. Id.
Thurston’s
Id. at 1207.
aa subsequently
to Thurston’s
1207. However, here the fact (IBF sales to
discovered fact”.
subsequently discovered

accounts) was not subsequently discovered but was known and not disclosed during repeated
conversation and emails. Further, by failing to issue rotation notices
of IBF’s
notices and
and provide
provide data
data of
Thurston’s accounts,
sales
pattern of
prior to
the
its pattern
to Thurston’s
to its
of practice
to the
practice prior
Safeguard acted
sales to
acted contrary
accounts, Safeguard
contrary to

acquisitions.
acquisitions. As this Court has previously held, this led to aa duty to disclose which Safeguard
violated throughout its communications. See
See MSJ Order, pp. 39-40.

Furthermore, there was not merely aa failure to disclose. Safeguard not only engaged in
fraud but also oppressive, deliberate and willful conduct. The Idaho Supreme Court has stated
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that deliberate or willful conduct combined with fraudulent behavior is certainly sufficient
sufﬁcient for
punitive damages. See
Weinstein v.
See Cummings v.
v. Stephens,
see also Weinstein
v.
Stephens, 336 P.3d 281, 296, fn. 5;
5; see

Prop. & Cas.
Ins. Co.,
1260 (2010)
Prudential Prop.
Cas. Ins.
1221, 1260
Ca, 233 P.3d 1221,
(2010) (reasonableness of punitive
“the harm
damages
was the
harm was
intentional malic,
the result
Whether “the
result of
of intentional
involves analyzing
damages involves
analyzing whether
malic, trickery, or

accident”).
deceit,
or mere
mere accident.”).
deceit, or

Dunlap deliberatively concealed the sales
sales made by
by IBF despite the fact that he clearly
knew he was required to disclose that sales
sales information. The rotation notices sent prior to the
IBF acquisition show that Safeguard recognized its contractual obligation to disclose infringing
1828:24-1829z5. Further, there can be no plausible argument that
sales.
sales. See
See TE 422, TE 426; TT 1828:24-1829:5.

Dunlap himself, the legal counsel for Safeguard, did not understand his responsibilities to
it
TE 157
disclose the sales.
with legacy
the rule
there is
conﬂict with
is a
applies and
and it
157 (“if there
rule applies
sales. TE
a conflict
distributors, the
legacy distributors,
8823-25. He did this for the obvious and glaring reason,
rotates
distributor”); TT 882:3-25.
the legacy
to the
rotates to
legacy distributor”);

that it was the only way to deprive Thurston (and
(and other distributors) of his accounts at below
their market value. As the conduct is both deliberate and willful it suffices
sufﬁces for punitive damages.
Oppressiveness
punitive damages.
for punitive
is also
or omission
omission is
is oppressive,
grounds for
act or
Oppressiveness is
also grounds
damages. “An act
oppressive,
in aa manner
rights of
however,
violates the
manner which
the rights
which injures
injures or
or damages
or otherwise
of
otherwise violates
done in
damages or
however, ‘if done

another person with unnecessary harshness or severity as
by misuse or abuse of authority or
as by
power or by taking advantage of some weakness or disability or the misfortunes of another
person.”
person.” Dang v.
v. Cross, 422 F.3d 800,
2005). Here Safeguard and particularly
800, 809 (9th Cir. 2005).

Dunlap’s efforts
rights evidence
Michael
his Account
Thurston out
Protection rights
Michael Dunlap’s
efforts to
of his
to coerce
Account Protection
out of
evidence
coerce Thurston

oppression.
oppression. Safeguard held all the cards. It knew the sales IBF was making and it knew the sales
that Thurston was making.
making. See
187 (McLaughlin emailed Dunlap the amount of IBF sales to
See TE 187
the accounts at issue). Safeguard also knew that Thurston and other distributors relied on it to
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rotate commissions.
1828:24-1829z5. Safeguard took advantage of this position of trust and
commissions. TT 1828:24-1829:5.
the information asymmetry to get Thurston to surrender his protected accounts.
accounts.
Safeguard’s position,
“determination of
Contrary to
position, aa “determination
of exemplary
to Safeguard’s
an
requires an
damages requires
exemplary damages

case.” Umphrey,
Safeguard’s
examination
the total
the case.”
examination of
total circumstances
of the
of the
at 1257.
1257. Safeguard’s
circumstances of
Umphrey, 682 P.2d at

failure to disclose, combined with its willful, deliberative behavior to get Thurston to relinquish
his account protection rights, the repeated breaches
breaches of the Thurston Distributor Agreement, the
oppressiveness of using the size of the company knowing that Thurston did not have the means
to fight
back, and the failure to pay
fightback,
day
pay Thurston his commissions which continues to this very day
all justify an award of punitive damages. There is no showing that such damages are against the
clear weight of evidence and no showing that the damages were aa product of passion and
prejudice so
conscience.
so as
as to shock the conscience.

VII.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT ARE NOT AGAINST
THE CLEAR WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE AND ARE NOT UNCONSCIONABLE
The Idaho Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals have held that punitive damages are

v. Gage, 106
106 Idaho 735, 739 (Ct. App. 1984);
appropriate in breach of contract cases.
See Davis v.
cases. See
1984);

29—30 (Idaho 2005). Indeed, the Idaho Supreme
v. Murphy
141 Idaho 16,
Gunter v.
Gunter
Murphy’s’3 Lounge,
Lounge, 141
16, 29-30

“blanket prohibition”
prohibition” against
that there
in contract
against punitive
Court
has warned
contract
there is
punitive damages
warned that
is no
no “blanket
damages in
Court has
984—85 (2004).
v. Workmen’s
Workmen ’3 Auto
claims.
Myers v.
Auto Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Claims. Myers
Co., 95 P.3d 977, 984-85

an extreme
breaking of
“[N]umerous
the breaking
“[N]umer0us situations
situations arise
arise where
extreme
of aa promise
promise may
where the
be an
may be

deviation from standards of reasonable conduct, and,
of its likely
and, when done with knowledge of
damages.” [5].;
an award
106 Idaho at 739;
effects,
be grounds
Id.; Davis, 106
for an
award of
punitive damages.”
of punitive
grounds for
effects, may
may be

Linscott
v. Rainier
Rainier Nat’l Life
100 Idaho 854, 860 (1989). As set forth more fully in
Linscott v.
Life Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 100
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14

Court’s previous
order”,, the crux of the caselaw holds that
previous order
and the
the Court’s
previous motion practice and

there has
has to be something the defendant has done in addition to breaching the contract, be it
willful, fraudulent or oppressive conduct (a
(a bad act and aa bad state of mind) for punitive
damages to be appropriate.
Myers
appropriate. For example, in M
yers the court found substantial evidence to
an unreasonable
support
punitive damages
manner and
with no
the defendant
and with
defendant acted
damages where
unreasonable manner
no
Where the
acted “in an
support punitive

relationship.” Myers,
Myers, 95 P.3d at 986.
regard for the consequences of the breach of the
the contractual
contractual relationship.”

“the clear
BAM program
Safeguard
that “the
that the
the evidence
the BAM
weight of
program
of the
clear weight
Safeguard argues
evidence shows
argues that
shows that

was undertaken for legitimate business purposes and that the negotiations with Thurston to
was
address account protection conflicts
conﬂicts was undertaken in good faith and in light of aa history of
process.” Motion,
successful
p. 28.
This could
that process.”
resolutions by
28. This
could not be further from the
successful resolutions
Motion, p.
by that

evidence presented at trial. It was not simply aa breach of
of contract.
contract. Safeguard engaged in willful,
deliberate, fraudulent and oppressive conduct, the hallmarks of punitive damages cases.
cases.
As this Court has
“[c]0nduct which is unreasonable and irrational in the
has previously held, “[c]onduct
“a lack
context” and
business context”
which shows
lack of
of professional
professional regard for the consequences of the
and which
business
shows “a
damages.” Punitive
punitive damages.”
for punitive
Punitive Damages
Damages Order,
breach of the contractual agreement is grounds for

“may not
party “may
– without exposing
p. 20. Further, that
that aa party
not 7
p.

itself to punitive damages 7– avoid the

despotism.”
consequences of the breach by
by means
of concealment,
or despotism.”
means of
intimidation, or
concealment, oppression,
oppression, intimidation,

Id. This is exactly What
what Safeguard did to Thurston.
Id.
At trial, Thurston has
has proved the following.

-

Safeguard closed the DocuSource
D00uSource acquisition knowing that it would breach
Thurston’s
Thurston’s account
account protection rights (McRoberts, Dunlap, Sorrenti). TT 301:12857:14-861:23.
20;
562:14-572:2; 857:14-861:23.
395:23-396zl6; 562:14-572:2;
20; 302:20-303:12; 395:23-396:16;

14
14

18-22; Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages.
Punitive Damages Order, pp. 18-22;
Damages.
pp. 52-63; Reply in support of Motion to Leave to Amend Complaint to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages, pp. 6-14.
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Thurston’s
IBF acquisition
it would
that it
Safeguard
would breach
breach Thurston’s
the IBF
knowing that
acquisition knowing
Safeguard closed
closed the
account protection rights (McRoberts, Dunlap, Sorrenti).
463:10-465z8;
Sorrenti). TT 463:10-465:8;
469:16-470:5.
469:16-470:5.



Safeguard’s President,
Safeguard’s
that he agreed to close the IBF despite
Sorrenti testified
testiﬁed that
J] Sorrenti
President, JJ
an
an above normal account protection violations
Violations and warnings that there would be
litigation. TT 870:19-872:9;
1133:18-1137:3; 1138:6-1141:14; 2014:12-2017:11;
870:19-872z9;1133:18-1137z3;1138:6-114lzl4;2014:12-2017zll;
2049:2-16.
2049:2-16.



Safeguard’s intent
Safeguard’s
in acquiring
IBF was
intent in
into
acquiring DocuSource
to convert
both into
convert both
and IBF
D00uSource and
was to
company owned distributorships (Care-take) and then sell Safeguard Systems to
Thurston’s protected
572:15-576z24. Safeguard set an
474:4-478zl; 572:15-576:24.
Thurston’s
protected accounts.
accounts. TT 474:4-478:1;
arbitrary account protection mitigation budget based on the liability it knew it
had. In doing so,
paying Thurston the commissions
so, Safeguard had no intent of paying
Safeguard’s sales
generated
protected accounts
from Safeguard’s
his protected
to his
generated from
accounts (Dunlap, McRoberts,
sales to
Sorrenti). TT 368:1-371:7;
395:23-396zl6.
368:1-37lz7; 395:23-396:16.



Rather
IBF ’5 sales
than rotating
from DocuSource
rotating the
Rather than
the commissions
arising from
of
commissions arising
and IBF’s
D00uSource and
sales of
Thurston’s protected
Safeguard
to Thurston’s
protected accounts,
tasked attorney
Safeguard Systems
Safeguard tasked
accounts, Safeguard
attorney
Systems to
Michael Dunlap with resolving, or mitigating, the account protection Violations
violations by
by
strong arming Thurston into (1)
with DocuSource
D00uSource
(1) sharing his protected accounts With
and IBF, which would release Safeguard from its obligation to rotate the
commissions to Thurston; or (2)
(2) selling his protected accounts for aa value that
Thurston’s historical
was based
based on
historical commissions
on Thurston’s
commissions from sales
sales to that customer,
was
without any
any consideration for the commissions that should have been rotated to
D00uSource’s and
Thurston as
Thurston
of Safeguard
result of
of DocuSource’s
to
and IBF’s sales
sales of
Safeguard Systems
as a
a result
Systems to
370:20-371 :30;
those customers (Sutton, McRoberts, Dunlap, Sorrenti). TT 370:20-371:30;
872:20-874:12.
377:21-380:10; 531:6-533:10;
531:6-533:10; 872:20-874:12.

0



When negotiating with Thurston, Dunlap misrepresented What
what customers were
D00uSource’s and
impacted and concealed the
IBF ’5 sales
the amount
amount of
of DocuSource’s
of
and IBF’s
sales of
Thurston’s
Safeguard
Systems
to
Thurston’s
protected
accounts
despite
the
fact
that
he was
protected accounts
Safeguard Systems to
IBF’s sales
D00uSource’s and
in
possession of
in possession
of Safeguard
of monthly
reports of
of DocuSource’s
and IBF’s
Safeguard
sales of
monthly reports
Thurston’s
Systems
to
Thurston’s
protected
accounts
as
early
as
January
2014
(Dunlap,
2014
to
protected
accounts
as
as
Systems
early January
Thurston).
1827:13-1829:21.
1130:23-1131:10;1827:13-1829z21.
863:16-864zl7; 1130:23-1131:10;
Thurston). TT 863:16-864:17;



Safeguard’s prior
Safeguard’s
prior custom and practice was to rotate the commissions to Thurston,
along with aa written rotation notice of What
what was sold to his protected customer
and by
whom.
See
TE
422,
TE
426;
TT
1828:24-1829:5;
1867:19-24.
1828:24-1829z5; 1867:19-24.
Whom.
See
by



When Thurston would not capitulate to Dunlap, Safeguard refused to pay
pay
IBF ’5
Thurston
entitled
to
receive
for
DocuSource
and
the commissions
for
Thurston the
entitled
he was
to
commissions he
receive
D00uSource and IBF’s
was
sales of Safeguard products and services to his protected accounts. TT 869:5870:18.



The manner in which Safeguard handled the DocuSource
D00uSource and IBF transactions
Thurston’s
and
its
resulting
impact
on
Thurston’s
protected
is what
What happens
happens in
protected accounts
and its resulting impact on
accounts is

o

o

o

0

o

0

o
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every other BAM acquisition.
acquisition. (Peterson, McRoberts, Dunlap, Sorrenti). 302:20303:12;
This evidence shows that Safeguard engaged in willful, deliberate, fraudulent and oppressive
actions in addition to simply breaching the Thurston Distributor Agreement.
Safeguard’s actions
Safeguard presents evidence (pp.
purporting to
that Safeguard’s
to establish
establish that
actions
(pp. 28-29) purporting
Safeguard’s evidence
be given
Even if Safeguard’s
is to
to be
given credence (and
were innocuous. Even
evidence is
(and there are significant

it only
credibility
presents conflicting
jury’s
conﬂicting evidence,
not clear
the jury’s
against the
clear evidence
evidence against
credibility problems),
evidence, not
problems), it
only presents
“Where evidence
it can
verdict. As
previously held:
where it
be said
this Court
is conflicting,
As this
Court previously
held: “Where
verdict.
and Where
can be
evidence is
said
conﬂicting, and

if one theory of the case
be ground for the imposition of exemplary
case is correct there may be
damages,
the matter
matter is
the jury.” Punitive Damages Order, p. 13.
is properly
to the
submitted to
13. Further,
damages, the
properly submitted
“interpretation” of
Safeguard’s “interpretation”
there was
with Safeguard’s
conﬂicting With
the events:
of the
substantial evidence
events:
evidence conflicting
was substantial



Safeguard knew account protection conflicts
conﬂicts would occur from previous
acquisitions but went forward with the BAM program with no plan in place for
dealing with the conflicts;
531:6-533:10;
conﬂicts; TT 531:6-533:10;



Indeed, Safeguard had other distributors complaining about Dunlap and
Safeguard’s violation
Safeguard’s
Violation of
of account protection rights prior to the IBF and
1155:2DocuSource
1147:13-1149:15; 1155:2D00uSource acquisitions; TT 534:22-540:6; 936:6-11; 1147:13-1149:15;
1158:13.
1158:13.



There was no expectation of being able to resolve these account protection
conflicts
conﬂicts in any
any reasonable amount of time after the acquisitions; TT 872:20874:12 (would take over aa year
875:12-876z5.
year and IBF would keep selling); 875:12-876:5.



Despite knowing of the above normal amount of account protection issues
associated With
with the IBF acquisitions, Safeguard President JJ
J] Sorrenti specifically
greenlighted the acquisition with aa conscious disregard for Thurston and other
distributors’ contractual
distributors’
1133 1 8-1 137:3.
contractual rights;
rights; TT 1133:18-1137:3.

0

0

0

0

:



o

Dunlap reported these actions to Sorrenti in regular meetings leading to the
inference that Sorrenti knew account protection was
was unresolved in Idaho; TT
Dunlap’s actions.
TT 385:8-17.
385:8-17.
874:13-875: 1 1. Other
874:13-875:11.
Other executives
of Dunlap’s
actions. TT
executives approved
approved of
Indeed, Kevin Skipper testified
testiﬁed that forcing Thurston to share his accounts was
“Safeguard’s plan”.
TT 576:18-577:3.
576:18-577z3.
not
plan”. TT
not “Dunlap’s plan” but
but “Safeguard’s
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0

To this day,
Violations of
has not paid Thurston any
any commissions for violations
day, Safeguard has
Safeguard’s representations
his account protection rights (despite
in its
its Motion
Motion
representations in
(despite Safeguard’s
that they are
to
pay
double
commissions).
TT
872:20-874:12;
1131:11-16;
872:20-874:
1131:11-16;
are happy
12;
happy pay
1150:7-16;
1167:6-10.
1150:7-16;1167:6-10.

Nor were the problems with account protection minor. Safeguard attempts to argue that

the amount of accounts at issue is
is not the amount of accounts but the amount of
is small, but it is
sales
at issue that tells the story. IBF was a
sales at
a much larger distributor and made hundreds of
Thurston’s protected accounts including many of his largest
thousands of dollars of sales
sales to Thurston’s

customers. Compare Verdict Form, Q.
N0. 11 ($494,526 in account protection damages)
damages) to TT
Q. No.
1505:3-6 (Thurston’s 12
1505:3-6
12 month
month sales
sales were $798,000).

Thurston was
was left with an 800 pound gorilla (IBF) in his market and aa franchisor
Thurston’s expense.
(Safeguard) that would do everything to help IBF at
at Thurston’s
expense. Safeguard not only
breached the Thurston Distributor Agreement, but combined with the pricing advantage IBF

Thurston’s ability to grow or exit the business were eliminated. When Thurston tried to
received,
received, Thurston’s

reach out to work with Safeguard, aa company he had dedicated his entire career to,
to, Safeguard
sent its lawyer to try to strong arm him out of this contractual rights. The resolution of account
protection conflicts
conﬂicts was never premised on getting the agreement of the affected distributor, it
was premised on coercion, concealment and the distributors relinquishing their contractual
was
rights. Had Safeguard simply paid the owed commissions there would have been
been no lawsuit.
lawsuit.
Instead, Safeguard refused to even recognize that Thurston had any
accounts. See
See e.g.
e. g.
any protected accounts.
Safeguard’s efforts
580:4-581 :3. It
It was
TT 580:4-581:3.
was Safeguard’s
into
its violations
arm Thurston
Thurston into
strong arm
efforts to
to conceal
Violations and
and strong
conceal its

relinquishing his contractual rights that pushed the claim into punitive damages territory.
For these reasons,
jury’s verdict
verdict was
that the
the clear
the jury’s
there is
weight
is no
no showing
showing that
against the
clear weight
was against
reasons, there
of
present any
jury’s verdict
verdict was
was aa product
product of
that the
nor does
the jury’s
of evidence
of
argument that
evidence nor
Safeguard present
does Safeguard
any argument
passion or prejudice such that would justify aa remittitur.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Safeguard’s Motion
Post-Judgment Relief should be
For the aforementioned reasons, Safeguard’s
be
Motion for
for Post-Judgment
15
stand.15
denied and the jury verdict should be allowed to stand.

DATED: February 14,
14, 2017

MOFFATT THOMAS

By:

/s/ C. Clayton Gill
C.
N0. 4973
C. Clayton Gill, ISB No.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

DATED: February 14,
14, 2017

MULCAHY LLP

By:

/s/ Douglas R. Luther
7 pro hac vice
James
James M. Mulcahy –
7
Douglas R. Luther – pro hac vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

15
15

Thurston’s brief
Safeguard’s 30
Motion.
additional pages
Thurston’s
pages as
pages were
page Motion.
the additional
brief is
is 30
as the
to address
address Safeguard’s
were necessary
30 pages
30 page
necessary to
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day ofFebruary, 2017, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF to be served by the method
indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
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I, James
JamesM.
M.Mulcahy,
Mulcahy,declare
declareasasfollows:
follows:

1,

1.
1.

Iam
I am duly admitted to practice before all courts of the State of California and

District of California and the
Illinois, and am aa member of federal district courts for the Central Distn'ct
Northern District of Illinois. I also am admitted to practice before the United States Court of
attomey of record herein for
Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh Circuits. I am the principal attorney

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (“Thurston) in connection with the matter of T3 Enterprises,
Systems, Inc. (“Safeguard”), Case
Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400.
Inc, (“T3”) v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Inc.
>

2.

I make this declaration
decimation in support of Thurston’s Opposition to Safeguard’s Motion

if called as
for Post-Judgment Relief. I1 have personal knowledge of the following facts, and if
a
as a
witness herein, I could and would testify competently thereto.

3.

True and correct copies of pertinent and selected portions of pages 1-1173 of

Volume I of the Reporter’s Transcript of Jury Trial are attached as Exhibit A.

4.

89 of
True and correct copies of pertinent and selected portions of pages 1174-23
1174-2389

as Exhibit B.
Volume II of the Reporter’s Transcript of Jury Trial are attached as
5.

A true and
and correct
correct Copy
copy of
oftrial
trial exhibit 88 is attached as
as Exhibit C.

6.

A true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of
oftrial
trial exhibit 23 is attached as Exhibit D.

7.

A true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of
oftrial
trial exhibit 157 is attached as Exhibit E.

8.

A true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of
oftrial
trial exhibit 187 is attached as Exhibit F.

9.

A true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of trial
trial exhibit 538 is attached as Exhibit G.

10.

A true and correct copy of trial exhibit 1036 is attached as
as Exhibit H.
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1
2
3
4

came to the company or came to Safeguard?

A.

Yeah. I don't know for how long he's been in

2

that department.
Q.

316
1

3

All right. Would you look at page four of your

4

are projecting in terms of deal value growth, right?
A.

That's right, that's the estimated deal value as

we think about going out into the future.
Q.

And in the end of 2011, you are anticipating

5

presentation. Once again, the yellow highlighting is my

5

that you would go from 34 million to anywhere between 60

6

work.

6

and 72 million per year?

7

8

A.

What does this show?

7

A.

This is a graph that shows the actual and

8

repeating.

9

estimated deal value as we look out into the future. So

9

10

just think of it as a comparative: Here is what we've

10

11

done and here is what we think we can do going forward.

11

The horizontal line right between 2011 and 2012

Q.

I don't understand the question. Do you mind
Explain for us then in your own words what that

means?

A.

So if you look at -- let's look at the

12

$72 million number. That was the estimated deal value

13

is there to indicate that is the point in time when the

13

for 2015. As we looked into the future, we tried to

14

chart was prepared?

14

consider all of the organizations and companies that were

12

Q.

15

A.

I believe so.

15

out there, the success that our distributors were having

16

Q.

So the years 2009, 2010 and 2011 are actual deal

16

and the ability to get in front of those folks and drive
some additional acquisitions.

17

value growth as a consequence of these acquisitions of

17

18

non-Safeguard distributors who are then converted,

18

19

correct?

19

Q.

Well, in 2013 alone you had four acquisitions

that were company run after they were acquired, right?

20

A.

That's the actual deal value.

20

A.

That's right.

21

Q.

So you went from-- okay. You went to

21

Q.

One was IBF for 6.2 million, right?

22

$40,648 [sic] as we saw earlier, but it appears here

22

A.

Sounds about right.

23

again?

23

Q.

And DocuSource, 17.1 million?

24

A.

It's 40.6 million.

24

A.

Okay.

25

Q.

The vertical line to the right, that's what you

25

Q.

Innovative 21 million?

1

A.

That's correct.

1

Q.

And pursuant to your supervision, I take it?
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2

Q.

And Prime was 6 million?

2

A.

That's correct.

3

A.

That's right.

3

Q.

This is the document that identifies the steps

4

Q.

So if you add all those up, during 2013 you

4

that a Safeguard distributor must go through in

5

acquired all of that revenue as a consequence of those

5

connection with its potential purchase of a non-Safeguard

6

four transactions, correct?

6

distributorship which will be converted, right?
A.

7

A.

That's correct.

7

8

Q.

And the anticipation was that the acquisitions

8

result of the experiences that we had been able to gain

would get bigger by way of deal value so that you didn't

9

by acquiring companies. So we took that experience, we

10

need to do as many company acquisitions but you would get

10

built it into a resource and provided it as a guide to

11

to 72 million, right?

11

distributors that wanted to grow their business through

9

12
13

A.

We were estimating the ability to get to about

72 million between that point and 2015, that's right.

Q.

Now, let's look at the steps that one takes as a

This was a resource guide we developed as a

12

acquisition on their own. There was no prior resource.

13

So this is really a resource, this isn't a, hey, you have

14

to do in this way step by step, this is really more of a

15

function of the due diligence process in a

15

recommended approach based on our process and what we h d

16

distributor-led transaction.

16

been through.

14

H
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Turn, if you will, to Exhibit 23. If you need

17

17

Q.

And you're talking about the process that you

18

to you can page through the pages, because I would like

18

employ to assist Safeguard distributors in their own
acquisitions?

19

to go through it with you. Also I did highlight the

19

20

yellow where it says, "Ten Steps to Growing your

20

21

Business through B.A.M."

21

A.

That's right. When a distributor wants to make

their own acquisition, think of somebody in a local

22

A.

Okay.

22

market and they are on a Chamber of Commerce and they've

23

Q.

Now, did you put this together back in 2012?

23

got a competitor on that chamber and they want to run

A.

My department collaborated to put this together

24

that acquisition themselves, this is a guide they can

25

follow. We stay in the background and can coach and

24
25

at my request.

012487
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1

counsel and help them through the process, but this gives

2

them a nice resource to turn to if they so choose.

3
4

Q.

320
1

A.

2

Q.

And this is the process they would employ with

3

you as a function of that proposed transaction, correct?

5

A.

They might.

6

Q.

Now, let's put it in perspective. If

Sounds about right, yeah.
The highlighting in yellow is mine.
So, for example, the bullet point that I've

4

highlighted at the bottom says, okay, go find Mr. Dunn

5

and talk to the franchise development department--

6

that's you, right?

7

Mr. Thurston wanted to buy IBF back in 2013 and Mr. Dunn,

7

A.

That's my department.

8

who owned IBF, was willing to sell it to him, then that

8

Q.

And that's because you're going to give

9

would be a proposed distributor-led transaction, right?

9

Mr. Thurston some tips on how to do this without this
falling through?

10

11
12
13
14

A.

That's right.

10

Q.

And the process that Mr. Thurston would go

11

through is set forth in this document, is it not?

A.

12

This is the recommended process that we would

encourage him to follow and read through.

A.

We've had a lot of the experience, so we would

hope that Mr. Thurston in this example would call us and

13

we could give him any pointers or guidance that he may be

14

seeking.

Q.

15

Q.

16

right?

16

people to get some tips on how to go about this, he goes

17

A.

We would hope that he would.

17

to step two, which is to complete a list of potential

Q.

Let's talk about step one on the second page.

18

sellers. Actually, this supposes that Mr. Thurston

19

hasn't found Dunn yet, he's looking for somebody. Let's

A.

That's right.

20

breeze past step two. Step two is here is how you go out

Q.

18
19
20

You would expect him to follow this process,

15

This is the who, what, where, when and why, right?

Fair enough. Then after he consults with your

Okay. So this is the first step, which is the

21

and find potential sellers and we'll help you do that,

22

step where Mr. Thurston goes and he sees Mr. Dunn and he

22

right?

23

says "I want to talk with you about this," and you get to

23

A.

That's right.

24

know each other, but you don't get too deeply involved

24

Q.

Step three then is when Mr. Thurston actually

25

because you want to try to develop a relationship?

25

1

not too deeply, and then Mr. Dunn and Mr. Thurston get

1

2

down to business to talk about it, right?

21

has dinner, has a few drinks, talks about the subject but

321

3

A.

That's right.

4

Q.

And it says-- I've highlighted this by the

322
Q.

So Mr. Thurston has been lucky enough to put the

2

ring on Mr. Dunn's finger and he goes to step five.

3

That's where you start to get into the financials and all

4

of the other things, right?

5

way-- "It's now time to begin the conversation with

5

A.

That's right.

6

the .. " what does that say?

6

Q.

So what does that process include as you've

7

A.

"The acquisition target."

7

8

Q.

So this step three, we're still into light

8

developed this procedure?
A.

Yeah. When my department put this together,

9

conversation, right, don't get too serious yet, keep the

9

it's important to note that this step process was

10

conversation light and professional, maintain

10

version-- we'll call it version 1.0, it was the first

11

confidentiality. These are the tips that the expertise

11

resource like this, no resource like this had ever

12

your department has would be made available to

12

existed. Since publishing this, we have a more

13

Mr. Thurston, right?

13

comprehensive do-it-yourself process that's more

14

A.

That's right.

14

intensive that we've provided to distributors at our

15

Q.

Step four then is when Mr. Thurston and Mr. Dunn

15

annual conventions and so on.

16

are going to get down to the due diligence and start

16

17

looking at the details to see whether or not it's a good

17

18

fit for Mr. Thurston, right?

18

have the distributor or recommend that the distributor

19

would get filled out by that selling entity. And that's
what this is speaking to, that questionnaire.

19

A.

Yeah, this really addresses the step where a

20

letter of intent would be executed. So if you think

20

21

about we've had conversations, I don't like to

21

22

necessarily use the metaphor but I'll use it, if you've

22

What this really addresses is we had certain
forms and other informational materials that we would

Q.

This was the process that was in play during

2013, right?

23

been with someone and dated someone and you're ready to 23

24

get engaged, so to speak, this is the step of that

24

have a distributor utilize for their own, in this case

A.

This was the recommended process that we would

25

engagement ring.

25

Mr. Thurston, making his own acquisition.

012488
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Q.

1

Mr. Thurston, now he's anxious about it, he

324
1

A.

What we've included here are some of the

2

likes the deal, Dunn likes the deal. They've got to

2

historical, the industry historical ratios or metrics

3

figure out how much should Mr. Thurston pay for Dunn's

3

that are used to define what a business in our industry

4

business, right?

4

might trade for, how do you figure out what the value is.

5

So those are just general metrics that are used in our
business to define valuation.

A.

5

Well, at this point they've already figured that

6

out. And, again, they've come to terms but without the

6

7

benefit of being able to lift up that hood, so to speak,

7

8

and peek at the business. So it's a letter of intent

8

Q.

When you say they are metrics, you mean this is

what in 2013 was the general industry norm?

9

that's non-binding, just like a ring on the finger is

9

A.

That's right.

10

non-binding. So once you have that letter of intent

10

Q.

Okay. And rule of thumb on trying to figure out

11

executed, you're going to go do some additional

11

what the price should be is one times gross profit,

12

investigation on that business, and you might finding

12

referred to 1XGP. What does that mean?

13

something that reduces the value of the business or

13

14

causes the people to walk away or motivates them to move

14

even calls out here that it's not absolute. But if you

15

forward and get to a closing.

15

think about revenue and then-- think of it this way, a

A.

So-- and again, it's a rule of thumb, and it

16

Q.

The next step is step six, right?

16

business is selling products, and the products that that

17

A.

That's right.

17

business is selling, they cost something, so when you

18

Q.

Okay. And in step six, your department, you and

18

have sales, you're generating a gross profit after you've

19

your people, are going to help Mr. Thurston identify how

19

had to pay for the items that you've sold. And in our

20

much he should offer Mr. Dunn to buy his business, right?

20

industry, one of the metrics that people will point to as

A.

I'm sorry, I was reading. Can you repeat that?

21

being relevant is a metric or a multiplier of gross

22

Q.

Go ahead. Tell me when you're done.

22

profit.

23

A.

I'm done. Thank you.

23

24

Q.

Okay. Step six is where you help Mr. Thurston

24

million dollars in sales is delivering $300,000 in gross

25

identify how much he should offer Mr. Dunn to by IBF?

25

profit, then what our industry over the history of the

1

industry and the trade rates would say that the

1

other departments at Deluxe and Safeguard to identify

2

valuation as a good starting point or rule of thumb

2

which of Mr. Dunn's IBF customers happen to also be the

3

would be that that business is worth $300,000, or one

3

protected accounts of Safeguard distributors in that same

times gross profit.

4

market, right?

21

So if it's a million dollar business and that

325

\

4
_c.

6
7
8
9
10

~

Q.

And the second metric is two to four times

EBITDA. I know what it means why don't you tell us?
A.

EBITA stands for earnings before interest,

taxes, depreciation and amortization.
Q.

Were we getting ahead of ourselves because step

six is where you draft the LOI?

326

5

A.

Safeguard is going through a process of

6

evaluating the accounts to try to understand if there is

7

it a potential overlap on some of those accounts.

8

Q.

And that's because IBF is selling products as an

9

IBF distributor to some of Mr. Thurston's and Ms. Teply's

10

protected accounts, right?

11

A.

That's correct.

11

A.

That's a possibility.

12

Q.

The LOI is this letter of intent. It's just an

12

Q.

It's a very distinct possibility, isn't it?

13

expression of interest so the two can say okay we're on

13

A.

Depends on the business.

14

the same page, we might not do the deal, but this is some

14

Q.

If they're doing $6.2 million of annual revenue

15

assurance to you or to Mr. Dunn that Mr. Thurston is

15

in Boise, isn't that going to necessarily create all

16

getting serious, right?

16

kinds of account protection scrub conflicts?
A.

It could, but not necessarily. And one of the

17

A.

Yes, sir.

17

18

Q.

Once you get to that point, it becomes very

18

things that we found in the larger businesses is that

19

important, does it not, for Mr. Thurston to have your

19

larger businesses generally have fewer accounts. So

20

department do an account protection scrub?

20

we've run across businesses that are generating

21
22

A.

That's one of the items that's very important in

the process.

21

$10 million a year in sales and they've got eight

22

customers. So they are really big, relevant vendors to a
small handful of accounts.

Would you go to the next page, please. This is

23

24

my highlighting again. So the account protection scrub

24

25

is the work that your department does in conjunction with

25

23

Q.

So it's not really fair to say, hey, because
that business is huge they've got 50,000 customers.

012489
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A.

It is how we feel-- yeah, it is. That's the

1

Q.

I highlighted this paragraph because I want to

2

business case file. It's an excel spreadsheet that

2

talk with you about this for a minute. Do you see the

3

includes a lot of the financial-related information and

3

account protection mitigation budget, 183,000?

4

assumptions about the business we are looking to acquire.

4

A.

5

Q.

Do you know how that was determined?

6

A.

I don't know the specifics of how we got that

5
6

Q.

And you were reporting the information that is

contained in the financials and the business model

7

directly to Mr. McRoberts at the Deluxe Corporation,

7

8

right?

8

I do.

number.
Q.

Do you have any idea?

A.

I will tell you that in --we have a wash

We would typically provide a summary of that

9

10

information. We, being Safeguard, would put together

10

process that we go through that tries to identify

9

A.

11

that summary, provide it to the folks inside of Deluxe

11

potential overlaps, and then a budget may be assigned to

12

for funding, questions may come back, there may be points

12

help mitigate those overlaps.

13

they want to understand a little bit better. And this

13

14

appears to be one such case where we are providing a

14

15

point-by-point breakdown of the investment we need to

15

16

make in this company.

16

17

Q.

There were other discussions before this deal

18

closed, this is just one part of those discussions about

19

the due diligence, correct?

20
21

Q.

Uh-huh. You're talking about the account

protection issues, right?
A.

The account protection potential overlaps,

that's right.

17

Q.

Are you good at math?

18

A.

Depends on who you ask.

Q.

Let me ask you if you can do this calculation,

19

A.

Presumably so.

20

what is $183,000 out of 17 million, what percent is that,

Q.

Susan Steen reported back to you and to

21

do you know?

22

Mr. McRoberts with her comments on the business case

22

A.

I don't know.

23

model and the underlying financial information relating

23

Q.

Okay. You say that account protection

24

to DocuSource, correct?

24

mitigation budget is based on a percentage of the total

25

deal, you're talking about a percentage of the total deal

1

what part of the process you're in and what you're

25

A.

I see that.

369

1

value, correct?

370

2

looking at to determine Safeguard's determination of the

3

remember, we don't know-- we don't have access to the

3

account protection mitigation budget.

4

accounts --

4

5

Q.

Uh-huh.

5

simple question: What was the percentage that was used

6

A.

--who the accounts are. The seller is never

6

in connection with all of these B.A.M. transactions?

2

A.

It could be. It could be based on --early on,

Q.

A.

Okay. Recognizing all of that, let me ask you a

There is no set percentage. There are factors

1

going to give that to us until we're farther down in the

7

8

process.

8

that I believe Dwaine may use to come up with the initial
estimate of account protection mitigation.

9

Q.

The deal value was $17 million for DocuSource?

9

10

A.

That's right.

10

11

Q.

So the 183,000 is a percentage of the

11

mitigation budget was always nothing more than an

Q.

So if I told you that the account protection

12

arbitrary 1 percent of the total annual sales, would that

13

A.

Maybe, maybe not.

13

ring a bell with you at all?

14

Q.

Well, who gave you this information to pass

14

A.

No, it wouldn't.

15

along?

15

Q.

So you told Mr. McRoberts and Susan Steen and

12

16

17

17 million, isn't it?

A.

So early in the process when we get information

from a seller, we're not getting the customer data, they

16

Phil Odella, as well as your boss, that you fully expect

11

to underspend here. They know about the account
protection issues in these deals, correct?

18

are not going to give that to us, but we still want to be

18

19

sensitive to the fact that there may be the need to have

19

A.

They're aware of the potential overlap.

20

an account mitigation budget. So we will develop a

20

Q.

And so what was the basis for your view that you

21

preliminary-- and when I say we, I'm talking about my

21

might be able to resolve all of the account protection

22

department, and principally Dwayne Ivy will do some work

22

issues that this transaction brought to you under the

23

in my department that will come up with a preliminary

23

183,000?

24

budget. After the wash process, that budget might be

24

25

increased or it might stay the same. So it depends on

25

A.

I don't resolve the account protection potential

overlaps that may be in play, but I go on in this
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1

t

paragraph to line out and call out a specific example

1

Allentown, Pennsylvania. Safeguard was founded in
Pennsylvania. We have a lot of distributors in

2

where we had a transaction that we closed, we had a

2

3

$36,000 estimate for account protection overlap, and Mike

3

Pennsylvania. And so what you're seeing here is a

4

and Kevin and the Safeguard legal department were able to

4

transaction that we completed where we believed the

5

mitigate those potential overlap using $6,000 of that

5

estimate would be $56,000. We are conservative, we like

6

budget. So that is what is driving that prior comment

6

to have a larger number. So we estimate the $56,000.

7

and the answer to your question.

7

And what you find when distributors bump up against each

8

over when you're looking at distributors that have

8

Q.

Mike Dunlap and Mr. Skipper. You're talking

9

about the fact that after the transaction closes,

9

overlap, generally what happens is they work it out. And

10

Mr. Dunlap and Mr. Skipper are going to go out into the

10

so what we found here in one of the most concentrated

11

field and try to see if they can't resolve those account

11

areas within the Safeguard business, Pennsylvania, where

12

protection issues?

12

the company was founded, where there is a lot of

13

distributors, what we found was the distributors were

Mr. Skipper do seek to resolve account protection

14

fair, they were reasonable, they worked out the overlap,

15

matters, just as they do when distributors bump up

15

and they did it at a number that was extremely

16

against each other in the normal course of business.

16

reasonable. So ergo the thinking here on the 183 was

13
14

A.

Q.

After a transaction closes, Mr. Dunlap and

17

we're in a market that isn't as concentrated in terms of

18

a service in connection with all of those B.A.M.

18

as many distributors geographically as may have been in

19

transactions, is that right?

19

Pennsylvania, so that's why I wrote this passage to

20

indicate that I believed that we would likely underspend

21

here, that the Safeguard legal team would be able to

17

20
21

A.

And that's something that Mr. Dunlap provided as

That's one of the tasks that Mr. Dunlap

undertakes when we do a deal.

Q.

22

handle and mitigate these potential overlaps in a great

23

led you to expect that the budget would fully cover the

23

way.

24

account protection issues?

24

22

25

A.

So what is it about the Diamond transaction that

Print Concepts is a business that is located in

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, I would like to read

25

from Mr. Sutton's sworn testimony on page 217, line 18,

1

another non-definition of hearsay, which is a statement

2

of a party opponent.
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1
2

3
4
5
6

through page 227, line 15.
THE COURT:

You said sworn testimony, is it a

deposition?
MR. MULCAHY:

I'm sorry. The sworn deposition

of Mr. Sutton.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I don't know if he laid the

3

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

4

THE COURT:

I understand that.

And he's an agent of a party

5

opponent and therefore he doesn't have to lay the

6

foundation for the prior inconsistent statement. He does

7

foundation of reading the deposition in terms of

7

have to lay a foundation that what he's reading from is

8

inconsistent testimony.

8

from a deposition that was taken under oath, etcetera.

9

So we have that, unless you agree that he's reading from

9
10
11

THE COURT:

Approach.

(Bench conference.)
THE COURT:

I don't think he has to lay a

10

a deposition transcript and you don't have a problem with

11

that. In terms of laying the foundation for a
impeachment, he doesn't have to do that because it's a

12

foundation for inconsistent testimony because I suspect

12

13

that he's an agent of a party opponent, and under the

13

party opponent. Does that make sense? I'm not asking

14

party opponent exception to the hearsay rule --

14

you to agree with me, I just making sure you understand

15

what I'm saying.

15

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Well, it's just in terms of

16

the proper use of impeachment of a transcript in terms of

16

17

"Mr. Sutton, do you recall when your deposition was

17

18

taken," give me a different answer what you've given here

18

19

today, allowing him to say "yes" or "no."

19

20

THE COURT:

The different answer part goes to

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I understand what you're

saying. I never had it occur this way-THE coURT:

I understand that, and I run into a

lot of lawyers -MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

--the use of transcript even

with party opponents.

21

normally you can't use deposition transcript to impeach

21

22

unless it's-- you can't use deposition transcript to

22

THE COURT:

23

impeach-- you can't use it unless it's to impeach

23

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

24

because that's the hearsay rule that people rely on is,

24

25

the impeachment non-definition of hearsay. There's

25

In other words, if he wanted to-I don't think you can start

reading from the whole entire transcript for all of this.
THE COURT:

Well, there's a certain form. If he
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1

A.

That's correct.

1

2

Q.

That's what you were trying to tell me?

2

3

A.

That's correct.

3

A.

4

Q.

And you said the senior executive leadership

4

Q.

And they begin on page five, right?.

Q.

And it contains the key due diligence findings,

does it now?
That's correct.

5

team at Deluxe does not review the due diligence decks,

5

A.

That's right.

6

is that right?

6

Q.

The highlighting is mine.

7

A.

That's correct.

7

Q.

Go to page three, please. These are the

Look at the legal notion here. It says the

8

account protection overlap is in excess of $200,000 in

9

financial risks and covenants with the risk mitigation in

9

existing Safeguard distributor sales. Do you see that?

10

the summary, correct?

10

A.

I see that.

Q.

So you don't know how many dollars in excess of

8

11

A.

That's correct.

11

12

Q.

Go to page four.

12

13

The highlighting is mine.

13

A.

That's right.

14

This is the due diligence summary that you said

14

Q.

And the budget is less than the 200,000,

15

nobody looks at, right?

15

,,

correct?

16

A.

No, that's not what I said.

16

A.

That's correct.

17

Q.

This is the due diligence summary, however, that

17

Q.

And you don't remember what the percentage

18

number is?

18
19
20

you were referring to earlier, is it not?

-..,

19

A.

I don't.

remember we talked about the executive summary that went 20

Q.

Okay. And then the due diligence findings

A.

This is the summary document, so if you'll

21

up and generally we would have the summary, due diligence 21

continue through the balance of this exhibit, which

22

data, attached to that executive summary.

contains 13 separate due diligence slides, correct?

23
24
25

Q.

22

This is the due diligence summary for project

23
24

Diamond, is it not?
A.

That's correct.

A.

purchase agreement in connection with the acquisition of

2

the stock of DocuSource, correct?

The due diligence summary reports are contained

25

Q.

Now, you were the person who signed the stock

1

Q.

Jeff Scott, number one?

398
2

A.

That's right.

3

A.

That's correct.

3

Q.

John Curtain, number two?

4

Q.

Okay. And would you look please at Exhibit 54.

4

A.

Yes, sir.

5

Q.

And James Devine, number three?

5

This is the stock purchase agreement that reflects the

-

here, that's correct.
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1

6

transaction whereby DocuSource was acquired, bought the

6

A.

Correct.

7

stock, right?

7

Q.

And all three of those people signed the stock

8

A.

Right.

8

purchase agreement and made those representations and

9

Q.

Okay. Let's just clear something up, we talked

9

warrantees?

10

about Forms Systems, Incorporated a little earlier.

10

11

That's the name of the formal corporation?

11

12

A.

That's correct.

Q.

And the stock purchase agreement contains the

A.

I believe they did.

Q.

So they say, "Except as set forth in the

12

disclosure schedule attached as Exhibit 6, the

13

shareholders each represent and warrant to the purchaser

14

list of all of the customers that are being sold by

14

for themselves that as of the effective date and the

15

DocuSource, correct?

15

closing date .. " and then you go to the next page to
identify the representation I want to focus on. They

13

16
17
18

A.

I believe it does.

16

Q.

Okay. Remember we talked about shareholders'

17

represented in paragraph 3.7 that the customer list

18

attached to this document as Exhibit B is true and

representations and warrantees in the agreement?

19

A.

I do.

19

accurate and complete. I won't read everything, but

20

Q.

Go to page five, please. Paragraph three is the

20

that's what that says, correct?

21

shareholders' representation and warrantee, right?

21

22

A.

It is.

22

23

Q.

So the shareholders are these two gentleman,

23

24
25

Mr. Curtain and Mr. Devine, right?
A.

I believe there are actually three shareholders.

I

200,000 they calculated, do you?

A.

Among other things, that's what that says.

Q.

So let's take a look at Exhibit B, Schedule A,

on page 24. What is Schedule B?

24

A.

It's the customer list.

25

Q.

Take a look and confirm for yourself that the
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Redirect?

1

THE COURT:

2

MR. MULCAHY:

Thank you, your Honor.

3

5

7

2

individually on a one-on-one basis, correct?

4

JLYMR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Would you please look at Exhibit 47, page ten.

The yellow highlighting is mine.
protection financial risk associated with this deal?

I don't know whether Mr. Dunlap was traveling in

he did both, but I can't say that one or the other was

6

the way that he resolved challenges exclusively.
Q.

I haven't asked you how he resolved those

8

strategies, I asked you if, in fact, the plan that was

9

approved was to send Mr. Dunlap out to do his thing. It
is, correct?

10

A.

I'm not sure to which you're referring.

10

11

Q.

The key findings provide that there is a

11

significant account protection overlap, do you see that?

12

12

A.

face-to-face meeting, if he was on the telephone, I know

5

7

Do you see the plan for mitigating the account

8
9

purchase took place to deal with the distributors

3

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

4

6
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1

A.

I was addressing the send out comment. I'm not

sure what you mean by that, if you're implying he would

13

A.

I see there is a potential overlap, yep.

13

fly and sit down on a one-on-one basis, I don't know that

14

Q.

And that overlap is identified in the second

14

that is what took place for him to engage in that

15

section as a financial risk if those account protection

15

activity. But the approach on mitigating the potential

16

violations cannot be eliminated, correct?

16

overlap was to have our legal team at Safeguard work with

17
18

A.

That's correct.

17

the distributors to resolve those potential overlaps in

Q.

And the plan that was approved by all of these

18

the way that they had been resolved, not just related to

19

people that reviewed this, including the Deluxe employees

19

acquisitions but also related to activity of distributors

20

that go all the way to Mr. Schram, was to use the

20

in the marketplace trying to pick up new accounts.

21

successful account protection mitigation strategies that

21

Q.

You're referring to Mr. Dunlap, are you not?

22

have achieved success in other deals, right?

22

A.

I'm referring to Mr. Dunlap and Mr. Skipper.

Q.

And you're referring to those two lawyers going

23

A.

Yes, sir.

23

24

Q.

And that successful account protection

24

out after this deal closes and negotiating with these

mitigation strategy was to send Mr. Dunlap out after the

25

distributors, correct?

25
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1

A.

I'm talking about Mr. Dunlap and Mr. Skipper

page.

2

working with distributors and addressing ways to resolve

2

THE COURT:

3

potential overlaps using a number of different potential

3

MR. MULCAHY:

4

avenuestogetthatdone.

4

direct that there were no account protection issues with

5

Innovative.

5

Q.

And the successful account protection mitigation

For?
For Innovative. He testified on

6

strategies that have been employed in this and other

6

7

B.A.M. transactions was to rely upon the lawyer,

7

$12 million worth of business that he identified there

8

Mr. Dunlap, to go out and resolve those account

8

were no account protection issues, that was it. He

9

protection issues, correct?

9

didn't say there were no account protection issues with

10

the whole entire --

10

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Now, you know and I know that J.J. Sorrenti is a

-~1--'"'-

11
12

vice president at the Deluxe Corporation, correct?

MR_ SCHOSSBERGER:

11

12

THE COURT:

No, only with respect to the

That's what you're going to point

out?

13

A.

He's also the president of Safeguard.

13

14

Q.

Is he the Vice President at the Deluxe

14

scrub list that identifies -- I can't remember how many

15

at the moment.

15

Corporation or not?

16

A.

He has that title.

16

17

Q.

Would you please turn to Exhibit 75.

17

18

A.

My exhibits go from 65 to 80.

18

19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20

the scope of direct.

21

THE COURT:

22

Your Honor, this is beyond

I don't know what it is yet.

{Bench conference.)

23

MR. MULCAHY:

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. MULCAHY:

He testified there were no--

What is Exhibit 75?
It's a scrub sheet, the first

MR. MULCAHY:

THE COURT:

I'm going to point out there is a

That's fair. I'll allow it.

{Bench conference concluded.)
THE COURT:

Objection is overruled. You can

19

hand the witness a copy of the exhibit through the

20

bailiff.

21
22
23

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Look at Exhibit 75, Mr. Sutton, and tell me if

you know what this is?

24

A.

In is a customer scrub final.

25

Q.

Okay. We've been talking about account
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We were talking yesterday about why don't you
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1

protection customer scrubs, but this is the first time

2

we've actually seen one. Do you see the custodian is

2

pick up the phone and call the key group on every single

3

Ms. Savoie?

3

one, that's because there's a query that is set up that

1

4

A.

I do not.

4

does that automatically, that button is pushed and the

5

Q.

Look at the top?

5

query is run and the output comes back to Suzanna.

6

A.

Oh, yes. Yes, I see that.

6

Q.

That's the Ms. Savoie that is in your

7

7

8
9

10

11

department, correct?

8

Q.

The Innovative transaction took place in May of

2013, did it not?
A.

That sound about right -- I'm sorry, did you say

the Innovative.

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

She's the person who works with Mr. Ivy on

10

Q.

Innovative, May of 2013, right?

11

A.

That's possible.

Q.

And as you have just described it, there was an

customer scrub activities, correct?
A.

That's correct.

12

13

Q.

And Mr. Ivy, what is his first name, Dewayne?

13

account protection scrub list that was prepared in your

14

A.

It's Dewayne.

14

department, correct?

15

Q.

And remember we talked about how you go to the

15

A.

That's correct.

16

Q.

What you're looking at here is just the first

12

16

decision sciences department at the Deluxe Corporation

17

and you also go to the accounting department at Safeguard

17

18

to obtain the information which allows your people to

18

19

prepare this account protection scrub?

19

20

A.

We get the information, the customer information

20

page, the summary page, correct?
A.

This is not my area of expertise, but it does

look like a summary of that data.
Q.

And the data goes into great detail for some

60-plus pages behind this, correct?

21

and the sales. Hopefully it's in the right format like

21

22

an excel file. If it's not, it has to be put in an excel

22

23

file. That will go to Safeguard distributor accounting

23

Q.

Do you know how to read this?

24

and will come back, and then we have the opportunity to

24

A.

Yes.

25

have Mr. Hubbard, who is in Dallas, run a query.

25

Q.

This shows that there are 23 Safeguard

1

distributors whose protected accounts are affected by

1

A.

Innovative, which is based outside of

2

this transaction, correct?

A.

That's possible.
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2

Philadelphia, was selling in a market where a distributor

3

A.

Looks to be.

3

was also located in Philadelphia.

4

Q.

And so if you look at the names, you see who the

4

Q.

After Innovative was purchased in May of 2013,

5

distributors are whose accounts are being sold to by

5

it began selling Safeguard products and services to its

6

Innovative prior to the purchase of that company,

6

historical customers, correct?

7

correct?

7

8
9

10

A.

You're seeing the potential overlap that may

exist with these distributors, that's correct.
Q.

And let's see, where is Mr. Ambrose located or

8
9

10

A.

It continued selling the products it had been

selling before the closing.
Q.

To the now protected customers of these 23

individuals, correct?

11

A.

That's correct.

12

A.

I don't know where Ms. Ambrose is.

12

Q.

And so Mr. Dunlap-- the plan, as you have

13

Q.

Do you know where Capizzi is?

13

described it, is for Mr. Dunlap to go out and contact all

14

A.

I do not.

14

of these people and see if we can work on some kind of a

15

Q.

Do you know where Debbie Terry is.

15

resolution, not before but after the transaction has

16

A.

Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

16

closed, correct?

17

Q.

All the way out to Wisconsin?

17

A.

That's correct.

18

A.

That's right.

18

Q.

All right. Now Tom Armbruster, he is way back

19

Q.

What about Debby Hornickle?

19

20

A.

I don't know.

20

11

Ms. Ambrose?

in Massachusetts, isn't he?
A.

No, he's in Pennsylvania.

21

Q.

James Sanders?

21

Q.

Ted Mabry, he's in Massachusetts, isn't he?

22

A.

Philadelphia.

22

A.

He is in Boston, he has basis of business as far

23

Q.

So Innovative was selling as far away as

23

away as Chicago and Atlanta, Georgia.

24

Philadelphia to the customers that this gentleman had

24

Q.

Where is Steve Holt?

25

account protection rights for, that's what it says?

25

A.

I don't know.
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Q.

Steve Axt?
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1

customers, correct?

2

A.

I don't know.

2

A.

That's correct.

3

Q.

What about Robert Schiller?

3

Q.

And those historical customers happen to be the

4

A.

I don't know.

4

protected accounts of these 23 Safeguard distributors,

5

Q.

Rick Stallings is down in Texas, is he not?

5

don't they?

6

A.

Rick Stallings is in Columbus, Georgia, and he

6

A.

Some of those accounts overlapped.

has basis of business in Knoxville, Tennessee, Dallas, a

7

Q.

Now, let's talk about the lawsuit. We received

8

number. Some of the distributors have grown by buying

8

the asset purchase agreement in discovery after the

9

other distributors in other markets, so that's why you

9

lawsuit was filed, correct?

10

see some of those folks that have different business.

10

A.

I don't know when you received that.

11

Deb Terry, who is in Oshkosh, actually had a base of

11

Q.

It would have come to us from Safeguard in

12

business in Philadelphia.

7

12

-

connection with this litigation, right?

13

Q.

John Snyder, where is he located?

13

A.

I have no idea.

14

A.

New Jersey.

14

Q.

Well, do you have any idea that after we saw the

Q.

And this report shows that Innovative, after it

15

asset purchase agreement, we dismissed these other people

16

was purchased, was selling Safeguard products and

16

when we saw that you have assumed responsibility for

17

services to 27 of Mr. Snyder's protected accounts,

17

Ms. Mclaughlin and the others?

18

correct?

18

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

19

THE COURT:

15

19

A.

Remember what I said earlier, that this reflects

20

sales that are historical. So this doesn't show what

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

21

sales have occurred after the closing. So the numbers

21

THE COURT:

22

you're seeing here aren't sales after the closing, they

22

23

are historical sales leading up to the closing.

23

24
25

Q.

Once Innovative was purchased by Safeguard,

Safeguard started selling to those very same historical

Objection, your Honor.

What is your objection?
Approach?

You may.

(Bench conference.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

When we were last up here,

24

your Honor said we were not to mention anything about

25

what happened with the lawsuit.

1

the impression that we filed it, they are still

2

defendants. And I want to clarify that so they know.

541
1

MR. MULCAHY:

Why didn't you talk to me first?

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. MULCAHY:

4

THE COURT:

Pardon me?

542

3

THE COURT:

I don't see how that is relevant.

Why didn't you talk to me first?

4

He didn't get into who is in the lawsuit or anything

I thought you had resolved it.

5

else. You put into evidence the fact-- a document that

What I said was there is no mention

6

demonstrated there were lawsuits.

5

MR. MULCAHY:

6

THE COURT:

7

He opened the door on this.

about what happened with the lawsuit.

7

MR. MULCAHY:

And I held by that.

8

THE COURT:

I should have asked you first.

9

8

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

9

MR. MULCAHY:

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. MULCAHY:

You're right, you should have.
I apologize, but he did open the

I recognize that.

You opened that door, he merely

pointed out the provision that was already in evidence.

10

I specifically instructed him not to get into who was

11

dismissed and who wasn't dismissed. I don't think it's

12

door when he talked about the lawsuit and the fact that

12

relevant at all in this case. I'm going to sustain the

13

we sued them.

13

objection and instruct the jury to disregard the answer

14

and to not consider or speculate anything about who was

15

or may have been parties to this or other lawsuits. And

14

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

15

MR. MULCAHY:

16

that they are still being sued.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

17
18

21

No, the document is in

evidence.

19
20

I didn't open --

He leaves them with the impression

THE COURT:

16

next time talk to me before you just plow ahead on an

17

order that you asked for in limine and that I granted.

18

What is the relevance of what you're

asking?

20
MR. MULCAHY:

I want to clarify the deception

MR. MULCAHY:

21

Okay.

(Bench conference concluded.)

19

MR. MULCAHY:

I have no further questions

your Honor.

22

that I think is visited upon this jury when

22

23

Mr. Schossberger spent 15 minutes going through all of

23

sustain the objection. I'm going to instruct you to

24

these paragraphs and saying that litigation was in effect

24

ignore and set aside the information that was contained

25

and they were the defendants in the lawsuit, and it gives

25

in the question and the answer. It has no relevance, you

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to
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1

top 20 customers involved on the target side and

560

1

participate in the identification of the placeholder
account protection mitigation budget?

2

look at the totality of the circumstances after

2

3

looking at those factors."

3

A.

I do not.

That was the question and answer, correct?

4

Q.

Ever?

4
5

A.

Correct.

5

A.

Ever.

6

Q.

After you receive this information, the customer

6

Q.

Have you ever participated in the identification

7

scrubs, do you then consult with Dewayne Ivy in any

7

of the appropriate placeholder account protection

8

instance whatsoever?

8

mitigation budget number?

9
10

11

9

A.

I have not.

no, I don't directly report anything. It's not part of

10

Q.

Do you know how the account protection

my process to report anything specifically to Mr. Ivy.

11

A.

Besides those informal conversations we've had,

12

Q.

So the answer is no, you do not?

12

13

A.

My answer was my answer. I do not specifically

13

14

15

report anything to Mr. Ivy.
Q.

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor I would like to read

from Mr. Skipper's transcript, his sworn testimony, on
page 32, lines six through eight.

16

17

lists?

17

Again, I provide them a look toward the risk of

I generally know how it's calculated, but

15

in connection with your review of the customer scrub
A.

A.

specifically, no.

14

What kind of advice do you give to those folks

16

18

mitigation number is calculated?

18

"Question: Do you know how the account
protection budget mitigation number is calculated?

19

moving forward with the deal based upon what we found in

19

"Answer: I do not."

20

that customer scrub.

20

Now, you mentioned that you had a brief

21

Q.

And then that's the extent of it? After that

21

conversation with Mr. Ivy one time, is that correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

A.

For that portion of it, yes.

23

Q.

And that conversation that you had was just a

24

Q.

Now, let's talk about the account protection

24

22

25

you're done with that assignment, is that right?

mitigation budget process for a second. Do you

brief conversation in connection with the IBF scrub?

25

A.

Yes.

1

Q.

So when you say that you had this brief
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Q.

What happened is Mr. Ivy approached you and

2

asked you if the account protection mitigation budget

2

conversation with Mr. Ivy, did you participate at all in

3

should be larger than normal on that particular deal,

3

evaluating what the number should be for IBF?

4

correct?

4

5

A.

Yes.

Q.

A.

Yes. I believe that conversation he had called

5

me and asked me if we thought that based upon our result
from the customer scrub whether we should move the

Now, the normal process is to take 1 percent of

6

7

the seller's prior annual years sales and use that number

7

account protection mitigation budget up, and I agreed

8

as the account protection budget, is it not?

8

that we probably should.

6

9

A.

I think you had explained that to me in my

9

MR. MULCAHY:

I would like to read from

10

deposition, and so that's the extent of my understanding

10

Mr. Skipper's deposition transcript, page 33, line three

11

ofit.

11

through line 22.

12

Q.

Are you there?

13

you've never been involved in the process by which that

13

A.

lam.

14

number is identified or established, correct?

14

Q.

"Question: So you're saying, then, that you've

12

15
16
17

Q.

A.

Okay. So essentially what you're saying is

Outside of the couple of conversations I had

with Mr. Ivy, no.
Q.

You literally have no idea how that number is

15

never been involved in the process by which that number

16

is identified or established, correct?

17

"Answer: I'm telling you literally--

18

established or what that number is in any instance,

18

I'm telling you I literally have no idea how that

19

correct?

19

number is established or what that number is.

20
21
22

A.

Yes. Besides the conversations that you and I

had about it in the deposition, I do not.
Q.

I'm talking of course about your 17 or 19 years

20

"Question: Okay. And with respect to

21

IBF you're saying you had a-- just a brief

22

conversation with Mr. Ivy about that subject?

23

as the junior lawyer in the company, you've never ever

23

"Answer: Yes.

24

been involved in that, correct?

24

"Question: But you did not participate

25

A.

That's true.

25

in evaluating what that number should be for IBF,
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1

is that right?

Q.

1

Now, we are only seeing the left tab and the

colors are mine.

2

"Answer: Correct.

2

3

"Question: Who's responsible for that?

3

4

"Answer: Mr. Ivy.

4

5

"Question: By himself?

5

A.

I don't know.

6

"Answer: I don't know.

6

Q.

Can you estimate?

7

"Question: Who has the final say in that

7

A.

Probably eight to ten.

So you have been reviewing customer scrub lists
for how many years now?

8

Q.

Years?

9

"Answer: I don't know.

9

A.

Yes.

10

"Question: Is it you?

10

Q.

Did you review the scrub list for the DocuSource

11

"Answer: No."

11

8

process?

Those were the answers that you gave me to

12
13

those questions, correct?

13

A.

Yep.

14

15

Q.

Would you please turn to Exhibit 78. Let me

15

just change that. Turn if you will to page 77.
Okay. We need to try to focus on the top part,

17

A.

12

14

16

transaction in April of 2013?
I reviewed the DocuSource scrub list, I'm not

sure when it was.
Q.

All right. So let's just walk through this for

a minute. We'll start with the second vertical, the

16

reference number. That's the number that IBF assigned to

17

the customers identified going horizontally across,
correct?

18

if we can. Why don't we start and go across, but we'll

18

19

have to do it two different ways. First of all,

19

A.

I don't know.

20

Exhibit 77 is the account protection scrub list for the

20

Q.

You don't know what that means?

21

DocuSource purchase, correct?

21

A.

I do not know what reference number means.

Q.

Do you know what the sales rep vertical column

22
23

A.

I'm not seeing Exhibit 77 in here.

22

Q.

Oh, you're not? It should be tab six in your

23

means?
A.

It looks like it's a unique identifier for the

24

book.

25

A.

Okay.

1

Q.

And the sales reps name then, that column is

1

2

what?

3

A.

That would be the sales representative's name

3

Q.

4

Baird Oil?

24

25

particular sales rep that is assigned to that account.
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4

2

that is it assigned to that account.

A.

That would be the name of the customer, I

believe.
Let's look at the ones highlighted. Do you see

5

A.

6

about the sales person assigned to the identified

6

Q.

Do you see Hayden Beverage?

7

customer when IBF was operating as a non-safeguard

7

A.

Yes.

8

distributor, correct?

5

Q.

And in this half of the document, we're talking

No-- yes.

8

Q.

And Amalgamated Sugar Company, LLC?

9

A.

Correct.

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Okay. So Brian Wiedenmann was one of the

10

Q.

Western Construction, Inc.?

11

salespeople working for DocuSource before the company was 11

A.

Yes.

12

sold, correct?

Q.

As you go along the column from left to right,

13

A.

I think you confused me. You just said IBF. Is

12

13

you see some additional information that relates to each

14

one of those. So can we move it a little bit to the

15

Q.

Oh, I'm sorry I didn't mean to confuse you.

15

left.

16

A.

This is DocuSource.

16

17

Q.

This is DocuSource. Brian Wiedenmann was

17

14

this IBF or DocuSource?

18

working for DocuSource up to the time the company was

18

19

sold, correct?

19

20
21

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

And that's what this indicates. Then the next

21

22

column is the DocuSource customer code before the com pan 22

23

was purchased, correct?

Do you see the column that says "plan"?

A.

I do.

Q.

Let's skip over that for the time being. We'll

come back to it.
The customer address, that is the address that
the DocuSource people had for its customer, correct?

A.

Yes, just showing on here is a city. I would

23

guess if you expanded that it would show the entire
address.

24

A.

I don't know what that is.

24

25

Q.

Okay. Do you know what the customer name is?

25

Q.

So in other words, the document has not only the
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city but also the address?

568
1

customers that DocuSource made in the prior period,
correct?

2

A.

I don't know. It looks like a city name to me.

2

3

Q.

And then the state name and the postal code?

3

A.

Correct.

4

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So, for example, if you take Baird Oil, which is

5

Q.

And telephone numbers associated with each of

5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

the customers, correct?

the second horizontal line, and you come across to

6

DocuSource for the 36 months, that means that $8,880 in

A.

Yes.

7

products and services were sold to that customer three

Q.

The next column talks about when it was set up

8

years before April of 2013, during that three years

9

period, fair enough?

as a customer by DocuSource, correct?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And that would be prior to April 30, 2013 when

10

it became a Safeguard distributor, right?

11
12

A.

Fair enough.

Q.

The next column talks about DocuSource 's

12-month sales to each one of them, correct?

13

A.

Yes.

13

A.

14

Q.

The next column talks about DocuSource's sales

14

Q.

15

to each of these customer for the immediate three year

15

16

period, right?

16

Correct.
Let's just continue over a little bit.
We're on the left of the vertical column. Do

you see where it says "SG date last transaction"?

17

A.

What column would that be?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

The "DS/36 months sales"?

18

Q.

That SG stands for Safeguard, right?

A.

On mine the last column is the last transaction

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Basically that's the column that identifies the

19
20
21

date.

Q.

The vertical column that says "DocuSource last

21

last transaction by Safeguard to that customer, correct?

22

transaction date" is intended to reflect when DocuSource

22

A.

Correct.

23

last sold something to each of these customer as you go?

23

Q.

So if we look at Baird Oil, Safeguard sold a

24

A.

I believe that's correct.

24

Safeguard product or service to Baird Oil in, can you

25

Q.

The next column is the sales to each of these

25

help us? It's 2013, can you read it?

1

A.

looks like February 6, 2013.

1

possible match or, no, it is not a match.

Q.

February 6, 2013. And the sales by Safeguard to

2

569

2
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Q.

Right. So what this is saying is as it relates

3

that customer during the three years period prior to the

3

to Baird Oil, the second line down in orange, is that the

4

acquisition of DocuSource was $1,777, right?

4

DocuSource customer name, address and telephone number

5

A.

No, I think it was $2,443.

5

matches the Safeguard name, address and telephone number

6

Q.

All right. And then if you keep going to the

6

and thus the DocuSource customer and the the Safeguard
customer are a match, right?

7

right, you see that Safeguard in the one-year period

7

8

prior to April of 2013, Safeguard sold Safeguard products

8

A.

on this list.

9

and services in the amount of 540-- no, I'm sorry, in

9

10

the amount of $534 to that very same customer, correct?

10

Q.

right?

11
12
13

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

And then the column that says "match," do you

12

see the "yes"?

A.

I don't know that we can assume that based just
Well, that's what it says, yes, it's a match,
Yes, but it doesn't say necessarily match just

13

on the address and the phone and the address. I don't
have all that information in front of me.

14

A.

I do.

14

15

Q.

The yes means that, yes, those customers match,

15

Q.

Distributor accounting determined that each of

16

the DocuSource customer and the Safeguard customer,

16

those two customers, DocuSource's customer and

17

correct?

17

Safeguard's customer, are a match, meaning it's the same

Actually, after I spent some time with this, I

18

thing?

19

believe I understand what that-- that column is filled

19

20

in, I believe, by distributor accounting, Sue Lederach,

20

since this spreadsheet doesn't show us all that

21

and I believe they take a first look at this when they

21

information.

22

receive the file, and based upon what they can see from

22

23

their files and the file that has been sent to them, they

23

that what Safeguard is saying in this report is that the

24

make a determination if in their mind they believe it is

24

DocuSource company was selling non-safeguard products to

25

a match, that the information is a match, or if it's a

25

the same customer that Safeguard was selling Safeguard

18

A.

A.

Q.

Yes. But I'm not sure what they base that on

But there's no quibble in your mind, is there,
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1

products and services, right?

2

A.

That is potentially a consequence of this, yes.

at was correct, and I don't have any reason to believe

3

Q.

Okay. Now, would you go back, scroll-- I guess

4

it's not, then that would be a true statement.

4

go back toward the left and let's look at the column

5

called "plan." Do you see the plan for Baird Oil?

5

6

Q.

Assuming what distributor accounting was looking

And then the customer number is the customer

number that Safeguard assigns to that customer, correct?

6

A.

Yes.

7

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

Who was making these decisions?

8

Q.

And the next column is the distributor number.

8

A.

This would depend. Mr. Dunlap may fill this in

9

Do you see the 4TS?

9

or I may fill this in, but it's not necessarily a

10

A.

I do.

10

decision. The purpose of the plan column, since we

11

Q.

That's the distributor number for Dawn Teply?

11

haven't acquired the business yet, the purpose of this is

12

A.

Yes.

12

to say if we acquired this business, what might be a

13

Q.

And the next column is the distributor's name,

13

scenario that we would have to try to resolve some of

14

these overlapping customer issues.

14

and do you see Dawn Teply in that position?

--

m

Safeguard products and services to, right?

3

2

A.

1

So Safeguard is looking at all of these

15

A.

Yes.

15

16

Q.

What this says is that this customer, Baird Oil,

16

protected customers and they say after we buy DocuSource,

Q.

17

the DocuSource people are going to be converted to

I don't know that this is what this is intending

18

Safeguard people operating a Safeguard distributorship

19

to show. This customer scrub is just saying that based

19

right alongside of Dawn Teply, correct?

20

upon the information that DocuSource sent us and based

20

21

upon our files, there has been a match, and distributor

21

company-owned division, I believe, that was held for

17
18

is a protected customer of Dawn Teply, right?
A.

A.

No. DocuSource was going to be converted to a

22

accounting looked at that and said yes, it's more likely

22

sale. But we were purchasing the shares of that company

23

than not this is a match.

23

so it would have remained its own company, I believe.

24
25

Q.

And by that you mean that DocuSource has been

selling to a customer that Dawn Teply has previously sold

24

Q.

It was made a subsidiary in the Deluxe

25

constellation?

1

and then DocuSource sold Safeguard products and services

2

to that exact same Baird Oil at 123 Main Street, your

3

assumption is correct.

573
1
2

3
4
5

A.

In the Safeguard constellation, yes.

Q.

And so after that, it would be converted to a

Safeguard distributorship, right?
A.

Correct-- well, no, to a company-owned

division.

574

4
5

Q.

If you read the report, am I not saying it

correctly, based on what the report says?

6

Q.

Selling Safeguard products and services?

6

7

A.

Correct.

7

assumptions. I think it's a broad assumption to say if

A.

No, I just think you're making a lot of

Q.

Okay. And so if Safeguard then continued to

8

they sold to Baird Oil, I just don't know enough about

9

sell to Baird Oil after acquiring DocuSource, then

9

Baird Oil to say that it is in fact the exact customer

10

Safeguard would be selling to Dawn Teply's protected

10

she has commission rights to.

11

customer, correct?

11

8

12
13

14

A.

Well, it's a customer that Dawn Teply has

commission rights to.
Q.

Right. And so if the company sold products --

13

means it's the same customer?

14

using Mr. Wiedenmann, sold Safeguard products and

15

16

services to Baird Oil, then that would be a sale to a

16

17

customer that Dawn Teply had been selling Safeguard

17

18

products to well before April 30, 2013, correct?

18

A.

No, Mr. Mulcahy, I don't believe I can say that

If you look at the report, distributor

accounting has determined that there is a match, which

15

19

Q.

12

A.

And, again-- correct. And, again, I don't know

why they considered it a match.
Q.

So who is it that came up with the various plan

items here?
A.

Give me a minute to look at it.
I would say Mr. Dunlap came up with the plan

19

20

based on this information that is in here. I don't know

20

I'm looking at on the first page, that that is--

21

anything about Baird Oil, I don't know if Baird Oil is a

21

Mr. Dunlap came up with that.

22

gas station. So ifthere are multiple Baird Oils, it may

22

23

very well be they were sell to a different Baird Oil.

23

24

But assuming all things being equal, the one Baird Oil at

24

25

123 Main Street that Dawn Teply had commission rights to

25

Q.

And he came up with that plan before the

DocuSource deal closed?
A.

Yes. Again, it's just a plan just in case if we

purchase the business in a perfect world, what would we
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2

do with these.

Q.

576
1

Basically Mr. Dunlap, in your mind, is

2

Q.

How do you read his plan which says, "for

Treasure Valley Coffee, Roger's protected account, the

3

identifying what he expects to see happen after he goes

3

plan will be to continue, share." What does that mean to

4

out to pursue the successful mitigation strategy that

4

you?

5

Deluxe and Safeguard have authorized?

5

A.

It means to me Mr. Dunlap was saying if we could

6

get Roger to work with us, it would be good if DocuSource

7

see, it would be what he would like to see happen if

7

continued to do business with them and we shared that

8

everything worked out and everything worked out for

8

account with Roger. Not that he would see to it.

9

everybody on these.

9

6

10

A.

Q.

I wouldn't characterize it is what he expects to

But he can't make any of that happen unless Dawn

10

11

Teply and Roger Thurston agree to do it themselves,

11

12

correct?

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

Q.

That's what he thought would be good for

Safeguard, is that what you mean?
A.

No, it would be good for everybody.

Q.

Oh. So we can go through this, but do you see

Baird Dry Cleaners and American Staffing, those are

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

So we have Treasure Valley Coffee, do you see

14

protected accounts of Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston. The

15

orange is Mr. Thurston, the yellow is Ms. Teply, do you

that?
A.

I do.

16

see that?

Q.

That is a protected customer of Roger Thurston,

17

A.

I do.

18

Q.

Mr. Dunlap's plan is, okay, I'm going to go out

is it not?

19

A.

It is.

19

there and I'm going to see that we effect some kind of

20

Q.

Mr. Dunlap is saying, even before the

20

situation where each of those distributors are now going
to share that customer with Safeguard, correct?

21

transaction is closed, he is going to see to it that

21

22

Mr. Thurston shares that account with Safeguard when it

22

23

begins operating the DocuSource business as a Safeguard

23

in 2013 on this. I do believe he showed "share/continue

24

product and services distributor, right?

24

as is" on both of those lines, but I don't know.

25

A.

No.

A.

I don't know exactly what Mr. Dunlap had in mind

25

Q.

You can go down the entire list and find out who

1

Q.

He's going to go out after the acquisition has
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1

is effected by it and what Mr. Dunlap's plan is for these

2

distributors, correct?

3
4
5

578

2

He may.

4

Q.

Okay. So where is Greg and Vicky Schab?

5

A.

I believe at the time of this transaction, they

No, it's what Safeguard's plan.

3

Q.

What Safeguard plan is, yes. Let's go to the

right. Move it to the right, please.
I want to focus on the customers-- I'm sorry,

6

6

7

on the Safeguard distributors. These are the

7

8

distributors. We talk about Dawn Teply, but the exact

8

9

same process and findings apply to all of the other

9

10

Safeguard distributors listed there, correct?

10

11
12

been made, correct?
A.

A.

were located in Fresno California.

Q.

They also sold into the Boise community,

correct?
A.

I don't know.

Q.

I see. And Marla Drysdale at the very bottom,

A.

Can you ask me the question again?

11

she's being affect out there in California where she has

Q.

Sure. We've focused on Dawn Teply and Roger

12

hers, right?

13

Thurston, but all of the things we have discussed here

13

A.

She is in California, correct.

14

apply to not only those two Safeguard distributors with

14

Q.

What about Papich, where is she?

15

protected accounts, but also to all of the other

15

A.

Sharon Papich I believe is in California.

16

Safeguard distributors who have protected accounts that

16

Q.

What about Ken Glass?

17

are affected in the very same way, right?

17

A.

Mr. Glass is in St. Louis.

18

Q.

And Roger Waterman is in the Pacific Northwest,

18

A.

Yes. There are a number of distributors over

19

here that have commission rights to customers that show

19

20

up on this list.

20

A.

I don't remember where Mr. Waterman was.

21

Q.

Greg Cook is in California?

21

Q.

The plan is Mr. Dunlap is going to go out there

correct?

22

and try to resolve all of these things with all of these

22

A.

He is.

23

distributors, but only after the transaction with

23

Q.

Where is Sharon Papich?

24

Safeguard closes, correct?

24

A.

She's in California.

25

Q.

I see. And just so we can put this in

25

A.

No, I don't know that that is correct.
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1

perspective, Mr. Dunlap lives in Texas, right?

580
1

A.

No. We don't have the time or the resources to

2

A.

He does.

2

go through one by one and determine if they are actually

3

Q.

So he is going to travel throughout the country

3

a match.
So it is fair, is it not, that in your mind you

4

and try to work out resolutions after Safeguard starts

4

5

selling as a Safeguard distributor that is company

5

have never been able to identify an actual match between

6

operated, is that how it works?

6

the Safeguard distributors with account protection and

Q.

7

A.

No, that wasn't my testimony, was it?

7

the B.A.M. dealers that are coming in to become Safeguard

8

Q.

He's going to do it by phone?

8

distributors, correct?

9

A.

He's not the only person who works on these.

9

A.

I've never been asked to.

10

Q.

He's the only person who worked on the IBF

10

Q.

You've never been asked to?

11

A.

I've never been asked to determine a match.

11

situation in Boise, is he not?

12

A.

I don't know that.

12

I've been asked to look at this list in the form that

13

Q.

Okay. Let me ask you one last question, have

13

it's in when somebody has already looked at it and filled

14

you ever found an actual match, one that was more than

14

in this match and then determine the legal risk based on

15

just a possibility in your review as a lawyer advising

15

that.

16

the dealer development or the franchise development

16

17

department?

17

18

A.

I'm not part of the process to find whether

18

19

there's a match or not, I'm part of the process to

19

20

determine the risk after the list shows up.

20

Q.

If I asked you, could you give me a definite

answer whether or not these are actual matches?

A.

I don't have enough information to make that

determination.
Q.

Have you ever been able to make that

determination?

If you want to evaluate the risk, don't you need

21

22

to know whether or not it is actually a match rather than

22

A.

Prior to a deal closing?

23

just a possibility?

23

Q.

Yes.

A.

I've never been asked to make that determination

21

Q.

24

A.

Prior to the transaction closing?

24

25

Q.

Yes.

25

prior to a deal closing.

1

Q.

So you don't know whether you could do it or

1

that's an important piece as well.

2

Q.

Oh, I could do it.

3

just saw?

4

A.
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2
3

not?
A.

4

MR. MULCAHY:

5

THE COURT:

I have nothing further.

Cross-examination.

5
6

6

CROSS-EXAMINATION

7
8

582

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Does it look anything like Exhibit 77 that you
A little bit. That's got quite a bit of

information in it that I do not see.
Q.

In other words, I heard plaintiffs counsel say

7

to you-- make the reference that Exhibit 77 is a final

8

customer scrub for DocuSource. Was that accurate?

9

Q.

Good afternoon, Mr. Skipper.

9

10

A.

Good afternoon.

10

Q.

Please tell the jury why not.

11

Q.

Can you put up 75, please. Do you see at the

11

A.

That's a working list. There's a lot of people

It was not.

12

that touches this list. As you heard, Ms. Savoie touches

13

A.

Yes.

13

the list, our distributor accounting group sees it, so

14

Q.

Is the form of Exhibit 75 what you're used to

14

there's a lot of people looking at it and adding their

12

top of 75 where it says "customer scrub final"?

A.

15

seeing in a final customer scrub that you get

15

portions to it as they do their work, so that's not the

16

preacquisition?

16

final list I looked at.

17

A.

No.

17

Q.

Did Dewayne Ivy prepare what was Exhibit 77?

18

Q.

Please tell the jury what do you see

18

A.

I don't know.

Q.

Do you know whether or not Exhibit 77 was

19
20

preacquisition that you're used to seeing in a document
that is called a customer scrub list?

19
20

Mr. Ivy's hypothetical construct?

21

A.

I don't know.

22

a little bit more information in it. It might have the

22

Q.

Prior to having your deposition taken a couple

23

customers names, it might have-- it would generally look

23

21

A.

It would look a lot like this, but it would have

of weeks ago, had you ever seen Exhibit 77 before?

24

like this, but there would be customer names attached to

24

A.

I had not.

25

it and maybe even the last transaction dates on there,

25

Q.

Now, Mr. Mulcahy asked you about Mr. Dunlap and
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1

2

Q.

Well, look at Exhibit 68, if you would, and tell

856
1

me if this helps refresh your memory.

June 12, 2013?
A.

2

I don't remember the exact date, but that was my

first trip to Idaho.

3

A.

Did you say 68?

3

4

Q.

Exhibit 68, yes, please. Just look at the

4

Q.

First time you'd ever been to this area?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Now, when you came out to talk to Mr. Thurston,

5

document and tell me if it helps you remember the fact

5

6

that two weeks after DocuSource closed, you reached out

6

7

to Mr. Thurston.
A.

8

9

frame.
Q.

10
11

A.

I specifically said I've got to make the trip

anyway, I remember that.
Q.

14
15

You told Mr. Thurston that you wanted to come to

Boise to talk to him, correct?

12
13

7

I'm sure it was in connection with that time

8

A.

Yes, sir.

9

Q.

You didn't bring any customer information with

10

you or that type of thing?

11

A.

No, sir, I don't believe so.

12

Q.

You just wanted to reach out and have sort of a,

13

All right. Mr. Thurston said that's fine,

it was just a general conversation, correct?

what, a social dialogue?
A.

14

please come and talk to me. Right?

No, sir. What I did in that conversation with

15

Roger was we had acquired the business in the Portland

16

A.

Yes, sir.

16

area, and one of the things I tried to do was explain

17

Q.

The same is true with Ms. Teply, you contacted

17

what that transaction was and what that transaction

18

Ms. Teply at the very same time you reached out to

18

wasn't, try to give information to the distributors, as

19

Mr. Thurston, correct?

19

well as get information back from them.
You didn't bring any customer scrub information

20

A.

Yes, sir.

20

21

Q.

You told her that you were going to come to

21

22

Boise and you wanted to talk with her as well, is that

22

23

right?

23

24

A.

That is correct.

24

25

Q.

How many times had you been to Boise before

25

a general meeting of some sort, is that right?

1

A.

Same kind of conversation I had with Roger, I

1

answer the question that I ask so that we can move along

2

quickly?

Q.

with you, did you?
A.

I don't believe so at that trip. I don't think

Q.

And you also met with Ms. Teply just sort of as

so.

857

2

did had with Dawn.
Q.

3
4

Ms. Teply either, did you?

5
6
7

B

14

Q.

But the transaction had already taken place a

A.
Q.

It was more than a month before, I think. I
It was two weeks to a month after DocuSource had

been purchased with funds provided by Deluxe, correct?

12

I

I don't believe so.

don't really remember are the time frame.

10
11

A.

couple of weeks before you came out, correct?

8
9

You didn't bring any scrub list information for

A.

The purchase was before my trip out here, yes,

Q.

And you also talked with Mr. Thurston about the

~ir

858

3

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

4

THE COURT:

5

6

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

acquisition when you came out here to meet with him,

8

correct?

9

10

A.

11

did discuss Idaho Business Forms and his understanding of

12

the prior owner.
THE COURT:

Mr. Dunlap, you can answer "yes" or

14

"no" when it calls for it. If counsel for Safeguard want

15

to clarify that, they can do that on redirect, okay.

fact that this company, Idaho Business Forms, was also

16

going to be purchased some time fairly soon down the

16

17

road, correct?

17

It was my understanding that we had a

That topic did come up-- I don't know if I

brought it up to him or he brought it up to me, but we

13

A.

You spoke with Mr. Thurston about the IBF

7

15

18

Objection, your Honor.

Sustained. Ignore that comment.

18

THE WITNESS:

Thank you.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

And you remember that during that conversation

representative from Safeguard, from the franchise

19

Mr. Thurston expressed some concerns were the company to

20

development department, that had already talked to Roger

20

buy IBF, do you not?

21

about potentially acquiring Idaho Business Forms, so

21

22

Roger knew that that was proposed or being look at or

22

about his discussion about his feelings and the past

23

considered or in the funnel, if you will, but a possible

23

dealings with the previous owner of Idaho Business Forms.

24

transaction was with Idaho Business Forms.

24

19

25

Q.

I want to ask you a favor. Will you try to

25

A.

Q.

Umm --he had-- I thought Roger was very open

He told you that he thought that because there

were already three Safeguard distributors in the market,

012502
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1

adding another one was going to create problems, correct?
A.

2
3

I don't recall it specifically that way. I

Q.

that if IBF were to be purchased, then the transaction

6

might trigger one or two lawsuits, correct?
A.

7

3

You do remember, do you not, that he told you

5

go to page 131.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

2

don't recall the conversation being that way.

4

860

1

6

He did say that there might be litigation after

which volume, page and lines.

4

5
7

I would like you to read page 131, paragraph 14,

through 132, line 13.
A.

(Witness complies.)

this, but I took that more referring to his sentiments

8

THE COURT:

9

about the prior owner of Idaho Business Forms.

9

MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

So you felt that he told you the first lawsuit

10

11

would be bought by this gentleman, Jim Dunn, the owner of

11

12

IBF, correct?

12

13

A.

That's not what he said.

13

14

Q.

He told you that he thought the lawsuits would

14

15

be from Jim Dunn, correct?
A.

16

17

that way, Mr. Mulcahy.
Q.

18
19

Is that in this exhibit? I don't remember it
Do you have your deposition transcript. We need

to get it for you.

20

Q.

21

Volume one, February 8, 2016.

MR. MULCAHY:
Q.

8

10

Counsel, if you can tell me

Are you going to read those?
I was actually going to ask him if

it refreshes his memory.
THE WITNESS:

131, line 14.

BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q.

1311ine 14, through 132, line 10, just read

that to yourself and tell me if it helps you remember

15

whether or not Mr. Thurston suggested to you that he

16

thought --

17

A.

Oh, yeah, okay. It does.

18

Q.

Does it refresh your memory?

19

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Okay. Mr. Thurston told you that he thought

(Document handed to the witness.)

20

The transcript contains your testimony under

21

there would be a lawsuit from Mr. Dunn, not Mr. Thurston,

22

oath in response to some questions I asked you in the

22

right?

23

past, correct?

23

A.

That's true.

24

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

Do you remember what he told you in terms of why

25

Q.

Would you please look at February 8, 2016, and

25

he thought that might happen?

1

A.

No, I don't really remember that part.

1

thinking that perhaps there was a threat of litigation in

Q.

Now, your recollection is that you think he

861

862

2

addition to the Jim Dunn lawsuit that might transpire,

3

might have mentioned that there could be possibly a

3

correct?

4

second lawsuit, is that right?

4

2

A.

5
6

memory-- if memory service me correct .

7
8

I thought it was multiple, that's what my

Q.

So he never told you he was going to sue, did

he?

6

transaction that we were contemplating, but specifically

7

to do with the prior owner, Mr. Dunn.

8
A.

He did not.

9

10

Q.

What he did say to you was he thought the

10

acquisition of IBF was going to create problems, correct?

12
13

A.

I don't recall it specifically that way.

Q.

But the fact of the matter is he was not

I walked away from that conversation with a

concern about potential litigation involving the

9

11

A.

5

11

Q.

But he gave you no indication whatsoever that he

thought this might be good for him, right?
A.

No, he did not.

Q.

Okay. Now, after you met with Roger Thurston

12

and Dawn Teply, when was the next time that you visited

13

Boise?

14

expressing any kind of happiness about that possibility,

14

A.

October of 2013.

15

was he?

15

Q.

And that was right after the IBF acquisition

16

17
18

A.

He was not happy about that transaction, yes,

Q.

One of the things he was concerned about was the

16

17

sir.

first week, I believe, of October.

fact that it would create account protection conflicts in

19

the Boise area with four Safeguard distributors, right?

20

The account protection issues were more centered

The transaction with IBF closed August 27th, I

believe, at the end of August, and I came out in the

19

A.

A.

18

20
21

closed, correct?

Q.

Okay. So the transaction closed and then five

21

weeks later you contacted Roger Thurston and said, hey, I

22

on two in the Boise area, but yes, we did discuss

22

think I might make a second trip out there, is that

23

pptential account protection issues.

23

right?

24

25

And so although he didn't say he was going to

24

sue anybody, you walked away from that conversation

25

Q.

A.

I think I contact him before and then I arranged

travel after I contact him.

012503
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1
2

3
4

Q.

1

But you didn't arrange any date for a meeting

until five weeks after IBF closed, correct?
A.

Well, my trip was in October after the closing,

yes, sir.
October 3rd, right?

in October, we discussed potential common accounts.

2

Q.

Just generally, right?

3

A.

There were conversations that were more general

4

and there were conversations about certain accounts that

5

were more specific.

5

Q.

6

A.

I believe that's the date, but I'm not sure.

6

7

Q.

You also contacted Dawn Teply sometime after IBF

7

Mr. Thurston any of the account protection scrub list

8

information that Mr. Ivy, for example, prepared, correct?

8
9
10

11

closed, correct?
A.

I think it was the same time frame that I

9

contacted Mr. Thurston.
Q.

10

And you told Dawn Teply, hey, look, I'm going to

Q.

A.

You did not bring with you to give to

I did not give Mr. Thurston a copy of any kind

of spreadsheet at that meeting, no.

11

Q.

The same is true for Ms. Teply, is it not?

12

A.

That's true.

13

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

You didn't give her any of Mr. Ivy's work either

14

Q.

And you came out and you visited with Ms. Teply

14

12

15
16

come out, I'd like to meet with you, right?

on October 3rd7
A.

I don't remember the exact date but I know it

17

was the first part of October. It was the same time I

18

visited with Mr. Thurston.

19
20

Q.

15

And you also visited Mr. Thurston at that time,

did you not?

not give either one of them the spreadsheet when I
visited with them.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

exhibit be removed from the screen.

A.

Yes, sir.

22

Q.

Now, when you came out in October, did you give

22

A.

23

I don't believe that I gave him a list. We

25

talked about information that I had when I met with him

1

October 3rd, 2013, correct?

Your Honor, could we ask the

18

19
20

the scrub list information to Mr. Thurston?

What is throwing me is Mr. Ivy's work. I did

17

21

24

A.

16

21

23

did you?

THE COURT:

Yeah, you can take it down.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Now, that was the last time that you ever came

to Boise to meet with Mr. Thurston, correct?

24

A.

Umm --yeah, that's correct.

25

Q.

You haven't been back to Boise since

865
2
3

A.

No, sir, that's not correct. I've been back to

Boise since times.

866
1

individuals since the lawsuit was filed in October--

2

August of '14.

3

Q.

And you hadn't talked with them or you hadn't

4

Q.

Oh, I forgot, to meet with Tressa Mclaughlin?

4

met with them-- you didn't come from Texas again until

5

A.

No, I've been back several times.

5

today, right, to meet with them?

Q.

You never met with Mr. Thurston again since

6

7

8
9

10

11
12

13

14

October 3rd, 2013, have you?
A.

I have not had a face-to-face meeting with

Mr. Thurston since then.
Q.

You've never met with Dawn Teply since

October 3rd, 2013, have you?

A.

I have not had a face-to-face meeting with Dawn

Teply since October 3rd.
Q.

And you've never, ever contacted either of them

6
7

8
9

That is correct.

Q.

Exactly one year after IBF was purchased,

12

A.

I believe so.

14

Q.

To the day, right?

A.

I don't have the documents in front of me.

15
16

17

18

phone and by email, with both of these individuals, I did

18

19

not come back.

19

Q.

The conversations that you had were when you

correct?

13

you about your account protection rights, have you?

20

Okay. The lawsuit was filed on August 27, 2014,

A.

to say, hey, I'm coming back again some time to talk to
I had plenty of communication, both over the

Q.

correct?

11

16

A.

Since they filed the lawsuit, no, I haven't met

10

15

17

A.

with them personally.

20

believe you're right.
Q.

Now, what you did do though is you sent an email

to Ms. Teply on May 30, 2013, correct?
A.

I don't remember that specific email.

Q.

Look at Exhibit 70, if you would, please. Does

it refresh your memory?

21

were in Texas talking on the phone or sending emails, is

21

22

that right?

22

A.

I remember this email.

23

A.

23

Q.

You sent this email to Ms. Teply sometime before

That's where my office is, yes, sir.

24

Q.

For the past three years, right?

24

25

A.

I haven't had a conversation with these

25

you made that first trip, right?
A.

That would be correct.
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1

Q.

And you said, "sorry about the loose thoughts

1

did she not?

2

but the factors involved in travel keep changing and

2

A.

I believe so.

3

remind me constantly I have little control." What were

3

Q.

She told you she was not interested in giving up

4

you referring to?

4

5
6

A.

I don't remember. Probably was talking about

some kind of travel commitment or snafu that was probably

Baird Oil at all?

5

A.

That's what she said in her email.

6

Q.

She also said I'm not willing to give up Hayden

Beverage at all, right?

7

on my mind. I don't know if it had anything to do with

7

8

this.

8

A.

9

Q.

And she had every right to do that, did she not?

9

Q.

And you identified these customers, Baird Oil,

That's what she says in the email, yes.

10

Hayden Beverage, Treasure Valley Coffee, Living

10

A.

That's true.

11

Independently Forever, D&B Supply and American Staffing.

11

Q.

Turn to Exhibit 71, please.

12

You wanted to see what her thoughts were about those

12

A.

Okay.

13

customers?

13

Q.

Let's look at the bottom email. There is her

14

response.

14

A.

Yes, sir. This is very common that when we do a

15

transaction, we would do a scrub or do some kind of

15

A.

That is correct.

16

analysis to look at are there any potentially common

16

Q.

"I am not interested in giving up this customer

17

accounts. And these are the accounts that we thought

17

due to the fact that I provide a mixed product line to

18

came from the DocuSource transaction in April of '13, and

18

them and see future potential." And then of course the
same thing with respect to Hayden Beverage.

19

I wanted-- because I say here, not stating with any

19

20

degree of certainty, but wanted to get her impression,

20

21

her understanding of these accounts.

21

then after you came here knowing that she wanted the

22

commission rights for these customers to continue?

22
23

Q.

You didn't give her any crossover information

relating to these protected accounts of hers, did you?

23

Do you remember what you talked to her about

A.

Umm, specifically, no, but at this time that was

24

A.

No. This email speaks for itself.

24

after the DocuSource transaction. What we were trying to

25

Q.

Oh. Now, Ms. Teply made her views very clear,

25

do--

1

Q.

Excuse me, your Honor.

1

was at that point. Look at the email at the bottom.

870
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THE COURT:

2
3
4

Just answer the question. Rephrase

your question.
BY MR. MULCAHY:

This is a email you sent to Scott Sutton?

2
3

A.

It is.

4

Q.

On July 30, 2013?

5

A.

That's true.

6

that she was not willing to give up these accounts,

6

Q.

That would be six weeks after you met with Roger

7

right?

7

8

A.

That is what she said in her email of June 4.

8

A.

About six weeks, yes, sir.

9

Q.

Do you remember what she told you when you came 9

Q.

And you said, "a reminder, we should expect no

5

10
11

Q.

Okay. You came here with the full knowledge

to visit her on June 12?

Thurston and Dawn Teply?

10

cooperation from Ms. Teply or Mr. Thurston." That was

A.

I do not.

11

your way of saying you didn't expect they are just going

Q.

What you did understand very clearly, though,

12

to automatically, share, trade or sell they are accounts

13

was, at least in your words, that the company should not

13

to you, correct?

14

expect Ms. Teply to give up the rights to her customers,

14

A.

I don't think that's an accurate statement.

correct?

15

Q.

I see.

12

15

16

A.

That was my understanding.

16

A.

Because both of them had different viewpoints.

17

Q.

And when you came away from the meeting that yoL 17

Q.

That is your statement though, is it not?

18

had with Mr. Thurston, you also knew that he was not

18

A.

It is.

19

willing to give up his customers?

19

Q.

And you also mentioned something about the

20
21

A.

No, it was a little bit more-- Roger expressed

to me that was at least willing to still talk.

20

distributors in Idaho, talking about the risks of

21

litigation. Do you see that a little ways up?

22

Q.

But he wasn't willing to cooperate with you?

22

23

A.

He did not state he was not willing either.

23

Q.

Let's look at Exhibit 82, and if you would go to

24
25

page two, and let's talk about what your state of mind

Go to the top and let's look at the highlighted
portion, the first sentence that is highlighted.

24

That's my highlighting Mr. Dunlap.

25

This is also your statement to Mr. Sutton, is
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1

it not, the paragraph that is highlighted there, the

1

but that's-- that's what that statement means is

2

first one?

2

basically what is a follow-up to the conversation I had

3

A.

Yes, sir.

3

with Roger about the prior owner.

4

Q.

"We have stated this many times, but the

4

5

warnings from the Idaho distributors about the risks of

5

6

litigation with customers or mainly with vendors must be

6

7

properly investigate the prior to commitment."

7

What is the commitment that you were referring

8

9

to?

Q.

What was the risks of litigation with customers,

do you recall that?
A.

This all ties to the risk of litigation tied to

the prior owner of IBF and whether the vendors associated

8

with that prior owner and customers related to that prior

9

owner. I really didn't have anymore detail than that.

~-~-1-...t

A.

I'm sorry, I got lost for a second.

11

Q.

Sure. Go ahead, tell me when you've been able

12

to read it.

12

A.

That's is what he says, yes.

13

A.

I'm sorry. I'm caught up.

13

Q.

Did you do the research or whatever it was you

14

Q.

That's a statement that you were making to

14

10

10
11

15

Mr. Sutton six weeks after you got back from this June 12

15

16

visit in Boise, correct?

16

17

A.

Q.

And Mr. Sutton responded by saying, in essence,

you're the lawyer, why are you asking me?

needed to do here?

A.

We kept working on it.

Q.

Now, let's talk for a minute about the IBF

That's correct.

17

transaction. We established that the company was bought
with Deluxe funds on August 27, 2013, right?

18

Q.

All right. What were you referring to?

18

19

A.

This goes back to the conversation that I had

19

A.

Correct.

Q.

And then after the company was purchased, you

20

with Roger and what he told me about his prior experience

20

21

with Mr. Dunn, the prior owner of IBF.

21

were commissioned to go out and cleanup the account

22

Q.

Uh-huh.

22

protection issues that were left in the wake of this

23

A.

And this would have been written closer in time

23

transaction, correct?

24

to that conversation. So the mention of "or mainly with

24

25

vendors" was something to do with Jim Dunn and vendors,

25

happened. I wasn't commissioned, I volunteered, and the

A.

I think that is a mischaracterization of how it

1

main focus at that point was to start a dialogue with

1

something out were accepted by Safeguard and sold to

2

anybody that might have common accounts.

2

these possible common accounts, correct?

873

3
4
5

Q;

And when did you think you would complete this

assignment?
A.

874

3

4

And none of the distributors, including these

two people, were paid any commissions on those sales,
correct?

Q.

Over a year?

6

A.

Yes, sir.

7

8

Q.

And during that period, Safeguard would continue

8

to sell to their protected customers, correct?
A.

Q.

5

7

9

True.

I had estimated it would take over a year.

6

10

A.

There was-- there were questions about the

A.

It is correct that they were not paid

commissions on sales credited to IBF.

9

Q.

Ever, right?

10

A.

That's correct.

11

common accounts, and that was the whole point of trying

11

Q.

To this day, right?

12

to start the dialogue was to determine whether there were

12

A.

That is correct.

13

common accounts or not.

13

Q.

Look if you would, please, at Exhibit 115. What

14

Q.

While you were spending this year or more out

14

-

I would like you to do is go to the second page, please.

15

there in the field with two visits to Boise, Safeguard

15

A.

Okay.

16

continued to sell products and services to their

16

Q.

This is the After Action Report, correct?

17

protected accounts, correct?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

And this is just, gosh, I don't know a week

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

A.

At the time we still looked at these as

potentially common accounts.
Q.

Safeguard continued to sell to these potentially

common accounts, correct?
A.

Yes, sir. IBF had worked with these people

before, yes.
Q.

And the orders that were obtained by IBF during

that year or more period where you're going to go work

19

after IBF is purchased, right?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Go to your assignment as part of the after

22

action activities. It appears on page five.

23

A.

Okay.

24

Q.

It says that you are going to be the owner of

25

the account protection resolution matters for the
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1
2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10

u
12

enterprise, correct?
It is-- that task, resolution of key account

A.

2

protection matters was assigned to me, yes.
Q.

3

And you were to keep Mr. Sorrenti informed

4

during your biweekly meetings with him, correct?
I kept Mr. Sorrenti informed more often than the

A.

biweekly meetings, but yes.
Q.

That was one of your assignments, to keep him
That is how we do business, that's the

Q.

Let's look at the timeline. Do you see that

Yes, sir. I estimated it would take longer that

than a year.
Even as you sit here today, you've never been

Q.

able to resolve those issues, have you?
A.

Not all of them.

6

Q.

Now, let's look at the information that you did

have available to you. Would you turn, please, to-- do

8

you remember you had a scrub list that you kept to

9

yourself?

10

relationship we have.

A.

5

7

informed, correct?
A.

876

1

A.

We got reports from distributor accounting a

11

lot, not just one, as an ongoing function of distributor

12

accounting at Safeguard.

13

your assignment is a rolling assignment to August 13,

13

14

2014?

14

Dawn Teply and Mr. Thurston, you also came out to see

15

A.

Yes, sir.

15

Craig Empey in June of 2013, correct?

16

Q.

And that means that somebody was going to check

16

Q.

A.

Let's walk this through. You came out to see

I remember driving to Idaho Falls and visiting

17

back with you a year later to see how you're doing,

17

with Mr. Empey, but I don't remember --I think it was

18

the first visit in June.

18

right?

19

A.

No, sir.

19

20

Q.

Did you anticipate that you would be done by one

20

21

year later?

22

A.

No, sir.

22

was the June trip or October trip, but I did make one

23

Q.

You thought that it might take forever, right?

23

trip over to Idaho Falls to see Mr. Empey.

24

A.

No, sir, not forever.

24

25

Q.

Certainly a lot longer than a year?

25

1

A.

Yes, that's common.

21

Q.

Mr. Empey is a Safeguard distributor in the

Boise area?
A.

Q.

I would like to clarify, I don't know whether it

You tried to work all three into the same trip,

did you not?

877

878
1

BY MR. MULCAHY:

2

Q.

And he's in Idaho Falls, is that right?

2

Q.

Is that correct?

3

A.

That's right.

3

A.

I like to think of it as maximizing the time

4

Q.

He was a Safeguard distributor at that time,

4

spent, yes.

5

right?

5

Q.

6

A.

Yes, sir.

6

would like you to do is look at the second page of

7

Q.

And you wanted to talk with him about resolving

7

Exhibit 156. Do you see that?

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

his account protection issues as well, correct?
A.

At that point I wanted to start a dialogue about

these potential common accounts, yes, sir.

Q.

You also wanted to start a dialogue with Tressa

Mclaughlin, correct?

8

A.

I do.

9

Q.

Let's look at it. While you were juggling these

10

other distributors, you also reached out to Tressa

11

Mclaughlin, right?

12

A.

I did.

Q.

She is the new Safeguard salesperson in the

A.

Yes, sir.

13

Q.

You wanted to come out to meet with her at the

14

15

same time you were meeting with these three Safeguard

15

16

legacy distributors, correct?

16

17

A.

That would have been the October meeting then,

Would you look, please, at Exhibit 156. What I

17

Boise area as of August 27, 2013, correct?
A.

She was managing the base that we bought, yes.

Q.

And she was continuing through that adventure

when you sent this to her a month later, correct?

18

because I know I didn't talk to her before the October

18

A.

Correct.

19

meeting.

19

Q.

You say you want to get together with her, and

20

Q.

Well, right, that's what I mean, you were going

20

21

to kill four birds with one stone, Empey, Thurston,

21

22

Mclaughlin, and Teply, right?

22

23
24
25

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection to the form of the

question.
THE COURT:

23
24

Overruled. You can answer.

25

your email is dated-- is at 9:43 in the morning, right?
A.

Oh, okay. I was keeping her up to date on the

timing of the other two meets.
Q.

What you wanted to do was fit in a meeting with

her while you were in Boise, correct?
A.

Yes.
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1
2

Q.

And you were having a little trouble getting her

to find a slot in her schedule to meet with you, right?

880
1
2

Q.

They were busy working on obtaining Safeguard

orders from customers here, correct?
A.

All of the people I was meeting withing were

3

A.

I don't recall it that way.

3

4

Q.

Let's look at it and see. You sent this email

4

doing the same thing, trying to solicit orders for

5

Safeguard.

5

to her at 9:43 in the morning, do you see that?

6

A.

I do.

6

7

Q.

Go, if you would, please, to Exhibit 157. Let's

7

8
9

Q.

So you wrote to Amy Tiller-Shumway, as we see

right here in the bottom?

8

A.

Yes.

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Amy Tiller-Shumway was, for lack of a better

Q.

You didn't get a response from them in terms of

look at the bottom email. Do you see that?

10

word, she was Tressa Mclaughlin's Safeguard handler,

11

fitting into your schedule while you were in and out of

11

wasn't she?

12

Boise on October 2nd and 3rd, correct?

12

10

13
14

I was expressing some angst to Amy

13

Tiller-Shumway about getting a meeting, yes.

14

A.

Q.

The problem was that Ms. Mclaughlin told you,

15

16

hey, look, we're too busy working on our other stuff, we

16

17

can't do it, how about this hour of the day. You said,

17

18

look, that's not working out for me because I've got to

18

19

meet with Teply, Empey and Thurston, right?

19

15

20
21
22
23
24
25

A.

I don't think I said it that way, but I wanted a

meeting with everybody that I need to meet with.

Q.

And basically she was telling you, look, you

A.

These people were busy and I was trying to get

on their calendar.

I don't know-- she wasn't her boss, but handler

Q.

Ms. Mclaughlin was required to follow the

direction of Amy Tiller-Shumway, correct?
A.

My understanding the direction would come from

Amy Tiller-Shumway to Tressa, yes.
Q.

The idea was that Tressa Mclaughlin created this

company KMMR, right?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

And all of the IBF employees were transferred to

22

know what, I can't fit into your schedule.

A.

I don't know-- manager is what I thought of it.

KMMR?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And among those employees there were seven or

25

eight salespeople, right?

881
1

2

A.

I don't know the specific number, but it may

have been six, seven, yeah, I think that's right.

882

1
2

And then Tressa Mclaughlin was going to direct

3

4

all of those people working for KMMR as salespeople and

4

5

accountants and all the others, correct?

3

6
7

8

Q.

A.

Yes, they had customer service people, as well.

She was the manager of the company.
Q.

And Amy Tiller-Shumway was designated as the

A.

Safeguard owned the assets that they were

managing for us, yes.
Q.

Let's look at your email. You said to

Ms. Tiller-Shumway, "Here's a solution, if they aren't

5

interested in meeting with me or attempting to work back

6

and forth, we simply tell distributor accounting that if

7

there's a conflict with the legacy distributors, the rule

8

applies and it rotates to the legacy distributor."

9

person at Safeguard who should supervise Ms. Mclaughlin,

9

10

correct?

10

frustration about the fact that they weren't responding

11

to you properly, correct?

11
12
13

A.

My understanding of that is she had that duty to

oversee acquired businesses.
Q.

And the same is true for Ms. Mclaughlin-- I'm

12
13

14

sorry Ms. McCormick, she was also supervised by Amy

14

15

Tiller-Shumway, correct?

15

16

11
18
19

A.

I don't know if it wasn't-- yes, she was part

of KMMR, Jamie was.
Q.

The point, though, is that these people were

required to do what Safeguard told them to do, right?

That's basically you expressing your

A.

That's one way to characterize it. I would add

that I was discussing possible alternatives.
Q.

Uh-huh. And so you said to Amy Tiller-Shumway,

hey, look, ifthey're not going to get together with me

16

and talk about these accounts, then we just rotate any of

17

their orders to the Safeguard distributors who have

18

account protection for the customers they are trying to

19

solicit, correct?

20

A.

Yes.

20

A.

Well, I say the rule applies.

21

Q.

That's because they were working as independent

21

Q.

That's the rule, isn't it?

A.

The rule is we have to determine what is a

22

contractors for Safeguard, correct?

22

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And Safeguard owned all of the customers to whom 24

25

products were sold in Boise, correct?

23

25

common account, that is a very important part of that
email. And then once we determine there's a common
account, the commissions rotate.

---
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1

Q.

Basically what you're saying to Amy

884
1

Q.

Your email says to Ms. Tiller-Shumway, the

supervisor, "it is my credibility at risk as well."

2

Tiller-Shumway was we won't let them sell to the

2

3

customers, we will just do what the contract requires

3

4

instead if she's not going to make herself available?

4

people couldn't find time for you, then you're going to

5

have a credible problem with them, correct?

5

A.

I think the point of this email was more to get

6

Ms. Tiller-Shumway to get a hold of Ms. Mclaughlin and

6

7

that I can get on her calendar.

7

You were referring to the fact that if these

A.

I didn't want to have a credibility problem.

had a good relationship with Roger, I didn't have as much

8

Q.

And that got their attention, didn't it?

8

of a relationship with Mr. Empey or Ms. Teply at that

9

A.

I think it worked.

9

time, and I wanted to be able to look them in the eye

10

Q.

Yeah.

10

and, you know, let them know that I was working toward a

11

A.

I'm not sure.

11

fair and reasonable resolution, and I didn't want

12

Q.

All of a sudden Ms. Mclaughlin found some time

12

somebody that I had no control over impacting that.

13

for you during your quick trip to Boise on the 2nd and

13

14

3rd of June, 2013, correct?

14

15
16

A.

I think it was in October.

Q.

October 3rd, I misspoke. I get the two trips

15
16

Q.

And they, Ms. Mclaughlin, wasn't giving you the

respect you thought you deserved, correct?
A.

No, I don't think so that's correct. I think

it's attention.

17

confused sometimes. But the point is this got their

17

18

attention and then you met with them, correct?

18

the business, we make the decisions, you'll do what I

19

tell you, right?

19
20
21

A.

I did have a meeting with all the people I

needed to meet with during that trip.
Q.

20

Okay. let's look at the email just above that.

21

Q.

A.

You had to tell her, did you not, that we own

I don't think it's exactly that way, but that's

what -- the email speaks for itself.
That's your email, isn't it?

22

You were frustrated about the fact that Ms. Mclaughlin

22

Q.

23

and Ms. McCormick were not giving you any credibility,

23

A.

It is.

24

right?

24

Q.

The problem you had was that she was

25

A.

I'm sorry, one more time?

1

A.

That's not true. That's not correct.

Q.

Well, the fact of the matter is you were

25

Mr. Sorrenti's favorite child, wasn't she?

885
2

886
1
2

Q.

And you met with them and shared that scrub list

with them, did you not?
A.

No. What it was was a list of customers that I

concerned that she was going to go around you to

3

4

Mr. Sorrenti whenever she wanted to and in that fashion

4

wanted to ask them about, because they had access to

5

bypass you, right?

5

information that I did not have access to.

3

6

A.

No, that was not a concern of mine.

6

7

Q.

That was never a concern of yours?

7

you came out, she asked you what are we going to be

8

A.

I'm talking about this email that that was not a

8

talking about. This is the October 3 rd meeting, right?

9

10

concern of mine.
Q.

It became a concern once you started to realize

Okay. So let's go back to Dawn Teply. Before

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

She sent you an email on September 2S asking,

11

okay, what is it we're going to be talking about,

12

A.

No, you lost me there.

12

correct?

13

Q.

We'll get do it, Mr. Dunlap.

13

A.

I don't recall the specific email.

So in any event, you met with them while you

14

Q.

Pardon me?

A.

I don't recall the specific email, but I

11

what the real dynamic was, correct?

Q.

14
15
16

17
18
19

were out there, correct?

15

A.

That's correct.

16

Q.

And you went over scrub lists with them,

17

Q.

18

the screen.

correct?
A.

I was asking Tressa and Jamie at IBF about

remember her inquiring about what the meeting's about.
Let's show you Exhibit 158 without putting it on
MR. MULCAHY:

not in evidence at the moment.

20

certain accounts that showed up as possible-- potential

20

21

common accounts so I could get more flavor for those

21

THE COURT:

22

names that are on the spreadsheet.

22

MR. MULCAHY:

23

THE COURT:

23

24
25

Q.

Right. You brought a spreadsheet down and it

had scrub list information on it, did it not?
A.

Yes, sir, part of it.

Your Honor, I recognize this is

19

24
25

Which exhibit?
Exhibit 158.

You can show 158. What are you

asking?
MR. MULCAHY:

I'm asking him to look at it to
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1

refresh his memory.

2

3

THE COURT:

5

MR. MULCAHY:

THE COURT:

2
3

I want to be very clear so we

don't have any misunderstanding.

6
7

You look at me like you were looking

for something.

4

888

1

You're fine.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

A.

I said, "no, just a casual meeting. All good,

nothing to do with your contract, all about IBF ."

4

Q.

You said just a casual meeting?

5

A.

Yes, sir.

6

Q.

A social meeting?

7

A.

Not a social meeting, it was about business.

8

Q.

Just casual business?

A.

No, it was-- to paint the picture that it's

8

Q.

9

A.

I'm sorry, what's the question.

9

10

Q.

Does this refresh your memory that she wanted to

10

more than what it was, a month after the transaction I

11

Look at it.

right?

11

was trying to gather information, that's what this was

12

A.

Yes, it does.

12

about. It was not that formal.

13

Q.

She also asked you if she would need to have an

13

14
15
16

17

know what is it that we'll be talking about?

attorney present, right?

said no, it's just a casual meeting. What was casual
about it?

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

That's because you're a lawyer and you're coming

16

17

out there in your capacity as a lawyer, are you not?

She asked you if she needed a lawyer and you

Q.

14

A.

Well, I did have a relationship with Dawn, it

probably wasn't as strong as the one I had with Roger,

18

A.

No, not really.

18

but I didn't have any hesitation to have a conversation

19

Q.

Oh, no?

19

with any distributor about an account.

20

A.

At that point in time I was trying to gather

20

21
22

23

information.
Q.

She asked you if she would need to have her

attorney present, correct?

Q.

What was casual about the meeting you were

21

having with Ms. Teply as the lawyer for Safeguard and

22

Deluxe?

23

A.

Well, I wasn't a lawyer for Deluxe, I was a

24

A.

She did ask me that.

24

lawyer for Safeguard. And the conversation, the whole

25

Q.

And you said to her, "nope, not necessary",

25

point of the meeting was to discuss potential common

1

accounts.

1

goal of this process.

889

890

2

Q.

Uh-huh.

2

3

A.

Between IBF and the Teply distributorship.

3

Q.

You told her it didn't have anything to do with

4

5

Q.

When you came out to meet with Mr. Thurston and

is Ms. Teply, you had a client, correct?

4

A.

I'm sorry.

her contract?

5

Q.

You're the lawyer, lawyers have clients, don't

6

A.

I did.

6

they?

7

Q.

Well, account protection rights is nothing but

7

A.

Lawyers do have clients.

8

Q.

Your client is Safeguard, correct?

9

A.

Right.

10

Q.

And when you are the lawyer acting for

8
9

the contract, right?
A.

But Mr. Mulcahy, and I said this before, the

10

tenor of the conversation, the scope of the conversation

11

was try to discuss information related to those accounts.

11

Safeguard, you are acting in the best interest of your

Account protection rights are those that are set

12

client, are you not?

12

Q.

13

forth in the contract between Safeguard and Ms. Teply,

13

A.

That is a true statement.

14

are they not?

14

Q.

And in point of fact, as the lawyer, you have a

15

A.

Account protection rights are part of the

15

duty of loyalty to your client, correct?

16

A.

True.

If you're coming out there to try to get her to

17

Q.

That means that you are not there to represent

18

share, buy or sell, you're asking her to agree to modify

18

19

her contract, are you not?

19

16
17

20
21

Safeguard contractual agreement, yes.
Q.

A.

At that point in time, no. At that point in

time I was trying to start at that dialogue.
Start a dialogue about a modification of her

22

Q.

23

contract?

24

A.

25

My goal, ultimately, is to try to promote some

kind of agreement where everybody wins, and that is the

20
21

22

the interest of anyone other than your client, right?
A.

In your scenario, acting as an attorney, you're

absolutely right.
Q.

And that means Ms. Teply's interest is not part

of your portfolio as the lawyer for Safeguard, is it?

23

A.

I disagree.

24

Q.

And Mr. Thurston, if you're representing

25

Safeguard, you have a duty of loyalty to Safeguard in
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1

your dealings with Mr. Thurston relating to his contract,

2

correct?

3

A.

The interest of the Safeguard distributor and

1

that they were satisfied with, that would be great. But

2

that's what the point of that meeting was.

3

Q.

I see. By the way, you're the lawyer for the

4

Safeguard corporate are most of the time aligned, we all

4

company, you don't have business responsibilities, do

5

want the same things. There's no conflict there.

5

you?

6

Q.

When you came out as the lawyer for the company

6

A.

Umm, I think I do. As the attorney for the

7

to talk with these people about changing their contract,

7

company, I also have other titles with Safeguard. But

8

you were representing your client's interest?

8

yes, I was out there representing Safeguard, not as the

9

attorney but really just to gather information, and I

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

9
10

his testimony.
THE COURT:

11

12

Objection, mischaracterize

Overruled.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

10

know that it's painted that the meeting was so much more

11

tense or ominous than it was, but it really wasn't.

12

Q.

Look at Exhibit 165, please. This is a customer

13

Q.

Isn't that right?

13

14

A.

That is not what I said.

14

15

Q.

But that's what your duty is, is it not?

15

So it might be-- there's not "the scrub list," there's

16

A.

No, sir. I did not come out there-- I hate to

16

many.

scrub list, isn't it?

A.

This is a spreadsheet that has accounts on it.

17

spar with you, Mr. Mulcahy, but I did not come out there

17

18

to change anybody's contract or discuss the contract. I

18

19

was talking about specific items related to accounts that

19

A.

This was Safeguard's scrub list, yes.

20

were in common between two businesses.

20

Q.

What I mean is you had it, right?

You wanted to see if you could begin a dialogue

21

A.

I'm sure I did have a copy.

22

concerning the account protection resolutions relating to

22

Q.

Because this shows the protected customers of

23

their protected customers, correct?

23

21

24

Q.

A.

If a dialogue that I started eventually proved

25

to be fruitful and that everybody reached a conclusion

1

and T3.

24
25

Q.

The date of the document is August 21, 2013.

This was your scrub list, correct?

Dawn Teply, right?

A.

It shows potential --I don't want to misspeak

here. This shows potential common accounts between IBF

894

893

2
3

Q.

1

Before we talk about the document, let's address

this potential common account stuff.
You've never ever been able to identify a

4

2

No, sir, that's not what I'm saying at all.

4

Q.

What is a potential common account to you?

A.

For example, Hayden Beverage. Hayden Beverage

5

6

Ms. Teply, correct?

6

A.

That's part of this spreadsheet or just in

common accounts?
A.

single customer that is the protected account of

8

I see. To you they are all just potential

3

5

7

Q.

is the entity that is a beer distributors and they have

7

multiple locations. There might be a Hayden Beverage in

8

the Portland area served by DocuSource, and there may be

In general.

9

a Hayden Beverage on Commerce Avenue in Boise that might

general?

9

Q.

10

A.

Umm, that's not part of my function at all.

10

be serviced by T3. There may be other Hayden Beverages

11

Q.

So you can't identify a single protected

11

serviced by other Safeguard distributors.

12

customer account that belongs to Ms. Teply, correct?

12

Q.

Are you are familiar with the clearing of

13

A.

I don't do that analysis, sir.

13

14

Q.

You've never been able to do that, have you?

14

15

A.

That's not Safeguard's legal function.

15

Q.

Do you know how that works?

16

Q.

I see. And you've never been able to identify a

16

A.

I do. I have an elementary understanding how it

17

protected customer of Mr. Thurston either, have you?

17

18

A.

The same rules apply, sir.

18

19

Q.

As we sit here today, you still don't have any

19

20

idea who he might have an account protection with, right?

20

21

A.

I don't think that is an accurate description.

21

22

Q.

Name one?

22

23

A.

I have nothing off the top of my head, no.

23

24

Q.

Pardon me?

24

25

A.

I don't have anything off the top of my head.

25

potential accounts?
A.

Yes.

works.

Q.

Let's take Dawn Teply. Let's suppose she goes

out and finds a new potential customer, Jim Mulcahy?
A.

We would call him a prospect in our world.

Q.

What she does then is she gets on the telephone

and calls Dallas, right?
A.

Yes, sir, she calls an entity-- group of people

in Dallas, our office, call key contacts.

Q.

And she says I want to see whether or not Jim
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935

A.

1

Again, this is the corporate office only, and I

1

A.

The business related to IBF?
Yes.

2

don't know if Mr. Empey did business with the corporate

2

Q.

3

office or a branch office.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So you're asking Dawn Teply's new competitor to

4

5
6
7

Q.

Mr. Empey, that's his protected account, isn't

A.

Depends on which office, because First American

it?

5

Title has many offices.

6
7

I see. So after she provided you with her

reach out to her to do what?
A.

encourage the distributors in the market to talk to each

8

other. It has worked famously well, for the most part --

9

thoughts on these accounts, you told her to contact these

9

there are sometimes it doesn't --for the distributors to

10

distributors herself, right?

8

Q.

10

develop a relationship with each other, especially when

11

A.

I don't recall exactly that.

11

they share a metropolitan area.

12

Q.

Look at Exhibit 191, please, and tell me if this

12

helps you remember.

-r-

My history with Safeguard, and before, we

Q.

-

Ms. Mclaughlin isn't going to be sharing or

13

complying with the account protection rules, she wants to

14

A.

Yes.

14

buy those customers herself, right?

15

Q.

Do you remember talking with Ms. Mclaughlin

15

13

A.

No-- I know that on certain accounts, I

16

after she shared her thoughts about these protected

16

wouldn't say globally. I would say that's too broad.

17

accounts with you?

17

But there are accounts that Tressa would have loved to
see a situation develop where a legacy or core

18

A.

No.

18

19

Q.

But you told her, did you not-- let's look at

19

distributor keeps doing what they're doing and Tressa and

20

the bottom. You told her that she should reach out to

20

Jamie and IBF keep doing what they're doing and we get

21

Dawn Teply herself?

21

both of those sales revenue.

22

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, Ms. Mclaughlin at this point in time

22

Q.

The point is you decided to delegate to Tressa

23

Mclaughlin your responsibility to work out account

24

expected that she was going to be the person to

24

protection resolutions, right?

25

repurchase those accounts from Safeguard, right?

25

A.

Absolutely untrue.

1

A.

No. No. No. Not at all. What we've seen in

23

937

1

Q.

What does this say?

A.

This is exactly what I just said, this is a

938
2

the past is when distributors actually work together is

3

suggestion that we have done and seen Safeguard develop

3

developing ways of growing the business with an account,

4

for years, way before my time, where distributors work

4

like a St. Luke's. What departments are they in and also

5

together in the same local community, especially if they

5

discovering what departments they're not in, what

6

are going to be in that same local community.

6

business are we not trying to get. So that's what we're

7

trying to promote.

2

7
8

Q.

In this case, though, it's kind of like feeding

the hens to the fox, isn't it?

8

Q.

The point is you decided that maybe Tressa

9

A.

I disagree.

9

Mclaughlin should take over your job and work on it

10

Q.

You also told her to reach out to Mr. Thurston,

10

herself?

11

right?

12

A.

This is a --I do this almost every time,

11

A.

No, sir.

12

Q.

In addition to whatever it is you were doing

13

suggest that the distributors talk to each other, because

13

14

they are live on the street, they are the one doing the

14

15

business here, they know the business way better than I.

15

16
17

18
19

20
21

Q.

This is not a distributor, this is Tressa

Mclaughlin working for Safeguard?
A.

It is. At this point in time, it is. But at

some point in time she was likely to be the distributor.
Q.

In point of fact, she wanted to own those

accounts as of five minutes after the IBF deal closed?

16

from Texas?
A.

THE COURT:

21

203 is marked as stipulated. It is

in evidence.
MR. MULCAHY:

19

20

Your Honor, I believe Exhibit 203

is in evidence. I just don't want to make a mistake.

17

18

No, sir.
MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Thank you.

Would you look at Exhibit 203, please. Cassie

Clark is-- are you there?

22

A.

That is my understanding.

22

A.

I am.

23

Q.

So she wants to own these accounts, but she's

23

Q.

Cassie Clark is the person who is employed by

24

going to talk to Dawn Teply about, what, resolving Dawn

24

25

Teply's account protection rights?

25

Deluxe in the Deluxe finance department, correct?
A.

She was.
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1
2
3
4

customer matches the IBF for Safeguard sale.
A.

Yes, the matching is the name, address,

telephone number.
Q.

944
1

And this report shows that the sales by

of the report for Dawn Teply as well as Craig Empey and

3

Greg Shobe, correct?

4

A.

Correct.

Q.

Now this is a spreadsheet dated January 13,

Safeguard pursuant to IBF's orders to WestVet happened to

5

6

be sales to the protected customer of Dawn Teply, right?

6

8

If we go to the second page, we'll see the rest

2

5

7

Q.

A.

I believe so. I believe that's what this says.

7

Q.

And that's true for all of these that I've

8

2014, do you see that on the first page?
A.

I do.

Q.

It's a document last saved by you, in other

9

highlighted, as well as the others where it shows Dawn

9

words, it's something out of your personal custody,

10

Teply's name in the right-hand vertical column, correct?

10

correct?

11

A.

I don't know that to be correct.

11

A.

I'm sorry, what was it about the custody?

12

Q.

Well, the report shows that WestVet, that

12

Q.

This is a document you had custody of, it is

13

customer matches with Dawn Teply's protected customer,

13

14

right?

14

15

A.

16
17

The only question I would have about WestVet is

16

whether they had more than one location.
Q.

15

And the same is true for all of the things we

not?
A.

I got a copy and would save it to my drive at

the office, yes.
Q.

It's a spreadsheet containing various

17

information relating to specific sales to specific
customers, correct?

18

see here, the information is broken out by customer, and

18

19

the distributor with the account protection on that

19

A.

Correct.

20

customer is identified in the vertical column to the

20

Q.

Customers that match with these four

21

right, correct?

21

22

A.

It's not that much of a conclusion. They were

22

distributors, is that right?
A.

That's correct.

Q.

And this is a report that you receive on a

23

trying to gather the information from the report we

23

24

talked about before, but there were some, like Lee Read

24

monthly basis after, in this case IBF, was purchased,

25

Jewelers that only had the one occasion.

25

correct?

945
A.

That's not correct. There was a cadence where

946
"Question: Okay. So let's get more

1

2

we eventually got monthly reports, but there were some we

2

specific if we can. Plaintiff's Exhibit 204 is a

3

only got quarterly. And I believe in IBF's situation we

3

report that is generated at your request, correct?

4

did get a monthly, but this is about when they started.

4

5

Q.

This is the monthly report you received in

"Answer: Yes.
"Question: And you receive monthly IBF

5

6

connection with all of the Mclaughlin and McCormick

6

post-transaction reports at your question as well,

7

sales.

7

correct?

8

A.

I believe so.

8

"Answer: Correct.

9

Q.

On a monthly basis, correct?

9

"Question: Now how long did you receive

10

A.

That eventually started in January of '14.

Q.

And it has continued on a monthly basis for the

11

12
13
14
15

last three years, correct?
A.

these reports, let's talk about IBF first, over

11

what period of time?

12

I don't believe that's correct. I don't know

that it's done monthly anymore.
Q.

10

Let's do it this way, would you go to your

13
14
15

16

deposition, please. Go to page 407. I'm going to ask

16

17

you to focus on page 407, line 11 to 408, line nine.

17

18

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

19

MR. MULCAHY:

Counsel, what volume, please?

Volume two, February 9, 2016.

"Answer: Probably about once a month and
it's ongoing.
"Question: When you say ongoing, what
does that mean?
"Answer: That a list like this would be
generated on a monthly basis.

18

"Question: And when I ask you for what

19

period of time you said it was ongoing, can you be
more specific than that?

20

Q.

Do you have it Mr. Dunlap?

20

21

A.

I have 407. How far did you go want me to go?

21

"Answer: I don't know if I've gotten one

Q.

Go to line 11. I will read the questions and

22

this month, the month of February, but it's usually

22
23

answer, and you tell me if you gave me these answers

23

about a month lag. So, for example, for December,

24

under oath in response to these questions back in

24

we would get one in January for the month of

25

February when I took your deposition.

25

December.
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"Question: So you've been receiving the

1

948
1

we have a copy for the witness? It's in his book.

2

IBF related post-transaction reports on a monthly

2

THE COURT:

3

basis for roughly two-and-a-half years?

3

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

4

"Answer: Roughly.

4

THE COURT:

5

"Question: When does it end, if ever?

5

"Answer: I don't know."

6

6
7

You gave those answers, did you not, under

7

Has counsel seen it?
No.

You need to show it to counsel. Did

you get a chance to review that?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I haven't seen what they're

going to put up on the screen.
They are not going to put anything

8

oath?

9

A.

I did.

9

up on the screen right now. I want to make sure you had

10

Q.

The reason I said two-and-a-half years is

10

a chance to review the document he's going to be talking
about.

8

11

because in February it was two-and-a-half years since the

11

12

acquisition of IBF, right?

12

13
14

THE COURT:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Show, your Honor, please.

A.

(Indicates by nodding head up and down).

13

That's all I was looking at. I would feel more

Q.

Are you still receiving the monthly reports on

14

comfortable if I saw the actual redacted exhibit.

15

sales to the customers that belong to Dawn Teply and

15

16

Roger Thurston?

16

THE COURT:

Counsel, in the future, bring extra

copies.

17

A.

I don't know.

17

MR. MULCAHY:

18

Q.

So you received these types of reports from

18

THE COURT:

This came up this morning.

I understand. You had time to get

19

Cassie Clark at Deluxe on a fairly regular basis, did you

19

it done, bring extra copies. Show him on the screen on

20

not?

20

the computer.

No, I received them from various people at

21

22

distributor accounting on a regular basis, but not so

22

23

much as Clark.

23

21

A.

24

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, we have redacted

25

Exhibit 217. I believe we have copies of that? No. Do

1

right now.

24

Mr. Schossberger, if you'd go look at
their computer screen, please.
Have you had a chance to review the
redacted document?

25

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

No, it's still being changed

949
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Would you look at Exhibit 217, please. Do you

950
1
2

3

A.

Yes.

Q.

And then she responded, yet again, the next day

on January 30, correct?

4

A.

Correct.

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

That email appears on the top of the first page,

Q.

This is an email that you sent to Cassie Clark,

6

see the email on the bottom of the first page?

among others, correct?
A.

217, this is an email from Cassie Clark to me

9

and others.

10

Q.

And you forwarded to her the email that you

7
8
9

does it not?
A.

It does.
MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, I'd offer this exhibit

in evidence.
Any objection?

10

THE COURT:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

11

received from Dawn Teply, which appears in the balance of

11

12

the exhibit, correct?

12

prior to the jury coming in and subject to the court's
limiting instruction, your Honor.

13

A.

That's on page two, right?

13

14

Q.

It is the email that appears on page two and

14

15

three?

15

16

A.

I did.

16

17

Q.

Okay. And the email above that is an email from

17

THE COURT:

Subject to the objection made

All right. I will admit 217 as

redacted.
A couple of things, folks, with respect to
the redactions, those are what I have asked to be

18

Cassie Clark to you in response to what you sent to her,

18

removed for legal reasons. You shouldn't concern

19

correct?

19

yourself or speculate about what might have been
included in the materials that were redacted. That's

20

A.

It appears to be.

20

21

Q.

The email above that is an email that you then

21

part of my function to decide what evidence you receive
and what evidence you don't receive.

22

sent back to Cassie Clark after she responded to you,

22

23

correct?

23

Secondarily, with respect to the second

24

A.

The one on January 29th7

24

and third pages of the document, it includes information

25

Q.

Yes.

25

that was sent onto folks within Safeguard. The
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1

Safeguard finance, and she had the people reporting at

2

distributor accounting to her.

3

Q.

The reason you sent this to Cassie Clark was so

972

On the very same day or a couple of days later,

1

Q.

2

right?

3

A.

I don't know.

Q.

You tried to reach her, she wasn't available, so

4

she could plug it into the list that she is supervising

4

5

that show the sales that are occurring to distributors'

5

you sent her an email telling her about your agreement

6

protected customers on a month-by-month basis, correct?

6

with Dawn Teply, right?

1

8

A.

No, that's not correct.

7

Q.

You sent it to Cassie Clark so she would be

8

9

informed of the change in the account protection status

9

10

of these accounts, correct?

10

11
12

13
14

A.

Coping Cassie was a courtesy. The person doing

the work would have been Sue.
Q.

And so you told these folks to get all of the

I don't recall that.

Q.

Look at Exhibit 249, please. This is the email

you sent to Tressa McLaughlin, is it not?

11
12
13

14

files, including the electronic files maintained by

A.

A.

It is.

Q.

You sent it four days after your agreement with

Dawn Teply, right?
A.

It was four days after the email we just

discussed, the 2oth or the 24th.

Q.

15

Safeguard, for these accounts and transfer them, once and

15

16

for all, finally, to Dawn Teply, right?

16

This list is the very same list of customers that you
agreed Dawn Teply would finally be able to keep, correct?

11

A.

Yes, sir.

17

18

Q.

Even though she already had account protection

18

19

on these accounts before you magnificently agreed to let

19

20

her have what she already had, right?

20

A.

That is not a true and correct characterization.

21

22

Q.

You also-- and this is the part that is really

22

interesting-- you also sent an email to Tressa

23

24

Mclaughlin, right?

24

25

A.

Yes.

the protected accounts that belong in this case to Dawn

2

Teply, correct?

3
4
5

A.

Ms. McLaughlin's reaction to that was not

favorable, was it?
A.

She did not think that this proposed transaction

was based upon full and complete information.
Q.

She didn't like the idea that she could not

25

sell. Finally someone is telling her she can't sell to

1

974
was IBF doing with these accounts, specifically Norco and

2

Omnipure.

973
1

These accounts were going to be associated with

T3 and not IBF, that's true.

Q.

21
23

A.

You said to her, "these will stay with Dawn."

I think specifically she had issues that the

3

decision was based upon incomplete information.

4

selling to those accounts pursuant to orders obtained by

5

McLaughlin and her eight other salespeople, correct?

Q.

Okay. And turn, if you will, then to

Q.

He didn't have any idea what Safeguard was

6

Exhibit 260. Do you see the email from Roger Thurston to

6

A.

I don't know that. I don't know if that's true.

7

you dated March 17, 2014?

7

Q.

I see. Well, the point is this, Mr. Thurston

8

A.

I do.

8

9

Q.

You had been talking with Mr. Thurston about

9

10
11

12
13

turning over files to IBF, correct?
A.

We reached a partial settlement with

Mr. Thurston also.
Q.

Same sort of thing, right, you went out and

was doing his level best to work with you, wasn't he?
A.

I'd like to think so.

10

Q.

He wasn't giving you a hard time at all, was he?

11

A.

No, I always had a good relationship with Roger.

Q.

When you were out here talking with him

12
13

sporadically during this period September, October,

14

talked to him and you were able to get him to sell some

14

November, December, January, February, March, he was

15

stuff, right?

15

doing his level best to keep up with you as the lawyer

16

for Safeguard, wasn't he?

We did all those communications over the phone

16

A.

17

and email.

A.

I don't know what you mean.

18

Q.

He was trying to work with you, right?

19

information relating to IBF's sales to those accounts

19

A.

I had communication going on with both Ms. Teply

20

that you got him to sell to you, correct?

20

18

21
22

Q.

You did not, however, give him any sales

17

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

You never gave him any information with respect

22

and Mr. Thurston at this time.

Q.

And Ms. Teply and Mr. Thurston were both bending

over backwards trying to work with you, were they not?

23

to those accounts as it relates to what Ms. McLaughlin

23

A.

I wouldn't characterize it that way.

24

and her eight-member sales team was doing, right?

24

Q.

How would you characterize it?

A.

They were cordial, they were professional, when

25

A.

No, the information was product centric, what

25

~------------------------------------------~ ~~
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we were exchanging ideas, exchanging information, they

1

were responsive.

2

Q.

4

A.

Yes. There were going to be files transferred

from IBF to T3 and T3 back to IBF or Safeguard.
And McLaughlin and Safeguard are going to

Turn to Exhibit 261, please.

3

Now, you sent this email to Dawn Teply almost

4

transfer the files, both electronic and hard copy, to

Q.

5

one month after you agreed that she could keep those

5

Ms. Teply for all of those accounts that you

6

files that she already owned, right?

6

magnanimously agreed she could keep, correct?

7
8
9

A.

This was the file exchange. There was supposed

be files going from one to the other and back.

Q.

Dawn Teply was tell you that it's now been

10

almost a month and I haven't received any of the files

11

for the customers that you agreed I could keep, right?

12

A.

7
8
9
10

She wasn't going to do the files until she got

A.

Not magnanimous, this was an arms-length

transaction that she entered into with Safeguard.
Q.

Okay. But the point is that the files were

supposed to come to her, correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

But you're saying that although you agreed she

13

could have the files, she is not going to get them until

She wasn't going to get the files until she

14

you pay her for the accounts she sold?

Until she got the check from us. She got the

16

is the way it works with all other distributors too, that

13

the money.

14

Q.

15

what?

16

A.

15

A.

No. Mr. Mulcahy, my understanding was, and this

17

check the Friday before the Monday of March 17, so the

17

the file transfer actually happens once you pay them. So

18

file transfer wasn't going to happen until she got paid.

18

when the check gets in, whether it's a commission

19

advance, whether it's extra commissions or whether it's a

19

Q.

Let me see. You've agreed with her that she is

20

going to have finality in terms of keeping the accounts

20

straight check, that's when the file happens. The files

21

she already owns, correct?

21

don't get transferred before we pay them.

Q.

22

A.

That's not exactly true.

22

23

Q.

Yeah. And she is going to give to you or give

23

the files she had sold to you until she has been paid,

Well, that means she wouldn't be transferring

24

to Tressa McLaughlin the accounts you got her to sell,

24

right?

25

right?

25

A.

There was not going to be a file transfer until

1

we paid her.

1

Q.

What was it?

977

Q.
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2

A.

A regional meeting.

3

you agreed you would transfer to her, nobody is getting

3

Q.

You went to the regional meeting, right?

4

paid anything, that's the agreement you have, right?

2

But with respect to all of those accounts that

4

A.

I was there.

Right. But the understanding that I had was

5

Q.

That was sometime toward the end of March 2014?

6

that was going to be the trigger, once the money was

6

A.

It was in the first three months, probably

7

received, because it takes some time to get a payment

7

8

like this done, but once a payment got received by Dawn,

8

9

then the file transfer occurs.

9

5

10

A.

Q.

So you're not going to transfer the files to her

11

that you have agreed she could keep until Safeguard pays

12

her for the sale of the other ones, is that what you're

13

saying?

February, March of '14.

Q.

When you went up there, you met with

Mr. Sorrenti, did you not?

10

A.

Mr. Sorrenti was in attendance, yes.

11

Q.

And the two of you met with Tress a McLaughlin?

12

A.

That is incorrect.

13

Q.

Pardon me?

14

A.

The way we've done it in the past--

14

A.

I said that's incorrect.

15

Q.

I see.

15

Q.

You didn't meet with Tress a McLaughlin 7

16

A.

--the money starts everything.

16

A.

I was not.

17

Q.

Do you remember going to San Francisco for an

17

Q.

Okay. She met with Mr. Sorrenti, and then he

18

event?

18

told you about the meeting, is that what you mean?

19

A.

I've been to San Francisco, yes.

19

A.

Umm --I believe so.

20

Q.

What was that event?

20

Q.

Okay. Now, Tressa McLaughlin was very unhappy

21

A.

There is a series of regional meetings called a

21

about the idea that she was going to have to turn these
files over and not sell into those accounts, correct?

22

"connection" that we have every spring, and we had one in

22

23

San Francisco that year.

23

A.

She thought we were making a mistake.

Q.

And she made that very loud and clear to you,

24

Q.

Do you remember you went up to that convention? 24

25

A.

It wasn't a convention.

25

did she not?
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3

conversation with me didn't occur in San Francisco.
Q.

984
1

Would you look, please, at Exhibit 267. Look if

you will at the bottom of the first page?

to you making her case?

2

A.

I'm sorry. What was the question?

3

Q.

Did you talk with Mr. Sorrenti about the fact

4

A.

Okay.

4

5

Q.

This is an email that --I'm sorry, let's go to

5

that she went over your head to him directly?
A.

I believe I talked to Mr. Sorrenti about the

6

the bottom of the second page. This is the email that

6

email. I don't know about the other characterization you

7

you received from Tressa Mclaughlin on March 26, correct?

7

have on it.

8

A.

Correct.

8

9

Q.

Regarding file transfers, right?

9

to you, you're now taking off the recipient list and it's

10

A.

Correct.

10

going directly to Mr. Sorrenti?

11

Q.

And the rest of it is the very same email we

11

Q.

This is the same email that is instead of coming

A.

And she has an email below that, yes.

Q.

And when you talk to Mr. Sorrenti, you sent the

12

just talked about. This is the email that she sent to

12

13

you initially on March 26, correct?

13

email that appears on the bottom of the first page,
correct?

14

A.

Correct.

14

15

Q.

And this is the one where she's making her case.

15

16

Look at the email just above that. Do you see that?

16

A.

Correct.

Q.

You said, "I don't know what there is to work

"

A.

1~.

"

out," after you learned about it. And then go to the

18

Q.

She cut you out of the loop, after sending you

18

second page. You said to him, "Dawn calls, left a

19

her email about how she wanted to keep these customers,

19

message with Tressa, now Tressa says she will postpone

20

and went directly to Mr. Sorrenti, do you see that?

20

getting together with Dawn until we can sort this out."

21
22
23

A.

I see the email, but she sent it to Jay and

others.
Q.

Did you talk with your client about

21

And you said, "She should get together with Dawn ASAP to

22

transfer files."
You're talking about the agreement that you had

23

24

Ms. Mclaughlin's email to Mr. Sorrenti where she sent to

24

you with her on February 20, correct?

25

him, as promised, the email that she previously had sent

25

A.

1

here?

decisions previously made are reversed." So basically

2

A.

3

Mr. Sorrenti is calling the shots on this thing, right?

3

information that she sent in about Employers Resource and

4

He's going to reverse what you already agreed to,

4

St. Luke's, specifically Employers Resource. I did have

5

correct?

5

that conversation with Jay.

Correct.

985
1
2

6
7

8

Q.

A.

And you said, "She to do that unless the

Umm, there was more information that was

supplied to us that I had previously not known.
Q.

This is what I mean about being the general

986

6

Q.

7

A.

Umm, I remember having a discussion about the

Okay. And how was the appeal decided?
I don't know.
Good spot?

8

THE COURT:

MR. MULCAHY:

9

counsel for a company, as the lawyer it gets kind of

9

10

difficult sometimes when you have a disconnect between

10

11

the lawyer and the client, correct?

11

THE COURT:

Yes.

All right. Ladies and gentlemen,

we're going to stop for the day. We will resume again

12

A.

I wouldn't characterize it that way.

12

tomorrow. Remember, it's Thursday, so it's that

13

Q.

Look, if you will, then at the email that

13

different time. I am hopeful we will start certainly no

14

Mr. Sorrenti sent to you in response to what you told

14

later than noon straight up, but I'm hopeful that my

15

him. When you say, "I don't know what there is to work

15

calendar in the morning is light enough that we might be

16

out, files should be transferred to Dawn," Mr. Sorrenti

16

able to start at about ten till, so why don't you try to

17

sent you this email, correct?

17

be here so we might be able to get started at ten till.

18

A.

He did.

18

If we get started at noon, I apologize, that's the

19

Q.

And he said, "Since the decision is, in essence,

19

optimist in me hoping we might get a little extra in.

20

being appealed .. " you understood that to be the

20

21

February 20th decision that you made, right?

21

Please remember the admonition, don't talk
to anyone about the cases, don't start to make up your

22

A.

I did.

22

mind about the case, don't do any research about the

23

Q.

He wants to sit with you.

23

case, don't post on social media about the case. Most

Did you sit with him and discuss the account

24

importantly, say safe. Tomorrow there's a weather

25

advisory, we are going to get some snow in the

24

25

protection conflict in the next week as he suggests
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1

with Mr. Dunlap, he may as well be opening the door. And

2

whether he said that in opening or not, that's not

2

evidence and it's not --

3

3
4

MR. MULCAHY:

5

THE COURT:

6

I know.

--you can't put on evidence to

rebut an opening.

1

nothing to do with -Let me suggest that if there is

THE COURT:

examination on cross or your cross, your direct, whatever

4

we want to call it, with Mr. Dunlap about how happy and

5

joyous everybody else is, you may be opening some doors.

6

I would suggest you tread lightly and carefully.
Anything else?

That's why I haven't said anything

7

8

until now. We heard this witness say when he was shown

8

MR. MULCAHY:

9

what is the standard way of resolving this thing on the

9

THE COURT:

10

due diligence slide, he said Mr. Dunlap goes out, we've

10

11

never had any problems be in the past, it's always worked

11

12

fine. That's what we're talking about, I think that

12

13

opens the door.

13

7

MR. MULCAHY:

14
15
16

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Your Honor, at no time have I

mentioned anything about the USDA.
THE COURT:

--oOo--

15

He's not saying you mentioned

16

something about the USDA, he's suggesting you are trying

17

18

to suggest to the witnesses that the other attempts at

18

19

account resolution have been successful without exception

19

20

except these two. And what he's saying is that is not

20

21

accurate.

21

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

(Proceedings adjourned.)

14

17

22

No.

All right.

And up until 2013 that's been

22

23

correct, there's not been a single lawsuit about account

23

24

protection. The letter he wants to introduce from the

24

25

are USDA is 2015 after this lawsuit was filed and it has

25

994

993
1

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2016

***

2

(Jury enters the courtroom.)

1
2

3

3

THE COURT:

You can be seated. Good afternoon

ladies and gentlemen, I'm glad to see everybody made it

4

(At 11:55 p.m., court reconvenes, all

4

safe. If we can have the witness back on the stand. You

5

parties present, panel not present.)

5

are still under oath.

7

THE WITNESS:

6

6
THE COURT:

Be seated. I looked at your

Yes, sir.

7

MICHAEL DUNLAP

8

briefing on the Shobe, is that the name of the other

8

9

plaintiff, and the trade association complaints. I don't

9

10

think that door has been opened yet. As I indicated

10

11

yesterday, it could be but I don't think it has been yet

11

12

sufficiently to foray into that morass, so I'm not going

12

13

to let you go there for now. If you think he's opened

13

14

the door more, you can ask me, okay?

14

please. Let's look at the bottom email between

15

Mr. Sorrenti and you.

15

MR. GILL:

Your Honor, just one housekeeping

having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION (resumed)
BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Mr. Dunlap, would you look at Exhibit 267,

Would you speak up a little bit

16

item. We had substitute exhibits that we redacted, we

16

17

provided them to counsel last night. They were exhibits

17

Mr. Mulcahy I'm having a hard time hearing you or into

18

213, 214, 217 and 220.

18

the microphone or both.

19
20

THE COURT:

Were those the same ones we talked

about before?

20

21

Yes.

21

MR. GILL:

22

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

23

stipulated to Exhibit 1005.

24

MR. GILL:

25

19

And plaintiffs have

THE COURT:

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Okay. We left off, Mr. Dunlap, yesterday with

my question to you about this appeal that Tressa

22

Mclaughlin was making to Mr. Sorrenti. Has your memory

23

of how that was handled improved at all overnight?

That's correct.

24

A.

I'm sorry?

(Exhibit 1005 admitted.)

25

Q.

Do you know what happened?
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1

A.

I remember having a conversation with

1

fault more so than Tressa, I should have asked better
questions.

2

Mr. Sorrenti after this about the information that we got

2

3

from Ms. Mclaughlin.

3

Q.

Umm --

4

A.

But also I was trying to achieve a goal, trying

4
5
6

Q.

Do you know how the appeal was decided by

Mr. Sorrenti?

A.

I think that we-- I don't characterize it as an

5

to communicate with people, and I didn't have all the

6

information.
Uh-huh. So when you said that you would

Q.

7

appeal, I think what we did was we discussed that

7

8

information as it relates to those customers.

8

represent your client to the best of your ability, you

9

were talking about Mr. Sorrenti, the representative,

10

president of Safeguard, correct?

9
10

11
12
13

14
15

Q.

Okay. You sent some information to Mr. Sorrenti

in advance of that discussion, did you not?
A.

I did.

Q.

And the discussion itself took place on

A.

11

12

April 3rd, about a week later, correct?

That's incorrect. My client is Safeguard

Business Systems.

13

Q.

Mr. Sorrenti is the president of that company?

A.

I don't recall that.

14

A.

He is.

Q.

All right. Let's look at your response to

15

Q.

So he's a representative of your client, is he

not?

16

Mr. Sorrenti just above this. You is said that you were

16

17

upset with Tressa. That's Tressa McLaughlin, is that

17

A.

That's true.

18

right?

18

Q.

All right. So the documents and the

19

A.

20

spreadsheets and the emails leading up to the decisions

Actually what I said was, "to say I'm upset

19

about how Tressa represents things is an understatement."

20

include the scrub lists that you shared with Tressa

21

McLaughlin, is that right?

21

Q.

You were upset, right?

22

A.

I was.

22

A.

Probably, I'm not for sure which spreadsheets.

23

Q.

And what is it that you were upset about?

23

Q.

That would be part of it, would it not?

24

A.

There were things about these accounts that I

24

A.

That's what I'm references in this email, yes,

A.

Exhibit 269 looks like an email setting up a

25

felt I should have already known. That was probably my

25

sir.
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1
2

Q.

And when you say you're talking about sending to

1

Mr. Sorrenti all of the underlying spreadsheets and

2

meeting between Jay and myself.
Right. So is it correct that on Thursday,

Q.

3

emails that led to the decisions, you're talking about

3

4

the decision that was made on February 2oth, 2014,

4

April 3rd, 2014, you met with Mr. Sorrenti to consult

5

correct?

5

with him as the lawyer for his company?

6

A.

My understanding was what he wanted was the

6

A.

I don't know if the meeting actually took place.

7

information that was underlying the partial settlement we

7

I know it was set up pursuant to the email, set up for

8

reached with Ms. Teply.

8

April 3rd.

9

Q.

And the decision that you're referring to is the

9

10

agreement that you struck with Dawn Teply on

10

11

February 2oth, 2014, right?

Q.

And you did sent some information on before that

meeting took place, did you not?

11

A.

12

A.

That's correct.

12

Q.

Pardon me?

13

Q.

The agreement where she was going to be allowed

13

A.

I believe so.

to keep the customers that she already had account

14

Q.

Okay. Now, look at Exhibit 272, please.

15

protection on as a-- with some sort of finality, as you

15

16

called it yesterday, correct?

16

14

17
18

A.

It was a partial settlement that we reached

about certain accounts.

17

I believe so.

Don't put it on the screen yet, please.
MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, this is not in, but

I'm going to lay the foundation for it.

18

Q.

Do you see the exhibit?

19

A.

I do.

20

don't need to send anything ahead of time, but we'll plan

20

Q.

There's two emails. These are emails that you

21

to meet a week later to talk about it, correct?

21

19

22
23

Q.

Okay. Now, Mr. Sorrenti then said, okay, you

A.

That is correct.

22

Q.

Now, I asked you if the meeting took place on

23

24

April 3rd, you said you didn't remember. Let's look at

24

25

Exhibit 269 and tell me if that helps you remember.

25

sent to Dawn Teply or received from her, correct?
A.

That is correct.

Q.

On April 1st, 2014, two days before you met

with Mr. Sorrenti, correct?
A.

Again, I'm not sure that we actually met on the

012519
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1

on the topic. What was the topic?

1

abnormal?

2

A.

Specifically to this email, I knew that I had a

2

A.

I believe about the files.

3

Q.

Do you remember what you talked with Dawn abouti?3

meeting scheduled on Thursday, so I wanted to make sure

4

A.

ldon~.

4

that Jay was up to speed with all the information I had
prior to responding to Ms. Teply or Ms. Mclaughlin.

5

Q.

No idea?

5

6

A.

It's been a long time.

6

Q.

So in any event, you're waiting for Mr. Sorrenti

7
8
9

10
11
12

13

to tell you, the lawyer, how you should proceed, correct?
A.

I wanted to have a conversation with

Mr. Sorrenti.
Q.

So you could find out what it is that your

client is deciding in this situation, correct?

A.

That's partially correct, but part of it is I

7

you're supposed to transfer the files, but why don't you
just hold off until Friday, I'll talk to my client J.J.

9

Sorrenti, the president of the company, and we'll get

10

back to you?

11

A.

I believe that's exactly what we did.

12

Q.

Now, in the meantime, you sent information to

13

had promised to discuss the underlying facts about the

14

15

partial settlement that we reached.

15

17
18

r,:~1

(

Q.

Right. So you had to meet with Mr. Sorrenti

before you knew what to do next at this juncture, right?
A.

I needed to bring him up to speed, yes.

Q.

So you told Tressa Mclaughlin that you have a

So you're saying to Tressa Mclaughlin, okay,

8

14
16

Q.

Mr. Sorrenti, did you not?
A.

I believe he was copied on the email.

Q.

But my point is that your meeting is going to

16

take place on Thursday, April3rd, and you said you

17

were going to send some information to Mr. Sorrenti in

18

advance of the meeting so you could talk intelligently

19

about it, right?

meeting with Mr. Sorrenti the coming Thursday. That

20

would be Thursday April3rd, two days later, correct?

21

was I had the information and that I was going to have it
ready when we actually got to meet.

22

A.

Yes, sir.

22

23

Q.

And when you say to Ms. Mclaughlin that normally

23

A.

I thought what I communicated with Jay earlier

Q.

And you did that, did you not?

24

you would say that she should transfer the files as

24

A.

I believe so.

25

contemplated, what was it about this situation that was

25

Q.

Look at Exhibit 276. Do you recognize this

1

exhibit?
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1

Mr. Sorrenti information relating to Safeguard's sales to

2

A.

I do.

2

the protected customers of these distributors who are

3

Q.

What is it?

3

identified in the left-hand vertical column, correct?

4

A.

The first page is an email from Erich Burgett to

4

A.

These were potential common accounts.

Q.

So Bruce Cameron, what we're showing is that

5

me, then a forwarded email to Mr. Sorrenti and

5

6

Mr. Skipper and an attachment that is fairly long.

6

7

Q.

Let's look at what you sent to Mr. Sorrenti,

Safeguard sold $18,000 worth of Safeguard products to

7

Bruce Cameron's protected account A-Plus Benefits,
correct?

8

your client. Would you go to the second page of this

8

9

exhibit. Let's look at the first half of the page. Now,

9

10

what is this document?

10

potential common accounts. But the other part, these

11

were sales credited to IBF in this time frame.

11

A.

It looks like a list of accounts with the

A.

Q.

No, they were not common accounts, these were

Meaning that there's $18,843 worth of sales to

12

distributors, the core distributor and information

12

13

related to what historical sales data with IBF and

13

A-Plus Benefits pursuant to orders for those Safeguard

14

historical Safeguard sales data for the last 36 months.

14

products, correct?

Now, this is sales data that covers the period

15

15
16

Q.

August 2013 through February 2014, correct?

16

A.

These are orders that Bruce Cameron got at those

three accounts at those locations that he serviced.
Let's try to be clear, the IBF data relates to

17

A.

That is correct.

17

18

Q.

And the reason that you measured it from August

18

sales that Safeguard made pursuant to orders that were
obtained by Mclaughlin and her people, correct?

19

until the end of February is because that's when IBF

19

20

became a Safeguard distributor, August of 2013, correct?

20

21

A.

Distributor accounting measured it, not me.

21

22

Q.

Pardon?

22

A.

Distributor accounting measured it, not me, and

23

23
24
25

yes, that's the time frame.
Q.

So what you're doing is you're sending to

Q.

A.

That is correct.

Q.

And so she obtained $18,000 in orders that

Safeguard filled for his customer A-Plus Benefits, right?
A.

I don't know if Safeguard filled them, they

24

could have been sourced product, but these were IBF sales

25

from August of '13 to February of '14.
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1

the Safeguard legal department is contractual related,

2

65, 85 percent, given normal set of circumstances.

3
4
5
6
7

Q.

In addition to those legal duties, do you also
We are asked to support those efforts from

distributor accounting, yes.
Q.

piece dealing with a question that will come up about

2

account protection.

3

assist Safeguard with account protection matters?
A.

1

4

up on the radar after the B.A.M. acquisition started in
2008?
A.

No. There are account protection issues that

7

come up all the time between core distributors, between

8

distributors not even related to B.A.M. Most of the

9

A.

No, I am not.

9

account protection issues that Safeguard deals with

10

Q.

Tell the jury some of the other people that help

10

aren't related to B.A.M., they just happen between two

11

distributors when the order was entered wrong or there

8

11

on the account protection matters?

-h

So is account protection something that popped

5
6

Are you only the Safeguard employee that works

Q.

out with that?

12

A.

Myself, Kevin Skipper and Mr. Sorrenti.

12

was a referral source or whatever, but it is a part of

13

Q.

What percentage of your time a month is spent

13

Safeguard's business.

14
15

assisting on account protection matters?
A.

14

A month? Okay, a normal month I might spend an

15

Q.

What is your understanding of the origin of

account protection?

16

hour a month on account protection, sometimes it's a

16

17

little bit more, sometime a little bit less, but it is

17

that are-- one is passed away, one is retired, but my

18

not a large bulk of time that I spend or Kevin spends on

18

understanding was in the '70s there was a distributor

19

account protection issues.

19

named Aaron Aronack in Philadelphia, and he had sales

20

associates underneath him, and he had built a good

21

business, but what he wanted to do was aid these sales

22

reps to compete, not go in and sell something to an

20
21

22

Q.

And so can you give a percentage of your overall

job duties how much involves account protection?
A.

I don't want to paint the picture that it's not

A.

I learned this from a couple of distributors

23

a serious issue, it is, but it's a issue that is always

23

account we already have a relationship with, go out and

24

been a part of Safeguard because of the way the model is

24

get new business.

25

set up, but we will spend on some months an hour or two a

25

1

his business was called account protection that we know

1

and those commissions rotate. That's on a typical

2

it today, but at the time it was, okay, look, if

2

situation that happens. But they are all snowflakes,

3

somebody has established a commercial relationship with

3

they're all a little bit different. But that's the

4

that account and you go in behind-- associate B goes in

4

typical, that's usually what happens.

5

behind and gets an order, you don't get those

5

6

commissions, those commission rotate. That's where this

6

7

thing started, to my knowledge.

So what he instilled, what he installed with

1085

8
9

Q.

Do all issues related to account protection, are

they owned by Safeguard?

1086

Q.

Let's talk about the preacquisition scrub or

wash list that we've had some testimony about. What is

7

the purpose of that list done by Safeguard prior to an

8

acquisition?

9

A.

We're trying to establish the sales, the

10

A.

Absolutely.

10

customers that are related to that, what those

11

Q.

Has Deluxe ever ordered you, as general counsel

11

relationships actually mean. It is just a starting

12

for Safeguard, to ignore a Safeguard distributor's

12

point, it's nothing more than a guide or signal, and then

13

account protection rights?

13

the account protection scrub is trying to identify if

14

A.

Never.

14

there's common accounts between two distributors or more,

15

Q.

Can you please tell the jury a typical situation

15

two or more distributors.

16
17

where an account protection issue comes up?

A.

Normally distributor A will have an account with

16
17

18

ABC Pest Control, 123 Main Street, and then a second

18

19

distributor, distributor B will get a referral from a

19

Q.

Why in your testimony do you use that phrase

potential common account?
A.

Having done this a long time, to me I use the

scrub. Kevin Skipper, both of us, have used that scrub

20

bank-- and referral sources are very, very important to

20

as a signal, a guide, because there are times when that

21

us, whether it's banks, software, accountants, but they

21

scrub would reveal there's a match or potential match and

22

refer us business, so we want to take care of that

22

then you discover there's no sales listed on the scrub.

23

business, but we also want to take care of that referral

23

So the question mark is why is this on this list.

24

source relationship. So distributor B will fill that

24

25

order knowing that the order comes in and it gets caught

25

Or I have seen scrubs-- again, it's no fault
of any person, it's just when you're trying to marry up
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1127
1

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

1128
1

asked you for any type of complete list of sales

And then Mr. Thurston wrote back to you on

2

information that IBF had been selling to any of the

3

April 19th and he said, "Mike, do you have some sales

3

crossover accounts with Thurston Enterprises?

4

number and what these people buy". Do you see that?

4

2

5

A.

Yes, sir.

5

6

Q.

"How about that list of customer overlaps that

6

A.

That's true.

Q.

Exhibit 310, if we go down to the bottom,

Mr. Thurston's email to you dated April --right there,

7

you showed me at the restaurant," is he referring back to

7

please. April 28, 2014, he wrote to you, "I'm looking at

8

the October 3rd meeting you had with him at Rocky's

8

the whole situation. I don't plan on asking for an

9

Diner?

9

outrageous price as per your example of another
distributor in our conversation the other day."

10

A.

Yes, sir.

10

11

Q.

And so during that meeting you showed him the

11

12

13

list of customer overlaps that you had at that time?
A.

That is what I remember is that I had this and

14

my notes were on it, and I showed him what I was working

15

from.

Who was Mr. Thurston talking about there?

12

A.

Ms. Teply.

13

Q.

Was that the $600,000 amount she wanted for

14

Employers Resource?

15

A.

Yes, sir.

16

Q.

What does Mr. Thurston tell you about that list?

16

Q.

And then he goes on, "I will be looking at

17

A.

He wanted to see sales numbers and specifically

17

several factors such as, one, have I quoted out those

18

product mix, you know, what are those product mix for

18

items before or am I currently pursuing those items in a

19

those customers.

19

client." Correct?

Q.

20

A.

Yes, sir.

21

that Mr. Thurston has written to you requesting actual

21

Q.

"Does it make sense for me to consider selling

22

sales numbers from IBF?

22

the customer due to location and distance." And number

20

Here on April19, 2014, is this the first time

23

A.

It is.

23

three, "does it make more sense for IBF to have that

24

Q.

Exhibit 310, please. Is it also correct that at

24

customer since they do more with them."

25

no time prior to April19, 2014 had Mr. Thurston ever

Correct?

25

1129

1130

1

A.

Yes, sir.

1

2

Q.

And is the way that Mr. Thurston's responding

2

call.
Q.

Do you recall after the end of May 2013

3

similar to the way you've seen other distributors when

3

receiving anymore email communications with Mr. Thurston

4

they have been able to reach resolutions with you looking

4

on these accounts?

5

at these type of factors?

5

A.

No, sir.

6

A.

This is very consistent.

6

Q.

Is the next time you saw something from

7

Q.

And what is it you say there at the end of the

7

Mr. Thurston is when he joined T3's lawsuit in September

8

email?

8

of2014?

9

A.

He finishes this part with, "I understand we all

9

A.

That's true.

Q.

Does Safeguard have any interest in harming its

10

have to work together, but I need to see the whole

10

11

picture and all the information to make a good decision."

11

12

13

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

14
15

THE COURT:

Any objection to 1078 being

admitted?

16

MR. MULCAHY:

17

THE COURT:

19

No, your Honor.

1078 is admitted.

(Exhibit 1078 was admitted.)

18

20

Exhibit 1078 is not admitted.

Will plaintiffs stipulate to the admission of 1078.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

On May 23rd, 2014, this is after the exchange

12

A.

No, sir.

13

Q.

Does Safeguard have strive is to meet the needs

14

of the many over the needs of the one for the purpose of

15

the customer?

16

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
THE COURT:

19

MR. MULCAHY:

of em ails we just went over. Are you reaching back out

21
22

23

this email?

23

A.

Exactly that, reaching out, trying to see where

Thank you, Mr. Dunlap.

Redirect.
Yes, your Honor.

20

to Mr. Thurston and what was the purpose for you sending

we were, wishing him to have a nice weekend, give me a

Exactly true.

18

22

25

A.

17

21

24

own distributors?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Okay. Two things: Number one, you never

24

provided Mr. Thurston with any sales or other information

25

financially that relates to the sales by Safeguard to his
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1131

L

1

customers pursuant to orders obtained by Ms. Mclaughlin

2

and her other people, correct?

3

_,A.

4

Q.

1

you about, did Safeguard continue to pay Mr. Thurston for

2

commissions on sales orders credited to Thurston

Correct.

3

Enterprises?

Number two, while you were negotiating these

4

5

account protection resolutions with Mr. Thurston over

5

A.

Yes, sir.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Thank you. You can step down.

6

this one-year period following the acquisition of IBF,

6

7

Safeguard continued to sell Safeguard products and

7

8

services to these customers pursuant to orders obtained

8

MR. MULCAHY:

9

by Ms. Mclaughlin and her salespeople, correct?

9

THE CLERK:

_1lJ

r-u

1-

A.

Correct.

Q.

Number three-- I said two, I always think of

11

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?

12

13

Mr. Thurston commissions on the sales to his customers

13

14

during that one-year period when Mclaughlin and her

14

15

friends obtained orders, correct?

15

A.
I""

THE COURT:

No further questions.

down.

18
19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

21

THE COURT:

I was going to ask one final.

One.

22

24

Yes.

JOHN J. SORRENTI, II
having been duly sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

17

All right. Thank you. You can step

20

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

23

THE WITNESS:

16

MR. MULCAHY:

18
19

That's true.

We call Mr. Sorrenti.

You do solemnly swear or affirm that

the testimony you will give now before the Court will be

another one --in no instance did Safeguard pay to

17

THE COURT:

Plaintiffs call their next witness, please.

10

12

o.....-.16

Thank you.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

25

Q.

During this time period that Mr. Mulcahy asked

1

Q.

How often?

2

A.

We report our results on a monthly basis to

20

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Mr. Sorrenti, you report directly to Malcolm

McRoberts at the Deluxe Corporation, correct?

21

A.

Yes, sir.

22

Q.

You provide him with reports on all of your

23

business activities at least twice a month, is that

24

right?

25

A.

No, that's not quite correct.

1133

1134

1
2

3

Mr. McRoberts, and we have a general summary of the

3

4

business at that time.

4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Q.

Okay. But you communicate with him three or

four times a day, do you not?
A.

We speak usually daily. On a normal day, we'll

speak one time.
Q.

You also report directly to Mr. Schram, do you

not?

potential risks, correct?
A.

Mr. Dunlap reported results from the due

diligence deck to me in that process, yes.
Q.

He took the lead in describing for the group of

5

people from Deluxe and Safeguard his findings as they

6

relate to various legal factors, correct?

7

A.

Mr. Mulcahy, he reported in a group setting with

8

the functional leaders the results from that due

9

diligence report, and so that did occur at the functional

10

leader level, yes.
He reported-- he made a presentation to you and

11

A.

No. Organizationally I report to Mr. McRoberts.

11

12

Q.

But you and Mr. McRoberts present a report to

12

to Malcolm McRoberts that addressed his findings,
correct?

13

Mr. Schram on a monthly basis so that he can understand

13

14

what it is that you're up to on a daily basis, correct?

14

15

A.

I provide a biweekly report to Mr. Schram and

15

16

Mr. McRoberts on the B.A.M. program, I have a biweekly

16

17

meeting with him on that.

17

18
19

Q.

Let's talk about the IBF B.A.M. transaction.

Fair enough?

Q.

A.

Yes, he did, by telephone-- he would have been

by telephone and the meeting was done that way, yes, sir.
Q.

But he reported directly to Mr. McRoberts his

findings, did he not?

18

A.

Mr. McRoberts was on the call, yes.

19

Q.

And he addressed those findings which consisted

20

A.

Yes, sir.

20

of his conclusion that there was an above-normal number

21

Q.

Mr. Dunlap did the due diligence relating to the

21

of account protection issues, correct?

22

legal issues, correct?

22

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

And that above-normal number of account

23

A.

Yes.

23

24

Q.

And Mr. Dunlap addressed his findings in

24

protection issues was attached directly to the fact that

25

this transaction, if it were done, would present that

25

connection with the account protection violations or
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1
2
3
4

problem, correct?
A.

There was potential for high numbers of account

protection resolutions in this transaction, yes, sir.
Q,

He said there was an above number of account

1

Q.

Mr. McRoberts your direct report, correct?

2

A.

Yes, sir.

3

Q.

You specifically sought him out to tell him that

4

the account protection conflicts that would result from

5

protection issues due to the area in which the targeted

5

this transaction were very significant in your mind,

6

businesses were located, correct?

6

correct?

7

A.

Yes, I remember that. Yes.

7

8

Q,

Is and the targeted businesses consisted of five

8

9

separate distributorship, once you add IBF, correct?

A.

I believe the way I positioned it was they were

higher than the normal.
Q.

9

You felt that it was a significant finding, did

you not?

Well, at that time I was familiar with three

10

11

distributors in Idaho and then IBF would make four.

11

12

There are certainly other distributors that do business

12

and that's why I would have called it to Mr. McRoberts'

13

here and IBF does business in other parts of the country,

13

attention at that stage in the process.

14

as well.

14

10

15
16

A.

Q,

One of the other distributors who in-sells into

15

the Boise market is Greg Shobe, correct?

A.

Q.

It was-- I would call it out of the ordinary

You considered it to be a significant problem,

did you not?
A.

16

Umm --again, extraordinary, significant, out of

ordinary, I used those word interchangeably, so I suppose

17

A.

Yes, he had customers in this market, yes.

17

18

Q,

That makes it five, doesn't it?

18

I would call it at that stage in the process, I would say

19

A.

Okay.

19

yes.

20

Q,

Now, you made a specific point of seeking

20

21

Mr. McRoberts out to discuss the account protection

21

22

conflicts, correct?

22

23

A.

I recall having a conversation with Tim relative

23

Q.

You would say that it was a significant problem,

would you not?
A.

It was a significant potential problem, yes,

Q.

And the significant potential problem was a

sir.

24

to this transaction around account protection at one

24

25

point in the project, yes.

25

1

function of his due diligence account protection scrub,

1

Q.

Would you go to page 84?

2

correct?
A. Yes.

2

A.

Yes, sir. Thank you.

3

Q.

Page 84, line 14 through line 23. These are the

function of the findings that Mr. Dunlap reported as a

1138

1137

II

l,..J. _
4

Q.

And when you spoke with Mr. McRoberts, you did

4

questions that I asked you and the answers that you gave
to me under oath, correct?

5

so because it was a very important part of the due

5

6

diligence process for that transaction, correct?

6

7

8
9

A.

It's an important process in all of our

transactions, yes.
Q.

But the IBF transaction presented a significant

"Question: In fact, you felt it was

7

significant enough that you wanted to make sure

8

that Mr. Schram too was aware of it, is that right?
"Answer, "I don't recall speaking to

9

10

problem that you felt should be brought to the immediate

10

Mr. Schram about it, but I do recall speaking to

11

attention of Mr. McRoberts, correct?

11

Mr. McRoberts about it.

12

A.

It wasn't immediate, Mr. Mulcahy, and there was

"Question: And that's because you wanted

12

13

a process we were undertaking at that time to try to

13

to make sure that Mr. McRoberts was well aware of

14

start to resolve that, and I wanted him to be aware of

14

the problem when the approval discussions came up

that at that stage.

15

with the executive leadership team, correct?

15
16

Q.

You wanted to make sure that Mr. McRoberts was

"Answer: Yes, because it was an

16

17

aware of the problem when the approval discussions came

17

important part of our due diligence process in that

18

up with the executive leadership at Deluxe, correct?

18

transaction."

19
20

A.

No, that's not why I called it out to his

attention at that stage, no.

Those were your answers to those questions,

19
20

correct?

21

Q.

Do you have your transcript?

21

A.

Yes, sir.

22

A.

Not --I don't see it, no.

22

Q.

You were concerned at that time that maybe this

23

Q.

Let's see if we can help you. Would you please

23

transaction should not go forward with those account

24

protection conflict issues, correct?

24
25

go to page 84, Volume 4, dated October 6, 2016?
A.

What page, sir? I'm sorry.

25

A.

Yes, sir.
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Q.

1

And you were talking about the conflict issues

1140
1

talked about this account protection overlap that you
considered to be significant, correct?

2

between IBF on the one hand and Roger Thurston on the

2

3

other hand, correct?

3

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

You mentioned to him that you were aware that

4

A.

Yes, I recall Mr. Thurston being involved, yes.

4

5

Q.

And Dawn Teply as well, correct?

5

the account protection overlap would be so significant

A.

I don't recall Ms. Teply being involved at that

6

that it would account for 11 percent of IBF's

7

$6.4 millions in sales, correct?

6
7

stage, but I do recall Mr. Thurston.
Q.

8

So Mr. McRoberts then was made well aware of the

8

A.

I remember the 11 percent number, yes, sir.

Q.

And if you take 11 percent of 6.4 million,

9

issue and the nature of the account protection conflict,

9

10

correct?

10

you're talking about annual revenue that has an account

11

protection conflict in the amount of $682,000, correct?

A.

11
12

I informed him at that time about the

extraordinary situation here.
Q.

13

12

And you spoke with Mr. McRoberts about your

13

14

concerns that perhaps this deal shouldn't go forward,

14

15

correct?

15

16
17

11 percent of 6.4 million is slightly higher

than that, but it's roughly in that area.
Q.

And Dawn Teply's annual sales revenue was only

$600,000, correct, less than that?

A.

Yes, sir.

16

A.

Q.

You described the process that you went through,

17

that time.

18

and he was comfortable that you had properly addressed

18

19

the issue through the due diligence process, correct?

19

A.

20

A.

As I recall, I shared with him the information

20

Q.

I didn't know what Ms. Teply's revenues were at
Mr. Thurston's revenues were around 800,000,

just a little bit above that, correct?
A.

I did not know what Mr. Thurston's revenues were

21

that I had, and that took days to assemble, and once we

21

22

had that information, which was that Mr. Dunlap was

22

23

working it, yes, I got Mr. McRoberts comfortable with it,

23

these folks are doing when you consider it on a year

24

yes.

24

after year after year basis?

25

Q.

When you spoke with Mr. McRoberts, you and he

at that time.

Q.

So this would literally dwarf the business that

25

A.

The 11 percent number was not just potentially

1

Q.

She wanted to become the owner of IBF within

1141
1

in the accounts of Ms. Teply and Mr. Thurston, it was

2

with the entire network.

3

Q.

And you made very clear to Mr. McRoberts that

1142

2

3

five minutes after you bought the assets, correct?
A.

That was her interest at that time of the

4

the plan for mitigating this was going to be Mr. Dunlap,

4

acquisition, she wanted to be an owner just after the

5

correct?

5

transaction occurred.

6
7

A.

Mr. Dunlap had already begun discussions with at

least Mr. Thurston at that stage.

6
7

Q.

She wanted to own the exclusive commission

rights to the customers that Mr. Dunn sold, correct?

The point, though, is that you made it very

8

9

clear to Mr. McRoberts that the account protection

9

that that's what she was going to own when she was going

10

mitigation strategy was going to be to cut Mr. Dunlap

10

to own IBF, but she wanted to be the owner of business.

11

loose so he could go about what is it is that he does,

11

12

right?

12

8

Q.

A.

That was the process we had been using up to

that time very successfully, yes.
15
16

13

14

A.

Mr. Mulcahy, I wouldn't think she would know

Q.

As a Safeguard distributor?

A.

Yes, sir, that's correct, as a Safeguard

distributor.

Q.

The reason for that is because she had worked

Q.

Now, when did you first meet Ms. Mclaughlin?

15

for Mr. Dunn for many years as his right hand person,

A.

I believe it was on the visit that she made to

16

correct?

17

the Dallas Safeguard offices as a candidate. As the

17

18

business was being considered, she was a candidate to be

18

learned that in that visit she had grown up in the

19

part of the Safeguard network.

19

organization, yes.

20

Q.

That was in early May 2013, was it not?

20

21

A.

I believe you're right, yes, sir.

21

Q.

And she wanted to buy the assets that Jim Dunn

22

22
23
24
25

sold to Safeguard and Deluxe, correct?
A.

Yes, that's correct, she was very interested in

becoming the owner of IBF, yes.

A.

Q.

Yes. She grew up inside the organization.

And like a lot of us and people in that

position, she wanted to be the owner of her own business?
A.

People that are willing to take that risk

23

usually get very excited about the opportunity to be an

24

owner. It's a fun part of my job.

25

Q.

Right. You had to sort of schmooze her a little
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1

think the relevance in terms of what this witness was

directors at the USDA are responsible for representing

2

aware of is not outweighed substantially by any

2

the concerns of the 300 plus odd Safeguard distributors

3

prejudicial effect. I would tell the jury that they are

3

throughout the country, correct?

4

to consider the content of Ms. Teply's email only in as

4

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

5

much as it gives notice to what she's saying to

5

THE COURT:

Objection, relevance.

Overruled.

6

ultimately this witness. It is not being admitted for

6

7

the truth of the matters that she is saying but only

7

8

inasmuch as the notice is being given ultimately to

8

advisory councils in a 360-degree way. They provide us

9

Mr. Sorrenti. So I'm going to admit the exhibit with

9

feedback, we provide them feedback. They do like to

10

that instruction.

10

represent the concerns of their members and we like to

11

use them to get feedback and counsel from as well.

(Exhibit 200 was admitted.)

11

v
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1

12
13

14
15

12

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

let's put it on the screen. Tell us first of

13

all who Mr. Tom Armbruster is?
Mr. Armbruster is a distributor in the Safeguard

A.

THE WITNESS:

I've been in franchising a long

time, and I like using those distributors association and

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

All right. And in January of 2014,

14

Mr. Armbruster was the president of that association

15

representing all of these franchisees, correct?

16

network in Philadelphia. He's been in the network, or

16

17

has now left, but at that time was a distributor for 40

17

because they have to be members but for the members of

18

years and also in the role of president the USDA, which

18

that group, yes.

19

is a distributor association group that represents the

19

Q.

Would you look please at page two?

20

distributors to the company.

20

A.

Okay.

Q.

21

Q.

What does the USDA stand for?

21

22

A.

I believe it stands for the United States

22

A.

It was a weird relationship in our network

let's look at the first paragraph.
Mr. Armbruster forwarded to you Dawn Teply's

letter, correct?

23

Distributor Association, but I might be incorrect with

23

24

that. I just use the USDA acronym all the time.

24

A.

Yes, sir.

25

Q.

This is the letter that she sent to the

1

Q.

4-1/2 months later?

2

A.

4-1/2 months later.

3

Q.

So they had been operating in the market, the

25

Q.

He and the other members of the board of

1149
1

association that represents the interest of these

2

franchisees, correct?

3
4

A.

It appears she sent it to Mr. Armbruster as the

president of that group.

4

Mclaughlin and McCormick people, four month months as of

5

this point in time?

5

Q.

And then he forwarded it to you, correct?

6

A.

Yes, sir.

6

A.

Approximately correct, yes, sir.

7

Q.

Because he wanted you to know that this was a

7

Q.

So she asked Mr. Armbruster, she said that in a

significant concern of one of the members of the USDA?

8

8
9
10

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

12

Objection, calls for

speculation, lack of personal knowledge.

11

~

1150

THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

9

Safeguard would not be paying double commissions and that
they could decide who should be the one to work with the

11

customer if it comes down to it.

Why do you think he sent it to you?

13

14

A.

I believe he forwarded it to because he felt

14

17

like I needed to be aware of it.

Q.

When you received this, did you check with

12

Q.

16

meeting she had with Mr. Dunlap, he told her that

10

13

15

__

Mr. Dunlap to find out what he was up to?
A.

I believe I followed up with Mr. Dunlap after I

15

received the letter to understand the status of the

And when you received it, you read it, did you

16

situation with Ms. Teply.

not?

17

18

A.

Yes, sir.

18

19

Q.

Is okay. let's look at the next paragraph.

19

Q.

Okay. And you brought to his attention this

letter, I take it?
A.

I probably told him why I was asking. I don't

20

This is January of 2014 which is 4-1/2 months after

20

remember the specific dialogue, but I do remember asking

21

Ms. Mclaughlin and her sales cohorts were cut loose in

21

him about it.

22

Boise, right?

22

Q.

And did you --

23

A.

About the status. Excuse me Mr. Mulcahy, I'm

23

A.

Umm, at that time that was the time when IBF

24

became part of the Safeguard network, I would answer it

24

25

that way.

25

sorry, go ahead.
Q.

Have you finished?
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1

formally and never spoken to her, unfortunately, no.

3

around the same time frame, did he not, January of 2014?

R

Q.

1156
1

Now, Mr. Armbruster sent you another email right

2

3

A.

Okay.

Q.

When you received the letter, I assume you read

it, did you not?

4

A.

I don't remember specifically, it's possible.

4

A.

I believe I did.

5

Q.

Do you remember that Roger Thurston sent him a

5

Q.

Let's look at the first paragraph.

6
7
8

letter just like Dawn Teply?
A.

Mr. Thurston said to Tom Armbruster, his

6

I don't remember specifically right now but I'm

sure you can help me remember.
Look at Exhibit 199. Does this refresh your

7

advocate at the association, that he has over 200

8

customer crossovers with this particular deal that

9

haven't been addressed.

9

Q.

10

memo~?

w

A.

When you saw that, did you check with
Mr. Dunlap to find out what this was all about?

One second. I don't have a specific

11

12

recollection of this letter as much as I do Ms. Teply's

12

13

letter, but I can see I received it by this email.

13

market with Mr.-- at least with Ms. Teply and of course

You received it from Mr. Armbruster, correct?

14

with Mr. Thurston prior to the transaction, so I did
speak to Mr. Dunlap about it.

11

14

Q.

15

A.

Yes, I did.

15

16

Q.

When Mr. Armbruster sent this onto you, he said

16

A.

Q.

I was aware that Mr. Dunlap was working in the

In fact, he reported to you his progress out

17

that he wanted you to be aware of the concerns that Roger

17

there in the field during his once-a-week meeting with

18

Thurston had all the way back to January of 2014,

18

you, correct?

19

correct?

20

A.

19

Here he just wrote it as an FYI. What I

A.

We didn't have a standing weekly meeting, but we

20

would have meetings where he would keep me posted on wh t

21

remember talking to Mr. Armbruster about were receipt of

21

was going on, not just with this but with anything that

22

the letter and I kept him periodically updated through

22

he was responsible for.

23

our process as best I could.

23

24

Q.

Let's look at the letter he sent to you. Would

25

you go to page two, please.

1

were going to be a large number of account protection

2

conflicts?

3

A.

Q.

And so did you talk with him about the fact that

24

you had a distributor out there who was concerned that

25

the IBF deal was done with the explicit knowledge there

1

informed.

1157

By January 2014, I was aware of Mr. Thurston's

1158

2

Q.

So the fact that it came from the USDA means

3

there's something different than if they contacted you
directly?

4

serious concern and then less concern and now more

4

5

concern again throughout that period of-- end of August

5

6

or so, July of 2013 through January of 2014 all through

6

7

Mr. Dunlap. Mr. Dunlap kept me posted on Roger worry,

7

you could read this letter that Mr. Thurston was looking

8

less worry, more worry and now this letter.

8

for help from his fellow distributors, and Mr. Armbruster

9

decided to send that along to me. Mr. Thurston didn't

10

say please send this to Safeguard corporate,

Ms. Teply, this was the first time I had heard

9
10
11
12
13
14

about her concern in this letter.
Q.

Did you make any effort to reach out to Roger

Thurston after you read this letter?
A.

I did not. He did not contact me so did I not.

I kept Mr. Armbruster informed.

A.

To me it does, Mr. Mulcahy. It's very

different, it's-- these are folks now that are-- I--

11

Mr. Armbruster forwarded that to me because he's got a

12

vested interest in the success of the business just like

13

I do.

14

Q.

II
~

Have you ever spoken to Roger Thurston in his

15

Q.

You never sought to contact him, did you?

15

lifetime?

16

A.

I did not because he didn't seek to contact me.

16

A.

Yes, I have.

17

Q.

You expect him to contact you, is that it?

17

Q.

When was that?

A.

A.

Several times. I believe I met him at a few of

Well, the way it's always worked with me is if

18

19

there is an issue in the network, as the president of the

19

our conventions and at a few of our regional meetings and

20

company I get approached by distributors all the time

20

I've spoken to him by phone a few times.

21

with their concerns and I deal with them. Mr. Thurston

21

Q.

22

and Ms. Teply were choosing to go through the USDA and

22

A.

Last conversation was less than a year ago.

23

were working at that point, as far as I knew, well with

23

Q.

Did you talk with him about-- oh, I see, yes.

24

Mr. Dunlap. So I felt like the situation was being

24

You contacted him directly behind my back in an effort to

25

handled by Mr. Dunlap and I was keeping the USDA

25

settle this case, is that what you're referring to?

18

How long ago?
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MR. MULCAHY:

1
2

Objection, your Honor, move to

strike.

3

THE COURT:

Approach.

(Bench conference.)

4
5

MR. MULCAHY:

He tried to create the impression

6

he's got some favorable relationship with Mr. Thurston.

7

That's the only time he's talked to him.

8

9

THE COURT:

He's the one who raised it. He said

he's talked to him.

10

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

He was answering truthfully.

1

Mit SCHOSSBERGER:

2

year ago. Mr. Mulcahy should go into a fresh question.

3

There's no relevance he talked to him about settling this

4

lawsuit under Rule 408 or anything else. That should not

5

come in, has no relevance at all.

6

MR. MULCAHY:

He just got through saying, oh,

7

yeah I talked to him, he's my buddy.

8

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

9

MR. MULCAHY:

10

entitled to ask him what it was he talked to him about.

He said he talked to him a year ago. Didn't say what

11

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

12

about. He shouldn't say he talked to him behind--

12

THE COURT:

THE COURT:

14

15

MR. MULCAHY:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Parties can talk at any time

to each other about settlement.

18

19

That's what he talked to him

about, that's what he said to him.

16
17

Hang on a minute.

THE COURT:

It's a questionable thing when they

are represented.
MR. MULCAHY:

21

THE COURT:

Absolutely.

I'm not going to litigate that with

It's not relevant, 403.

I think what you can do, you can

13

follow-up and say other than one time when you contacted

14

Mr. Thurston after this lawsuit was filed to try to

15

settle this case, have you ever talked to him other than

16

that.

17

MR. MULCAHY:

18

THE COURT:

19

20

That's not what he said.

That's what he implied. I'm

11

13

He said he talked to him a

Say it again, your Honor?

I think you can say other than the

one time that I'm aware of that you contacted

20

Mr. Thurston after this lawsuit was filed in an attempt

21

to settle this case, have you talked to him other than
that.

22

this jury. Deal with that with the bar association if

22

23

you don't like it. What do you want me to do? He

23

MR. MULCAHY:

24

already said he talked to him. He created this idea, I

24

THE COURT:

25

think fairly, he's got this relationship with Thurston.

25

Okay.

And I'm going to tell them to

disregard your comment about "behind my back."
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1

MR. MULCAHY:

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. MULCAHY:

Okay.

All right.
Yes.

(Bench conference concluded.)

4
5

THE COURT:

I'm going to instruct the jury to

1
2

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Let's look at the major issues that Mr. Thurston

3

raised. It is true, is it not, that in the past couple

4

of years the acquisitions that have been made are large

5

acquisitions, correct?
A.

Large needs a comparison. So I guess if what

6

disregard counsel's last question and statement related

6

7

to that question.

7

8

BY MR. MULCAHY:

8

revenue perspective in 2013, in 2012, yes, they were

9

growing size-wise.

9

Q.

Other than the time you contacted Mr. Thurston

10

to try to settle this case after it was filed, when was

10

11

the last time you spoke to him?

11

12

A.

I believe it was at-- I don't recall the time,

13

but it was at one of our annual conventions or regional

14

meetings, which was probably 2013.

15

Q.

You've never sought to try to set up a meeting

A.

That one occurred in 2015.

Q.

And those acquisitions in the last few years

14

A.

Over what period of time, sir?

Q.

The last couple years, company operated

17

issues over the course of the last three years, have you?

17
18

19

most recently, I certainly was trying to resolve those

19

20

during that call.

20

21
22
23
24
25

Q.

You're talking about the call to talk about

trying to settle the case?
A.

Less than a year ago, I was in discussions to

try to resolve his situation, our situation.
Q.

Directly with him, correct?

have been corporate-operated acquisitions, correct?

15
16

Well, on the telephone call that I had with him

All the way up to $40 million correct, for a

13

with him to talk about his account protection conflict
A.

Q.

single acquisition?

12

16

18

you mean is they've been increasing in size from a

21

22

acquisitions, correct?
A.

There have been a mix but mostly they've been

bases we've acquired and operated as a company.
Q.

And you found that they have, for example, a

large number of shared customers, have you not?
A.

No, I wouldn't say it's a large share, but there

23

have been account protection potential overlaps in every

24

transaction.

25

Q.

The Fontis deal you just mentioned, the
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1

$40 million acquisition, had 10 percent of its annual

1

2

revenue associated with account protection conflicts,

2

3

correct?

3

4

A.

As I recall, yes.

4

5

Q.

That would be $4 million on an annual basis,

5

6

correct?

Q.

Did you give your lawyer any direction in terms

of responding to Mr. Thurston out there in the field?
A.

I don't remember the specific dialogue with

Mr. Dunlap regarding this.
Q.

Uh-huh. He goes on to say that the three

6

current distributors, meaning Thurston, Empey and Dawn

7

A.

Approximately, correct.

7

Teply, are still at that level. Do you recall what that

8

Q.

Would you consider that to be a large number of

8

means?

9

shared customers?

10

11
12

9

A.

It looks like he is referring to the

1.82 million that is in the prior sentence.

A.

No, I would not.

10

Q.

I see. Now, he says in his letter, "no solution

11

Q.

And that's combined all of them together, right?

12

A.

Yes, that's what he's referring to.

Q.

So basically the acquisition of IBF resulted in

has been done regarding this. The Safeguard legal team

13

has suggested that we share customers, which probably is

13

14

a non-starter". Did you go and talk to Mr. Dunlap your

14

15

lawyer about this observation by Mr. Thurston?

15

large as all of these three Safeguard distributors

16

combined, right?

A.

16

Based on the email that is attached, it appears

the acquisition of a company that was three times as

17

A.

Yes, that math is correct.

The email that is attached says that you and

18

Q.

Okay. And so after you spoke with Mr. Dunlap,

19

Mr. Dunlap could chat about it if he has time. Is that

19

20

what you're referring to?

20

17

that I did, but I don't remember what we discussed.
Q.

18

A.

21

The first email said I wanted to talk to him

what did you do, if anything?
A.

I kept Mr. Armbruster informed on our progress

21

working with Mr. Thurston and Ms. Teply as best that I
could.

22

tomorrow, and then he told me about his schedule, and

22

23

then I said, okay, we can do it today instead. I don't

23

Q.

Okay. That's the extent of it?

24

need to wait until tomorrow, I need to see you about it

24

A.

Well, there's -- no, that's not the extent of

25

is what I'm saying.

25

it. There was a lot of other work that had been done--
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L

that was going to be done in the future, but at that

1

A.

Yes, she was.

.---

Q.

The reason that the finance department at the

stage as a result of this letter that was the path I was

2

on.

3

Deluxe Corporation is tracking all of this is because

4

Q.

All right. Look at Exhibit 203, please.

4

these account protection issues represent financial risk,

5

A.

Okay.

5

unless Mr. Dunlap can achieve some kind of resolution,

Q.

Cassie Clark is sending to the people at

6

correct?

6

A.

No. We keep track of them in the Safeguard

7

Safeguard the IBF report for sales to all of the

7

8

customers by name and address, do you see that?

8

finance group and the controller would keep track of that
so that we can make sure that we either know where the

9

10
11

A.

Yes, sir.

9

Q.

These people, Sue Lederach and Erich Burgett,

10

issues are so we can go resolve them or however we may

11

end up resolving them. So they are tracked because they
are an issue that needs to be resolved.

they are within your portfolio, are they not?

12

A.

They are part of the Safeguard accounting group.

12

13

Q.

And so it is correct, is it not, that the people

13

Q.

And the sales to the protected customers of the

14

reporting to you in the accounting group were reporting

14

Safeguard legacy distributors are tracked on a monthly

15

to Cassie Clark at Deluxe the account protection scrub

15

basis on an ongoing basis, correct?

16

lists that they prepare on a monthly basis, correct?

16

17

A.

Yes, because Clark was operating as the

17

A.

All sales in our company are kept track by our

finance group.

18

controller of Safeguard, but they were keeping her

18

Q.

And that continues through today, does it not?

19

informed as the controller of Safeguard, yes.

19

A.

Yes, we keep track of our sales every day.

20

Q.

So you're keeping track still of the sales that

20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

The reason for that is because she's in the

Deluxe finance department, correct?
A.

No, the reason for it was because she was the

controller for Safeguard.
Q.

In the finance department at the Deluxe

Corporation?

21

are being made to Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston's

22

protected customers by Tressa McLaughlin, your new

23

franchisee, correct?

24
25

A.

'

We keep track of the sales for every customer in

every business inside the finance group at Safeguard.
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Q.

1

And that is happening as we speak while she's

1168

1

2

out there with her people soliciting orders from their

2

3

customers, correct?

3

A.

4

5

Q.

A.

She wrote an email to Mr. Dunlap, she didn't

Q.

He reports to you, does he not?

5

A.

Oh, yes, he does.

6

Q.

You give him direction, do you not?

7

A.

I do.

Other than any settlements and depending how you 8

Q.

He's the lawyer. He's your-- your-- what do

And no commissions have ever been offered to

those folks on these sales to their accounts, correct?

8

A.

copy me on this at all.

4

correct, yes.

~7

That is a scenario that certainly could be

through your lawyer in January of 2014, right?

9

classify any of the settlements that Mr. Dunlap spoke to

10

a few minutes ago, no, sir.

9

you call lawyers? He's some sort of--

10

A.

He's very valuable counsel.

11

Q.

He's a utility weapon for you, isn't he?

12

A.

No, he's valuable counsel.

13

Q.

Did he talk with you about it?

Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston never tried to contact you

14

A.

I don't recall.

15

directly, it just came through the association. For

15

Q.

Look at the email at the top.

16

some reason that's supposed to be different, correct?

16

A.

Okay.

Q.

Let's look at his email to you. He forwarded it

'"--=;:1...
12

Q.

been redacted.
Now, you mentioned just a few moments ago that

13
14

A.

17
18

Would you look at Exhibit 213, please. It has

Not for some reason, I think it's a good reason,

but yes that's correct.

17
18
19

A.

Yes, he copied me on his reply.

20

part of it has been redacted for legal reasons, I guess.

20

Q.

Okay. And this is his reply to Dawn Teply. Did

21

This is Dawn Teply's email that is being sent directly to

21

22

your lawyer, right?

Q.

19

23
24

A.

Exhibit 213 is, if you look at the bottom email,

to you, among others, did he not?

Mr. Dunlap was trying to resolve the account

protection overlap issues in the market, yes.

25

Q.

Ms. Teply is trying to communicate with you

you authorize him to send this reply?

22

A.

I don't recall.

23

Q.

He says, "I am not sure it is accurate that

24

Safeguard doesn't have any idea on what is being sold

25

when we bring in outside bases, but I do agree it brings

1169

1

challenges, different things we have to do."

2
3

A.

117fl'-

1

Q.

You could send Ms. Teply the sales information

Do you have any idea what that means?

2

that your department is tracking on an monthly basis,

He is responding to Ms. Teply's second sentence

3

could you not?

in whatever is left on the second page where she made her

4

5

claim. And he was trying to respond to it saying-- and

5

incomplete. But second, the information is also

6

there's a double negative in there so it is hard to

6

confidential because it's a company-owned location and

7

follow-- in essence what he's saying is when we buy a

7

it's hard, as a public company, to share data like that.

8

business, we certainly know what is going on, sometimes

8

9

it takes time for us to understand it. It is a hard

9

10

sentence to understand, I'll agree with you on that.

4

A.

Q.

Well, first, the information is still

You could have shared with her the sales data

showing the Safeguard sales to her protected customers

10

during the period September, October, November, December

He says that he didn't say he couldn't get the

11

and January, could you not?

12

account protection and support information, he's just

12

13

saying that he doesn't have all the information that he

13

very delicate thing for us because we're a public company

14

feels he needs to have a quality new conversation with

14

and that data, that sales data is confidential, and when

15

you.

15

you share it with an outsider, you could be revealing

11

Q.

Why didn't you tell him to send the information

16
17

that he does have?
A.

At that stage, Mr. Mulcahy, the information we

A.

If it was available, we could, except it's a

16

insider information to a person that is getting it

17

without any knowledge they become an insider. So it's a

18

little delicate, but usually you can try to share it if

19

had would have come from due diligence and the

19

you think it's accurate.

20

acquisition of IBF and then a month or two of sales.

20

21

This is January, the business was acquired in August, we

21

22

would have September, October, maybe November's

22

23

information. It takes a while to assimilate it in. That

23

24

would be a dangerous piece of information because it

24

25

would be incomplete.

25

18

Q.

But you never made any effort to do that, did

you?
A.

I never made an effort to do it, no, I never

did. I wasn't in the dialogue, sir.
Q.

--

Basically what you're saying when you strip it

to its essentials is this: In your opinion, it's just
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1

A.

I do.

1

A.

Right. Not before the deal they didn't.

2

Q.

Where is that account located?

2

Q.

They understood at the time that you were

interested longterm in acquiring IBF?

3

A.

Shreveport, Louisiana.

3

4

Q.

Are there more than one location?

4

A.

Correct, that's true.

5

A.

Not for Shreveport. There's two El Dorados,

5

Q.

So they waited until they got you in as a

6
7

one's in Reno and one's in Shreveport.

Q.

6

With respect to that account, have you received

7

manager of IBF to tell you about account protection?
A.

That's true.
And you learned about account protection

8

a rotated commission with respect to that account from

8

Q.

9

Safeguard distributor accounting?

9

thereafter?

10

A.

True.

11

wasn't right to give me commissions on something that

11

Q.

And point of fact, you have an account

12

another distributor sold, so I told Safeguard accounting

12

13

to give it back to the person who had sold it.

13

10

14

A.

Q.

Yes and no. We received it, but I said that

And is that how you feel about any rotation

14

protection provision in the KMMR distributor agreement?
A.

That's true.

Q.

Now, you previously testified that when

Safeguard acquired IBF that you and your sales agents

15

notice of a commission coming to you for an order that

15

16

you didn't work for and weren't credited with?

16

continued selling to the same historical customers, is

17

that correct?

17

A.

Yes.

18

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

19

THE COURT:

Thank you, Ms. McLaughlin.

Cross.

20

REDIRECT-EXAMINATION

21
22
23

BY MR. LUTHER:

Q.

Ms. Mclaughlin, your previous testimony was that

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

And that has continued up to today?

20

A.

That is correct.

21

Q.

And that will continue into the future?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

So at any point throughout this whole period of

24

Safeguard did not tell you about account protection prior

24

25

to Safeguard acquiring IBF?

25

time IBF has always sold to its historical accounts?
A.

Correct.

1269
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Q.

And that is regardless of whether other

Safeguard distributors sell to those accounts?

Okay. Now, let's look at the top part of this

3

Q.

Your position is that Dawn Teply isn't willing

4

after Mr. Dunlap agreed with Dawn Teply that she could

5

keep these files, do you recall that?

to negotiate?
A.

That's my understanding.

8

THE COURT:

No further questions.
You can step down. Thank you. Call

your next witness.

10

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, we recall

Mr. Sorrenti.

12
13

Q.

email. We're on February 27, 2014. That was a week

Yes, we were told to continue to do that.

MR. LUTHER:

11

2

out of order, I found 251. Thank you, I found it.

A.

7

9

1

6

A.

That's what I understand.

7

Q.

All right. And so at this point in time, the

8

plans now were to begin modeling the IBF customer

9

accounts for resale, is that right?

10
11

THE COURT:

Mr. Sorrenti, return to the stand.

You're still under oath.

14

12

A.

We were preparing the business for sale, for

resale, yes.
Q.

And you needed to check with Cassie Clark at

13

Deluxe to figure out what the plans were for the sale, is

14

that right?
A.

I was requesting from Cassie and Bob when we

15

JOHN J. SORRENTI, II

15

16

having been previously duly sworn, resumed the

16

might make that transaction. It changes from accounting

17

if it's owned by the company or distributor, so I was

17

stand and testified further as follows:

18

DIRECT EXAMINATION {resumed)

19
20
21
22

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Mr. Sorrenti, would you please look at

Exhibit 251. Should be in tab 251.

18

asking them what was in our forecast for when that

19

business would be transferred ownership.

20
21
22

Q.

So you were relying on finance to tell you when

that might take place, is that right?
A.

I was asking them what we had forecasted

A.

I don't have that tab or exhibit, sir.

23

together. I work with them, I build our forecast each

24

Q.

251?

24

quarter, each month. I was asking them what did we have

25

A.

It goes from 249 to 269. Excuse me. They are

25

in the plan for the sale of IBF from a timing

23
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1

trying to give him a different reference.

1

that?

2

Q.

So the email at the top is yours to Mr. Dunlap?

2

A.

Yes.

3

A.

It is.

3

Q.

And what was your response to that?

Q.

And you said, "The swinging gate plan isn't

4

A.

My response is I'm not sure I have a plan yet

4
5

going to be enough, it's going to be more of a Hail Mary

5

but that I wanted to work through it with Mike to see if

6

pass," correct?

6

we could find a solution successful for everyone.
Q.

And the solution in the context of what you set

7

A.

Yes, sir.

7

8

Q.

And you're talking about trying to figure out

8

up with Ms. Mclaughlin to act as a Safeguard distributor

9

how to resolve Dawn Teply contractual account protection

9

with his eight salespeople was going to have to be a Hail

10

rights in the context of what you're doing with Tressa

10

Mary pass, right?

11

Mclaughlin is going to require a Hail Mary pass from one

11

12

end zone to the other, correct?

12

to make a splash, I'm trying to get involved, things were

13

taking time and I wanted to get this done.

13

A.

It was something that I wanted to pull together

14

and make a big splash to try and get everybody successful

14

15

here.

15

A.

Q.

Not necessarily. But at this stage I'm trying

Sort of like the Strongs were claiming? They

had the same problem Dawn Teply had, correct?

16

Q.

So did the team catch the ball, Mr. Sorrenti?

16

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

17

A.

No, I never got to execute the play.

17

THE COURT:

18

Q.

So Mr. Dunlap said to you, he's responding to

18

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

19

THE COURT:

19

Tress a Mclaughlin's email with all of the spreadsheet of

20

information on these protected accounts that we talked

20

21

about, correct?

21

Objection, relevance, 403.

Overruled.
May approach, your Honor?

You may.

(Bench conference.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

He's trying to get into other

distributors?

22

A.

Yes, sir.

22

23

Q.

And he said, "The risk here is still that

23

24

Ms. Teply may claim or request all commissions paid to

24

let him go far, but I think he can ask one question to

25

IBF since they became a Safeguard entity." Do you see

25

clear up what it is.

THE COURT:

It's in evidence. I'm not going to

1285

1284
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

1

It's not in evidence that

2

they had the same complaint as the Teply matter. It just

3

says, "we do in the Strong matter."

4

MR. MULCAHY:

If he answers this question, I

5

won't go into it any further.

6

THE COURT:

I think you're entitled to clear up

1
2

3

7

8

9

making a claim for payment of commissions. I think

9

10

that's as far as he can go.

10

__13!-14

Rephrase your question.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

The Strongs had the same account protection

17

A.

Q.

Mr. Dunlap said he would love to hear the

Uh-huh. Would you look at Exhibit 328, please.
Let's look at the email at the top. All right.

Dawn Teply's accounts?

14

16

were around that.

Q.

13

15

19

I like to try and find success for everyone in

Now, did you reach out to Tressa Mclaughlin to respond

right?

20

A.

my business.

to the case that she was making to continue selling to

complaint that Dawn Teply had, only it relates to them,

Strongs, Mr. Mulcahy, but I don't know what the specifics

So business as usual, in other words?

12

15

18

Q.

11

16

I know there was some resolution with the

We continued to try and work through

the best solution for everyone.

6

into it further. You can basically say were the Strongs

(Bench conference concluded.)

A.

5

what that item is in there. I'm not going to let him get

THE COURT:

were talking about?
understanding what the situation was and trying to find

7

12

Did you ever tell him what the heck it is you

4

8

11

Q.

17
18
19

A.

I don't recall speaking or emailing with her

about that situation at all, sir.
Q.

Okay. She sent this email that you see, the

second one down, to Mr. Dunlap, your lawyer, right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And he forwarded it on to you because this was

20

part of the problem that required some sort of Hail Mary
pass or it was going to get worse, right?

21

swinging gate plan, and that's when you told him that the

21

22

swinging gate plan wasn't going to be enough, it might

22

23

actually have to be a Hail Mary pass, right?

23

conclusion, so I was trying to put myself into the

24

process.

24
25

A.

Again, I was trying to help my reference so he

could understand what the heck I was talking about.

25

A.

Q.

It wasn't-- we weren't to a successful

She says that she spoke with Dawn Teply and Dawn

012533
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1310
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

A.

I do not remember, sir.

Q.

Do you remember whether you spoke with him abou 2

1

just skipping the meeting?
A.

3

I was never skipping this meeting. I was coming

to Boise to solve this problem.

4
5

A.

I did not.

Q.

Now, in the mean time, however, you were getting

your butt kicked by Lee Schram, do you recall that?
A.

No.

Q.

Look at Exhibit 367. Do you see the email that

is highlighted at the bottom?

Okay. Look then-- well, let's put it this way,

6

look at Exhibit 364. Let's look at the email at the top,

7

A.

Yes, sir.

8

Q.

This is the email that you sent to these two

Q.

please.

9

Dawn, you sent her another email and she wrote

9

folks at Safeguard, correct?

10

you back and she said, "Given the present circumstances

10

A.

Yes, sir.

11

and the fact that you have chosen not to provide me the

11

Q.

You said, "Okay, team. Got my butt kicked on

12

information I requested prior to meeting, I do not

12

this one, and a few others, yesterday, so here's what's

13

believe it is appropriate for us to meet. At this point

13

going to happen."

14

I think all discussions should be addressed with my

14

15

lawyer."

15

A.

I don't remember specifically.

You never responded to her again, did you?

16

Q.

You remember though that you were getting your

At this point I could not respond to her because

16

Who kicked your butt?

17

butt kicked because the people who were operating the

18

I was already aware she had filed a lawsuit against the

18

B.A.M. distributorship the for Safeguard were not meeting

19

the company.

19

their insourcing goals, correct?

17

A.

20

A.

That's correct.

21

your lawyer and her lawyer, about the situation, didn't

21

Q.

And that included Tressa Mclaughlin, did it not?

22

she?

22

A.

It did.

23

Q.

So you were told in no uncertain terms that the

20

23
24

25

Q.

A.

And she invited you to talk with her lawyer,

She suggested that all us discussions should be

addressed with her lawyer.
Q.

You never took that up with anyone, did you?

24

business case for insourcing needs to start being

25

accomplished at DocuSource starting today, not next

1

does it not?

1313

1312
1
2

3

4
5
6

7

month, but today, fair enough?
A.

Q.

Yes, sir.
And the business case represents the goals that

are supposed to be hit, correct?

A.

In the due diligence approval decks that we've

all seen, yes.
Q.

That's right. And so who told you in no

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

And if they don't hit their goals, then you

4

don't hit your goals potentially, correct?

5

A.

That's correct.

6

Q.

And if you don't hit your goals, then Malcolm

7

McRoberts' goals don't get hit potentially, correct?

8

A.

Potentially, yes.

I think that-- those are my words. I'm

9

Q.

And if Malcolm McRoberts's goals don't get hit,

10

paraphrasing, so I probably used my own words. I don't

10

then Lee Schram's goals potentially don't make it,

11

know anyone I work with that uses that term but--

11

correct?

8
9

uncertain terms?
A.

12

Q.

It would be somebody who you report to, correct?

12

A.

That's correct.

13

A.

~s.

13

Q.

And if Lee Schram's goals don't make it, then

14

Q.

Like Malcolm McRoberts or Lee Schram?

14

15

A.

Those are two candidates.

15

16

Q.

That's right. Go to the next page, please.

16

17
18

THE COURT:

then we're going to take a lunch break.

19

20

l'lllet you finish this email and

MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Okay.

You said, "People there will be told that if

17
18

the stock might drop 7 cents, correct?
A.

That's correct.
MR. MULCAHY:

I think we can break now,

your Honor.
THE COURT:

All right. Let's take the lunch

19

break, 25 minutes. Please remember the admonition.

20

(Jury exits the courtroom.)
(Recess.)

21

they use a facility other than ours for anything we can

21

22

produce, they will put their jobs in jeopardy ... and I

22

23

will be reviewing that for compliance every single day,

23

on that last objection relative to the other distributor

24

reviewing every single order. This is not a joke."

24

dispute we had a side bar about. I wanted to make the

25

record clear that the exhibit being examined at that time

25

That includes Tressa Mclaughlin and her people,

THE COURT:

I'm not sure how the record came out
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1

at the moment Jet's talk about the price schedules

2

published by Safeguard from time to time. What are

2

A.

Yes.

3

those?

3

Q.

Now, as a Safeguard distributor, are you

A.

4

1

As a Safeguard distributor, Safeguard has a set

identifies what your costs are, is that right?

4

entitled to off the entire line up of products that
Safeguard sells to customers?

5

manufactured suggested retail price. So basically they

5

6

send out price pages to us every time there's an update.

6

A.

Yes.

7

Our base price is affected, so that means my cost, with

7

Q.

Would you tell us --

8

any increase they do. And then retail is in my computer

8

A.

And then some.

9

system automatically because they automatically download

9

Q.

I'm sorry?

10

that into CMS.

10

A.

Yes, and then some.

11

Q.

What is the and then some?

12

A.

We not only work with Safeguard and the Deluxe

Q.

11

12

What about the products manufactured by Deluxe.

How is that handled from a price schedule standpoint?

A.

So those are the same in CMS, because they set

13

manufacturing facility, we also can outsource to any

those prices with their manufacturing plants. They have

14

vendor anywhere we want for any products.

15

another entity that we use called DFS that we outsource

15

16

to, but they have built-in pricing in the system for many

16

you give it to Safeguard, Safeguard sells it and collects

17

of those products as well. And the other ones we call

17

the money for you?

18

and get price quotes for if we have to outsource to one

18

A.

Yes.

19

of the plants outside.

19

Q.

And that is true even if it's a Deluxe product,

13
14

Q.

20
21

So do you operate your business by identifying

your cost as a function of these price schedules?

A.

22

Basically, yeah, I have a base price and then

20

A.

Correct.

Q.

Tell us, if you will, then what is the full line

whatever I make on top of that is my commission after I

23

pay my base price.

24

And the base price is the price schedule that

is that right?

22

24

Q.

Okay. And how does it work. You get an order,

21

23

25

Q.

offering of Safeguard products?
A.

So we sell all kind of business checks and

25

forms, we provide deposit tickets, envelopes, letterhead,

1

there.

1356
1

stationery products, any kind of form, whether it's ran

1357

2

through a laser printer, the old dot matrix tractor feed

2

3

printer, handwritten, carbon sets where you write on it

3

4

and it transfers to all the piece. We provide all kind

4

A.

Yes.

5

of promotional items and screen printed and embroidered

5

Q.

How does that work?

6

apparel. We provide tax forms and services, so W-2 and

6

A.

The market is ever changing and so we have been

7

all of the electronic stuff that goes with that. We're

7

fortunate in the fact that we are part of Safeguard

8

doing e-checks now as well. We provide any kind of

8

Deluxe where we are constantly helping to grow the

9

marketing item, you know business cards, mugs, pens, any

9

business in different directions to keep up with the

10

of that stuff that falls into the promo realm.

10

market and the economy. And so there's always new

Q.

11

12

What is W2 processing, that is part of the line

up?

Q.

And is the product line up expanded from time to

time to include new products?

11

product lines being introduced, it feels like, over the

12

years as things have changed. We used to sell software

So some people have a need, depending on the

13

and payroll services and those kind of thing, even with

14

size of the corporation, to file their employees W-2s and

14

technical support, back when I work for Roger, and then

15

1099 electronically, so we sell the paper goods, as well,

15

just keep expanding into whatever the need is at the

16

where they can print them themselves or they can even

16

time.

17

have a service done where we have our vendor print them

17

18

for them, they do all the electronic filing as far as

18

13

A.

Q.

Do you have access to those products as part of

your full line product line up offerings?

19

with the federal and state entities and that type of

19

A.

Yes.

20

thing as well. They can printout the Copy B for the

20

Q.

Would you turn to page four, please. Let's look

21

recipient, which they can get in the form of a laser

21

at 7A and B. How is it that Safeguard assists you in the

22

form, a continuous form, pressure seal ones. There's

22

solicitations of orders under this system, or how is it

23

services where Copy B can be obtained by a recipient via

23

that they're supposed to?

24

a password they enter into a site and can look at their

24

25

own W-2 copy and download whatever they need off of

25

A.

Well, for one thing, you know, they're supposed

to protect any of the accounts that we have the exclusive
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1

rights to the commissions on any products sold. They are

1359

1

A.

If they catch it when it happens, they're

2

supposed to monitor if another distributor, for example,

2

supposed to tell that other person that we are the

3

tried to solicit our customer or submit an order for

3

distributor of record that will be handling that order.

4

them, then they are supposed to, if they do process the

4

If the customer contacts Safeguard directly, which they

5

order, they are supposed to send the commissions to us

5

do sometimes because there is a customer service phone

6

for those orders.
They are also to provide us paperwork that

7

6

number, they are supposed to tell the customer our

7

contact information as well as transfer them on that

8

tells us of the solicitation or sale that was made, so

8

phone call directly to our office. And if they receive

9

we'll get copies of all rotation notices, where if

9

emails from a customer that is one of our protected

10

another distributor happened to sell to my customer,

10

customer accounts, they are supposed to forward that to

11

then I would get a notification that is pink that tells

11

us in a timely manner so we can respond to that customer.

12

me t~at distributor X, so. and so, sold to your customer.

12

13

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

14
15
16

11

THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor.

Proceed with question answer,

please.
Q.

let's do this. Tell us how Safeguard assists

you in the solicitation of orders. What does it provide

19

you under your contract.
A.

It provides us with the exclusive rights to the

Q.

You have certain obligations yourself, do you

not?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Would you turn to page five. let's look at the

16

BY MR. MULCAHY:

18

20

13

highlighting. My highlighting of course.

17

A.

Okay.

18

Q.

What does it mean when you are required to

19

refrain from soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from

20

customers that are described here?

21

customers that we have those rights within. They provide

21

22

us with the sales capabilities that we use to do that

22

rights to a customer and I have an opportunity to solicit

23

with.

23

an order or take an order for that customer and they are

24

Q.

If an inquiry comes in to Safeguard from one of

25

your protected customers, what is the procedure?

1

distributor, you have to give them information that they

A.

So if another distributor has account protection

24

not in my base, I contact Safeguard to find out if that

25

customer is currently being serviced by another

1

as it's not a protected customer of another distributor.

1360
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2

look up. If it's clear, they will tell you it's clear

2

Q.

Okay.

3

you can go ahead and solicit an order. If it's not, they

3

A.

And the no part is that at one point in time

4

will tell you that you can't. If they tell me that I

4

they had closed territories, so you only could sell to

5

can't, if it's not clear, then I am not supposed to

5

certain territories that you had agreed to.

6

solicit that other distributor's customer.

6

7
8

Q.

Does it matter whether the product that you're

trying to place an order with is-- I should say the

7
8

Q.

All right. Now, your contract provides you with

account protection, is that right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Dawn, where is that, which paragraph, do you

9

product that your soliciting a customer for an order

9

10

from, does it matter if the owner of that customer has

10

recall? This says you have the exclusive rights

11

never sold that type of product?

12

A.

No.

13

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

14

THE COURT:

15

Objection, leading.

Overruled.

THE WITNESS:

It doesn't matter what the product

11

generated on sales of Safeguard systems to any customer

12

listed in Exhibit B. What is Exhibit B, we'll go to it

13

but tell us in general?

14

15

A.

Exhibit B always is the customer list of which

you purchase the exclusive rights to the commission.

16

is because it's not based on products, it is based on the

16

11

customer account itself.

17

one of the incentives that led you to want to go with

18

this company?

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Okay. And then of course you're given a

territory, is that right?
A.

Yes and no.

Q.

Okay. Let's do the yes part. What is the

territory that you're given?
A.

So currently the territory is considered open,

which means that I can sell to anybody anywhere as long

19

Q.

A.

When you entered into this contract, was this

Yes. When you purchase something, you want to

20

make sure that no one is going to try to take that away

21

from you, and it's protected that way through this

22

policy, meaning that I can continue soliciting and taking

23

orders for those customers as long as they want to order

24

with me. And that is something that you can pass on, so

25

it has as value, because if you decide to sell your
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1462
crossover customers for Thurston Enterprises? By that I

1463
1

different-- believe me there are a lot of different

2

mean the crossover customers with IBF and DocuSource with 2

variables in terms of looking at the individual

3

Thurston Enterprises' protected customers?

3

transactions dealing with laser checks and envelopes,

4

A.

Yes, sir.

4

and you cannot find a 100 percent match where they are

5

Q.

Did you do the same analysis, considering any

5

all exactly the same.

6

critique from Ms. Lederach, going through all the

So what we did is we found instances or certain

6

7

documents and databases you mentioned to ensure it was

7

8

still a protected account of Thurston's?

8

being sold by IBF and T3 and Thurston Enterprises was

9
10

A.

Yes.

9

the same but there are other products within this

Q.

And seeing if IBF and DocuSource were selling to

10

database as well. So we were able to look-- for

11

example, with checks, you have a check quantity size,
which could be a thousand checks or 500 checks, and it

11

the protected account of Thurston?

12

-

13

transactions where the sale or the product that was

A.

Yes, the process was the same for both.

12

Q.

Let's go to the other component of damage you

13

has a list price. So we used the list price and the
quantity to identify matching product that was being

-

14

mentioned, pricing advantage. Can you explain that to

14

15

the jury?

15

purchased by T3 and Thurston Enterprises versus IBF. We

16

A.

16

didn't look specifically on the checks at the product

to the pricing advantage category. One deals with

17

description, because you can really find yourself in a

18

products manufactured by Deluxe, and the category we

18

mess.

19

focused on were laser checks, which is a product line or

19

20

PL7, and envelopes, which is a product line four or PL4.

20

21

What we were able to do is, through all of the

21

17

Yes. There are a couple of different components

-

I'm probably giving you way more than you want
to hear, but there's a lot of detail on this.
So what we did is-- for example, you can have

22

different data that was provided to us, we could see the

22

a 500 packet of checks and the list price could be $188.

23

base price or in essence the charge that Deluxe was

23

But within that, there can be a product code for let's

24

making to IBF, T3 and Thurston Enterprises for their

24

say green background or a red background or a turquoise

25

purchases of these products. And there are a lot of

25

background which didn't affect the list price. So

1

instead of looking at the product code, which makes it

1

the laser checks, the difference in pricing, IBF was
purchasing, for the same types of products, 30 percent to
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2

very difficult to find a match, we could find the list

2

3

price, which is the same for all three companies, $188,

3

almost 70 percent lower base price than the prices being

4

quantity 500. So now we are looking at the same

4

charged to T3 and Thurston Enterprises.

5

product.

5

Similarly for the envelopes, we found the

6

difference was about 30 percent to 60 percent. In

Are you also looking to see if it's a similar

6

Q.

7

quantity?

7

looking at the data and recognizing there are a lot of

8

A.

8

variables in this equation, I made an estimate that the

For the checks, it was quantity and the list price. In

9

difference in the price was about 40 percent. I tried

10

other words, if you started looking at the code, the

10

not to over state it. So we used 40 percent as the

11

colors could make it impossible or very difficult to find

11

pricing difference.

9

Yes, I said the quantity was a key criteria.

12

any exact matches. But the selling price and the

12

13

quantity gives you the ability to say we're looking at

13

14

the same product, whether it's blue or green isn't the

14

and envelopes for 40 percent less than what T3 and

15

issue.

15

Thurston are purchasing the same products for?

16
17

Q.

When you get to laser checks and envelopes, you

mentioned those are products manufactured by Deluxe?

16
17

Q.

What did you do with that 40 percent once you

calculated-- that would be IBF is purchasing the checks

A.

Yes, in general on average. Like I said, there

is a lot of variability in that.

18

A.

Yes.

18

19

Q.

What did you find as far as the prices that IBF

19

database information and again we tallied up all of the
purchases, all of the charges to T3 and Thurston

So what we did, then, was we went through the

20

was purchasing those particular products versus T3 and

20

21

Thurston?

21

Enterprises for PL7, for their purchase of laser checks,

22

A.

22

and for PL4, which is the envelopes, and we multiplied

We found that the base price charged to IBF was

23

less than the base price charged to T3 and Thurston

23

those amounts by 40 percent, basically to show the

24

Enterprises. And of course it fluctuates, there wasn't

24

40 percent reduction or price differential. And that is

25

one constant percentage, but generally as it relates to

25

how I went about calculating the pricing advantage for
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1

laser checks and envelopes for T3 and Thurston

2

Enterprises.

2

Q.

I meant to ask you that question, that is the

calculation. For T3, correct?

Just so we're clear, you're talking the quantity

3

A.

Yes, sir.

4

that T3 and Thurston purchased and you're multiplying

4

Q.

On the preferential pricing for the laser

5

that by your delta number, the difference between what

5

6

IBF was paying and what T3 and Thurston were paying, the

6

3

7
8

Q.

-40 percent, correct?
A.

7

Yes. Just to be clear, again, we have a --

checks?
A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

And are you operating under the assumption that

8

T3's contract entitles it to the same pricing given to
other distributors?

9

you're not going to put this up on the screen, but it's

9

10

137 page report that we prepared from the database that

10

11

shows whether it's product line seven, which is the

11

12

checks, or product line four, which is the envelopes, it

12

13

shows the amount of each individual transaction, the date

13

that an assumption embedded in your analysis on Thurston

of the transaction, the selling price and the base price.

14

as well?

~

A.

Yes, that is an assumption embedded in the

analysis.
Q.

We'll get to the Thurston's calculation. Is

15

A.

Yes, sir.

16

total amount of base price, which is in essence the

16

Q.

Can you tell the jury what your calculation was

17

charge that is being charged to T3 and Thurston

17

for the price differential damages was for the envelopes,

18

Enterprises, and given what I previously described to

18

and this is for T3?

19

you about that it was-- that IBF was paying anywhere

19

A.

$30,921.

20

from 30 to 60 percent less or even a higher deduction,

20

Q.

Was there another price differential component

21

we. used a 40 percent deduction.

21

So from there we were able to calculate the

15

l
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1

that you calculated?

Why don't you tell the jury what your

22

A.

Yes.

23

calculation was for the price differential damage for the

23

Q.

What was that?

24

laser checks?

24

A.

That was for sourced fees.

25

Q.

And is that sourced fees for what products?

22

Q.

25

A.

ForT3 it's $177,762.

1

A.

Product line 81 and 86, which are products that
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1

call the future damages?

2

are not manufactured by Deluxe. That is the reason

2

A.

Yes, sir.

3

there's a sourced fee. If it's manufactured by Deluxe,

3

Q.

Can you describe for the jury what we're talking

4

there isn't a sourced fee.

4

So we went through and tallied up the sourced

5

6

fees that were charged to T3 and Thurston Enterprises

7
8

5

about here as far as future damages?
A.

Sure. My understanding, based on the data I've

6

seen and testimony that I'm aware of, is that IBF

from the CMS, we could see it from the CMS database, and

7

continues to sell to T3 and Thurston Enterprise's

came up with that. And we included that as a damage

8

protected accounts. So with the notion that they are

9

component because as I testified earlier, I did not see

9

continuing to sell to protected accounts, the damage or

10

where similar sourced fees were being charged to IBF or

10

the commissions that would need to be rotated are going

11

DocuSource.

11

to continue to happen.

12

Q.

So we will get into the number you calculated

12

Q.

Is that based on your understanding that

13

for T3 but if the jury were to accept Safeguard's

13

commissions are still not rotated to this day?

14

argument on the sourced fee, would you agree it would be

14

A.

That's my understanding.

15

appropriate for the jury to not award that particular

15

Q.

So that's why you're calculating a future

16

damage if they agreed Safeguard on that?

16

damages?

17

A.

Yes.

17

A.

18

Q.

What was the sourced fee differential that you

18

Q.

Go ahead.

19

A.

So it becomes necessary to make an estimate of

19
20
21

calculated for T3 in this particular instance?

Yes.

A.

$5,749.

20

the present value of those future commissions that,

Q.

Is there anything else you think the jury ought

21

assuming liability, should be rotated. And so what I've

22

to know as far as your calculation of price differential

22

done is I did a calculation or estimate of the present

23

damages that you have described on T3?

23

value, the amount today, so to speak, to capture the

24

A.

No, I think we've covered it.

24

possible future commissions that should be rotated to T3

25

Q.

Okay. And is the next component for T3 what you

25

and Thurston Enterprises from the future sales to
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1
2

3
4

protected accounts.
Q.

Tell the jury how you've gone about trying to

quantify those future damages?
A.

What I did was I looked-- there's a couple of

1471

1

Q.

And what did you do with that $373,473 number?

2

A.

So now we've solved for the first part of the

3

equation, which is what is the volume we're looking at

4

here.

5

pieces of the puzzle we need to come up with to make this

5

6

estimate. One is: What is maybe a reasonable estimate

6

volume. And it's not as complicated as it sounds.

The next part is the present value of that

7

of the volume of activity we're looking toward. And two,

7

Safeguard from time to time buys or-- there's a number

8

how do you determine what the present value is, because

8

of transactions where Safeguard distributors are being

9

amounts that occur in the future need to be discounted to

9

bought or sold, and there is a metric, it's a multiple

10

present value to take into consideration risk and the

10

of revenue. And based on looking at a lot of Safeguard

11

time value of money.

11

data, it appeared to me that the reasonable value of a

12

customer base is one times revenue. Basically what that

12

So the way I did it is I looked at the data for

13

IBF sales to T3's protected accounts, and you didn't put

13

does is that gives you the present value of this ongoing

14

this chart up, it's a one page chart, but I'm just going

14

issue.

15

to look at it. It had as columns showing the selling

15

16

price by the year by each of these customers. It shows

16

methodology to use a multiple to try and take future

17

the selling price, it shows the product cost and the

17

income streams and discount them to present day dollars?

18

gross profit for 2016 back to 2013, and it shows it by

18

A.

Yes.

19

year, and then I have a total for all of these protected

19

Q.

Are there different multiples you can use,

20

accounts ofT3.

20

21

What I did I looked at the last full year of

21

Q.

In your profession, is it an acceptable

multiples of revenues, multiples of other things?
A.

Yes. If you want, I can elaborate, just to give

22

data that I had, which was 2015, for the IBF sales to

22

a sense of things. When someone says a multiple of

23

T3's protected accounts, and I could see the last year

23

revenue, everybody in the room and probably everybody in

24

sales, 2015's total years sales to the protected

24

the universe knows we all know there are costs that go

25

accounts was $373,473.

25

along with it. A multiple of revenue is one measure of

1

the value.

1

That would be a multiple of three times gross profit.
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2

Look at the ultimate profit he makes, $200 in my pretend

3

example, and it was sold for a hundred dollars, so you

can just give you an illustration to make it clear.

4

get a multiple of five times earnings.

Let's say that Mr. Gill, you sell a business to

5

6

Mr. Schossberger for a hundred bucks, make it really

6

existing group of transactions and developing some

7

simple for me, I'm doing it in my head. So you sell for

7

metric from which you can estimate value. It can be a

8

a hundred bucks. Now we know what the transaction was

8

multiple of revenue, it can be a multiple of gross

9

worth, it was worth a hundred bucks because you sold it,

9

profit, it can be a multiple of a lot of different

10

he bought it.

10

things.

2

Let me give you a simple illustration. It
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3

doesn't have to relate directly to the companies here, I

4

5

11

Now, as an appraiser, there's a lot of things

So all that a multiple is is taking an already

.,;

And not to drive it into the ground, but I can

11

12

you can get from that simple transaction. I can look at

12

13

the business, the customer list you sold and say, oh,

13

Deluxe multiples just to explain the concept. I'm not

14

Mr. Gill had a hundred dollars of sales or revenue, he

14

going to get into what the value is but just to explain

15

had $33 of commissions or gross profit, and he had $200

15

the concept.

16

of income. That's what he basically sold to

16

17

Mr. Schossberger for a hundred dollars.

17

18

So one could sit there and say then the

give you one other example, just simply looking at some

Q.

Are you able to do that because Deluxe is a

publicly traded company?

18

A.

Yes.

19

question is what is the value of that. Well, if you

19

Q.

Go ahead.

20

take it as a multiple of revenue, the $100 selling price

20

A.

I can get information from S&P, I get what are

21

divided by the $100 of revenue would tell you that one

21

22

indication is a business like this could be valued at

22

companies, you can get basic data from Yahoo Finance, and

23

one times revenue. You could say by the same

23

what you find when you look at this data --again, not

24

transaction, maybe it's three times gross profit,

24

for the value itself-- but what you'll see is that

25

because I gave you $33 of gross profit in my example.

25

there's a value of the company, and then they give you

called IQ reports where you get information on different
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1

different multiples that you derive from that value.
For example, for Deluxe, if you look at

2

1475
1
2

Q.

Does that also account for the risk of that may

or may not happen?

A.

3

price-- there's a couple of different measures they

3

4

have, but if you look at price over sales, the last 12

4

5

month's sales, you have a multiple of a 1.8 or 2.09,

5

Q.

Yes.

6

depending what measure of value you use. It gives you,

6

A.

Yes. Basically, when you use a multiple of

7

on a piece of paper, the same information as a multiple

7

revenue or multiple of anything, it doesn't mean that

8

of earnings. And depending on whether it's forward

8

every year going forward is going to be exactly that

9

looking earnings or trailing 12 month earnings, the

9

amount of revenue. The real world doesn't work that way.

10

multiple is 13 or 14 --I'm rounding, we don't need all

10

What you know is some years it could be higher, some

11

the decimal points in here-- you can get price-to-book,

11

years it could be less, there's always variability. And

12

which is 3.88 for Deluxe.

12

there's risk. Variability causes risk and the multiple

13

quantifies and captures that risk.

So what I'm telling you is a multiple is simply

13

The future may deviate is what you really meant

to say?

What was the multiple you used in this

14

an expression of a way to make an estimate of the value,

14

15

but it certainly takes into consideration that we all

15

16

are looking at the-- it's what you're getting, the

16

A.

One times revenue.

17

bottom line that you're getting, but that value can be

17

Q.

Why did you choose one times revenue?

18

measure as a multiple of any number of different things.

A.

I used one times revenue because there was a lot

19

Q.

So when you're calculating the future

18
19

Q.

particular case in calculating those future commissions.

of Safeguard information that I had that seemed to

20

commissions, is it fair to say that you're trying to use

20

confirm the one times revenue. There's data --we have

21

a multiple to discount to present day dollars the

21

information showing various closed transactions, is what

22

commissions that would be generated from IBF's sales to

22

it's referred to as. And going from recollection without

23

T3's protected accounts in using that multiple discounted

23

digging into the big book, I think it had data from 2014,

24

to present day dollars?

24

we went back at looked at to 2010 for customer bases that

Yes.

25

were of similar size to Thurston Enterprises and T3, and

25

A.
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1

we could see, of course there's variability, I think
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1

2

there was some years where the multiple might have been

2

3

.87, other years where it was 1.18, it seems to coalesce

3

4

around a one times revenue.

4

So I looked at that information. I also

5

5

Q.

What did you glean from this particular email?

A.

I think there was Malcolm McRoberts and Terry

Peterson, I don't know who they are so don't ask me that.
Q.

What information did you glean from that

particular email?
A.

Well, I gleaned that my assessment of one times

6

understood and looked at the information when T3

6

7

acquired the accounts it acquired from Thurston

7

8

Enterprises, that was at a .97 multiple of revenue, so

8

customer bases is reasonable. Basically J.J. Sorrenti

9

basically one times revenue. I believe when Thurston

9

writes that --

10

Enterprises, way back when, 1987 I think, going from

10

11

recollection, but I think it was at least around one

11

12

times-- might have been higher-- one times revenue for

12

13

the book of business that was acquired. That was a long

13

It's about that time anyway, and I can talk to them about

14

time ago, so I wouldn't so much focus on that. There

14

what the issue is here. Please remember the admonition.

15

was other information that was provided, and there's

15

16

some email correspondence that would tend to support

16

17

that one times multiple as well.

17

18
19
20
21

Q.

What is that email correspondence you're

referring to?

A.

It's email correspondence between Lee Schram,

Jay Sorrenti.

revenue as a reasonable estimate of the value of the

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection, your Honor,

foundation, not admitted.
THE COURT:

Let's take the break at this point.

(Jury exits the courtroom.).
THE COURT:

Is this the email we talked about

earlier?
Yes.

18

MR. GILL:

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Mr. Schossberger, your objection?
There hasn't been foundation

21

laid. I'm trying to see when he actually saw this, if it

22

Q.

What is your understanding who Lee Schram is?

22

just happened today or yesterday versus did he look at

23

A.

My understanding he's the CEO of Deluxe.

23

the email prior to the time he formed his first report.

24

Q.

Who is Mr. Sorrenti?

24

I'm trying to see in his report if he listed it as

25

A.

The president of Safeguard.

25

something he's seen prior to today and actually formed
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his opinion based upon this email that he saw prior to
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1

the jury understand the financials of Deluxe and
Safeguard and talk about the compensation paid to the key

2

today. I'm not seeing it in my quick look through his

2

3

listing of what he looked at.

3

executives of the two companies. Would you like to see

4

THE COURT:

4

his short report based on that issue?

I reviewed the email. Basically

5

it's not these transactions it's other B.A.M.

5

6

transactions, correct?

6

7

It's the sale of a Safeguard

MR. GILL:

8

distributorship. And it's what they are buying, they are

9

buying the commission rights so it's just support of--

10

THE COURT:

7

8

It's Exhibit 527. Do you have that

MR. GILL:

handy, your Honor?

9

You're just wanting to put into

Yes. In particular as it relates to

THE COURT:

the compensation of the key executives.

THE COURT:

Okay. Assuming that I let you get

10

somewhere on punitive damages, what is the relevance of

11

what these individuals were paid?

11

evidence that there is an email between Deluxe CEO and

12

the Safeguard CEO that says one times revenue is what

12

13

we're using?

13

he received particular commissions depending on the

14

success ofthe B.A.M. program.

Yes.

14

MR. GILL:

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. GILL:

17

Didn't you just do that just now?

15

Yes, I didn't offer it.

THE COURT:

16

I know. He was about to read more

Well, Mr. Sutton was testifying that

MR. GILL:

THE COURT:

That's not what this information is,

though. This is just a gross income.
Yes.

17

MR. GILL:

18

from the email, I think that testimony is in. He said

18

THE COURT:

19

what the email said. I'm not sure you need to go any

19

relevant to punitive damages. Punitive damages aren't

20

further at this point.

20

against these individuals.

21

MR. GILL:

21

22

Okay. Do you want to address the

MR. GILL:

punitive damages issue now, your Honor?

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. GILL:

Okay.

What we were going to do with

25

Mr. Taylor was have him go through the financials, help

1

making.

How is that itself independently

No. It's our position it helps put

22

in context for the jury in terms of that punitive damages

23

are to deter future conduct, so it gives them information

24

as to what these companies are making and the key

25

executive involved in this particular situation are

1

said. If I am misstating what I said previously at the
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2

motions in limine, certainly you can tell me I'm wrong.

3

the key executives are making is a proper factor to

3

Certainly my memory has been accurately attacked as

4

consider in punitive damages analysis?

4

being inaccurate at times.

2

THE COURT:

5

MR. GILL:

6

THE COURT:

7
8

Do you have case law that says what

1481

Not as I sit here today, your Honor.
I'm not aware of any.

Mr.Schossberger?

7

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I'm not aware of any either.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

5
6

That is it consistent what

you said.
THE COURT:

That's consistent with what I would

8

allow. I would allow them to talk about the general

9

Your Honor, I would object, the court has not made the

9

numbers for the Deluxe and Safeguard but not to get into '

10

determination on punitive damages.

10

individual's compensations based purely on gross income.

11

THE COURT:

I allowed the amendment of punitive

Okay. Thank you, your Honor.

11

MR. GILL:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

12

damages. What I said at the time of the motions in

12

13

limine is whether they ultimately are instructed on

13

14

punitive damages is a determination I'll make at the time

14

And your Honor, with the

preface that Mr. Taylor should not be asked why-THE COURT:

The words punitive damages should

15

all the proof is in. And I note that the plaintiffs had

15

not pass your lips. The words about the arbitration

16

asked me to not allow any evidence of stuff that is

16

should not pass your lips. If you're asked about

17

relevant only if punitive damages is in, and I think I

17

anything from testimony from somebody given at

18

declined at that time to indicate that that would be too

18

arbitration, it is to be referred to as testimony

19

disruptive of the trial process, and I thought that I

19

previously given under oath. That's it.

20

would likely let in the financials for the companies

20

21

themselves.

22

21

I indicated that if there was specific

MR. GILL:

Thank you, your Honor.

(Recess.)

22

THE COURT:

information that is specifically tied to specific

23

MR. GILL:

24

compensation that only is derived based on this B.A.M.

24

25

transactions, I might allow that, I think is what I

25

23

Are we ready to go?
Yes, your Honor.

(Jury enters the courtroom.)
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Mr. Taylor, when we left off we were discussing

your understanding that IBF and DocuSource are continuing

2

to sell, you made that assumption, correct, they would be

3

continuing to sell to T3 protected accounts?

A.

Yes, sir.

4

Q.

And you had indicated it was based upon the

5

prior transactions you had reviewed where a one-time

A.

Correct.

Q.

If the jury were to conclude that IBF was not

6

continuing to sell into DocuSource, for instance, would

7

revenue multiple was used for Safeguard distributorships,

7

it be appropriate for the jury to not award that amount.

correct?

8

Do you understand my question?

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

What was your understanding of what those

10

11

particular buyers or sellers, what was a buyer getting

11

12

and what was the seller getting?

12

10

-

Q.

your use of a one-time revenue multiple, correct?

1483

1

8
9

\

BY MR. GILL:

A.

I do, I was-- no, I was collecting my thoughts

I understand perfectly your question.
Q.

You're just making an assumption that the sales

are continuing, correct?

13

A.

The customer list, the customer base.

13

14

Q.

Would that be the commissions from those?

14

to be really clear. This information is based on data

A.

Yes, of course.

15

that I had that went up through February 22 of 2016, so

And what was-- using the one time revenue

16

the value, in essence, of this is based on at that time

15

-Q.

A.

Right. I need to point something out that needs

17

multiplier, what was your calculation of future damages

17

period. Just to make it clear, so if you say starting

18

that you had calculated for T3 for IBF's sales into T3's

18

today there wasn't going to be future sales, there still

19

protected accounts?

19

is this past time period that there's been sales that are
not captured in my analysis. I'm just pointing that out.

20

A.

$373,473.

20

21

Q.

Did you do a similar calculation for DocuSource?

21

22

A.

Yes, sir.

22

Q.

Did you choose February because that was a

cutoff for your expert disclosure?

23

Q.

And what was the calculation for DocuSource?

23

24

A.

$7,832.

24

date we received the databases, so we didn't have data in

25

Q.

And both of those calculations are based upon

25

the CMS, e-Quantum and Demand Bridge databases after

A.

No. It was kind of chosen for me. That was the

1484
1
2

that, so that was the reason for that cutoff.
Q.

Okay. Is there anything else you think the jury

3

should know about as far as your calculation of future

4

damages for T3?

1485

Additionally, IBF is receiving preferential

1

2

pricing on some of the product from what I can see, and

3

certainly there were issues between T3 and the

4

overarching company Safeguard and Deluxe.

5

A.

Nothing that comes to mind.

5

6

Q.

Okay. And then you mentioned that the fourth

6

customer base or business likely, in my opinion, has

Given that, the marketability of the T3

7

component was a value of the customers or

7

been, based on looking at it and helping with business

8

distributorship?

8

transactions over the years, has been significantly

9

A.

The current, yes, that's correct.

9

negatively impacted. So my understanding is that the

10

Q.

Can you explain to the jury what you're doing

10

plaintiffs want to be able to exit the system, sell

11

there?

11

their customer base back to Safeguard and be done.

12

That's my understanding of one of the concerns here.

12

A.

Yes. The first thing was based on the data for

13

T3 for the period from December 1st, 2014 through

13

And so I used the one times multiple that we've

14

November 30, 2015, so we're looking at about a one-year

14

already talked about to come up with an estimate for the

15

time period. I could see what T3's sales were during

15

value of T3's customer base based on the 12 months

16

that period oftime, and the sales were about $566,000.

16

ending of November 30, 2015. And that number is

17

$566,143. So I'll say it again to make it clear,

18

$S66,143.

17

So the circumstance that I'm calculating now

18

is, in essence, the damage to the value or the

19

marketability of the business.

20

T3 currently is in the circumstances where a

19

Q.

Okay. And Mr. Taylor, have you found-- did you

20

review the asset purchase agreement from Safeguard to
KMMR?

21

major competitor, IBF, is competing with it in the

21

22

marketplace, selling the same product. And IBF is, my

22

A.

Yes, sir.

23

understanding clearly based on all the data and analysis

23

Q.

And did that give you any support or help you

24

I've look at, is that IBF has sold and continues to sell

24

draw any conclusions as to whether IBF might continue to

25

to T3's protected accounts.

25

sell to T3 or Thurston protected accounts?
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1

2
3

4

A.

Yes. It certainly provided some what I think is

Additionally, on the schedule that Ms. Lederach

1

information to consider.

2

prepared reviewing all of the initial accounts we did in

Q.

What did you find?

3

our report, some of the items on Schedule B to the asset

A.

On the asset purchase agreement between KMMR a II!

purchase agreement even Ms. Lederach didn't dispute in

5

Safeguard, there's a Schedule B that indicates protected

5

6

accounts that the seller, Safeguard, is the exclusive

6

7

owner of, that are being transferred or sold to KMMR as

7

purchase agreement, which is accounts that Safeguard is

8

of April 30, 2015.

8

contending to be the exclusive owner of and selling to

I looked at that list and a number of the

9
10

accounts that Safeguard sold to KMMR are T3 protected

her analysis.
So the point is that Schedule B to the asset

9

KMMR, are, based on a number of different people's

10

analysis, T3 protected accounts.

11

accounts, they are on the chart-- there's a few places

11

12

that you can find them --they are on the chart where we

12

purchase agreement from Safeguard to KMMR and comparin!

13

talked about earlier, Exhibit 4 to one of my reports

13

that to your determination ofT3's protected accounts?

14

where I went through and looked at all of the issues

14

A.

Yes, sir.

15

raised by Susan Lederach, and after addressing all of

15

Q.

Did you prepare a summary of your findings from

16

those I concluded these were still protected accounts.

16

So a number of accounts on the Schedule B to

17

18

the asset purchase agreement are, based on my detailed

Q.

So you're doing a comparison of the asset

those documents?

17

A.

Yes, sir.

18

Q.

Where is that summary?

19

analysis to determine they are protected accounts. It's

19

A.

Exhibit 5 to my July 22, 2015 report.

20

not just my analysis, though, there are some of the

20

Q.

I've put a binder up there, Mr. Taylor, that has

21

accounts on the Schedule B to the asset purchase

21

exhibits that have been marked for this trial. If you'll

22

agreement that were acknowledged by Mr. Dunlap to be T3

22

look at what has been marked as Exhibit 531 and at the

23

protected accounts. In some correspondence he says,

23

bottom there is a page it says EX532.21.

24

"these stay with Dawn," and some of those are on the

24

A.

Yes, that's the document.

25

Schedule B to the APA, asset purchase agreement.

25

Q.

Is that the summary you prepared?
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1

A.

2

3

Yes, sir.
MR. GILL:

1
Your Honor, we would offer that

summary under Idaho Rule of Evidence 1006.
Objection?

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Which document? I don't have

6

objection to him using as illustrative but I do have

7

objection to him offering into evidence.

8

THE COURT:

It's being offered as a summary

2

"Schedule B Bates number," and it provides the Bates

3

number of the documents that were attached to Schedule B

4

to the asset purchase agreement. Because I wouldn't be

5

able to find them in there without the bates number as

6

well, so it has the bates number.

7

8

9

document under the rule of evidence that allows for

10

summary documents. So what your objection based on that? 10

11

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Your Honor, this isn't a

12

summary of documents at all, it's a listing of client

13

names.

14

15

THE COURT:

Lay some foundation Mr. Gill as to

what it is again.
MR. GILL:

17

what my questions were.

18

20
21

22

THE COURT:

I think you can do it in a couple of

questions, just summarize it up.
BY MR. GILL:

Q.

Did you summarize the documents you reviewed in

preparing this summary?

9

11

It's Schedule B to the asset purchase agreement.

You're just saying this is a list of

MR. GILL:

Yes, in the Schedule B to the asset

purchase agreement from what he has determined to be a T3
protected customer.

12

THE COURT:

All right.

13

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

14

THE COURT:

16

MR. GILL:

THE COURT:

532 is admitted.

(Exhibit 532 was admitted.)

18

20

What I can do is have this marked as

532.

17
19

That's fine.

All right.

BY MR. GILL:

Q.

Mr. Taylor did you gain an understanding as to

21

whether once the asset purchase agreement was entered

22

into by KMMR with Safeguard, you understand that KMMR

23

operates the IBF distributorship, is that your

24

And on the document that you are looking at from my

24

understanding?

25

report, to the left-hand side of the column it has

25

23

A.

THE COURT:

common customers.

15

I will. With all due respect, that's

16

19

"client name," and then to the right-hand side it says

A.

Yes, sir.
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1

Q.

Once they entered into that asset purchase
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1

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Is it your understanding that Safeguard is

2

agreement, did you get an understanding as to whether

2

3

they entered into a distributorship agreement?

3

giving account protection rights to those same customers
to KMMR?

4

A.

Yes, sir.

4

5

Q.

And did that distributorship agreement give KMMR

5

6

account protection rights?

A.

Yes, sir. Just to be clear, because there's

6

different shading on the document, some of the items that
are on Exhibit 6 to my report, which you've marked as

7

A.

Yes, sir. Exclusive commission rights.

7

8

Q.

And did you do a comparison of the account

8

Exhibit 531.123 and 124, some of those are accounts that

protection customers that were given to KMMR in its

9

were sold by T3 to Safeguard in March of 2014.

9
10

distributorship agreement and compare it with protected

10

Q.

How did you shade that?

11

accounts of T3 and Thurston?

11

A.

I've got the color one. Somehow when everything

12

A.

Yes, sir.

12

got copied, it's not in color. The wording is this,

13

Q.

And T3, did you do a separate document that

13

there are three different shades on my original

14

summarizes it for T3?

14

Exhibit 6. The bright yellow is accounts that are

15

A.

Yes, sir.

15

included in the claim today. The kind of a more

16

Q.

Where is that summary?

16

orange-yellow color are accounts that were sold by T3.

17

A.

It's Exhibit 6 to my July 22 report.

17

And then there's kind of a turquoise color for about six

18

Q.

If you'll go to Exhibit 531, page 124.

18

or so of the accounts, and those are match various scrub

19

A.

That's the second page of the exhibit, yes.

19

lists by Safeguard as well. So that is the color code

20

Q.

Is 531.23 and 531.24, is that the summary that

20

that you can't see on this copy you've got as an exhibit.

21

you prepared?

21

22

A.

Yes, sir.

22

23

Q.

And that is your summary of the comparison of

23

24

what is in the KMMR distributorship and listing what

24

25

you've identified as protected accounts of T3?

25

1

summary as well.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I'm just pointing out there are different

sources in there.
Q.

Okay.
Your Honor, we would offer this as a

MR. GILL:

1492

2

3
4

5
6

THE COURT:

MR. GILL:

Sure.

THE COURT:

MR. GILL:

8

up on the screen.

understand. It's admissible as a summary of all of those

2

various components and so I'll allow it.

3

4

The first page was not included in

the exhibit you gave me this morning.

7

9

I'm having a hard time understanding

what this is. Can I see what the exhibit looks like.
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1

I apologize. I was going to put it

5

7

9

10

pages is not highlighted the way he described it. I'm

10

not sure it reports the same information that he said it

11

12

is a summary of.

12

14

15

What I would offer is the one he has

in his book.
THE COURT:

15

Yes, your Honor.

16

Mr. Schossberger?

17

16

THE WITNESS:

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

This doesn't qualify under

And, your Honor, we would ask it be

MR. GILL:

marked as 533 and admitted as Exhibit 533.
THE COURT:

Has Mr. Schossberger seen the color

copy?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

We would ask to please be

presented with a copy of these exhibits.
THE COURT:

It's reasonable. 533 is admitted.

(Exhibit 533 was admitted.)

13
14

Is that one colored?

Mr. Taylor, if you can remove those two

exhibits.

8

The problem I have is one of the

THE COURT:

MR. GILL:

Q.

6

11

13

BY MR. GILL:

BY MR. GILL:

Q.

Mr. Taylor have we covered all of the damage

components that you've described for T3?
A.

Yes, sir.
MR. GILL:

18

Your Honor, what I would like to do

19

1006. This isn't a summary of just some of the names

19

at this time is put up Mr. Taylor's summary onto the

20

contained within Exhibit B. This goes way beyond that.

20

screen that goes over each of those components.

21

His testimony was this also contains certain accounts

21

22

that T3 has sold back its commission rights onto

22

Exhibit 531.12 --actually, let me do it this way, would

23

Safeguard, he made other testimony with respect to other

23

you hand this to the witness, please.

24

comparisons here within this list of--

24

25

THE COURT:

I understand what he said.

25

Q.

Let me ask you this question, if you'll turn to

Mr. Taylor, I've handed you two pages. Do
those accurately summarize the dollar numbers you've

012544
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1
2

given for the different damage you've calculated for T3?
A.

3

Yes, sir.

1495

1

THE COURT:

2

Okay. What I would like to do,

MR. GILL:

3

Objection, leading.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

It is leading, sustained.

BYMR. GILL:

4

your Honor, is put that up on the Elmo so the jury can

4

5

see for illustrative purposes.

5

mentioned on the laser checks, it's this number here

6

(indicating)?

6

7

THE COURT:

8
9

Could I see the document. Any

objection?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

It's cumulative of his

testimony.

10

7

A.

Yes, the $177,761 amount.

8

Q.

And then the envelope preferential pricing is

9

THE COURT:

I'll allow you very briefly to go

And then the preferential pricing damages you

Q.

right there?

10

A.

Yes, $30,921.

Q.

Okay. And then when you mentioned sourced fees

11

over it. It has been testified to, but I'll let you go

11

12

over it briefly so there's a quick summary of the items.

12

charge that were not charged to IBF and DocuSource for

13

these particular products and were to T3, that's this

13

MR. GILL:

Thank you, your Honor.

14

number?

15

the past commissions. Are those the numbers that are

15

A.

Yes, $5,749.

16

here (indicating) and here (indicating)?

16

Q.

And then your future damages number for what

14

17

18
19

Q.

A.

Mr. Taylor, when we started, you had mentioned

Yes. It's the $315,000 amount and the $5,900

amount.
Q.

When you mentioned that if the jury were to

17

you're anticipating, what you're assuming that IBF would

18

sell to T3's protected customers is this number right

19

here?

20

accept Safeguard's argument on the sourced fees and you

20

A.

$373,473.

21

mentioned Mr. Kirlin's number, that's where they would

21

Q.

And then the future number for DocuSource is

22

make those deductions from those two numbers there?

22

this number here?

23

A.

Yes, sir.

23

A.

Yes, $7,832.

24

Q.

You didn't make that deduction because you

24

Q.

And then the number you had for the value of the

25

didn't see anything in IBF's or Docu5ource's information?

25

existing distributorship is this number here?

1

Thurston Enterprises in 2006 that are now being sold to

2

by KMMR or IBF.

1496

The customer base, yes, the commission rights,

1

A.

2

$566,143.

3

Q.

Okay. Mr. Taylor, is there any double count

1497

3

Q.

Did you prepare a summary?

A.

Yes, sir, I did.

Q.

Where could we find your summary or let me ask

4

between this number right here (indicating) and these two

4

5

numbers that you've calculated for future damages?

5

6

A.

No, sir.

6

7

Q.

Why not?

7

A.

A.

The $566,143 amount is based on the sales that

8

Q.

Page 152?

9

A.

That's the summary.

8
9

T3 actually was making. So that amount, the 566,000 is

10

actual T3 sales, these aren't sales being made by IBF.

10

11

So that is T3 sales. And then the $373,473 amount and

11

12

the $7,832 amount, those are my estimate of the IBF and

12

13

DocuSource sales to T3 protected accounts, but they

13

14

certainly weren't sales made by T3. T3 sales are down

14

you this. If you'll go to Exhibit 531?
I'm there.

MR. GILL:

Your Honor, we would offer that

one-page document as a summary.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
THE COURT:

Which page?

What is it supposed to be a summary

of?

15

here. These items, the other two amounts I just

15

16

mentioned, were sales being made by IBF and DocuSource,

16

17

so they are not included in the T3 sales.

17

purchased from Thurston and that now KMMR is given

18

account protection rights to, is that correct?

18

Q.

Mr. Taylor, I forgot to ask you one other

BY MR. GILL:

Q.

It's a summary of protected accounts that T3

19

questions on summaries you may have prepared. Did you do 19

20

a summary of looking at accounts that T3 purchased from

21

Thurston Enterprises in 2006 and compare that to

21

actual asset purchase agreement or the distribution

22

protected accounts that were given to KMMR?

22

agreement, but these are accounts that T3 purchased that

23

may have been passed on through either of those two

23

A.

Whether they were protected accounts or rights

20

A.

No, you may have misspoke. I'm not sure if

these were all accounts that were sold to or given in the

24

that were sold to KMMR or whether KMMR is actually making 24

agreements. But even if they weren't, these are accounts

25

sales to them, there were accounts that T3 purchased from

that IBF is now selling to. So it's accounts that T3

25
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1

purchased that they are now competing with IBF on.

2
3

Is your summary based on your review of

Q.

A.

Yes, sir.

5

6

2

documents you obtained in this case?

4

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I don't see what this adds,

THE COURT:

THE COURT:

9

withdrawn.

4

BY MR. GILL:

6

Approach both of you.

(Bench conference.)

8

This is just a list of T3's

A.

8

Q.

protected accounts that you're claiming sold to IBF or

10

DocuSource.

11

That IBF, yeah.

13

THE COURT:

14

anything to do with it. This is how they originated.

15

16

It's what was purchased in 2006, T3

MR. GILL:

acquired.

17
18

THE COURT:

Yes.

19

MR. GILL:

THE COURT:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

It's only the partial

listing. He goes into testimony of what makes up the--

25

MR. GILL:

I won't offer it, I'll withdraw it.

Enterprises in calculating damages?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Was there one additional component of damages

you've done in Thurston Enterprises?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Why don't we go over the same kind of processes

for Thurston that we did with T3. Was your analysis the

17

same, your review of the documents and information the

18

same?

20

It's a subset of it.

Let's move onto Thurston Enterprise.

15

21
MR. GILL:

Yes, sir.

14

19

These are the common accounts,

basically.

23

24

Purchased, whatever the point is

they are T3's.

22

13

16

20
21

12

I'm not sure the Thurston part has

Mr. Taylor, have we fully done through your

Did you do a similar analysis for Thurston

9

11

MR. GILL:

Q.

All right. The request is

calculations for T3?

7

10

12

THE COURT:

3

5

maybe I'm not understanding.

7

1499

(Bench conference concluded.)

1

A.

Yes, the methodology was the same with Thurston

Enterprises.
Q.

And did you do a calculation of past commissions

22

of sales of either IBF or DocuSource to Thurston's

23

protected customers?

24

A.

Yes, sir.

25

Q.

In determining whether it was a protected

1500

1

customer of Thurston, did you go through the same

did you account for any expenses that were associated
with those sales on that IBF and DocuSource?

2

analysis of looking at the information to make sure

2

3

Thurston had sold product within the 36 month period of

3

4

time?

4

looked at the product selling price, the product cost to

5

A.

Yes, sir.

5

come up with the gross profit or commission, which is

6

Q.

Did you review the critique from Ms. Lederach at

6

obviously the selling price minus the product cost.

7

Safeguard when she questioned you calling these common

7

8

accounts?

8

in those numbers, and as I pointed out earlier, I did

9

A.

Yes, sir.

9

not have a subtraction for the hypothetical sourced fee

10

Q.

Did you exclude the ones where you ultimately

10

either. So this is the commission or gross profit that

11

was received by IBF or DocuSource on sales after the
protected accounts that plaintiffs contend should have

11

agreed with her from your ultimate number?

.---;=:.=!'~·::::::::.
13

12

And what was your calculation of past

13

been rotated, which a fancy way of handed over or turned
over, to plaintiffs.

15

protected accounts?

15

19
20

We didn't include sales tax or freight income

You're making it a lot easier. Yes, sir.

14

18

Yes, in exactly the same way I did for T3. We

Q.

commissions from IBF and DocuSource to Thurston's

17

A.

A.

14

16

n
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1

A.

As it relates to IBF it's $168,107. As it

relates to DocuSource, it's $63,062.
Q.

Okay. I'm sorry, I was reading. Can you give

me those numbers one more time?
A.

Sure. As it relates to IBF gross profits on

Q.

And if the jury were to accept Safeguard's

16

argument on the sourced fee, is this where the deduction

17

should take place on your damage calculation?

18
19
20

A.

Yes, as it relates to Mr. Kirlin's calculation,

that's correct.
Q.

As far as the mathematical calculation of what

21

sales to Thurston Enterprises protected accounts, it's

21

Mr. Kirlin as come up with, do you quibble with that

22

$168,107. As it relates to DocuSource sales to Thurston

22

calculation?

23

Enterprises protected accounts it's $63,062.

23

A.

No, his math was fine.

24

Q.

It's just your opinion you didn't find a sourced

~
25

Q.

And your opinion is those are-- let me ask you

this question: In calculating those past commissions,

25

fee charged to IBF or DocuSource and that's why you
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1502

didn't include it in your calculation?

1

1503
1

2

A.

Correct.

2

3

Q.

And your understanding was the commission that

3

A.

It was exactly the same methodology, and the--

Q.

Go ahead and tell the jury, what did you find

forthelaserchecks?

4

IBF and DocuSource should just be rotated over to

4

5

Thurston?

5

purchases that Thurston Enterprises made and multiply it

6

A.

Correct.

6

times 40 percent as a rough estimate for the pricing

Q.

If the jury were to, again, accept Safeguard's

7

advantage to IBF, the excess base price for the laser

8

checks is $157,760. As it relates to the envelope the

9

excess base price or pricing advantage is $30,549.

7
8

position, what is the amount that should be deducted from

9

the IBF and DocuSource previously?
A.

10

As it relates to DocuSource, the hypothetical

A.

If you take the PL7 category for all the

I did the same thing as it relates to on the

10

11

sourced fee is $8,014. As it relates to IBF, the

11

sourced fees looking at product code 81 and 86 and the

12

hypothetical sourced fee is $27,653 --wait a minute,

12

sourced fees paid by Thurston Enterprises for those two

13

excuse me, I misspoke. The $27,653 was the total of the

13

product line categories is $31,627.

14

two. So the hypothetical sourced fee for IBF is $19,639.

14

Q.

15

All right. Just so we're clear, the sourced

Q.

Now, if the jury were to accept Safeguard's

15

argument on the sourced fee issue, what is your opinion

16

fees that Mr. Kirlin has calculated for IBF on past

16

as to what should happen with the pricing advantage

17

commissions that should have been rotated is $19,639?

17

sourced fee calculation of $31,627 you just mentioned?

18

A.

Yes, sir.

18

A.

It should be eliminated.

19

Q.

And for DocuSource the sourced fees Mr. Kirlin

19

Q.

Does that cover all of the pricing differential

is calculated is $8,014?

20

20

damages you calculated for Thurston?

21

A.

Yes, sir.

21

A.

Yes, sir.

22

Q.

Did you do a calculation for preferential

22

Q.

Did you also calculate future commission damages

pricing damages similar to what you did for T3?

23

23

--

for Thurston Enterprises?

24

A.

Yes, sir.

24

A.

Yes, sir.

25

Q.

Was your methodology the same?

25

Q.

Did you use the same methodology you described

1504

forT3?

1

1505

1

as your revenues for Thurston in make anything
calculation?

2

A.

Yes, sir.

2

3

Q.

By that did you use the 2015 sales for IBF to

3

Thurston's protected accounts?

4

4

A.

l

Based on the financial data available to us at

that time, we used December 1st 2014 through

5

A.

Yes, sir.

5

November 30, 2015, it's a 12-month period, and the total

6

Q.

And did you apply your one time revenue

6

for the customer, the commission rights, is $798,000.

multiplier that you did with T3?

7

7

Q.

And is there any double count in that $798,000

..-_..1.-i--"t-""'

-

8

A.

Yes, sir.

8

number you gave with the future commissions for IBF where

9

Q.

And that was for the same reasons you've

9

you're anticipating IBF and DocuSource selling to

10

described before as to why you used the one times revenue

10

Thurston's protected accounts?

11

multiplier?

11

12

A.

Yes, sir.

12

Q.

And that brings what you're trying to project as

13

future commissions to a present day discounted value?

14
15
16

13

Enterprises. The $798,000 amount is sales that Thurston
Enterprises was actually making. The other amounts are
based on sales and activity of IBF and DocuSource.

Yes, sir.

15

Q.

What was the amount that you had calculated for

16

A.

18

As it relates to IBF sales, the present value of

No, just as there was no double account in the

14

A.

those future commission damages?

17

A.

T3 analysis, there is no double account in Thurston

Q.

We talked before about you doing a different

17

damage calculation for Thurston you didn't do in T3,

18

correct?

19

the future commissions would be $241,869. As it relates

19

A.

Yes, sir.

20

to DocuSource the amount is $73,719.

20

Q.

Can you explain to the jury what you're doing in

Q.

And did you also do a similar calculation on the

21

22

value of the commissions or distributorship that you did

22

23

for T3?

23

21

24
,_.....
25

this separate damage calculation?
A.

Sure. I believe it was in March of 2014 or

thereabouts that Thurston Enterprises sold a number of

A.

Yes, sir.

24

accounts, his protected accounts back to Safeguard. And

Q.

And by that did you use 2015 --what did you use

25

what I did was look at the amount that Thurston

~
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1

Enterprises received in that transaction and I ultimately

1507

1

accounts as well as IBF and DocuSource sales to those

2

compared it to an estimate of what Thurston Enterprises

2

same accounts had the commissions been rotated over to

3

would have received had it not done the sale and simply

3

Thurston?

opted to at this point to receive the rotated

4

A.

Yes.

commissions.

5

Q.

And what was your damage calculation?

A.

What I did was I looked at the actual data for

4

_s_
6

Q.

Okay. And are you making an assumption as to

6

7

what the price received by Thurston for the sale in March

7

8

of 2013 is based upon?

sales to the accounts that were sold by Thurston

8

Enterprises, and I looked at the data for 2014 and 2015,

9

A.

March of 2014.

9

so I'm looking at what actually occurred after this

10

Q.

March of 2014. Thank you.

10

transaction, and based on that information, I made an

A.

I saw the transaction information and the price

11

estimate that the-- using the similar one times revenue

12

multiplier, that the value of those accounts was

11
12

13
14
15

was $32,600.
Q.

What was your understanding how that $32,600

price was determined?
A.

It was based on the accounts that Thurston

13

$475,000. I subtracted from that the amount that

14

Thurston Enterprises received in the transaction, which

15

was $32,600, and the difference is potential under

16

Enterprises was selling to Safeguard. I believe that it

16

payment on the sale of these protected accounts, and the

17

looked-- I don't know what was in the minds of all the

17

amount is $442,400.

18

parties but it appeared to be based more on the activity

18

19

of Thurston Enterprises' sale activity with these

19

what you described before for Thurston Enterprises as to

20

accounts that were being sold back to Safeguard, and it

20

his account protection rights that were sold to KMMR as

21

didn't appear to take into consideration the sales

21

part of its asset purchase agreement?

22

activity that IBF had with those accounts.

23

Q.

22

And in your damage calculation, are you trying

23

24

to figure out what a sale price would be in your opinion

24

25

if it included both Thurston's sales to his protected

25

Q.

A.

Mr. Taylor, did you do a similar analysis to

Yes. I prepared charts for Thurston Enterprises

similar to those I prepared for T3.
Q.

In doing that, can you tell the jury what you

were reviewing in preparing that summary?

1508

1

A.

Yes. It's the same basic information. I looked

1509

1

and two-thirds yellow.
Does yours have highlighting on it?

2

at the asset purchase agreement between KMMR and

2

MR. GILL:

3

Safeguard, and there was an Exhibit B to the asset-- or

3

THE WITNESS:

It should, let me check. Yes,

4

Schedule B to the asset purchase agreement that listed

4

I'll pull out both because it's going to be the same

5

the various accounts and rights that were being sold by

5

issue for both.

6

Safeguard to KMMR. As I saw with T3, many of the

6

7

accounts on that Schedule B were protected accounts of

7

8

Thurston Enterprises.

8

Similarly, on the distribution agreement, there

9

9

BY MR. GILL:

Q.

Can you describe what the highlighting is or the

document?
A.

Yes. There's a bright yellow which identifies

was the representation in the agreement by Safeguard to

10

accounts that are included in the overlapping accounts

11

KMMR that they would have exclusive commission rights to

11

for Thurston Enterprises. Then there's more of maybe a

12

a number of accounts. That information is contained I

12

burnt orange or a little not quite such a bright yellow

13

think on Schedule B to the distribution agreement, and

13

that shows accounts that were sold by Thurston

14

again, there were overlapping accounts.

14

Enterprises pursuant to that agreement we just talked

15

about.

10

15
16

17
18
19

Q.

Did you prepare a summary and attach it as an

exhibit to your report?

16

A.

Yes, sir.

17

Q.

If you'll look at Exhibit 530 in that binder

18

that you have right there and turn to 530.16.

19

MR. GILL:

I would offer the document he has in

his binder as a summary.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Approach.

(Bench conference.)
I don't see these are

20

A.

I'm there.

20

21

Q.

Is that summary that you prepared?

21

relevant. It says after the KMMR transaction, the KMMR

22

A.

Yes, sir.
I would offer that one-page document

23

MR. GILL:

24

as a summary, your Honor.

25

THE COURT:

Is that one that is a third orange

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

22

transaction was May 1, 2015, the accounts that were sold

23

back. Those eight were in March of 2014. So this is

24

incorrect. I don't know what they are saying here.

25

THE COURT:

I think saying these are the ones
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1

Q.

Did you use this document in your determination

1543
1

and prepare a hypothetical calculation, it was the actual
amounts.

2

of what T3 and T.E. sourced fees were for the certain

2

3

products you testified about?

3

Q.

Did you apply these percentages of sourced fees

4

A.

Define those certain products I testified about.

4

to make your determination of T3 or T.E.'s sourced fees

5

Q.

Let's go to the bottom and blow-up the

5

paid during this period?

6

schedules, please.

6

You testified that you, for certain product

7

7

A.

I did not do a separate calculation. So I

didn't go through and apply these sourced fees to try and

8

lines, had determined what T3 and T.E. sourced fees were

8

recreate the sourced fee calculation. I accepted the

9

during that time period. Did you use the schedule of

9

sourced fees that actually were charged.

10

the percentage of sourced fees for laser checks and

10

11

envelopes?

11

not, if a product comes from a preferred vendor, that the

12

sourced fee is reduced SO percent?

12

A.

No. The laser checks and envelopes were

Q.

Let's go to 2024-3. You're familiar, are you

13

manufactured by Deluxe, so the sourced fees wouldn't be

13

A.

Yes.

14

relevant.

14

Q.

So in our example of $100, minus the base, is

15
16

Q.

Sir, I don't think you're following me. Do you

15

not also have an additional opinion in this case--

17

A.

18

Q.

19

16

that what you're calling the $65?
A.

That would be the invoice cost. When you're

17

dealing with something that has a sourced fee, then it's

Please let me finish.

18

actually a cost invoice by the outside supplier. If it's

--that T3 and T.E. had to pay sourced fees

19

a Deluxe manufactured product, there is no sourced fee,

The pricing advantage, okay.

20

from August of '13 to February 22 of 2016? Was it your

20

what they do in the database system is show it as a base

21

testimony you calculated their sourced fees during that

21

price.

22

period?

22

A.

Q.

Right. That's what I was asking about, the $65

and the way you made a determination of these past

Just to define the word calculation, I

23

24

determined the amounts based on the data in the CMS

24

account protection damages, you took the sales price

25

system, so yes, I tallied it up. But I didn't go through

25

which would be $100, the base price of $65, you didn't

1

include any sourced fees at all, and you got to a gross

1

Exhibit 1024?

2

profit amount of the $100 minus the $65, correct?

23

1544

3

The way I calculated the net commission in the

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

T3 calculation of commissions for 2015?

4

example you just gave is I looked at the data in the

4

A.

Yes, sir.

5

database, and I didn't see a subtraction in the Demand

5

Q.

Underneath commissions, let's highlight there

6

Bridge or thee-Quantum database, Demand Bridge being for 6

from commissions down where it says "net commissions

7

DocuSource, e-Quantum being for IBF, so I didn't subtract

7

earned" and go over that. You see here where it says

8

the sourced fee because I didn't see that there was one

8

"net commissions earned"?

9

being subtracted.

9

A.

Yes, I do.

Answer my question. In this example as tied to

10

Q.

And you understand that this is a tabulation by

11

your opinion of what you did for past account damages,

11

Safeguard of the commissions that have been paid for the

12

there's a sales price of $100, right?

12

entire year of 2015 to T3, correct?

10

13

Q.

A.

Yes.

13

A base price of $65?

14

A.

Yes. Well, it's through November of 2015, I

believe it starts in December of 2014, but yes.

14

Q.

15

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

So it's fiscal year period?

16

Q.

And that would equal your gross amount of $35,

16

A.

It's 12 months, it's just not a calendar year.

17

Q.

Did you go over Exhibit 1024 with Dawn Teply of

17
18

~

A.

1545

19
20

correct?

A.

By default, yes, because I saw no evidence of a

sourced fee being charged.
Q.

Here the way that Safeguard actually does it

18
19
20

T3 when you were doing your calculations?

A.

I don't recall. I mean I may have talked to her

about it but I don't recall.

21

with respect to sourced fees, after all these deductions

21

Q.

You didn't do that, did you?

22

are taken out for sourced fees, there is a net commission

22

A.

If I didn't do it, I would have said that.

23

that Safeguard pays to the distributor, true?

23

said I don't recall going over it with her. I may have
but I just simply don't recall.

24
25

A.

Yes, sir.

24

Q.

Look at Exhibit 1024, please. You've seen

25

Q.

Here under commissions, you understand these
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1

amounts here are amounts that are being adjusted by

2

Safeguard as sourced fees that are coming out to reach

2

3

the net commission earned, correct?

3

4

5
6

A.

1

Yes, I understand there were sourced fees being

charged. I totally understand that.
Q.

the question.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Your Honor, may I approach.

(Bench conference.)

4
5

Do you also understand when T3 receives a

Sustained. The jury will disregard

THE COURT:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

The witness testified he did

6

read her declaration. The witness, an expert witness,
can consider--

7

rotated commission, that distributor accounting treats it

7

8

the exact same way as it does right here and looks at

8

9

that rotated commission amount just as though T3 had made 9

need to know if he says he relied on testimony, I'll let

10

that original sale and they deduct the sourced fees?

you get it in.

10

Before you put it in evidence, I

THE COURT:

11

A.

No. There is the rub--

11

12

Q.

You do not have that understanding?

12

rejecting it. So it's not for the truth of the matter

13

A.

I have that understanding that that is your

13

asserted. I'm familiar with the rules of experts --

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

He relied on it in terms of

14

contention. I totally understand that is your

14

15

contention. There is other information that calls that

15

foundation for the expert he had reason to rely on that

16

into question. I haven't seen evidence of it. But

16

stuff and used it to formulate his opinion.

17

when--

17

18
19

20

Q.

Have you read the declaration of Susan Lederach

18

MR. GILL:

He's going to have to lay the

THE COURT:

I don't have the declaration, I

don't know what it says. You're not there yet. You

19

haven't laid the foundation for it. You may be able to

A.

Yes.

20

get in there in the sense it's information you should

Q.

And Ms. Lederach testifies under oath that in

filed in this case?

21

have relied and rejected in terms of impeaching. I think

22

fact when there's a rotated commission, that the sourced

22

you might get there but you haven't done that yet.

23

fees are reduced from that commission amount before they

23

24

are rotated to the distributor?

24

21

25

MR. GILL:

Objection, hearsay.

(Bench conference concluded.)
BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

25

Q.

Do you recall that Ms. Susan Lederach's

1

A.

I do.

1548

1
2
3

declaration was just a couple months ago in this case?
A.

Actually, I think it was just last month. Time

flies, doesn't it.

1549

2

Q.

Refresh your memory, please.

3

A.

I don't have a photographic memory but I have a

4

Q.

It does. And you read that declaration?

4

5

A.

I did.

5

pretty good recall on it.

6

Q.

And what do you recall that Ms. Lederach said

6

the end there's a specific paragraph discussing how

Q.

Go ahead and refresh your recollection. Toward

7

with the way that when a rotation happens from

7

distributor accounting treats a commission that is

8

distributor accounting from a company-owned store to a

8

rotated from a company-owned store to a distributor with

9

distributor how sourced fees are applied?

9

respect to whether or not a sourced fee is still taken

10

A.

My recollection is she had a chart attached to

10

out in that location.

11

her declaration that showed the various components that

11

12

would go into a commission or a commission rotation .

12

Safeguard transfers the commission due to account

13

protection from one distributor to another, I create a

13

Q.

And what specifically do you recall was her

A.

I'll give you the quick answer. It says, "when

14

testimony with respect to how a commission, which is

14

new invoice record with all of the included adjustments

15

rotated from a company-owned store to a distributor, is

15

as noted in Exhibit A."

16

treated with respect to whether or not a sourced fee is

16

17

deducted from that rotated commission?

17

I'm asking you to you read from. It's toward the end of

Q.

Sorry to interrupt you, that's not the paragraph

There are two things to point out. One, I read

18

the declaration, probably on the last page, that's

19

her declaration and it indicates that there would be an

19

specifically what I'm asking you about.

20

adjustment for what she showed as Exhibit A, and sourced

20

21

fees were one of the items on Exhibit A. But that is

21

22

inconsistent with correspondence with Sue Lederach and a

22

23

gentleman named Kevin Skipper. So I'm not a hundred

23

24

percent sure what the circumstance is.

24

18

25

A.

Q.

Do you have her declaration there?

25

A.

Do you want to come and point to the paragraph?

I'm trying to work with you.
Q.

Absolutely, I want to make sure we're on the

same page. Paragraph 18.
A.

Okay. "For rotated commissions involving a

Safeguard company-run business, this process that I
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1

follow I have described above is no different when a

1551
1

fees are applied the very same way as though it was done

2

commission is rotated to another Safeguard distributor,

2

distributor to distributor, that they are taken out. You

3

except the orders are not processed through BPCS and the

3

didn't accept that?

4

commissions are rotated manually."

4

5

Q.

You read that declaration prior to concluding

your opinions, correct?

A.

I didn't see evidence of the subtraction.

5

didn't think she was doing something untruthful in her

6

declaration, I simply did not see evidence. And Kevin

7

A.

Yes.

7

Skipper in an email with Sue Lederach talks about

8

Q.

And you decided to reject it, is that right?

8

commission rotation and basically saying -- I'll

9

A.

No, I think that is a misstatement. Basically

9

paraphrase.

6

10

what I did, and what I testified to this morning, was

10

11

that I had seen no evidence that rotated commissions

11

12

would have a hypothetical sourced fee. I also testified

12

THE COURT:

13

that Mr. Kirlin had done a declaration where he

13

counsel. Go ahead.

14

calculated the hypothetical sourced fees, and if the

14

15

trier of fact decides they should be subtracted out, here

15

16

is the number.

16

What I'm pointing out to you, though, is that

17
18

this declaration I read, I also read the email

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

You've opened the door to this

THE WITNESS:

Thank you, Judge.

"MHC made a sale to an account that Mike
Denblicker has commission rights to."
This is from Kevin Skipper, attorney at

17
18

Objection, your Honor, he's

beyond--

Safeguard.

19

correspondence regarding rotating commissions, and there

19

20

seems to be potentially a disconnect. So I'm not going

20

Laboratory. We attempted to work out a solution with

21

to be the decider of it, that is between all you folks.

21

Mike but were unable to do so. We need to determine the

22
23

Q.

I understand that. Let me try the flip side

question, you did not accept as true for your expert

"The customer is Los Alamos National

22

margin/commissions earned by MHC and pay that amount to

23

Denblicker. If there is a Safeguard customer number for

24

calculations Ms. Lederach's sworn declaration testimony

24

Los Alamos under MHC, we would need to rotate that as

25

that in a company-run operation, that in fact sourced

25

well. I can't seem to find one. Finally we freed to

1

coordinate with MHC to send their physical file, if one

1

incomplete points in it. There were a lot of "no vendor
specified" or some such title in there.

1552

1553

2

exists, to Denblicker. Questions? Anything I'm missing

2

3

here? Kevin Skipper, attorney for Safeguard."

3

So I'm not saying that Ms. Lederach was

4

4

Mr. Kirlin did an initial declaration, he
didn't factor in anything for the no vendor specified.

5

saying-- was untruthful in her declaration, there is

5

I pointed that out in my responsive declaration, and

6

just simply contradictory evidence that I have seen and

6

then Mr. Kirlin indicated in his supplemental

7

I've seen no deductions for those hypothetical sourced

7

declaration he received additional data from either

8

fees, so I did not make the deduction. But to be fair

8

Jamie McCormick or Tressa Mclaughlin, I can't recall

9

and clear, I point it out to everybody so you guys can

9

which one, but he got additional information and then

10

figure it out. I'm not the decider.

10

was able to round it out. So--

11

12

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

11

And you made no attempt when you were doing you 12

Q.

You understand, do you not, that all of the data

necessary to determine the sourced fees, the products,

13

calculation to determine the sourced fee amounts that

13

the vendor information, the sales information, was all

14

would have been charged to T3 or Thurston Enterprises

14

contained within IBF's e-Quantum database, correct?

15

from the data that you had been provided by Mr. Berliner,

15

16

did you?

17

A.

I don't know that to be correct, but I don't

16

know for sure. All that I can tell you is paragraph six,

A.

Your statement is correct.

17

of Mr. Kirlin updated declaration --

Q.

You actually had the data from e-Quantum, from

18

Q.

Mr.-- thank you. You've answered the question.

19

CMS that you could have made those calculations of the

19

A.

Okay.

20

sourced fees, correct?

20

Q.

The net commissions paid by Safeguard are

18

21

A.

Not completely correct. I could have prepared a

21

revenue to T3 and Thurston, right?

22

calculation of hypothetical sourced fees, but, one, it

22

A.

Yes.

23

wasn't consistent with what I understood the claims to be

23

Q.

That is their--

24

so it was already expensive enough, I didn't need to do

24

A.

They're not the net commission, there's also a

25

that. Two, the data that was provided still had some

25

sales line, but that's in essence the amount that flows
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through to them at the end the day.
It's their revenue, right? That was the

2

Q.

3

question.

1555

1

for a Deluxe manufactured item or an invoice from

2

supplier, preferred supplier or another vendor, there's a
cost.
_ .--

3

The top section up there I believe is going to

4

5

be the revenue information. And the information --I

5

Mr. Taylor, their gross profit that they get from this

6

can't read it from here--

6

commission, that is still not T3 or T.E.'s net profit, is

7

it?

4

7

8
9
10

A.

Q.

The net commissions paid by Safeguard are

revenue to T3 and Thurston, correct?
A.

That is their net revenue, the revenue minus the

cost of goods sold that we talked about.

Q.

To tie up what we were talking about earlier,

8

A.

That's a correct statement.

9

Q.

Because you have to deduct their expenses of

10

operating a business to get to a net profit, the rent,

11

Q.

That is their gross profit as well?

11

salary, vehicle expenses, insurance, all that overhead,

12

A.

Now we are on the same page. It's their gross

12

right?

13

profit, yes.

14

Q.

15
16
17
18

13

A.

Of course.

You're trying to think way too hard beyond my

14

Q.

Let's talk about the past lost commissions that

next question. Let's try to focus question and question.

15

A.

Revenue and gross profit were different, so I

was just pointing it out.
Q.

That's because T3 and Thurston do not have any

you calculated. You calculated an amount of past lost

16

commissions you think T3 and Thurston should receive for

17

the work that IBF by Safeguard and DocuSource by

18

Safeguard did, right?

19

cost of goods sold, they don't make or pay anything for

19

20

those products, correct?

20

should have been rotated. That's the succinct way to put

21

it.

21

A.

Of course they pay something for those products,

it's just that they don't have to write the check. I

22

23

mean, that would be an great deal. Not writing a check

23

24

is not equal to not paying for a product. It's the

24

25

selling price minus the cost. Whether it's a base price

25

1

protected accounts. That is the contention. I'm not the

2

decider of that, but that is certainly the contention.

22

A.

Q.

I calculate the amount that my understanding is

You believe they should have gotten, in quotes,

"commissions" on those sales, correct?
A.

They should have received the gross profit that

was received by IBF or DocuSource on sales to their

1556

3
4

5
6

7

Q.

Now, the contract does not say anything about

rotations, correction?
A.

I don't recall the words.

Q.

The term "customer" is not defined anywhere in

the contract, is it?

1557
1
2

A.

I would assume so, of course.

Q.

All of that we're seeing here and we've talked

3

about in terms of these other adjustments, those are

4

required by the contract, right?

5

A.

Those are costs of doing business, yes. I mean,

6

I don't know what the words were in the contract, but

7

certainly it doesn't surprise me to see them.

8

A.

Again, I simply don't recall the words.

8

9

Q.

And the commissions under the contract are only

9

paid $321,657 on gross profit of sales by IBF by

Q.

Now, T3, is it correct, you calculated should be

10

calculated after the reduction of these various expenses,

10

Safeguard and DocuSource by Safeguard to what you call
T3's protected accounts?

11

just like what we just covered here in Exhibit 1024,

11

12

right?

12

13

A.

14
15

You need to be clear. When you're saying these

A.

Yes. They are broken out as two numbers but

13

your math looks right in my head. A combination of the

various expenses, that is very ambiguous at this moment.

14

two, yes.

The commissions under the contract are

15

Q.

Q.

Let's talk further about this how many of these

16

calculated after the reduction of these expenses, the

16

overlapping accounts are we talking about?

17

sourced fees, and Safeguard has also taken out the

17

A.

I don't know off the top of my head, but--

18

freight and the taxes, right?

18

Q.

It was 80, was it not?

A.

In total after all of the adjustments-- okay.

19

A.

Correct.

19

20

Q.

And there is some other adjustments here

20

I don't remember. I really don't remember the number.

underneath the commissions. Can you make those out?

21

have a chart that shows the individual accounts.

The bonus adjustment, charge backs, expenses,

22

21

22

23
24

25

A.

those three items.
Q.

Right. There may be a return for a distributor,

that would be taken out?

23

Q.

The number of the matching accounts that you

came up with at the end of the day after you had some

24

back and forth with Sue Lederach for T3 was 80, is that

25

right?
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1

Q.

You're aware that a distributor can set any

1563
1

Yet you didn't quantify or deduct any of those

Q.

2

retail price it wants for the sale regardless of the base

2

expenses to determine a true net profit gained by IBF or

3

price, correct?

3

DocuSource on those sales at issue, did you?

4

A.

I don't know that it can set any retail price it

5

wants. The best I can tell you is my recollection is

6
7

4

It was not relevant, so the answer-- I guess

A.

5

the simple answer is I did not because they were not

there are some constraints and as retail price starts to

6

relevant.

go down, the commission or the margin starts to go down,

7

8

but there is some flexibility. So there's some common

8

profit number you calculated should be rotated to T3 and

9

ground between you and me.

9

Thurston without reduction to a net profit figure, is

10

that right?

10

Q.

You're aware, are you not, that IBF by Safeguard

Q.

A.

And you testified on direct that the gross

11

when it was having KMMR run the business from August of

11

12

13 to April of 2015 had their own cost of doing business,

12

what I testified earlier when you had the chart up was

I don't think I testified that way. I think

13

right?

13

that the gross profit, in essence it would be the same as

14

A.

Yes.

14

the net profit because there would be no additional

15

Q.

They had rent, utilities, salary, overhead,

15

marginal cost or operating expenses, so the gross profit

16

is what I am showing as the damage calculation, but it is

Typical cost that one would expect, payroll

17

the same as the net profit because there are no

18

incremental operating cost.

16

warehousing?

17

A.

18

costs.

19

Q.

Payroll?

19

20

A.

Of course.

20

same as the net for the company run period because the

Q.

And are you also aware of the testimony that

21

company run store didn't have sourced fees or operating

21
22

KMMR would then submit for reimbursement to Safeguard it 22

Q.

And you're only saying that the gross is the

expenses, is that right?

23

expense and cost of doing business expenses and Safeguard

23

24

would pay those?

24

were talking about that the gross and the net profit for

25

T3 and Thurston Enterprises. Are you talking about IBF

25

A.

It's my general recollection, yes.

A.

I think-- I must have messed up. I thought you
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1

during the caretake period? I'm not sure what you're

2

asking me.

3

Q.

I'll slow down then.

3

4

A.

I will focus and you'll be precise and we'll get

4

of IBF and DocuSource because IBF and DocuSource is being

5

there.

5

company owned, Safeguard itself isn't charging itself

2

A.

I'm trying.

Q.

Is it your testimony that the gross profit equal

net profit during the time period the company-run stores

6

sourced fees and Safeguard itself does not have cost of

7

gross profit number you calculated for T3 that should be

7

doing business to reach that gross profit figure. Is

8

rotated to Thurston or T3 is without reduction to a net

8

that right?

9

profit figure, correct?

9

6

10

11
12

Q.

A.

We'll try. You testified on direct that the

1

I think my last answer was actually correct.

No, that's not my testimony.
Q.

Your testimony is that the gross profit number

10

A.

I think there's-- well, probably at the end of

the day the answer is yes. But it's so many things that

11

are convoluted in there that I think we're having a high

12

risk of miscommunication. First of all, I can clear it
up, I really can clear it up.

13

and the net profit number during the time that IBF or

13

14

DocuSource were company owned is really the same thing

14

Q.

(Indicating.)

15

because as a business-run store, they didn't apply

15

A.

Thank you. Whether it was the company owned

16

sourced fees to themselves or have overhead expenses,

16

time period or after the asset purchase agreement with

17

isn't that true?

17

KMMR on April 30, 2015, those factors did not influence

18
19

A.

Okay. We do need to slow down. Are you asking

me this question as it relates to the hypothetical

18

my calculations because my calculations, regardless of

19

the time period, simply was able to look at: Here is the

20

sourced fees? I just need the context. I've been trying

20

unit sales times the unit selling price, minus the unit

21

to work with you. Because you just said sourced fees.

21

sales times the unit cost, and that was the gross profit

22

Are you asking it relative to the hypothetical sourced

22

or commission that I have assumed based on the claims in

23

fees?

23

this case should have been rotated to Thurston

24

Q.

25

listen.

I'm going to ask it one more time. Please

24

Enterprises and T3. So it didn't matter whether it was

25

during what is commonly referred to as the caretake
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1

period or after the KMMR and Safeguard asset purchase

2

agreement, that wasn't relevant.

3
4

1567
1

what would have been done. Isn't that what you need to

2

put your own witnesses on for.

3

Now, you raised the issue about sourced fees,
and I did not subtract any sourced fees from my

4

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Okay.

(Bench conference concluded.)

5

calculation of the commissions that allegedly should

5

6

have been rotated because I saw no evidence that sourced

6

7

fees were ever charged, whether during the caretake

7

8

period or after the KMMR asset purchase agreement.

8

by Safeguard for most of the time period you calculated

9

just didn't subtract it.

9

the lost profit, correct?

But we're spending a lot of time on something I

THE COURT:

Objection is sustained.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
Q.

You're aware that IBF and DocuSource were owned

A.

I believe that's correct.

11

already told you. I saw Mr. Kirlin's analysis and

11

Q.

August of 2013 through April of 2015, correct?

12

accepted his math. I think now it's up to other folks.

12

A.

Yes, that's correct.

13

Q.

Would it surprise you then that no commissions

10

13

Q.

All right. You would agree with me had T3 or

10

14

Thurston placed the orders that make up each of your past

14

or gross profits were ever paid by Safeguard to anyone

15

account protection damages, that, one, on the sourced

15

during this time period?

16

orders, T3 and Thurston would have their sourced fees

16

A.

I don't understand what you're asking me.

17

deducted by Safeguard, correct?

17

Q.

Do you understand that during this time period

18

MR. GILL:

19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20

Objection, relevance.
Goes to the heart of the

issue.

21

THE COURT:

22

Approach.

18

while IBF was being company run and DocuSource was being

19

company run, that there were no commissions paid to

20

anyone?

21

(Bench conference.)

is that what you're saying, ultimately?

THE COURT: You're asking hypothetical now.

23

24

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

24

25

THE COURT:

What is the foundation that he knows

You're using-- okay. I got it. So you're

talking about commissions rather than the gross profit,

23

Correct.

A.

22

25

Q.

Correct. No commissions were paid to any other

distributor during this time period while it was company

1568
1

run, agreed?

With a lot of effort. We went through and

2

looked at scrub lists at the time Safeguard was

IBF and DocuSource during the caretake period were

3

contemplating the IBF transaction, look at email

4

receiving gross profits, they are selling product, there

4

correspondence between Mr. Dunlap and Tressa Mclaughlin,

5

was a cost of the sale, and there was ultimately a gross

5

Dawn Teply, Roger Thurston, I believe, identifying

6

profit. But I don't know that it was paid to anybody.

6

various accounts, we looked at other correspondence by

7

Mr. Dunlap, we looked at information provided to us by

7

8
9

Q.

I assume that's a correct statement. Basically

A.

3

2

A.

1569
1

If there are no commissions calculated or paid,

8

Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply, we looked at the earlier

No, that's-- that is, well --

9

acquisition information for Dawn Teply, and we looked at

then there are no commissions to rotate, isn't that true?
A.

10

Q.

Did you consider that in your opinions?

10

probably the most important, I almost forgot to say it,

11

A.

I certainly have thought about that topic. And

11

all ofthe different databases provided.

12

the notion that we're going to call it a commission or a

12

13

gross profit when KMMR acquires the IBF business in 2015,

13

14

suddenly that changes something, that is form over

14

address, ship-to address, telephone number, other

15

substance. We're talking about product selling prices,

15

information that we could find, and then we also looked

16

product cost, and the margin that was earned. And the

16

at the 36 month window. So that was our best effort to

17

calculation I have been asked to prepare is under the

17

try and sift through mountains of data.

18

assumption that that gross profit, commission, whatever

18

19

semantic word you want to use, should have been rotated

19

common customer is for the purpose of this action, are

20

to Thurston Enterprises and T3. The fact that during

20

you?

21

this earlier time period it was run by Safeguard and

21

22

Safeguard was competing with one of its distributors is

22

sitting up here for a long time, but just to get-- not

23

what it is. I still calculated the same net concept.

23

to be glib or funny about it, I'm not a contract

24
25

Q.

Mr. Taylor, how did you determine what was a

common customer?

From there we went through and attempted to
identify if there were common customers, common name,

Q.

A.

You're not an expert in determining what a

At this point I really think I am. I've been

24

interpreter, but we have gone through and looked at all

25

of this data, we issued a report, Safeguard provided our
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Q.

And you said that is how Safeguard itself values

2

distributorships that it acquires is one times revenue,

3

is that right?

4
~

6
7

A.

Q.

It's a lower amount, isn't it?

2

A.

Yes.

Q.

Are you aware the testimony in this case has

3

For Safeguard business-- Safeguard

distributorships, yes.
Q.

1583
1

Exhibit 23, page four, please. Expand the

second and third paragraphs.

4

been Safeguard traditionally purchased commission rights

5

on the basis of annual commissions actually earned by a

6

distributor?

7

Have you seen this document before which is

A.

There is a mixing up here. This is for

8

independent businesses not Safeguard businesses, that is

9

Safeguard's DIY manual for purchasing of

9

my understanding.

10

distributorships?

10

Q.

You're not answering my question.

A.

I'm trying to give a complete answer and make

8

11

A.

I believe so.

11

12

Q.

It says, "Rule of thumb. Now that you've

12

sure everyone knows what we're talking about.
I've asked you a new question. Are you aware

13

completed the initial due diligence, you probably have a

13

14

good idea of what the price and terms should be. Rules

14

that the testimony in this case has been that Safeguard

Q.

15

of thumb. There are two rules of thumb, we," which is

15

traditionally purchases commission rights on the basis of

16

Safeguard, 'typically see when discussing a purchase

16

annual commissions actually earned by a distributor?

17

price. Remember rules of thumb are not absolutely but do

17

18

give a starting point generally backed by historical

18

or a Safeguard distributor? I need to have some more

19

industry deal terms. One: One times gross profit

19

information.

20

referred to as one times GP."

20

21

A.

Q.

Are you talking about an independent distributor

Can you answer my question? Are you aware that

You have seen this before?

21

the testimony in this case has been that Safeguard

22

A.

Yes.

22

traditionally purchased commission rights on the basis of

23

Q.

One times gross profit is not one times sale or

23

annual commissions actually earned by a distributor?

24

revenue, is it?

24

25

A.

No, it's different.

1

Q.

If you would have known that, would it change

25

A.

I would assume so. I mean, I've seen a lot of

documents and I've seen this document.
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1

Q.

And there's been no mention that the interest

2

your opinion how to value the future lost profits you

2

rate for ten years was incorporated into the total

3

calculated in this matter?

3

already?

4

A.

No. I tried to make it real clear, this

5

document, my understanding is, does not relate to

6

Safeguard distributorships. There is a difference.

7

Q.

You also noted that Ms. Teply and Mr. Thurston

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

Did you know that it was?

A.

I don't recall. I simply don't recall focusing

6

7

8

valued their own transaction to purchase commission

8

9

rights in 2006 one times annual sales, is that right?

9

10

A.

Roughly, and that's in 2006. I believe it was

11

about .97.

12

Q.

That's not correct though, is it?

10

on that.
Q.

Go to Exhibit 1024. Go down to, "Transaction

Repayment Amount."
A.

I see that.

11

Q.

Of 4,984.32.

12

A.

There you go. You got it.

Q.

Here we are seeing on Exhibit 1024 that T3's

13

A.

That's the value that was placed on it.

13

14

Q.

Let's look at Exhibit 18.

14

monthly payment that is being deducted from the

15

A.

This is the -- okay.

15

commissions, the monthly commissions being paid to T3 is

16

Q.

Where it has the 598,000. Do you see that T3

16

$4,984.32 correct?

17

18
19

purchased the base of business in 2006 for $598,118?
A.

Yes. Paren, (total price includes interest at

7 percent), close paren.

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

What does that amount add up to for ten years of

19

payments, 120 payments?

20

A.

That part I knew. 598,118.

roughly the prior year's sales of those accounts she

21

Q.

When you do the math and take out the 7 percent

22

bought from Mr. Thurston. Is that your understanding as

22

interest, the actual principal purchase price she paid

23

well?

23

was $429,281, was it not?

20
21

24
25

Q.

A.

Exactly. Ms. Teply testified that $598,118 was

17

Yes, that's how the .97 was determined in the

various metrics I have looked at.

24

A.

I think I saw a chart that showed that.

25

Q.

Let's look at the chart. 2026-3.
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Monthly payment is 4,984.32, 120 payments is

1
2

$598,118, but this is including interest at 7 percent?
A.

3

1587

1
2

If you discount the future payments back to

3

A.

I would expect so, yes.

Q.

The buyer agrees to the level of risk that the

buyer is willing to accept, correct?

4

present value, you would end up with $429,281. Your

4

5

statement is correct.

5

given both party's assessment of risk, they come up with

6

a price.

6
7

Q.

A.

8
9

11

7

If you take into account the imputed interest at

that point in time in 2006.

10

12

So the actual purchase price of principal value

is $429,281, correct?

8
9

Q.

That is only about 70 percent of sales, wasn't

A.

Based on 2006 interest rates, that's about what

it?

A.

Q.

The risk is embedded in the transaction, and

In this case you said it would be a 30 to

35 percent risk, correct?
A.

If you're going to look at the net commission

10

and discount it back to present value for a period of

11

time, that assessment comports with roughly the one times

12

revenue. I think that's what we went through a little
bit ago.

13

it would be. Of course interest rates are a lot lower

13

14

now, you need to keep that in mind, and we are looking at

14

15

the amount as of today, and that doesn't include the fact

15

seller is quite different from what a lot of profits

16

that Safeguard is a purchaser of many of these

16

analysis is meant to do, is it not?

17

distributorships as well. So the terms, the notion of

17

18

terms isn't necessarily always relevant. You're looking

18

19

at one piece of information ten years ago.

20

Q.

You noted the multiple of one times annual sales

21

is often used to value a business for acquisition

22

purposes, right?

Q.

A.

The valuation agreed upon by willing buyer and

The lost profits-- I'm not sure that the answer

is yes to that, because the lost profits calculation is

19

designed to compensate the injured party for the future

20

lost profits. And one thing that needs to be done is you

21

need to factor in the present value of those future lost

22

profits.

23

A.

For these businesses, yes.

23

24

Q.

When that is done, both parties agree on the

24

what is the volume of annual activity, i.e., the

25

commissions that we're going to get from it, what are

1

detail is that the gross profit number that would be

25

value, correct?

1

the risks and uncertainties, and what is someone, a

Then the question we all get confronted with is
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2

hypothetical buyer and seller, willing to do a deal for.

2

rotated to Thurston Enterprises or T3 is in essence

3

And when you go through that math, it appears that you

3

equal to the additional net profit that Thurston

4

can shortcut the whole process and it's about one times

4

Enterprises and T3 would have, because they wouldn't

5

revenue, and that is very consistent with the history--

5

have the additional operating cost, there would be no

6

what seems to be the historical metrics for Safeguard.

6

incremental or marginal cost. So starting out you use a

Mr. Taylor, you're aware that the goal in a lost

7

term net profit, I can adopt it as long as everybody

8

profits analysis is to get to a reasonably certain number

8

here recognizes, or I'm trying to make it clear that

9

that compensates for actual loss, correct?

9

would be the same as the gross profit number that should

10

be rotated.

7

10

Q.

A.

Taking into consideration risks in the future,

11

you're absolutely, correct. That is what I was trying to

11

12

explain.

12

risk and uncertainty of that amount continuing from year

13

to year, because nobody knows exactly what is going to

determine the net profits paid to T3 or Thurston for past

14

happen. So we have data that we can look at that allows

15

lost commissions in 2015 and project that number forward,

15

us to figure out what do buyers and sellers actually

16

right?

16

think that risk is, hypothetical willing buyers and

13
14

Q.

One thing that would be more certain would be to

So then the next question is what is the

Objection, asked and answered.

17

MR. GILL:

18

THE COURT:

19

THE WITNESS:

Overruled.
That is not-- well, okay.

17

sellers that enter into these deals. Whether you take

18

eight years and discount the commission at 32 or

19

33 percent and say well that is the number, or the

20

Certainly-- this is going to be a little bit repetitive,

20

shortcut is one times revenue because that is what

21

I'll try not to. Certainly the thing that anybody is

21

buyers and sellers are doing, I used what appears to be

22

looking at or buying is the future profits that somebody

22

a well-established metric, not just based on the data

23

expects to get from a transaction. Nobody is buying just

23

that I've seen but based on Safeguard's president and

24

revenue, because everybody here knows there are costs.

24

Deluxe's chairman of the board. I don't know what else

25

What we've already gone through in quite

25

to tell you.
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1
2
3

Q.

Mr. Taylor, you did not project the net profit

lost into the future at all for T3 or T.E., correct?
A.

1591

1

almost all the way to that sales number.
All that I'm trying to point out is that the

2

I'm not going to be able to persuade you, I

3

sales one times revenue is a reasonable proxy and a

4

understand that. I do understand I can't persuade you.

4

reasonable estimate for the future value of commissions

5

I'm telling you what my opinion is, that number, the

5

someone would expect to get in a present dollar basis.
It's a reasonable proxy, and the source of that

6

$373,473 amount, which is on my chart for the future

6

7

value of IBF sales to protected customers, my opinion, is

7

reasonable proxy is the Safeguard information,

8

a present value of the future-- you can use the term net

8

Safeguarding 10Q where they talk about going out and

9

profits or gross profits because they are the same as I

9

acquiring these distributorships, and the email

10

have explained many times, that should be rotated to in

10

correspondence between Lee Schram and J.J. Sorrenti. So

11

this case to T3.

11

it's a proxy for the present value of future

12

commissions. There's nothing more I can tell you on

13

that.

12

13

Q.

You didn't apply the 30 to 35 percent discount

rate for present day value, did you?

14

A.

Your statement is incorrect.

14

15

Q.

For example, if we use the-- what did you say

15

come out with respect to your gross profit calculation.

Q.

I want to reiterate that sourced fees do not

The question is: In your future projection you did not

16

it was, about $122,000 when we apply the 30 to 35

16

17

discount rate to the 373,000?

17

do any analysis or calculation to also net out a sourced

18

fee coming out for T3 for T3 on these accounts, did you?

18

A.

We may be having a financial miscommunication.

19

Based on the $373,000 of 2015 sales, the gross profit for

19

20

IBF was $129,575. So we put that in the machine as the

20

21

payment. We are going to use a neutral, 32-1/2

21

Q.

22

percent-- it's between the 30 and 35 percent we talked

22

A.

I just answered it.

23

about-- use eight for the years, compute present value.

23

Q.

--you did not work in any deduction, a net

24

That number for eight years is $356,725. The business

24

deduction, if sourced fees are applied in terms of your

25

doesn't just stop in eight years, eight years gets you

25

future account protection damages, correct?

It's not relevant. That's the best answer I can

1

such a big broad hypothetical, I simply can't answer

2

that. We can go back and forth and get some information.

You did not do it, did you?

3

A.

Well, I didn't make an adjustment for it because

ultimately the metric is the one times revenue.
It's a yes or no answer--
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1
2

A.

give you.
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3

Q.

Q.

Now, are you aware that there has been testimony

4

A.

Okay.

4

in this case or you've been provided with any evidence

5

Q.

It's a yes or no answer.

5

that IBF had a 65 percent retention rate of its

A.

I don't want to quibble but I'm gonna have to.

6

customers, or in other words a 35 percent attrition rate

7

I did not make an adjustment but I did consider it. I

7

of customers not staying with the business?

8

considered it and I do not believe it is relevant. So I

8

9

wasn't to make the answer clear.

9

6

10

Q.

I understand you don't think it was relevant,

10

A.

I don't recall. I may have seen something but I

don't recall.
Q.

If you had seen this, this is pretty important

11

but you didn't do it for the purpose of your future

11

12

projection of account protection damages, right?

12

protection damages, is it not, what the retention rate or

13

attrition rate is?

13

14
15

A.

I considered it, it is not relevant, so I did

not make any adjustment because it is not relevant.
Q.

One more thing on future lost profits, you would

14
15

information for you in determining future account

A.

The notion is that that is certainly factored

into the one times revenue multiple. Safeguard is the

16

agree with me, would you not, that if for some reason

16

one who buys a lot of these, they establish what these

17

T3's or Thurston's distributorship or IBF sales to common

17

values are, and they know what the attrition factor is,

18

customers were to end tomorrow, there would be no future

18

and all I'm doing is using the metric that Safeguard is

19

losses to calculate, right?

19

using.

I don't know. I haven't thought of that.

20

21

don't know what the circumstances are that you would be

21

22

contemplating in that question.

22

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

And it's a 65 percent retention rate/35 percent

20

23
24
25

A.

Q.

If the business ended tomorrow, there would be

no future losses to calculate, correct?
A.

Well, I can't answer that in a vacuum. That is

Q.

Using an example, let's go three years. If one

time annual sales is $100, okay?

24

attrition rate. In year two, what would the value be,

25

$65, correct?
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1

A.

I mean, your math is correct, but there are a

1595

1

the other information I've seen, I actually believe that

2

lot of things that go into determining the effects of

2

one times revenue is a reasonable metric that one can

3

attrition.

3

use to estimate the present value of the future expected

4

Q.

In year three would be $42, correct?

4

benefits. If they didn't expect the future benefits, it

5

A.

I'll accept your math.

5

wouldn't be one times revenue.

Q.

In those three years, applying that attrition

6

Q.

6

Mr. Taylor, did you know that T3 's

7

rate, we would be at $207, not you one time sales of

7

distributorship agreement provides it can be terminated

8

$300, correct?

8

by either party at any time?

9
10

A.

I knew where you were going. That is totally,

A.

9

totally incorrect. Totally incorrect.

I don't know. I don't know what the provisions

10

are. Certainly my calculations assume an ongoing
distributorship at some level.

11

Q.

How is my math incorrect?

11

12

A.

Your math is impeccable. Where you're going

12

Q.

lfT3's or Thurston's distributorship could in

13

with it is just totally incorrect. Okay. Just riddle

13

fact be terminated at any time, there is no certainty of

14

yourself this. Under that scenario, why in the world

14

future lost profits at all, is there?

15

would anybody pay one times revenue? And we have the

15

16

information right here on Safeguard's transactions, we

16

17

have J.J. Sorrenti, Safeguard's president, explaining to

17

18

Lee Schram, Deluxe's CEO, "the metric is one times

18

19

revenue. Occasionally we strive to buy these

19

20

distributorships at 90 percent of revenue, but it's what

20

faith and fair dealing with that too? If they're going

21

we are aiming for at topspin. But honestly, it's rare."

21

to terminate this agreement--

I don't know what else to tell you. Between

22

22

MR. GILL:

Object to the extent it's

mischaracterizes the contract.
(Bench conference.)
THE COURT:

Are you going to open up the door on

the claim for breach of the implied covenant of good

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

No, your Honor, I'm simply

23

looking at the deals that closed, looking at the

23

pointing out impeachment, his futures are speculative if

24

correspondence between Lee Schram, J.J. Sorrenti, Terry

24

the contract says it is can be terminated. That's all

25

Peterson and Malcolm McRoberts, and looking at all of

25

I'm doing.

1

time--
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THE COURT:

1
2

That's a termination clause that you

know is not possible in the context of things.

3

What do you mean?

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

4

THE COURT:

If your client terminated this

5

contract based upon these people asserting their contract

6
7
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THE COURT:

2
3
4

I don't know what you're referring

to.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

There's the termination

5

provision in the contract that provides if you've been a

rights, you would be buying yourself a huge lawsuit and

6

distributor more than five years, if it ends for whatever

punitive damages.

7

purpose you're entitled to SO percent on repeat.

8

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

That's not it at all.

THE COURT:

Again, if you terminate in the

9

context of this litigation pending and they were seeking

10

and they are not getting the full information based on

10

the rights, you've bought yourself--

11

that.

11

9

12

THE COURT:

That's the implication you're making

8

It's simply the contract

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Nobody is saying to do that,

12

just pointing out the speculative nature of if it's
terminated.

13

provides it can be terminated upon notice. That is the

13

14

case regardless of any of the claims in this case at all.

14

15

If that happened tomorrow--

15

issue if he wants to on redirect, because I think it

16

THE COURT:

16

opens that door --

11
18
19

I'm going to let him cross-examine

on what would happen if they did that, understood?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Your Honor, there's also been

evidence -You opened that door --

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I haven't opened any door

THE COURT:

I'm going to let him get into that

17

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20
21

(Bench conference concluded.)

your Honor. There's also been evidence that Mr. Mulcahy

22

THE COURT:

23

brought up with T3 about you get the SO percent of repeat

23

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

24

commissions for five years.

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. GILL:

25

He didn't answer it, we

approached. I'll withdraw it and we'll move on.

22

He testified it's embedded in the one

I won't open that door.

You just kind of did.

How much more do you have counsel?
Twenty minutes.

I'm going to let the jury take a

quick break. Let's get in and out as quickly as we can.
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1

August of 2013 to February of 2016.

1

correct?

2

A.

I believe so.

3

after the caretake period can get a 40 percent or

3

Q.

You changed the label of IBF sales data from

4

greater discount, all that I'm doing is applying that to

4

cost to base price for the purpose of your opinion,

5

the purchases by-- certainly it still worked for

5

didn't you?

6

Safeguard and Deluxe charging IBF 40 percent less. What

6

7

I'm doing is applying that same 40 percent to the entire

7

words changed it's because I understand it to be the base

8

period of purchases for Thurston Enterprises and T3.

8

price, it's the same concept. It's the concept.

The point of the analysis is to say that if IBF

2

9

10
11
12
13

Q.

You're telling this jury you didn't find any

9

40 percent discrepancy prior to May 1, 2015, correct?
A.

Q.

I don't know that I changed anything. If the

In fact, the cost listed in IBF sales data,

10

those that you relabeled as a base price, are not the

You and I have some common ground because it wa 11

same category as the base price used for calculating

the cost of the goods sold caretake period.
Q.

A.

12

Yet you're claiming damages for T3 and T.E.

commissions for T3 and T.E.?

13

A.
don't.

I don't know what you just asked, I really

14

which goes into, for Thurston it's $157,705 and for T3

14

15

the $177,761 going all the way back to August of '13,

15

16

correct?

16

only looked at, is your testimony now, from May 1, 2015

17

to February 22, 2016 with respect to any Safeguard or IBF

18

data?

17
18
19

A.

Your statement is correct. We don't need to

argue, your statement is correct. There we are.
Q.

Isn't it true that the data you looked at for

19

20

IBF sales was labeled as a cost, not a base price? To

20

21

refresh your memory you can look at your report,

21

22

Exhibit 3A.

22

23

A.

23

24

Whether it's a cost or a base price, it's the

cost component. So what was your question?

25

Q.

It's actually labeled in IBF data "cost,"

1

Q.

And you've got your report up there with each of

Q.

A.

Let's try this. In doing your analysis, you

Regarding the IBF data for the price comparison,

that is a correct statement.
Q.

Let's be clear, were you looking at Safeguard

CMS system or IBF e-Quantum system data?
A.

Safeguard CMS system, because the CMS system for

24

IBF shows the transactions for Deluxe manufactured

25

product. That's a lot to remember, but I do remember it.

1

opinion here with respect to this 40 percent reduction in

2

base prices?

1608

2
3

the exhibits?
A.

1609

Yes, sir.

3

A.

I don't know exactly what that question means,

4

Q.

Exhibit 6.

4

but I will tell you what I disclosed and then you can

5

A.

Which date.

5

explain why that is not data.

6

Q.

June 2nd?

6

7

A.

Okay.

7

exhibit like what we see in 6A to actually show me or the

8

Q.

Exhibit 6 is your summary of calculations for

8

defendants so we can verify your calculations, isn't that

9

true?

9

Thurston and T.E. for laser checks and envelopes, right.

Q.

A.

Well, there's nothing here with respect to an

10

A.

Yes, sir.

10

11

Q.

And behind it you have Exhibit 6A which is the

11

got here, as I said earlier this morning, the list for

No, I don't actually agree with you. What I've

12

data for Thurston and T3 on laser checks and envelopes,

12

the laser checks we have the list price for the checks,

13

is that right?

13

and the quantity, and if you recall, I talked about how

14

A.

Correct, it's the 137 page report.

14

those two have to be linked. We didn't look so much at

15

Q.

And then we go next to Exhibit 7, where you just

15

the product code because you can have a whole bunch of

16

have a short little summary of comparison based price for

16

different product codes for different colors of checks,

17

Thurston and T3 versus IBF for laser checks, and behind

17

but the key with the checks is the list price and the

18

it page two for envelopes, right?

18

quantity.

19

A.

Yes.

19

20

Q.

And we don't have any Exhibit 7A, do we?

20

So the data that I show is the list price for a

21

A.

No, your statement is correct.

21

we know that we're matching apples and apples. I simply

22

Q.

Now we jump to Exhibit 8 talking about sourced

22

show the average price during the time period that was

number of transactions, and then I show the quantity, so

23

fees. Why did you not disclose any of the data for your

23

charged to Thurston Enterprises and T3 and then I show

24

calculations or what you looked at with respect to the

24

the average price charged to IBF. The information comes

25

IBF data so we could verify what would support your

25

from the CMS data system and it shows that as it relates
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to checks, the average price-- IBF had a lower base

1

1611
1

EN912WIP1 is one of the product codes. SGCE23 73 in
quantities of a thousand.

2

price by between 30 percent to almost 70 percent. Now,

2

3

there--

3

Q.

You're reading off your summary page?

4

A.

Well, it's the summary page, it shows the

I'm sorry to interrupt. Again, the question

Q.

4

5

simply is this, there is no Exhibit 7A that goes behind

5

specific items that are included. But we're on common

6

your summary page to which any of us could look at that

6

ground, I didn't printout another voluminous exhibit.

7

shows the Safeguard CMS data that you apparently looked

7

8

at, isn't that correct?

8

A.

9

10

You said in your testimony you look at detailed

That I did look at and that I didn't print out.

9

A.

Yes.

I gave the examples. It's from the CMS data system.

10

Q.

And you also said you had trouble finding

Q.

11

Q.

product lines, correct?

So we don't know, and I cannot verify or anyone

11

matches, right?

12

within this court, which actual entries or products or

12

13

laser check types or quantities that you did look at to

13

different product lines within the PL7 and PL4 category,

14

come up with your summary, correct?

14

so you can't sit there and match every single one up, but

15

there are a number of transactions where IBF is

A.

15

No, your statement is incorrect, because you

need to-- if you look at the CMS data --

16

We don't have the CMS data, that's my question,

Q.

17

you didn't provide it to us in an exhibit, right?

18
19

I didn't print out the exhibit, just to make it

A.

20

A.

What I tried to say is there are a lot of

16

purchasing the same product line, the same quantity with

17

the same list price and the same product code, so we can

18

look at items where IBF is purchasing the same product

19

that T3 and Thurston Enterprises are purchasing.

clear. I printed out, as it relates to the checks, I

20

Q.

Mr. Taylor, all you did was find instances where

21

said it before, the list price and the quantity so you

21

22

know precisely the categories that I am looking at in

22

23

making the assessment. As it relates to the envelopes,

23

look at the items that do have a match, for laser checks

24

since it wasn't as difficult with the envelopes to use

24

it's 50 percent. So instances, but a lot of instances.

25

the product code, I have the item numbers. You can look,

25

Q.

How do you know they were for the same products?

1

A.

I don't know. I can tell you in terms of the

,..1

-

retail price was the same for a quantity, right?
A.

Well, "instances" is a general term, but if you

1612

A.

Because they were for the same list price and

2

the same quantity, those are the drivers that tell you

3

that you're looking at the actual same product.

1613
2

matching items for T3 where we were able to match T3's

3

transactions for checks to IBF check transactions it was

4

Q.

One could be for a special type of check, right?

4

58 percent. There were 2269 matched transactions for the

5

A.

Typically if there's a specialty to the item

5

period 2014 through 2016 out of a total of 3887. So it's

6

,__

7
8
9

there's a different list price, that's why on the checks

6

a lot. That's what I was telling you earlier. You used

the list price is one of the key criteria.

7

the word instances, I said it was a lot of instances.

Q.

Mr. Taylor, one could be for a special type of

check, right?
I don't know. I don't know the answer to that

10

A.

11

question.

12

Q.

13

A.

8

Q.

Mr. Taylor, when you came up with your

9

40 percent estimate for your preferential pricing, you

10

did not factor in or account or all those sales of checks

11

and envelopes where you could not determine a match, did

They could be different products, couldn't they?

12

you?

No, because different types of checks, checks

13

A.

You're statement is sort of correct.

14

with specialty issues, checks with additional security or

14

Q.

Well, it is correct.

15

enhanced embossed checks, they are identified by a

15

A.

It's sort of correct. To the extent that we're

16

different list price. So what I am trying to say is I

16

dealing with a product line, I applied the 40 percent to

17

took the list price, it had to be the same list price

17

the entire product line. So your statement is partly

18

that was being purchased by IBF as the same list price

18

correct.

19

that was being purchased by T3 in the same quantity, that

19

20

is the indicator that it is the same product.

20

occurred on those examples that you came up with for your

21

40 percent, right?

21

Q.

You said you took instances where you find

Q.

For all you know, the only preferential pricing

22

matching sales price and quantity to come up with this

22

23

averaging 40 percent estimate for the calculation, right?

23

because these are the only items that I had that matched

A.

I don't know how to answer that question,

24

A.

Yes.

24

across company. So I don't know how to answer your

25

Q.

How many were not matching in your data set?

25

question. You can't look at something that IBF --that
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Thurston Enterprises purchases that IBF doesn't purchase

1

I didn't printout another--

2

and draw a conclusion. Where do you go with that? So

2

3

what you do is look at the items that do match and it

3

Thurston in your Exhibit 6A, you gave us that underlying

4

gives you a sense of what is occurring within that

4

data. You did not do that for what you say--

5

product line category. And that is what I did.

5

That's right. You did do that for T3 and

Is it possible that in the mass of non-matching

6

MR. GILL:

data that you ignored, that T3 and Thurston had better

7

THE COURT:

8

pricing?

8

9
10

A.

Well, I wouldn't know because it was

9

non-matching data.

Sustained.

THE COURT:

7

6

Q.

Q.

Asked and answered.
Sustained. Let's move on.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Okay. Mr. Taylor, how is it that since you only

10

looked at and came up with this 40 percent estimate of
what you think the base price is 40 percent lower for

11

Q.

It's possible, is it not?

11

12

A.

Think about it, if it's not matching data, how

12

2015 forward, how is it that it's proper to include

would you make that measurement. The only way you can

13

amount of damages prior to that time when you made no

14

make the measurement is to look at matching purchases.

14

analysis of that prior period?

15

Looking at a non-matching purchase gives you nothing.

15

13

16
17

Q.

We don't have the data, we have no way to verify

what you did, is that correct?

A.

It is because certainly Safeguard and Deluxe

16

have demonstrated the ability to charge IBF 40 percent or

17

more less than what we were charging T3 or Thurston

18

A.

I don't agree with you, you are wrong.

18

Enterprises. As you pointed out, during the caretake

19

Q.

Sir, your report does not contain that data,

19

mode all you have is a self-reported cost of goods sold.

20

So in my opinion it was reasonable to do. You evidently

That data is the definitional term we're arguing

21

disagree, and I totally understand what you're saying. I

22

over. Now unfortunately we are arguing. I gave you the

22

understand what you're saying.

23

ability to identify each and every category that was

23

24

comprising that 30 to 60 or 30 to 70 percent

24

You didn't do any analysis to come up with your

25

differential. It's by product line or product identity,

25

conclusion of this 40 percent difference prior to that

1

the time I told them I would keep them past, 20 minutes,

2

so let's move on.

20

21

we've just established that, correct?
A.

Q.

What is your understanding of what I'm saying?

1616

time, correction?
2

A.

I'm going to try and help us to move it along to

1617

help everybody. What you are articulating is that if I

3

4

didn't have a basis to make a comparison prior to April

4

5

to May 1st, 2015, you can't make any kind of a damage

5

6

calculation for that. That's your argument. I totally

6

Franchise Sales, Inc., a separate corporation from

7

understand it, and I want to make sure everybody--

7

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.?

3

8

Q.

You did not split your calculation--

9

THE COURT:

10

THE WITNESS:

Mr. Schossberger, let him finish.
--

everybody understands it. But

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

8

MR. GILL:

9
10

Were you aware when you made this opinion that

KMMR, LLC, had a franchise agreement with Safeguard

Objection, relevance.

THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

11

what I am doing is saying that if you can demonstrate

11

12

that you could do that during this May 1st period and

12

freely negotiate with another company to achieve pricing

13

thereafter, that ability existed before and so that is

13

that they freely negotiate in terms of entering into that
agreement?

Q.

Do you have any disagreement that a company can

14

why I applied the 40 percent to the earlier time period.

14

15

And I understand your argument, you're saying no, because

15

16

there's nothing to compare it to. And that's it. We

16

don't mean to make my own objection, but I think you're

17

understand it. Everybody understands it. I want to make

17

asking me what is permissible, that's not my area.

18

sure everybody understands it.

18

A.

Q.

I think you're asking me for a legal opinion.

All right. Let's talk quickly about this

19

sourced fee component of what you call pricing

You didn't split your calculation to two

20

advantages. You are aware that KMMR pays sourced fee the

21

different time period so the jury could look at those two

21

same as all other distributors in 2015, correct?

22

different time periods, did you?

22

19

20

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

23

MR. GILL:

24

THE COURT:

25

Objection, asked and answered.
It is has been asked and answered

counsel. Let's move on. We're already keeping them past

23

A.

I believe based on the a-- simple answer, I

have not seen data from thee-Quantum database that

24

allows me to determine the sourced fees, if any, that are

25

paid by KMMR or IBF. Period. I've read testimony about
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1

a reduced rate starting May 1st of 2015 that would go

1

purchase the value of their distributorships, correct?

2

for a year, but I haven't seen data certainly past

2

MR. GILL:

3

February of 2016. And I saw nothing in thee-Quantum

3

THE COURT:

4

database that would allow me to quantify sourced fees

4

5

that were being paid.

5

6

Q.

When you made this calculation, you incorrectly

6

7

assumed that KMMR from May 1, 2015 through February 22, 7

8

2016 paid zero sourced fees, isn't that right?

Q.

You were just asked to calculate those figures

for the the value of the business, right?
A.

I was asked to calculate the value of the

accounts, and I did.

To be clear, I pointed out in my report that

9
10

11

that assessment. Today, no information has been provided

11

MR. GILL:

12

for me to make that assessment. But I saw Mr. Kirlin's

12

THE COURT:

13

hypothetical calculation, and we have gone through this.

,.--1-

You believe Thurston's distributorship is worth

Sustained.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

there was no information provided from which I could make

9
10

A.

8

Objection, relevance.

Q.

And you have no idea whether or not Safeguard is

a willing buyer, correct?

13

Objection, relevance.
Sustained.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Goes to valuation model of

14

Q.

15

798,646?

15

A.

The customer base, that's what I said.

16

Whether or not they are entitled to that is something you

Q.

And T3's distributorship is worth $566,143?

17

can get into with another witness. That's not what he

18

A.

The customer base.

18

testified to.

19

Q.

And it's your testimony that you have provided

19

14

one times -Valuation is what the valuation is.

THE COURT:

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Let's go to the last category then of your

20

this calculation because, as you previously disclosed,

20

21

plaintiffs seek to sell their businesses to defendants,

21

opinions with respect to Mr. Thurston's claim on the

22

correct?

22

value of where he partially settled his accounts. Are
you with me?

23

A.

Yes.

23

24

Q.

And you have no idea whether there's any law

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

You said the accounts Mr. Thurston sold his

25

that allows for T3 or Thurston to force Safeguard to

1

commission rights to for $32,600 was really worth

2

$475,000, correct?

1620
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1

inducement claim, fraudulently induced into giving this

2

and then wants to give back the 32,600 and be restored to

3

A.

Correct.

3

the status quo as though he hadn't had sold his

4

Q.

All you did was your one times annual sales

4

commission rights.

5

6

metric for these eight accounts?

THE COURT:

5

That's not what I understand the

A.

Whatever the number of accounts was, yes.

6

theory to be. That's not what he's testifying about
anyway, he's just saying what the damages are. I

7

Q.

You did an average of that for the year 2015?

7

8

A.

2014 and '15, yes.

8

understand you want to fight entitlement of those, that's

9

Q.

But Thurston Enterprises would not have assigned

9

not what this witness is about.

10

the future commission rights to those eight accounts. In

11

other words, if he would be put back in the same position

11

12

he was prior to selling, Thurston would have the same

12

13

claim for past account protection damages that you opined

13

14

a bout, correct?

14

and the only testimony is is that the value of IBF's

15

sales not disclosed was this much, whether they would be

15
16

17

A.

Ask your question again.

Q.

Okay. lfThurston had not assigned his

commission rights on those eight accounts that the jury

10

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

I'm mostly questioning the

methodology he used to get to that amount.
THE COURT:

The methodology used was they

weren't disclosed-- if he didn't disclose IBF's sales

16

entitled to, whether they have to keep the rights and not

17

give money if they go back, that's all not what this
witness is getting.

18

has seen the March 4, 2014 agreement where he assigned

18

19

those commission rights, if he had not done that, he

19

20

would still be holding onto those accounts, true?

20

fraudulently induced into selling the eight accounts. If

21

he had not sold the eight accounts, he would still have

22

just a claim for rotated commissions, that's what I'm

23

going to. He wouldn't be--

21
22
23
24
25

MR. GILL:
THE COURT:

Objection to the relevance.
I'm not sure of the relevance

either. Sustained.
(Bench conference.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Goes to the fraud in the

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

24
25

THE COURT:

He's claiming he was

Future value of those and everything

else.
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2

$185.
Q.
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1

So when you obtain an order to send it in to

2

Q.

What does it turn out to be in terms of what

you're able to take home as the owner of this business?

3

Safeguard, if we just talk in terms of averages, the

3

4

average order is about $185?

4

around, what I personally take home is around 49,000

A.

I guess on the income side I believe it's

probably.

5

A.

Yes.

5

6

Q.

And what has your revenue been in the last, say,

6

Q.

$49,000?

1

A.

Yes.

Q.

Let's talk about this business of rotating

7

12 months?

8

A.

I think I'm around 539,000 so far this year.

8

9

Q.

So what does that figure represent?

9

10

A.

If I compare it to last year's sales, it looks

10

discussed, but I want to look at the notices that you

11

receive. Could you please look at Exhibit 422?

11
12
13
14
15
16

like I'm going to come in flat probably.
Q.

What I mean is that's the total amount of sales

that Safeguard bills on an annual basis?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

We'll go to one that is more legible, but first

A.

~.

u

Q.

And then you obviously receive commissions,

15

that's what it's all about, right?

commissions. I'm not going to go into what we've already

16

of all, tell us what this is?
A.

So this is called a rotation notice, and what

happens is if another Safeguard distributor sells into a

17

A.

~.

v

current Safeguard distributor's customer account, then it

18

Q.

So what is your take home pay?

18

is picked up in the accounting offices within Safeguard

A.

So not my total commissions but what I take home

19
20
21

22
23

just myself?
Q.

Well, your business, T3 Enterprises, what is the

bottom line in the last 12 months or so?
A.

Well, my commissions are around 220,000 a year,

19

and Deluxe and they send out this notice to inform the

20

distributor who owns the right to the commission on the

21

account that the sale has occurred and who did the sale,

22

and then this is to notify you that they are going to

23

rotate the commissions to you as well as the file, that
the master file has been changed.

24

but that is before any overhead, you have payroll, office

24

25

expenses, overhead expenses, rents, all of that.

25

So basically it's a transaction that has

1

occurred, they are informing us because they are

1

LLC. So I received this notification from the accounting

2

supposed to do that within our contract and then they

2

department telling me that this was Roger's customer and
he is to get the account protection on this account.
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3

are also notifying us that commissions will rotate to

3

4

us. And then the other distributor who made the sale,

4

5

he gets a copy of this as well, he or she, and it's a

5

6

different color but they get the same notice.

So they're saying the "rotate to" and "rotate
from," it's showing they are going to rotate the

6

commissions of this order to Roger Thurston from myself,

Now, you'll want to keep your voice up a little

1

it shows our distributor numbers down below, it has the

8

bit, I'm not sure how well people can hear you, but we

8

customer name and address of where the sale occurred,

9

want to make sure they do.

9

and it gives a reason of why it's being rotated, and it

7

Q.

Turn to page ten, please. Let's see if we can

10
11

finding something more legible. The exhibit itself is a

10

says it's an existing customer of distributor 447, who

11

is Roger Thurston, and so they are rotating the

12

group of rotation notices that you received in 2013, is

12

commissions from that sale, as well as the customer

13

that right?

13

file. Down below it says the master file has been

14

A.

Yes.

14

changed, and it's telling me to please forward the

15

Q.

And there's 52 pages, so that means on 52

15

necessary customer files to the assigned distributor.

16

occasions you heard from Safeguard and they said this is

16

17

a customer that belongs to Roger, for example, and it

17

note of it in my CMS system saying Roger Thurston's

So that means when I get this notice, I make a

18

needs to be rotated, is that how it works?

18

customer, do not take any further orders. I take the
copy file that I had made in my office, and I send it

19

A.

Correct.

19

20

Q.

Just explain for us the notice. How does it

20

over to Roger. And then the electronic files that are

21

kept within the Safeguard or Deluxe software computer

21

come about and what does it mean. Let's use this

22

example.

23

A.

Okay. So in this particular example, what

22

systems, they then download this transaction from this

23

sale into Roger Thurston's distributor base CMS, so when

24

happened was I apparently solicited an order and did a

24

he goes into his CMS at a future date to do a reorder

25

sale unknowingly to Roger's customer, We Serve Idaho,

25

for this customer, he can see the detail from the order
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1

that I had placed.
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1
2

me the notification that the commissions for this order,

3

it that you found yourself taking an order from that

3

as well as the file, needs to go to Roger Thurston.

4

customer without knowing that it belonged to Roger?

4

2

5

Q.

A.

So the customer is We Serve Idaho, LLC. How is

customer, but they will go ahead and process it and send

It could have been referred to me by a banker, I

5

Q.

It says here in the upper right-hand corner,

"immediate rotation notice, distributor accounting."
Where is distributor accounting located?

6

could have tried to check and didn't find it or they

6

7

didn't find it, it could have just been entered not

7

A.

So they are in Lansdale, Pennsylvania.

8

knowing that it already was being taken care of by

8

Q.

And what function do they serve as it relates to

9

another distributor.

9

10

Q.

When you say that the commission is rotated,

10

rotating commissions and customers?
A.

It's their duty in that department to handle all

11

you're talking about this specific transaction, is that

11

of this. They handle the commissions that are going to

12

right?

12

get paid out to the distributors. If there is an issue

13

A.

Yes.

13

that they are trying to figure out and clear up, a lot of

14

Q.

And so how does all of that come about?

14

times they will include the legal department, so Mike

15

A.

So the distributor accounting department at

15

Dunlap, Kevin Skipper, they will get them involved, they

16

Safeguard, they have all ofthis information in their

16

say we think this is a match, we're not sure, help us

17

system, and so it's the same thing like if you call to

17

determine. Or sometimes they will notify us and say can

18

see if an account is clear, basically they can see all

18

you give us more information on this because we think

19

the information in the system, they can match it up.

19

it's a match to the other distributor.

So what they will do, they'll realize that this

20

20

Q.

Have you ever encountered a situation where

21

distributor accounting couldn't tell whether or not it

then it also goes through the accounting department, and

22

was your customer or Roger Thurston's customer?

so they can see it as it's coming through and they will

23

24

flag it if it's another distributors order. They won't

24

because they thought it was a different location, but

25

stop the order because they don't want to disrupt the

25

then when I talked to them about it, I made them realize

1

that I had serviced a customer in one location and then

21

order-- when it comes into the system to be placed,

22
23

A.

No. I had one incident that they mixed it up

1644
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1

A.

Yes. This is standard procedure, it's been in

2

they had moved to another location, which I also serviced

2

place since before I ever started working for Roger back

3

them and was currently servicing that location, and then

3

when I started there.

4

they moved back to their old location because they took

4

5

their building back, and there was an incident, not

5

last talked. We talked about your meeting with

6

between Roger and I but another distributor, where

6

Mr. Dunlap in June of 2013 and then again in October of

7

accounting thought that that customer, because they moved

7

2013. Did you have any other in-person meetings with him

8

back to the Boise location, they thought that was not my

8

at all after that?

9

customer, and I had to explain to them it is the same

9

10

customer through and through and I serviced it at each

10

11

location. So they fixed it.

11

to do is go to page two. Do you see the email at the

12

bottom from Ms. Mclaughlin to Michael Dunlap?

12

Q.

When we talk about the immediate rotation

Q.

Now, let's go back to where we left off when we

A.

No, I didn't.

Q.

Look at Exhibit 187, please. What I would like

13

notice, we talked about the commission. What does the

13

A.

Yes.

14

rotation of the customer itself, what does that mean?

14

Q.

Okay. Now we're in November 5, 2013, that's a

15

couple months after IBF, the assets were purchased, okay,

16

made a note in their system that that customer belongs to

16

to put it in perspective.

17

Roger Thurston, so that is why it says the master file

17

18

has been changed. That's within their department that

18

had with Mr. Dunlap after he left Boise on
October 3rd, 2013, leading up to this point in time?

15

A.

So that means that distributor accounting has

Now, do you recall any conversations that you

19

they make sure that is tagged for him. That's why

19

20

they're telling me to rotate anything that I have, like a

20

21

hard copy file and maybe a printed sample of their order,

21

22

I would get that to Roger to assist him for the reorder.

22

had sent out the letter, the Safeguard by IBF office had

23

solicited my customers with their marketing letter, which

23

Q.

In the case of Roger Thurston sometimes they've

A.

Yes. We had been discussing the customers that

crossed over between myself and the IBF office and they

24

issued him rotation notices with copies to you telling

24

we talked about the other day, and I had had to contact

25

him that customer belongs to you, is that right?

25

him about that for one thing. And we were trying to find
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1

usual with Employers Resource, right?

A.

I don't recall if it was this exhibit or not

Again, I don't believe I have because there's

2

because there's sales reps names on this one and I don't

3

interference now, but I have continued to solicit and

3

remember if that was on the previous one.

4

accept orders.

4

2

5

6

A.

1707

1

Q.

You know that IBF has been providing W-2

processing services for about 22 years, correct?
A.

I don't recall how long they've been doing it.

Q.

Okay. Well, I have in my I notes that you

5

covered Exhibit 187, and St. Luke's you talked about,

6

right?

7

A.

Yes.

8

I know it's something that the owner, Jim Dunn, had

8

Q.

And you mentioned that that is currently an

9

started providing years ago.

9

7

10

11
12

Q.

Through his relationship with Mr. George

Gersema, the owner, right?
A.

I guess. That's what I've been told by the

account that T3 services?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And, again, during this time period 2013 to

12

2016, T3's orders with St. Luke's have also continued to

13

defense, but I have a relationship with George's brother,

13

roll and be accepted by Safeguard and T3 has been paid

14

Duke, who is also a part owner there.

14

commissions on those orders, right?

15

Q.

And you, again, have never provided W-2

16

processing services for any company like Employers

17

Resource, right?

18

A.

I have quoted the process, but I have not taken

19

the order.

20

Q.

Okay. Exhibit 187, please. The third page

A.

Correct.

16

Q.

Do you recall the other names that you mentioned

17

from this exhibit with your counsel as well about other

18

important accounts of yours that you continue to place

19

orders with?

20

21

where we get into some accounts. Keep going down. If

22

you can enlarge that, please.
I heard you testify about this exhibit and you

23

15

21

A.

We talked about-- I think we had talk about--

I don't remember if they were the ones on this specific

22

exhibit or not, but we have talked about D&J Auto

23

Transport, Boise Refrigeration, Hayden Beverage, Apache
River, which is Double L.

24

specifically called out a number of names. Do you

24

25

remember that?

25

1

accounts you just named, T3 continues to receive orders

Q.

And the statement is true with each of those

1708
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1

design forms as Safeguard may specify from time to
time."

2

and Safeguard accepts those orders from 2013 even to

2

3

today and T3 is paid your commissions on those orders,

3

4

right?

4

you agreed to comply with the price schedules published

5

A.

Correct.

5

by Safeguard from time to time?

6

Q.

And, again, you have continued business as usual

6

7

to place those orders like you always did prior to the

7

8

acquisition and after the acquisition, is that right?

8

9

A.

Again, I disagree with that because I have

9

When you signed on behalf ofT3 this agreement,

A.

Yes, they were the same price schedules the

other distributors received.
Q.

You were agreeing to the price schedules

published by Safeguard from time to time, correct?

10

interference now and competing against the same company

10

A.

Yes.

11

in my own customer.

11

Q.

This language does not state Safeguard Business

12
13

14

15
16

Q.

You have interference but you haven't lost any

of those orders, have you?
A.

I couldn't tell you for sure if I've lost

anything at this point on these.
Q.

Go to Exhibit 13. This is the distributorship

12

Systems guarantees the same pricing to every distributor,

13

does it?

14

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, I object on the ground

15

it calls for a legal conclusion.
Sustained.

16

THE COURT:

17

agreement between T3 and Safeguard. If we can look at

17

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

18

paragraph one, highlight that, please, bring it out.

18

THE COURT:

19

"You shall have the right in the territory

19

20

described in Exhibit A, (the territory), to solicit

20

May I rephrase?

You can try.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Ms. Teply, do you see the word "guarantee" here

21

orders of Safeguard systems as an independent agent in

21

22

accordance with the price schedules published by

22

in paragraph one?
A.

No, I do not.

23

Safeguard from time to time, and in accordance with

23

Q.

It's true, is it not-- we can take this down--

24

other terms and conditions including, for example, with

24

it's true, is it not, that Safeguard has paid your net

25

respect to submitting orders electronically, filling out

25

commissions biweekly for every order that you have placed
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1

was, and not otherwise. I'll allow it for that purpose

2

todirecthim.
MR. MULCAHY:

3
4
5

2

I can't remember what the question

was.

Q.

1755

1

Roger, we'll get through everything, I promise.

6

So you have to send everything through Safeguard. Is

7

that the non-compete that we were talking about?

Safeguard distributorships.
Q.

So let's talk about just 1987 when you first got

3

started. Tell us who did you buy these customers from

4

and what did you pay for it?

5

A.

There was two gentlemen, Jim Close and Jim

6

Alexander. Jim Alexander was the this side of the state,

7

Jim Close was the eastern side of the state, and I think

8

A.

Yeah, that is in there.

8

the book of business was around $162,000 of business, and

9

Q.

Explain it for us.

9

what I paid was close to 316,000, quite a bit more back

A.

Again, in the business, we have to bill

10

then. In addition to that, Safeguard --the previous

10

11

everything through Safeguard. So if we go see a

11

distributor had taking out a loan from them of 18,000 --

12

customer, it's a Safeguard customer, and we can't go to

12

they said if you want the deal, you have to cover this

13

this customer and go, okay, I'm going to bill you off to

13

loan. Yeah, I didn't get-- yeah.

14

the side. It all has to come this through Safeguard.

14

15
16
17
18
19

Q.

Okay. And so what does that mean to you as a

distributor when you can't handle non-safeguard products?
A.

That means I'm locked in, this is it, I can't go

anywhere else.

Q.

15

Do you recall how many customers you bought the

exclusive right to commissions for?

16

A.

It was under 600.

17

Q.

And how was the purchase value, what was the

18

All right. Now, when you say you bought two

Q.

19

value assigned to the purchase?
A.

You know, in Safeguard what they do is they do a

20

bases, are you referring to what we saw with Dawn Teply

20

multiplier. So as an example, in 2013 I bought a base of

21

where you recall she bought the commission right to

21

business in Hawaii, which was pretty nice, little base of

22

customers that you sold to her?

22

business, and we valued it at one times gross revenues.

23

A.

Yeah. Originally when I say the two first

So as an example, she sold $115,000 in gross

23

24

bases, those are Safeguard bases. Later on I did buy

24

sales, and so that is what I am paying her over a number

25

independents, but that is what that is in regards to,

25

of years. And included in that pricing was an inferred

1

work?

1756

interest rate. And the IRS requires that, so you have
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2

to put that in there. And so like with Dawn's, that's

2

A.

That's right, uh-huh.

3

what the IRS would take at that time. And this time,

3

Q.

You talked about buying some other commission

4

Lani, that's what her accountant said to put it at. At

4

5

the end of the day, it's still a one times. Tying that

5

A.

Uh-huh.

6

back to when I did it, it was over two times the value

6

Q.

Tell us when that was?

7

back then in '87, that's 30 years ago.

A.

That was in the spring of 2013. A nice lady,

8

Q.

So we've talked about a number of different

transactions. Let's try to walk through it a little?

7

rights to customers in Hawaii?

8

Lani Uyehara, she was on the big island and she had a

9

small base of business, she wanted to retire. That's

10

A.

I'll try to keep centered.

10

what we do, this is our retirement basically. So she was

11

Q.

You bought the exclusive rights to about 50-some

11

ready. So it was a small base of business, and I was

9

12

like, okay, I can't put an office over there, that's too

A.

Right.

13

small, so I called her up and we talked and had it come

14

Q.

That's 1987?

14

through and, again, that's how it worked, one time

15

A.

1987.

15

multiplier on it and I've been paying her.

16

Q.

And they were Safeguard distributors?

16

17

A.

They were.

17

Q.

And what was the multiplier at that time for

18

A.

It was approximately $115,000 of business.

19

Q.

How much did you pay Lani for those right to the

12
13

18
19

odd customers from two people?

those two bases of business?

Q.

So you said that the annual revenue for the

customers that you purchased the rights to was $115,000?

A.

All together it was a little over two times.

20

21

Q.

Two times what?

21

A.

Basically $115,000.

22

A.

Two times gross sales.

22

Q.

One times revenue?

20

customers?

I

23

Q.

And that's how you got started in '87?

23

A.

Uh-huh.

24

A.

Yep, uh-huh.

24

Q.

Have you also had the opportunity to purchase

25

Q.

You bought some business and then you went to

25

the contracts of non-safeguard distributors from time to
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1

time?
A.
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1

Yeah. Basically not necessarily the contract,

stock forms, things like that.

2

Q.

And so you bought the customers, did you?

3

it's their business. That's a little bit different. You

3

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

4

may have seen some numbers there in Safeguard's owns

4

Q.

And then converted them to Safeguard customers?

5

books. And that actually goes back, I've been around

5

A.

Exactly.

6

this for a while, back to Data Management Industry

6

Q.

You also purchased a couple of others?

7

Association. Any way in this industry--

2

8

MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

9

THE COURT:

Again, your Honor, narrative.

Mr. Thurston, you need to listen to

7

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

8

Q.

When and when?

9

A.

I purchased another, 12 years later, that was

10

the question, answer the question, and then stop talking

10

11

okay? Thank you.

11

Idaho. That helped me out. And then I bought another

12

one here in Boise, and that was about $400,000, and that
was Advanced Business Forms, that was 2004.

12

MR. MULCAHY:

Okay.

13

Q.

I don't want to be impolite and cut you off.

13

14

A.

What was the question?

14

Western Business Forms, and that was $400,000 in Eastern

Q.

15

Q.

I'll ask another one.

15

businesses, when you acquire it, the multiple is one

16

A.

Okay.

16

times annual sales?

Q.

We'll stick to the questions. Did you buy a

17
18
19

non-safeguard distributor in 2000?
A.

...

17

A.

Uh-huh.

18

Q.

What was the basis for the valuation of these

I did.

19

il

Okay. Now, you've told us about Safeguard

three non-safeguard distributors?

20

Q.

Okay. Who was it?

20

21

A.

That was Business Forms and Systems.

21

22

Q.

And what was the nature of that company's

22

or one times gross profit. That is kind of an average in

23

business?

23

this industry, about 35, 33 percent. So like the first

A.

24

one we valued it at 35-cent on the dollar. The second

25

one was actually a pretty good deal. He was done, again,

that distributor had under the contract?

24

What they did was the same thing, they did

25

business forms. That's pretty much what they did and

1

that's what a lot of these people do, it's their

1

2

retirement, their business is, so he was ready and he

2

A.

Again, what that is, there's kind of an industry

standard and it kind of centers around about 35 percent

1760
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A.

Yes.

3

sold it at 25-cent on the dollar. And the third

3

Q.

Explain that for us?

4

gentleman, it was 45-cent on the dollar. So you can see

4

A.

Basically, the rights are assigned over between

5

it hoovers right around that 35 percent of gross or one

5

6

times gross profit.

6

her rights over to me to earn commissions. As part of

7

that, I then pay her, you come up with a joint contract

7

Q.

Why is it that you did not have to pay one times

the two Safeguard distributors. So basically she assigns

8

gross sales when you purchased these non-safeguard

8

of how much it is, how long the pay is, monthly payments.

9

businesses?

9

That's basically what it is.

10

A.

With Safeguard you get a number of different

10

Q.

You heard us talk about, it seems like quite

things, you do get the back-end office stuff of the

11

sometime ago, but the conversation I had with Mr. Sutton

12

billing of the customer and receiving. The main things,

12

about the various B.A.M. strategies?

13

though, is you have account protection, and that's what

13

14

they want because you can expand sales and help them out,

14

15

Safeguard. And also at the back end of it, there's a

15

11

A.

Right.

Q.

What kind of strategy was yours when you bought

the Hawaii Safeguard distributorship?

16

couple of things within the contract, like if I die

16

A.

That was a Safeguard-to-Safeguard transaction.

17

there's some residual commissions, or if the contract is

17

Q.

Okay. What was the process that you were

18

ended, then there's like I believe four years you get

18

required to follow in connection with the identification

19

50 percent of the commissions for four years. And also

19

of customers or what we'll call the customer scrub

20

you have the option to sell it to someone else. So

20

activity?

21

there's some value there in being a Safeguard

21

distributor.

22

through a customer scrub, and that basically says, yes,

23

these accounts are unincumbered by any other distributor,

~
23

Q.

When you purchased the Safeguard distributorship

A.

Basically on any transaction you have to go

24

customer rights to exclusive commissions in 2013, did you

24

that's basically it, so that you're not getting someone

25

have to buy out the residual rights to commissions that

25

else's accounts. That's what it is.
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1

Q,

Empey worked for you as well?

A.

Yes. I put him on an employee on in 2002 and

1

going to go off my memory here, I think we are right

2

around 850. We are flat, 850,000 last couple years. And

3

bought Western Business Forms out and had him be the

3

this year we are going to be down about 7 percent of

4

salesman for a few years.

4

that, seven times eight, you're looking about 60,000 less

5

this year.

2

Q,

5
6

So you downsized by selling these accounts to

6

these folks?

7

A.

That's correct.

7

Q,

Q.

Those are sales that Safeguard has achieved as a

result of your efforts, right?

All right. And at that point then in 2006,

8

A.

9

where did you go in terms of annual sales volume? I know

9

Q.

And the commissions then, how much?

10

you said you were at 1.8. Where were you in 2006?

10

A.

That's a good question, it's on my tax return.

8

A.

11

12

Q.

13

14

That was about a million dollars. That put us

right around maybe a hair above 800,000.

A.

15

11

I really don't know, it's between three and 400,000 gross

12

commissions. And from that I have all my expenses, my

Okay. And how many employees did you have after 13

you sold to these two beneficiaries?

That is correct.

14

I had two employees left.

15

16

Q,

How many do you have today?

16

17

A.

I have three.

17

salaries for my employees and retirement, putting away
some retirement.

Q.

How much do you net?

A.

At the end of the day, based on taxes, what I

pulled in the last three years approximately is between

18

Q,

And you're still operating under your company?

18

150 and 130 is what I show on my personal. Out of that

19

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

19

what I do is the tax man takes a big chunk, I figure

20

Q,

The name of which is what?

20

about a third, and my home expense I figure about 42,000

21

A.

Thurston Enterprises.

21

and the rest I have been socking away because when you

22

Q,

So tell us what your annual revenues were let's

22

have a business, the first few years you starve.

23

say in the last 12 months?
A.

24
25

23

Twelve months? We've actually had a bad year,

we're down. And you know, I think last three years, I'm

24
25
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Q,

2

All right. Tell us what you went through in

developing the business to where you are today?
A.

3

You know, you just go out and do it, that's what

Q.

So tell us about that. We're talking about last

year. That's after how many years of hard work?
A.

Twenty-nine-and-a-half years.

1
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Safeguard that you can get the number of customers. And

2

it's around 4,000 right now, maybe a little bit more than

3

that.

4

it is. It was a lot of miles. I figured I averaged

4

Q.

What is your average dollar order size?

5

35,000 miles a year. The first four years I kept myself

5

A.

Average is comparable to what Dawn said its

6

you know, enough-- 27,000 bucks is what I paid myself.

6

right around $200. We do a lot of checks and envelopes,

7

I didn't take any vacations. By year seven, I started

7

so a thousand checks, right around there, and then you

8

getting a little extra money, and so as you grow, you add

8

have a lot of little things, and then you have some big

9

on people, and you pay the bills and, you know, try to

9

orders too.

10

put some money away, invest in the business and bring it

10

11

up.

11

Like I said, I traveled the whole state for

12

12

Q.

Let's look at your contract, the one that you've

been operating under for how many years?
A.

Almost 30 now.

Q.

Exhibit 8. Let's go to page three. I would

13

like 17 years, all of southern Idaho. And one week out

13

14

of every month I'd stay over there away from home and

14

15

see the customers and work that. And when you do that,

15

16

you got to have a schedule, you got to hit them just

16

A.

As in?

17

boom, boom, boom, like that. Went through several cars.

17

Q.

As in when you take orders for products, you are

18

I try to get 200,000 miles at least. And I'd always buy

18

19

these economy cars, at first it was used, and I was

19

A.

Within Safeguard, yes.

20

burning it up so fast. Now I have a Prius because of

20

Q.

Can you explain that to us?

21

the mileage --

21

A.

Safeguard, with a lot of the products that the

like to focus on paragraph one, "Products."
You have a cost basis, correct?

operating on a cost part of--

22

Q,

Okay.

22

Deluxe plants produce -- it used to be Safeguard plants

23

A.

Sorry.

23

but those are phased out, so it's all Deluxe. Anyway, as

24

Q.

How many customers do you have?

24

an example, they send out a suggested retail price, and

25

A.

You know, there's a program called Click View in

25

that is geared at 35 percent commission. So our cost of

012568
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1

that is, again, let's say a hundred bucks, so you take

1771
1

vendors. That was, again, expand the product line, make

2

35 percent down, our cost to that is $65 and our

2

money for the Safeguard, Deluxe. So we can go out and

3

commission then would be $35. And that's for a Deluxe

3

find these products, order them from the vendor to drop

4

produced item.

4

ship and then there is a price, a fee attached to it.

5

Q.

Is that cost basis set forth in price schedules?

5

Q.

Okay. Look at this paragraph, if you would,

6

A.

It is.

6

please. The paragraph says that you'll have the right to

1

Q.

What are those?

7

act as a distributor to solicit sales of those products

8

A.

Those are price schedules.

8

in accordance with the price schedules published by

9

Q.

Let's talk about the price schedules for the

9

Safeguard. Those are the schedules that you have just

10

described for us?

10

Deluxe products.

11

A.

Okay.

11

A.

That is correct.

12

Q.

Is there a uniform price schedule?

12

Q.

And what was your understanding as to what you

13

A.

There is. There's different product lines, and

13

were entitled to in terms of a price schedule?

14

so like laser checks, manual checks, envelopes, all of

14

A.

In what regard?

15

these have your main prices at 35 percent. You can go

15

Q.

Does it apply to everyone?

16

down if you want, but that's what they want you to sell

16

A.

Yes. That was--

17

at.

17

Q.

Will you explain that for us?

A.

Yeah. Price schedule applies to everyone

18
19
20
21
22

23

Q.

Have you operated off ofthose price schedules

for the Deluxe products for the last -- how long?

18
19

because, here is an example, you have two bordering
Safeguard companies, one is offering-- let's say they

A.

Twenty-nine-and-a-half years.

20

Q.

Okay. And then there's a price schedule for the

21

get it at a lower price. Let's go to a gas station

22

example. So you have two Exxons, and that's what it is,

23

it's still gas but Exxon, one guy is selling for two

sourced products, is that right?
A.

Yeah. Sourced products they have fee structures

24

that you have to follow. So there's others outside, if

24

bucks, the other guy selling a buck fifty. This guy is

25

Deluxe can't produce it, you can outsource to other

25

getting charged by Exxon a dollar, this guy is getting

1

charged 75-cent. Where are you going to go? They are

1

Q.

2

both Exxons.

2

A.

No, it's account protection.

3

Q.

Tell us what we have here?

A.

Basically even though Safeguard has ownership of

1772

And that's the thing. It's implied in that

3

\
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But that's not what we have here?

4

that everyone-- it's a level playing field. I think

4

5

Scott Sutton here in testimony said they like to keep it

5

the customers, we have the rights to all commissions for

6

equal.

7

Q.

Okay. Would you please look at paragraph three

6

those customers. So basically, again, getting back to

7

it, they want us to go out and sell every product

8

possible to these customers, so you go out there and work

8

on this first page. These are your account protection

9

rights. What I want to ask you, Mr. Thurston, is this:

9

hard and knock on the door repeatedly, even if you don't

10

How important were the account protection rights to you

10

get a sale or if you just get one, people change, you

11

back in 1987 when you decided to become a Safeguard

11

develop that customer. And so if someone else has the

12

distributor rather than some other business?

12

opportunity-- other inter-brand Safeguard comes in at a

13

lower price, you just, yeah, you just destroyed all that

14

have rights? I'll give you an example, Exxon. You go

14

hard work.

15

out, work hard, develop the area, you have a nice shiny

15

16

whatever, then Exxon company comes in and decides we'll

16

17

just put a gas station across the street and charge

17

A.

That is correct.

18

50-cent less. If you don't have protection, what are you

18

Q.

Look at page 8, please. I want to focus on

19

going to do? You have just wasted all those years and

19

20

all that effort. So if you don't have account protection

20

21

one way or the other, what's the point.

21

13

22

A.

Q.

Why would you go with Safeguard if you didn't

Now, you just kind of talked about this, but you

Q.

You have account protection right even when the

contract ends, do you not?

paragraph nine.
By the way, I keep forgetting, the highlighting
is mine.
Do you see the section that talks about

22

23

just described sort of a territorial protection in your

23

24

Exxon?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Okay. And let's not get too bogged down on the

25

A.

Right, uh-huh.

payments after termination?
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it's not offered for the truth of the things they're

1803
1

2

saying, it's relevant that they are confused and what

2

3

they are thinking. So I'll allow it.

3

(Bench conference concluded.)

4

THE COURT:

5
6

The objection is overruled.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

A.

I think this definitely glued it all together.

Q.

Did you ask Mr. Dunlap what the heck she was up

to?

4

A.

Yeah, basically why wasn't this cleared.

5

Q.

What did he tell you?

A.

Same gobbledygook, that he was going to fix it,

6

7

Q.

Do you remember the question I asked you?

8

A.

Could you state it again.

8

9

Q.

I can't remember.

9

would you please go to page two and look at the bottom of

10

A.

I think it was about what the customers thought.

10

the email string. Page two of Exhibit 187.

Q.

You said some customers contacted you. Tell us

11
12
13

7

who contacted you?
A.

Farmers National Bank was one. I went down

this shouldn't have gone out.
Q.

Let's look quickly-- let's start with this,

11

A.

There we go, sorry.

12

Q.

Do you see the email from Ms. Mclaughlin to

13

Mr. Dunlap?

14

there and they said, "Were you bought out?" I was like,

14

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

15

no. And I had another one it was an employment company,

15

Q.

All right. So she's got your customer scrub

16

fairly significant, and they're like, same thing, "Were

16

information. Let's look at what she has to say on page

17

you bought out?" It's like, no. So I kind of had to

17

two. Did you know that Mr. Dunlap right in this same

18

explain saying it's a different distributor.

18

time frame was shopping your protected customer to Tressa

19

Mclaughlin?

19
20

Q.

I take it by now you know that Tressa

McLaughlin-- you know who Tressa Mclaughlin is by now?

20

21

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

21

22

Q.

Did you learn about her when you saw this

22

23

letter?

A.

No, I did not.

Q.

Do you recognize one of your protected

customers?

23

A.

Yes, Omnipure.

24

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Okay. And she is telling Mr. Dunlap, here is

25

Q.

Or through some other means?

25

what the sales are and here is what we want to do. She

1

that the IBF sales were 158 to 196 on an annual basis,
thousands of dollars?

1804
1

says-- you've never seen this before today, right?

1805

2

A.

Just in discovery.

2

3

Q.

Discovery?

3

4

A.

Looking at--

4

5

Q.

In the lawsuit?

5

6

A.

Right.

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Okay. So tell us about your relationship with

7

Q.

And you remember he got you to sell that

8

Omnipure as of this date, which is November of 2013?
Omnipure is a company out in Caldwell, Idaho,

8

A.

I had no clue that they had that much in there.

Q.

Did Mr. Dunlap ever tell you what he learned

from Ms. Mclaughlin about your protected customer?

customer, right?
Yes.

9

A.

10

and for years we've been trying to break down the doors

10

Q.

How much did you sell it to Safeguard for?

11

and get some more business with them. I think we had

11

A.

I think it was like 300 bucks.

12

sold them checks and tax forms in the past and deposit

12

Q.

300 bucks?

13

tickets, standard Safeguard fair. And you always ask for

13

A.

Uh-huh.

14

more, ask for more, ask for more. It's that whole thing

14

Q.

And if you had known that the IBF sales were 158

15

of you just keep working it and ultimately you may have a

15

to $200,000 annually when Mr. Dunlap got you to sell it
to him for 300 bucks--

9

A.

16

change of personnel and you get more business. That's

16

17

kind of where we were at with them.

17

18
19

Q.

sales by IBF for Omnipure during 2013 were $158,690.67.
If you use the one times annual revenue sales

20
21
22

Ms. Mclaughlin lets Mr. Dunlap know that the

metric, what would that customer be worth?
A.

It would be a little bit over that, so for 2013

18

He hasn't finished his question yet.

Let him finish his question before you state your

21

objection.
MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

22
23

24

would be about 158,000, roughly, rounding it.

24

Before this litigation, did you have any idea

Objection, leading and

20

they have 158,690, I did negligible, so therefore it

25

THE COURT:

19

23

Q.

MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

speculation.

25

Apologize.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

What would your reaction be to the $300 price?
MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

Restate my objection,
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1

speculation.

2
3

Overruled.

Q.

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

When?

A.

You mean as far as the door opening, no, I'm

4

Q.

Do you have it?

4

5

A.

Yeah. Yeah, I would not have sold it for $300.

5

6

~

THE COURT:
BY MR. MULCAHY:

1807

First of all, that would have been another negotiating

Did that happen with Omnipure?

1

still working it.

6

Q.

Pardon me?

7

chip to get this thing done the right way, and that could

7

A.

I was still working it.

8

haye been something I could have expanded into.

8

Q.

At what point in time did you finally make that

9

first sale which gave you account protection for the

10

time trying to get into Omnipure. Tell us what your--

10

Omnipure?

11

well, tell us what your life with Omnipure consist the

11

12

of?

Q.

9

13

All right. Now, you said you spent a lot of

For years, again, as general sales person, you

A.

A.

It was several years, yeah.

12

Q.

It was what?

13

A.

It was several years.

14

go out there, like if I was in Caldwell in that area, I

14

Q.

What year was it?

15

would drop in. I'm notorious for having candy jars I

15

A.

Mid 2000s.

16

give out full of M&Ms, so I give those and it has our

16

Q.

Do you see the Norco? Is that a customer you're

17

information on the outside. I'll give them little

17

18

calendars, thing like that. And while I'm doing that,

18

A.

19

oh, do you do this, do you do this, I'll leave a

19

Q.

What is Norco?

20

promotion catalog, an apparel catalog, I'll leave

20

A.

They deal in medical and industrial gases.

21

catalogs that show other forms, because you never know

21

Q.

Is that another one of your protected customers?

22

where that stuff is going to end up; and you keep going,

22

A.

It was until I sold it.

23

going, going. A lot of these it's a change of personnel,

23

Q.

Now, did Mr. Dunlap ever tell you that he knew

24

one day all of the sudden the door opens to you, and

24

that the annual sales during 2013 for Norco were

25

boom. You just keep at it.

25

$265,000?

familiar with as well?
Yes, uh-huh.

1808
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A.

No, he did not.

2

Q.

And that it was 300,000 the year before?

2

question asked, your Honor.

3

A.

No, he did not.

3

THE COURT:

Q.

1

And these others. When did you learn that the

4

5

sales that IBF was making into Norco were in the 265 to

5

6

$300,000 range?

6

4

MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

1

Objection, beyond the

It was beyond the question.

BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q.

Why don't we do this, these discussions took

place in early March, correct?
Around that time, yes.

7

A.

Only after this litigation started.

7

A.

8

Q.

So you say that you sold the commission rights

8

Q.

Marchof2014?

9

A.

That is correct.

Q.

So we're marching our way through there. I'll

9

to Norco to Mr. Dunlap?

10

A.

That is correct.

10

11

Q.

His company?

11

12

A.

Uh-huh.

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

How much did you get?

13

Q.

In the meantime, would you mind taking a look at

14

A.

That one I got $27,000 for because I knew they

14

ask you about it when we get to that time.

Exhibit 187, page eight. This is the information that

15

were fairly big and we were doing a lot more. I mean,

15

Ms. Mclaughlin was giving to Mr. Dunlap about yours and

16

granted we were only doing some checks in there.

16

the other protected customers. Look, if you will, at the

17

second one down, A&G Irrigation.

17

Mr. Dunlap, I did push him on that, and I asked

18

for this from the other ones too. This was one, again,

18

A.

Uh-huh.

19

the whole concept of negotiating. These were my

19

Q.

Is A&G Irrigation one of your protected

20

customers and he was looking at buying or sharing.

20

customers?

21

His first thing on Norco was, well, why don't

21

A.

That is true.

22

we share. And I asked, well, what kind of products is

22

Q.

Is that also true going back to November of

23

IBF sell in there, and he did tell me just about the

23

2013?

24

product line, he didn't give me any sales totals or

24

A.

That is correct.

25

anything.

25

Q.

So go over to the Mclaughlin comment section.
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1

quarter to 3:00. We're not going to go later that than

2

today. Remember the admonition.

1819

1

You know, then what happened, again, this

A.

2

happens all the time, I have computer issues, we'll see

3

(Jury exits the courtroom.)

3

what we can do.

4

(Recess.)

4

5

(Jury enters the courtroom.)

5

THE COURT:

6

---r-7

You can continue.

6

BY MR. MULCAHY:

8

7

All right. Did he ever provide you with the

Q.

information?
A.

The only information he provided me was my own

sales to customers and that was it. His story was, you

Could you please put Exhibit 224 back up. We

8

know, I have computer problems and he just kind of went

9

are looking at Mr. Dunlap's email of February 10, 2014.

9

on from there.

10

You've told us this was when he first began talking with

10

11

you about resolving some accounts in one fashion or

11

month and four days after this email, you agreed to sell

12

another, right?

Q.

=

Now, on March 6th, 2014, which would be one

Q.

12

to Mr. Dunlap nine of these protected customers of yours,

13

A.

That is correct.

13

correct?

14

Q.

You said that initially he was suggesting that

14

A.

That is correct.

Q.

And we're looking at the top five that he had

15

you would sell to Safeguard the top five customers on the

15

16

list?

16

mentioned he might be interested in. You sold four of
those top five to him, did you not?

17

A.

Yes, he wanted to purchase those.

17

18

Q.

Do you remember your discussions with him on

18

A.

That is correct.

19

Q.

Which four of the top five?

20

A.

Norco, Omnipure, Bench Sewer District, Treasure

19
20

that subject at this time in February?
A.

Basically the discussion was they were

21

interested in the top five, and his statement was, you

22

know, the rest we'll just get the information to you.

23
24

25

21
22

And I said, well, I'd like to see what you have

23

for information regards these top five.
Q.

What did he say to that?

Valley Steel.
And we've talked about the fact that you got

Q.

$300 for Norco?

24

A.

No, $300 for Omnipure.

25

Q.

I got it turned around. $300 for Omnipure and

1

Q.

As we go down the rest of these, you sold three

1820

1

$27,000 for Norco?

1821

2

A.

That is correct.

2

3

Q.

Do you remember what you got for Bench Sewer

3

A.

Right, that is true.

4

Q.

One is on the list and two are not. Let go

4

District?

more, correct?

5

A.

It wasn't much, it was a few hundred dollars.

5

6

Q.

And Treasure Valley Steel?

6

through them so we know. What was the seventh one?
A.

There was actually two SAMG locations.

7

A.

That was a little bit more because he we had

7

Q.

Those are St. Alphonsus Medical Group, family

8

some more information. I based some of this --the only

8

practice?

9

information I had was my sales and that's what he had

9

A.

Right.

10

presented to me on that. He never presented anything of

10

Q.

And also St. Alphonsus Medical Group, the

11

IBF's.

11
12

A.

That's correct.

13

month and four days, you also agreed to sell Ennis

13

Q.

So they are not on the list. Do you recall how

14

Furniture?

14

12

Q.

As your discussions progressed over the next

occupational medicine?

they came into the picture?

15

A.

That's correct.

15

A.

I believe Mr. Dunlap introduced those.

16

Q.

Do you recall how much?

16

Q.

Okay. And that was sometime during your

17

A.

A few hundred dollars.

17

THE COURT:

18

A.

Right, that is correct.

19

Q.

That's eight, right?

20

A.

Uh-huh.

18
19

THE WITNESS:

20

Okay.

Just a few hundred dollars.

21
22

I'm having trouble hearing you, you

need to speak up.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

discussions within the following month?

21

Q.

And the ninth one was Idaho Independent Bank?

22

A.

That is correct.

Q.

Where do we see that on the list. I know if you

23

Q.

Buck's Bags, Incorporated?

23

24

A.

The same thing, a couple hundred dollars, two or

24

keep going down just below Biomark on the bottom, we'll

25

$300.

25

see it. Idaho Independent Bank, Hayden, is that the one?

012572
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1823

A.

Looks like an email string.

Q.

So look at it and then tell us, if you will,

A.

Right, that is correct.

1

2

Q.

How much did you sell that one for?

2

3

A.

Probably a hundred bucks. It was either a

3

what was the status of your discussions with Mr. Dunlap

4

now on February 14, 2014?

1

4

hundred or a couple hundred bucks.

5

Q.

And the two St. Alphonsus customers?

5

6

A.

It was the some kind of thing, a few hundred

6

is wanting to buy some more things and throw in some

7

bucks.

7

sharing and that type of thing. And then I threw out a

8

Q.

8

note about software list or Software Outfitters.

Okay. Now, did he talk with you about whether

A.

This is where he's kind of expanded it. Now he

9

or not you would be able to keep your customers if you

9

10

sold those to him?

10

time?

11

A.

12

discussing.

11
12

A.

I just assumed. These were my customers

already.

Q.

Did you reach any agreement as of this point in
I don't think so, I think we continued

Did you talk with him about whether or not he

13

14

was going to give you some finality like he purported to

14

email just above that. There is no yellow highlighting

15

give Dawn Teply?

15

but the yellow highlighting is in fact mine.

13

16
17
18

Q.

A.

He said it was a work in progress, and yes
Let's look at Exhibit 231, please. Can I do

Fair enough. If we look above, we'll see your

You say, "Do you have a more complete listing

16

ultimately he would get this tucked away.
Q.

Q.

17

from IBF instead of this one". What were you asking

18

for?

19

this with you, Mr. Thurston, we've talked about these

19

20

nine customers that you sold to them. Is it okay if I

20

deal with this thing, I want to see what the customers

A.

Basically, again, the finality issue. Let's

21

call them the nine customers?

21

are and I want details.

22

A.

That's fine.

22

Q.

What details did you want?

23

Q.

So we don't have to be repetitious?

23

A.

What I should be getting is what has been sold

24

A.

Uh-huh.

24

into the customers by IBF, their historical information,

25

Q.

What is Exhibit 231?

25

what they had before that, and so I can actually make a

1824
1

good decision on this.

1825

1

A.

At this point we'd kind of got a little more

2

Q.

Did you ask for it?

2

solidified on the customer sales. What he had presented

3

A.

Yes.

3

to me was basically my sales. We still-- what I didn't

4

Q.

What did Mr. Dunlap say?

4

have, later on we found out they were sell into these

A.

Same old thing, well, I'll see what I can do,

5

customers, and didn't ever get any customer rotations,

6

can't really get it, the numbers keep changing, or he

6

got no commissions, and didn't get any historical

7

just put me off.

7

information from IBF or ongoing.

5

8

Q.

His email just above this. How did you discuss

8

Q.

So let's look at the email from Mr. Dunlap that

9

these customers with him if he keeps referring to them as

9

appears about a third of the way down and continues for

10

potential matches?

10

some time. So he's talking about an awesome start. What

11

is it that you had accomplish?

11

A.

That's a good question. I-- yeah, that's a

12

match to me. If he is coming to ask to buy these, they

12

13

are common customers.

13

14

Q.

And did you talk with him about the fact that he

A.

Basically on this, as you can see, some of them,

anything-- this is one of those where you go in and you

14

underline, make changes to someone else's email. And so
there was his email, and I put in okay, okay, okay. And

still is trying to tell you that he can't give you a

15

16

complete list of your customers that are being sold to by

16

"You mentioned buying the right for Norco for 25 on

17

Safeguard?

17

this." And then also down at the bottom, "putting in a

18

metro agreement to make sure our referral sources weren't

19

messed up."

15

18
19
20
21
22
23

A.

Yeah. I keep raising the issue, I offered to go

over there and find it for him.

Q.

What did he say?

20

A.

Oh, he just, same thing, can't really do it,

21

INe're working on it, the numbers keep changing.

Q.

Let's go to Exhibit 238, we're now a few days

Q.

You're working your way through to the

completion of at least these nine customers?

22

A.

That's correct.

23

Q.

Did you make any resolutions with respect to all

24

later, February 19th. Tell me what was the status of

24

25

your discussions as it relates to these customers?

25

the other customers besides those nine?
A.

No.
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1

Q.

What effort were you making to resolve that?
They were supposed to be rotated automatically

2

A.

3

to me.

4

Q.

5

A.

6

7
8

after all?

2

A.

Yeah.

3

Q.

And did that happen?

Were you asking Mr. Dunlap about that?

4

A.

No, I never saw those files, they never rolled

I assumed that Safeguard, that things were

5

normal how they should be.
Q.

1827
1

Q.

6

Well, Mr. Dunlap, according to what you said, is

telling you he can't get the information, is that right?

-~f-"1

over in my system.
So let talk about these nine customers. You've

7

told us that you had Safeguard information, in other

8

words your sales information to those nine customers.

J

9

A.

That is correct.

9

A.

That is correct.

10

Q.

So when was he going to get it for you, did he

10

Q.

Of course you didn't need him for that, you

11

tell you?

11

already had that information, did you not?

12

A.

Not really.

12

A.

That is correct, uh-huh.

13

Q.

All right. So let look then at Exhibit 239.

13

Q.

Did you have any IBF information that shows

14

Let's look at the top part because this is more of the

14

sales amounts or commissions or net profits or gross

15

documentation showing you guys are going back and forth?

15

profits or anything relating to the sales by IBF and the

J

16

A.

That is correct.

16

eight or nine Mclaughlin people to those nine customer

17

Q.

But you still didn't have any IBF information on

17

accounts?

18

A.

No, I did not.

Q.

And so what did you talk with Mr. Dunlap

18

any of those accounts?

ab~o~u'tS:::E::I.

19

A.

No.

19

20

Q.

He said he would get you IBF files for Teton

20

as it relates to those nine customers before you were

21

Middle School and Teton School District. Did he ever do

21

convinced that perhaps you should sell them for the

22

that?

22

prices that you sold them at?

23

A.

He did not.

23

24

Q.

But you had agreed that at least for some

24

off of my information. And my whole premise here

25

actually went back to that initial meeting where he said

25

customers he's promising you they will stay with you

A.

On these, the majority ofthem, again, I worked

J
1828

1829

1

they would lose 25 percent, their projections. It kind

1

2

of put a little somewhat truth in the fact we hadn't seen

2

3

rotations or anything. And then him saying there's

3

that's how it worked at Safeguard. I mean, for 27 years,

any so did you talk with him about that?
A.

I didn't. I just assumed that that was--

4

computer issues integration. I knew they used a

4

somebody sells into your account, you get a rotation

5

different computer system over there. So that kind of

5

notice and you get the rotated commissions.

6

put it all together, I'm going okay, well, maybe. And

6

7

h:.sically this is an ongoing discuss of this.

7

you that there is something wrong with the computers and

8

he doesn't have the information?

8

Q.

So did Mr. Dunlap provide you any information

Q.

All right. And you mentioned that he is telling

9

whatsoever as it relates to IBF's annual sales to your

9

A.

That is correct.

10

protected customers, these nine in particular, before it

10

Q.

You're talking about IBF information to your

11

was acquired?

11

sales?

12

A.

No.

12

A.

13

Q.

And so we're now at the end of February. So

13

Q.

I mean, your customers?

A.

That is correct.

Q.

Did you later learn the sales were far greater

14

there's a period, September, October, November, December, 14

15

January and February, six months?

16
17

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Did he provide you with any information or

17

18

indication as to what the sales were to those nine

18

19

customers during that six month period?

19

That is correct.

than you thought?
A.

Yeah, in the course of this litigation we found

Q.

You didn't know about any sales before that time

out.

20

A.

No.

20

21

Q.

Did he tell you that he had a monthly scrub

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

And if you had IBF information, how would that

22

24
25

sheet list that kept track of all that?

frame?

A.

No, he did not.

23

Q.

Okay. So what did he tell you about the

24

A.

That would have changed everything.

25

Q.

How so?

rotation notices? In other words, you weren't getting

::.J

have affect the decision you made?

012574
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1830
1

A.

I would have ramped up to bring that production

1831

1

some odd thousand dollars?

2

in. We had the capabilities, we'd done it before, and

2

A.

That is correct.

3

these were products that we could have done.

3

Q.

Did you have any additional discussions with

.--4
5

Q.

What I'm talking about is this, how much did you

sell these nine customers to Safeguard for?

4

Mr. Dunlap after March 6 when you had this agreement with

5

him?

6

A.

All together, it was like $32,600.

6

7

Q.

If you had the information we learned through

7

get some finality. I figured if we could separate the
groups that we could start operating like distributors.

A. · Yes. There was a second round, again, trying to

8

this litigation about sales to those customers, how would

8

9

that have affected your decision insofar as the price

9

10

that you were willing to sell them at?

10

transfer these files over to Tressa Mclaughlin, I guess,

11

right?

11

A.

I would have increased the prices to what they

Q.

You agreed as part of this deal that you would

12

were in Safeguard world, if I was going to do that,

12

A.

13

and/or option of running it inside.

13

Q.

Did you do that?

14

A.

I did.

15

Q.

Tell us when and what happened?

A.

That was after the agreement was done that

14

15

Q.

And what do you mean by that, what pricing?

A.

As an example, I think Norco was a quarter

16

million, ballpark approximation, then that would have--

16

17

if they wanted it, that's what it would have cost.

17

18
19

Q.

Would you have done the deal that you did do if

you had the information about the IBF sales today?

Yep, that is correct.

spring, we arranged a time to go, and, again, we met at

18

the same coffee place. And I was thinking I was going to

19

get files, I mean just these two little files, schools

20

A.

There was no way.

20

districts. So I took my files over there, and there were

21

Q.

And Mr. Taylor has testified that they're valued

21

no files for me. And I just like hmm, what?

22

in excess of $400,000. If you knew that, how would that

22

23

affect your decision?

23

forth with Mr. Dunlap in an effort to resolve these
things?

24

A.

I wouldn't have made the decision I made.

24

25

Q.

All right. You would have told them for 400

25

Q.

A.

I take it that you continued to go back and

I contact Mr. Dunlap and I-- if I remember

1832
1

correctly I think he said maybe contact Tressa, and I'm

2

just like you're the attorney, she works for you.

3

Q.

let's look at Exhibit 265.
Now, we're at the end of March. let's look at

4

1833
1

there"? What is it you're trying to do here?

2

A.

Basically get finality on this, clean it up.

3

Q.

Okay. look at the next up. Is this the email

4

he sent you back?

5

Mr. Dunlap's email to you at the bottom of the page.

5

A.

That's right.

6

The one we were going to look at is really on the second

6

Q.

He says, he knows, he hasn't forgot you're

7

page, but this was an email you received from Mr. Dunlap

7

waiting on an update of data, still don't have anything

8

about two weeks after he got you to sell these things to

8

new, but he says he's still going to give you a call.

9

him for $32,000, right?

9

Did you talk with him?

10

A.

That's correct.

10

A.

I might have. I probably did.

11

Q.

Can we look at the second page, please. So he

11

Q.

What did you talk with him about if he is

12

says, "Hey, just checking in on the status of things."

13
14
15

16

A.

12

telling you he can't give you an update on the data and

Do you know what he was talking about?

13

he's still waiting for information?

Maybe he's-- I'm going to assume that he's

14

checking on maybe starting another round.
Q.

Okay. And what was your perspective on this now

15

A.

I think he probably was starting to-- you know,

this is a guess. We called several times--

16

MR. SCHOSSBERBER:

17

some seven months after IBF was purchased and almost a

17

MR. MULCAHY:

18

year after DocuSource?

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. MULCAHY:

19

A.

It just kept getting flakier and flakier, still

Objection, speculation.

I'll withdraw the question.

Or rephrase it one of the two.
I will.

20

no rotation notices. By now it's like, wait a minute,

20

21

something is going on. And Mr. Dunlap never getting any

21

discussing with you as it relates to your account

22

information to us --yeah.

22

protection as of the end of March, 2014?

23

Q.

Now, look at the email that is on the first

23

24

page. Tell me, Roger, at the bottom, why you are saying

25

to him, "Sounds good, let me know when and we can go from 25

24

Q.

A.

So tell me, as best you can, what was Mr. Dunlap

In the sequence basically it's see about

possibly selling more.
Q.

All right. And do you remember any
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1

your testimony with talking about was it Exxon on the

2

corner?

1863

1

love talk with you, great passion, vision. I appreciate

2

your willingness to dig in and help make this work."

3

A.

Yes, uh-huh.

3

4

Q.

You used an example about going to the two

4

This was the meeting at Rocky's Diner you had
with Mr. Dunlap?

5

corner Exxons and it wouldn't be right if one could lower

5

A.

In October.

6

the retail price versus the other one, is that right?

6

Q.

October 3, 2013?

,._,....,.

A.

No. My testimony was one of the Exxons, Exxon

7

A.

Correct.

8

was giving them a better cost basis, so they were able to

8

Q.

Was it your testimony yesterday that you and

9

have a lower retail basis.

9

Mr. Dunlap are sitting in a booth in Rocky's Diner and he

10

pulled out a scrub list, correct?

u...-....10

Q.

But your point was that if there is a lower

11

retail price being offered, then that would affect which

11

A.

I would probably think that's what it was at

12

distributor would be able to make the sale, correct?

12

this point.

13

A.

That is correct.

13

Q.

He had a list of customers with him, right?

14

Q.

Mr. Thurston, this past year in 2016, it's a

14

A.

Correct.

Q.

Did I hear your testimony correctly that he put

15

fact, is it not, that Thurston Enterprises has been

15

16

receiving discounted prices on laser checks?

16

it down on the table and then he left to go do something,

11

A.

Yes, I have.

11

and then it caught your eye so you started looking at the

18

Q.

And for those discounted prices for laser

18

customers, is that right?

19

checks, your commissions have gone up from 34 percent to

19

20

63 percent, correct?

20

out and he said, "I have to go to the bathroom," and he

That is correct.

21

said, "take a look at this, it's confidential, this is my

Let's go to Exhibit 167.

22

only copy," and then he went. And so I looked at it, and

On October 3, 2013, Mr. Dunn wrote to you, "The

23

I just centered in on the customer listing.

21

A.

22

Q.

23
24

choice of a place to meet was the highlight of my day,

24

25

except of course meeting with you. Sincerely, always

25

1

it afterwards. I looked at a few of those and I figured

A.

No, that's not how it happened. He pulled it

Typically when we work with Safeguard in the
past, if there's a report or something, you talk about

1864

1865

1

Q.

Exhibit 224, please. February 10, 2014 email

2

he's going to talk about it, I slid it over to the other

2

exchange. Let's go down to the start of the chain on

3

side, he came back fairly rapidly, he took it, and I

3

page three.

4

figured we'd talk about it, but then he put it away.

4

5

Q.

6

So your email to Mike starting, "Hey, Mike, I'm

That's what I heard you say yesterday.

5

over working in Hawaii until next Thursday. I have my

Mr. Thurston, certainly when he came back and

6

cell and will try to call you while I'm out and been

7

sat down at the table, you could have engaged him in a

7

just working on this $350,000 deal, but there are

8

conversation and said, hey, Mike let's talk about this

8

customers there that are linked to Dawn."

9

list?

9

10

11
12

A.

He changed the subject to a different direction.

I figured we'd come back around to it.
Q.

Mr. Thurston, certainly you could have engaged

10

11
12

That's Dawn Teply, correct?
A.

That particular deal there was actually both

Idaho Business Forms and Dawn Teply.
Q.

Mr. Thurston, thank you, I'm just asking the

13

him in the conversation and asked him to talk about the

13

last name behind that is Teply, is that correct?

14

list, correct?

14

A.

That is correct.

Q.

"I've talked with her," that means Dawn Teply,

A.

Oh, yeah, certainly I could.

15

16

Q.

But you didn't do that, did you?

16

correct, "but she seems to be unwilling to deal with me

17

A.

I asked for a list at the end of the meeting.

17

on it." She was unwilling to deal with you about account

18

Q.

You did not ask him at the time, "Hey, Mike

18

protection issues, isn't that correct?

15

19
20

let's talk about this list"?
A.

19

I figured he would come around to it.

20

A.

Right. If I were to buy it, I would turn those

accounts over to her. That's why I didn't buy it.

21

Q.

You didn't ask him that question, correct?

21

22

A.

What's that?

22

Q.

You didn't ask him that question, is that

23

probably not do this deal as there is no sense in just

24

giving her some freebies." Correct?

23
24
25

correct?
A.

Not at that time, I asked for a list later on.

25

Q.

Then when you said, "When I do the due

diligence, if there are too many crossovers, I will

A.

That as well as Idaho Business Forms.

012576
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1

Q.

And the freebies were just turning over business

2

to her that she hadn't earned or worked for or anything

3

else?

4

A.

I always do due diligence so you don't do

1867
1

her being a pain or unwilling to talk to you about

2

account protection issues, is that right?

3

A.

4

customers.

It was basically talking about those two

5

crossovers.

6

Q.

That is your word there, "freebies," correct?

6

deal have those accounts rather than bring them into

7

A.

Oh, yeah. Uh-huh.

7

Safeguard. It's not worth the aggravation to try and

Q.

Let's look at what you wrote also later in this

5

Q.

"I will just let one of the principals in this

8

work with her." Those were your statements at that time,

9

email chain, starting with, "I am over here until the end

9

correct?

10

of next week. I will be doing due diligence on the new

10

A.

That is correct.

11

purchase and will see what accounts are there.

11

Q.

Exhibit 231, please. On February 14, 2014, it

12

Personally, I am not too hip on working with Dawn ... "

12

appears to be an email chain spilling over from the
earlier from page two where Mr. Dunlap wrote to you.

8

Again, that is Dawn Teply correct?

13

14

A.

That is correct.

14

15

Q.

" ... on these accounts. The last local purchase

15

subject to change, of course. I have put beside each

13

"Here is my thought process as of this minute,

16

I did this spring, there were two accounts that

16

account what I suggest we should/could do with each

17

conflicted with her." Again, that's Dawn Teply?

17

account. Can you take a look, then we can compare notes
on Wednesday."

18

A.

Correct.

18

19

Q.

"She was a pain in dealing with those, so I just

19

--

You understood from your vast and many

20

let the other person who helping the independent broker

20

experiences with handing account protection rights and

21

with those accounts buy them, instead of bringing them

21

Safeguard that it was standard practice to talk about

22

into Safeguard." Correct?

22

selling or buying or sharing, correct?

23

A.

Correct.

23

A.

24

Q.

"I will try and talk with her some more, but if

24

was doing.

25

Q.

1

customers.

25

she has the same attitude," and you were meaning there

1

some of these account some of these options, for Norco,

2

share?

Actually, this was something new that Safeguard
And Mr. Dunlap was there indicating to you for

1868

1869

2

Q.

3

A.

Yes, he was looking for those options.

3

A.

Right.

4

Q.

And Omnipure, we buy the commission rights from

4

Q.

"Has anyone in Safeguard done a market

5

you and so on for the others. These were suggestions

6

Right?

5

penetration review for this area. I know that it was

that he was making to you, right?

6

done several years ago but has it been done lately by

7

A.

That's correct.

7

anyone at Safeguard or Deluxe?"

8

Q.

And he was inviting you to take a look and

8

And that was going to your still not liking the

9

compare notes and get back to him, he was starting

9

fact that IBF had come into this market, isn't that

10

negotiations with you, isn't that right?

10

right?

11

A.

Yes, he initiated this. It was something new,

11

A.

No, actually IBF has always been here, but the

12

and it was a company store, and we had never been

12

thing is in the contract, Safeguard can put as many

13

approached before on buy /share, that type of thing,

13

distributors as they want. What we were trying to do is

14

because on any type of thing like this, the customers

14

make things work and that everyone follow the same rules.

15

were supposed to automatically roll to you.

15

16

Q.

17

You responded back to his email right there on

17

responded to you, this was after a phone call the two of

18

you had had, do you recall that?

February 18, "I thought I would just test this list by

19

seeing if a customer off the top of my head was on it,

19

20

and the first one that I thought of wasn't on the list.

20

21

Software Outfitters is the customer. Do you have a more

21

22

complete listing from IBF instead of this one?"

24
25

You were asking only about the names of
customers from IBF, correct?
A.

Go to Exhibit 237. This is an email dated

16

18

23

Q.

Let's go back into the email then.

Basically a more complete listing of IBF

February 19, 2014. Starting up at the top Mr. Dunlap

A.

Yes. It would have been a phone call and this

was part of the discussions on that initial purchase.
Q.

And he said, "Awesome start, thanks so much for

22

the creativity and the patience." And then, "Okay $300

23

for the commission rights for Omnipure ."

24
25

Yesterday I made a note of your testimony,
correct me if I'm wrong, you said that your negotiations

012577

1883

1882

1
2

3

1

assets, capital gains, things like that.
Q.

Was that attorney also working with you in these

negotiations Mr. Dunlap?

that you were negotiating on your sales commissions into

2

these accounts, that in good and valuable consideration

3

you were going to be paid $32,600?
A.

As well as the information that Mr. Dunlap and

4

A.

No, he was not.

4

5

Q.

Exhibit 255, please. This is an email from

5

the pricing on these, since he did a multiplier on most

6

ofthese.

6

Mr. Dunlap dated March 3, 2014.
"Good morning. Here is a draft of an

7

7

Q.

Your deal was to be paid $32,600?

8

assignment letter. Please give it a look and let me

8

A.

That's right.

9

know what you think. If okay, please sign and send it

9

Q.

And let's look at the agreement a little further

10

back to me with a copy to Sue Lederach. She will then

10

11

start the process to get you a check." Correct?

12
13

where it says, "I wanted to confirm that the account

11

protection rights will be owned by Safeguard and serviced

A.

That is right.

12

by IBF." You understood these accounts were being

Q.

"And I appreciate this is a partial resolution

13

serviced by IBF and would continue to be serviced by IBF?

14

but it is as very positive step, so thanks again." So he

14

A.

They were a company-owned store.

15

was providing you with a draft assignment agreement to

15

Q.

You understood these accounts you were selling

16

look at first?

16

your commission rights for were being serviced by IBF,
correct?

17
18
19

A.

That's right.

17

Q.

And you reviewed that. Let's go down in the

18

A.

That's right.

19

Q.

And you had an opportunity to have your attorney

email and take look at the draft assignment.
So you had an opportunity to fully review this

20

20

look this agreement over before you signed it, right?

21

agreement that Safeguard was making with you prior to

21

A.

I could have. I did not.

22

your signing it, correct?

22

Q.

Exhibit 1063, please. Exhibit 1063 is going

down to page two. This is signed version of the March 6,

23

A.

Based on the information I had, uh-huh.

23

24

Q.

And this agreement confirmed the understanding

24

2014 agreement that Thurston Enterprises entered into

25

with Safeguard finalizing your deal, correct?

25

that the two of you had, based upon your understanding

\

1885

1884

1
2

A.

Correct.

Q.

And you didn't make any changes to anything in

1
2

A.

Right.

Q.

When I asked you questions about Exhibit 1063,

3

the draft letter that Mr. Dunlap had sent to you, isn't

3

this agreement, you did not tell me that you thought

4

that right?

4

Michael Dunlap had fraudulently induced you into entering

5

A.

5

into the agreement, did you?

Actually, we deleted the sharing of Silicon

6

Mountain.

6

A.

I was never asked.

7

Q.

Okay. Any other changes?

7

Q.

I asked you about the terms of entering into

8

A.

I think that was it.

8

9

Q.

And then you received a check for $32,600?

9

A.

I don't recall it.

10

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

And what understanding you and Mr. Dunlap had

11

Q.

You cashed that check?

11

with respect to how you were basing the commission rights

12

A.

I did.

12

that you were selling, right?

Q.

And to this very day you have been enjoying the

13

A.

I honestly don't remember.

14

Q.

Similar to the questions I've asked you here

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

benefits of that $32,600?
A.

It's put away in the bank.

Q.

And at no time have you tendered back that

$32,600 to Safeguard, have you?
A.

No.

Q.

You recall when you took your deposition in

January of 2016?

this agreement, do you recall that?

15

today where you responded that you understood that you

16

were negotiating based upon your sales numbers, right?

17

A.

Probably, could be.

18

Q.

And you testified to me in your deposition that

19

this was your deal, correct?

20

A.

Yeah, I just did it myself.

21

Q.

Exhibit 309, please. April19, 2014, email

A.

We did have a deposition.

22

Q.

That's you and I?

22

23

A.

That is correct.

23

Mr. Dunlap wrote to you, "next customer list

24

Q.

You swore to tell the truth under oath under

24

discussions." On April19 after you've made your deal

25

with Mr. Dunlap-- excuse me, Safeguard regarding those

21

25

penalty of perjury?

chain between the two of you.

012578
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1974
1

Q.

And you identified all of the sales to those

2

customers, the protected customers of T3 Enterprises,

3

correct?

1

Q.

Okay. You took the $315,000 and you said, okay,

2

there's the gross profit and now I am going to go apply a

3

sourced fee to it, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And you went in and you found out what the sales

5

Q.

So you took the gross profit, $315,756, and you

6

volume was to T3 Enterprise's protected customers,

6

7

correct?

7

8

A.

Yes.

8

9

Q.

What you did then is you went in to find out

9

subtracted the number $34,562, right?
A.

Yes, we did.

Q.

The next vertical column is the net commission

column for T3 or Dawn Teply, correct?

10

which sales were made to her protected customers pursuant 10

A.

Yes.

11

to orders that were obtained by Mclaughlin, McCormick and 11

Q.

What you concluded is that the net commission

12

the eight other salespeople that they had, correct?

12

that is due to her on sales by IBF to her protected
customers amounts to $281,194, correct?

13

A.

Yes.

13

14

Q.

And then you took the gross profit, which means

14

A.

Yes.

15

a commission that does not have a sourced fee associated

15

Q.

Now, let me ask you this: Why haven't you paid

16

with it, correct?

16

17
18
19

A.

Gross profits are the selling price less the

cost of the good.

Q.

And so Taylor concluded that the commissions

that money to her?

17

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

18

THE COURT:

19

THE WITNESS:

Objection.

Overruled.
Because it's been debated and it's

being worked.

20

that Ms. Teply had been deprived of, in other words,

20

21

didn't get when she should have, amounts to $315,756,

21

22

right?

22

23

A.

No.

23

the sales that were made by IBF and Safeguard to her

24

Q.

What was his number?

24

protected customers in the past, correct?

25

A.

I don't recall his number.

25

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Well you concluded that she is owed $281,194 on

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection, your Honor,

1976

1

relevance and outside the scope of this witness'

1977

1

A.

Yes.

Q.

You've identified the sales that were made by

2

testimony today talking about the commissions. He has no

2

3

authority here to be on behalf of Deluxe of who pays or

3

4

doesn't pay what. He's in the finance department.

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And then you have identified the gross profit is

5
6

THE COURT:

Overruled.

6

BY MR. MULCAHY:

DocuSource to Dawn Teply's protected customers, correct?

5,902. That is pretty close to Taylor's number?

7

Q.

Can you answer my question.

7

A.

I don't recall Taylor's number.

8

A.

Can you repeat your question?

8

Q.

Well, you reviewed Taylor's opinion, did you

9

Q.

You concluded that Ms. Teply is entitled to

9

not, that's the whole reason you're here to criticize it,

$281,194 in net commissions on the sales that have been

10

right?

11

made by IBF, Mclaughlin and McCormick in the past,

11

12

correct?

12

10

A.

I thought the reason I was here was to elaborate

on the calculation of the net commissions.

13

A.

Yes, that's my conclusion.

13

14

Q.

My question was, after you concluded this, was

14

says 315,000 and 6,000, but you want to reduce it by

15

$36,000 because he should have put sourced fees in.
Basically that's what we're here for, right?

15

the money paid to her?

Q.

The essence of your testimony is that Taylor

16

A.

No, I concluded this $281,194 two weeks ago.

16

17

Q.

Is the money on the way?

17

A.

Yes, that's our operating procedure.

18

A.

It could be.

18

Q.

That's your whole reason for being here today

19

Q.

It should be, right, according to you?

20
21

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

argumentative.

22
23
24
25

Objection, your Honor,

THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Let's look at the DocuSource, then. You've done

the same thing with DocuSource, correct?

19

testifying, is it not?

20

A.

Okay.

21

Q.

And so you concluded she's owed $5,041 on

22

DocuSource sales in the past commissions, correct?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And you know from working at Deluxe that the

25

commissions are the life blood of these distributors, do

012579

1978

1
2

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

3

THE COURT:

4

THE WITNESS:

5

1979

1

you not?
Objection.

2

Overruled.
It's their income, yes.

Q.

And so you said Taylor should subtract $19,639

from his opinion, correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So you have concluded Mr. Thurston is owed

5

$142,259 on sales made to his protected customers in the

Okay. Why hasn't she been paid the $5,000?

6

past, correct?

BY MR. MULCAHY:

6

Q.

7

A.

Because it's been in dispute.

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Well, no longer. You've identified it. Have

8

Q.

And he has been in this lawsuit for

9

you told anybody at Deluxe, hey, you know what, you need

9

two-and-a-half years waiting for you to confirm that you

10

to cut a check to these people who have been waiting for

10

owe the money?

11

this for two-and-a-half years?

11

12

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection, relevance,

12

13

completely outside the scope of direct and outside the

13

14

reason why this witness is here to testify.

14

I'll sustain it on argumentative.

15

THE couRT:

16

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

17
18

15

Thank you.

17

Let's look at Thurston. Take a look, if you

19

will, at 2042-3, Mr. Kirlin. Okay. You've done the same

20

thing with Thurston, haven't you?

THE COURT:

Q.

20

21

A.

Yes.

21

22

Q.

IBF, Safeguard, KMMR, those folks, a half a

22

Sustained.

Is he going to be paid the $142,259, Mr. Kirlin?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection, argumentative,

outside the scope.

18
19

Objection, argumentative,

BY MR. MULCAHY:

16

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

badgering.

THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

You've also concluded that DocuSource has

$164,000 in sales to Mr. Thurston's protected customers?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And your disagreement with Mr. Taylor is only

23

million dollars in sales to his protected customers,

23

24

right?

24

that you think he should be charged $8,000 to them on

25

A.

Yes.

25

sourced fees, correct?

1

A.

Yes.

1981

1980

1

Q.

They should not have had to go through what

2

Q.

He's owed another $55,049 correct?

2

they've gone through and go here in this courthouse to

3

A.

Yes.

3

get you to come and say this is what we owe?

4

Q.

And that adds up to $197,308?

4

5

A.

Yes.

5

6

Q.

And Ms. Teply's past due commissions add up to

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. MULCAHY:

7

$286,235, correct?

8

A.

I'll trust your math.

8

9

Q.

Those are commissions that should have been paid

9

10

going back three years, right?

11
12

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

conclusion, outside the scope.

13
14

15

Objection, calls for a legal

THE COURT:

Overruled.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Correct?

10

11

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Objection, argumentative,

badgering there witness.
Sustained.
I have no further questions.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Mr. Kirlin, were you called here today to tell

12

the jury how a commission would be treated if rotated

13

from a company-owned store to a distributor?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And I just heard your testimony on the company

owned, there is no commission?

16

A.

Can you repeat that question?

16

17

Q.

The calculations that relate to sales by

17

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

To get to an actual commission to be paid to a

18

DocuSource and IBF go back three years, do they not?

19

A.

I believe so.

20

Q.

And are you familiar with the concept of the

21

time value of money?

19

20
21

22

A.

Yes.

22

23

Q.

That means that they should have been paid three

23

24

25

years ago, right?
A.

Over time they should have, yes.

24

25

distributor, what would have to be deducted?
A.

The cost of goods sold and a sourced fee.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
THE COURT:

Thank you.

Thank you. You can step down. Call

your next witness.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

We are going to call Amy

Tiller by way of surrogate.

012580
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2014
1

I

A.

There have been several at different stages in

2015
1

distributors that weren't interested in negotiating their

2

the process. Sometimes we meet an organization and it's

2

account protection rights, which was how we were doing

3

not a good cultural fit. Sometimes we meet an

3

things up to that stage. So I asked Mike to take another

4

organization and they are running way too lean, we know

4

stab, to go back and have another conversation and he

5

that if they are going to come into our organization, we

5

did.

6

are going to have to add people and it's not going to

6

Q.

Was that with Mr. Thurston?

7

work. Sometimes we look at the products that they are

7

A.

It was. It was with Mr. Thurston specifically,

8

selling and that is not a fit for us. And sometimes we

8

9

look at it and it's a financial issue, we can't make the

9

10

numbers work, so we'll walk away. We've walk away from

10

what Mr. Thurston was saying about whether or not this

11

lots and lots of deals.

11

deal should go forward?

12
13

Q.

In regard to the IBF transaction, plaintiffs

12

counsel previously asked you about reporting to Malcolm

I said--

Q.

Let me stop you. What was your understanding of

A.

Mike reported to me that at this stage when he

13

had serious concerns about the deal that Mr. Thurston was

14

McRoberts about a significant risk of going forward with

14

unwilling to negotiate his account protection rights

15

that transaction, do you recall that?

15

because of Mr. Dunn's ownership and potential-- because
of Mr. Dunn's ownership at the IBF business.

16

A.

Yes.

16

17

Q.

Did you just ignore that or follow-up on it?

17

18

A.

I didn't ignore it at all. I followed up.

18

19

Q.

How did you follow-up?

19

A.

The due diligence process, in that process it

Q.

Based upon that information what was your

immediate reaction?
A.

My reaction was this deal's not going forward,

20

that's when I reported to Mr. McRoberts there is

was reported to me that Mike Dunlap and Scott Sutton had

21

significant risk around account protection in this

22

concerns, Mike very serious concerns about the account

22

business.

23

protection situation at the IBF transaction. And at that

23

Q.

And what happened next?

A.

On that calli asked Mike, before we kill this

20
21

24

stage in my mind I was not willing to move forward. And

24

25

the reason that Mike was reporting was because there were

25

thing completely, could go back and talk to Mr. Thurston.

1

I know you've known him for a long time, would you go

1

like other distributors have in the past?

2

back and speak with him. And he agreed to do that. And

2

3

then subsequently a day or two later, we were on another

3

4

call for a follow-up, and Mr. Dunlap reported to me that

4

5

Mr. Thurston had now indicated he would move forward with 5

6

account protection negotiations and that completely--

2016

2017

6

MR. MULCAHY:

Objection, your Honor, leading and

asked and answered.
THE COURT:

It was leading, I'll sustain it on

that.
BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

7

that removed the significant part of risk. There is

7

8

still risk, but that removed the significant trigger that

8

position where you felt comfortable with moving forward

9

was in my head at that time.

9

just like how you had with other acquisitions with

10

respect to account protection issues out there?

10
11

12

Q.

What did you understand, what specific concern

did Mr. Thurston have about IBF?

A.

As it was reported to me, it was centered around

Q.

Based on that understanding, were you now in a

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

We saw-- not we saw, but during counsel's

13

Mr. Dunn. Once Mike explained to him how Mr. Dunn was

13

examination of you, his insinuation that all B.A.M.s are

14

going to be involved in the business post transaction,

14

instant cash cows. Do you agree with that?

15

that allowed Mr. Thurston to change his opinion according

15

16

to Mike.

16

17
18
19

Q.

So why did you ultimately approve on the

transaction going forward?

A.

At that stage we were in a normal course of risk

17

A.

Unfortunately I can't agree with it. I wish I

could but I cannot.

Q.

We've seen exhibits about B.A.M. projections and

18

forecasts post closing. Does Safeguard always meet those

19

projections and forecasts?

20

and that's when I made the recommendation to Deluxe for

20

A.

Unfortunately rarely do we meet those forecasts.

21

funding and went through the due diligence decks we've

21

Q.

What do you mean by rarely?

22

reviewed over time here.

22

A.

Well, in all the transaction that we've done,

And you had understanding from Mr. Dunlap

23

the larger B.A.M. transaction and the ones that are

24

Mr. Thurston was going to be willing to talk about and

24

company owned, we have one that is meeting the business

25

negotiate with the account protection commissions just

25

acquisition model. The rest are falling short from a

23

Q.
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2018

1

revenue perspective, from an insourcing perspective, from

2019

1

market?

2

an income perspective. Unfortunately we're just not

2

A.

They did.

3

getting the results.

3

Q.

What happened to Brian Wiedenmann on about

4

Q.

5

goals?

6

A.

7
8
9

Has IBF met those revenue and income projection

5
They have come close on the revenue side but

they are falling short on all measurements unfortunately.
Q.

4

And DocuSource was the other acquisition in

A.

He resigned his position with Inspired Results

6

at that point, which is part of Safeguard, so he left the

7

company.

8

April of 2013?

June 1 of 2015?

Q.

And you were just in the courtroom when you

9

heard Amy Tiller's testimony that DocuSource is no longer
does any business in the State of Idaho?

10

A.

Yes.

10

11

Q.

With respect to DocuSource and any volume of

11

A.

I heard that, yes.

Q.

Do you have an understanding that part of that

12

projected income here in the State of Idaho, how has that

12

13

turn out?

13

reason is because their salesman left and went to a

14

A.

14

competitor as of June of 2015?

15
16

Not good at all. Not even close to the original

projects that we had for that business.
Q.

15

What is your understanding as-- well, let me

16

A.

Yes. He resigned and went to a competitor

called American Solutions for Business in this market.

backup so the jury can have a better understanding. On

17

18

May 1, 2015, did that company-owned business DocuSource

18

insourcing. Is insourcing a good or a bad thing for the

19

get purchased by a company called Inspired Results, LLC?

19

consumer?

17

Q.

Let's transition then to what we've heard about

20

A.

Yes.

20

A.

I think it's a very, very good thing.

21

Q.

Who are the owners of Inspired Results?

21

Q.

How does insourcing --how is that?

22

A.

Two former employees of Safeguard and Deluxe,

22

A.

First, if you are in the control of

23
24
25

one Safeguard, one Deluxe, Phil Odella and Amy Tiller.
Q.

And did Inspired Results have a dedicated sales

person named Brian Wiedenmann from here in the Idaho

23

manufacturing, you can assure quality. If you're in

24

charge of those plants and you have plants that are

25

associated with you, quality is going to be good.

1

vendor. Why would you do that? Primarily it's because

2020

Two, then you can offer your 100 percent

1

2021

2

satisfaction guarantee, which allows you to get better

2

you can then have better relationships with that vendor,

3

pricing, so you can deliver that.

3

you can talk to that vendor, you can potentially
influence that vendor to provide better things to the

4

Third, from our distributor network

4

5

perspective, and it's hard because the manufacturing

5

network, and you also have good relationships with that

6

plants are big, but you can influence certain things.

6

vendor, and you can find out what is else is going on in
the marketplace.

7

If you need something hurried up or rushed, at times you

7

8

can influence that because they are your plants, so

8

9

those are just three quick benefits that allow you to

9

acquisitions and talk to other folks, we can talk to

10

have control in that process when you're delivering

10

that vendor and they can tell us what is going on in

11

products to the customer.

12
13

Q.

Can you explain how insourcing allows the end

consumer to get a lower price?

Now we don't have to go out and make

11

that marketplace. You do that for all those reasons to

12

start as a big benefit to the network.

13

Q.

Let's look at Exhibit 60, please. Blow-up the

Well, ideally you'll do all that efficiently.

14

top part so we can see who this agreement is with. Do

15

If you do that all that efficiently, you don't have a

15

you recognize Exhibit 60 to be Safeguard preferred

16

middleman. If you have a middleman, prices go up.

16

supplier agreement with Wright Business Forms, Inc.?

17

Ideally if your manufacturing and you don't

17

A.

Yes.

Q.

Is let's look at paragraph 1.3, please. What is

14

A.

18

have a middle man, you can have better pricing to the

18

19

customer in addition to the other benefits you could

19

20

have.

20

A.

"Most Favored Pricing Guarantee."

21

Q.

From your vast franchising business experience,

21
22
23

Q.

Please explain to the jury Safeguard's preferred

supplier program.

A.

This is a program that we've got approximately

the title of paragraph 1.3?

22

have you seen other provisions like this in contracts of

23

most favored pricing guarantee?

24

100 vendors, I'm not sure the exact number, and the

24

25

concept is that you aggregate the purchases into that

25

A.

Yes. Sometimes they're called favored nations

clauses, usually that word "favored" is in there
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2022

1
2

somewhere.
Q.

What is your understanding of this language in

2023

1

When I was being hired into Safeguard, there was a

2

leadership team there, and I was told as we went around

3

this preferred supplier agreement between Safeguard and

3

understanding who the people were that the general

4

Wright?

4

counsel at Safeguard had really good relationships in the

5

Safeguard network. And I thought to myself that's

5

A.

The supplier guarantees that Safeguard will get

6

the lowest price possible in the marketplace when they·

6

impossible, there's no attorney that has good

7

deliver products on behalf of our business.

7

relationships in a network of franchisee. He must--

8
9

Q.

And that everyone, for all distributors are

going to get guaranteed this same pricing, is that right?

8

it's just impossible. And then as I understood and got

9

to see the business, I realized what that was the cause
of or how it happened.

10

A.

Yes.

10

11

Q.

Is a clause like paragraph 1.3 contained within

11

12

any of the Safeguard distributorship agreements?

12

Mike had been around for a long time at that
stage, and there was an interesting relationship, the

13

A.

It is not.

13

distributor network was all using one attorney for their

14

Q.

The jury has heard a lot of testimony that

14

contract work. There was a guy in the northeast. And

15

Safeguard's in-house lawyers were responsible for

15

he and Mike worked really, really well together. As a

16

negotiating account protection issues. Do you remember

16

result of that, he would tell distributors, listen,

11

that?

18
19

A.

I do.

Q.

In your experience as the president of

17

you're going to do this legal work, just call Mike. So

18

these relationships just built and built and built over

19

time.

20

Safeguard, was there a reason that Mike Dunlap was

20

21

primarily sent out to have these discussions with the

21

22

many distributors of Safeguard over the years?

23

And so as a result ofthat, I realize he was
trusted by the network, the network liked him and so it

22

was a natural-- he was already doing account protection

A.

There is.

23

work at that stage, and so I let it continue because it
looked like it was working and he was good at it.

24

Q.

Why is that?

24

25

A.

It goes back to my introduction to the business.

25

Q.

So you've been with the company now how many

1

years?

1

A.

I did.

2

A.

It will be eight years in January.

2

Q.

And tell the jury about that?

3

Q.

And Mr. Dunlap has been the general counsel at

3

2024

4

Safeguard during that entire time period?

2025

4

5

A.

He has.

5

6

Q.

In that entire eight year time period, have you

6

7

ever heard of any complaints against Mr. Dunlap of

7

8

threatening somebody to go to court?

8

9

A.

Other than the small amount of testimony I heard

9

MR. MULCAHY:

Your Honor, I object on the ground

that it is inadmissible hearsay.
THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
Q.

What did you want to talk to Mr. Armbruster

about?
A.

He sent me a letter on behalf of two of his

10

today, never have I ever heard him say that ever to

10

11

anybody, never.

11

Q.

Did you take that seriously?

12

A.

I took it seriously. I let him know that I

12

13

14

Q.

In those eight years, have you ever had a report

from anyone that Mr. Dunlap has threatened somebody?
A.

No. No. I wouldn't-- first of all, that's not

members, and so --

13

would address and understand what is going on and I would

14

keep him informed.

15

our culture. I would not tolerate that. We have to have

15

16

a ton of respect for our distributor network and that's

16

program has finished. What is Deluxe's involvement with
Safeguard after the B.A.M. deal closes?

Q.

let's talk about Deluxe's role after a B.A.M.

17

hard because our distributor network will drive us hard,

17

18

they will challenge us, and sometimes it's unfiltered.

18

19

And that's okay, we're big enough we can take it. But I

19

to Deluxe because we are a subsidiary of Deluxe but they

20

will not tolerate anybody on my leadership team ever

20

have no involvement in our business.

21

talking disrespectfully and inappropriately to any

21

22

distributor by email or in person, period.

22

or DocuSource, other than monitoring insourcing, does

23

Deluxe have any role or involvement at all?

23

Q.

When you learned from Mr. Armbruster by that

A.

Q.

Again, I report the results on our business back

In the case of a company-owned store such as IBF

24

email in January, I think it was of 2014, about T3, did

24

A.

None.

25

you have a conversation with Mr. Armbruster?

25

Q.

Is it correct that you and the rest of your
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2038
1

Q.

Just how many distributors have failed since

2039
1

A.

No, I'm the president of Safeguard, sir.

2

Q.

But you came up as a sales guy, did you not?

3

A.

None, zero.

3

A.

No, I have a finance background. My first roles

4

Q.

Outside of this lawsuit, if Thurston Enterprises

4

2

you've been the president of Safeguard?

and responsibilities at GNC was-- I was the accounting

5

offered to sell his distributorship to Safeguard, would

5

manager at Carey International and the controller at GNC

6

you buy that distributorship for $798,376?

6

when I first started. I did move into sales and then

7

straight to management.

7

A.

We would have to do some due diligence, there's

8

a process there, but we certainly would buy that business

8

Q.

Do you think you know how to sell people?

9

for that value. That business has good value and we

9

A.

No, I don't sell, sir.

10

would certainly be committed to doing that.

10

Q.

No idea, huh?

11

A.

No, I wouldn't say no idea, but I'm not in that

11

Q.

Outside of this lawsuit, ifT3 Enterprises

12

offered to sell the distributorship to you for $566,000,

12

13

would Safeguard as well purchase T3's distributorship?

13

14

A.

Again, we need to do our due diligence, but

correct?

knowing what I know about the business, yes, we would be

15

interested in purchasing that business for that number.

16

19
20

Q.

And knowing what you know about both businesses, 17

do both businesses hold those values?
A.

18

With a little more due diligence, generally what

I know about the businesses, yes, they do.

21

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Thank you, Mr. Sorrenti.

22

CROSS-EXAMINATION

23
24
25

Q.

Mr. Sorrenti, you are a salesman, aren't you?

1

Q.

Do you see it.

A.

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Now you've heard us talk about this 7 percent

rebate, correct?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Look at the document for me, please and confirm

21

for us that the standard preferred supplier agreement

22

requires the vendor to pay 7 percent of gross sales to

23

Deluxe. You can go to page two if that will help you.

24

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Look at Exhibit 60, would you, please. This is

the Wright Business Forms preferred supplier agreement,

16
18

Q.

14

15

17

process, sir.

25

A.

I don't have the exhibit in front of me, so I'm

looking at this.

2040

2041
1

MR. MULCAHY:

I guess I need some help,

Your question was is this the standard

2

your Honor, on the exhibit number. I know Ms. Child

3

agreement? I don't know if this is the standard

3

knows. This is the exhibit that we talked about with

4

agreement, but this agreement says there's a 7 percent

4

respect to Mr. Schram and Mr. Sorrenti. Could I ask if

5

rebate signed by Wright.

5

you could help me?

2

6
7
8
9
10
11

Q.

7 percent on the gross sales that the vendor

makes?
A.

Wright's sales number. That would be Wright's

sales number, our cost.

Q.

The agreement also provides that the vendor has

a confidentiality obligation, correct?

6
8

would be next.

9

MR. MULCAHY:
THE COURT:

Yes.

12

Q.

The vendor isn't allowed to tell the Safeguard

13

rebate, correct?

Do you have a the document?

10

A.

15

THE COURT:

11

13

distributors that it is paying to Deluxe the 7 percent

Exhibit-- I would have to look back

at the minutes from that day. It needs a new number, 536

12

14

THE CLERK:

7

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

15

A.

Yes.

16

17

Q.

And the other component part is that the vendor

17

If it will make things go by

faster, I will stipulate.

14

16

I do, your Honor.

536, has it been stipulated to?

THE COURT:

Marked as 536 and it will be

admitted by stipulation.
(Exhibit 536 was admitted.)
BY MR. MULCAHY:

18

must promise that it will not compete with Deluxe in the

18

Q.

Do you recognize this exhibit?

19

manufacture of products?

19

A.

Yes, sir.

20

Q.

This is an email that you sent to Mr. Schram,

20
21

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

In other words, Deluxe said to the vendor, if we

21

the CEO of Deluxe?

22

are going to produce the product, you have to backout,

22

23

correct?

23

sent something. He replied at the top. Yes, it's a
thread between two of us.

24

A.

Yes, sir.

24

25

Q.

Look if--

25

A.

Q.

Correct. The middle piece is the last time I

You copied Mr. Peterson, then the senior vice
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2042
1

president and chief financial officer of Deluxe, correct?

2043

Q.

1

And if you had wanted to identify the sales of

2

A.

Yes, sir.

2

DocuSource to the protected customers of Dawn Teply, you

3

Q.

As well as Malcolm McRoberts?

3

could have done that as well, correct?

4

A.

Yes, sir.

4

A.

Yes, sir.

5

Q.

And you said that, "Buying an independent versus

5

Q.

If you wanted to know the IBF sales to

6

are buying a Safeguard business have different valuation

6

Mr. Thurston's protected customers back in 2013, you

7

metrics," right?

7

could have done that, as well, correct?

8

A.

Yes, sir.

8

9

Q.

"The market value for a Safeguard distributor

9

It was difficult to get, we were trying. I'm not sure I

10

can answer yes to that based on that.

10
11
12

business is one times annual revenue." Correct?
A.

Yes, sir.

11

Q.

That means that if the Safeguard distributor

12

But you

A.

Well, we would make an attempt. I'm not sure we

14

issue. It was hard to get data, sir.

are worth 800,000, correct?

15

15

A.

Yes, that business would be, generally speaking,

Q.

the customers that were identified as potential overlaps
with Ms. Teply, could you not?

17

our market price valuation would be $800,000 for that

17

business, yes, sir.

18

A.

19

could.

22

Q.

Let's talk about your willingness to try to work

with Ms. Teply and Mr. Thurston going back in time?

Q.

20

A.

Okay.

21

Q.

If you wanted to identify the sales of the IBF

22

23

Safeguard products to Ms. Teply's protected customers,

24

you could have done that, correct?

23

A.

Yes.

1

A.

I believe Mr. Dunlap was working through that

25

With potential errors in the report, yes, we
The same as also true with Mr. Thurston, is it

not?

A.

Again, with potential errors in the report, but

generally speaking, yes, sir.
Q.

24

25

You could run a report that shows the sales to

16

18

21

do it, could you not?

then those customers that are served by that distributor

14

20

coul~

Q.

could get the final result, back to that integration

that is being purchased has $800,000 in annual revenue,

19

As I recall it was difficult to get IBF data.

13

13

16

A.

You did not do that, you made no effort to do

that whatsoever, did you?

2044

2
3

process, but me personally, I did not do that, no, sir.
Q.

Now, you're the president of company, so all you

2045

2

Lederach and ask her to prepare these two reports,
correct?

had to do is contact Sue Lederach in distributor

4

5

accounting?

5

A.

I'm not sure I would take that course and I'm

not sure that would be the best place to get the

7

8

information, sir.

8

Q.

All you had to do is call Sue Lederach in

10
11
12

13

I'm not sure she would have been able to assemble it,

13

14

that's what I'm saying.

14

15
16

Q.

All you had to do was contact her and ask her to

prepare the report, correct?
A.

Yes, I could have done that.

18

Q.

Do you have any recollection of having done that

19

at all?

20

A.

I do not.

11

THE COURT:

Sustained.

BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q.

Your Honor, I would like to read from

2016, line 14 through line 12 of page 774.

distributor accounting and ask her to prepare this
report?
I could have requested a report from her, yes,

your Honor.

Mr. Sorrenti's sworn testimony, volume three, March 8,

10

A.

Asked and answered,

9

11
12

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

6

7

9

All you would have had to do was call up Sue

3

4

6

Q.

1

15

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

This is cumulative of the

testimony already given.
THE COURT:

Based on that objection, I'll allow

it.
BY MR. MULCAHY:

16

Q.

Go to page 773, please.

17

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

"Question: All you would have had to do is call

18
19

up Sue Lederach and ask her to prepare these two reports,

20

right?"

21

Q.

You don't have any such report, do you?

21

22

A.

I do not.

22

"Question: Why not?"

23

Q.

For Thurston or for Teply, correct?

23

"Answer: I could have requested it, but I'm

A.

Not as a result of my request. We've got other

24

24
25

reports but not result as a result of my request.

25

"Answer: No."

not sure she would have prepared it for me."
"Question: Well, she works for you indirectly,
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2046

1

does she not."

2047

1

Approach.

2

"Answer: She does."

2

THE COURT:

3

"Question: You are her ultimate boss, right?"

3

MR. MVLCAHY:

4

"Answer: I am."

4

THE COURT:

5

"Question: And she is required to do what you

5

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
THE COURT:

6

tell her to do as the president of the company,

6

7

correct?"

7

I'll sustain the objection.
I have nothing further.

Redirect.

(Bench conference.}

8

"Answer: It's-- it's a good idea, yes."

8

THE COURT:

9

"Question: It's a good idea?"

9

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

10

"Answer: Sure."

10

THE COURT:

11

"Question: It's something that you do or you

11

MR. MULCAHY:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. MULCAHY:

14

THE COURT:

15

MR. MULCAHY:

12

get fired, isn't it."
"Answer: Maybe not the first time, sir, but

13
14

eventually."
You never called her when you were planning to

15

No. Thank you, your Honor.

All right. Approach counsel.
Do you have anymore witnesses?
No.

Do you have any rebuttal?
We're going to call Thurston.

How long is that going to take?
Not very much.

Like ten minutes?
Ten minutes.

16

review what was happening with Mr. Dunlap and Ms. Teply

16

17

and Mr. Thurston, did you?

17

done so I can give them tomorrow off. I will tell them
that to make sure everybody is okay with that.

18

A.

I don't recall calling her, no.

18

19

Q.

Can you think of anything that would refresh

19

20
21

your memory?

THE COURT:

(Bench conference concluded.}

20

A.

No, sir.

21

Q.

Understand I'm trying to get this

THE COURT:

Mr. Schossberger, for the record do

you have anymore witnesses?

So let me ask you straight away: After having

22

23

gone through all of this, are you going to pay Ms. Teply

23

24

the $300,000 she's owed on past account commissions?

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. MULCAHY:

22

25

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

1

THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

No, your Honor. The

defendants rest.
Plaintiffs have rebuttal?
We do indeed. Mr. Thurston.

2048

Ladies and gentlemen, here is the

2049
1

BY MR. MULCAHY:

2

scenario. They have Mr. Thurston, which I understand is

3

going to be fairly short, 10, 15 minutes total. If we

3

4

finish that with tonight, we won't be coming in tomorrow.

4

A.

I did.

5

Q.

Did you ever have a telephone call with

If you can't do this tonight, I understand

5

2

Q.

Roger, you were sitting here while Mr. Sorrenti

testified, is that right?

we're past 5:00, if there's somebody that can't do it

6

Mr. Dunlap to discuss whether or not you would be willing

7

because of a prior commitment, we'll have to come in

7

to share, trade or work on your protected accounts before

8

tomorrow for a little bit and finish this, and we

8

August 28, 2013?

9

will -- I have to work with the lawyers for the rest of

9

10

the day and we will come back Tuesday and do closing

10

between the time I met him in June and when they
purchased that. That was a complete fabrication.

6

11

arguments. Is everybody good going for another 15

11

12

minutes?

12

13
14

+PLAINTIFFS' REBUTTAL CASE

16
17

THE CLERK:

You do solemnly swear or affirm that

17

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth 7
THE WITNESS:

I

do.

21
22
23

ROGER THURSTON
having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

24
25

has said?

16

19
20

DIRECT EXAMINATION

Did you have any conversations with him, in

14

Come and be sworn, Mr. Thurston.

the testimony you will give now before the Court will be

Q.

person or otherwise, consistent with what Mr. Sorrenti

THE COURT:

18

There was never a phone call with Mike Dunlap

13

15

15

A.

18

A.

I never had anything like that. There was never

any communication.
MR. MULCAHY:

I have nothing further,

your Honor.
Thank you. Cross?

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

21

THE COURT:

22

further rebuttal witnesses?

23

MR. MULCAHY:

24

THE COURT:

25

No cross.

Thank you. You can step down. Any
No, your Honor.

All right, ladies and gentlemen. So

that concludes the evidence portion of our case.
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1

he only went from May 1 '15 to '16 as to KMMR. And

1

is evidence from which the jury could draw inferences
that this program, as it was set up in its entirety, was

2

what's your price schedule, that's entirely irrelevant

2

3

because they are a $6-1/2 million company and they call

3

a Deluxe program to include the B.A.M. transactions, and

4

and get a quote. Thurston, as well, has been receiving

4

that Deluxe knew that there were going to be, based upon

5

the volume discount for laser checks and his commission

5

the contractual rights that the legacy distributors had,

6

shot up 63 percent.

6

that there were going to be conflicts, and in fact in

7

There's no preferential anything. It's a

7

these particular transactions they knew there was an

8

matter of asking. They didn't present the court with

8

inordinately high, 11 percent, crossover of customers.

9

any evidence that they asked -- T3 asked for a price in

9

10

volume discount. If this price fixing was so great and

10

the inferences to be drawn from the evidence is that

11

they were receiving such a great advantage in the

11

Deluxe knew that Safeguard would either have to breach

12

marketplace, the evidence shows from Jamie McCormick

12

its contract with its legacy distributors or it would

13

that they only went with Deluxe 35 percent of the time,

13

have to get its legacy distributors to give up their

14

65 percent of the time they are with other vendors.

14

contractual rights.

15

THE COURT:

That might be a matter of what the

15

And the reality is that the evidence and

And it seems to me that the evidence is

16

products Deluxe has to offer, those other 65 percent,

16

that inferences can be drawn that they knew that a

17

because they weren't in the traditional same necessarily

17

rational player in the market, understanding their

18

product, so it may be different products. I understand

18

rights and understanding the extent of those right,

19

what you're saying.

19

would not freely be giving those up and therefore they

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

That may be but we don't

20

knew there had to be a resolution program that would
somehow get them to give up those right.

21

know. Both distributors had the opportunity to quote

21

22

from other vendors and to receive the best pricing they

22

23

could. And the same thing happened with the envelopes.

23

understood that by way of their mitigation budgets, that

24

those mitigation budgets didn't reflect what the actual

25

crossover amounts was. The amount of time it was making

1

offering prices that were apparently below prices that

mEOOU~

M

Oka~

On the interference claims, I think there

25

I think the evidence is clear that they

2096
1

for these transactions to be resolved, in terms of

2097

2

conflicts, should have also made them aware there were

2

Thurston and T3 received. There is a startling absence

3

issues.

3

of evidence of what those prices were, what the products

I think the question of agency is also a

4
5

question of fact here the jury needs to decide regarding

4

were for, how those prices were gotten to, and I think

5

there is just too many inferences that you're asking the

6

whether or not Mr. Dunlap was an agent of Deluxe in

6

jury to make, in the absence of evidence, to get there

7

going out and resolving those conflicts as part of his

7

that Deluxe acted in a way that not only interfered but

8

sort of master B.A.M. strategy. And then there are

8

did so independently wrongfully. Because they clearly
were offering lower prices for its own economic

9

other questions that have been raised. And I also wrote

9

10

extensively on these issues in the motions for summary

10

interest, which it's entitled to do. So I don't think

11

judgment, motion for punitive damage. Plaintiffs have

11

that interference claim on the pricing provision
survives to go to the jury.

12

cited evidence and I'm incorporating all of that in this

12

13

ruling.

13

I think it's a question of fact for this

14

14

Okay. What's is next?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

What about the last bucket

15

jury on those issues, applying the standard I must for a

15

they have. Their for-sale value of the business back to

16

directed verdict, which is giving any inferences that

16

Safeguard that may be being asserted against Deluxe with

17

can be drawn reasonably, as well as any evidence that

17

the tortious interference.

18

there is and making all of those inferences and using

18

19

all of that evidence in favor of the non-moving party's

19

record from more than one source, frankly, but also from

20

claims in this case. So I think it is an issue for the

20

Taylor that these distributorships have lost value

21

jury.

21

because of the interference in their account protection

22

rights. I think the value of that loss is ultimately for
the jury to determine.

22

As to the pricing interference claim, I

23

don't think you're there. I don't think there is

23

24

evidence that Deluxe acted wrongfully in some way as to

24

25

the pricing, independently wrongfully, other than

25

THE COURT:

-h

I think there's evidence in the

I would note that the 100 percent lost
value, that is that it has zero value, seems to me to be

012587
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2162
1

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

There's conflicting evidence.

2163

1

2

He mentioned telephone calls, which is disputed by the

2

3

evidence in the record with the emails --

3

I understand it's disputed.

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Not until April is the first

Thurston sells Omnipure for $300 -THE COURT:

Well, he's concealing but there's no

doubt-- it's a little unusual here because, and I

4

understand where Mr. Schossberger is coming from here to

5

an extent, because there's no question that Mr. Thurston

6

same we actually see an email he asked for the sales

6

was a-- was it Vice President Cheney who talked about

7

numbers, which comes after the fraud in the inducement.

7

the known unknowns and the unknown knowns.

8

Again, he appreciated the deal he was doing. He knew

8

MR. BOLINGER:

9

what was into Norco. We know he know all the product

9

THE COURT:

10

lines were in Norco. He knows IBF was fully in there,

10

MR. LUTHER:

11

yet agreed to the $27,000. At that point he could have

11

12

simply said, no, I'm not going through with this. It's

12

he learned about the product lines, he understood yes

13

just a he-said-she-said fraud cause of action but nothing

13

that IBF at some point in the past had sold those product

14

punitive about it.

15

MR. LUTHER:

The clear and convincing evidence

lines and was interested in selling to that customer.
But he had no idea, not even close, there were hundreds
of thousand dollars of sales done at that time.

standard is the same standard for fraud in the inducement

16

and punitive damages.

17

The elements I think he's hinting

evidence was, one, that they concealed the sales. When

14

17

THE COURT:

I don't think so. I think the

15

16

18

Secretary Rumsfeld.

This is a known unknown, right?

18

THE COURT:

He knew the sales were greater

though from IBF than what he was-- that what he was into

19

at, perhaps not stating exactly the elements there, is

19

on his side, because that was the whole premise of why

20

the intersection between the bad act and harmful state of

20

you should sell those over because they are into it

21

mind. What is the clear and convincing evidence of

21

bigger than you are.

22

harmful state of mind as it relates to the fraud in the

22

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

23

inducement?

23

MR. LUTHER:

Absolutely.

What he did throughout this

Multiple things, he's concealing

24

negotiation process, and I think there was a list of

25

the sales throughout this period, there's no way Roger

25

almost 70 customers, basically they were trying to get

1

him to sell off every customer IBF ever touch

1

certainly could conceive of situations where the evidence
might support one but not the other.

24

MR. LUTHER:

2164

2165

2

historically. He knew they were interested in those five

2

3

top customers, surely, but did he know the sales? No, he

3

I think-- as I view this, the alleged

4

didn't know those at all in terms of the amounts of

4

conduct of Dunlap as it relates to this transaction was

5

sales. He knew somewhat in terms of the product lines,

5

a microcosm of the overall strategy that he allegedly

6

and the reason he didn't know the sales is, one, they

6

employed in getting the plaintiffs to give up their

7

concealed it, two, when he asked do you have the sales

7

rights, and this was just a successful event. And so I

8

data, they said, no, sorry, we can't get that, we don't

8

think that there is evidence that the jury could

9

have that type of information, when the evidence showed

9

conclude that he acted with that state of mind,

10

that Dunlap had those scrub sheets in his back pocket as

10

intersection with that act.

11

early as January 20, 14 months before these negotiations

11

12

were taking place.

12

of those cases where the claim for punitive damages

Now, ironically I think that this is one

13

We have affirmative misrepresentation, we

13

actually might be stronger than the underlying claim

14

have concealment, and we also have oppressive behavior,

14

itself, for the reasons that Mr. Schossberger put

15

which goes to punitive damages. You have a large

15

forward and the known unknowns part of it. But in terms

16

company that information inequality, they have all the

16

of Mr. Dunlap's knowledge and his sort of harmfulness of

17

cards, they have all the sales info and they are using

17

his state of mind and the company's in that regard, I

18

that to their advantage to get Roger Thurston to sell

18

think there is evidence the jury could conclude that.

19

out his customers at a nominal figure. There's no way

19

I'm going to leave that in there.

Roger Thurston sells Omnipure for $300 if he knows they

20

20

---21

are selling hundreds of thousands of dollars.
We see this once in a while, we see

21

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

However, your Honor, what

about all of the evidence that every single time

22

Mr. Dunlap has done this, there is an understanding that

it with intentional infliction of emotional distress

23

they've done this with: Its going to be three times

24

where the standard with punitive damages are so closely

24

your, the distributor, sales value. That was in his

25

wrapped together that oftentimes they go hand in hand. I

25

state of mind. We saw that in the email to T3, no you

22
23

THE COURT:
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'<.01 PLtr-suant tq this ~gn;:t=rneni;, ,we shall withhold each month
from
pa.yments
dwe yqu a. su.m .;.qual t.o 10/. o.f thE:!
net ·· Oh~·
(.Jt- ~- t.e
sal.E?,s
~n.d ;"OX .of gr-oss :Commissions .for ~i). ~a~.es - bf
$a.fegLte,rd Systems other than Dne'"'t\1~-p::~s c::re¢1~ t~q to yoL! . and
!:)ill ed by Lts during the pr-im~ month to i:;ListcJmers for whom
thet-e
is no agreem·f:'::nt t:o ~~iU·!f•9i ~ ~;:ommis;;:i:i.ons on behs:H
qf
Safe.t;~t:,~c;.t~d
<?-tt·hpU:te?q. to t.'l::if'? "Clqse" .distributor~f:\ip rigi:"!ts
'd.r'fq
~f'!tj;?rests
Ltn"_i;:.i 1
we, ba.ve co11eci:.ed on b~half .af
the

'·

~h~~nsf):?_r·rar: of the "'Close'' .cjJ sbr.{:butprshi'P · · right~·
a~~d
{f'•terE?sts the sLtm of $ t;:tt:i,2.ict~<'!4; ·whidJ i!;i the price of the
righbs and 1 r;feres_:l::s: bei8g -d.\;;!=i.igh~P-• to -you; a.l sa p.ur-sL•.ant t:o
'this Agt!=ement ~ -~e. ·sh~.ll .~.lsb 0it'hbolct 12z-* of net bne~Wr.:ite
?C\l~,s f-i.f!G :::;;c;~ gr.oss cblnir)i ssi ons -for alI s;:..l es -of ~~fEt~~lc.!;~,~
Syst~rris
c:rth_E":r~ lhan One'""Nr:i tes attri btxtetl :'to 'tn·E.> "Al.e:-tanaer"
!:H %tt....i bl.rtorship
rights
any i ntli?t~e-.s-t:s c;l""ed d::i;d. 'to· yq-(i - ·~:~!;!_
l:l~ ned
by us du.r i ng the :pd oi-~ ,)t(r,in.th to ct~s·toita~rs
fen- whom
there is.
S<:!fe-QLt<;w·¢1

rrb a.gr"eea"ileht ttl .wit.l'lh;::o,o cammiss:ion: pn behaif· of'
yn'f;il
!-.ie
h~VE:
¢q1J_~qt·eo.
on
b_e_h:alf
of'
the
6
1
5
1

i~~~~!=~~ i_h e :·~~~h=f "i. i~;; :,~:;~·-2~~ ~~ i ~w::.:: s~t!: p~~-~-:f~f -~·g:
0

(ights
iand
Lnlerests qf th~
be{ng hereby ass~gpe;d t:q YO!-i,.

;;Ai,eKaf'rtler"

<;IL$tr-~-ithJt6rshtp

.

*

Qf thE! s!iJol!rtt .sq Wi tl:lh.eLd_,
10% of neJ:. Systems saLes ~h-~.i 'l
[J!-=: PSI:i-d to J<?:mes A..
Al?}(,::.>.nder and: fher be.l-ant:e ~o Sa.f;.2qUaro
.f-t;ir tru::inies o~ed to Sa-feguard.
Ao:b .st:tt:('l ~lfli~ ~-~ ?~;fe_i;i,Li.ii~:--Jj~§
peen pFJ,i<:l $
18, 0~2 .78 we sfuai 1 on.i y t'li thht;il. d 10%
df
ne±

~~'!!::!.t-~a.l.;:s:~~~zo~t~;r gt·h:.~ b~::~~r:~~:~:~~lf~~t r, ~i 1h:a~l :~tt-~!
·-~·m·o··rn
.. t
<" ..

>-.-

ha----s b._,~~:'='Fin··._ '··p·"'
·· .. ' .
--.=.
..-;l(]·

.

.. .

. ..

(!:';;!
Yc;i_L! §.fi.aU
comply wffh a;dm1nis-(;:r,at1Y'Ef a;h,d t;bm(l)~ss~oh
pQJ;i..c;j.es ned: in con-flid:; wit!) tli;is Agr:-i?emeH:t :V-ihiC:rr .ane n.ow
in eff~ct (:Jr' (!4Jcli Sh .W.fF; (nay i~~r.).a ffom .time hr time fot." your
±erritq:-:y,
or a.o•Y lii.l¥:tJ"oP.ol·itan aFEl~- iru:luded wi-thin yaw·~e.rrl t·r,;ry;,
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{A).

AgreE?ment ~hR>ll

Thi.!?

tet-m of five {5) years,

remain in effe!:=-t: fore ~rr
it:=~~ti<:>J
u.niess i t is _terminated e.ar-1 ier for

fh~ re:Cl.so_ns ri!e?C:ribed here:i.Jl.

(8J
S.;l.fec,JUard may terminate this Agreement l:ly gi-ving
ydu
si Kty
(60) days .wr-itten notJce .ff the commi ss:i ons
crc,e-t- · o.f
unco.llectibi~ 2H:::cnunts, returns and :a:i'l.qwa.nc!;:?s)
on the sa.le
·of
S<;{'f:eQt:r~·rl:J ~y~t_em·~ credibed t~ yo,t.i' dti 'ndt (:!gqai or e~-tceed
tb? 8.-ih~Unt:>; s:;et -fo_t~t~h belo\~ for tfie &tJ.IJ!.:.fai per·±i;:>~~
:tnq~ ca.~t-~l:l:

Q6/0:118?

0~/;31LBS.

(Jb!(lJ/88

05/31/89

Q6).i)1/89

05/31/90
65/3i/91
~J-~·/3·.~:>~~

D,s_/~~~ /9i~\

()6/.(ii i9i.

Yrw.r

8.flf'Jl,i~.J .ct'nT!fi!i ~~ioo qUota sba) 1 ~ n.cre_as:~ ~i1QU!"l_i_iy by -9'-l~h
.<a.s 8l';l.fi¥gu.p,rc) r?~-sonabl y deterll)~ne_:j b:C~sed t,!pon CJnY

.amot.u:vl;;

pr:ice ihc:r~ases .{or Sa.+egi_tar,d Systems during -the pe.t:C:iod:•
At
.tr.e ,end .of -ten year.s your annual commission ,quot·a shall
no
lqngsr~
~~ncrea$e e~\~ept b:;~ the e~(tent SL(Ch in6re•.;i5(:=? t~e,f1.eCt-s

~nY.

b.'i

s.8.~1e~ 'prH:~ (n~:r-¢_~SeS .ft;t~ Saf~egt,tard $.Ysi:effi~- it~~b-htt?t;l

SC!f;B~G\ar'i:l •

.lo <:>,.;-1-d.it:i.on. t~o the .<abov-e C~onua1 commfssi,on :qtl-.<itas,
Y9Ltf:" net:
:co.rnmissions. +or ga:ch qLt.!'lr:l::er :from. t:be .b.eg:i.o.~ir:cg of· -tb.e ye;::.;r
t-o the, end of Eacb quC~r:ter mus.t at. least_ eql:tal yo!.)r n.e.t
·c:.amm'i'ss'ions:·f'c:lr: the. saiire pe;~::fod Ciurihg .. the 'j:;ri'Or y.eat-.

q:::)

$~fegJ.;tat:-q,

writ-ten

ffi~Y

ter'-mi_nate thi. s

f'igreef!i~t:it

by

qi vi ng

yoq

not i.c:.e if :the f.ollowi n~ shot,.tLd :o.ccur::

{~)

Yo~\ ~e.t,l

ot

~a~ i!:;~ 1: ~~-l.e,S? f~t~ ?-r1Y pt-o¢t);<=_i=~?•

goi;:rd,?
or -s..e.r'yit:~e.=> ·!1hich !?~:f'E:!g~t-~rd ds=:te_r~mines ~-n i.ts
-iloL-~.- .i:!-~?¢r-$_:t:ion :t-P :b~ ¢Cimpg!t-it:l.ve=..!"lith
i.;i:l'y S:i.;fe_'J\..ia,rf:!.
S. ·yste.ms.
({ i>
Vou sei i
or repre:=;eo.t a
:seller o.-f non~
·co:rope.Li.t tve pr.odLt!:·t_s,
goo.d:s or ~er vLc:es w:t.:thmdi. Dlg·
~:V.'ftl opt "-\Drea,s_q[l,a,&J y
1;'!$i{h1)qh:!_
11rtt:tf=n .cQf]$!2-nt.~
·w~
thi.s coh$eht•

U i i.)
You ma:teF•i ally fail to.. per·forr_n C~ny of t:he terms
and conditions of this Agr.eememt other- than f:ai 1Lw.e to
set f Brtli in j:J2r'd.I;;Jf'.ctph 7 (B)
'~~rq
the
t:omm)$~i-ons
~boye.~

y_o:(l.

¢9ilc1.Li_¢t Y¢l\.h"'se1 f. pr. yCJ\..ir f,tli~i:i\es}'>' if'! an
o.r
c:!isn:.>p~\f,,i:.,b'X,e ;(11.::\f'th~r :Or epg<;tg_e
'i-ti -t~a\:ii?
pr-acti:ces
wh.i-C:]:'l
d) recti y
m- tnc:!i n_ecfl y
di~creq;i: t
·;$-a,feguard,?
S-a-feguard •customer=;, 5<0>.fe':?vard· d..i-stri-b~\f:o.r?
or .Safeguc.rd prod~tcts q~- services.
~1'\?)

Ltnethi·c:~l

TT00004651
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CI:)) Th~ s Agt;"~~ment ~i L,l _<=ll ?9 i:,~r-mJn.;\te si )(ty
either of the follawirig, events oci::ur.:

d<:lys a:ftt:>r

'You give us lt'H''it-ten not.ice that you have

_(i)

to

(60)

t~r-mfnate

elected

Agreem~nt.

thi'!?

(i i)
(E;:)
You may reflew the t!=lrm of this Agr·eement fm- additional
per i_ocls pf :fj \i'e (5) ye~r:s .e_~ch _l:ry ,glvirtg L\!0; wt-::L tte_n not~ qe
,:<;t J,gast s.t\(ty C6Q) · !i:~Ys .priqrc tO t_l':le end a:f t:h~ cprrl:er:-•t

ter_m;

a..ni::i

?E:;tt,Jng

fot~t:h i;:h,§? a..nncta;l

net $e>.f~gua.rd

BY?tem?

,~;~f:=~~-=~-~n5_ ijicby~~~ P~~~~-~;$~-o ::~~r;ai f _fg~re~;-~;e~~~~fe~-~:Si.t:<;:C::~s;si.Ye

th.~
het:
qf
the
'Aqreement,
renewal
shell be- autom<'=!t~c,
T.f your pr.opos2..1
_does ·not .reffec:-t such
incr-ease,
:then t•he •f:!gt~ee.ment shall
t,E?!"'il!~il<=ltt:;? llhlE,?~:s S8.J~gLJ.:C'f'tl ?PPi-qV~-?. .t'h~ r€'?_tfi:;?Wa1 in
writing.
Af:t!-9t"' the t_e.nt!:l Y!".i:l.:t., ~;i;Jqr .i:!/th_l,.i.<~) cb_m.mis!?H:;r:i quat;a. S:h?J I _r\qt
Jnc;r~a;s.~ f!+!!7t.h~:?r .~;.:c!?pt ltq :!:he :e;~;te!Jt @}(pla:~.ned ifl PE>,ragrt1.ph
7 ($.).

ccimn:ii ssior:J

~llfiLt~l

.:in!'=ret:~·.;;_es· t;:if

reqLd r~rlieb:t

bf

~t

the

:l,.e.ast 10X avi'Fr
precedi hg
ye,:ar'

an

}~g~~f;'.~lil~.trt m.aY nqt J:t~- .qssJgt:led c;i_r tra:rsfer.req by Vq.q, cw
b)/ bpE!l-":l':l.t;ion bf :la!·!'i in, pi;!;f:'!::•
Ypt::t mi..:t!$t tcc,J.h~fE!F:" all of :yps.,:s_j',"

i:hJ$>

eoither;

rigb<ts

to

B-af:eg,uar'.d

'Dr" :~n,other:

You

p.ersqn.

--.~;;:t~e;~ ~-~~·g~~-~! 0;::!~:n,~~r;~~~:ht.~f~~--~y;~;-t~-~IhJJy~ t.~.;~

sh.all

0

tgf'.m.

If '¥9L! l<i%$b _t;q

{:.rm ~h~~ 8 Aj~i~;~~-~~
CA)

\(ou

:ip''l:,et~~l?t

tt!~fn~fer· Y.tit:~r

e

~Y:;~ _

B;r:'<d if:lt,_er.est,

titi_~

m:~t5~{~;:£t9 ~~u~-t:1~ ~ f:l.i tp;il ;fi:y,~ (~) ye~i'7

fi.rs.t- of f-en- ,Safegto<ard
j,p this -:Aghee·t'Qent;
qq

nn

'.r'ii;1ritj

your

t_r!e

.right_,
'.t.et.~m§

ti t.le and
<;:iei=:c;r.lbed i•n

TMi.S: pf.f-~r· tq cS~-f'E:;QL(<;J:F'd mu:.st:. :b@ ,i[l
i-m:·l Ll.d:<:;? .a 1 i, st. .of a.ll cdf 'tf'1E
~(,istom/?1-C:s
in res_pe:>c't o.f ·Nhmn .von ha,ve .a •:rLoht •to re.cei ve commi ss·i ems.
If we d'm not acce,::'t ·t:he: assignment' n·f your intet:-e.sts in thi's
Agn~eme-r;t
within
thtr-:i:y (3t>? dq.y~ afber- \;IE( 't-e.;c:~1Ve your
;;f.f et-·~ t~sen ; ·:· . .
PS~rE\gf~ aPlT

WFi

p;.[

9

tJ:ng- and ;i:t

YiJiJ mfiy

beh.;n~;;

ffiL!S-t-

t:~'"~f:lsfE:r

Yb~~t

,tigl:ft:,

:titlfi? F<Dd

ir::'rter?.st

i(i

~;~·~ : 9 ~l:~~~~;:i,tsaf-~ 9 ~a;~-i ::~t~k::~-:~tl~~~ .~-~-;!a~:na~I~~~~r!~ho~ ~
agprpva;k,
Tt-rp> fpl ~ pwtrTg ;;t1;a,l i be
gr-ounds -for- ~i thhq:l t.U n:q -Eq:>prt!Y~t=

J '!::?

,(i)

e;~-atnpies of reasonable

the· 'third person he>.s .ina.dequa:l:-e .s.al.es e.:<per-i.en.ce;

bi >
the th-irq par-ty •is .a dis.tr_ibutar of
proqtrcts t;Jr sppp 1 i es-;

t:'oriip_etit.iv~
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.(i

i:i)

th~?

t.i me

t.o
.a_c.ti vel y
efforts;

:l;.hB.

(i vI.
h.~~

th_i_rcj
par}: y t-Jtl 1 .n(Jt agr~e tq .q~vpte
th_e b..\..•.stries.s
of
the di st;db,~d;:orsb{p,
particip.ate
in
its s<;~.~~s q_c.bvities

th.± rd

par<i: y ha~

g_b:tiv?t e;t:f2.d E:if a.

I:!E?e.h

~.re.di t

po.or

full
a.r;d
a.fid

eJ{,pe.r: i enc~

qr

f~J:or.y;

(~)
the third Pswty .i.s a. 'Safegt,.tan:l q;i._strib~:.itC;t~,, !:'Ia~ a
S.a.cfegt.tar.d t~H.:s'tr i.bt,ctor- ·or:" a.s;_s;oc1. 8.f;e ·Cilstr ;i. f:g,(tor ~_hp_se
con trac.l w.as ,t.ermi oat-ed,
or a Saf equar-·it emp:l. oyee wh:ose
e(npJ Qy(llent was tenrd n.:<.ted;
th~

. Cy;i.)

CCJhliri).s.si (:).IL

thJ1:-d_

PS'i.rt.Y f.ajls_

r'equ:i rf;;melit:s

t'et'"ms
an.d
condi-tions
di st-J,._i hu.tm~ agr·eernent.

s.:~f~gLi.arg

~i

to qgn-,€? ;f:q

f.i Heo
of

by

~ct:eP'i:. n~w n§:'t
anti
the

S.:H~;;.gt;(<;iicp

existing

s·a.fJ?guc:<r-d • s

p

·t!ii?J""rrit ha.:ti qli.
qf.
.c i-r c \..tms t .:<n ce s_: ·
.(G~
If (j_) You tt:r:miJ!F-<te tht? Agreglt:oi;';h:l;:; (j i) Y¢Lt t;i_i e ()f
;b.e.c!:l,rrie -pen'"m_.qrietiUY disapl ed d!-Jh.ng the
~ ni: ti al
f1 yt;~year
term;
-oF Ci i i fi Sa'feg•_ta.rd ti3rmtnat€?5 thi ..$ Agr=-eem~nt for <my
.:o.f
cf.:he
t.-ea:sons.
set··~or-th in pai~agrc>,phs 7 TBJ
or 7 WL;
-s~.feg~tar-d
wi 11
pay you (oF yoctr= e=i_t'e>.'te-) fot-· two :(2)
ye:ar=s
~1.~t:~r
t-ht:;' effective date of. termi n_ati em ·so% of the ·then
-t;l:-;_r:-r~tft- -,~~ip(h,i.~~i pn·--P~Yrt;"e:r~ ~!=hFd'~t}. 12- <;m al-l repeat sa.les ~of
E)ft.f~i~(l~af~d,.
!:J>iEfi;.e;;IO? tq E.:\-!~:t'Y~f?t~ -frqct. ~hplii ypL\ :~f?.l':"%' €lnt;j ~led
tq r1?!12.er~_e !'::'o\rifil'~s:\;;.i_pfi~ i!-ii·tn:e thfs 'A'9t'¢t?ilieflt w~s ~till 1n
ef:-f.ec;:t.
$a'f.eg_u.<;<n;l ~-v:i l A ljqt, fiq_ic;Jey$1-~, 61.?-.ke $-riY s'-icli p;=l'f{il_ei'jt'~
.;if.
duri:ng -ths tt;:-Ja-yea~- peri-od you .s.ell or· atteiD.pt la ._sell
:sJ2r"Y~~-e_5;
prodqc;!::tc;~
en- ,:;t.J.ppJiEO>s (<~t:r:lc:h are_ competitive -(c'iith

-~::~:;_;-~-~~ -~:~~~~~:i} -~~q;~b!:;s;r ~~p-~Y,~:.~~~ i~i:~e~q ogt?~rr~;r t.~

0

U?.

the

:l-\l:ithin

·ten {.10) days of the d!3tl2 Of :tel:-mi:i;J~..t~P-8,: ~J), .of
tr"'.de ~ecrets q.nd
c:on·Fi:de;nti.al
infor.m£:\t:ioi:i
g:a,r-·agr.aph it).,
and coopenate with
us in the

S<;i-:(egua~-d

Lrst!=d
i,rr
tf~~nsi':er

q+ .

the

customer

accounts

-t.o

:us

or

to

ou.r

J,Ii J?ffe<;::i;. f-qr:

-ii\Qf$!

t e:pr~-:sE~q'-b~t:'iv.~.

tB->
I f .r Cifter :this Agr-:egme_n:t. ll~-s he(::.ill
th:an. five
{5.7
ye<;~r-.s
(i) yo_u d;i·.e
ot~
di'sab·.l.ed;
or{;l'i)
you
transfer- yoLir
.A9!_""«?:t;criF?!).:!: t.q S~fe9'-.!!='r~ ~-· Se<.·feguard w.i i l
·E}''?:t_at.:e).

1]cir

t:Eirtriin~tJ oD

f.ol:ir

·

{4> · year~s

a-ftet- the

becoin.e
pcSrm;;.:n.en't.~y
.r·ig_ht:s· ·uHder
the
9ay you
(or
youreffective
datE· of

50% :~f t.h~ tb~n. "hL!~~t~~0t. ~pf(!m{~$i:cin .. ~~bg~ql:e on
_,;~ 1 rep.eat :sales of ;iafegt_iar:'¢1 System~ tq t:,Ltstoll)~t:s: f_rq(tl ~~hp(li
you
.were ·en.t.it1-:ed: to · recei ~e commissi.ons
whil-e
this
Ac;weem(~nt t--1<?:5 st i I 1 in e·f f. ect.
Sa f·.eguard w± Ll not.,, ,ho~-<_;ever;
-m~f?;?
ftl1Y !:'\Pt::'h paym~!]ts if. .<=Juring the four year period you

I t{1.

1 1j

1/85
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sell or attempt to sell ~s~vices, products o~ supplies which
a..r.r=
c.;qmp~{-it~y~
~'lith
q~f-egU.-=\f"Q
?ery1c::es,
produr;t§ or
st:tpp1i e!5
either t:Jri yol~r.- own pehalf or on b$h<:tl f of. otlie.fs;

:or

~-f you .fc~.ii to cl$liyer to \c.t$ within toE?n qo>
dd.te. 'of t!2rltli n<=(tion a~ 1 cH tJ:"'i~ S.;tfegu;;.r-d trade.

daY§ of

·se:Crets

the
.and

jnfor..cn.;ttj...ol) Hste.cl in paragr<aPh ll),
and
bqop.er:-,s>.te. JNi th v~ ,in. ·t'he :trans-Fer of the.se c;customer <:l.cco,_mfs
to !;~<:>. or t:o ow-· r_ept-e,s:entati ve.•
.c:jor:;fi¢1ef.i:J.:a~.

'S..,;i.f~gt.~E!t~d wU.l in<;tJ::e ce\d.d iti on.al PC\Ytr:lehts, td you <or
est~tel
i.f Sa-fegu.:>rd •sell s .the -riqhct.s to :receive
c:omm.i•ssi:ons to wh-i..c"/:-; •yoi:! -would have. been .enf::itled except for
([;}

you:r""

.t.et-:r;:ricna-t.i.pn. .:>. nd y:o.t.'. · ·ar· your -estate are 'then enlitled to
pa.,ymen·t,s u..nder C.B) a.bove.·"These add.itione>:I paymen·ts
will
eqLtal the· dl:f.fet""'ence, :i·f· .an.y.., bet.vteen •the ama.ctnt ·received by
Baf:eguard. on the. ·sa.Ie of s-w::h right's ~n~ :the- amount PaYab~:a
5

~~ ,1r~k~ ~P~!:ie ~~-~ ~~~"-~Lgr:t;a.l;~ui~d:t~;. r--i~~t·:$·;~:.~:Pi~ d~~~
r~:~,c,qhti.i-f;?d. P:/ Sa,Ui'i?t..lS!rT'~ ~
bt;.>
m~:I:"'-' the p<"\yments
5

t:f'i€;!(!.

:to.

!\1).. ).;1

$~feg~t~rt,;l

.dt..te.

u.nclet-

's oply qqli g!=tb oo
the
1=irst
s.;;.le.

::f. er~~:~·;i. i :~;._s ~~*b~b~nr·~ t:t_:\1~ o:~~hi:,~:~:.s-~~:nq ~ ~~;~ ~!~i:
0

f,q~-

0

it;:S ti~'.lf! pt.:ti:'"":P:9s~s: whathet m:- n_at t.hi s
n;;tU.t'rr tt;J yp-t.;'. Pt"'" YP.t.tr' esta:t:t.;:;.

(D}
vJe

i1ot..il, .d

~. ff.e<;,t.

thP-

Tf this. -Agn::ement .j·s ·ter"'min·ated +m- any reason bef:of-e
co:ll:ect the fu,ii a·mo>~t.nt >remaining :with respect
to the

~;r~:~;:;~;th~~:~!~~~2~~,::~::~~=i~!~~~~ ,i~,%=~i:;::~~!:f,~!;

u.nbi :r
q·{p)

the remai ocJ. er -.of .sl.!c:h
J -s. paid 1 n fulL

amPLtnt set

fot-th

'>in

f'<;tr-<:igr·.aph
··

1:11
¢i.:Jn;:>i tie~""'~ti on ' of
Sa'f.12guaf:d 's_ ,ap.p.oi nt.ing ypu as
a.
di str.ibl..!t-or- of Sa. feguard Sy,stems,, and in reco';_!ni t±on tha.t as
a
s<:1.J. es
ag'Ent you h.c<•/e an Oq i ~ ~Bt'i on tp )idi-Jr' pd nc'~ pi;.ti
to
N"~~~t:-"n
aH
of S:a-f ~gtl~rq's t:.r;;<:d.e
_s·e-t:r;?t.s
or·
fi.thiifr"•

9

~~:~ f .i!~:.·:::l i;~::~ Sft7i f~~~·~:=~!•q:'t~·~-~·:~~-~,;~~:!.~ .--~:;::::~=~~en.!ff
pr:~:girii:t) ~

c;,r:ii:l.

i:;qp~ e? ·qf S~feg.\-t~rc:! '!?=.

Q:I+st:PmeF

H

lg;;;

.9-n¢

r·eq:or-cl:s
'(~_nc::I!o~c:l:i.n.g
pas.:t
ord~rLng
hi ..stor-y,
sample5 and
irnprlnts} ,
c::usf:omer · U: s·t.5,
pr! ce ho.oks·
price Li. sfs ~
r;s:'fs:t-r<;\l
Ei.QtJ.n;:~
).J s'l:s,
proqu.ct ma:npc.d? or .c;d;b_er Pl'-"oc:iLJc;t
tcr."<;d, oi ng li:i<.'l,-ter'.i f:\J ~ i ri. your- p.o~sessJ on;
cU.stodY or ci:lJitro1,;
a.nd .al 'i s.al gs ai:ds,
S~.les brochLu-.es,
design
lorm trays,
de.monstraf-icm boar,ds,
E<nd other Safegu<=ird s:9-J ·e? m<tt.t=;t-:i ~;'+ s

.or

6~;~~;~::~~s::r;~::;r~::~g:~r~~r~:~j~~::~i:::~~~::~=;~;
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ne~ture

of ~ t_s b(:,ts}tres~ 'j:.t:J s\ny tl-(i r(j parti ~s ancl Yot.•. wi 11 nqt
Use a,oy st:(i.:t\ i h.for_rn<;~tiC!ry ot.h~r' t,ha(l
in ccihriecti_dri ~~i th yow-

s~t-'-:y~c~ 2~ 2 Sa.f~.gt.i~v'-'9 ¢fisttibt..ttor.:

~termir::rg;t,~Qn. of th;i$ 'Agreement for· S~hy re.~son yoq
.ollsa
agree that you shall assign to S2feguar-d
i t s des:l.gnee the
bus~nt?s;;
t~?l'f?pbone ;l?l;tf11l:;ler (?:} .;:>/1d po_st 0 Hl:ce boY,
npmbet- (s}
•-ised in conn~c~t.ion wi :th You.r S~:fegu~rd d I st r, i(J~;d:;ot--shi p,
You
2~~:wee
that yot..•, wi 11 s.i
such documents a.s may be
reqwi red
by
t-he telephone :company. or past of+i ce to eff:ectuate the

Upon

or

gn

~~~~~:~:;6~£. y~cd p;:~.fn~+21~gw-~-~~~~n%r t~~~:~~=g·:;~r~~s~,~~~r.i n~h1:
i"l:'fp.i'"!:!S.f2,n1:<?·t)_y~

-Yotw

:~_>l;e;!J::_l:J.tf'? ~ny

to

_s1,-tch i:jd.c::l,i(l)!'!nt~

yoLH~

on

be_half.

f-en- ~t P.li=wio4 ~bf t.:~o <;2} ye~r":~ ?,ftek t.hi-!? A~9i"-$emef1t is
terminated,
i"i t-hin. the te~?Tibc:n-y c:lesc::ci bed i 8 At't.ac.hruent A
Y9Lt ?,•;Jt-e_e_ tbai; 9Xn:::c-i;:~ y. qr- .:Lnq:iq?c:t:ly, em_ yqqr pvm behalf or
on b~ll~l f Pf $1.1'1Y othe:t- pe-r~on'~'
¢:.o(nfJP.fiY or ~.nti ty,
:yov. w1) ~
not s•jlit:it,
!ke;l).
at'"' attefr:rpt t.o {;ell
tb ati-'i Safgc.JLiarq

1U~o~

:·~ustomers.

.or
p.eF~.ons
w.ho' w·er-.e contacted by you
for
the
pcn-po.se of. bhei r be.c:omi n.g e. :safegt.:ra.rd customer--,.· syst.ems
or

supplies or -pr-oducts compe:titive wiith systems,
sppplJ._e!? f?J'"· prc:r¢fu;:J;~ aVB)le>,bie {ram Safeguard.
·

set-vices,
s~rvi~,;:e2,

I f ydt:.t -,:;,~ 91 ~t:e ?nY of· ·t;hE! ~.l:Jo.Ve ,agre!=rneht~s,

·toe.

you ?-C kngw). ~dge

J ~W flit"' Vip) a,t'i, ph t:St..cifip~t bf!: eqtnpensat;l;::d
PnJ y
by money' ctamages~
:safegL\&/'-d wi.I J .b.~ entJ1;te!:l tp
·tEmpor<:~.r·f
~rrd' ;p·ermttneot J;?qld-t-able reli-ef to
prohibit yo•-•-.
·tl'l~t

YE:.in.~dV

~J~

fl:"C]fn_ .. ;£9P:!:JD,t.,k!-r:t9 .t9 >'iP.t~:t:§l YQL!r qgn:=~~ms>oi: sY~D
A~rna:ge.::; <~n '!;!e Prt:l\.1-f?n"
lr:i

the

event

P.riY of thS?

prtNi~sions

of

H

r:lfl

PO!.r8.gr.3.ph

. mpne;y

10

<-<f~

eKcee.d
th.e
ti.me
or .geographic·
limitce,tiori$
peFntitt:.ed
by'
app.lic·abLe ltil-l,s,
you and
agree
:thatthe
pt-ovi $ions at~-e esse:.>nbi<:i.l f.o::;r Safeoua:r-d ·, s prob?c'ti on c.md tha.t

_de.emed

\they~

t.o

we

. :~&Cl.iY bE:' r~·fb_r~~gd

.1-i_igitl='tiP.h pE;Jt-frl:it-t:gd by

t9

l.:_h~ ~~}~i:lljUfli tim§

-~p_plit;~h~~

ar-

gepgri;'.pbi t:

l~ws;.

-11 ,.
This.

Aqreement

shai.1 :SL!pers:ede an.d t"ePJ<=\c,e

J:::.oY~r;inQ

thE;

A~re~:=-'menL;

t'tt~f:iviqusLy

.:·~vai;~ 1

pr,odqcts.

P~G~i s~=~t

0

~nd

s~rv(c::e?

any

coy~r~d

·s.iQ!lE!d by yoL•.•

agreement

by

;f Pth! ~~t~-!~-;~=n~ ;h!ir~t:iiii be
9

trd?

n~-~~~

bgi
t:h.~ P<?.rtiE;f?; · sU¢h iny<;~l_i.ci Pt-PYi?~on qr
P'C\~"'t
t>~if?lg deemt=.d sev~r:C<.b1e Jn n.;;;.ti-Jr!=l·•
Jrj adt:f~tion, H Saf~gU.af'"d
eJects TIP:!: to t:?flf.or.c;:e any qf the :terr!\5 ,bf the ~Qreemef.(t at
.CJ.D'f tin1e 7
its f..,aiJt..\I~E?- t.p d:p ?P -:5bCJ.l.l nPt. .p_e dE?~?mer,:l ,a WCJ.i_v,et'
·of ftcS- r- i 9t-,t t_q .enf.qrce tbt~t Cl.r _any .o:t·h€0?1'." pa.rt at ?Dme la:te~c

.v.ppr1

•e<il.<::h

'Df

t.i me.

HH 11/ 1 /Ei5

.]JL con
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ThL? flgre!='merrt
$.<.\fEg\:.t.at-:d ~
but

$ht3.11

pe

also
on
successors an~ .pssi gns of

binding
E!ach ·qf

bqth

not.

onLy

tbEl

he~

r?,

on. y.OL\ and
·e;>(.e_cuton:>}

p~r:be_s,

By signing this Agreement yoLr acknot<~l·edge ·that no oral
representations contt::ary to a.ny o'f th'f?' Wr"it;ten t~~l)ls.: t!f ·t:nl s
Agr-ee.ment
ha;ve
Pqen m~qe. t9 yqu
~11:'1:~(1~ · :~t)ip) 6·1~~1 ··!J>" ·· at:

by

·!!E~;!~!~"~~t :r~r~:ITdp:~~, :~:~:eA;~:.~r~:~:~~;" ~;~o~~
{!t"e.Q~;?t~nnlned

Cltstomers

J evel of st.!ppot-:t or tr'<3i nin;g r. th<?:t .c.ny of the
identif:ied {n Attachment B !llril: "Continue to.

~~o~-~h:t ;.·~~ ;:~~ ·~-~t-~.- .~h·. dc:\~_-:_-~r·-',-:_~-d:_· "_: r ,· ·_oc._·.·~- -~soi.· n~_r;:_r-tl:_:h-_:te_;:_~.!~;ui_~?b~~j·~z=~
~~-h~;;;i
Li
;: RCi?%'ib!l.':i
.•

m:ot-e.
.
':"
~t
l-11'19121:'"
nci..mes,
Yoi).
Lmde=rstarid
.th21J;: SafegLi.::uP.d
onHf
!;8pt'ie.sehts tO YOU thaJ: the customer:-:,s whose.- fTame.S are on
·the
1 i-~t
have
the past
bought ·Safegl18.rd pr-oduct's
and
cServ·ices 1
a[l.d they W.E;?re .:.:~ttrfbl_ti;,ed f:_o ,;3. f:ortnel"
.d~~tf:"~l:)t.d:;qr

not appes>r
d iff et-eljt

in

s-~feg'u0rd

vfhose
~1-sb

h.qw
y'Qi~t

.acr;;r,g._~il

Having

Y:c~t,t

h,;i.v::e

·r~c;:-l;?j,y~p

Fih

· ·· Yqg_

e~<Pll=J.o:a,t;iorr,

.c:rf
tfJe right=i P.nd interes-ts. i:;)eing ~.sst.gned to
in par-a.gr-.~Ph ~:;J. HI i ~nd the "'.nn 1~tal Gommi,ssion
sr?t: f._qrth ;fn ·P<'!r.;:;;gt"'a.ph 7 tBY b<Ol'>'e bsen c:oaicu:l.:abed ..
t~evEe:wed
the Agreement car-e:hil.'iy
and havi'n<,;j
been

th~ Pt"-'i~.¢e
~~t .fl;:wt.h

,qwotas

2..;;:~;6y~d';.s ·a.r-e t:J~ti:i~g··~s~i~_r,_ed_· t9 ·:y~~t~-

et!gt2 ttJB.:t

of'

-~~~l-~-~r tbl .;·6e~9~-~~;~~~ ·· ~~L; 9 ~~~~:~ ·ic~i_~~~~r::~me~~i~~,~e~9~;~:: ··
t.o be bound 'b.Y it.s terms.
-
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Y,o•~t
shall
h<'lve. the b.on ...,:exclusive right to •ca.ll
Lt$e-'-l"-s of
Safeguard Systems in the geographic·al
.below,

Cqpn,Pi.es

BLaine,
.
. c·assJ.:a.

on
prospective
area described

i-n ld<3.ho:
Ada,, ·Adams, Bannock, Bear Lake, Bingham;
Boi.c.;;""
Bonnevl.Ll~e;
Bqtte, 0<3:rrr?,s, C<;,u'lyi.;J_n,; CC!t~ib 0 p,
·-c·.~.-,·1_:_.,_~-·,t:_.·.·,i_-,·_·r..
.. ··.:.·
.
.
_c;us,t.er,
E;l.mot'"E?
.;
Ft-aiJ}~Ji.n,.
Pr~m.ant;
G'.$m,;
-J,e_f.feJ"'$,P.t~,, Jet-.om~~ Teton,. Twit• Fa:i.,l.~, Val h~~y-, ~hd

GqpdJ~r19 , .
(:i;:;;.?l-i:i.D:gtqo:.:

C.ount i e-s in Or eg.on~

CQ\:.lnties

in .Idaho:

t1.:;.J hw::r.

B.anno:ck,

Bear

-Lake.:,

Bingham~

Eila.ine

i;gg~~.!~S;t~;:~~~~~~~i:5~~~ir:f!;!~rr~:ii;;~:~;~tNE

J>o!Jth . ,dJ. ..;'bhe city ..o·f. Hoodi o.g and Bl i.s.s,
Idahn
Jeffet"soti,
Jerome,
Lemhi, · Lincoln, ·Madison,

EY.l.c.epted). ,.

Minldciha~

OneidaT Fower, Teton, an.d Tw1n Fall's.

TI00004657
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Attachment- .B
You shall have th~ er:clt,i?~"(t'? ot-i_ghJ tp the J:::ctmm_is~;i.Of)S orr sales of
Safeguard Sys-tems t;o:_

H)

each

At~-~-d'Yhl~tit
din~ct;ly a

-c-t.t:st:omer

A

iiJhose

r_:(2:st;1it

·of

in your• :sales territory
described
in
Sa'fegu-ard
Systems
is
yot..ir ·:ef.forts .:0:f1d t;:red~t~d to YOLt, and

:fit-$b Cll;"d~r qf

you
shall
not r-eceive comm.i ssi.ons -from .repeat
.en-ders.
t:!-tstomecs
prig'~n;:,;.py lpcated in yoLtr ten"-itm-y once they
;h_~,~<"<=i moYeg ft'·gjn, the t\'=.r'r-.itory_~
f_r:r a.dcjii;:ipn, yopr e>U:l_usive rig_ht
·to
commi s.sions
on _s~'l: es 9f SC!f•egp.<$\t"Cd qyst~in'?
to any ctJst.om~r
.?.h~l:I
§2>Cpi r.e i-f th<=l.t cus,tomer h.;;,s n_ot .p!-ln:hi"-s!'2d
any- Safe!_;lu..;:;,rq
howe-ver:.,

:frq(!1

~~~;,~; ~~~~~:idt~~ fr~~~J~.: :d~£: ~~r:r~~~e, c:_~~~-:~;r~~ir}~~~LP:;;;
p~:~:tc-f:t-l<:<se

t':if siiy

$~-fe'*J,Jat:·d. S.Y-?t:ettr~

I NT

1 J I 1 /tiS

:S<i. em--,
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Al)DENDUM NO. 1

Nf\ME: AND DEEiCRlF'TIP.f\J OF PRODUCT DR SERVICE:
Pn~,..:.wr:-.i t.li? Ac.c;:q~,tn :U ng sy~t$ms~manuaJ systems in whi.t:h si;:ver:al

f.qJ-,Jits
fpr differ-£int
recording ·functions are hel·d
in
ali:gnment on compact writing boards so that a singLe .wt-iting
on the ·top fDr''fH prad'4Ces tl'r~,: same entry on the forms .t?.~ne!'ith
through US.!" g{ c~ri{~~. 9-}~ ;.n;;.,..ca.rl::J:::H} regui,r~q;, PiiP~~,:~ §9
included in this produ.ct lire ar-~ t;h~ writ~ng qn~rqs, :tr<:(ys,
qi FJd~r.f.? and oth§'1r rion"'-pa,p~~- ~ te!fis S:o_l t:l in cq~jt,tncti on_ w.i:th
1;h5: f.'tlf~!Ti$.

Al

iGOMi:·Hs.SIPN R('ITE AND TERNS OF FAYt1E~H TO VtJU
35"'h

9f. q~t s~l.~?;

t:f-l~rgeb<-~t::k

subJe~t i;c:;.

pt-b.YisiPflS

de~cribed

thE;< t.erm.s. of tb.e
iri

par..agr~ph

PC\YmE;;.ri.t
5(C.h

-:;<no

Effective Date: June 1; 1987

TT00004659
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AI}DENDUJ1 N.D.

2

NAME Af\!D DESCRIPH PN ·.oF Pf\QDL)QT 08 §t:;fW~GE
F'inand.al Reportihl;j

a,

Fr.cigra:m --

' <0\ .bi:i·t;:c:h.,..rnqde

computerized

Gertt?r~J-

:Lg~ge;-r ;:;y.5tem 1-rsed to pr,e,p9,re Fih0rii:i al
St~tf?metT1;:s
)for ;small arid med'i.!-llli -~~ ;;:E;? i:tt:J,alf!!?SSes. . The ba~ic; Ffti,an~.i p}
$tf!,f:Etfi!Ent.s include. a Ba.l.ahte Shei:;-£, ~i;ifttill9? Statement C~nd
t'h'e i:J~oera.l Lepger.
F'r":_6fEi~sid_J1~-~-

I:H

s~t:V~t:::E;·

T·i.mekeepinl;J System a bat,i::':h
prbce_ssjog
gy<;>.i.JabJe· t,o. a:c;co•-tntants.~
arcf:ti'i:<;?cts, et.giiiEef".s al]_cl

r~fQ~;.~:-~Qnpr_.~~¢s;~~fla~~ i 1 t::~:=~i%:~ca~!d~:m!he~or wi;~J 1 f~~'~d !.~.~
m:anagemsnt

15/.'

·df

of

8V.rpos~s,

net sales for e2ch produt::t;

$t,~bJe.c.t

to

pay;.r,;;:-n~t and chargeback pr-ovii;>ions desc:r~i:!ed in

-~. (_(';) ~

t:'he term~
F;ara.graph

...

SfT LJF· PQL):cy
Ggfl:ili).iss:~9'!

FJtf~[l.ci~.l

9f 15/. orr a:il C:hal~ges bi:l).ed to th~ cu::=;tom:~r
]'1:~porting F't-c,:igr:-am ·set up charges.

for

Px"bf:..~~i?..~CP.ti~J. TJ iflii};:~~:Q'~ ng Sys t. em,
if
f'i!,
Sa.f:$-g\;.r.;>,rd cH';:C,oqnt .Rept-.t;!sentati :v.e doE!!? tJ\i? ~~t;
~ -~:;af'~i]~i&:f~~

W·Lti-]· ...}:-i=?spe.ct .t·o. the
9

0iJ

~!~! ~- k~·:ee~::., ;~{:~ ~-~ A~;_;~n;h~;~~~::n.~:i~ ~::se!~
0

iq::: ~ ~t ~~~
9

disb..,ibut.ot~ .and C,EJ:"i:ifie(:i by Fi?f!?gL~ard does t.he Se.t l,\p,,
d-i str 1 butor.
sbau
be
ent.J tJ r2d t~ 'Ure ba.se. cnarg~;
Safe9uard sha.:I. ;t be. er:oti tJe..O t(:) ,;lJ,l ~q<,:i~f;Jqn<:~~ ;(ees.
. .

IUT

i.f/J/E6

l;'p!;i

arid

3/i.CCH'I

TT00004660
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ADDENDUM NO.

3

N.AME AND DESCF,:IF~TJbN QF F:RQDiJCT OR SER\)ICE
D.ental P~c.actic:~ Sy~.t.em ~ a l:Jat.·c::h-mode computer~zec!

bus.ines;s;
sy·s.i;em foF
d~ntists
,tihat generaJ:es weekly and monthly
i rlf m-m~A: ion
a.n
prodqcJ (on,
coi~e;c:t~ or:p:;,
receiv.;~.bl es,
iosu.r,-?.nce; r~c:aU, ;;.\nd oth.er ctent~l ~u.sd.ness indl_c_~ci;9Jrt;;.

COI'lt1JSS! ON RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU

15/.

s~.les,,
pt~ovisiorls

ne't

o.f

ch.srgeba:t:k

subjec:.t ..to .the terms
o.f
desc:ri.bed in P:CIF<l.,Qt-a.ph 5.

pc;:.ym~nt
(C)~

SET t,JP FPLII:Y

!-f

!'I

Saf.eguat""Q

the ::.:st
S.:;:fegLt<'•rd •.

LIP,

(f f'.n f;c;t;oqr:;t

i..!p

.A.ccq\.ti'tt
8gl3t"$!~'¢f!t.~i;..},.VJ=
2\.ncf cr.:mver.s:i.on f.e.r:;: w:j.l I

RePr-E~?!!';'flt_atJ Ye employed by

fi9.hclles
tl}e
b~
!""¢l;::ai,n.ed

by

the di stri butm- a.n.d

t;eri:;tHed by S~.fegctc.>.t~d bi=<nd:fe~S. :i.:h~ \;;et t;tp,
the t:Hstribu.tmsh.:fl1 b_e en.ti tJ, ed to the. S!'::'t L•.p .and .(:;oriver's.i. Qfl . f.E¢e ••

TT00004661
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ADDENDUM NO,

4

NAME AND ITEst:RIPTIOt-.J OF PRODUCT .OR SERVICE

f1!'?di cal Practice System - a batch~mode computer;i:zed accocmt.?
l;'"~ce~.v~bh~
?Yl'item for the phy:si-cian 's office or medical~
Peia;tf?q :firms •... It provides weekly and menthly infor-mation
on pf,odi-tC:·ti.oh,
cql)):?·:::ti,ori~~- 7 -ret:E?~yiitp¥s 1 J•f\sLrr~:n·ce, bill'irrg
?t:~t~·!i1!21!:ts, and other financial management repc±rr"'t!5.
·· · ·

t~'l..

.qf

c~wt

sales,

subject to the terms

of

p~:yment

tf1.s.rge.bF~-.r.::~> pn=>visioDs d~sC:ribed in P.aragr-aph 5 :<GL

an.d

,SET Uf· FOLleY:

tf
\lp,

a· Saf:eguat-d
Account
Repr-esentc\ti v~
t.h~
s_~t
crp .:;md ·conversion f.ee. wLll.

hs:tn.dl~_;;

be

the se:t
r-e·ta.i.ned by

.S~f e9~!'$rd,

If an AccoLtDt Representa'f.:i Vf'i t;>O:•Pl9Yecl P.Y :!;he c;lis_tt~;ii:!-~Wor- ci:fi_d
j::f'rt:::Lfi ed by Saf~?g,Ltard handles t.h§ ;sE;?t. P-8,
the di·s:tri-.b'~'-.t.Pr
~h;3.il be entitl.ed to th_e set Ltp ;;:>.n:d conve;:-5;j.qn ·f.ee._.

SAFEGUARD BUS lh!E$8 !;iYSTEMS;

I.f-JC.

Accepted:

TT00004662
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AI)DENDUM

NO. 5

NAI1E AND IH2SCRIFTJON O.F F'RO;QUCJ OF; SE;RVlCE
Shm~t

Run Con-tinuous Forms ..., fm-ms that fit t:;he re·qLtirements

~f · p(2rsbn~i'

cis\~'nt,it~_es

·':.;;,Hd ·~L~s:i ne~~

cz-ompu.tet-s

and

~~h j. ch.

are

5

til ·

in

q:f :509 tl.J· 1.9;900~
The for·ms consist tH F;~~-si:it
fotil.Is· wf!ii:f:i ~("e ~t~ick i te(i1S d_s-si g~-ed · · to · f~{ r~um~I"'OI-iS
ha,rdwC{re a,nc:l ~p'ft,wo;i.re cqmb:i.n<?.t.Ji.:Jn~;
S~mic-cust.of!i. for.J:rs which
a,\"'e )§pld ~~~.h~iJ :th~r.~ i!?. :nqt enqygb volLnne ~n ~ci: 'iterr! to -?.tbt:k
I. t ~;~ .~. Pt~-s~:t; C!..Ls.:l::.C!i:n F!:_:H'-rrfi:; (..'jfli_c[) <3-t"'~ d.e=si grl'ed Yo i:t_tst_omer
pr~!='ference~.;
envelopE:s
r-v.n
in
·cC:lot:i[1-L(oLts
fS\sft'i ¢!11~
}.e:tt·erhe.ad;. and checks rLtn in conti.nL\o.us ·fashion.

30'l..

o.f

net

sa.l.es,

subjec-t to the ter-ms

of

pay.rnent

Bhd

chan;~eback pt-ovisions Clesct-ibed i-n PaFagraph 5 (C) ..

TT00004663

012607

NO.

ADQ_ENDUM

6

NAME AND DE:SCRff'TIPN OF f~RQDU~T CJR SERVICE

fi, r i n_q

G_oo~d

(:;o_l¢1--'

:E;ys;te(TiS~

-

A

$)i$'t~-ril

Lt1.:U tzirig dpen

£;h<?lf

ffling
wit.h e.nd. t~b file folcler~ l?>ild J.md~r- ttle name
.fi<=<feguard Color Sentry ancf designed <:~:r.otmd a
series of
:Lce:tb.E;li?~
E<3.!:h }t;~.pel h.a.s an area. fpr; q:~ G.Wn coipr cod_e antj
%pB:c:e fbr ·~ _let.tet- tlr number.
These l~bel? ~r-1=! tf:len appli~:d

to

th.e _end

t~bs

by the user- -

CDf1t;1 FSS I ON RATE AND

of

3_?%

g_i.,il,qe>~,

Of

(:i~~t

of the ·fTJ e

:ei·thet~

T:EF:t~1S

~a~e~ ~f

~h\~E!_l'(jp~

~·.~/mf-fi'ltt.

ai\d_

f.olders in seqLtenc;,:det_ermined
Alphabet.ic, NL,tmer-ic ot- Terminal Digit:.

OF PAYt1ENT Hi VOLJ

laqels,

fo~Ciei_r·s_ ~rid

t)Jari;ieb~,·:::t

·:fpi¢e.t-;;:;, . p~~g~eptprs 1

shelf
sLtbject: to the
terms
ii::!fj~ti"\hE!i;:l i tJ Pai~-ag'}~;:;:pli

s(ie~:y-ir')g

prbVi

s;fp[l~

'5 (C).

SAFE!,3UARD B!JSTNE:SS SYSTEt'lS,

INC;

TT00004664
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ADDENDLit·1 NO.

Nl'-Jt~it:::

7

AND DESCRIF'TtON OF PRODUCT OR SER'JICE
Cq~ i:it
M<o<?tet FU i ng systE)m - .·A s:ysi:ef!l ~.:~t~ li.zt ng· cushHn
c,={b.J.oats with ctr~~:<.~~r!::i that i<c:t:pi'r.ll1t:id¥t.e · ¥iJ8·s th~t ~re
SLlSpended by
pJ<O>.Si;:lC:
n<;~.ngers
~nd. qolm¢;pd~y
wi:f:h
ti::)p
(op;~J:lng
f,~b.s,
~hese .ta.bs a.re utili zed lo color
i.:::pqj? 'the.
alphab.~t~~
cU~iT(::
.inf. tw(na,ti oo a.nd "'·• r~c;;an ·system according
tci a c;~sfoma~·s oaed~~

s~1~~ .of l~qel~.,
t~bs, ft.llder?,• ellYt?~ope ppqc:he·::;
<;~.nd sheJ.Y~ ng s•.clbJet=t to the t~t'-ni~ qf pf:\'/flient a:rr!:l
~ha:rgeba.sk
pravis£ons ~escrihed .in Paragraph 5fC)~

4:5./. pf n.e-t

DEFINITIONS AND OTHER CQt1t1ENTS:

-ln:

.re.cei ve and be ertti tled t.o p.fi.YfJ:Ieh:l;.
Lfn<;l.er
9(A}
<::Jr 9 {B).,
a cust-omer mus.t have pL\rt:h;=liSi2P
\1.S.5:ter F~ 1i ng Systems fr-om yoL\ prior to the dat:g of

prd:er

f\~ragraphs

to

q:ri:·qr"'
·ter.mi nat'i .art.

YdL.lr'-

I NT

11 / t / 8:':3

3 <\ ,._c·o.n

TT00004665

012609

''

ADDENDUM NO.

8

----';;...___-

NAYili AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Personal System (PS-3)
A simplified check-writing
one-write system for home and personal use. Included in this
product line are the forms which comprise the system and the
writing boards, envelopes, binders and other non-paper items sold
in conjunction with the forms.

COMMISSION RATE AND TERNS OF PAYMENT TC YOU
25% of net sales, subject to the terms of the payment and
chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.

Effective Date:

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,INC.

Accepted:

~~~,~A

£-ltfs r4E-£'7

Diuributor
Date:

_...::....··4~/_J_o_,_/f_:_ZJ_ _ _ _ __
PS 12-15-87

012610

P.02
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ADDENDUM NO. 8

I

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Sourced or Brokerage Products-Bill Only Distributor Paid :("BODP"): Ancillary
business forms, checks or other business products that are not manufactured or offered by
Safeguard, including those through their preferred sourced relationships, but which will,
from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the
, small business marketplace. BODP orders, as defined in this adde~dum, occur when the
Distributor pays the vendor invoic~ di!ectly and Safeg~d bills th~ ?.ustomer, collects the
customer payment, and pays the Dtstnbutor the appropnate conumss10n.

I
I

I

I

I

I

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
F..ach product covered by this Addendum shall be sold and biiJed to the customer
Safet,~ard. Safeguard shall
maintain a schedule of handling and processing charges for BODf orders, which may
from time to time be changed by Safeguard. Your commission ~ill be 1) Lhc amount
billed to the end-user customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor
and communicated to Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing 6harge as determined
by the schedule then in effect, and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal
provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders. Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid
after Safeguard receives payment for the applicable order from the customer.
Commissions on BODP orders shall be paid weekly after receipt Of payment from the
customer. For customer payments received by Safeguard between Monday and Friday,
commissions shall be transmitted to Distributors the following Monday for receipt on
Tuesday (or the next business day in the event either of these days is a business or
banking holiday).
,

at the price agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to

IIANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered by this
Addendum, but any commissions (or sales) remitted from BODP will count toward the
. commission (or sales) quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safe!,'Uard.
I

I
I

.

,

RATES APPLICABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATIOf'1, AND METHOD

OFPAYMENT

.

Rates and tenus applicable to payments after texmination shall be identical to those (if
any) in the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum between Distributor and
Safeguard, or, if absent from the Sourced or Brokerage Products Aadendum, then rates
and terms apPlicable to payments after tennination shall be identical to those in the
Regiomtl Distributor Agreement between Distributor and Safeguard. ;

j DE.LJNQUENTVENDOR PAYMENTS

I.

.

II

I

Add'-'O<hun 31600

I

012611

In the event the Distributor has failed to pay any vendor ~nvoicc and that vendor
1invoice remains unpaid for a period that e~ceeds 100 days from :the date of the original
invoice, or if any vendor puts Safeguard or Safeguard-affiliated f.ccounts on credit hold
or takes further action against Safeguard or any distributor as a result of Distributor's
. failure to pay amounts when due, then Safeguard reserves the rig}jt to prohibit Distributor
from processing orders pursuant to this Addendum. In additi~n. if any of the above
events occur, Safeguard reserves the right to pay amounts outstanc;iing directly and deduct
1
the amount from commissions otherwise due that Distributor.

I
I

I

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, JNC.

012612

ADDENDUM NO. 9
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT DR SERVICE
Payroll
Processing - a batch processing service
that
provides payroll
including checks to customers based on
telephone or mail imput.
In addition, the following reports
and records are provided.
Payroll Transmittal Forms
F'a.yt-oll Digest
Weekly and Monthly Accounting Summary
Year to Date Report
Quarterly Taxable Wage Report
Annual W-2 Forms
Quarterly 941A Reports
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU
15% on net sales of Payroll Processing and 20% on net sales
of checks,
supplies and forms used
in conjunction with
Payroll Processing,
subject to the term~ of payment and
chargeback provisions described in Paragraph 5 (C).
Effective Date:

Accepted:

SAFEGUARD~SINESS

p

./

<.~,

SYSTEMS, INC.
/j
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By:. ----------------------f-~.---...................J

,

Vice t>resident, Sales:- West
Date:

c./ /;o(cLD

----i,---~-
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11/1/85

34.con
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ADDENDUM No. 9

01,

P. 02

\JS

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERViCE
. ~romotional Products: Promotional products or ''ad sr ecntlties" include but are
not litlllted to,, apparel ¢r wearables, drlnkware, writing instrumonts. calendars: bags or

?esk

~oessones that may be but aro not necessarily

ma:1ut.attured

by Safeguard,

t.?cluding those tirrc:ugh preferred alliance relationships, but which will, from time to

tune, be m.ade avmlable for sale by Safeguard through Dil;tributors to the b!.lSiness

marketplace.

Promotional produet& subject to this addendmn hre those orders for

products to be used in conjunction, in connection or in ftn~rance of a customer's

bu~ness, charitable organization or fund raising entity.

·

COMMISSION RATE AND !ERlV:fS OF PAYM:ENT 'l'O YOU
Saf¢guard shall sell and. pn:rsuant to the Dis1ributot Agn;en:.eut. bill to the customer
promotional product orders only at the price agreed to and aiiOl~ted by S"afeguard and
subject to the texms, conditions and policies then in effect for promotional products.
Safeguard shall mai.utain a &chedule, which may from time 10 time be changed by
Safeguard at its aole discretion upon written notico to Distr1'bU10l'a, setting forth for each
protnotional product. the minimum. price at whiob Safeguard is willing to sell tha p~oduct.
Your commission will be the difference between the price a1~ed :to and accepted by
Safeguard for the $ale ofan.y promotional product hereunder and the\minimum price for
such product on the schedule then in effect, subject to th1~ te:rtris of paymmt and
chargeback provisions described in the Distributor Agreement.
•

ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for .any ot" the pf(xlucts cove:red by this
Addeu.Q.u.tn, but any commissions (or sales) remitted ~~ Pr~motional Prod~cta. o:!
defin d in this addendum, will count toward the conuntaalor.s (,or sales) q_uota. mY
13
Distributor Agreemen~ with Saf~guard.
sAFEGUARD BUSlNESS ,SYSTEMS. :INC.

TD
~
012614
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AGREEMENT AND ACKNO\VLEDG&\ffiNT

The under: igned distributor (''DiStributor''). and Safeguard Business Systrrm.s, Inc.

("Safeguard") have
previously entered into a Regional Distributor A_2reement or similar agre7men.t governing the business
relationshi:p between the two parties ("Agreement''). Safeguard .inten~ to expand ~-offering of
products :fi1r which distributors "!nay solicit orders that are processed through, and invoiced and billed by,
Safeguard, and are fulfilled <ll:rectly by Safeguard or for Safeguard hy one of. its affiliates ("Expanded
Products''),
·

Distribute! will hav'e no sepaxate quota for any of the Expanded: 'Products· covered by this
acknowledgment, but any sales (or commissions) will count toward the sales (or commission) quota in
the A green: ent.
·
DiStributor and Safeguard acknowledge that all terms of the Agreement remain in effect and applicable
to orders fCl r Expanded. Products processed through Saf~gu.ar~ Distributor ~cknowledges and agrees that
commissio:ll rights, accmlll.t protection and territory provi.sions of the Agreement apply only to orders that
are original ed through Safeguard and invoiced and collected by Safeguard or any entity on behalf of
Safeguard :.nd do not apply to sales made or orders originated and invoic~ .bY New England Bminess
Service, Jm: . f'NEBS'1) or any other affiliate ofNEBS.
·
Distributor:

TITLE

DATE

Sign &

t:~

to Dallas Legal Dept,

: Kevin Skipper/Michael Dunlap at fax# 214-424-8606

--------- ----------------~----~-·-·-·---- -··------- - - - -------------

-

------------------ ---
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FOR DISTRIBUTORS ONLY

.'
Addendum No.

NAME.AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Brokerage Products
Ancillary business forms or office
supplies not manufactured by Safeguard but which will, from
time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard through
Distributors to the professional and :small business markets
traditionally served by 'Safeguard.
Such products will not
carry the Safeguard name, and may include, for illustration
purposes, stock tab paper, snap-out forms and envelopes.
Safeguard reserves the right to revise, expand or decrease the
list of products covered by this Addendum from time to time
upon written notice to Distributors; and you acknowledge
Safeguard's right to do so.
'

COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each product covered by this Addendum s,hall be sold and billed
to the customer only at the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard.
Safeguard shall maintain 'a schedule, which may
from time to time be changed by Safeguard upon written notice
to Distributors, setting forth for each product the minimum
price at which Safeguard is willing to 'sell the product. Your
commission will be the difference between the price agreed to
and accepted by Safeguard for the · sale of any product
hereunder and the minimum price for: such product on the
schedule then in effect, subject to the terms of payment and
chargeback provisions described in your Distributor Agreement,
except
that
chargebacks
shall
until further notice be
determined on the following basis:
If we have not received
payment in full for any of the Brokerage Product sales which
have been processed under your Distributorship number and
credited to you within one hundred and twenty (120) days of the
billing date, you shall repay us for the minimum price, or
unpaid balance of the minimum price.
!~stead of requiring you
to repay any amount, we may deduct th¢ amount from payments
which we owe you.
If we are later paid by the customer, we
will then pay to you an amount equal to· the amount collected,
less the out-of-pocket costs of collection.

ANNUAL QUOTA
You will have no separate quota for any of the products covered
by this Addendum, but any commissions (or sales) generated from
Brokerage Products will count toward the commission (or sales)
quota in your Distributor Agreement with Safeguard.

- 1 -

REVISED
012616
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RATES APPLICABLE
PAYMENT

1.
Payment
contracts]

TO

PAYMENTS

pursuant

AFTER

to

TERMINATION,

Paragraph . 9(A)

AND

METIIOD

[12(A)

in

OF

some

Safeguard will pay you monthly for two {2) years after
the effective date of termination, cci>mmencing approximately
forty-five (45) days after the effective date of termination,
50% of the commissions generated on sales of Brokerage Products
to customers for whom you were entitled to commissions on such
products while this Agreement was in effect, to the extent such
sales occur during this period of two (2) years.
2.
Payment
contracts]

pursuant

to

Paragraph

'9(B)

[12(B)

in

some

Safeguard will pay you monthly for four (4) years after the
effective
date
of
termination,
commencing approximately
forty-five (45) days after the effective date of termination,
50% of the commissions generated op sales of Brokerage
Products to customers
for whom you ·were entitled to
commissions on such products while this Agreement was in
effect, to the extent such sales occur. during this period of
four (4) years.
·
Effective Date

July 1, 1989
SAFEGUARD

BUSINESS

SYSTEMS,

INC.

Acceptd:

f)

;,~

;1 .. _

y_

By:\~~~~
Z)Distrf utor
Date:

Ll;~;ts\

- 2 REVISED

012617

ADDENDUM NO.

11

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
COMPUTER SOFTWARE - Computer Software (w]lich may or may not
have been developed by Safeguard or bear the Safeguard name) which
will, from time to time, be made available for sale by Safeguard
through Distributors to the professional and small business markets
traditionally served by Safeguard.
Such products may include
maintenance contracts and hot-line service.
S~feguard reserves the
right to revise, expand or decrease the list of products covered by
this Addendum from time to time upon written no~ice to Distributors.
COMMISSION RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Safeguard shall sell and bill to the customer orders for
Computer Software at the price proposed by you and accepted by
Safeguard. Safeguard shall maintain a schedule, which may from time
to time be changed by Safeguard upon written no~ice to Distributors,
setting forth for each Computer Software produ¢t the minimum price
at which Safeguard is willing to sell the prod4ct. Your commission
will be the difference between the price agreed to and accepted by
Safeguard for the sale ·of any Computer Software product and the
minimum price for such product on the schedule then in effect,
subject to the terms of payment and chargeback:provisions described
in your Distributor Agreement.
·
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER COMMENTS
Until we have a sufficient experience with this product line
to determine the repeat business factor, we will not establish a
prescribed formula for post-termination payments.
After we have
established such a formula, in order for you to be entitled to
post-termination payments on Computer Software, !a customer must have
purchased Computer Software from you prior to the·effective date of
your termination, and the Computer Software sale upon which the
post-termination payment would be based must qe an add-on to such
prior sale.
\•lhere expressly authorized in writing by. Safeguard, you will
be permit ted t9 solicit bulk orders for Computer Software from
retail software resellers.
You will not be permitted to solicit
bulk orders for Computer Software products as to which no such
written authorization has been given, or as to which such written
authorization has been withdrawn.
In the event of any resale of a

- J Computer Software-Distributor

012618

Computer Software product by such reseller to an existing Safeguard
customer whose account is assigned to another Distributor, that
assigned Distributor, and not you,
shall be entitled to the
commissions on any sales of computer forms or other Safeguard
printed products.
Effective Date:

Accepted:

By:
Date:

- 2 Computer Software-Distributor

012619

Yes, I want to participate in the Great American Software/
Safeguard Business Systems marketing program. By participating, I
agree: {1) to accept the leads generated from the program; (2)
promptly to make the sales calls to follow up on those leads; (3) to
use my best efforts to call on retail stores and other large software
resellers assigned to me, and (4) to submit reasonable documentation
to Safeguard regarding the results of my participation in the
program.

r understand that Safeguard will be required to pay a royalty
to Great American Software on sales of-GAS-compatible computer
forms. I agree to share that royalty by authoriz:ing Safeguard ·to
deduct 5% of the net sales price for such GAS-compatible computer
forms (and related items such as envelopes, labelis, and letterheads)
from my monthly commissions. This share of the r:oyalty due to Great
American Software is in addition to the cost of ~ny other special
promotions (i.e. 20% free forms) and applies to new and repeat
orders, except it is not _applicable:
·
1.

For sales of GAS-compatible computer forms to existing
customers who were purchasing such products from Safeguard
before January 29, 1990.
·

2.

For sales of GAS-compatible computer forms which accompany
or follow my sale of GAS computer software to the customer
under this program.

In addition to the leads that I will receive, I understand that
I am also eligible to receive from Great American Software a 5%
merchandising fee on sales of GAS software through any of the GASdesignated national accounts assigned to me that:I have successfully
called on. This fee is based on Great American Software's wholesale
price to the national account, will be determined from warranty
cards returned to Great American Software, and w~ll be remitted to
Safeguard to be passed on in my next commission statement.
Leads generated by the Great American Software/Safeguard
Business Systems marketing program will·be rotated·by computer. If
by mistake, I receive a lead that is outside my territory or to a
protected customer of another Distributor in my territory (even a
non-participant in this program), I will promptly advise Safeguard
so that the lead can be properly handled.
·
Associate Approval

Distribu~

~f{tt/Z.57t?lt/
tfr4Lf7 -rlfl..J S

..-

Distributor

Associat~

if:

-"----

P.S.
I understand that my eligibility to participate in the
Great American Software/Safeguard Business Systems marketing program
is also contingent on my having signed a Computer Forms product
addendum and on my promptly signing Safeguard's Computer Software
product addendum.

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
012620

PAGE 01
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NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT OR SERVICE
Soun;;ed Qr Brokernge Products-Holiday G[eeti,og Cqrds., All:Occasi<m Greeting
Card~. Ca}e~ . and .related gift pmdpct.s. fur example only. chocolate gift boxes
(coDeatively.rHo:tidey Cards_:t Holiday greeting cards, greetmg catds. calendars and
1
related gift p oducts that are not l1l.8llllfnctured or offered by Safeguard, includmg those
through pre
sourced relationships, but which will, :from :time to time, be made
available fur
by Safeguard through D.istributors to tbe s.tnan business marketplace.
Roliday Car orders, as defined in this addendum, occ'O.r only when the Distributor
submits an o er pursuant to a Ho.l:iday Cam product offe:ri..ng tna4e by Safeguard through
the DFS gro , a division of New England Busilress Service C'N;EBS''), or throllgh any
other division Ol' affiliate of NEBS (other than a Holiday Card \product o:ffi::ring made
directly by s

I

).

·.

COMMISSI~-RATE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
Each p. oduct covefed by this Addendum shall be sold and( billed to the customer
at the ptice
ed to by the Distributor and co:tnmunicated to and accepted by Safeguard,
plus shipping d handling charges and awlicablt; taxes chargcitble to tbe customer.
Your commiss on will be the c:liffurence between l) the amount billed to tbe end-user
customer, as a ed to between the customer and the Distributor land communicated to
and accepted
Safeguard (less clripping and handling charges~ and applicable trure~
charged to the customer)~ less 2) tbe base price of the p.wduct, 4 connnunicated :from
\ime to time
Safeguard. Commissions on Holiday Cacl orderS shan be paid on or
about the 15th fthe month :fbllo~ invoice ofthe product to the citstomer.
;

You
II have no .sepamte quota fur auy of the prodUcts covered by this
Addeminm, b any comn:tiBslons (or sales) remitted from Holid~y Cards will count
toward the conm:Ussion (or sales) quota in your D.istributor Agree:ment with Safeguard.

ABLE TO PAYMENTS AFTER TERMINATION, AND ME1HOD
Rates
terms applicih1c to ,P<Vm:err"~ after tem1ination ~hall be identical to
those (if any) · the Sourced or Brokerage Products Addendum betWeen Distributor and
Safuguatd, o.r, · absent fi"om the Sourced o.r Brokerage l"roducts M.dendum, thcJ\ rates
and tlml\S app
le to payments after te:rmination shall be identical to those fu. the
Regional Di
or Agreement between Distnbutor and Safuguard.
COMMISSION

TERRITORY PROVISIONS

Distr:ibut · r .and Safeguard acknowledge that all tenns ofthe ~'butor
Agreeme.ut rema in effect and applicable to orders tot Holiday Cards processed through

Ad&:ndnm3l600

012621
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Sareguard. Distnouto( acknowledges l'lJJd agrees that af( commission rights, account
protection and territozy provisions of the Distributor Agreement apply only to orders that
m-e originated through Safuguard Business Systems, Inc. and invoiced and collected by

Safeguard Busiuess Systems, Inc.~ or any entity on behalfufSBS and do not apply to
sales made or orders originated and invoiced by NEBS or any other; affiliate ofNEBS.

Fax completed form to: 214-424-8673

Adtlmdwn 31 1}00

012622

EXHIBITD
012623

_/Business
Acquisitions &
Mergers

EXHIBIT

23

______________

012624

The beat and moat eucceasful business atre.teg!ea start with a plan. Your BAM plan should act as a road map, one that takes
; lnio ()qnalderatl~n the likelihood that routes may ohangal.l!id detours may be revealed, but the deatlnallon should remain
.·thO same, At a high leva!, Safeguard recommends you start by understMd!ng the "Ave Ws" that will help drive Important
components of your plan.

Who • . who should you engage lrBAM discussions? Consider the revenue, slze of the business and the infre.stru6ture In
plaoo to ho!p eupport a succe~ful transltion. Consider the Impact on your reuoorcos at your existing base of business.

WIUJt • Tho use of BAM to qulcklybranoh into other verticals can be an attractive approach to business diversification and

oan also be oons!derede vehicle to help E»<pand your proficiency In a vartlcal market of choice.
.
W/Jen * Understanding and comparing your own readiness against the timing ofthe general marketplace is a vital
component.

·

.

·· ··

Wf/Jet'f! ~ The locet!on of an Independent be$e of business Is an important consideration, A location In a market that Is not
.

convenient to your existing base of business can be ohclleriglng.

Why· Simply put, why do you want to embark on the BAM journey? Whet's driving your focus and how wm tho plan help
you achieve your overall business objootlvea7

Remember, you are not alone. Much expertise already exists within the network. Tapping Into thls knowledge can help
solidify your plan. Consider the following:
• Tclk to Safeguard's Franchise Devalopment department, We've completed many BAM transactions covering
varying verticals, revE;lnua sb:es and geqgraphlo locations.
• Reaoh oL(t to <;!istributon> whoha,ve already completed a BAM transaction.
• Use your key professional advisors. Accounting and legal advice Is oruolal to a successful BAM transaction.

.

.

How do you find the Seillers?Now that you have decided BAM ls a growth strategy you would like to pursue, the next step
Is to compile a list of potential
sellers. Thera
.
.
. are many ways to Identify and find potential sellers ln our industfy, Including;

Local cMipetition ·Yo~ probably already know a lot abqut the companies competin9 with you In and near your
local market. Make a list of these companies and the owners/leaders that QI.Jide them.
Networking~ lntaraotlng with professional organizations in your market is a great way to identify acquisition
targets. Groups suohas your· local Che.m!::ier of Commerce, PSDA and professional networking groups like 8NI
arogreat plaoosto start.
.
Vem/nn; -Ask your vendors. Jn many oases, they are often aware of businesses fer sale ln the Indus try or have
information about those looking to E»<it the business,
·
lntemet- Utilize lnter~t saarcn engines like Cloogle to widen your search. "Business For Sale" websites and sites
like YeHowpageo:Oom can also be an easy way to find l!sts of competitors to target
l'urchase a business list- Purchasing a business fist from oomPal'lles like Info USA or Hoovors can be a simple
solution to accessing a fist of Print Brokers in a given area.
Information :SertJic(!$- Manta,com, a website run by Dunn & Bradstreet, can provide insight and understanding of
the size and scope of the target.
Armed with a list of possible acquisition targets, reach out with a phone oall, personal letter or Invitation to an "open house"
at your office or a local place of buslnoso. Tho Franchise Devolopmont deportment can help you develop your message in
a way that wiH help generate a positive response from a potential seller,

DEFS0007874
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Vvlth a pcl&lt!ve response to your lead generation actMtlas, lt's now time to begin the conversation with the acqulslt!on target,
AS tilwayl:). we're here to help, Wa've compte ted dozens of transactions .ourselves and assisted distributors with comp!etlng
··
<;io;tens.more.

Keep t!Je rowersationslig(Jt attd professiottal- The inltla! discussions should be a!moo at und;;lrstanding the seller's
motivations and bulld'lflg trust between all parties Involved.

Mai11tain cr:mJidentiaHty- It's Important for both you and the setler to mainteln strict conf:dsnce from the outset
through the exeoutlon of a Contldent!a!lty Agreement. We om provide you with a sample to use to create a
document capable of being presented to the ee!!er at your flrst meeting.
Rcspe<;t their ac/Jievemem ~It seems Hke common sense, but lt Is important to respect the seller's buslness during
<your dlsoussloos. Typtoelfy, this Is a very personal transaction for the salter. They may havo grown their business
over manyyoers and It's their "baby. n
Ctmlittul! t!Jeir legacy ~ Next to price, th!s usually Is the biggest Issue for a seller. They w!l scrutinize you in order to
determine whether you will be an appropriate steward of their business,
. Lhten more tltim ycm spe.ak • You can !earn more by ellowing the seller io talk about their business rather than telklng

Eiboutyours.

..

,

·

Avoid discttSSittg "fl)fmt if"'s" * "If I had this place I'd do thls or get rid of so and so" or "Why would you do it that waY?"
These sfatoments can burden the seHer about the future of his employees and put him on the defensive.

After ;,]1 ofthls, If you beWeite there's a fit 'With your business and culture, you can movo to tho initial due dn!gence stage.

f',jow It's' time to get into the details. The purpose of initial due dlligonce is to gather enough information to put together an
offer on tho b!,Jslnoos In t})eform of a 'Letter of Intent" (otherwise referred to as an "LOI"),

Remeutber that Frmu;:hise Developmmt is !Jere to help you tlm:mgl:1out this process. While we're hopeful that the
iiJ{ommtitm will get you moviug doum the road, feel free to ca!t us at any time. \Ve will help!
.. The first otep ln the initial due dltlgenoe process Is to have the seiJer comptoto an ''Independent OoolorQuec\lonnairo" (100).
The lnforma\!on dete!!ed in ·the' IOQ will provide you with a high laval operational review, financial results, product end vendor
information and key account metrics for the seller. It can function as the basis for continuing your dialogue with the seUer.
Tho IDQ form as well as a list of key dlsousoion points oto available through tho Franchise Development deportment for
your ongoing conversation with the seller.
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YO!J should .now be ready to oompi!a your ilndings Into Safeguard's •·susinass Management Summary," review the information
.you have obtained snd begin preparing an offer (LOI) that mal<oo sense for both you and the seller. Safeguard's primary tool to
· · ~1st you In accomplishing these tasks is celled the "Business Management Summary." In essence, It is a summary of the key
· · .·• lllforii'lt~Uon discovered during Initial due dl!lgence that allows you to analyze the business and forecast potential future flnenclal
·:performance. ln taot, if the !ndependant Dealer Ouestfonnalro Ia fuffy completed, the bulk of the Information sholJld be at your
·. ffngertlps. Contact Frenchlse Devalopment fur a sample Buslr~ess Management summary form •

. Now that you've completed the lnltiel due dmgence, you probably have a good !daa of what the price and terms should be.
<•
• · · • •·

I~:tt}-e$

of Thumb

·: ibarq.wa ·tvvo rules of thumb we typloally sea whan discussing a purchase price. Remember, ruleu of thumb are not
<.¢>llol4l:e, but they do giVe Lis a starting j:xllnt and are generally backed by hlstorfoel Industry de$! terms.

time$ gross profit (referred to as 1xGP)
11Po to foiJr tim~.s Adjft$1ed EBITDA - depending upon the quality of the businet$
you are only receiving a list of accounts would fall In th<llower volue range. However,
seller has systems and Infrastructure Is usually worth mora. The business must qa able to run
,':~'ff!;)()\IV<e!Y. generate anough operating income to pay the debt serv'.ce and provlde a ''reasonable" amount of ossh flow
evaluated th<l business, analyzed tho risks a.sooolatod wl!h it and have an idea of What your pro)octcd cash ffo'Ml
should be able to come to a firm oonc!uslon of the prfoe .and terms of your offer. ,

you

;:,areg;uar'o additional materials are required, suoh as a. buslnooe plan. Bo sura to check IN\th the
. Fr·ant~hille Clevalo.cmrent rle;nartmenl mr~Arc«n<'1 tho requirement$ and materials asooolated with Safeguard funding opportunities.

'
deoldod on your Initial offer price, oetorm!ned tho conditions to purchase, know what oontfngonclos noad to be in
preliminary Safeguard approval on the funding, you ere ready to prepare an offer !otter, otherwlsa knOwn as an
'l'lfr>"'nllv r~<>B Franchise Development, and we will help prepare the LOI.
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Once you have a signed LOlin place, lt !stlme to oomp!ete phase II due dftlgence. Phane !I due di!igenoo enables you to dive
Into the ootaHs of the seDer's opemllons, acoounte, and legal aspects of the business. At this point, you ern looking to validate
the assumptions you have made !n initial due diligerw:a. You ere also looking to gather key lnforrnallon that will assfstyou in the
integration of the business. Contact Franchise Development for a list of dooumentatfon that you should oornp~e during this
phase ot due di!lgenoo along wlth a list of items to assist you In Planning your site visit to the seller's facllity.

Va.fidation tmd Revietv

.

.

.

ThatLOI you signed was non-blndlng on you and the sener. The Information gathered in phase II dua diligence should validate
tha informallon provided In initial due dlffgenoo, The acsumpt!ons you made in putting together the offer should be verified and
all Information should be reviewed by you and your advisors. Of oourse you should alwr:::.ys remember 1hat Fraooh!sa
Development is hare too.

Accott.Jtt Prctecticm Scrub

Prior' to oomp!eHon of any treneootlon, you and Safeguard mustoompl<;te a review oflhe salter's ~t bt'l.S<J to Identify any
potential cioootJnt protection or other aoOOlJI)t-related lssu~s. Wa have a wealth of knowledge end oxporkmoo in this area and
can \\fOrk with you ln de\te!oplng strategies aimed at resoMng eny present oooount protection issues,
<>

...

Ohooyou'vo ooriJJ)lotocj yciur PhaeOII due difiger;ce, you should PfSpW<"~ to c!Ose thB deal.
If you ~re requostlf19 Safeg~ard fundlbg; aft ainounte must be approved by Safegusrd/Pelux.e Executive Management.
. Franchise Oe\Jaiopment w!ll.work with ~u during thls proeess to erisLwe all appropriate Information Js proVIded for ·
•mahagement~s review. ..
'
.
'.
.
.

WorfS

~al

hal~

N()xt;you wiiJ.ne<;dto
with your:final1olai.Md
adVIeor$ to
prepQI'e necessary purchase and related
. .. agreements. W,e have sampla ageerr~ents we can prqvlde, but you shoUld. mal<o sure your fifl"..ll agreements are crafted
.. In a way that meets looarend state ~qufternenre.
.
.

p;epar~ anyi:lnd all

~tweeh

· ..··.. Safeguard will
agreement$
you and. Safeguard, SUch as the d!Stlibutqr SQreement,. .
. ·.
. : .• arnend[fioots ,and/or R:i8ri'<:Joourrients,l.f applloable; Frahchlse Pwelopmsnt will oomplle these documents and provide them
·· • ; to you comPlete. with tn~ctions; ~ttachrnents .and any other.a.no!!lary agreements that need to be sfgned,
· ·
•

Onb~you•ve notl~d $a~~usrd ~.the doournen~ hal/() beeh ex~cut(l)d, •ve will communicate the closing Internally
and .Connect you Wlt[1 tho Integration toom.
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You've now oloooo your BAM deal. Congralufatlons!... nowwtuat?

Proper integratfon of the new business ls critical to your el.lCOOS$. Youve develOped your business plan • now It's time to
integrate lt.lnto yo!¥ existing business. When dave!oplng your Integration plan consider the following:

Cottti11111Jkatiotu: Communioatlons with now eri:Jp!oyeoe and OtJUtomom is perhaps the most important aspoot
·of your integratfon plan. Communicating the value of the Safeguard brand to these important assets will get
them on board quickly and successfully.
OrderHaml#ng; Beginning on day one, oidara will continue to flOw Into the business. Training on order entry
procedures must take place qulol<;ly .oo that order dek;ys are m!nimlzod.
..
·
ProdJict Migration: There must be a plan guk:fl\\ the efOclent migration of orders away from competing
~;>upp!lors end lnto S!'!feguard'e or its partners' manufapturing fao!Ytiee,
·
Marketing: A
wey 1o maximize your return on Investment In a BAM transaction Is through tho exposure
of Safeguard's full eu!te of products ani:l eennoosln the. ne~ aooounfu added through BAM. Be sure to engage
with our marketing tosm. They can proVIde guidance on ail effectiVe marketing otra!cgy.

to

great

AQa!n, remember mat you are hot alone ln this process. Safeguard's Integration, Sales, and Support teams are available to

· . as6lst you In deva!oplng your Integration plan.

·

·

'NoW: t~t ybu'va entered the ''post-dose" phase, oommunloation to customers, employees, vendors, and Safeguard will be
VltalJrrmaking the trane!tion phose go smoothly. One can never communicate too muoh.. ·

~etyonthe

~n!Y

..
experience of not
other Safeguard distributors, but Safegua{d Franchise Development and your Regional Salen
·" S\Jl'POrt Manager (RS$M~. ·Remember each Is hero to help yo\; transition your business: When a problem or cheYenge arises
·!hat ileame difficult, be sun~ and reach out fur support.
,
·

... In a~ltion,lt is l<ey to r~Vl0wyourmonthly roporto, eales and OxPonries to varify that projeotlona end expectations you'w sot

· mt1;toh ~tIs. prosehtei:lln the duo d~igenoa phese. Compare your progress to yourprojectlons ltiyourbus1ness plan. It's
. also important to pay attention: Close monitoring will help you manage any lesuas before they became unmanageable. 11me!y
/~!?orte will help yoU Identify month-to-month and year-to-year oompar!sons.

111& most oritloal thing.~ to enj~ your new acquisition. It represents the potential tor growth, new customers, and possibly, new
ways of doing things. When you .reach tho comfort level ~your new business thut you once exporlencad before the
~uls!tion, It may be time to sook out yet another oppo1tunlty!
·
And again, Frarrvhlse Development wm be here to ho!p you alOng the way. It's what we do, Now let's make it happen!
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tolJ..free 800.338.0636
ext 443006

. fax 214.640.3958

~ <bsafeguardgrowth
www.aafeguarddevaklpment.oom
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Franchise D~v~lopment • .· .
8585 N. Stemmons FreeWay
·Suite 600N .
·
Dalla$; Te:Xas 75247 ·····

ard~
toll-free 800.338,0636 ext 443006
fax: 214.640.3958
. WVl/W.s~feguarddavalopment.oom
W'@safeguardgrowth
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Message
From:

Tiller-Shumway, Amy [atiller@gosafeguard.com]

Sent:
To:

9/25/2013 5:54:51 PM
Dunlap, Michael [mdun!ap@gosafeguard.com]

Subject:

RE: state registration

Totally get it. That is good info for my call.
Will follow up with you after the call. Good?

From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:50 AM
To: Tiller-Shumway, Amy
Subject: RE: state registration
It is my credibility at risk as well, the three folks I'm meeting with have heard me say, we will work with you, we are fair,
you won't get screwed.
I have represented to them that Tressa and Jamie are quality people, not Jim Dunn, we own the business, we make the
decisions.
Maybe you, me, Teply, Roger and Craig Empey, but Tress~ and Jamie don't.
We'll find out. Sorry, just letting you know, we don't have to beg Tressa or Jamie, we have to honor account protection.

From: Tiller-Shumway, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:44 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE: state registration
I sent them a note this morning saying that it was "critical that they make meeting with you a priority."
We own this thing so I can control them. I have a call with them at 1:30 and will "talk" more about this.

From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:51 AM
To: Tiller-Shumway, Amy
Subject: FW: state registration
Here is a solution, if they aren't interested in meeting with me or attempting to work back and forth, we simply tell
Distributor Accounting that if there is a conflict with legacy distributors, the rule applies and it rotates to the legacy
distributor.
Not optimum, but in light of the difficulty in scheduling a meeting with the general manager of a company store, 1 really
don't think this trip is all that critical.

EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT
From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailtQ:_IMc.l<iY_9.l1!ill@_goiBF.c;glD]
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:35 AM

EXHIBIT:

5 RX

NAME:fl ~0-C_
DATE:
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______________
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To: Dunlap, Michael; McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner); McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration
On Thursday, the only time that I have blocked out is from 11:00 -1:00. What time is going to work?

Tressa Mclaughlin 1 President and COO
IBF -the go-to people'M
208.342.3576 ~xt.1220[ 800.3fl3.3650 I f;;x: 208.345.5740

October is Breast CHicer 1\\Jvareness Month :~;.
It's time to plan your event to support the cause.
Ask how your go-to people can help.
Visit www.goiBF.com or calll-800-388-3650.

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@qosafeguard.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:03PM
To: McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner); McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: Re: state registration

Ok
From: IBF- McCormick, Jamie [mailto:JMcCormick@goiBF.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 06:00 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration
I can meet until 6:00 that night.

Jamie McCormick i Controller

IBF- the go-to peopleT"'
203.3423675 rext.1220

l 800.388.3GSO I tax: 208.424.3774

October is Breast Cancer 1\vJateness Month }i,
It's time to plan your event to support the cause.
t\sl< how your go-to people can help.
Visit www.goiBF.com or calll-800-388-3650.
From: Dunlap, Michael [ID~jlto:mdunlao@qosafeguard.c_om]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:58 PM

~.

·.' ... ·- ·...
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To: McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: Re: state registration
I am finished at 4 on Thursday. I thought there was another meeting preventing you from meeting Thursday evening.
Maybe I was mistaken.

From: IBF- McCormick, Jamie [mailto:JMcCormick@qoiBF.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 05:54 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration

Should we meet on Thursday morning and see what we can accomplish and then meet again after your 4:00?
Jamie McCormick 1 Controller

IBF -the go-to peoplem
208.342.3575 ext.1220 i 800.388.3650 I fax: 208.424.:3774

October is Breast Cancer Awareness fvh:mth

Jt

It's time to plan your event to support the cause.
Ask how your go-to people can h0lp.
Visit www.goiBF.com or calll-800-388-3650.

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafequard.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:48PM
To: McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: Re: state registration
9 am.
From: IBF- McCormick, Jamie [mailto:JMcCormic~@_gqiBF.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 05:42PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner); McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration
On Thursday I am available until 6:00. What time do you leave on Friday?

Jamie McCormick i Controller
IBF- the go-to people""
208.342.3676 e.~t.1220 i 800.388.3650 I fax: 208.424.3774
u

Octobe( ls Breast Cr.mcer J>.~.t,;an~;wss ?v1onth h

It's time to plan your event to support the cause.
Ask how your go-to people can help.
Visit www.goiBF.com or call 1-800-388-3650.
From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafequard.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:20PM
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To: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner); Tiller-Shumway, Amy; McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration

I have meetings on Thursday the 3''" at 10 to noon, then 130 to 4pm, fly back l'riday.
It is my impression that meeting after the three meetings I have with distributors, then the two of you would be best or

at least pose the best chance to br<1instorm.
From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclauqhlin@goiBF.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:10PM
To: Tiller-Shumway, Amy; Dunlap, Michael; McCormick, Jamie {Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration

Mike,
I am at the Block Kl Council and do not get back until that evening.

What is your schedule for Thursday morning? We could meet for breakfast to discuss.

Let us know.

Tressa Mclaughlin 1President and COO
IBF- the go-to people"'
208.342.3675 ext.l226 i 800.388.3650 I fax: 2.08.345.5740
1l

October ls Breast Cancer Awareness Month t\
It's time to plan your event to support the cause.
Ask how your go-to people can help.
Visit www.goiBF.com or calll-800-388-3650.

From: Tiller-Shumway, Amy [mailto:atiller@qos_~~quard.cqmJ
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:56 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael; McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: state registration
Thanks fvl ike for the reply. Post Exchange is always il busy time and we appreciate your assistance with getting them
back up and running with doing business with the stilte.
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/\s far as the evening of Oct 2"J (next wed.) I am hoping to be enjoying dinner <Jiong the Croatian coast with my family so
will not be able to be in Boise;)

1know that Tressa and Jaime are aware you were coming up next week so will let them reply as to their availability that

day.
A

From: Dunlap, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, September 24,.201310:19 AM
To: McCormick, Jamie (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Tiller-Shumway, Amy; Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: state registration
There is a sweet government website, that can assist here, contact info, just need to make sure we have the right
physical location and also the billing information on there. I can help with that, just swimming upstream at the moment.
By the way, what is your and Tressa's schedule next Wednesday, in the evening. I have an appointment at lOam in Idaho
Falls and was hoping to get back to Boise by about 5 and also hoping we could spend a couple of hours together on the
account protection issues.
Michael P. Dunlap 1General Counsel
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. I ww.v.gosafeguard.com
8585 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 600N I Dallas, TX 75247
Ph: (214) 640-39271 cell: (972) 213-5765
E-mail: mdunlap@gosafeguard.com
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".. orr:.:i1:..l:litBlic-n nnd at~ ::;.(~r;i;:..'8 ~n0reof. in~~:x--~b~ ::.H ~.ntad:men~u.

Tr:~'J i1~h.:~rm2:ticn cvr:tuined ln th~-; carn:':':unlcctk:n

it> c-or:fklcn~iuf, m:;q constftt.~-te ktBid0 !nfur:::;;:~ion, may be ven<.iur·-cHel~t pti'.'ii::~~:~c·d, nr;d is 1r:tcnd(:d only' br th1:; u~::.·
;-;( tMt: f;~·k-tret;.p{:s. H. i~ thr:; p:-~)pe:ty of Ulf~ co!~:pr.. r:y of th~: ~f:r:dn: c( t;:is. r::-n:Fl~i Un~v!i:r... rir.e:d us>::. di~cio~:.:r~. v;· C0fJ'/i~9 d thi[:. (,,')mt'Y!I.tr:~:atk;:: or ;z:ny p2;~ th;;;r~~ef
is ~t:k:t1)' prvhib-i~8:1 ~r:d rr.:2:/ h(: Ui1la·:A·ul. if yc~J h~··/{: r(;-:,f;;i:...tB<~ !hl~ •~on::nt::.!c~t:Vn !r: ?:ro:. f..>l~.?..:fl.~~ r:-.~tify \..:s !r'=:n~fh.1i3:t~;~y by :nt:.c:r: ~'-n:r.d1 arx1 riB~lG~/ this
v")n~::);.nicr~t!z)fl c:d .;:.;.H c.z.~p;t:·:.. HK":J <..:<A, in(.:fu0ing uri t.:f"toi..~t:.-:;1ents.
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The ~r:f~;rr:}.:n~~x~ -:..:.:~nL:;in;::d in ~h::~. <:~>mr:~t;!~i;:.·~:!i;..;;·~ ~~-- ~:.ct~iid::::·,:!.::l. r:~ny-G(;r:L~t!t~,-~:."! in~.d;2 inf;.)rrr:oi!Gn. :n::lj~ ~;~:; V!:::·,dor··~lk:r:t p:i•/lege<!. r.:r:d is in~e:·tdcd o:·1fy f.:H ~hi) u:~c
o-i the ;;:dd:\;:-:.;soe. !i !s tn.:.: pr<.;p::dy (,f ~h'~' (:<:;mp.r:r:y (;fH~c $'~:nd:;;;- ;:;f ~hit< :iJ··n~niL Urr.:::.:thor!zed us-e. di~;;:kn;:.m), ()i c«v~·bg of ~his <:!:-<mmu.r:i(:;;~tk;;n \)!'a:;}' per~ ther.:.;:::f
l:; :::-:.t:-ictly p:nhibtt;;.·d :::nd n:ey bn u:~l:::.-....~...-;:.<L H yG;; h::;-.;r~ ;~:,-::d·:,;:;,d ~hi~; ~-:-c:n;:nLmi~a~ion hi r::rtvr, pk.a:::.~: 0d.ify :..r:::: i:nr.-i~~dif:;.1~~Jv hy .-~r~trn e--n-:~ii :u;d de~t:oy th1~
(..orn:n:...inl.-.::.~ti:_:.n and uil ::.:opk:~:; t[i.orz:.o!. 1nc:l;~ding ~:::jl .:.:t~::..F.;h:n·::r:ts.
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EXHIBITF

012639

Message
From:

Dunlap, Michael [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP

Sent:

11/6/2013 9:52:30 PM

To:

Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner) [tmclaughlin@gosafeguard.com]; Mclaughlin, Tressa {Safeguard Partner)

CC:

Tiller-Shumway, Amy [atiller@gosafeguard.com]; Skipper, Kevin [kskipper@gosafeguard.com]

Subject:

Re: Re:

(FYDI BO HF23SP DLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN =AEA53BD2E43 F40CAB886FF 9964206100-T20183 2]

[tmclaughlin@gosafeguard.com]

That is my understanding as well. Thanks
From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa <TMclaughlin@goiBF.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 1:44:35 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner); Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: Tiller-Shumway, Amy; Skipper, Kevin

Subject: RE: Re:
I took yesterday's spreadsheet (which got the letter) and put that information into your original spreadsheets. Not
everyone on the original spreadsheets got the Jetter.
Tressa McLaughlin 1 President and CEO
IBF I the go-to people n>.

208.342.3676 ext1226 1 800.388.3650 l fax: 208.345.5740

--~il'\

·········.;-·
1\tlaldng
your I ia.t .and

cheddng it twkel
Don't forg~t your hanl
wnr!dng elves this holiday seBson.!
Shop our Hnf!day Gift Guide Visit \fA'llW.goiBF.cmn/hoHday

I
From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 12:57 PM
To: Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner); McLaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)
Cc: llller-Shumway, Amy; Skipper, Kevin
Subject: Re:

Exh.No.cf (
Date

Name

0

:;J-/'5-/fo

::1r es..stJ'hd-OJ

The spread shEets I sent yesterday came from the list you gave me. It was my understanding all these got the letter.
From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa <TMclaughlin@goiBF.com>

EXHIBIT

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 11:52:41 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael; Mclaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)

Exh. No.
Date
Name

q /

'J-/1//!7
~~~Vll"''/

M & M Court Reporting

187

______________
DEFS0038095

012640

Cc: Tiller-Shumway, Amy; Skipper, Kevin

Subject: RE:
Mike,
I took the previous spreadsheets and inserted a column to mark whether they received the letter or not.
Let me know if you need anything else.

Tressa Mclaughlin 1 President and CEO
!BF 1the ~)o-to people m
208.342.3676 ext. 1226 1 800.388.3650

11\B', ,;:: J · · .·.· .. ·~· .

Makin·g

your list and
checking it U.vice ·?
Don't forget y.our han.l
•.;vorki ng ~ lv~:s this hoi iday s~aso n!
Sbc1p our Ho!ldav Gift Gukk; ]llsit. x~~)t\i'1~.K~L!1f.,.~q!1-:tlh2!!9i!Jf

I

From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@qosafeguard.coml

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 3:45PM
To: McLaughlin, Tressa (Safeguard Partner)

Cc: Tiller-Shumway, Amy; Skipper, Kevin
Subject:
Here are the lists of the accounts that got the letter, if there is a password the password is "safe"
Thanks for the information, I hope it will be helpful
Question, have you encountered or received a "rotation" notice from distributor accounting yet? I don't think so. I was
in Lansdale last week and they knew of no account conflicts involving IBF. I was just wondering if you knew of any.
Thanks again and maybe we can speak Friday, the gth?

From: IBF- Mclaughlin, Tressa [mailto:TMclaughlin@goiBF.com]

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 4:20 PM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Cc: Tiller-Shumway, Amy
Subject: Emailing: Final roger ibf only 100713.xls, Final teply ibf only 100713.xls, Final CRAIG ibf only 100713.xls, Final
GREG ibf only 100713.xls

DEFS0038096

012641

Mike,
I went back through the accounts after our last conversation to add any additional information that I could find. In most
cases, I could provide a contact name and sometimes titles or departments. Quite a few of the accounts (especially in
the rural territories) have only one or two people in the offices. I thought that names would aid you in your process to
find out where the orders are being placed.
I also went through the lists and colored accounts that were tied together in some fashion. For example, I highlighted
anyone that crossed over in the SAMG accounts. SAMG stands for St. Alphonsus Medical Group. Their Shared Services
department has designated IBF as the preferred vendor for all of their stationary needs (except business cards which are
printed internally). We send the·clinics the products and invoices which then gets filtered back to the Billing
Department. Not all of the clinics are in potential conflict, but I thought you might find the history useful.
I can provide more information on accounts that are tied together by warehousing, billing, corporate policy or whatever
the case may be.
A couple of accounts and numbers stood out to me during the research and our e-Quantum numbers don't match what
is on the spreadsheet. So I did some digging to find out what IBF's sales were.
•
•
•
•

For example, the sales figures in 2013 for Omnipure were 158,690.67; 2012 were 196,950.25; and 2011 were
155,585.71.
For St. luke's Regional, the sales figures for 2013 were 97, 703.32; 2012 were 105,518.47; and 2011 were
145,427.50.
For Norco, the sales figures for 2013 were 264,723.20; 2012 were 302,038.41; and 2011 were 210,746.11.
For First American Title (corporate only), the sales figures for 2013 were 24,863.99; 2012 were 23,248.84; and
2011 were 21,070.38.
o If you took the 3 year aggregate of all accounts related to First American, the figure would be 104,862.35.

I can pull any of these numbers for any account straight from e-Quantum if you want or need to see anymore. Take a
look at what I have put together and let me know if you need further information on any of the accounts.
Thank you,

Tressa Mclaughlin I President and CEO
lBF l the go-to people TM

208.342.3676 ext.1226 1 800.388.3650 1 fax: 208.345.5740
·:~~t-ilfB

B>:::l'··· . ".·.·'··'• <

1\tTaldng
your list and
checking it twke?
Don't forget your ha;r::cl:
working ·elves this holiday season!
Shop our Holiday Glft Guide Visit \'t'.rv<lllv.go!BF.corn/!wlirlay

.

I

DEFS0038097

012642

Tht:"= infvrmat.ion cc>nlained :n this cc:nrnt.cn:t·~:Jion ls confidenUaf. rnay C·:Jnetiitt!e inside :n1ormaUon, may b0 vendor--client priv:!~JQ~Jd . .and is i~;ten0.e<.f only fur !h{~ u~H.:
of the ~:ddre~see. it i$ fh;:; pn:.:p:lnty <1f th(:J ~r.m~pany Gf the s•:.:nd::!r :;:f thi~ e··mal lki;;:uthorized tH.'tS, <iit:cict>t.tn): cr copying r.:f this V..):)lmt.a:lc;;ltfon or a:w part ther.:.:c<f
is. ~t:id~~· prohlbitE~d and may be tiniavd:.il. It yGu h:~ve n:.ceiv~~d th~s GOrP!llUn!~tion in erm.r, please n>:;tify U:$. irnmediaf$1).! by ;€.tu:n ~~-rr:~H and de~.troy thi~:
r..<::n~rnurdcatior: and aH ccp!~s th~reot: i:ldtlding all sfigchmf::nt~•.

The inlon:iGJ!ivn ccJnl~in~d h: this cv;nmt.m!c~tion :s coni';d?ntia!, tm·JY constitut~..: ins:d~ inf~.Jrmation, m~w bt~ vt:ndor-client p;b.tHeg~d. and is lntc:Jnd.:.:d ;-.,;nly for H10 use
of tno address>:;~. it is tht~ properiy ot the colnp~:H\y of the :S{~tKiur of this {~·-n:a!i. Unattthori2ed use, disclosure. 6r copying of this comna.:::h~atkH1 vr any p~rt there::.~f
h< ~trk..:tly prt:;hibited and m.:nr b•:.: uniawfuL If you hav(: n-::ceived thls ccrn:w.. u:kutkm in ::;rror, pk:;ase notify uslmrnedi::1te!y by rett~rn i~Hli<S!i ar:<i destrcJy thfu.
con:rn~micatkwl ar-.d Bl! copi~s. N"l$rH!)f. Including ail r~ttach:r)€ntn.

in this ce:mn1unict::ticr: !n COi'lfidenti~!! n"la)l constiitrt(;~ in~kie lnforr:'lr:d.iort. rng;y br; vendor~!i~nt p:iv!k~ned: a~~d is. intended onfv fr.,r H1e us·~
of Hte ~x.m:pf.my of U1~ $(!Hider of this e·n";~ti. Unaui'hc·rized use. <ii~dcsun.:l: vr c.::;pying cf this ccrnrnt<n:(;ativn or ~ny p::Ht thmi!:6i
is stric~ly prohibited and rnsy be. unlawfuL H you h.t:ve rt:"=Vf.:iV!!:d this .;:,;·ommunic.altion in (:'·Hor: pleas~ notify us l:nrn~d!ate!y by ret-.trn e~n:a:i .::'lnd d~stroy tt:ls
<X>mmunio;;;tion and ;::1! coplHs thereof: includinf~ aU ~;Hachfm~nts.

The

!nf~wf:"lmfi0n cont~lr:ed

d the-

z.ddr~~sse~.

it is tfte

prvpe~'ly

DEFS0038098

012643

012644

012645

DEFS0038110- F1nol Greg ibf only 1007i3 Custodian: Michael Dunlop Dole: 11/6/13
Tab l: Sheel I
JJat~_code

i
1 Fall' High Scnool#381

Jy_

1

1BF u"T-"n"ction ; IBF ;jS_,o, Sale' IBF 12_mo' Sale' DIST#
I4P9

INAME

1827 Fort Hell A'e.

, day/Marilyn Admini,tca1oc

'

_g_i,AINE BRAZLE

"Ho-Fineh Comoe"'

111016 E. MootoomeN De. S1e. 101

lsookano Vall"

Don'1Pay

2013-07-16

CHRIS WOLF
CAINE BRAZLE

' K Roofing, lno.
Capilal Plumbing
I

14410 W. lnduSinal Loop
!6456 N

lcoeocifAiene
Coeoc d'Alene
~0

ID
I
I

2013-05-28
2013-06-28
2013-0'7,1§_

I ELAINE BRAZLE
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1952 E. Soruce suee1

libby

IMT

IELAJNE BRAZLE
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1552 High Stcee1-P.O. Be> 415

Priest Ri,ec

liD

1

'euccr:asecwho i' D"id ·no

SCHOB-

S6,796

$2,639 I4P9

5519
$520
$330

$203 I4P9
8116 4P3

2013-03-12

S1.750

$1,000 4P3

SCHOB • OBS SAFEGUARD

2013-01-17

$860

$21S 4P3

SCHOB. QBS SAFEGUARD

12013-02·20

812,2_95

$3,863 4P5

titl~,~~;:~~i~~',;,'.'~:;;:;;~~om !he new

- only lhing they ocder, C"f'lal i' the Offi" Manegec who

1

SCHOB

ocdecs

IUARD
r SAFEGUARD

Wo<l<<Xder,.

CHOB QB8 S~J,!ABC
'eNice and,.;; ~~;~ood cel,io"' '"'" Taca (Cily cleO<) who likes Ouc
:~:~:nn,;heckS, asked 1o quote othec lhing" Laurel is the Cily Cleek whO

bv ol Pullman

!ELAINE BRAZLE
LANE BRAZLE
;ALLAN OAIN
I

325 S.E. Pacadise St

i

:ity o_f Wrlder
~-

I

CAINE BRAZI.E
EL"NE BRAZLE
Q<ADWOLI

'.0. 8e>823
"93cdSueei-P.C. Be<687
I_M>cl>igan.

Tcov
V.ldec
Ocofino

MT

$1,401
$1,211

ID

120111-06-07

53.508

CO-OP Supply, Inc· CdA

1923 Shecman A'e-P.O. Box 1709 C.

ICoeuc d'Alene

10

!2013-06-28
12013-07,:

$2,935
',600

1201>-06-21

$3,569

2012-04,27
13-01,1_4

$123
,740

i

~
[Hay~en Lake Irrigation DieL

•.0. Box 1396
-;D

2160 W. Dakola Ave

I

ia'jden

lm
I

I

IIdaho Counly Tille Co.

319Wes1Main

ElA}NE BRAZLE

lnlecSiate Cone<ete ; A.ohali
i
KoOienail

P,O. Box 3368

[ElAINE BRAZLE

Land TIUe Co. Of Pend Ofeitle
I

309S.

iTRFSSJ MCI IIGHLIN
I
I

1.309
,37:
$1,860

leoeucd'AJene

'

.CHRIS WOLF
lJ\INE BRAZLE
I
CHRIS WOLF

[201>-02-01
1012-12-18
101>-06,07

118 E. Poolac A,e.

@urtey

'013-0>-05

i

. . Box477

•.0. Box 16660
I
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Ken, call and cemind them of
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I
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. I
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. ; of uding • Gceat AccounC~

1

12013-07-26
'2013-01cl5

$38.427
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$16,820 4P9
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Pecli & Peck Exca,.ting, Inc

3386 N. Hwy41

LAINE BRAZLE
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1220 E Polelon A'e

Ito

2013-06-10

$0

5150 I4P9

iliiiiir··~-·--~: .:hange_ o;derro:ms: lab;l: 9
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I
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4P9
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ID

!2013-05-03

S3.375
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ISCHOB- NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
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WA

[2012-09-24
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4PS
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'SPOKANE

WA
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$107 4P5

SCHOB- NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
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[WA
I

2013-06-12
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S764 I4P5
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1SCHOB • NORTHWEST SAFEGUARD
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i
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10011ne Office S~~pl:'.':~stgo lwo new ocdecs foe checks: Nancy who is ,lhe

I

LAINE BRAZLE
I
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·

cby Richacd

I

1
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Coeuc ~Alene Se<Vice Slalion

I

[ELAINE BRAZLE
IJtM I UNN HR &
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I~
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LENE

CHOB-NC
Walec. BiiVEn"lopee Co.,iSienl cede" Chrie (female) i' the head peceon in
the office
I

'
:::,,',~:;~:;~o7e~:~~~ ~~~ ~~Zs~~:~~: ~~~'. ~:~:~:~Elaine think' we
i

~~,';';;acehoused Cheek Slock/lBF WacehOused Tax Fonns: Nik~ (Contcollec)

ELAINE BRAZLE
ELAINE BRAZLE

r HOTELS
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I:~~:=;;houeef Check o;u=lo• ""' •• •ou••u

012646

II ocdets who

Rank ILETTitep id

'cust name

ust addr 2

CUST ADDR 3

CHAD WOLF
RON YOUNG

\A.. Scott Jackson Truckin . Inc.

11 Rose SL·P.O. BOX 56
49 ESTATE STREET

EAGLE

.'RON YOUNG
ii\LU\N CAIN

Anesthesia Associates
Arhsan Carpels Boise LLC
Assisting Hands Home Care- Nampa
AXIOM

38 E. Bannock Street
1501 Main Street
Franklin Road Ste. 105
17316 Fa1rview Ave

Boise
Boise
Nampa
oise

B & R Bearina Suoolv. Inc.
~ear Creek lod e

1302 S. Lincoln
492 Hwy. 55

1fi
~~

ccess F1rsllnsurance

tate code BF Last Transactio! BF 36mo! BF 12mo1 1ST#

AME

10
10

012·12·21
011-07-06

$9.923
$100

$1 850 45
47

!ROGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

!10

liD
10

2013-06-28
12:013-04-02
f;2013-06-07
QQ13-04·19

$467
$337
$5 880
$712

$235~47
$95 47
$2 322 47
$637~7

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

McCall

l10
10

013-06-25
!2:011-04-30

$1 858
$259

$9£0 47
47

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

7

OGER THURSTON

bo13-06-04

$9 257

t2013-01~25

$2 438
$700
$558

$2,413 47
$663 47

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

otes

ill ofladin s

1
)iqn
--·-1 HOUSE
Advantage Walk-In Chiropractic
031 E. Has itality Lane Ste. 15
Boise
1ID
013-04-19
$116
$116 47
OGER THURSTON
~~~~~~E~U:~:~A~M~C~LA~U~G~H~L~IN~---7:~:::~:~~~C";~~::~:~'-------------t~~~~OW~F~.~~:~~~:~;~,;~t.~-P~.O~.~B~ox~6~9~7------~~~~::~:~-------c~:~~---t~~~~~;~~~~;~~~~------t~$3f~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~-------r~~~~e~:~o;E~~~~~~~ns~is~ffi~n

~!J'i._

HY

;--ili.__ ~LLAN CAIN

:r-,

1rY

iRON YOUNG

bHAO WO-:;--~~jA.LLAN CAIN

!

1~

j

LLAN CAIN
lLLAN CAIN
\ti.LLAN CAIN
\ALLAN CAIN
HOUSE

I

ALLAN CAIN
OUSE
OUSE
CHAO WOLF

bench Sewer District

~700

bo13-03~18

!Boise

110

IBoise
1Boise
IBoise
Boise

liD
.10
10
10

12012-06-06
i2013-05-03

I

'

I

80 E. Parkcenter Blvd. Ste. 300
401 W. Main
833 S. OeveloomentAve.
049 E. Wilson lane

•Boise
'iSoise
Boise
Meridian

l10
10
10
10

2013-07-03
!2013-04-16
!2011-04·25

Bu Idaho
Ca itol Law GroLJp, PLLC
Cascade School D1slnct
City of Idaho C1ty
btv of Marsin

04 S 8th Street
05 N. 10th Ste. 400-PO Box 2598
.0. Box 291
11 Main Street
.0. Box 125

:Boise
!cascade
lldaho City
1
Marsino

10
10
10
ID

bit, of Wendell

75 1st A,.. E.-P.O. Box 208

Lendell

biomark
:Soise Famil Med1cine Center
Boise National Soccer Club
Bo1se Rioaina SuDol

~PA Business Psvcholoov Assoc.
Buck's Bags Inc
Bureau of Land Mana ement
Butte Fence

828 Emerald

i1D

05 S. 8th Street
10798 w. Overland
128 W. Fairview Ave. Ste. 2C
.0. Sox 16627

!2013-04~26

I

$2.326
$11 212

$2 004
$1 222

i
; RESSA MCLAUGHLIN
lt\LLAN CAIN

HOUSE
HOUSE
OUSE

HAD WOLF
RESSA MCLAUGHLIN
LLANCA!N
OUSE

11Y
1/Y
1Y

:

1:Y
1i

1222 S. Vista Ave
1845 S. Federal Wav
076 N. Fwe Mile Road

!Boise
iBoise
Boise

!rRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
HOUSE
ALLAN CAIN
ITRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
L!IMOUNN
iTRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
HEATHER ORR
ALLAN CAIN
iHOUSE
tHAD WOLF
ALLAN CAIN

boncrete Placinq Co.
Cosho Hum hre LLP
randall law Offices
Crowne One Network. Inc.
CSHQA
'cul!i an Boise
' avis Law Office. PLLC
bennis Dillion Oldsmobile-GMC
bentistn.r for Children
E:a le Chamber of Commerce
EASTERN IDAHO CHIROPRACTIC
Ennis Furniture Co

451 W. Gowen Road
.0. Box 9518
20 West Mam Street Ste. 206
800 Fain.riew Ste. A
50 South Street
110W31stStreet
55 W. M rtlv Street SUtte 100
777 S. Orchard-P.O. Box 7944
05 E. Jefferson Ste. 103
148 N 2ND STREET #101
585 CHANNING WAY
275 South 23rd Street

Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
EAGLE
DAHO FALLS
Boise

i

I

iTRESSA MCLAUGHLIN

Environment Control

1
!542la Cassia-P.O. Box 6877

Boise

!320 Main-P.O. Box 392
i3701 EAST FLAMINGO
~68 W 1000 S
~491 North Dresden Place SUtte 103C
~01 W. Front Street Suite 302
Q3 Warm Lake Hwv
556 Federal Way
.O.BOX8131
428 W INTERCHANGE LANE
1717 E. Chisholm Drive
77 MAIN STE 1000
175 N Linder Rd
115 W. Grove Street

Buhl
NAMPA
Burle
Boise
!Boise
ascade
iBoise
iBOISE
'BOISE
Namoa
!BOISE
!Meridian
1
Boise

:---·2iY
L1i

~3fv
f-11
~.
2!
L_1

HAD WOLF
iTRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
tHADWOLF
[HOUSE
ON YOUNG
IMDUNN
RON YOUNG
OUSE
OUSE
LLAN CAIN
liRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
!HEATHER ORR
[TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN

armers National Bank-Buhl
& BRED I MIX
olden Val lev Warehouse
ood Sense Business Solution
ass Gustave! Goss
ranite Excavation
uerdon Enter nses. LLC
AIR BENDERS
ANDYMAN CONNECTION
ansen R1ce
AWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY
eritaoe Auto Reoa1r
iTech Color

$1.303
$1,713
$751
$329
$236

$624

7

$4 247 47
$250 7

$704~7

$249 .. 7
$154i447
>147

012-07-23
10
10
10

012-11-20

~10

I!2013-07-10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
!0
JO
0

011-12-12
011-09-01

1

012-01-05
013-01-28

$1.869
$710
$1 024

$522
$6.366

s1ssl.. 7
$250~ 7
' 7

$209

7

$2 364 47

$248

$63
$4.712
$2,775

$5 851

013-03-04
011·11·28
013-05-06
013-05-07
011-08-11
010-12-15
013-07-11

$58
$20,813

Ito

013-06-30

$1,948

10
JD
10
10
10
]10
10
!O
1
10
'10
!10

012-10-24
012-10-08
013-07-26
012-01-24
012-11-05
013-06-13
010-12-29
011-08-08
!2012-01-19
!2010-12-28
!2012-04-18
!2013-06-24
t;2012-01·31

$6,870
$3.6521
$1 997'
$49 1

$455

$378
$834
$174

$100 47
$2 033 47

47
$376 7
$255 47
47
45/4C7
$716247

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

isconnect notices, utility bills, irrigation notices, checks. Deb
s the person who orders and the only one in the office.
hese orders are usua11 everv other year.
onthly Statement Processino done b EIS
hacks/Tax Forms
ax Forms from our warehouse

We

I do everything printwise, won't order that elsewhere;
OGER THURSTON
tephanie orders
OGER THURSTON
nvelooes/Labelstwarehoused items· Brandi orders
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
arehoused Envelooes statement orocessina comoan
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
arms/linked to Other Accounts
OGER THURSTON
ressa's Attornev
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
arms ramo & aooarel lana term relationshi
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON/CRAIG EMPEY tatements/EIS
OGER THURSTON
arms Dick Ennis. AI'S personal friend

iiD
110

$986 47

OGER THURSTON

$6,870 47
$1.221 47
$529 45
47
$140 47
$1 268 47

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
!ROGER THURSTON
~OGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON
ROGER THURSTON

~47
~47

47
47
47
$437 47
47

labels/Growina had them as customer since start u ; Kirstin
l:haroe Forms statement processinq, 20 plus years
tTerri Cain Allan's wife orders
k:hecks

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

I

$560!
$1.9481
$248
$179
$4,846
$53
$19 217
$1,113
$4 791

he owner works with Chad and has ordered invoices from
s for the last 10 years.

k::hecksffax Forms, solid relationship for 30 years; Pam and
Uaneef order
'
FormsfEnvelooes
Promo!Jamie's Friend
abe Is
print newsletters inhouse, member of Buy Idaho; Barb
bnd Sandy order
' hacks
!steady Checks/Envelopes
teadv Utilitv Bills
hecks

OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON
OGER THURSTON

I

Clearwater Real Estate lnvestmen
Clearwater Research
Community Partnership of Idaho

~RESSA MCLAUGHLIN

!

t2013-02-25
t2012-08-30
. )2012-05-24
!2012-08-28

""7

$140' 47

CFA!Tax Forms/Warehouse Items
Business Cards/Checks/Part of another account: Anna
Forms Start Uo
hecks/Oeoosit Tickets/Workinq on oromo items

romo/Forms/David(owner) and J have worked together a
onq time

hecks/Forms· Tammy orders
ormsfTickets/Growino
ax Forms
hecks
OmlS

hecks
ax Forms. thev alwavs call Allan
ramo· Melissa orders from the market1nq department
usiness Cards/Forms/Banners
iCompetitor

012647

012648

012649

DFfSoo:s~ 112

Rank lE' Hreo id

bu,t name

• addr

cus·

ADDR 3 l.tata coda IBF

TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
OUSE
JEFF BROWN
HOUSE
JIM DUNN

i<ldvance m D•e
1<\11 West Aviation Service
1<\noche Rivec
rlho Dnnhle
1<\R(
1<\ciri r.luh, Inc

I E. Faicview Ave #206
133 E. 50th Street
. Box 488
<082 Chinden Blvd.
. Box 6S36-1137 W. River St.

Meridian
Garden Citv
:urlev
Garden Citv
Boise

TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN
HEATHER ORR
HOUSE
TRESSA .

B & D Foods
Belle Bnuhm"
Benefit Manaoers Co;,~
Be<! We<! ern Vi<ta Inn

1494 S TK Ave
I N. Eaole Road
f\850 W. Emerald Ste. 1o4-P.O Rnx 1o0o83

.CHAD WOLF
_AN OAIN
:TRESSA
' OUSE
USE

Blauec Wavne Dr. M.D.
einck 22.
Bo:se Centre
enise Refrlnecation ''"''" r.o
3oise School Di<tcict Foundation

~D

'

'36mo' Sales PBF 12mos l:liST #

h011-09-30
i2ti1.2:o4-i3
bon-07-?3
~
b013-05-00

$865.0(
$279.0(
.34·'.2€
$7.984.0(
,306.4E

Boise
Meridian
eni<e
3oise

,,_n1-?R
201?-05-1:

$6.027.0(
$100.0(
$4.01!1.0(
S1.ococ

1S01 Hiland Ste ..-3
tm S. Caoitol Blvd.
JW 'ron! St.
~02 West 39th Street
l WEs·- VI :TOR" RD

:urlev
3oi<e
3oise
3oise
OISE

2012-11-02

<A<n

3urtev
Caldwell
Fruitland

HD
HD.

~T5
~T5
H5

NAME

DAWN
DAWN
DAWN
DAWN
DAWN

!Notes

~~~e ar~·~,;~·owners

l'a.g>r.

1. Ste. 7
Cleveland Blvd.
:.Box31n

CHAD WOLF
AN AIN

fr

irRESSA "r1
TRESSA
TRESS.

k:HADWOLF
AN AIN

LAN CAIN
AN "N
HOUSE
ON YOUNG

!

k:HADWOLF
IRON OUN
LAN :AIN
RON OUNC
UIM DUNN
IRON OUNC
iRON YOUNC
HOUSE
UtM DUNN
TRESS,
HEATHER ORR
tHADWC LF

LAN ,;AIN

~

Caxton Printers.

UIM DUNN
"'" I"
I
I

Main Street

?01?-00-M

201: 04-?6

?On-O,-n5

2010-12-06
?01?-10-"
2011-04-05

JD

ID

Central Pavino
Challenoer cor11oanv
Christian H"rdee

Boise

bvofEaole
Commercial Hnme Fnmi<hinn<

e60 East Civic Lane-P.O. Box 15>0
1104 South Orchard
h34 S. 5th Street

loonle

CPM3 Corooralion
Creamer Heatino & Air Conditioni
I Arlvantonelnc.
l & Transoort

•. Box 44835
77 4 Main Strett
112754 West Lasalle
3 E ~ommercial

Anise
Boise
Boise
Meridian·

ballev. Tom Accountinc

\20 5th Street
; N. Ninth Street. Suite 810
\213 N. Cloverdale Road Ste. 100
1400 Front Street
450 N. Hickorv Ave.
1337 W. Northview St.
I Federal Wav
1 W. JEFFERSON SUITE 530-P.O. BOX 1368
i Sand Creek
; S. 3rd Suite B
IE Louise Drive Ste # 300
1360 Albion Ave

Rupert
3oise
Rni<e
Boise
Meridian
Boise
Boise
OlSE
Boise
<nise
Meridian
Rnclev
Boise

ID

Nvssa

OR

bebt Redoction~
besioner Floors. Inc.
hi:'lmnnrl I in•

br.Brewster
IVkmon Flectcic. Inc
oBERLE. BERLIN&
'dwacd< Gceenhnuse
::SA Credit Union
ESI Con"n>chon
Evans & Paulson~

I

Golden West Pmduce

18 Commercial Ave.

$363.31

~oi<e
~oise

110-10-18

kn

~oise

I20i3-04-25
bon.o1.??
'012-11-3(
•nn-OS-10-

13-06-1:
'01
-11
~

•01 -01-?o
~012-09-06'013-0 -25

•oi

~";;:-"'
-08-:

bon.o1.oi

rs

$124.81 4TS
S388.oc

rs

S65Uo

rs
rs

$175.81kT5
TS/44

DAWN
DAWN
DAWN
DAWN

DAWN TEPLY

PAWN TEPLY

$1.760.SO
$303.20~T5
$4,46' .70 $4,461.70 T5
$5.SS '.70 $2.141.
T5
$960.20
$960.20
129.674.9<1$61 370.43 T5
$604.00
$604.00 T5
$2.425.50
$950.
T5
$279.00
$139.
T5
$S60.
T5
$2,411.70
$3.412.33 $1,540.25 T5
$375.90
ITS
$1S2
ITS
$973.78

~012-08-28

$8 649.30 $1.885.36 T5

;

and the frozen food

b':n~~~~nat, checks- tookfron; Saf~ua~d. !SF's

DAWN TEPL Y/IHas done their forms for 30 ve"rs
bAWh TF I Y "ocm<

T5
T5

TS
$833.00 TS

Rolls~rk with the

doc 'arao Printer
TEPLY
TEPLY i inkerl to the eni<e Metm~mhec· Dione ocrlec;
TEPLY 'Invoices :amino uo
TEPL !Former Emplovee's Dauchter

bAWN TEPLY

TS

mor_ nermal

~~~:~·~::~:"""9

DAWN TEPLY ~~~~~~srnc-: As- Edith orders and 'he is the Office

bAWN TEPLY

S444.2EOT5
TS
TS

1

DAWN TEPL
DAWN
I Y We u<e their<ervice< >nrl thev n<e nn"
DAWN TEPLY iFolders/Note Pads

~T5

$1.168.00

$30.
$335.SO
$156.51
$1,220.49

DAWN TFPI Y

16,891.41 T5
$918.7!

$472.8E
1010- 7-06
13-03-2'
'01 -01-"

$875.0(
S372.oc

<T<
4T5

$3,521.21
$3.753.
$13S.

$ ',36:.

'ni<e

OC

$446.2E

Caldwell

ko4o s. Apple Street
609 W Main Street
7 North 7th Street

bB Fitzn;:~!rir.k

2013-04-02
>011-m-11

$374.&0
$S.OS7.9S
$216.'
$1,
.7(
$2.S60.0C

'<n

1

TEPLY
who order
and
TEPLY Checks
TEPLY
Thavne Porter Purcha<ino Manaaer
TEPLY I ohel< r.omnet;tm
TEPL
I

ICootioouSForms

~~;': :e~c:u~e~ss:~Pmb~nother vendor; Joann orders

l:lAWN TEPLY
PAWN TEPL
' Fmm
l:lAWNTEPLY
lAWN TE LY Focm<ir.on<i<leot
lAWN TEPLY
AWN TEPL
AWN TEPLY
TEPL
AWN TEPLY
AWN TEFL Y
bAWNTEPLY
lAWN TEPLY
PAWN TEPL
lAWN TEF LV
PAWN TEPL

&Jf

. Merlical Service Stmt Pmc

~~~ =~::~~~:~~e,:;~~~~ ~~!i~ :':~~~!;:;:tements
Promo/Loves us
r.hecks

New Br,orlino

Hovai!Part of another account
IForm</Lovat and Gceo mrlec the fmm<

r., Forms

lAWN TEPLY i~erl tan<i.tackel<irnn<i<tent

;;,s/Consistent orders - work
':-'~

k:HADWOLF
"ON YOUNG
UIM lUNN
HOUSE
UIM lUNN

GOODE MOTOR AUTO GROUP
Habitat For Human1tv
Havden Beveraoe
HFRr.lll AN 6i"NrRFTF
Hillcrest Countrv ct"b

<v<;

1096 E. MAIN-P.O. BOX 130

=

bo4 S. Latah St
. . Box 15619-144 Commerce Ave
B61 W ROLLINS S
510 Hillcrest Dr

BURLEY
Bo:se
Ba>se
IOISF
Boise

10

2013-06-17

~013-03-11

$5,231.9~

$0.0(

2013-06-30

bo1?m.
13-05-15

$27.0(
$8,91:~.1~

$1,638.7E 4T5
$0 0( ~TS
4T5
4TS
3,S 3.5( TS

bAWN TEPLY
AWN TEPLY
l:lAWNTEPL
AWN TEPLY
PAWN TEPL

I who is the accounting person and Doug

~~~o~~t;;.

apparel is done with our

~=~~:1a1 ,;;0h~~~jn~~~n9S to this Chapter which os where
J's Club/ Pens

012650

1IY
3
11

~LLAN CAIN
1'\LLAN CAIN
IM DUNN HR

daho Soorts Medicine Institute
daho Sur ical Partners

1188 University Drive
b23 E. Riverside Ste. 220

Boise

Ea

D
D

le

!1013-06-30
t1011-06-03

~

E
1

$2 439.72
$103.50

$972.87~T5

$511.00

$230.00~T5

AWN TEPLY lncreasina/Sian In Sheets/Prescriotion Pads
AWN TEPLY !Schedule II RX pads stock· Luanna

hecks

AWN TEPLY

I

3

OUSE

oem Distillerv & Winerv

0928 Grace Lane

aldwel!

D

010·07·26

$61.50

1
1
1
3
3

RESSA MCLAUGHLIN
EATHER ORR
EATHER ORR
OUSE
RESSA MCLAUGHLIN

ee Read Jewelers
one Star Middle School
aauire Financial Services
AHONEY LAW OFFICE
EULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP

so E. Sonata Lane

eridian
ampa
eridian
OISE
OISE

D
D
D
D
D

013-05-QS

013-01-23
012-07-10
011-03-24

$5.796.50
$550.00
$381.98
$430.50
$96.00

1

HAD WOLF

upert

D

013·05-10

$1 898.80

11055 West Lone Star Road
55 N. Linder
20 W. MAIN ST .. STE. 206
55 W. FRONT ST. STE. 200

~T5

012-10-26

$1.716.50
$550.00
$381.98
$73.50

T5

AWN TEPLY

T5
T5
T5
T5
T5

AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN

TEPLY
TEPLY
TEPLY
TEPLY
TEPLY

Forms/Love Tressa; Rachel Read (of the Read familywners orders directlv from me
eather Orr's Cousin
eather Orr's Accountant
usiness Cards/Forms
romotionai/Forms

~obile Home Labels • combo with all other Idaho
~ounties/Envelopes/Checks/Consistent; work with

1

HAD WOLF

1

HAD WOLF

1
1

HAD WOLF
HOUSE

3
2
2
1

OUSE
ELAINE BRAZLE
HOUSE
LLAN CAIN

1
1
3
1
3
1

3

'

I

3

HAD WOLF
HAD WOLF
RON YOUNG
LLAN CAIN
OUSE
RON YOUNG
LLAN CAIN
RESSA MCLAUGHLIN

.0. BOX 368

Minidoka County

INIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT CT.
MINIDOKA COUNTY TREASURER

~INIDOKA

$671.00 T5

AWN TEPLY

TH AND G STREET-P.O. BOX 368

UPERT

D

013-05-Q7

$318.75

$106.25 T5

AWN TEPLY

.0. BOX 368-715 G STREET

UPERT

D

013-05-28

$603.50

$382.00 T5

AWN TEPLY

$116.45 T5
$838.80
$2.631.00 $2.631.00 T5

AWN TEPLY
AWN TEPLY

IRRIGATION DISTRICT
ountain States Group

8 WEST 50 SOUTH
1607 W Jefferson St.

UPERT
oise

D
D

012-09-06
013-07-16

ld Ranch House Seasoninas LLC.
rthopedic Assocation
ASCO, Inc.
aul's Market

19695 Too Road
1107 Ironwood Drive
6400 W. Contractors St. Ste 101
P.O. Box 937-12 North Main

reenleaf
oeur d'Alene
oise
omedale

D
D
D
D

012·07-11
013-07-23
013-04·09
013-05-31

ICKUP. A. SCOTI O.M.D.

1905 HILAND AVE

URLEY

D

012·10·29

LBION
oise
oise
AMPA
ampa
eridian
OISE

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

013·02·07
011·07·31
013-04-17
012-05·30
013-05-Q2
012-11-28
012·01·23

$272.00
$136.00 T5
$494.00
T5
$7 629.85 $1.680.97 T5
$319.99
T5
$393.00 T5
$1.917.71
$463.70
$159.00 T5
$129.00
T5

AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN

aURLEY
a ole

D
D

013·04-30
012·08-08

$4 149.95 $1 264.06 T5
$166.75
$166.75 T5

AWN TEPLY
AWN TEPLY

OMERELLE MOUNTAIN RESORT
ualit Concrete
ualit Thermistor, Inc.
AD IX CONSTRUCTION
ambo Sand & Gravel Inc.
edfish Sensor Products LLC.
INGERT CLARK CHARTERED LAWYERS

0 BOX 158·975 PARK LANE
.0. Box 7245
108 Century Way
422 12TH AVE. RD#153
700 S. Middleton Road
60S . Adkins Wav Ste. A
55 SOUTH 3RO

$320.02
$122.76
$910.00
$441.00
$675.00
$243.00
$24 364.94 $9 116.95
$601.85

T5
T5
T5
T5

$307.97 T5

AWN
AWN
AWN
AWN

TEPLY
TEPLY
TEPLY
TEPLY

reasurer and Assessor
hecks/ Vouchers/Receipts/Envelopes/Judgement
E_nd Claim forms are ordered through Twin Falls
ounty and combined with the other counties ·we
prder and then distribute/iStar labels · warehoused
terns
jEnvelopes • automatic repeat; lost one year to Allied
nveloPe
Checks/Apparel/ Business Cards/Receipts/Deposit
lips • Ruth orders and she is the only one who does
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EXHIBIT G

012653

Terry
Peterson
Terry Peterson

November
4, 2016
Nbvmnber4,2016

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN

2

OF THE STATE
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO, IN

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

T3 ENTERPRISES,
ENTERPRISES, INC.,
INC., an
Idaho
Idaho Corporation,
Corporation, THURSTON
ENTERPRISES,
Idaho
ENTERPRISES, INC.,
INC., an Idaho
Corporation,
Corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
Plaintiffs, )
)
CV—OC—l4l64OO
vs.
) Case No.
vs.
No. CV-OC-1416400
)
I
SAFEGUARD
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
SYSTEMS, ) Volume I
INC.,
)
INC., a Delaware
Corporation;
)
SAFEGUARD
Corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS,
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC.,
INC., a
Delaware Corporation;
)
Corporation;
DELUXE CORPORATION,
)
CORPORATION, a
Minnesota Corporation,
)
Corporation,
)
Defendants.
Defendants. )
____________________________)
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

10
10

ll

11
12
12
13
l3
14
14

15
15
16
l6
17
l7
18
l8

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF TERRY PETERSON
PETERSON

19
19

Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois

Illinois

Friday,
Friday, November 4,
4, 2016

20
21
22
22

23
24
24

Reported by:
by:

25

NDS Job No.:
No.:

Loretta A.
A. Tyska
084-004294
CSR No.
NO. 084-004294
186458
186458

EXHIBIT

538

______________

1
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Terry
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1

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

2

Q.
Q.

that's the final
And that's
final number,
it?
number, isn't it?

3

A.
A.

I'm not sure.
I'm
sure.

4

Q.
Q.

Steen's role in
What was Ms.
in monitoring the
Ms. Steen's

isn't

5

account protection conflicts
conflicts that might be presented by

6

Deluxe's acquisition
Deluxe's
acquisition of these BAM distributors?
distributors?

7

She
role.
She would have had an oversight role.

A.
A.

Bob

it

8

Kirlin would have reported to her and it was his
Kirlin
his team

9

that would have ultimately
for
ultimately been responsible for

10
10

computing that.
that.

11

ll

Q.
Q.

Computing what?

12
12

A.
A.

The account protection payments
due.
payments that were due.

13
l3

Q.
Q.

Kirlin's role
in all of that?
So
role in
that?
So what was Bob Kirlin's

14
14

A.
A.

She
for the Safeguard
controller for
She was the controller
Safeguard

15
15
16
l6

all

business.
business.

in terms
What does that mean in
his
terms of his

Q.
Q.

17
l7

responsibilities
for keeping
keeping track of the account
responsibilities for

18
l8

protection conflicts
conflicts associated with the acquisitions
acquisitions of

19
19

these non-Safeguard
non—Safeguard distributors?
distributors?

20

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
MR.
SCHOSSBERGER:

21

testimony.
testimony.

22
22

BY THE WITNESS:
WITNESS:

23

A.
A.

his
Object to form,
misstates his
form, misstates

Bob's role
in
role was he had a commission group in

24
24

—— as well
Lansdale that computed commissions
well as
commissions as
as well
as -as well

25

as these payments
payments that were due,
due, and that group reported
17
17
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Terry
Peterson
Terry Peterson

1

up to Bob,
that group.
group.
so he oversaw that
Bob, so

2
3
4

November
2016
November 4,
4, 2016

Q.
Q.

if

Okay.
Okay.

You're going to have to explain for
for me,
me,

it

will,

if you will, what that group is
is and how it operated.
operated.
A.
A.

It

It was a group of individuals
in our Lansdale,
individuals in
Lansdale,

5

Pennsylvania
office that computed commissions
commissions that were
Pennsylvania office

6

——
due to each of the distributors
distributors each month,
month, and they --

7

——
they also would -would compute account protection
protection

8

payments
well.
payments as well.

9
10
10

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

—— Lansdale is
that's a group -And so
is
so that's

where Deluxe is
right?
is located;
is that right?
located; is

11

ll

A.
A.

Deluxe has
in Lansdale.
location in
has a Safeguard
Lansdale.
Safeguard location

12
12

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

And so
so who are these people who are

it

13
l3

Kirlin as it relates
reporting to Bob Kirlin
reporting
relates to the account

14
14

protection
mitigation payments?
protection mitigation
payments?

15
15

A.
A.

don't know
know their
II don't
their names.
names.

16
l6

Q.
Q.

But it is
is a department of some
some sort?
sort?

17
l7

A.
A.

It is
is a department.
department.

18
l8

Q.
Q.

What is
is the name of it?
it?

19
19

A.
A.

Commissions
Commissions department.
department.

20

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

21
22
22

23

it

It

Are these employees
reporting
employees of Deluxe reporting

Kirlin?
to Bob Kirlin?
A.
A.

They're employees
reporting to
Safeguard reporting
employees of Safeguard

Bob Kirlin.
Kirlin.

24
24

Q.
Q.

They're reporting directly
Kirlin?
directly to Bob Kirlin?

25

A.
A.

At that time they were reporting up to a
18
18
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1

gentleman by the name of Erich Burget,
Burget, and Erich

2

reported to Bob.
Bob.

3

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

it

And what was is
Mr. Burgett
is it that Mr.

it

4

reported to Mr.
Kirlin as it relates
Mr. Kirlin
relates to the account

5

protection mitigation
mitigation issues
after a distributor
distributor has
has
issues after

6

been acquired?
acquired?

7
8
9
10
10

ll

11
12
12

A.
A.

That would be a question you'd have to ask

Q.
Q.

What is
is your understanding,
understanding, given that he

Bob.
Bob.

reported to Susan
Susan Steen
Steen who reported to you?
A.
A.

My understanding is
is that he was responsible

for
for that group and the work that group performed.
performed.
Now,
is 183,000?
see the budget is
183,000?
Now, do you see

13
l3

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

14
14

A.
A.

On which page?

15
15

Q.
Q.

Well,
last page.
page.
Well, on both page 11 and the last

16
l6

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

17
l7

Q.
Q.

Kirlin's responsibility
So
Mr. Kirlin's
So was it Mr.
responsibility then to

it

18
l8

keep
keep track of the payments
pursuant to
payments that were made pursuant

19
19

the account protection mitigation
mitigation budget that was

20

for each of these acquisitions?
established for
acquisitions?

21
22
22

A.
A.

in
The direct
direct responsibility
responsibility would have been in

in Lansdale.
the commissions
commissions group in
Lansdale.

23

Q.
Q.

And who was that?

24
24

A.
A.

don't remember their
II don't
their names.
names.

25

Q.
Q.

——
But that group reported to --

19
l9
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1

A.
A.

Erich Burget who reported to Bob.
Bob.

2

Q.
Q.

So
Mr. Burgett
So as the payments
payments were made,
made, Mr.

3

would report to Mr.
Kirlin that the payments
Mr. Kirlin
payments had been

4

made so
Kirlin could keep
Mr. Kirlin
keep track of what was
so that Mr.

5

happening out there with the account protection

6

conflicts?
conflicts?

7

A.
A.

don't know
know that.
II don't
that.

8

Q.
Q.

he's overseeing
Well,
Well, when you say
say he's

9
10
10

ll

11
12
12
13
l3

it

I'm just
Mr.
Mr. Burgett,
is
just trying
Burgett, I'm
trying to understand what it is
that he's keeping
for your department.
keeping track of for
department.
A.
A.

You would have to ask Bob that,
that, how he managed

that group.
group.
Q.
Q.

it

I take it then that
Kirlin would report
Mr. Kirlin
So
that Mr.
So I

14
14

in the finance
to Susan
his activities
finance department,
activities in
Susan Steen
Steen his
department,

15
15

in connection with the
also his
his oversight activities
activities in

16
l6

account protection?

17
l7
18
l8
19
19

A.
A.

II presume he had regular update meetings
meetings with

Susan.
Susan.
Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

And then Susan
keep you
Susan would keep

20

up—to—date on things that
up-to-date
she and her subordinates
that she
subordinates were

21

in the finance
doing in
finance department,
correct?
department, correct?

22
22

A.
A.

Broader,
for the entire
entire segment.
segment.
Broader, for

23

Q.
Q.

Pardon
Pardon me?

24
24

A.
A.

For the entire
small
entire segment,
entire small
segment, the entire

25

business services
services segment.
segment.
20
20
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it

1

Q.
Q.

Would you have discussed it with each other?
other?

2

A.
A.

Not necessarily this
this entire
entire group here,
here, but we

3

—— the contents of the
would have probably reviewed the -contents

4

attachment.
attachment.

5
6

Q.
Q.

But before that there would have been a review

final review,
prior to this
that
this final
that was prior
correct?
review, correct?

7

A.
A.

Generally,
Generally, yes.
yes.

8

Q.
Q.

And how did that
that process
process work among these

9

people?
people?

10
10

A.
A.

it

—— a final review with me,
Generally,
final
Generally, it was a -me,

11

ll

Lee,
Malcolm.
Lee, Malcolm.

12
12

Scott
Sorrenti would likely
Scott Sutton,
J.J. Sorrenti
likely have been a
Sutton, J.J.

13
l3

——
part
with us.
part of that
that review with -us.

14
14

probably not reviewed the top document,
document, but we would

15
15

——
have gone through the -the PowerPoint
PowerPoint slides
slides that
that are

16
l6

attached to it.

Susan
that.
Susan may have been a part of that.

And we would have

it.

17
l7

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

18
l8

A.
A.

And then the execution of the approval
approval sheet
sheet

——
The --

19
19

would have been just
just a formality
formality at that point with

20

getting
approvals on the document
getting the signatures
signatures and the approvals

21

in order to fund
in
fund the transaction.
transaction.

22
22

Q.
Q.

fifth

Go to the fifth page of this
this exhibit,
please.
exhibit, please.

23

Now,
this review and
told us that as
as a part of this
Now, you've told

24
24

approval,
leading all the way
approval, you and all of the people leading

25

up to Lee Schram
information
Schram would have reviewed the information

all

all

37
37
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1
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2016
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4, 2016

in the exhibit
that
right?
exhibit after
is identified
identified in
after Page
Page 1,
that is
1, right?
Generally we would have,
have, yes.
yes.

2

A.
A.

Yeah.
Yeah.

3

Q.
Q.

So
is that everyone would review all
idea is
So the idea

all

if

4

of these,
this is
is
questions, then this
these, and if there are any questions,

5

the time to ask them,
right?
them, right?

6

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

7

Q.
Q.

——
——
So
what did II say
5?
5?
So go to page -say --

8

A.
A.

It was the 5th
exhibit.
5th page to the exhibit.

9

Q.
Q.

All
All right.
right.

It

So
So among other things,
things, you and

all

10
10

Mr.
Mr. McRoberts
Mr. Schram
Schram and all of the other people
McRoberts and Mr.

11

ll

Dunlap's key
on this
Mr. Dunlap's
this list would have reviewed Mr.
key due

12
12

diligence findings?
findings?

list

13
l3

A.
A.

The items
items presented on the page here,
here, yes.
yes.

14
14

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

And then there would be a mitigation
mitigation

15
15

strategy
risks associated with the
address the risks
strategy to address

16
l6

account protection
right?
is that right?
protection overlap;
overlap; is
Could you repeat that question?
question?

17
l7

A.
A.

18
l8

MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

(Record
(Record read as requested.)
requested.)

19
19
20
21

-Why don't II --

WITNESS:
BY THE WITNESS:

A.
A.

Strategy,
no.
Strategy, no.

It's

in terms
It's just
terms of approach
just in

22
22

——
——
——
to -to managing and -and -and managing that
that on a

23

go—forward basis
go-forward
basis would have generally been done and

24
24

might have been reported by either
either Susan
Susan or Scott
Scott

25

—— or even Michael Dunlap.
depending -Michael Dunlap.

38
38
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1

Q.
Q.

What might have been reported by them?
them?

2

A.
A.

How that was going to be dealt with,
with, whether

it

3

—— to settle with a
it be,
offer to -settle
know, an offer
be, you know,

4

—— or the payments that would just be
distributor
distributor or -just
payments

5

made on a regular basis
sales that were
basis based on the sales

6

coming through.
through.

7
8
9

Q.
Q.

So
Susan Steen
Steen might have been the one
So you say
say Susan

reporting
risk strategy?
reporting that
mitigation risk
that mitigation
strategy?
A.
A.

—— she might have.
She
have.
She -she

it

It

—— it could very
It could have been --

10
10

Michael
Michael Dunlap.
Dunlap.

ll

well have been Scott
Sutton.
Scott Sutton.

11

It

It might have been

12
12

Q.
Q.

Uh-huh.
Uh-huh.

13
l3

A.
A.

Could have been Malcolm.
Malcolm.

14
14

Q.
Q.

Malcolm McRoberts?
McRoberts?

15
15

A.
A.

It could have been,
been, yes.
yes.

16
l6

Q.
Q.

But Mr.
Mr. McRoberts,
McRoberts, you would anticipate,
anticipate, would

——
They --

It

17
l7

be familiar
familiar with whatever the strategy
is that
is; is
strategy is;

18
l8

right?
right?

19
19

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

20

Q.
Q.

And when you say
that Susan
Susan Steen
Steen or Dunlap or
say that

21

risk strategy,
Sutton
mitigation risk
that mitigation
Sutton reported that
strategy, who did

22
22

they report it to,
off on it?
signed off
it?
to, these people who signed

23

it

A.
A.

—— I
—— I
don't know
don't know
II -I don't
I don't
know that -know that

24
24

there was a separate
was shown
separate report beyond just
just what was

25

on this
this particular
particular page here.
here.
39
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1

Q.
Q.

——
-and Susan
Susan Steen?
Steen?

2

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

3

Q.
Q.

As well as Cassie Clark and the others
from
others from

4

Deluxe who are listed?
listed?

5

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

6

Q.
Q.

All right.
All
right.

7

review the summary,
right?
summary, right?

10
10

ll

11

it

II would assume II was able to make it to that
that

A.
A.

8
9

So
that meeting to
So you attended that

meeting.
meeting.
Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

if

will,

Look then,
third
then, if you will, at the third

page of the exhibit.
exhibit.

I'm just
I'm
just going to object to the

12
12

MR.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
SCHOSSBERGER:

13
l3

form of the last
form
last question.
question.

14
14

itself.

15
15

name.
name.

16
l6

BY MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

itself.

for
The document speaks
speaks for

"to" line,
On the "to"
see Terry Peterson's
line, II do not see

It's

It's on a different
different exhibit.
exhibit.

17
l7

Q.
Q.

Would you look
look at Page
Page 3,
please.
3, please.

18
l8

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

19
19

Q.
Q.

Well,
Forms
this Idaho
Idaho Business
Business Forms
Well, first of all this

first

all

20

executive summary
is
begins on page 22 and continues
continues is
that begins
summary that

21

the summary
that you reviewed and discussed with the
summary that

22
22

other people at the top of Deluxe as a consequence of

23

your review,
correct?
review, correct?

24
24
25

A.
A.

if

—— if I
II would have -I was unable to make the

it

meeting,
meeting, II would have reviewed it separately.
separately.

don't
II don't
48
48
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remember the situation
situation here,
though.
here, though.

it

Well,
signed
Well, you had to review it before you signed

2

Q.
Q.

3

-off
off on it --

4

A.
A.

5
6
7

it

it

II would have reviewed it before II signed
off
signed off

it.

on it.
know you signed
off on the deal,
And you know
signed off
deal,

Q.
Q.
right?
right?

8

A.
A.

II would assume II did.
did.

9

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

10
10

if

—— if you go to page 3 and
So
in the -So in
3

right—hand quadrant.
look
look at the upper right-hand
quadrant.

11

ll

A.
A.

Hold on a second.
second.

12
12

Q.
Q.

What is
risk mitigation?
is risk
mitigation?

13
l3

A.
A.

Generally,
is identified
identified
means if an issue
issue is
Generally, it means

it

Okay.
Okay.
What does that mean?
mean?

if

14
14

——
——
——
——
they're looking
and they're
to -to -how -how that
looking to -that

15
15

——
that's
risk is
risk
or dealt with,
is going to be managed or -with, that's

16
l6

going to be identified
risk mitigation.
mitigation.
identified under risk

17
l7
18
l8
19
19

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

So
risk mitigation
for
mitigation plan for
is the risk
So what is

the account protection risk?
risk?
The specific
is not identified
identified here.
specific plan is
here.

A.
A.

it

20

——
——
The -it just
as an activity
identifies that
that as -that
just identifies
activity that

21

needs
happen.
needs to happen.

22
22

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

And so
something that
that would be something
that you
so that

23

and the other senior
Mr. Schram
senior vice presidents
Schram
presidents and Mr.

24
24

would be looking
in connection with the approval
looking at in
approval of

25

this
this deal?
deal?
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1

November
2016
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4, 2016
——
The exact plan -we may have asked for
for an

2

update as to what that meant or what the exposure was.
was.

3

don't remember specifically
But again,
this deal.
deal.
specifically on this
again, II don't

4

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

But you would expect that before you

5

—— and by "you"
"you" II mean you and the
approved the deal --

6

——
Mr. Schram
senior
you would have
Schram -senior vice presidents
presidents and Mr.

7

——
——
mis— -gotten your arms around the misthe -the nature of

8

the account protection
protection risk,
correct?
risk, first of all, correct?

first

A.
A.

9

all,

We would generally understand the exposure,
exposure,

10
10

—— a resolution to
but we would not necessarily have a -resolution

11

ll

that.
that.

12
12

may have here as well.
well.

13
l3

refer to would be that
refer
protection cost would
that the account protection

14
14

in excess of what was estimated for
be in
for modeled for
for us.
us.

all

—— we have to accept risk all the time, and we
We -risk
time,
—— that I
And the risk
I
risk that --

15
15

Q.
Q.

You're talking
talking about the budget?
budget?

16
l6

A.
A.

Budget,
Budget, yes.
yes.

17
l7

Q.
Q.

Well,
is just
just a flat one to
Well, if the budget is

if

flat

18
l8

that's not a
three percent of last
last year's sales,
sales, that's

19
19

detailed budget identifying
is it?
it?
identifying conflicts,
conflicts, is

20

a percentage?
percentage?
A.
A.

21
22
22

25

——
in -in that
Well,
in
situation
that situation
Well, II would agree in

it's

——
it's not,
is
is that
that -that a hypothetical?
hypothetical?
not, but that

23
24
24

It's

It's just
just

Q.
Q.

No.
No.

I'm just
I'm
telling you what the others
others have
just telling

said.
said.
MR.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
SCHOSSBERGER:

Object to form,
misstates the
form, misstates
50
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1

November
2016
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4, 2016

record.
record.

2
3
4

BY THE WITNESS:
WITNESS:
A.
A.

Generally,
for
look for
Generally, we would attempt to look

5

—— to
account protection before we finalize
finalize to --

6

——
understand a -a more precise estimate of that
that

7

exposure.
exposure.

8

Q.
Q.

——
And so
so --

9

A.
A.

That may or may not have been completely done

10
10

ll

11

at the time that we were closing on the deal.
deal.
Q.
Q.

The idea,
is that you and the other
though, is
idea, though,

12
12

senior
senior executives
executives at Deluxe would want to achieve a

13
l3

comfort zone
zone with the nature of the account protection
protection

14
14

risk before approving this
risk
this deal,
correct?
deal, correct?

15
15
16
l6
17
l7

A.
A.

That is
is true.
true.

risk
We want to understand the risk

that we were assuming.
assuming.
Q.
Q.

You also would want to have an understanding

18
l8

as to how that risk
risk is
is going to be mitigated after
after the

19
19

acquisition
is concluded before you approve the deal,
acquisition is
deal,

20

right?
right?

21

A.
A.

If

If the exposure is
is identified
identified as
as being

22
22

significant,
know the
significant, we absolutely would have wanted to know

23

approach.
approach.
All
All right.
right.

24
24

Q.
Q.

25

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is
is 10:41.
10:41.
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4, 2016

(There
brief recess.)
(There was a brief
recess.)

1
2
3

back on the record.
record.

4

BY MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

5
6

Q.
Q.

9

We're going

Plaintiffs'
Would you please mark this
exhibit Plaintiffs'
this exhibit

471A.
Exhibit 471A.
Exhibit
471A was marked.)
(Exhibit
(Exhibit 471A
marked.)

7
8

The time is
is 10:43.
10:43.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
VIDEOGRAPHER:

BY MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:
Q.
Q.

if

Plaintiff's

will,

Look,
Look, if you will, please,
please, at Plaintiff's
This is
is another one of those examples
examples

10
10

Exhibit
471A.
Exhibit 471A.

11

ll

where the exhibit
exhibit was initially marked 471,
471, but it was

12
12

incomplete,
for the complete document.
document.
incomplete, and we asked for

13
l3

471A.
Exhibit 471A.
were given what is
is now marked as Exhibit

tell

16
l6
17
l7

We

if

Will you look
Will
look at this
this and tell me if you

14
14

15
15

it

initially

recognize this
this exhibit?
exhibit?
A.
A.

II recognize the form.
form.

Not necessarily this
this

particular
form.
particular one,
one, but II recognize the form.

tell

it

Will
Will you just
is?
just tell us what it is?

18
l8

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

19
19

A.
A.

It's a BAM transaction approval
form.
approval form.

20

Q.
Q.

form
And this
this is
is the transactional
approval form
transactional approval

21

It's

IBF deal,
for the IBF
right?
for
deal, right?

22
22

A.
A.

Okay.
Okay.

23

Q.
Q.

Now,
is not
signature is
see that your signature
Now, do you see

24
24
25

present on this
this document?
document?
A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.
52
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1
2
3

Q.
Q.

November
2016
November 4,
4, 2016

You did ultimately
sign the document and
ultimately sign

approve the deal,
right?
though, right?
deal, though,
A.
A.

——
II do not know
know that II signed
signed on the deal
deal --

4

signed
off on this
this deal.
signed off
deal.

5

authority to sign
sign off
off of it.

6

——
familiar with the deal,
reviewed and been familiar
it
deal, but II --

7

sign off
off on the deal.
appears
deal.
appears II did not sign

8
9
10
10

it.

Q.
Q.

——
——
don't -The -at least
well,
let
least you don't
well, let

Right.
Right.

it

me just
this way.
just put it this
way.

A.
A.

12
12

MR.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
SCHOSSBERGER:

Okay.
Okay.

13
l3

of the question.
question.

14
14

BY MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

17
l7

There's some
There's
some documents
documents that

——
show
show that you did,
did, but --

ll

16
l6

—— I
II did -I would have

it

11

15
15

Lee Schram
Schram would have the

Q.
Q.

——
Let -let
this:
let me ask you this:

A.
A.

it.

II would have reviewed it.

it.

recall
signing it.
recall specifically
specifically signing

19
19

show
show my signature.
signature.

21

You reviewed and

approved this
this deal,
not?
though, did you not?
deal, though,

18
l8

20

We object to the form
form

—— No.
We -No.

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

don't
Again,
Again, II don't

And this
form does
this form
does not

don't remember that
But you don't
that you

approved the deal?
deal?

22
22

A.
A.

don't remember specific
II don't
specific deals.
deals.

23

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

24
24

please.
please.

25

signing
signing off
off on it, but you do remember that you reviewed

Turn to the second
last page,
second to the last
page,

don't remember actually
You've said
said that you don't
actually

it,
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department,
department, yes.
yes.

3
4

in my finance
She
finance
She reported to Susan,
Susan, but in

A.
A.

1
2

November
2016
November 4,
4, 2016

All
All right.
right.

Q.
Q.

Would you turn to the second
second page

then,
please.
then, please.

5

A.
A.

Okay.
Okay.

6

Q.
Q.

What is
is this?
this?

7

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
MR.
SCHOSSBERGER:

Object to the form;
form; overly broad

"What is
this?"
"What
is this?"

8

and vague.
vague.

9

BY THE WITNESS:
WITNESS:

it's

It

10
10

A.
A.

It says
summary.
says it's the term summary.

ll

Q.
Q.

Is
in your
form that you use in
Is this
this a form

11
12
12

department?
department?

13
l3
14
14

A.
A.

It

in time.
It appears
point in
time.
that they did at one point
appears that

it

don't recognize it directly,
II don't
though.
directly, though.

15
15

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

2 is
So
for Page
is to catalog
Page 2
So the purpose for

16
l6

the investment
from a financial
financial
investment that is
is being needed from

17
l7

standpoint?
standpoint?

It

18
l8

A.
A.

It appears
appears to be,
be, yes.
yes.

19
19

Q.
Q.

And the reason it's attached to the BAM

it's

will

20

form is
transaction approval
approval form
is so
that everyone will
so that

21

financial implications
understand what the financial
implications of the deal
deal

22
22

are?

23

A.
A.

To provide the pieces to the deal,
deal, yes.
yes.

24
24

Q.
Q.

And do you see
see the account protection

25

mitigation
mitigation budget?
budget?
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November
2016
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4, 2016

1

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

2

Q.
Q.

That's part of the investment
That's
folks
investment that these folks

3

are approving,
correct?
approving, correct?

4

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

5

Q.
Q.

What is
for Prime;
is the annual
annual revenue for
Prime; do you

6

see
here?
see it here?

7

A.
A.

8
9
10
10

it

II see
third page of this
exhibit that
this exhibit
that
see on the third

in 2012,
in
million.
$4.798 million.
2012, they had revenue of $4.798
Q.
Q.

let's

So
million.
4.8 million.
So let's say
say 4.8

Okay.
Okay.

of $4.8
million is
is $45,800?
$4.8 million
$45,800?

What percent

tell

Can you tell us?
us?

11

ll

A.
A.

Do you want me to use my calculator?
calculator?

12
12

Q.
Q.

—— if you could.
If you -could.

13
l3

A.
A.

.955
percent.
.955 percent.

14
14

Q.
Q.

——
Round it off
off --

15
15

A.
A.

11 percent.
percent.

16
l6

Q.
Q.

——
-that would be 11 percent,
right?
percent, right?

17
l7

A.
A.

Uh—huh.
Uh-huh.

18
l8

Q.
Q.

The account protection mitigation
mitigation of $45,800
$45,800

if

If

it

flat

19
19

is
annual revenue of this
this
is just
just a flat 11 percent of the annual

20

right?
BAM transaction,
transaction, right?

It

It appears
that way.
appears that
way.

21

A.
A.

22
22

MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

23

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
VIDEOGRAPHER:

Let's take a break.
Let's
break.
The time is
is 11:05.
11:05.

We have

24
24

reached the conclusion of Media File
File Number 1.
1.

25

going off
off the record.
record.

We are
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1

was getting
from the commissions
commissions team
getting the same
same updates
updates from

2

—— that the legal department was getting.
that -legal department
getting.

3

Q.
Q.

Now,
Kirlin, when Cassie Clark was
Now, before Bob Kirlin,

4

in
in his
in the finance
his position
finance department,
position in
she also
department, was she

5

doing that same
legal department
department
same type of thing with the legal

6

and the people who have the information?
information?

7

A.
A.

Presumably,
Presumably, yes.
yes.

8

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

9

So
is that
that both the
So what you're saying
saying is

legal
in your finance
finance
legal department and the people in

10
10

department at Deluxe were working hand in
in hand to

ll

identify
conflicts?
identify the account protection conflicts?

11
12
12

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

13
l3

Q.
Q.

And that
is true going all the way back to the
that is

14
14

all

beginning of 2013?
2013?

15
15

A.
A.

II believe so.
so.

16
l6

Q.
Q.

All right.
All
right.

And then of course those folks
folks

17
l7

—— reported to Susan Steen and then reported to
report -Susan Steen

18
l8

Pete
Goepfrich?
Pete Goepfrich?

19
19

A.
A.

Yeah.
Yeah.

Peter
Peter Goepfrich,
Goepfrich, yeah.
yeah.

20

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

And then you would oversee that
that

21

activity
finance department,
department,
activity yourself as the head of the finance

22
22

would you not?
not?

23

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

24
24

Q.
Q.

All
All right.
right.

25

—— Do you see Mr. Kirlin's
The -see Mr. Kirlin's

identification
risks
identification of the account protection risks
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1
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on page 3?
3?

2

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

3

Q.
Q.

Not unlike these other transactions
transactions that we

4

talked about,
department would also have been
about, your department

5

involved
in identifying
involved in
conflicts
identifying the customer conflicts

6

associated with Project
Project United?
Correct.
Correct.

7

A.
A.

8

MR.
MR. MULCAHY:
MULCAHY:

II have no further
further questions.
questions.

9

THE WITNESS:
WITNESS:

All
All right.
right.

Thank you.
you.

10
10

MR.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
SCHOSSBERGER:

No questions.
questions.

ll

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is
is 12:39.
12:39.

11

This
This is
is the

It

12
12

conclusion of Media File
File Number 2.
2.

13
l3

conclusion of the deposition of Terry Peterson.
Peterson.

14
14

deposition took place on two media files.
files.

15
15

the video record will remain Network Court Reporting

16
l6

Service.
Service.

17
l7

It is
is also the
The

Custody of

will

We're going off
off the record.
record.
(Deposition
12:39 P.M.)
(Deposition concluded at 12:39
P.M.)

18
l8
19
19
20
21
22
22

23
24
24
25
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From:
To:

Sent:
Subject:

Dunlap, Michael
Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
2/18/2014 10:50:03 AM
Re: follow up

No market penetration has been done lately.
I wanted to start with this list, knowing it isn't 100% complete. These are the most recent potential matches.

From: Roger <pingboy1@cableone.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 201411:47:05 AM
To: Dunlap, Michael
Subject: RE: follow up

Mike:
I thought I would just test this list by seeing if a customer off the top of my head was on it and the first one that I
thought of wasn't on this list. Software Outfitters is the customer. Do you have a more complete listing from IBF
instead of this one? Also, has anyone in Safeguard done a market penetration review for this area? I know that it was
done several years ago but has it been done lately by anyone at Safeguard or Deluxe?
Talk to you soon.
Roger
From: Dunlap, Michael [mailto:mdunlap@gosafeguard.com]
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:11 AM
To: Thurston, Roger (Safeguard Partner)
Subject: RE: follow up
Here is my thought process, as of this minute, subject to change or course. I have put beside each account what I
suggest we should/could do with each account. Can you take a look, then we compare notes next Wednesday?
Norco (share)
Omnipure (we buy the commission rights from you)
Silicon Mountain Contract Services (we buy commission rights or share)
Bench Sewer District (we can buy)
Treasure Valley Steel (I will need more information from you)
Ennis Furniture Co. (we buy)
Buck's Bags, Inc. (yeah, I don't about this one either)
Idaho Urologic Institute (we buy)
The Amalgamated Sugar Company Boise (I think it best to send the IBF file to you)
Maverik County Stores (not sure about this one)
The Sundance Company (we buy)
Assisting Hands Home Care- Nampa
(buy)
The Allergy Group (we buy)
SKICO, Inc. DBA greenwoods (you)
Treasure Valley Chapter 1 TCA (new?)
Caldwell Auto (Dawn?)
St. Luke's McCall Memorial (you or
share)
Granite Excavation (?)
Culligan I Boise(?)
Twin Dolphin (?)

TT00005821
012673

1036.1

AXIOM (buy)
PIONEER TITLE- DAVENPORT(?)
Concrete Placing Co. (we buy)
Safari Inn (share or buy)
Golden Valley Warehouse (share or buy)
Surgery Center of Idaho (you?)
Idaho Independent Bank- Hayden (buy)
Western Window (?)
Biomark (share or buy)
Boise Family Medicine Center
(share/buy)
Guerdon Enterprises, LLC (you)
Somerset Pacific (you)
Rocky Mountain Management (?)
Carol's Design House (?)
Idaho Chiropractic Group PLLC (buy)
EX-CELLO OVERHEAD DOOR CO. (?)
Hansen Rice (?)
Anesthesia Associates (buy/share)
Quality Art (?)
Cascade School District (buy? Share?)
Legacy Management Group, LLC (you)
Bureau of Land Management (?)
Intermountain Practice Mngmt (?)
SAMG Family Practice-Emerald (buy)
Senior Edge Legal (you)
Idaho Business League (buy)
TETON MIDDLE SCHOOL (you)
Teton School District #401 (you)
Paragon Claims, Inc (you)
MOBILE COMPONENT DIST., INC.(?)
Heritage Auto Repair(?)
Dentistry for Children (buy or you)
The Masonry Center (buy)
TIMBERLINE SURVEYING(?)
Alexander Davis (?)

TT00005822
012674

1036.2

Electronically Filed

2/17/2017 1:32:36 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lori Ferguson, Deputy Clerk

Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

Attorneys for Defendants
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY
IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
POST -JUDGMENT RELIEF

---------------------------------

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR POST012675
JUDGMENT RELIEF
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Defendant Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc. respectfully submits this Reply In Support
of Its Motion for Post-Judgment Relief.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Through this Reply,
seeks to correct several misconceptions of law by
Reply, Safeguard seeks
by
Thurston regarding the procedural standards at
at issue,
Where Thurston’s arguments are
are
issue, highlight where
not supported by
by the record or lack logic, and respond to Thurston’s otherwise misplaced
contentions.
contentions.

Based on the arguments, authority, and record provided here and in Safeguard’s

“Br—ief” or “Br.”),
“ﬁ’d, Safeguard isis entitled to and requests the Court to provide the
opening brief (the “Brief”

Relief11 as
Requested Relief
identiﬁed in the Brief.
speciﬁc issue identified
as to each specific

A.

Safeguard’s Motion is Proper Under the Relevant Procedural Standards.
Thurston’s response (the
(the “Response” or “Resp.”)
“MIL“ muddles the appropriate procedural

issueino matter its
standards by
an issue—no
any evidence at all on an
by suggesting that the existence of any
quality, unreliability, and/or incompleteness—is
incompletenessiis alone sufficient to sustain aa verdict under Rules
50 and 59.
be no need for aa procedure by
is not so.
so. If it were, there would be
59. That is
by which aa court
may
may direct judgment notwithstanding aa verdict under Rule 50(b),
50(b), alter or amend aa judgment for
legal or factual errors under Rule 59(e),
59(6), or order aa new trial (or condition aa remittitur) under Rule
59(a)
be conclusive.
an issue would be
any evidence on an
59(a) since the mere existence of any
To the contrary, under Rule 50(b),
50(b), aa trial court can direct aa judgment if it finds there was
not “substantial evidence in the record upon which the jury could properly find
ﬁnd aa verdict” for the
non-moving party on the issue.
Enterprises, Inc.
Inc. v.
Dept., 142
Transp. Dept,
142
Schwan ’5 Sales
issue. Schwan’s
Sales Enterprises,
v. Idaho Transp.
Idaho 826,
136 P.3d 297,
301 (2006)
added). That requires considering the
826, 830,
297, 301
830, 136
(2006) (emphasis added).
“quality” and “probative value” of
Whether “reasonable minds” could
of the evidence to determine whether

1I Capitalized terms not defined
Jan. 27,
ﬁled Jan.
deﬁned herein are defined
deﬁned in Safeguard’s Brief, filed
27, 2017.
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arrive at the same conclusion as
as to the sufficiency
as the jury, id.,
suﬂiciency of the
id, and is aa question of law as
evidence. See
111 Idaho 759,
1194 (1986).
See Quick v.
v. Crane, 111
1187, 1194
759, 766,
766, 727 P.2d 1187,
(1986).
Under Rule 59(a)(1),
by, or is
Whether the verdict “is not supported by,
is
59(a)(1), aa court determines whether
contrary to,
is convinced the verdict is
is not in accord with the clear weight of
to, the evidence, or is
01 the
evidence” as
view and how it would have ruled had
as independently assessed
assessed in the court’s own View
there been
been no jury.2
jury.2 See
91 Idaho 665,
See Blaine v.
v. Byers,
671, 429 P.2d 397,
397, 403 (1967)
665, 671,
Byers, 91
(1967) (emphasis
added).
added). For Rule 59(a)(1)(F)
59(a)(1)(F) in particular, the inquiry focuses on damages and the disparity
between what
what the jury awarded.
What the court finds fair and reasonable as
as compared to What
Thurston incorrectly proposes “shock the conscious” as
as a
a higher standard. (See
(See Resp. at 4 and

“If the disparity
passim.) That is
used in Idaho; rather, it is simply stated: “If
is not the actual phrasing used
passim.)
is
is so
inﬂuence of
so great that it appears to the trial court that the award was given under the influence
passion or prejudice, the verdict ought not stand.” Kafader v.
153 Idaho 673,
v. Baumann, 153
673, 675,
675, 290
P.3d 236,
100 Idaho 620,
v. Finch, 100
603 P.2d 575,
620, 625,
625, 603
236, 238 (Ct.
(Ct. App. 2012) (quoting Dinneen v.
575,
580 (1979)).
case cited by
(1979)). Indeed, the Idaho Supreme Court in the case
by Thurston noted further that
the “shock the conscious” and “unconscionable” labels are
are mere “characterizations” sometimes

law”iin particular, to assess
used in “other areas
areas of the law”—in
assess things like mental distress or wrongful
death that are
111 Idaho at
difﬁcult to quantify otherwise.
at 770 (citing
are inherently difficult
otherwise. See
See Quick,
Quick, 111
cases
cases involving such tort damages).
damages). In the end,
end, the determination of excessive damages is aa
matter of discretion for aa trial court based
based on its unique position to know What
what is
is fair and
reasonable based
based on its experience and judgment.
judgment. See
100 Idaho at 624;
see also,
e. g,
See Dinneen, 100
also, e.g.,
624; see
*3 (Idaho Ct.
Farms, Inc,
Inc., Sudenga Indus.,
Indus., Inc,
Inc., 1997
Tuttle v.
at *3
1997 WL 327356, at
v. Wayment
Wayment Farms,
Daryl Tuttle

22 Thurston proclaims there is aa “higher quantum” of evidence required to grant relief under Rule 59. (See
(See Resp. at
111 Idaho at 767 (stating that, unlike a
a motion for JNOV, “the trial
3.)
disagrees. Quick, 111
3.) The Idaho Supreme Court disagrees.
it”).
set aside the verdict [under Rule 59]
judge may
may set
59] even though there is substantial evidence to support it.”).
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App. June 17,
1997) (noting trial court found $175,000 in personal injury action “reasonable and
17, 1997)
fair in light of the evidence produced at
at trial,” and thus not “shocking”).
Finally, Rule 59(e)
59(6) provides even more discretion to aa trial court, allowing it to correct
any
at 4.)
(See Br. at
4.)
any legal or factual error prior to the matter being appealed. (See
A key element cutting through all the standards is
Whether
is that the review is
is not simply whether
there was any
is aa review
any evidence at all that aa jury could have relied on for its verdict; rather, it is
that focuses on the quality and sufficiency
sufﬁciency of the evidence. This applies in particular to the
evidence of damages provided by
Taylor. If, after review, Taylor’s
by Thurston’s expert, Robert Taylor.
testimony on an
be too speculative or incomplete to be
be deemed reliable under
an issue is
is found to be
Idaho law, then that failure alone renders aa verdict relying on that testimony unsustainable.
unsustainable. See,
See,
Cos., Inc.
Inc. v.
Ins. Co.,
e.g.,
Grp. of
133 Idaho 249, 257,
Washington Ins.
v. Providence Washington
257, 985 P.2d
e.g., Inland Grp.
ofCos.,
Ca, 133
674,
674, 682 (1999)
(1999) (addressing appeal of trial court’s denial of JNOV and new trial motions and
allowed”).33
stating that: “Damage awards based
based upon speculation and conjecture will
Will not be allowed.”).

Thurston seems
seems to suggest as
as well that Safeguard procedurally must “establish”
something in order to be granted relief. That is
because there is
is an
an incorrect statement of law because
is no
evidentiary burden at the post-judgment stage;
is already in the record. All
stage; all the evidence is
Safeguard is
is required to do is
is set
set forth the issues
issues being challenged with particularity. See
See IRCP
50(a),
may grant
59(a)(2). The Court then reviews the record under the various standards and may
50(a), 59(a)(2).
relief as
as requested or,
or, taking into account that the Court presided over trial, may
may grant relief for
reasons not even stated in aa motion. See
identiﬁes the issues
issues
See IRCP 59(d)(2).
59(d)(2). Safeguard’s Brief identifies
being challenged with particularity, provides pertinent record cites, and argues for “Requested

33 Similarly, the United States Supreme Court has held that federal trial and appeals courts have authority to grant
post-judgment relief under FRCP 50,
See
50, including directed verdicts, in the face of speculative expert testimony. See
Weisgram
v. Marley Co.,
as
C0. , 528 U.S.
Weisgram v.
US. 440, 446 (2000) (holding Rule 50 permits an appellate court to direct judgment as
aa matter of law when it strikes impermissibly speculative expert testimony and remaining evidence is insufficient).
insufﬁcient).
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Relief” (a
deﬁned waterfall term). The brief does not repetitively go through each
speciﬁcally defined
(a specifically

condemnsi
issueias Thurston apparently condemns—
and every element of every standard as
as to each issue—as
because it is
is not required and,
so substantial that
case, the lack of competent evidence is so
and, in any
any case,
relief can be granted under any
a_ny of the grounds in the Requested Relief. To simply repeat the
standards over and over seemed an
use of paper and the Court’s time. To the extent
inefﬁcient use
an inefficient
such aa recitation would be
be helpful to the Court, however, Safeguard can provide supplemental
briefing
brieﬁng if desired. Safeguard’s motion and Brief, however, fully comply with the applicable
rules by
particularity.
by properly identifying all the issues before the Court with particularity.
B.

Thurston Does Not Identify
F aith/F air
Sufﬁcient to Sustain the Good Faith/Fair
Identifv any
anv Evidence Sufficient
Dealing Claim.
Safeguard seeks
of $532,431
seeks Requested Relief as
as to the jury’s award of
$532,431 for diminution of

business value since there was
was no evidence Thurston’s entire business suffered aa loss.
business

In

response,
businesses are
are
response, Thurston stands on its own improper lay opinion that non-Safeguard businesses
at one-third of sales
is due “namely” to no
sales (based
valued at
(based further on an opinion that the difference is

account protection)
protection)44 and attempts to make aa leap to the conclusion that the jury could on that
basis alone find
was devalued by
by two-thirds.
two-thirds. (See
ﬁnd Thurston’s entire business was
Resp. at 6.)
basis
(See Resp.
6.) There
is
is too much of aa gap in that reasoning, however.
however. In particular, there is no record evidence that
Thurston lost account protection (or the other Safeguard beneﬁts
benefits that give it value) as
as to its entire
4 Safeguard reiterates its objection to the improper use
use of Roger Thurston’s testimony as
as expert opinion, which the
Response fails to overcome. (See
11-12.) To be
8 n.5;
be clear, Scott Sutton never mentioned the “onen.5; Resp. at 11-12.)
(See Br. at 8
third” contention as
as now claimed by
by Thurston and the DIY document he was asked about refers to “one times gross
profit” or “two to four times EBITDA.” (See
ﬁgure that the
324:10-325r8.) Thurston alone came up with the figure
(See TT 324:10-325:8.)
non-Safeguard businesses he bought were valued at around 33% of annual sales. The Response then doubles-down
on the Property Owner Rule and misses the mark as
as to its own
as to Safeguard’s objection. Thurston can testify as
business value, but not all non-Safeguard businesses in general. Further, the lack of an objection during Thurston’s
testimony is not determinative since he
he was never disclosed as
as an expert on that topic and,
and, in fact, the entire theory
of “two-third” devaluation was never disclosed prior to closing argument, at which time Safeguard did object. (See
(See
TT 2187:5-2188:21.)
as to even know to object or
21875-218821.) Safeguard thus had no prior notice of the theory of damages so
so as
seek
a limiting instruction at the time of Thurston’s testimony. There is thus no waiver and,
seek a
and, for the purposes of the
Requested Relief, Thurston cannot rely on that testimony to establish that all businesses lacking account protection
(as
(as well all the other support provided by
by Safeguard to aa distributor if considering the actual testimony) are valued at
one-third of annual sales.
sales.
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4,000+ base of customers or that the entire business was otherwise devalued in any
any way at all.
Those missing links in the chain of evidentiary logic make the Requested Relief appropriate
standard.55
under any
any procedural standard.

The fact that there was no evidence of aa decline in sales
proﬁtsisomething not
sales or profits—something
contested by
at 6)—only
6)ionly further bolsters the point. Such indisputable
(see Resp. at
by Thurston (see
evidence was
was not offered, as
basis for relief and,
as Thurston suggests,
as the sole basis
suggests, as
case,
and, in any
any case,
Thurston’s out-of-state case
verdict. In the Pennsylvania
case law provides no support for the jury’s verdict.

case
Jersey Nat.
Nat. Bank, there was proof that the
Windsor Shirt Co.
Co. v.
v. New Jersey
case cited by
by Thurston, Windsor
business had decreased in value because
because it was
was actually sold for only $2.
F. Supp. 589,
business
See 793
793 F.
$2. See
589,
597 (E.D.
Pa. 1992).
100% in value
1992). That evidence theoretically might have supported aa loss of 100%
(ED. Pa.
(i.e.,
Id. at
at 598.
less ($3.5
damages) but the jury awarded much less
$7 to $9
$9 million in damages)
($3.5 million). Id.
(i.e., $7
What happened in this case
was no evidence to support that Thurston’s
is the opposite.
opposite. There was
case is
entire business, indisputably producing sales
by two-thirds.
sales of $798,646 in 2015, was devalued by
Thurston predictably retreats to arguing the jury could have “inferred” aa loss of twothird’s value as
business based on the comparatively small breaches
breaches of account
as to the entire business
10-11.) Under Rule 50
protection at issue (i.e.,
at 10-11.)
1.9% of overlapping accounts).
accounts). (See
(See Resp. at
(i.e., the 1.9%

(but not Rule 59),
views the evidence in the light most favorable to Thurston and
59), the Court Views
makes “legitimate inferences” from them.

But that does
does not include making illogical or

speculative inferences. See
1019 (1979)
100 Idaho 441, 448,
See Owen v.
v. Burcham, 100
1012, 1019
448, 599 P.2d 1012,
(1979)
(“It is
be unreasonable if it would permit aa jury to base
base
is well established that an
an inference would be
55 For example, under the waterfall of Requested Relief, JNOV is proper under Rule 50(b)
because the missing links
50(b) because
establish there is not “substantial evidence” supporting the jury’s verdict or, alternatively in order of preference,
under Rule 59(e),
be
59(6), that the verdict is the result of factual/legal error and can be altered/amended, or the award can be
as “not supported by” or against the “clear weight of the evidence” under Rule 59(a)(1)(G).
vacated as
59(a)(1)(G). To the extent
a
there is aa devaluation of the 77
77 overlapping accounts that is not duplicative, the Court could further condition a
remittitur due to $532,431
$532,431 being grossly excessive under Rule 59(a)(1)(F),
59(a)(1)(F), or otherwise the Court could outright
order aa new trial under Rule 59(a)
insufﬁcient evidence or excessive damages.
59(a) for either insufficient
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its verdict on mere speculation and conjecture.”); Jordan v.
v. Ingram, 95
95 Idaho 339,
339, 343 n.2, 509
‘Where the
P.2d 324,
is legitimate ‘where
324, 328 n.2 (1973)
(1973) (noting Wright & Miller stated “an inference is

evidence offered makes the existence of the fact to be inferred more probable than the nonfact.’”).66
existence of the fact.’”).

The inference Thurston seeks
appliedii.e., that the evidence of breach as
seeks to have applied—i.e.,
as to the
1.9%
1.9% of accounts “negated Thurston’s ability to sell the [entire]
[entire] distributorship for its prior
value” (see
11)7is not credible when the record shows: (a)
(see Resp. at 11)—is
(a) Safeguard honored account
protection as
has always paid all
as to the 98.1% of non-overlapping accounts; (b)
(b) Safeguard has

commissions due on sales
by Thurston to 100%
100% of the accounts; (c)
sales made by
(0) that there was no
evidence Thurston is
is unable to sell its business to aa third-party (not to mention that Safeguard is
buy it outside the litigation); and (d)
willing to buy
(d) that Thurston’s business is actually doing better
today than before Safeguard’s acquisitions.
acquisitions. (See
seeks to
(See Br. at 6-10.) The inference Thurston seeks
have applied is
viewed under Rule 59,
is not a
a “legitimate” one under Rule 50 or,
or, Viewed
59, the jury’s award
of two-thirds devaluation of the entire business is
is not supported by
is excessive.
excessive.
by evidence and is
This is
is particularly true given there is
is no corresponding consequence that, by
by paying the
devaluation amount, Safeguard would no longer owe any
as
(such as
any contractual obligations (such
account protection or back-office
back-ofﬁce support) to Thurston as
as a
a “non-Safeguard” distributor going
forward.
has lost all contractual
forward. Rather, Thurston seeks
seeks to receive $532,431
$532,431 on the basis it has
benefits
will continue demanding those exact same beneﬁts
benefits from Safeguard. The inference
beneﬁts yet
yet Will
proposed by
by Thurston is
by this Court.
is not legitimate or reasonable and should be rejected by
Even if an
an inference were possible in part (such
1.9% of actual overlapping
as to the 1.9%
(such as
accounts),
accounts), Thurston’s proposal that the jury could simply estimate any
any damages it wanted
66 See
“is subject, however, to the rule that the inferences to
See also 88
88 Corpus Juris Secundum, Trial §
§ 554 (standard
which he is entitled must be
based
on
facts
and
not
on
other
inferences
and that inferences cannot be
be
be based on mere
conjecture, but must be
based on facts legally proved, and must be
be based
be reasonable”) (citations omitted).
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between Taylor’s $798,646 and Thurston’s speculative $0
Williams
$0 is not the standard in Idaho. Williams
v.
Bone, 74 Idaho 185,
is controlling on that point as
as it holds that
v. Bone,
185, 189,
189, 259 P.2d 810,
810, 812 (1953),
(1953), is
manner.77 There must be
aa verdict cannot be
be sustained when aa jury speculates loss in such manner.
be

evidence to support the actual award. Here there was not. The only potential evidence and
inferences in support of Thurston’s argument would be in regard to the specific 1.9%
1.9% of
overlapping accounts. Those are
was not
are the only accounts as
as to which account protection was
enforced (but,
beneﬁts of the Safeguard “value” remained since Thurston’s
(but, even then, all other benefits
own sales
sales to those accounts were processed and credited to Thurston).
Thurston).

Again, however,

awarding any
1.9% subset would be duplicative because full
as to that limited 1.9%
any devaluation even as
account protection is,
by damages for
purposes, re-established and enforced by
is, for all intents and purposes,
past and future sales
has no future sales).
sales of IBF to those overlapping accounts (DocuSource
(D00uSource has
sales).
Awarding even the small amount representing two-thirds “devaluation” as
as to those 77
77 accounts
on top of
the past/future damages goes
beyond full account protection, aa consequence Thurston’s
goes beyond
Ofthe
counsel refuses to consider. (See,
11 n.6 (claiming it is
is not duplicative).)
Resp. at 11
e. g, Resp.
(See, e.g.,
In reality, in lieu of evidence, Thurston’s Response offers only aa speculative leap of
inference to support the $532,431. The Court should grant the Requested Relief as
as to the jury’s
determination and eliminate it from the judgment (as
as $1,597,293
damages).
$1,597,293 in punitive damages).
(as well as
C.

Taylor’s Unreliable Testimony on Future Losses Fails of its Own Accord.
Contrary to Thurston’s suggestion, there is
is no requirement for Safeguard to have

presented aa damages expert in opposition to Taylor in order to be granted relief under Rules 50
or 59,
as “uncontradicted” for that reason
59, and Thurston’s characterization of Taylor’s testimony as

77 Contrary to Thurston’s false dichotomy, Williams
v. Bone and the other cases
page 4 and note 22 of
Williams v.
cases cited at page
Safeguard’s Brief are not offered as
factually controlling.
controlling. Rather, it is the statements regarding legal standards of
as factually
evidence in general for which they
they are offered and are applicable.
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record.88 The holes in Taylor’s testimony were established on cross-examination
is belied by
by the record.

and arise from the fact that he ignored various known limiting factors when using aa business
acquisitions metric to calculate future lost profits.
In response,
response, Thurston argues against its own expert by
by insisting the metric “equates to
13.)99 Taylor clearly testified
approximately 33 years
testiﬁed that the
years of commissions.” (See
(See Resp. at 13.)

“one times annual sales” metric he used compensates Thurston for more than 8
years of
8 years

“... I think
12-13 (citing TT 1579:9-18
1579:9-18 (Taylor stating, “…
commissions into the future. (See
(See Br. at 12-13
about eight years,
years, I think you get most of the way there”)).) Thurston then argues against
common sense
sense with its attempted defense of the failure to consider attrition rates or other key
terms of the contract, not to mention its denial of Idaho law as
as it applies to speculative damages
testimony. (See
15 (claiming it is irrelevant under Rules 50 and 59 if Taylor’s testimony
Resp. at 15
(See Resp.
was speculative).) All standards at issue under Rules 50(b)
50(b) and 59(a)(1)
59(a)(1) revolve around the
sufficiency
verdict. If Taylor’s opinions are too speculative
sufﬁciency of the evidence supporting the jury’s verdict.
or unreliable under Idaho law, then the thresholds of either “substantial evidence” or “clear
weight of the evidence” (or anything else)
else) are inherently incapable of being met. That is why
Why the
Idaho Supreme Court specifically
speciﬁcally states “[d]amage awards based upon speculation and
conjecture Will
will not be allowed.” Inland Grp., 133
133 Idaho at 257 (addressing trial court denial of
JNOV/new trial).
The ignored attrition rates are
signiﬁcant hole in Taylor’s analysis (or lack thereof
are a
a significant
actually) because the loss of any
any one of the 77 overlapping accounts naturally reduces potential
88 The Court noted as
as much already when the parties were addressing Thurston’s slides for closing argument at trial.
2185:18-2187:2 (…
(See
(See TT 2185:18-2187:2
(. .. “Well, you can dispute something without necessarily putting in your own alternative.
“undisputed”] is improper.”).)
You can say
yours is flawed.
ﬂawed. I think that [assertion that damages are “undisputed”]
say yours
99 The trial transcript citation Thurston provides in no way supports the 33 years
years contention. In reality, the math
Thurston’s counsel
new simplistically overlooks the application of aa discount rate, which Taylor has
Counsel tries to offer now
always said is 30%-35%
30%—35% for his calculations.
calculations. (See
1576:14-24.)
(See TT 1576:14-24.)
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future commissions to be
be awarded as
as damages. Thurston appears to argue in response that the
attrition rates are
because customers lost through attrition would be replaced by
by
are not important because
new ones.
14 & n.
at 14
n. 10.)
is no doubt very true, and illustrates precisely why
ones. (See
10.) That is
(See Resp. at
Why
Taylor’s use
use of aa business acquisitions metric was an
an inappropriate substitute for an
an actual lost
profits
proﬁts analysis. While the replacement of old customers with new ones
ones would be fungible to a
a
willing
business, any
Willing buyer and seller valuing the business,
01d overlapping
any new customers replacing old
customers in the damages analysis here do not provide the same
same replacement value because new
customers are
protection.
are not subject to account protection.

An acquisitions metric thus inherently

overvalues the future damages at
year (and
at issue by
(and Taylor calculates damages for
by up to 35% aa year
8+ years)
an always-diminishing number of
years) since it lumps in new non-protected customers with an
old protected customers. The result is
is an
an excessive and speculative estimation of future damages
which warrants, by
by any
any standard, the Requested Relief.
Thurston also misconceives Safeguard’s point that the contract can be terminated at any
any
time. The issue is not whether
Whether aa right of termination existed at the time of trial, but rather that
termination by
by either party can occur at
at any
any time in the future under the plain language of
Paragraph 7(C)
7(C) of the Distributor Agreement. Idaho law indicates that such aa factor naturally
renders the already hypothetical prediction of future damages too speculative as
as a
a matter of law.
See,
129 Idaho 274, 280,
v. Evans, 129
See, e.g.,
280, 923 P.2d 981,
981, 987 (1996)
e.g., Hummer v.
(1996) (limiting award of
future damages to actual term of contract because no certainty it could be renewed).
is a
a factor
renewed). It is
that applies regardless of the likelihood of future termination actually occurring because it is
is no
less
less possible or knowable than guessing at some amount of continuing sales
sales in the future.
In regard to Safeguard’s objection to future damages related to DocuSource
D00uSource sales
sales in
particular, Thurston claims the lone evidence on that point should be ignored because it is “selfserving testimony.” (See
15-16.) If that is true, the same applies no less
Resp. at 15-16.)
less to Thurston’s
(See Resp.
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and Taylor’s testimony on the other side. More importantly, however, there is no evidence to the
contrary that DocuSource
an inference
asks the Court to apply an
D00uSource sales
sales stopped in 2015. Thurston asks
that sales
sales could hypothetically continue in the future because they happened in the past. (See
(See
Resp. at 15
15 & n.11.) Such an
an inference is not reasonable when it is contrary to uncontested fact.
The Court, accordingly, should: (i)
fees had to be deducted pursuant to
(i) rule that source fees
the contract and (ii) eliminate $291,010 in regard to Taylor’s 8+ years
years of future damages or,
or, in
the alternative, eliminate at least $49,141
sales by
D00uSource
$49,141 attributable to nonexistent future sales
by DocuSource
(and
as well).
(and adjust the punitive damages accordingly as
D.

The “Preferential Pricing” Determination is Not Supportable as
a Legal Matter and
as a
Tavlor’s Damages Calculation is Speculative Under Idaho Law.
Taylor’s
In opposition to the “preferential pricing” issue,
an argument
issue, Thurston relies primarily on an

that the standards of post-judgment relief do not apply.
17.) Yet, the Court can
apply. (See
(See Resp. at 17.)
correct any
seeks as
as Safeguard seeks
as part of the
any legal or factual error at any
any time under Rule 59(e),
59(6), as
Requested Relief. (See
use of the term “ambiguous” is thus not
(See Br. at 2,
4.) The Court’s prior use
2, 4.)
set
used by
by the Court only in regard to the fact that Plaintiffs still
set in stone,
case it was used
stone, and in any
any case
could bring forth evidence of other “terms or conditions.” (See
at 18.)
18.) The evidentiary
(See Br. at
portion of this case
is now closed and,
is no record evidence to show a
case is
a contractual
and, still, there is
promise of any
any kind guaranteeing that all distributors nationwide would receive the same product
costs at all times. All the evidence on “terms and conditions” was
was to the contrary.
at
contrary. (See
(See Br. at
18-19.)
is appropriate as
an
18-19.) In that regard, Requested Relief under Rule 50(b)
as well (or,
as an
50(b) is
(or, as
alternative in the Requested Relief waterfall, relief granted under Rule 59(a)(1)(G)).
59(a)(1)(G)).
Thurston and Teply’s own testimony about What
what they believed the provision means
(“self-serving” as
is immaterial as
as Thurston likes to call it) is
as it does
does not establish aa “term or
condition” of uniform pricing under the plain language of the contract.

There is nothing
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“right” to sell products at
inconsistent either about Thurston having aa “right”
at suggested retail prices
by Safeguard while
While at the same time there being no guarantee that product costs would
published by
be the same
are referred to in the
same for all distributors nationwide (and
be
(and no other distributors are

“ﬂex pricing” policy in fact confirms
contract). The “flex
conﬁrms that reading.
is aa “term or condition” that
reading. It is
allows independent distributors to sell at higher or lower prices than those published by
by
Safeguard with the “base price” adjusting according to each distributors’ own pricing choices.
In regard to the flawed
by Taylor, Thurston’s answer is,
ﬂawed damages calculated by
is, first, to deny
deny
Taylor’s admission that he did not consider the retail prices.
prices. Thurston cites offhand references
by
at 19.)
19.)
(See Resp. at
by Taylor to “selling price” that were used interchangeably with “list price.” (See
Yet, Taylor’s clarifications
clariﬁcations on cross-examination established the difference in terminology. (See
(See
Br. at 20 (citing TT 1600:15-1601:1
1600:15-1601:1 (Taylor acknowledged he did not look at prices at which
products actually sold to customers)).) Second,
Second, Thurston says
says Safeguard provides “no authority”

that the various flaws
ﬂaws in methodology and speculative application of aa 40% average were
improper. The authority lies in the requirement that damages not be
be based
based on speculation or
conjecture. (See
Inc. v.
Ins. Co.,
12 (citing Inland Grp.
at 12
Grp. of
Washington Ins.
v. Providence Washington
Cos., Inc.
(See Br. at
Ca,
0f Cos.,
133
133 Idaho 249, 257,
257, 985 P.2d 674,
674, 682 (1999).)
(1999).) Whether or not experts in the past have
attempted to slip by
is immaterial; the
ﬂaw in the same
same factual context is
by the same methodological flaw
legal standard applies no matter what
ways in which aa damages
What kind of error exists (and
(and the ways
model can be
be defective are
are nearly limitless).
limitless). Finally, Thurston repeats its misplaced mantra that
the procedural standards at issue do not apply to Taylor’s testimony even if it is
is speculative.
speculative.
Again, as
sufficiency of evidence
as discussed, that is incorrect since a
a review focused on the suﬂiciency
naturally deals with its “quality” and “probative value.” See,
142 Idaho at
Schwan ’5 Sales,
e. g, Schwan’s
See, e.g.,
Sales, 142
830 (stating the standards of review recited by
cases).
by many Idaho cases).
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Therefore, Whether
whether considered as
of law or evidence, the Court should eliminate
as a
a matter of
the jury’s determination on the pricing provision as
and/0r contrary to law. In
as not supportable and/or
the alternative, the $156,628 should be
be eliminated under any
any standard of the Requested Relief
due to the speculative nature of Taylor’s calculations.
calculations.
E.

The Evidence Establishes that Thurston’s Hoped-For Inference of No
N0 Knowledge as
as
to the Alleged Omission for the Fraud Claim is Not Reasonable and That the
Punitive Damages Based on the Alleged Fraud are Not Warranted or Excessive.
Thurston tries hard to multiply its testimony that no IBF sales
sales data or rotation notices

were received (many
are repeated apparently to increase the list of bullets) in
(many of the citations are
order to argue for aa jury inference that Thurston could have believed there were no overlapping
sales
an inference is
is not reasonable when it is undermined
sales occurring. (See
(See Resp. at 20-21.) But an
by
by actual fact. The evidence cited by
by Safeguard shows that Thurston knew there were ongoing
sales.
sales. In particular, on February 27,
27, 2014, just prior to executing the March 2014 agreement,
Thurston stated in an
an email to Dunlap:
Dunlap: “Since the client list we have been going through is
is based

....” (See
on sales
sales since August 27th ….”
EX. 244).) That knowledge is
is
(See Br. at 23 (citing Trial Ex.
corroborated by
speciﬁc
sales information as
as to specific
by Thurston’s later request in April 2014 for sales
accounts. (See
viewed as
Whether Viewed
Exs. 308,
as a
a matter of
308, 309,
309, 311).)
(See Br. at 27 (citing Trial Exs.
311).) Thus, whether
law or evidence, the Requested Relief as
is appropriate.
as to the underlying fraud claim is
Safeguard’s additional argument that the punitive damages awarded on the fraudulent
inducement claim are
are not proper or excessive remains legitimate as
as well. Thurston’s cited cases
cases
do not establish that the existence of
sufﬁcient for punitive damages. Each case
of fraud alone is
is sufficient
case
10 Further, the primary case
fraud.10
cited actually involved significant other factors beyond the fraud.
case

10
10 See
v. Sprinkel, 106
1247 (1983) (deceptive land sales to general public that
See Umphrey
106 Idaho 700,
Umphrey v.
700, 682 P.2d 1247
resulted in plaintiffs of modest means being left
Ins.
v. Monumental Life Ins.
leﬁ with inadequate living conditions); Walston
Walston v.
Co.,
129 Idaho 211, 214, 923 P.2d 456, 459 (1996) (reducing punitive damages for bad faith denial of insurance
Ca, 129
v. DeLaval,
claim that included emotional distress and deceptive advertising of insurance to general public); DeVries
De Vries v.
DeLaval,
Inc., 2006 WL 1582179,
June 1,
1582179, at *15 (D. Idaho June
1, 2006) (magistrate’s report and recommendation on motion for
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Thurston relies upon, Umphrey v.
1247 (1983),
106 Idaho 700,
v. Sprinkel, 106
700, 682 P.2d 1247
(1983), states the issue
requires “an examination of the total circumstances of this case.” Id.
Id. at 710. The weight of
of the
evidence in this case
are excessive,
case is such that punitive damages for fraud are not appropriate or are
especially given the extreme inferences Thurston asks
asks the Court to apply for the underlying fraud
claim to exist at
view that the claim of
at all. Thurston’s highlighting of the Court’s View
of fraud was
be aa limiting factor. (See
at 23.)
weaker than one for punitive damages should, if anything, be
(See Resp. at
At the very least,
least, under Rule 59(a)(1)(F)
59(a)(1)(F) in particular, the Court should make its own
independent assessment of the evidence and what
What it would have awarded as
as damages in
comparison to what
What the jury awarded to determine if they are
are excessive. In that light, the Court
has
has discretion to condition a
a remittitur and/or order a
a new trial on the punitive damages for fraud.
In light of all the evidence, Safeguard maintains that Requested Relief should be granted
as
as to the fraudulent inducement claim and,
and, independently, punitive damages based on that claim.
F.

The Facts Show This Case Remains One in Which Punitive Damages for Breach of
Contract are Not Appropriate.
Thurston notes that the parties provide different “interpretations of the events” in their

respective briefs when it comes to punitive damages for breach of contract. (See
at 29.)
(See Resp. at
The truth of
by Thurston, it
of course lies in the record. And when reviewing the actual record cited by
becomes apparent that the characterizations in Thurston’s Response are
are highly distorted and
overstated. For example:
I

Thurston claims Sorrenti approved the IBF transaction despite “warnings that
there would be litigation.” (See
at 28,
28, second bullet.) The litigation
(See Resp. at
reflected
Thurston,
however, is
identiﬁed by
is not in regard to
reﬂected in the record cites identified
by
IBF’s
Thurston, but instead
“customers or mainly with
With vendors.”

summary judgment and motion to amend pleadings involving case
case alleging $1.5 million in damages to dairy farms
v. Curry Bean Co.,
due to defective milking equipment);
Inc. v.
138 Idaho 315, 321, 63
63 P.3d 441, 447
Co., Inc.,
Inc, 138
equipment); Griff,
Griﬂf Inc.
(2003)
(defendant
altered
official
business
records
of
company
to
conceal
facts
in
anticipation
of
litigation).
Ofﬁcial
litigation).
(2003)
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.

Thurston suggests Safeguard intended to have IBF sell to all of Thurston’s
protected customers. (See
at 28,
Resp. at
28, third bullet.) The record cites provided
(See Resp.
by Thurston show only that the acquired businesses
businesses continued selling only to
by
their own historical accounts rather than, as
as implicated, seeking to push
Thurston out of business (which is
by the record as
is clearly contradicted by
as well).

I

Thurston claimed that Dunlap “misrepresented What
what customers were impacted”
Thurston. (See
when negotiating on account protection resolution with Thurston.
Resp.
(See Resp.
at 28,
ﬁfth bullet.) The record cites do not support that contention at all, and
28, fifth
neither does
at trial. The only thing that was not disclosed
does any
any other evidence at
was IBF’s sales
sales figures.
ﬁgures.
was

I

Thurston characterizes the discussions on resolving account protection as
as a
a
strong arm tactic by
by Dunlap that “Thurston would not capitulate to.” (See
(See
Resp. at 28,
28, fourth and seventh bullets.) None of the record cited or other
evidence at trial supports that characterization.
characterization. (See,
at 26 (citing TT
e. g, Br. at
(See, e.g.,
1874:3-7 (Thurston agreeing it was
1871:16-20,
was an arms-length negotiation)).)
1871:16-20, 1874:3-7

.

Thurston suggests there were distributors complaining about Dunlap or the
process “prior to the IBF and DocuSource
Resp. at 29,
DocuSOurce acquisitions.” (See
process
29,
(See Resp.
second bullet (emphasis added).)
added).) The record cites provided by
by Thurston do not
support that contention and all the evidence at trial was
was that, prior to this case
case
at 29,
being filed,
resolutions. (See
ﬁled, the process had resulted in amicable resolutions.
29,
(See Br. at
first
ﬁrst bullet (listing record cites in support).)

I

Thurston claims the evidence shows Safeguard exhibited aa “conscious
disregard”
disregar ” as
Resp. at 29,
as to how the acquisitions would affect Thurston. (See
29,
(See Resp.
fourth bullet.) All the cites show is
is that Sorrenti was aware of aa higher than
normal account protection overlap. The complete picture from Sorrenti and
Dunlap’s testimony is
was willing
Willing to negotiate (or at
is that Thurston indicated he was
least that was
was their understanding)iwhich
understanding)—which is
is corroborated by
by Thurston’s later
conduct—and
why Sorrenti went forward with the IBF
conductiand that such aa belief was Why
transaction. (See
at 29,
is not aa
29, third bullet (citing record).) That is
(See Br. at
“conscious disregard”
Thurston.
disregar ” for Thurston.

I

Thurston states
states that Skipper’s testimony was that Safeguard had a
a plan to
“force” Thurston to share accounts. (See
ﬁfth bullet.) That is not
29, fifth
(See Resp. at 29,
reflected
reﬂected in the evidence cited. To the contrary, Skipper testified the resolution
of account protection conflicts
conﬂicts always depended on getting the agreement of
distributors, which is
is consistently reflected
reﬂected in testimony throughout the trial.
(See
28, fourth bullet.)
(See Br. at 28,

I

Thurston claims it cannot “grow or exit the business” as
as a
a result of Safeguard’s
acquisition. (See
at 30.)
(See Resp. at
30.) The record certainly does not support that
contention. Thurston’s proﬁts
profits have increased since Safeguard purchased IBF
and DocuSource,
willing to purchase
purchase Thurston’s
DocuSOurce, and Safeguard itself is Willing
business outside of the litigation. (See
is hard for
business
7 n.4,
n.4, 30.)
(See Br. at 7
30.) That is
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Safeguard to do,
seeks excessive damages far beyond
do, however, when Thurston seeks
the commissions on sales
IBF/D00uSource.
sales by
by IBF/DocuSource.
Thurston further distorts the issue by
by claiming in misleading fashion that the amount of
account protection overlap was
was large when Viewed
viewed in terms of sales
sales rather than accounts. (See
(See
Resp. at 30 (suggesting the amount of Thurston sales
was $494,526 out of $798,646).)
at issue was
sales at
Thurston’s numerator of $494,526 is
is completely wrong because it is
is derived from the past and
Taylor’s projected future sales
sales by
sales by
years into the future. The amount of actual sales
by IBF for 8+ years
by
Thurston to the 1.9%
1.9% of his accounts affected was tabulated by
as $45,529. (See
(See TT
by Taylor as
1623:14-1624:8
1623:14-1624z8 (Taylor explaining $45,529 figure was sales
sales made by
by Thurston in 2014 and 2015
to “the accounts that IBF is
used, the percentage of
is used,
is selling to as
as well”).) When that numerator is
Thurston’s sales
theniby the
is viewed
is approximately 5.7%. No matter which way it is
sales at issue is
Viewed then—by

issueithe account protection conflict
number of accounts (2%-3%) or sales
conﬂict related to
sales (5.7%)
(5.7%) at issue—the
Thurston’s business from the DocuSource/IBF
D00uSource/IBF transactions combined was relatively small.
Moreover, as
is far different from those in which
as noted in Safeguard’s opening brief, this case
case is
additional harm to the plaintiff occurs from the breach (see
10 herein) such
e. g, supra, note 10
also, e.g.,
(see also,
that punitive damages are
are sustained. Further, the standard for allowing aa punitive issue to go to

uponiis not the
the jury that is
Thurstonii.e., any
is highlighted by
any evidence the jury could rely upon—is
by Thurston—i.e.,
same
same as
as for a
a review under Rules 50 or 59.
59. Rather, taking all the facts and circumstances into
account, there is
basis for the Court to grant the Requested Relief so
is aa justifiable basis
so as
as to eliminate
the punitive damages for breach of contract. Safeguard requests that the Court do so.
so.
II.

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons,
and/0r reduce
reasons, the Requested Relief should be granted to correct and/or
judgment as
set forth in Safeguard’s Brief and addressed further above.
as set
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DATED THIS 17th
17th day
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HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
By /s/ Dane Bolinger
Dane Bolinger, ISB N0.
No. 9104
Attorney for Defendants
DATED THIS 17th
17th day
day of February, 2017.
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WEIL,
By /s/ Paul R. Genender
Paul R. Genender (pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (pro hac vice)
Attorneys for Defendant Safeguard Systems,
Systems,
Inc.
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I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP,

counsel of record for Defendant Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc. (“Safeguard”) in the above
captioned case.
case. I make this Declaration in support of Defendant Safeguard’s Reply in Further
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324

323
1

Q.

Mr. Thurston, now he's anxious about it, he

1

A.

What we've included here are some of the

2

likes the deal, Dunn likes the deal. They've got to

2

historical, the industry historical ratios or metrics

3

figure out how much should Mr. Thurston pay for Dunn's

3

that are used to define what a business in our industry

4

business, right?

4

might trade for, how do you figure out what the value is.

Well, at this point they've already figured that

5

So those are just general metrics that are used in our

6

out. And, again, they've come to terms but without the

6

business to define valuation.

7

benefit of being able to lift up that hood, so to speak,

7

8

and peek at the business. So it's a letter of intent

8

5

A.

9

that's non-binding, just like a ring on the finger is

9

10

non-binding. So once you have that letter of intent

10

11

executed, you're going to go do some additional

11

12

investigation on that business, and you might finding

12

13

something that reduces the value of the business or

13

14

causes the people to walk away or motivates them to move

14

15

forward and get to a closing.

15

16

Q.

The next step is step six, right?

17

A.

That's right.

18

Q.

Okay. And in step six, your department, you and

19

your people, are going to help Mr. Thurston identify how

19

20

much he should offer Mr. Dunn to buy his business, right?

20

21

A.

I'm sorry, I was reading. Can you repeat that?

22

Q.

Go ahead. Tell me when you're done.

23

A.

I'm done. Thank you.

Q.

Okay. Step six is where you help Mr. Thurston

24

identify how much he should offer Mr. Dunn to by IBF?

25

24
25

Q.

When you say they are metrics, you mean this is

what in 2013 was the general industry norm?
A.

That's right.

326

325
1

1

other departments at Deluxe and Safeguard to identify

2

valuation as a good starting point or rule of thumo

2

which of Mr. Dunn's IBF customers happen to also be the

3

woul a oe t liat t liat ousiness is wortli S300,000, or on

3

protected accounts of Safeguard distributors in that same
market, right?

4

4

5

5

6

6

evaluating the accounts to try to understand if there is

7

7

it a potential overlap on some of those accounts.

8

8

9
10
11

Q.

Were we getting ahead of ourselves because step

six is where you draft the LOI?

A.

Q.

Safeguard is going through a process of

And that's because IBF is selling products as an

9

IBF distributor to some of Mr. Thurston's and Ms. Teply's

10

protected accounts, right?

A.

That's correct.

11

Q.

The LOI is this letter of intent. It's just an

A.

That's a possibility.

12

Q.

It's a very distinct possibility, isn't it?

13

expression of interest so the two can say okay we're on

13

A.

Depends on the business.

14

the same page, we might not do the deal, but this is some

14

Q.

If they're doing $6.2 million of annual revenue

15

assurance to you or to Mr. Dunn that Mr. Thurston is

15

in Boise, isn't that going to necessarily create all

16

getting serious, right?

16

kinds of account protection scrub conflicts?

12

17

A.

Yes, sir.

17

18

Q.

Once you get to that point, it becomes very

18

A.

It could, but not necessarily. And one of the

things that we found in the larger businesses is that

19

important, does it not, for Mr. Thurston to have your

19

larger businesses generally have fewer accounts. So

20

department do an account protection scrub?

20

we've run across businesses that are generating

21

$10 million a year in sales and they've got eight

21

A.

That's one of the items that's very important in

22

customers. So they are really big, relevant vendors to a

Would you go to the next page, please. This is

23

small handful of accounts.

24

my highlighting again. So the account protection scrub

24

25

is the work that your department does in conjunction with

25

22
23

the process.
Q.

So it's not really fair to say, hey, because
that business is huge they've got 50,000 customers.
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1575

1574
1
2

3

A.

Both of those numbers were for IBF sales, but

Q.

Those calculations were based on the total past

Q.

1

yes.

2

What is a "present value calculation" in terms a

jury can understand?
A.

3

Nobody knows for sure what is going to happen in

4

sales by IBF and KMMR to what you assumed were common

4

the future, because if we did we wouldn't be sitting

5

accounts for the year 2015, correct?

5

here. Setting that aside, you don't know for sure, so

6

A.

Yes, sir.

6

there's risk. There's risk and uncertainty. And so what

7

Q.

That is what you mean by one times annual sales,

7

we need to do is we need to try and estimate what

8

right?

8

somebody would pay for a future income stream in today's

9

A.

Yes, sir.

9

dollars given that they don't have complete knowledge as

10

Q.

The commissions actually paid to a distributor

10

to what is going to happen. I'll give you a simple

11

illustration.

11

are less than sales, right?

There is one what we call a "risk-free rate."

12

A.

Yes.

12

13

Q.

Typically around 30 to 35 percent of sales?

13

One year from now if the federal government says I'm

14

A.

That's exactly correct.

14

going to give you a hundred dollars, then today you

15

Q.

So if gross commissions had been paid to IBF in

15

might take $99 because you could take that $99, put it

16

2015 sales for those sales you quantified, that would be

16

in a treasury bill and you get your-- using simple

17

somewhere in the range of $112,000, right?

17

numbers for me-- you get 1 percent interest, at the end

18

of the year you would have a hundred dollars. That's a

A.

The actual amount for IBF --

19

Q.

ForT3.

19

sure thing. The government can print the money and they

20

A.

For T3, the actual 2015 gross profit was

20

are going to make sure you get your hundred bucks. That

18

21

$129,575 on the protected accounts. And that's about

21

is called present value. The simple part of that is

22

35 percent of the $373,473 sales.

22

that 1 percent would be $99 today. If you go out two

23

years, maybe it's about $98, there's a little bit of

23
24

25

Q.

That is quite a bit less than the one times

sale, a third of the amount?
A.

That's correct.

24

compounding in there. Conceptually that's basically all

25

we are doing is recognizing somebody can get a return on

1

that the risk of investing in stocks is around 7 percent?

1576
1

the money today, so you need to make sure that when

1577

2

you're discounting the future amounts to present value,

2

3

you deal with a risk-adjusted discount rate and take

3

4

into consideration risk and the time value of money.

4

Q.

5

That's the present value concept.

5

7 percent?

6

Six or 7 percent is the risk premium that
Zero to 35 percent is much higher than

6

A.

I agree with you.

7

due one year from now, you can do a present value

7

Q.

The risk adjusted discount rate for a Safeguard

8

analysis and figure out how much money today with

8

distributorship is about five times as risky as stocks,

9

interest accruing at a certain rate would turn into a

9

right?

10

hundred dollars a year in the future?

10

11

Q.

A.

So using your $100 example, if you say $100 is

A.

usually you get above the risk-free rate.

Yes. Typically what you do is come up with the

A.

First of all, the 6 or 7 percent is the S&P 500

11

risk premium relative to the risk-free rate. So we're

12

risk-adjusted discount rate and discount that back to

12

dealing with large multinational companies with diverse

13

present value.

13

product lines around world. So there's certainly a much

14

higher risk for a Safeguard distributorship than there is

15

Ana you testified before that the risk adjusted

15

for Microsoft or General Motors or Apple, you can pick a

16

16

list.

17

17

18

18

14

Q.

It's risky because the economy can change, it

can go into a recession, right?
A.

Right. It is can go into recession, it can have

19

19

20

20

growth. We don't know what the future is, that's the

21

21

notion of a risk adjusted discount rate.
Customers can purchase from whomever they want,

22

22

Q.

23

23

right?

24

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Tomorrow there's nothing preventing customer A

25

Q.

And you have also said in prior sworn testimony

012702
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1579

1578

1

from saying Safeguard I'm going to go to Biz Print down

1

2

on the corner, correct?

2

generated for IBF in 2015 commissions of $129,575. If

A.

I'm trying to. The $373,473 sales amount

3

A.

I would assume that's correct.

3

you take the present value of that commission stream

4

Q.

None of us in this room, we wish we would or

4

using a 30 to 35 percent discount rate and you take a

5

present value for a period of time, you will get a number

5

could, but we can't predict the future, correct?

6

that is very close to the one times sales of 373,000.

7

observable data, just to make sure we're not getting a

7

I'm just trying to make sure that we are on the same

8

little--

8

page.

6

A.

9

Correct. So we make estimates based on

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Your Honor, there's no

9

Q..

How far out are you valuing tlie commission

10

question pending. I just asked whether or not we could

10

rights for the metric one times annual sales that you

11

predict the future.

11

were using? Mr. Taylor, dia you near my question ?

12
13
14
15

THE COURT:

Go on to your next question.

12

Q.

Thank you. Mr. Taylor, the higher the discount

rate the lower the present value number is, right?
A.

That's correct.

16

Q.

So if you take the $373,473 future figure you

17

Your calculation would pay T3 and Thurston right

18

19

commissions, using that 30 to 35 percent discount rate at

19

20

one year, what are you actually projecting the commission

20

21

of IBF would be one year from now.

21

A.

That's the math of it. Basically what I'm doing

22

is using that as an indication of what the present

how to answer your question, it may have conflated a

23

value-- what the market value is for that commission

24

couple of things.

24

stream.

25

Q.

Can I have a quick second? I'm not sure exactly

now for eight years of future commissions, is that right?

23

22

A.

Q.

15

17

say T3 should receive as a present value of future

I aid. I thin I< al:iout eight years, I thin I< you

14

16

18

A

13

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Just please answer my question.

25

Q.

And you don't have any idea whether a single

1580

1
2

sale will occur in the future, do you?
A.

See that's why we had our little difference.

1581

1
2

acquisition purposes, right?
A.

There are a lot of different factors that can go

3

don't know exactly what the sales level is going to be in

3

into determining a value. I didn't value -- just to be

4

2016 or '17 or beyond, nobody does. But the notion that

4

clear, we need to make sure we're clear on this, I did

5

there will be no sales is extreme and I would think that

5

not value T3, nor did I value Thurston Enterprises. I

6

is not a reasonable assumption.

6

determined what the market value is of their customer

7

base, and that is what we're dealing with here.

So what we do is look at the historical data,

7

8

look at interest rates, risk factors and make an

8

Q.

Mr. Taylor--

A.

No. No. I'm answering-- I'm sorry, judge,

9

estimate of what we think is a reasonable estimate based

9

10

on historical transactions. Thurston Enterprises had as

10

11

been around since 1987, I believe. T3 has been around

11

12

since 2006. So I'm just pointing out this is the

12

counsel, and I appreciate you don't necessarily like the

13

concept that we're dealing with.

13

answer he's giving but--

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

Q.

Mr. Taylor, your future valuation is pretty

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

It's five times riskier than the stock market,

17

A.

No. You were picking one statistic and talking

about it as it relates to T3. I don't agree with you.
Q.

What you did is not the normal way future lost

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

It has nothing to do with

that.
THE COURT:

Let him answer the question,

counsel.

18

THE WITNESS:

19

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20

He's answering your question,

Q.

I forgot the question.

Let me ask it again, okay.
The multiple of one times sales approach you

21
22

used is what businesses sometimes use to value another

23

A.

That's incorrect. Your statement is incorrect.

23

business for an acquisition purchase, yes or no?

24

Q.

The multiple of sales approach you used is what

24

22

25

profits are calculated, is it?

THE COURT:

14

speculative, is it not?

we've just established that, have we not?

I'll stop.

businesses sometimes use to value another business for

25

A.

It can be used that way. It can be used to

value a customer list, a customer base as well.
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1599

1598

1

Remember the admonition.

1

Q.

You did not check to see if the pricing

(Jury exits the courtroom.)

2

advantage damages you calculated were related in any way

3

(Open court, parties present, panel

3

to any protected accounts of T3 or Thurston in any way,

4

not present.)

4

did you?

2

5
6

THE COURT:

If he's got 20 minutes. How much do

you have Mr. Gill?

7

MR. GILL:

8

THE COURT:

5
6

Very short, your Honor.
We'll try to finish this witness

A.

That's correct.

Q.

The pricing advantage you calculated was for

7

sales by all T3 and Thurston to any of their umpteen

8

thousand customers, isn't that right?

9

today then. Mr. Schossberger, in the future when I tell

9

10

you that I am going to let him answer the question, don't

10

purchases that T3 and Thurston had in product line seven,

11

argue with me, let him answer the question.

11

which is the laser checks, in product line four, the

12

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

13

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor.

Thank you.

A.

Yes, it would be based on looking at the

12

envelopes. It was the purchases or base price that was

13

40 percent greater than IBF's.
You already used a base price for your

14

(Off the record.)

14

15

(Jury enters the courtroom.)

15

calculation of lost profits on IBF and DocuSource's sales

16

to what you believe are protected accounts, right?

16

THE COURT:

All right, folks. What I'm told is

17

that we should be done with this witness in half an hour.

17

18

I'm being pretty-- giving them more time than I think

18

19

it's going to take to be safe. Assuming that's the case,

19

20

is everybody all right with that?

20

Go ahead.

21

22

23
24

21
22

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Mr. Taylor, let's talk about your category of

23

what you call pricing advantage damages?

25

A.

Yes.

1

A.

No, because those are two different category.

Q.

A.

That was a factor in coming up with a commission

that should be rotated, that is correct.

Q.

But you did not do anything to subtract those

out of your pricing advantage analysis, did you?
A.

I don't know what you just asked. The question

didn't work for me.
Q.

Did you do anything to subtract out the gross

24

profit amount from your pricing advantage analysis that

25

you had already used the base price for?

1

(Qn tn·a fl

1600

1601

Do you know whether or not the figures you

2

One is the commission that would be rotated from IBF or

2

3

DocuSource to Thurston Enterprises or T3. That is on

3

4

activity from IBF and DocuSource.

4

different for an independent distributor like T3 or

5

Thurston as compared to a Safeguard -owned direct

5

The pricing advantage calculation I did relates

Q.

called the base price was conceptually the same or

6

to Thurston Enterprises and T3's actual purchases of

6

operation?

7

product, and they are paying 40 percent or being charged

7

A.

I don't know.

8

40 percent higher base price relative to IBF. They are

8

Q.

Certainly you can understand that the accounting

9

two different concepts. I think you're conflating them.

10

Q.

Mr. Taylor, you understand a distributor can set

9

because one is owned by Safeguard and the other is not,
correct?

11

the retail place up or down to make the sale, regardless

11

12

of the base price?

12

13

A.

We talked about this, it's within reason I think

14

I said earlier.

15

au

eli a not eta an analysis of t lie actual retail

would be different for those two types of businesses

10

A.

The accounting would be different, but the

13

ultimate price that is being charged is, to the extent

14

that T3 and Thurston Enterprises are paying a higher base

15

price, the point is it puts them at a competitive

16

16

disadvantage. Their cost is higher.

17

17

18

18

are paid a commission on sales, essentially a percentage

19

19

of the sales, correct?

20

20

A.

Yes.

21

21

Q.

But a company owned distributor like IBF does

Q.

Independent distributors like T3 and Thurston

22

22

not get paid a commission, does it, it is not paying

23

23

itself, right?

24

24

25

25

A.

It's not paying itself but it's measuring it's

profit based on the selling price and the base price, so
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1623

1622
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

1

Right. He wouldn't be

1

Q.

Just a couple of final questions, let's talk

2

entitled to the entire value of the sales of those

2

3

accounts, we're looking at rotating commissions.

3

asked by Mr. Gill in terms of double count on the

4

futures.

4

MR. GILL:

He did sell them and it's a fraud in

about duplicative and overlapping. You testified when

5

the inducement claim he wouldn't have entered into that

5

6

deal.

6

instance, for Mr. Thurston, when you were asked how it's

7

not double counting with the amount you're being

8

requested for future account protection damages, you

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

7

8

He said he wouldn't have

entered into it.
That's not what his testimony is.

If we look at your summary sheet here, for

9

said, it's not future at all because the $753,116 amount

10

You can ask him a simple question, you didn't calculate

10

in here is the amount of Thurston's sales so it's not

11

damages what they would be if this transaction never took

11

duplicative. You didn't mention to the jury the figure

12

place. You can ask that one question.

12

right above that which says, "current average annual

13

sales to protected customers being sold to by IBF,

14

average '14 and '15, $45,529.88." So you are incluaing

THE COURT:

9

13
14

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

your Honor.
(Bench conference concluded.)

15
16
17
18

That one question,

15
16

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Q.

Mr. Taylor, you did not calculate your damages

for Mr. Thurston on these eight accounts as though he

17
18

19

never sold these eight accounts or given them up,

19

20

correct?

20

Thurston Ente q:>rises. Thurston Enterprises is still

21

trying to sell to some of t lie accounts t liat IBF is

21

A.

I think your statement is correct. Just to

22

clarify, on my past commissions that should have been

22

23

rotated, I have no amount in the past commissions that

23

24

should have been rotated for these accounts that were

24

25

sold. So they are not duplicative or overlapping.

25

irlie numl:iers up al:iove w liere we tall< al:iout t lie
future value of IBF sales and the future value o

1624
1

1625
1

A.

No, I did not.

Q.

In fact, you believe their value is based upon

2

2

3

3

their actual sales for 2015, which is quite good at
566,000 and 798,000, correct?

4

4

5

5

6

6

significantly impaired is what I pointed out in my

7

7

testimony. Certainly if they were going to sell the

8

8

customer base back to Safeguard or Deluxe, with this

Their value. But the ability to market it is

9

amount of volume, that is what I believe the value of the

10

damages regarding a decrease in the sales of T3 or

10

distributorship base would be based on the one times

11

Thurston's business caused by IBF and DocuSource

11

revenue metric.

12

transactions, correct?

12

9

13

Q.

Let's be clear, you did not calculate any

A.

13

but you have not presented this jury with any

Q.

quantification of what that dollar amount is, correct?

You are not testifying with any opinion as to

14

the diminution in value ofT3 or T .E.'s distributorship

15

16

as of 2016, correct?

16

17
18

A.

Well, that's not exactly correct, because what I

pointed out in coming up with the calculation of the

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
MR. GILL:

value the customer base, if you recall I testified that

19

there is certainly a big issue in terms of its ability to

20

21

be marketed and sold because you now have-- I'm not

21

22

going to go through it all again. I did testify about

22

23

that.

23

25

You have not quantified any diminution in value

it either T3 or T.E. distributorships, have you?

Correct, I did not try to quantify a

18

20

Q.

A.

marketability discount.

17

19

24

The ability to market is significantly impaired

Correct.

15

14

Q.

A.

Thank you.

I'm going to be very brief

your Honor.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. GILL:

Q.

Let me just ask you this. You were asked a

24

question about multiples on a Safeguard franchise and

25

discussion about Mr. Sorrenti and a multiple used in
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1871

1870

1

were based upon "my sales," correct?

1

what product mix is being supplied by IBF currently."

2

A.

That is correct.

2

That's because you had asked him for the products that

3

Q.

And you understood that your negotiations that

3

IBF was selling into Norco?

4

you were talking with Mr. Dunlap were being based upon

4

A.

That is correct, uh-huh.

5

the sales, the commissions that Thurston Enterprises had

5

Q.

And then he continued, "We discussed an

6

with these accounts, right?
A.

7

8

You know, I don't know what his negotiation-- I

don't know exactly what. My impression was he was basing

6

arrangement based upon consideration paid of $1000

7

whereby you could keep doing what you were doing with

8

Norco, all the while attempting to grow the sales you are

9

it on my sales so he was giving me a multiplier on my

9

credited with and IBF keeps trying to grow the sales they

10

sales on these.

10

are responsible for." So he was talking about a share in

11

that situation?

Q.

11

12

A.

13

14

I would say that there is that, and I had asked

for more information like with Norco.
Q.

15
16

You understood you were negotiating with

Mr. Dunlap based upon your sales, correct?

12

A.

That is correct.

13

Q.

And at the bottom, Mr. Dunlap asked you, "Let me

14

And for Omnipure, $300, you had about a hundred

know if I got this right," correct?
A.

15

dollars a year with Omnipure, is that right?

ottier woras, Mi l<e was asking you if any o

17

A.

That is correct.

18

Q.

And the next one, St. Alphonsus Medical Center,

19

SAMG, commission rights were $500, you also had a de

19

20

minimus amount for SAM G?

20

A
Q.

21
22
23

That is correct.

A.

That is correct.

21

Q.

The same would hold true for each of these other

22

this email you did get back to Mr. Dunlap and express

23

your views of where you thought he was incorrect or where

that are value in the three to $500 range, agreed?

24

A.

That is correct, uh-huh.

24

you disagreed with him or agreed with him on things,

25

Q.

"And for Norco, I need to get you information on

25

right?

1

A.

Yes, I underlined the areas where my changes

1

saying, hey, I want 25 grand for the Norco, correct?

1872

2

were, I took his email and made modifications.
Q.

3

On February 19, 2014, you agreed, that's you in

1873

A.

2

No. Mr. Dunlap had offered that, and with that

3

I thought that he knew more information on what IBF,

4

all caps, "okay" next to the $300 for the commission

4

which he did as far as the product lines, so I figured he

5

rights to Omnipure, right?

5

was reflecting what IBF was selling in there. That was
him.

6

A.

Right, uh-huh.

6

7

Q.

So that was your deal that you were making with

7

8

Safeguard to sell back your commission rights for $300 to

9

Omnipure, right?
A.

10

11

8

Q.

And then we have your okay for Bench Sewer

9

Based on information that Mr. Dunlap had given

me.

10

So that was his $25,000, and we'll get to your

counter here in a minute.
District $300, right?

11

A.

Correct.

Q.

"Okay, Treasure Valley Steel, I need to get

12

Q.

Then you said okay to SAMG?

12

13

A.

Exactly.

13

information from IBF on what they do with those accounts,

14

Q.

Okay to Ennis Furniture, correct?

14

whether it is promo," to answer your question about the

15

A.

Uh-huh.

15

product line, right?

16

Q.

Okay to Teton Middle School and Teton School

16

A.

Right, uh-huh.

Q.

For each of those accounts, there is absolutely

17

District, No. 401, both will stay with you and we will

17

18

get IBF files over to you. And you said okay?

18

no question that you, Thurston Enterprises, knew that IBF

19

was also placing orders with these accounts, right?

19

A.

21

Uh-huh.
THE COURT:

20

audibly.

22

THE WITNESS:

23

BY MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

24
25

Mr. Thurston, you need to answer

Q.

Oh, sorry, yes, uh-huh.

For Norco you mentioned buying the rights for

$25,000 as well. That was you getting back to Mr. Dunlap

A.

20

Yeah, Mr. Dunlap had said that these were in

21

contention, and I was asking for information, detailed

22

information, and he basically didn't give me very much of

23

it.

24
25

Q.

And you also knew from your inside information

of IBF, and also we all heard your testimony that IBF
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1875

1874
1
2

does large volume orders, agreed?
A.

3
4

1

we're going to get to here, in none of those emails do we

Correct.

2

see you specifically asking Mr. Dunlap for sales

Now, again, with this email you're continuing to

3

information for IBF, isn't that correct?

negotiate at arms lengtn witli Mr. Dunlap aoout w liat t lie

4

A.

It's implied in the one email where he finally

5

5

gets product information to me on Norco. That means --

6

6

it probably did occur in discussions.

7

7

Q.

None of these email expressed the statement --

8

A.

That is correct, none of the emails.

Q.

Thank you.

8

Q.

Top of the email chain, Mr. Dunlap, where he

9

says, "Cool. Thinking your adds are all right. I am in

9

10

the car, we will talk Friday."

10

You're getting closer to reaching your

11

12

13

agreement on these accounts, right?

Exhibit 239, please. At the top on February 20

11

Mr. Dunlap says, "All right, we are rolling. We have on

12

agreement on these." And that was his response to your
last email that we just covered, correct?

A.

Correct, uh-huh.

13

Q.

So far nowhere in any of the emails that we've

14

A.

That is correct.

15

just covered leading up to your negotiations do we see in

15

Q.

"Let's focus on Norco. IBF does their labels

16

an email from you to Mr. Dunlap specifically asking for

16

for their equipment, apparel for their employees, also

17

the sales information of IBF, isn't that correct?

17

does work on some trade show items. IBF also does four

18

mailings per month for them, plus forms and envelopes

14

18

A.

I relied on his statements before about having

19

computer issues, that IBF was similar to a Safeguard

19

that go with the mailings, buck slips, some promo and

20

distributorship. I figure if I'm selling that much into

20

marketing flyers."

21

them-Q.

Let me ask my question again.

22

23

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

Nowhere in the emails that we've covered so far

24

24
25

You asked Mr. Dunlap in an email for the

21

22

in your negotiations leading up to the agreement that

25

product line of Norco?
A.

That is correct.

Q.

And Mr. Dunlap responded to you with the exact

information that you asked for, correct?

1876
1
2

3
4

5
6

A.

No, I also asked for detail.

Q.

He's providing you here with the product

information?
A.

That's just one part of it. I had asked for

That's correct.

Q.

Exhibit 240, please. Your email then responded

3

to Mr. Dunlap on February 21, you stated, "This sounds

4

good, I would like to do Norco for $27,000."

5

I'm going to start there, that was your

Sir, we haven't seen an email where you asked

6

counter, you were putting a value of $27,000 on Norco.

Q.

Mr. Dunlap for a dollar amount.

8

MR. MULCAHY:

Objection, your Honor, on the

grounds it's asked and answered.
Overruled.

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

12

2

A.

dollar amounts, individual orders, what was being sold.

7

9

1877
1

Q.

Thank you, your Honor.

I think you have answered this question, he did

You continued "Since IBF pretty much has

7
8

touched almost everything else there and there really

9

isn't much let for my office."
You knew how in-depth IBF was into their sales

10

11

12

to Norco?
A.

What I did is based it on his offer of 25,000

13

provide you with the product information for Norco,

13

which included my 6,000, that would drop it down to

14

correct?

14

19,000 of what they were doing. And based on their

15

A.

Just the product line information.

15

product mix, they are into flyers and mailings, and in

16

Q.

You also asked him for the product line

16

this business that's kind of a marginal thing. When you

17

information for Treasure Valley Steel, family neighbor

17

get into mailing and stuff, you've see commission rates

18

relationship, and he responded IBF does apparel and

18

of 20 percent instead of 35 or higher on some of the

19

promo, some logo design, correct?

19

stuff, and with the W-2 processing, that's what we've

20

seen with those kind of things.

20

21

A.

Yes, they said it was family, I said I'll let it

roll over to them if it's family.
"For Buck's Bags, what do you think about

21

Flyers and brochures you have a lot of

22

graphics, and this was all going into my analysis of

23

selling those rights for a hundred dollars." You had a

23

this, and whenever you have a lot of verbiage, you have

24

really small amount of commission with Buck's Bags,

24

a higher level of messing up or the customer giving you

25

didn't you?

25

the wrong information, and then it comes back once you

22

Q.
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2183

2182
1

products effectively that Safeguard manufactures,

1

itself. So that is still wide open. The only thing I'm

2

sourced or otherwise, provides through the contract.

2

concluding here is that the contract itself was breached
by Safeguard, and that is a necessary component with

3

And so the court finds as a matter of law

3

4

the contract is unambiguous and further finds that the

4

respect to the interference claims for them to be able

5

evidence, the only conclusion that can be reached from

5

to consider. That's all I'm holding and I think the

6

the evidence is that the contract was breached. In

6

instruction fairly covers that.

7

fact, I think the executives for Safeguard even

7

8

testified that the plaintiff, Ms. Teply, through the

8

Any other record you folks want to make?
MR. LUTHER:

Yeah, as to Instruction 25 that's

9

company T3, was entitled to the commissions, and then

9

10

there were questions about why haven't you paid them,

10

11

etcetera. They certainly have testified to that, that

11

12

she was entitled to those commissions.

12

the court not using our proposed instruction. Under

13

Printcraft, the court can decide what circumstances rises

So I don't think this is truly a contested

13

the instruction on fraud by omission.
THE COURT:
MR. LUTHER:

Yes.
We want to object for the record to

14

fact that that underlying contract was breached. I

14

to a duty to disclose. The circumstance we suggested was

15

understand it's contested in the sense that you

15

that the contract account protection provision requires,

16

disagreed at the time of summary judgment with the

16

as a natural byproduct of rotating commissions, that the

17

court's construct how it was interpreting these

17

sales be revealed. That circumstance the court

18

contracts. Nonetheless, we are now post evidence, and I

18

previously held would justify a duty to disclose.

19

think now is the time for the court to reach such

19

20

conclusions, if it's going to.

20

that in the rotation of commissions sales would not be

21

disclosed, so it's our contention that that circumstance

I'm not saying and you certainly can argue

21

The defendants have presented no evidence

22

that, A, what the damages are from that breach of the

22

is undisputed, and if that circumstance rises to a duty

23

distributorship as it relates to the interference claim,

23

to disclose, we believe the court should instruct the

24

and that any interference was not the proximate cause of

24

jury on that.

25

the damages for that breach or even perhaps the breach

25

THE COURT:

I appreciate that.

2184

Mr. Schossberger, do you want to say

1
2

anything?

4

2

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

3

I believe I previously made

by record before the court, Printcraft.

5

2185

Are there any other concerns about the

1

3
4

instructions?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Not from the defendants,

your Honor.

In reading the cases, I think that

5

MR. LUTHER:

6

in this context the extent of that duty is a question of

6

THE COURT:

7

fact. I did not hold before and did not intend to hold

7

copies put together for the jury and I will give you a

8

before on the summary judgment that as a matter of law

8

copy, as well, in the event-- I'll get you a copy as

THE COURT:

Not from the plaintiffs.
Okay. I'm going to go get these

9

there was a requirement that that be disclosed. That was

9

well. You can do with them what you will. You may want

10

not the intent of my holding. I was merely pointing out,

10

to use them in closing, you may not want to.

11

I think, that that was an argument and a potential

11

The plan is-- I kind of had an emergency

12

finding is that a duty to disclose could be found from

12

district judge's meeting come up at noon that I have to

13

the fact that commissions have to be paid and therefore

13

attend. I've decide to do the plaintiffs opening, break

14

in the natural course of paying them they would be

14

for lunch, even if that is a little early, we'll take a

15

disclosed.

15

longer lunch maybe closer to 1:00 o'clock and pick up

16

with defense's closing.

I think that is-- it's not a clear and

16

17

unambiguous duty so much so that I would instruct the

17

18

jury on it. I think that that is an inference from what

18

19

may otherwise be the duty the court has found that you

19

20

have to pay the commissions. And so I think that is

20

21

going too far and is too much a comment on the evidence

21

22

for the court to be tieing those things together for

22

23

plaintiffs. I think that's what you're going to have to

23

24

do in closing arguments. So I'm going to keep it the

24

25

way it is.

25

(Off the record.)
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2187

2186
1

1

2

2

3

ana misleading. Of course the future account J:>rotection

3

4

is aisputea. If it wasn't aispute a, we wouldn't l:ie liere.

4
5

5
6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

15

15

16

16

17

17

18

18
19

19
20

MR. GILL:

We have not heard another number from 20

21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25

Mr. Thurston said it had ze o

2188

2189
1

1
2

2

3

3

MR. GILL:

We'll remove that, your Honor.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

84. As to now the value or

diminution in value as to Teply. Her sole testimony was

4

4

it was unmarketable, she offered no other opinion as all

5

5

about the value ofT3's distributorship. There was no

6

6

testimony that it was diminished in value by one third or

7

7

as to now what they are trying to get to here. Thurston

8

8

may have offered that but Teply did not.

9

9

10

10

11

11

THE COURT:

Why couldn't the j ury apply that

over to Ms. Teply's.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Because Teply has a separate

12

case, Teply has the burden of proof to put on her proof

13

rue. My oojection was it

13

and to offer testimony that would support her damages --

14

yond their expert's opinion. He didn't opine on

14

12

THE COURT:

I guess what I'm saying why isn't

15

15

the testimony, which was relatively fungible, as I

16

16

understood it this is how you value these types of

17

distributorships, why wouldn't that equally apply to

18

hers.

17
18

Ana lie, as an owner, can opine as to t he value of hi s

19

aistributorshi p and he's bought and sold many so he can

19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

It wouldn't equally apply

20

20

because it was Thurston's opinion if he loses his account

21

21

protection rights, his distributorship would go down

22

one-third. There was no such testimony by Teply that she

23

believes that as to her distributorship. We have to hold

22
23

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Understood.

Next, 71, we have the same problem with to

24

the damages are undisputed as to the fraud in the

24

her according to her testimony and what she gave to prove

25

inducement claim.

25

her case and there's an absence of any testimony at all
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ACQUISITIONS, INC., aa Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a
a Minnesota corporation,

a Delaware
3

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION
TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY
ARBITRATION AWARD

Defendants.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE T3’S OPPOSITION T0
TO MOTION TO VACATE

'
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Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. (“T3”) hereby responds to two sections set forth in
29-36).
Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.’s (“SBS”) powerpoint presentation (pp. 20,
20,29-36).

I.

Attornexs’ Fees Is
ls Consistent With Texas Law
The Panel’s Use Of A Multinlier
Multiplier For Attorneys’
In response to the Court’s query, Texas courts uphold the application of an

attorneys’ fees multiplier even where the multiplier results in the fees being significantly
signiﬁcantly

higher than the contingent fee amount. One example is Haggar Apparel Co. v.
v. Leal, 100
S.W.3d 303 (Tex.
(Tex, App. 2002), reversed on other grounds, 154 S.W.3d 98 (Tex. 2004). There, the

plaintiff obtained total damages of $51,700. Id. at 308. Under the contingent fee arrangement, the
amount of fees
fees would have been around $20-25,000 (exact percentage unspeciﬁed).
unspecified). Id. at 316.
The appellate court afﬁrmed
affirmed the application of a multiplier slightly below 2 to attorneys’ fees of
$1 58,250. Id. Although the defendant objected that the fees exceeded
$94,125 resulting in fees of $158,250.

afﬁrmed.
the amount recovered by 300% (and contingent amount by SOD—700%),
500-700%), the fees were affirmed.
v. Gonzales, 72 S.W.3d 398, “2-413
see also Dillard Dept. Stores, Inc. v.
412-413 (Tex. App. 2002)
Id; see

$421,085
,085 on aa multiplier of 2 where the damages were $310,000 and there was
(awarding fees of $421
05—14-01209-CV,
EF. Johnson Co. v. Infinity
a contingent fee arrangement); E.F.
Inﬁnity Glob. Tech, No. 05-14-01209-CV,

1.5
2016 WL 4254496, at *12 (Tex. App. Aug. 11,2016) (awarding fees of $1,276,913 on a 1.5
multiplier where damages were $1,256,250 and there was a contingent fee arrangement).
Even setting aside these cases, the amount of the multiplier and fees as
as compared to the
contingent amount is aa factual question and not an error of law. The only brightline rule in Texas

is that aa multiplier should generally not be more than 4 times the Iodestar.
lodestar. See El Apple I, Ltd. v.
v.
Olivas, 370 S.W.3d 757, 764 (Tex. 2012). Further, the award is entirely consistent with the T3
e. g. Peterson
expands1 the relief available under Texas law. See e.g.
Distributor Agreement which expands]

'1 “THE ARBITRATORS
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO AWARD OR INCLUDE IN THEIR AWARD ANY
ARBITRATORS SHALL.

[...]” T3 Dist. Ag!‘.,
2|(B).
RELIEF WHICH THEY DEEM PROPER IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES [...]”
Agr., 1}
If 21(B).
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§

v. PLTQ Lotus Grp., L.P., 417 S.W.3d 46, 60 (Tex. App. 2013); Thomas v.
v. Prudential
Grp., Inc. v.
Sec., Inc,
Inc., 921 S.W.2d 847, 850 (Tex. App. 1996).
Sea,

II.

The Arbitration Panel Had The Authoritv
Authority To Award The Full Value Of The
Distributorshin
Distributorship Based On A Constructive Termination Theory
The scope of an arbitrator’s authority is determined in part by the Demand for

Arbitration2 and the arbitration provision itself. See
v. Lucent
Techs., Inc,
Inc.,
See Schoenduve Corp. v.
Lucerzt Techs.,
442 F.3d 727, 732 (9111
(9th Cir. 2006). The arbitration clause is broad, encompassing “all

controversies, disputes or claims arising between” SBS and T3 related to the T3 Distributor

Agreement, validity thereto and relationship of the parties. T3 Dist. Agr.,
Agn, 1] 21(B).
Where parties intend to resolve all aspects of their relationship or agreement by

any issues between the panties.
parties. See
See
arbitration, arbitrators have the authority to decide any
Schoenduve.,, 442 F.3d at 732 (agreement requiring arbitration
arbitration of any dispute arising out of or
Schoenduve.
relating to manufacturer's representative agleement
agreement was broad enough to permit consideration of
claims for commissions based on quasi-contract or estoppel in addition to claims based on
v. Donau Corp,
Corp., 981 F.2d
F.2d210,213
agreement itself); see also Valentine Sugars, Inc. v.
210, 213 (5th Cir.

1993) (rejecting the argument that the arbitrator exceeded his authority when the parties

submitted everything related to the dispute to the arbitration panel and there was no contractual

provision removing the issue from the arbitrator's jurisdictionf.
jurisdiction)3. Lastly, the arbitrators’
“interpretation of the scope of {their}
[their] powers is entitled to the same level of deference as
as [their]

determination of the merits”. Schoenduve., 442 F.3d at 733. SBS’s Motion should be denied.
determinatibn
2
’3
2T3
specifically, in paragraphs 128-129
T3’s
T3 speciﬁcally,
128429 of the Demand, noted that Safeguard’s conduct has caused T3
“destroy[ed]" the Safeguard distributorship. SS Decl., Ex.
Ex, B. In so doing, T3
distributorship “severe damage” and “destroyledj”
destruction/temination thereto specifically
speciﬁcally at issue for the Panel. Funher,
put the value of the distributorship and the destruction/termination
Further,
catch-ail request for all “relief as may be available and as justice requires.” Id. Thus, the termination
T3 provided aa catch-all
of the distributorship was at the very least implicitly raised.

33%
v. Parsons-Jurden,
Parsons—Jurden, 820 F.2d 1531, 1534—35
3 See also Management & Tech. Consul/ants
Consultants v.
1534-35 (9th Cir.l987)
Cir. 1987) (“An
following it logicaﬂy
logically
agreement to arbitrate ‘any dispute’ without strong limiting or excepting language immediately foilowing
ﬂowing from it....”)
includes not only the dispute, but the consequences naturally flowing
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MOFFATT THOMAS

DATED: February 24, 2017

/"

By:

C. Clayton Gill, ISB N0,
No. 4973
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.

MULCAHY LLP

DATED: February 24, 2017

By:

2

James 3Vr. Mulcahy —pra
- pro hac vice
— pro hac
Douglas R. Luther -pro
vice

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
day of February, 2017,1
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day
2017, I caused a true and correct
INC.’S
copy of the foregoing T3 ENTERPRISES, INC/S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE
copy
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO VACATE OR,
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD to be served by the method
and addressed to the following:
indicated below, and
Boiinger
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY
H
awley
roxell ENNIS
Ennis & H
awley LLP
TROXELL
HAWLEY T
S77 Main St.,
St., Suite 1000
877
P.O. Box 1617
PD.
Boise, ID 83701-1617

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( ))U.S.
(( ))Hand
Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
(( )Facsimile
(( ))E—Mail
E-Mail

Facsimile (208) 954-5260
dbolinger@hawleytroxeIl.com
dbolinger@hawlcytr0xel1.00m
Attorneys for Defendants
Attorneysfor

(^fCourt
(MCourt

Genender
Paul R. Genendcr
E. Wright
Jason B.
&M
MANGES
Weil GOTSHAL
Gotshal &
anges LLP
WEIL
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201

(( ))U.S.
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
(( )Facsimile
(( ))E-Mail
E-Mail
(i)T?5ourt
Wourt
(

746-7777
Facsimile (214)
(214)746-7777
Attorneysfor Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

NP

C. Clayton
Claﬁon Gill
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Electronically Filed
2/24/2017 4:44:53 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Heaton, Deputy Clerk
By: Jeri Heaton,

Weil, Gotshal 6': Manges LLP
200 Crescent Court,
Court, Suite 300
Dallas,
Dallas, TX 75201-6950
+1 214 746 7700 tel
+1
+1 214 746 7777 fax
+1

February 24,
24, 2017

Paul R. Genender
+11 214 746 7877
+
paul.genender@weil.com
paul.genender@weil.com

VIA
E-FILING
VIA E-FILIN
G
Hon. Steven Hippler
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Re:

T3 Enterprises,
Enterprises, Inc.
Inc. v.
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., Case No. CV-OC-1416400
v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Safeguard’s Letter Brief on New Cases Cited by
by T3’s Counsel in Oral Argument

Dear Judge Hippler:
by T3’s counsel at
I submit this letter brief1
brief1 on behalf of Safeguard to address the new cases
cases cited by
oral argument on February 21,
2017,
concerning
the
motions
to
confirm/vacate
T3’s
arbitration award.
award.
21,
No new cases
cases were raised about Safeguard’s motion for post-judgment relief.
Non-Existent Constructive Termination Theory
At oral argument, Mr. Luther cited to Williams
Inc., 2009 WL 531859 (E.D.
Williams v.
v. Mexican Rest.,
Rest, Inc,
(ED.
Tex. Feb.
is any
Feb. 27,
as long as
as there is
27, 2009) for the proposition that as
any “colorable basis” for the damages
awarded, then arbitrators do not exceed their authority.
Williams does not support that assertion. The
authority. Williams
arbitrator in that case
case accredited one of several inconsistent factual explanations offered by
by the employer
and did not create and apply
conﬁrms an
an entirely new legal theory. At most, Williams
an arbitrator’s role
Williams confirms
apply an
as
v. Keystone
Keystone Ins.
Ins. Co.,
fact-ﬁnder. The case
is more on
Super. 1986),
case of Ostroff
as fact-finder.
(Pa. Super.
Ostroffv.
Ca, 515 A.2d 584 (Pa.
1986), is
a
Pennsylvania
court
compelled
arbitration
to
determine
the
terms
of an
point. In Ostroff,
whether
an
Ostrofj‘; a
insurance policy provided “underinsured” coverage.
coverage. In arbitration, however, the plaintiff advanced aa
different theory—i.e.,
coverageiand was
theoryii.e., that the insurer had fraudulently misrepresented the scope of coverage—and
awarded over $300,000 on that basis.
basis. The lower court vacated the award as
what
as beyond the scope of What
was submitted to arbitration. On appeal,
court affirmed
basis that the arbitrators did
afﬁrmed on the basis
was
appeal, the Ostroff
Ostroffcourt
not have authority, by
by way
base their award on aa fraud theory.
Id. at
theory. Id.
way of the contract or submission, to base
589. The facts and procedural background of Ostroff
are different from this case
case in some regards (e.g.,
Ostroffare
(e.g.,
Ostroff
is highly analogous in terms of rationale. In fact,
Ostroff involves aa state arbitration act),
Ostroff is
act), but Ostroff
basis of
what the arbitration panel did here is
is far more improper because it awarded $566,143.61
$566,143.61 on the basis
aa new “constructive termination” theory outside of Texas law that it came up with on its own, and which
was never even argued by
by T3 itself. It should be
be vacated.
vacated.
was
1

The Court stated at the conclusion of
of up to
of oral argument on February 21, 2017, that Safeguard could submit aa letter brief of
two pages
brieﬁng. This letter addresses
pages to address any
addresses only the new cases
cases raised
cases raised by
any new cases
by T3’s counsel not in the briefing.
by
of substance without counting the header on this page (with the
by T3 with contrary authority, and is limited to two pages of
exception of
of footnote 2,
of T3’s letter brief).
2, which is added to address the improper scope of
1
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Hon. Steven Hippler
February 24,
24, 2017
Page 22

Wei], Gutshal 6‘: Manges LLP

Irrational Award of Future Damages after Discharge/Termination
Discharge/Termination
In regard to the future damages,
Co. v.
v. Borner, 610 S.W.2d 450
damages, Mr. Luther cited Carnation Co.
(Tex. 1980),
are awarded
as one of a
a “number of other employment cases” in which future damages are
1980), as
after constructive termination and Am.
Am. Speedy
Printing
Centers,
Inc.
v.
Mktg.,
Inc.,
69
Fed. Appx.
AM
Inc.
v.
69
Centers,
Mktg.,
Inc,
Speedy
692 (6th Cir. 2003),
2003), in support of aa statement that “future damages are different from future
performance.” Neither is
is relevant or helpful to this Court’s analysis. In particular, the only issue in
Carnation was Whether
whether the Texas workers’ compensation statute (Article 8307c) allowed the recovery
caseiand
of future damages. 610 S.W.2d at 454. There is
is no such issue here. In addition, the Carnation case—and
“value”
contextido not involve aa third category
all others in the employment context—do
damages like What
what the
category of
arbitration panel awarded T3. When aa worker is improperly discharged he or she
she can and often does
receive both past and future lost pay,
pay, as
What aa
is “reasonably certain.” But what
as long as
as the future element is
by way
worker does
is the entire “value” of the worker as
does not receive is
as well (as
T3, by
(as the panel provided to T3,
of analogy).
Such
an
award
inherently
be
excessive
and
contradictory
in
the
sense
that
a
an
person
would
sense
be
a
analogy).
must be deemed dead (“terminated”) in order for anyone to receive that type
type of “value” damages.
The Am.
Am. Speedy
is likewise not applicable. The franchisor there (APSC/Allegra) had a
case is
a 20Speedy case
year agreement with AM Marketing for aa 6% royalty/advertising fee in return for the right to use
use certain
year
trademarks and know-how. See
years into the contract, AM Marketing
See 69
69 Fed. Appx. at 693. About 9
9 years
failing
to
pay
royalties.
APSC
terminated
the
agreement
and sued for not only past but also
breached by
royalties.
by
pay
“beneﬁt of its bargain.” The Am.
future damages (for the remaining 11
years of the contract) as
Am.
11 years
as the “benefit
Speedy
afﬁrmed and found the future damages were not inconsistent with aa termination due to the
Speedy court affirmed
20-year term of the contract.
Id. at
at 698. Viewed abstractly, that may
contract. Id.
case. The
may seem similar to this case.
difference, however, is
Am. Speedy
is again in the absence of aa third category of “value” damages. The Am.
Speedy
court would have had aa very different scenario on its hands if APSC/Allegra were awarded not only (1)
(1)
past unpaid royalties and (2)
(2) future royalties through the 20-year term, but also (3)
(3) aa buy-out “value” of
the remaining 11
be
11 years
years of the contract. The second and third categories of damages would be
inconsistent and/or
is essentially what
What the arbitrators did for T3 here. They
and/0r duplicative. That, however, is
awarded past lost commissions, expected future lost commissions (into “perpetuity”), but then also
awarded the full “value” of T3’s business as
as if it were presently sold on top of all that. The award thus
exceeded the contractual limitations and is
is “completely irrational.”
Attornevs’ Fees and “Expenses”
Windfall of Multiplied Attorneys’

Finally, in regard to attorneys’
Inc. v.
PLTQ
attorneys’ fees
fees and costs,
v. PLT
Group, Inc.
costs, Mr. Luther cited to Peterson Group,
Q
Appiﬂouston
L.P.,
417
S.W.3d
46
(Tex.
App.—Houston
[1st
Dist.]
2013,
pet.
denied)
and
Thomas
v.
Lotus Group,
v.
Group, LP,
[lst Dist]
AppiAustin 1996,
Inc., 921
921 S.W.2d 847 (Tex. App.—Austin
Prudential Sec.,
Sea, Inc,
1996, no writ) for the proposition that the
incorporation of AAA Rules and provision of “any relief” in T3’s contract allowed the panel to expand aa
fee recovery beyond Texas law. Peterson simply states
by contract to increase or
states that parties can agree
agree by
limit aa fee recovery beyond aa statute (which is not an
an issue here since T3’s contract is
is silent on
attorneys’ fees)
is instructive only in the sense
What could occur under
sense that it demonstrates what
fees) and Thomas is
aa different contract.
contract. Specifically, Thomas involved aa contract incorporating the NYSE Rules, which
independently allows arbitrators to award fees
Id. at 849-50. Notably, that is
is why
fees and expenses. Id.
Why the
Thomas court distinguished aa case
is actually applicable here:
here: Matter of
case that is
of Arbitration between
Prudential-Bache Sec.,
Inc. & Depew, 814 F.
F. Supp. 1081
1081 (M.D.
1993).
Sea, Inc.
(MD. Fla. 1993).
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Weil, Gotshal 6‘: Manges LLP

Hon. Steven Hippler
February 24,
24, 2017
Page 33

In Depew, the Middle District of Florida was faced with aa contract similar to T3’s in that: (i)
(i) the
contract was silent on the recovery of fees,
fees, (ii) the arbitration provision incorporated the AAA Rules,
and (iii) the plaintiff sought to sustain an award on the basis
basis that the arbitrators had power to grant “any
attorneys’ fees,
remedy or relief.” Id.
Id. at
at 1083.
1083. The district court in Depew vacated the attorneys’
fees, however, because
AAA Rule 43 referred back to the contract by
stating
that
the
arbitrators
could
only grant any
any relief
by
“within the scope of the agreement between the parties.” Id.
Id. Since the contract in Depew did not have aa
was an improper excess
Id. This
provision allowing attorneys’ fees,
fees there was
excess of authority. Id.
fees, the award of fees
case
because AAA Rule 47 (which used
used to be Rule 43)
is similar to Depew because
states that arbitrators can
case is
43) still states
only grant relief “within the scope of the agreement between the parties.” (See
(See Safeguard’s Br. on Mot.
to Vacate at 21
21 n.15.) The contract here requires the application of Texas law, limits recovery to actual
attorneys’
damages,
damages, and specifically prohibits punitive/exemplary awards. Accordingly, the multiplied attorneys’
fees
the
arbitration
are
a
further
reason
to
vacate
and/or
modify
panel
are
fees and litigation expenses awarded by
a
by
the award, especially because
because Mr. Luther could not identify authority in the contract for the Panel to
2
incurred.2
award such expenses or fees
and hourly fees
fees in excess
fees incurred.
excess of the contingency risk Ml
Conclusion
In summary,
cases offered by
summary, none of the new cases
by T3’s counsel at oral argument support confirming
the award. Safeguard accordingly asks
asks the Court to grant relief as
as requested in its motion to vacate.
With Highest Respect,
/s/ Paul R.
R. Genender
/s/
Paul R. Genender
Attorney for Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.

cc:

Counsel of Record
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The Court indicated it would allow T3 to file
ﬁle up to two pages of briefing
brieﬁng on “anything in the demonstrative exhibits, which
....” (See
ﬁling aa
are not admitted as
as evidence the court is going to rely on ….”
T3 filing
106.) Safeguard objects to T3
(See Hrg. Tr. (Rough) at 106.)
brief
are not instructive and should
brief on legal issues
T3 are
issues beyond what the Court allowed. In any
case, the new cites offered by
any case,
by T3
be
disregarded. In regard to aa “multiplier,” the Haggar case
case was reversed and entirely thrown out by
be disregarded.
by the Texas Supreme
Court. See
See Haggar Apparel Co.
plaintiff
154 S.W.3d 98,
v. Leal,
Co. v.
100 (Tex. 2004) (reversing and rendering judgment that plaintiff
Lea], 154
98, 100
“take nothing”). It provides no law whatsoever.
whatsoever. The other two cases
cases cited do not state what the contingency amount was and
involved fee awards at the trial level where the damages were significantly
See Dillard Dep’t
as cited by
signiﬁcantly higher than as
by T3. See
411 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2002, pet.
Stores,
pet. denied) ($5
Inc. v.
v. Gonzales, 72 S.W.3d 398,
Stores, Inc.
398, 411
($5 million in exemplary damages at
*2 (Tex. App.—Dallas
App—Dallas Aug. 11,
trial level); E.F.
Infinity Glob.
E.F. Johnson Co.
v. Inﬁnity
Glob. Tech.,
Co. v.
Tech, 2016 WL 4254496, at *2
11, 2016) (involving
$1.2 million in damages to one plaintiff
plaintiff and $1.3
cases regarding “constructive
$1.3 million to co-plaintiff). T3’s cites of new cases
termination” are so
off point there is no reason to discuss them in this footnote.
so far off
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MAR 2 4 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D~fli~OPHER o. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTO
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

oEPVTY

Case o. CY-OC-2014-16400
MEMORANDUM DECISION A D
ORDER 0 SAFEGUARD'S MOTIO
FOR POST-JUDGME T RELIEF

vs.
SAFEG UARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIO S, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.

INTROD CTIO

I.

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, lnc. ('vrhurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard' ). A j ury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between

ovember

29 and December 21 of2016. With regard to Thurston 's claims against Safeguard, the jury found
as follows:
•

Thurston wa damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the account protection provision of
their distributorship agreement in the amount o f$494,526. In addition Thurston
established its claim for punitive damages in connection with the breach;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the pricing schedule clause of their
di tributorship agreement in the amount of $156,628;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing in the amount of $532,431 , which represented the jury's determination of
the diminution in value of the di tributorship due to Safeguard's breaches of the
distributorship agreement. ln addition, Thurston e tablished its claim for punitive
damages in connection with the breach.

012718

•

Thurston was damaged as a result of Safeguard's fraud in the inducement in the amount
of $442,400. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive damages in
connection with the fraud claim.

•

Thurston was entitled to punitive damages in the amount of$4,750,000.

On January 27, 2017, Safeguard filed a timely motion for post-judgment relief under IRCP
50(b), 59(a) and 59( e) on grounds that the awards to Thurston are not supported by the evidence
presented at trial and impennissible under Idaho law.

amely, Safeguard seeks the following

relief:
•

Eliminate the award for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
on grounds that Thurston's diminution in value was not supported by the evidence;

•

Reduce the award for breach of the account protection by $291,010, which
represented future losses, on grounds that such amount was premised on speculative
expert testi'llony, 1

•

The verdict for breach of the pricing schedule provision should be eliminated as
legally and factually unfounded, as well as the corresponding award, which is
exces ive and unsupported;

•

The verdict for fraud in the inducement should be dismissed since Thurston failed to
establish an element of the claim and further, the corresponding punitive damages
claim fails for lack of proof of malice;

•

The entire award for punitive damages should be dismissed due to lack of evidence
that Safeguard had an "extremely harmful state of mind" towards Thurston.

In sum, Safeguard seeks to eliminate all of the damages asses ed by the jury except for past
losses for breach of the account protection provision in Thurston's distributorship. On each of
the foregoing issues, Safeguard requests that the Court either: I) direct entry of judgment under
Rule 50(b)(2); 2) alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59(e); 3) vacate any portion of the
judgment affected under Rule 59(a); 4) condition a remittitur under Rule 59( a), or; 5) order a
new trial under Rule 59(a).
Oral argument was held on Safeguard' s motion on February 21 , 2017. The Court authorized
additional briefing and took the motion under advisement on February 24, 2017.

1

Alternatively, Safeguard argues that $49,141 of future losses attributed to infringing ale by DocuSource hould

be deducted . ince DocuSource ceased business in 20 15.

2
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II.

ST A DARDS
On a motion under Rule SO(b), the inquiry is whether there is substantial evidence in the

record upon which the jury could properly find a verdict for the party against whom the
judgment notwithstanding the verdict is sought. Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc. v. Idaho
Transp. Dep't, 142 Idaho 826, 830, 136 P.3d 297, 301 (2006). The judge's task in answering this

question is to review all the evidence and draw all the reasonable inferences therefrom in the
light most favorable to the non-moving party. ld. The party seeking a judgment notwithstanding
the verdict admits the truth of all the other side's evidence and every legitimate inference that can
be drawn from it. /d. The judge is not an extra juror though; there is no weighing of evidence or
passing on the credibility of witnesses or making of independent findings on factual issues. /d.
Instead~

the judge must detennine whether the evidence is substantial- that is, whether it is of

sufficient quality and probative value that reasonable minds could arrive at the same conclusion
as did the jury. /d.
Rule 59( a) authorizes a trial court to grant a new trial on several enumerated grounds,
including: I) excessive damages appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or
prejudice (Rule 59(a)(l)(F)), or; 2) insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or that it is
against the law (Rule 59(a)(l)(G)). A trial court has wide discretion to grant or refuse to grant a
new trial under IRCP 59(a), and its order will not be reversed unless "the trial court has
manifestly abused the wide discretion vested in it." Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866,869,
303 P.3d 225,228 (2013), cite omitted.
The standards governing the grounds enumerated under Rule 59( a) vary. For "excessive
damage ", the Court must carefully weigh the evidence and make the determination as to the
amount of damage the Court views as fair and just, drawing upon its own experience. Quick v.
Crane, lll Idaho 759,769,727 P.2d 11 87, 1197 (1986). "[U]nless it is apparent to the trial

judge that there is a great disparity between the two damage awards and that di parity cannot be
explained away as imply the product of two epa rate entitie valuing the proof of the plainti trs
injuries in two equally fair ways", the trial judge Hmust" defer to the jury. !d., emphasis in
original. The disparity must "shock the conscience" of the Court uch that it would be
"unconscionable" to let the damage award stand. /d. at 770, 727 P.2d at 1198, citations omitted.
If the Court finds the damage award exces ive, the plaintiff is given the choice of either
submitting to a new trial or of accepting the damage amount that the trial court considers
3
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justified. Quick v. Crane, Ill Idaho 759,770,727 P.2d 1187, 1198 (1986). However, remittiturs
are improper "if the verdict was there ult of passion or prejudice to such an extent that such
passion or prejudice may have infected the jury's decision on liability as well as damages." !d.
In assessing whether a new trial is warranted under Rule 59(a)( 1)(G), the Court must
weigh the evidence and determine (I) whether the verdict is against the Court's view of the clear
weight of the evidence; and (2) whether a new trial would produce a different result. Schwan 's

Sales Enterprises, 142 Idaho at 833, 136 P.3d at 304. The Court is not required to view the
evidence in a light most favorable to the verdict-winner. Quick, I ll Idaho at 768 727 P.2d at
1196. "If having given full respect to the jury's findings, the judge on the entire evidence is left
with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed, it is to be expected that
he will grant a new trial." !d. That said, "respect for the collective wisdom of the jury and the
function entrusted to it under our constitution suggests the trial judge should, in most cases,
accept the jury's findings even though he may have doubts about some of their conclusions." ld.
A remittitur is not available under Rule 59( a)( I )(G). I d. at 770, n. 2, 727 P .2d at 1198 n. 2.

lll.

ALYSIS

A. Award for Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
Safeguard first contends that the jury' s award of $532,431 to Thurston for damage caused
by Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing should be vacated
on grounds that it is not supported by sufficient evidence, is excessive and is duplicative of
damages awarded for breach of the account protection provision. If the Court reduces or vacates
the award, Safeguard argues that a correlating reduction of punitive damages associated with the
claim should also be made.
As damages for Safeguard' s breach of the implied covenant, the jury awarded Thurston '
loss of value proximately caused by Safeguard's breache of the distributorship agreement.
Evidence regarding the value of Thurston 's business was presented to the jury primarily through
the testimony of Thurston' s expert witness, Robert Taylor, as well as through Roger Thur ton
and Safeguard's President, JJ Sorrenti. Specifically, Mr. Taylor testified that, based on
Thurston's sales data from December 1, 2014 through

ovember 30, 2015, the value or

marketability of the busine s was $798,646. Tr. Tran . 1505:3-6. To arrive at this figure, Mr.
Taylor applied a metric of"one times annual revenue" which in fact, Safeguard itself uses to

value Safeguard distributorships. Id. at 1485: 13-16; 1504:21-24. Mr. Sorrenti con finned
4
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Safeguard 's use of this metric. Id. at 2041:1-2042: 18; Tr. Exh. 536. Mr. Thurston likewise
testified to his experience purchasing and selling Safeguard distributorships and confirmed this
was the metric he applied to value a business.ld. at 1755:17-1757:22.
Mr. Thurston also testified to his purchases of non-Safeguard distributorships which he
valued using" 1/3 annual revenue" or "one times gross profit" metric. !d. at 1759:14-1760:22.2
He testified that this metric is the " industry standard." Id. He explained that the reason for the
lower valuation calculation is that, in purchasing Safeguard distributorships, the purchaser has to
buy out the seller's account protection rights, which non-Safeguard distributorships do not
possess. ld. ln other words, the account protection rights drive up the value. Again, Mr. Sorrenti,
as well as Safeguard's Vice President of Franchise Development, Scott Sutton, confirmed that
Safeguard places a lower value on non-Safeguard distributorships than on Safeguard
distributorships. ld. at 323: 18-325:4; 1582:1-1583:9. Finally, the jury heard testimony from Mr.
Thurston that he valued his distributorship at "zero" given that Safeguard has refused to honor
his account protection and because Safeguard facilitated IBF's transition to a Safeguard
distributor in direct competition with Thurston. !d. at 1853: 19-1854: ll.
Prior to trial, this Court determined as a matter oflaw that Safeguard breached Thurston's
account protection provision. The jury also determined that Safeguard breached the pricing
chedule clause and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Evidently, the jury
found that Safeguard's breaches effectively transformed Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor,
as wa argued by Thurston. Apparently adopting the valuation metric testified to by Thurston
and Safeguard representatives with regard to independent distributors, the jury determined that
the lost value of the business was $532,431, or 2/3 of its total value of $798,646.
Relying primarily on Williams v. Bone, Safeguard contends that without evidence of actual
lo s account protection as to specific accounts, the jury's decision was arbitrary and speculative.
74 1daho 185,259 P.2d 810 (1953). Further, Safeguard argues that the evidence established that
the account protection violations only repre ented 1.9% ofThurston's total accounts3 and in
fact, Thurston's sales have consistently increased since Safeguard purchased DocuSource and
2

Safeguard contends that Thurston ·s testimony as to valuation metrics was inadmissible lay opinion which the jury
hould not have relied upon. However, Thurston's testimony was based on hi own experience in purchasing both
Safeguard and independent distributorship . Becal.k~ it was based on personal knowledge and helpful to the j ury. it
was proper. IRE 70 I. Funher, Safeguard did not object to Thurston' opinion and, therefore, waived the objection.
3

afeguard bases this percentage on Roger Thurston's testimony that Thurston bad approximately 4000 customers.

5
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lBF. Thus, Safeguard asserts the jury's determination that Thurston lost 2/3 of its value due to
Safeguard's account protection violations was contrary to the evidence.

Williams, however, did not address damages to the marketability of a business, but rather a
claim for loss of earnings that was only supported by bank statements showing gross business
income rather than net income. !d. at 188, 259 P.2d at 81 1. Thus, the Court vacated the award as
speculative. !d. at 189, 259 P.2d at 8 12. Much more applicable is the case of Windsor Shirt Co.
v. New Jersey Nat. Bank, offered by Safeguard, which held that, unlike lost profit damages,
damage for the destruction of a bu iness as a going concern can be established simply by
evidence of pre-breach value and the corresponding decline in business value following the
breach. 793 F. Supp. 589, 588-89 (E.D. Pa. 1992), atfd. 989 F.2d 490 (3d Cir. 1993). In Windsor

Shirt, a company sued it bank for prematurely calling their loan agreement and demanding
repayment of the $5.2 million loan. /d. at 593. At trial, the jury heard testimony that the
company was worth between $4 million and $9 million prior to the alleged breach of the loan
4

agreement and sold for only $2.00 after the breach. The jury also heard from the company's
witnesses that the percentage of decline in value attributable to the breach was l 00%. /d. at 598.
The jury ultimately awarded $3.5 million to the company. In moving for post-judgment relief,
the bank argued that the jury's award was speculative since the company did not introduce
pecific figures which would have permitted the jury to calculate the decline attributable to the
bank's breach, such as "general operations, profits or sales., /d. at 599. Applying ew Jersey
law the Court rejected the argument, distinguishing damages for lost profits-which would
require such proof.- from damage to a business's "value as a going concern", to wit:
In this case, the damage to Windsor had nothing to do with an employee or
fiduciary causing Windsor to forego busine s opportunities over a period of time.
ln this case, the damages question had to do with the effect of the Bank's breach
of the Loan Agreement on Windsor's value as a going concern. The value of a
company as a going concern is related to its ability to operate as a limited liability
corporation: To borrow money, to make contracts with suppliers and employees,
to conceive of and carry out long and short term marketing and business
strategies, and those other qualities that distingui h a corporation from merely a
group of individuals who have legal title to some property. It is obvious that the
sort of questions one must ask in order to determine whether a company's value as

4

The jury also heard testimony of the post-breach decline of lhe company's stock. 793 F. Supp. at 595- 96.
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a going concern was affected by another's act have little to do with the sort of
evidence adduced in Franklin Music.5

/d. at 599-600.
With regard to going concern value, the court found that te timony of the pre-breach value of
the company and the decline in value following the breach was sufficient, noting "(t]he jury had
the figure of I 00%, which it could accept, or reject, or modify, and it could apply that figure to
whatever value of Windsor as of ovember 30, 1989 it chose to accept from the valuation
opinions it heard. "
Indeed, it is widely recognized that lost profit damages are distinct from lost value
damages. See. e.g., Foster-Miller, Inc. v. Babcock & Wilcox Canada, 210 F.3d 1, 17 (1st Cir.
2000)("Clearly lost profits and diminished corporate value are distinct concepts."); Protectors
Ins. Service, Inc. v. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co., 132 F.3d 612, 617- 18 (lOth Cir.1998).
ln fact, Idaho has recognized that lost profit damages are distinct from "impairment of goodwill"

to a busine s in the context of a breach of covenant not to compete cases, and both can be
recovered . Vancil v. Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 104 227 P.2d 74,79 (1951); Dunn v. Ward, 105
Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61 (Ct.App.1983). 6 Goodwill which is an intangible asset, is a
factor in determining the value of a business and can be established through "various methods",
including comparable sales and what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for the business.
Chandler v. Chandler, 136 Idaho 246,249, 32 P.3d 140, 143 (2001). Importantly, the value of

goodwill must be determined on its own facts and circumstances and is within the discretion of
the trier of fact. /d. As noted in one law review,
5

1n Franklin Music, whjch the bank relied upon in suppon of itS argument, a retail mus ic store for ued for lost
earning caused by breach of fiduciary duty and conspiracy. To establi h damages, the store introduced evidence of
lost earnings resulting from lost advenising rebate · and the defendant' improper neglect of hi ' duties, as well as
evidence of the store's gross profit ratios, acrual sales and lo · ·es, and sale growth before and during the period
when the injury occurred. Franklin Music Co. v. American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., 616 F.2d 528 (3d
Cir. l980).
6

That said, where lo of business value or good will is based on lost profits, the allow recovery of both would be to
pennit double recovery. See, e.g., Anodco, Inc. v. Reynolds Metals Co., 743 F.2d 41 7, 423-24 (6th Cir. 1984)
("(w)hcre the loss of profits and loss of value are intenwined, as they are here, and the los of value is based on lo
of future profits, to allow both would be to pennit a double recovery''); C.A . May Marine S11pply Co. v. Brunswick
Co1p., 649 F.2d I 049, I 053 {5th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 11 25 ( 1981) ('' Both business goodwill and future
profits are computed into the going concern value loss.) Here. however, there is no ucb duplication. Mr. Taylor
specified that his valuation figure was based on sales Thurston \\IllS actually making, not sales lBF and DocuSource
were making to Thurston ·s protected accounts. Thu . Mr. Taylor clarified that there was no duplication or "double
counting" between his valuation of the busine ·· and his calculation ofThurston's future account protection
damages. T r. Trans. 1505:7-15.
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The vast majority of courts decline to adopt one methodology as the means by
which professional goodwill's value must be proven. o rigid and unvarying rule
for the determination of the value of goodwill has been laid down by prior case
law and each case must be determined on its own facts and circumstances.
Valuation of goodwill is a question of fact and while opinion evidence may be
admitted, it is not conclusive. The ' national trend' has been to allow parties to
argue for the most appropriate valuation method and to allow courts to base their
findings on the evidence provided.
Helga White, Profess ional Goodwill: Is It A Settled Question or Is There "Value " in Discussing
It?, 15 J. Am. Acad. Matrim. Law. 495, 516 (1998), quotes and cites omitted.
The valuation metric and figures presented to the jury here were appropriate given the
facts and circumstances of the case-they are metrics used by Safeguard itself in valuing both its
7

own and independent distributorships. Indeed, Mr. Thurston, as the owner of Thurston
Enterprises, is "a competent witness to its value, as he is presumed to be familiar with its value
by reason of inquiries, comparisons, purchases and sales." Schroeder v. Partin, 151 Idaho 4 71 ,
477, 259 P.3d 61 7, 623 (2011). See also, Mercury Marine Div. of Brunswick Corp. v. Boat Town

U. S.A .. Inc., 444 So. 2d 88 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984)(holding that owner of corporate franchise
was competent to testify as to loss of business value suffered by franchisee due to franchi or's
breach).
Based on the foregoing analysis, relief under IRCP 50(b) is not warranted . The jury was
presented with evidence of the value or marketability of the business, the two metrics used by
Safeguard and Mr. Thurston in valuing Safeguard distributors versus independent distributors,
and heard testimony from Mr. Thurston that he valued his business at zero given Safeguard's
breaches; namely, his lack of account protection and competition from IBF. This evidence is not
speculative; rather, it is largely based on Safeguard' s own practices and evidence of Thurston's
sale and purchase history involving similar busine es. Drawing all inferences from this evidence
in Thurston 's favor, it was reasonable for the j ury conclude that Safeguard ' s breaches effectively
transformed Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor and, applying the valuation metric used for
independent distributors, determine that, as a consequence of the breaches, Thurston was worth
only 2/3 of its prior value.
7

See also, Sclwnfeld v. Hilliarcl, 2 18 F.3d 164, 178 (2d Cir. 2000)(In detennining the market value of an as et, a
plaintiff can rely on prior income history, expert opinion, evidence of sales of comparable assets, the testimony of
the busines 's owner, and evidence of recent sales or recent ofTers for the company.)

8
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or is relief warranted under IRCP 59(a)(l){F). Weighing the evidence discussed above,
the Court is likewise convinced that Safeguard's actions seriously undermined the Thurston' s
value as a Safeguard distributor. While the Court is not altogether persuaded that Safeguard's
breaches transformed Thurston into the equivalent of a non-Safeguard distributor, the disparity
between its own valuation and that of the jury is certainly not enough to shock the conscience.
Rather the disparity is representative of a di ffcrence in two equally viable opinions. This Court
respects and will not disturb the collective conscience of the jury in this circumstance. Trial by
jury is a touchstone of American juri prudence and its results should be respected when possible.
Finally, relief is not warranted under IRCP 59(a)( 1)(G) because the jury' s award was not
against the clear weight of evidence. There was evidence that Thurston 's value was $798,646 as
of ovember 30, 2015. There was evidence that non-Safeguard distributorships are typically
valued 2/3 less than Safeguard distributorships. There was evidence that Thurston considered his
business to be valueless given hi lack of account protection. Although there was also evidence
that the account protection violations only affected a portion of his protected accounts, the jury
was within its bounds to detennine that the violations affected the overall marketability of the
company since " exclusive" account protection and other contractual rights had been trammeled
upon by Safeguard. In considering this evidence, this Court cannot conclude that the verdict was
again t the clear weight of the evidence, nor does it believe a new trial would produce a different
result.

8 . Award for Future Account Protection Losses.
Having determined as a matter of law that Safeguard breached the account protection
provision of Thurston' s distributorship agreement, the j ury was asked to determine Thurston 's
damages. Thurston presented its damages through Mr. Taylor, who offered calculations of both
past and future account violation damages . Because there was a question of fact as to whether
source fees were to be deducted from the past account protection damages, Mr. Taylor offered
figures with and without source fees deducted. The jury awarded a total of $494,526, although
the verdict form did not require it to apportion between past and future damages, nor did it
require the jury to indicate whether it had, in fact, deducted source fees. To the extent the award
was for future account protection damages8 Safeguard contends that relief is warranted under

8 As Safeguard points out, if the jury accepted Mr. Taylor' calculations for past account protection damage , lhe
minimum amount actributable to future damages would be 5263,357 (assuming source fees were not deducted from
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either IRCP 50(b) or IRCP 59(a) on grounds that Mr. Taylor's calculations were speculative and
excessive.
l.

Deduction of source fees

As an initial matter, Safeguard contends that source fees must be deducted from the past
account protection damage award in order to determine how much of the jury's award was
attributable to future account protection damages. Safeguard argues that the deduction is
warranted as a matter of law because the evidence established that the distributorship agreement
9

required the deduction and that it was Safeguard's practice to deduct source fees prior to
rotating commissions. Tr. Trans. 1547:25-1550:4. However, in ruling on the parties' motions in
limine, this Court found the agreement was ambiguous as it applied to rotated commissions·
specifically commissions earned by a Safeguard-run distributorship, which paid no source fees,
on sales to Thurston's protected accounts. 10 In other words, was Thurston entitled to the
commission earned by the Safeguard-run distributorship in which case no source fees were
deducted? Or was the rotated commission to be treated as if Thurston made the sale, in which
case source fees would be deducted? The ambiguity was left to the jury to resolve.
Consequently, Thurston presented damage figures both with and without the source fee
deduction.

In this case, it is simply not clear from the damages awarded by the jury whether ource fees
were deducted from account protection damages. With regard to past account protection
damages, Mr. Taylor testified that $231,169 represented Thurston's damages without a
deduction, and $203,516 represented damages with a deduction. He further testified that
Thurston's future account protection damage was $315,588. The jury's ultimate award of
$494,526 does not illuminate how it treated source fees, and there is no reason for this Court to

past damages) and the maximum amount would be S291 ,0 I 0 (assuming source fees were deducted from past
damage ·). Thu , Safeguard seeks a deduction in the award of between $263,351 and $291,010.
9

With regard to sourced products, the distributorsltip agreement defined "commis ion" as " I) the amount billed to
the end-user cu tomer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less
2) the applicable procc sing charge a detennined by the schedule then in effect, and less 3) sales tax, subject to
applicable reversal provi ions for Sourced or Brokerage orders." Tr. Exh. 8. The second element is the ··source fee."
10

The distributorship agreement as executed well before the BAM program took effect and, therefore, the iruat:ion
of a Safeguard owned distributor making an infringing sale was not likely contemplated by the parties at. Ihal time.
Further, the agreement does not pecifically address " rotated'' commi sions.
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attempt to gue s. The jury was within its right to interpret the agreement and apply ource fees
accordingly.
2.

Future Account Protection Damages

With regard to Safeguard's sufficiency of evidence argument, the standard for prospective
losses must be established with reasonable certainty. Hoffer v. Shappard, 160 Idaho 868, 880,
380 P .3d 681, 693 (20 16). "(C]ompensatory awards based on speculation and conjecture should
not be allowed." ld, cite omitted. Again the Jaw does not require mathematical certainty; rather,
the evidence must be based on more than just speculation." !d.
As with his valuation calculation, Mr. Taylor detennined the present value of Thurston's
future account protection damages by applying a one times annual revenue metric based on IBF
and DocuSource's total sales to Thurston's protected accounts in 2015. Tr. Tran . 1589:11-25.
For future IBF sales, the figure offered by Mr. Taylor was $241 ,869. For DocuSource, the figure
was $73,719. !d. at 1503:22- 1504:20. Mr. Taylor testified at length about the use of the metric,
that it i an acceptable means in his profes ion of calculating such damages, and he pointed out
that Safeguard itself utilizes the metric. !d. at 1468:25-1484:1.
Safeguard first argues that the metric utilized by Mr. Taylor was faulty because it
compensated Thurston with rotated comrnis ions from IBF and DocuSource for more than eight
years into the future./d. at 1579:9-24. However Safeguard misinterprets Mr. Taylor's testimony.
He testified that the metric was the equivalent of three times IBF and DocuSource's gross
profit 11 on the e accounts of20 15. Thus it effectively com pen ated Thurston for IBF and
DocuSource' commissions for three years into the future, not eight years. This is appropriate
because account protection lasts three years under the distributorship agreement. 12
Second, Safeguard argues the future damages calculation i

peculative because it does not

factor in customer attrition or the fact that the agreement could be terminated at any time by the
parties. However, Mr. Taylor testified that customer attrition, as well as several other risk
factor , such as a recession, are factored into the one times revenue multiple. Tr. Trans. 1474:191475: 16; 1593:3-1 9. Further, Thurston's distributorship agreement only allows Safeguard to
11

Mr. Taylor al o testified that TBF and Docu ource's "gross profit" i the . arne as their "net profit", or commission
amount, because they incur no additional incremental costs in malcing the profit. Tr. Trans. 1527:20-1532:4.
12

However, in reality, account protection rights have a much greater duration because any ale of a afeguard
product by another to a protected account reset the three year clock anew. Thus, if IBF or DocuSource conrinue
elling to Thurston's protected account, Thurston' " rights to commissions might continue into perpetuity.
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tenninate under certain conditions. Tr. Exh. 8,

7(c). There was no evidence presented at trial

that any of these conditions existed and, therefore, no evidentiary basis for Safeguard to rely on
tennination to limit Thurston's future damages. 13
Finally, and in the alternative, Safeguard argues that future account protection damages
attributable to DocuSource may not be awarded because the evidence established that
DocuSource stopped selling in Idaho. Namely, Safeguard presented testimony from Amy TillerShumway that her company, Inspired Results, purchased DocuSource in 2015 and it no longer
has a presence in Idaho. Tr. Tran . 1991 :6-1993: 19. However, the jury was not asked to specify
its apportionment of account protection damages between future and past and between those
attributable to DocuSource and IBF . It is indeed possible that only a fraction of the future
account protection damages attributable to DocuSource were awarded.

14

To the extent they were

awarded, it was within the province of the jury to weigh Ms. Tiller-Shumway's credibility and
either accept or reject her testimony.
For the forgoing reasons, post-judgment relief is not available under either fRCP 50(b) or
IRCP 59( a). Mr. Taylor's estimation of future damages was supported by a reliable metric based
on sound assumptions and his calculations were supported by the evidence. The jury's damage
award was not excessive; indeed, it was below the maximum sought by Thurston for account
protection damage , which was $546,757. The Court cannot say that its own valuation of account
protection damages is significantly les than the jury's. Further, the award was not against the
"clear weight of evidence." Whi le the small portion of the award based on future DocuSource
sales may be inconsistent with Ms. Tiller-Shumway's testimony, her testimony was only a
portion of the evidence presented on account protection damages. Thus, this Court is not
convinced that a new trial on future damages would produce a different result.

13

Further, terminating Thurston' s distributorship agreement to avoid paying account protection rights would likely
trigger potential liability and recovery of the same damages for breach of lhe implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing.
14

For example, assuming lhe j ury awarded aJI of the future account protection damage attributable to IBF sales,
which Mr. Taylor calculated to be $24 1,869, and lhe j ury did not reduce ource fees from the past account protection
damages, the to tal award would be $473,038. This would mean the jury awarded only $21,288 based on
DocuSourcc's future sale . As uming the jury did reduce source fees and awarded the fuJI amount of furure IBF
sales, the portion of future sales attributable to DocuSource would be $49,141.
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C. Preferential Pricing
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing schedule clause was based on Safeguard's practice
of offering IBF and DocuSource significantly lower base prices on certain products than offered
to Thurston. Section 1 ofThurston's distributorship agreement gave Thurston the right to "solicit
the sale of [Safeguard Systems] in accordance with the price schedules published by Safeguard
and on the terms and conditions set by Safeguard from time to time." Tr. Exh. 8. Thurston
argued on summary judgment that this provision required that Safeguard offer uniform pricing to
all its distributors. The Court di agreed, finding the provision to be ambiguous because the
"terms and conditions" referenced therein were not before the Court. Thus the provision was
submitted to the jury to interpret and, to the extent it found that uniform pricing was required it
was to determine damages. The jury ultimately found that Safeguard breached the provision by
not offering uniform pricing and awarded $156,628. Safeguard contends that the jury's
interpretation of the provision was unsupported by the evidence and, further, that Mr. Taylor's
testimony on damages was speculative and the award excessive.
l.

lnteroretation

With regard to Safeguard 's first argument, it bears noting that in opposing Thurston 's motion
for ummary judgment on the issue Safeguard argued that "there is both 1) a factual dispute as
to whether the Distributorship Agreement even contains a provision that requires [Safeguard] to
offer the same ' price schedules' ... to every distributor; and 2) that [Safeguard] breached any
15

provi ion regarding price schedules." The Court agreed with Safeguard and found the provision
to be ambiguous as a matter of law. Therefore, it became an issue for the trier of fact to ascertain
the meaning of the provision. Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449, 455, 259 P.3d 595,
601 (20 11 ). Indeed, the jury was appropriately instructed that the terms of the provision were in
di pute and given the rules of contract interpretation so as to ascertain the parties' intent.
Analyzing the jury's interpretation of the pricing schedule provision under IRCP 50(b) the
Court finds there was sufficient evidence presented which supporting the finding. The jury heard
from Mr. Taylor that Safeguard offered IBF a base price on two products which was
approximately 40% less than that offered to Thurston. Both Roger Thur ton and Dawn Teply
testified that they understood the preferential pricing clause to give them the right to the same
base price schedules other distributors received. Tr. Trans. 1708: 16-1709:7; 1769: 10-1772:6.
15

ee, afeguard' · Memo in Opp. to Thurston' MSJ, p. 17 (Sept. 9, 20 16).
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Although the jury also heard from JJ Sorrenti that Safeguard does not have a unifonn pricing
policy and that discounts in base price are available to any distributor whose sales reach a certain
point, the jury was free to disregard Mr. Sorrenti's testimony. In addition, it is possible that the
jury could not ascertain the true intent of the parties and instead resolved the ambiguity against
Safeguard, the drafter, as instructed. Drawing all the reasonable inferences from the parties'
proffered evidence in the light most favorable to Thurston, the Court finds the jury's conclusion
to be reasonable.
Applying the standard under TRCP 59(a)(l)(G), the Court cannot conclude-after weighing
the foregoing evidence-that the jury's interpretation of the provision was against the clear
weight of evidence. There was conflicting testimony about the meaning of the provision. Each
party provided their own interpretation of the provision. The "weight" of the evidence fell to
neither side. Consequently, relief is not warranted.
2.

Award of Damages

Mr. Taylor provided the testimony on damage for breach of the pricing chedule provision.
amcly, he analyzed the pricing on nvo product lines- laser checks and envelopes-<>ffered by
Safeguard to Thurston and lBF between May of2015 and February of2016 and observed that
"on average", the base prices offered to lBF were 40% lower. Tr. Trans. 1462: 12-1466:21;
1502:22- 1503:13. To arrive at damages, Mr. Taylor tallied up all of the charges to Thurston on
the two products between August of2013 through February of2016 and multiplied them by
40%. U ing this approach, he calculated Thurston's "pricing advantage" damages to be either
$188,255.50 or $219,883.39, if ource fees charged to Thurston but not charged to IBF on the
product sales were added. /d. The jury awarded $156,628.
Safeguard contend that Mr. Taylor's methodology contained "significant flaws" which
render his opinion speculative and the jury's verdict excessive. First, Safeguard contends that
Mr. Taylor's analysis failed to consider the effect of the "flex pricing" which allows a distributor
offering a lower retail price on a product to receive a lower base price o as to prevent a
significant loss in profit margin. 16 By comparing only the base prices on the products rather than
looking at the corresponding retail price to detennine the difference in profit margin, Safeguard
contends that Mr. Taylor' method was incomplete and unreliable. However Mr. Taylor'

1

6-rhe only testimony regarding "flex pricing" was from Dawn Teply, who noted that it did not lower the base price
proportionally to the reduction in retail price. Tr. Tran . 1716:7-17 17: II.
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approach did factor in retail price or, as he referred to it, "list price." He testified that he looked
at "list price and the quantity to identify matching product being purchased by ... Thurston
Enterprises and IBF." Tr. Trans. 1463:13-1 S. Once matching product was identified, the base
prices offered to IBF and Thurston on the product was compared. ld. at 1463:21 -1464:24. Thus,
Safeguard cannot establish that Mr. Taylor's methodology was unreliable or speculative on this
ground.
Second, Safeguard argues Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40% figure to all of
Thurston's sales of the two product lines, including sales that did not match lBF sales for list
price and quantity. Safeguard was able to cross-examine Mr. Taylor on this point at length. Mr.
Taylor explained that, for non-matching sales, it was impossible to determine whether there was
preferential pricing occurring. Thus, he made the assumption, based on the extent of matched
sales versus non-matched sales, the preferential pricing was occurring as to both product lines as
a whole. Tr. Trans. 1611:7-1615:4. This assumption- which Mr. Taylor made quite clear to the
jury- was not speculative; rather it was reasonably based on extensive data showing the
widespread application of preferential pricing on the two products. The jury was free to accept or
reject the assumption as it saw fit.
Third, Safeguard argues that Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40%, which was ba ed on
data from May 1, 20 15 forward, to Thurston's saJe of the two products lines from August of

2013 forward. In cross-examination on this issue, Mr. Taylor explained that he applied the
percentage to prior years becau e Safeguard demonstrated the ability to charge ffiF 40% less
than what it was charging Thurston. Tr. Trans. 161 S: 15-1616: 18. This assumption does not
make Mr. Taylor' s improperly speculative. The jury was made well aware of Mr. Taylor' s
assumption and based on the extensive data Mr. Taylor analyzed from May 1, 2015 forward, it
could certainly infer that Safeguard had been giving the same favorable pricing prior to that date
as well.
In sum the " flaws" articulated by Safeguard in Mr. Taylor's approach to preferential
pricing damages did not render his opinion speculative. Rather his calculations were based on a
sound methodology and reasonable assumptions that the jury could accept or reject.

17

In

considering the evidence as a whole, this Court docs not find the jury' s award excessive

17

Evidently, the jury did reject Mr. Taylor's assumptions to a certain extent by awarding Thurston between $31 ,627
and $63,255 le s that the amounts Mr. Taylor calculated.
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compared to the Court's own analysis of damages or contrary to the weight of the evidence.
Thus, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP SO(b) or IRCP 59(a).
D.

Fraudulent Inducement and Associated Punitive Damages

Safeguard contends that the jury's award of$442,400 on Thurston' s fraudulent
inducement claim was not supported by sufficient evidence or, alternatively, against the clear
weight of evidence. Specifically Safeguard argues that Roger Thurston failed to establish that he
was unaware that Dunlap was withholding sales data from him regarding the eight accounts at
issue. To this end, Safeguard cites to elective testimony by Mr. Thurston which, according to
Safeguard, establishes that Mr. Thurston chose to enter into the March 2014 agreement knowing
he did not have IBF sales information on the accounts he was selling.
When read in context with the rest of his testimony, however, Safeguard's citations do
not e tablish that Mr. Thurston knew that IBF was selling Safeguard products to his protected
account or that he knew Safeguard was failing to disclose such sales. Rather, the citations
simply establish that Mr. Thurston knew IBF had sold products to Thuston's protected accounts
(i.e., had common customers) prior to becoming Safeguard distributors and was now interested
in selling Safeguard products to the same accounts. lndeed, as Mr. Thurston testified, he
expected to have received a rotation notice had IBF in fact old Safeguard products to Thurston 's
protected accounts, yet he did not. Tr. Trans. 1824:24-1829:5. Consequently, he thought that
either no such sales had been made or that the sales were trivial. !d. It was not until litigation
commenced that Mr. Thurston learned that IBF had been making significant sales of Safeguard
products to the protected accounts. !d.
From Mr. Thurston's testimony taken together with Michael Dunlap's testimony about
Safeguard's practice of is uing a ten day rotation notice every time a ale of a Safeguard product
is made to a distributor's protected account 18, it was reasonable for the jury to infer that Mr.
Thurston did not know that IBF made anything more than an insignificant sale of a Safeguard
product to the eight protected accounts prior to the March 20 14 agreement. Thus, relief is not
warranted under IRCP SO(b). In addition, in weighing the evidence presented regarding
Thurston's knowledge prior IBF sales ofSafeguard products, it is evident that the jury's findings

1

Tr. Trans. 896:20-897:4.
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were in accord with the clear weight of evidence. Thus, relief is not warranted under IRCP
59( a)( I )(G) either.

E.

Punitive Damages For Fraudulent Inducement

Safeguard next requests that the Court eliminate $1,327,200 19 in punitive damages for
fraudulent inducement on grounds that there was no clear and convincing evidence presented
that Dunlap acted with the requisite malice in failing to disclose the sales numbers. On this point,
Safeguard relies on the case of Duffin v. idaho Crop improvement Association to assert that
Dunlap's mere failure to disclo e the IBF sales data cannot, in and of itself, support a claim for
punitive damages . 126 Idaho 1002 895 P.2d 1195 ( 1995).
As an initial matter, Duffin held that "[a]s a matter of law, the failure to disclose a
subsequently discovered fact, absent a duty to do o, is not such conduct that would support an
award of punitive damages under I.C. § 6-1604." /d. at 1014, 895 P.2d at 1207. Here, the
evidence establi hed that the fact, i.e., IBF sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's accounts
was not subsequently discovered but was known by Dunlap and not di closed in the many
communications with Roger Thurston leading up to the March, 2014 Agreement. Further, the
jury determined Safeguard did have a duty to disclose. 20 Thus, Duffin is not persuasive.
Second, the jury was presented with more than simply Safeguard's failure to disclose.
Punitive damages may be awarded upon a showing of"oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct." I. C. § 6-1604. Clear and convincing evidence of deliberate concealment in
order to deprive a seller of the benefit of a bargain satisfies this standard. See, e.g., Griff, Inc. v.

Curry Bean Co.. 138 Idaho 3 15, 321, 63 P.3d 441, 447 (2003). The jury heard evidence that
Dunlap deliberately concealed sales of Safeguard products made by IBF despite knowing full
well that Safeguard was required to disclose them, at least by issuing rotation notices. 882:3-25;
1828: 24-1829:21. Further, it was not a single event; the concealment was on-going over a period
of several months. Jd. The only reasonable inference to be drawn from the evidence is that
Safeguard concealed the information in order coerce or dupe Thurston- its own long-time
di tributor- to ell its protected accounts well below their market value. In other words,

19

3 X $442 400

=$1 ,327,200.

20

ln fact, this Court previously held on summary judgment that Safeguard had a duty to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sale infonnation on the nine accounts at i ue while negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement.
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Safeguard's failure to disclose was a deliberate tactic in its overall attempt to deprive Thurston of
the true value of its accounts.
Accepting all the evidence adverse to Safeguard as true, and drawing all inferences in
favor of Thurston, the jury could find that Dunlap's conduct, on behalf of Safeguard, was
fraudulent and oppressive. Therefore, substantial, competent evidence supports the jury's
punitive damage award. Even weighing the evidence without drawing inferences in Thurston's
favor, this Court cannot conclude that the jury's finding was against its clear weight or othetwise
the product of passion and prejudice. Consequently, the jury' s award will not be disturbed under
either IRCP 50(b) or TRCP 59(a).

F.

Punitive Damages For Breach of Contract

Safeguard's final argument is that the evidence did not establish that Safeguard acted
with an 'extremely harmful state of mind" in breaching Thurston's distributorship agreement. It
contends, rather, that the evidence showed that the BAM program was undertaken for a
legitimate busine s purpose and negotiations with Thurston to address account protection were
conducted in good faith. Safeguard relies in particular on the fact that Thur ton's commissions
have steadily increased since IBF and DocuSource were purchased under the BAM program
thereby establishing the program did not have the deleterious effect Thurston ought to prove.
While Idaho courts are generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of
contract, there is no "blanket prohibition" against it. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co:.> 140
Idaho 495, 502-03, 95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004). So long as the plaintiff is able to establi h the
requisite intersection of a "bad act and a bad state of mind," punitive damages are appropriate.
/d. Conduct "which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows 'a

lack of profe sional regard for the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
grounds for punitive damages. Cuddy Mountain Concrete Inc. v. Citadel Const., inc., 121 Idaho
220, 229 824 P.2d 151 , 160 (Ct. App. 1992). Said another way, a party may breach a contract
for a legitimate busine purpose, but it cannot avoid the consequences of breach through
concealment and oppression. Some of the factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive
damages are warranted. in a breach of contract action include:
(I) the presence of expert testimony; (2) whether the unreasonable conduct

actually caused harm to the plaintiff; (3) whether there i a special relationship
between the parties ...; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.
18
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!d. at 229-30, 824 P.2d at 160-61 .
Thurston presented compelling evidence as to all of these factors. Safeguard had a
contractual obligation under Thurston's distributorship agreement to pay commissions on certain
sales of Safeguard products by other distributors to Thurston 's protected accounts. Tr. Exh. 8.
Safeguard knew from its due diligence that DocuSource and IBF shared a large number of
customers with Thurston and that Safeguard's acquisition of the companies under the BAM
program would lead infringing sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr.
Trans. 301:12-303 :12; 395:23-396: 16; 469: 16-470:5; 562:14-572:2: 857:14-861 :23. Rather than
honor Thurston 's account protection rights through its typical practice of rotating commissions,
Safeguard et an arbitrary account mitigation budget and sent Dunlap to " negotiate" with
Thurston. Safeguard expected that Dunlap would "underspend" or compel Thurston to capitulate
to giving up his rrotected accounts for an amount less than the et budget. /d. at 368:1-371 :7;
377:21-380: 10; 395 :23-396: 16; 531:6-533 :10; 872:20-874:12.
When attempting to negotiate with Thurston, the jury heard that Dunlap, over a period of
several months, consistently misrepresented and/or concealed the extent of account protection
violations, despite receiving DocuSource and ffiF' s monthly reports showing infringing saJes.
Tr. Trans. 863 :16-864:17; 944:5-947:13 ; 1130:23-1131 :10; 1827:13·1829:21. After Thurston
refused to capitulate, Safeguard did not attempt to prevent DocuSource and IBF from making the
infringing sales and did not rotate the commissions on such sales to Thurston as it was
contractually obligated to do, thereby compelling him to file suit. 873:3-874: 12. Mr. Taylor
e tablished that Safeguard failed to rotate to Thurston commissions totaling $231,169 (or
$203,516 with a source fee deduction) on sales made by DocuSource and IBF.
From this evidence, it was reasonable for the jury to conclude that Safeguard sought to
avoid the consequences of its breach ofThurston's contractual rights through concealment and
deception. Safeguard may have pursued the BAM program for its own legitimate economic
interests, but the weight of the evidence did not support its theory of innocence. Further, the fact
that Thurston 's business continued to grow following the BAM transactions is irrelevant to
whether Safeguard performed a bad act with a bad state of mind. It doe not detract from the fact
that Thurston suffered ascertainable damage in the form of unrotated commissions. This Court
previously held, in permitting the amendment allowing claims for punitive damage , that "(a]
party may breach a contract if it determines doing o is in its own economic interest, if it is
19
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prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not- without exposing itself to punitive
damages-avoid the consequences of the breach by mean of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism." The jury found that this is precisely what Safeguard did, and there is
clear and convincing evidence supporting that finding. Thus relief under IRCP 50(b) or IRCP
59(a)(G) is not warranted.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons this Court hereby DE l ED Safeguard's Motion for Post·
Judgment Relief.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this

~~fMarch, 2017.

District Judge

20
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MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE Dl TRICT COURT OF TII FOURTH JUDICIAL 01~ fRj~ifTOPHER
D. R:CH, Clerk
Sy EMILY CHILD
OF THE STATE OF IDAI 10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
c::?CTY

T3 E TERPRJ ES INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THU R TO
ENTERPRISE , INC. an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

Case

VS

SAFEGUARD B SI E
Y TEMS
INC. a Dela" are corporation; and
DELUXE CORPORATIO . a Minne ota
corporation.

o. CV-OC-2014-16400

TO CO FIRM
ORDER ON MOTIO
A D VACATE ARBITRATIO
AWARD

Defendants.

I.

INTROD CTIO

Pursuant to thi Court's December 17,2014 Order, T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s ("T3") claims 1
against Defendant

afeguard Business Systems ("Safeguard") were arbitrated before a three

member panel of arbitrators for the Tribunals of the American Arbitration Association.
("Panel"). The arbitration process lasted nearly two years, including document production,
depositions, pre-hearing briefing, a six day hearing, and post-hearing briefing. On October 5
2016, the Panel issued an "Interim Award" setting forth its fmdings of fact and conclusions of
law on liability and damages for T3 's claims. In the Interim Award, the panel found afeguard
liable to T3 for breach of contract, intentional interference with business relations and for
violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practice Act. 2 Dec!. chossberger, Exh 0 (Dec. 9, 20 16).
1

The claims submined to arbitration were breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
intentional interference with prospective economic advantage and violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices
Act ("TDTPA").
2

Because T3 did not address the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in pre- or post-hearing
briefing and did not present any evidence supporting the claim at the hearing, the Panel deemed the claim abandoned
and denied any relief thereunder. Interim A\ ard, p. 20. fu . 2.
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The Panel determined T3's total actual damages amounted to $1.475 million.3 It further found T3
to be the prevailing party and authorized T3 to file a motion for fees and costs.
On October 17 2016. the Panel issued a "Supplement to Interim Award" which set forth
additional conclusions of law finding tbat T3 ·s distributorship was terminated and sening forth
T3 's obligations for return of Safeguard materials and intellectual property following
Safeguard's payment of the fmal award./d. at Exh.

Q. On November 22,2016, the Panel issued

an Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Expenses which awarded T3
$2 449,208.14 in attorneys' fees and $437 126.28 in expenses for a total of$2,886,334.42. /d. at

Exh. T. On December 5, 2016 the Panel issued its Final Award finding Safeguard liable to T3 in
the total amount of$4 362,041.95 and ordered payment within sixty (60) days. /d. at Exh. U.
On December 5 2016, while trial in the action was pending, T3 renewed its motion to
confirm the arbitration award. On December 9, 2016, Safeguard filed a motion to vacate the
award, in part or in fuJI. Oral argument on the motions occurred on February 21 20 17 after
which time the Court took the motions under advisement.

TI.

STANDARD
Pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), a court must confmn an arbitration

award unless there are starutory grounds to vacate modify, or correct the arbitrators' decision. 9
U.S.C. § 9. Sections 10 and 11 of the FAA set forth the grounds. Safeguard relies on§ JO(a)(4),
which allows vacatur of an award where an arbitrator exceeds it power, and§ ll(b), which
allows modification of an award where arbitrators "have awarded upon a matter not submitted to
them.'' 9 U.S. C. § ll(b). Safeguard moves for acarur or alternatively, modification of the
arbitrator's award of damages and attorney fees.

A.

Vacatur Under§ 10(a)(4)

Review of an arbitration award is "both limited and highly deferential." Schoenduve
Co1p. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 442 F.3d 727, 730 (9th Cir. 2006). The standard of review for
arbitration awards has been described as "among the narrowest known to the law." ARW

Exploration Corp. v. Aguirre, 45 F.3d 1455 1462 (1Oth Cir. l995). Under the FAA courts may
vacate an arbitrator's decision "only in very unusual circumstances." Oxford Health Plans LLC v.

3
The Panel awarded the same categories of damages under each claim, to wit I) lost past commissions of
$321 ,657.77; the present value of lost future commissions of $373,473.76; 3) preferential pricing damages of
$214,432.39, and; the value of the disa-ibutorsbip of$566,143.61. See, Interim Award, 101, 113, 133.

2
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Sutter 133 S. Ct. 2064, 2068 (20 13). cite omitted. ection I 0 (a) of the FAA sets forth four
statutory grounds for vacating an award. Relevant here is§ 10(a)(4), which authorizes vacatur
Hwhere the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual,
final and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made." 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(4).
A party seeking relief under § 1O(a)(4) bears a heavy burden. It is not enough to demonstrate that
the arbitrator "committed an error-or even a serious error., Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at
2068 cite omitted. Because the parties " bargained for the arbitrator's construction of their
agreement," an arbitral decision "even arguably construing or applying the contract" must stand,
regardless of a court's view of its merits. ld., cite omitted. Only if('the arbitrator act[s] outside
the scope of his contractually delegated authority" -issuing an award that "simply reflect(s] [his]
own notions of [economic] justice" rather than "draw[ing] its essence from the contract"-may a
court overturn his determination. /d. , cite omitted.4 Thus the "sole question" for the court on
motions to vacate under § IO(a)(4) is ·~hetber the arbitrator (even arguably) interpreted the
parties' contract, not whether he got its meaning right or wrong." If the arbitrator undertook an
interpretation his construction holds "however good, bad, or ugly." /d. at 2071.
To this end, courts cannot consider claims of factual or legal error by an arbitrator and are
not authorized to reconsider the merits of an award, even though the moving party may allege
that the award rests on errors of fact or misinterpretation of the contract. /d. While an "arbitrator
may not ignore the plain language of the contract ... [ ] as long as the arbitrator is even arguably
construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority that a court is
convinced he committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." !d. , cite omitted.
Further, where the parties agree that the arbitrator will determine remedies for contract violations
that he finds, "courts have no authority to disagree with his honest judgment in that respect.,

United Papenvorkers lnt'l Union, AFL-CIO v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, 38 ( 1987).
This limited judicial review " maintainls) arbitration's essential virtue of resolving
disputes straightaway." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2068. If parties could take "full-bore
legal and evidentiary appeals " arbitration would become "merely a prelude to a more

4

The scope of the arbitrator's authority is determined by the contract requiring arbitration as well as by the parties'
definition of the issues to be submitted in the submission agreement Schoenduve Corp.. 442 F.3d at 732.

3
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cumbersome and time-consuming judicial review process." Id Thus, where the parties have
chosen arbitration they " must now li e with that choice." !d.
In addition to the statutory basis for vacatur set forth in §IO(a)(4), some federal courts have
aniculated additional grounds for acatur wbich serve as a ')udicial gloss" on the statutory
standard including where the award is "completely irrational" where it exhibits a "manifest
disregard of the law" and where it violates public po1icy. 5 These grounds are extremely limited~
however. 6 The Ninth Circuit acknowledges there is no basis for vacating an award simply
because an arbitrator "merely interpret(s] or appl(ies] the governing law incorrectly." Lagstein v.

Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, 607 FJd 634, 641 (9th Cir. 201 0). Rather, under Ninth
Circuit Jaw a party seeking vacatur on ground that an award is "completely irrational" must
establish that an arbitration decision' fails to draw its essence from the agreement." !d., cite
omitted. An arbitration award "draws its essence from the agreement" if it is "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." ld . cite omitted. For an arbitrator's award to be in manifest disregard
of the law it must be clear from the record other than the result, that the arbitrator recognized
the applicable law and then intentionally ignored it. Kyocera Corp. v. Prudential- Bache Trade

Servs., Inc., 341 F.3d 987,997 (9th Cir.2003) (eo bane); Bosack v. Soward, 586 F.3d 1096, 1104
(9th Cir. 2009). To vacate an arbitration award on public policy grounds, the

inth Circuit

5

See Stephen L. Hayford. A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship Between
Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacarur, 66 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 443, 450-51 (1998) (citing federal
appeals court cases).
6

There is currently a circuit split as to whether these standards even remain viable in light of the United States
Supreme Court's decision in Hall Street Assocs. v. Moue/, inc., 552 U.S. 576, 581 (2008). In Hall Street, a
commercial landlord and tenant had contracted for greater judicial review of any arbitral award during a dispute
about the tenant.'s alleged failure to comply with applicable environmental laws. The Supreme Court concluded that,
by pennining review for legal errors, this contract impermissibly circwnvented the FAA's limited review for
procedural errors. /d at 586-87. The Court rejected thls approach and held that the FAA prohibited part.ies from
contracrually expandingjudicial review on the theory that the grounds for vacatur in the FAA are "exclusive." ld In
light of Hall Street, the First, Fifth and Eleventh circuits hold that manifest disregard of the law is no longer a valid
ground for vacating an arbitration award. See, Ramos-Santiago v. United Parcel Service, 524 F.3d 120, 124 n.3 (I st
Cir. 2008); Cirigroup Global Markets, inc. v. Bacon, 562 F.3d 349, 350 (5th Cir. 2009); Frazier v. CitiFinonciol
Corp., LLC, 604 F.3d 1313 (11th Cir. 20 I0). The Sixth Circuit holds that Hall Street "reduced" the ability of courts
t.o vacate awards on grounds other than those specified in FAA§ 10 but "did not foreclose" review for manifest
disregard of the law. Coffee Beanery, Ltd v. WJJI, L.L.C., 300 Fed. Appx. 415 (6th Cir. 2008). The Second, Fourth,
Seventh and inth circuits continue to apply the e non- tatutory standards as bases for vacatur in varying degrees.
See, T.Co Metals. LLC v. Dempsey Pipe & Supply, Inc., 592 F.3d 329, 339 {2d Cir. 20 I0); Wachovia Securities,
LLC v. Brand, 671 F.3d 472 (4th Cir. 20 12); Wise v. Wochovio Sec., LLC, 450 F.3d 265, 269 {7th Cir.); Comedy
Club, Tnc. v. Tmprov West Associates, 553 F.3d 1277, 1290 (9th Cir. 2009).

4
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requires the moving party to "clearly show" that ( 1) an explicit well deftned and dominant
policy exists, and (2) the policy is one that specifically militates against the relief ordered by the
arbitrator. Aramark Facility Servs. v. Serv. Employees /nt'l Union, Loca/1877, AFL CIO, 530

F.3d 81 7. 823 (9th Cir. 2008). 7
IU.

A ALYSI
Safeguard cites six errors committed by the arbitration panel which v arrant vacatur or

modification. T3 refutes that any errors were made by the Panel. However, even if there were
errors of law or unsubstantiated findings, T3 contends that none are proper grounds for vacating
or modifying the award. Thus T3 requests confirmation. Thi Court concludes that confirmation
of the award in full is warranted.

1.

Award for Commi ion on Pa ·t ales

afeguard's first argument for acating the award is that the Panic's award ofT3's past
lost commissions based on Docu ource and IBF's "gross profits" for sales of Safeguard products
and services rather than on T3's own net profits constituted a manifest disregarded of Texas law
regarding the measure of lost profit damages and further ignored the provisions of T3 's
distributorship agreement. To this end, the Panel adopted the calculations made by T3's damages
expert Robert Taylor, who took the product retail price paid to IBF and Docu ource by T3 's
protected cu tamer on each infringing order and deducted therefrom the IBF and DocuSource's
base price for the product to arrive at the unpaid commission amount. Included in thi base price
amount were certain expenses, such as taxe and freight. Thus according to Mr. Taylor, his
calculation repre en ted net commissions to IBF and Docu ource which ought to ha e been
rotated to T3.
To succeed on its argument as it pertains to a failure to apply Texas lav , afeguard must
point toe idence in the record other than the result that the Panel "understood and correctly
7

Despite the circuit split, the parties have not expressly urged this Court to apply the Fifth Circuit's strict
interpretat ion of the FAA over the inth Circuit's liberal interpretation, although afeguard's reliance on the nonstatutory grounds for vacating the a\ ard indicate its preference for inth Circuit law. However, because Safeguard
cannot satisfy even the liberal inth Circuit standards , this Coun need not detennine wh ich circuit's law governs
since Safeguard's motion would fail under either. Funher, it is wonh noring that although this Coun analyzed
afeguard's motion under inth Circuit Ia\ , the Idaho upreme Coun would most cenainly part ways with the
inth Circuit in favor of the strict Fifth Circuit intcrpretarion in light of its prefere nce for strict statutory
construction. Verska v. Sainr Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr.. 151 Idaho 889, 896, 265 P.3d 502, 509 (20 11 ).
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stated the law, but proceeded to intentionally disregard it." Bosack, 586 F.3d at II 04 emphasis
added. afeguard has not carried this burden. The Panel recognized that contract damages under
Texa law are those which "flow naturally and necessarily from the wrongful conduct." Interim
87 citing 1\lfead v. Johnson Group, Inc., 615 .W.2d 685 687 (Tex. 1981 ). 'lbere is no

Award

indication that the Panel intentionally disregarded thi law in accepting Mr. Taylor's
calculations. Rather, it found that the uruotatcd commissions earned by IBF ru1d Docu ource on
sales made to T3 ' s protected accounts qualified as direct contract damages to T3 . /d. at

90-91 .

In other v ords, the damage represented the amount of commissions T3 would have been paid
had afeguard rotated as it was required to do. !d. The Panel never indicated it was awarding
such damages as a measure of"lo t profits." Whether or not it was legal error to not apply
typical lost profit measure of damage as afeguard argues is beyond the scope of this Court's
re iew. See. e.g. , Langstein, 607 F.3d at 641 ('" Manifest disregard of the law• means something
more than just an error in the law or a failure on the part of the arbitrators to understand or apply
the law.") To obtain relief, Safeguard must show clear evidence from the record that the Panel
recognized that lost profit measure of damages urged by afeguard was applicable and
intentionally refused to apply it. afcguard has not made this showing.
In addition, afeguard cannot demonstrate that the Panel failed to consider the parties'
distributorship agreement, which provides that commissions will be paid to T3 after deductions
of certain expenses, including source fees. While the Panel cited to this provision in

6 of the

Interim Award it evidently did not view unrotated commissions as being calculated in the same
manner as T3 'sown commissions. Indeed, the distribution agreement is silent as to how rotated
commissions are calculated which is not surprising given the unprecedented nature of
afeguard-owned distributorships. Therefore,. afeguard cannot establish that the Panel was
ignoring the plain language of the contract in awarding unpaid past commissions.

2.

Award for Commi sioos on Future ales

As with the award for unpaid past corrunissions, Safeguard argues that the Panel
exhibited a manifest disregard ofTexas law by awarding T3's future lost commissions based on
a speculati e, arbitrary "one time annual re enue" metric rather thane idence ofT3's net
commissions. Further, afeguard argues the Panel failed to consider the fact that either party
could terminate the distributor hip agreement at any time, thereby cutting ofT any right to future
commiSSions.

6
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With regard to conunissions on future sales the Panel expressly found that Taylor•s use
of a "one times annual revenue" metric v as the same metric used by afeguard to acquire
commission rights of other distriburors. Interim Award at 92. Citing to AZZ Inc. v. Morgan
462 S.W.3d 284, 290 (Tex. App. 2015), the Panel noted that this metric "fairly represents the
present value of future commission rights." ld at 93. AZZ Inc. sets forth Texas's flexible
standard for determining proof of lost profits.

amely Texas does not require proof that the loss

is susceptible to exact calculation· rather the claimant must "show the amount of the loss by
competent evidence with reasonable certainty." ld. The Panel evidently found that Mr. Taylor's
proffered metric satisfied this standard. Whether or not this was a legally viable approach is not
relevant. 8 Safeguard must show the Panel understood and stated the "correct" law with respect to
future unpaid commissions and intentionally disregarded it in favor of Mr. Taylor's metric.
Safeguard has merely shown that the Panel did not follow Safeguard's proposed measure of
damages. It has not carried this burden and the award will not be vacated on these grounds.

3.

Award of Valuation Damages for "Constructive Termination"

The Panel awarded T3 the value of its distributorship under a theory of"constructive
termination," which Safeguard contends was not a theory presented to the Panel as a basis for
recovery. Rather T3 requested valuation damages based on a "revocation of acceptance" theory
under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code for non-conforming goods. Safeguard argues
the award demonstrated a manifest disregard of Texas law, which does not recognize a
"constructive termination" theory. Alternative! y, Safeguard argues this portion of the award
should be stricken under § II (b) of the FAA because it was based on a theory not presented to
the arbitrator.

In applying the constructive termination theory the Panel drew from authority outside of
Texas which supported the application of the theory to T3 •s distributorship agreement due to
Safeguard's dilution ofT3's "exclusive, account protection rights. Interim Award, 98. Finding
afeguard's acts rendered T3 's distributorship effectively valueless, the Panel awarded T3 the
value of the distributorship agreement, which amount was uncontroverted by Safeguard. Id. at
99-100. The fact that the Panel cited to cases outside ofTexas in support of the constructive
8

Valuation met:rics are commonly used and an accepted legal standard for valuing future damages. See, e.g.,

Fluorine On Call. Ltd v. Fluorogas Ltd, 380 F.3d 849, 860 (5th Cir. 2004)(future value of lost asset can be

derennined by considering what a hypothetical buyer would pay for the chance to earn future profits.)

7
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termination theory does not mean that it failed to apply Texas law in accordance with T3 's
distributorship agreement. Rather, it was simply looking to persuasive case law to determine how
a Texas court may rule. It is a widely acceptable practice for a court to look to other jurisdictions
for guidance in determining how to apply the forum state' s law especially where, as here, the
forum state has not yet addressed the application of a particular theory. Importantly, while Texas
has not expressly applied a constructive termination theory under the circumstances presented
here, afeguard has not pointed to any Texas authority contradicting or rejecting the theory
which the Panel intentionally ignored. Thus Safeguard cannot demonstrate a manifest disregard
of Texas law through the application of the constructive termination theory because there was at
least a "colorable justification" for the Panel's decision.
Further, relief is not warranted under § 11 (b) because the matter of constructive
termination was submitted to the Panel by T3. Although the vehicle T3 utilized to advance the
matter-Article 2 of the UCC-was perhaps misplaced the concept of awarding lost business
value due to a material breach of contract was placed squarely before the Panel, as was testimony
regarding the value. It has long been recognized that arbitrators have considerable discretion in
fashioning a remedy. United Steelworkers ofAm. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593,
597, 80 . Ct. 1358, 1361, 4 L. Ed. 2d 1424 ( 1960). To this end, an arbitrator may apply a
different theory of recovery of damages that that advanced by the aggrieved party and not run
afoul of§ 11(b) See, e.g. Cal-Circuit ABCO, Inc. v. So/bourne Computer, Inc., 848 F. Supp.
1506 1509 (D. Colo. 1994)(holding that arbitrator did not exceed his authority by applying a
different means of assessing damages for breach of contract under the UCC than that specified
by the seller in its claim.) Thus, the fact that the Panel substituted T3's impairment of value
theory with a constructive termination theory- which covered the same item of damages--was
not in error. Consequently Safeguard's argument lacks merit.

4.

Awarding Contradictory Relief

Safeguard argues the Panel's decision to award T3 future lost commissions and valuation
damages under a "constructive termination" theory was " completely irrational" because, for
purposes of future lost profits, the Panel treated the agreement as continuing, but for the
constructive termination award, it treated the agreement as ha ing terminated. In other words,
afeguard argues a party cannot be discharged from performance and continue to receive
benefits under contract.
8
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Again, to satisfy the "completely irrational" standard or what is also referred to as the
"essence test", Safeguard must show that the Panel's decision was not "derived from the
agreement viewed in light of the agreement's language and context as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." Lagsrein, 607 F.3d at 641. In discussing this "essence Lest," the United
States Supreme Court has instructed that "as long as the arbitrator is even arguably construing or
applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he
committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." United Papenvorkers, 484
U.S. at 38.
As pointed out by T3 Safeguard's position ignores the fact that T3 did not receive future
benefits under its distributorship agreement. Rather its future account protection damages
represent the lost asset going forward- the value of the future commission stream based on IBF
and DocuSource's sales to T3 's protected accounts. This is not the same as the future contractual
benefits (i.e. rotated commissions) going forward. These elements of damages are dearly
derived from the parties' agreement. Therefore the Panel 's decision cannot be deemed
"completely irrational" and deserving of vacatur.

5.

Double Recovery

Safeguard next asserts that the Panel's award of termination damages and future lost
commissions to T3 constituted a double recovery which violates Texas public policy and is
contrary to the express limitation in T3's agreement that damages be limited to "actual damages
for commercial loss." In other words, Safeguard contends that the future lost commissions are
already incorporated into the termination value and the Panel's decision to award both is
"completely irrational."
The cases Safeguard relies upon indeed hold that an award of both future lost profits and
"going concern" value is inappropriately duplicitous. See, e.g. Lehrman v. Gulf Oil Corp., 500
F.2d 659 664 (5th Cir. 1974). However, it is only duplicitous where "future profits are a
principal element in going concern value." ld. That is not the case here. As explained by Mr.
Taylor to the Panel, the future account protection damages were based on IBF and DocuSource's
sales to T3 's protected accounts. The value of the distributorship damages were based on T3's
sales to T3 's protected accounts. Thus there is no overlap in damages and, consequently no
grounds for vacatur.

9
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6.

Awarding of Excessh1e Attorney Fees and Expenses

In its Fee Award the Panel awarded T3 $2,449 208.14 in attorney fees and $437,126.28
in costs. afeguard argues the Panel effectively ignored Texas Jaw in awarding fees, choosing
instead to apply the more expansive standard of Rule 47 of the AAA Commercial Rules which
Safeguard characterizes as procedural in nature. In particular

afeguard argues that the Panel

erred by ignoring the requirements under Texas law that 1) a prevailing party "present» its fees
and costs to the opponent before recovery of such can be sought; 2) fees must be segregated
among prevailing parties, and; 3) only "costs, and not "expenses" be awarded.

In awarding fees, the Panel noted that it had authority to award fees and costs pursuant to
the distribution agreement, Texas law, and the parties' own requests. It further observed the
following:
Section 21(B) of the Distributor Agreement provides that the parties will be
bound by the 'then current' AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules. Rule 47(d) of
the AAA Commercial Rules provides that an award of the arbitrators may include
interest and, 'if all parties have requested such an award or it is authorized by law
or their arbitration agreement,' an award of attorneys' fees. RuJe 4 7(c) provides
that the Panel 'may apportion such fees expenses and compensation among the
parties in such amounts as the arbitrator determines appropriate.'
Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, pp. l-2 (Nov. 22, 2016) ('Fee
Award").
Safeguard points out that§ 21(8) of the distributorship agreement only aJlows default to
the AAA rules with regard to the arbitration proceedings if not "otherwise provided in this
agreement." Because§ 18 designated Texas as the governing choice oflaw, Safeguard argues
that the Panel had no authority to apply the AAA rules over Texas law regarding recovery of
fees.
Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel exhibited manifest disregard of the law or that
its award was " completely irrational." The Panel expressly embarked on an interpretation oftbe
distributorship agreement with regard to fees and costs and applied the law in accordance with its
interpretation. While Safeguard argues that the distributorship agreement requires that Texas
law-and only Texas law-governs the determination of fees and costs, the Panel found
otherwise. indeed the choice of law provision in§ 18 specifies that Texas law will apply to
"this Agreement the distributorship and the relationship between you and Safeguard." It does
not state that Texas Jaw will apply to the arbitrator's post-hearing determination of fees and costs

10
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to the prevailing party. Rather, that determination appears to be addres ed in § 21 (B), which
provides:
The arbitrators shall ha e the right to award or include in their award any relief
which they deem proper in the circumstances[.]
This contractual pro ision is consistent with AAA Rule 47(a), which allows an arbitrator
to "grant any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within the scope of
the agreement of the parties[.]" Thus, to the extent fees and costs were awarded under Rule 4 7
the Panel evidently determined that uch relief was within the scope of the above-cited pro ision
of§ 21 (B). In doing so, it did not ignore Texas Jaw. In fact the Panel considered and rejected
afeguard's arguments that Texas law on attorney fee awards trumped AAA rules. Fee Award
pp. 2-3 . Whether the Panel misinterpreted the distributorship agreement in choosing not to apply
Texas statutory Jaw to its determination of fee and costs i beyond this Court's review. Because
there is evidence that the Panel interpreted the di tributorship agreement on the issue, its
construction holds, "however good bad, or ugly." Oxford Health Plans 133 . Ct. at 2071.
Consequently the Court will not vacate the attorney fee award.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, T3 's motion to confirm the arbitration award is ORA TED and
afeguard' motion to vacate or, altemati ely modify the arbitration award is DENIED. A
separate order confirming the arbitration award "vill be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT I SO ORDERED.

DATED this

2:!2 day of March, 2017

11
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MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DJ&HlRKTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILO

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
TJ E TERPRISES INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THUR TO
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

ol:"l>UTY

Case o. CV-OC-2014-16400

ORDER CO FIRMING
ARBITRATIO AWARD

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSlNES SYSTEMS INC.
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATIO , a Minnesota corporation
Defendants.

The Court, having granted T3's motion to confirm the arbitration award entered in favor
of T3 in the action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA

o. 01 15 002 6860

before the tribunals of the American Arbitration Association (HArbitration"),
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 9 and Idaho Code Section 7-911 ,
the arbitrators' Final Award is confirmed and as a result, pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 13, Idaho Code
Section 7-914, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure this Court will enter Judgment
in favor ofT3 and against SBS in the amount of FOUR MILLION THREE H

DRED AND

SIXTY TWO THOUSA D A D FORTY 0 E AND 95/1 00 DOLLARS ($4 362,041.95)
(hereinafter the "Total Judgment Amount'l
Further, this Court hereby adopts and confirms the arbitration panel's findings of fact,
conclusions of law and awards set forth in the Final Award including the panel's issuance of the
following declaratory relief:
1)

The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2)

Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the
Distributor Agreement is excused by virtue of BS's material breach of
the Distributor Agreement. This specifically includes, without limitation,
excuse of any performance by TJ of the post term covenant against
competition.
Upon payment by afeguard to TJ ofthe Total Judgment Amount in its
entirety, including any accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a

3)

ORDER CONFIRMING ARBIT RATIO AWARD I FAVOR OFT3 E TERPRISE ,
I C. AND AGAI T AFEGUARD B INE S Y TEMS, INC.- 1
Cl~enl4274966s
012751

satisfaction of judgment and cease using the following intellectual
property and other materials of Safeguard: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard
product specs, (5) Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program,
(7) Safeguard business cards, (8) afeguard letterhead, (9) afeguard sales
materials, ( 10) Safeguard job samples, ( 11) Safeguard product manuals
(12) Safeguard product training, (13) Safeguard sales brochures, (14)
afeguard design fonn trays, ( 15) Safeguard demonstrati.on boards ( 16)
Safeguard email addresses {17) Safeguard websites and domain names
and (18) any other products or materials containing the Safeguard name or
mark(s). The telephone number facsimile numbers, post office box, and
customer files, cards, records and other data used in connection with T3's
business will remain the property ofT3.
DATED this

;2df ~ ofMarch

20 17.

By <f.JF+J:e
SfGen ~r
District Court

ORDER CO FIRNJI G ARBITRATIO AWARD I FAVOR OF T3 E TERPRISES,
Chent 4274966.s
I C. AND AGAI ST SAFEGUARD B SlNESS SYSTEMS, I C.- 2
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C. CLAYTON GILL, declares and states as follows:
1.
1.

I amcounsel
counselof
ofrecord
recordfor
forThurston
ThurstonEnterprises,
Inc. and
andmake
makethis
this
Enterprises,Inc.
Iam

declaration upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

My education, training, and experience as a private practice attorney is set

forth in my declaration ﬁled
filed on January 27, 2017.
3.

The purpose of this declaration is to respond to some of the statements

and opinions set forth in the declarations of Steven Schossberger and Dick Greener.
4.

First, I disagree with Mr. Schossberger’s characterization of the

discussions between him and Jim Mulcahy that took place on November 19, 2014. This is my

recollection of that discussion. Following the hearing on defendants’ motion to dismiss and
Schossbcrger asked Mr. Mulcahy to step into the conference
motion to compel arbitration, Mr. Schossberger

room just outside of the courtroom in which this case was ultimately tried. Mr. Schossberger

if he and his clients were interested in settling the case. Mr. Mulcahy
then asked Mr. Mulcahy if
told Mr. Schossberger that his clients were interested in settling the case, but that they would
need to see the information regarding IBF’s and Docusource’s sales to their protected accounts
so that he could evaluate the case for settlement purposes. Mr. Schossberger responded with,

“Jim, I’m just asking you if
if you are interested in settling the case.” Mr. Mulcahy then sat down
in a chair in the comer of the room and responded with something like this: “Steve, let me make
myself clear, because obviously I was not very clear. Yes, we are interested in settling this case,

if they don’t know what has been sold to their
but how can Dawn and Roger settle this case if
protected accounts. They have been asking for this information for over a year. Are you going
to provide it or not?” Mr. Schossberger then gathered his things and stormed out of the room,
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stating, “No, Jim.
J im. You are not interested in settling this case. You just want to make this case as
difficult
difﬁcult as possible.” Mr. Schossberger left the room and slammed the door behind him.
5.

ﬁrm was
Second, Mr. Schossberger’s suggestion that the Mulcahy law firm
was

never interested in settling this case is without merit. The prior paragraph should make that
abundantly clear. In any event, in May of 2016, Mr. Mulcahy called me and told me that Chris

if he was
Reeder (a
(a prior attorney of record for Deluxe in this action) called him and asked if
interested in mediating the case. Mr. Mulcahy told me that he agreed to mediation after the
defendants agreed to pay for the mediation. I then coordinated with Newal Squyres and the
parties proceeded to mediation with Mr. Squyres in late May of 2016. The plaintiffs’ (both T3’s
and Thurston’s) last offer at mediation, which the defendants rejected, was significantly
signiﬁcantly below
the current total of the T3 arbitration award and the Thurston judgment, which collectively total
$10.5 million.
6.

firm engaged
Third, Mr. Schossberger’s suggestion that the Mulcahy law ﬁrm

in discovery abuse is also without merit. In late 2014 or early 2015, Mr. Mulcahy called me and
asked me if there were any limitations on the number of requests for production of documents
that he could serve. I told him that there were not. Mr. Mulcahy told me that he wanted to serve
very speciﬁc
specific requests for production of documents so that the defendants knew exactly what he
was asking for because he feared that by serving general discovery requests, he would get

nothing but a bunch of baseless objections ultimately resulting in unnecessary motions to
compel. During my discussions with Mr. Mulcahy, it became abundantly
abundanﬂy clear that he was
aware of the intricacies of Safeguard’s BAM program and its deleterious impact on the legacy
distributors and the documents he needed to prove his theory of the case.
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7.

In February of 2015, after my conversation with Mr. Mulcahy that is

summarized in paragraph six, I received a copy of the requests for production of documents that

Mr. Mulcahy had served on the defendants. While I had previously told Mr. Mulcahy that there
were no limits on the number of requests he could serve, I was concerned that perhaps the
number of requests he ultimately served were excessive. I then had a follow-up call with

Mr. Mulcahy to discuss the case in further detail and understand the bigger picture or necessity

for such extensive discovery. Mr. Mulcahy then explained in detail what he presently knew
about the BAM program, the parties who were involved, and how his discovery would elicit the
information he needed to prove his case. Shortly thereafter, I received a copy of

ﬁle a motion for protective order on the grounds that the
Mr. Schossberger’s letter threatening to file

Aﬁer ﬁlrther
number of requests served was overly burdensome and harassing. After
further consultation with
Mr. Mulcahy and my partner Pat Olsson, we agreed that Mr. Mulcahy would withdraw the
requests he previously served, serve more truncated requests, and then deal with any objections
after the new set was served. Mr. Mulcahy was concerned with this approach and told me that he

if he went to the trouble and effort of redrafting his discovery requests only
would not be happy if
to receive general objections that his requests were overly broad and vague. Notwithstanding, at

the encouragement of Ms. Olsson and me, Mr. Mulcahy withdrew and redrafted his initial
discovery requests.
8.

On March 27, 2015, Mr. Schossberger served the litany of blunderbuss

objections that Mr. Mulcahy feared and no documents were produced. E.g., see Ex. A attached

hereto. Thereafter, I advised Mr. Mulcahy and his team on our local practices for meet and
confer as
as required by Rule 37 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Mr. Mulcahy and his team
then engaged in multiple unsuccessful meet and confer conferences with Mr. Schossberger,
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ﬁled in June 2015 and the hearing and
which ultimately resulted in the motion to compel filed
subsequent conference with counsel and the Court’s staff attorney, Giovanna McLaughlin, on
August 7, 2015.
9.

At no time did I see anything that suggested that Mr. Mulcahy or his other

team members were engaged in abusive discovery practices. Further, while this case involved
quite aa bit of electronic discovery, I have never experienced delays of this magnitude in getting
the other side to produce the responsive information. In this case, the defendants did not start

ﬁve
making any meaningful productions until the eve of the August 2015 motion to compel, or five
oﬁ for
months after the document requests had been served. Then the rolling productions drug on
another ﬁve
five months into December 2015.
10.

Fourth, Mr. Schossberger and Mr. Greener suggest that it was unnecessary

out—of-state counsel with hourly rates that exceed the Boise market. I find
ﬁnd those
to involve out-of-state

ﬁrm of Weil Gotshal as its
arguments disingenuous now that Safeguard has retained the national firm
lead counsel on this matter. In any event, I have the utmost respect for Mr. Greener as he is one

finest trial lawyers I have ever encountered. Notwithstanding, I respectfully disagree with
of the ﬁnest

ﬁrm has acted as counsel for the
his opinion as
as it pertains to this matter. The Mulcahy law firm
United Safeguard Distributor Association (USDA) for a considerable period of time, and as such,
gs the
they have intimate knowledge of Safeguard’s current and prior business practices, as well as

BAM program’s deleterious impact on the business of Safeguard’s legacy distributors. This is

ﬁrm brought to this case at the outset of its representation, and
knowledge that the Mulcahy law firm
it is the reason I believe it justifies
justiﬁes the hourly rates charged by the Mulcahy law firm,
ﬁrm, i.e., rates
that exceed what other general commercial litigation practitioners charge in the Boise, Idaho
market.
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1

11.

I
from myexperience
own personal
that industry
that I
own personal
that experience
I know from myI know
industry knowledge
thatknowledge

gain from prior representations adds tremendous value to clients who later hire me to pursue

similar matters. For instance, from 2003 through 2006,1
2006, I spent a considerable amount of time
litigating against the federal government. That lawsuit, which was brought in the Federal Court

of Claims, involved my clients’ unfettered contractual right to prepay their federal loans and exit
the Rural Development 515 affordable housing program. The federal government breached

signiﬁcantly
those loan contracts by enacting subsequent legislation and regulations that significantly
impaired my clients’ prepayment rights (as
(as well as the prepayment rights of every other Rural

ﬁrst
Development 515 property owner with a similar loan contract). When prosecuting the first
lawsuit, I reviewed thousands of documents that were produced by the government, reviewed

ﬁnal regulations,
extensive legislative history and prior drafts of the government’s proposed and final
reviewed multiple versions of the government’s policy and procedure handbooks, and deposed
govemmcnt’s Rural Development affordable housing program.
multiple representatives from the government’s
As a result, I became intimately familiar with the internal business practices of the Rural
Development 515 affordable housing program. Then, after I ﬁnished
finished that lawsuit, I1 had other
Rural Development 515 owners in Idaho and elsewhere retain me to navigate them through the
federal government’s prepayment maze. Because of my intimate familiarity with that federal
government loan program at the outset of those later representations, I was able to charge a

premium rate that significantly
signiﬁcantly exceeded what I charged in my prior representation of a different

ﬁrm’s prior
client. I found the same to be true in this case. Namely, the Mulcahy law firm’s
justiﬁes the
representation of the USDA provided tremendous value to Thurston Enterprises and justifies
ﬁrm.
hourly rates claimed by the Mulcahy law firm.
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12.

this overstaffed
overstaffed
case
Fifth, Mr.suggests
Schossberger
that
Mr. Mulcahy
this case
that Mr.suggests
Mulcahy
Fifth, Mr. Schossberger

by having two attorneys attend depositions or having clerks or paralegals assist the Mulcahy
lawyers during other depositions. Based on my prior experience in the Boise, Idaho legal market

in a case of this magnitude, it is not uncommon for two attorneys to attend a deposition, or for
‘The
clerks or paralegals to attend depositions, especially when they are taking the deposition. The

follow—up questions, is
attorney, paralegal, or clerk that is not asking the questions helps with follow-up

often better able to observe the nonverbal gestures of the witness, and helps coordinate the
exhibits used at the deposition. Mr. Schossberger’s argument is also a little disingenuous,
because he employed the same practices at trial through the use of his associate Dane Bollinger,
his paralegal Christy Smith, Jason Wright (an associate attorney from Weil Gotshal), and a
jury/witness preparation consultant, all of whom attended almost every day of trial and all of
whom presumably assisted Mr. Schossberger in meaningful
meaningﬁll ways with regard to his examination

of the witnesses who were called at trial.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
'

foregoing is true and correct.
xi

10‘ ”day
Idaho.
at Boise,
this
Executed on this_____
day of
March, 2017,
Boise, Idaho.
ofMarch,
2017, at

\_/
C. Clayton Gill
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ofMarch,
and
causedaatrue
trueand
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1%“ day
2017, Icaused
March,2017,1
dayof
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR
AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the following:
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY
HAWLEY
TROXELL
Hawley T
roxell E
nnis & H
awley LLP
ENNIS
877 Main St,
St., Suite 1000
RD. Box 1617
P.O.
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( ))U.S.
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
(( )Facsimile
) Facsimile
)E—Mail
(( ) E-Mail
(x) iCourt

dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
Paul R. Genender
B. Wright
Jason E.
WEIL
Weil GOTSHAL
Gotshal & MANGES
Manges LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201
Facsimile (214) 746-7777
Paul.Genender@weil.com
Paul.Genender@wei1.com
JJason.Wright@weil.com
ason.Wright@weil.com
Systems, Inc.
Attorneys for Safeguard Business systems,

(( ))U.S.
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
(( )Facsimile
) Facsimile
(( )E—Mail
) E-Mail
(x) iCourt

/
C. Clayton Gill

SECOND DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF THURSTON
Client243622752
Client:4362275.2
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EXHIBIT A
012762

No, 5358
[SB No.
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB
TaylerTibbitts,
Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Tayler
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
PO.
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
208.954,5260
Email: sschossberger®hawleytroxell.00m
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts ©hawleytroxell.com
@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
Attomeys
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC,,
an Idaho
INC., an
corporation;
comoration; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

)

)

)

vs.

)

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, LNG,
INC., )
aa Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
)
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a:1 Delaware
)
corporation; TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, an
ail
)
)
individual; MICHAEL DUNLAP, an
INC.
individual; IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC)
)
an Idaho corporation;
comoration; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
an Idaho
)
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
)

CV-OC-1416400
Case No. CV—OC—1416400
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD
.
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
lNC.'S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
..

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Defendants.

)

)

)

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
SYSTEMS. INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 11
47
140.000] 1288306.]
47140.0001.7288306.1
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TO:

Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises,
Entelprises, Inc. and its counsel of record.

COMES NOW, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.,

Defendants in the above entitled action, by and through its counsel of record, Hawley Troxell

with the requirements of Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of
Ennis & Hawley LLP, and, in accordance widi
Civil Procedure, hereby serve its response to Plaintiff Thurston Entemrises,
Enterprises, Inc.’s Amended First
Request for Production of Documents to Defendants Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. and
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.

STATENIENT S
GENERAL OBJECTIONS AND STATEMENTS
’8 DEFINITIONS,
QUESTS FOR
WITH RESPECT TO PLAINTIFF
PLAINTIFF’S
DEFINITIONS. INSTRUCTIONS RE!
REQUESTS
PRODUCTION
A statement herein that the documents will be produced is aa representation of Defendants
willingness to produce such documents if they exist and can be located by aa reasonable, good
faith effort and is not aa representation that the documents in fact exist. Defendants reserve the
right to
use of information produced in response to these
Uiese Requests for any purpose,
the use
to object to die
any other proceeding, action, or matter; to object to further inquiry with respect to;
to the
in this or any
subject matter of these Requests; and to object to the admissibility at trial of any information

produced in response to these Requests, including without limitation, all objections on the
grounds that such information is not relevant to the subject matter involved in the action or to the

claims or defenses of any party. Where Defendants agree to produce certain documents, the
Defendants‘
documents will be made available for inspection and copying at the
die offices of Defendants’
the parties
counsel of record or aa location othelwise
odierwise mutually agreed upon by die

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
INC.‘S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 2
47 I 400001.7288306. I
47140.0001.7288306.1
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In the interest of economy of time and clarity, Defendants will state at the outset, in

separate numbered paragraphs, its objections to the scope of Plaintiff’s
Plaintiffs Amended First Requests
for Production, Definitions and Instructions.
1:
GENERAL OBJECTION I:

Defendants object to any
any definitions and instructions to the extent they are vague,
ambiguous, overbroad
overhroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, expands to persons and companies
beyond the named parties, makes aa legal conclusion, exceeds the usual and ordinary meaning of

fonh in the
as set forth
the words defined therein and are beyond the permissible scope of discovery as
applicable Rules of Civil Procedure, and incorporate and apply these objections to Definitions
Nos. 1,
1, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
8, 9,
12,13,14,16, 17,18,19, 20, 21, 23,24,25,27,28,
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31.
11,12,13,14,16,17,18,19,
10, 11,
9, 10,
7, 8,
GENERAL OBJECTION 2:
Defendants object to each request, or portion thereof, in which Plaintiff has asked
u
“all" person(s)
“each," “every,”
any,” or “all”
pel'son(s) or document(s) relating to aa
“every, I! “any,”
Defendants to identify “each,”

specific subject matter on the grounds that it is overbroad and would be unduly burdensome for

Defendants to review every document in its files at numerous locations or to interview each,
Defendants’ personnel employed during the relevant time period to ensure that it
every or all of Defendants‘
has not overlooked documents possibly containing information only remotely related to the
issues in controversy in this case, or persons with knowledge of facts only remotely related to the
issues in controversy in this case. Without waiving these objections, and in the interest of

minimizing controversy requiring the Court‘s
Court’s attention, Defendants will respond to such requests

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.‘S
INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 33
—
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otherwise objected to with information and/or documents located by aa reasonable, good faith
not othelwise
effort.

GENERAL OBJECTION 3:
prolected from
Defendants object to each request
Inquest to the extent that it seeks information protected

attomey work product doctrine, or
discovery by
by the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney
as tiial
information subject to protection as
trial preparation material, or information protected from

discovery by
any other applicable privileges, or information which is otherwise immune from
by any
discovery. Defendants will not produce any
any information or materials protected by the attorney01‘ other available legal privileges or protections
client privilege, the work product doctrine or

against discovery.
GENERAL OBJECTION 4:
Defendants object to each request to the extent that it is not limited to a relevant or

film
reasonable period of time or the time period at issue on the grounds that it is overbroad in time
and scope,
scope, unduly burdensome, vague, ambiguous and harassing, in that it is neither relevant nor
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The time period of
January 1,
1,2010
Deﬁnitions, is overbroad in time and scope, unduly
2010 forward, noted in the Definitions,
burdensome, and harassing, in that it is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence.
GENERAL OBJECTION 5:

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 4
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Defendants object to each request to the extent it calls for information or documents
already in the public domain, already in Plaintiff’s possession, custody or control, or equally

available to Plaintiff.

GENERAL OBJECTION 6:
lo each request that seeks information that is either irrelevant to this
Defendants object to
action or not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without

waiving this objection, Defendants will respond to such requests to the extent that Plaintiff seeks
01' information reasonably calculated to lead to (lie
the discovery of admissible
relevant information or

evidence.

GENERAL OBJECTION 7:
Defendants object to each request, or portion thereof, that is overbroad, unduly

burdensome, harassing, unreasonably cumulative or duplicative, or is obtainable from some other
source that is more convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive.

GENERAL OBJECTION 11:
Defendants object to each request to the extent it seeks discovery that is inconsistent with

or enlarges the scope of discovery under the applicable Rules of Civil Procedure.

PLAINTIFFS’ AMENDED FIRST
CTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS*
OBJECTIONS
OBJE
REQUEST
QUEST FOR PRODUCTION
RES
.......

Subject to the foregoing objections and any specific objections, and after entry of a

Protective Order by the Court, Defendants will produce at aa mutually agreeable time and place
all responsive documents not otherwise objected to that have been located by aa reasonable good

faith effon.
effort.
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -~ 55
47 I40.000] 1238306.!
47140.0001.7288306.!
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION

All documents relating to Your document
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1:
1: Ali
01' destruction guidelines, policies, protocols or practices, including any notice that
retention or

Safeguard’s
the
Safeguard's policies must be suspended and that documents must be preserved pending die

completion of this litigation.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Defendants are currently
working on the processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this
response will be supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as they
become available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Documents sufficient to identify Safeguard,
c01porate
including all organizational charts and other documents relating to Safeguard’s corporate

structure and reporting relationships within Safeguard’s parents, subsidiaries, divisions and
departments.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Defendants are currently

I

working on the processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this

response will be supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as soon as
as they
become available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Documents sufficient to identify Thurston’s
Protected Customers and Thurston’s Common Customers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Defendants are currently
working on the processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, lNC.’S
INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 6
l40.000| 1288306.]
47
47140.0001.7288306.1
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as they
response will be supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as

become available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: All documents, communications and
con‘espondence by or between any
correspondence
any Person or Entity, including You, the Dunn Defendants, the

or any
any other third-party, relating to Thurston, his Protected Customers
McLaughlin Defendants 01'
and Common Customers or any
any of the retail customers that Thurston has offered to sell, serviced,
Services.
or sold Business Products and Services‘
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Defendants incorporate by

foﬂh herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the
die General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth
this Request as
as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to tliis

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope,
scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
die foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
and without waiving the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
widiin the next 30 days.
days.
available by the third party vendor within
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: All documents relating to all offers to sell, or
sales of, Business Products and Services to Thurston’s Common Customers and Thurston’s

Protected Customers, including Bledsoe Construction, A&G Irrigation, and Cascade School

any Person or Entity, including Thurston, die
die McLaughlin
the Dunn Defendants, the
District, by any
Defendants, and DocuSource, and including all Financial Information and Customer Order and

Sales Data.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
[NC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 7
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
hrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
irrelevant,
currently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cum‘ently
processing of massive amounts of electronically
electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as they become

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days,
days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: All documents relating to Safeguard‘s
Safeguard’s purchase
REQJEST
or other acquisition of DocuSource or its tangible or intangible assets, including its “due
diligence” file,
ﬁnancial terms and conditions, in—house
in-house and outside valuations or other
ﬁle, all financial

ﬂow projections, fair value estimate or assessment of customer
studies, financial data and cash flow
relationships and customer lists, impairment analyses, or other qualitative analyses prepared by
Safeguard or any third-party for reporting purposes or otherwise.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on the ground that tills

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: All documents relating to Safeguard’s purchase

IBF or its tangible or intangible assets, including its “due
“due diligence"
diligence” file,
or other acquisition of [BF
in—house and outside valuations or other studies, financial data
all financial terms and conditions, in-house

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 88
—
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‘

and cash ﬂow
flow projections, fair value estimate or assessment of customer relationships and
01‘ any
customer lists, impairment analyses, or other qualitative analyses prepared by Safeguard or

third-party for reporting puiposes
or otherwise.
pumoses 01'
incomorate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Defendants incorporate
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the

processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: All documents relating to communications by

current or former employees, officers, directors, agents, consultants,
or between all Safeguard cun'ent
and representatives, and/or any other person or entity, including the-McLaughlin
the McLaughlin Defendants and

[BF or its tangible
the Dunn Defendants relating to Safeguard’s purchase or other acquisition of IBF
and intangible assets.
assets.
8: Defendants incmporate
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8:
incorporate by

reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the

SYSTEMS, INC. AND
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS.
INC.’S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS,
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 9
47140.0001.7288306.1
47l40.000 I .7288306. I
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processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as soon as
available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: All documents relating to Safeguard’s

Infonnation Systems, and the
accounting and customer relationship Software, including the SBS Information
e-Quantum and Demand Bridge accounting and customer relationship Software acquired by

reflecting its Customer Order and
Safeguard from DocuSource and IBF, including data files reﬂecting
Sales Data and Financial Information, the integrated order entry, distribution inventory, accounts
Sales
Q-SEND
receivable, accounts payable, general ledger, QUANTUM NET E-Commerce Module, Q—SEND
Electronic Communications Module, Crystal Reports Writer, GoldMine/ACT Contact

Management, and Pensoft, Goldmine, Crystal Reports, S.P. Richards, and United Stationers‘
Stationers
Management,
interfaces.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Defendants incorporate by

reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set fonh
forth herein in full. Defendants
as
is compound, and further objects to this
tills Request as
object on the ground that this Request is

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10:
10:

All documents relating to Safeguard’s

DocuSource’s
efforts and activities relating to the integration of IBF’s e-Quantum Software and D0cuSource’s
Demand Bridge Software with Safeguard’s SBS Information Systems or other accounting and
customer relationship Software.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC,
INC. AND
INC.’S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS,
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 10
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Defendants incorporate by

if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if
as
diat this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on die
the ground that

in'elevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
irrelevant,

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: All documents, including agreements or

understandings, relating to vendor and customer relationships of the Dunn Defendants, the
DocuSoul‘ce, including all vendor and customer files.
McLaughlin Defendants and DocuSource,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Defendants incorporate by

forth herein in full. Defendants
as if set fordi
reference herein die
the General Objections and Statements as
that diis
object on the ground dial
this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as

in‘elevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
irrelevant,

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: All documents relating to Safeguard’s

protection" and “account
guidelines, policies, protocols and practices relating to any “account protection”

review process” in connection
coxmectiou with Safeguard’s purchase or acquisition of distributors and other

nram.

Persons or Entities pursuant to the BAM Program.

12: Defendants are currently
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:
working on the processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this
the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as
as they
widi die
response will be supplemented with

become available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: All documents relating to any “account
— or have been at any
process" and “scrub”
protection” and “account review process”
“scrub” reports that were -

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 11

,
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— conducted or
01' prepared in connection with Safeguard’s purchase or acquisition of IBF and
time -

DocuSourcc and their tangible and intangible assets.
DocuSource
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Defendants incorporate by

as if set forth herein in
hi full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, ovcrbroad
overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
l

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
j

velatiug to any advertising
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: All documents relating
plans, business plans, estimates, revenue forecasts, marketing plans or efforts, promotional
01' sales of, Business Products and Services in
programs or strategies relating to the offer to sell, or

the Relevant Geographic Market.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Defendants incorporate by
full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in fuil.
this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on the ground that tills

bUl'aSOllle, vague and harassing.
in'elevaut, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome,
irrelevant,
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: All documents constituting or otherwise
reflecting each and every version of the Safegual'd‘s
Safeguard’s “Business Acquisitions and Mergers

DEFENDANT S SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
DEFENDANTS
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
12
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -12
—

1283306. I
47140.000l
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1

acquired," as
Program under which non-Safeguard distributor businesses are acquired,”
as stated in Your

Answer to Paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint. (Refen‘ed
(Referred to as
as the “BAM Program”).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Defendants are cun‘eutly
currently
working on the processing
pmcessing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this
response will be supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as
as they
become available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

16: All documents and other information,
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16:
Infonnation
including all Customer Information and Sales Data, contained within the SBS Information
Systems or other accounting and customer relationship Software systems relating to Thurston,
Systems
the Dunn Defendants, the McLaughlin Defendants, and DocuSource.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Defendants incomorate
incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
as
on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object 011
1

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

I-

and without waiving the
die foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as diey
as soon as
supplemented
they become
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
available by
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: All documents relating to Thurston’s

Distributor Agreement, including but not limited to all attachments, addendums, amendments,

supplements, and guarantees.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
INC.‘S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
- 13
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -13

‘

i

'
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Defendants are currently
working on the processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this
diis
response will be supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as soon as
as they
become available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: All documents, communications and

correspondence relating to any
any agreement or understanding of any kind, whether oral or written,
Dunn Defendants.
die McLaughlin Defendants, 01'
or the
die Dumi
between or among Safeguard, the

incorporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Defendants incomorate
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
this Request as
as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to diis
overbl‘oad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
irrelevant, overbroad

and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
available by the
die third party vendor within
widiin the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: All documents relating to any communication,
ofﬁcer, director,
meeting or contact by or between any Safeguard current or former employee, officer,

die Dunn Defendants and/or the McLaughlin
agent, consultant or representative, and/or the
Defendants relating to Thurston, the Dunn Defendants 01'
or the
die McLaughlin Defendants.
incomorate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Defendants incorporate

die General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
INC.‘S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
14
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS --14
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object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
cun'ently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently

processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as they become

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: All documents relating to any communication,
01' former employee, ofﬁcer,
01' between any Safeguard cun'ent
meeting or contact by or
current or
officer, director,

agent, consultant or representative, relating to the Flatts.
i11c01p01‘ate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Defendants incorporate
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, ovel'broad
overbroad in time
lime and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
011 the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on

electronically stored information, and this response will be
processing of massive amounts of electronically

supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as they become
available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: All documents relating to any communication,
or contact between You and any third party.
party, including actual or potential vendors, retail
meeting 01'
customers, industry or trade participants, and other persons, relating to Thurston, the Dunn
Defendants or the McLaughlin Defendants.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 15
—
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incmporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Defendants incorporate

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
in‘elevant,
011 the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cun'ently
currently working on
and

processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as
as they become
available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: All documents relating to any communication,

party, including actual or potential vendors, retail
meeting or contact between You and any third pany,
customers, industry 01'
or trade participants, and other persons relating to the promotion.
promotion, marketing,
offer or sale of Business Products and Services within the Relevant Geographic Market.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Defendants incorporate by

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
object 011
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
L116
or the
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: All documents relating to Safeguard’s 01'

01'
McLaughlin Defendants‘
Defendants’ axmomlcement
announcement or other publication of Safeguard’s purchase of IBF or

its tangible and intangible assets, including announcements,
announcements, speeches, press releases and internet
any kind.
communications of any

INC, AND
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
’5 AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
INC.’S
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 16
—
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: See Exhibit 16 attached to
the Amended Complaint.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: All documents, communications and
cou‘cspondence relating to any potential or actual indemnification
indemniﬁcation of either or both the
correspondence

McLaughlin Defendants and the Dunn Defendants by Safeguard for any potential claims,
demands, damages or lawsuits asserted by
by any Person, including the claims asserted by Thurston
or Teply in this litigation.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Defendants incorporate by

if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if
further objects to this Request as
as in'elevant.
irrelevant.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Documents sufficient to identify all product
names, descriptions and product code definitions for each of the Business Products and Services,
names,
including the Deluxe Products.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Defendants incorporate by
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the
the General Objections and Statements as

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as

irrelevant, overbroad in scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

..

REQUEST
REUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: All documents, communications and

correspondence by 01'
or between You and the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants
other product pricing relating to the purchase or sale
relating to wholesale product discounts or odier

of Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
INC.'S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
-- 17
OF
DOCUMENTS
PRODUCTION
47140.0001.7288306.1
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incomorate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Defendants incorporate

forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set fordi
as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
*■4

assumes facts, overbroad in scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
irrelevant, assumes
J annually 1,
1, 2009 to the present,
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: For the period January

Deluxe’s wholesale, retail and other price lists relating to
sufﬁcient to identify all of Deluxe‘s
documents sufficient
the sale of tire
the Deluxe Products to its customers through each of its sales channels, including its
(e.g., SBS, SAI, SFS, SFSI, Delforms, DFS, NEBS), wholesale
wholly owned subsidiaries (e.g.,
distributors, retail dealers, small business customers, and direct sales to retail customers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Defendants incorporate by

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
in‘elevant,
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: All documents relating to the Financial
SBS.
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to $33.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as

scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope,
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: All documents relating to Deluxe’s Financial
the Deluxe Products to: (a)
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of (lie
(a)

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -18
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Defendants; or (c) SBS for
the McLaughl
McLaughlin
in Defendants; (b)
the
(b) SBS for resale to the McLaughlin Defendants;
resale to retail customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by the McLaughlin Defendants.

incorporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: Defendants incomorate
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein tire
the General Objections and Statements as

tliis Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
gmuud that this
object on the ground
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: All documents relating to SBS’s Financial
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to its sales of Business Products and

Services, including the Deluxe Products, to: (a)
Sewices,
(a) the McLaughlin Defendants; or (b) retail
customers pursuant to retail orders obtained by the McLaughlin Defendants.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Defendants incomorate
incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as
as they become
available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: All documents relating to the McLaughlin
Defendanls’ Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales
Defendants’
Sales Data relating to sales
sales of
Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products by: (a)
[0 retail
(a) SBS or Deluxe to

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
SYSTEMS. INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 19
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01‘ (b) the
customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by the McLaughlin Defendants; or

McLaughlin Defendants to retail customers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Defendants incorporate
incomorate by

reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
harassing, Subject to
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

cun‘ently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently

information, and this response will be
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored uiformation,
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: All documents relating to Deluxe’s Financial
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of the Deluxe Products to: (a)
01‘ (c) SBS for resale to retail
the Dunn Defendants; or
tire
the Dunn Defendants; (b)
(b) SBS for resale to die

the Dunn Defendants.
customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by die

incomorate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Defendants incorporate

fonh herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth
object on die
the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
SBS’s Financial
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: All documents relating to SBS’s

Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to its sales of Business Products and

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 20
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01‘ (b) to retail customers
Services, including the Deluxe Products, to: (a)
(a) the Dunn Defendants; or

pursuant to retail orders obtained by the Dunn Defendants.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
011 the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on

in‘elevant,
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cun'ently
currently working on the

infonnation, and this response will be
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information,
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as

available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 34: All documents relating to the Dunn
Defendants’ Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of
01‘ Deluxe to retail
Business Products and Services, including the Deluxe Products, by: SBS or

customers pursuant to retail customer orders obtained by the Dunn Defendants; or, (b) the Dunn
Defendants to retail customers.

incomorale by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 34: Defendants incorporate

reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

cunently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 21
—
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as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST
REUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: All documents relating to SBS’s Financial
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products and
Services, including the
tire Deluxe Products, by
by SBS to retail customers pursuant to retail customer
orders obtained by
by the SBS Distributors within the Relevant Geographic Market, including
Thurston and Teply.
inc01porate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: Defendants incorporate
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on the ground that this Request is
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the

processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: All documents relating to Deluxe’s Financial
the Deluxe Products to: (a)
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of die
(a)
SBS for resale to
t0 DocuSource; or (b) SBS for resale to retail customers pursuant to retail orders

by DocuSource.
obtained by
incovporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: Defendants incorporate
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

SYSTEMS. INC. AND
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 22
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as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

SBS’s Financial
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: All documents relating to SBS’s
Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products and
Services, including the Deluxe Products, to: (a)
(a) DocuSource; or (b) retail customers pursuant to
retail orders obtained by DocuSource.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: All documents relating to DocuSource’s

Financial Information and Customer Order and Sales Data relating to sales of Business Products
and Services, including the Deluxe Products, by: SBS 01‘
or Deluxe to retail customers pursuant to
and
DOCUSOUI‘CC to retail customers.
retail customer orders obtained by DocuSource; or (b)
(b) DocuSource

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: Defendants incmporate
incorporate by
reference herein the
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
Ehe General Objections and Statements as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: Documents relating to the Financial

Information and Customer Order and Sales Data for Safeguard’s sales of Business Products and

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S
INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 23
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Services, including the Deluxe Products.
Products, in the
die Relevant Geographic Market for the period
January 1,2009
1, 2009 to August 27, 2013.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: Defendants incorporate
incomorate by

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
object on the ground that this Request is compound.
compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: All documents relating to Safeguard's
Safeguard’s
marketing, promotion, sale or offer for sale of each of the Business Products and Services on any
website, including current and previous versions, owned or controlled by Safeguard, including:
http://www.facebook.com/goibf;
http://www.goibf.com; http://www.twitter.comlgoIBF;
http://www.twitter.com/goIBF; http://www.facebook.coin/goibf;

http://www.goibf.espwebsite.com;
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ibf_2; and
http://www.goibf.espwabsite.com; http://www.linkedin.com/company/ibf_2;
http ://w w w. gosafegu ard. co m.
http://www.gosafeguard.c01n.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: Defendants incorporate by
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

this Request as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to tliis
as

irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: A sample of any promotional, marketing or

advertising material that refers 01'
or relates to Safeguard, the Dunn Defendants or the McLaughlin
advertising
Defendants, including business cards,
cards, stationery, almouncements,
announcements, trade show draping and other
materials, pictures and
and photographs depicting truck and other signage and other items, brochures,

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 24
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magazine and newspaper advertisements, internet advertisements, television commercial

campaigns, press releases, interviews and responses, and in-store banners and displays.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
this Request as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to tliis

irrelevant, overbroad in scope, and Plaintiff is already in possession of one or more of the
requested items.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: All documents, communications and
01'
con'espoudence
correspondence relating to “Tressa McLaughlin (Franchisee)” or “Franchise ID: 04G3-00” or

04G3-ZZ or Customer No. 4BG300, or
Consultant No. 04G3-OO through No. 0463-22
tmclaughlin@gosafeguard.com
tmclaughlin@gosafeguard.001n (See Safeguard’s Answer to Paragraph 84 of the Amended
Complaint).
incmpomte by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: Defendants incorporate
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as
as they become
available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
INC .’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 25
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documents. communications and
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: All documents,

correspondence relating to consulting activities of any
any kind by the Dunn Defendants for the
benefit of Safeguard, the McLaughlin Defendants or any other person from June 1,
beneﬁt
1, 2013 to the
present.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Defendants incorporate by
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: All documents, communications and

correspondence
con'espondence relating to the McLaughlin Defendants’ and the Dunn Defendants’ continued
solicitation and servicing of, sales to, or development of relationships between, IBF’s historical

customers and Safeguard, the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants.
inCOIporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: Defendants incorporate

reference herein the General Objections and Statements as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, and vague.
01‘
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: All documents relating to the membership or

participation of Safeguard, the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn Defendants in the “Print

Association" (“PSDA”), including the PSDA’s distributor benchmarking
Services Distribution Association”
ﬁnancial and operational
survey and comprehensive report, all completed survey
suwey results and financial

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS,
ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
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data, and other data that relates to Safeguard, the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn
data,
Defendants.
incorporate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: Defendants incomorate
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, and vague. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objections, Defendants are
are not in the possession, custody or control within the
tins Request.
ordinary course of their business of documents which are responsive to this
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: All documents relating to commissions,
wages, independent contractor compensation, 1099s, W-Zs,
W-2s, or other payment or other form of
by Safeguard to die
the McLaughlin Defendants or the Dunn
compensation or remuneration paid by
Defendants.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: Defendants incorporate by

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
is compound, and further objects to this Request as
object on the ground that this Request is
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cun’ently
currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
as soon as

days.
available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, 1NC.’S
INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -- 27
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 47: All guidelines, policies, protocols, practices,
procedures or other Documents relating to the “Safeguard Distributor Transfer” process,

formerly known as Safeguard’s “Buy-Sell” process, including approval and consent
requirements, for the period January 1,
1, 2007 to the present.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 47: Defendants incorporate by
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants

funher objects to this Request as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further
as
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

currently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cun’eutly
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be

as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as soon as
available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 48: All Documents relating to communications

between You and/or any
any other Person, including the Flatts, Thurston, Rick Stallings, Michael
Den Bleyker and other third-parties, relating to the Flatt/Thurston Transaction, the Den

WVI’s Assignment Rights, or the possible sale or transfer of WVI’s
Bleyker/Flatt Transaction, WVTs
rights under WVI’s Distributor Agreement.

.

...........RESPONSE
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 48: Defendants incorporate by
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
irrelevant,
iu'elevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF
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and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
and
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as they become
as soon as
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as

available by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
days‘
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 49: All guidelines, policies, protocols, practices,
procedures minutes, memoranda,
memorauda, notes or other documents relating to any discussions, contacts,
01' meetings, including the “Action Review Committee” meetings, relating to WVI’s Assignment
or

Flatt/I'humton Transaction and the Den Bleyker/Flatt
Bleyker/Fiatt Transaction.
Rights, the Flatt/Thurston
incomorate by
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 49: Defendants incorporate
by
as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as

object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
as
scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope,
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are currently working on the
processing of massive amounts of electronically stored information, and this response will be
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
available by
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 50: All Documents relating to Your decision to

guidelines,
withhold consent and approval of the Flatt/Thurston Transaction,
Trmlsaction, including all guideiines,
policies, protocols, practices or procedures that require that the putative transferor or transferee

sign aa “General Release” form prepared by
by Safeguard and Deluxe relating to SBS Distributor
SFS Distributor transfers or buy-sell
1, 2007 to the present.
and SFS
buy—sell transactions from January 1,
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 50: Defendants incorporate by

as if set forth herein in full. Defendants
reference herein the General Objections and Statements as
object on the ground that this Request is compound, and further objects to this Request as
in'elevant,
irrelevant, overbroad in time and scope, unduly burdensome, vague and harassing. Subject to

currently working on the
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants are cun'ently
electronically stored information, and this response will be
processing of massive amounts of electronically
as soon as
as they become
supplemented with the production of Bates Stamped documents as
by the third party vendor within the next 30 days.
available by
27'“ day
DATED THIS 27th
day of March, 2015.
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SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AMENDED FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF
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Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
1011‘ Floor
101 3.
S. Capitol Blvd., 10th
13.0. Box 829
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Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
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[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
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□
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James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO.
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,

CV—OC—2014-16400
Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

THIRD DECLARATION OF C.
CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
REQUEST FOR FEES -- ADDITIONAL
FEES INCURRED SINCE SUBMISSION
OF FIRST DECLARATION FILED ON
2017
JANUARY 27,
27,2017

Defendants.

THIRD DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR FEES -- ADDITIONAL FEES INCURRED
SINCE SUBMISSION OF FIRST DECLARATION FILED ON JANUARY 27,2017Client:4396256.1
27, 2017- 11 Client:4396256.1
012794

C. CLAYTON GILL, declares and states as follows:

1.
1.

am counsel of record for Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (“Thurston”) and
IIam

make this declaration upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I previously prepared a declaration in support of Thurston’s request for

filed in this action on January 27, 2017. That declaration included fees
fees and costs that was ﬁled
and costs charged by Moffatt Thomas to Thurston up through January 27, 2017.
3.

Since the submission of that prior declaration ﬁled
filed in this action, Moffatt

Thomas timekeepers have charged additional time relating to Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.’s

(“SBS”) post-trial motions. Those additional fees and online legal research charges (Westlaw)
are itemized in the attached Exhibit A, and broken out as follows:

Timekeeper
C. Clayton Gill (Shareholder)
C.

Total Hours Total Fees
$285 49.7
$14,164.50

Rate

$34.87

Westlaw Charges
49.7

TOTAL
4.

$14,199.37
[$14,199.37

The fees and Westlaw charges itemized in Exhibit A attached hereto, and

summarized in paragraph 33 above, were reasonably and necessarily incurred by Thurston in
opposing Safeguard’s post-trial motions. Further, none of the fees itemized in Exhibit A are
tl‘1is
duplicative of the fees or Westlaw charges itemized in my prior declaration submitted to this

2017.
Court on January 27,
27,2017.

5.

My education, training, and experience as aa lawyer is set forth in my prior

ﬁled with this Court on January 27, 2017.
declaration filed

THIRD DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR FEES -- ADDITIONAL FEES INCURRED
2017— 2 Client:4396256.1
cuem:4396256.1
27,2017SINCE SUBMISSION OF FIRST DECLARATION FILED ON JANUARY 27,
012795

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 29th day of March, 2017 at Boise, Idaho.

By.
By
C. Clayton Gill
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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correct copy of the foregoing THIRD DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN
SUPPORT OF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR FEES --

ADDITIONAL FEES INCURRED SINCE SUBMISSION OF FIRST DECLARATION
FILED 0N
ON JANUARY 27,2017
27, 2017 to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY
HAWLEY
H
awley TROXELL
Troxell ENNIS
Ennis & H
awley LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
PO. Box 1617
P.O.
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) U.S.
(( )) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
(( )Overnight
) Facsimile
(( )Facsimile
(( )E-Mail
) E-Mail
(x) iCourt

dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxelLoom
Attorneys for Defendants
Paul R. Genender
Jason B.
E. Wn'ght
Wright
GOTSHAL
Weil G
otshal & MANGES
Manges LLP
WEIL
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201
Facsimile (214)746-7777
(214) 746-7777
Paul.Genender@weil.com
JJason.Wright@weil.com
ason.Wright@weil .com
Systems, Inc.
Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems,
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C. Clayton Gill
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25981.0000 -- Thurston -- FEES
Date

Initials

Hours

Amount
Amount________ Description

01/27/17

CCG

0.4

114.00

Conference with D. Luther regarding submission
of Mulcahy engagement agreement to court for in
camera inspection; review prior order of Court
finding engagement agreement privileged; draft
ﬁnding
in—court clerk E. Child
correspondence to in-court
regarding same;
same;

01/27/17

CCG
CCG

0.8
0.8

228.00
228.00

Initial review of SBS's motion for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict;

01/30/17

CCG
CCG

2.3
2.3

655.50
655.50

Continue to analyze issues regarding submission
of costs and fees to court and thoughts to
presentation to court on costs as aa
simplify presentation
matter of right versus discretionary costs
versus attorney fees and thoughts to bolster
arguments on discretionary costs;
correspondence with D. Luther regarding same;
correspondence

01/30/17

CCG

8.2 2,337.00

SBS’s
Continue to analyze issues regarding SBS's
post-judgment
relief; review
motion for
applicable rules cited by SBS; review and
analyze key portions of trial transcript that
support jury verdict; draﬁ
draft correspondence to
J.
J. Mulcahy and D. Luther summarizing same;

02/01/17

CCG

0.8

228.00

Analyze issues and coordinate with staff
regarding summary exhibits offered at trial
during testimony of damage expert R. Taylor,
including review of trial transcript and
exhibits pre-marked and then later offered at
trial
tria! as
as subset from larger exhibit;

02/01/17

CCG

1.5

427.50

Review and analyze Safeguard's emergency motion
to conduct discovery on Thurston's request for
attorney fees
fees and pleadings supporting motion
as
as correspondence to Court regarding
as well as
same;
same; conference with D. Luther regarding
strategy for responding to same; draft
correspondence to Clerk regarding intend to
correspondence
file
same; review prior order of
ﬁle a response to same;
court regarding privilege as it applies to

EXHIBIT A
012798

engagement letter with client;
02/02/1 7
02/02/17

CCG

2.0

570.00

Analyze and research issues regarding
defendants' failure
faiiure to object to opinion
testimony that it now claims was improperly
admitted at trial;

02/02/17

CCG

0.6

171.00

Review and analyze Idaho legal standard for
contesting damage awards ofjury via
post-judgment motions; draft correspondence
correspondence to
D. Luther regarding same;

02/02/17

CCG

0.2

57.00

correspondence from Safeguard counsel to
Review correspondence
court regarding emergency motion to conduct
discovery into Mulcahy and Moffatt Thomas‘
Thomas' fee
diseovely
billings; review order from court denying
motion;

02/02/
17
02/02/17

CCG

0.1

28.50

Correspondence with Safeguard counsel regarding
hearing for motion for fees and costs and any
motion to disallow fees and costs;

02/02/
17
02/02/17

CCG

0.2

57.00

Review and analyze order denying Safeguard's
motion seeking permission to conduct discovery
regarding Thurston's request for attorney fees;

02/10/17

CCG

0.8

228.00

Review and analyze defendants' response to
Thurston's request for fees and costs;

02/13/17

CCG

2.5

712.50

Review and analyze Safeguard's objections to
Thurston's request for fees and costs and
analyze response to same;

02/14/I7
02/14/17

CCG

1.8

513.00

Review and revise opposition memorandum in
response to Safeguard‘s
Safeguard’s motion for
post-judgment relief;

02/14/17

CCG

0.3

85.50

J. Mulcahy and D. Luther
Conference with J.
regarding strategy for hearing on motion for
fees and costs and response to Safeglard’s
Safeguard's
objections;

02/14/17

CCG

3.6

1,026.00

Analyze issues and draﬁ‘
draft summary of response to
Safeguard‘s objections to Thumton's
Safeguard's
Thurston's claim for
fees and costs;

EXHIBIT A
012799

02/15/17

CCG

0.2

57.00

Correspondence with court and opposing counsel
Thurston‘s request for
regarding hearing on Thurston's
fees and costs;

02/15/17

CCG

0.3

85.50

Conference with defense counsel regarding
logistics for upcoming hearing on pending
motions;

02/15/17

CCG

2.0

570.00

Continue to review declaration of S.
Schossberger and attachments thereto;
declaration of D. Bolinger and attachments
ﬁled in
thereto, and declaration of R. Greener filed
Thurston's claim for fees and
opposition to Thurston’s
costs;

02/15/17

CCG

1.9

541.50

Analyze issues and begin drafting declaration
ﬁled by Safeguard
deciarations filed
in response to declarations
in response to Thurston's claim for fees;

02/15/17

CCG

2.5

712.50

Continue to analyze
draft
anaiyze issues and draﬁ
introduction for response to Safeguard's
objections to Thurston's claims for fees and
costs;

02/16/17

CCG

2.8

798.00

Continue to analyze statements in S.
ﬁled
Schossberger and R. Greener declaration filed
in opposition to Thurston's claim for fees;
draft declaration in response to same;

02/17/17

CCG

2.1

598.50

Continue to analyze issues and draft revisions
to second declaration in support of award of
attorney fees;
fees; conference with attorney for MRI
Associates on court order for award of attorney
fees in MRI Associates v. St. Alphonsus and
review order issued in that case; draft
correspondence to J. Mulcahy and D. Luther and
fiirther
further strategical thoughts on response to
Thurston‘s claim for
Safeguard‘s objections to Thurston's
Safeguard's
fees and costs;

02/17/17
02/17/27

CCG

0.7

199.50

Review and analyze Safeguard's reply memorandum
in support of motion for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict or in the
alternative new trial;

EXHIBIT A

012800

02/21/17

CCG

3.5

997.50

Review and analyze pleadings regarding
Safeguard‘s post-trial motions for judgment
Safeguard's
notwithstanding the verdict or alternatively
for new trial; conference with D. Luther
regarding same; attend and participate at
hearing;

02/22/17

CCG

0.4

114.00

Continue to analyze issues regarding Thurston's
request for costs and fees;

03/20/17

CCG

1.5

427.50

ﬁle
Analyze issues regarding deadline to file
Safeguard's motion to disallow
response to Safeguard’s
Thurston's request for fees and costs and
general strategy for responding to same; draft
correspondence to D. Luther regarding same;

03/24/17

CCG

1.2

342.00

Review and analyze order denying SBS motion to
vacate or modify judgment and supporting jury
verdict;

24/ 17
03/24/17
03/

CCG

0.3

85.50

03/28/17

CCG

0.7

199.50

Review fee bills to identify additional fees
and costs incurred by Thurston since submission
of prior declaration in suppon
support of Thurston‘s
Thurston's
request for fees and costs;

03/29/17

CCG

1.5

427.50

Continue to review and analyze prior
declaration filed
ﬁled in support of Thurston's
requests for fees and costs to ensure no
duplication of additional requests for fees and
costs and to redact all attorney client
draﬁ declaration in
privileged communications; draft
support of additional fee request;

03/29/17

CCG

2.0

570.00

Review and edit pleadings ﬁled
filed in opposition
to SBS's objections to Thurston's request for
fees and costs;

TOTAL

ﬁled in Thurston
Review prior declaration filed
proceedings in support of award of fees and
costs to identify fees and costs incurred since
submission of last declaration;

49.7 14,164.50

EXHIBIT A
012801

Date
Pate
01/30/17

25981.0000-- Thurston
Thurston-- COSTS
25981,0000
Amount
Description
Amount______
Description_______________________
34.87

West1aw - online research
Westlaw
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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Defendants.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
After obtaining a $6 million dollar verdict, there can be but one conclusion that Thurston

Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") is the prevailing party and should recover its attorneys' fees
pursuant to its statutory right. The Court should exercise its discretion to award fees based on the
contingent fee amount. Counsel not only had to use its knowledge, skill and efficiency from past
experiences, but has also developed expertise in the unique issues presented here to overcome
significant obstacles and zealous advocacy from opposing counsel. The contingent fee amount is
appropriate because of both what Thurston had to overcome to obtain the verdict and the
overwhelming victory at trial.
If the Court decides not to award the contingent fee amount, Thurston has presented
reasonable fees for the work necessary to obtain the trial verdict. Most of Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc.'s ("Safeguard") Motion argues for a reduction of fees without any legal
authority for its position. Safeguard goes so far as to claim that nearly every billing item should
be excluded because its' contention that the work benefited both Thurston and some other
unspecified claim. However, Thurston has set forth only the fees that were necessary to pursue
its case. Nothing more and nothing less. This is what Thurston should be awarded and there is no
legal authority that Safeguard can point to for reducing the hours in the lodestar calculation.
However, there is a basis for increasing the hourly rate in the lodestar calculation.
Safeguard's counsel, from the international law firm of Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP, claims
that Mulcahy LLP's billing rates are too high and above the market rates in Idaho. However, as
Thurston was unable to find counsel in Idaho willing to take his case, the proper geographical
market to consider is Mulcahy LLP's, that of Southern California. There, Mulcahy LLP's rates
are below market rate. Thus, a reasonable hourly rate should reflect the Southern California
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market rate and the value of counsel in light of going up against firms like Weil Gotshal who bill
at twice Mulcahy LLP's rates.
In analyzing the costs to be awarded, the Court has the discretion to award additional
expert costs where such costs were necessary and exceptional. An award of such costs is
appropriate here in that experts were a necessity to Thurston's case and were a byproduct of
Safeguard's actions. Thurston had to use expert Larry Berliner to inspect the accounting data as
Safeguard would not disclose the amount of account protection violations no matter how much
discovery Thurston propounded. Similarly, expert Robert Taylor was necessary to analyze the
damages that resulted from Safeguard's actions. Although Safeguard could have easily disclosed
the damages amounts themselves through Robert Kirlin and others they chose to force Thurston
to get its own experts and perform this work. Safeguard's game of hiding the account protection
violations makes the use of the experts and the costs thereto exceptional.
For these reasons, Thurston respectfully requests that the Court award either the
contingent fee amount ($2,413,622.40) or fees reflecting the hours expended on this matter at
either an increased hourly rate ($1,005,711.89) or regular hourly rate ($856,143.78) as well as
costs ($195,744.15).

II.

FACTUALBACKGROUND
For these reasons, set forth in detail below, the fees and costs sought by Thurston are

reasonable in light of the length of the proceedings, Safeguard's defense strategy, the volume and
length of the depositions taken by Thurston's counsel in order to extract the information needed
to prove the case, and the hundreds of thousands of pages of documents and the countless hours
spent by counsel and experts sorting through these materials in order to prove Thurston's claims.
Quite simply, Safeguard's strategy in the case was to bleed Thurston and its counsel dry.
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Safeguard is right about one thing in its Motion. It shouldn't have taken so many hours and so
much work to prosecute this case. What Safeguard is wrong about is who is to blame. As set
forth in the declarations and supplemental declarations of James M. Mulcahy and Clayton C.
Gill, Safeguard and Deluxe engaged in a scorched earth approach to the litigation. Had
Safeguard at the beginning of the case simply disclosed the account protection violations and
accepted Thurston's interpretation of the account protection provision, the matter would have
been significantly easier to prosecute and with less fees. Safeguard decided not to and must live
with the consequences of its actions.
The declarations also address Mr. Schossberger's revisionist history of the case and its
corresponding accusations. Safeguard accuses Thurston and its counsel of propounding too much
discovery and bringing claims gratuitously against many defendants. However, Thurston and its
counsel engaged in the discovery that was necessary to prosecute the case in light of defendants
who refused to answer basic questions, refused to produce requested documents and hid what the
damages were. Further, Thurston has not sought to recover the fees relating to legal services that
solely advanced claims against other defendants like Deluxe.
Although not relevant to the determination of the Motion, Safeguard has also
misrepresented to the Court that it was Mulcahy LLP who resisted settlement. This could not be
further from the truth. Supplemental Declaration of James M.
Declaration of Clayton Gill,

~~

Mulcahy,~~

5-11, Supplemental

4-5. Safeguard never made any realistic attempt to settle the case

contrary to the representations in the Motion. !d. Indeed, Safeguard never made a settlement
offer that exceeded even 2% of what Thurston eventually obtained at trial. !d. As a result,
Thurston and its counsel had to take the matter to the finish line and fight through the discovery
obstruction. Considering the difficulties presented, the full award of attorneys' fees is proper.
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III.

THURSTON IS THE PREVAILING PARTY
Under I.R.C.P 54(d)(l)(B), the court is to determine a prevailing party by "consider[ing]

the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties."
In this analysis, the parties to be considered in determining a prevailing party are Thurston and
Safeguard, the "respective parties". Safeguard cannot argue that the dismissal of other parties
somehow diminished Thurston prevailing against Safeguard. That Thurston let other defendants
off the hook by dismissing the claims against them to focus on Safeguard does not make
Safeguard the prevailing party. Nor does it diminish Thurston's success against Safeguard.
Second, the fact that Thurston did not prevail on every claim against Safeguard is not
dispositive either. For example, Thurston did not pursue its accounting claim against Safeguard
after it determined the amounts owed for account protection violations during discovery. Supp.
Mulcahy Decl., ~ 25. Safeguard cannot plausibly argue that the dismissal of the claim makes it so
that Thurston is not the prevailing party. Especially in that Thurston obtained the relief sought.
In determining a prevailing party what is important is the "relief sought" as compared to
the final result. Safeguard does not point to any relief that Thurston sought and did not receive.

Compare Burns v. Cnty. of Boundary, 818 P.2d 318 (1991) (where court affirmed that a plaintiff
who sought $1,000,000 but only received $45 was not the prevailing party). Indeed, the
additional claims brought by Thurston against other defendants sought the same relief that was
obtained at trial. Thus, the dismissal of such claims is irrelevant to a determination of who is the
prevailing party.
Thurston obtained approximately 93 percent of the compensatory damages sought
($1,625,985.00 out of$1,754,352.17) and obtained the maximum punitive damages allowed
under Idaho Code Section 6-1604, $4,408,071. In so doing, Thurston obtained more than the
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actual damages sought. Thurston also prevailed on the interpretation of both the account
protection and preferential pricing provisions in his distributor agreement. In so doing Safeguard
was found to have breached the Thurston Distributor Agreement. This was the issue upon which
nearly all of Thurston's claims revolved. Thus, Thurston obtained more than all the damages
sought and prevailed on the greatest issue in the case. This makes Thurston the prevailing party.
Safeguard cannot point to any case that says otherwise. Lickley v. Max Herbold, Inc., 984
P.2d 697 (1999), is illustrative of how courts adjudicate the prevailing party distinction. There,
the Idaho Supreme Court encountered a situation where the plaintiff was awarded less than half
of the damages he had initially requested. !d. at 701-702. The court held that the plaintiff was the
prevailing party in that he prevailed on the largest issues of the case despite not obtaining all the
damages requested. See also Chadderdon v. King, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983) (Although
both parties had prevailed in the claims against each other, defendant was prevailing party for
purpose of award of attorney fees because it had prevailed on the "main issue of the case which
consumed the majority of the trial."). Another example is Gilbert v. City of Caldwell, 732 P.2d
355 (Ct. App. 1987). There, the court of appeals responded to arguments that the plaintiff was
not the prevailing party where it voluntarily dismissed tort claims. !d. at 368. The court noted
that the plaintiff ultimately prevailed on a contract theory and thus was the prevailing party
despite only obtaining a recovery of$7500 out of$160,000. !d.
Here, there is a much stronger case for Thurston being a prevailing party in that Thurston
not only prevailed on the major issue in the case but obtained a $6 million dollar verdict far in
excess of the actual damages claimed. Thus, Thurston is the prevailing party.
IV.

THE COURT SHOULD A WARD THE CONTINGENT FEE AMOUNT

The Court should award the contingent fee amount of$2,413,622.40 based on Thurston's
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success in the matter. As set forth by the Idaho Supreme Court in Griffith v. Clear Lakes Co.,

Inc., 200 P.3d 1162 (2009), it is proper under Idaho Code section 12-120(3) to award a party
attorneys' fees in the contingent fee amount. In addition to the Idaho Supreme Court, federal
courts in Idaho have also upheld contingent fee awards in matters decided under Idaho Code
section 12-120(3). See Hardenbrookv. United Parcel Serv., Co., No. 1:07-CV-00509-EJL, 2014
WL 524048, at *6 (D. Idaho Feb. 7, 2014).
Safeguard argues that the high amount of fees here in comparison to Griffith justifies
disregarding the Idaho Supreme Court's guidance. However, whether it's proper to award a
contingent fee amount does not change based on what that amount is. The Idaho Supreme Court
stated as much in Parsons v. Mut. Of Enumclaw Ins. Co., 152 P.3d 614 (2007):
[S]ometimes under a contingent fee agreement an attorney will recover more than
he or she would under an hourly fee, and sometimes the attorney will recover less
or nothing at all. Likewise, the attorney's client will sometimes pay more than he
or she would have paid under an hourly fee agreement, and the client will at other
times pay less or nothing at all for the legal services rendered. A contingent fee
agreement that was reasonable when entered into does not become unreasonable
simply because in the end the attorney recovers more than he or she would have
under an hourly fee contract.

!d. at 619. Just like the courts in Griffith and Hardenbrook, the Parsons court concluded that it is
within the trial court's discretion to award an attorneys' fees amount based on the contingent fee
arrangement. !d.
This was a contingency case in that no Safeguard distributor could afford to pay an
hourly rate to overcome the zealous defense that Safeguard put forward. Without an attorney
willing to accept the case on a contingent fee basis, Thurston would not have been able to
successfully pursue his claims. Awarding a contingent fee amount as attorneys' fees accounts for
risk that Thurston's counsel took in possibly never recovering anything and the delay in
compensation. Awarding a contingent fee amount encourages attorneys to take such cases and
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provide representation where there otherwise would not be any. Such an award is consistent with
not only Idaho law but courts across the country. See e.g. Pennaco Energy, Inc. v. Sorenson, 371
P.3d 120, 134-135 (Wyo. 2016) (surveying multiple courts that encourage the award of fees
based on a contingent fee arrangement including Idaho). For these reasons, the Court should
exercise its discretion to award attorneys' fees based on the contingent fee amount.

V.

ALTERNATIVELY, THE HOURLY RATES SHOULD BE INCREASED
A.

The Hourly Rate Should Reflect the Market Rate and Quality of the Work

Safeguard's out-of-state attorneys from Weil Gotshal challenge the reasonableness of
Mulcahy LLP's hourly rates. Safeguard argues that the Court should apply rates lower than those
that have been upheld in Idaho courts in prior years. The core of Safeguard's argument is that
this was a simple breach of contract case that didn't require attorneys from outside of Idaho. The
irony is that the attorneys making this argument are from one of the largest law firms in the
world, Weil Gotshal and Manges, LLP and are from Texas.
The argument that Mulcahy LLP should be held to the lower end of Idaho rates fails as:
(1) the pertinent geographic market is Southern California as that is where Thurston had to reach

out to find counsel; (2) Safeguard itself hired Weil Gotshal reflecting the complexity and highstakes ofthe matter; (3) Safeguard's counsel's hourly rates are nearly double Mulcahy LLP's;
and (4) were the Court to solely focus on Idaho rates, Mulcahy LLP's rates would still be
reasonable.
The prevailing market rate-not the individual contract between the applicant attorney
and the client-"provides the standard for lodestar calculations". See e.g. Carson v. Billings
Police Dep't, 470 F.3d 889, 892 (9th Cir. 2006). As set forth in Thurston's Motion, the

geographic area that should be considered for purposes of analyzing attorneys' fees is Southern
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California where Mulcahy LLP resides. Lettunich v. Lettunich, 185 P.3d 258, 262-263 (2008)
(the "pertinent geographic area is the area from which it would be reasonable to obtain counsel").
Southern California is the pertinent geographical area because Thurston was unable to
find an attorney to take his case in the Idaho market. Declaration of Roger Thurston,~~ 2-5.
While there is no doubt that there are many talented attorneys in Idaho who could have litigated
such a case Thurston could not find one that would take such a complex and risky engagement
on a contingency anangement. Id He looked elsewhere and found not only a firm that would
take the matter on and expend millions worth of attorneys' fees in time fighting the case but also
who were well versed in everything Safeguard. Id; see also Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 12-13.
Such knowledge was critical to uncovering what Safeguard had done here.
For these reasons, it is proper to look to market rates in Mulcahy LLP's geographical
area, Southern California, where the firm's rates are below prevailing market rate and thus are
eminently reasonable. See Thurston Motion, p. 19, fn. 5. The use of out-of-state rates is
additionally supported by the fact that both parties are represented by counsel outside of Idaho.

See e.g. Smith v. Smith, 160 Idaho 778, 786, 379 P.3d 1048, 1056 (2016) (Salt Lake City rates
established reasonable hourly rates based in part on both attorneys being from out-of-state).
The Court should set the hourly rate at the prevailing market rate in Southern California,
a rate higher than Mulcahy LLP's rates. A higher hourly rate is also justified because of the
contingency relationship. To the extent the Court does not award the contingent fee amount, the
contingent fee arrangement should still be considered in determining whether to increase the
hourly rate. See Balla v. Idaho State Bd ofCorrection, No. CV-81-1165-S-BLW, 2016 WL
6762651, at *13 (D. Idaho Feb. 1, 2016); Walton v. Hartford Ins. Co., 818 P.2d 320,325 (1991)

overruled on other grounds by Greenough v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 130 P.3d 1127
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(2006) (reversing trial court for not giving proper consideration of the contingent fee
arrangement in evaluating I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors). As noted in Balla, an "enhancement is
appropriate" where "the prevailing party would have faced substantial difficulties in finding
counsel in the local or other relevant market" and based on the "riskiness" of the case. Balla,
2016 WL 6762651, at *13. As Mulcahy LLP took the risk (and still has the risk) of non-payment
of legal fees for multiple years, it justifies a higher hourly rate.
It is also appropriate to adjust the hourly rate upward based on the quality of the legal

work. "Billing rates 'should be established by reference to the fees that private attorneys of an
ability and reputation comparable to that of prevailing counsel charge their paying clients for
legal work of similar complexity."' Norton v. Maximus Inc., No. 1:14-30 WBS, 2016 WL
6247004, at *2 (D. Idaho May 19, 2016). "The quality of opposing counsel is also important in
evaluating the quality of Lead Counsel's work." City of Providence v. Aeropostale, Inc., No. 11
CIV. 7132 CM GWG, 2014 WL 1883494, at *17 (S.D.N.Y. May 9, 2014). "Weil, Gotshal &
Manges LLP, is a long-time leader among national litigation firms, with well-noted expertise in
corporate litigation practices." Id.
The hourly rates of Weil Gotshal attorneys range from approximately $400-800 for
associates and $700 to $1000 for partners. See e.g. Digital Reg ofTexas, LLC v. Adobe Sys., Inc.,
No. C 12-1971 CW, 2015 WL 1968388, at *3 (N.D. Cal. May 1, 2015) ("The hourly billing rates
for [Weil Gotschal's] attorneys who worked on the fees motion range from $747 to $967.50 for
partners and $499 to $765 for associates."); Xu v. Yamanaka, No. 13-CV-3240 YGR, 2014 WL
3840105, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 1, 2014) (2014 rates of$891 for partner, $661 for associate with
4 years of experience and $499.50 for associate with 1 year of experience).
Further, earlier in the matter, Safeguard's parent company Deluxe retained Robins
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Kaplan, another expensive firm, to represent it in the litigation. See e.g. Gr(!Jin v. Gen. Mills,

Inc., 157 F. Supp. 3d 1350, 1355 (N.D. Ga. 2016) (Robins Kaplan charged $650 an hour for
partner and $455 an hour for associate). That both Safeguard and Deluxe felt they had to enlist
some of the largest law firms in the country in addition to Hawley Troxell goes to the reputation
and quality of Thurston's counsel. It provides evidence that a reasonable hourly rate should be
higher than that is actually charged by Mulcahy LLP to its clients.
For these reasons, a reasonable hourly rate for the Mulcahy LLP attorneys should be
$650 for James M. Mulcahy, $550 for Kevin A. Adams and $450 for Douglas R. Luther. Under
these rates, Thurston requests total attorneys' fees of$1,005,711.89. Supp. Mulcahy Decl.,

B.

~

33.

The Hourly Rates Are Reasonable Where Compared to Idaho Rates

Safeguard's proposal to reduce Mulcahy's rates by nearly a third 1 would place the rates
below those ofmany attorneys in Idaho. See Latta v. Otter, No. 1:13-cv-00482-CWD, 2014 WL
7245631 (D. Idaho Dec. 19, 2014) ($400 per hour reasonable for complex litigation attorneys in
the Boise market); Norton v. Maximus Inc., No. 1:14-30 WBS, 2016 WL 6247004, at *3 (D.
Idaho May 19, 2016) (approving rates up to $425); PNC Equipment Finance, LLC v. Forest Air,

LLC, No. 1:14-CV-00081-EJL-CWD, 2014 WL 6673986 (D. Idaho Nov. 24, 2014) (finding rates
of $375 for senior partner, $305 for associate and $160 for paralegal to be reasonable); Cmty.

House, Inc. v. City of Boise, Idaho, No. 1:05-CV-00283-CWD, 2014 WL 1247758, at *6 (D.
Idaho Mar. 25, 2014) (attorney rates of$200-$400 were reasonable).
Although Mulcahy LLP's rates would be on the higher end ofldaho billing rates they are
not so high as to be unreasonable. Indeed, the cases above show that the rates were reasonable 3
years ago. Thus, to the extent that the Court holds that Boise, Idaho is the pertinent geographic

1

Reducing $550/$500 rate to $400 for James Mulcahy, $400/$350 rate to $325 for Kevin Adams, $350 to $240 for
Douglas Luther and $250 to $155 for Filemon Carrillo. Motion, p. 16.
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market, Mulcahy LLP's rates, as set forth in the Motion2 , are still reasonable.
VI.

THURSTON CORRECTLY APPORTIONED THE HOURS WORKED

Safeguard also challenges the stated hours (specified legal services) set forth by
Thurston's counsel and casts unnecessary aspersions. It argues that Thurston's counsel has
overstated the work done in relation to the Thurston matter as compared to other parties. The
basis for Safeguard's argument is its' theory that every legal service can be apportioned by claim
and by party and that there is no such thing as overlapping, or non-segregated, legal services.
Safeguard provides no authority for its position likely because Safeguard's position is both
illogical and impractical.
Under Safeguard's theory, if one took a deposition the time dedicated to each and every
single question and answer would have to be apportioned to a certain claim against a certain
defendant. Indeed, if one question pertained to Thurston but the answer began to discuss T3 as
well Safeguard would require that Thurston's counsel parse the time spent on the question and
answer between Thurston and T3 by minutes and seconds. Further, then counsel would have to
allocate the time to a certain claim brought by Thurston or T3. This is not only impractical but
ignores the basic principal that legal services can advance multiple claims on behalf of multiple
parties. For instance, an answer in a deposition question may have discussed how Safeguard did
not comply with account protection. This answer would advance both T3 and Thurston's case
against Safeguard.
A. Thurston Properly Carved Out Fees That Did Not Advance Its Case

Where it was possible to exclude in their entirety legal services they have been excluded.
For example. Thurston's counsel spent time preparing an opposition to the individual

2

James Mulcahy ($500, $550); Kevin Adams ($350, $300); Douglas Luther ($350); Filemon Carrillo ($250).
Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 64, 69, 71, 73.
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defendant's (e.g. Tressa McLaughlin) motions for summary judgment. Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~
14. However, since the reliefto be obtained from those individual defendant's was the same as
obtained by Thurston at trial, counsel made the strategic decision to drop those defendants. !d.
As a result of the dismissal of those defendants, Thurston did not seek any fees for that work. !d.
Another example is that Thurston carved out fees related to Deluxe's dispositive motions as
those legal services did not necessarily advance Thurston's claims against Safeguard. !d.
These examples are just a microcosm of the fees excluded. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 76, 78.
These excluded fees add up to hundreds of thousands of dollars. !d. These fees (legal services)
have been excluded from Thurston's request in their entirety and are not factored into the 85%
apportionment offered by Mulcahy LLP.
The constant thread throughout the case law is that in apportioning fees, attorneys' fees
related to work done "exclusively" for claims against other defendants must be excluded. See

Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, No. CV 1996 4977, 2002 WL 32102993, at *5 (Idaho Dist.
Nov. 4, 2002) (losing defendant "not liable for work 'devoted exclusively' to the claims against
the other defendants"); Rockefeller v. Grabow, 82 P.3d 450, 458 (2003); Willie v. Bd. of

Trustees, 59 P.3d 302, 307 (2002); Walters, A Primer for Awarding Attorneys Fees in Idaho, 38
Idaho L.Rev. Vol. 1, 1-88, at pp. 71-72 (2001) ("The court of appeals has held that if a plaintiff
sues several defendants, and prevails against only some of them, the trial court cannot assess all
of the attorney fees of the plaintiff against the losing defendants, as they are not liable for work
"devoted exclusively" to the claims against the other defendants"). Thurston has done this and
thus has properly apportioned fees.
B. Thurston Is Properly Entitled To A Percentage Of The Non-Segregated Fees.

Safeguard contends that non-segregated billing is improper in Idaho. This is an absurd
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statement and there is no authority for it. Inevitably, there are going to be legal services that
advance multiple claims on behalf of multiple parties. If legal services supported multiple claims
and/or against different parties, Safeguard would require the attorney to pick one claim and a
party so to speak. Such a theory makes little practical sense. A significant amount of legal work
in any multi-party and multi-claim action will benefit multiple parties and multiple claims. A
party should not be penalized because this is so.
Contrary to Safeguard's representation, Courts in Idaho have held that it is proper to
apportion fees by a percentage. See e.g. Badell v. Badelt, 122 Idaho 442, 450, 835 P.2d 677, 685
(Ct. App. 1992); Opportunity, LLC v, 2002 WL 32102993, at *5; Bumgarner v. Bumgarner, 124
Idaho 629,645, 862 P.2d 321, 337 (Idaho Ct. App. 1993); Walters, A Primer for Awarding

Attorneys Fees in Idaho, 38 Idaho L.Rev. Vol. 1, 1-88, at p. 5(2001).
The isolated Federal Court cases cited by Safeguard do not say otherwise. None ofthe
cases hold that a percentage apportionment is improper. In Lefever v. A. H Hoffman, Inc., No.
CV 04-311 S LMB, 2006 WL 2385301, at *2 (D. Idaho Aug. 17, 2006), it appears that there was
no attempt to apportion the fees to the prevailing claims. Whereas here Thurston has completely
apportioned the fees resulting in a conclusion that the remaining fees sought are only those fees
that advanced Thurston's recoverable claims against Safeguard.
Safeguard also cites to the unpublished case of Paolini v. Albertson's Inc., 265 F. App'x
667, 668 (9th Cir. 2008) which involved a pro rata apportionment based on the amount of claims.
There it appears the court merely divided the number of claims that a party was successful on by
the number of overall claims and multiplied the resulting percentage against the total fees. !d.
Such a percentage apportionment is arbitrary and completely distinguishable from the case here.
Indeed, if anything Paolini is a strike against the arbitrary theories for apportionment put forward
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by Safeguard. Here, the actual hours have been analyzed to ascertain what percentage of legal
services would not have been necessary if claims against the other parties had not been brought.
Paolini also cited to Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, 910 P.2d 744 (1996) for its authority but

the Idaho Supreme Court distinguished that case in Advanced Me d. Diagnostics, LLC v. Imaging
Ctr. of Idaho, LLC, 303 P.3d 171, 174 (2013). There the Court held that "[w]here one party has

been determined to be the overall prevailing party in the litigation and by statute or contract the
prevailing party is entitled to an award of attorney fees on all claims asserted in the litigation, the
award of reasonable attorney fees is not required to be limited to the claims upon which the
prevailing party prevailed." !d. at 174-75.
Safeguard also argues that the 85% apportionment is arbitrary. That runs counter to the
facts. The firm comprehensively reviewed the bills and line items for non-segregated legal
services. Mulcahy Decl., ~ 85. For example, Deluxe discovery line items were reviewed to
estimate what percentage of the work was necessary to advance Thurston's claims against
Safeguard. Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 17-19. Thurston did not carve out all ofthe Deluxe
discovery because much of the discovery benefited both the case against Safeguard and Deluxe.
!d. In such circumstances the only practical approach is to apply a percentage apportionment.

By reviewing the line items, counsel was able to specify a conservative and fair estimate
that at least 330 hours of the 2245 hours of legal services would not have been necessary ifthere
had not been claims against Deluxe and the other individual defendants. Mulcahy Decl., ~ 85.
Such an estimation is eminently more reasonable then Safeguard's which concludes that none of
the discovery related to Deluxe was used to advance Thurston's claims against Safeguard. A fact
that, as could be seen from the trial exhibits and deposition testimony, was verifiably wrong.
Courts in other jurisdictions have stated that Thurston's percentage estimate is the best approach
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to analyzing non-segregated fees. See e.g. Tony Gullo Motors I, L.P. v. Chapa, 212 S.W.3d 299,
314 (2006) ("an opinion would have sufficed stating that, for example, 95 percent of their
drafting time would have been necessary even if there had been no fraud claim"). Indeed, other
Courts across the country would even support that Thurston should be entitled to 100% of the
non-segregated fees or in other words all the fees for the 2245 hours. 3
Safeguard proposes a number of various other apportionment percentages that are both
illogical and for which there is no legal authority. They are the type of arbitrary percentages that
were rejected by the court in Paolini. Safeguard first tosses out a 17.6% apportionment based on

3

See e.g. Strategic Diversity, Inc. v. Alchemix Corp., 664 F. App'x 660, 666 (9th Cir. 2016) (trial
court "erred in refusing to award any fees for research, discovery, or trial work performed on the
debt-equity swap theory .. any work done on the debt-equity swap theory is inextricably
intertwined with the claim on which Weiss ultimately prevailed."); Modular Mining Sys., Inc. v.
Jigsaw Techs., Inc., 212 P.3d 853, 860 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2009) ("Because we agree Modular's
claims were inextricably interwoven, we conclude the trial court did not abuse its discretion in
awarding Jigsaw the full amount of its fee request."); Erickson v. R.E.M Concepts, Inc., 126
Cal.App.4th 1073, 1085 (2005) (trial court could reasonably find plaintiffs various claims
against defendant "were 'inextricably intertwined' ... making it 'impracticable, if not impossible,
to separate the multitude of conjoined activities into compensable or noncompensable time units'
";affirming attorney fees award "[b]ecause [plaintiff]'s tort theories and [defendant]' s defense to
[plaintiff]'s contractual theories were interrelated as raising common issues requiring virtually
identical evidence"), quoting Abdallah v. United Sav. Bank, 43 Cal.App.4th 1101, 1111 (1996);
Chodorow v. Moore, 947 So.2d 577, 579 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.2007) ("In the event a party is entitled
to an award of fees for only some of the claims involved in the litigation, i.e., because a statute or
contract authorizes fees for a particular claim but not others, the trial court must evaluate the
relationship between the claims and 'where the claims involve a common core of facts and are
based on related legal theories, a full fee may be awarded unless it can be shown that the
attorneys spent a separate and distinct amount of time on counts as to which no attorney's fees
were sought [or were authorized].' "),quoting Anglia Jacs & Co. v. Dubin, 830 So.2d 169, 172
(Fla.Dist.Ct.App.2002) (alterations and emphasis in Chodorow ); Sunset Fuel & Eng'g Co. v.
Compton, 775 P.2d 901, 904 (Ore. Ct. App. 1989) ("Attorney fees need not be apportioned when
they are incurred for representation on an issue common to a claim in which fees are proper and
one in which they are not."); Brown v. David K. Richards & Co., 978 P.2d 470, ~ 19 (Utah
Ct.App.1999) (attorney fees may be awarded "even though some ofthe fees may not have been
incurred on strictly compensable issues, because proof of the compensable and non-compensable
claims overlapped"); Dice v. City of Montesano, 128 P.3d 1253, ~ 31 (Wash. Ct.App. 2006) ("If
the court finds that claims are so related that segregation is not reasonable, then it need not
segregate the attorney fees.").
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the amount of claims that Thurston won at trial versus the total claims in the case. This arbitrary
percentage does not respond to the main question here; what were the legal services that
advanced Thurston's recoverable claims against Safeguard. It also ignores that many of the
dismissed claims sought the same relief Thurston obtained and secondly, that other claims held
no damages and no further relief and thus were dismissed. "Apportionment among claims
asserted as alternative theories of recovery under the same commercial transaction is therefore
not required, and does not serve as a basis for reducing the fees." Hardenbrook v. United Parcel
Serv., Co., No. 1:07-CV-00509-EJL, 2014 WL 524048, at *7 (D. Idaho Feb. 7, 2014)

Alternatively, Safeguard's counsel contends that the apportionment should only be 25%.
Schossberger Decl., ~ 44. This is wrong for a number of reasons. One, Mr. Schossberger applies
the wrong standard looking at work done solely in relation to Thurston's claims against
Safeguard rather than work done to advance Thurston's claims against Safeguard. !d. Thus,
penalizing Thurston for every legal service that advanced multiple ends. Second the estimation
Schossberger gave was based on his own time as opposed to a review of Thurston's actual line
items. !d. Third, Mr. Schossberger likely ignores that much of the discovery related to Thurston's
recovery of punitive damages in that it showed fraudulent, oppressive and malicious conduct.
Lastly, Safeguard contends that fees may not be recovered for fraud in the inducement by
trying to argue that the Idaho Supreme Court wrongly decided Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler,
LLC, 152 P.3d 594, 599-600 (2007). Safeguard's take on the case is largely speculative but

concludes that the phrase "in any commercial transaction" is merely a qualifier. This would
however run counter to much of Idaho case law on this topic. It is also an incorrect reading of the
statute. If the legislature wanted to use it as a qualifier they would have not included the word
"and" in the following language: "contract relating to the purchase or sale of goods, wares,
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merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction".
Not only is there no authority for Safeguard's arbitrary percentages, they are inconsistent
with the principle that a party may recover its "reasonable attorney's fee" for the recoverable
claims. Safeguard's apportionment has nothing do with what the actual legal services advanced
and would penalize a party for performing legal services that advanced multiple claims. The
arguments should be disregarded.
C. The Court Should Reject Safeguard's Attempt To Exclude Legal Services That
Advanced Thurston's Claims Against Safeguard

Safeguard also attempts to argue for the exclusion of certain legal services entries on
pages 9-11 of its Motion. Thurston disputes the characterization of those entries as being related
solely to claims against Deluxe, other dismissed defendants or claims brought by T3. As
discussed above, much of the legal services performed advanced multiple claims against multiple
parties. This was nowhere more clear than with Deluxe discovery.
Safeguard attempts to exclude 445 hours related to Deluxe. Under Safeguard's
interpretation, none ofthe discovery to Deluxe advanced any of Thurston's claims against
Safeguard. This is not accurate. As the Court is aware from the trial, Deluxe and Safeguard
operated hand in hand. Deluxe employees like Robert Kirlin were dedicated to Safeguard and its
enforcement of account protection and commission rotation. Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~ 18. Such
discovery certainly advanced Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Id.
D. Safeguard's Own Analysis Supports Thurston's Percentage Apportionment

Most notably, Safeguard combed Thurston's legal entries and tried to find as many items
as it could to try to exclude. See Motion, p. 10. Safeguard could only find at most a contended
587.75 hours that were excludable. Although this is more than the 330 set forth by Mulcahy LLP
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it is not far off. See Mulcahy Decl., ~ 85. Indeed, if one applied the 587.75 deduction to the 2245
hours it results in 1657.25 hours. This represents a percentage of74% of the 2245 hours of legal
services. If you take off the travel time deduction for which Safeguard has no authority 4 ,
Safeguard's purported deduction is 505.5 leading to a percentage of 77%.
Safeguard tried to exclude anything that touched on Deluxe or other defendants
regardless of whether it advanced Thurston's claims against Safeguard and attempted to exclude
travel time without any legal authority to do so. Even under this aggressive posture, Safeguard
came up with a percentage that was near Thurston's. That these percentages were not far off the
85% set forth in the Mulcahy declaration demonstrates the reasonableness of the apportionment.
VII.

THE LODESTAR FACTORS SUPPORT A FULL A WARD OF FEES

Thurston set forth on pages 14 through 21 of its Motion why the applicable lodestar
factors support a finding that Thurston's attorneys' fees were reasonable. Rather than repeat
those arguments herein, Thurston addresses certain factors disputed by Safeguard.
A.

The Extensive Time and Labor Required Supports The Requested Fees.

As the Court is well aware, Safeguard engaged in a zealous no-holds barred defense of
this case that significantly increased the fees required to prosecute the matter through trial.
Although Safeguard's former counsel Mr. Schossberger attempts to save face through his
declaration, his declaration and the sentiments therein distort the true history of this case.
Safeguard's actual conduct is described in detail in the Mulcahy Declaration.
The idea that Thurston's counsel spent hundreds of hours needlessly driving up costs
through unnecessary discovery is insulting in light of Safeguard's egregious conduct in this case.
4

Courts in Idaho have allowed for the recovery of fees incurred for travel time. See e.g. Saint Alphonsus Med. Ctr.Nampa, Inc. v. St. Luke's Health Sys., Ltd., No. 1:12-CV-00560-BLW, 2016 WL 1232656, at *5 (D. Idaho Mar. 28,
2016) (awarding $247,237.50 in fees incurred during travel where out-of-state counsel had to be hired to take case);
see also Mays v. Stobie, No. 3:08-cv-00552-EJL-CWD, 2012 WL 914928 at *9 (D. Idaho Feb. 14, 2012) (awarding
fees for travel time).
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It is also not logical in that Thurston's counsel took the matter on contingency. Every single

deposition resulted in travel costs and attorney time reducing the revenue of the Firm. Supp.
Mulcahy Decl.,

~

22. Safeguard's premise that the Firm spent hundreds of thousands of dollars'

worth of attorney time on needless discovery rather than work on billable work for another
paying client strikes against common sense. Id.
Safeguard also attempts to make hay out of the fact that not every witness deposed was
used at trial. Safeguard ignores multiple things in its analysis. One, some of the witnesses in
question testified in T3 's arbitration. Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~ 23. For example, Safeguard
attempts to argue that Tressa McLaughlin's deposition needlessly went 4 days. The purported
evidence for this is that only 15 minutes of her testimony was elicited at trial. However, this
ignores that McLaughlin testified for nearly a full day at arbitration. Id. So ultimately her
testimony time was nearly 6-7 hours. Id. Second, many of the witnesses were out of state thus
precluding Thurston's ability to compel their attendance for trial. Id.

at~

24. Third, many of the

deposition transcripts for witnesses were marked to be used but were dropped when Thurston
was able to obtain similar testimony through live witnesses. Id. Fourth, even if a deponent was
not used at trial that does not mean that the information gleaned from the depositions was not
used in other depositions and/or at trial with other witnesses. Id. There was certainly plenty of
the latter in this case especially with regard to witnesses like Safeguard President J.J. Sorrenti
who was deposed multiple times at various points in the year. Id.
Further proof of the reasonableness of the hours billed is the fact that the case was staffed
as leanly as possible. Mulcahy Decl.,

~

92. Safeguard attempts to belittle many of the tasks

performed by Thurston's counsel. For example, Safeguard points to the attendance of Mr. Luther
at depositions as being unnecessary as according to Safeguard he was there "simply to handle
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documents". However, Mr. Luther drafted nearly every pleading in this action for Thurston and
would have had to reviewed the entirety of the deposition transcripts to do so. Supp. Mulcahy
Decl., ~ 26. By having Mr. Luther at the deposition not only did this make him familiar with the
testimony but also allowed him to advise Mr. Mulcahy on potential documents and questions to
put forth to the deponents. !d. For Weil Gotshal to make such a criticism is particularly farcical
in that during the Thurston trial there was one Weil Gotshal attorney who simply sat in the back
(Jason Wright) of the courtroom for the entirety of the trial. Supp. Gill Decl., ~ 12.
Safeguard argues that the case could have been prosecuted in less hours by arguing that
this was just a simple breach of contract case. Critically, Safeguard ignores that much of the
information gleaned in discovery was necessary to obtain punitive damages for the breach of
contract claim and other claims. The uncovering of all of Safeguard's fraudulent, oppressive and
malicious conduct was integral to the jury's finding that Safeguard deserved the maximum
amount of punitive damages allowed under Idaho law.
Most notably, in criticizing the amount of Thurston's hours, Safeguard does not show its
hours in defending the case. This is likely because the hours spent by Weil Gotshal, Robins
Kaplan and Hawley Troxell significantly exceeded the hours worked by Thurston's counsel. For
these reasons, the extensive time and labor that were required to prove this case supports the
reasonableness ofthe requested attorneys' fees.

B.

The Skill Needed to Perform the Service

Mulcahy LLP and Moffat Thomas' attorneys exhibited a high level of skill in
overcoming the discovery obstacles set forth in its path. In the face of such discovery
obstruction, other contingency attorneys might have thrown in the towel and pushed their client
to accept the pennies on the dollar type settlement offers Safeguard made. Safeguard's litigation
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strategy certainly rested on that premise. However, Thurston's counsel engaged in the extensive
discovery necessary to uncover what Safeguard had done at great cost to the firm. The results
obtained by the firms, in light of Safeguard's aggressive tactics, demonstrate that the attorneys of
the firms possess exceptional litigation skills. The experience, reputation and ability of
Thurston's counsel unquestionably weigh in favor of awarding the requested fees.
C. Thurston's Overwhelming Victory Favors Awarding the Requested Fees.

As set forth in more detail in Thurston's Motion, "the most critical factor in determining
a fee award's reasonableness is the degree of success obtained." Farrar v. Hobby, 506 U.S. 103,
114 (1992); Lowder v. Minidoka Cty. Joint Sch. Dist. No. 331, 979 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1999) ("The
amount of fees awarded is determined in large part by 'the degree of the plaintiffs overall
success."') Through the jury verdict Thurston obtained all the relief he sought and more. The
degree of success overwhelmingly weighs in favor of awarding the full amount of requested fees.
D.

Undesirability ofthe Case

It goes without saying that Thurston's counsel took on a significant risk by spending

thousands of hours on this matter and T3 's all without payment. Indeed, despite the years of
work and result, counsel still have not been paid as Safeguard continues its scorched earth
approach to the case. Taking a case like this up against large multi-national corporations is
undesirable from a financial point of view. See e.g. Hardenbrook v. United Parcel Service, Co.,
No. 1:07-CV-00509-EJL, 2014 WL 524048 *8 (D. Idaho Feb. 7, 2014).
Safeguard's argues that because Mulcahy LLP has issued an accurate press release on the
jury verdict that somehow this makes the case more desirable. Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ~ 27. This is
Monday morning quarterbacking. There is a benefit to being able to market the Firm's abilities in
litigation from such a verdict but that doesn't make the case more desirable at the outset based on
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the facts described in the Mulcahy declaration. Safeguard also argues that the case was desirable
as Safeguard was willing to settle. However, that theory is entirely debunked by the actual facts
of the settlement negotiations as described more fully in the Supplemental Declaration of James
Mulcahy. Supp. Mulcahy Decl.,

~~

5-11. Safeguard never made any attempt to actually settle this

case nor have they following the jury verdict. !d.
It's hard to imagine a more undesirable case in light of Safeguard's discovery obstruction
and unwillingness to even entertain settlement. The prospect of expending thousands of hours
without pay without knowing the actual damages against a defendant who would fight tooth and
nail was not desirable. This factor supports the reasonableness of the fees.

E. Awards in Similar Cases
As the Court is aware, a three member arbitration panel including an appellate judge
awarded T3 Enterprises attorneys' fees of$2,449,208.14 based on an award of$1,475,707.53.
Thus, another adjudicating body felt it appropriate to award fees significantly higher than that
being requested here. This factor thus supports the reasonableness of the fee request herein.

F. The Reasonable Cost of Automated Legal Research
Safeguard heavily litigated this case challenging the legal basis for both Thurston's claim
and damages at every turn. There was extensive motion practice significant enough to have
likely filled many a banker's box in the Court's chambers. In preparing these motions, it was
necessary to conduct extensive legal research. Although counsel used annotated legal code books
in Idaho, the case and the stakes involved required utilizing automated legal research to ensure
that Thurston put the best case forward.
Thurston's counsel allocates its legal research (Lexis Nexis and thereafter Westlaw)
monthly bill based on the percentage of that month's research dedicated to each matter. Supp.
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Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 28. So if 40% of the research for a month was for Thurston's case, 40% of the
monthly legal research bill is allocated to the Thurston matter. !d. Thus, the costs sought for
automated legal research here are only a portion of Mulcahy LLP's overall legal research costs
and are reasonable. !d.

VIII. THE COURT SHOULD EXERCISE ITS DISCRETION TO A WARD EXPERT
WITNESS COSTS
IRCP 54 (d)(l )(C) lists the costs as a matter of right including court filing fees, costs for
exhibits, reasonable expert fees and court reporter fees among others. These costs include the
following respective categories:
•
•
•
•

•

•

court filing fees ($560.86) (Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 97(vi));
actual fees for service of any pleading or document in the action, whether served
by a public officer or other person ($5,597.98) (Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 97(i), (vii));
expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as evidence in a
hearing or the trial of an action ($12,324.40) (Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 97(viii));
reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, or
other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action,
but not more than $500 for all of such exhibits of each party ($500) (Mulcahy
Decl., ,-r 97(ii));
reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition or at a
trial of an action, but not more than $2,000 for each expert witness for all
appearances (Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 96);
charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation for trial
of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an action
($27,215.47) (Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 97(iii).

In total then, the costs as a matter of right are $50,198.71. "Additional items of cost not
enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in subpart (C), may be allowed on a
showing that the costs were necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in
the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." IRCP 54(d)(1)(D).
Safeguard challenges the additional costs as not being exceptional. However, the costs
went beyond that of typical litigation. For one, Thurston's counsel can attest that utilizing a
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forensics expert to download the defendant's computer data is a rare occurrence in litigation.
Supp. Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 20. The discovery obstruction committed by Safeguard rose to such a
level that it was absolutely necessary to have Berliner extract and Tayler analyze the data to have
any understanding of what the damages were in this case. !d.
This was truly an exceptional case not only in that there was discovery obstruction but
that there was an information asymmetry. Safeguard held all the cards. They maintained the
computer systems that monitored the account protection violations. As was readily apparent from
Robert Kirlin's testimony this information was at their fingertips. However, when it carne to this
litigation, Safeguard did whatever it could to stop those numbers from being revealed. Contrary
to Safeguard's representations none ofthis information was produced. Tellingly, Safeguard's
former counsel Mr. Schossberger points to nowhere in the produced documents that showed the
account protection violation amounts. This is because despite burying Thurston and its counsel
with tens of thousands of documents Safeguard refused to divulge this information.
Safeguard's counsel even stormed out of a settlement discussion when Thurston's
counsel made clear that Safeguard would have to reveal the account protection violations. Supp.
Mulcahy Decl., ,-r 6. Safeguard's counsel, just like its client, wanted to pull the wool over Roger
Thurston's eyes and convince him to give away his protected customers for pennies on the
dollar. The only way to overcome this was through utilizing experts.
In such a case expert witness costs truly are exceptional. The Court of Appeals held
similarly in Bodine v. Bodine, 754 P.2d 1200, 1205 (Ct. App. 1988) when it affirmed an award of
expert fees in part based on the fact that the "expert's testimony was, by necessity, an expense
incurred in response to the issues presented." The Idaho Supreme Court also affirmed the award
of such costs in Puckett v. Verska, 158 P .3d 93 7, 945 (2007). The court "found that the [expert]
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costs were in the interests of justice because ofthe case's length and complexity and that 'the
cost of obtaining such experts in order to prevail at trial should not prohibit legitimate claims
from being pursued."' Id. at 945. Safeguard doesn't attempt to distinguish these cases nor can
they. These circumstances provide even stronger grounds for this Court to assess the additional
expert witness fees.
As a result of Safeguard's conduct and the exceptional nature of this case, expert witness
fees were one ofthe largest expenses. The total amount of Mr. Berliner's and Mr. Taylor's bill in
connection with this action not already awarded totals $89,254.12. Berliner Decl., 4jf 20; Taylor
Decl., 4jf 21. These are amounts incurred to advance Thurston's case against Safeguard. Other
amounts have been carved out. In total then, Thurston seeks $89,254.12 ($85,254.12 above the
statutory $4000 set forth above) in expert witness fees for Mr. Berliner and Taylor's services.
The Court should exercise its discretion to award these costs.
IX.

ADDITIONAL FEES SOUGHT
Both T3 and Thurston seek their fees associated with the present motion and the motions

for post-judgment relief which account for $23,081.12/$29,531.12 (latter the higher hourly rate)
and $74,746.51/$92,671.51 respectively and local counsel's fees of$14,199.37 and $14,916.15
respectively. See Supp. Mulcahy Decl., 4jf 34, Exhs. B, C; Gill Declarations re Additional Fees.
X.

CONCLUSION
For these reasons, Thurston respectfully requests that the Court award either the

contingent fee amount ($2,413,622.40) or fees reflecting the hours expended on this matter at
either an increased hourly rate ($1,005,711.89) or regular hourly rate ($856,143.78) as well as
costs ($195,744.15). Further, T3 and Thurston request that the Court award post-judgment fees
of$43,730.49 (T3), $107,587.66 (Thurston) and costs of$12,910.32 (Thurston).
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I, James M. Mulcahy, declare as follows:
1.

I am duly admitted to practice before all courts of the State of California and

Illinois, and am a member of federal district courts for the Central District of California and the
Northern District of Illinois. I also am admitted to practice before the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh Circuits. I am the principal attorney of record herein for
PlaintiffThurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston) in connection with the matter ofT3 Enterprises,
Inc. ("T3") v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard"), Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400.
2.

I make this declaration in support of Thurston's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and

Costs and Opposition to Safeguard's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. I have personal knowledge
of the following facts, and if called as a witness herein, I could and would testify competently
thereto.
3.

My firm Mulcahy LLP (the "Firm") was retained by Roger Thurston in the above-

captioned action (as well as by T3 Enterprise) to pursue actions against Safeguard and any
parties involved in the violation of Thurston's contractual rights.
4.

I have reviewed the declaration of Steven Schossberger and dispute most of its

contentions. As set forth in my initial declaration Mr. Schossberger and his client made this case
as difficult as possible. I believe Mr. Schossberger is merely trying to save face with his client
with his new rendition of the case and fabricated contentions that we refused to discuss
settlement and needlessly drove up discovery costs.
5.

In particular Mr. Schossberger contends that it was my Firm that resisted

settlement. In actuality, I was open to settlement from the very beginning of this case and would
have accepted a reasonable settlement offer much below the amount we obtained for Thurston at
trial. However, Safeguard never made a settlement offer that exceeded even 2% of what
Thurston eventually obtained at trial.
6.

The first talk of settlement took place on November 19, 2014. My colleague Mr.

Gill accurately recalls the discussions between myself, him and Mr. Schossberger that occurred
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on that day. I simply informed Mr. Schossberger that we needed to know what the amount of
account protection violations were before we discussed settlement offers. Mr. Schossberger,
much like his client, refused to divulge that information. Without knowing the past account
protection violations, we could not know what the damages were and thus what a reasonable
settlement offer would be.
7.

From the trial and depositions, it is readily apparent that Safeguard, through

Robert Kirlin, or others could have easily obtained that information, given it to my client and
then made a settlement offer on that basis. Safeguard chose not to and as described in my
previous declaration obstructed our discovery throughout the case.
8.

Later after we had obtained the amount of the account protection violations

Safeguard made settlement offers to my clients. However, they were pennies on the dollar and
wouldn't have even covered the costs of our experts Larry Berliner and Robert Taylor, let alone
pay any amount to our clients.
9.

Most surprising to me was a mediation we had in Boise, Idaho on May 25, 2016.

Deluxe's former counsel Chris Reeder reached out to me and proposed a mediation in Boise,
Idaho before Newal Squyres, a local attorney at Holland Hart. Mr. Reeder said that Safeguard
would be willing to pay for the mediator. In response, we readily agreed to the mediation. At that
point, I believed that the case was likely to be settled then and there. For the mediation we
prepared a brief to educate Mr. Squyres on the matter and also flew out our expert Robert Taylor
to brief him in person.
10.

To my shock, despite sending signals that they were willing to make a reasonable

settlement offer, Safeguard never made an offer above 2% of what we eventually obtained for
Thurston. Although we made settlement offers below the amount we eventually obtained
Safeguard refused to raise their settlement offers. Safeguard's conduct was frankly astonishing in
light of its potential liability. To me there can only be one conclusion, that Safeguard made its
offers to attempt to insult both myself and my client.
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11.

Thereafter and continuing to this day, Safeguard has never attempted to settle the

case. This is true even after the judgment and the arbitration was concluded and continuing to
this day. Indeed, Safeguard has needlessly threatened to appeal the case multiple times and has
expressed no intention of paying what my client is rightfully owed.
12.

I also respectfully disagree with the conclusions set forth by Safeguard's paid

expert Richard Greener. Mr. Greener has only reviewed a few pleadings and is not privy to the
long history of this case and the events therein. Although there are presumably commercial
litigators in Idaho that could take on cases with issues like the ones in this case, Mr. Thurston
was not able to find any in Idaho who would take the matter on a contingency basis. This a
distinction which Mr. Greener does not note and is of paramount importance. This is particularly
important here in that we had to spend thousands ofhours of my Firm's time to overcome the
discovery obstruction in this case. We did this without pay. Few firms are willing to take matters
such as this one on a contingency basis where the damages are not known at the outset and/or
where significant discovery is needed. Far fewer are willing to expend thousands of hours of
work when the going gets tough.
13.

Mr. Greener also does not discuss my Firm's previous history with regard to

Safeguard. Having represented the United Safeguard Distributors Association (the "USDA") I
had intimate knowledgeable about the workings of Safeguard. This experience gave the Firm a
jump start on the litigation and discovery. Without it, the hours would have been much higher.
14.

Safeguard challenges the apportionment or segregation of billing entries.

However, as discussed in paragraphs 76 through 90 of my original declaration I excluded all
legal services that solely advanced claims against defendants other than Safeguard or that solely
advanced T3's claims against Safeguard. For example. we spent a significant amount time
researching and preparing multiple oppositions to the individual defendant's (e.g. Tressa
McLaughlin) motions for summary judgment. Based on our research I was confident their
motions would be denied and that they were liable, each and every one.
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15.

However, since the relief to be obtained from those individual defendant's was

the same as obtained by Thurston at trial, we felt there was no strategic reason for keeping those
defendants in the case and that their inclusion would just lead to increased costs down the line.
Thus, we dismissed them. Notably, Mr. Schossberger attempts to make a big deal out ofthe fact
that we did not initially dismiss them in response to his filing of motions for summary judgment
on the day before Christmas Eve. Mr. Schossbergers' filing of motions for summary judgment
over the Christmas holiday was part and parcel of his style of litigation. We informed him at the
time that counsel had pre-paid vacations with family at that time. He refused to relent.
Fortunately, the Court continued the hearings on the motions to June. As soon as we decided
there was no further relief available against these defendants and that Safeguard was the most
culpable party, we dismissed them.
16.

Since that work on the individual defendants' motions for summary judgment

didn't advance Thurston's case against Safeguard, I carved those legal services out of this fee
request in their entirety. Another example is that I carved out fees related to Deluxe's dispositive
motions as those legal services did not necessarily advance Thurston's claims against Safeguard.
There are many other such examples I could think of. These fees were significant.
17.

In coming up with the 85% opinion set forth in paragraph 85 of my original

declaration I reviewed each legal service line item one by one. Based on my familiarity with the
case, the documents and the depositions, I gauged how many hours of the work completed would
not have been necessary if Deluxe and the other individual defendants were not in the case. For
example, Deluxe discovery line items were reviewed to estimate what percentage of the work
was necessary to advance Thurston's claims against Safeguard. We did not carve out all of the
Deluxe discovery because much of the discovery benefited both the case against Safeguard and
Deluxe. Indeed, Deluxe executives testified to such topics as the following which advanced
Thurston's case against Safeguard:
•
•
•

What acquisitions had Safeguard conducted in Idaho?
How were IBF and DocuSource acquired?
How did Safeguard treat the customer lists?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How did Safeguard decide to treat the inevitable account protection violations?
How did Safeguard run IBF and DocuSource?
Did they enforce account protection when these were company owned operations?
How did Safeguard enforce account protection pre-Business and Acquisitions Merger
Program and with regard to legacy distributors?
What role did Safeguard executives play in the violation of account protection rights?
What did Safeguard executives communicate regarding the violation of account
protection rights?
How did Safeguard treat protected customers when it sold IBF and DocuSource?
18.

Further, as the trial testimony showed, many of the Deluxe executives, such as

Robert Kirlin and Malcolm McRoberts were heavily involved with Safeguard and its BAM
program. Many of the other executives communicated with Safeguard's executives and thus the
discovery revealed communications from J.J. Sorrenti and Michael Dunlap to Deluxe executives
regarding account protection. Thus the discovery to Deluxe not only facilitated the understanding
of how the BAM Program worked but what the Safeguard executives had known about account
protection. The documents and testimony obtained directly pertain to the jury's decision to award
punitive damages against Idaho.
19.

The same can be said of the individual defendants. The discovery propounded on

Michael Dunlap, IBF/KMMR, Jamie McCormick, Tressa McLaughlin, James Dunn and his
company JDHRS, LLC all revealed the account protection violations and the role of these
individuals in committing the violations. The main issue in that discovery was the main issue in
Thurston's recoverable claims against Safeguard, the violation of the account protection
provision in the Thurston Distributor Agreement. Indeed, even if we had not named these
individuals as defendants we would have deposed them for nearly the entire same duration and
would have likely sent the same discovery.
20.

As discussed in my previous declaration, Safeguard engaged in a significant

amount of discovery obstruction. So much so that we have to retain and send a forensic expert to
download Safeguard's actual computer data. For me this is a rare occurrence and I don't believe
that any case I've been on has needed such an extraordinary procedure. The discovery
obstruction committed by Safeguard rose to such a level that it was absolutely necessary to have
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Larry Berliner extract and Robert Tayler analyze the data to have any understanding of what the
damages were in this case.
21.

The obstruction was not only confined to document requests. Of particular note is

Mr. Schossberger's contention that he acted properly in depositions. In reality, his conduct
extremely prolonged the depositions in that he consistently interrupted the questioning and
instructed deponents not to answer. For example I will show an excerpt from the deposition of
Lee Schram, the CEO of Deluxe. A true and correct copy of pages 26 through 60 of the Schram
deposition transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit A. As can be seen from the transcript, Mr.
Schossberger engaged in endless speaking objections disrupting the deposition. This was typical
of his behavior throughout the case.
22.

The idea that Thurston's counsel spent hundreds of hours needlessly driving up

costs through unnecessary discovery is insulting in light of Safeguard's egregious conduct in this
case. It is also not logical in that Thurston's counsel took the matter on contingency. Every single
deposition resulted in travel costs and attorney time reducing the revenue of the Firm. Every
document reviewed meant that a Mulcahy LLP attorney or paralegal was not working another
case where hourly fees were being paid by a client. Safeguard's premise that the Firm spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of attorney time on needless discovery rather than work
on billable work for another paying client strikes against common sense.
23.

Safeguard also attempts to make hay out of the fact that not every witness

deposed was used at trial. Safeguard ignores multiple things in its analysis. One, some of the
witnesses in question testified in T3 's arbitration. For example, Safeguard attempts to argue that
Tressa McLaughlin's deposition needlessly went 4 days. The purported evidence for this is that
only 15 minutes of her testimony was elicited at trial. However, this ignores that McLaughlin
testified for nearly a full day at arbitration. So ultimately her testimony time was nearly 6-7
hours.
24.

Second, many of the witnesses were out of state thus precluding our ability to

compel their attendance for trial. Third, many of the deposition transcripts for witnesses were
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marked to be used but were dropped when we were able to obtain similar testimony through live
witnesses. Fourth, even if a deponent was not used at trial that does not mean that the
information gleaned from the depositions was not used in other depositions and/or at trial with
other witnesses. There was certainly plenty of the latter in this case especially with regard to
witnesses like Safeguard President J.J. Sorrenti who I deposed multiple times at various points in
the year.
25.

Safeguard also criticizes the amount of claims dismissed. However, we only

dismissed claims where they presented no additional relief and thus no additional strategic
advantage. For example, Thurston did not pursue its accounting claim against Safeguard after we
determined the amounts owed for account protection violations during discovery. Since we
obtained the relief sought there was no longer any purpose for the claim.
26.

Safeguard also attacks the Firm's use oftwo attorneys at some of the depositions.

My understanding is that Safeguard contends that my associate Douglas Luther simply was there
to hand out documents. This could not be further from the truth. Mr. Luther drafted at least the
first draft of nearly every pleading in this action. He had to be familiar with the deposition
transcripts and exhibits to do so particularly with regard to dispositive motions. Mr. Luther
would have had to review the deposition transcripts regardless for his work in drafting the
pleadings. By having Mr. Luther at some of the key depositions he was able to gain this
knowledge and help me with deciding what questions and documents to depose witnesses on.
27.

Safeguard argues that because Mulcahy LLP has issued an accurate press release

on the jury verdict that somehow this makes the case more desirable. However, the case was not
particularly desirable at the outset based on the unknown damages and the discovery that was
going to be necessary. This became doubly so after we saw Safeguard's approach to the case and
unwillingness to resolve the matter. Not surprisingly, following the jury verdict we wanted to
share with the Firm's clients and social media followers the news. So we issued press releases.
28.

My Firm allocates its legal research (we changed from LexisNexis to Westlaw at

some point during this case) monthly bill based on the percentage of that month's research
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dedicated to each matter. So if 40% of the hours of research done on Westlaw for a month was
dedicated to Thurston's case, 40% of the legal research bill is allocated to the Thurston matter.
Thus, the costs sought for automated legal research here are only a portion of Mulcahy LLP's
overall legal research costs and are reasonable. These are costs typically paid by our clients.
29.

As described in the Opposition and Thurston's Motion, the market rates for my

Firm's services are higher than the rates we generally charge. If the Court is to increase the
hourly rate to reflect the market rate and the quality of the work, I have provided the following
charts to quantify those fees.
30.

The breakdown in attorneys' fees set forth in Exhibit P to my original declaration

with the higher hourly rate is as follows: Legal Services Performed to Advance Thurston's
Claims against Safeguard Prior to Arbitration Fee Request
Total Hours
Attorney/Paralegal
Rate

Total Fees

Partner:

James M. Mulcahy

$650

109.75

$71,337.50

$550

18.75

$10,312.50

$450

227

$102,150.00

$90

250.25

$22,522.50

Associate:

Kevin A. Adams
Associate:

Douglas R. Luther
Paralegals:

Nicole Lucas, Larry
Caughlan, Matthew
Pardo, John Grisham
TOTAL

$206,322.50 times
85%=
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I $175,374.12
31.

The breakdown in attorneys' fees for Exhibit P to my original declaration with

the higher hourly rate is as follows: Legal Services Performed Solely to Advance Thurston's

Claims against Safeguard After Arbitration Fee Request
Attorney/Paralegal

Rate

Total Hours

Total Fees

$650

612.50

$398,125.00

$550

30.00

$16,500.00

$450

608.00

$273,600.00

$250

76.25

$19,062.50

$90

251

$22,590.00

Partner:
James M. Mulcahy

Associate:
Kevin A. Adams

Associate:
Douglas R. Luther

Associate:
Filemon Carrillo

Paralegals:
Nicole Lucas, Lan·y
Caughlan, Matthew
Pardo, John Grisham

TOTAL

$729,877.5 times
85%=
$6202395.87
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32.

The breakdown in attorneys' fees for ExhibitS is as follows: Legal Services

Performed to Advance Both T3's Claims and Thurston's Claims Carved Out of
Arbitration Request
Attorney/Paralegal

Rate

Total Hours

Total Fees

$650

18.5

$12,025.00

$550

15.75

$8,662.50

$450

27.25

$12,262.50

Partner:

James M. Mulcahy
Associate:

Kevin A. Adams
Associate:

Douglas R. Luther
TOTAL

$32,950 times
85%

33.

=

$282007.50

Combining the three previous charts (showing the increased hourly rates and

applying 85%) the total of non-segregated fees is $823,777.49. This amount, $823,777.49,
combined with the 3% offees left out ofthe Arbitration Fee Request of$22,808.93, $2,903.74
for computer assisted legal research and the attorneys' fees for Moffat Thomas of $151,994.73
and Kelley Talboy of$4,227 equals $1 2005 2711.89 which is the lodestar amount at the higher
hourly rates that Thurston seeks for its attorneys' fees.
34.

We also seek fees related to the work done in conjunction with both this Motion

and the motions for post-judgment relief for both T3 and Thurston. T3's fees from after the filing
of its fee request and concerning the Motion to Vacate Arbitration, including legal research, total
$23,081.12 at Mulcahy LLP's standard rate and $29,531.12 at the higher hourly rate. A true and
correct copy of the line items is attached hereto as Exhibit B. Thurston's fees unaccounted for in
the pending Motion, including legal research, total $74,746.51 at Mulcahy LLP's standard rate
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and $92,671.51 at the higher hourly rate. Additional costs (excluding legal research) total
$12,910.32. A true and correct copy ofthe line items is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
and the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 29th day of March, 2017, at Irvine, California.

James M. Mulcahy
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2017, I caused a true and correct
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29 day of March, 2017,1
copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
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Paul R. Genender
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Jason B.
E. Wright
WEIL GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201
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Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
)U.S.
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)) Overnight Mail
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))E-Mail
E-Mail
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C. Clayton Gill
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1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

2

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

4

5

6

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. , an Idaho

7

corporation; THURSTON

8

ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho

9

corporation,

10

Plaintiffs,

11

vs.

12

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,

13

INC., a Delaware corporation,

14

et al.,

15

Defendants.

16
17
18

19

DEPOSITION OF LEE J. SCHRAM

20

Taken Monday, June 6, 2016
Scheduled for 9:00 a.m.

21
22
23
24
25

REPORTED BY:

Dana S. Anderson-Linnell
Page 1
Veritext Legal Solutions
866 299-5127
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I DEPOSITION OF LEE J. SCHRAM taken on Monday, June 6,

I INDEX

2 2016, commencing at 8:58a.m. at Robins Kaplan, 2800

2
3 WITNESS: Lee J. Schram
4 EXAMINATIONBY:

3 LaSalle Plaza, 800 LaSalle Avenue, Minneapolis,
4 Minnesota before Dana S. Anderson-Linnell, a Notary

6
7 INSTRUCTIONS NOT TO ANSWER: 55, 56, 59.

**********************

7

8
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5 Public in and of the State of Minnesota.
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I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Deluxe Corporation manufacture products?
A. Not that I'm aware.
MR. MULCAHY: Let's mark our next
exhibit, Plaintiffs Exhibit 619.
(Exhibit Number 619 marked for
identification.)
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. I show you what has been marked Plaintiffs
Exhibit 619. Have you ever seen this document
before?
A. (Reviews document.) Not that I can recall.
Q. It talks about corporate rules of
engagement. Would you please read the document
to yourself and tell me whether you recognize
these corporate rules of engagement.
A. I have never seen this document before.
Q. I'm asking you if you recognize the rules
that are identified in the document.
A. No, I do not.
Q. Are you familiar with the entity that is or
was referred to as McBee?
A. I have heard of McBee.
Q. When did you last hear about McBee?
A. I cannot recall.
Q. What is McBee?

I

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Mr. Mulcahy, you

2

are here today with the CEO of Deluxe. You're

3

here under very limited circumstances. The case

4

law is very specific that your time here with

5

Mr. Schram is to ask him questions as to his

6

personal knowledge as to any of the claims as to

7

the plaintiffs in this case, specifically T3

8

Enterprises or Thurston Enterprises. Your

9

questions that you have been asking are

10

inappropriate of this witness. It can be

II

obtained from lower-level employees. You are not

12

going to waste our time here today asking him

13

about questions that have no relevance to this

14

case. So I suggest that you move forward to

15

anything that's relevant to this case that

16

specifically Mr. Schram has personal knowledge of

17

with respect to T3 or Thurston Enterprises. Will

18

you do that, please.

19

MR. MULCAHY: I'm not going to sit

20

here and have you give narrative dialogue. And I

21

am not going to allow you to interfere with the

22

deposition. And I am not going to debate you.

23

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Do you understand

24

the rules that we're here today under which you

25

can depose Mr. Schram?
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I

A. To me, McBee was a part of what was acquired

2

from the NEBS acquisition.

2

3

Q.

3

4

4

the limited nature of this deposition,

5

A. When did what take place?
Q. The NEBS acquisition.

5

Mr. Mulcahy? I suggest --

6

A. It's my understanding that it was back

6

7

somewhere in the summer of 2004.

7

When did that take place?

8

Q.

9

company?

Okay. And what was the business of that

I

MR. MULCAHY: I said I'm not going to
debate you.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Do you understand

MR. CAUGHLAN: Mr. Mulcahy is not--

8

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: You be quiet, sir.
MR. MULCAHY:

9

Q. Mr. Schram --

10

II

A. New England Business Systems or NEBS was in
the check and forms and related products

11

in this deposition. And I will, from this point

12

business.

12

forward, start marking, moving for a protective

13

order and moving for sanctions. Do you

10

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: There is one voice

13

Q.

14

affiliated entities when you came to work for

14

understand, Mr. Mulcahy? You need to move

15

Deluxe?

15

forward. This is a very important man, and his

16

A. I don't know what Deluxe affiliated entities

16

time is very limited. You need to move forward

17

means.

17

to any questions that are specific to this

Uh-huh. Was that company part of the Deluxe

18

Q.

18

lawsuit, particularly, again, anything that he

19

indirectly, in part or in whole, by the Deluxe

19

has personal knowledge of with respect to T3

20

Corporation?

20

Enterprises, Thurston Enterprises, the

21

A. Deluxe would have acquired NEBS back in the

21

acquisition ofiBF or the acquisition of

22

summer of 2004.

22

DocuSource. These rote, mundane questions can be

23

Q.

23

answered by lower-level employees, not by the

24

distribution of products, what you refer to as

24

CEO. You're out of bounds with wasting our time

25

fulfillment?

25

with these questions that have nothing to do with

Was it a company that was owned, directly or

Uh-huh. And was McBee engaged in downstream
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the lawsuit.
MR. MULCAHY: Are you done?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Go to your next
question, please.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Mr. Schram, I would like an answer to my
question.
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the
question, please.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: I object to the
form of the question. It's not relevant. It's
outside the scope of this litigation.
And I suggest you need not answer the
question.
Let's move to the next question.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. You're not going to answer the question?
A. I will tell you what I know about McBee.
McBee was part of the NEBS acquisition. And
McBee, their business was to sell checks and
forms. That is what I know.
Q. Okay. The document here talks about the
fact that McBee, NEBS, RapidForms and Safeguard
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A. Okay. I will do my best. Chiswick, as I
recall, was a business that was based out of the
Massachusetts area. And at the time, they
manufactured corrugated boxes of all sizes. I
recall that they also -- that the Bags and Bows
business, which is a retail packaging business, I
believe, was part of that Chiswick business as
well. I do not recall the year. But the
corrugated box or the Chiswick part of that
business was actually sold to Staples.
Russell and Miller was a business that was
based out of-- I believe it was a suburb of
Los Angeles. And they would have been involved
in, as I can recall -- I would call them signage.
They made big -- for example, if somebody -- if a
retailer was having a large sale, they would make
a sign that would say 25 percent off something.
That business also was sold. And I cannot
remember the year.
Histacount and Sycom I consider to be kind
of, in my mind, combined in the way I look at it.
They are medical, dental forms and related
products. So an example would be a dentist or a
physician that needs a calendar planner, they
would sell that to those particular markets.
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cannot prospect each other's customers. Are you
familiar with that rule relating to those four
entities?
A. No, I am not.
Q. You are familiar with RapidForms as well as
NEBS and Safeguard, correct?
A. I have heard the name RapidFonns, NEBS and
Safeguard as well as McBee.
Q. Do you know what they are or not?
A. As part of Deluxe's acquisition of NEBS and
the organizations-- some of the organizations
that were part of NEBS included the names McBee
RapidForms and Safeguard, among others.
Q. Beyond that, you don't have any idea what
they are or what they do, is that right?
A. I could tell you other names that I recall.
Chiswick, Russell and Miller, Histacount, Sycom,
Fossler. Those are all that I can recall.
Q. Do you know what those entities do in terms
of their business operations or not?
A. Can I ask a clarifying question, please?
Q. Yes.
A. Would you like me to tell you what I know of
each of those? Is that your question?
Q. That would be very nice.
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And Fossler is a business that makes seals.
We call them anniversary seals. So if a small
business is celebrating 25 years as a business,
they may put a-- it's similar to this exhibit
label that's here. They may say 25 years and:
We are celebrating 25 years in business.
Q. Can you tell me then what the business
operations associated with the four entities that
are identified on Plaintiffs Exhibit 619 consist
of?
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A. I do not know what you're referring to.
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Q. McBee, NEBS, RapidForms and Safeguard. What

do you know about the business operations of
those companies?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: What does that have
to do with T3 or Thurston's claims, Mr. Mulcahy?
Please do not waste our time. What does that
have to do with either of the claims?
MR. MULCAHY: I am not going to argue
with you.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: You need to answer
the question, otherwise you need to move on and
move on to relevant material.
MR. MULCAHY: I do not have to satisfy
your dialogue.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: What does that have
to do with either of the claims?
MR. CAUGHLAN: Mr. Mulcahy is not
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being deposed.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Be quiet, sir.
There's one voice in a deposition. You're way
too young to know that, so I'll instruct you of
that. Mr. Mulcahy -MR. MULCAHY: Steve-MR. SCHOSSBERGER: --you need to move
forward to relevant material, okay?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Mr. Schram, you could-MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Do you not
appreciate that this is the CEO of Deluxe? And
do you not appreciate the circumstances under
which you are here today, to ask him questions
only as to what he knows of this lawsuit?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Mr. Schram, I would-MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Judge Hippler will
not appreciate this. I will make sure of that.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. I would like an answer to my question.
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the
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A. I don't know the context of what that means.
Q. It means that a small business that is
operating at the retail level purchases product
from either an intermediary or the manufacturer.
And I am asking if these three entities
participated in the downstream distribution to
retail consumers.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same objections,
not relevant, outside the scope of this
litigation, move for a protective order, move for
sanctions. Each and every question that you ask
from here on out, Mr. Mulcahy, I will lodge the
same objection and I will raise it with the
Court. Please move on to something relevant
specific to this witness' knowledge about the
claims ofT3 or Thurston Enterprises against
Deluxe. You're on notice, sir.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Will you answer my question, Mr. Schram?
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the
question, please.
THE COURT REPORTER: "It means that a
small business that is operating at the retail
level purchases product from either an
intermediary or the manufacturer. And I am
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question, please.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: Okay. McBee, again, wa
part of the NEBS business that was acquired. And
I recall them making -- or I recall them selling
checks and forms. RapidForms would have been
another -- I would have called them brands the
way I look at it. They would have made forms
that were sold under the NEBS name.
And Safeguard would have been the
distributor business that sold primarily checks
and fonns through what language I would call a
feet on the street distributor network
principally in the United States but also had
some pockets in Canada as well.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Did McBee, NEBS and RapidForms participat
in the retail sale aspect of the businesses?
A. What do you mean by the retail sales aspect
of the business?
Q. Did they sell, directly or indirectly, to
retail customers?
A. To retailers?
Q. To retail customers.
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asking if these three entities participated in
the downstream distribution to retail consumers."
THE WITNESS: First of all, it would
not be to consumers. It would be to-- this
business was done to sell to small business
owners, not consumers. So my understanding would
have been that as part of the NEBS organization,
NEBS would have had various -- all the various
brands that we referred to when we just went
through. And those brands would have had various
primarily print-related products that would have
been sold to small business owners -BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Uh-huh.
A. -- either through online, direct sales or
through dealers as well as through the Safeguard
distributor network.
Q. Is the same also true for RapidForms?
A. Yes. That was part of your question.
Q. Is NEBS -- when did NEBS discontinue its
operations?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same continuing
objection.
THE WITNESS: I do not know.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
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Q. Look at Plaintiff's Exhibit 284, if you

growth strategy known as the business acquisition
and merger program?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts.
THE WITNESS: Familiar in what
context?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Are you familiar with that program?
A. No.
Q. I'm going to show you a document that has
previously been marked as Plaintiff's
Exhibit 284.
MR. MULCAHY: And we'll mark it with
the same number again today.
(Exhibit Number 284 marked for
identification.)
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. I'm showing you what has been marked
Plaintiff's Exhibit 284. This is a document that
describes the business acquisition and merger
program as of January 2007.
Does this refresh your memory at all?
THE WITNESS: Mr. Mulcahy asked the
question was I familiar with business acquisition
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will.
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Q. Have you ever seen this document?
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Q. On page 4, the program materials suggest

7

that there are three major strategies.

A. (Reviews document.)
A. No.
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that language.
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Q. Are you familiar with those three
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strategies?
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Q. Of course.
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Do you see that?
A. I see three major strategies. Yes, I see

A. Can I read them?
THE WITNESS: (Reviews document.) Now
can you please repeat the question.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: No, I am not. Not in
this context.
BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q. When you say "this context," what are you
refening to?
A. You asked me if I am familiar with the three
strategies which say distributor model and the
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and merger program. My answer was no. If his
question is do I understand business acquisition
and merger or BAM in the context of Safeguard,
yes, I do.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. What is your distinction? What does that
mean, Mr. Schram?
A. The business acquisition and merger
initiative is only part of the context when
associated with Safeguard. So the way to think
about it is Safeguard, BAM, meaning Safeguard
business acquisition and merger.
Q. Are you familiar with that program?
A. Yes.
Q. Was that program in effect in any fonnat
when you came to Deluxe in May of2006?
A. I do not recall.
Q. Do you recall who was the brainchild of that
program?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: No, I do not.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. How was that program developed in tenns of
its creation?
A. I do not know.
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model and the details underneath that. And
finally, succession model and the details
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underneath that. I am not familiar with those
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te1ms and that terminology.
Q. You've never heard it before, is that what
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you're saying?
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A. Not in this context. No, I have not.
Q. And I'm asking you what the qualifier in
your answer means, Mr. Schram.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Asked and answered.
He explained the context of the document,
Mr. Mulcahy. It's quite clear. Next question,
please.
BY MR. MULCAHY:

Q. What is the context of this document
supposed to mean in terms of your answer?
A. I don't know because I've never seen the
document before.

Q. You are familiar with the strategies or
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The witness has no personal knowledge of the

25

document. He's never seen it before. He's never

you've never heard of them either?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same continuing
objections, asked and answered multiple times.
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seen what's written in the document. You need to
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move on to a fresh question.
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BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. May I have an answer to my question,
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Mr. Schram.
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the
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question, please.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
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back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: I have heard of the
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business acquisition and merger strategy, yes.
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BYMR. MULCAHY:
Q. Have you heard of these three strategies?
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A. No, I have not.
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Q. Who was responsible for overseeing the
implementation of these strategies going back to
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2007 and continuing through today?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to the form
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of the question. The witness testified he has no
knowledge of the three strategies identified in
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P294.
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THE WITNESS: I cannot answer.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Excuse me. P 284.
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BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Are you familiar with the redevelopment BAM

24
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this exhibit?
A. I see a process.
Q. That's the process that was employed in
connection with all of the BAM transactions
beginning at least in 2008 and continuing through
today, conect?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts, lack of any personal knowledge on
behalf of this witness, that he even knows any
level of the BAM process. You failed to
establish that, Mr. Mulcahy. And unless this
witness has any knowledge as to the process
within Safeguard, these questions are wasting his
time.
THE WITNESS: I am not familiar with
this process.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Are you familiar with the phase two due
diligence process in connection with each of
these BAM transactions that have taken place in
the last eight years?
A. I am familiar that we have a due diligence
process.
Q. And you participate in that process, do you
not?
Page 44
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Q. Have you ever heard that word,
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"redevelopment"?
A. I cannot recall.

Q. You are familiar with the BAM process,
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though, are you not?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to fonn.
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THE WITNESS: I am familiar with the
terminology "business acquisition and merger."
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BYMR. MULCAHY:
Q. Wouldyoulookatournextexhibit. Itis
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Plaintiffs Exhibit 337.
(Exhibit Number 337 marked for
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identification.)
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BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Plaintiffs Exhibit 337 identifies the
franchise development process in connection with
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the redevelopment buy side.
Do you see that?
A. (Reviews document.) I see those words.
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Q. Do you know what they mean?
A. I do not know what they mean.
Q. Do you see the process that is identified in
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts, lack of foundation.
THE WITNESS: Repeat the question,
please.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: No, I do not.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Don't you participate in the process at the
point of approval?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts, overly broad.
THE WITNESS: My role in the due
diligence process for Safeguard BAM transactions
is to make sure that a due diligence process has
been performed and in the executive summary that
I receive. And then in the consequential
approval of funds funded by Deluxe Corporation, I
would see whether or not actual due diligence
work was completed.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. What else do you do then to make sure that
the due diligence process has been performed?
A. When I see the executive summary document
that contains a number of items, I would look to
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see was due diligence performed in a number of
areas, for example, things like sales, marketing.
I'll look at product. I'll look at security.
I'll look at technology. I would make sure that
questions were asked of the potential business
that we're acquiring and to make sure that that
work was actually completed. And to -- ifthere
was any issues identified, what were the
resolution of those issues.
Q. Give me an example of the issues that you're
talking about.
A. An example of an issue would be the security
of a-- the technology security of a potential
company. Were they, for example, PCI --what's
called PCI compliant, meaning did they have good
processes and good procedures. It's either
generally going to be yes and the quality of it
or no, they did not or do not.
Q. Another issue that comes up in each of these
BAM transactions is the account protection issue,
conect?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts, lack of foundation, overly broad.
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the
question.
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BYMR. MULCAHY:
Q. Can you name a single BAM transaction when
the account protection issue did not come up?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the
question. It's confusing.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: I cannot recall.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Is there anything that would refresh your
memory?
A. It's my understanding that we've done
roughly 90 transactions, therefore to expect that
I am going to remember what happened on 90
transactions, I cannot.
Q. What would you need to look at in order to
answer that question?
A. I would probably need to have every one of
the documents that I approved be put in front of
me to then look at those documents to jog my
recollection.
Q. If you were provided the financial modeling
for each of those transactions, you could answer
my question, could you not?
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(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: Account protection can
come up. I cannot recall that it always gets
discussed and comes up.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. How often does it come up then in your
memory of events?
A. I cannot recall.
Q. Can you provide me with an estimate?
A. What type of estimate are you looking for?
Q. More often than not, for example.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
calls for speculation.
I would recommend that you not guess
or speculate.
THE WITNESS: I will not guess or
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speculate.
BYMR. MULCAHY:
Q. Can you provide me with an estimate, is my
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question.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same objection. An
estimate does not apply in this circumstance.
THE WITNESS: I cannot give you an
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estimate.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: It depends on the
information that would be available in what
Mr. Mulcahy is referring to as financial
modeling.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Well, every single financial model that is
submitted to you for your review in connection
with these transactions contains an account
protection mitigation budget number, does it not?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
assumes facts, misstates the record, misleading.
And it's a flat misrepresentation of the record.
THE WITNESS: I cannot recall whether
every financial modeling transaction that I see
has account protection information.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Can you remember a single .financial modeling
package that you received and which did not have
an account protection mitigation budget number
associated with that transaction?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
Assert the same continuing objection. You're now
harassing this witness. And we have strayed off
the path. And I suggest you get back to
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something relevant with this witness that he has
personal knowledge of as to the claims of T3 and
Thurston Enterprises.
MR. MULCAHY: You are interfering with
my deposition.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: I am not
interfering with your deposition.
MR. MULCAHY: I'm asking-MR. SCHOSSBERGER: You are straying
into areas that are outside the scope and
relevance of your ability to be here today to
talk with this witness. Now you're just flatly
arguing with the witness about things that exist
or don't exist. And you are wasting our time,
Mr. Mulcahy. Please ask your next fresh question
on a relevant topic. Do not waste our time.
MR. MULCAHY: You are not allowed to
sit here and give speeches that interrupt this
deposition process. I'm going to ask you to
stop.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: I'm allowed to
assert proper objections, which is what I am
doing. You are not allowed, Mr. Mulcahy, to
harass this witness and to ask him inelevant
questions and to waste his time. Next question.
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Q. You know what the customer scrub is, do you
not?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: Pardon me?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. The customer scrub?
A. I don't know what customer scrub means.
Q. You've never heard that phrase before?
A. Customer scrub? I don't know what the
context of that means.
Q. I'm not asking you for the context,
Mr. Schram. I'm asking you if you're familiar
with that phrase.
A. I don't recall.
Q. Is there anything that would refresh your
memory?
A. More context.
Q. What does that mean?
A. What does customer scrub mean.
Q. You don't know, that's what you're telling
me?
A. I don't know.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Mr. Mulcahy, lower
your voice. Do not elevate your voice at this
witness.
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Please go on to a relevant question.
MR. MULCAHY: Read the question back.
And, Mr. Schram, I would like an
answer.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: You can like an
answer all you want, Mr. Mulcahy. Whether or not
he has any knowledge to give it is a whole
different point.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
THE WITNESS: I don't know what that
question means.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. It means this: Have you ever seen a
financial model that was submitted to you in
connection with the BAM approval process that did
not contain a customer protection mitigation
budget number?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
Financial model is undefined. We have no
document upon which we can even guess what you're
referring to with "financial model."
THE WITNESS: The question is too
general. I do not understand the context.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
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BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Now, are you familiar with the BAM strategy
known as the conversion?

A. I would need more context to answer that
question.
Q. Do you know what a conversion transaction
is?
A. I would need more -- an understanding -MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Just listen to the
question. If you don't know or understand, then
you can answer you don't know. You don't have to
ask for more context if you don't understand his
question.
THE WITNESS: I do not understand.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. It is a strategy whereby a non-Safeguard
small business products distributor is converted
to a Safeguard distributor. Does that help you
answer the question?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to the form
of the question.
THE WITNESS: It's not terminology
that I use.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Are you familiar with the strategy that I've
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just described or not?
A. I don't understand the context of the
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question.
Q. What does the phrase "FLT" mean?
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A. Pardon me?
Q. What does the-- well, the acronym "FLT"
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mean?
A. Senior leadership team.
Q. Is that the financial leadership team?
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
Same continuing objection of harassment, outside
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the scope of this litigation.
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THE WITNESS: What is 80 million?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
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Q. The budgeted deal value in connection with
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the BAM transactions.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same continuing
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objection.
THE WITNESS: No, it is not.
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BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. What is it?
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A. It stands for senior leadership team.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Did you hear that
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he said FLT, not S?
THE WITNESS: Sis what I heard. S,
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as in Sam.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: I believe he
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objection.
And I instruct you not to answer. You
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said F, as in Frank.
Is that correct, Mr. Mulcahy?
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do not need to answer that question.
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MR. MULCAHY: Let's read back the
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question.
THE COURT REPORTER: "What does the
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phrase 'FL T' mean?"
THE WITNESS: If it's F, I have no
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idea. I know SLT. SLT stands for senior
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leadership team.
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Mr. Mulcahy, I

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same continuing

Next question.
THE WITNESS: I do not recall.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: When I instruct you
not to answer, don't answer.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. MULCAHY: Let's look at
Plaintiff's Exhibit 312.
(Exhibit Number 312 marked for
identification.)
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would ask that you grant this witness-- if he
misunderstands, if he mishears you, that you
would advise him of that so you have a clear
record together. That courtesy would be
appreciated.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. When you came to Deluxe, the total deal
value for BAM transactions was well less than
$5 million, correct?
A. I cannot recall.
Q. Well, the total deal value today is what?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: Is there a question?
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. I'll rephrase it. What does the plan call
for in terms of the total deal value for calendar
year 20167
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
outside the scope of this litigation.
I instruct you not to answer.
THE WITNESS: I don't understand the
question.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. It's somewhere in the neighborhood of
$80 million this year, is it not?
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I
2
3
4
5
6

BY MR. MULCAHY:

7

Q. I'm asking you if you recognize the
information that is contained in this document.

Q. Do you recognize the information that is
contained in this June 7, 2012, Safeguard BAM
review and growth plan?
A. (Reviews document.) No, I do not. I've
never seen this document before.

8
9
I0
II

He said no, he does not. He's never seen the
document before. Next question.

12

BY MR. MULCAHY:

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Asked and answered.

13

Q. Will you please answer my question,

14
15

Mr. Schram.
A. I answered the question.
Q. I'm asking you if you are familiar with the

16
17
18

content of this document.

19

A. No, I am not.
Q. Now, as of2012, on page 4 of the document,

20
21

the budgeted deal value for 2016 was $60 million.
Now that's something that you review on a weekly

22

basis, is it not?
A. I'm not familiar with this document.

23
24
25

Q. You are familiar with the forecasted numbers
for the company's budgeted BAM deal values, are

Page 55
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you not?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Objection. Same
continuation objection, protective order, move
for sanctions.
THE WITNESS: Repeat the question,
please.
(Whereupon, the court reporter read
back the previous question.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: Not in this context. I
don't understand this context.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. Are you familiar with that in any context?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same objections.
Same continuing objection.
THE WITNESS: Here's what I am
familiar with. We establish for the company for
our annual operating plan process a target size
of acquisitions for the company.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. And in 2016, that target was in excess of
$60 million, was it not?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Objection. Same
continuing objection.
THE WITNESS: No, it was not.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

context of the question.
MR. MULCAHY: Let's look at what has
previously been marked and will be marked again
today as Plaintiffs Exhibit 35.
(Exhibit Number 35 marked for
identification.)
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. This is a document that is entitled
Safeguard BAM Approval and Documentation
Overview.
Do you recognize this exhibit?
A. (Reviews document.) I've never seen it
before.
Q. Do you recognize the information that is
contained in this exhibit?
A. I would recognize some terms that are in
here, yes.
Q. Which terms do you recognize?
A. Names of individual people, dollar amounts
that are in here, some terminology obviously like
tax returns, vendor list, articles of
incorporation, etcetera. But I've never seen
the document.
Q. This is the process that the company has
employed in terms of the review and approval of
Page 60
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BAM transactions since at least 2008, correct?

BY MR. MULCAHY:
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Q. What was it?

2

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Objection.
Instruct you not to answer.
Outside the scope of this litigation.
Continuing objection.
Mr. Mulcahy, you have-- once again,
gone into areas that have nothing to do with this
man's personal knowledge about the claims ofT3
or Thurston Enterprises. You are not going to
fish -- you are not here today to fish or find
out things about Deluxe's financial operations in
2016. Next question.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. What were the targeted numbers in 2013, '14
and '15?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: This witness can
answer if he has knowledge about 2013 and 2014.
THE WITNESS: Knowledge of what? I'm
not understanding the question.
BY MR. MULCAHY:
Q. The targeted numbers under the AOP.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Objection, over!)
broad. As to what?
THE WITNESS: I do not understand the

3

Q. It is the review and approval process that

4
5

was employed in 2013, was it not?

6

document speaks for itself. And by "the

7

company," are you referring to Safeguard?

A. I have no idea.

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form, the

8

Otherwise the question is ambiguous --

9

BY MR. MULCAHY:

I0
II

Q. Would you please--

12

of this deposition.

13

BY MR. MULCAHY:

14

Q. Would you please answer my question.

15

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: -- for the purpose

THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the

16
17

question, please.

18

back the previous question.)

19

(Whereupon, the court reporter read
THE WITNESS: I have no idea.

20

BY MR. MULCAHY:

21

Q. What was your participation in that process

22

then? And refer to this exhibit if that helps

23

you refresh your memory.

24
25

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
Which process and by which company are we talking
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1

2

don't know that.
MR. MULCAHY: I have nothing further.
THE WITNESS: Thank you.

3
4

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: No questions.
THE COURT REPORTER: Read and sign?

5
6
7
8

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Yeah, read and
sign.
(Deposition concluded at 5:03p.m.)

***************

9
10
II
12

I, LEE SCHRAM, have read the foregoing

13

deposition and hereby affix my signature that same is

14

true and correct, except as noted above.

15
16

(Signature of witness)

17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
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I

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

2
3

STATE OF MINNESOTA
) ss.
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN

4

5

I hereby certify that I reported the
deposition of Lee J. Schram on June 6, 20 I 6, in
6 Minneapolis, Minnesota, and that the witness was by
me first duly sworn to tell the whole truth;

That the testimony was transcribed by me and
8 is a true record of the testimony of the witness;
9
That the cost of the original has been
charged to the party who noticed the deposition, and
I 0 that all parties who ordered copies have been charged
at the same rate for such copies;
II
That I am not a relative or employee or
12 attorney or counsel of any of the parties, or a
relative or employee of such attorney or counsel;

13
That I am not financially interested in the

14 action and have no contract with the parties,
attorneys, or persons with an interest in the action
15 that affects or has a substantial tendency to affect

my impartiality;
16
That the right to read and sign the
17 deposition transcript by the witness was reserved.
18
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL THIS 15th day of
19 June, 2016.
20
21

22
23
24 Dana S. Anderson- Linnell
25
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EXHIBITB
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T3 Enterprise Fees from November 23. 2016- March 29. 2017
Date

Working Lawyer

Nov-23-16
Dec-10-16

DRL- Doug Luther
DRL- Doug Luther

3.25
7.50

Dec-11-16

DRL- Doug Luther

10.50

Dec-12-16

DRL- Doug Luther

10.75

Dec-18-16

FC- Filemon Carrillo

4.75

Dec-21-16

DRL- Doug Luther

1.25

Jan-04-17
Jan-11-17
Jan-18-17
Feb-17-17

JMM -James Mulcahy
DRL- Doug Luther
JMM -James Mulcahy
DRL- Doug Luther

0.50
0.25
0.25
4.25

Feb-19-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.50

Feb-20-17

DRL- Doug Luther

2.75

Feb-20-17
Feb-21-17
Feb-23-17
Feb-24-17

JMM- James Mulcahy
DRL- Doug Luther
DRL- Doug Luther
DRL- Doug Luther

3.25
0.75
6.50
0.50

Total Fees

Hours Amount

1,137.50 Research whether appeal provision in the T3 Distributor Agreement is enforceable; conference with Attorney Mulcahy re same
2,625.00 Review and analyze Safeguard's motion to vacate arbitration award; prepare outline of opposition; review Gill memorandum and associated
caselaw on manifest disregard of the law
3,675.00 Prepare sections regarding past and future account protection damages and value of the distributorship damages for opposition to Safeguard's
motion to vacate arbitration award
3,762.50 Prepare sections in opposition to Safeguard's motion to vacate arbitration award re preferential pricing and attorneys' fees; prepare Mulcahy
declaration in support thereof; review authority re Federal Arbitration Act and finalize opposition
1,187.50 Review e-mail from Attorney Luther with assignment; conduct legal research relating to Idaho statutes governing reply memoranda; conduct legal
research relating to improperly asserting new arguments in a reply ISO motion; draft argument; forward to Attorney Mulcahy for review/filing
437.50 Review Safeguard's reply in support of motion to vacate arbitration award and caselaw cited therein; conference with Attorney Carrillo re research
275.00
87.50
137.50
1,487.50

Telephone conference with Teply remotion to vacate arbitration award
Conference with Attorney Mulcahy re preparing a motion to vacate panel's enforcement of punitive damages waiver
Telephone conference with Teply remotion to vacate arbitration award
Review Safeguard's motion to vacate pleadings in preparation for hearing; create outline of arguments to rebut legal authority and argument set
forth in Safeguard's reply
2,625.00 Review arguments in Safeguard's reply in support of motion to vacate; research caselaw related to Safeguard's arguments regarding duplicative
damages, lost asset value and account protection damages; create outline of arguments to rebut legal authority and argument set forth in
Safeguard's reply

181.12 On-Line Research

Total Costs

181.12

012861

Feb-28-17

I

962.50 Review arguments in Safeguard's reply in support of motion to vacate; research caselaw related to Safeguard's arguments regarding attorneys' fees ·
and costs; create outline of arguments to rebut legal authority and argument set forth in Safeguard's reply
1,787.50 Review outline for arguments on motion to vacate arbitration award
262.50 Research Texas cases reuse of an attorneys' fees multiplier
2.275.00 Prepare supplemental briefre constructive termination damages and attorneys' fees multiplier
175.00 Revise supplemental briefre motion to vacate

64.50 22.900.00

Costs

Explanation

EXHIBIT C
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Thurston Enterprise Fees ti·om Januarv 27, 2017- March 29. 2017
Date

Hours

Amount

Explanation

DRL- Doug Luther
DRL- Doug Luther

1.75
0.75

Jan-31-17
Feb-0 1-17

DRL- Doug Luther
JMM -James Mulcahy

3.25
3.25

Feb-0 1-17

DRL- Doug Luther

8.75

Feb-0 1-17

KAA - Kevin Adams

1.75

Feb-02-17

DRL- Doug Luther

9.25

3,237.50 Prepare opposition to motion for expedited discovery; prepare section re Safeguard having to produce corresponding documents;
prepare section re bills being privileged; review court's order eliminating need to file opposition; begin review and research of
cases on Idaho post-judgment relief standards for purposes of preparing opposition to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief

Feb-03-17

DRL- Doug Luther

3.75

Feb-06-17
Feb-07-17

DRL- Doug Luther
DRL- Doug Luther

4.75
4.00

Feb-08-17

DRL- Doug Luther

5.75

Feb-09-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.25

Feb-10-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.75

Feb-11-17

DRL- Doug Luther

4.75

Feb-13-17

DRL- Doug Luther

13.50

Feb-13-17

JMM- James Mulcahy

4.50

1,312.50 Research Idaho case law on whether damages can be reduced pursuant to a motion for post-judgment relief and applicable
standards; prepare introduction and diminution in value of distributorship sections
1,662.50 Prepare diminution in value of distributorship section in opposition to motion for post-judgment relief
1,400.00 Prepare sections on diminution in value of distributor and admissibility of Thurston's valuation opinion for opposition to motion
for post-judgment relief; conduct legal research re same
2,012.50 Prepare section re future account protection damages for opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; conduct legal research re
same
2,537.50 Prepare sections re preferential pricing damages and fraud claim for opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; conduct legal
research re same
2,712.50 Prepare sections re fraud claim and punitive damages for opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; review trial transcript for
citations to relevant testimony
I
1,662.50 Prepare section re punitive damages for breach of contract claim for opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; review trial
I
transcript for citations to relevant testimony
4,725.00 Revise opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; review trial transcript for citations to relevant testimony; conference with
Attorney Mulcahy re final revisions to opposition; correspond with Gill rehearing on attorneys' fees motion
2,475.00 Review and make comments on opposition to motion for post judgment relief; conference with Attorney Luther re revisions

Feb-14-17

DRL- Doug Luther

8.75

Feb-15-17

DRL- Doug Luther

0.25

Feb-17-17
Fcb-20-17

JMM- James Mulcahy
JMM- James Mulcahy

7.50
6.25

Feb-20-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.25

Feb-21-17

JMM- James Mulcahy

5.50

012863

Jan-27-17
Jan-30-17

612.50 Analyze Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief
262.50 Conference with Gill re attorneys fee motion procedure and noticing hearing; review Gill's notes and analysis re Safeguard's
motion for post-judgment relief
1,137.50 Prepare introduction and outline of opposition to motion for post-judgment relief
1,787.50 Receive and review Safeguards request for production of documents; conference with Attorney Adams and Gill re same;
conference with Attorney Luther re preparing opposition
3,062.50 Review and analyze Safeguard's motion for expedited discovery re attorneys fees bills; conference with Attorney Mulcahy re
same; telephone conference with Gill re same; prepare outline and introduction of opposition; research application of privilege to
attorney bills for work unrelated to case
700.00 Receive and review Safeguard's motion for expedited discovery, discovery requests, and related filings; meet with Attorney
Mulcahy and Attorney Luther to discuss our response and position; conduct legal research on the validity of such a non ex parte
request and the proper procedure; receive and review opposing counsel's subsequent e-mail to judge re their motion

3.062.50 Finalize opposition to motion for post-judgment relief; review trial transcript for citations to relevant testimony; conference with
Gill re same; prepare Mulcahy declaration in support thereof
87.50 Conference with Gill re procedural posture of attorneys' fees motion; review correspondence from opposing counsel re same
4,125.00 Review trial exhibits and trial transcript in preparation for hearing in Boise
3.437.50 Travel to Boise for hearing on motion to confirm arbitration and trial; review trial transcript and conference with Attorney Luther
re arguments, citations and exhibits
2.537.50 Review pleadings and cases re Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief while taking flight to Boise; conference with Attorney
Mulcahy re arguments
3,025.00 Review pleadings in preparation for hearing; attend hearing on motion to confirm arbitration and trial

Feb-21-17

DRL- Doug Luther

5.75

Feb-21-17
Feb-22-17
Feb-22-17

DRL- Doug Luther
JMM -James Mulcahy
DRL- Doug Luther

2.75
6.00
6.00

Mar-20-17

DRL- Doug Luther

0.25

Mar-22-17

DRL- Doug Luther

0.75

Mar-23-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.50

Mar-23-17

JMM -James Mulcahy

1.75

Mar-24-17

DRL- Doug Luther

6.50

2,275.00 Prepare sections in opposition to motion to disallow fees and costs re why the Court should award the contingent fee amount or
otherwise raise the hourly rate to reflect the quality and market value of the work; research cases awarding contingent fee
amounts and regarding deciding hourly rates

Mar-27-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.75

Mar-28-17

DRL- Doug Luther

10.25

Mar-28-17

JMM- James Mulcahy

2.75

Mar-29-17

DRL- Doug Luther

7.50

Mar-29-17

JMM -James Mulcahy

2.25

2,712.50 Prepare sections in opposition to motion to disallow fees and costs regarding why Thurston is the prevailing party, why
discretionary costs should be awarded and regarding the contingent fee amounts
3,587.50 Prepare sections in opposition to motion to disallow fees and costs regarding lodestar factors and how fees were properly
apportioned; prepare Mulcahy declaration in support thereof; analyze Greener declaration; review supplemental Gill declaration;
conference with Attorney Mulcahy re suggested revisions to opposition
1,512.50 Review Opposition to Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. Provide notes and suggested revisions. Confer with attorney Luther re
same
2,625.00 Revise Opposition to Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. Prepare Mulcahy declarations in support thereof. Confer with attorney
Mulcahy regarding declaration. Locate exhibits to be used to support the statements in the declarations
1,237.50 Revise Mulcahy Declaration in support of Opposition to Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. Confer with attorney Luther re same

Total Fees

2,012.50 Review pleadings and cases re Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief; research cases cited in Safeguard's reply with regard
to preferential pricing, account protection and value of the distributorship damages
962.50 Travel to and attend hearing on motions to vacate and for post-judgment relief
3,300.00 Travel back to Orange County from hearing on post judgment motions
2,100.00 Travel back from Boise to Orange County from hearing on post judgment motions
87.50 Review e-mail from Gill re response to Safeguard's motion to disallow fees and costs
262.50 Review Safeguard's motion to disallow fees and costs for purposes of preparing opposition
2,625.00 Prepare outline of opposition to motion to disallow fees and costs; research the legal relevance of settlement discussion to
deciding a fees motion under Idaho law; prepare introduction and factual background sections for opposition; research Wei!
Gotshal and Robins Kaplan hourly rates
962.50 Review Safeguard's motion to disallow fees and costs and provide notes to Attorney Luther re arguments for opposition

188.00

73.837.50

Costs
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Jan-31-17
Jan-31-17
Jan-31-17
.Jan-31-17
Jan-31-17
Jan-31-17
Feb-02-17
Feb-26-17
Feb-26-17
Feb-26-17
Feb-26-17
Fcb-26-17
Feb-28-17
Feb-28-17
Feb-28-17

658.17
81.75
7.33
5,578.25
847.14
I ,971.24
0.46
384.90
384.90
100.00
582.08
218.65
317.85
250.84
25.63

*
*
*
*
*

On-Line Research
Photocopies
Telephone Charges
Miscellaneous charges -Interest on Unpaid invoices- Moffatt
Advance Fees
Advance Fees- DTI
Postage
Air Fare 2/20/17 Hearing JMM
Air Fare 2/20/17 Hearing DRL
Air Fare 2/20/17 Hearing Excess Bags for Boxes
Hotel Charges 2/20/14 Hearing JMM
Meals 2/20/17 Hearing
Photocopies
On-Line ResearchTelephone Charges

Feb-28-17
Mar-0 1-17
Mar-0 1-17
Apr-04-17
Apr-04-17
Apr-04-17
Apr-04-17
Apr-04-17

630.00
553.70
161.74
238.70
478.00
100.00
198.00
50.00

Total Costs

13.819.33

Total Travel

*
*
*
*
•
•

*

3450.67 •

Advance Fees- DTI
Hotel Charges - 2/20117 - Hearing on Motion to Confirm in Boise - DRL
Taxi charges- 2/20117- Hearing on Motion to Confirm in Boise- DRL
Air Fare 4/5117 Hearing JMM
Hotel Charges 4/5117 Hearing JMM
Meals 4/5117 Hearing
Taxi charges- 4/5117- Hearing in Boise- JMM
Air Fare 4/5117 Hearing Excess Bags
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Defendant Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc. hereby submits this Reply in Support of its
Ob]'.”),l1
Objection to Thurston’s Motion for Costs and Attorneys’ Fees
Fees (the “Objection” or “SG Obj.”),

and in support states
states the matters set
set forth below.
below.
I. REPLY ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
A.

Thurston’s Belated Effort to Increase its Fee Request Should be Disregarded.
Thurston’s second substantive brief on fees and costs now, submitted on the eve
eve of the

April 5,
an untimely attempt to recover new and additional requests
5, 2017, hearing, makes an
was originally sought. This is objectionable and procedurally improper.
improper.
What was
beyond what

In

out-of—state billing rate fail.
addition, the new arguments offered to support an
an increased out-of-state

In regard to the procedural aspect,
aspect, Rule 54 provides that aa motion for costs (including
attorneys’ fees)
14 days
attorneys’
be made Within
within 14
be
an objection may
fees) must be
days after aa judgment and that an
may be
14 days
made 14
afterwards. See
See IRCP 54(d)(4-5), 54(e)(4)-(5).
days afterwards.
54(e)(4)-(5). This Court entered judgment on

January 13,
was due by
by January 27,
ﬁled its
fees or costs was
13, 2017. Any motion for fees
27, 2017. Thurston filed

“MLion” or “Mot.”)
“MW on that date and Safeguard timely filed
Motion for Fees
ﬁled its
Fees and Costs (the “Motion”
howeveri77 days
Objection on February 10,
judgment2—Thurston files
ﬁles
10, 2017. Now, however—77
days after the judgmentziThurston
another full 25-page brief (with an
signiﬁcant fees
an additional 25 pages in declarations and significant
fees

ﬁling alone) seeking to increase its claim with supplemental contentions and
claimed for that filing
evidence not offered in the original Motion. Further, Thurston even tries to increase the hourly
rate for Mulcahy LLP beyond What
what it previously declared on January 27th to be aa “reasonable”
rate (higher than the Boise market as
was) to more than what
was actually
What its counsel testified
testiﬁed was
as it was)
ﬁrm for Southern California litigation. (See
charged by
17-18.) As aa procedural
(See Mot. at 17-18.)
by the firm
1
1

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined
deﬁned herein are defined
deﬁned in Safeguard’s Objection.

22

In addition, the procedure upon which this additional briefing
a general motion under Rule
brieﬁng is
is submitted—that of a
7—gave Thurston 49 days
5
days to consider and draft the new arguments and declarations, while leaving Safeguard with 5
a reworking of the deadlines is not the intent of Rule 54. The
days
respond. Safeguard submits that such a
days in which to respond.
Court previously stated it would allow this briefing,
brieﬁng, so
s0 Safeguard simply restates its objection here for the record.
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matter, the attempt to increase and/or modify the Motion after the 14-day
14-day deadline is untimely
and should be disregarded.
In addition to the procedural irregularity, Thurston fails to meet its burden of proof in
regard to showing that the prevailing market to consider for billing rates should be
be Southern
California (let alone aa further premium on top of that) as
as opposed to Boise. Idaho law appears to
be clear that “the court should consider the fee rates generally prevailing in the pertinent
geographic area.” Lettunich v.
141 Idaho 425, 435, 111
111 P.3d 110,
120 (2005).
v. Lettunich, 141
110, 120
(2005). The
geographic area in which Thurston operated its business and brought suit is Boise, yet
yet it selected
counsel from aa much higher-cost area across the country to prosecute its suit. Thurston should
be billing rates,
Whether it be
bear any
expenses,
rates, travel expenses,
any difference in costs arising from that choice, whether
discovery approaches, or otherwise.
otherwise. The attempt to shift its extra costs onto Safeguard by
suggesting that no attorney in all of Idaho would take Thurston’s case,
case, or that Idaho law allows
parties’ choice of attorneys, is neither supported nor credible.
for out-of-state rates based
based on the parties’

First, none of the cases
cases offered by
by Thurston indicates that out-of-state rates should apply
based on either (or both) parties’
parties’ choice of counsel, but instead simply reflects
of
reﬂects an application of
the rule that the allowable billing rate depends on what
What prevails in the geographic market of the

Idahoi
forum. The Lettum'ch3
Lettunich3 case
by Thurston involved adjacent judicial districts within Idaho—
case cited by
the Third and Fourth Districts (with Boise in the middle)—and
middle)iand found it was routine for Boise
attorneys to work in both districts such that their standard billing rates were reasonable in either.
Smith44 case
The Smith
use attorneys from
case likewise noted that litigants in southeast Idaho commonly use

Salt Lake City, which is aa relatively short drive across the border. Both decisions thus do no
more than recognize and apply whatever
Whatever the prevailing practice is in the geographic forum.
33

262—63 (2008).
Lettunich v.
Lettunich, 145
750—51, 185
145 Idaho 746, 750–51,
Lellunich
v. Lellunich,
185 P.3d 258, 262–63

4

Smith, 160
Smith v.
v. Smith,
160 Idaho 778,
1057 (2016).
379 P.3d 1048,
1048, 1057
778, 787,
787, 379
(2016).
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Here, there is no evidence that litigants in Boise commonly retain counsel from Southern
California to handle their standard contract/fraud claims; nor would it make sense
sense to do so
so given
the large pool of qualified
qualiﬁed attorneys available locally.
D601. ¶ 9.)
locally. (See
(See Greener Decl.
9.)
11

The new fee “enhancement” authority offered by
by Thurston does not support the rates
5
Ballot5 involved court-appointed attorneys in Idaho representing prisoners for aa
requested either. Balla

federal class action suit which sought only injunctive and declaratory relief. The fees generally
recoverable for such litigation were set
hour. After considering the
set by federal statute at $190 per hour.
unique difficulty
difﬁculty prisoners have in obtaining counsel to represent them, on aa contingent (or any)
any)
basis, especially where
Where no damages are
are sought, the federal court enhanced the allowable rates
(i.e.,
(i.e., applied aa multiplier under federal law) to bring them up to $375 per hour for the lead
Id. at *13. Those rates are
partner and $240-$265 for associates.
are in line with the Idaho market.
associates. Id.
In contrast, Thurston’s counsel asks
asks the Court here to award fees of $2.4 million, which would
raise their effective billing rates into the thousands of dollars per hour, which is far out of line
with the Boise market.

Second,
afﬁdavit does not support the new contention
as a
a factual matter, Mr. Thurston’s affidavit
Second, as
made now that no attorney other than Mulcahy LLP would take his case
case on aa contingency basis.
Opp.66 at 8.)
(See
(See Opp.
8.) The affidavit states that, after Thurston’s usual lawyer (likely aa transactional

one at that) did not take the case,
case, Mr. Thurston contacted his nationwide association of
distributors who put him in touch with their California counsel. (See
(See Thurston Decl. ¶¶
111] 3-4.)
There is no evidence that Mr. Thurston sought aa contingency lawyer or made any
any real efforts to
find
ﬁnd one in Idaho, only that his own usual attorney expressed skepticism about aa “prolonged legal
battle” (which is odd to be worried about at that time if interested in aa quick resolution as
as
55

Correction, 2016 WL 6762651
Bd. of
Balla v.
v. Idaho State Bd.
6762651 (D. Idaho Feb. 1,
ofCorreclion,
1, 2016).

6

Thurston’s Opposition to Safeguard’s Objection, filed
“01212.” herein.
ﬁled on Mar. 29,
29, 2017, is the “Opposition” or “Opp.”
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claimed now). Even a simple Google search reveals several firms in Boise that do large business
litigation cases on a contingency basis 7 and, as testified to by Richard Greener in a supplemental
declaration attached hereto, there are numerous seasoned litigators in Boise, including Mr.
Greener himself, who take large business litigation cases on a contingency basis without
necessarily advertising it online. (See Greener Supp. Decl.

~

3.) Those attorneys are easily

located by standard inquiries. (See id.) Accordingly, there is no legitimate reason to conclude it
was necessary to hire out-of-state counsel with much higher rates than are customary in Boise.
Thurston should bear any extra costs resulting from that decision.
Thurston's emphasis on Safeguard's current counsel being from the Dallas office of
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is irrelevant, and puzzling, since Safeguard is not seeking to
recover fees.

It also ignores that Safeguard is headquartered in Dallas, among other things.

Even stranger, Thurston appears to suggest (incorrectly) it was "up against" all 1,200
"international" lawyers from Weil during this case (see Opp. at 1-2) as a justification for the
excessive billing or higher out-of-state rates which, as the Court knows and the record reflects, is
not true. Safeguard was represented by one partner and one associate from the Boise law firm of
Hawley Troxell all through the litigation and trial, up to the point that Mr. Schossberger left his
firm to take an in-house position. More importantly, for the purposes of Thurston's burden of
proof, it is completely irrelevant who Safeguard's attorneys are at any time or what rates they
may charge in other jurisdictions for other types of litigation. 8 Safeguard is not seeking to
7

See, e.g., Thomas, Williams, & Park, LLP, http://www.thomaswilliamslaw.com/About-Us/ ("In appropriate cases,
we are willing to work with you on a contingency fee basis .... "); Andersen Schwartzman Woodard Brailsford
PLLC, (http://www.aswblaw.com/about/what-makes-us-better ("We focus on commercial litigation ... [t]lexible fee
arrangements allow all clients, regardless of budget, to have their cases fairly and successfully tried.").
8

Notably, the rates quoted by Thurston, drawn from patent litigation cases in the Northern District of California,
were reduced by the court there to bring them in line with the geographic forum-San Francisco. See Digital Reg of
Texas, LLC v. Adobe Sys., Inc., 2015 WL 1968388, at *3 (N.D. Cal. May 1, 2015) ("The AIPLA figures and bulk of
the case law fail to support Adobe's contention that Weil's rates are in line with the prevailing market rates in the
district. Consequently, a fee reduction is warranted to bring the rates in line with prevailing market rates."); Xu v.
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recover fees here and certainly would not argue that Weil’s rates for San
San Francisco patent
litigation should apply in this instance.
instance.
In reality, the sole issue to be
be determined is What
what billing rate prevails in the Boise market
for the type
type of claims against Safeguard that are recoverable here. Cutting through all the
hyperbole, the evidence submitted by
parties in that regard establishes that the proper rate is
by both parties
no higher than that used
used by
by Safeguard in its Objection to calculate an
an alternative fee of
11 (Table 3),
$149,534.37. (See
16.) As indicated by
(See SG Obj. at 11
by Mr. Greener in his original
3), 16.)

declaration, parties choosing to use
use out-of-state counsel for Idaho litigation routinely must take aa
haircut on billing rates when seeking to recover fees.
fees. (See
11.) Thurston’s
(See Greener Decl. ¶ 11.)
11

argument for being excused from that standard practice is not persuasive and should be denied.
B.

The Dismissed Defendants/Claims Factor into aa Prevailing Party
Analvsis.
Partv Analysis.
Thurston’s focus on the “main issue” in terms of what
was submitted to the jury (see
What was
(see

Opp. at 4-5) is not the proper consideration for aa prevailing party analysis, especially when
approximately 90% of the other defendants and claims in the suit were dismissed prior to trial.
Rule 54 states the Court is to consider all of “the issues and claims” in the entire action.
action. See
See also

(“... Rule 54(d)(1)(B)
1128 (2010)
148 Idaho 536,
Jorgensen v.
v. Coppedge, 148
1125, 1128
536, 539,
539, 224 P.3d 1125,
(2010) (“…
54(d)(1)(B)
expressly requires the district court to consider the multiple claims between the parties.”). Here,
two plaintiffs sued eleven defendants on numerous claims (including claims seeking relief for the
Flatt agreement and various interference torts apart from the contract claims) which had to be
attorneys’ fees were incurred during pre-trial
dismissed by
by Thurston prior to trial. Most of the attorneys’

matters. Thus, in terms of assessing fees,
ﬁnal result in the context
fees, the Court should consider the final

*4 (N.D.
Yamanaka,
Yamanaka, 2014 WL 3840105, at *4
(ND. Cal. Aug. 1,
1, 2014) (reducing Weil’s rates in patent litigation to what was
prevailing in “Bay Area”). The only logical extrapolation from those examples is that Mulcahy LLP’s rates must be
be
reduced to what is
a fee recovery.
is in line with the Boise market for the purpose of a
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of the entire action as
where Thurston prevailed against only Safeguard
as opposed to merely trial, Where
and not Deluxe. In that framework, Thurston was not the prevailing party it suggests.
The Idaho Supreme Court has
has specifically
as much a
a
speciﬁcally highlighted that aa dismissal is just as
victory to one side as
as an award of damages is to the other. See
See Eighteen Mile Ranch,
v.
Ranch, LLC v.
Victory
Paving, Inc,
Inc., 141
141 Idaho 716,
117 P.3d 130,
133 (2005)
Nord Excavating & Paving,
716, 719,
719, 117
130, 133
(2005) (“Avoiding
liability is aa significant
signiﬁcant benefit to aa defendant. In baseball, it is said that aa walk is as
as good as
as a
a
hit. The latter, of course, is more exciting. In litigation, avoiding liability is as
as good for a
a
defendant as
plaintiff.”); see
see also Chadderdon v.
104
as winning a
a money judgment is for a
a plaintiff”);
v. King, 104
165766 (Ct. App. 1983)
411712, 659 P.2d 160,
Idaho 406, 411–12,
1983) (“Under Rule 54(d)(1)(B),
160, 165–66
54(d)(1)(B), aa trial

court, in the exercise of its discretion, may consider both the presence and absence of awards of
....”).
affirmative
afﬁrmative relief ….”).

Here, multiple defendants and claims were dismissed before trial,

thereby narrowing the case.
case. This factors into the prevailing party equation. For example, in
154 Idaho 45,
Hobson Fabricating Corp.
177 (2012),
Corp. v.
v. SE/Z Const.,
C0nst., LLC, 154
171, 177
45, 51,
51, 294 P.3d 171,
(2012), the

Idaho Supreme Court affirmed aa district court’s decision that aa party prevailed only in part when
there was
was aa lengthy litigation in which the suit was greatly narrowed prior to resolution.
resolution. Further,
it makes no difference Whether
whether the dismissals are
are done voluntarily or otherwise; it is still aa
victory for other side.
Victory

See
145 Idaho 65,
175 P.3d 754,
See Straub v.
v. Smith, 145
754, 758 (2007)
65, 69,
69, 175
(2007)

attorneys’ fees as
(defendant did not waive right to attorneys’
as prevailing party even though stipulating to

plaintiff’
plaintiff’ss voluntary dismissal).
dismissal).
This case,
was narrowed significantly
signiﬁcantly in the months just before trial. Most
case, like Hobson, was

claimsinot just
of the case
of claims—not
ease up to then was prosecuted against eleven defendants on a
a variety of
against Safeguard on the contract claims. Safeguard should not be
be held responsible for all that
unsuccessful work, or work done on non-recoverable claims against Safeguard. The dismissed
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claims and defendants should be taken into account. The Court has
has discretion, “after considering
all of the issues and claims involved in the action,” to apportion costs as
as it deems appropriate if
Thurston only prevailed in part in that larger context. See
See IRCP 54(d)(1)(B)
added).
54(d)(1)(B) (emphasis added).
C.

Safeguard’s Reductions to the Fee Request are Based on Objective
Obiective Evidence.
The failure to segregate fees by
by Thurston’s attorneys is apparent on the face of the

documents submitted With
with the original Motion. Safeguard’s Objection asks the Court to,
as is
to, as
commonly done,
are facially not related to claims recoverable under Idaho
done, reject entries that are
Code §§ 12-120(3)—which
12-120(3)7Which are
are the contract claims against Safeguard alone. Although Thurston
asserts
asserts its attorneys have already taken care to carve out “hundreds of thousands of dollars” for
work “devoted exclusively” to non-recoverable claims and parties, the summary billing entries

reflect
With (by
reﬂect more that was either missed or not proper to begin with
(by being excessive or not legal
work). While the assurances of counsel that they seek to recover only fees necessary to prevail

against Safeguard is aa condition precedent to recovery, it is the evidence that speaks for itself in
the end. Many of the entries offered by Thurston’s attorneys facially reveal they were done
be excluded off the top. Exhibits A-C to
primarily on other matters and defendants, and should be
Safeguard’s Objection were offered to assist the Court by
by identifying those non-recoverable
entries and calculating the required deductions.
The remainder of time entries left after deductions reflects
reﬂects non-segregated work done
throughout the litigation, as
by Thurston in its original Motion for Fees
Fees and Costs
as acknowledged by

“MLion” or “Mot.”).
“MW.
filed
ﬁled on January 27,
(the “Motion”
27, 2017 (the

(See
at 9-10.)
(See Mot. at

To the extent

Thurston’s attorneys failed to segregate their billing entries with recoverable and nonrecoverable matters in mind, then Idaho law as
by the Idaho Supreme Court indicates
as articulated by
there should be
be no fee recovery at all. (See
(See SG Obj. at 4-5 (citing cases).)
cases).) The illustrations of
extreme segregation by
are mere
by minute and seconds that Thurston envisions in its Opposition are
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academic musings because they are
are not close to the type
states should
type of segregation Safeguard states
have been done. (See
by rules of
10 (describing segregation required by
D601. ¶ 10
(See Schossberger Decl.
11

professional conduct).) Rather, the summary billing entries simply do not in most instances
indicate who or what
was done for, at aa time when it is known there were multiple
What the work was
segregateior even accurately describe the
defendants and varied claims. The failure to properly segregate—or

doneiis aa material failure of Thurston’s burden of proof.
work being done—is
Nevertheless, to the extent the Court is inclined to entertain some type
type of apportionment
as
as to the non-segregated fees,
fees, Safeguard offered several objective guideposts upon which to
make an
an estimate of the work actually done on recoverable issues among the quagmire of other
defendants and claims that were pursued.
pursued. Thurston’s attempt to give an objective basis for its
85% figure
ﬁgure fails the common sense
sense test (no
(no explanation is offered for local counsel’s 75%
estimation). In particular, Thurston says
by
ﬁgure by
says its lead counsel came up with the 85% figure
reviewing billing line items and “estimating” that 330 of the 2245 hours sought to be
be recovered
would not have been necessary if the suit was
was against Safeguard only. (See
at 14.)
14.) No
(See Opp. at
explanation is offered as
was unnecessary
unnecessary work, or even why
as to which 330 hours was
Why those hours
would be submitted at
at all in that instance.
reﬂect
instance. If there are
are 330 hours of billing entries that reflect
unnecessary workiwhich
work—which is What
what they seem to be since Thurston makes aa comparison to the
Safeguardithen they should not be
587.75 hours identified by
by Safeguard—then
be included. If the “330 hours” is

instead based off of pieces of other billing entries that do not facially reflect
reﬂect unnecessary work,
then the 85% figure
ﬁgure is exactly as
as Safeguard characterized it: a
a subjective arbitrary estimate.
In contrast, the alternative percentages offered by
based
are based
by Safeguard for apportionment are
on concrete and objective grounds—i.e.,
groundsii.e., defendants sued,
sued, claims brought, and damages obtained.
(See
(See SG Obj. at 6-7.)

It would be
be entirely reasonable to accept any
any of those fact-based
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percentages, as
as it would be to blend them together for the 25% figure
ﬁgure (or 35% if fraudulent
inducement is recoverable) that Safeguard used to calculate aa $149,534.37 alternative fee.
The only somewhat reasonable counterpoint, in the abstract anyway,
by Thurston
anyway, offered by
for backing off of the 25% figure
ﬁgure at all is that some discovery against Deluxe or the other
defendants may have still been necessary if Thurston alone had sued only Safeguard.
Safeguard. Again,
however, there is aa huge chasm between what
what was actually
What discovery was “necessary” and What
“done” in this case.
“done”
basis for that conclusion was
was fully addressed in Safeguard’s brief and
case. The basis

Mr. Schossberger’s declaration.
declaration. (See
12.) The irrationality appears even now in Mr.
(See SG Obj. at 12.)
Mulcahy’s supplemental declaration, at
identiﬁes ten separate
at Paragraph 17
17 therein, where he identifies
“testiﬁed” about. To
bulleted questions regarding Safeguard topics he says
says Deluxe executives “testified”

begin with, asking Deluxe executives What
what Safeguard did is duplicative since the persons who
operated Safeguard testified about What
what actions were taken. Moreover, from the deposition
excerpt attached to Mr. Mulcahy’s declaration, it appears those types
were, as
as one
types of questions were,

“I don’t know.” That was
would expect, most often answered with some form of “I
was aa waste of time
that did nothing to “advance” claims against Safeguard and should not be
be lumped in as
as
recoverable fees.
fees. The deposition transcript also shows that the topics upon which Deluxe
executives knew enough to give any
and,
any real “testimony” was naturally above Safeguard’s level and,
thus, reflect
reﬂect legal work done against Deluxe; which is not recoverable.
Therefore, the assertion that discovery against Deluxe or other defendants “advanced”
recoverable claims against Safeguard to such extent that 85% of those fees should be recovered
is neither reasonable nor supported (beyond the conclusory assertions of counsel anyway).
anyway). The
burden is on Thurston to prove its entitlement to the fees claimed. That burden has
has not been met.
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D.

A 40% Contingency
Contingencv is Not Equivalent to aa “Reasonable” Fee in this Case.
One of the factors aa court must consider under Rule 54(e)(2)
whether aa fee is fixed
ﬁxed or
54(e)(2) is Whether

contingent.
contingent. Contrary to Thurston’s suggestions, however, there is no Idaho law that says
says aa
straight contingency amount should ever be awarded. Rather, the contingency element is only aa
factor to be
be considered in determining what
What would constitute aa “reasonable” fee required to
prevail on claims recoverable under Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3).
case law
12-120(3). If anything, the existing case

where aa contingency award has
been approved strongly demonstrates this case
Where
has been
case is not even close
to the type
type in which that should be done.
All the cases
been
ﬁrst round of briefing have already been
cases offered by
by Thurston in its first
discussed and distinguished (see
at 20-21), some of which Thurston repeats for its
(see SG Obj. at
second round of brieﬁng
briefing (i.e.,
Parsons). The new proposition that “whether it’s
(i.e., Griffith and Parsons).
based on what
proper to award aa contingent fee amount does
What that amount is,” is aa
does not change based
truism that, in fact, means it is entirely proper not to award aa 40% contingency here. In
Hardenbrook v.
v. United Parcel Serv.,
Serv., Co.,
C0., the Idaho federal district court analyzed how aa

Idahoiafter
contingent award would compare to aa lodestar at
at an
an appropriate billing rate for Idaho—after
making various deductions—and
deductionsiand awarded an
an hourly amount it determined to be “reasonable”
even though it was
was higher than what the contingent amount would have been. 2014 WL 524048,
at *7-8 (D.
a “reasonable” fee and not
(D. Idaho Feb. 7,
7, 2014) (noting court’s duty is to award a
“automatically adopt any
any contingent fee or contractual arrangement”). The same would apply
here and,
Whether the reasonable fee ends up being different
as Hardenbrook notes,
notes, it matters not whether
and, as
from the contingent amount.
of aa 40% contingency would raise the effective
amount. Here, application of

billing rate into the thousands of dollars per hour, which is not reasonable in Idaho or under the
circumstances of this case.
case. As such,
case Thurston cites, does not
such, Hardenbrook, like every other case
attorneys’ fees
support awarding an
an additional 40% of the judgment as
fees in this case.
as attorneys’
case.
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To the contrary, several factors militate against awarding 40% of the judgment as
as fees in
this case,
case, including that: (i)
(i) Thurston claims privilege over its fee agreement, depriving
Safeguard of the ability to even know what it says;
says; (ii) Thurston was awarded $4.4 million in
punitive damages (covering the claimed contingency amount and then some,
$2
some, by
by more than $2

million); and (iii) Thurston’s attorneys already have aa doubled fee of $2.4 million from the T3
claims.99
arbitration that specifically included work not segregated between T3 and Thurston’s claims.
Where punitive damages are
are
fees in cases
cases where
Normally, there is no right to attorneys’ fees

available (such as
as a
a tort claim), which in part compensates for the prevalence of contingency fee
10
suits.10
agreements in those types
The circumstances here are
of suits.
are outside the norm in that regard,
types of

which likely explains why there is no case
has approved aa contingency fee on facts
case that has

anywhere remotely similar to this case.
precedent.
a precedent.
case. The Court should decline to set such a
E.

The Proffered Explanation for the Time Expended Remains Far Apart from the
Time that was Actually
Actuallv Required.
The parties’
parties’ dueling factual accounts of the history of the litigation and discovery, and

the need for any
by those who were most directly involved. That is no surprise
any of it, is disputed by

discussionithe dispute is what it is. To the extent it assists the
and not worthy of much further discussion—the
Court in making aa determination, however, Safeguard further submits the declaration of Tayler
Tibbitts, aa former associate of Hawley Troxell, to round out the picture from all who were in the
room during What
what seems
set the tone early in this case.
seems to be a
a key moment that set
case.
The disputed Viewpoints
viewpoints of the reasons for the unusually high hours that Thurston’s
attorneys spent on this case—which,
caseiwhich, by
at 3
3
(see Opp. at
way, it appears both sides agree on (see
by the way,
(“Safeguard is right about one thing in its Motion.
Motion. It shouldn’t
so many
so
shouldn ’t have taken so
many hours and so
99

Thurston suggests that award should be
a factor increasing the fees
fees here. If anything, it should decrease the fees.
fees.
be a

10
10

LAW
AMERICAN
See, e.g., 2A A
MERICAN L
AW OF T
ORTS §
purposes for
for awarding punitive
punitive damages (noting
TORTS
See,
§ 8:46, Basis and purposes
attorneys’ fees and
purpose of punitive damages not only retribution and deterrence, but also to compensate for attorneys’
litigation expenses).
expenses).
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case”))iare not all that the Court has
much work to prosecute
prosecute this case”))—are
base its decision upon.
has to base
The Court has
has the advantage and perspective of having observed several cases
cases over time to get a
a
good feel for What
what is aa necessary amount of
wide variety of situations,
of legal work as
as applied to a
a Wide
and can compare that experience to what
What it saw at
at trial. Safeguard maintains that the 4,500+
hours that Mulcahy LLP seeks
seeks to recover between this and the T3 arbitration does not fall within
the spectrum of aa reasonable fee to prevail on the claims against Safeguard alone.
Further, all that Thurston’s counsel offers beyond their own declarations as
justification
as justiﬁcation
to explain the high number of hours is aa rhetorical question—why
questioniwhy would they spend time
engaging in unnecessary discovery when they could do other work instead? (See
at 18-19.)
18-19.)
(See Opp. at
That is indeed an interesting question to ponder and aa lot of potential answers come to mind, but
all would be
be just as
are the objective facts viewed
Viewed
as irrelevant as
as the question itself. What matters are
in the light of common sense,
What Thurston’s attorneys did here
sense, which strongly suggests that what
be
went far beyond any
necessary, especially if the hours sought to be
any concept of reasonable or necessary,
recovered are
what was needed to prevail against Safeguard alone on contract
are truly limited to What
claims. The mere statistics of 30 days’ worth of depositions, 600 written discovery requests, 11
11
named defendants, and 17
pace and tone
17 claims alleged speak volumes which, combined with the pace
displayed at trial, certainly indicates What
what some of
been.
of the underlying causes
causes may
may have been.
As aa result, Safeguard fully stands by
was overstaffed and
case was
by its position that this case
overworked, notwithstanding Thurston’s efforts to shift attention away
away from its own burden to
demonstrate the reasonableness of the fees sought here. Other examples Safeguard offered in its
Objection were focused on pre-trial activities, where
Where the vast majority of fees were incurred.
Thurston’s responses only add fuel to the fire.
ﬁre. The explanation that Mr. Luther needed to attend
depositions in order to become familiar with the testimony for drafting documents inherently

12
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involves duplication. Testimony can be
be digested much faster and more efficiently
efﬁciently by
by reading aa
transcript than sitting through aa deposition, and the transcripts were no doubt read for that
Whether attending aa deposition or not. Further, none of the explanations
purpose regardless of whether

offered apply to aa paralegal being used in place of Mr. Luther for some depositions if someone
was needed to do more than handle documents.
documents. Even then, Thurston seeks
seeks to recover for
paralegal time spent flying
costs).
ﬂying to attend aa deposition (not to mention other associated travels costs).

Thurston’s comparison of the number of attorneys present for trial on either side is aa prime
example of how it seeks
seeks to shift attention away
away from having to demonstrate its hours spent were
reasonable. Trial is obviously an
phase, and not Where
where the majority of fees were
an important phase,
incurred or overstaffing
was even alleged. In any
an attorney from Weil
Wei] for
overstafﬁng was
case, the presence of an
any case,
Safeguard/Deluxe during trial only brought the total count on each side even for that small
wastes of time that occurred at trial were certainly not
portion of the litigation, and any
any wastes
Safeguard/Deluxe’s side of the courtroom.
happening on Safeguard/Deluxe’s

Finally, the assertion that Safeguard should submit its own legal bills to further prove the
failure of Thurston’s burden is,
use words from the Opposition brief, “farcical.” The hours
is, to use
billed by
type of litigation. But that
by Hawley Troxell certainly were higher than normal for this type

was due to having to respond to unnecessary discovery requests and other wastes
wastes of time, as
was
as well
as
an attorney (a
as needing an
one, however, in stark contrast) to prepare for and attend all the
(a single one,
depositions demanded by
by Thurston’s counsel.

The time spent on this case
case by Thurston’s

attorneys was
was not reasonable and any
reﬂect that.
any fee awarded should reflect
F.

Thurston’s New Bill of Costs is Untimely,
Justifv Some
Untimelv, and the Partial Attempt to Justify
Discretionary
Discretionarv Costs is Insufficient.
“as aa matter
Thurston apparently seeks to revise its request to now submit aa bill of costs “as

of right” as
by
identiﬁed by
at 23.) No such list tied to Rule 54(d)(1)(C)
as well. (See
(See Opp. at
54(d)(1)(C) was identified
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Thurston in the original Motion filed
ﬁled at
at the 14-day
14-day deadline, arguing instead that all $195,744.15
in claimed expenses were allowable as
as discretionary costs. (See
(See Mot. at 23-24.) The attempt to
revise its submission now should be rejected as
untimely. Even then, at least three line items in
as untimely.
Thurston’s new bill of costs appear facially improper and/or
be denied:
and/0r excessive, and should be
•0

$5,597.98 of fees for service of pleadings or documents:
documents: The amount claimed is
highly suspect. Documents were largely served by
by electronic means in this case.
case.
Further, the declaration cited for support identifies
identiﬁes $5,302.23
as “process
$5,302.23 as
service/Federal Express/postage fees” and $295.75 as
as “subpoena service costs.”
In all likelihood, the former category includes all kinds of mailings that had
nothing to do with the service of documents.
documents.

•-

$12,324.40 for certified documents admitted as
as evidence: There do not appear to
be aa large number of certified
certiﬁed documents that were admitted as
as evidence, nor
would the fees
certiﬁcation of even thousands of documents have approached
fees for certification
the amount claimed by
by Thurston now.

•0

$27,215.47 in deposition court reporter fees:
fees: 30 days’ worth of depositions was
not necessary or reasonable.
reasonable. The amount claimed is excessive or likely includes
items other than strictly court reporter fees.

In regard to discretionary costs, Thurston does nothing to establish an entitlement to all
$195,744.15 of the expenses by
as required by Idaho
by apportioning them to recoverable claims, as
law, or showing the very “nature” of this case is exceptional.
exceptional. (See
(See SG Obj. at 22-24 (discussing
standards).) The only justification offered in the Opposition relates to Mr. Berliner’s data
extraction (which is claimed for $14,026.12 in the Motion).

Mr. Mulcahy states in his

supplemental declaration that it is unusual to have aa forensic expert download data from an
opposing party’s computers. That is true for aa case of this size, but the fact it was done by
by
agreement reflects
reﬂects something else entirely. Indeed, there is no denial that Thurston’s counsel
opted to do that after aa suggestion by Safeguard’s counsel that was intended to alleviate any
complaints or concerns with the volume of materials Safeguard would have to produce as
as a
a result
of the 260+ document requests then outstanding.
outstanding. (See
D601. ¶ 22.) Safeguard thus
(See Schossberger Decl.
11

took the unusual step of opening up its computer systems to Thurston’s counsel so
so they could do
14
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whatever discovery they wanted.
Whatever

To suggest any
any of Mr. Berliner’s expense was caused by

Safeguard is inaccurate. It was
was caused by
by Plaintiff’s own excessive discovery demands.
Furthermore, the mere statement that use
use of aa forensic expert is rare does not establish
that the nature of the case
case was exceptional. The two cases
cases Thurston reiterates add nothing useful
to the analysis. Bodine v.
114 Idaho 163,
1205 (Ct. App. 1988),
v. Bodine, 114
1200, 1205
163, 168,
168, 754 P.2d 1200,
1988),
involved appraisals of “community property” in aa divorce.
was no discussion of whether
Whether
divorce. There was
144
the case
1988. Puckett v.
v. Verska,
case was exceptional in nature, although perhaps that was in 1988.
Verska, 144

Idaho 161,
was an “anterior cervical discectomy and fusion with
158 P.3d 937,
161, 169,
169, 158
937, 945 (2007),
(2007), was
autograft” malpractice case.
are not unusual in that type
case. It would seem experts are
type of litigation, but
perhaps there were other factors driving the decision to award discretionary costs. The opinion
perhaps
noted the trial court itself ordered an
because it was surprised at
an additur to the jury’s verdict because
at how
low the damages awarded were for the plaintiff given the injuries. Going against the grain to
award discretionary costs Without
without much discussion seems
seems to line up with that concern. In
contrast, the amounts awarded here advise against awarding discretionary costs. In any
case,
any case,
11
work.11
Thurston’s justification relates, at best,
best, only to the $14,026.12 left for Mr. Berliner’s work.

II. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing and previous Objection, Safeguard requests the Court deny
Thurston’s Motion in its entirety. In the alternative, Safeguard requests the Court award aa
attorneys’ fees as
maximum of $149,534.37 in attorneys’
Safeguard.
as related to recoverable claims against Safeguard.

11
11

$64,342.53 was already awarded in the T3 arbitration for Mr. Berliner’s work (as
$437,126.28 in
(as part of the $437,126.28
expenses awarded there), 97% of which he said could not be
be segregated between T3 and Thurston’s claims. The
“ﬂat fee” charged for Mr. Berliner’s 20
a $7,000 “flat
majority of the additional $14,026.12 sought here appears to be
be a
minutes of testimony at trial, as
well
as
travel
costs
that
included
change
and
cancellation fees because Thurston’s
as
as
counsel altered the date they wanted to put him on the stand. (See
Berliner
Decl.,
at Ex. D therein.)
(See
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DATED THIS 3rd day
day of April, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
By /s/ Dane Bolinger
Bolin er
Dane Bolinger, ISB N0.
No. 9104
Attorney for Defendants
DATED THIS 3rd day
day of April, 2017.
W
EIL, G
OTSHAL & M
ANGES LLP
MANGES
GOTSHAL
WEIL,
By /s/ Paul R. Genender
Paul R. Genender (Admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (Admitted pro hac vice)
Attorneys for Defendant Safeguard Systems,
Systems,
Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day
day of April, 2017, I caused to be served aa true
copy
of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
copy of
SYSTEMS, INC’S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC’S
ATTORNEYS’ FEES by
MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (Admitted pro
pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (Admitted pro hac vice)
W
EIL, G
OTSHAL & M
ANGES LLP
MANGES
GOTSHAL
WEIL,
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
75201
Facsimile:
Facsimile: (214)
(214) 746-7777

|:| U.S.

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
El Hand Delivered

|:| Overnight Mail

E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
El E-mail:

jason.wright@weil.com
El Telecopy: 214.746.7777

IZI iCourt


Patricia M. Olsson
C.
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT
MOF F ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
th
10th
101
Floor
101 S.
3. Capitol Blvd.,
Blvd, 10
P.O.
BOX 829
PO. Box
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys
for Plaintiffs]
Plaintzfﬁ]
[A ttorneys fbr

|:| U.S.

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
El Hand Delivered

|:| Overnight Mail

E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
|:| E-mail:

ccg@moffatt.com
El Telecopy: 208.385.5384

IZI iCourt


James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro
pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste.
1230
Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys
for Plaintiffs]
Plaintzfﬁ]
[A ttorneys fbr

|:| U.S.

US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
El Hand Delivered

|:| Overnight Mail

E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
El E-mail:

kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
El Telecopy: 949.252.0090

IZI iCourt


Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

IZI Judge’s Courtesy Copy


/s/ Dane Bolinger
Dane Bolinger
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Electronically Filed
4/3/2017 5:07:22 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite I 000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
•
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)

Case No. CV-OC-I4I6400
DECLARATION OF TAYLER
TIBBITTS

)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
)
Delaware corporation; eta],
)
Defendants.
)

vs.

________________________ )

DECLARATION OF TAYLER TIBBITTS -I
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I.

I, Tayler Tibbitts, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 7(d) and Idaho Code

§ 9-1406, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:

2.

I am a 2013 graduate of the University of Virginia School of Law and currently

an attorney licensed in good standing with the State Bar ofidabo.
3.

I am currently employed as the Idaho State Operations Manager for NexTitle, a

title and escrow company, in Meridian, Idaho. From 2014 to 2015, I was employed as an
attorney with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and worked with Steve
Schossberger on the above-titled case.
4.

I have reviewed the "Second Declaration" of C. Clayton Gill, dated March 29,

2017. I was present on November 19, 2014, for the discussion that took place between Mr.
Mulcahy and Mr. Schossberger regarding settlement. I remember that meeting well and disagree
with Mr. Gill's recollection in multiple respects. T recall that Mr. Schossberger asked Mr.
Mulcahy into the side room adjacent to the courtroom to discuss potential settlement. Inside the
room, Mr. Schossberger directly asked what amount of money it would take to settle the case.
Mr. Mulcahy expressed a firm unwillingness to discuss settlement in any form prior to
conducting substantial discovery. I remember Mr. Schossberger reiterating that he was simply
looking for a number to get the settlement conversation started, but Mr. Mulcahy refused to
engage in this discussion. Mr. Mulcahy's tone was unyielding, deliberate, and at times
condescending. Nevertheless, I do not recall the moment being particularly contentious. When it
became clear that Mr. Mulcahy was uninterested in pursuing settlement at this stage of the
litigation, I recall Mr. Schossberger ending the conversation, and we left together. However,
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there was neither "storming" nor "door slamming"-! would know since I was walking behind
Mr. Schossberger as we left the room.

5.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Tayle§ribbitts ~~ rzf
Dated this ) - day of April, 2017.
1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of April, 2017, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF TAYLOR TIBBITTS by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (Admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (Admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Comi, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
D iCourt

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., JO'h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iCourt

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys/or Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83 702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Is/ Dane Bolinger
Dane Bolinger
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Electronically Filed
4/3/2017 5:07:22 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

Attorney for Defendants
Paul R . Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL&MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 7 46-7777
paul. genender@weil. com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
)
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
Defendants.
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
RICHARD H. GREENER

-------------------------------1.

I, Richard H. Greener, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(d) and Idaho

Code § 9-1406, declare under penalty of perjury as follows :

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER- 1
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2.

I submit this supplemental declaration to g1ve my opmwn regarding the

statements made in Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s ("Thurston's") Opposition to
Safeguard's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs that there are no lawyers in Idaho who could
have taken Thurston's case on a contingency basis. I disagree with that suggestion.
3.

I personally know of several very competent lawyers in Idaho, and Boise

specifically, who in fact have and will take large business litigation cases on a contingency basis.
Offhand, I can name several that I have litigation experience with and respect. These include
Ken Pedersen and John Janis, who, based upon discussions with them, bill at rates comparable to
those previously identified by me. In addition, I also take large cases (including class actions) on
a contingency basis in the right circumstances, and certainly would not shy away from doing so
in a case of this size and type. Not all attorneys actively advertise their willingness to take cases
on a contingency basis, but they are nevertheless easily located by simply inquiring with other
litigators in Boise or by reaching out to any number of bar organizations for referral sources.
4.

Based upon the above considerations, any need or desire to litigate this case on a

contingency fee basis does not change my professional opinion that there was no need to retain
counsel from Southern California, or anywhere outside this state, for this case to be competently
prosecuted.
Further the affiant saith naught.

Dated this

3rd

day of April, 2017.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of April, 2017, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER by
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (Admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (Admitted pro hac vice)
WEIL, GoTSHAL & MANGEs LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
D iComi

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1oth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iComi

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Comi Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Is! Dane Bolinger
Dane Bolinger
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Electronically Filed
4/10/2017 5:48:25 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

Attorneys for Defendants
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
----------------------------------

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
SAFEGUARD'S SUPPLEMENTAL
MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION TO
PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC'S MOTION FOR
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES

Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard") hereby submits this
Supplemental Memorandum in Further Support of its Objection to PlaintiffThurston Enterprises,
Inc.'s ("PlaintiffThurston") Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees.
SAFEGUARD'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S MOTION FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 1
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47140.0001.8824390.1

On Wednesday, April 5, 2017, the Parties appeared before this Court for combined oral
argument on Plaintiff Thurston's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs and Defendant
Safeguard's Motion to Disallow Plaintiff Thurston's Motion for Fees and Costs. Since the date
of that hearing, new information has become available pertaining to the arguments advanced by
Plaintiff Thurston in its briefing and at oral argument at the April 5th hearing.
On Saturday, April 8, 2017, Boise's newspaper, The Idaho Statesman, published an
article about this case, both in print and also on The Idaho Statesman's website.

(See

Supplemental Declaration of Counsel in Further Support of Defendant Safeguard's Objection to
Plaintiff Thurston's Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees at

~

3.) In the online version of the

article, The Idaho Statesman also made available a video interview of Plaintiff Thurston's
counsel, Mr. James Mulcahy, pertaining to this case. (See id.

at~~

2-4, Exh. A; available also at

http ://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article143332639.html). In the interview, at the
time-stamp of approximately one minute and forty-eight seconds (1 :48), Mr. Mulcahy states in
reference to Plaintiff Thurston's request for attorneys' fees, "We are seeking another million
dollars or so in attorneys' fees." (See id. at Exh. A.)
Because Mr. Mulcahy's interview only became available after this Court's April 5th
hearing, Safeguard wishes to supplement the record before the Court. Safeguard submits that the
figure that Plaintiff Thurston is entitled to recover,

if any, amounts to far less than a million

dollars, as made clear in Safeguard's briefing and the arguments presented to the Court on April
5th.

However, Mr. Mulcahy's statement that Plaintiff Thurston is seeking "another million

dollars or so in attorneys' fees" is inconsistent with the position Plaintiff Thurston took in its
SAFEGUARD'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S MOTION FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES- 2
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“a million
argument. As this Court is no doubt aware,
briefs and during the oral argument.
aware, far from seeking “a
attorneys’ fees and
dollars or so,” Plaintiff Thurston argues that it is entitled to $2.7
$2. 7 million in attorneys’

costs. Safeguard respectfully submits that Mr. Mulcahy’s inconsistent statement made in the
video interview demonstrates both that Plaintiff Thurston’s calculation of
of attorneys’ fees was
Video
reached pursuant to an arbitrary methodology and also that Plaintiff Thurston overreached in
requesting such an inflated
inﬂated amount. Moreover, Mr. Mulcahy’s statement in the interview further
demonstrates that the $2.7 million in multiplied fees requested by
by Plaintiff Thurston is
unreasonable and is inconsistent with the position Plaintiff Thurston asserted during the oral

argument before this Court aa mere three days
was published.
days prior to the date the interview was
Safeguard respectfully requests that the Court consider this supplemental evidence in
determining the pending issue of Plaintiff Thurston’s right to recover attorneys’ fees,
fees, if any.
any.
DATED THIS 10th
10th day
day of April, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
By /s/ Dane Bolinger
Bolin er
Dane Bolinger, ISB N0.
No. 9104
Attorney for Defendants
DATED THIS 10th
10th day
day of April, 2017.
W
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ANGES LLP
MANGES
GOTSHAL
WEIL,
By /s/ Paul R. Genender
Paul R. Genender (Admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (Admitted pro hac vice)
Attorneys for Defendant Safeguard Systems,
Systems,
Inc.
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Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
---------------------------------

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
COUNSEL IN FURTHER SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S
MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES

I, Dane A. Bolinger, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(d) and I.C. § 9-1406, declare under penalty of
perjury as follows:
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1.

I am an attorney with the law firm of Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley, LLP,

counsel of record for Defendant Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("Safeguard") in the above
captioned case. I make this Declaration in further support of Defendant Safeguard's Objection to
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees, which was heard
before this Court on Wednesday, AprilS, 2017.
2.

Attached to this declaration as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of a disc

containing a video recorded interview of Plaintiffs counsel, Mr. James Mulcahy, in relation to
this case, and made available to the public via The Idaho Statesman's website on or about April
8, 2017.
3.

The video of the interview was posted along with an article about this case on The

Idaho Statesman's website on or about Saturday, April 8, 2017. The article was also physically
published in The Idaho Statesman's April 8, 2017 paper, with notes regarding the availability of
the video at the newspaper's website. As of the date of this Declaration, the article was available
at the following web address:
http://www .idahostatesman.com/news/business/ article 14 3460644 .html
As of the date of this Declaration, the video (in addition to links at the online
version of the article) was also available at the following web address:
http://www .idahostatesman.com/news/business/article 143332639 .html
4. My staff and I worked to download a copy of the video in the form of an "MP4"
video file, and then transferred that file to a disc to be submitted to the Court. That disc is
attached as Exhibit A.
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5.
5.

In the interview, at the time-stamp of approximately one minute and forty-eight

seconds (1:48),
states in reference to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.’s Motion
(1:48), Mr. Mulcahy states
Attorneys’ Fees
attorneys’ fees.”
for Attorneys’
are seeking another million dollars or so
Fees and Costs,
so in attorneys’
Costs, “We are

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Idaho that I have read this
declaration, know its contents, and I believe the declaration is true.
true.
Executed on this 10th
10th day
day of April, 2017, in Boise, Idaho.

/s/ Dane A. Bolinger
Dane A. Bolinger
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MAY 0 5 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FO RTH JUDICIAL DI TRICT

CHRISTOPHER D. R!CH, Clerk
Sy EMILY CHILD

OF THE TATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO
T3 E TERPRJSE , INC., on Idaho
)
corporation· and THURSTO
)
E TERPRI ES. INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
s.
)
AFEGUARD BUSINE
Y TEM , INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATIO , a Minnesota corporation. )
)
Defendants.
)

TY OF ADA

0'-.:PUTY

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISIO

AND

ORDER RE: ATTORNEY FEES IN
CO FIRMING ARBITRATlO AWARD

On December 5, 2016, PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") moved this Court to confirm
the arbitration award entered in it fa or in the action styled TJ v. afeguard Business Systems,

Inc., AAA o . 0 1 15 002 6860 before the tribunals of the American Arbitration Association. On
December 9 2016. afeguard filed a motion to vacate the award in part or in full. Oral argument
on the motions occurred on February 21 , 20 17 after which time the Court took the motions under
advisement. On March 29 2017, through it "Order on Motions to Confinn and Vacate
Arbitration Award", this Court granted T3 ' s motion to confirm and denied afeguard 's motion to
vacate. The Court contemporaneously i ued an "Order Confirming Arbitration Award"
indicating judgment in the total amount of $4,362.041 .95 wouJd be forthcoming.
Absent from the Court' s two order on the arbitration award was a ruling on T3's request
for attorney fees in responding to afeguard ' motion to vacate the award.

amely. in its

memorandum in opposition to afeguard 's motion to vacate, T3 reque ted attorney fees in the
sum of $11 8 I 5 pursuant to two Texas statutes- Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 38.001 and Tex.
Bus. & Comm. Code § 17.50. The amount of fees was supported through a declaration
submitted T3 's counsel, James Mulcahy although no actual records of fee entries was ever
submitted. Dec I. Mulcahy, 1' 11 . 1 Even if additional support for fee were provided, however,
this Court lacks grounds to award them.

1

Mr. Mulcahy merely testified to the number of hours spent by counsel responding to the motion and counsel's

billable hourly rate.
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Initially neither of the Texa

tatutes cited by T3 as support for an award of fees is

applicable to motions to confirm or vacate arbitration awards. Rather. Tex. Ci . Prac. & Rem.
Code Ann.§ 38.001 simply states that a per on may reco er rea onable attorney's fees if the
claim is for inter alia, a written contract. Likewise, Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 17.50 allows
for a consumer to recover attorney fees under Texas's Deceptive Trade Practices Act. T3 's
contract and decepti e trade practices claims against Safeguard which were litigated before the
arbitrators, have been merged into the arbitration award and the issue of attorney fees in
connection \:vith those claims has been decided by the arbitrators. Kline v. O'Quinn, 874 .W.2d
776, 785 (Tex. App. 1994), as . upplemented on denial ofreh'g (May 12. 1994). This Court
cannot revisit an award of fees under those claims. !d.
Further Texas arbitration law does not provide any statutory support for an award of
attorney fees in proceedings to confirm or acate arbitration awards. See, Tex. Ci . Prac. & Rem .
Code Ann. § 171.092; M'onday v. Cox, 881 S.W.2d 381 ,386 (Tex. App. 1994)(noting that the
arbitration act only authorizes recovery of costs. not attorney fees, in motions to confirm or
vacate). Rather under Texas law an action to confirm and/or vacate an arbitration award ' gives
rise to a new and different cause of action for" hich there is no tatutory basis for reco ery of
attorneys' fees." !d., citing Babcock & Wilcox Co. v. PAtfAC, Ltd.. 863 .W.2d 225 235 (Tex.
App. 1993)(holding that proceeding to confirm an arbitration award is in the nature of an
enforcement proceeding not a contract claim); Kermacy v. First Unitarian Church ofAustin, 361
. W.2d 734 736 (Tex.App.-Austin 1962)(holding that on claim for architectural services
rendered, architect could not recover attorneys' fees in action to vacate arbitration award in his
favor). Likewise, the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), which governs "all matters relating to
arbitration" under the T3 distributorship agreement, does not pro ide for an award of attorney
fees in actions to confinn or vacate an arbitration award. See 9 U.. C.§ 2, et seq .
Conversely, the Idaho upreme Court interprets Idaho's Uniform Arbitration Act
("UAA "), I.C. § 7-90 I, et. seq., as authorizing an award of attorney fees in motions to confirm
and/or acate arbitration award . Harrison v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, 149
Idaho 20 1, 206,233 P.3d 132 137 (20 JO)(holding that recovery of"disburscments" as allowed
by I.C.

7-914 includes attorney fees). However, Idaho law does not govern here. Where

arbitration agreements in ol e interstate commerce, as does the agreement here, the FAA rather

than Idaho's UAA will govern unless the partie Hexpressly agreed that Idaho law will govern

012904

arbitration." Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho 809, 815, 118 P.3d 14 1, 147 (2005). The
arbitration agreement at issue designates the fAA as the governing law and Texas law for any
issues not addressed by federal law. Thus an award of fees under Idaho's UAA is not warranted.
For the for~::going reasons, the Court DENIE T3 's request for fees incurred in
responding to afeguard's motion to acate the arbitration award. A separate Judgment
confirm ing the arbitration award will be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT I SO ORDERED.
/ c\

DATED this l d a y of May 2017
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I hereby certify that on this__£_ day of May, 2017, I emalled (served) a true and correct copy of
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Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attomeys at Law
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbol inger@hawleytroxell.com

Paul R. Genender

Jason E. Wright
Attomeys at Law
paul.genender@weiJ.com
jason. wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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MAY 0 5 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DTStrufSTOPHEA o. R:CH, Clerk
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTO
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

Sy EMILY CHILO
o2PVtv

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
MEMORA DUM DECI ION AND
ORDER ON THURSTON'S MOTIO
FOR FEES A D COSTS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation~ AFEGUARD
ACQUISITIO , INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATIO
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTIO
This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston

Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston.,) and T3 Enterprises Inc. ("T3,), and Defendant, afeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard.,). A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between ovember
29 and December 21 of2016. On its claims against afeguard. the jury awarded Thurston
$1,625,985 in compensatory damages and $4,750,000 in punitive damages. Thurston timely filed
a motion seeking attorney fees and costs to which afeguard objected. A hearing on the motion
and objection was held on AprilS, 2017 after which time the Court took the matter under
advisement. 1
II.

TANDARD
The grant or denial of costs and fees is committed to the sound discretion of the district

court and will only be reviewed for an abuse of that discretion. Lakeland True Value Hardware,
LLC v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.• 153 Idaho 716,728-30, 291 P.3d 399,411-13 (2012). Thus, this
1

On April 10, 20 17-well after the hearing on Thurston's fees and costs-Safeguard filed a Supplemental
Memorandum in Further Support of its Objection to Thurston's Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees. However, a

supplemental memorandum is not authorized under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Safeguard did not first
seek leave of court to file the memorandum. Therefore, the Court did not consider it.

1
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Court must (1) correctly perceive the issues as discretionary· (2) act within the boundaries of its
discretion and consistent with the applicable legal standards; and (3) reach its determination
through an exercise of reason /d.

III.

A ALY I
A.

Prevailing Party

A party is entitled to costs and fees if it i the prevailing party in the action and if it sets
forth a specific statute, rule or case authority supporting the claim for attorney's fees. Eighteen

Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating and Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 720, 117 P .3d 130
(2005). Whether a party is the prevailing party is a que tion of discretion for the trial court. IRCP
54(d)(1 )(B); Advanced Medical Diagnostics, LLC v. Imaging Center of Idaho. 154 Idaho 812,
814 303 P.3d 171 , 173 (20 13). Rule 54(e )(1) IRCP, which pertains to attorney fees
incorporates the IRCP 54(d)(l)(B) definition of " prevailingparty." According to IRCP
54(d)( 1)(B):

In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part
and did not prevail in part, and upon so fmding may apportion the costs between
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the
issues and claims invol ed in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments
obtained.
The det.c nnination of a prevailing party involves a three-part inquiry. The court must
examine (1) the result obtained in relation to the relief ought; (2) whether there were multiple
claims or i ue ; and (3) the extent to which either party pre ailed on each issue or claim. Jerry

J Joseph C.L. U Ins. Assocs., Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555 557, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148 (Ct. App.
1990). In determining which party prevailed in an action where there are claims and
counterclaim between opposing parties the court determines who prevailed " in the action."

Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC. 141 Idaho at 719 117 P.3d at 133. That is, the prevailing party
question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis. /d.
A between Thurston and afeguard, Thur ton is the prevailing party upon an analysis of
the three factors. While some ofThurston•s claims against Safeguard were dismissed prior to
trial, either voluntarily or through motion practice, Thurston prevailed on all of the claims
against Safeguard which ultimately reached trial, including breach of contract, breach of the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and fraud in the inducement. As to these claims,

2
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Thurston obtained approximately 93% of the compensatory damages requested against
2

afeguard. Further, in connection with these claims, Thurston obtajned the maximum punitive
damages award allowed under l.C. § 6-1604.

afeguard did not raise any counterclaims against

Thurston. Only by way of a quixotic journey down the rabbit hole. aided by an exercise of
statistical gamesmanship di connected from the reality of the practical outcome in this ca e, is
afeguard able to advance an argument that Thurston was not the prevailing party. Indeed, it
takes an active imagination to conjure up a scenario whereby an award of more than six million
dollars in compensatory and punitive damage does not net a prevailing party.
Thurston voluntarily dismissed its two interference claims against Safeguard regarding
the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement due to a lack of damages. DecL Mulcahy,

60. Likewise, its

accounting claim was dismissed since the requested information was obtained in discovery. /d.
ince these claims were dismissed well in advance of dispositive motions and trial and there is
no evidence they were pursued fii olously or without a good faith basis, they do not affect this
Court's conclusion that Thurston was the pre ailing party against afeguard. Decker v.

Home guard Systems, a Div. ofIntermountain Gas Co., l 05 Idaho 158 160 666 P.2d 1169, 1171
(Ct.App.l983)(Although 22 of plaintiffs' 28 claims were dismissed either voluntarily or on
motion practice prior to submission to the jury, plaintiffs were pre ailing party because they
"basically prevailed" on the principal complaints and the dismis ed claims were not frivolous).
Indeed, as recognized in Decker, is typical for counsel to plead multiple causes of action which
could be developed from facts and circumstances known at the time of pleading and- when
discovery reveals certain claims are unsupportable-dismiss tho e claims at the pretrial stage. o
long as Thurston had a good faith basis to plead the claims in the first place-and there has been
no showing to the contrary- their pre-trial dismissal is inconsequential to whether Thurston was
the prevailing party.
The dismi sal of two ofThurston's claim against Safeguard on summary judgment does
not alter this Court's conclusion that Thurston prevailed. The intentional interference with
prospective economic advantage claim did not seek damages above and beyond those sought in
Thurston's primary breach of contract claims and was premised on essentially the same behavior
alleged in those claims. Further. the claim for breach of the customer transfer agreement was a
2

For compensatory damages against afeguard, Thurston requested a total award of$1 ,754,3 52. 17 and the jury

awarded $1,625,985.

3
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relatively minor claim which was first pled only shortly before its dismissal. Due to its short life
span and the fact that Thurston prevailed at trial on the more significant claim of fraud in the
inducement regarding the customer transfer agreement its dismissal is oflittle consequence in
the prevailing party analysis.
afeguard urges this Court to consider Thurston's uccess as to the lawsuit as a whole.
including its claims against previously dismissed defendants and against Deluxe. Safeguard
points out that Thurston initially pursued up to 10 independent claims again t 1 I separate
defendants yet, due to dismissals along the way, only went to trial on only three claims against
Safeguard and one against Deluxe. Due to Deluxe's exoneration at trial, Safeguard contend that
Thurston's rate of uccess at trial was closer to 50% and only 17.6% in the action as a whole.
Thurston i only seeking fees and costs against Safeguard in connection with its
successful claims against Safeguard. Thus, the Court need not consider Thurston's success with
regard to the claims against Deluxe3 or its claims against the defendants that were dismissed
early in the action. The Court need only consider Thurston's claims against Safeguard. When
viewed as a whole. Thurston prevailed over Safeguard and, therefore, is entitled to recover
reasonable fees and costs.

B.

Fees

nder 12-120(3)

l.C. § 12-120(3) provides in pertinent part:

In any ci il action to recover on ...any commercial transaction unless otherwise
pro ided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee
to be set by the court to be taxed and collected as costs. The term "commercial
transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except transactions for per onal or
hou ehold purposes.
When a commercial transaction is present, the test for determining whether l.C. § I 2120(3) authorizes an award of attorney fees is whether the commercial transaction comprises the
gra amen ofthc lawsuit. Erickson v. Flynn, 138ldaho 430 436,64 P.3d 959 (2002). A court i
not required to award attorney fees every time a commercial transaction is connected with a case.
The commercial tran action must be integral to the case and constitute a basis upon which the
pany seeks to reco er. Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates. 133 Idaho 420, 426, 987 P.2d
1035 (1999). Even under the most broad view for l.C. § 12-120(3) to apply, the lawsuit must

3

Had Deluxe wished to seek costs or fees against Thurston, it could have filed the appropriate requests. However,

for ' hatever reason, Deluxe decided not to do so.

4
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seek resolution of a dispute ari ing from a commercial transaction. Idaho Newspaper Foundation
v.

City ofCascade, 122 Idaho 422 423 (Idaho App. 1990). Whether an action is based on a

commercial transaction is a question of law. intermountain Real Properties, LLC v. Draw, LLC,
155 Idaho 313, 320 311 PJd 734.741 (2013).
afeguard does not dispute that the distributorship agreement, which formed the basis of
Thurston's breach of contract claims against it, was a commercial transaction as contemplated in
I.C. § 12-120(3). It does di pute that Thurston may recover fees associated with its fraud in the
inducement claim under l.C. § 12-120(3). 4 However, as noted in Blimlca v. 1\t/y Web Wholesaler,

LLC, the commercial transaction ground in the statute neither prohibits a fee award for a
commercial transaction that involves tortious conduct, nor does it require the presence of a
contract. 143 Idaho 723, 730, 152 P.3d 594 (2007). In Blimka, the plainti ff and defendant
arranged a contract for the plaintiff to purchase thousands of jeans from the defendant. The
plaintiff alleged that the defendant made certain representations, by email and over the phone.
regarding the quality of the jeans and the way they would be packaged, and that when the
plaintiff received the jeans. they did not conform to the representations. The plaintiff alleged
claims of fraud and breach of express and implied warranties. The Idaho upreme Court held
that the plaintiff, as the pre ailing party. could rccei e attorney fees for the fraud claim under
l.C. § 12-120(3). !d.
Likewise here. Safeguard and Thurston entered into a distributorship agreement which
formed the basis of Thurston' s primary breach of contract claims against afeguard. While
Thurston's fraud claim against Safeguard involved tortious conduct, it arose out of the
di tributorship agreement because, but for the distributorship agreement, there never would ha e
been negotiations over Thurston's protected accounts at issue in the customer transfer agreement.
Moreover. in Blimlw, the alleged fraud was tortious conduct that, in a ense, induced the plaintiff
to enter the contract. Likewise here, Safeguard's fraud induced Thurston to enter into the
customer trans fer agreement, which is a commercial transaction. Thus, Thurston is entitled to
recover attorney fees associated with its fraud claim as well. 5
Thurston concedes that its claim for intentional interference with prospective economic advantage against
afeguard- which was granted in afeguard's favor on summary judgment- was not a "commercial transaction" as
defined by I.C. § 12- 120(3), but Thurston does not seek fees associated with this claim.

.a

sSafeguard urges this Court to ignore Rlimka and instead folio\ pre-8/imka precedent holding that fees could not be
recovered under I.C. § 12-120(3) on a tort claim even if a commercial transaction\ as involved. See, e.g. Sowards v.

5
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C.

Reasonable Fees

Thurston seeks an award of fees of $856,143.78, which consists of fees charged by
Mulcahy, LLP, Moffatt Thomas and Kelley Talboy in advancing Thurston's successful claims
against afeguard through judgment as well as computer assisted legal research. Thurston also
eeks post-judgment fees and legal research charges through March 29 2017 in the amount of
$74,746.51 billed by Mulcahy, LLC and $14,199.37 billed by Moffatt Thomas. Thus, the total
fees sought including legal research, are $945.089.66. When awarding fees thi Court must
consider the factors set forth in IRCP 54(e)(3).

o one element is to be given undue weight or

emphasis. Nalen v. Jenkins 113 Idaho 79, 81 , 741 P .2d 366,368 (Ct. App. 1987). In evaluating
these factors herein, the Court has considered Safeguard's objections to fees.
At the outset. howe er, it is necessary to set forth how Thurston arri ed at its prejudgment fee request against afeguard. Due to T3 's parallel arbitration proceeding Deluxe's
exoneration at trial , and prior dismissed claims and defendants, Thurston's counsel undertook
extensive efforts to excise from fee entries work as ociated with these matter

o as to ensure

that the fees sought represented service performed in advancing Thurston's successful claims
against Safeguard. Decl. Mulcahy

76-78; Decl. Gill,

16.6 Recognizing that there were

e eral fee entries that were difficult to segregate, such as trial attendance discovery and motion
practice, Thurston's counsel estimated that between 15% (for Mulcahy LLP) and 25% (for
Moffatt Thomas) of the fee sought were dedicated olely to Deluxe and the other dismissed
defendants and claims. Decl. Mulcahy.

85: Decl. Gill,

16. Thus. Thurston suggests a

reduction in its counsel's respective fee submissions by these percentages.
In addition, to the fees described above Thur ton seeks a percentage of non-segregated
fees associated with its claim against Safeguard that ·were submitted to the arbitration panel, but
were either "carved out" of the arbitration fee request by T3 as being related to the current action
or otherwise excluded by the panel. With regard to the "carved out" fees: Mr. Mulcahy explains:
On T3's behalf we pre iously filed a motion for attorneys' fees with regard to the
claims upon which T3 prevailed in Arbitration. In that attorneys' fee motion all
of the billing entries that were dedicated solely to work done on Thurston's behalf
were excluded. orne of the legal services for which fee were sought included
Rathbun, 134ldaho 702.8 P.3d 1245 (2000) and Spence v. Howell, 126 Idaho 763,890 P.2d 714 (1995). However,
even if, hypothetically. this Court disagreed with Blimlca, it is required to follow clear precedent, which Blimka
represents. To the extent Safeguard believes Blimlca was wrongly decided, it can rai e the maner on appeal.
6

o fees awarded in the arbitration proceeding are being sought in the instant motion.

6
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overlapping (non-segregated) fees which advanced both T3 and Thurston's claims
against Safeguard (most of the discovery). For the overlapping work, T3 made a
request in the arbitration for 92% of the time spent in developing the case,
conducting discovery, docwnent review and deposing witnesses to advance both
T3's claims and Thurston's claims against Safeguard. The 8% [deduction]
estimate was based on what percentage of the work would not have been done if
Thurston was not a part of the case against afeguard (3%) and had T3 not
brought claims against Deluxe in this action (5%). As noted, 3% of the legal
service entries carved out of the Arbitration fee request were dedicated solely to
Thurston's case against Safeguard. For this reason, Thurston seeks the recovery of
this 3% herein(.]
Decl. Mulcahy, 79, Exh. R.7
Moffatt Thomas fees submitted to the panel by T3 totaled $102,613.50. Of these, T3
requested an award in arbitration of88% of that amount, attributing 12% of the work to the
current lawsuit Decl. Gill,

18, Exh. F.

The panel accepted counsel's apportionment of fees, but excluded some time entries prior
to applying the percentages. With regard to Moffatt Thomas's fees the panel deducted $3391.50
from the total fees sought and applied the 88% to the reduced balance of $99 222. Thurston now
seeks the remaining 12% of$99,222 ($11,906.64), further reduced by 25% to account for work
dedicated to Deluxe and other dismissed and abandoned claims, for a total of $8929.98. Decl.

Gill. 18.
With regard to Mulcahy LLP fees, the panel deducted some specific entries and applied
the 92% to the reduced amount of$760 297.50. Decl. Mulcahy, 80 and Exhs. Q & S. Thurston
now seeks 3% of the $760,297.50, which is $22,808.93.8 !d. at 81. Thurston also seeks recovery
of a portion of the line item deductions of Mulcahy, LLP fees ($24,037.50) made by the
arbitrators. Thurston suggests the total line item deductions should be reduced by 15% to account
for fees attributable to claims against Deluxe and dismissed defendants and claims. !d.

at~

86

89, Exb. S.9
In sum, Tburston•s request for fees can be broken down as follows:

7

Fees submitted by Mulcahy, LLP to the panel totaled $784,335. Decl. Mulcahy, 81.

8

Unlike for Moffatt Thomas's fees, Thurston does not funher reduce the 3% because T3 had already estimated 5%
of the total was dedicated to claims against Deluxe. Decl. Mulcahy, 79.

9

Thurston does not seek any ponion of the line item fees deducted from Moffatt Thomas's bill.

7
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Through Judgment:
•

75% of Moffatt Thomas fees in state-court action (Exh. E to Decl. Gill): $143,064.75;

•

12% of Moffatt Thomas fee awarded in arbitration action (Exb. F to Decl. Gill) reduced
by 25%: S8929.98·

•

85% of Mulcahy, LLP fees in state-court action (Exh. P to Decl. Mulcahy): $653,777.50;

•

3% of Mulcahy, LLP fees awarded in arbitration action (Exh. R to Decl. Mulcahy):
22,808.93;

•

85% of Mulcahy, LLP fees excluded in arbitration action (Exh. S to Decl. Mulcahy):
20,431.88.
In addition, Thurston seeks fees billed by prior local coun el, Kelley Talboy. in the

amount of 4227. Decl. Mulcahy, Ex h. T.
Post-Judgment
•

100% of Mulcahy LLP fee from Jan. 27,2017 through March 29, 2017 (Exh. C to
upp. Decl. Mulcahy): $73,837.50;

•

100% of Moffatt Thomas fees billed from Jan. 27.2017 through March 29 2017 (Exh. A
to

3rd

Decl. Gill): $14,164.50

Ha ing explained Thurston's source and calculation ofrecovcrable fee

the Court turns

to the application ofiRCP 54(e)(3).
•

The time and labor reguired

The time and labor factor is perhaps the most contested due to Thurston's method of
apportioning fees. afeguard contends that Thurston's failure to apportion fees from the outset
among parties and coun el warrants denial of all fees. For this proposition

afeguard relie on

Willie v. Board ofTrustees, 138 Idaho 131 59 P .3d 302 (2002) and Rockefe ller v. Grabow, 139
Idaho 538, 82 P.3d 450 (2003) (Rockfeller I). These cases, however, are distinguishable. In both
the prevailing party was successful on a claim for which it was statutorily entitled to an award of
reasonable attorney fees and a claim for which there was no statute authorizing the award of
attorney fees. The Court held that the prevailing party must apportion fees between the claim
upon which it was entitled to recover attorney fees and the claim upon which it was not.

Rockefeller I, 136 Idaho at 645, 39 P.3d at 585; Willie, 138 Idaho at 136. 59 P.3d at 307.
either Willie nor Rockefeller is representative of the factual scenario before the Court.
Thurston prevailed on all of its claims against afcguard at trial, each of which was a

8
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°

"conunercial transaction" under I. C. § 12-120(3). 1 Further Thur ton did apportion fees
excising a.ll those dedicated exclusively to claims against Deluxe and other dismissed defendants
and claims. tated another way, Thur ton excluded all entries which were completely unrelated
af~guard .

to prosecuting Thurston's succc ful claims against

While some of the claimed work.

by necessity, overlapped with Thurston 's claims against Deluxe and dismissed
defendants/claims, afeguard has not cited to any authority maintaining that such fees are
unreco erable on these grounds. Indeed, where a prevailing party's legal work overlaps between
a successful claim and unsucce ful claim, the Idaho Court of Appeals has held that the claimant
can recover a percentage of fees to be determined by the trial court. Bumgarner v. Bumgarner.
124 Idaho 629, 644-45 862 P.2d 321 336-37 (Ct. App. 1993)(affirming district court 's
allocation of 50% of plaintiff's attorney fees to the prosecution of his successful claim ). "In a
multiple-claim action, the trial court is vested with discretion to determine which party prevailed
overall, and may apportion co t and fees taking into account the disposition of all claims,
counterclaims or other multiple issues." Holmes v. Holmes, 125 Idaho 784, 788, 874 P.2d 595,
599 (Ct. App. 1994). The only caveat it that afeguard may not be assessed with fees " de oted
exclusi ely" to an unsuccessful claim against another defendant. Davidson v. Beco Corp.. 116
Idaho 696, 698, 778 P.2d 818, 820 (Ct. App. 1989).

11

10

While Thurston 's claim for interference with prospective economic advantage against Safeguard, which was
dismis ed on summary judgment., was not a commercial transaction, Thurston excluded fees associated exclusively
with th is claim from its request. Decl. Mulcahy, 78; Decl. Gill, 16.
11

Many states do not require segregation where attorney fees arc claimed for a legal service which advances both a
recoverable and unrecoverable claim which share a common core of facts. See, e.g.. Tony Gullo Motors I. L.P. v.
Chapa, 212 S. W.3d 299, 3 13- 14 (Tex. 2006X"h is only when discrete legal services advance both a recoverable and
unrecoverable claim that they are so intertwined that they need not be segregated."); Sunset Fuel & Eng'g Co. v.
Compron. 715 P.2d 90 I, 904 (Or.App. l989) ("Attorney fees need not be apportioned when they are incurred for
representation on an issue common to a claim in which fees are proper and one in which they are not."); Brown v.
David K. Richards & Co., 978 P.2d 470, 19 (Utah Ct.App. l999) (attorney fees may be awarded "even though
orne of the fees may not have been incurred on strictly compensable issues, because proof of the compensable and
non-compensable claims overlapped"); Modular Mining Sys., Inc. v. Jigsaw Techs.. Inc.. 22 1 Ariz. 515, 522, 2 12
P.3d 853, 860 (Ariz. App. 2009Xwherc legal services were dedicated to both non-compensable ton claim and
" interwoven" compensable contract claim, prevailing party entitled to full fee); Dice v. City of Montesano, 128 P.3d
1253. 31 (Wash. App. 2006) ("If the court fmds that claims are so related that segregation is not reasonable, then it
need not segregate the attorney fees."); Chodorow v. Moore, 941 So. 2d 577, 579 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007)(where a
party is ent itled to an award of fees for some claims but not others, court must evaluate claims to determ ine whether
they involve a common core of facts and are based on related legal theories and, if so, full fee may be awarded
unless it can be shown that the anomeys spent a separate and distinct amount of time on counts as to which no
anorney's fees were authorized.).

9
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Reviewing the time entries submitted by counsel it is evident that the majority of
overlapping entries involve discovery document review, depositions, motion practice and trial.
Of these, most of the overlap is between Thurston 's claims against afeguard and claims against
Deluxe. Howe er considering that afeguard is Deluxe's wholly-owned subsidiary and the rwo
entities, and their employees, worked in tandem to effectuate afeguard's purchase and operation
ofiBF and Docu ource under the BAM program, the claims against them were inextricably
intertwined. The interference claims against Deluxe were premi ed on the on-going account
protection violations which formed the basis of Thurston's claims against afeguard. For this
reason the majority of Thurston's overlapping fees inured equally to the benefit of its claims
against afeguard and Deluxe. For example, the discovery of Deluxe documents and depositions
of Deluxe executives advanced Thur ton's claims against afeguard, particularly its punitive
damages claim . Through this discovery, Thurston was able to ascertain the due diligence
a sociated with afeguard's acquisition ofiBF and DocuSource and afeguard 's awareness of
how the acquisitions would pose significant threats to Thurston's account protection. The
discovery revealed afeguard's motivabons for and implementation of the BAM program and
effectively allowed Thurston to paint a complete picture for the jury.
This commonality in the claims against afeguard and Deluxe made it impractical-if not
impossible-to separate the services into compen able and non-compensable time unit . Thus. it
is necessary for the Court to usc its discretion in reaching a fair apportionment. Due to the fact
that the overarching focus of this action was afeguard 's violation ofThurston's distributorship
agreement, and upon review of the fee entries, this Court concludes that 20% of the overlapping
fees charged by Thurston's counsel represent an equitable allocation toward non-compen able
claims. Based on the Court' s view of the time entrie , it appears Mulcahy LLP was as in olved
as Moffatt Thomas in pursuing claims and discovery against Deluxe and, therefore, a
disproportionate deduction as between local coun el and lead counsel is not warranted. Thus,
rather than reduce Moffatt Thomas's fees by 25% and Mulcahy, LLP' fee by 15% as requested
by Thur ton, the Court will apply a 20% reduction to the total amounts billed.
The next issue in the time and labor analysis is whether the fees T3 "carved out" of the
arbitration matter as work dedicated solely to Thurston's cJajms against afeguard should be
awarded to Thurston. afeguard contends that none of the fees submitted in the arbitration matter

should be claimed here since they are "inexorably intertwined" with T3 's claims in that forum.
10
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Dec!. Bolinger,

11. However, as discussed this is not a basis for denying fees for services

performed on behalf of Thurston as well which simply could not be segregated from work
performed on behalf ofT3. T3's claims were nearly identical to Thurston's claims with regard to
afcguard and the legal services performed with regard to these claims inured to the:: benefit of
both plaintiffs.

otably the fee sought in the arbitration matter-at least for ervices performed

by Mulcahy LLP-were for services performed prior to those for which fees are sought in the
current matter. 12 They include the multiple meetings with Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply about
case strategy and document review, drafting pleadings in this matter, conducting discovery,
litigating discovery motions, and working with expert witnesses on Thurston and T3 's damage
calculations. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. R; Dec!. Gill Exh. F. Again many of the e services cannot
rea onably be segregated between Thurston and T3 given the fact that their claims against
Safeguard were virtually identical except for damage amount. They relied on the same core facts
and same legal theories. Thus, it is only reasonable to apportion a certain percentage of the e
services to Thurston's claims against afeguard. Reviewing the time entries, this Court finds that
counsel 's estimate that 3% of Mulcahy, LLP fees and 12% of Moffatt Thomas fees 13 carved out
of the arbitration fee request were reasonabl y dedicated to Thurston's claim against afeguard.
The next category of fees sought is the Mulcahy LLP fees that the arbitration panel
excluded from T3 's attorney fee award. DecI. Mulcahy Exh. S. Safeguard's chief objection is
that many of the fee entries relate to "pre-litigation general advice" and not directly related to
Thurston's claims litigated against afeguard. However work performed as a prelude to drafting
and filing the complaint is typically recoverable. As noted in Parson v. Mut. Of Enumclaw Ins.

Co .. "[t]ime reasonably spent by an attorney in a lawsuit does not begin with the drafting of the
complaint. Rule 11 (a)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure require an attorney to make a
reasonable inquiry into the facts and law before filing the lawsuit." 143 Idaho 743 748 152 P.3d

614,619 (2007).

12

The fee entries submitted by Mulcahy, LLP in the arbitration matter were for services perfonned berween May 13,

2014 through July 24, 2016. Dec I. Mulcahy, Exh. R. Its fee entries submitted in this matter on behalf ofThur ton
range from May 5, 20 16 through January 27, 20 17. ld at Exh. P. The fee entries submitted by Moffatt Thomas in
the arbitration matter were for ervice perfonned berween October 2, 2014 and October 27. 2016. Dec!. Gill, Ex h.
F. Its fee entrie submitted in this matter on behalf of Thurston range from September 25, 201 4 through January 27,
2014. /d. at Exh. E.
13

These amounts will be funher reduced by 20% ro account for work attributable to claims solely against Deluxe.

11
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The fee entries afeguard objects to include Mulcahy LLP's pre~litigation investigation
including joint correspondence with Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston about potential violations
by Safeguard of their distributorship agreements, as well as review of their respective
documents, legal research of their claims, and drafting and revising the initial complaint in this
matter. While Thurston was not a party to the initial complaint1\ he was involved in drafting it
and making revisions to it with an eye woward joining in it. Thus Thurston is entitled to recover
for this work. The remaining entries pertain to drafting the mediation brief, drafting a motion to
compel with regard to Thurston' s discovery requests, and responding to discovery from SAl, a
party dismissed on summary judgment. Of the "excluded fees" as a whole, the Court fmds only
one was not for time and labor reasonably warranted by Thurston's claims against afeguard. 15
With regard to the remaining entries, the deduction of20% for time dedicated to Deluxe and
other dismissed defendants is appropriate for reasons discussed above.
The flnal category of fees are those attributed to post-judgment work performed on behal f
of Thurston, including briefmg and arguing Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief against
Thurston and responding to Safeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of fees and costs.
Because the majority of these fees are attributable solely to Thurston no overall reduction of fees
to account for work dedicated to other claims and parties is necessary.
In sum, this Court finds that Thurston 's method of apportioning counsel's time entries to
reflect only the time and labor necessitated by his successful claims against Safeguard is
appropriate given the nature of the claims and parties. That said there are specific categories of
entries this Court finds were not reasonably required of such claims which must be deducted
prior to apportioning. Namely, work dedicated to the motions to vacate and confmn the
arbitration award was not reasonably related to advancing Thurston's claims against afeguard in
this action. Within Mulcahy, LLP charges these entries include:
Date

A tty

Hours Amt

Rate

Explanation

8129/ 16

Para.

2.25

$90

Conduct legal research re confidentiality of arbitration
proceedings under Texas law and admissibility of arbitration
transcript under Idaho law

$202.50

14

The initial complaint was filed by T3 only on August. 26, 2014. On September 16,2015, Thurston was added
through an amendment to the complaint.
15

7125/ 14 - JMM- $1000 - "Continued telephone conference with Ms. Teply re discussion about the facts
surrounding Ms. Teply's account protection violations; telephone conference with Mr. Thurston re his desire to

purchase 2 additional territories in Oregon and Safeguard's refusal to allow it unless he gives them a release."
12
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11/5/16

DRL

6.5

$2275

$350

I 117/16

KAA

.5

$200

$400

1117/ 16

JMM

.75

$412.50

$550

11 /25116

DRL

5.75

$2012.50

$350

12/5/16

KAA

1.25

$500

S400

12/6/16

KAA

.25

$100

$400

12/19/16

FC

3.25

$812.50

$250

2/20/ 17

JMM

6.25

$3437.50

$550

50%
deduction
BDDiied"

212 1/17

JMM

5.5

$3025

$550

Review pleadings in preparation for bearing; attend hearing on
motion to confirm arbitration and trial

S350

Travel to and attend hearing on motions to vacate and for postjudgment relief.

50%
deduction
applied

2/21/17

DRL

2.75

$962.50
SOOAI
deduction
applied

TOTAL

Prepare opposition to defendants' motion in limine section re
presenting T3's arbitration evidence again; prepare section of pretrial memorandum addressing the preclusive effect of the
arbitration decision; research caselaw re same.
Meet with Attorney Mulcahy re collateral estoppel effect of
arbitration award on trial and inability to try the case until the
award is final; draft substantial e-mail to clients re award in
arbitration and the likely effect it will have in this case
Conference with Attorney Luther remotion in limine; conference
with Attorney Adams re arbitration award and trial
Prepare opposition to emergency motion filed by defendants re
collateral estoppel effect ofT3 arbitration award; prepare material
and binders for trial
Receive and review final arbitration award; conference call with
Attorney Mulcahy and clients re award and the confirmation
procedure; exchange emails with local counsel re conftmlation of
the award and our related filing
Review file for arbitrator appointed by the AAA and background
for use in drafting the confirmation papers
Receive and review email from Attorney Luther relating to
motion to strike; review SBS's reply ISO motion to strike to
vacate arbitration order; revise motion to strike to address SBS's
reply brief; fonvard to Attorney Luther re the same
Travel to Boise for bearing on motion to confirm arbitration and
trial; review trial transcript and conference with Attorney Luther
re arguments, citations and exhibits. 17

$l0,227.50

Within Moffatt Thomas charges, these entries include:
Date

A tty

Hours Amt

Rate

Explanation

10/6/16

CCG

I

$285

$285

1017/16

ceo

2.2

$627

$285

Review and analyze supplemental memorandum in support of
motion for summary judgment regarding collateral estoppel effect
of arbitration award entered in T3 arbitration; review rules of court
regarding supplementing summary judgment pleadings;
correspondence with D. Luther regarding same
Review and analyze defendants correspondence to court regarding
objection to our filing of arbitration award in summary judgment

16
Only 50% of the fee will be deducted since only part of the hearing was dedicated to the motions to confirm and
vacate. The other portion of the hearing was dedicated to Safeguard's mot.ion for post-judgment relief and, therefore.
fees are recoverable.

17

Although Mr. Luther also billed for traveltime to Boise for the bearing on the arbitration confirmation and postjudgment motions, his billing entry confirms lhaL he worked solely on Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief
during that time. Thus, no deduction is necessary.
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10/25/ 16

LPS

.5

$67.50

$135

11 / 18/16

CCG

1.1

$3 13.50

$285

1112311 6

CCG

.3

$85.50

$285

11/2511 6

CCG

1.3

$370.50

$285

11127116

CCG

.5

$142.50

$285

1112811 6

CCG

1.5

$427.50

$285

TOTAL

proceedings; correspondence to co-counsel regarding same and
suggested response to same as well as recitation of rule supporting
our supplemental filing; review brief filed by defendants and
correspondence to court regarding same; draft return
correspondence to defendants' counsel suggesting alternative
protocol and citations to rules supporting supplemental filina;
Query document management system and e-mails for orders and
arbitrator's award to update counsel 's trial binder; update counsel's
trial binder
Continue with trial preparation by conducting additional research
on court's ability to conftrm arbitration award and application of
collateral estoppel on SBS and Deluxe after award is confumed.
including cases cited by Court at hearing and follow up with D.
Luther regarding same;
Review and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial or
alternatively motion for reconsideration of court's decision on
binding effect or arbitration award; correspondence with court and
D. Luther regarding same
Revie' and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial
or, alternatively, for recon ideration of order on binding effect of
arbitration award; review arbitration panel's citations toTe as law
on damages and comparison to Idaho law on arne subject; review
and finalize opposition to defendants' emergency motion;
Review and analyze defendants' cases submitted to coun on
emergency motion to vacate trial or reconsider ruling on binding
effect of arbitration award
Attend hearing on defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial or
reconsider court's ruling on collateral estoppel effect of arbitration
award: conference with J. Mulcahy and D. Luther re~arding same;

S6310.50

Likewise. attorney fees for purely rra el time are not appropriate to award in their
entirety. 18 These include the following:
Date

Atty Hours Amt

Rate

Explanation

611 011 6

10/511 6
10/811 6
1011211 6
10/ 12/1 6
10/3011 6

Para.
JMM
JMM
Para.
Para.
JMM
Para
JMM

5.75
5.25
5.25
2.5
5.25
5.25
5.25

$495
$3162.50
$2887.50
$472.50
$225
$2887.50
$472.50
$2887.50

S90
$550
$550
$90
$90
$550
$90
$550

1013011 6

Para

5.25

$472.50

$90

11/3/ 16
1111 5116

Para
JMM

4.5
5.25

$405
$2887.50

$90
S550

Travel back 10 Orange County~ Caughlan_l
Travel back to Orange County
Travel to Dallas for deQQSirions of JJ Sorrenti
Travel to Dallas for depositions of JJ Sorrenti
Travel to Minneapolis for dCj>QSition of McRobertS and Kirlin
Travel back 10 Orange County
Travel back to Orange County
Travel to Dallas for deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and
Ivy
Travel to Dallas for Deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and
Ivy
Travel to Minneapolis
Conference with Attorney Adams re exhibit list and deadlines;

9124116
101511 6

18

5.5

Travel time that cannot be utilized to work up the case (i.e .. reviewing and/or drafting documents, doing legal

re earch), i inevitable and unavoidable at times, but should be limited. Accordingly, the Coun \ ill award pure
travel time at 65%, for a total deduction of S 15,994.13.
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11/18116
11126116

JMM 5.5
JMM 5.25

$3025
$2887.50

$550
$550

1112611 6

DRL

5.25

$1837.50

$350

1212 111 6
1212 1/ 16
2122/17

JMM

JMM

6
5.25
6

$3300
$1837.50
$3300

$550
$350
$550

2122/ 17

DRL

6

$2100

$350

DRL

TOTAL

travel to Boise for pretrial conference
Travel back to Orange County
Travel to Boise for trial, conference with Anorney Luther re
strategy
Travel to Boise for trial, conference with Anorney Mulcahy re
strategy
Travel back from Boise to Orange County
Travel back from Boise to Orange County
Travel back to Orange County from hearing on post judgment
motions
Travel back from Boise to Orange County from hearing on post
judgment motions

$35,542.50

Further there are individual entries the Court finds were not related to Thurston's claims
against Safeguard, including:
Date

A tty

Hours Amt

Rate Explanation

5/1 011 6

Para.

3

$270

$90

8120/ 1s

CCG

.I

$30

$300

8121/15

CCG

.4

$120

$300

8/24/ 15

CCG

.3

$90

$300

TOTAL

Supplemental research for attorney's fees memorandum and
dismissal for individual defendants and defendants' rights to
attorney's fees
Review correspondence from D. Luther regarding order denying
stipulation to seal document in California action;
Review order from California court denying stipulation to seal
alleged confidential documents; review correspondence from D.
Luther regarding REDACTED; draft correspondence to D.
Luther regarding same·
Correspondence and conference w'ith J. Mulcahy regarding
whether to notify court of order in California action denying
parties' request to seal documents that defendants claim are
confidential;

$510

With regard to the post-judgment fees and costs while this Court will allow recovery for
work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment rehef, it wilJ not allow
recovery for work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's objection to fees and costs. Because
afeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of fees was anticipated, Thurston should have
included in its original memorandum of fees an estimate of the time and expense for responding
to Safeguard's objection. Its failure to do so within 14 days after the entry of judgment is a
waiver of those fees under the Rules. IRCP 54(d)(4), (e)(4). Therefore, a total of$31,075 will be
deducted. 19 However, because Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief was filed the same
day as Thurston's memorandum of fees Thurston could not have reasonably estimated the time
19

This figure represents post-judgment fee entries totaling $23,237.50 from Mulcahy, LLP and $7837.50 from

Moffan Thomas.
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and expense in responding thereto . Therefore the Court does not find that Thurston wai ed its
ability to recover such fees and costs by failing to include an estimate in its original
memorandum and will allow recovery, with the individual exceptions listed above.
Finally, Mr. Gill billed twice on two entries for January 4, 2017. The duplicate entries
which total $199.50. will be deducted.
With respect to fees sought in connection with Kelley TaJboy's services the invoices
provided only reveal $2895 in fees were charged and $1332.50 in costs. The fees were charged
o era period of one month in the earliest stages of the litigation. amely Kelley Tal boy
discu ed the case with Mr. Mulcahy assisted with the finalization and filing of the initial and
amended complaint arranged for pro hac vice admission of Mulcahy, LLP attorneys and
prepared motions and orders for service upon Safeguard. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. T. Because these
fees were necessarily incurred in litigating Thurston's claims against afeguard, they are
recoverable.
Adding up the deducted "through judgment" line item entries referenced herein, $6750
will be reduced from Moffatt Thomas's total "through judgment" fees, for a total of$195 909.64
and $28,491.63 will be reduced from Mulcahy, LLP' s total "through judgment" fees for a total
of$787 504.80. urther reducing these amount by 20% to account for work attributable to
Deluxe. the total "through judgment" fees properly attributable to Thurston' s claim against
afeguard, including the $2895 invoiced by Kelley Talboy is $789,626.55. "Post-judgment" fees
properly attributable to Thurston's claims against Safeguard total $56 927.
•

The novelty and difficultv of the questions

While Safeguard contend that Thurston's claims against it were typical of a commercial
litigation case, the way in which afeguard conducted the breaches was far from typical. Its
acquisition of IBF and DocuSource through the BAM program and subsequent operation of
those entities in competition with Thurston nothing short of complex. While Safeguard asserts
that the complexity of the BAM program need not enter into the analysis, it was central to
Thurston's claims against afeguard. Indeed, one only need to consider the length of the trialwhich was focu ed primarily on Thurston's claim against afeguard- to get an idea of how

in olved the conduct was. Thus, this factor weighs in favor of Thurston.
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•

The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law.

According to Roger Thurston, he cho e to retain Mulcahy. LLP due to its reputation in
the area of franchise and di ·tribution law and because it had repre en ted other afeguard
distributors. Oecl. Thurston,

4-5. Thurston felt Mulcahy LLP would be familiar with the

rete ant issues and able to efficiently and effectively prosecute the action. !d. In fact, James
Mulcahy has over 30 year of experience in franchise and distribution law and has litigated and/or
arbitrated hundreds of such matters. Oecl. Mulcahy,

62. His associate , Kevin Adams and

Douglas Luther, likewise ha e significant experience in the same area of law. !d.

at~

67-71 .

Local counsel, Clay Gill, is skilled in general commercial litigation and regularly associates with
out-of-state counsel on large, complex commercial litigation matters pending in Idaho. Decl.
Gill

6, 8.
While Mulcahy LLP's specialization may have served Thur ton well this Court is not

convinced that it was nece ary to Thurston's success. Certainly, by dedicating some time to
understanding the basics of distribution, any number of attorneys practicing in complex
commercial litigation without the same specialty could have handled the case with the same
degree of success. Thus, this factor does not weigh either for or against Thurston.
•

The prevailing charges for like work.

In determining the reasonableness of an hourly rate the court must. consider "the fee rates
generally prevajling in the pertinent geographic area, rather than what any particular segment of
the legal commuruty may be charging." Lettunich v. Lettunich. 141 Idaho 425 435 Ill P.3d
110, 120 (2005)(Lettunich I). "The pertinent geographic area is the area from which it would be
reasonable to obtain counsel." Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 750-51 185 P.3d 258,
262--63 (2008)(Lelfunich II).
afeguard does not object to the rate charged by Moffatt Thomas but contends that
Mulcahy. LLP rate are not in line with Idaho rates. Thurston acknowledges that Mulcahy LLP
rates are high for ldaho,20 but below the prevailing market rate in outhem California for
litigation specialists. Decl. Mulcahy, ., 75. Arguing that he was constrained to hire Mulcahy, LLP
20

Mr. Mulcahy charged an hourly rate of between $500 and $550, Mr. Adams' rate was between S350 and $400.
Douglas Luther's rate was $350. and Filemon Carrillo's rate was $250. Dec!. Mulcahy, " 64. 69. 71, 73. By
contrast. Patricia Olsson and Clay Gill charged S300 and S285, respectively. Decl. Gill, 17.
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due to ldaho's lack of qualified attorneys to handle his claims, Thurston urges this Court to
accept Mulcahy LLP's rates. Decl. Thurston,

2-5.

Howe er as explained above, Idaho-and Boi e in particular-has attorneys well suited
for complex commercial litigation. Decl. Greener, ., 9-10. While Mulcahy, LLP's resources and
specialization were undoubtedly convenient in prosecuting Thurston's claims this Court is not
convinced that Thurston was without options for retaining competent Idaho counsel. In his
declaration Roger Thurston reports that his local counsel infonned him that he was not aware of
an attorney in the area with resource

ufficient to engage in a prolonged legal battle with

afeguard . Decl. Thurston, (1 3. There is no evidence that Thurston made any additional inquirie
to confirm or deny his local counsel's impres ion. Con equently because it would have been
reasonable for Thurston to retain Boise-area counsel, this Court will reduced Mulcahy LLP 's
fees to be in accord with Boise's prevailing rates for lawyers of reasonably comparable skill,
experience and reputation.
The current high-end rates in the Boise area for experienced complex commercial
litigators is approximately $400 per hour and, for less experienced litigators, the rate is closer to

$250 per hour. 21 Taking into account Mulcahy LLP's specialization and the fact that the $90
hourly rate for its paralegals/law clerks is con iderably lower than Boise's market rate, this Court
finds that an overall reduction in its staff rates of 20% is reasonable. Applying this deduction
would place Mr. Mulcahy's rate at between $400 and $440 Mr. Adams rate at between $289 and

$320. Mr. Luther's rate at $289. lr. Carrillo's rate at $200, and $72 for paralegaVlaw clerks.
Safeguard docs not object to Mr. Gill and Ms. Olsson's rates and this Court finds them to be
reasonable. 22
•

Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

Thurston 's counsel represented it on a contingency basis. Decl. Mulcahy

4-5 and Exh.

A thereto. In the engagement agreement Mulcahy LLP undertook representation of Thurston on
21

See P C Equipment Finance. LLC v. Forest Air. LLC, 20 14 WL 6673986 (D. Idaho Nov. 24, 2014) (finding rates
ofS375 for senior partner, $305 for associate and S 160 for paralegal to be reasonable); Lalla v. Oller, 2014 WL
724563 1 (D. Idaho Dec. 19, 20 14) ($400 per hour reasonable for complex litigation attorneys in the Boise market);
Cmty. House. inc. v. City ofBoise. idaho, 2014 WL 1247758, at •6 (D. Idaho Mar. 25. 2014) (attorney rates of
$200-$400 were reasonable); Sparks v. Allstate Medical Equipment, Inc., 2016 WL 5661758 (D. Idaho Sept. 29.
2016) (lead anomey rates of$305-$334 and associate rates ofS255 and S290 were reasonable).
22

The Coon will apply the 20% deduction to the Mulcahy, LLP fees as reduced by the Court in the "time and labor

required" ection above. to wit: [reduced "through judgment" fees of $630.003.84 -r "post judgment" fees of
$50,600]

X

.80 = $544,483.07.
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the condition that it would be entitled to the greater of the contingency amount of 40% or the
attorneys' fees awarded in thejudgmeot./d. As applied to Thurston's award against Safeguard
the contingent fee would be $2,413,622.40. Thurston requests that the Court award this
contingent fcc amount or, alternatively a multiplier of three to the " lodestar'' amount the Court
ultimately finds to be warranted.
The Court has discretion to award attorney fees in an amount equivalent to or a portion of
the contingent fee. Parsons, 143 Idaho at 748. 152 P.Jd at 619 (fee award based on contingent
amount of $20.000 despite the fact that attorney performed only 30-40 hours of work was not an
abuse of di cretion)· Young v. • rare Farm }.Jut. Auto. Ins. Co., 127 Idaho 122 128 898 P.2d 53.
59 (1995)(award

of ~

the contingent fee not an abuse of discretion). "An amount equal to

standard contingent fees in the same locale is not an amount that is clearly erroneous." Brinkman

v. Aid Ins urance Co .. 115 Idaho 346, 351 , 766 P.2d 1227, 1232 (1988).
While Mulcahy LLP' s 40% contingency fee is typical among Boise fmns upon taking a
case to trial, the Court must also consider the requirement that the fee award be "reasonable."
LC. § 12- I 20(3). Here, the contingency fee was significantly increased by the punitive damages
award which made up a large percentage of the verdict. It resulted in a contingency fee which is
nearly three times greater than the actual fees sought and. therefore. the contingency fee i not
e en closely representative of the time actually spent. Therefore, the Court will not award the
contingency fee in lieu of a reasonable hourly fee. For this same reason, the Court will not treble
the hourly fee pursuant to the lodestar approach a method not supported by Idaho law.
•

The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the
case.
There i nothing in the record suggesting that time limitations were an issue in this case.
•

The amount involved and the results obtained.

Unquestionably, Thurston obtained excellent results with his claims against afegaurd.
As di cussed, while some of Thurston's claims again t afeguard were dismissed prior to trial ,
either voluntarily or through motion practice. Thurston prevailed on all of the claim again t
afeguard which ultimately reached trial and was awarded approximately 93% of the
compensatory damages requested, as well as the maximum punitive damages allowed under f.C.

§ 6-1604. Further, taking into consideration Thurston's dismis ed claims against afeguard.
Thurston's overall success against Safeguard is not significantly diminished as these claim
sought little in additional damages. Thus thi factor weighs heavily in Thurston's favor.
19
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•

The undesirability of the case.

The undesirability factor likewise weighs in Thurston's fa or. The economic risk
shouldered by Mulcahy LLP in agreeing to litigate against a large, resourceful company such as
afeguard on a contingent basis was enormous. Depositions were held across the nation. Funher
the course of the lawsuit was fraught with contentious discovery battles often requiring court
intervention. These drove the costs of the lawsuit up considerably.
•

The nature and length of the professional relationshjp with the client.

Thurston did not have a prior professional relationship with Mulcahy LLC or Moffatt
Thomas prior to this lawsuit.
•

A wards in similar cases.

In City ofMeridian v. Petra Inc., the Idaho Supreme Court found an award of
$1.275 416.50 in attorney fees to a pre ailing party in a breach of construction management
contract ca e was proper where the case was litigated for more than two years, involved a dozen
"vigorously contested" pre-trial motions and where trial lasted 59 days. 154 Idaho 425 455 299
P.3d 232,262 (20 13). Although the trial in this case lasted three weeks, the pretrial portion of the
case involved prolonged discovery rusputes and extensive motion practice. Thus the award
ought by Thurston is well in line with Petra.
•

Automated legal research .

Between eptember 30 20 16 and February 28, 20 17, Thurston incurred a total of
$3847.62 for automated legal research associated with its claims against afeguard. Dec!.
Mulcahy,

97, Exh. W; upp. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. C: 3rd Decl. Gill, Exh. A. Between

afeguard objects to recovery of thi amount on grounds that actual invoices were not provided.
Howe er in their respective declarations Thurston's coun el have provided spreadsheets
summarizing it various expenses which show line items memorializing costs for "on-line
research, at the end of each month between eptember 30. 2016 and February, 28.2017.
precisely when summary judgment trial and post-judgment briefing was underway. Id The
Court finds thi s is sufficient proof that the cost were incurred. Further the cost is reasonable.
According to Mr. Mulcahy, legal research expenses were allocated on a monthly basis based on
the percentage of research dedicated to each matter. Thus, the legal research costs claimed are
reflective of the time dedicated to Thurston's claims against Safeguard. upp. Decl. Mulcahy,

28.
20
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Based on the foregoing analysi under IRCP 54(e)(3), this Court finds an award of
attorney fees to Defendants in the amount of$710,432.78 to be reasonable, as well a $3847.62
in automated legal research.

D.

Costs
Rule 54(d)( 1)(C) provides that certain enumerated costs "shall be" allowed as a matter of

right to the pre ailing party unless otherwise ordered by the trial court. The rule further provides
that the trial court:
in its sound discretion may upon proper objection disallow any of the above
described costs upon a finding that said costs were not reasonably incurred; were
incurred for the purpose of harassment; were incurred in bad faith; or were
incurred for the purpose of increasing the co t to any other party.
/d.

ln addition the prevailing party in a civil action may seek reimbursement of some costs
" upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred and
should in the interest ofj ustice be assessed against the adverse party." IRCP 54(d)(l )(A). Rule
54(d)(l )(D), IRCP, permits the district court to award "[a]dditional items of cost not enumerated
in or in an amount in excess of that [allowed as a matter of right]." uch costs are permissible
"upon a showing that [they] were necessary and exceptional cost reasonably incurred and
hould in the interest of justice be assessed upon the adverse party." /d.
A trial court must make express flndings as to why a party's discretionary costs should or

should not be allowed. I.R.C.P. 54(d)( I )(D). Express findings comply with this requirement
\ hen they are about the general character of the requested costs and whether those costs are
nece ary, reasonable, exceptional and in the intere ts of justice. Hoagland v. Ada Cnty., 154
Idaho 900 913-14,303 P.3d 587, 600-01 (2013). If a court fails to make such findings any
award will be reversed on appeal . Swallow v. Emergency Med. ofIdaho. P.A., 138 Idaho 589,
598, 67 P.3d 68, 77 (2003).
In evaluating whether a cost is "necessary and exceptional," the primary dispute typically
surrounds the latter requirement. To determine whether a cost is " exceptional," case Jaw directs
courts to "assess the context and nature of a case as a whole along with multiple circumstances."

Hoagland. 154 Idaho at 913-14. 303 P .3d at 600-01. Particular standards a court should consider
include. but are not limited to, whether there was unneces ary duplication of work. whether there
was an unnecessary waste of time, the frivolity of issues presented, and creation of unnecessary
costs that could have been easily avoided. Jd Thurston seeks the following costs:
21
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Court Reporters/Depositions

$27,215.47

Court filing fees.lJ
Process Service/Federal
Express/postage
Photocopies
DTI
Office Suppl ies/Binders
(exhibits)
Coles Reinstein work
Subpoenas
Hearing Transcripts
Witness Fees (McConnick
& McLaughlin)
Attorney Travel
Expenses/Meals/Hotel
Larry Berliner Fees
Robert Taylor Fees

$560.85
$5302.23
$10,267.50
$10,852.48
$550. 15
$3550.00
$295.75
$12,324.40
$55.00
$41 ,489.71
$14 026. 12
$75,228.00

With regard to costs awardable as a matter of right, the only expenses this Court finds
recoverable under IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) are those for the "court reporter/deposition" in the amount
of$27.215.47; exhibits costs up to the maximum of$500; court filing fees of$221; witness fees
of $55; subpoena costs of $295.75, and· $2000 for Berliner and $2000 for Taylor are warranted .
Thus the total amount of costs recoverable as a matter of right is $32,287.22.

24

As for the remaining expenditures their recovery depends on whether they satisfy the
standard for di scretionary costs. Certainly, costs incurred for postage office supplies and
photocopies abo e the $500 limit, and costs for hearing transcript are not exceptional in
litigation. Indeed, Thurston does not argue as much. Roe v. Harris, 128 Idaho 569, 574,917 P.2d
403 , 408 (1996)(where no showing was made that costs of photocopying, long distance
telephone calls, faxes and courier expenses were exceptional and neces ary, award properly
denied.) abrogated on other grounds by Rincover v. State, Dep't ofFin., Sec. Bureau, 132 Idaho
547.976 P.2d 473 (1999).
23

Mulcahy's spreadsheet does not indicate what. this "filing fee", which was incurred on October 31 , 2016, was for.
The only c idcnce presented of a paid filing fee is included in the Kelley Talboy invoice, demonstrating that $221
was paid in connection with filing the original Complaint. Exh. T to Decl. Mulcahy.
24

Costs for process service are recoverable as a matter of right, but Thurston was unable to articulate what portion

of"Process service/Federal Express/postage" was acrually dedicated to process service. Decl. Mulcahy, fi 97(i).
22
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However, Thurston does contend that the attorney travel expenses the OTT software
costs, and fees charged by Mr. Berliner, Mr. Taylor and Coles Reinstein do satisfy the standard.
For attorney travel, Thurston argues the expenses were necessary to obtain evidence placed
before the jury and exceptional as they were incurred in large part by Safeguard's "forced
motions and ultimately a trial that hould not have been necessary.'' Thurston's Memo. p. 24.
However travel costs in litigation, as well as meals and lodging, are a typical aspect of modern
litigation. especially in commercial litigation where large companies have a nationv ide presence.
Further, although there were hearing on contested disco ery motions that Thurston's coun el
had to travel from California to attend this is a cost inherent in retaining out-of-state coun el
and therefore, not exceptional.
Likewise, the cost for the DTI software and document management services does not
meet the requisite standard. According to Mr. Mulcahy, the sheer olume of documents produced
by afeguard made a page by page document review was impractical and rendered it nece ary
for Thurston to use DTI for storing and searching the documents. Decl. Mulcahy,~ 48, 97 and
fn . 7. Further he explains that the software enabled Thurston to identify the metadata associated
with the documents which proved crucial for issues which aro e in depositions such as denial of
authorship. /d. However, voluminous document production is typical of commercial litigation.
Further, Thurston could have more effectively managed the volume of documents produced by
focusing its discovery requests more. A review of Thurston's requests for production to
afeguard reveal that Thurston cast a remarkably broad net from the beginning rather than
attempting to first shape and narrow the issues through detailed interrogatories. See, e.g.,
Thurston 's RFP

os. 16, 30, 33 36 to Safeguard attached as Ex h. 11 to Decl. chossberger

(Feb. 10 21 07). While the document production would still ha e been voluminous, it very likely
would have been less so. Therefore, the Court does not find the expense to be necessary and
exceptional, nor would it be in the interests of justice to award the expense to Thurston.
Conversely. Mr. Berliner's expert fees do sati fy the standard for recovery. Mr. Berliner
was hired by Plaintiffs as part of a joint resolution to Plaintiffs' motion to compel discovery
re ponses. Deel. Mulcahy,

f'

13-36, Exhs. 0- G. Due to Safeguard's delay and prevarication in

re pending to Plaintiffs' discovery request seeking sales data from Docu ource and rBF and,
secondarily, to looming scheduling order deadlines the parties agreed that Plaintiffs could have

Mr. Berliner inspect and extract afeguard's accounting data Decl. Mulcahy, 96 Exh. G. Mr.
23
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Berliner traveled to Safeguard headquarters in Dallas and worked with Safeguard employee,
Terry Robison, for a week in identifying and obtaining data relating to sales to Thurston and
T3's protected customer by other afcguard distributors. Decl. Berliner.

7. Following that, Mr.

Berliner extracted the data and compiled it in a usable form so that it could be reviewed by
Robert Taylor to calculate damage . !d. at 11 .
Thurston contends that the expense of hiring Mr. Berliner was necessary and exceptional
due to afeguard's obstruction during discovery and its refusal to reveal the details of the
account protection violations. Thurston points to Mr. Kirlin's trial testimony' hich revealed that
afeguard had easy access to data relating to sales to Thurston and T3 's protected customer
since 2013. but did not pay the commissions on those sale~r even reveal those sales-to
Thurston and T3 due to a dispute in contract interpretation. Tr. Trans. 1962:15-1965:23·
1976:22-1980:19. Thurston argues that if afeguard produced this information from the
beginning, there v ould have been no need to hire Mr. Berliner. Decl. Mulcahy,, 13, 30 and
Exhs. E-F thereto. afeguard conver ely. contends that Thurston was in po se ion of all the
information necessary to calculate its damages early in the case and opted to hire Mr. Berliner to
drive up costs and harass afeguard. Decl. Schossberger

26. 33. However. the documents

produced by Safeguard were incomplete containing only "snippets, of relevant information
with many corre ponding exhibits and attachments regularly missing or withheld. Decl.
Mulcahy,

46-47. Further, during depositions, afeguard's witnesses refused to acknowledge

the documents, claiming they could not recall or recognize documents they sent received or
created. I d. at

57. Dunlap refused to identify a single protected customer of Thurston's instead

referring to "possible common accounts." ld.
This Court i painfully aware of the difficulties both parties experienced in the discovery
process. Whllc Thurston's requests were quite broad

afeguard reacted by being less-than-

forthcoming in its respon es and appeared to make it as difficult as po sible for Thurston to
obtain the information necessary to prove its damages, despite evidently having the requested
information at its fingertips. Hiring Mr. Berliner was, therefore a necessary choice under the
circumstances. Further, the cost qualifies as exceptional because it could have been avoided had
Safeguard made complete disclosure early on. Finally, justice requires that Thurston recover
this cost, which Mr. Berliner has reasonably apportioned to exclude work dedicated solely to
anythlng other than Thurston's claims against afeguard. The balance remaining after the
24
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deduction of$2000 awarded as a cost as a matter of right is $12,026. 12, which shall be assessed
against Safeguard as a di scretionary cost.
Mr. Taylor was hired to quantify Thurston's damages associated with unpaid
commissions (past and future), pricing advantage damages underpayment to Thurston forth~
alue of the purchased accounts and assess the value of the business. Decl. Taylor,

8. For the

past lost commissions Mr. Taylor analyzed and matched the extensive data extracted by Mr.
Berliner to identify actual ales by IBF and Docu ource to Thurston' protected accounts and
calculate the amount ofcommi sion owing to Thurston.Jd. at

11-12. As Mr. Kirlin testified

at trial. this was data tracked by afeguard on a daily basis for year but it was not disclosed to
Thurston. Had afeguard complied with its discovery obligations and disclosed the infonnation
up front, there would have been no reason for Thurston to hire Mr. Taylor to analyze and
calculate the same. Insofar as Mr. Taylor's fee were dedicated to this endeavor, they would
qualify a reimbursable as a discretionary cost. Howe er Mr. Taylor's other work-future lo t
commissions pricing advantage damages underpayment and business aJuation-is quite
typical of a commercial litigation case. While Mr. Taylor has apportioned his fees for work
dedicated to Thurston's claims again t afeguard,25 there is no further apportionment for fee
dedicated to his analysis of past unpaid cornmi sion. Therefore. while this cost is awardable,
Thurston has not carried its burden of establishing the amount.
The final cost at issue is that attributable to Coles Reinstein, an accounting finn initially
retained by Thurston to opine on damages. Decl. Mulcahy

97 and Exh. X thereto. However.

after Mr. Reinstein performed some initial work, Mulcahy LLP opted to hire Mr. Taylor, who
was better equipped for the work. !d. Thurston doe not make any attempt to explain why this
cost satisfies the requisite standard. Consequently it will not be awarded as a discretionary cost.

Roe, 128 Idaho at 574 917 P.2d at 408.

IV.

ORDER
Ba ed on the foregoing analysis, Thurston 's Motion for Attorney Fees and afeguard's

Objection to Fees and Costs are DE lED in part, and GRANTED in part. Thurston i entitled to

an award of the following against the afeguard:

25

•

Attorney Fees: $7 10.432.78

•

Automated Legal Research : $3847.62

See, Decl. Taylor,

19-21.

25
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•

Costs As a Matter of Right: $32.287.22

•

Discretionary Costs: $12.026. 12

•

TOTAL: $758,593.74

An Amended Final Judgment will be filed contemporaneously herewith.

IT I SO ORD RED.
Dated this

~ ~ ofMay

20 17.
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By EMILY CHILD
OEP\ITY

fN THE Dl TRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN A D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTO
)
E TERPRI ES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BU fNESS YSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATIO , a Minnesota corporation. )
)
Defendants.
)

Case o . CV-OC-1416400
AMENDED JUDGME T
NUNC PRO TUNC

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business ystems, Inc. ("SBS'') in the amount of Six Million, Seven Hundred

inety Two

Thousand, Six Hundred Forty ine and74/ IOO Dollars ($6 792,649.74). This judgment shall
accrue post-judgment interest at tbe annual statutory rate of 5.625% from the date of the entry of
this judgment until the entire sum is paid to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. in full . Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe Corporation are djsmissed with prejudice.
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Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises Inc. (''T3") against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed
with prejudice. I
T3 shall have and recover against SBS the sum of Four Million, Three Hundred Sixty
Two Thousand and Forty One and 95/100 Dollars ($4,362,041.95) as awarded in the arbitration
action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. AAA No. 01 15 002 6860 and confirmed
by this Court. ("Confumed Judgment"). The Confinned Judgment shall accrue post-judgment

interest at the annual statutory rate of 5.625% from the date of the entry of this judgment until
the entire sum is paid to T3 in full. In addition:
1. The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2. Further perfonnance by T3, its principals or its agents under the Distributor Agreement is
excused by virtue of B 's material breach of the Distributor Agreement. This
specificall y includes, without limitation, excuse of any performance by T3 of the post
term covenant against competition.
Upon payment by SBS to T3 of the Confirmed Judgment in its entirety, including any
accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a satisfaction of judgment and cease using the
following intellectual property and other materials ofSBS: ( 1) the afeguard name and
mark(s) (2) the afeNet program, (3) afeguard price lists (4) afeguard product specs (5)
Safeguard marketing materials (6) the CMS program, (7) afeguard business cards (8)
afeguard letterhead, (9) afeguard sales materials (I 0) afeguard job samples, ( ll)

I Tbis Judgment, as it relates to all.ofThurst.on Enterprises' claims, and the claims ofD against Deluxe

Corporation, is entered Nunc Pro Tunc to January 13, 2017.
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Safeguard product manuals, ( 12) afeguard product training, ( 13) Safeguard sales brochures

(14) Safeguard design form trays (15) Safeguard demonstration boards, ( 16) Safeguard
email addresses, (17) Safeguard websites and domain names and (1 8) any other products or
materials containing the Safeguard name or mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile
numbers, post office box, and customer files; cards records and other date used in
connection

'~th

T3's business will remain the property ofT3.

All other claims against all other parties are dismissed with prejudice.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATEDTHIS~'?.;ofMay 2017. ~/
~#

c!

-:r-/ ::>
n~pler
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this __£_ day of May, 2017, I emailed (served) a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to:

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attorneys at Law
pmo@moffan.com
ccg@mo.ffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
Dane Bolinger
A ttomey at Law

dbolinger@hawlevtroxell.com
Paul R. Genender

Jason E. Wright
Attorneys at Law
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By: ~· .~

Deputy Court Clerk

•

..
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

•

..

•..

,

••••••••

"
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NO·---~~~~--

A~M.3:Lf$

AM.

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

MAY 05 2017
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACOB BATEMAN
DEPUTY

Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admi_tted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214} 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
Plaintiffs-Respon.dents,

)
)

)

vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S NOTICE
OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
Defendant-Appellant.

FILING FEE CATEGORY: L.4 $129.00

)
)
)

------------------------------

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., ITS ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES - 1
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:

•
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. discloses the
following information:

1. Matter and Parties:
a) T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al, District
Court, Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Ada County, Case No. CVOC-1416400, the Honorable District Court Judge Steven Hippler, presiding. 1
b) T3 Enterprises, Inc. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., American Arbitration
Association Case No. AAA No. 01 15 0002 6860, Panel: Chair, Maureen Beyers;
Arbitrator, Hon. Kenneth Kato; Arbitrator, Van Elmore .
. c) Appealing Party: Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS").
Counsel for SBS:
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
.Telephqne: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.c~m
1

SBS gives notice that it is filing a separate notice of appeal that arises from this same docketed lawsuit for claims
by (and judgment entered in favor of) Thurston Enterprises, Inc., a second plaintiff in the lawsuit. SBS believes that
the two matters should be docketed separately on appeal due to the distinctly different nature of T3's arbitration
proceeding as compared to Thurston's trial proceedings. Although certain background facts overlap between the
claims of the two plaintiffs, the legal proceedings (federal arbitration law versus Idaho trial) and applicable law
(Texas law applies to T3 's claims) are so distinct as to benefit from separately-docketed appeals.
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d) Respondent Party: T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 ")
Counsel for T3:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
.
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main Street,
Suite 1300
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admittedprohac vice)
MULCAHYLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252~0090
Email: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com

2. Designation of Judgments and Orders Appealed: SBS hereby designates the
following judgments and orders to be included as part of its appeal against T3, copies
of which are attached to this Notice of Appeal: ·
•

December 17, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order on SBS's Motion to
Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings (attached as Exhibit A)

•

March 24,2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions. Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit B)

•

March 29, 2017 Order on Motions to Confirm And Vacate Arbitration
Award (attached as Exhibit C)

•

March 29, 2017 Order Confirming Arbitration Award (attached as Exhibit
D)
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3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal: SBS discloses the following
preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which SBS intends to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to review:
·•

Whether the district court erred in severing and not enforcing the forum
selection provision in T3's distributor agreement?

•

Whether the district court erred in overruling SBS's assertion of attorneyclient privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client Privilege, and
thereby prejudiced SBS such that the arbitration award should be vacated? -

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS's motion to vacate and/or
:modify _T3 's arbitration award? Including but not limited to:
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly by awarding gross profits
instead of net profits?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise .acted improperly by awarding speculative future
losses based on annual revenue metrics?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, acted irrationally,
without authority, and/or otherwise acted improperly in declaring a
constructive termination?
-Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, without authority,
and/or otherwise acted improperly by allowing T3 to elect a discharge
and still receive future lost profits?
-Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, in violation of public
policy, and/or otherwise acted improperly by awarding both future lost
profits and the entire value of the distributorship?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly in awarding attorneys' fees and
expenses?

•

Whether the district court erred in granting T3 's motion to confirm the
arbitration award?

•

Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees, costs, and expenses
incurred in pursuing the appeal?

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 4
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4. Jurisdictional Statement: The Idaho Supreme Court has jurisdiction over the appeal
ofthe orders and judgments listed above pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules 11(a)(1)
and 11(a)(8), and pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 16(a).
5. Transcripts: SBS requests a reporter's transcript be prepared in electronic format
and include the following:

•

February 21, 2017 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

6. Record: SBS requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record,
in addition to those materials automatically included in the clerk's record pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b):

:iU~i!~iJ~~~J~:~~i:~ti;~f~~~~@~l:\ ti~}:~t~i~W~~!M11J~l~C~t~:f.iZ;;it~1:1~~J~~:~:~~:~~~!I11:;~:£~~1.~
08/26/14 COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
09/16/14 AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM'S MOTION TO
10/21/14•
COMPEL ARBITRATION
·
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
10/21/14
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
10/21/14 SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL
11/12/14
ARBITRATION
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON ISO OPPOSITION TO
11/12114
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
AFFIDAVIT OF DAWN TEPLY ISO OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
11/12/14
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
11/17/14
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
11/17114 MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION
AND SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE (1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL
11/18/14 ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP;
AND (3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK
OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
STRIKE (1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION; (2)
11118/14
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND (3) REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL
JURISDICTION
. DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES - 5
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11/19/14
11/19/14
11/19/14
11/26/14
11126/14
12/17/14
12/17/14
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/28/16
01/28/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16
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DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS'S OPPOSITION
TO MOTION TO STRIKE
DEFENDANT MICHAEL DUNLAP'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
STRIKE
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS' AND MICHAEL
DUNLAP'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT
T3 ENTERPRISES' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS'S
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO STRIKE
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY PROCEEDNGS
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
. CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATION AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
DELUXE CORPORATION'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
DECLARATION OF MALCOM MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DANE A BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO ·PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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~~m~~~r~~~~;~;~~~~:~fi:~~~~t?f!Bml~~~«<lli~t~~~ilii:~fl--~~~:t~~;~:;~~l~~:l
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
02/05/16
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW IN SUPPORT OF
02/05/16 DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGAURD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
02/09/16 INC.'S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
02/09/16
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
02/09/16 SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R.
02/09/16 LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM DECISIONS AND ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
03/24/16
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM
10/26/16
ARBITRATION AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
10/26/16
OF MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
10/26/16 PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM
ARBITRATION AWARD
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.'S MOTION TO STRIKE
AND MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO T3
10/27/16
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION
AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS'
11/09/16
MOTION TO STRIKE T3'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION
AWARD
DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN OPPOSITION TO
11/09/16 SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO STRIKE
T3 'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
MEMORANDUM DECISION_AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD AND
11/21/16
DEFENDANTS' MOTION IN LIMINE TO PRECLUDE EVIDENCE OF
ARBITRATION
DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 7
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"

12/05/16
12/05/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16

12/12/16

12/12/16

12/19/16
02/24/17
02/24/17
03/29/17
03/29/17

DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S RENEWED MOTION TO
CONFIRM ARBITRATION A WARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S RENEWED MOTION TO
CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY
ARBITRATION AWARD
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERN
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERN
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD
!NESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF.JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBiTRATION A WARD
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERN
MODIFY ARBITRATION A WARD
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE OPPOSITION
TO SBS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION A WARD
LETTER BRIEF TO COURT RENEW CASES CITED IN ORAL
ARGUMENT BY T3
ORDER ON MOTION TO CONFIRM AND VACATE ARBITRATION
AWARD
ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION A

7. Exhibits- Civil Cases: SBS requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Idaho Supreme Court:
•

Demonstratives: February 21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as part of SBS's
argument regarding its Motion to Vacate or, in the Alternative, Modify
Arbitration Award (submitted at oral hearing)

8. Sealed Record: Portions of the above-referenced record were filed under seal
pursuant to the following orders entered by the District Court:
•

April 17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order

•

December 21, 2015 Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only
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•

December 30, 2015 Order Re Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only

9. Certification: I, the undersigned attorney of record for appellant SBS, certify:
a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a
transcript has been requested, as named below:
•

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript, calculated pursuant to the parameters of Id$o
Appellate Rule 24, as follows:
•

IAR 24(b) estimated fee for preparation of the above-referenced
transcripts: $200.00.

c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid,
calculated pursuant to the parameters ofldaho Appellate Rule 27, as follows:
•

Estimated Record fee of $100.00 to be supplemented with actual costs
of scanned record. See Idaho Appellate Rule 27(d).

d) That the appellate filing fee for an appeal in a civil case of $129.00 has been paid.
See Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(1).
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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DATED THIS 5th day ofMay, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

~~
Dane A. Bolinger, ISBN~~
DATED THIS 5th day of May, 2017.

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of May, 2017, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S NOTICE
OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
0 iCourt e-service

PatriCia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
101 S ..Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Bois_e, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com

James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy_LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
.[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt e-service

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Christie V alcich
Court Reporter
Ada County District Court
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 cvalcich@adaweb.net
0 iCourt Courtesy Copy

ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iCourt e-service
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DEC 17 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

IN" THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, IN'C., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, IN'C., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
:MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND
STAY PROCEEDINGS

SAFEGUARD BUSJNESS SYSTEMS,
IN' C., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, IN'C., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN', an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSJNESS FORMS, IN"C., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KM:MR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES I:-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take steps to prevent other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to Plaintiffs'
customers and for paying commissions to these interfering distributors which should have been
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paid to Plaintiffs. The interfering distributors, as well as others who purportedly facilitated the
interference, are also named as defendants.
The distributorship agreement between Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and SBS
contains the following arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH
(A)
[(ADDRESSING
SBS'S
INTERNAL
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US .. . AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUB:MITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDIN"GS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
EXCEPT
AS
OTHERWISE
PROVIDED
IN
THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
THE
AMERICAN
ARBITRATION
RULES
OF
ASSOCIATION ....
In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause, the T3 Distributorship Agreement
includes the follo·wing choice oflaw provision:

All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act.. .. Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to this subsection.
In accordance with the following provisio~, SBS seeks to compel the arbitration ofT3's

claims against it in Texas. SBS contends the forum selection clause is valid under both federi!il
. and Texas law and should be enforced as written. SBS also seeks a stay of proceedings pending
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the arbitration of D's claims under 9 U.S.C. § 3, which is part of the Federal Arbitration Act
("FAA'').
Initially, T3 conceded that it was bound to arbitrate its claims and sought only to sever
the choice of forum provision from the arbitration clause on the basis that it was unconscionable
and unenforceable under I.C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum selection clause which
requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights through litigation or
arbitration. 1 In supplemental briefing, T3 enhanced its argum.ent, contending that the invalid
forum selection provision alone rendered the entire arbitration clause void and, consequently, T3
should not be 'compelled to arbitrate, either in Idaho or Texas. Regarding the stay, T3 and
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. C'Thurston") argue that if arbitration of T3' s claims· proceeds,
this Court is not permitted to stay T3 's non-arbitral claims and Thurston's claims.
A related issue on which this Court requested supplemental briefing was whether the
enforcement of a forum selection clause is a procedural matter for the arbitrator to decide or
whether it qualifies as a substantive matter for the Court· to determine. SBS argues that whether
the forum selection clause is enforceable is a question of procedure for the arbitrator while T3
contends it presents a substantive question for this Court.

IT.

STANDARDS

Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court. Wattenbarger v. A. G.

Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 308, 315,246 P.3d 961, 968 (2010). When ruling on a motion
to compel arbitration, the district court applies the same standard as if ruling on a motion for

1

In support of its argument that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, T3 submitted the
affidavit of its President, Dawn Teply, setting forth facts suggesting she was in a substantially weaker bargainlng
position tban SBS at the time of contracting which compelled her to agree to arbitrate in Texas rather than Idaho.
A:ff. Teply ~~ 8-14 (Nov. 12, 2014).She further states the costs of having to arbitrate in Texas would be
proh.Ibitive.Jd. at ~~15-16.
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summary judgment Id. at 317, 246 P .3d at 970. Thus, a motion to compel arbitration is proper
granted when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that the moving party is
entitled to compel arbitration as a matter oflaw. Id, quoting I.RC.P. 56( c). The record must be
construed in favor of the nonmoving party, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's
favor. Jd If reasonable minds could differ on conclusions drawn from the evidence presented,
the motion must be denied. Jd. The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact is on the moving party. Id.
Stays of proceedings pending arbitration are governed by§ 3 ofthe FAA, which states:

If any· suit or proceeding be brought in any of the courts of the
United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an
agreement, shall on application of one of the parties ·stay the trial
of the action until.such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the terms of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is
not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.
For arbitrable issues, the stay is mandatory. Shearsonl American Express, Inc. v.

Mcll1ahon, 482 U.S. 220, 226 (1987). The decision to stay litigation of non-arbitrable claims or
issues pending the resolution of related arbitration procee~gs is a matter within the court's
discretion. Moses H Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercwy Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 21 n .
. 23 (1983).

ill.

ANALYSIS

A. Compelling Arbitration in Texas
1. Enforceability ofthe Forum Selection Clause Presents a Question of
Arbitrabil.ity.
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The FAA applies to all arbitrations involving commerce. 9 U.S. C. § 2. Section 2 of the
FAA provides a written agreement to arbitrate a controversy "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in

~quity

for the revocation of any

contract." The U.S. Supreme Court interprets§ 2 to mean that, like other contracts, an arbitration
clause or portion thereof may be invalidated by "generally applicable contract defenses, such as
fraud, duress, or unconscionability." Doctor's Associates, Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681,
687, 116 S.Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.2d 902 · (1996). Under § 4 of the FAA, the court must order
arbitration if it is satisfied that the making of the arbitration agreement is not at issue. 9 u.s.c. §
4.
The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question of arbitrability."

Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The Court has cautioned that.
questions of arbitrability are narrow in scope and typically involve matters of a kind that
"contracting parties would likely have expected a court" to decide. Id. They include certain
gateway matters, such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement at all or whether
.a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy. Id., citing John

Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543,

546-~47

(1964). (whether an arbitration

agreement survives a corporate merger); AT & T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications Workers,
475

u.s.

643, 651-52 (1986)(whether

alabor-management layoff controversy falls within the

scope of an arbitration clause); Atkinson v. Sinclair Refining Co., 370 U.S. 238,241-243 (1962)
(whether a clause providing for arbitration of various "grievances" covers claims for damages for
breach of a no-strike agreement).
The "question of arbitrability'' does not, however, extend to what the Court has termed
"procedural questions" which "grow out of the dispute and bear on its final disposition." John
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Wiley, 376 U.S. at 557. Procedural questionS are presumptively not for the judge, but for an

arbitrator, to decide. Id. They include whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches,
estoppel, and other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met. Howsam,
· 537 U.S. at 84-85. They also include whether an arbitration agreement allows for class
arbitration. Green _Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 452-53 (2003). ln Green Tree, the
Court noted that issues regarding ''what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to"
rather than "whether they agreed to arbitrate a m~tter," was presumptively for the. arbitrator. Id.
at 452. (emphasis in original).

In light of T3's initially concession that its claims against SBS were arbitrable, SBS
characterizes the dispute over the forum selection clause as concerning ''what kind of arbitration
proceeding that parties agreed to[,]" which must be determined by the arbitrator. While the U.S.
Supreme Court has not specifically extended its definition of "procedural questions" to the
validity of a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement, SBS's position enjoys support in
some federal circuits. The Second Circuit held, after detennining the dispute was arbitrable, that
"venue is a procedural_issue that [the]_ arbitrators should address in the first instance." UBS Fin.
Servs. v. W. Va. Univ. Hosps., Inc., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011). Similarly, the First Circuit

held, "the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, [therefore] determining the place
of the arbitration is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator." Richard C. Young &
Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir.2004).2

2

See also, Cent. W. Va. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir.2011) (stating dispute
over which arbitration panel should decide issues was "far more akin to a venue dispute than a question of
arbitrability, and, as such, it [was] appropriate for arbitral resolution"); LodgeWorks, L.P. v. C.F Jordan Canst.,
LLC, 506 F. App'x 747, 750 (lOth Cir. 2012)(after parties agreed dispute was arbitrable, court held question of
arbitral venue is matter of contract interpretation for arbitrator to decide).
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In none of these circuit cases, however, was the attack on the forum selection clause on
the basis that the clause was unenforceable under a generally applicable contract defense such as
unconsionability or violation of public policy. In UBS, the issue that was determined to be nonarbitrable was whether the parties' forum selection clause designating the County of New York
as the arbitral forum conflicted with Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) rules
providing that the Director of Fil'JRA Dispute Resolution is to decide the hearing location for the
arbitration. Id. at 648, 654-55. In Richard C. Young, the issue was whether, after arbitration
proceedings were filed in Boston, the forum designated in the arbitration agreement, the
arbitrator could then transfer the arbitration proceedings to a California panel. 389 F.3d at 5. In

Bayer Cropscien.ce, after the parties commenced arbitration proceedings in separate venues
pursuant to two separate contracts, the court was asked to· determine which of two arbitration
. panels had jurisdiction to determine the validity of one of the parties' contract. 645 F .3d at 27374. Finally, in Lodge Works, where the plaintiff filed arbitration proceedings in Kansas as per the
agreement and the defendant filed arbitration proceedings in Tex:as, the issue was whether court
·could enjoin the Texas proceeding in light of the fact the parties agreed their dispute was subject
to arbitration. 506 F. App'x at 749-750.
The circumstances presented in the foregoing cases rendered the forum selection issues
purely procedural in the courts' eyes. The case which perhaps is the most factually on-point to
the case at bar is Lodge Works, but there is no mention in that case of the reason for the defendant
filing in a forum other than that designated in the forum selection clause. Without facts
suggesting the defendant challenged the Kansas forum selection clause under a contract defense
such as unconscionability, the case is not persuasive authority.
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What does persuade this Court is case law from the Ninth Circuit and other courts which
have analyzed the enforceability of forum selection clauses in arbitration agreements. That are
contrary to State Public Policy. For example, in the case of Nagrampa v. MailC.oups, Inc., the
Ninth Circuit analyzed at length whether a forum selection clause in a franchise agreement
requiring the franchisee to arbitrate her claims in Massachusetts was contrary to California
public policy and unconscionable. 469 F.3d 1257, 1289-1293 (9th Cir. 2006). The court noted
that "if the 'place and manner' restrictions of a forum selection provision are 'unduly
oppressive,' or have the effect of shielding the stronger party from liability, then the forum
selection provision is unconscionable." Id at 1287 (citations omitted). Likewise, the Seventh
CircUit recently considered whether a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement was
illusory and unenforceable. Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 776-78 (7th Cir. 2014).
The court stated "[l]ike other contractual provisions, forum selection clauses-even those
designating arbitral fora-are not immune from the general principle that unconscionable
contractual provisions are invalid." Several other courts follow suit.3
These cases suggest that where a forum selection clause is challenged pursuant to a
contract defense, the issue becomes a substantive one for the court to decide rather than a matter
of procedure for the arbitrator. This Court finds this approach to be most consistent with the U.S.
Supreme Court's statement in Howsam that ''whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration
3

See, e.g., Saleemi v. Doctor's Associates, Inc., 292 P.3d 108, 112 (Wash, 2013) (''Washington courts have
regularly decided whether choice of law and forum selection clauses in arbitration clauses are enforceable.");
Quinn 1:'· EMC Corp., 109 F. Supp. 2d 681, 686 (S.D. Tex. 2000)(considering whether forum selection clause
forcing Texas resident to arbitrate in Massachusetts was against public policy); Bee1y v. Quest Diagnostics, Inc.,
953 F. Supp. 2d 531, 545 (D.N.J. 2013)(considering whether forum selection clause contained in the arbitration
clause unduly impaired plaintiffs' efforts to vindicate their statutory rights under Title VII and EPA); Faulkenberg
v. CB Tax Franchise Sys., LP, 637 F.3d 801, 807 (7th Cir. 2011)(evaluating the enforceability of a forum selection
clause in an arbitration agreement in light of illinois statute prohibiting out-of-state forum selection in
distnbutorsbip agreements); Jalee Consulting Grp., Inc. v. XenoOne, Inc., 908 F. Supp. 2d 387, 398
(S.D.N.Y.2012)(considering whether forum selection clause in arbitration agreement was unenforceable on
grounds of :fraud, inconvenience, unconscionablility, and violation of public policy).
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clause raises a 'question of arbitrability' for a court to decide." 537 U.S. at 84. Further, it is not
inconsistent with the decisions of the First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions discussed
herein.
T3 seeks a revocation of the entire arbitration clause or, alternatively, the forum selection
clause, based on a defense existing at law; i.e., I.C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum
selection clause. which requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights
through litigation or arbitration. By advancing this public policy defense, T3 places the validity
of the entire arbitration clause at issue, effectively transforming the question into one of
substance rather than procedure. Further, this Court finds the issue of forum enforceability in
light of Idaho public policy is something the "contracting parties weuld likely have expected a
court" to decide, not an arbitration panel in Texas. Howsam, 537 U.S. at 83. Thus, whether or not
the forum selection clause is enforceable in light of I.C. § 29-110 and its effect on the overall
obligation to arbitrate is, therefore, a question of arbitrability which this Court will decide.
2. Texas Law Applies to the Enforceability of the Forum Selection Clause.

In order to determine the validity of the forum selection clause, this Court must first
determine which law to apply. Idaho courts recognize and enforce choice-of-law provisions.

Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 766, 979 P.2d 627,
639 n. 3(1999)("Choice-of-law provisions are recognized in Idaho both in commercial and
noncommercial transactions.") In the commercial realm, the parties to a contract have the power
to choose the applicable law. 4 I.C." § 28-1-301. Specifically, I.C. § 28-l-301(a) provides as
follows:
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Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation the parties may agree that
the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall govern their rights
and duties. Failing such agreement the uniform commercial code applies to
transactions bearing an appropriate relation to this state.
Here, the parties designated "[a]ll matters relating to arbitration" as being governed by
the FAA and, to the extent not governed by the FAA, the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 or "other
federal law," the agreement is to be governed by Texas law. As mentioned, under§ 2 of FAA
arbitration agreements "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as
exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that "generally applicable contract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability, may be
applied to invalidate arbitration agreements without contravening§ 2." Doctor's Associates, Inc.

v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996). Whether these defenses apply is grounded in state
contract law and, therefore, state law controls. Id
.

-

Here, T3 is challenging the forum selection claus~ as unconscionable due to its invalidity
under Idaho law. Thus, it is a matter to be resolved under state, not federal, law. Applying the
parties' choice-of-law provision as written, the issue is ·therefore to be resolved under Texas law.
However, this Court must first determine whether Texas law bears a reasonable relation to the
relationship between T3 and SBS pursuant to I.C. § 28-1-803(a).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed

reasonable relationship inquiry in the case of

Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Erzergy..vave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 59, 773 P.2d 1143, 1146 (1989). There,
the Court recognized that the law of Florida chosen by the parties bore a reasonable relationship
to the commercial transaction in dispute because: 1) the defendants were corporations organized
4

While T3 argues that§ 187 ofthe Restatement (Second) of Conflicts ofLaws should apply to determine the choice
of law, the Court has stated this analysis only applies in non-commercial situations. Cerami-Kote, Inc. v.
Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 773 P.2d 1143, fu. I (1989). Since the distnbutorship agreement between T3 and
SBS is commercial in nature, I.C. § 28-l-30l(a) provides the analysis.
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under the laws of Florida; 2) the defendants had their principal place of business in Florida; and
3) performance of the plaintiff's obligations under the contract would take place, in part, in
Florida Consequently, the Court found Florida law should have been applied to determine the
validity of the contract's forum selection clause. Id.
The difference between the facts of this case and those of Cerami-Kote is that the
performance of T3 's obligations under the distributorship agreement was confined to Idaho, not
Texas. Further, T3 is incorporated under the laws of Delaware. These differences, however, do
not tip the scale in favor of the application ofldaho law. The parties' relationship to Texas need
only be "reasonable" under the statute. In California, which has a statute very similar to § 28-1301(a), courts have held that the mere fact one of the parties resides in a foreign state gives the
parties a reasonable ground for choosing that state's law. ABF Capital Co1p. v. Berglass, 130
Cal. App. 4th 825, 834, 30 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 594 (2005). SBS's principal place of business is
located in Texas. Amend. Cmplt,

~

24; SBS Ans.,

~

24. Moreover, the T3 distributorship

agreement was executed in Texas and T3 communicated With SBS's agents in Texas about
matters concerning the distributorship. Aff. Teply,

~~

11, 21-55 and Exhs. 1-21. Under these

facts, this Court finds the distributorship agreement bears a reasonable relation to Texas and,
therefore, will uphold the parties' choice of Texas law. 5
3. The Forum Selection Clause is Unenforceable Under Texas Law.
Having determined that Texas law governs, the question now is whether the forum
selection clause is enforceable under Texas law. The Idaho Supreme Court dealt with a similar
forum selection clause in Cerami-Kote, although not in the context of arbitration. 116 Idaho at
57, 773 P.2d at 1144. The Court held that under Florida law, the forum selection clause at issue
5

Regardless, however, of whether this Court applies Texas or Idaho law to determine the validity of the forum
selection clause, the result is the same.
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would not be enforced in view ofl.C. § 29-110, which voided such provisions. Id at 60, 773
P.2d at 1147. Subsection 1 ofthe statute provides:
Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals, or which
limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is void as it is against
the public policy of Idaho. Nothing in this section shall affect contract provisions
relating to arbitration so long as the contract does not require arbitration to be
conducted outside the state ofldaho.

In Cerami-Kote, the Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court had expressly adopted
the view regarding the enforceability of forum selection clauses and public policy enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in The.Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co, 407 V.S. 1 (1972).

6

Id at 59,

773 P.2d at 1146. The Bremen imposes three conditions which must exist in order for forum
selection clauses to be enforceable, one of which includes:
Enforcement would not contravene a strong policy enunciated by statute or
judicial fiat, either in the forum where the suit would be brought, or the forum
from which the suit has been excluded.

T11.e Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the enforcement of the forum selection clause would
violate Idaho's public policy as expressed in I.C. § 29-110(1) and Florida courts would refuse to
enforce the clause under The Bremen. Id. at 60, 773 P.2d at 1147.
A similar result would follow under Texas law. As pointed out by SBS, Texas currently
follows the direction of The Bremen and recognizes that a forum selection clause is
unenforceable when :fue clause contravenes the public policy of the forum from which the suit
was excluded. In re AIU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13 (Tex. 2004). See also, In re Lyon Fin.

Servs., Inc., 257 S.W.3d 228,231-32 (Tex. 2008)("A trial court abuses its discretion in refusing

6

The Florida case adopting the view expressed in The Bremen is Manrique v. Fabbri, 493 So.2d 437 (Fla.1986).
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to enforce a forum-selection clause unless the party opposing enforcement of the clause can
clearly show that ... (3) e:ilforcement would contravene a strong public policy of the forum
where the suit was brought[.]"). As I.C. 29-110(1) evinces Idaho's strong public policy against
forum selection clauses designating fora outside Idaho boundaries, this Court is convinced that
Texas. courts would not enforce the forum selection clause in the T3 distributorship agreement.
Perhaps recognizing this outcome, SBS points out that Texas follows federal precedent
when deciding the enforceability of forum-selection clauses .and current federal precedent has
narrowed the exceptions enunciated in The Bremen. Citing to Atlantic Marine Canst. Co. v. US.

Dist. Court for W Dist. of Texas, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574 (2013), SBS characterizes the current
federal law as disallowing a plaintiff from litigating outside the chosen venue where the plaintiff
purposefully files suit in a state other than that agreed to in the contract then seeking that state's
protection from having to litigate elsewhere. SBS argues that since T3, in contravention of the
distributorship agreement, chose to bring its lawsuit in Id8.b.o, which has a public policy against
enforcing forum selection clauses, its arguments against having to arbitrate in Texas should be
given no weight.

Atlantic Marine, however, regarded the analysis of the appropriate procedural method
under federal law to transfer venue to another federal court in the presence of a forum selection
clause. The Court held that under such circumstances, parties seeking transfer must move under
28 U.S.C. §1404(a), which requires a court to evaluate both the convenience of the parties and
various public-interests. The Court noted that "when a party bound by a forum-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different forum, a§ 1404(a) transfer of venue
will not carry with it the original venue's choice-of-law rules." Id. at 574. The Court did not
overrule The Bremen, either expressly or impliedly and, in fact, it cited favorable to The Bremen
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in one portion of the opinion. Id at 582.

Given Atlantic Marine's factual and procedural

dissimilarities to the proceeding at bar, this Court concludes that a Texas court would not feel
constrained by it in evaluating the enforceability of the forum selection clause in an arbitration
agreement.
4. The Unenforceable Forum Selection Clause Is Severable.
The next q11estion to address is the effect the invalid forum selection clause has UI:JOn the
agreement to arbitrate. Under Texas law, whether or not the invalidity of a particular provision
affects the rest of the contract depends upon whether the remaining provisions are independent or
mutually dependent promises, which courts determine by looking to the language of the contract
itself. In re Poly-Am., L.P., 262 S.W.3d 337, 360 (Tex. 2008), cites omitted. An illegal or
unconscionable provision of a contract may generally be severed so long as it does not constitute
the essential purpose of the agreement. Id The relevant inquiry is whether or not parties would
have entered into the agreement absent the unenforceable provisions. Id Texas courts allow
severance of illegal contract provisions where the invalid provision was "only a part of the many
reciprocal promises in the agreement" and "did not constitute the main or essential purpose of
the agreement." Id., quoting Williams v. Williams, 569 S.W.2d 867, 871 (Tex.l978).
SBS first contends the entire agreement to arbitrate must be rendered void due to the
invalid forum selection clause, but does not advance any argument suggesting the clause
constitutes "the main or essential purpose" of the distributorship agreement. This Court finds it is
not. The distributorship agreement is several pages long and contains numerous provisions not
challenged by T3 as imposing any unconscionable burdens. The forum selection clause touches
on a discrete obligation, the severance of which leaves the essential purpose of the agreement
unaffected. This Court cannot say the parties would not have entered into the agreement absent
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the forum selection clause. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the distributorship agreement contains
a severability provision which provides that "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be
held invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid
provision or part being deemed severable in nature." T3 has not argued this provision should not
be enforced.
Consequently, this Court fmds the invalid forum selection clause to be severable under
Texas law and the parties' own contract and further finds that severance preserves the parties'
contractual obligations to arbitr~te their claims. 7

B.

Stay of Proceedings

Section 3 of the FAA instructs that district courts must stay proceedings as to any
arbitrable issue, but it is within the court's discretion whether to stay non-arbitrable claims. 8

McMahon, 482 U.S. at 226; Moses H Cone, 460 U.S. at 21 n. 23, citing 9 U.S.C .. § 3. The U.S.
Supreme Court has acknowledged that the FAA raises the prospect of "piecemeal litigation"
resulting from the stay of some issues and not others. Moses H Cone, supra.
Important factors to consider when determining whether the non:-arbitrable issues should
proceed include the predominance of the arbitrable claims, the merit of the non-arbitrable claims,
a court's concern with controlling !ts own docket, and overall judicial economy. Id; Genesco}

Inc. v. T. Kalduchi & Co., 815 F.2d 840, 856 (2d Cir. 1987). When there are several arbitrable
issues .that are central to the overall matter and only one closely related non-arbitrable issue, it

7

Because this Court finds the forum selection clause is invalid under Texas law as being contrary to Idaho public
policy expressed in I. C. §29-110(1), it will not address T3's arguments that the clause should be rendered invalid
as substantively and procedurally unconscionable.

8

While Plaintiffs argue the stay provision of the FAA is procedural in nature and, consequently, applies only to
federal courts and not state courts, this position is incorrect The U.S. Supreme Court held that "state courts, as
much as federal courts, are obliged to grant stays oflitigation under§ 3 ofthe [FAA]." Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S.
at26.
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seems more reasonable for the court to stay the proceedings. On the other hand, if there is one
small arbitrable issue that will not affect several non-arbitrable issues, a court could conclude
that the proceedings should continue. D. Imp. & EJ..p. Co1p. v. MIV REEFER SUN, 248 F. Supp.
2d 240, 251 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

In addition, the risk of inconsistent rulings should be considered if the pending arbitration
is "likely to resolve issues material to [the] lawsuit" AgGrow Oils, L.L.C. v. Nat'! Union Fire
Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 242 F.3d 777, 783 (8th Cir.2001). The factors that bear on tbis inquiry

include "the risk of inconsistent rulings, the extent to which parties will be bound by the
arbitrators' decision, and the prejudice that may result from delays." Id. When these factors
weigh in favor of staying the entire action pending arbitration, the court may abuse its discretion

in allowing the nonarbitrable issues to proceed absent a stay. Volkswagen Of Am., Inc. v. Sud's
·ofPeoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966, 972 (7th Cir. 2007). In many instances, a court may prefer to stay

the balance of the case in the hope that the arbitration might help resolve, or at least shed some
light on, the issues remaining in court. Id., citing Hikers Indus. v. William Stuart Indus., 640
F.Supp. 175, 178 (S.D.N.Y.l986)( "A stay as to claims against a non-arbitrating defendant is
properly granted where the arbitration of the plaintiffs claims against a defendant party to the
arbitration would at least partially determine the issues which form the basis of the claim against
that non-arbitrating defendant.")
SBS argues a stay is warranted because the arbitrable claims and non-arbitrable claims
are not "mutually exclusive." With the exception ofThurston's claim pertaining to the attempted
business purchase in New Mexico, SBS characterizes Thurston's claims as "identicaf' and

"tu.rn.O on the resolution of the key arbitrable issue" in T3 's claims. Thus, to preserve the
meaningfulness of the arbitration proceeding and preserve judicial resourced, SBS requests a
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COlVIPEL ARBITRATION
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stay of all proceedings. Plaintiffs contend that this Court is not permitted to stay the litigation of
claims of a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement under § 3 of the FAA. In addition to federal
cases stating that § 3 of the FAA does not compel a court to stay proceedings involving a nonsignatory, they cite to two consolidated Idaho cases where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
trial court's decision to deny a stay of non-signatory claims pending arbitration.

Lev~,is

v. Cedu

Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000); Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho

145, 15 P.3d 1153 (2000).
Addressing Plaintiffs' argument first, they are correct that § 3 of the FAA does not
compel a court to stay all litigation, including claims against or ~y parties who are not subject to

an arbitration agreement, but the Court does have the discretion to do so. Moses H. Cone, 460
U.S. at 21. Case law demonstrates that courts regularly stay proceedings involving nonsignatories if a weighing of the above-cited factors suggests a stay is in the best interests of all
involved. 9 As for the consolidated Idaho cases cited by Plaintiffs, they, too, expressly recognized
that the trial court has the discretion to order a stay of proceedings against a non-signatory party.
"While there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigation pending the
outco~e

of arbitration between other parties, there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 135

Idaho at 145, 15 P.3d at 1153. Holding that the trial court did not err in refusing the stay, the
Court did not engage in any significant analysis or otherwise comment on the ruling. It merely
acknowledged the trial court did not exceed its discretion. Id.

9

See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Vecco Concrete Construction Co., Inc., 629 F.2d 961, 964 (4th
Cir.l980)("[wbere] questions of fact common to all actions pending ... are likely to be settled during the ...
arbitration, ... all litigation should be stayed pending tb,e outcome of the arbitration proceedings."); Money Point
· Diamond Corp. v. Bomar Resources, Inc., 654 F.Supp. 634, 636-37 (E.D.Va.I987)( where a non-arbitrable count
in a complaint is joined with arbitrable claims, the non-arbitrable claims may be stayed pending the outcome of
the arbitration.); Institute of Mission Helpers of Baltimore City v. Reliance Insurance Co., 812 F.Supp. 72, 76
(D.Md.1992) (where the Cow-t stated, "[t]ime and again the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit have
emphasized a federal policy that favors expeditious resolution of disputes through arbitration").

:MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO CO:MPEL ARBITRATION
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Thus, having established the Court has the discretion to stay all proceedings pending
arbitration, the question is whether it should do so. Contrary to SBS's argument, Thurston's
claims do turn on the resolution ofT3's arbitrable claims. Thurston's claims are not dependent
on the outcome of T3's arbitrable claims and.the arbitrator's decisions with regard to those
claims are not binding on Thurston. Certainly, those claims share a common question regarding
the Plaintiffs' rights under their distributorship agreements with regard to customer protection
and commissions. 10 !hurston and T3's contractual rights are, in all relevant respects, the same.
However, the Plaintiffs do not share their protected customers. Whether the Defendant
Distributors solicited and sold to the Plaintiffs' protected customers, whether SBS took steps to
prevent the Defendant Distributors from doing so, and whether SBS paid commissions to the
Defendant Distributors on sales to Plaintiffs' protected customers will all involve individualized
presentations of evidence as to each protected customer. Therefore, this Court finds the
Thurston's claims and T3's arbitrable claims have more differences than commonalities and the
arbitrable issues do not "predominate." In addition, this Court sees little sense in staying
Thurston's claims - a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement - when Thurston could easily
dismiss its claims in the current suit and re-:file without T3 as a co-Plaintiff. Consequently, this
Court will not stay Thurston's claims.
Conversely, T3's non-arbitrable claims are dependent on the outcome of its arbitrable
claims. Whether the Distributor Defendants and Dunlap interfered with T3' s contractual relations
and prospective economic advantage will depend on the arbitrator's findings regarding the scope
of T3 's rights under the distributorship agreement and whether those rights

were~

violated by

SBS. A stay ofT3's non-arbitrable claims, however, is not warranted. To avoid the possibility of
10

As SBS concedes, Thurston's cl!rims regarding the attempted business purchase in New Mexico is distinct from
T3 's claims.

:tv:IEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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inconsistent results and to advance the interests of judicial economy, this Court will set the trial
date to a time when it is likely arbitration will have concluded. In the meantime, the two
proceedings can go forward on a dual track. In addition, to avoid duplicative efforts by the
parties, the parties can agree to consolidate their discovery efforts in the two proceedings.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings is DENIED, in part, and GRANTED,
in part. T3 and SBS are ordered to arbitrate T3 's claims against SBS in accordance with their
distributorship agreement, but the forum selection provision designating Dallas, Texas as the
forum for arbitration is hereby severed from the agreement. Consequently, T3 shall submit its
claims against SBS for arbitration in Idaho. Further, this Court will not impose a stay on the
remaining claims, but will not schedule a trial date until arbitration has been completed.
ITIS SO ORDERED.

~

Dated

this/~ay ofDecember, 2014.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this _J]_ day of December, 2014, I mailed (served) a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:

Patricia M Olsson
Attorney at Law
PoBox 829
Boise. ID 83701

Steven F Schossberger
Attorney at Law
Po Box 1617
Boise ID 83701

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
By: EMU..Y CI11LD
Deputy Court Clerk

SEAL

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
'

'By EMILY CHILD
DE!PUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER QN MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to compel the

production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. 1 Pursuant to the
Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review. 2
A hearing on the motions was held on February 12,2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20, 2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection'' was filed January 28, 2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld

as attorney-client privileged.
1
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client privilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.

Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion, act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, ci~ng Sun Valley

Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, allows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3

Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only", which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the AEO documents
within fourteen (14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two protective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12, 2016 and the Court orally denied the request.

2
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•
client or betwe~ the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning of I.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E: 502(b);

State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880, 885-86, 853 P.2d 625, 630-31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,
· 878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house coum:el, however,
the standard is stricter and such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho Sept. 4,
2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Cal.2002).
Communications with in-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as o~tside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business capacity in connection
with many corporate endeavors," courts will require that the party seeking to protect the
I

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that the communications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." !d.

It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications
submitted by the parties.

3
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A. Defendants' Motion

The documents at issue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt ("Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which were sent
between July 22, 2014 and July 24,2014. 4 The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and each of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and both
Plaintiffs. IRE 502(b)(3). Defendants further assert that even if the communications are
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, and 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the business transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in the iitigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and such privilege was not waived.
1. Flatt was a client.

Rule 502 defined "client" as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(1). An attorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.
McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's

advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that co~ld reasonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." Id. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.
Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621, 682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).

The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communications were made. Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale of Flatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J.

Mulcahy,~

3 (February 5,

20 16). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreed to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. Id.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.

4
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at issue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulcahy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.

2. Flatt, Teply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interest' was
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest between Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale of Flatt's distributorship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the tpree parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Case law on the common interest element instructs that the interest must
be legal rather than a business interest ''that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re

Fresh &Process Potatoes Antitrust Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,
2014).5 As explained in In reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must be designed to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that must exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation. Id., citing Hunydee v. United

States, 355 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1965). 6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that
the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected
communications. Id., collecting cases. As evidenced by In reFresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear Idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defined "common
interest'' as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal law on the subject to guide its analysis.

6

See also, Callwave Commc'ns, UC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)("The
privilege does not require a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply where the parti~s'
interests are adverse in substantial respects.")

5
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the common business interest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the purchase and sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Flatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final decision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal interest appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this case are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale of Flatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliates.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at issue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.
3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack ofidaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that ''the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas oflaw, fal~ within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (D. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke

v. American Commerce Nat'l Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.1992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. Id.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d C~. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee

agreement letter).
6
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Applying IRE 502, however, this Court finds the engagement letters at issue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the representation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who communicated with the attorney." Truckstop.Net,

L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 2480001, at *4 (D. Idaho Aug. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohrz Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383, 395-396 (1981).

In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly
note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IRCP 26(b)(l). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277, 281 (N.D. ill. 1997)(finding ::ee agreement was not relevant to issues in case and
need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885, at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).
4. Plaintiffs did not waive the privilege.

Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. 1bis Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege "voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or cominunication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that ''the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and

not an offensive sword.'' Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In
Skelton, the Idaho Supreme .Court held that by testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. !d. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.

Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's communications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion

At issue in Plaintiffs' motion are 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap and/or
Kevin Skipper. As discussed above, SBS bears the burden of making a "clear showing" that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, demonstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects of SBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the exten~ of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as corporate secretary
rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfy its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIV 00411- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00678_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773 _ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 00773 _ 00002_ UR
PRIV 00848_00001_UR throughPRIV 00848_00002_UR
PRIV 00925- 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_00001_UR throughPRIV 01040_00002_UR
PRIV 01041 UR
PRIV 01170_ 00001_UR through PRIV 01170_ 00007_UR
PRIV.01234_00001_UR through PRIV 01234_00002_UR
PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_0000 1_UR through PRIV 01298_ 0002_ UR, with the exception of the email
from Dunlap on the top of page PRIV 01298_ 00001_UR
PRIV 01469_00001_UR through PRIV 01469_00002_UR
PRIV 01518_00001_UR through P~ 01518_00002_UR
PRIV 00848_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 00848_ 00002_UR
PRIV 01535_00001_UR through PRIV 01535_00003_UR, with the exception ofthe first
two emails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 0153 5_ 00 1_UR
PRIV 01596_00001_UR throughPRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597_00001_UR through PRIV 01597_00002_UR
PRIV 01598_00001_UR through PRN 01598_00002_UR

• PRIV 01599 UR
8
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-•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169 UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563_UR
DEFS003958l_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception of the email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837_UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS0003984l_UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116 UR-DEFS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252_UR-DEFS0057253 _ UR
DEFS0057273 UR
DEFS0087088_UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092_UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions is
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in§ III(B) to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

1;,-

Dated this

2!1_ day of March, 2016.
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NO.----F;r.;ILED'm"""-/':":J:"i/7:/;L.-:-A.M.----'P.M--L~---

MAR 2 9 2017

0 · RICH, Clerk
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTitfEifTOPHER
Sy EMILY CHILD

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

c~rv

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

vs

ORDER ON MOTIONS TO CONFIRM
AND VACATE ARBITRATION

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation; and
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation.

AWARD

Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to this Court's December 17, 2014 Order, T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s ("T3,) claims 1
against Defendant, Safeguard Business Systems ("Safeguard"), were arbitrated before a three
member panel of arbitrators for the Tribunals of the American Arbitration Association.
("Panel"). The arbitration process lasted nearly two years, including document production,
depositions, pre-hearing briefmg, a six day hearing, and post-hearing briefing. On October 5,
2016, the Panel issued an "Interim Award" s·etting forth its fmdings of fact and conclusions of
law on liability and damages for T3's claims. In the Interim Award, the panel found Safeguard
liable to T3 for breach of contract, intentional interference with business relations and for
violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practice Act. 2 Decl. Schossberger, Exh 0 (Dec. 9, 2016).
1

The claims submitted to arbitration were breach of contrd.Ct, brc-d.Ch of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
intentional interference with prospective economic advantage and violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices
Act ("TDTPA").
2

Because T3 did not address the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in pre- or post-hearing

briefmg and did not present any evidence supporting the claim at the hearing, the Panel deemed the claim abandoned
and denied any relief thereunder. Interim Award, p. 20, fn. 2.
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The Panel determined T3's total actual damages amounted to $1.475 million. 3 It further found T3
to be the prevailing party and authorized T3 to file a motion for fees and costs.
On October 17, 2016, the Panel issued a "Supplement to Interim Award" which set forth
additional conclusions oflaw, fmding that T3's disnibutorship was terminated and sening fonh
T3 's obligations for return of Safeguard materials and intellectual property following
Safeguard's payment of the final award./d. at Exh. Q. On November 22,2016, the Panel issued
an Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Expenses, which awarded T3
$2,449,208.14 in attorneys' fees and $437,126.28 in expenses for a total of$2,886,334.42. /d. at
Exh. T. On December 5, 2016, the Panel issued its Final Award finding Safeguard liable to T3 in
the total amount of $4,362,041.95 and ordered payment \\rithin sixty (60) days. /d. at Exh. U.
On December 5, 2016, while trial in the action was pending, T3 renewed its motion to
confirm the arbitration award. On December 9, 2016, Safeguard filed a motion to vacate the
award; in part or in full. Oral argument on the motions occurred on February 21,2017 after
which time the Court took the motions under advisement.
II.

STANDARDS

Pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), a court must confirm an arbitration
award unless there are statutory grounds to vacate, modify, or correct the arbitrators• decision. 9
U.S.C. § 9. Sections 10 and 11 of the FAA set forth the grounds. Safeguard relies on§ IO(a)(4),
which allows vacatur of an award where an arbitrator exceeds it power, and § 11 (b), which
allows modification of an award where arbitrators "have awarded upon a matter not submitted to
them." 9 U.S.C. § ll(b). Safeguard moves for vacatur or, alternatively, modification of the
arbitrator's award of damages and l;lttomey fees.
A.

Vacatur Under§ 10(a)(4)

Review of an arbitration award is "both limited and highly deferential." Schoenduve

Corp. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 442 F.3d 727, 730 (9th Cir. 2006). The standard of review for
arbitration awards has been described as "among the narrowest known to the law." AR W

Exploration Corp. v. Aguirre, 45 F.3d 1455, 1462 (lOth Cir.l995). Under the FAA, courts may
vacate an arbitrator's decision "only in very unusual circwnstances." Oxford Health Plan.li LLC v.

3

The Panel awarded the same categories of damages under each claim, to wit: I) lost past commissions of
$321,657.77; the present value of lost future commissions of$373,473.76; 3) preferential pricing damages of
$214,432.39, and; the value of the distributorship ofS566,143.61. See, Interim Award,,, 101, 113, 133.

2
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Sutter, 133 S. Ct. 2064,2068 (2013), cite omitted. Section 10 (a) of the FAA sets forth four
statutory grounds for vacating an award. Relevant here is § 1O(a)(4), which authorizes vacatur
"where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual,
final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made." 9 U.S.C. § IO(a)(4).
A party seeking relief under§ 10(a)(4) bears a heavy burden. It is not enough to demonstrate that
the arbitrator "committed an error-or even a serious error." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at
2068, cite omitted. Because the parties "bargained for the arbitrator's construction of their
agreement," an arbitral decision "even arguably construing or applying the contract" must stand,
regardless of a court's view of its merits. !d., cite omitted. Only if'Lfue arbitrator act[s] outside
the scope of his contractually delegated authority"-issuing an award that "simply reflect[s] [his]
own notions of [economic] justice" rather than "draw[ing] its essence from the contract''-may a
court overturn his determination. /d., cite omitted:' Thus, the "sole question" for the court on
motions to vacate under§ IO(a)(4) is "whether the arbitrator (even arguably) intel)'reted the
parties' contract, not whether he got its meaning right or wrong." If the arbitrator undertook an
interpretation, his construction holds, "however good, bad, or ugly." /d. at2071.
To this end, courts cannot consider claims of factual or legal error by an arbitrator and are
not authorized to reconsider the merits of an award, even though the moving party may allege
that the award rests on errors of fact or misinterpretation ofthe contract/d. While an "arbitrator
may not ignore the plain language of the contract ... [,] as long as the arbitrator is even arguably
construing or applying the contract and acting \Vi thin the scope of his authority, that a court is
convinced he committed serious error does not suffice to oVerturn his decision." /d., cite omitted.
Further, where the parties agree that the arbitrator will determine remedies for contract violations
that he finds, "courts have no authority to disagree with his honest judgment in that respect."

UnitedPapenvorkers Int'l Union, AFL-C/0 v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29,38 (1987).
This limited judicial review "maintain[sj arbitration's essential virtue of resolving
disputes straightaway., Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2068. If parties could take "full-bore
legal and evidentiary appeals," arbitration would become ''merely a prelude to a more

4

The scope of the arbitrator's authority is determined by the contract requiring arbill'lltion as well as by the parties'
definition of the issues to be submitted in the submission agreement. Sc:hoenduve Corp.. 442 F.3d at 732.

3
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cumbersome and time-consuming judicial review process." Jd. Thus, where the parties have
chosen arbitration, they "must now live with that choice." I d.
In addition to the statutory basis for vacatur set forth in §10(a)(4), some federal courts have
aniculated additional grounds for vacatur which serve as ~ ·:;udiciaJ gloss" on the statutory
standard, including where the award is "completely irrational", where it exhibits a "manifest
disregard of the law" and where it violates public policy. 5 These grounds are extremely limited,
however. 6 The Ninth Circuit acknowledges there is no basis for vacating an award simply
because an arbitrator "merely interpret[s] or appl[iesJ the governing law incorrectly." Lagstein v.

Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, 607 F.3d 634, 641 (9th Cir. 2010). Rather, under Ninth
Circuit law, a party seeking vacatur on ground that an award is "completely irrational'' must
establish that an arbitration decision ''fails to draw its essence from the agreement." !d., cite
omitted. An arbitration award "draws its essence from the agreement" if it is "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." ld, cite omitted. For an arbitrator's award to be in manifest disregard
of the law, it must be clear from the record, other than the result, that the arbitrator recognized
the applicable law and then intentionally ignored it. Kyocera Corp.· v. Prudential-Bache Trade

Servs., Inc., 341 F.Jd 987,997 (9th Cir.2003) (en bane); Bosack v. Soward, 586 F.3d 1096, 1104
(9th Cir. 2009). To vacate an arbitration award on public policy grounds, the Ninth Circuit
5

See Stephen L. Hayford, A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship Between
Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacatur, 66 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 443,450-5 I (1998) (citing federal
appeals court cases).
6

There is currently a circuit split as to whether these standards even remain viable in light of the United States
Supreme Court's decision in HaJJ Street Assocs. v. J'vlauel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576; 581 {2008). In Hall Street, a
commercial landlord and tenant bad contracted for greater judicial review of any arbitral award during a dispute
about the tenant's alleged failure to comply with applicable environmental laws. The Supreme Court concluded that,
by pennitting review for legal errors, this contract impennissibly circumvented the FAA's limited review for
procedural errors.Jd at 586-87. The Court rejected this approach and held that the FAA prohibited parties from
contractually expanding judicial review on the theory that the grounds for vacatur in the FAA are "exclusive." ld to
light of Hall S~eet, the First, Fifth and Eleventh circuits hold that manifest disregard of the law is no longer a valid
ground for vacating an arbitration award. See, Ramos-Santiago v. United Parcel Service, 524 F.3d 120, 124 n.3 (I st
Cir. 2008); Citigroup Global Markets, Inc. v. Bacon, 562 F.3d 349, 350 (5th Cir. 2009); Frazier v. CitiFinoncia/
Corp., LLC, 604 F.3d 1313 (II th Cir. 201 0). The SL'<th Circuit holds that Hall Street ''reduced" the ability of courts
to vacate awards on grounds other than those specified in FAA § I 0 but "did not foreclose" review for m~ifest
disregard of the law. Coffee Beanery, Lrd v. WW. L.L.C., 300 Fed. Appx. 415 (6th Cir. 2008). The Second, fourth,
Seventh and Ninth circuits continue to apply these non-statutory standards as bases for vacatur in varying degrees.
See, T.Co Metals. LLC v. Dempsey Pipe & Supply, Inc., 592 F.3d 329, 339 (2d Cir. 20 10); Wachovia Securilies,
LLC v. Brand, 671 F.3d 472 (4th Cir. 2012); Wise v. WachoviaSec., LLC, 450 FJd 265,269 (7th Cir.); Comedy
Club, Inc. v. lmprov West Associates, 553 F.3d 1277, 1290 (9th Cir. 2009).

4
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requires the moving party to "clearly show, that ( 1) an explicit, well defined and dominant
policy exists, and (2) the policy is one that specifically militates against the relief ordered by the
arbitrator. Aramark Facility Servs. v. Serv. Employees lnt'/ Union, Loca/1877, AFL C/0, 530
F.3d 817, 823 (9th Cir. 2008). 7
Ill.

ANALYSIS

Safeguard cites six errors committed by the arbitration panel which warrant vacatur or
modification. T3 refutes that any errors were made by the Panel. However, even if there were
errors of law or unsubstantiated findings, T3 contends that none are proper grounds for vacating
or modifying the award. Thus, T3 requests confirmation. This Court concludes that confirmation .
of the award in full is \\larranted.
1.

Award for Commissions on Past Sales

Safeguard's first argument for vacating the award is that the Panle's award ofT3's past
lost commissions based on DocuSource and IBF's "gross profits" for sales of Safeguard products
and services rather than on T3's own net profits constituted a manifest disregarded of Texas law
regarding the measure of lost profit damages and further ignored the provisions of T3 's
distributorship agreement. To this end, the Panel adopted the calculations made by T3's damages
expert, Robert Taylor, who took the product retail price paid to IBF and DocuSource by T3's
protected customer on each infringing order and deducted therefrom the IBF .and DocuSource's
base price for the product to arrive at the unpaid commission amount. Included in this base price
amount were certain expenses, such as taxes and freight. Thus, according to Mr. Taylor, his
calculation represented net commissions to IBF and DocuSource which ought to have been
rotated to T3.
To succeed on its argument as it pertains to a failure to apply Texas law, Safeguard must
point to evidence in the record, other than the result, that the Panel "understood and correctly_
7

Despite the circuit split, the parties have not expressly urged this Court to apply the Fifth Circuit's strict
interpretation of the FAA over the Ninth Circuit's liberal interpretation, although Safeguard's reliance on the nonstatutory grounds for vacating the award indicates its prcferj!nce for Ninth Circuit law. However, because Safeguard
cannot satisfy even the liberal Ninth Circuit standards, this Court need not detennine which circuit's law governs
since Safeguard's motion would fail under either. Further, it is worth noting that although this Court analyzed
Safeguard's motion under Ninth Circuit law, the Idaho Supreme Court would most certainly part ways with the
Ninth Circuit in favor of the strict Fifth Circuit interpretation in light of its preference for strict statutory
construction. Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Crr.. 151 ldaho 889, 896, 265 P.3d 502, 509 (20 II).

5
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stated the law, but proceeded to intentionally disregard it." Bosack, 586 F.3d at 1104, emphasis
added. Safeguard has not carried this burden. The Panel recognized that contract damages under
Texas law are those which "flow natural1y and necessarily from the wrongful conduct." Interim
Award, 187, citing Meadv. Johnson Group, Inc., 615 S.W.2d 685,687 (Tex. 1981). There is no
indication that the Panel intentionally disregarded this law in accepting Mr. Taylor's
calculations·. Rather, it found that the unrotated commissions earned by IBF and DocuSource on
sales made to T3's protected accounts qualified as direct contract damages to T3./d. at ~1 90-91.
In other words, the damage represented the amount of commissions 1'3 would have been paid
had Safeguard rotated as it was required to do. /d. The Panel never indicated it was awarding
such damages as a measure of"lost profits." Whether or not it was legal error to not apply
typical lost profit measure of damage as Safeguard argues is beyond the scope of this Court's
review. See, e.g., Langstein, 607 F.3d at 641 ("'Manifest disregard of the law' means something
more than just an error in the law or a failure on the part of the arbitrators to understand or apply
the law.") To obtain relief, Safeguard must show clear evidence from the record that the Panel
recognized that lost profit measure of damages urged by Safeguard w-as applicable and
intentionally refused to apply it. Safeguard has not made this showing.
In addition, Safeguard cannot demonstrate that the Panel failed to consider the parties'
distributorship agreement, which provides that commissions will be paid to T3 after deductions
of certain expenses, including source fees. While the Panel cited to this provision in~ 6 of the
Interim Award, it evidently did not view unrotated commissions as being calculated in the same
manner as T3 ,s own commissions. Indeed, the distribution agreement is silent as to how rotated
commissions are calculated, which is not surprising given the unprecedented nature of
Safeguard-owned distributorships. Therefore, Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel was
ignoring the plain language of the contract in awarding unpaid past commissions.
2.

Award for Commissions on Future Sales

As with the award for unpaid past commissions, Safeguard argues that the Panel

exhibited a manifest disregard of Texas law by awarding T3's future lost commissions based on
a speculative, arbitrary "one times annual revenue" metric rather than evidence ofT3 's net
commissions. Further, Safeguard argues the Panel failed to consider the fact that either party
could terminate the distributorship agreement at any time, thereby cutting off any right to future
commtss10ns.
6
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With regard to commissions on future sales, the Panel expressly found that Taylor's use
of a "one times annual revenue, metric was the same metric used by Safeguard to acquire
commission rights of other distributors. Interim Award at, 92. Citing to AZZ Inc. v. Morgan,
462 S. W.3d 284, 290 (Tex. App. 20 15), the Panel noted that this metric "fairly represents the
present value of future commission rights." /d.

at~

93. AZZ Inc. sets forth Texas's flexible

standard for detennining proof of lost profits. Namely, Texas does not require proof that the loss
is susceptible to exact calculation; rather, the claimant must "show the amount of the loss by
competent evidence with reasonable certainty." ld ·The Panel evidently found that Mr. Taylor's
proffered metric satisfied this standard. Whether or not this was a legally viable approach is not
relevant. 8 Safeguard must show the Panel understood and stated the "correct" law with ~spect to
future unpaid commissions and intentionally disregarded it in favor of Mr. Taylor's metric.
Safeguard has merely shown that the Panel did not follow

Safeguard~s

proposed measure of

damages. It has not carried this burden and the award will not be vacated on these grounds.

3.

Award of Valuation Damages for "Constructive Termination"

The Panel awarded T3 the value of its distributorship under a theory of"constructive
termination," which Safeguard contends was not a theory presented to the Panel as a basis for
recovery. Rather, T3 requested valuation damages based on a "revocation of acceptance" theory
under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code for non-conforming goods. Safeguard argues
the award demonstrated a manifest disregard of Texas law, which does not recognize a
"constructive tennination" theory. Alternatively, Safeguard argues this portion of the award
should be stricken under § 11 (b) of the FAA because it was based on a theory not presented to
the arbitrator.
In applying the constructive termination theory, the Panel drew from authority outside of
Texas which supported the application of the theory to T3's distributorship agreement due to
Safeguard's dilution ofT3's "exclusive" account protection rights. Interim Award,, 98. Finding
Safeguard's acts rendered T3's distributorship effectively valueless, the Panel awarded T3 the
at,~

value of the distributorship agreement, which amount was uncontroverted by Safeguard./d.

99·100. The fact that the Panel cited to cases outside of Texas in support of the constructive
8

Valuation metrics are commonly used and an accepted legal standard for valuing future damages. See, e.g.,

f1uurine On Call, Ltd. v. Fluorogas Lrd., 380 F.3d 849, 860 (5th Cir. 2004Xfuture value of lost asset can be

detennined by considering what a hypothetical buyer would pay for the chance to earn future profits.)
7
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tennination theory does not mean that it failed to apply Texas law in accordance with T3 's
distributorship agreement. Rather, it was simply looking to persuasive case law to determine how
a Texas court may rule. It is a widely acceptable practice for a court to look to other jurisdictions
for guidance in determining how to apply the forum statets law especially where, as here, the
forum state has not yet addressed the application of a particular theory. Importantly, while Texas
has not· expressly applied a constructive termination theory under the circumstances presented

here, Safeguard has not pointed to any Texas authority contradicting or rejecting the theory
which the Panel intentionally ignored. Thus, Safeguard cannot demonstrate a manifest disregard
of Texas law through the application of the constructive termination theory because there was at
least a "colorable justification" for the Panel's decision.
Further, relief is not warranted under § 11 (b) because the matter of constructive
termination was submitted to the Panel by T3. Although the vehicle T3 utilized to advance the
matter-Article 2 of the UCC-was perhaps misplaced, the concept of awarding lost business
value due to a material breach of contract was placed squarely before the Panel, as was testimony
regarding the value. It has long been recognized that arbitrators have considerable discretion in
fashioning a remedy. United Steelworkers ofAm. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593,
597, 80S. Ct. 1358, 1361,4 L. Ed. 2d 1424 (1960). To this end, an arbitrator may apply a
different theory of recovery of damages that that advanced by the aggrieved party and not run
afoul of§ ll(b) See, e.g. Cal-Circuit ABCO, Inc. v. So/bourne Computer, Inc., 848 F. Supp.
1506, 1509 (D. Colo. 1994)(holding that arbitrator did not exceed his authority by applying a
different means of assessing damages for breach of contract under the UCC than that specified
_ by the seller in its claim.) Thus, the fact that the Panel substituted T3's impairment of value
theory with a constructive tennination theory-which covered the same item of damages-was
not in error. Consequently, Safeguard's argument lacks merit.

4.

Awarding Contradictory Relief

Safeguard argues the Panel's decision to award T3 future lost commissions and valuation
damages under a "constructive termination" theory was "completely irrational" because, for
purposes of future lost profits, the Panel treated the agreement as continuing, but for the
constructive termination award, it treated the agreement as having tenninated. In other words,
Safeguard argues a party cannot be discharged from perfonnance and continue to receive
. benefits under contract.
8
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Again, to satisfy the "completely irrational" standard, or what is also referred to as the
"essence test", Safeguard must show that the Panel's decision was not "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's. language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." Lagstein, 607 F.3d at 641. In discussing this "essence lest,"the United
States Supreme Court has instructed that "as long as the arbitrator is even arguably construing or
applying the cont.ra,ct and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he
conuriitted serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." United Paperworkers, 484
U.S. at 38.
As pointed out by T3, Safeguard's position ignores the fact that T3 did not receive future
benefits under its distributorship agreement Rather, its future account protection damages
represent the lost asset going forward-the value of the future commission stream based on IBF
and DocuSource's sales to T3's protected accounts. This is not the same as the future contractual
benefits (i.e., rotated commissions) going forward. These elements of damages are clearly
derived from the parties' agreement. Therefore, the Panel's decision cannot be deemed
"completely irrational" and deserving of vacatur.
5.

Double Recovery

Safeguard next asserts that the Panel's award of termination damages and future lost
commissions to T3 constituted a double recovery which violates Texas public policy and is
contrary to the express limitation in T3's agreement that damages be limited to "actual damages
for commercial loss." In other words, Safeguard-contends that the future lost comr:nissions are
already incorporated into the termination value and the Panel's decision to award both is
"completely irrational."
The cases Safeguard relies upon indeed hold that an award of both future lost profits and
~'going

concern" value is inappropriately duplicitous. See, e.g. Lehrman v. Gulf Oil Corp.• 500

F.2d 659, 664 (5th Cir. 1974). However, it is only duplicitous where "future profits are a
principal element in going concern value." !d. That is not the case here. As explained by Mr.
Taylor to the Panel, the future account protection damages were _based on IBF and DocuSource's
sales to T3's protected accounts. The value of the distributorship damages were based on T3's
sales to T3's protected accounts. Thus, there is no overlap in damages and, consequently, no
grounds tor vacatur.

9
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6.

Awarding of Excessive Attorney Fees and Expenses

In its Fee Award, the Panel awarded T3 $2,449,208.14 in attorney fees and $437,126.28
in costs. Safeguard argues the Panel effectively ignored Texas law in awarding fees, choosing
instead to apply the more expansive standard of Rule 47 of the AAA Commercial Rules, which
Safeguard characterizes as procedural in nature. In particular, Safeguard argues that the Panel
erred by ignoring the requirements under Texas law that: 1) a prevailing party "present" its fees
and costs to the opponent before ·recovery of such can be sought; 2) fees must be segregated
among prevailing parties, and; 3) only·"costs'' and not "expenses" be awarded.
'in awarding fees, the Panel noted that it had authority to award fees and costs pursuant to
the distribution agreement, Texas law; and the parties' own requests. It further observed the
follo"'ing:
Section 2l(B) of the Distributor Agreement provides that the parties will be
bound by the 'then current' AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules. Rule 47(d) of
the AAA Conunercial Rules provides that an award of the arbitrators may include
interest and, 'if all parties have requested such an award or it is authorized by law
or their arbitration agreement,' an award of attorneys' fees. Rule 47(c) provides
that the Panel 'may apportion such fees, expenses, and compensation among the
parties in such amounts as the arbitrator determines appropriate.'
Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, pp. 1-2 (Nov. 22, 2016) ('Fee
Award").
Safeguard points out that§ 21(8) of the distributorship agreement only allows default to
the AAA rules with regard to the arbitration proceedings if not "otherwise provided in this
agreemene' Because§ 18 designated· Texas as the governing choice of law, Safeguard argues
that the Panel had no authority to apply the AAA rules over Texas law regarding recovery of ·
fees.
Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel exhibited manifest disregard of the law or that

its award was "completely irrational." The Panel expressly embarked on an interpretation of the
distributorship agreement 'Nith regard to fees and costs and applied the law in accordance with its
interpretation. While Safeguru:d argues that the distributorship agreement requires that Texas
law-and only Texas law-go':'ems the determination of fees and costs, the Panel found
otherwise. Indeed, the choice of law provision in § 18 specifies that Texas law will apply to
"this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you and Safeguard." It does
not state that Texas law will apply to the arbitrator's post-hearing determination of fees and costs

10
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to the prevailing party. Rather, that detennination appears to be addressed in§ 21(8}, which
provides:
The arbitrators shall have the right to award or include in their award any relief
which they deem proper in the circumstances[.]
This contractual provision is consistent with AAA Rule 47(a), which allows an arbitrator

to "grant any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within the scope of
the agreement of the parties[.]" Thus, to the extent fees and costs were awarded under Rule 47,
the Panel evidently determined that such relief was v.ithin the scope of the above-cited provision
of§ 21(B). In doing so, it did not ignore Texas law. In fact, the Panel considered and rejected
Safeguard's arguments that Texas law on attorney fee awards trumped AAA rules. Fee Award,
pp. 2-3. Whether the Panel misinterpreted the distributorship agreement in choosing not to apply
Texas statutory law to its determination of fees and costs is beyond this Court's review.

Becaus~

there is evidence that the Panel interpreted the distributorship agreement on the issue, its
construction holds, "however good, bad, or ugly." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2071.
Consequently, the Court will not vacate the attorney fee award.

IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, T3 's motion to confirm the arbitration award is GRANTED and
Safeguard's motion to vacate or, alternatively, modifY the arbitration award is DENIED. A
separate order confirming the arbitration award will be filed contemporaneously herewith.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

21.. day of March, 2017
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MAR 29 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISIHRm'DPHER D. RlCH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILO

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

O!:PVTV

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
ORDER CONFIRMING
ARBITRATION AWARD

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; and DELWXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.
The Court, having granted T3,s motion to confirm the arbitration award entered in favor
of T3 in the action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA No. 01 15 002 6860
before the tribunals of the American Arbitration Association ("Arbitration"),
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED tha4 pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 9 and Idaho Code Section 7-911,
the arbitrators' Final Award is confirmed and as a result, pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 13, Idaho Code
Section 7-914, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, this Court will enter Judgment
in favor ofT3 and against SBS in the amount of FOUR MILLION THREE HUNDRED AND
SIXTY TWO THOUSAND AND FORTY ONE AND 95/100 DOLLARS ($4,362,041.95),
(hereinafter the "Total Judgment Amount").
Further, this Court hereby adopts and confirms the arbitration panel's findings offac4
conclusions of law, arid awards set forth in the Final Award, including the panel's issuance of the
following declaratory relief:
1)

The Distributor Agreement between. T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2)

Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the
Distributor Agreement is excused by virtue of SBS's material breach of
the Distributor Agreement. This specifically includes, without limitation,
excuse of any perfonnance by T3 of the post term covenant against
competition.
Upon payment by Safeguard to T3 of the Total Judgment Amount in its
entirety, including any accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a

3)

ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION AWARD IN FAVOR OF T3 ENTERPRISES,

INC. AND AGAINST SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.-1

client42149665

012995
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satisfaction ofjudgment and cease using the following intellectual
property and other materials of Safeguard: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program, (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard
product specs, (5) Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program,
(7) Safeguard business cards, (8) Safeguard letterhead~ (9) Safeguard sales
materials, ( l 0) Safeguard job samples, ( 11) Safeguard product manuals,
(12) Safeguard product training, (I 3) Safeguard sales brochures, (14)
Safeguard design fonn trays, ( 15) Safeguard demonstration boards, ( 16)
Safeguard email addresses, (17) Safeguard websites and domain names,
and (18) any other products or materials containing the Safeguard name or
mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile numbers, post office box, and
customer tiles, cards, records and other data used in connection with T3's
business will remain the property ofD.
DATED this

:J. df ~of March, 2017.

By<~
s?ven~
District Court J ge

ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION AWARD IN FAVOR OF T3 ENTERPRISES,
INC. AND AGAINST SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

1hereby certifY that on this
of the within instrument to:

.2'f

day of March, 2017, I emailed (served) a true and correct copy

James M Mulcahy
Douglas Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahyllpc@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
C. Clayton Gill
Attorney at Law
ccg!a>.moffatt.com
Darte Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@hawlevtroxell.com
Paul R. Genender
Jason E Wright
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@.weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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NO·-----::::-=::----=--

FILED
3~45
AM. _ _ _ _
P.M....__......_,....,_---._

MAY 05· 2017

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACOB BATEMAN
DEPUTY

Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro .hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP .
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.Wl·ight@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

)
)

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S NOTICE
OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO
PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)

FILING FEE CATEGORY: 1.4$129.00

Plaintiffs-Respondents,

vs.

Defendant-Appellant.

~

)
)

--------------~------------·)
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., ITS
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON ENTERPRISES- 1
012998

47140.0001.8929935.1

Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. discloses the
following information:
1. Matter and Parties:

a) T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al, District
Court, Fourth Judicial Distiict of the State of Idaho, Ada County, Case No. CVOC-1416400, the Honorable District Court Judge Steven Hippler, presiding.'
b) Appealing Party: Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS").
Counsel for SBS:
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul. genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

1

SBS gives notice that it is filing a·separate notice of appeal that arises from this same docketed lawsuit for claims
by (and confirmation of award entered in favor of) T3 Enterprises, Inc., a second plaintiff in the lawsuit. SBS
believes that the two matters should be docketed separately on appeal due to the distinctly different nature of T3's
arbitration proceeding as compared to Thurston's trial proceedings. Although certain background facts overlap
between the claims of the two plaintiffs, the legal proceedings (federal arbitration law versus Idaho trial) and
applicable law (Texas law applies to T3's claims) are so distinct as to benefit from separately-docketed appeals.

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON ENTERPRISES - 2
47140.0001.8929935.
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c) Respondent Party: Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston'')
Counsel for Thurston:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main Street,
Suite 1300
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (admi'tted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Email: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
2. Designation of Judgments and Orders Appealed: SBS hereby designates the
following judgments and orders to be included as part of its appeal against Thurston,
copies of which are attached to this Notice of Appeal~
1

March 24, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit A)

•

September 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Amend
Complaint to Add Claims for Punitive Damages (attached as Exhibit B)

•

October 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions for
Summary Judgment and to Strike (attached as Exhibit C)

•

January 13,2017 Judgment (attached as Exhibit D)

1

March 24, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order on Safeguard's Motion
for Post-Judgment Relief (attached as Exhibit E)

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON ENTERPRISES - 3
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3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal: SBS discloses the following
preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which SBS intends to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to review:
•

Whether the jury's verdict is supported by a preponderance of admissible
evidence?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS's Motion to Exclude the
expert witness testimony of Robert Taylor?

•

Whether the district court ened in granting Thurston's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to SBS's liability on Thurston's claim for breach of account
protection?

•

Whether the evidence for damages related to account protection were
impermissibly speculative and insufficient?

•

Whether the district court en·ed in allowing Thurston's claim for breach of
the pricing provision to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's detetmination as to
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing provision?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying judgment as a matter of law as to
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing provision?

•

Whether the evidence for damages related to Thurston's claim for breach of
the pricing provision was impetmissibly speculative and insufficient?

•

Whether the district court en·ed in denying SBS's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to Thurston's claim for breach of the duty of good faith and fair
dealing?

•

Whether the district comi erred in allowing Thurston's claims for breach of
the duty of good faith and fair dealing to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the distdct court ened in allowing Thurston to, during trial, submit a
new undisclosed theory of damages to the jm')' in regard to the claim for
breach of the duty of good faith and fau dealing?

•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's determination as to
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing?

•

Whether the district court en-ed in denying SBS 's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to Thurston's claim for fraudulent inducement?

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON ENTERPRISES - 4
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•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's determination as to
Thurston's claim for fraudulent inducement?

•

Whether the district court en·ed in granting Thurston's Motion for Leave to
Amend Thurston's Complaint to Assert a Prayer for Punitive Damages?

•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claims for punitive
damages based on contract breaches to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the district comi erred in allowing Thurston's claims for punitive
damages based on fraudulent inducement to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the jury's award of punitive damages was supported by clear and
convincing evidence of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous
conduct as requit·ed by Idaho Code Section 6-1604?

•

Whether the district court en·ed in ovenuling or rejecting SBS's assertion of
attorney-client privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client
Privilege?

•

Whether the district comi en·ed in admitting hearsay evidence at trial?

•

Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees, costs, and expenses ·
incun·ed in pursuing the appeal?

4. Jurisdictional Statement: The Idaho Supreme Court has jurisdiction over the appeal

of the orders and judgments listed above pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules ll(a)(l),
11 (a)(S), 11 (a)(6), and 11 (a)(7).
5. Transcripts: SBS requests a repotier's transcript be prepared in electronic format

and include the following:
•

September 23, 2016 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

• November 16,2016 Pre-Trial Hearing (no estimate provided)
•

The Repotier's Transclipt of Jury Trial (Vols. I & II) (previously ordered and
paid for by the parties)

•

Febmary 21, 2017 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

6. Record: SBS requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record,
in addition to those materials automatically included in the clerk's record pursuant to

Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b):

DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON ENTERPRISES - 5
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08/26114 COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
09/16/14 AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
10/21/14 SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
08/26/15 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC, MICHAEL
09/08/15 DUNLAP, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND
JDHRS, LLC'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
01/20/16
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
01120/16
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
01/20/16
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATION AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
01/20/16 TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
01/28116
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
01/28116 SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
DELUXE CORPORATION'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
02/05/16
TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND
REDACTIONS AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
DECLARATION OF MALCOM MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
02/05/16 DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DANE A BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
02/05/16
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
02/05/16 OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS. AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS~ INC.'S
02/05/16
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGAURD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC.'S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R.
LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM DECISIONS AND ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS
KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO
BUSINESS FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN, AND
JDHRS, LLC. I ONLY A PROPOSED ORDER
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE
DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, •
JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVB TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE
FILED UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF JAMES MULCAHY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE
FILED UNDER SEAL_(FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
DELUXE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
07/22/16 MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITVE
DAMAGES
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
07/22/16 MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAITIFFS' MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
07/27/16
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
07/27/16 PLAINTIFFS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN QPPOSITION TO
07/28/16
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEAL)
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN
08/04/16 SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO
ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITVE DAMAES
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
08/05/16
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND
TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
08/26/16
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
08/26/16 MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF
08/26/16 DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY WDGMENT
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
08/26/16 SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THURSTON EN1ERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
08/26/16 JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE
08/26/16
ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER
SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROBERT TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
08/26/16
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
08/26/16
JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
08/26/16
JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM'S MEMORANDUM
09/09/16 OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO STRIKE AND
DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
09/09/16 STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER
THURSTON
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF
09/09/16
THURSTON ENTERPRISE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW
09/09/16 IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISE'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
09/09/16 INC.'SJ SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
09/09/16
INC.'S, SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S,
09/09/16
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
09/09/16
INC.'S, SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND
09/16/16 EXHIBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF DAWN
09/16/16
TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112 FROM THE DECLARATION
09/16/16
JAMES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION
09/16/16 TESTIMONY AND EXIDBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION
09/16/16 TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS OF DAWN TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112 FROM THE
09/16/16 DECLARATION, OF JAMES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
09/16/16
CORPORATION'S JOINT REPLY MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
09/16/16 FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT .
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND
09/21/16 EXIDBITS OF ROGER THURSTON, DAWN TEPLY, AND JAMES
MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND
09/21116
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
ERRATA TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
09/22/16 INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
10/21/16
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND TO STRIKE
FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
I 0/28/16
(CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
11/01116 DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
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DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
11/01/16
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
11/01/16
MOTION IN LIMINE
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
11/09/16
MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION
11/09/16
TO DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO PLAINTIFFS'
11/09/16 OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS 'S MOTION IN
LIMINE
DECLARATION OF ROBERT A. TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF
11/09/16 PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
11/09/16 PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE (CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
11/10/16
MOTION IN LIMINE
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
11/11/16 DELUXE CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FOURTH AMENDED .
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DECLARATION OF TERRY ROBISON IN SUPPORT OF
11114/16 DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMO IN SUPPORT MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
11/14/16
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS DELUXE CORPORATION'S AND
11/14/16
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DECLARATION OF JAMIE MCCORMICK IN SUPPORT OF
11/14/16
DEFENDANTS SBS, INC. AND DELUXE'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF SUSAN LEDERACH RE DEFENDANT DELUXE
CORPORATION'S AND SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
11/14/16
MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF
GROSS PROFITS
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
DELUXE CORPORATION'S DISCLOSURE OF WITNESS AND
11/22/16
INFORMATION RE PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET COMMISSIONS
DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF'S T3
11/22/16 E~TERPRISES INC.'S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET
COMMISSIONS
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PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF TAYLOR'S SUPPLEMENTAL
11/23/16
EXPERT REPORT
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO DEPOSITION
11/28/16
DESIGNATIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE
11/28/16 PLAINTIFF'S T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AND THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET COMMISSIONS
MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
12/12/16
TRAIL
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
12/12/16 SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT
TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT TRIAL
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
12/12116 MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
TRIAL
12/15/16 MOTION FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A
12/15/16
DIRECTED VERDICT
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'· MOTION FOR A
12/15/16
DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
12/15/16 MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON THE ISSUE OF PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
12/15/16 MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACT AGAINST DELUXE
PLAINTIFFS' REVISED OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
12/16/16
FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
12/21/16 JURY INSTRUCTIONS
12/21/16 VERDICT FORM
12/21/16 SIGNED JURY VERDICT
01/13/17 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PUNITIVE DAMAGES
JUDGMENT (Judgment in Favor of Thurston Ent. and Against SBS; and in
01/13/17
Favor of Deluxe against Plaintiffs)
01/27/17 DEFENDANT SBS, INC.'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DEFENDANT SBS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT
01/27/17
OF ITS MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
01/27/17 SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INCs OPPOSITION TO
02/14/17
SAFEGUARD'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
02/14/17 PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
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DEFENDANT SBS, INC'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
02/14/17
POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SBS,
02/14117 INC'S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SAFEGUARD'S
03/24/17
MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
7. Exhibits - Civil Cases: SBS requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Idaho Supreme Court:
•

T1ial Exhibits: 8, 14, 21, 23, 48, 68, 71, 99, 147-148, 157, 180, 200, 237240, 242, 244-245, 266-270,272-273, 300, 308-311, 326-330, 336, 338, 342,
352,356-360,362,386,422,426,534-535,537,538,1031-1078,1086

•

Demonstratives: February 21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as part of SBS's
argument regarding its Motion for Post-Judgment Relief (submitted at oral
hearing)

8. Sealed Record: Portions of the above-referenced record were filed under seal
pursuant to the following orders entered by the District Court:
•

April 17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order

•

December 21, 2015 Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re Confidential
Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes. Only

•

December 30, 2015 Order Re Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents-- Attomeys' Eyes Only

9. Certification: I, the undersigned attomey of record for appellant SBS, certify:
a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a
transcript has been requested, as named below:
•

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript, calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho
Appellate Rule 24, as follows:
•

IAR 24(b) estimated fee for preparation of the above-referenced
transcripts: $200.00.
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c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid,
calculated pursuant to the parameters ofldaho Appellate Rule 2r'/, as follows;
•

Estimated Record fee of $100.00 to be supplemented with actual costs

of scanned record. See Idaho Appellate Rule 27(d).
d) That the appellate filing fee for an appeal in a civil case of $129 has been paid.

See Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(l).
e) That service has been made upon all parties required. to be served pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
DATED THIS 5th day ofMay, 2017.

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

DATED THIS 5th day of May, 2017.

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of May, 2017, I caused to be served a tme
copy of the fpregoing DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S NOTICE
OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO' PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC, by the method
indicated below, an4 addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Te}!:as 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 7.14.746.7777
0 iCourt e-service

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main Street,
Suite 1300
Boise, Idaho 83702
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iCourt e-service

James M: Mulc~hy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, Californfa, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt e-service

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Christie Valcich
Court Reporter
Ada County Distric~ Court
200 W Front $t
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 cvalcich@adaweb.net
0 iCourt Courtesy Copy

~~
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
'

By EMILY CHILO
DePUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limiteci
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to compel the

production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. 1 Pursuant to the
Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review. 2
A hearing on the motions was held on February 12, 2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20, 2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection" was filed January 28, 2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld
as attorney-client privileged.

1
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client privilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.

Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149,44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion, act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, citing Sun Valley

Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, ailows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made ( 1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3

Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only", which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the AEO documents
within fourteen (14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two protective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12, 2016 and the Court or!llly denied the request.

2
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client or betwe~ the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning ofi.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose offacilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502(b);
State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880,885-86, 853 P.2d 625,630-31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,
878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house coum;el, however,
the standard is stricter and such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho Sept. 4,
2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Cal.2002).
Communications with in-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as outside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business capacity in connection
with many corpor?-te endeavors," courts will require that the party seeking to protect the
I

'

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that the communications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." !d.

It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications
submitted by the parties.

3
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A. Defendants' Motion

The documents at issue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt ("Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which were sent
between July 22,2014 and July24, 2014. 4 The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and each of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and both
Plaintiffs. IRE 502(b)(3). Defendants further assert that even if the communications are
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, an~ 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the business transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in the litigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and such privilege was not waived.
1. Flatt was a client.

Rule 502 defined "client" as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(l). An attorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.
McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's

advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that could reasonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." ld. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.
Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621, 682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).

The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communications were made. Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale of Flatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J. Mulcahy,~ 3 (February 5,
20 16). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreed to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. !d.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.

4
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at issue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulca,hy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.

2. Flatt, '[eply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interest' was
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest between Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale of Flatt's distributorship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the three parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Case law on the CO!JllllOn interest element instructs that the interest must
be h:;gal rather than a business interest ''that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re
Fresh & Process Potatoes Antitrust Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,

2014). 5 As explained in/n reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must be designed to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that must exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation. /d., citingHunydee v. United
States, 355 F.2d 183, 1~5 (9th Cir. 1965). 6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that

the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected
communications. !d., collecting cases. As evidenced by In reFresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear Idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defined "common
interesf' as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal1aw on the subject to guide its analysis.
6

See also, Callwave Commc'ns, LLC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)(''The
privilege does not require a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply where the parties'
interests are adverse in substantial respects.")

5
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the common business interest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the purchase and sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Flatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final decision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal interest appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this case are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale of Flatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliat~s.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at issue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.
3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack ofldaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that "the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas oflaw, fall within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (D. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke
v. American Commerce Nat'/ Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.1992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. !d.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d Cir. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee

agreement letter).
6
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Applying IRE 502, however, this Court finds the engagement letters at issue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the representation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who communicated with the ~ttomey." Truckstop.Net,

L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 2480001, at *4 (D. Idaho Aug. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383, 395-396 (1981).
In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly
note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IRCP 26(b)(1). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277, 281 (N.D. TIL 1997)(finding ::ee agreement was not relevant to issues in case and
need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885, at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).

4. Plaintiff.s did not waive the privilege.
Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. This Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege "voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or communication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that "the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and
not an offensive sword." Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In

Skelton, the Idaho Supreme Court held that by testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. !d. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.

.Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's communications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion
At issue in Plaintiffs' motion are 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap and/or
Kevin Skipper. As discussed above, SBS bears the burden of making a "clear showing" that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, deJ:?onstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects of SBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the extent of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as corporate secretary
rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfy its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

PRIV 00411 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00678_00001_UR throughPRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773 _ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 00773_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 00848_ 00001_UR through PRIV 00848_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 00925- 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_ 00001_UR through PRIV 01040_ 00002_UR
PRIV 01041 UR
PRIV 01170_00001_UR through PRIV 01170_00007_UR
PRIV 01234_00001_UR through PRIV 01234_00002_UR
PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_0000l_UR through PRIV 01298_0002_UR, with the exception of the email
from Dunlap on the top of page PRIV 01298_ 00001_UR
PRIV 01469_00001_UR through PRIV 01469_00002_UR
PRIV 01518_00001_UR through PRIV 01518_00002_UR
PRIV 00848_ 00001_UR through PRIV 00848 _ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01535_ 00001_UR through PRIV 0153 5_ 00003 _ UR, with the exception or" the first
two emails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 01535_00l_UR
PRIV 01596_00001_UR through PRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597 _0000 1_UR through PRIV 01597_ 00002 _UR
PRIV 01598_00001_UR through PRIV 01598_00002_UR
PRIV 01599 UR

8
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169 UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563 _ UR
DEFS0039581_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception ofthe email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837_UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS00039841_UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116 UR-DEFS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252- UR-DEFS0057253- UR
DEFS0057273 UR
DEFS0087088 UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092 UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions is
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in § III(B) to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this

2!1_

1~
day of March, 2016.

9
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTUF

2 1 2016

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

By E~~~~~HILD

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND·
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
. Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Min.riesota Corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
E~terprises,

Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 "), and Defendant, Safeguard

Business Systems ("Safeguard") pursuant to which Plaintiffs have historically sold Safeguard
products to customers and received commissions on such sales. Following the purchase of
Safeguard by Defendant, Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), significant changes in business
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operations were implemented which Plaintiffs allege affected their rights under their respective
distributorship agreements. Through the current motion, Plaintiffs seek to amend their Third
Amended Complaint to add claims for punitive damages in connection with certain claims

.

against Safeguard and Deluxe (collectively, "Defendants"). Defendants object to the motion,
primarily on grounds that Plaintiffs' claims and perceived damages are grounded in a
misapprehension of their distributorship rights, which Defendants argue have not been violated.
Oral argument was held on the motion on July 29, 2016. The Court subsequently allowed
the parties to submit supplemental evidence for the Court's consideration of the motion. 1 On
August 5, 2016, this Court took the motion under advisement.

II.

STANDARD

A trial court's ruling on a motion to amend a complaint to add a claim for punitive damages
is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho
299, 311, 233 P.3d 1221, 1233 (2010). Thus, the court must (1) perceive the issue as one of
discretion; (2) act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the specific choices available; and (3) reach a decision through an
exercise of reason. !d.

Ill.

THE RECORD

A. Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements
On June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston became a Safeguard distributor pursuant to a Regional
Distributor Agreement dated June 1, 1987. Supp. Decl. Thurston, Exh. 1 (Thurston RDA). 2 In
2006, Dawn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, entered into a contract with Thurston
Enterprises through which she agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises $598,118.32 in 120 monthly
installments of $4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises' "rights to solicit, and receive commissions
on" more than 1,863 of Thurston's customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from
whom Thurston had obtained leads and assistance. Decl.

Teply,~

3 (July 5, 2016), Exh. 1

1
See, Supp. Dec!. Roger Thurston in Supp. Of Pis' Mtn. for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
(Aug. 3, 2016); 2"d Supp. Decl. ofCounsel in Further Support OfDefs' Memo. In Opp. to Pis' Mtn. for Leave to
Amend (August 5, 2016).
2

Roger Thurston subsequently assigned the agreement to Plaintiff, Thurston Enterprises.

2
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(Assignment Agreement).3 Defendant SBS approved of the agreement and entered into a
Regional Distributorship Agreement with T3 on July 28, 2006. Decl. Teply, Exh. 3 (T3 RDA).
The Plaintiffs' respective RDAs allow Plaintiffs to solicit orders of certain Safeguard
products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", within a "non-exclusive" territory set forth therein.
The RDAs grant Plaintiffs certain "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on sales of
"Safeguard Systems" to customers located within their territories. Plaintiffs refer to these
commission rights as "Customer Protection Rights" and the customers to which the rights attach
as "Protected Customers." The RDAs prohibit Plaintiffs from soliciting orders from customers
outside their territories, but expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard Systems within
Plaintiffs' territories through other "persons." Further, T3's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[.]'.4 To this end, T3 is obliged to use its best efforts to
determine whether. a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's computer
database as another distributor's Protected Customer. 5 In fact, Safeguard has developed and
implemented policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders for Safeguard Systems
from the protected account of any other Safeguard distributor either within or outside of former's
territory. Decl. Mulcahy (July 5, 2016), Exhs. 15, 16.
Safeguard's standard practice is that if a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor's Protected
Customer, Safeguard will issue a rotation notice. Decl. Mulcahy, Exli. 7 (Depo. Dunlap, 350:1350:25) (explaining that where one distributor sells to the Protected Customer of another
distributor, the commissions are rotated). The rotation notice indicates to both the infringing and
receiving party that commissions are being rotated such that an infringing party does not receive
commissions and the commissions go to the distributor who has Customer Protection over that
Protected Customer. In fact, on several occasions, Safeguard has rotated commissions between

3

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally"
guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. Jd. at~ 3, Ex. 2.
4

Thurston's RDA does not have the same express prohibition; rather, it prohibits the solicitation of sales outside its
territory. 12.

5

Safeguard has implemented and utilizes the Safeguard Infonnation Systems, which incorporates Safeguard's
AS/400 computer database ("CMS") software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. Teply
Dec!.,~ 10.

3
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Thurston and T3 when one would sell to the other's Protected Customer and rotation notices
would be issued. Decl. Doug Luther (July 27, 2016), Exh. 6 ("Rotation Notices"). 6

B. The Deluxe Takeover of Safeguard
Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States with annual revenues of approximately $1.8 billion dollars. Deluxe purchased Safeguard
in 2004. Deluxe manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various
personalized products and services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers,
including but not limited to, design services, website services, print marketing, promotional
products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram, 23:3-5). 7 After
being acquired by Deluxe, Safeguard discontinued all manufacturing operations. Instead, all
Safeguard products are now manufactured by Deluxe. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti
63:4-11). Where Deluxe does not manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a
"preferred supplier program." Under the program, a third party vendor can sign up with
Safeguard as "preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for
payment of a rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard
distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20). Deluxe's push to increased
preferred supplier usage has resulted in over 110 vendors signed up and millions in revenue. !d.
at 90:10-95:3. Consequently, it is to Defendants' financial benefit to have Safeguard distributors
either place retail orders with Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the "Preferred
Vendors."

6

Safeguard and Deluxe moved to strike Mr. Luther's July 27,2016 declaration on grounds that it improperly
presented new evidence in support of Plaintiffs' reply brief which should have been presented in Plaintiffs' moving
brief. They further seek to. strike any argument made by Plaintiffs which rely on the new evidence. However, since
Safeguard and Deluxe were given an opportunity to address the evidence and related arguments at the hearing and
were further allowed to submit additional evidence after the hearing for the Court's consideration, they have
suffered no prejudice as a result of Mr. Luther's untimely submission of evidence. The Court therefore denies the
motion to strike.
7

According to Plaintiffs, Deluxe and Safeguard do not operate as independent entities. Plaintiffs point out, for
example, that many executives are employees at both entities, such as 11 Sorrenti who is President of Safeguard but
also the Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at the Deluxe Corporation. Another example is Scott Sutton, Vice
President of Corporate Development at Deluxe, Corporate Director and Vice President of Safeguard Acquisitions
and Vice President of Franchise Development at Safeguard Business Systems and Safeguard Franchise Sales.

4
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Around the time Deluxe purchased Safeguard, Safeguard notes that some of its long time
"legacy distributors" 8 were struggling to grow their customer base and branch out into new
products besides forms and checks, which were quickly becoming obsolete. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
2 (Depo. McRoberts 74:5-75: 13). Under its distributor agreements with such legacy distributors,
however, Safeguard cannot force the distributor to use Deluxe or a preferred vendor. Id. at 38:1824. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work around this problem. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
22 (BAM Program 2009, p. 3); Exh. 2 Depo. McRoberts 30:4-21.

C. BAM
Beginning in 2008, Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 23 (March 5, 2012 Business Acquisition~ and Mergers Presentation). Deluxe created a shell
entity, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") to act as a holding company for these acquisitions.
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (1) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors; (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors, thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing capacity utilization by acquiring new
product lines that can be marketed across Deluxe and Safeguard's various sales channels; and (4)
where Deluxe does not manufacture a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Preferred
Vendors paying Deluxe rebates.
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing." Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram,l32:24-133:6). By
acquiring these distributors, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to increase
insourcing, which results in greater revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing orders or
through rebates by preferred suppliers. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing
Strategy); Depo. McRoberts, 28:12-29:18, 216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is imperative for
Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected earnings set out for it as a publicly traded
company. Therefore, once the entities are acquired, Deluxe executives are diligent in ensuring
the acquired entities take every opportunity to insourcing product order.
Deluxe and Safeguard publicly praise the nationwide BAM program as being the "most
aggressive and successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history" and it has

8

"Legacy distributors" is a tenn used by both parties in this litigation to refer to those Safeguard distributors
operating under older, pre-Deluxe distributorship agreements, such as Plaintiffs.

5
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reportedly resulted in "record growth" for both companies. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 25 (BAM
Powerpoint showing growth from program as approximately $5 million in 2009 to over $40
million in 2011); Exh. 26 [2015 Revenue Plan] (showing growth from program as $105 million
in 2013 to $205 million in 2015. In fact, Scott Sutton, Deluxe's Vice President of Corporate
Development and Safeguard's Vice President of Franchise Development, is paid a significant
annual bonus based primarily on the number of "signed BAM deals." Decl. Luther, Exh. 1; Supp.
Decl. Counsel in Further Supp. OfDefs' Memo in Opp. to Pis' Motion to Amend (July 28,
2016), Exh. A. 9

D.

Investigation of DocuSource and IBF

As part of its BAM program, Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and IBF, two
distributors in the Pacific Northwest, in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF are, and always have
been, Plaintiffs' direct inter-brand competitors in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho,
and historically have sold a full line of non-Safeguard products that compete directly with the
business products and services offered by Safeguard. Decl. Teply,~ 7; Decl.

Thurston,~

6. As a

result, Plaintiffs and IBF and DocuSource shared a high volume of common customers. Deluxe's
CEO, however, was unconcerned with the impact of the acquisitions on the oversaturated market
and on Plaintiffs' account protection rights. Depo. Schram, 236:1-237:1. 10
Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF which compared the
companies' top suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the
companies' "potential insource performance." Id. at 132:25-133:4. Deluxe found for IBF that the
"Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of23%", or approximately $1.45 million. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 47 (IBF's "Value Capture Summary"). Similarly, for DocuSource, out of its
approximately $18 million in revenue, it was estimated that $4.2 million was a match for
Deluxe's internal capabilities. !d. at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond 11 Due Diligence Summary).

9

Deluxe and Safeguard's other executives have incentive pay based on a myriad of factors, only one of which is the
revenue generated by the BAM program. Supp. Decl. Counsel, Exhs. 8-P.
10

Even after the chairman of the United Safeguard Distributors Association, Tom Armbruster, passed along to JJ
Sorrenti and Michael Dunlap emails he had received from Thurston and Teply detailing their account protection
violation concerns in depth, neither executive took any action to prevent the alleged violations. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 85-86. Neither Sorrenti nor Dunlap did anything in response. Depo. Sorrenti, 481:2-482:2, 483:3-18, 485:20486:9.
11

Safeguard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSource acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence
stage.

6
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Based upon theses insourcing targets, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit from
acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase the
amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. Jd. at Exh. 47 (noting as one of its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a "[f]ocus on non-manufactured products to key strategic vendors").
In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics. Depo.
By
Fogard, 28:13-30:4; 43:3-21.Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF.
I
acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the ability to significantly increase' the dollar
and unit volume of orders in to Wright, thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. Id at
!
1

34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 51.

IBF was also targeted because it marketed W -2 processing services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
46 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was an additional
opportunity). W-2 processing represented one ofiBF's largest product lines and a profitable one
at that. Deluxe was motivated to acquire IBF, in part, on the premise that it could market the W-2
processing services across the distribution system.

E. Acquisition ofiBF And DocuSource
As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Defendants reviewed essentially all
aspects ofDocuSource and IBF's businesses, including their customer lists. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 52-54 (Due Diligence Documents). Defendants performed a "customer scrub" to
determine the extent ofthe common customers between DocuSource.and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Defendants knew that many of DocuSource and
IBF's customers were shared with Plaintiffs. Defendants prepared multiple·worksheets detailing
estimates of the IBF sales to these Protected Customers. The final scrub list showed that at least
$1 million of IBF' s revenue over a 12 month period- and almost $3 million over the prior 36
month period- came from the common customers of Plaintiffs and 34 other Safeguard
distributors. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list also identified who
'

had greater sales to the common customer - the affected Safeguard Distributor or IBF. !d. To the
extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would seek to have the Safeguard
distributor either sell or share the account. Id A similar list was prepared for DocuSource. !d.,
Exhs. 58-59.

7
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Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there would be
account protection issues for accounts held by Plaintiffs. 12 Knowing that the acquisitio~s would
result in account protection violations, Deluxe set aside a certain amount of money for a socalled "account protection mitigation budget." For DocuSource this was $183,000. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 60. 13 Defendants do not actually pay the account protection mitigation budget to
the Safeguard distributors whose rights are potentially impacted. These amounts were merely set
aside as an estimate of what Deluxe might need to pay for account protection violations.
Following the closing of any acquisition, Safeguard's legal department- primarily,
•

I

Michael Dunlap, engages in "resolution" activities with the Safeguard distributors whose account
protection rights are potentially at risk of being violated. According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap
attempted to resolve these issues with them by concealing and misrepresenting the extent of
violations and essentially attempting to wear them down such that the account protection
mitigation budget would never be paid and the violations never compensated for. 14 Importantly,
Dunlap directly reports and takes orders from Deluxe as well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his
actions. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25, 49:7-19; 51 :16-24; 53:15-20.

12

Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (DocuSource Due Diligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "account protection
overlap, $200,000+ in existing Safeguard distributor sales"); Exh. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting on Legal
page that there "is an above normal number of account protection issues"); Exh. 50 (DocuSource Executive
Summary, noting on page 2 that "account protection- $183,328"); Exh. 46 (IBF Executive Summary noting
"resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offic.es");
Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes that a key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the
"resolution ofkey account protection issues."); Exh. I (Depo. Schram,l42:20-145:23 -describing account protection
review being done on BAM acquisitions as a matter of practice); Exh. 5 (Depo. Sorrenti, 380:9-18 -noting that II%
ofiBF sales overlapped with Safeguard distributors' customers).
13

The budget is typically set around 3%, of the gross revenues of the acquired entity. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. II (Depo
Savoie. Vol. I, 29:12-35:23: noting account protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is
initially set at 3% of gross revenue). As such, this money is not based upon the actual Customer Protection
violations.
14

See, Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 [Apr. 22,2013 Email from Sutton to Executives re Diamond P&L and Modei-1J 4
on page 2 describes how the Safeguard legal department was able to mitigate all account protection matters for
distributor Print Concepts for $6,000, significantly below the budget of$56,000); Exh. 6 (Depo Sutton, 225:18228: I - describing how successful Dunlap has been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transactions); !d. at 396:16-397:3, 399:2-400:8 (legal department including Michael Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
addressed the account protection issues resulting from the DocuSource, IBF, QBF, MHC, Prime, Innovative, FISI,
AccuSource and Fontis acquisitions); I d. at 227:8-10 ("Mr. Dunlap is extremely proficient at resolving matters with
Safeguard distributors").

8
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F. Deluxe Approves the DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions
The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 63. Additionally, because of the size of the
DocuSource acquisition, members of Deluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee
reviewed and approved the transaction. As part of this process, Deluxe management and boar:d of
directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifying the potential customer
account violations' resulting from the transaction.
After reviewing the documents and fully aware of the account violation issues, Deluxe
agreed to the acquisition of DocuSource' s outstanding shares, which gave Deluxe access to the
customer list, for more than $10 million on April30~ 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer
list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on August 27, 2013. Deluxe,
itself, as with all BAM transactions, provided funding for the purchases and wired the money
directly to DocuSource and IBF.

G. Post-Acquisition
After acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Safeguard positioned both IBF and DocuSource as
company owned distributors who solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard and in competition with
Plaintiffs. Defendants turned PocuSource and IBF's former sales agents into Safeguard sales
agents and allowed them to continue to solicit orders for the sale of Safeguard Systems from
DocuSource and IBF's historical customers including those shared with Plaintiffs. These new
Safeguard sales agents solicited Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, with Defendants' lmowledge,
and were directed by Defendants to send those orders to Deluxe manufacturing plants or
otherwise to preferred vendors. Defendants ran both IBF and DocuSource as company owned
distributors from 2013 through April2015. Monthly meetings were held to ensure they hit their
insourcing targets. Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and DocuSource sales
representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in running these operations.
Despite the fact that DocuSource and IBF solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard to
Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, no commissions have been rotated to Plaintiffs for these
commissions. Further, these sales to Protected Customers have caused customer confusion as
Plaintiffs' customers no longer lmow from whom they are supposed to order. Teply DecI.,

~~

7-

21, 23. This confusion was compounded in early October 2013, when Tressa McLaughlin,
Safeguard's managing sales representative for the IBF sales representatives, circulated a
9
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solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter stated that IBF was now a part of Safeguard, that
IBF executives Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick were on the Safeguard team and that
the customers should place orders with them for their Safeguard Systems. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 10,
77, Ex. 75; see also Ex. 9 [McLaughlin Depo.], pp. 192:2-195:13 (Safeguard employee Amy
Tiller-Shumway, who was in charge of supervising the former IBF sales representatives,
approved sending the letter) Ex. 76 (approval from Tiller-Shumway).
H. Safeguard's Interaction with Thurston and Teply re: Account Violations
As discussed, to mitigate any potential fallout from account protection violations
implicated by the BAM program, Deluxe and Safeguard approved "resolution efforts ... to negate
potential loss of sales", which is entrusted to Michael Dunlap. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 90; Depo.
McRoberts at 51:14-52:9. Dunlap would attempt to get the affected distributor to either share the
account with the new distributor or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard,
which would then sell the rights to the new distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 61. With regard the
account protection issues arising from the IBF transaction, Dunlap was given over a year to
resolve them. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 77; Depo. Dunlap, 186:6-187:1.
According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap's resolution process consists of misrepresentations and
concealment of the extent of account protection violations over the course of a year until the
Safeguard distributor is worn down to the point that they simply give up their commission rights
on the disputed account. In the meantime, the new distributor is selling Safeguard products
behind the legacy distributor's back and commissions on those sales are not rotated to the legacy
distributor (i.e., de facto customer sharing prior to obtaining the legacy distributor's agreement to
share). Through this process, Dunlap created market confusion which rendered any possible
corrective action futile. Recognizing this, the legacy distributor then capitulates to sharing of the
customer.
As the resolution process applied to Plaintiffs after the acquisitions of DocuSource and
IBF, Plaintiffs were initially given no details about the common customers revealed by
Defendants' scrub process, even though Defendants apparently had the information at their
fingertips. Dunlap admitted in his deposition that he received monthly scrub reports identifying
sales to Plaintiffs' protected accounts by IBF and DocuSource, yet never revealed the lists to
them despite engaging in months of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell

10
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their accounts. Depo. Dunlap 451 :13-456:23; 460:4-461:6; 481 :1-482:15; 672:1-12. His excuse
was that he felt the scrub list was "incomplete", but he never articulated why it was incomplete
or why he was not able to get the necessary information to make it complete. Id In the
meantime, Safeguard, through IBF and DocuSource, continued selling to the protected
customers. Id at 329:5-11; 696:8-18. Additionally, Plaintiffs have provided evidence that
Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations for 18
months, all the while cajoling them to sell or share the accounts for nominal amounts. See, Pis'
Opening Memo, pp. 39-49. Indeed, Defendants never revealed the final customer scrub and full
list of protected accounts that Safeguard was selling to through IBF and DocuSource, despite it
being Safeguard's alleged contractual duty to report this information and pay commissions to the
correct party.
Plaintiffs repeatedly made clear to Dunlap, McLaughlin and Safeguard. that they were not
sharing their customers and that their contractual rights should be respected. Depo. Dunlap,
403:12-16. However, Safeguard continued sales to these customers. !d. at 166:7-13 (no thought
given to Safeguard changing direction ifthe distributors refused to share customers).
In response to Safeguard's sales, and in an attempt to hopefully avoid litigation, Thurston
began negotiating with Dunlap in February of2014 to sell some ofhis account protection rights
to Safeguard. Supp. Decl. Thurston, ~~5-7 and Exhs. 2-7 thereto. 15 As part of the process,
Dunlap identified 55 common customers shared by IBF and Thurston. Of the 55, Dunlap
suggested that Thurston sell 24; that Thurston retain 10 and the remaining were undecided.
Knowing there were more than 55 common customers between Thurston and IBF, Thurston
requested a full list. Dunlap admitted the list was not "1 00% complete" but never did provide a
complete one. !d. Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard the commission rights to nine
customers for the sum of $32,600. 16 He also indicated in an email to Dunlap that he wanted
"some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts so
that I have the opportunity to possibly expand my capabilities for sales into other customers." !d.
15

See also, Exhibit B to the Second Supplemental Declaration of Counsel filed by Defendants' counsel on August 5,

2016.
16

According to Roger Thurston, the price he agreed to was based on IBF sales figures to the customers at issue in
the sale which was provided to him by Dunlap. Subsequent to the sale, Thurston learned that Dunlap had not
provided him with accurate sales figures. Namely, Dunlap omitted sales infonnation from the prior six months.
Supp. Dec!. Thurston, ~ 7.
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at~

9; Exh. 6. On March 6, 201~, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a letter. Jd

at Exh. 8 ("March 6 Agreement"). With regard to the transfer of IBF files, Dunlap noted that he
"hope[ d] to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future." Id. However,
Thurston never received the files. Jd. at~ 12.

L Deluxe Sells DocuSource and IBF
After two years, on April 30, 2015, Deluxe sold the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR and its
management Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick. Safeguard by DocuSource along with
two other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. Inspired Results was formed on March 19,
2015, by former Deluxe and Safeguard executives Tiller-Shumway and Phil Odella. Inspired
Results and KMMR have continued to solicit and obtain commissions from Plaintiffs'
customers.
J. BAM Nationwide

The BAM Program is conducted nationwide. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 28. Plaintiffs estimate
that, in completing these acquisitions, Defendants have violated the account protection rights of
over 300 Safeguard distributors. See, pp. 51-52 of Plaintiffs' supporting memorandum for cites.

IV.

ANALYSIS

A party seeking to recover punitive damages "must prove, by clear and convincing evidence,
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the. party against whom the claim for
punitive damages is asserted." I.C. § 6-1604(1). In order to recover punitive damages, the party
seeking them must first obtain a court order permitting the party to amend the party's pleading to
include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. I.C. § 6-1604(2). If such a ~otion is made,
"[t]he court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence
presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." Jd;

Cummings v. Stephens, 157 Idaho 348,363,336 P.3d 281,296 (2014). In Cheney v. Palos
Verdes Investment Corp., the Idaho Supreme Court described the circumstances necessary to
justify punitive damages:

An award of punitive damages will be sustained on appeal only when it is shown
that the defendant acted in a manner that was 'an extreme deviation from
reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was performed by the defendant
12
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with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences.' The
justification for punitive damages must be that the defendant acted with an
extremely harmful state of mind, whether that be termed 'malice, oppression,
fraud or gross negligence'; ' ... wantonness'; or simply 'deliberate or willful.' 17
104 Idaho 897, 905, 665 P.2d 661 (1983), cites omitted
Whether punitive damages may be awarded depends on "whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of mind." Hall v.
Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 313, 319, 179 P.3d 276, 282 (2008). Further, a court

should rarely, if ever, award punitive damages absent a likelihood of future bad conduct. Davis v.
Gage, 106 Idaho 735, 738, 682 P.2d 1282, 1285 (Ct. App. 1984). The likelihood offuture bad

conduct is a question of fact. Where there is substantial and competent-even though
conflicting-evidence of extreme bad conduct and of a need for deterrence of similar future
conduct, an award of punitive damages will be upheld. !d.
Upon considering the evidence presented by Plaintiffs, this Court must dete~ine
whether there is a "reasonable likelihood" that Plaintiffs can establish at trial through clear and
convincing evidence that Defendants performed a bad act with a bad state of mind. ld. "Where
evidence is conflicting, and where it can be said that if one theory of the case is correct there may
be ground for the imposition of exemplary damages, the matter is properly submitted to the jury"
to determine the correct theory. Morningstar Holding Corp. v. G2, LLC, 2012 WL 287517, at
*14 (D. Idaho Jan. 31, 2012), quoting Williams v. Bone, 74 Idaho 185, 189, 259 P.2d 810,813
(1953).
Plaintiffs ask for leave to amend to assert a claim for punitive damages in connection
with the following claims: 1) Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against
SBS (counts 1 and 2); 2) Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contractual relations against
Deluxe (counts 3 and 4); T3's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8); and Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach ofthe 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the inducement (counts 11 and

17

Idaho Code§ 6-1604(1), as amended subsequent to Cheney, omits gross negligence and wantonness from the Jist
of conduct supporting punitive damages.
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12). 18 They assert that Deluxe and Safeguard: (1) blatantly and willfully breached the distributor
agreements and interfered with Plaintiffs' relationship with their customers; (2) fraudulently
concealed and misrepresented their actions, (3) abused their superior economic position; (4)
harmed Plaintiffs for their own direct profit; and (5) have inflicted the same harm through similar
conduct upon distributors across the country.
Defe~~-ants

assert several arguments against the proposed amendment, the most

prominent of which is that Plaintiffs' entire theory of the case is based on a flawed reading of the
account protection rights provisions in their RDAs. The Defendant's arguments are addressed in
turn.
A. RDA Account Protection Rights

Defendants take issue with Plaintiffs' characterization of their account protection rights
under their respective RDAs as creating "Protected Customers." According to Defendants,
Plaintiffs only have rights to commissions on sales of certain Safeguard products by other
distributors to a customer whose first order of Safeguard products was a result of Plaintiffs'
efforts and credited to Plaintiffs. Thus, IBF and DocuSource, for example, are free to sell to
Plaintiffs' "protected accounts", but Plaintiffs qave a right to commissions on certain sales.
Although Plaintiffs refer to their right to commissions on sales as "Customer Protection",
their interpretation of the RDAs is not far off from that of the Defendants. Plaintiffs contend that,
where they were the first to solicit an order with a customer in their territory for any Safeguard
product, then they become entitled to the exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any
and all sales to that customer for the next 36 months.

The difference between the two interpretations appears to lie in the types of sale for
which a right of commission arises. Thurston's agreement provides as follows:
3.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS

For so long as is specified in Attachment B, you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until this Agreement is
terminated (see paragraph 7).

****
18

In briefmg, Plaintiffs mistakenly refer to counts 7 and 8 as "tortious interference" claims as opposed to
"intentional interference" claims, which is how they are pled in the complaint
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..
ATTACHMENT B
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in your sales territory described in Attachment A
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of your efforts and
credited to you[.]

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to any customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months
after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.
Similarly, T3 's Distributor Agreement state's:
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exclusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so
long as is specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however,
your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System
within thirty-six (36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
purchase of any Safeguard System.
Plaintiffs interpret sales of"Safeguard Systems" as used in their RDAs to include any and
all Safeguard products. Thurston's RDA defines "Safeguard Systems" as "those products and
serVices defined in the Addenda attached hereto[.]" Thurston RDA, ~ 1. While initially there
were only seven addenda to his RDA, each describing a different Safeguard product, additional
addenda were added throughout the years to include essentially all products Safeguard
manufactured and any "sourced" or "brokerage" products manufactured by non-Safeguard
companies, including computer software, business forms, office supplies, payroll processing,
promotional products and more. According to Thurston's interpretation, the additional addenda
covered any and all Safeguard product and service acquired through any vendor. T3's RDA also
allows it to sell any "sourced products" from non-Safeguard manufacturers. T3 is also allowed to
sell "new Safeguard Systems" on a "non-exclusive" basis provided that T3 and Safeguard
executed an addendum with regard to the new products. T3 RDA, ~ 3. There is no evidence that
any such addendum was ever executed.
Reading these definitions in conjunction with the account protection rights provisions, the
RDAs appear to grant Plaintiffs an exclusive right to commissions where:

15
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1. A customer's first order of a "Safeguard System" product included in Plaintiffs'
addenda to their RDAs is a result of Plaintiffs' efforts and credited to Plaintiffs;
2. Another Safeguard distributor sells to that customer a "Safeguard System"
product listed in addenda to the RDAs; and
3. The right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase of the particular Safeguard product. If the customer
purchases a listed Safeguard product within the 36 months, the period starts
over. 19
Defendants agree with this interpretation as to "normal circumstances." As explained by
Dunlap, "account protection" in the RDAs arises where:
If Distributor A has an account with a customer and then Distributor B comes
along, solicits another order from that same account, and that account quits doing
business with Distributor A and places the busi~ess with Distributor B so that
Distributor A is not getting any more sales, not getting any more commissions.
That's what under normal circumstances means for account protection.
Depo. Dunlap, 96:25-97:7.
However, Defendants contend that the BAM acquisition ofiBF and DocuSource
presented an abnormal circumstance to which the RDA does not neatly apply. Namely, IBF and
DocuSource had been selling their own non-Safeguard products for years to Plaintiffs'
"Protected Customers" prior to the BAM acquisition. Following the BAM acquisition, these
companies continue to sell the same products to the same customers, although the products are
now considered part of the "Safeguard System" due only' to the acquisition. Defendants contend
that since IBF and DocuSource were the first to solicit orders from the "Protected Customers"
for these products they historically sold, albeit under a different name, Plaintiffs are not entitled
to rotations on the commissions. Defendants contend that such an interpretation of the RDA
would constitute a windfall for Plaintiffs because they would receive commissions for sales of
products that they never sold.

19

Importantly, the RDAs do not state that a customer must purchase from Plaintiffs for the 36 month period to run
anew; rather, the customer must only "purchase." Therefore, a situation could arise where a customer's first order of
a certain Safeguard product is placed through the legacy distributor. Even if a second distributor later poaches the
client, the legacy distributor would indefinitely receive commissions on the customer's future orders of any
Safeguard products included in the addenda to the RDA. Granted, because the second distributor sells the same
products at reduced rate, the legacy distributor would suffer in the form of reduced commissions if the second
distributor continues to sell.
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Neither party is requesting that the Court make a ruling on the meaning of the RDAs and
extent of account protection rights at this stage of the litigation. In fact, Defendants contend that
the account protection provisions are ambiguous and create "a ton of grey areas" which
Safeguard attempted to clarify through the promulgation of subsequent policies. Decl.
Schossberger, Exh. A (Email chain between Lederach and Skipper explaining how there is no
one document which spells out account protection rules); Exh. D (Depo. Dunlap 22:9-29:20discussing Metro Policy and Open Territory Policy). Consequently, the Court will not, at this
time, undertake to interpret the RDAs, the subsequently passed policies, and how the BAM
acquisition affects Plaintiffs' rights to commissions. All ofthese issues bear on whether
Safeguard breached the RDAs and the level of egregiousness associated with Defendants'
actions. For purposes of this motion, however, the Court will assume that Plaintiffs'
interpretation of the RDAs and their commission rights thereunder is correct.

B. Plaintiffs' Increasing Commissions and Lack of Evidence of Lost Sales
Defendants next assert that Plaintiffs do not have recoverable damages because their
annual commissions have increased each year since Defendants acquired IBF and DocuSource.
While it may be true that Plaintiffs have enjoyed increased commissions, this does not compel
the conclusion that they have not suffered damages in the fonn of unpaid commissions. Further,
if Plaintiffs can show they have a legally protected interest which has been invaded, thereby
entitling them to at least nominal damages, punitive damages are still available. Myers v.

Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 503, 95 P.3d 977, 985 (2004).
Further, Defendants point out that Plaintiffs have failed to present evidence of a customer
or sale they lost as a direct result of Defendants' conduct. However, as Defendants themselves
argued with regard to the RDA interpretation issue, Plaintiffs' RDAs do not necessarily provide
them with customer protection; rather, they have a right to commissions on certain sales to
certain customers which are made by other distributors. Indeed, the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs'
territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard retained the right to sell Safeguard products within
Plaintiffs' territories. Thus, Plaintiffs need not present evidence of a "lost sale" or "lost
customer." Rather, their evidence of damages would more appropriately take the fonn of an
unpaid commission. Plaintiffs have prese,nted an expert report from a CPA, Mr. Robert Taylor,
detailing these damages. Mr. Taylor estimates their damages arising from past account protection
violations at nearly $500,000 for Thurston and nearly $600,000 for Teply. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
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108. Further, Plaintiffs' rotation notices between 2015 and mid-2016 reveal that no rotations
were paid to them on sales made by other distributors to their "Protected Customers." This is
sufficient evidence for purposes of the current motion.

C. Lost Profits and Consequential Damages
Defendants next argue that Plaintiffs' claims fail because the unpaid commissions they
seek as damages are really "lost profits", which is considered a consequential damage. Because
Idaho law provides that recovery oflost profits must be in the parties' contemplation at the time
of contracting to be recoverable, and there is nothing in the RDAs evidencing the intent that lost
profits be recoverable, Defendants contend that Plaintiffs' are entitled to no recovt(ry. However,
Defendants' argument fails because Plaintiffs' unpaid commissions are a form ·of direct damage
under the RDAs, not "lost profit" or some other consequential damage. Further, Safeguard's
obligations to pay such commissions was set forth at length throughout the RDAs, indicating
their recovery was in the parties' contemplation at the time of contracting?0
Second, Defendants point out that T3's RDA waived any ability to recover consequential
and punitive damages through the "Limitation of Damages" clause. They ask the Court to defer
ruling on Plaintiffs' motion as it pertains to T3 pending the arbitrator's decision on_the
enforceability of the clause. However, the limitation clause would only pertain to punitive
damages against Safeguard. T3 seeks punitive damages in conjunction with its claims against
Deluxe, who was not a party to that contract. Therefore, the waiver would not bar T3's claims.

D. Claim by Claim Analysis
As an initial matter, Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have failed to fulfill their burden of
producing "clear and convincing" evidence that Defendants a performed a bad act with a bad
state of mind in connection to any ofthe claims to which the proposed punitive damages would
attach. They further point out that evidence of simple "wanton" conduct does not satisfy this
burden.
Although Defendants dedicate much argument to the fact that ''wanton" behavior is no
longer a basis for punitive damages in Idaho, Plaintiffs never refer to Defendants' behavior as
''wanton." Further, Idaho Code§ 6-1604 directs the c,-., t to grant a motion to amend to seek
punitive damages if, "after weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the

20

Therefore, Defendants' argument that Plaintiffs' "lost profits" are too speculative fails as well.
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moving party has established ... a reasonably likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to
support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604. An award of punitive damages must be
supported by clear and convincing evidence at trial, and the Court is cognizant of and informed
by this standard in determining the likelihood that plaintiffs can prove, at trial, a right to punitive
damages.
Turning next to the specific claims, this Court's must determine with regard to each of
the claims whether there is evidence that Defendants acted "in a manner that was an extreme
deviation from reasonable standards of conduct [or other requisite bad act], and that the act was
performed by the

defen~ant

with an under~tanding of or disregard for its likely consequences.,

Cheney, 104 Idaho at 905, 665 P.2d at 669. In other words, Plaintiffs must show both a bad act
and a bad state of mind. Hall, 145 Idaho at 319, 179 P.3d at 282.

1. Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against SBS (1&2)
Idaho courts are generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of contract.
See, Cuddy Mountain Concrete Inc. v. Citadel Canst., Inc., 121 Idaho 220, 227, 824 P .2d 151,
158 (Ct. App. 1992)("while punitive damages may be recovered in a contract action, they are not
favored in the law and therefore should be awarded only in the most compelling circumstances;
they should be awarded cautiously and within narrow limits."). However, the Idaho Supreme
Court has also warned that there is no "blanket prohibition" against punitive damages in contract
claims. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co:., 140 Idaho 495, 502-03,95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004).
As stated in Meyers:

It is not the nature of the case, whether tort or contract, that controls the issue of
punitive damages. The issue revolves around whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite 'intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of
mind.' DAs this Court noted in Linscott, 'numerous situations arise where the
breaking of a promise may be an extreme deviation from standards of reasonable
conduct, and, when done with knowledge of its likely effects, may be grounds for
an award of punitive damages.'

Id, quoting Linscott v. Rainier Nat'! Life Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 854,858, 606 P.2d 958, 962
(1980).

21
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Meyers was a first party breach of insurance contract claim. The Court found punitive damages proper where the
defendant: (I) failed to retain counsel on plaintiffs (its insured) behalf in an underlying personal injury ,action
asserted against her, thereby resulting in a default judgment; (2) refusing to respond to efforts ofthe judgment debtor
to collect on the default judgment, thereby resulting in the suspension of plaintiffs drivers license; and (3)
unreasonably delaying the settlement of a second action filed against plaintiff.
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Conduct ''which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows
"a lack of professional regard for the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
grounds for punitive damages. Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229, 824 P.2d at 160, internal cite
omitted.22 A party may breach a contract if it determines doing so is in its own economic interest,
if it is prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itself to
punitive damages-avoid the consequences ofthe breach by means of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism.
Some of the factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive damages are warranted in
a breach of contract action include:
(1) the presence of expert testimony;23 (2) whether the unreasonable conduct
actually caused harni to the plaintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.

Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229-30, 824 P.2d at 160-61.
Safeguard's alleged bad acts supported by the record can be summed up as follows:
•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation under Thurston's RDAs to pay
commissions on certain sales by other distributors to Thurston's
protected accounts.

•

After acquiring IBF and DocuSource, and having knowledge that IBF
and DocuSource were making sales for which Thurston was entitled to
commission, Safeguard made no effort to comply with its obligations
under the RDAs regarding the payment of such commissions, nor did
it attempt to stop IBF or DocuSource from making the offending sales.

22

Cuddy Mountain involved a breach of contract claim arising from a contract between a general contractor
(Citadel) and a subcontractor (Cuddy Mountain). Cuddy Mountain began work, primarily concerned with pouring
concrete, but was slowed down by rain. Upset with the pace and quality of Cuddy Mountain's work, Citadel
terminated the contract without giving Cuddy Mountain the required seven-day written notice of termination.
The Court determined that the following behavior by Citadel constituted conduct sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages: (I) the evidence showed that Citadel's decision to terminate "was conceived in frustration and
consummated in anger" and there was no evidence that Citadel gave any thought to the consequences of its decision;
(2) the termination in fact caused financial hardship to Cuddy Mountain; (3) Citadel refused to pay the balance
Cuddy Mountain demanded for the work it had performed; and (4) following termination, Citadel altered certain
daily reports which had been prepared prior to the termination to add criticism regarding Cuddy Mountain's work.
!d. at 230, 824 P.2d at 161.
23

Although the plaintiff in Cuddy Mountain did not present expert testimony that the offensive conduct was
unreasonable in the business context nor did the parties enjoy a special relationship, the Court found punitive
damages were warranted anyway based on the remaining factors.
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•

Rather than pay commissions, Safeguard attempted to convince
Thurston to sell or share his accounts at a nominal amount.

•

Although Thurston requested information regarding the extent of
account violations on numerous occasions (so he could made an
informed decision on Safeguard's offer to purchase), Safeguardthrough Dunlap -purposefully stalled for over a year, falsely claiming
that he did not have the information.

•

During this period of delay, IBF and Safeguard continued to sell to
Thurston's protected customers with Safeguard's knowledge.

•

Three years later, Safeguard still has not paid commission rights to
Thurston, thereby causing actual harm to Thurston.

Plaintiffs have also presented evidence of Safeguard's bad state of mind. Although
Defendants argue that Safeguard was motivated purely by standard business goals of increasing
profits, decreasing costs and improving customer service, evidence supports the claim that
Defendants tried to do this by breaching Plaintiffs' RDAs with the motive of denying their
responsibility for the breach and covering up the scope of their breach. Further, there is evidence
Defendants attempted to attain these goals by wearing down its legacy distributors with hopes of
either replacing them or their generous RDAs so that they would be compelled to market
products which would make Deluxe more profitable. Dunlap was tasked with carrying out this
goal, and Thurston has presented evideHce that Dunlap did so through intimidation, concealment
and underhandedness, and Safeguard knew of and approved of Dunlap's conduct. See, pp. 39-49
ofPls' Memo. Further, the oppressive conduct continued through Thurston's filing of the instant
lawsuit.
The final Cuddy lvfountain factor not addressed herein is whether the parties enjoyed a
"special relationship." Thurston contends that they did as franchisor-franchisee. Defendants
disagree with that characterization. Rather, they contend the relationship is principal-agent,
which is consistent with the description in the RDA. Thurston RDA, , 4. Notably, one California
court has held that Safeguard distributors operating under RDAs such as Thurston's are
franchisees under California's statutory definition. Gentis v. Safeguard Bus. Sys., Inc., 60 Cal.
App. 4th 1294, 1297, 71 Cal. Rptr. 2d 122 (1998). Idaho's definition of a franchise agreement is
substantially similar to California's, thereby warranting the same result in an Idaho court. I.C. §
29-110(3). However, even assuming that a franchisor-franchisee relationship existed between
21
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Thurston and Safeguard, the great majority of jurisdictions hold that this relationship does not
-give rise to a fiduciary duty or other special duty. Killion, William, J.D., Existence of Fiduciary
Duty between Franchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. 5th 613 (1997). 24 Idaho has not addressed
the issue. Nonetheless, even in the absence of a special relationship, other factors dictate
allowing an amendment to assert a claim for punitive damages.
A business decision to breach a contract in order to increase profits is not, in and of itself,
a basis for punitive damages. However, the manner in which the breach is carried out can be.
This Court recognizes that, at the moment, there is a dispute regarding the interpretation of
Plaintiffs' commission rights under the RDAs and whether there was a breach of those rights.
Assuming Thurston establishes that its interpretation of the RDA is correct, there is a reasonable
likelihood that he could prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Safeguard- primarily
through Dunlap - acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously or outrageously; through an
extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and with an understanding of, or
disregard for, its likely consequences. Therefore, Thurston will be allowed to amend the
complaint to seek punitive damages against Safeguard in conjunction with his breach of contract
claims.
2. Tortious interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (3&4)
A prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists where a plaintiff
establishes the existence of a contract, knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant,
intentional interference causing breach of the contract, and injury to the plaintiff resulting from
the breach. BECO Canst. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,723, 184 P.3d 844, 848
(200_8). Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims against Deluxe are aimed at Deluxe's involvement

24

See e.g., Pizza Management, Inc. v. Pizza Hut, Inc., 737 F. Supp. 1154, 1183 (D. Kans. 1990) ("The franchisorfranchisee relationship 'is an arms-length, commercial one' with the performance of each governed and regulated by
the typically exhaustive terms of written franchise agreements .... Fiduciary obligations should be extended
reluctantly to commercial or business transactions.") (internal citations omitted); Broussard v. Meineke Discount
Mujjler Shops, Inc., !55 F.3d 331, 347 (4th Cir. 1998) (citing cases from various jurisdictions and holding that
franchisees could not bring a breach of fiduciary duty claim against a franchisor because a franchise relationship,
without more, does not give rise to a fiduciary relationship); Branch Banking & Trust, Co. v. Thompson, 418 S.E. 2d
694, 699 (N.C. App. 1992) (stating, "parties to a contract do not thereby become each others' fiduciaries; they
generally owe no special duty to one another beyond the terms of the contract and the duties set forth in the
U.C.C. "); Thrifty Rent-A -Car System, Inc., 229 F.3d 1165 (I Oth Cir. 2000) (unpublished opinion); Domed Stadium
Hotel, Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 732 F.2d 480, 485 (5th Cir. 1984).
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in the acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource through the BAM program, which ultimately led to
Safeguard selling to Plaintiffs' Protected Customers in violation of the RDAs.

25

It does not appear that the RDA prohibits Safeguard or a BAM entity from actually

selling to a Protected Customer; rather, to the extent there is a sale of a "Safeguard System" as
defined in the RDAs to a Protected Customer, the RDA gives Plaintiffs a right to commissions
on the sale?6 Thus, Plaintiffs' allegations that Deluxe "instructed Safeguard and its employees
not to enforce Plaintiffs' contractual rights but instead to continue to make sales" would arguably
only be actionable to the extent Deluxe instructed Safeguard to avoid paying commission rights
to Plaintiffs. In other words, it is not the BAM program itself which interfered with the RDAs,
but rather the "resolution" activities subsequently undertaken to address the account violation
exposure..
Plaintiffs have presented evidence that Deluxe masterminded the entire process,
including the offending "resolution" activities, which appear to be not meant to compensate
Plaintiffs for violations, but to wear them down in forcing the unfair and uninformed
dispossession of Plaintiffs' RDA rights. Deluxe created the BAM program, funded the purchase.
of DocuSource and IBF, directed and reviewed "due diligence" and monthly customer scrubs,
and engineered the situation wherein Safeguard competed against Plaintiffs through IBF and
DocuSource by selling Safeguard products to Plaintiffs' protected accounts. Defendants tasked
Dunlap with "resolving" the conflicts by compelling them to sell or share the accounts rather
than paying commissions-all the while denying Plaintiffs access to the information needed to
evaluate whether or not to do so?7 Deluxe's CEO himself admitted that he knew of and was
25

The Court is not opining-yet-whether Deluxe, as the parent of Safeguard, is sufficiently a stranger to the
contract such that it can be held liable for interference with it. Likewise, the Court is not yet deciding if Deluxe has a
qualified privilege to interfere.
Indeed,~ 2 of the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs' territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard reserved the right to
sell Safeguard Systems within the territories through other persons.

26

27

Defendants argue that Dunlap was not an agent of Deluxe; rather, he was general counsel for Safeguard and
worked in that capacity. However, Dunlap himself testified that he was part of the Deluxe team and reported his
resolution efforts to Deluxe executives. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25; 49:7-I9; 53:I5-20. See Barlow v. International
Harvester Co., 522 P2d 1102, II 19 (I 974) C'corporate liability for punitive damages may arise where there is
participation in the alleged tortious conduct by a 'managing and policy-making agent' as well as by a corporate
director or officer"); see also Boise Dodge, Inc. v. Clark, 92 Idaho 902, 906, 453 P .2d 551, 555 (1969)
("when corporate officials and managing and policy-making agents engage in fraudulent activity in furtherance of
corporate profits which inure to the benefit of shareholders, the acts of such agents must be attributed to the
corporation").
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unconcerned with the impact of the acquisitions on the oversaturated market and on Plaintiffs'
account protection rights.
In effect, the evidence demonstrates that Deluxe knowingly placed Safeguard in a
competitive position with Plaintiffs and compelled Safeguard to breach Plaintiffs' RDA rights
through Dunlap's "resolution process." Further, the evidence shows that Deluxe approved of
Dunlap's protracted resolution process because it would ultimately be more profitable for
Deluxe, to Plaintiffs' detriment. Again, Deluxe's goal of increasing profit is not the basis for a
punitive damages claim; rather, it is the means by which Deluxe set out to accomplish that goal
and the admitted disregard it had for Plaintiffs' contractual rights under the RDAs. An
amendment to seek punitive damages in connection with Plaintiffs' tortious interference with
contractual relations claims against Deluxe should be allowed.
3. Plaintiffs' intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
("IlEA") against Deluxe and Thurston's IlEA claim against Safeguard (7&8)
To establish a claim for intentional interference with a prospective economic advantage,
Plaintiffs must show:
( 1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy,28 (2) knowledge of the expectancy on
the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing termination ofthe
expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of
the interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiffwhose expectancy has
been disrupted.
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 893-94,243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
internal cite omitted.
Plaintiffs must prove that either "(1) the defendant had an improper objective or purpose
to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the
prospective business relationship." Id, quoting Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods,

Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991).
Plaintiffs' intentional interference claims set forth in Counts 7 and 8 pertain to Deluxe
and Safeguard's interference with their customer relationships and sales to their protected
accounts. Certainly, Plaintiffs have an economic expectancy in their business relationships with
their customers in the form of commissions and Defendants are well aware of the expectancy.
Plaintiffs assert that Defendants' actions interfered with their expectancy interest by encouraging

28

This element does not require proof of a contract
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IBF and DocuSource to make sales to Plaintiffs' Protected Customers at prices which were lower
than what Plaintiff~ could offer, resulting in the termination of Plaintiffs' expectancy interest in
those customers.
However, applying Plaintiffs' interpretation of the RDAs, the commissions on the sales to
Protected Customers would still have to be paid to Plaintiffs. Thus, the loss of their business
relationship with the Protected Customers does not necessarily inflict damage upon Plaintiffs
because they are still entitled to the commission rights from the sale to that customer. That said,
if the competing distributor sells the product at a reduced price, Plaintiffs' commission amount
decreases. However, the RDAs specifically allowed Safeguard to solicit sales of Safeguard
Systems through other "persons" within Plaintiffs' territories. Safeguard effectively exercised
this right through acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF. Thus, it is difficult to view this as
wrongful interference where it was an event contemplated by the RDAs when they were
executed. Indeed, the RDAs do not give Plaintiffs an exclusive right to customers; only an
exclusive right to commissions generated on sales. Accordingly, Plaintiffs will not be permitted
to assert punitive damages on these claims.
4. Breach of the 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the
inducement (11&12)
Thurston's second breach of contract and fraud in the inducement claims against
Safeguard relate to the March 6, 2014 agreement pursuant to which Safeguard purchased the
commission rights to nine of Thurston's Protected Customers for $32,600. In· addition, Safeguard
allegedly agreed to arrange for the transfer of certain IBF files to Thurston related to other
Protected Customers being serviced by IBF. Thurston transferred his commission rights;
however, Dunlap never facilitated the transfer of files. Thurston argues this failure constituted
breach of the agreement.
Exactly what the parties' understood with regard to the transfer of files is unclear.
Thurston indicated in his email to Dunlap that he wanted IBF files in order to "possibly expand
my capabilities for sales into other customers." Dunlap's memorialization of the agreement
indicated that he "hoped to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future."
Thurston has not presented evidence of a concrete obligation by Safeguard to actually procure
the files for him. Further, if Safeguard did breach an obligation with regard to the files, Thurston
has not presented evidence that the breach was done in an oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
25
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outrageous manner. Consequently, this Court will deny the motion to amend as it pertains to
Thurston's claim for breach of the March 2014 agreement.
With regard to the fraud in the inducement claim, Thurston asserts that he entered into the
March 2014 agreement based on inaccurate sales data Dunlap provided to him for the customers
at issue. After entering the agreement, Thurston learned that Dunlap's information did not
include any sales to those customers after August 27, 2013. Had Thurston known of the true
nature of the sales, he contends he would not have entered into the contract. Id.

"It is well established in this state that punitive damages may be awarded when the
defendant has committed fraud." Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211,221, 923
P .2d 456, 466 ( 1996). Defendants argue the claim fails because Thurston has not presented ·
evidence of each of the nine elements of fraud, to wit:
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.

Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211,216,923 P.2d 456,461 (1996).
However, an honest reading of Thurston's declaration and supplemental declaration
reveals each of the nine elements and Defendants have produced no evidence placing Thurston's
version of~he facts in dispute. Plaintiffs have produced evidence demonstrating that Dunlap's
concealment of sales information was part of Defendants' modus operandi to get Plaintiffs' to
sell or share their accounts at depressed prices. There is a reasonably likelihood a jury would
conclude that the March 2014 agreement represents more of the same conduct sufficient to
warrant punitive damages. Therefore, Thurston may amend to add a punitive damages claim to
his fraud-in-the-inducen;tent claim .
. V.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, this Court hereby GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a
prayer for punitive damages in connection with the following claims: Thurston's breach of
contract and implied covenant claims against Safeguard (counts 1 and 2); Plaintiffs' tortious
interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (counts 3 and 4), and; Thurston's fraud in
the inducement claim against Safeguard (count 12). The Court DENIES the motion with regard
to the following claims: T3's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
26
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against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8), and; Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach of the March 6, 2014 customer transfer agreement (count 11).

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that only after the evidence has been received at trial, will
this Court make the final determination regarding whether the jury will be informed of and
instructed on Plaintiffs' punitive damages claims.

IT IS SO O~~RED.
Dated this

::z; ~of September, 2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~~OPPH-R
' " ...... ~~

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

t.::

0 • PlC!-1, Clerk

9y EMILY Ci-!!LD
::.:.~tr'l

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND TO
STRIKE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota Corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCfiON

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard

EXHIBIT013054
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Business Systems ("Safeguard"). The claims currently at issue in this action include the
following':
•
•

Count 1: by Thurston: Breach ofRDA (distributorship agreement) Safeguard;
Count 2: by Thurston: Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing against
. Safeguard;

•

Counts 3 & 4: By T3 and Thurston, respectively: Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations against Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") and Deluxe Corporation
("Deluxe'');

•

Count 7: By T3: Intentional Inference with Prospective Economic Advantage against
SAl and Deluxe;

•

Count 8: By Thurston: Intentional Inference with Prospective Economic Advantage
against Safeguard, SAl ~d Deluxe;

•

Count 11: By Thurston: Breach of Contract (March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer
Agreement) against Safeguard;

•

Count 12: By Thurston: Fraud in the Inducement.

Before the Court are four motions for summary judgment by the various parties. Thurston
seeks summary judgment on Counts 1 and 11 2, Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Counts 2,
8, 11 and 12, and SAl and Deluxe each seek summary judgment on Counts 3, 4, 7 and 8.
Additionally, Defendants collectively seek to strike the vast majority of declarations submitted
by Roger Thurston on August 26 and September 9, 2016, Dawn Teply's September 9, 2016
declaration, and Exhibit 112 from the September 9, 2016 declaration of Plaintiffs' counsel,
James Mulcahy.
Oral argument was held on the various motions on September 23, 2016 after which the Court
took the matter under advisement.

1

In their joint response to Defendants' summary judgment motions, Plaintiffs agreed to voluntarily dismiss Counts
5, 6, 9 and 10.
2

To the extent Thurston prevailed on its summary judgment motion, it sought an interim award of attorney fees. At

the hearing, however, Thurston withdrew the request.

2
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II.

THE RECORD3
A. Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements

Roger Thurston became a distributor for Safeguard pursuant to a Regional Distributor
Agreement ("RDA") dated June 1, 1987. Decl. R. Thurston, 12 (Aug. 26, 2016), and Exh. 1
thereto (Thurston RDA). 4 Dawn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, became a
distributor for Safeguard pursuant to an RDA dated July 28,2006. Decl. D. Teply, 'l 4 (Sept. 9,
2016) and Exh. 3 (T3 RDA). The Plaintiffs' respective RDAs give them the right to solicit orders
of certain Safeguard products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", from customers within a
"non-exclusive" territory set forth therein. Thurston RDA § 1, Att. 1; T3 RDA, §§ 1-2, Exh A.
The RDAs further grant Plaintiffs "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on their
solicitation of sales of "Safeguard Systems" to customers located within their territories if certain
conditions are met ("Protected Accounts"). Thurston RD~ § 3, Att. B; T3 RDA, § 4, Exh. B.
The RDAs prohibit Plaintiffs from soliciting orders from customers outside their territories, but
expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard products within Plaintiffs' territories through other
"persons." Thurston RDA, § 2; T3 RDA, § 2. Further, T3's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[.]"s T3 RDA, § 8. To this end, T3 is obliged to use its best
efforts to determine whether a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's
computer database to another distributor. ld
Safeguard has also developed policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders
for Safeguard Systems from a Protected Account of any other Safeguard distributor, either within
or outside of the former's territory. Decl. Mulcahy ISO Thurston's MSJ, W8-9 (Aug. 26, 2016)
and Exh. 7 ("Deceptive Business Practices Policy) and Exh. 8 (Open Territory Policy).
Safeguard's Open Territory Policy states that "(distributors] are not allowed to solicit orders
from the protected account of another Distributor, whether the customer is located within or

3

The following recitation of the record is not to be interpreted as conclusive findings of fact except where noted in
the legal analysis. Rather, it is simply this Court's interpretation of the extensive record currently before it for the
purpose of the current motions for summary judgment.
4

Thurston subsequently assigned the agreement to Plaintiff, Thurston Enterprises.

5

Thurston's RDA does not have the same express prohibition; rather, it prohibits the solicitation of sales outside its
territory. ~ 2.

3
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outside of your Territory.» The protection applies to the customer and not the particular products
sold.ld; see e.g. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 2 (Depo. McRoberts, 205:11-22 (in response to question

of whether account protection is evaluated in tenns of products the response was that it is
evaluated at the account leve1).)6
If a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor's Protected Account, Safeguard will issue a
rotation notice. Depo. Dunlap, 350: I -350:25 (explaining that where one distributor sells to the
Protected Customer of another distributor, the commission are rotated); DecI. Thurston, Exh. 2
(Thurston Rotation Notices). Thurston's rotation notices indicate to both the infringing and
receiving party that commissions are being rotated from the infringing distributor to the
distributor who has rights to the Protected Account. ld
B. The Deluxe Takeover of Safeguard
Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous
subsidiaries, various personalized products and services to small businesses, financial
institutions, and consumers:o- including but not limited to, design services, website services, print
marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo.
Schram, 23:3-5). Deluxe purchased Safeguard in 2004. After being acquired by Deluxe,
Safeguard discontinued all manufacturing operations. Instead, all Safeguard products are now
manufactured by Deluxe. Decl. Mulcahy,, 6 (Sept. 9, 2016Y & Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti 63:411 ). 8

Where Deluxe does not manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a "preferred
supplier program." Under the program, a third party vendor can sign up with Safeguard as
''preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for payment of a
rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard distributor. 2nd
6

Dunlap testified that none of the policies implemented by Safeguard modify its distributors' Account Protection
rights set fonh in the RDAs. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5 (Depo. Dunlap 25:15-19).

1

Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to Defendants' motions for summary judgment will be referred to
herein as "2nd Decl. Mulcahy".

1
Deluxe, Safeguard and SAl share many of the same executives. For example, J.J. Sorrenti is President of
Safeguard and SAl and Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe. Scon Sunon is Vice President of
Corporate Development at Deluxe and Vice President of Franchise Development at Safeguard, SAl and Safeguard
Franchise Sales. Michael Dunlap is general counsel for Safeguard and corporate secretary for Safeguard and SAl.
Teny Peterson is the CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe and Vice President and Treasurer of SAl. Dec I.

Counsel ISO SAl's MSJ (Aug. 26, 2016), Exh. M.
4
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Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20) & Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing Strategy).
These "Preferred Suppliers" are to (1) pay Deluxe ''rebates", and; (2) agree not sell any product
type to

the Safeguard distributors that Deluxe also manufactures. Depo. Fogard at 22:4-14; 2nd

Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 21 (Wright Preferred Supplier Agreement, p. 1). Consequently, it is to
Deluxe's financial advantage that the Safeguard distributors either place retail orders with
Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the Preferred Suppliers. Deluxe's push to
increase Preferred Supplier usage by its distributors has resulted in over 110 vendors signed up
and millions in revenue. Depo. Fogard at 90:10-95:3. Under its distributor agreements, however,
'

Safeguard cannot force a distributor to source from Deluxe or a Preferred Supplier./d at 38:1824. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work around this problem by effectively
replacing Safeguard's legacy distributors, such as Plaintiffs, with new distributors. 2nd Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 22 (BAM Program 2009, p. 3); Depo. McRoberts 74:5-75:13 (discussing
Safeguard and Deluxe's efforts to make BAM acquisitions in light of what they characterize as a
"declining" customer base for the legacy distributors).

C. BAM
Beginning in 2008, Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program to acquire
independent non-Safeguard affiliated distributorships. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 9 (March 5, 2012
.Business Acquisitions and Mergers Presentation). Under this program, Deluxe and Safeguard
created SAl to act as a holding COD;lpany for these acquisitions. Deluxe funded the purchases of
the new distributorships, which were held by SAl and operated by Safeguard and Deluxe as a
Safeguard business for approximately two years ("caretake period"). 9 Decl. Counsel ISO SAl's
MSJ, Exhs. C & D (Depo. Sutton Vols. I and II, 102:9-103:18; 264:3-14; 313:12-15). Thereafter,
SAl would sell the commission rights held by the business to a new Safeguard distributor. Id
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (1) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors; (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing capacity utilization by acquiring new

product lines that can be marketed across Del.uxe and Safeguard's various sales channels; and (4)
9

SAl does not have a finance department or its own human resources office. 2ad Decl. Mulcahy, Exh 4 (Depo. Kirlin
22:22-24), Exh 5 (Depo. Sorrenti, 65:13-15); Decl. Counsel ISO SAl's MSJ, Exh. G (Depo. Sorrenti, 65:13-15;
66:20-22). It bas several officers, but no employees./d at Exh. M. Its only shareholder is Safeguard Holdings, Inc.

ld
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where Deluxe does not manufacture a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Preferred
Suppliers paying Deluxe rebates. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 22-26 (collectively, "BAM
Presentations").
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing". Depo. Schram,132:24-133:6. By acquiring these
distributors through the BAM program, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to
increase insourcing, which results in greater revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing
orders or through rebates by Preferred Suppliers. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard
Sourcing Strategy); Depo. McRoberts, 28:12-29:18,216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is
imperative for Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected earnings set out for it as a
pub1icly traded company. Depo. McRoberts, 199:4-200:4 Therefore, once the entities are
acquired, Deluxe executives are diligent in ensuring the acquired entities take every opportunity
to insourcing product order: ld; see also, 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 37 (Safeguard BAM
Presentation - contains an "lnsource Roadmap" discussing the steps needed to be taken with
regard to multiple BAM acquisitions to insource products).
D. Investigation of DocuSource and IBF

In early 2013, Deluxe and Safeguard looked into acquiring DocuSource and IBF, two
non-Safeguard distributors in the Pacific Northwest, under the BAM program. DocuSource and
IBF are, and always have been, direct inter-brand competitors ofT3 and Thurston in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of non-Safeguard
products that compete directly with Safeguard's business products and services. Decl. Teply,, 7;
Decl. Thurston, , II. As a result, Plaintiffs shared a high volume of common customers with lBF
and DocuSource.
As part of their evaluation of the businesses, representatives from Deluxe and Safeguard

performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and lBF which compared the companies' top
suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the companies' ''potential
insource perfonnance." Depo. Schram, 132:25-133:4. For lBF, they found that the "Fit Analysis
reflects insourcing opportunities of23%", or approximately $1.45 million. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 47 (IBF's "Value Capture Summary"). Similarly, for DocuSource, out of its approximately
$18 million in revenue, it was estimated that $4.2 million was a match for Deluxe's internal

6
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capabilities./d at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond 10 Due Diligence Summary). Thus, based upon
theses insourcing targets, Deluxe could make a significant profit from acquiring IBF and
DocuSource.
Another reason Deluxe and Safeguard wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to
increase the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates./d at Exh. 47 (noting as one of its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a "Focus on non-manufactured products to key strategic vendors"). In
particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics, a large
vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Depo. Fogard, 28:13-30:4; .43:3-21; 2nd Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 50 ("Top Vendor" spreadsheet). By acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe
would have the ability to significantly increase the dollar and unit volume of orders in to Wright,
thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. Depo. Fogard, 34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 51 (Historical spending by DocuSource and IBF indicating large amount of rebates could
be made through Wright). On June 26, 2013, Safeguard and Wright executed a Preferred Vendor
agreement. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 21.
IBF was also targeted because it marketed W-2 processing services. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was an additional
. opportunity) &

E~h.

4 (Depo. Kirlin 25:1-25 (W-2 processing services added as a Safeguard

product line)). W-2 processing represented one ofiBF's largest product lines and a profitable
one. Deluxe and Safeguard were motivated to acquire ffiF, in part, on the premise that it could
market the W-2 processing services as a "Safeguard System." 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 47.

E. Acquisition of mF And DocuSource
As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Deluxe and Safeguard reviewed
essentially all aspects ofDocuSource and IBF's businesses, including their customer lists. 2nd
Decl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 52-54 (Due Diligence Documents). 11 They performed a ~'customer scrub"
10

Safeguard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSource acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence
stage.
11

Prior to approval of transactions, Deluxe executives and board members receive and discuss the due diligence and
executive summaries identifying Account Protection violations. Depo. Schram, 45:9-46:9 (noting the CEO of
Deluxe's review of the due diligence and executive summaries); 46:19-47:5 (Deluxe CEO aware that Account
Protection issues come up in the BAM transactions); 65:22-67: 15; 85:13-86:10 (Schram involved in discussions
with McRoberts and Sorrenti on Account Protection violations and risks; matter is also presented to Deluxe board);
Depo. Sunon 245:4-247:19 (due diligence summary including the legal pages regarding Account Protection
reviewed by all functional team leaders and Safeguard executives); 387:22-388:10 (Account Protection mitigation
budget reviewed by executives); 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. II (Dcpo. Savoie, 278:25-280: 16)(functionalleaders
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to detennine the extent of the common customers between DocuSource and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Deluxe and Safeguard knew that many of
DocuSource and IBF's customers were shared with Plaintiffs. Deluxe and Safeguard prepared
multiple worksheets detailing estimates of the ffiF sales to these Protected Accounts." The final
scrub list showed that at least $1 million of IBF's revenue over a 12 month period-and almost
$3 million over the prior 36 month period-came from the common customers of Plaintiffs and
34 other Safeguard distributors. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list
also identified who had greater sales to the common customer~e affected Safeguard
distributor or IBF. ld To the extent that lBF had greater sales, the scrub sheet noted that the
affected Safeguard distributor should be encouraged to either sell or share the account. Id. A
similar list was prepared for DocuSource. ld, Exhs. 58-59.
As a result of the extensive due diligence efforts, Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by

acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there would be account protection issues for accounts held by
Plaintiffs. 12 Knowing that the acquisitions would likely result in account protection violations,
Deluxe and Safeguard routinely set aside a certain amount of money for a so-called "account
protection mitigation budget." For DocuSource this was $183,000. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 60.U
F. Deluxe Approves the DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions

The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 63 (BAM Approval and Documentation
Requirements). Additionally, for the DocuSource acquisition, because of the size of the deal,

identified in due diligence summaries prepare sections of due diligence and then circulate for review); Depo.
Sorrenti, 378:22-380:4 (Safeguard and Deluxe executives discussed the above normal number of Account Protection
issues in Idaho).
2nd Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (~uSource Due Diligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "account
protection overlap, $200,000+ in existing Safeguarq distributor sales"); Exh. 49 (IBF Due Diligence Summary
noting on Legal page that there "is an above normal number of account protection issues"); Exh. 50 (DocuSource
Executive Summary, noting on page 2 that "account protection- $183,328"); Exh. 46 (IBF Executive Summary
noting "resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard
offices"); Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes that a key assumption of the deal's fmancial projections was the
''resolution of key account protection issues."); Depo. Schram,l42:20-145:23 (describing account protection review
being done on BAM acquisitions as a matter of practice); Depo. Sorrenti, 380:9-18 (noting that 11% ofiBF sales
overlapped with Safeguard distributors' customers).
12

13

The budget is typically set around 3%, of the gross revenues of the acquired entity. Depo Savoie. Vol. I, 29:1235:23(noting account protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is initially set at 3% of gross

revenue).
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members of Deluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee reviewed and approved the
transaction. Depo. Schram, 79:18-81:11. As part of this process, Deluxe management and board
of directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifying the potential
customer account violations resulting from the transaction. /d 14
On April30, 2013, after revie\\oing the documents and fully aware of the account
violation issues, Deluxe agreed to the acquisition of DocuSource's outstanding shares, which
gave Deluxe and Safeguard access to the customer list, for more than $10 million. Deluxe
acquired IBF's customer list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on
August 27,2013. Although SAl was the company which technically "purchased" the assets of
lBF and DocuSource, Deluxe provided funding for the purchases and wired the money directly
to DocuSource and IBF..,
G. Post-Acquisition

After arranging for SAl's acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF, Safeguard and Deluxe
positioned both ffiF and DocuSource ~ company owned distributors who solicited orders on
behalf of Safeguard in competition with Plaintiffs. Part of this process was to tum DocuSource
and JBF's former sales agents into Safeguard sales agents. To this end, SAl entered into an
agreement with former IBF employee, Tressa McLaughli~ to "direct the sales, marketing,
operations and financial strategies, tactics and needs ofiBF, as directed by [SAl]." In turn, SAl
agreed to pay a management fee to McLaughlin's newly created staffing agency, KMMR, LLC.
2nd Mulcahy Decl., Exh. 110 (McLaughlin Mgmt. Services Agreement) 16• Former IBF President
14

The following individuals and departments reviewed and signed off on the DocuSource and IBF transactions: Lee
Schram (CEO at Deluxe); Terry Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe), Malcolm McRoberts (Senior
Vice President ofSmall Business Services at Deluxe), JJ Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at
Deluxe). Susan Steen (Vice President of Finance at Deluxe), Jeffi'ey Bata {Chief Accounting Officer, Vice President
and Controller at Deluxe), Brian Nordling (Executive Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe}, the Deluxe tax
department, the Deluxe accounting department, Scott Sutton (Vice President at Safeguard) and Cassie Clark
(Executive Director of finance for Deluxe). 2Dd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 63.
•s 2Dd Decl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 67-71 (Deluxe wire transfer receipts of$1.6 million and $195,069 to 1BF); Exh. 69
(Deluxe wire transfer receipts of$4.48 million to DocuSource); Depo. Kirlin, 62:18-64:4 (BAM Transaction
Approval fonn represents Deluxe's approval ofthe wire transfer of specified amounts to the acquired distributor's
bank account); Depo. McRoberts, 26-16-27:14 (Deluxe's role in the BAM Program includes providing fimding); 2Dd
Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 11 (Depo. Savoie, 197: 17-199:9) (describing how Deluxe wired money to TBF for the
acquisition) pp. 210:20-211:11 (the higher the amount wired the higher the approval must go all the way up Deluxe
executives such as the CFO), pp. 247:18-250:10 (approval to fund IBF acquisition went to Deluxe CEO, Lee
Schram; Exh. 70 (Oct 8, 2013 email from Savoie regarding funding to IBF for acquisition).
16

Although the agreement is unsigned, Ms. McLaughlin testified that it reflects the terms of her relationship with

SAl and she is unsure why it is unsigned. 2Dd Mulcahy Decl., Exh. 9 (Depo. McLaughlin 169:24-170:19).
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James Dunn and his new company JDHRS, LLC, also signed a Management Services
Agreement with SAl so that he could continue his efforts selling W-2 processing, now on SAl's
behalf. Id at Exh. 111 (IDHRS Mgmt. Services Agreement).
In varying roles, Deluxe and Safeguard ran both IBF and DocuSource as "company
owned" distributors from 2013 through April2015. Deluxe and Safeguard leadership held
monthly meetings with IBF and DocuSource to ensure they hit their insourcing targets. Depo.
McRoberts, 220:6-221:4 (discussing monthly meetings with distributors); Depo. Sorrenti,
422:25-423:22 (ffiF and DocuSource management were given insourcing goals and sales quotas
to comply with). These new Safeguard sales agents were encouraged by Safeguard and Deluxe to
send those orders to Deluxe manufacturing plants or otherwise Preferred Suppliers. Depo.
McRoberts, 219:14-220:9. Further, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and
DocuSource sales representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in running
these operations. Depo. Kirlin, 17:7-18:16; 69:18-70:2; Depo. Savoie, 267:24-271:13; 2nd Decl.
Mulchay, Exh. 72 -74. (wire transfer summaries; IBF Payroll and Expense Reimbursement).
Besides acting as the "holding company'' for the assets of IBF and DocuSource and entering into
a staffing agreement with McLaughlin and Dunn, SAl did not have any meaningful role in
running the companies.
During this entire period after acquisition (April2013 to present for DocuSource, August
2013 through the present for IBF), Deluxe and Safeguard allowed DocuSource and IBF sales
agents to solicit and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems to their historic customers, which
included Plaintiffs' Protected Accounts. 17 Nevertheless, Safeguard never rotated commissions on
such sales to Plaintiffs. 18
IL Resolution of Account Violations

17

Depo. McLaughlin, 67:1-6 (testifying that, after acquisition, Safeguard and Deluxe wanted IBF to continue selling
to IBF's historic customers); Depo. Dunlap 325:17-326: 16; 328: 14-329:20; 404:17-410: I (Dunlap and Safeguard
understood that the fonner IBF and DocuSource sales agents were continuing to sell to Plaintiffs' Protected
Accounts and received monthly scrub sheets indicating such sales); Depo Sorrenti, 240:4-241:14 (Sorrenti, who is
executive for Deluxe and Safeguard, knew sales were being made to Plaintiffs' Protected Accounts) Depo. Schram,
258: 12·25 (Deluxe CEO states "absolutely" that it is the case that overlapping monthly sales to Protected Accounts
are tracked).
18

Further, IBF and DocuSource receive a base price from Safeguard for the same products and quantities as those
sold by Plaintiffs that is significantly lower that Plaintiffs' base price, thereby placing Plaintiffs at a competitive

disadvantage. Decl. Taylor, ft 2, 8·11, Exh. A (Aug, 26. 2016).
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To deat with any potential fallout from account protection violations implicated by the
BAM program, Deluxe and Safeguard approved "resolution efforts", which they entrusted to
Michael Dunlap, "to negate potential loss of sales." Depo. McRoberts, 51:14-52:9. 19 Dunlap
would attempt to get the affected distributor to either share the account with the new distributor
or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard, which would then sell the rights to the
new distributor. 2nd Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 61 (Safeguard Resolution Plan). For other BAM
transactions, Dunlap was very successful at resolving account protection violations with legacy
distributors at a cost significantly lower than the account protection mitigationbudget.20
According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap attempted to resolve these issues with them by
concealing and misrepresenting the extent of violations and essentially attempting to wear them
down such that the account protection mitigation budget would never be paid and the violations
never c'ompensated. Plaintiffs have provided evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and
concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations for 18 months-all the while cajoling them
to sell or share the accounts. Decl. Teply,~, 22, 24,27-28,32,34-45,47, 50-51 and Exhs.lS-25,
27(discussing interactions with Dunlap and Tressa McLaughlin); 2nd Decl. Thurston~, 25,
27(discussing his multiple requests to Dunlap for sales and customer infonnation and Dunlap's
continual prevarication).
Although Dunlap received monthly scrub reports identifying sales to Plaintiffs' protected
accounts by ffiF and DocuSource, he did not reveal the lists to them despite engaging in months
19
Although Deluxe and SAl deny that Dunlap was working as an agent of Deluxe in conducting his ''resolution"
activities, it is clearly a disputed issue. Dunlap testified that he directly reports to and takes orders from Deluxe as
well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his actions. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25 (part of his work for Deluxe is in
"acquisitions" and due diligence associated with the acquisitions); 49:7-50:9 (Dunlap has a "direct reporting
relationship" with Deluxe's general counsel, Mr. Scarfone); 51:16-24 (Dunlap considers himself to be part of
Scarfone's legal department); 53:15-20 (Dunlap provides the results of his work assignments to Scarfone); Depo.
Sorrenti 237:2-238:19 (Dunlap tasked with approaching Safeguard distributors to attempt to deal with account
protection mitigation) pp. ~43:14-244:1 (Dunlap regularly reported back to Sorrenti, who is both a Safeguard and
Deluxe executive, his account protection dealings); p. 387:5-24 (Dunlap tasked with handling all "resolution
efforts").
20
See, Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 (Apr. 22,2013 Email from Sutton to Executives re Diamond P&L and Model- 'a 4
on page 2 describes how the Safeguard legal department was able to mitigate all account protection matters for
distributor Print Concepts for $6,000, significantly below the budget of$56,000); Exh. 6 (Depo Sutton, 225:18228: 1 - describing how successful Dunlap has been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transactions); Id. at 396:16-397:3, 399:2-400:8 (legal department including Michael Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
addressed the account protection issues resulting from the DocuSource, IBF, QBF, MHC, Prime, Innovative, FISI,
AccuSource and Fontis acquisitions); /d. at227:8-10 ("Mr. Dunlap is extremely proficient at resolving matters with
Safeguard distributors"~·
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of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell their accounts. Depo. Dunlap
451 :13-456:23; 460:4-461 :6; 481:1-482:15. His excuse was that he felt the scrub list was
"incomplete", but he never articulated why it was incomplete or why he was not able to get the
necessary information to make it complete. ld In the meantime, Safeguard, through IBF and
DocuSource, continued selling to the protected customers./d. at 329:5-11; 696:8-18.
In February of2014, Roger Thurston and Dunlap negotiated to sell some of Thurston's

account protection rights to Safeguard. Decl. Counsel ISO Safeguard's ·MSJ {Aug. 26, 2016),
Exh. D (complete email chain of negotiations). Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard
the commission rights to nine customers for the sum of $32,600. /d. According to Roger
Thurston, the price he agreed to was based on Thurston's own sales figures to the customers at
issue, which were provided to him by Dunlap. 2"d Decl. Thurston at , 33. Dunlap did not
disclose IBF's sales figures to those same customers, nor what products ffiF was selling to them.
ld.; Decl. Dunlap,, 15. Dunlap's non-disclosure this infonnation led Thurston to believe that

IBF had made little to no sales to these nine customers post-acquisition. 2"d Decl. Thurston at 'II
34. Subsequent to the sale, however, Thurston learned that IBF had significant sales to these
customers post-acquisition. ld at 133. Thurston claims that, had he known this infonnation prior
to the sale, he would have increased the sales price "exponentially." ld at, 34.
During their negotiations, Thurston also indicated in an email to Dunlap that, with regard to
IBF sales to their common customers, he wanted to get "some particulars on vendors, specific
products, etc. that have .been sold into these accounts so that I have the opportunity to possibly
expand my capabilities for sales into other customers." /d. at 'IJ 36; Exh. 13. On March 3, 2016,
Dunlap emailed Thurston with an attached draft of an "assignment letter" memorializing the
parties understanding. In the email, which was copied to Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach
and Kevin Skipper, Dunlap stated that:
The actual transfer of files cari be handled with IBF as you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the file transfer, please let me know .... I am copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
ld at Exh. 14.

On March 6, 2014, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a letter, which
Thurston signed. Decl. Dunlap, Exh. C (''Customer Transfer Agreement"). Thurston never

received the information he requested from Dunlap. 2nd Decl. Thurston at, 39.
12
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m.

STANDARD

A motion for summary judgment must be granted if the movant shows, based on cited
materials in the record, that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. IRCP 56(a), (c). The burden of proving the absence of a
material fact rests at all times upon the moving party. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765,769-70,
820 P.2d 360,364-65 (1991).
The standards for summary judgment further require the district court to liberally construe
the facts in favor of the non-moving party and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record
in favor of the non-moving party. Id This means that all doubts are to be resolved against the
moving party, and the motion must be denied if the evidence is such that conflicting inferences
may be drawn therefrom, and if reasonable people might reach different conclusions. ld.
The requirement that all reasonable inferences be construed in the light most favorable to
the non-moving party is a strict one.ld. Nevertheless, when a party moves for summary
judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of
evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. /d. A party against whom a motion for
summary judgment is sought "may not merely rest on allegations contained in his pleadings,, but
must establish the existence of a genuine issue of fact by citing to portions of the record or
through affidavits setting forth facts that are admissible as evidence. !d.; IRCP 56(c).
Rule 56(cX4), IRCP provides that an affidavit in support of or opposing summary judgment·
"must be made on personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence, and
show that the affiant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated." These
requirements are not satisfied by an affidavit that is conclusory, based on hearsay, or not
supported by personal knowledge. State v. Shama Res. Ltd P'ship, 127 Idaho 267, 271, 899 P.2d
977, 981 (1995). Only material contained in affidavits that is based upon personal knowledge or
that is admissible at trial will be considered. ld The admissibility of evidence contained in
affidavits and depositions in support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment is a
threshold matter to be addressed by the court before applying the liberal construction and
reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material
fact for trial. Gerdon v. Rydalch, 153 Idaho 237, 241,280 P.3d 740, 744 (2012). The trial court's
determination of the admissibility of testimony offered in cotu1ection with a motion for summary

judgment is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. /d.
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IV.

ANALYSIS
A. Motions to Strike

Defendants have moved to strike nearly the entirety of the declarations submitted by
Thurston and Teply in connection with the summary judgment motions, as well as an exhibit
submitted by Plaintiffs' counsel, Mr. Mulcahy. As an initial matter, Defendants' most prevalent
objection to Teply and Thurston's declarations is that the statements therein "lack[] adequate
factual foundation to establish relevancy, [are] conclusory, [are] misleading, and [Plaintiffs']
beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible." The trigger for the objection-while not always clearappears to be Plaintiffs' reference to protected "customers" as opposed to protected accounts. It
has been Safeguard's theory throughout this litigation that Plaintiffs only have protection on
certain accounts if certain criteria are met, not protection to customers. This is simply a dispute
over the interpretation of the RDAs. When considering the Plaintiffs' declarations, this Court
does not take their references to ''protected customers" as fact. The RDAs speak for themselves.
Rather, the Court recognizes that the references are merely Plaintiffs' interpretations. A party's
"practical interpretation" of a contract "is an important factor when there is a dispute over its
meaning." Mountainview Landowners Coop. Ass'n, Inc. v. Cool, 142 Idaho 861,865, 136 P.3d
332, 336 (2006). Therefore, as the Court is considering the statements regarding ''protected
customers" in a limited light, it is unnecessary to strike them.
Additionally, the Court notes that Defendants lodge boilerplate objections similar to the
one cited above to nearly 250 paragraphs or portions of paragraphs within the declarations.
Several of the objections appear to be misplaced and, due to Defendants' failure to explain their
objections, the Court is left to guess at precisely which of the boilerplate objections apply and
why.:u Further, the Court relied on very few of the statements from the declarations in its
analysis. Therefore, rather than attempt to ascertain and address each objection, the Court will
address only those objections to statements which the Court relied upon and, as to those, focus
on what appear to be the most applicable objections. Objections to statements the Court did not
consider are denied as moot. ·

Jt

For example, Defendants object to Teply's statement in 1 36 of her declaration that: "On AprillO, 2014, J met

with McLaughlin again to exchange protected customer files." Defendants objected on grounds that the statement is

"conclusory, is misleading (Ms. Teply has no Protected Customers), lacks adequate factual foundation to establish

relevancy, and Mr. Teply's beliefs are irrelevant and inadmi~ible."
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1. DocuSource and IBF are, and always have been, competitors ofT3 and
Thurston in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho. Prior to the
[BAM] acquisition, DocuSource and IBF only sold non-Safeguard
products.21

Defendants object to these statements on grounds that they are conclusory, lack adequate
factual foundation to establish relevancy, misleading, and that Mr. Thurston and Ms. Teply's
beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible. The objections are overruled. Thurston and Teply, as
owners of Thurston Enterprises and T3, have personal knowledge of their companies'
competitors and the fact that neither company was a Safeguard distributor prior to the
acquisition. Indeed, the whole point of the acquisition was to convert IBF and DocuSource into
Safeguard distributors. There is nothing within the statements which is conclusory or misleading,
nor do Thurston and Teply inject their beliefs into the statements. Consequently, the Court will
not strike the statements.
2. Thurston's negotiations with Dunlap leading up to the Customer
Transfer Agreement.2J

The Court's recitation of the negotiations between Roger Thurston and Dunlap for the
sale of nine of Thurston's protected accounts was taken largely from the email chain. Since
Thurston's statements about the negotiations primarily reiterated the email discussions, the Court
did not draw from his statements but rather directly from the emails. However, the Court did rely
on Roger Thurston's statements that the $32,600 sales figure he agreed to was based on
Thurston's own sales to the customers at issue, which sales figures were provided to him by
Dunlap. 2"d Decl. Thurston at, 33. Dunlap did not disclose IBF's sales figures to those same
customers, nor what products IBF was selling to them. ld Defendants do not object to the
foregoing statements, which are corroborated by Dunlap's own representations about the
negotiations. Defendants do, however, object to Thurston's statement that, through this litigation,
he found out ''the dollar sales made by Safeguard by IBF were substantial into [the nine accounts
soldJ." 2nd Decl. Thurston,, 33. Thurston goes on to state:
Although during our phone conversations, Dunlap mentioned some of the
products that IBF had previously sold to these customers, he did not diwlge the
:u

Decl. Teply,, 7; Decl. Thurston, 'J II.

2J

2..t Decl. Thurston, t1 33-36
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sales and resultant commissions from sales made by Safeguard by IBF after the
acquisition. This led me to believe that such sales either had not continued postacquisition or else were trivial. Had I known the actual amount it would have
drastically changed the negotiations as the value of those customers would have
increased exponentially.
/d. at, 34.

Defendants object to the foregoing statements on grounds that they lack foundation, are
conclusory and misleading, and Thurston's beliefs are irrelevant. This Court disagrees. First,
Dunlap concurred that he only disclosed Thurston's sales figures to the customers at issue, not
sales by IBF. Decl. Dunlap,, 15. Thurston's statement that Dunlap's non-disclosure led him to
believe the sales to the customers by IBF were non-existent or trivial establishes Thurston's
frame of mind while negotiating and is important to ascertain whether a duty to disclose even
arose. Thurston has personal knowledge of the position he was negotiating from and can
properly testify to such. Further, he gained personal knowledge of IBF's sales figures to the
customers through this litigation. With regard to his statements that he would have increased his
sales price had he known ofiBF's sales figures, these are not statements of belief, nor are they
conclusory. Rather, he is explaining the fact of his reliance on Dunlap's non-disclosure and that

it caused him to alter his position to his detriment. Defendants may challenge the sincerity of the
assertions and whether such reliance was reasonable, but their objections to admissibility are
misplaced.
3. Thurston and Teply's interactions with Dunlap regarding account
protection sales.~

In its recitation of the record, the Court cited generally to several statements and exhibits
within Teply and Thurston's declarations as evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and
concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations for 18 months, all the while cajoling them
to sell or share the accounts for nominal amounts. To the extent Defendants object on hearsay
grounds, the majority of such conversations are not hearsay or fall within an exception to the
rule.
Looking first at Teply's declaration, she testifies to a variety of conversations she had
with both Dunlap and Tressa McLaughlin, who was working as a Safeguard by IBF sales agent
24

Dec!. Teply, ft 22, 24, 27-28, 32, 34-45, 47, 50-51 and Exhs.15-25, 27; 2nd Dec!. Thurston, 25, 27.
16
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at the time, regarding how to handle account protection matters. Both Dunlap's and
McLaughlin's statements (both verbal and set forth in emails) are admissible as non-hearsay
statements by a party-opponent. IRE 801(d)(2)(D). Teply's statements to Dunlap and
McLaughlin are admissible for the purposes of showing their effect on the listener as well as to
demonstrate Dunlap's general pattern of stalling over the course of his interactions with Teply.
Teply's statements are also offered to show Teply's attempts to reach resolution with regard to
sales to her protected accounts and her ever increasing frustration at Dunlap's prevarication and
McLaughlin's refusal to stop selling to T3 's protected accounts. Further, several of her
statements within the emails reflect her then-existing state of mind, which is a hearsay exception
under IRE 803(3).
There are several paragraphs within her declaration where Teply is quoting and/or
recounting email conversations between her and Dunlap but she fails to attach the emails. See, 1f'J
25-26,29-33. These paragraphs are not admissible under the best evidence rule, IRE 1002, and

will not be considered by the Court.
Thurston's statements within 1'J 25 and 27 which this Court considered were his several
requests to Dunlap for complete common customer lists and sales infonnation by ffiF and
DocuSource to those common customers. Thurston explains that Dunlap avoided or sidestepped
the question, giving one excuse or another as to why such infonnation could not be provided. 23
Again, Dunlap's statements to Thurston are not hearsay under IRE 80l(d)(2)(D). Further,
Thurston's questioning of Dunlap is not hearsay because it is offered to illustrate his many
attempts to obtain the information in light of Dunlap's continuing avoidance. Therefore, they
will not be stricken.
4. Exhibit 112 from Mulcahy September 9, 2016 Declaration

Exhibit 112 is a May 12, 2015 letter from the United Safeguard Distributors' Association
board of directors to Safeguard and Deluxe describing the adverse effects the BAM program is
having upon the livelihood of legacy distributors. Plaintiffs cite to the letter in a footnote to their
opposition memo to Defendants' collective summary judgment motions to rebut Defendants'
suggestion that Plaintiffs' case is an isolated event. Defendants object on grounds that the letter
is hearsay, lacks adequate factual foundation to establish relevancy, and its prejudicial effect
23

These paragraphs contain additionaJ statements; however, the Court did not consider them.
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outweighs its probative value. Plaintiffs argue it is not hearsay because it is offered to show
notice to Safeguard and Deluxe of the account protection problems caused by the BAM program.
They further argue that it is highly relevant because the complaints by the USDA mirror those at
issue in this litigation.
Although Plaintiffs relied on the exhibit only minimally and this Court did not consider
the exhibit at all in considering the summary judgment motions, the letter wi11 be stricken. First,
the letter is hearsay under IRE 801. AI though Plaintiffs argue it is offered to show "notice,, to
Safeguard and Deluxe of the BAM program's adverse effects, notice is not at issue in this
litigation. Rather, it was offered by Plaintiffs for the truth of the matter asserted therein-to
establish the deleterious effects of the BAM program on a distributor-wide basis. Further, there is
significant prejudice associated with the letter and limited relevance. This case involves Thurston
and T3 only and, therefore,· the rather inflammatory complaints by the USDA on behalf of
Safeguard distributors nationwide will not tend to establish any fact at issue. Finally, the letter is
unreliable. The names of the board of directors are not listed, nor is the letter signed. For these
reasons, it will be stricken.
B. Motions for Summary Judgment
1. Count 1- Breach of Thurston RDA Against Safeguard

Thurston's first breach of contract claim asserts that Safeguard breached by: (1) failing to
pay Thurston commissions on sales by IBF and DocuSource of Safeguard Systems to Thurston's
Protected Accounts, and; (2) failing to offer to Thurston the same published prices on Safeguard
products and services which were offered to IBF and charging higher source fees. Thurston
moves for summary judgment on both aspects of liability. Safeguard interprets the RDA as
granting Thurston rights to commission only on qualifying sales of specific products to Protected
Accoun~.

Alternatively, Safeguard suggests the RDA is ambiguous as applied to the facts of this

case; namely, whether it was intended to apply to situations where SafebJUard itself- through a
company owned distributor-:- solicited sales of Safeguard Systems to Protected Accounts. As to
the product pricing and source fees, Safeguard argues there is no obligation in the RDA to offer
~e

same pricing to all distributors.
The resolution of Thurston's motion for Sl1II11fi:81'Y judgment turns first and foremost on

the interpretation of his RDA. The purpose ofinterpre~ng a contract is to determine the intent of

the contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates,
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L.L.C., 140 Idaho 354, 361, 93 P.3d 685, 692 (2004). In determining the intent of the parties, the

contract is to be viewed as a whole. Daugharty v. Post Falls Highway Dist., 134 Idaho 731, 735,
9 P.3d 534, 538 (2000). The Court must begin with the document's language. Potlatch Educ.

Ass'n v. Potlatch Sch. Dist. No. 285, 1481daho 630, 633,226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010).
A contract tenn is ambiguous when there are two different reasonable interpretations or
the language is nonsensical. !d., citing Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Idaho 59, 62, 175 P.3d
·748, 751 (2007). There are two types of ambiguity in a contract, patent and latent; a "patent
ambiguity" is an ambiguity clear from the face of the instrument in question, while a "latent
ambiguity" exists where an instrument is clear on its face, but loses that clarity when applied to
the facts at issue. Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449,455,259 P.3d 595,601 (2011).
Whether a contract term is ambiguous is a question of law. /d If the Court finds an ambiguity,
the interpretation of the contract term is a question for the fact-fmder./d. If the Court finds no
ambiguity, ''the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense, according to
the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument." ld, quoting C & G, Inc. v. Rule,
135 Idaho 763, 765,25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001). Interpreting an unambiguous contract and

determining whether there has been a violation of that contract is an issue of law. ld
Thurston's RDA provides in pertinent part:
I. PRODUCTS:

You shall have the right in your territory to act as our sales distributor
(representative) to solicit the sale of those products and services defined in the
Addenda attached hereto ("Safeguard Systems") in accordance with the price
schedules published by Safeguard and on the terms and conditions set by
Safeguard from time to time.

2. TERRITORY:
Your territory is the geographical area described in Attachment A. You are not
authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit sales of Safeguard Systems outside
this territory, and Safeguard may appoint additional persons to solicit sales of
Safeguard Systems inside the territory.

3. ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS
For so long as is specified in Attachment B, you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and

repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until this Agreement is
tenninated (see paragraph 7).
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5. OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS
(B)

We shall bill the customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You shall receive commission
payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
Addendum applicable to the product which has been sold ....

****
ATIACHMENT A
You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard
Systems in the geographical area described below.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ATTACHMENT B
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in yoilr sales territory described in Attachment A
who~e first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a res~lt of your efforts and
credited to you[.]

****

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to

any customer shall expire 'if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard
System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
·- invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System.
Initially, there were seven addenda to Thurston's RDA, each describing a
different product for which Thurston was entitled to solicit orders. 26 As time went on and
Safeguard began expanding available products and services, additional addenda were
added on to Thurston's RDA. In particular, Addendum No.8 was added in 2000 which
gave Thurston a right to offer "Sourced or Brokerage Products", defined as:
Ancillary business fonns, checks or other business products that are not
manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through their preferred
sourced relationships, but which-will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.

26

The initial seven addenda include the One-Write Accounting Systems, Financial Reporting Program and
Professional Timekeeping System, Dental Practice System, Medical Practice System, Short Run Continuous Forms,

Color Coded Filing Systems and Color Master Filing Systems.
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The products described in Addendum No. 8 "shall be sold and billed to the
customer at the price agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard."
Further, the commissions on such products are: "I) the amount billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in
effect, and less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or
Brokerage orders.
In addition to Addendum No. 8, Safeguard added Addendum No. 9 which gave
Thurston the right to solicit orders for payroll processing products, including "annual W2 forms." Further, while not specifically labeled as an "addendum", Safeguard and
Thurston executed an agreement in 2004 under which Safeguard added future "Expanded
Products'~

which are ''fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one of its

affiliates."
a. Right to Commissions
Reading the foregoing addenda in conjunction with the account protection rights
provisions, the plain language of the RDA grants Thurston an "exclusive" right to
commissions where:
•

A customer's first order of a product listed in the addenda to the RDA ("Safeguard
System") is a result of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston;

•

The customer is in Thurston's territory; and

•

A Safeguard System is subsequently sold to that customer, regardless whether the sale is
made by Safeguard through a company-owned distributor or another independent
Safeguard distributor.

Further, the right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase a Safeguard System. If the customer purchases a Safeguard
System within the 36 months, the period starts over. 27 Thus, if one of Thurston's customers starts
buying a Safeguard System from another source, commissions would continue to be paid to
Thurston indefinitely. This is precisely how Thurston interprets the RDA. Further, he interprets
the additional addenda to his RDA, in particular Addendum No. 8, as expanding "Safeguard
27

The RDA does not state that a customer must purchase from Thurston for the 36 month period to run anew; rather,

the customer must only "purchase."
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Systems" as defined in his RDA to "any and all" products and services offered through
Safeguard and its Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Decl. Thurston, '1!3. This would
include, therefore, the W-2 processing products historically sold by IBF but which, after the
BAM acquisition, became a Safeguard product.

Safeguard conceded at oral argument that IBF's W-2 processing is a "Safeguard System" as
defined in Thurston's addenda, but disagrees that Thurston is entitled to commissions on such
sales under its RDA. Safeguard asserts that the Account Protection described in the RDA is
product-specific and account-specific, and originated as a methodology to prevent a distributor
from losing the commissions on a sale of a particular product to a particular customer. Thus,
Thurston is only entitled to commissions on a sale of a·particular product if Thurston was the
first to solicit the order of that specific product. Therefore, since IBF was the first to solicit, for
example, the sale ofW-2 processing services to a common customer, IBF would be entitled to all
commissions for that product According to Safeguard, the fact that the W-2 processing service is
now considered a "Safeguard System" does not give Thurston the right to commissions on such
sales to the common customers of IBF and Thurston, even though Thurston was historically the
first to solicit the sale of other products within the "Safeguard System" to the customer.
The parties' interpretations of the account protection rights are undoubtedly at odds;
howeve_r, this Court does not find Safeguard's "product-specific, interpretation to be a
reasonable one in light of the unambiguous language of the RDA. The term_ "Safeguard
Systems" as defmed through Thurston's addenda-particularly Addendum No.8 and the
"Expanded Products" Addendum-clearly incorporate current and future products that are
offered through Safeguard or its Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Indeed, Safeguard admits
as much~ Consequently, under the plain language of the RDA, Thurston is entitled to
commissions on the sale of such products to any customer in its territory to whom Thurston first
sold any Safeguard System and which was credited to Thurston by Safeguard.
Interpreting the right to commissions as being product-specific as Safeguard does inserts
provisions into the RDA which are not there. Rather, the RDA references--on several
occasions-simply sales of Safeguard Systems without any additional modifiers, i.e., ("you shall
have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems"; "This
exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and repeat Safeguard Systems sales"; "your
exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire if that
22
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customer has not purchased any Safeguard System'~. Nothing in the RDA limits the right to
commissions by product is sold. If the product sold qualifies as a Safeguard System under
Thurston's addenda, Thurston is entitled to the commission on the sale.
Safeguard's second ambiguity argument is that, even if the RDA is clear on its face, it is
latently ambiguous when applied to the circumstances of this case; i.e., whether it was intended
to apply where the "competing" distributor was Safeguard itself operating through a company·
owned distributor. To this end, Safeguard cites to§ 2 of Thurston's RDA, which allows
Safeguard to "appoint additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systems inside the
territory." Section 2, according to Safeguard, indicates that the account protection in Thurston's
RDA was only meant to apply between distributors, not between a distributor and Safeguard or a
BAM-acquired distributor.
Safeguard's argument, though creative, is unavailing. The RDA clearly gives Thurston "nonexclusive" rights to solicit orders in his specific territory. Accordingly, in Section 2, Safeguard
reserved the right to also solicit orders th!ough its appointees in Thurston's territory. This merely
creates competition to obtain account protection first. If Thurston is the first to solicit a
Safeguard System order from a customer in his territory, he gets account protection rights; if the
Safeguard-appointee solicits the first order from a customer in Thurston's territory, then .
Thurston does not get commission rights to that customer. There is nothing in Section 2 or any
other portion of the RDA which suggests that Safeguard or its appointee can poach an already
protected account and automatically take over commission rights. Therefore, this Court rejects
Safeguard's "latent ambiguity" argument. 28
In sum, this Court holds that Thurston's RDA with regard to commission rights on the sales
of "Safeguard Systems" is unambiguous as a matter of law. Under the plain language of
Thurston's RDA, Thurston is entitled to commissions on sales of any Safeguard product or
service (i.e., "Safeguard Systems") to any customers over which Thurston holds account
protection rights; that is, where the first order of a Safeguard System by a customer within
Thurston's territory was a result of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston. By failing to pay
28

Additionally, Safeguard cannot reasonably argue that its own post-contract conduct creates a latent ambiguity in
the contract language. Such a defense would allow parties to a contract to create an ambiguity out of whole cloth.
See, Mind & Motion Utah Investments, LLCv. Celtic Bank Corp., 367 P.3d 994, 1005 (Utah, 2016)(noting that
parties cannot create a latent ambiguity by simply "seek[ing] to endow" clear tenns "with a different interpretation

according to his or her own interests.")
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or rotate commissions to Thurston on any such sales made by IBF and DocuSource, Safeguard
breached the RDA, thereby causing Thurston damages. Consequently, summary judgment in
Thurston's favor on this aspect of its breach of contract claim is appropriate.
b. Right to Pricing Schedule
The second alleged breach of Thurston's RDA by Safeguard involves Safeguard's.
allegedly disparate pricing schedules. Section 1 of Thurston's RDA gives it the right to "solicit
the sale of [Safeguard Systems] in accordance with the price schedules published by Safeguard
and on the terms and conditions set by Safeguard from time to time.'' Thurston interprets this
provision as allowing it to receive the same pricing as any other Safeguard distributor on a
Safeguard System. Thurston contends that Safeguard violated this provision by giving IBF a
price schedule for certain envelopes and laser checks-also sold by Thurston-which was 40%
less than that on Thurston's pricing schedule. Decl. Taylor, 119-1 I, Exh. A [Pricing
Breakdown]. Due to this price differential, Thurston paid more for laser checks and envelopes
than IBF was required to pay. ld Further, Thurston was required to pay source fees for the
envelopes and laser checks which were substantially more than IBF's fees. /d. In sum, Thurston
contends that had it received ~e same pricing that IBF received and not paid source fees, it
would have made significantly more money on the sale of envelopes and laser checks. ld
This Court finds Section 1 of the RDA to be ambiguous. While it does not expressly
require Safeguard to offer the same price schedules and charge the same source fees to all of its
distributors, it does reference "terms and conditions" to be set by Safeguard regarding the pricing
schedules. Those terms and conditions are not before this Court and, therefore, it cannot be
determined whether those terms and conditions render the price schedules uniform among all
distributorS or whether they allow for pricing variances by distributor. Consequently, summary
judgment is not warranted in Thurston's favor on the pricing schedule and source fee aspect of
its breach of contract claim.
c. Damages
While Thurston is entitled to summary judgment on liability for failure to pay
commissions, its resulting damages for unpaid commissions is disputed. To establish such
damages, Thurston provides the expert report of Robert Taylor, who analyzed sales data by IBF
and DocuSource to conclude that Thurston is owed $231, 169.48 for past commissions (20 13

through mid-2016) and $254,748.00 for future commissions. Decl. Taylor, Exhs. A, B. To
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calculate Thurston's past unpaid commissions, Taylor analyzed ffiF and DocuSource's sales of
products to Thurston's protected accounts. Decl. Taylor, 'J 7 and Exh 3 to Exh. A. From the sales
price, Taylor subtracted the base price for each product sold to arrive at a "gross commission",
which he equates to Thurston's unpaid commissions. Decl. Taylor, 17. However, as Safeguard
points out, Thurston's commissions on identical sales would not have been calculated in this
manner under its RDA. Rather, the commission rate and calculation thereof depend on the
product sold. For example, in Addendum No.8 regarding the sale of"sourced or brokerage
products", Thurston's commission is:
1) The amount billed to the end-user customer, as agreed to between the
customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2) the
applicable processing charge as detennined by the schedule then in effec~ and
less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or
Brokerage orders.
Thurston RDA, Addendum No. 8.
Further, as Thurston pointed out in his breach of contract argument, Thurston is required
to pay a "source fee" on sourced products, which would further reduce his commissions. In sum,
it is disputed whether Taylor's calculations accurately reflect what Thurston's net commissions

would be had Thurston made the identical past sale.
To arrive at Thurston's future unpaid commissions, Taylor takes the total sales of
Safeguard products by IBF and DocuSource for 2015 to Thurston's protected accounts and
multiplies that figure by Safeguard's alleged metric for valuing the future stream of commissions
(1 x annual sales). Decl. Taylor, 1 8 and Exh. A, p. 4. Again, however, it is not clear whether this
figure is based on Thurston's net commissions. Further, Safeguard disputes
Taylor's characterization of its "metric" used to value distributorships. Due to these disputes,
summary judgment is not warranted on damages for Thurston's lost commissions.
2. Count 2: Thurston's Breach of the Implied Covenant Against
Safeguard

Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Thurston's breach of implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing claim on grounds that it is not recognized in Idaho as a cause of action
separate and apart from a breach of contract claim. Thurston points out that its breach of implied
covenant claim is not based on Safeguard's violation of an express provision of the RDA and,

therefore, it can be asserted independently. This Court agrees.
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Good faith and fair dealing are implied obligations of every contract. Idaho First Nat'/

Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266,287, 824 P.2d 841, 862 (1991). Breach of the
covenant occurs when a party to a contract "violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit
of the ... contract., ld In other words, the covenant requires the panies to "cooperate with each
other in order to get the full benefit of performance(.]" Taylor v. Browning, 129 Idaho 483, 49091,927 P.2d 873, 880-81 (1996). However, no covenant will be implied which is contrary to the
terms of the contract negotiated and executed by the parties. The covenant arises only regarding
terms agreed to by the parties. Bliss Valley, 121 Idaho at 288, 824 P.2d at 863. It is well settled
that a violation of the implied covenant is a breach of contract.ld at 289, 824 P.2d at 864. A
breach of implied covenant "does not result in a cause of action separate from the breach of
contract claims, nor does it result in separate contract damages unless such damages specifically
relate to the breach of the good faith covenant." 121 Idaho 266,289, 824 P.2d 841, 864 (1991).
Here, Thurston's breach of contract claim is based on Safeguard's violation of the
express provisions of his RDA-namely, the account protection and pricing provisions. Its
breach of implied covenant claim is based on Safeguard's own solicitation-through
DocuSource and IBF-ofThurston's protected accounts and sales to those accounts without
ThurSton's knowledge and thereafter concealing the solicitation and sales from Thurston. This is
not conduct which violates an express term of the RDA, but it does arise in connection with an
express term. Thurston's right to solicit sales in his geographical area was designated as nonexclusive under the RDA. Thurston RDA, Att. A. Safeguard reserved the right to "appoint
additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systems" inside Thurston's territory./d at§ 2.
Therefore, Thurston agreed to the risk that Safeguard may appoint others to compete with it.
However, in exercising this right under the RDA, Safeguard has an obligation to act in good
faith. Thus, while Safeguard's appointment of other distributors may not constitute a breach of
the contract or the implied covenant, a jury may find that Safeguard's own direct competition
with Thurston-through company-owned distributors which solicited sales in Thurston's
territories at product prices and source fees significantly lower than what Safeguard makes
available to Thurston-significantly impaired Thurston's earnings and ability to compete. 29 Since
the worth of Thurston's business is grounded in its customer base, such conduct by Safeguard
29

Whether a party breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a question of fact. George v. Univ.

ofidaho. 121 Idaho 30, 37,822 P.2d 549,556 (CtApp.l991).
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would have-and did have, according to Thurston's expert-a deleterious effect on the value of
its business.
Applying Massachusetts law, the Eleventh Circuit made just this distinction in Camp

Creek Hosp. Inns, Inc. v. Sheraton Franchise Corp., 139 F.3d 1396, 1404 (11th Cir. 1998).30
There, the franchisee entered into a franchise agreement with Sheraton to operate a Sheraton Inn
at a particular site. The agreement limited Sheraton's right to grant additional franchise licenses,
but only at the site of the franchisee's IM./d Thus, the Court found the franchisee had no
contractual right to expect Sheraton to refrain from licensing an additional franchise, for
example, across the street from the Inn. ld However, noting that the agreement was silent as to
whether Sheraton itself could compete with the franchisee, the Court denied summary judgment
on the implied covenant claim, finding that reasonable minds could differ as to whether
Sheraton's own purchase and operation of a hotel only a few miles from the Inn violated the duty
of good faith

an~

fair dealing. /d at 1405.31

A jury could find the same here. Consequently, summary judgment is not warranted.
3. Counts 3 and 4: Plaintiffs' Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations against SAl and Deluxe

In their respective tortious interference claims against Deluxe and SAl, Plaintiffs assert
that these defendants jointly took actions adverse to Plaintiffs' contractual relationship with
Safeguard. Namely, they contend that Deluxe masterminded the BAM program through which it
knowingly placed Safeguard in a competitive position with Plaintiffs through the purchase of
ffiF and DocuSource. Deluxe funded the purchase and the entities were held by SAl. Rather than
pay Plaintiffs commissions under the RDAs, Following the acquisitions, Plaintiffs assert that
Deluxe and SAl disregarded Plaintiffs' RDA rights through their approval and encouragement of
Dunlap's ''resolution process."

30

Idaho's application of the implied covenant is materially the same as Massachusetts. Notably, it is implied in all
contracts. requires the parties to a contract to deal honestly and in good faith in the perfonnance and enforcemenet
of their agreements and refrain from impairing each other's rights, and may not read to vary the express terms of an
agreement. imply a covenant of good faith and fair dealing in all contracts. !d. at 1403.

31
See also, Vylene Enterprises, Inc. v. Naugles, 90 F.3d 1472 (9th Cir.l996)(applying California law, finding that
although the franchisee was not entitled to an exclusive territory, the franchisor's construction of a competing
restaurant within a mile and a half of the franchisee's restaurant was a breach of the implied covenant where the

franchisor was acting clearly to "destroy the right of the franchisee to enjoy the fruits of the contract")
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Deluxe contends that summary judgment in its favor on the claim is warranted because
Plaintiffs have failed to present any evidence of Deluxe's direct involvement in the alleged
contract interference beyond its funding of the BAM transaction and due diligence associated
therewith, which is not independently wrongful. Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was its agent and
further contends that it cannot be vicariously liable as Safeguard's parent. Likewise, SAl asserts
that it is simply a holding company, with no involvement in the day-to-day management of a
BAM acquired entity. It points out it has no employees, no finance department and no human
resources department. SAl also challenges any argument that D~ap acted as its agent. While
Dunlap is SAl's corporate secretary, SAl states that his work consists of ensuring compliance
with the Texas Secretary of State's annual filing requirements. Depo. Dunlap, 54:11-18.
A prima facie case of tortious interference. with contract exists where a plaintiff
establishes: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) knowledge of the contract on the part of the
defendant; (3) intentional interference ~using breach of the contract, and; (4) injury to the
plaintiff resulting from the breach. BECO Const. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,

723, 184 P.3d 844,848 (2008). The plaintiff must establish these elements before the burden
switches to the defendant to explain the interference \'lith the contracts. Wesco Autohody Supply,

Inc. v. Ernest, 1491daho 881, 895,243 P.3d 1069, 1083 (2010).
Plaintiffs have established that they entered into contracts with Safeguard and that Deluxe
and SAl were aware of the contracts. The alleged "breaches" by Safeguard include: 1)
Safeguard's failure to rotate commissions to Plaintiffs on sales of Safeguard Systems by
DocuSource and IDF, which conduct this Court found indeed constituted breach; 2) Safeguard's
failure to offer the same pricing schedule and source fees to all of its distributors, and; 3)
Safeguard's direct competition with Plaintiffs and solicitation of their customers through
DocuSource and IBF.
At issue in Deluxe and SAl's motion is the third element of the claim; namely, whether
they intentionally interfered in a manner which was independently improper to cause the breach.
Interference is "intentional" if the actor: (1) desires to bring it about, or; (2) knows that the
interference is certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of his action. BECO Constr.,

supra. Intent can be inferred by the jury from ~~evidence of conduct substantially certain to
interfere with the (contract]." Wesco Autobody, supra., citation omitted. In addition, for liability
to arise, the interference must be improper. /d. Simply acting in furtherance of his own financial
28
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interests will not render an actor's conduct independently wrongfuL Carter v. Carter, 143ldaho
373, 382, 146 P.3d 639, 648 (2006)("It is not a tort where one acts to protect her own economic
interests, even if there is interference with the contract expectancy of another, so long as the acts
of the intervenor are not independently wrongful.") Idaho measures impropriety by weighing the
following factors:
(a) the nature of the actor's conduct,
(b) the actor's motive,

(c) the interests of the other with which the actor's conduct interferes,
(d) the interest sought to be advanced by the actor,
(e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the actor and the
contractual interests of the other,
(f) the proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference, an~

(g) the relations between the parties.

ld., citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 767 (1979). 32

a. Deluxe
The evidence, when considered in a light most favorable to Plaintiffs, demonstrates that,
after acquiring Safeguard, Deluxe developed and implemented the BAM Program in an effort to
add new Safe~d Systems distributors who would source their products either directly from
Deluxe or through a Preferred Supplier for which Deluxe would receive "rebates." The program
was intended to-and did-significantly increase Deluxe's revenue through its insourcing and
rebate scheme. mF and DocuSource were among those non-Safeguard distributors analyzed by
Deluxe for potential BAM acquisition. Through Deluxe's extensive due diligence efforts, which
included customer scrubs, it knew IBF and DocuSource shared a significant number of common
customers with Plaintiffs. Thus, Deluxe was aware that sales of"Safeguard Systems" by these
entities to the common customers would give rise to commission rights under Plaintiffs' RDAs.
Nevertheless, Deluxe approved of the acquisitions and directly funded them. While Deluxe
placed Safeguard in the position of operating the businesses, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of
aJI the IBF and DocuSource sales representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated
32

Once the plaintiff has established a prima facie case of tortious interference, the burden is on the defendant to
prove justification. Whether interference was justified is a question for the fact fmder. Barlow v. lnJ'I Harvester Co.,

951daho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974).
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expenses in running these operations. Further, Deluxe and Safeguard leadership held monthly
meetings with IBF and DocuSource to ensure they hit their insourcing targets.
The foregoing evidence demonstrates that Deluxe was far more involved in the BAM
acquisitions of ffiF and DocuSource beyond simply conducting due diligence and funding the
purchases. It facilitated Safeguard's entire operation offfiF and DocuSource, which placed
Safeguard in a position of being Plaintiffs' direct competitor, with the ability to offer lower
prices on products sold to Plaintiffs' protected accounts. Further, a jury could fmd from the
evidence presented that Safeguard's failure to rotate commissions and Dunlap's "account
resolution" actions were taken at Deluxe's behest. Knowing that the acquisitions offfiF and
D.ocuSource would result in violations of Plaintiffs' account protection, Deluxe and Safeguard
set aside an "account protection mitigation budget" for the new entities. Further, there is
evidence suggesting that Deluxe tasked Dunlap with. "resolving" the conflicts by compelling
Plaintiffs to sell or share the accounts rather than having Safeguard pay commissions. While
Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was its agent in this regard, the evidence places that issue in dispute,
as this Court noted in its recitation of the record. Where the existence of an agency relationship is
disputed, it is a question for the trier of fact to resolve from the evidence." Clark v. Gneiting, 95
Idaho 10, 501 P.2d 278 ( 1972).
From the evidence, a jury could find that Deluxe was not solely acting in furtherance of
its fmancial interest, but also in a manner that was improper under the factors cited above.
Namely, a jury could find that Deluxe sought to wear down its legacy distributors in an effort to
eventually phase them out of the distribution network. Consequently, summary judgment on
Counts 3 and 4 is not warranted as to Deluxe.33
b. SAl

The only evidence of SAl's activity is: 1) that it purchased and held DocuSource and IBF
assets through funds provided by Deltu~e and, 2) it entered into management services agreements
with former IBF employees, Tressa McLaughlin and James Dunn, after IBF was acquired by
Safeguard under BAM. There is no evidence that SAl was actively involved in the alleged
pricing and source fee disparities between the new Safeguard entities and Plaintiffs, or that it had
33

While not argued by Deluxe, this Court has some question whether a parent corporation of a wholly owned
subsidiary can be held liable for interference with a subsidiary's contract. See generally, 2 Callmann on Unfair
Competition, Trademarks & Mc,moplies § 9:5 (4th Ed.)(June 2016 update).
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any hand in the account resolution efforts and decision not to rotate commissions to Plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs have produced no evidence that SAl is anything other than a holding company which
was developed simply as a mechanism to complete BAM transactions. Consequently, summary

judgment in SAl's favor on Courts 3 and 4 is warranted.
4. Count 7 and 8: Plaintiffs' Intentional Interference with Prospective
Economic: Advantage against aU Defendants

Idaho courts interpret interference with contract and interference with economic
expectancy as "nearly identical" torts. Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 986 P.2d 996, 1004
(Idaho 1999); Cantwell v. City ofBoise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, n. 5, 191 P.3d 205, 216 n. 5 (2008)
(noting that cases and commentary addressing the two torts often "apply interchangeably" for
proving the common elements.") Indeed, the elements of an interference with prospective
economic advantage claim are:
(1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy/4 (2) knowledge of the expectancy on

the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the
expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the
interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been
disrupted.

WescoAutobodySupp/y, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881,893-94,243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
internal cite omitted.
As with an interference with contract claim, the claimant must prove that either "(1) the
defendant had an improper objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a
wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective business relationship." /d., quoting Idaho First

Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991). The only
only difference between the torts is ''the type of economic relationship with which the defendant
has interfered." Highland Enterprises, 133 Idaho at 339, n. 3, 986 P.2d at 1005, n. 3.
a. SAl and Deluxe
Whereas Counts 3 and 4 against SAl and Deluxe asserted interference with Plaintiffs'
RDAs with Safeguard, Counts 7 and 8 regard interference with Plaintiffs' economic expectancy
from their respective customer bases. Except for this difference, the alleged interfering conduct
by SAl and Deluxe is the same as that alleged in Counts 3 and 4. Again, as to SAl, this Court
34

This element does not require proof of a contract.
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finds that Plaintiffs have failed to produce sufficient evidence of interfering conduct to survive
summary judgment. As to Deluxe, Plaintiffs have produced sufficient evidence by which a jury
may conclude that Deluxe's involvement in the "account resolution" process by which Plaintiffs
were compelled and/or encourag~d to sell their Protected Accounts through misrepresentations
and concealment constitutes intentional interference with Plaintiffs' customer base. Further, there
is a question of fact as to Deluxe's role in product pricing and source fee differential in the
schedules available to Plaintiffs and to IBF and DocuSource. If a prospective customer in
Plaintiffs' respective territories can purchase envelopes and laser checks from IBF or
DocuSource at a price 40% less than that available to Plaintiffs, that customer will very likely
purchase from IBF or DocuSource. Therefore, summary judgment on Counts 7 and 8 is granted
as to SAl, but denied as to Deluxe.
b. Safeguard
Thurston's intentional interference claim against Safeguard asserts that Safeguard
interfered with Thurston's relationship with its Protected Accounts by making sales to the
Protected Accounts through IDF and DocuSource and thereafter concealing and/or
misrepresenting the extent of such sales. But for the interference, Thurston argues that it would
have made the sales and earned the associated commissions. Safeguard challenges the claim
under the "stranger doctrine." Namely, Safeguard argues that since it also has an economic
expectancy in the relationship between Thurston and its Protected Accounts, it cannot be liable
for interference because it is not a "stranger'' to the business relationship.
Idaho's appellate courts have not yet addressed whether the "stranger doctrine" applies to
the tort of intentional interference with prospective economic advantage. Conversely, for the tort
of tortious interference with contractual relations, Idaho's courts uniformly hold that the
defendant must be "a stranger to the contract with which the defendant allegedly interfered and
to the business relationship giving rise to the contract." BECO Const., 145 Idaho at 724, 184
P.3d at 849. Because the two torts are "nearly identical," Safeguard urges this Court to apply the
stranger doctrine to Thurston's claim. Thurston concedes that the stranger doctrine applies to
interference with contractual relations claims in Idaho, but should not apply to a claim for
interference with prospective economic advantage. In support of their respective positions,
Thurston and Safeguard cite to California cases where courts have, at various times, either

applied or not applied the doctrine to such torts. This application of the doctrine by these courts
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does not so much tum on distinctions in the facts of the cases, but by what appears to be
widespread confusion. As recently noted by the Ninth Circuit, California law in this regard is uin
a state of flux, and there is no indication that the California Supreme Court will clarify it any
time soon." Fresno Motors, LLC v. Mercedes Benz USA, LLC, 771 F.3d 1119, 1127 (9th Cir.
2014).

Fresno Motors explains the history of California's tortured treatment of the stranger
doctrine in detail.Jd. at 1126-27. To swnmarize, in Applied Equip. Corp. v. Litton Saudi Arabia
Lid., the California Supreme Court recognized that an interference with contract claim does not

lie against a party to the contract because "[o]ne contracting party owes no general tort duty to
another not to interfere with performance of the contract; its duty is simply to perform the
contract according to its terms." 869 P.2d 454,459 (Cal.App.,l994). The court ~en concluded
that because a contracting party cannot be liable for the underlying tort of interference with
contract, it also could not be liable for conspiracy to interfere with the contract. ld It was in this
context that Applied Equip. defined the tort duty not to interfere with contract as falling "only on
strangers-interlopers who have no legitimate interest in the scope or course of the contract's
performance." /d.
This statement in Applied Equip. subsequently spawned a rash of holdings that a noncontracting party who has a legitimate interest in the scope or course of the contract's
performance is also protected under the stranger doctrine. See, e.g., Marin Tug & Barge, Inc. v.

Westport Petroleum, Inc., 271 F.3d 825, 832 (9th Cir.200l)("Califomia law has long recognized
that the core of intentional interference business torts is interference with an economic
relationship by a third party stranger to that relationship, so that an entity with a direct interest or
involvement in that relationship is not usually liable for harm caused by pursuit of its interests."),
emphasis in original. In 2005, however, courts began to rein in the application of the stranger
doctrine to non-contracting parties in the context of an interference with economic expectancy
claim, with several decisions from the California Court of Appeal holding that Applied Equip.
should be limited to its specific holding that only parties to a contract are excluded from
asserting an intentional interference claim. See, e.g.• Woods v. Fox Broad Sub., Inc., 129
Cal.App.4th 344, 352-53, (Cal.App. 2005); Powerhouse Motorsports Grp.. Inc. v. Yamaha

Motor Corp., 221 Cal.App.4th 867, 883~4 (Cal.App. 2013);Asahi Kasei Pharma Corp. v.

Actelion Ltd, 222 Cal.App.4th 945, 959-65(Cal.App. 2013).
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While Safeguard cites to authority following the Marin Tug line of reasoning, Thurston
relies on the post-2005 authority. In light of the unsettled, indefinite contours of the stranger
doctrine as applied to interference with economic expectancy claims by California's courts, this
Court will decline the parties, invitation to follow California law on the topic.
Likewise, even assuming Safeguard and Thurston do have a franchisor-franchisee
relationship, Thurston's franchise line of cases does not provide guidance on the stranger
doctrine. Thurston characterizes these cases as standing for the proposition that a franchisor may
be liable for tortiously interfering. with a franchisee's relationship with its customers. However,

the cited cases primarily involve a franchisor's liability for unreasonably withholding consent to
-

sell the franchise to another party, not interference in customer relations. See, Dunkin' Donuts v.

Shree Dev Donut, LLC, 152 F. Supp. 2d 675, 678 (E.D. Pa 200 I)( the court held that a
franchisor could be liable for unreasonably withholding consent to sell the franchise to another
party.); Burger.KingCorp. v. Ashland Equities, inc., 217 F. Supp. 2d 1266, 1279 (S.D. Fla.

2002), aff'd 103 F. App'x 666 (lith Cir. 2004)(same); Clark v. Am. 's Favorite Chicken Co., 916
F. Supp. 586, 594 (E. D. La 1996), affd, II 0 F.3d 295 (5th Cir. I997)(same). The interference
claim against Safeguard does not involve the sale or transfer of a franchise and, therefore, these
cases are distinguishable.
The final franchise case cited by Thurston does involve interference with customer
relations, but does not address- or even mention- the stranger doctrine. Interim Health Care of

N Illinois, Inc. v. Interim Health Care, Inc. involved a franchisor operating a competing healthcare franchise which serviced patients in the plaintiff-franchisee's territory. 225 F.3d 876, 887
(7th Cir. 2000). The Seventh Circuit found summary judgment on the claim in the franchisor's
favor proper since the franchisee failed to establish the first element of its interference with
economic expectancy claim, i.e., that it had a flrm expectation of doing business with those
patients poached by the franchisor. ld Because the stranger doctrine was simply not an issue
before the court, Interim Health is of little persuasive value.
As Safebruard points out, American Jurisprudence (Second) suggests that the stranger
doctrine does apply to interference with economic expectancy claims, stating:
(t]o be liable for tortious interference with business relations, one must be a
stranger to the business relationship giving rise to and underpinning the
contract.... Where a defendant has a legitimate interest in either the contract or a

party to the contract, the defendant is not a stranger to the contract itself or to the
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business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract. All parties
to an interwoven contractual arrangement are not liable for tortious interference
with any of the contracts or business relationships. The applicability of the
"stranger doctrine" is the same for tortious interference with a business
relationship as for tortious interference with a contractual relationship.
44B Am.Jur. 2d Interference§ 7, emphasis added.

Idaho's federal district court has relied on the foregoing section .to hold that "[t]he
stranger-to-the-contract rule applies with equal force to claims for tortious interference with
prospective economic relations." Wilson v. St. Luke's Reg'/ Med Ctr., Ltd, 2014 WL 7186811, at
*II (D. Idaho Dec. 16, 2014). In Wilson, the plaintiff was fired as a flight nurse for Air St. Lukes

after another flight team and a St. Luke's medical director complained to St. Lukes about their
concerns with the plaintifrs job performance. She brought a claim against these individuals, who
were also St. Luke's employees, for intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage. The court cited to well-established Idaho law holding that a defendant must be a
stranger to a contract to be liable for the tort of tortious interference with contractual relations.
ld at 11, citing BECO Const., 145 Idaho at 724, 184 P.3d at 849. In extending that doctrine to
plaintiff's prospective economic advantage claim, the court relied on§ 7 of Am.Jur.2d Cited
above and held that since the individual defendants were employed by St. Lukes and agents of
St. Lukes, they were not strangers to the plaintifrs employment relationship with St. Lukes.Jd
at* 12.35
Given the Idaho's Supreme Court's application of the stranger doctrine to the interference
with contractual relations claim in BECO Const., and the fact that the apparent majority of cases
addressing the issue have extended the doctrine to interference with prospective economic
35

Other states likewise apply the stranger doctrine to interference with prospective economic expectancy claims.
Cox v. City ofAtlanla, 596 S.E.2d 785, 788 (GaApp. 2004)("To be liable for tortious interference with business
relations, one must be a stranger to the business relationship giving rise to and underpinning the contract But, where
a defendant had a legitimate interest in either the contract or a party to the contract, he is not a stranger to the
contract itself or to the business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract"); Ellis v. City of
Va/dez, 686 P2d 700, 708 (Alaska 1984Xinterference with prospective economic expectancy "contemplates
wrongful interference with a developing relationship by an outsider to that relationship"); Tuff-N-Rumble Mgmt.,
Inc. v. Sugarhi/1 Music Pub; Inc., 8 F. Supp. 2d 357, 361 (S.D.N. Y. 1998Xinterference with prospective economic
expectancy claim "must be directed at defendants who are not parties to the relationship."); MAC East, LLC v.
Shoney's, 535 F.3d 1293 (lith Cir. 2008Xholding that under Alabama law, a defendant is not a stranger to a
business relationship when: "(I) the defendant is an essential entity to the purported injured relations; (2) the
aUegedJy injured relations are inextricably a part of or dependent upon the defendant's contractual or business
relations; (3) the defendant would benefit economically from the alleged injured relations; or (4) both the defendant

and the plaintiff are parties to a comprehensive interwoven set of contract or relations.")

·
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expectancy claims, it is likely the Idaho Supreme Court would follow suit if presented with the
issue, especially under the facts of this case. Even when considering the evidence in a light most
favorable to Thurston, Safeguard simply cannot be characterized as a stranger to the business
relationship between Thurston and its customers. To this end, Thurston,s own explanation of his
relationship with his customers is conclusive. Thurston points out that, under its RDA, it solicits
customer orders for "Safeguard Systems" and, "if those orders are accepted, [Thurston] places
the orders ·through Safeguard. Safeguard then administers the billing and/or direct shipping to the
customers, and processes all accounts receivable. Commissions are then paid by Safeguard to
[Thurston] on all sales with are made to [Thurston's] customers." i>ecl. Thurston, 'II 5. This
arrangement results in customers h8ving equal, if not greater, connections to Safeguard than
Thurston. The customers through whom Thurston has an economic expectancy have a direct
contractual relationship with Safeguard, not Thurston. It is from this contract that Thurston's
expectancy interest arises. Therefore, because Safeguard is a party to the contract from which
'
Thurston's economic interest ari5es and an essential party to Thurston's relationship with its
customers, Safeguard may not be held liable for intentional interference with Thurston's
prospective economic advantage. Summary judgment on Count 8 in Safeguard's favor is
warranted.
5. Count 11: Thurston's Breach of Customer Transfer Agreement
Against Safeguard

Thurston and Safeguard have each moved for summary judgment on Thurston's second
breach of contract action, which asserts that Safeguard breached the March 6, 20 14 Customer
Transfer Agreement by failing to provide vendor and produc~ infonnation on certain common
accounts between IBF and Thurston. Safeguard argues that no such obligation existed under the
agreement. Conceding that the Customer Transfer Agreement does not expressly obligate
Safeguard to tum over the information, Thurston offers two different emails whi9h purportedly
support Thurston's argument that Safeguard- through Dunlap-agreed to transfer such
infonnation. One email was Thurston's initial request to Dunlap when they were negotiating the
sale of nine common customers between Thurston and IBF wherein Thurston noted:
Also, I would like to get some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that
have been sold into these accounts so that I have the opportunity to possibly
expand my capabilities for sales into other customers. I think this is probably the
only chance regarding this information as Tressa will continue to be a competitor
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and probably won't 'share' infonnation later on when she becomes a distributor.
Since the client list we have been going through is based on sales since August
27th, I imagine that there are specifics associate [sic] with those sales and
accounts.
Decl. Dunlap, Exh. F.
Thurston also offers Dunlap.'s March 3, 2014 email to him, which was copied to
Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach and Kevin Skipper, wherein Dunlap states:
The actual transfer of files can be handled with JBF as you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the file transfer, please let me know .... I am copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
ld at Exh. 14.36

Together, Thurston argues these emails evidence Safeguard's obligation to pr~vide Thurston
with the IBF infonnation he requested for Thurston and IBF's common customers.
As an initial matter, Safeguard contends that the emails are inadmissible parole evidence.
The parol evidence rule provides, "[w]here preliminary negotiations are consummated by written
agreement, the writing supersedes all previous understandings and the intent of the parties must
be ascertained from the writing." Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496,498, 808 P.2d 415,
417 (1991), quoting Nysingh v. Warren. 94 Idaho 384,385,488 P.2d 355, 356 (1971)). "If the
written agreement is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged,
extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to
contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from the tenns of the written contract." ld "This rule,
however, applies 'only when the integrated character of the writing is established. Whether a
particular subject ofnegotiations'is embodied in the writing depends on the intent of the parties,
revealed by their conduct and language, and by the surrounding circumstances. [The] [m]ere
existence of a document does not establish integration."' /d.
Even assuming the Customer Transfer Agreement was not an integrated document and
the emails were admissible, the emails do not evidence any undertaking by Dunlap of an
obligation to provide Thurston with the information he sought. While there is evidence only that
36

The parties attach different meanings to Dunlap's March 3 quoted email statement Thurston purports that Dunlap
was referring to the transfer of requested infonnation in fBF files to Thurston. He believed Sue and Kevin were
copied in order to assist with the transfer of the infonnation. 2ad Decl. Thurston, '\J 37. Dunlap explains that his
reference to the "tile transfer" did not apply to a pwported transfer ofinfonnation from IBF to Thurston. but rather
to files from Thurston to mF on the accounts which were sold. He further disputes that any agreement had been

reached regarding a transfer of other files from IBF to Thurston. Decl. Dunlap. , 6.
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Thurston asked for the information prior to executing the Customer Transfer Agreement, there is
no evidence suggesting that Dunlap agreed or even responded to his request. The ''transfer of
files" references in the Customer Transfer Agreement and in Dunlap's March 3, 2014 are clearly
in reference to transferring files for account transition purposes; not to the vendor and product
information sought by Thurston. Therefore, because Thurston has not presented any evidence
that such an obligation existed-either under the plain language of the Customer Transfer
Agreement or the emails-his claim cannot succeed. Further, even if there was an obligatio~
Safeguard aptly points out that Thurston has failed to present any evidence that it suffered
damages as a result ofSafeguard's-failure to provide the information on the accounts which he
sought. For these reasons, summary judgment in Safeguard's favor is warranted on Count 11.
6. Count 12: Thunton's Fraud in the Inducement Claim against
.Safeguard

Thurston's fraud in the inducement claim arises from the negotiations between Roger
Thurston and Dunlap which culminated in the Customer Transfer Agreement. Namely, as
Thllr$tOil explains in his affidavit:
In discussing the potential sale of some of my Protected Customers, Dunlap
identified the sales infonnation for [the 9 accounts being negotiated]. The sales
dollar amounts Dunlap represented were only for the amounts that were my sales.
Dunlap never disclosed the sales amounts that Safeguard by ffiF 37 had made to
these accounts or gave to me any specific information as to specifics on totals of
product lines sold, vendors used, and sales of individual items and/or products
into these accounts. However, I later found out through this litigation that the
dollar sales made by Safeguard by IBF were substantial into these accounts.
Dunlap never disclosed any sales infonnation regarding these accounts that were
made by Safeguard by ffiF .... Although during our phone conversations, Dunlap
mentioned some of the products that IBF had previously sold to these customers,
he did not divulge the sales and resultant commissions from sales made by
Safeguard by lBF after the acquisition. This led me to believe that such sales
either had not continued post-acquisition or else were trivial. Had I know [sic] the
actual amount it would have drastically changed the negotiations as the value of
those customers would have increased exponentially.
2nd Decl. Thurston,,, 33-34.

37

"Safeguard by IBF' is the official name ofiBF post-BAM acquisition. However, it is referred to herein as simply

"IBF."
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Safeguard contends that judgment on the claim is warranted in its favor because: (1)
Safeguard had no duty to disclose the sales infonnation to Thurston; (2) Dunlap's valuation of
the accounts are inactionable statements of opinion; (3) there is no evidence Dunlap acted with
fraudulent intent; (4) there is no evidence the omission was material, and (5) the claim lacks an
actionable remedy. This Court does not find any of Safeguard's arguments availing.
To begin, the nine elements of fraud are:
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.

Walston v. Monumental Life ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211,216, 923 P.2d 456,461 (1996).
Fraud can be based on an omission in situations where a defendant had a duty to speak.

Watts v. Krebs, 131 Idaho 616, 620,962 P.2d 387, 391 (1998). "A duty to speak arises in
situations where the parties do not deal on equal tenns or where information to be conveyed is
not already in possession of the other party." /d., quoting G & M Farms v. Funk Jrr. Co., 119
Idaho 514, 521, 808 P.2d 851, 858 (1991). Idaho's Court of Appeals has summarized the
circumstances giving rise to a duty to disclose, to wit:
when (a) a party to a business transaction is in a fiduciary relationship with the
other party; or (b) disclosure would be necessary to prevent a partial or
ambiguous statement of fact from becoming misleading; or (c) subsequent
infonnation has been acquired which a party knows will make a previous
representation untrue or misleading; or (d) a party knows a false representation is
about to be relied upon; or (e) a party knows the opposing party is about to enter
into the transaction under a mistake of fact and because of the relationship
between them or the customs of trade or other objective circumstances would
reasonably expect a disclosure of the facts.

/d, citing Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Med Clr.. Inc. v. Krueger, 124 Idaho 501, 507-08, 861 P.2d 71,
77-78 (Ct. App. 1992).
According to Safeguard, Thurston has only asserted that the duty to disclose arose from
their "franchisor-franchisee" relationship which, as Safeguard correctly points out, the great
weight of authority holds does not give rise to a fiduciary duty. See, Killion, William, J.D.,
Existence of Fiduciary Duty between Franchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. 5th 613
(1997)(collecting cases). However, in responding to Safeguard's motion, Thurston asserts that
the duty to disclose arose under any one of the following scenarios:
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Safeguard had superior knowledge of the sales and commissions data related to
Thurston's Protected Accounts at issue and did not deal at arms-length with Thurston,
who had been a Safeguard distributor for decades;

•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation to reveal the sales since the coriunissions on those
sales had to be paid to Thurston under § 3 of its RDA;

•

Disclosure ofjust Thurston's sales was misleading and could cause Thurston to believe
the accounts sold were worthless;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was valuing those accounts based on inaccurate sales figures;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was about to enter into the transaction under a mistake of fact
and, because of Safeguard's typical practice of keeping its distributors informed of
infringing sales to Protected Accounts through rotation notices, Thurston reasonably
expected such information to be disclosed with regard to IBF's sales to his Protected
Accounts.

While any one of the foregoing circumstances could give rise to a duty to disclose IBF's
sales infonnation on the accounts at issue in the negotiation, the strongest source of the duty
comes from Safeguard's contractual obligation to rotate commissions ori infringing sales to
Thurston. Although not an express obligation, in rotating commissions on infringing sales,
Safeguard-by necessity-is required to reveal the infringing party's identity and the extent of
the sale, which it typically accomplishes through rotation notices. With regard to the nine
accounts at issue in the Customer Transfer Agreement, it is undisputed that prior sales of
Safeguard Systems had been made to the accounts by IBF, that Safeguard did not issue rotation
notices to Thurston for commissions arising from the sales despite having a contractual
obligation to do so, and that Safeguard knew Roger Thurston did not have the infringing sales
information when negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement. 38 Under these circumstances,
this Court finds, as a matter of law, that Safeguard had a duty to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sales infonnation on the nine accounts at issue while negotiating the Customer
Transfer Agreement. Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted in Safeguard's favor on the
duty issue.
38

According to Roger Thurston, in the months preceding the execution of the Customer Transfer Agreement, he
rcseatedly-yet unsuccessfully-requested that Dunlap provide him with infringing sales to his Protected Accounts.
2 Dec I. Thurston, , 27. Safeguard does not dispute this contention; in fact, Dunlap testified that both Roger and
Dawn Teply had requested sales infonnation while negotiating account protection resolution issues and, although he

access to scrub sheets, he did not disclose the sales information because he felt it was incomplete. Depo. Dunlap
451:13-456:23; 460:4-461:6; 481:1-482:15.
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Summary judgment is also not warranted with respect to Safeguard's remaining
arguments. First, Safeguard contends that Dunlap's stated valuations of the nine accounts are
statements of opinion which are not actionable in a fraud claim. In making this argument,
Safeguard misapprehends the source of the fraud-it is not based on D~Jap's valuation of the
accounts, but rather on his refusal to disclose IBF's saJes data on the accounts. Thus, it is fraud
by omission rather than by representation. 39
Second, Safeguard argues that Thurston cannot show Dunlap acted with the requisite
intent; i.e., with knowledge of the falsity of his statements and intent to induce Thurston's
reiiance. With regard to Dunlap's knowledge, Thurston has presented evidence that Dunlap knew
offfiF's saJes infonnation through February of2014..co This saJes infonn.ation is directly relevant
to the value of Thurston's Account Protection rights. The fact that Dunlap had this information
and did not disclose it to Thurston in their negotiations over sale of Thurston's rights gives rise
to an inference that Dunlap intended to induce Thurston's reliance and agree to sell the accounts
at a depressed price. W.O. Kepler v. WHW Mgmt., Inc., 121 Idaho 466,478,825 P.2d 1122,
1134 (Ct. App. 1992)(noting that fraudulent intent may be inferred by circumstantial evidence).
Because Thurston has presented evidence from which Dunlap's fraudulent intent may be
inferred, summary judgment in Safeguard's favor on the issue is not warranted.
Third, Safeguard argues that Thurston has failed to establish how the sales by IBF to
Thurston's Protected Accounts was material infonnation. However, Thurston's RDA grants it
exclusive right to commissions on any sales of Safeguard Systems to its Protected Accounts.
Therefore, an accurate valuation of Thurston's Protected Account would necessarily consider all
39

Further, even if the fraud were based on Dunlap's valuation of the accounts, it could still form the basis of a fraud
claim. With respect to valuations, the Idaho Supreme Court has held:
Where actual value is known and false statements are knowingly made with intention to deceive,
and do deceive the parties to whom they are made, such statements constitute actionable fraud.
Such statements are not expressions of opinion but are statements of material facts. Whether a
statement was intended as a mere expression of opinion or an affinnation of fact is a question of
fact. Thus, where a speaker gives an opinion when he is aware of facts incompatible with such
opinion, the opinion may amount to a false statement of fact if made with the intention of
deceiving or misleading.
Jordan v. Hunter, 124 Idaho 899, 907, 865 P .2d 990, 998 (Ct. App. 1993)(discussing fraud arising from stock value

estimate).
40

Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 83 (scrub sheet titled "IBF Scrub- August 2013 through February2014).
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sales to that account. Indeed, Thurston acknowledged that knowledge of accurate sales figures
"would have drastically changed the negotiations as the value of those customers would have
increased exponentially."
Safeguard's final challenge to the fraud claim is that it lacks an actionable remedy under
the circumstances of the case. Namely, fraudulent inducement cases are typically paired with
either rescission of the contract or breach of contract damages. Since Thurston has not refunded
the money paid to it by Safeguard under the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues
rescission is improper. Further, since Thurston cannot show that Safeguard breached any portion
of the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues he cannot recover breach of contract
damages. Safeguard's argument is not supported by law. In a recent fraud in the inducement
case, the Idaho Supreme Court set forth the measure of damages, to wit:
In fraud claims, Idaho courts have applied the "out-of-pocket" rule in measuring
damages, but have also recognized the existence of a different measure of
damages referred to as the" benefit of the bargain" rule. The benefit of the
bargain rule measures damages by the difference between the value of the thing
actually received and the value it would have had if it were as it was fraudulently
represented to be. The out-of-pocket rule limits the recovery of damages to the
difference between the real value of the thing actually received and the price paid
or contracted for. The benefit of the bargain and out-of-pocket rules are not
exclusive. The underlying principle is that the victim of fraud is entitled to
compensation for every wrong which is the natural and proximate result of the
fraud. The measure of damages which should be adopted under the facts of a case
is the one which will effect such result.

Apr. Beguesse, Inc. v. Rammel/, 156 Idaho 500, 511, 328 P.3d 480, 491 (2014), internal cites and
quotes omitted.
Under either of these theories, Thurston would be entitled to damages. 41 Under the benefit
of the bargain rule, Thurston would be entitled to the difference between the sales amount of
$32,600 and what the sales amount would have been had Roger Thurston known the full extent
of sales. Under the out-of-pocket theory, Thurston would be able to recover the "real value" of

41

Only ifThurston had no adequate remedy at law could this Court consider the equitable remedy of rescission.
Bolognese v. Forte, 153 Idaho 857, 864,292 P.3d 248, 255 (2012)(noting that equitable remedies such as rescission

apply where there is no adequate remedy at law and there are sufficient grounds to invoke equity).
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the accounts minus $32,600.42 Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted on Safeguard,s
lack of remedy argument.

V.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, this Coun orders as follows:
•

Defendants' motions to strike portions of Thurston and Teply's Declarations:
GRANTED, in part, and DEN1ED, in part;

•

Defendants' motion to strike Exhibit 112 from Mulcahy's Declaration: GRANTED;

•

Thurston's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED, in part, on the liability
aspect ofthe commission rights portion of Count 1, DENIED as to remainder;

•

Safeguard's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED as to Counts 8 and 11,
DENIED as to Count 2 and 12;

•

Deluxe's motion for summary judgment: DENIED in full;

•

SAl's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED in full.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated this

42

:Z{i:f:rOctober, 2016.

Thurston appears to be pursuing recovery under the "out-of-pocket>' theory. Thurston's expert, Mr. Taylor, opined

that the actual value of the nine accounts, including future commissions, is $475,000. Subtracting the $32,600 sales

figure from this amount, Thurston contends it was underpaid by $442.400. See, Exh. 2 to Taylor's June 2016 Report,

attached as Exhibit A to Taylor Declaration.
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By EMILY CHILO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.
.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
JUDGMENT

)

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation. )
Defendants.

)
)

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
PlaintiffThurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. in the amount of Six Million, Thirty-Four Thousand and Fifty-Six Dollars
and 00/100 ($6,034,056). Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe
Corporation are dismissed with prejudice. Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. are
dismissed with prejudice.
DATED

THIS~ of January, 2017.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D~~PHER o. RICH. Clerk
By EMILY CHILD

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

oEPUTV

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SAFEGUARD'S MOTION
FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("1'3''), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard"). A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between November
29 and December 21 of20 16. With regard to Thurston's claims against Safeguard, the jury found
as follows:
•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the account protection provision of
their distributorship agreement in the amount of$494,526. In addition, Thurston
· established its claim for punitive damages in connection with the breach;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the pricing schedule clause of their
distributorship agreement in the amount of$156,628;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing in the amount of $532,431, which represented the jury's determination of
the diminution in value of the distributorship due to Safeguard's breaches of the
distributorship agreement. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive
damages in COilllection with the breach.
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•
•

Thurston was damaged as a result of Safeguard's fraud in the inducement in the amount
of$442,400. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive damages in
connection with the fraud claim.

•

Thurston was entitled to punitive damages in the amount of$4,750,000.

On January 27, 2017, Safeguard filed a timely motion for post-jud~ent relief under IRCP
SO(b), 59(a) and 59(e) on grounds that the awards to Thurston are not supported by the evidence

presented at trial and impermissible under Idaho law. Namely, Safeguard seeks the following
relief:
•

Eliminate the award for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
on grounds that Thurston's diminution in value was not supported by the evidence;

•

Reduce the award for breach of the account protection by S29l,Ol0, which
represented future losses, on grounds that such amount was premised on speculative
expert testi'Tlony; 1

•

The verdict for breach of the pricing schedule provision should be eliminated as
legally and factually unfounded, as well as the corresponding award, which is
excessive and unsupported;

•

The verdict for fraud in the inducement should be dismissed since Thurston failed to
establish an element of the claim and, further, the corresponding punitive damages
claim fails for lack of proof of malice;

• The entire award for punitive damages should be dismissed due to lack of evidence
that Safeguard had an '"extremely harmful state of mind" towards Thurston.
In sum, Safeguard seeks to eliminate all of the damages assessed by the jury except for past
losses for breach of the account protection provision in Thurston's distributorship. On each of
the foregoing issues, Safeguard requests that the Court either: 1) direct entry of judgment under
Rule 50(b)(2); 2) alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59(e); 3) vacate any portion of the
judgment affected under Rule 59(a); 4) condition a remittitur under Rule 59(a), or; 5) order a
new trial under Rule 59(a).
Oral argument was held on Safeguard's motion on February 21, 2017. The Court authorized
additional briefing and took the motion under advisement on February 24,2017.

1

Alternatively, Safeguard argues that S49, 141 of future losses attributed to infringing sales by DocuSource should
be deducted since DocuSource ceased business in 2015.

2
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STANDARDS
On a motion under Rule SO(b), the inquiry is whether there is substantial evidence in the

record upon which the jury could properly find a verdict for the party against whom the
judgment notwithstanding the verdict is sought. Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc. v. Idaho
Transp. Dep't, 142 Idaho 826, 830, 136 P.3d 297, 301 (2006). The judge's task in answering this

question is to review all the evidence and draw all the reasonable inferences therefrom in the
light most favorable to the non~moving party. !d. The party seeking a judgment notwithstanding
the verdict admits the truth of all the other side's evidence and every legitimate inference that can
be drawn from it. /d. The judge is not an extra juror, though; there is no weighing of evidence or
passing on the credibility of witnesses or making of independent findings on factual issues. !d.
Instead, the judge must determine whether the evidence is substantial-that is, whether it is of
sufficient quality and probative value that reasonable minds could arrive at the same conclusion
as did the jury. /d.
Rule 59(a) authorizes a trial court to grant a new trial on several enumerated grounds,
including: 1) excessive damages appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or
prejudi~e (Rule

59(a)(l)(F)), or; 2) insufficiency of the evidence to jlistify the verdict or that it is

against the law (Rule 59(a)(l )(G)). A trial court has wide discretion to grant or refuse to grant a
new trial under IRCP 59(a), and its order will not be reversed unless ''the trial court has
manifestly abused the wide discretion vested in it." Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866, 869,
303 P.3d 225,228 (2013), cite omitted.
The standards governing the grounds enumerated under Rule 59(a) vary. For "excessive
damages", the Court must carefully weigh the evidence and make the determination as to the
amount of damages the Court views as fair and just, draw~ng upon its own experience. Quick v.
Crane, 111 Idaho 759, 769, 727 P.2d 1187, 1197 (1986). "[U]n/ess it is apparent to the trial

judge that there is a great disparity between the two damage awards and that disparity cannot be
explained away as simply the product of two separate entities valuing the proof of the plaintiffs
injuries in two equally fair ways", the trial judge "must" defer to the jury. !d., emphasis in
original. The disparity must "shock the conscience" of the Court such that it would be
"unconscionable" to let the damage award stand. !d. at 770, 727 P.2d at 1198, citations omitted.
If the Court finds the damage award excessive, the plaintiff is given the choice of either
submitting to a new trial or of accepting the damage amount that the trial court considers
3
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justified. Quick v. Crane, lllldaho 759, 770, 727 P.2d 1187, 1198 (1986). However, remittiturs
are improper ''if the verdict was the result of passion or prejudice to such an extent that such
passion or prejudice may have infected the jury's decision on liability as well as damages." !d.
In assessing whether a new trial is warranted under Rule 59(a)(l )(G), the Court must
weigh the evidence and determine (l) whether the verdict is against the Court's view of the clear
weight of the evidence; and (2) whether a new trial would produce a different result. Schwan's
Sales Enterprises, 142 Idaho at 833, 136 P.3d at 304. The Court is not required to view the

evidence in a light most favorable to the verdict-winner. Quick, Ill Idaho at 768, 727 P.2d at
1196. "If having given full respect to the jury's findings, the judge on the entire evidence is left
with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed, it is to be expected that
he will grant a new trial." /d. That said, ''respect for the collective wisdom of the jury and the
function entrusted to it under our constitution suggests the trial judge should, in most cases,
accept the jury's findings even though he may have doubts about some of their oonclusions." /d.
· A remittitur is not available under Rule 59{a)(l}{G)./d. at 770, n. 2, 727 P.2d at 1198, n. 2.
III.

ANALYSIS
A. Award for Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

Safeguard first contends that the jury's award of $532,431 to Thurston for damages caused
by Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing should be vacated
on grounds that it is not supported by sufficient evidence, is excessive and is duplicative of
damages awarded for breach ofthe account protection provision. If the Court reduces or vacates
the award, Safeguard argues that a correlating reduction of punitive damages associated with the
claim should also be made.
As damages for Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant, the jury awarded Thurston's

loss of value proximately caused by Safeguard's breaches of the distributorship agreement.
Evidence regarding the value of Thurston's business was presented to the jury primarily through
the testimony of Thurston's expert witness, Robert Taylor, as well as through Roger Thurston
and Safeguard's President, JJ Sorrenti. Specifically, Mr. Taylor testified that, based on
Thurston's sales data from December 1, 2014 through November 30, 2015, the value or
marketability of the business was $798,646. Tr. Trans. 1505:3-6. To arrive at this figure, Mr.
Taylor applied a metric of"one times annual revenue" which, in fact, Safeguard itself uses to

value Safeguard distributorships. Jd. at 1485:13-16; 1504:21-24. Mr. Sorrenti confinned
4
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Safebruard's use of this metric. Id. at 2041:1-2042: 18; Tr. Exh. 536. Mr. Thurston likewise
testified to his experience purchasing and selling Safeguard distributorships and confirmed this
was the metric he applied to value a business. Ed. at 1755:17-1757:22.

Mr. Thurston also testified to his purchases of non-Safeguard distributorships which he
valued using "1/3 annual revenue" or "one times gross profit" metric. !d. at 1759:14-1760:22.2
He testified that this metric is the "industry standard." !d. He explained that the reason for the
lower valuation calculation is that, in purchasing Safeguard distributorships, the purchaser has to
buy out the seller's account protection rights, which non-Safeguard distributorships do not
possess. ld. In other words, the account protection rights drive up the value. Again, Mr. Sorrenti,
as well as Safeguard's Vice President of Franchise Development, Scott Sutton, confirmed that
Safeguard places a lower value on non-Safeguard distributorships than on Safeguard
distributorships. Ed. at 323:18-325:4; 1582:1-1583:9. Finally, the jury heard testimony from Mr.
Thurston that he valued his distributorship at "zero" given that Safeguard has refused to honor
his account protection and becau5e Safeguard facilitated IBF's transition to a Safeguard
distributor in direct competition with Thurston. !d. at 1853:19-1854:11.
Prior to trial, this Court determined as a matter oflaw that Safeguard breached Thurston's
account protection provision. The jury also determined that Safeguard breached the pricing
schedule clause and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Evidently, the jury
found that Safeguard's breaches effectively transformed Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor,
as was argued by Thurston. Apparently adopting the valuation metric testified to by Thurston
and Safeguard representatives with regard to independent distributors, the jury determined that
the lost value of the business was $532,431, or 2/3 of its total value of $798,646.
Relying primarily on Williams v. Bone, Safeguard contends that without evidence of actual
loss account protection as to specific accounts, the jury's decision was arbitrary and speculative.
74ldaho 185,259 P.2d 810 (1953). Further, Safeguard argues that the evidence established that
the account protection violations only represented 1.9% ofThurston's total accounts3 and, in
fact, Thurston's sales have consistently increased since Safeguard purchased DocuSource and
2
Safeguard contends that Thurston's testimony as to valuation metrics was inadmissible lay opinion which the jury
should not have relied upon. However, Thurston's testimony was based on his own experience in purchasing both
Safeguard and independent distributorships. Because it was based on personal knowledge and helpful to the jury, it
was proper. IRE 701. Further, Safeguard did not object to Thurston's opinion and, therefore, waived the objection.

3

Safeguard bases this percentage on Roger Thurston's testimony that Thurston had approximately 4000 customers.

5
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lBF. Thus, Safeguard asserts the jury's detennination that Thurston lost 2/3 of its value due to
Safeguard's account protection violations was contrary to the evidence.

Williams, however, did not address damages to the marketability of a business~ but rather a
claim for loss of earnings that was only supported by bank statements showing gross business
income rather than 1_1et income. Id. at 188, 259 P.2d at 811. Thus, the Court vacated the award as
speculative./d. at 189,259 P.2d at 812. Much more applicable is the case of Windsor Shirt Co.

v. New Jersey Nat. Bank, offered by Safeguard, which held that, unlike lost profit damages,
damage for the destruction of a business as a going concern can be established simply by
evidence of pre-breach value and the corresponding decline in business value following the
breach. 793 F. Supp. 589,588-89 (E.D. Pa. 1992), afrd, 989 F.2d 490 (3d Cir. 1993). In Windsor

Shirt, a company sued its bank for prematurely calling their loan agreement and demanding
repayment of the $5.2 million loan. /d. at 593. At trial, the jury heard testimony that the
company was worth between $4 million and $9 million prior to the alleged breach of the loan
agreement and sold for only $2.00 after the breach.4 The jury also heard from the company's
witnesses that the percentage of decline in value attributable to the breach was 100%. /d. at 598.
The jury ultimately awarded $3.5 million to the company. In moving for post-judgment relief,
the bank argued that the jury's award was speculative since the company did not introduce
specific figures which would have permitted the jury to calculate the decline attributable to the
bank's breach, such as "general operations, profits or sales." ld. at 599. Applying New Jersey
law, the Court rejected the argument, distinguishing damages for lQst profits-which would
require such proof--from damage to a business's 4\ralue as a going concern", to. wit:
In this case, the damage to Windsor had nothing to do with an employee or
fiduciary causing Windsor to forego business opportunities over a period .of time.
In this case, the damages question had to do with the effect of the Bank's breach
of the Loan Agreement on Windsor's value as a going concern. The value of a
company as a going concern is related to its ability to operate as a limited liability
corporation: To borrow money, to make contracts with suppliers and employees,
to conceive of and carry out long and short term marketing and business
strategies, and those other qualities that distinguish a corporation from merely a
group of individuals who have legal title to some property. It is obvious that the
sort of questions one must ask in order to determine whether a company's value as

4

The jury also heard testimony of the post-breach decline of the company's stock. 793 F. Supp. at 595-96.

6
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a going concern was affected by another's act have little to do with the sort of
evidence adduced in Franklin Music. 5

!d. at 599--600.
With regard to going concern value, the court found that testimony of the pre-breach value of
the company and the decline in value following the breach was sufficient, noting "[t]he jury had
the figure of 100%, which it could accept, or reject, or modify, and it could apply that figure to
whatever value of Windsor as ofNovember 30, 1989 it chose to accept from the valuation
opinions it heard."
Indeed, it is widely recognized that lost profit damages are distinct from lost value
damages. See, e.g.. Foster-Miller. Inc. v. Babcock & Wilcox Canada, 210 F.3d l, 17 (1st Cir.
2000)("Clearly, lost profits and diminished corporate value are distinct concepts."); Protectors

Ins. Service, inc. v. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co .. 132 F.3d 612,617-18 (lOth Cir.l998).
In fact, Idaho has recognized that lost profit damages are distinct from "impairment of goodwill"
to a business in the context of a breach of covenant not to compete cases, and both can be
recovered. Vancil v. Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 104,227 P.2d 74, 79 (1951); Dunn v. Ward, 105
Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61 (Ct.App.l983). 6 Goodwill, which is an intangible asset, is a
factor in determining the value of a business and can be established through ''various methods'\
including comparable sales and what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for the business.

Chandler v. Chandler, 136 Idaho 246, 249, 32 P.3d 140, 143 (2001). Importantly, the value of
goodwill must be determined on its own facts and circumstances and is within the discretion of
the trier of fact. /d. As noted in one law review,
5

In Franklin Music, which the bank relied upon in suppon of i!S argument, a retail music store for sued for lost
earnings caused by breach of fiduciary duty and conspiracy. To establish damages, the store introduced evidence of
lost earnings resulting from lost advenising rebates and the defendant's improper neglect of his duties, as well as
evidence of the store's gross profit ratios, actual sales and losses, and sales growth before and during the period
when the injury occurred. Franklin Music Co. v. American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., 616 F.2d 528 (3d
Cir.l980).
6

That said, where loss of business value or good will is based on lost profi!S, the allow recovery of both would be to
permit double recovery. See, e.g., Anodco, Inc. v. Reynolds Metals Co., 743 F.2d417, 423-24 (6th Cit. 1984)
("[w]here the loss of profits and loss of value are intenwined, as they are here, and the loss of value is based on loss
of future profits, to allow both would be to permit a double recovery"); C.A. May Marine Supply Co. v. Brunswick
Corp., 649 F.2d 1049, 1053 (5th Cir.), cerl. denied, 454 U.S. 1125 (1981) ("Both business goodwill and future
profits are computed into the going concern value loss.) Here, however, there is no such duplication. Mr. Taylor
specified that his valuation figure was based on sales Thurston was actually making, not sales IBF and DocuSource
were making to Thurston's protected accounts. Thus, Mr. Taylor clarified that there was no duplication or "double
counting" between his valuation of the business and his calculation ofThurston's future account protection
damages. Tr. Trans. 1505:7-15.

7
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The vast majority of courts decline to adopt one methodology as the means by
which professional goodwill's value must be proven. No rigid and unvarying rule
for the detennination of the value of goodwill has been laid down by prior case
law ~d each case must be determined on its own facts and circumstances.
Valuation of goodwill is a question of fact and while opinion evidence may be
admitted, it is not conclusive. The 'national trend' has been to allow parties to
argue for the most appropriate valuation method and to allow courts to base their
findings on the evidence provided.
Helga White, Professional Goodwill: Is It A Settled Question or Is There "Value" in Discussing
It?, 15 J. Am. Acad. Matrim. Law. 495,516 (1998), quotes and cites omitted.
The valuation metric and figures presented to the jury here were appropriate given the
facts and circumstances of the case-they are metrics used by Safeguard itself in valuing both its
own and independent distributorships. 7 1ndeed, Mr. Thurston, as the owner ofThurston
Enterprises, is "a competent witness to its value, as he is presumed to be familiar with its value
by reason of inquiries, comparisons, purchases and sales." Sclzroeder v. Partin, 151 Idaho 471,
477, 259 P.3d 617, 623 (2011). See also, Mercury Marine Div. of Brunswick Corp. v. Boat Town·
U.S.A .• Inc., 444 So. 2d 88 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984)(holding that owner of corporate franchise

was competent to testify as to loss of business value suffered by franchisee due to franchisor's
breach).
Based on the foregoing analysis, relief under IRCP SO(b) is not warranted. The jury was
presented with evidence of the value or marketability of the business, the two metrics used by
Safeguard and Mr. Thurston in valuing Safeguard distributors versus independent distributors,
and heard testimony from Mr. Thurston that he valued his business at zero given Safeguard's
breaches; namely, his lack of account protection and competition from ffiF. This evidence is not
speculative; rather, it is largely based on Safeguard's own practices and evidence ofThurston's
sale and purchase history involving similar businesses. Drawing all inferences from this evidence
in Thurston's favor, it was reasonable for the jury conclude that Safeguard's breaches effectively
transformed Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor and, applying the valuation metric used for
independent distributors, determine that, as a consequence ofthe breaches, Thurston was worth
only 2/3 of its prior value.
7

See also, Schonfeld v. Hilliard, 218 F.3d 164, 178 (2d Cir. 2000)(In detennining the market value of an asset, a
plaintiff can rely on prior income history, expert opinion, evidence of sales of comparable assets, the testimony of
the business's owner, and evidence of recent sales or recent offers for the company.)

8
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Nor is relief warranted under IRCP 59(a)( 1)(F). Weighing the eVidence discussed above,
the Court is likewis~ convinced that Safeguard's actions seriously undennined the Thurston's
value aS a Safeguard distributor. While the Court is not altogether persuaded that Safeguard's
breaches transformed Thurston into the equivalent of a non-Safeguard distributor, the disparity
between its own valuation and that of the jury is certainly not enough to shock the conscience.
Rather, the disparity is representative of a difference in two equally viable opinions. This Court
respects and will not disturb the collective conscience of the jury in this circumstance. Trial by
jury is a touchstone of American jurisprudence and its results should be respected when possible.
Finally, relief is not warranted under IRCP 59(a)(l )(G) because the jury's award was not
against the clear weight of evidence. There was evidence that Thurston's value was $798,646 as
of November 30, 2015. There was evidence that non-Safeguard distributorships are typically
·valued 2/3 less than Safeguard distributorships. There was evidence that Thurston considered his
business to be valueless given his lack of account protection. Although there was also evidence
that the account protection violations only affected a portion of his protected accounts, the jury
was within its bounds to detennine that the violations affected the overall marketability of the
company since "exclusive" account protection and other contractual rights had been trammeled
upon by Safeguard. In ~on_sidering this evidence, this Court cannot conclude that the verdict was
against the clear weight of the evidence, nor does it believe a new trial would produce a different
result.
B. Award for Future Account Protection Losses.

Having determined as a matter of law that Safeguard breached the account protection
provision ofThurston's distributorship agreement, the jury was asked to detennine Thurston's
damages. Thurston presented its damages through Mr. Taylor, who offered calculations of both
past and future account violation damages. Because there was a question of fact as to whether
source fees were to be deducted from the past account protection damages, Mr. Taylor offered
figures with and without source fees deducted. The jury awarded a total of$494,526, although
the verdict form did not require it to apportion between past and future damages, nor did it
require the jury to indicate whether it had, in fact, deducted source fees. To the extent the award
was for future account protection damages8, Safeguard contends that relief is warranted under
. 8 As Safeguard points out, if the jury accepted Mr. Taylor's calculations for past account protection damages, the
minimum amount attributable to future damages would be $263,357 (assuming source fees were not deducted from

9
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either IRCP 50(b) or IRCP 59(a) on grounds that Mr. Taylor's calculations were speculative and
excessive.
1.

Deduction of source fees

As an initial matter, Safeguard contends that source fees must be deducted from the past
account protection damage award in order to detennine how much of the jury's award was
attributable to future account protection damages. Safeguard argues that the deduction is
warranted as a matter of law because the evidence established that the distributorship agreement
required the deduction9 and that it was Safeguard's practice to deduct source fees prior to
rotating commissions. Tr. Trans. 1547:25-1550:4. However, in ruling on the parties' motions in
limine, this Court found the agreement was ambiguous as it applied to rotated commissions;
specifically commissions earned by a Safeguard-run distributorship, which paid no source fees,
on sales to Thurston's protected accounts. 10 In other words, was Thurston entitled to the
commission earned by the Safeguard-run distributorship, in which case no source fees were
deducted? Or was the rotated commission to be treated as if Thurston made the sale, in which
case source fees would be deducted? The ambiguity was left to the jury to resolve.
Consequently, Thurston presented damage figures both with and without the source fee
deduction.
In this case,_ it is simply not clear from the damages awarded by the jury whether source fees

were deducted from account protection damages. With regard to past account protection
damages, Mr. Taylor testified that $231,169 represented Thurston's damages without a
deduction, and $203,516 represented damages with a deduction. He further testified that
Thurston's future ac09unt protection damage was S315,588. The jury's ultimate award of
$494,526 does not illuminate how it treated source fees, and there is no reason for this Court to

past damages) and the maximum amount would be S291 ,010 (assuming source fees were deducted from past
damages). Thus, Safeguard seeks a deduction in the award of between $263,351 and $291,010.
9

With regard to sourced products, the distributorship agreement defined "commission" as "1) the amount billed to
the end-user customer, as agreed to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less
2) the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in effect, and less 3) sales tax, subject to
applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or Brokerage orders." Tr. Exh. 8. The second element is the "source fee."
10

The distnbutorsbip agreement as executed weU before the BAM program took effect and, therefore, the situation
of a Safeguard owned distributor making an infiinging sale was not likely contemplated by the parties at that time. ·
Further, the agreement does not specifically address "rotated" commissions.

10
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attempt to guess. The jury was within its right to interpret the agreement and apply source fees
accordingly.
2.

Future Account Protection Damages

With regard to Safeguard's sufficiency of evidence argument, the standard for prospective
losses must be established with reasonable certainty. Hoffer v. Shappard, 160 Idaho 868, 880,
380 P.3d 681, 693 (2016). "[C]ompensatory awards based on speculation and conjecture should
not be allowed." Id, cite omitted. Again, the law does not require mathematical certainty; rather,
the evidence must be based on more than just speculation." !d.
As with his valuation calculation, Mr. Taylor detennined the present value of Thurston's
future account protection damages by applying a one times annual revenue metric based on IBF
and DocuSource's total sales to Thurston's protected accounts in 2015. Tr. Trans. 1589:11-25.
For future IBF sales, the figure offered by Mr. Taylor was $241,869. For DocuSource, the figure
was $73,719. !d. at 1503:22-1504:20. Mr. Taylor testified at length about the use of the metric,
that it is an acceptable means in his profession of calculating such damages, and he pointed out
that Safeguard itself utilizes the metric. !d. at 1468:25-1484:1.
Safeguard first argues that the metric utilized by Mr. Taylor was faulty because it
compensated Thurston with rotated cormnissions from IBF and DocuSource for more than eight
years into the future. !d. a.t 1579:9-24. However, Safeguard misinterprets Mr. Tayl_or's testimony.
He testified that the metric was the equivalent of three times IBF and DocuSource's gross
profit 11 on these accounts of2015. Thus, it effectively compensated Thurston for mF and
DocuSource' s commissions for three years into the future, not eight years. This is appropriate
because account protection lasts three years under the distributorship agreement. 12
Second, Safeguard argues the future damages calculation is speculative because it does not
factor in customer attrition or the fact that the agreement could be tenninated at any time by the
parties. However, Mr. Taylor testified that customer attrition, as well as several other risk
factors, such as a recession, are factored into the one times revenue multiple. Tr. Trans. 1474:191475:16; 1593:3-19. Further, Thurston's distributorship agreement only allows Safeguard to
11

Mr. Taylor also testified that IBF and DocuSource's ''gross profit" is the same as their "net profit", or commission
amount, because they incur no additional incremental cost.'i in making the profit. Tr. Trans. 1527:20-1532:4.
12

However, in reality, account protection rights have a much greater duration because any sale of a Safeguard
product by another to a protected account resets the three year clock anew. Thus, ifiBF or DocuSource continue
selling to Thurston's protected account, Thurston's rights to commissions might continue into perpetuity.
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tenninate under certain conditions. Tr. Exh. 8,, 7(c). There was no evidence presented at trial
that any of these conditions existed and, therefore, no evidentiary basis for Safeguard to rely on
tennination to limit Thurston's future damages. 13
Finally, and in the alternative, Safeguard argues that future account protection damages
attributable to DocuSource may not be awarded because the evidence established that
DocuSource stopped selling in Idaho. Namely, Safeguard presented testimony from Amy TillerShumway that her company, Inspired Results, purchased DocuSource in 2015 and it no longer
has a presence in Idaho. Tr. Trans.

1991:6-1~93:19.

However, the jury was not asked to specify

its apportionment of account protection damages between future and .past and between those
attributable to DocuSource and IBF. It is indeed possible that only a fraction of the future
account protection damages attributable to DocuSource were awarded. 14 To the extent they were
awarded, it was within the province of the jury to weigh Ms. Tiller-Shumway's credibility and
either accept or reject her testimony.
For the forgoing reasons, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP SO(b) or
IRCP 59(a). Mr. Taylor's estimation of future damages was supported by a reliable metric based
on sound assumptions and his calculations were supported by the evidence. The jury's damage
award was not excessive; indeed, it was below the maximum sought by Thurston for account
protection damages, which was S546,757. The Court cannot say that its own valuation of account
protection damages is significantly less than the jury•s. Further, the award was not against the
"clear weight of evidence." While the small portion of the award based on future DocuSource
sales may be inconsistent with Ms. Tiller-Shumway's testimony, her testimony was only a
portion of the evidence presented on account protection damages. Thus, this Court is not
convinced that a new trial on future damages would produce a different result.

13

Further, tenninating Thurston's distributorship agreement to avoid paying account protection rights would likely
trigger potential liability and recovery of the same damages for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing.
14

For example, assuming the jury awarded all of the future account protection damages attributable to IBF sales,
which Mr. Taylor calculated to be $241,869, and the jury did not reduce source fees from the past account protection
damages, the total award would be S473,038. This would mean the jury awarded only $21,288 based on
DocuSourcc 's future sales. Assuming the jury did reduce source fees and awarded the full amount of future lBF
sales, the portion of future sales attributable to DocuSource would be $49,141.

12
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C. Preferential Pricing
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing schedule clause was based on Safeguard's practice
of offering IBF and DocuSource significantly lower base prices on certain products than offered
to Thurston. Section 1 ofThurston's distributorship agreement gave Thurston the right to "solicit
the sale of[Safeguard Systems] in accordance with the price schedules published by Safeguard
and on the terms and conditions set by Safeguard from time to time." Tr. Exh. 8. Thurston
argued on summary judgment that this provision required that Safeguard offer uniform pricing to
all its distributors. The Court disagreed, finding the provision to be ambiguous because the
''terms and conditions" referenced therein were not before the Court. Thus, the provision was
submitted to the jury to interpret and, to the extent it found that uniform pricing was required, it
was to determine damages. The jury ultimately found that Safeguard breached the provision by
not offering uniform pricing and awarded $156,628. Safeguard contends that the jury's
interpretation of the provision was unsupported by the evidence and, further, that Mr. Taylor's
testimony on damages was speculative and the award excessive.
1.

Interpretation

With regard to Safeguard's first argument, it bears noting that in opposing Thurston's motion
for summary judgment on the issue, Safeguard argued that "there is both 1) a factual dispute as
to whether the Distributorship Agreement even contains a provision that requires [Safeguard] to
offer the same 'price schedules' ... to every distributor; and 2) that [Safeguard] breached any
provision regarding price schedules." 15 The Court agreed with Safeguard and found the provision
to be ambiguous as a matter of law. Therefore, it became an issue for the trier of fact to ascertain
the meaning of the provision. Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, lSI Idaho 449, 455,259 P.3d 595,
601 (20 11 ). Indeed, the jury was appropriate} y instructed that the terms of the provision were in
dispute and given the rules of contract interpretation so as to ascertain the parties' intent.
Analyzing the jury's interpretation of the pricing schedule provision under IRCP SO{b), the
Court finds there was sufficient evidence presented which supporting the finding. The jury heard
from Mr. Taylor that Safeguard offered IBF a base price on two products which was
approximately 40% less than that offered to Thurston. Both Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply
testified that they understood the preferential pricing clause to give them the right to the same
base price schedules other distributors received. Tr. Trans. 1708: 16-1709:7; 1769:10-1772:6.
15

See, Safeguard's Memo in Opp. to Thurston's MSJ, p. 17 (Sept. 9~ 2016).
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Although the jury also heard from JJ Sorrenti that Safeguard does not have a unifonn pricing
policy and that discounts in base price are available to any distributor whose sales reach a certain ·
point, the jury was free to disregard Mr. Sorrenti's testimony. In addition, it is possible that the
jury could not ascertain the true intent of the parties and instead resolved the ambiguity against
Safeguard, the drafter, as instructed. Drawing all the reasonable inferences from the parties'
proffered evidence in the light most favorable to Thurston, the Court finds the jury's conclusion
to be reasonable.
Applying the standard under IRCP 59(a)(l)(G), the Court cannot conclude-after weighing
the foregoing evidence-that the jury's interpretation of the provision was against the clear
weight of evidence. There was conflicting testimony about the meaning of the provision. Each
party provided their own interpretation of the provision. The "weight" of the evidence fell to
neither side. Consequently, relief is not warranted.
2.

Award of Damages

Mr. Taylor provided the testimony on damages for breach of the pricing schedule provision.
Namely, he analyzed the pricing on two product lines-laser checks and envelopes-offered by
Safeguard to Thurston and IBF between May of2015 and February of2016 and observed that
"on average", the base prices offered to IBF were 40% lower. Tr. Trans. 1462:12-1466:21;
1502:22-1503: t 3. To arrive at damages, Mr. Taylor tallied up all of the charges to Thurston on
the two products between August of2013 through February of2016 and multiplied them by
40%. Using this approach, he calcuiated Thurston's "pricing advantage" damages to be either
$188,255.50 or $219,883.39, if source fees charged to Thurston but not charged to IBF on the
product sales were added./d. The jury awarded $156,628.
Safeguard contends that Mr. Taylor's methodology contained "signifi~ant flaws" which
render his opinion speculative and the jury's verdict" excessive. First, Safeguard contends that
Mr. Taylor's analysis failed to consider the effect of the "flex pricing" which allows a distributor
offering a lower retail price on a product to receive a lower base price so as to prevent a
significant loss in profit margin. 16 By comparing only the base prices on the products rather than
looking at the corresponding retail price to determine the difference in profit margin, Safeguard
contends that Mr. Taylor's method was incomplete and unreliable. However, Mr. Taylor's

1

6-rhe only testimony regarding "flex pricing" was from Dawn Teply, who noted that it did not lower the base price
proportionally to the reduction in retail price. Tr. Trans. 1716:7-1717:11.

14
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approach did factor in retail price or, as he referred to it, "list price." He testified that he looked
at "list price and the quantity to identify matching product being purchased by ...Thurston
Enterprises and IBF." Tr. Trans. 1463:13-15. Once matching product was identified, the base
prices offered to IBF and Thurston on the product was compared./d. at 1463:21-1464:24. Thus,
Safeguard cannot establish that Mr. Taylor's methodology was unreliable or speculative on this
ground.
Second, Safeguard argues Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40% figure to all of
Thurston's sales of the two product lines, including sales that did not match IBF sales for list
price and quantity. Safeguard was able to cross-examine Mr. Taylor on this point at length. Mr.
Taylor explained that, for non-matching sales, it was impossible to detennine whether there was
preferential pricing occurring. Thus, he made the assumption, based on the extent of matched
sales versus non-matched sales, the preferential pricing was occurring as to both product lines as ·
a whole. Tr. Trans. 1611:7-1615:4. This assumption-which Mr. Taylor made quite clear to the
jury-was not speculative; rather, it was reasonably based on extensive data showing the
widespread application of preferential pricing on the two products. The jury was free to accept or
reject the assumption as it saw fit.
Third, Safeguard argues that Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40%, which was based on
data from May 1, 2015 forward, to Thurston's sales of the two products lines from August of
2013 fqrward. In cross-examination on this issue, Mr. Taylor explained that he applied the
percentage to prior years because Safeguard demonstrated the ability to charge IBF 40% less
than what it was charging Thurston. Tr. Trans. 1615:15-1616:18. This assumption does not
make Mr. Taylor's improperly speculative. The jury was made well aware of Mr. Taylor's
assumption and, based on the extensive data Mr. Taylor analyzed from May 1, 2015 forward, it
could certainly infer that Safeguard had been giving the same favorable pricing prior to that date
as well.
In sum, the "flaws" articulated by Safeguard in Mr. Taylor's approach to preferential
pricing damages did not render his opinion speculative. Rather, his calculations were based on a
sound methodology and reasonable assumptions that the jury could accept or reject. 17 In
considering the eviqence as a whole, this Court does not find the jury's award.excessive

17 Evidently,

the jury did reject Mr. Taylor's assumptions to a certain extent by awarding Thurston between $31,627
and S63,255 tess that the amounts Mr. Taylor calculated.
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compared to the Court's own analysis of damages or contrary to the weight of the evidence.
Thus, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP SO(b) or IRCP 59(a).

D.

Fraudulent Inducement and Associated Punitive Damages

Safeguard contends that the jury's award of$442,400 on Thurston's fraudulent
inducement claim was not supported by sufficient e~idence or, alternatively, against the clear
weight of evidence. Specifica1ly, Safeguard argues that Roger Thurston failed to establish that he
was unaware that Dunlap was withholding sales data from him regarding the eight accounts at
issue. To this end, Safeguard cites to selective testimony by Mr. Thurston which, according to
Safeguard, establishes that Mr. Thurston chose to enter into the March 2014 agreement knowing
he did not have ffiF sales information on the accounts he was selling.
When read in context with the rest ofhis testimony, however~ Safeguard's citations do
not establish that Mr. Thurston knew that IBF was selling Safeguard products to his protected
accounts or that he knew Safeguard was failing to disclose such sales. Rather, the citations
simply establish that Mr. Thurston knew IBF had sold products to Thuston's protected accounts
(i.e., had common customers) prior to becoming Safeguard distributors and was now interested
in selling Safeguard products to the same accounts. Indeed, as Mr. Thurston testified, he
expected to have received a rotation notice had IBF in fact sold Safeguard products to Thurston's
protected accounts, yet he did not. Tr. Trans. 1824:24-1829:5. Consequently, he thought that
either no such sales had been made or that the sales were trivial. !d. It was not until litigation
commenced that Mr. Thurston learned that IBF had been making significant sales of Safeguard
products to the protected accounts. !d.
From Mr. Thurston's testimony, taken together with Michael Dunlap's testimony about
Safeguard's practice of issuing a ten day rotation notice every time a sale of a Safeguard product
is made to a distributor's protected account18 , it was reasonable for the jury to infer that Mr.
Thurston did not know that IBF made anything more than an insignificant sale of a Safeguard
product to the eight protected accounts prior to the March 2014 agreement. Thus, relief is not
warranted under IRCP SO(b). In addition, in weighing the evidence presented regarding
Thurston's knowledge prior IBF sales ofSafeguard products, it is evident that the jury's findings

18

Tr. Trans. 896:20-897:4.
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were in accord with the clear weight of evidence. Thus, relief is not warranted under IRCP
59(a)(l)(G) either.

E.

Punitive Damages For Fraudulent Inducement

Safeguard next requests that the Court eliminate $1,327,200 19 in punitive damages for
fraudulent inducement on grounds that there was no clear and convincing evidence presented
that Dunlap acted with the requisite malice in failing to disclose the sales numbers. On this point,
Safeguard relies on the case of Duffin v. idaho Crop Improvement Association to assert that
Dunlap's mere failure to disclose the IBF sales data cannot, in and of itself, support a claim for
punitive damages. 126 Idaho 1002, 895 P.2d 1195 ( 1995).
As an initial matter, Duffin held that "(a]s a matter oflaw, the failure to disclose a
subsequently discovered fact, absent a duty to do so, is not such conduct that would support an
award of punitive damages under I.C. § 6-1604." /d. at 1014, 895 P.2d at 1207. Here, the
evidence established that the fact, i.e., lBF sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's accounts,
was not subsequently discovered but was known by Dunlap and not disclosed in the many
communications with Roger Thurston leading up to the March, 2014 Agreement. Further, the
jury determined Safeguard did have a duty to disclose. 20 Thus, Duffin is not persuasive.

Second, the jury was presented with more than simply Safeguard's failure to disclose.
Punitive damages may be awarded upon a showing of"oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct." I.C. § 6-1604. Clear and convincing evidence of deliberate concealment in
order to deprive a seller of the benefit of a bargain satisfies this standard. See, e.g.• Griff, Inc. v.
Curry Bean Co., 138 Idaho 315, 321,63 P.3d 441,447 (2003). The jury heard evidence that
Dunlap deliberately concealed sales of Safeguard products made by IBF despite knowing full
well that Safeguard was required to disclose them, at least by issuing rotation notices. 882:3-25;
1828: 24-1829:21. Further, it was not a single event; the concealment was on-going over a period
of several months. !d. The only reasonable inference to be drawn from the evidence is that
Safeguard concealed the information in order coerce or dupe Thurston-its own long-time
distributor-to sell its protected accounts well below their market value. In other words,

19

3x $442,400::: SJ,327,200.

20

In fact, this Court previously held on summary judgment that Safeguard had a duty to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sales infonnation on the nine accounts at issue while negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement.
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4t

Safeguard's failure to disclose was a deliberate tactic in its overall attempt to deprive Thurston of
I

the true value of its accounts.
'

Accepting all the evidence adverse to Safeguard as true, and drawing all inferences in
I

favor of Thurston, the jury could find that Dunlap's conduct, on behalf of Safeguard, was
'

fraudulent and oppressive. Therefore, substantial, competent evidence supports the jury's
punitive damage award. Even weighing the evidence without drawing inferences in Thurston's
:

favor, this Court cannot conclude that the jury's finding was against its clear weight or otherwise
I

the product of passion and prejudice. Consequently, the jury's award will not be disturbed under
I

either IRCP 50(b) or IRCP 59(a).
i

F.

Punitive
Damages
For Breach of Contract
.
i

Safeguard's final argument is that the evidence did not establish that Safeguard acted
with an "extremely harmful state of mind" in breaching Thurston's distributorship agreement. It
i

contends, rather, that the evidence showed that the BAM program was undertaken for a ·
I

legitimate business purpose and negotiations with Thurston to address account protection were
i

conducted in good faith. Safeguard relies in particular on the fact that Thurston's commissions
have steadily increased since IBF and DocuSource were purchased under the BAM program,
thereby establishing the program did not have the deleterious effect Thurston sought to prove.
While Idaho courts' are generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of
contract, there is no "blanket prohibition" against it. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co:.-1 140
I

Idaho 495, 502-03,95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004). So long as the plaintiff is able to establish the
I

requisite intersection of a "bad act and a bad state of mind," punitive damages are appropriate.
/d. Conduct "which is unrkasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows "a
I

lack of professional regard for the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
I

grounds for· punitive damages. Cuddy Mountain Concrete Inc. v. Citadel Const., Inc., 121 Idaho
220,229,824 P.2d 151, 160 (Ct. App. 1992). Said another way, a party may breach a contract
for a legitimate business purpose, but it cannot avoid the consequences of breach through
concealment and oppression. Some of the factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive
damages are warranted in ~breach of contract action include:
I

( 1) the presence of expert testimony; (2) whether the unreasonable conduct

actually caused bairn to the plaintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proofofthe actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.
18
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I

!d. at 229-30, 824 P.2d at 1:60-61.
i
i

Thurston presented 'compelling evidence as to all of these factors. Safeguard had a
I

contractual obligation under Thurston's distributorship agreement to pay commissions on certain
I

sales of Safeguard productS by other distributors to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr. Exh. 8.
!

Safeguard knew from its due diligence that DocuSource and IBF shared a large number of
i

customers with Thurston and that Safeguard's acquisition of the companies under the BAM
I

program would lead infringing sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr.
Trans. 301:12-303:12; 395:23-396:16; 469:16-470:5; 562:14-572:2:857:14-861:23. Rather than
honor Thurston's account protection rights through its typical practice of rotating commissions,
I

Safeguard set an arbitrary account mitigation budget and sent Dunlap to ''negotiate" with
Thurston. Safeguard expecied that Dunlap would ..underspend" or compel Thurston to capitulate
to giving up his rrotected

~ccounts for an amount less than the set budget.

!d. at 368: 1-371:7;

377:21-380:10; 395:23-396:16; 531:6-533:10; 872:20-874:12.
i

When attempting to negotiate with Thurston, the jury heard that Dunlap, over a period of
i

several months, consistently misrepresented and/or concealed the extent of account protection
I

violations, despite receiving DocuSource and IBF's monthly reports showing infringing sales.
Tr. Trans. 863: 16-864:17; 944:5-947:13; 1130:23-1131:1 0; t 827:13-1829:21. After Thurston
I

refused to capitulate, Safeguard did not attempt to prevent DocuSource and IBF from making the
I

infringing sales and did not rotate the commissions on such sales to Thurston as it was
contractually obligated to ~o, thereby compelling him to tile suit. 873:3-874:12. Mr. Taylor
established that Safeguard,failed to rotate to Thurston commissions totaling $231,169 (or
$203,516 with a source fee deduction) on sales made by DocuSource and IBF.
I

From this evidenc~, it was reasonable for the jury to conclude that Safeguard sought to
avoid the consequences of its breach ofThurston's contractual rights through concealment and
i

deception. Safeguard may have pursued the BAM program for its own legitimate economic
I

interests, but the weight of the evidence did not support its theory of innocence. Further, the fact
i

that Thurston's business continued to grow following the BAM transactions is irrelevant to
whether Safeguard performed a bad act with a bad state of mind. It does not detract from the fact
I

'

that Thurston suffered ascertainable damage in the form of unrotated commissions. This Court
I

previously held, in permitting the amendment allowing claims for punitive damages, that "[a]
party may breach a contract if it determines doing so is in its own economic interest, if it is
19
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prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itself to punitive

damages-avoid the cons~uences ofthe breach by means of concealment, oppression,
i

intimidation, or despotism:" The jury found that this is precisely what Safeguard did, and there is

I

clear and convincing evidence supporting that finding. Thus, relief under IRCP 50(b) or IRCP
59(a)( G) is not warranted: j
IV.

ORDER

i

For the foregoing reas~ns,
this Court hereby DENIED Safeguard's Motion for Post,
Judgment Relief.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
!

I

Dated this

.2]'~fM~ch, 2017.
I

~.$=·-District Judge
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to Judge
counsel Clay
Judge Hippler’s
Attorney
Clay Gill
Deluxe’s
Giovanna McLaughlin in re: Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs challenges
Defendant Deluxe’s
of Defendant
challenges of
Privilege Designations,
is attached hereto
Designations, aa true and correct copy
copy of which is
as
as Exhibit B.

Exhibits

3.
3.

Plaintiffs request that the following exhibits be
be sent to the Idaho Supreme Court
in addition to those requested by
by Safeguard:

.

4.

100—
24—47, 49-58,
Trial Exhibits:
Exhibits: 2,
49—58, 60,
72—98, 10022, 24-47,
13, 19,
19, 20,
20, 22,
60, 63,
63, 65,
65, 69-70, 72-98,
2, 6,
6, 13,
115,
118-146, 149-156, 158-179, 181-184, 186-189, 191-199, 202-207, 209-214,
115,118-146,149-156,158-179,181-184,186-189,191-199,202-207,209—214,
290—
216-221, 223-236, 241, 243, 246-251, 253-257, 259-265,
274—280, 282-287,
282—287, 290259—265, 274-280,
293,
295, 298-299, 302-307, 312-325, 331-335, 337, 341, 343, 345-351, 353-355,
293,295,298-299,302-307,312-325,331-335,337,341,343,345-351,353-355,
361,
363-375, 377, 379-385, 387-391, 395, 399, 432, 433, 435, 467, 468, 470361,363-375,377,379-385,387-391,395,399,432,433,435,467,468,470473,
532—533, 536.
473, 476,
476, 477,
477, 481, 532-533,

Certification
Certiﬁcation
I certify that aa copy
been served on the
has been
copy of this request for additional transcript has

court reporter, as
below:
as named below:


0

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

INC.’S
PLAINTIFF S THURSTON
AND T3
PLAINTIFFS
THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC. AND
T3 ENTERPRISES,
ENTERPRISES, INC.
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
Clientz44325482
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL -- 33 Client:4432548.2
013125

I further certify that this request for additional transcript and record has
been
has been
served upon all parties required to be
be served pursuant to I.A.R. Rule 20.
DATED this 19th
19th day
day of May,
May, 2017.
M
OFFATT, T
HOMAS, B
ARRETT, R
OCK &
ROCK
BARRETT,
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
F
IELDS, C
HARTERED
CHARTERED
FIELDS,

By /s/ C.
C. Clayton Gill
C.
the Firm
Ofthe
C. Clayton Gill – Of
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

,

M
ULCAHY LLP
MULCAHY

By /s/ Douglas R.
R. Luther
James M. Mulcahy 7– Pro Hac Vice
Vice
7
Douglas R. Luther – Pro Hac Vice
Vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

INC.’S
PLAINTIFF S THURSTON
AND T3
PLAINTIFFS
THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC. AND
T3 ENTERPRISES,
ENTERPRISES, INC.
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
Clientz44325482
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL -- 4 Client:4432548.2
013126

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th
19th day
day of May,
May, 2017, I caused aa true and
PLAINTIF F S THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3
correct copy
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS
INC.’S REQUEST
ENTERPRISES,
AND
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS
TRANSCRIPTS AND
FOR ADDITIONAL
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
REQUEST FOR
RECORDS ON APPEAL to be served by
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
following:
Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY
HAWLEY
H
AWLEY T
ROXELL E
NNIS & H
AWLEY LLP
TROXELL
ENNIS
877 Main St.,
1000
St, Suite 1000
P.O.
1617
PO. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208)
(208) 954-5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
A
Attorneys
for Defendants
ttorneysfbr

(( )) U.S.
US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
(( ))Facsimile
Facsimile
(( ))E-Mail
E-Mail
(x)
(X) iCourt

Paul R. Genender
Jason E. Wright
WEIL
MANGES
W
EIL G
OTSHAL & M
ANGES LLP
GOTSHAL
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201
75201
Facsimile (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
for Safeguard Business Systems,
Inc.
Attorneys fbr
Systems, Inc.

(( )) U.S.
US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
(( ))Facsimile
Facsimile
(( ))E-Mail
E-Mail
(x)
(X) iCourt

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
cvalcich@adaweb.net

(x)
US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
(X) U.S.
(( )) Hand Delivered
(( )) Overnight Mail
(( )) Facsimile
(x)
(X) E-Mail
(( )) iCourt

/s/ C.
C. Clayton Gill
C.
C. Clayton Gill

INC.’S
PLAINTIFF S THURSTON
AND T3
PLAINTIFFS
THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC. AND
T3 ENTERPRISES,
ENTERPRISES, INC.
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
Clientz4432548.2
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL -- 55 Client:4432548.2
013127

EXHIBIT A
013128

Emily
Smith
Emily Smith
From:
From:
Sent:
Sent:
To:
To:
Cc:
Cc:

Subject:
Subject:
Attachments:
Attachments:

Importance:
Importance:

Clay
Gill
Clay Gill
Friday,
2016 9:31
AM
9:31 AM
12,2016
February 12,
Friday, February
Giovanna
Mclaughlin
Giovanna Mclaughlin
Barbara
Christopher S.
S. Reeder;
Dane Bolinger;
Barbara Calvert;
Doug Luther;
Bolinger; Doug
Calvert; Cathy
Castellano; Christopher
Luther;
Reeder; Dane
Cathy Castellano;
Elena
James Mulcahy;
Kevin Adams;
Pat
Elena Zyalyukova;
Linda Higgins;
Higgins; Pat
Rosborough; James
Adams; Linda
Jacalyn Rosborough;
Mulcahy; Kevin
Zyalyukova; Jacalyn
Olsson;
W. Lew
Lew
Steve Schossberger;
Schossberger; Wesley
Olsson; Steve
Wesley W.
Safeguard‘s Alleged
T3
v. Safeguard
Privileged Documents
Defendant Safeguard's
T3 v.
Alleged Privileged
to Be
Be Reviewed
Reviewed
Documents to
Safeguard -- Defendant
by
In Camera
the Court
Court In
Camera
by the
4071027_1_2015-07-02
4071027_1_2015—O7—02 Color
Privilege Log.pdf;
of Defendants
Defendants Privilege
Color Scan
Scan of
Log.pdf; 4071215_1_
4071215_1_
2015—09—18 Color
2015-09-18
Scan
of
Defendants
First
Amended
Privilege
Lo....pdf;
First
Privilege
Amended
Color Scan of Defendants
Lo....pdf; 4071211_1_
4071211_1_
2015—09—21 Color
2015-09-21
L....pdf
Privilege L....pdf
of Defendants
Defendants Second
Amended Privilege
Color Scan
Scan of
Second Amended
——

High
High

Giovanna,
This e-mail pertains to the documents that Hawley Troxell has
has submitted to the Court for an in camera inspection (i.e.
(Le. for
the non-Deluxe Defendants).
In that regard, I am attaching:
attaching:
1.
1.
2.
3.
3.
.

Defendants’ privilege log
Defendants’
10g served on July 8,
8, 2015.
Defendants’ first supplemental privilege log
Defendants’
10g served on September 18,
issue).
18, 2015 (28
(28 designations currently at issue).
Defendants’
Defendants’ second supplemental privilege log
10g served on September 21,
21, 2015 (13
(13 designations currently at
issue).

The entries that are highlighted in green are the privilege designations that Plaintiffs challenged and which the Defendants
recently agreed to withdraw. So
So the designations highlighted in green are no longer in issue,
so long as
as the Defendants
issue, so
produce them in an unredacted format.
The entries that are
are highlighted in orange (actually looks red in PDF copy)
copy) are the privilege designations that Plaintiffs
challenged and which the Defendants are still claiming as
privileged. It is my
as privileged.
my understanding that Hawley Troxell has
provided all of those documents to you
you for an in camera inspection.
There is one
are challenging
one additional document that the Defendants have designated as
as privileged and which Plaintiffs are
that has
been
submitted
to
you
for
an
in
camera
inspection.
This
document
is
not
listed
on
any
privilege
log.
That
has
any
you
document is Bates numbered DEFS0039368-374.
DEFSOO3 93 68-374. In regards to Defendants’ privilege designations that are not listed on
any
any privilege log, it came to our attention yesterday that the Defendants may
may produce aa third supplemental privilege
log.
identiﬁed in any
10 g. The Plaintiffs reserve the right to challenge designations identified
10 g upon receipt of
any supplemental privilege log
any
any such supplemental privilege log.
Additionally, it came to my
10 g on me by
yesterday that the Defendants served its second supplemental privilege log
my attention yesterday
by
e-mail on September 21,
10g until
so I did not review that privilege log
21, 2015. That e-mail got buried in my
my inbox and so
yesterday.
co-counsel, we realized that we have
yesterday. After reviewing that second supplemental privilege log with my
my co-counsel,
additional challenges. But given this late hour, we do not intend to raise those additional new challenges at the hearing
this afternoon.
afternoon. Rather, our intended protocol is to try and resolve that issue with Mr. Schossberger through aa meet and
confer and then,
then, if
by their claims for privilege, submit them to the Court for an additional in camera
if the Defendants stand by
review. You may
wonder
why
or
how
we
challenged documents identified
identiﬁed on the Defendants’ second supplemental
may
privilege log if we never reviewed that privilege log
10 g until yesterday.
yesterday. The answer is that my
my co-counsel saw redacted
privilege designations that did not make any
sense when he reviewed the documents that the Defendants produced after
any sense
Defendants’
September 18,
identiﬁed on the Defendants’
18, 2016, and that is the source of our current challenges to the documents identified
11
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second supplemental privilege log. See Declaration of James
2016.

Mulcahy,~

8, Ex. H filed with the Court on January 20,

We look forward to meeting with you about these issues this afternoon.
Sincerely,
Clay
C. CLAYTON GILL
Attorney
Direct 208 385 5478
Main
Fax

208 345 2000
208 385 5384

CCG@moffatt.com
http://www.moffatt.co
ill
Mailing Address:
Physical Address:
P.O. Box 829
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83701-0829 Boise, ID 83702-7710

2
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No.
N0. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O.Box
PO. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
@hawleytroxe11.00m
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.,
INC, and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,

))
))
)

)

))

Plaintiff,

CV—OC—14164OO
CaseNo.
Case
No. CV-OC-1416400

DEFENDANTS’
PRIVEEGE LOG
DEFENDANTS’PRIVILEGE

)
)
)

)
)
vs.
)
))
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., aa Delaware ))
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.,
a
1110., a
celporation;
))
Delaware corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an ))
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual; )

Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and Idaho
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS,
IDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and Does 1-10,

Defendants.

)

)
)

)

)

Vvvvvvvvv

)

)

)

DEFENDANTS’ PRIVILEGE LOG
47140
.0001I 35228911
.7522893.1
47 I40.000

013131

Pursuant to IRCP 26(b)(5)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached privilege log of
documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production pursuant to a claim of
as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend or supplement this log.
privilege, as

DATED THIS Ml
gm day of July, 2015.

“W

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

Schossberge1‘,ISB
StevehJ).
ISB No. 5358
Steveﬁj. Schossberger,
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Attorneys for Defendants

DEFENDANTS’ PRIVILEGE LOG
2
2

47l40.000l.7522893.l
47140.0001.7522893.1
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DEFEDﬂODlSB

DEFSDUUUZM

DEFEDOIQDZ'r'S

DEFSOsSl

DEFSOUOCI254

DEFSOWDZEE

DEFSOWDZSD

0950000262

DEFSDODDZSB

0550000275

13550000230

PRN noun?

PRIV DODGE

00009

PRIV 00010

PRIV 00011

PEN 00012

PEN 00013

Paivuuma

‘

Intruduttiun
FW:

Minhael Dunlap

Steve Schossberge!

Tressa McLaughhn

1018;2014

JDIBIZDIA

1013:2014

JUISIZUJQ

FW: Introducnan

Fw: intrncuctinn

Fw. \ntrocuclion

Michael Dun‘ap

M‘cnael Dun‘ap

Michael Dm‘ap

Steve Sthussberger

Steve Schossberger

McLaugh‘in

Tress: McLaughlin

Tressa McLaughlin

Steve Schcssberger

~

urovidmg information necessary for
the rendering Dflegal amice‘
Email from cliem :o counsel
necessawfnr
prowdw‘nginfarmat
the tendering uflegal adwce.
Email from (lien! In cuunsel
prowding information necessary for
the rendering at legal adv'xce.
Email [mm then! immunse!
pruutding ‘armatiun necessary far
the rEndEring of legal adwce.
Email [rum client ta counsel
prov‘ding infurmatwan necessary for
the rendering uf legal advice.
Emaii from client to caunse‘
providing \nfurmauon necessary for
:he rendering of legm advice.

Email From (lient ta (DhﬂSEI

the renderinguf legal advice

Inucdumon
FW:

Michael Dunlap

Steve Schossberger

Tress; Mmaug‘nh'n

Tress-1

Email chain between in house

caunse‘ and Safegaurd employee for
the purpose uf seeking regal advice
rejardmg release form.
Emawl from chant m cnunsel
ptoviding information necessary for
the rendering of legal advice.
Emaﬂ from chant to counsel
providmg information nuccssary for

Emaﬂ [mm

diam lo connse‘
providing informalinn necessary {or
Ihe rendering af1ega\ advice.
imaﬂ from CME'H. m caunsz‘,
p'nviuing infoh'naunn necessary fov
me rendering of \nga\ advice.

to OJ

DEFSOODUzﬁE

fallow
FW:

Michael Dunlan

Steve Sthussherger

Tressa McLaugjﬂm

1018(20121

lujsfznla

We TIansfeIS
FW‘.

Mlchael Dunlap

Steve SIZhDSShErgEI

Tressa McLaughlm

1013,2014

Up

FW: File Transfers

Michael Dunlap

Sieve Schossberger

FW: FilcTransfers

Michae‘ Dunlap

Tressa McLaughlln

Steve Schnsshergcr

Fw: Dawn Teplev

RE‘ i=w:

Redacted-Attornev/Chent

Redacted-Actornevfchent

REdﬂL—[Ed’A’JDFHEVfCNETﬂ

Renamedrmwmewcliem

Redacted-Altarnewcllant

RedactedrAttumevlChant

REdaEtEC'vAIlDrnEvllEnl

Redancd-Attarnevltlienl

Redaczed-Artornev/Cijem

RadaﬂeGVMtornev/C‘feni

REUaCIeDAﬂDmEVIC‘IEH:

FW: IBF

HEdartEdvAlturnEnIIEn‘l

Redacted-Atm‘nemhent

Email from (lien: to m house counsel
for the putmse of seeking \esa!
Redacﬁed-Anurnt-vmiunt
adce regatdx'ng busiwess entity

business entiw‘
Emai‘ 1mm in house counsel to client

{man from If house counsel to Client
prawdmg lega‘ adViIZE regarding

providing \egzﬂ advice regarding
business anti

1018mm

Tressa McLaughlln

Privilege

IBF

Michae‘ Duwap

'

<mpupalia®ga§3€eguardxom>

Letty:

Description

Email :haw'n from m house counsel tn
client providing \ega\ aciw'uregarding :ummurtau'nn with
Redaned-Aﬁornevfchem
custamers.

£ C

DEF50000283

DEFSDUGD259

DEFSUODUESE

LOISJ‘ZOM

‘Tnassa McLauuhlin

loiafznu
Stave Schassberger

<mdun1ap®gosaieguard com>

"Pnpelka, Mid-E‘s“

1b!

Re: Customer

Emal! Sublect

No. CV—OC-14164OOJ

TOE is>2 *£“

PRIV 00015

PRIV

PRIV

"Dun1ap, Micham“

<j.surrent\@gnsafeguard,mm>

EMIIDM

D£F50612064

<|5kEpper®gusafeguaIdxomx
"Pupelxa, Michel-a“
(mpopelkalﬁgusafeguard mm:

"Surrenu, J"

5E -

HERON

ro Jr

safeguardxoms

"Dunlap, Mfrhae‘“
<mdun|ap@gosaleguard.:om>,
"Skipper, Kevin'

"Clark Casswe“
<cassiedark®demmun-m

Q. j2
35 J?

DEFSOOLZD6?

<ltiller@

"Twiier-Shu mway, Amv'

<mdunlapﬁgnsafeguardxom:

"Dumap, Mithaei"

<elunden§gusafegmrdmm

■4 ©
s g-g
~

[1350000284

DEFSGOGGZSI

DEFSDOCUMS

M006

‘

DEFSOOCDZSE

DEFSGOLZGE3

FRIV 00005

CD

©3

\j=. _ Q- c

'

DEF5000024?

DEFSDOJZDET

PRN 00004

CD

Grimm)

"Lunden, EI‘EEI

"W |e!-5hUI'i‘\wr-1y, Amy"
<aﬁ|1er@gusafaguard.com>

ro m =

IIEBIZDM

-i—l

'

"Pape11<a.M‘chele"

cmpouelka®gosavpguard

«assie‘clarkﬁuemxe‘cumz

cum;

ckskipperlﬁgnsafeguard.cem>1

"Skippy. Kev“

oj

DEFSUDJZDSE

DEFSUOHDBZ

«4

Kev‘m Skinner

1= v = v =

"Clark, Cassie"

Michele Papelka. Ellen Lunden,
Scott Sutton. Mark Rnggenkamp

Email (C

oo ~ (3j

"Dun‘ap, Mlchael“

Mlchael Dunlap

0

PRIV

00003

1/1412014

0>
£

8

13350012971;

CO
CD

DEFSDO12D7E

.CO
C:

PRw 00001

co

IDISIIGIS

s*
UJ

cm

BET-50012093

CD

LO
s
:= v^,
Q;
Q.
- 00
t?
r-2
|

Email To

O

DEFSDDIZDSZ

=3
O)
«CD

^

Email From

CD
CO
CD

PRIV 90002

£CD
co
COSs
<0Co
®
1

Dam Sam

-S P

Bates EM

03„ O
~J
b Uj

Ram; Beg

CD

DEFENDANTS’ PRIVILEGE LOG
Juiy 8, 2015

O

3:

inc, et 81'. [Case

O
o

Prfv Lug

co

T3 Enterprises, e! a! . v. Safeguard Business Systems,

o
o
M
CD
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m

T3 Enterprises, eta/. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et a/. {Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
July 8, 2015
Priv l <>c #

l!~t.es End

Bates IItle

D£ FS000_()_2~7

PRIV 00016

PRIVD0017

Date Sent

OEFSODDOl9 3

l

Email hom

Email CC

~scription

EmaH SUbject

Privil rse

Em;~il

from ellen: to cocnsel
providing Information necessary for

Tresn Mcl.a uRhlin

10/8/2014

Email To

..

Steve Schossberger

_._,

Michael Dunlap

FW; Introduction

-

\~C '-~~-<!.'!!~.B of legal advice.

Redacted-At torney/Client

Email from CIIQnt :o counsel
providinu lnform&lior. necessary for
the renderi nP. of lec al advice.
Email fro m client to counsel
providinG information r.ece>Sory for
the r endering of legal advice.
~mail from ellen: to counsel
providina i nformat ion necessary for

DE FS0000294 . DEFS0000295

10/8/2014

Tressa MclauRhlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: M eeting

PIW00018

DEFSD000296

DfFS0000297

10/8/2014

Tressa M cLauRhlin

Steve 5cht>SSbergor

Michael Dunlap

FW: Meeting Today

J>Rivooo:9

DE FS0000298

DEFSOOC0299

10/8/2014

Tress~ M CU~&hl in

S!~ve

Scho;sbergor

M ichael Dunlap

fW: Meeting Tomorrow

the renderir.g of legal ~dllice.
Email f·om die·: :o co.nsel
prOIIiding Information necessary for

1\edacted-Auornev/Oient

PRIV00020

DEFS0000300

DEFS0000301

10/ 8/2014

Steve 5chossberger

Mich ael Dunlap

FW : Meeti ng

the renderinP. of legal adV·ce.
Email frorr. client to cou~sel

Redacted-Attorney/Oient

M ichael Dunlap

FW: Mon:t.lv Data Processing

Mich~cl Dunlap

f W: Today

i

I

I

PRIV 0002i i DEFS0000302

DEF500003C3

l

10/ 8/2014

ITressa

lTressa

!
PRIV00022

DEFS0000306

DEFSDD00308

10/8/2014

Mcla~gNIII

Mclau~th!ir.

iressa Mclauehlln

I

!

:steve Schossbcrgcr

Redacted·Attornev/CIIent

Redacted·Atlorney/Ciient

providing lnformatior ~ece.ssary for

'

the rendering of l~gal ~dvicc.
Email from cl'ent to counsel

Redacted·Aitorney/CIIent

providing information ne<essary for
Steve Schossbe:"ger

the r endering of leaaladvice.

Redact~d -Anornov/Ci ient

Email from ellen: to counsel

i

providing lnforma:ion ncccssory for

Pi\IV00023

DEFSODD0309 l DEFS0000312

10/8/2014

Tressa

M cla u~th l in

Steve Scho ssborgcr

M ichael Dunlap

FW :Today

PRIVDD024

DEFSODDOl 13

OEFSODD0315

10/8/2014

Tressa Mel•~Rhlin

S:eve Schossberger

Mich.:lel Dunlap

FW : Today

PRIVOOCJS

, DEiS0000316

OHS0000317

10/8/2014

Tress• Mcl.au£.'llin

S:eve Schos.sberg~r

M i chael Dunl ap

FW: Today

Steve Scho ssberger

Mich•el Dunlap

FW: i oday

t he renderln~ of legal advice.
Email from cller.t :o co•msel

Redacted·AttorneyLCiient

providir,g information necessary for

i

I

?RIV 00026

D£fS0000318

DEFSODD03U

10/ 8/2014

PRIV 00027

OEFS0009268

OEF50009270

3/6/2015

i

lressa Mclaug~lin

the ronderinP. of les_al adVice.
Eman from dlent to co..,sel
prOV.dine inforrr.ati on n ecessary f or
the rendering of leg•l advice.
Email from client to counsel
providlnslnformation ncccssory for
the renderin& of legal advice.
Email from cl!ent to counsel

providing lnforma!ion
Michael DunlaP

·steve SchossberG"'

FW : lllF Payroll Invoice "14C

iI

PRIV00018

DEF50000894

0Ef5D000894

5/26/2015

M ichael Dunlap

Steve Schossbereer

l

FW : 'MMR Stfl:ttuf e

013134
4

Rcdacted·Attomev/Olent

Redacted·Anorney/Oient

Redactc d·At:ornev/CIIent

neces~ary for

the r enderlr.v. of It-gal advic.;.
Email from cl i~nt to ColinSel
providinglnform&tion necessary for
the renderin11 of legal advice.

Rcdac:cd-Attornev/Ciient

Redactcd·Attornev/CIIent

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2015, I caused to be served a true copy
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of July, 2015,1

of the foregoing DEFENDANTS’ PRIVILEGE LOG by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill

MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101
101 3.
S. Capitol Blvd., 10*
10th Floor
13.0.
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys
ztorneys for Plaintiffs]
Plaintiﬁs]
[A
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)

[:1 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
□
□ Hand Delivered
El
Mai]
El Ovemight
□
Overnight Mail

E—mail
IZI E-mail
0
[I Telecopy
□

□
D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
□
El Hand Delivered
□
Overnight Mail
Cl Ovemight
E—mail:
0
[21 E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcaliyllp.com
j mulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
□ Telecopy: 949.252.0090
E]

Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac
lzczc vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

@géééz:
Tayler(Tl)bbitts
TaylerL'Dbbitts

DEFENDANTS’ PRIVILEGE LOG
5
5

47140.0001.7522893.1
47 I 40.000] .7522893.l
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Slevan
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877'
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
PO.
P.O. Box 1617

,

83701—1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger®hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts@11awley11'oxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com

:‘

’9
'

‘3

/

7

Attorneys for Defendants
I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC,
INC., and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,
INC,

Plaintiff,
V54
vs.

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc,
Inc., aa Delaware
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.
Inc., aa
Delaware corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual;
Inc. and Idaho
Idaho Business Forms, Inc.,
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
1—10,
liability company; and Does 1-10,

Defendants.

)
)

CV~OC71416400
Case No.
No.CV-OC-1416400
Case

)

DEFENDANTS’ FIRST AMENDED
AMENDED
DEFENDANTS’FIRST
PRIVILEGE LOG
PRIVILEGE
LOG

)
)

))
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
VUVVVVVVVVVUVVVVVVVV

)

DEFENDANTS’ FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
tJ-TMU.DODI.7GS35!S.I
47140
.0001.7653518.1

013136

Pursuant to IRCP 26(b)(5)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached amended privilege

log of documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production pursuant to aa
claim of privilege, as
as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend or supplement this
log.

Eh

2015‘
DATED THIS 18th day of September, 2015.

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

<LW

Stev^nJP' Schossberger, ISB No
No. 5358
StCVWD.SChOSSbClg61,
Tibbitts ISB No.
No 9212
Tayler Tibbitts,
f01 Defendants
Attorneys for

DEFENDANTS’ FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7653518.1
47l40.000|.76535l8.l
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of September, 2015,1
2015, I caused to be served aa
DEFENDANTS’
tme copy of the foregoing
true
PRIVILEGE LOG by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S.
10,h Floor
5. Capitol Blvd., 10”‘
P.O.
PO. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
Plaintiffs]
[Attorneys for Plaintzﬁs]

□
El U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
□ Hand Delivered
[:1
□ Overnight
Ovemight Mail
Cl
0 E-mail
IZI
□ Telecopy
[:1

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice
vice))

□
Cl U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
□
Cl Hand Delivered
□
El Overnight Mail
0
121 E-mail:
jmulcahy
@ mulcahyllp .com
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
@ mulcahyllp.
co m
mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @
El
□ Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice
vice))
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Iwine,
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
Plaintiﬁs]

ﬁkm

TayleréPi‘Bbitts
Tayler

DEFENDANTS’ FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47l40.000l.7653518.l
47140
.0001.7653518.1
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T3 Enterprises,
Enterprises, et
et al.
al. v.
v. Safeguard
Safeguard Business
Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., et
et at.
al. {Case
ICase No.
No. CV-OC-1416400)
CV·OC-1416400)
T3

DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
DEFENDANTS'FIRST

September
September 29,2015
29,2015
Prlv Log If

I

Bat~s B~g

I

Bat~s End

Date

Email To

EmaUFrom

PR!VOOD29

"Diller.Niclc.i"
7/21/201ll<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PR!VOOD30

7/21/2011

PR!VOD031

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/21/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PR!VOOD32

7/21/2011

PR!VOD033

7/27/2011j"Dircks, Peter" <pcter.dircks@deluxe.com>

PR!VOOD34

7/27/2011

PR!VOOD35

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/28/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOOD36

7/W/2011

PRIVOOD37

•Dunlap, Michael"
7/28/2011j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PR!V00038

7/28/2011

PR!V00039

•Diller,Nickt•
7/28/2011l<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00040

7/28/2011

PRIV00041

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/28/201ll<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00042

7/28/2011

PR!V 00043

"Morin. Thelma"
7/28/2011l<tmorin@gosa£egua.rd.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gos.lfeguard.com>

"Morin. Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

Em.ail CC

"Skipper. Kevin"
<kskippelillgos.lfeguard.com>

"Sorrenti. J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

rounlap, MIChael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti, J"
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

,~

<nlcki.dlller@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
Thelma" <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

I"D~

<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

USDA Board <usda@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

I

Email Subi~c:t

!USDA Board Notes

IFW: USDA Board Noles

Desoiptlon
t:::mail to counsel providing the requested
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
oc:ument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes
nWl from counsel seeking !Norma lion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Email to counsel seeking legal advice
SFG ContrJct/Policy Provisions
!regarding contract provisions.
ocument reflecting privileged menta
impressions of legal counsel.
mail from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of provJding legal advice
usda board notes
Iregarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
usda board notes
)regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing lhe rcquestedinfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
RE: usdJ board notes
lad vice regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counSel, MiChae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!m.iiltrom counsclSCck:tilS irifOrination for
the purpose of providing legal advice
usda board notes
Iregarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes,
mail to counsel providing the requcsted'infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
USDA Board July2011 notes (or your review lad vice regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

I

Privilege

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client
!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

IAttorney • Client
!Attorney. Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney. Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

1

PRIV00044

7/W/2011

PRIV00045

"Dunlap, Michael•
7/29/2011j<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00046

7/29/2011

"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

PRIV00047

"Morin. Thelma•
8/3/201ll<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

"Beadling. Steven•
<sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>

"Dun!Jp, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

USDA Board Meeting Notes from July 12,
2011

PRIV00048

"Morin. Thelma"
8/3/2011l<tmorin@gosafcguard.com>

"Beadling. Steven•
<sbcadling@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

USDA Board Meeting Notes fromJuly12,
2011

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dr.1ft of meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing inlonnation for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding USDA meeting minutes.

I

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney ·Client

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
linfonnation for the purpose o£ seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes,
!Attorney· Client
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Email From
H

BIN/20H

|
1

I

Attorney - Gicnt

A ttorney-G icnt

Attorney - Gicnt

Attorney - Client

Attorney - Gicnt

A ttorney-G ient

Clienl
Attorney -• Client

u: counsel pmvidlng
mqunslnd
Email to
providing requested
puqmse of seeking legal
information In!
for the purpose
Icgz!
minuns,
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, naming
reflecting privileged menm
mental
impressions of
legal cuum]
counsel regarding
ox 195:1
mgaxding
USDA meeting minutﬁ.
minutes.

m cmmscl
Email to
counsel prnviding
providing requested
rcqucsmd
pu rposc of seeking legal
information {or
for me
the purpose
legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
minulcs.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reﬂecting
reflecting privileged menial
mental
legardlng
impressions of legal zaunscl
counsel regarding
USDA meeting minuku‘
minutes.

Email from
counsel providing legal advice
Pramcwmlprovidinslcpladvﬁm
regarding draft
of USDA meeting minms.
minutes.
amtcamsm
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
[enacting privileged mental
impressions 01
of legal counsel regarding
minutes.
USDA meeting milllms.

:

Attorney • Gicnt

Attorney - G icnt

Attorney • Gicnt

A ttorney-G icnt

1

Attorney - Gicnt

Attorney-Gicnt

advitc
Email from counsel providing legal advice
dun aSDA
regarding draft
of USDA meeting minmu.
minutes. Attorney - Gicnt
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mum
mental
impressions at
of legal
counsel myming
regarding
legdl munscl
USDA meeting minuls.
minutes.
Attorney - Client
Email chain to counsel seeking legal advice
mlnulcs.
dun
regarding draft meeting minutes.
Attachment to pnvileged email to counsel
infnn-nalian for the
providing information
of
KM purpose or
seeking legal advice regarding draft
meeting
dun mucking
minutes.

Email to
providing mqucslcd
requested
m counsel pmviding
information [or
for me
the putpuse
purpose of
at seeking legal
advice regarding USDA
USDA meeting mums.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
privileged mmml
mental
mﬂccﬁnsprivllcgtd
impressions of legal counsel
counsel mgaldins
regarding
minulr‘s
USDA meeting minutes.

[mm counsel
mum; providing legal
lcgzl advice
Email from
minulns.
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
reﬂecting privileged menial
impressions of legal mm)
counsel regarding
minuln
USDA meeting minutes.

Email to counsel providing requested
mqucsmi
ol seeking legal
information {ur
for the purpnsc
purpose of
advice regarding USDA meeting mlnuxcs.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel mgnlding
regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
minulu.

Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
rcﬂcding privileged mental
mum] mgarding
impressions of legal counsel
regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

mm

Email {mm
from counsel providing legal mm
advice
. cum
Usda board notes
regarding dmllofUSDA
draft of USDA meeting minutes,
minutes.
nnﬂi
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reaming
reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA mcctlng
meeting mxnums.
minutes.
Attorney • Gicnt
RE: USDA Board August2011 notes ior your Email trom counsel providing legal advice
review
regarding dnﬂ
draft meeting minutes.
minulas.
Draft meeting minutes reflecting legal advice
of munscl.
counsel.

RE: board 2111:3509“
notes 80911 (3).docm

FW: board notes
80911 (3).docm
nah-$809”

{3}.d

non-s 80911
Fw: board
hoard notes
awn (3).docm

RE: hoard
board mucus
notes 80911
60911 (3),docm

notes 80911 (3).docm
FW: board notnsﬂﬂg'ﬂ

nmns 90911
RE: board notes
80911 (3).docm

Fw: usda
usda board notes
nulc!

RE: usda board nabs
notes

Email Subject
1
D

spa/2m

Bates Beg

e
*CL

3/10/2011

I

September 29,2015
25,2015
Suplcmhtr

PRIVILEGE LOG
DEFENDANTS‘FIRSTAMENDED
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE
LOG

73 Enterprises,
T3
Enterprises, er
et al,
al. V.
v. Sahgmrd
Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
{Case No. mac-1415400]
CV-OC-1416400]
Inc, et
El al. [Case
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013141

Inc, et al. [Case
(Case No. CV·OC·1416400)
CV-OC-1416400]
T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.,
DEFENDANTS'FIRST
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
September 29,
2015
29,2015
Prlv Log II

f Bates Beg I Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIVOOOB3

8/'13/2011I"SorTenti,J" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00084

8/23/2011

PRIVOOOBS

"Dunlap, Michael"
9/16/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOOOB6

9/16/2011

PRIVOOOB7

"Santos. Kellye"
9/16/2011l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOOOBB

9/16/2011

•Dunlap, Michael"

PRIVOOIJ89

9/16/201ll<mdunlap~gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 00090

9/16/2011

PRIV 00091

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
9/20/20lll<mroggcnkampRgosafeguard.com>

PRIV00092

9/20/2011

013142

PRIV 00093

"Dunlap, Mich.1el"
9/20/201ll<mdunlap@gOS.lfeguard.com>

PRIV00094

9/20/2011

PRIV00095

"Dunlap, Mich.1el"
9/20/2Dlll<mdunlap@g0s.l!eguard.com>

PRIV00096

9/20/2011

Email To

EmaliCC

EmaUSubfed

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
'Kopulsky, Abc'
<abc.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
Teny" <troblson@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mrosgenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
l<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

FW: Dra.ft Agenda

I"St.iltOti-;SCott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Kapulsky, Abc"
<abc.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
"Rosgenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Teny•
"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka.
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@sosafeguard.com>
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

(usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I•RoSSCilKamp, M.m:•
<mrosgenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
'Kopulsky,Abc'
<abc.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
•Robison, Terry•
<trobison@sosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

Desaiption

PrlvUe~e

Email to counsel providing infonnation for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding USDA meeting draft agenda.
IAttorney· Client
ocument prepared by JJ.Sorrenti providing
infonnation for the purpose or seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting draft
agenda.
IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
ocumcntpreparedbj Counsel, Mtchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing the requested
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney ·Client

Attorney • Client

Attorney· Client

"Popcl~M~

<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>. "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones.
Beth (GoSafeguardr
<bjones@gosafcguard.com>, "Santos, Kellyc•
(usda board notes
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

'Kopulsky, Abc'
<abc.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>. "Jones.
Bclh (GoSofcguard)'
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gOS.lfeguard.com>.
"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"S.1ntos. J<ellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>. "Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.diller@gos.1feguard.com>
(usda board notes

"Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.dillcr@gosafeguard.com>

·Monn.rhcJma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti. J"
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

(usda board notes

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney • Client
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflcc:ting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney ·Client
mail to counsel piovidtng the requested
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
ocument prepared by counsel. MiCfule
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by co unset, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail from counsel seeking information tor
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
'ocument prepare(ftiy couns:ct;Mfchae
Dunlap, reflcc:ting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney • Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client
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RE: USDA Board
Board Scplembcrmll
September 2011 nutcs
notes In:
for
your review

usda board notes

baud hall‘s

FW: usd:
usda board miles
notes

usda board notes

usda board notes

RE: usda baud
board nulcs
notes

usd: board
Ila-m! mile
RE: usda
notes
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PRIV 00108

Email From

Email from
seeking information
for
ham counsel
cnunsal mung
inlomminn {or
the purpose
of providing legal
advice
legaladvim
purpose ufpmviding
regarding meeting minutes.

Attorney • Client

Attorney - Gicnt

Attorney - Gicnt

Attorney -. Client
Gicnt

Attorney -~Clicm
Client

Attorney • Gicnt

Attorney • Gicnt

Attorney • Gicnt

Attorney • Gicnt

Attorney - Gicnt

. Client
Attorney *01001

Attorney • Gicnt

G
>s
1

cnunscl seeking information
inromuim {or
[mm counsel
Email from
for
the purpose
of providing 1:91.:d
legal advice
purpuse ufpmvlding
regarding meeting minulcs.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
reﬂecting privileged menu]
impressionsof legal munscl
counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information tor
the purpose
of providing
legal advice
pmviding My]
purpose a!
regarding meeting minmus‘
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menu!
mental
impressions of legal munscl
counsel regarding
mplding
meeting minutes.

Email from
information [ox
for
[mm counsel seeking Momma
the purpose
of providing legal advice
purpuscofpmvidinglcgahdw'u:
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
Kunming privileged menu!
impressionsof legal
counsel regarding
regarding.
Ivy] (nuns-:1
meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing the requested
information lutL-purpnsc
for the purpose of
seeking legal
alsecunycgal
advice regarding mnnn'ng
meeting minum.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menu]
mental
impressions a!
of legal
counsel regarding
Ivy-ding
new mum]
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlop, reflecting
mental
reﬂecting privileged menial
impressionsof legal mutual
counsel regarding
mgarding
meeting minutes.
minute;

(mm counsel
:amue! seeking
suckinginlcmminn
Email from
information [or
for
the purpose
of providing legal advice
purpnscolpmvidinglegaladvicc
regarding meeting minulcs.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mama]
mental
impressionsof legal
counsel regarding
mgardmg
IcgaI munscl
minulu,
meeting minutes.

I

Description
Email to counsel providing the requested
ufscnkmg
information for ﬂu:
the purpose of
seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minulﬁs‘
minutes.
Attorney - Gicnt
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
privileged mama!
mental
Icﬂccxing pdvilcgnd
impressions of legal munsc!
counsel regarding
minutes,
meeting minutes.
Attorney • Gicnt
Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose
of providing legal advice
purposeufpmvidlnglcgaladvim
regarding meeting minutes.
minulcs.
Attorney • Gicnt
Document prepared by counsel. Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
reﬂecting privileged mum]
leg-a! munscl
impressionsof legal
counsel regarding
minuxu‘
meeting minutes.
Attorney *Gicnt
Email to counsel providing the requested
0! seeking legal
information Iorlhepurposc
for the purpose of
advice regarding mccn'ng
meeting minutes.
Attorney • Gicnt
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
privileged menu]
mental
Keﬂxling privilcgcd
impressionsof legal
counsel mgmding
regarding
Icy] mumcl
meeting minutes.
Attorney - Gicnt
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Sepxembur
September 29,2015
25, 2015

DEFENDANTS'FIRST
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
DEFENDANTS’FIRST AMENDED
PRIVILEGE [06
LOG

T3
v, Safeguard
Safeguard Business
T3 Enterprises,
et a!,
3L v.
Business Svsxems,
Systems, Inc.,
2: a].
al. [Case
[Case No. (IV-001416400}
CV-OC-1416400]
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Inn, et
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T3
v.Safeguard
al.{Case
T3 Enterprises,
Enterprises, et
et al.
al.v.
Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc, et
etal.
(Case No.
No. CV·OC-1416400)
CV*OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST
DEFENDANTS'FIRSTAMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE lOG
LOG
September
2015
September 29,
29,2015
Prlv Log I

I

PRIV 00116

I

Bates Beg

I

I

Bates End

I

Date

Email From

EnuUTo

EmaiiCC

EmaUSubfed

I 10/12/2011

PRIV00117

"Santos. Kellye"
10/12/2011j<ksantos@gosafeguard.c:om>

PRIV00118

10/12/2011

PRIV00119

"Dunlap, Michael"
10/13/2011l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.c:om>

PRIV00120

10/13/2011

PRIVOOI21

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
10/13/20tll<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00122

10/13/2011

PRIVOOI23

"Dunlap, Michael"
10/13/201ll<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00124

10/13/2011

PR!V00125

10/13/201li"Sutton,Scott• <ssutton@goSJfeguJrd.com>

PR!V00126

10/13/2011

PRIV00127

"Popelka, Michele"
10/13/20tll<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

PR!V00128

10/13/2011

013144

PR!V00129

"Dunlap. Michael"
10/13/201ll<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 00130

10/13/2011

PRIV 00131

"Diller, Nicki"
10/13/20111 <nicki.d iller@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguarcW
<bjones@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"l<apulsky, Abc"
<abc.kapulsky@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robison, Teny"
"Santos,Kellye•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

Iusda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

FW: usda board notes

"Jones, Beth {GoSafeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Popelka,
Michele• <mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "l<apulsky,
Abe" <abc.kapulsky@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@go!:.'lfeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Jones, Beth {GoSafeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison.
Terry" <trobison@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gos.lfeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
"Santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.c:om>

Iusda board notes

RE: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
"Santos,Kcllye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Kapulsky.
Abc" <abc.kapulsky@gosafcguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@goSJfeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

RE: usda board notes

Privilege
Oesalptlon
oc:ument prepifCd-bj counsel, Mic:hae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
:!mail to counsel providing the requested.
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client
oc:ument prepared by cOunSel~ Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilegl!d mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

EmJil from counsel seeking Information for
the purpose of providing legJI advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
oc:ument prepared by cCiizllSCI;~ucnae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney- Client
mail to counsel providing llie requestea
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client
oc:ument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
oc:ument preparea-Dy counsel, Michae
Dunlap, rcllccting privilegl!d mental
impressions o£ legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes,
oeument prepared b)r-COunsel~~chae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
oc:ument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
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"Robison. Terry•
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"Diller, Nicki"
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ocument prepared by coun51!1, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
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mail from counsel seeking infoiTT\.iltion for
the purpose of providing legal advice
!Attorney Client
regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepare-d tiycoun51!l, Mfch:~e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney- Client
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Information for the purpose of seeking legal
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advice regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
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meeting minutes.
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the purpose of providing legal advice
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meeting minutes.
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mail to counsel prcividiilgtlle requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
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impressions of legal counsel regarding
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the purpose of providing legal advice
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munscl providing legal advice
Email [mm
from counsel
regarding draft of meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mcnul
mnmin; privileged mental
mung-l regarding
ul legal counsel
impressions of
meeting minums.
minutes.
Email to counsel seeking information for the
purpose of
providing legal advice regarding
clprovidlnglcgaladvimngardlng
meeting minuku.
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
mﬂmlng privileged mental
mum
Dunlap, reflecting
caumcl regarding
impressions of legal counsel
meeting mlnulns.
minutes.

Email Immmunsclscukingmlnmuliunfw
from counsel seeking information for
the purpose
providing legal advice
olpmviding
purpnsc of
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
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reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
mgardins
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information tor
alpmvsdmyegaladvm
the purpose of
providing legal advice
mlnuxns.
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, Kunming
reflecting privileged
privilugcd mental
mmm
aflugal
impressions of
legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing the requested
information for
the purpose a!
of seeking legal
Ionhc
advice regarding meeting minutes.
minula.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reﬂecting
reflecting privileged
mun-ll
privilcgcd mental
impressions of
legal counsel
oflcgﬂ
muml regarding
meeting mimﬂcs.
minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information for
0! pmviding
the purpose of
providing legal advice
regarding mmling
meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reﬂecting
reflecting privileged mental
menul
impressions of
legal counsel
mgzrding
counscl regarding
nﬂesal
meeting min-nu.
minutes.
Email to counsel providing the requested
purpasc nfsceking
m the
m purpose
information for
of seeking legal
nvlnulu.
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged
privﬂcgcd mental
mam-11
impressions of icgzl
legal counsel
wuml regarding
meeting minums,
minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of
at providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
minu Ans
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
menul
tounscl regarding
impressions of legal counsel
mgmiins
meeting minutes.
minu Ins.
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Email to counsel providing the requested
purpnsc or
m: purpose
information for
of seeking legal
[or the
advice regarding meeting minutes.
minuhs.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
mcnm
rcgardlng
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
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minulu
meeting minutes
Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
minulcs

Email from counsel seeking
information [or
for
seekinginlurmalion
the purpose
of providing legal advice
Pummrpmvidmgmgaladmregarding meeting minutes.
minulcs.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
mnming privileged mum!
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
impressions of legal counsc]
counsel regarding
mlnulcs.
meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing the requested
information lorlhcpurpcscul
for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minuks‘
minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
mﬂming privileged mama]
impressions ul'lnsnl
of legal counsel regarding
mgming
minulls.
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose
of providing legal advice
Pummrpmadmglcgaladwu
regarding meeting minutes.
minuws‘
Document dralt prepared by counsel,
Michael Dump,
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
mﬂcctlng privileged menu!
impressions of legal counse]
counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
nlsceklnglngal
information 1mm
for the purpose of
seeking legal
advice regarding meeting mix-mm.
minutes.
Document draft prepared by counsel,
Michael Dunlap, reflecting
privileged menu:
mental
mnming pn'vikgcd
impressions of legal mnnsc]
counsel regarding
minuhs.
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel seeking information for
the purpose
of providing legal advice
purpnscolpmvidinsltgllldvioc
regarding meeting minutes.
minIIIcs.
Document draft prepared by counsel,
mﬂming pdvik‘gcd
Michael Dunlap, reflecting
privileged menu]
mental
impressions of legal munsc)
counsel regarding
meeting minutes
minute:
Email to counsel providing requested
information fox
for m:
the purpose
seeking legal
purpnse of
ﬂanking
advice regarding meeting minutes.
Document draft prepared by counsel,
Michael Dunlap, reflecting privileged menu]
mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding

{mm counsel
:uunsu] seeking information
inlnrmatian {or
Email from
for
the purpose nfpmvlding
of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
[cm-(ting privileged mama]
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
impressions of legal
counsel regarding
My] munscl
mlnulu.
meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
information ranhnpumse
for the purpose olsecklnglngal
of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
minu m.
Document prepared by counsel, Michael
Kunming privileged
privilegxi menul
Dunlap, reflecting
mental
impressions of legal
counsel regarding
Icy] munscl
minunu,
meeting minutes.
Email trom counsel seeking iniormation tor
the purpose ofpmviding
of providing legal advice
minulcs.
regarding meeting minutes.
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Dunlap, reflecting
mental
rimming privileged menial
impressions alleylmunsclmwding
of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
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PRIV00194

1/15/2012

PRIV00195

"Popelka, Michele"
1/15/2012l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00!96

1/15/2012

PRJV00197

"Dunlap, Michael"
1/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRJV0019B

1/16/2012

013148

PRIV00199

"Dunlap, Michael"
1/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00200

1/16/2012

"Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

"Sorrenti.r <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>.
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

Iusda board notes

"Morin, Thelma•
<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

I

!usda board notes

"POpelka, MichCIC"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
!"Jones, Beth {GoSafeguard)"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, •sutton. Scott" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos, J<ellye•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Clark, Cassie" <cassie.dark@deluxe.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
!"Jones, Beth (GoSa£eguard)"
"Robison. Terry"
<bjones@gosa£eguard.com>, "S.:mtos, Kellye•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott" <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Michele" <mpopelka@gosa£eguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I

IRE: usda board notes

rRoggenlciimp, Mail{"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
"Clark, Cassie" <cassie.dark@deluxe.com>,l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones. Beth
(GoSafeguard}" <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Diller, Nicki" "Santos, Kellye•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Jones, Beth (GoS.::Ifeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie"
<cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton. Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
I"Diller, Nicki"
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

usda board notes

DesC!!E_!lon
ocument prepared bycounscl,-M!Ch"""ie
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Prlvlle~e

Attorney· Client

Email from counsel seeking information !or
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
jAttorney ·Client
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
mail from counsel providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
JAttorney ·Client
ocument prepa-red bY C:Ounscr.M!Cnae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared l:iy counsel, Mfchac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing requeStCd
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA boord meeting
minutes
'ocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared b)' Counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

!Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

jAttorney ·Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney- Client
!Attorney· Client

jAttorney • Client

Attorney ·Client

jAttomey ·Client

jAttomey ·Client

T3
T3 Enterprises,
Enterprises, et
et al.
a!, v.
v. Safeguard
Safeguard Business
Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., eta
et al.I. [Case
[Case No.
No. CV·OC·l416400)
CV-OC-141G40O)
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DEFENDANTS'
DEFENDANTS’FIRST
FIRSTAMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE lOG
LOG
September
2015
September 29,
29,2015

Priv Log II

I

B~t~s B~g

I

B~t~s End

D~t~

EnullFrom

PRIV00201

"Dunlap, Michilel"
1/16/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00202

1/16/2012

PRIV00203

"Jones, Beth (GoSafcguard)"
1/17/2012l<bjoncs@gosafeguilrd.com>

PRIV00204

1/17/2012

PRIV00205

2/3/2012

PRIV00206

2/3/2012

PRIV00207

2/3/2012

PRIV00208

2/3/2012

PRIV00209

2/3/2012I"Sorrenti, J- <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

Email To

EmaiiCC

Em~IISubt~ct

•Jones, Beth (GoSafeguarcl)<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopcllca@gosafeguard.com>,
"Clark, Cas:~ie" <cassic.clark@deluxc.com>.
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosafesuard.com>, "Sutton, Scott" "Roggenkamp, Mark"
<ssutton@sosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
<mrogsenkamp@gosafeguard.com>, "Diller,
Teny" <trobison@gosafeguard.com>
Nicki" <nlcki.dillcr@gosafcguard.com>
IUsda board notes

"Sorrenti,)" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

"Clark. Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>.
"Dunlilp, Michael"
<mdunlilp@gosafcguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)" <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>,
"Morley, Kara• <kara.morley@deluxc.com>.
"Popelka, Michcte•
<mpopclkol@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison.
Teny" <trobison@gosafcguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, •sutton, Scott•
l<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"dark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Dunlap, Michilel"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguilrd.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobio;on@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>, "Diller,
INicki" <nlcki.dlller@gosafeguard.com>
IF\V:Pricing FAQ Revision

FW: USDA Draft Agenda

D~saiption

Privil~g~

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regouding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
oc:ument prepilred by counsel, Micha.e
Dunlilp, reflecting privileged mcnt.'ll
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email to counsel providing information for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding a pricing FAQ revision document.
ocument piCparCd by-J;J:-SOrrenti to
provide informiltion to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding a
prkingFAQ.
oc:ument prepared by Joe Lang-Ci tO
provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
dr.1ft meeting agenda.
oc:ument prepilrcd by Joc Langer to
provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
draft meeting agenda,
'OCUment prepared by Joe Langer to
provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal advice regarding
draft meeting agenda.
'OCUment prcpilrcd by Joe Lilngcr to
provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal ad\'icc regarding
draft meeting agenda.

Attorney· Client

Attorney ·Client

!Attorney· dient

\Attomey·Ciient

!Attnmey ·Client

IAttorney- Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting agenda.
IAttorney· Client
oc:umentpreparcCf~to

PRIV00210

2/3/2012

provide information to counsel for the
purpose of seeking lcgal.1dvice regarding
USDA meeting draft agenda.

IAttorney· Client

013149

T3 Enterprises, et al. v.Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC·l416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29,2015
Priv Log I

I

B41tt:s Beg

I

B41tt:s End

Date

E~UFrom

PRIV00211

2/13/2012I"Sorrenti, J" <j.sorrenti@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00212

2/13/2012

PRIV00213

•popct~laie c"
2/14/2012l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00214

2/14/2012

PRIV00215

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/17/2012J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PR!V00216

2/17/2012

PRIV00217

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00218

2/18/2012

PR!V00219

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00220

2/18/2012

013150

PRIV00221

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00222

2/18/2012

E~IITo

EmaUCC

12

Em41l1Subiect

"Oark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Dunlap. Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)" <bjoncs@gosafeguard.com>,
"Morley, Kara• <kara.morley@deluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
Terry"<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kcllye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton. Scott"
l<ssutton@gos.lfeguard.com>

FW: draft agenda

!"Dunlap. Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Latest Independent

!"Roggenkamp; Mark•
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Santos. Keltye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard}" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popcllca, Michele"
<mpopclka~gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
"Diller, Nicki"
C<~s.sic" <cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>,
<nicki.dillcr@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti,)"
"Robison, Terry"
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
<trobi.~nfilgos.1feguard.com>
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkampfilgosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Oark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Jones. Beth (GoSafeguard}"
<bjoncs@gos.lfcguard.com>, "Robison,
Terry• <trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
"Popelka, Michele"
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>

"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjonesegosafeguard.com>, "Oark, Cassie"
<c<~ssie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison. Terry"
<trobison@gos<~fcguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
{GoSafcguo1rd)" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
"Oark, Cas.c;ie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>

lusda board notes

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

!"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, •sutton,
Scott" <S!utton@gosafcguard.com>, •Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@goSo1feguard.com>
Iusda board notes

Desaiption

Privilege

Email to coun.c:cl providing infonnation for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
regarding draft meeting agenda.
Attorney· Client
ocument prepared by Joe Langer to
provide infonnation to counsel for the
purpose of seeking legal advice reg;nding
draft meeting agenda.
!Attorney· Client
ma-il-tO i:OUrisCI S~I<fiiSicgaJacJVIcc
regarding USDA Independent Newsletter
!Attorney· Client
Attachment to email to counsel seeking !ega
advice regarding USDA Independent
Newsletter
IAttorney· Client

I

Email from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared l:iy counscl~Mfchac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding dmft of USDA meeling minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocumcnt prepared bycounseJ;Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attomcy·dient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney • Oient

Attorney· Client

Attorney • dicnt

IAttorney. Client
IAttorney· Client

T3
TBEnterprises,
Enterprises, et
et al. v.v. Safeguard
Safeguard Business
Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., et al.
ai. [case
(Case No.
No. CV·OC·l416400]
CV*0(M416400]
DEFENDANTS'
FIRST AMENDED
DEFENDANTS'FIRST
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
September
September 29,2015
29,2015
Prlv L~_!_~~~-B~g

I

Bat~s End

Oat~

Email From

Email To

PRIV00223

"Popelka, Michele"
2/18/2012J<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00224

2/18/2012

PRIV0022S

"Santos, Kellye•
2/18/2012J<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00226

2/18/2012

PRIV00227

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/18/2012I"Sutton.Scott" <ssuttnn@gosafeguard.c:om> l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00228

2/18/2012

PRIV00229

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/19/2012J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00230

2/19/2012

PRIV00231

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/20/2012J<mdunlap@gosafegu.ud.com>

PRIV 00232

2/20/2012

PRIV 00233

"Dunlap, Michael"
2/20/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00234

2/20/2012

013151

PRIV00235

2/20/2012j"Clad:, Cassie" <c:ass!e.c:lark@deluxe.c:om>

PRIV 00236

2/20/2012

PRIV00237

"Popelka, Mic:helc"
2/20/2012l<mpopclka@gosafeguard.c:om>

PRIV 00238

2/20/2012

EmaiiCC

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

EmailSubl~ct

RE: usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Oark,
Cassie" <c:assie.c:lark@deluxe.com>
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RE: usda board notes

board notcs21412.doc

Michele" <mpopclka@gosafcguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
•Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

•aark, Cassie" <cassic.c:lark@deluxe.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafcguard.com>

"Clark, Cassie" <c:assic.c:lark@dcluxe.c:om>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
•Santos, KeUye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjones®gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Diller, Nicki"
<nlcki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
Iusda board notes
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.c:om>

!"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

I

Prlvile~e

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttornC}' ·Client

IAttorney· Client

~~~;~;:~~~~:~:~u;;~~. •Popelka,

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones,
Beth {CoSafeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton. Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos®gosafeguard.c:om>
Iusda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

D~scrlptfon

maU to counsel provadfng requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes,
'ocumcnt drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing requ-eSted
Information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes.
'ocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advic:e regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
ocumentdfaf~ikc Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

RE: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepilt-Cd bjCOunsel~~fchac
Dunlap, reflcc::ting privileged mental
impressions of legal c:ounscl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'OCUmcnt prepared by counsel, Mic:hae
Dunlap, refloo.ing privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared bycoUnsei,-MiChilc
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions or legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
'ocumcnt preparedl:iy counsel, ~Tc:hae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail to counsel providing requested
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
ocument drafted by Mike Dunlap for the
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney · Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

3/26/201

3/26/2012

PRIV 00244

MN 00245
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611

by counsel, Michael
Dunlap, reaming privileged mum]
xmpmsionsor legal counsel regarding
USDA mmling minulcs.

1-

Documcnx prepare

Anon-.ey -

-

cum

cum

Allnmcy - Clicm

Allumcy - Client

Annmcy - clicm

Annmny - Clicnl

Emu {mm counsel providing legal adv/in.regarding dun uf USDA mccling minutcs‘

3 a g<
£g

•3 to I

>.g

111
I III
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2 ft *H
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'5anxos‘ Kcllye'

|p.’g2

Smn' (suntanﬂgcsarnguudmm

'Rnbisan.Tnny'

g<

8

<lxobisonﬂ‘gosafnguud.cum>. ‘Uark.
Cassic' «assiulaxmdcluxunm, ‘Summ,

I s> I §
iSaao

Imamcy

I g3 g 2.

Email from counsel providing legal advitu
regarding dufl nl USDA main; minuls.
Docummx prepare by mum], Mmhacl
Dunhp, rationing privileged munul
impmssinnsaf Ingal Counsel mgarding
USDA mucking minulus.
[Email 10 munsel pmvi mg mqucsmd
inzumson for m: purpose ofsceking Inga)
advice regarding USDA board meeting
miuums
Document druhcd by We Dunlap {m m:
:purpose utpmvidmg legal advice regarding
USDA hoard muting minmu.

e ^ IT's

<mmsgmkampagoslcguudmm>.

RE: usda board nous

usda board nous

8 2 2 8

<bjonuegosaruguaxdmm>. 'rapem.
Michele' <mpnp¢lkaagusak5uaxdxnm>,
'cscnkamp, Mark'

Thelma' <1modnﬁgnukgnard1nm>

Anamcy - Client

" B*<
-2D
o o-w
L^l »

~a

'Iancs,31:1h

mu

achk: Dnvelnpmcm

Alwmcy - Client
Email a» counsel mking Icga1 advice
ucgaxding draft prescnh‘ﬂiun‘

Aunmcy - Client

Aucrney - Client

Aunmcy - Client

Privilege

Dunlap. mﬂming privilegcd mental
impressions oflngal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minum.

hi 111

3

(ans-Angular

'Dunhp, Michacl'

'

'Dillcr. Nizki'
'Iones. 3cm (GnSdIcgu-ﬂd)‘
<b1nncsﬁgnsaleguardzum>. um, Cam- <nickmulcmguarcguardmmz '5anunn'J'
«asicmrkeduymum-n),-Rumsan,1'my- <Lsnnmliﬁ§wsafcguax¢mmz 'Mcrin,

REF suds ..

Email (mm munscl providing legaladvicc
regarding drafl o! USDA mucking minuxrs.
Dow men! pmpAr by caunsd, Mich-1 :1
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PRIV 00248

IS

8 “i

'Dunhp, Midud'
3/27/2012 <mdunlaplgosalcguammm>

\EE

"Sunnn. Scnﬂ' <ssuunnﬁgnsafcguammm>

usda board nexus

•Ml

1 X

•a 2
> <
B Q fc\> !
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ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of meeting minutes.
ocumcnt preparco D)' COuruct; Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privilened mental
impressions of lego1l counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
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"Dunlap, Michael"
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regarding DIGS Legal Review
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"Santos, Kellye•
<ksanlos@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>, I"Diller, Nicki"
"Clark, Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, <nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti,]"Robison. Terry"
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
Jusda board meeting notes
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"Robison, Terry"
<troblson@gosafeguard.com>, "Dark,
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usda board notes
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"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos,
Kellye• <k.'l.lntos@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones,
Beth (GoSafeguard)"
!"Diller, Nicki"
<bjonesfilgosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie" <nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Sorrenti, J"
<cassic.clark@deluxc.com>, "Sulton, Scott"
<j.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>
lusda board notes
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"Dunlap, Michael"
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"Roggenkamp. Mark"
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RE: usda board notes

"Clark, Cas.c;ic" <cassie.clark@deluxc.com>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<kS<~ntos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssuuon@goSJfcguard.com>
!usda board notes

Desaiption
ocument prepared by Mike Dunlap
renccting privileged mental impressions of
legal counsel regarding USDA board
meeting minutes.
Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding USDA board meeting minutes.
'ocument preparea-byMike Dunlap
reflecting privileged mental impressions of
legal counsel regarding USDA board
meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing leg<~ I advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel reg<~rding
USDA meeting minutes.
::mairtO-CoUnSCI piOVidin-g rcqUCsfud
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
ocument dr<~fted by M1ke Dunlap for the
purposcafpro\iding legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
mall to counsel proviOing requested
lnform.ltion for the purpose of seeking leg."~ I
advice regarding USDA board meeting
minutes
ocumenrdraiteo b}'MikCDUiilap fOtthe
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'OCument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
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"Dunlap, Michael"
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"Jones, Beth (C".oSafeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie"
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Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robiscn, Terry•
<trobison@gosafegu.Jrd.com>, "Santos,
Kellye• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton.
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"Santos. Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark, Cassie"
<cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafcgu.lrd.com>, •Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguardY <bjones@gosafeguard.com> Iusda board notes

"Morin, Thelma"
<tmorin@gosafegu.ud.com>, "Sorrenti,r
<j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>

usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal,ld\ice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
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T~rry'
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T3.
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T3 Enterprists,
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et Jl,l/,
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et ~I
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Prlv LH tl

I
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t

tl'l~s Bt2

Bal~s

[nd

~m~ill:fam

D1tt

Ema,if CC

Em.-H To

EDuil Subi~d

I

Deuription

l"rlvil~n

"Roggcnl<dm:).~i~tl'

II

<m:oggc-nb::.~pS~CI~~(',i;UMc!.com>.

"l>vnl;"~·

M1(':-.wl'

'i/16/2012l<mdu•~l.~p~s•~!<~:s-.;.:.~i.c<tl~,

P~IV00341

"f'nrdb. Mkhc;l···
'C!;1rk. C.15sic" <c~ssic.<:Mk@dcluM!.co:-:t>, <m~opclka~~o.Qfc-~\l:Md.com>. •Jones. B~._~.
~~J\1(~}(,•11 ..·•••
(CoS.,fc-lp:Md)' <hjunc,;(tg~(egu<'lrc; co~>.
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<!<....:uttu.,.;i)l':'liSo'fC'guOITd.com>
<trobiso:~CgoSAf<g:.:<lt'd.com>
lu3da. boa~d n.ms

F.m..,il from co-.;.:~.set pro\'lCi~s tcg.a.J advkc
~sa:-ci:~t; &Jr.:~f: of USDA

mc.'C'!i:'lg rninutt'$.

,1\nnr..~:y .

('lit'nt

Jor\)ment prepo~rcd b~· counsel, M:c~.acl
Dunl"P·"~Ilel"ti:nc privH.t·&-d menU! I

PRJVOm·12

impressjonsof tcg~l coun.~J ~sarding
USDA meeting rninu~.

7/lfl/2012
~:\iurir.,

<tmori:-.8gosa:~~u.trd.com>. "O .. rk, Cu:~i.e'

PRIV00343

PRIV00344

7{16/2012

I'N.JV00>¢5

"~()!::S''"~olmp. M.d"
7/l6/2012l<mrosg<>n)(<)m?as,~N~f.:>s\.:.l~~ .rum>

PRIVOOl.:O

7/16/2012
(C:c!-.o:;..f,:&•MrtW

StC''..C'P' <sbc.,dhn~;~g•'s.lfct;~•nd.com>,

<mcki.li:llt~:~tMd*''!:';arli.rom>

"SmlC':-oti. J• <j ~1~r(·n~ifig~,fc~u.uC..co~:>

Em.ait from CO".,;!'l..<tcl p'o\6c!::-:.s 14!-!?t .:~ch•in·
usdo~ bO<'I~d

note!s

'Dunla'O, :O.Ech..<>l'
<mduni.,prtlt;cJMfreu.:trd c:o:.'\>

r.w: usd.Jl:-oatC note$

'l>l•nl.rep,M:ch,,ct•

7/ J6f:!012I<bjoM.'I§~o:\o'lfeguard..:ot~'>

PRIV 00:>-:7

"Dill~~. Nida'

regarC:ing drae of USDA m~~:i:~t; mJ:'Iuh·.~.
Jo.-urn('nf prep., red b)•counsct, Mtc~•.tel
Ounlap. n~flL'1-'iin& pr.vil<'glo.d ml-nt.ll
imp•·cssiMsoll.c!g31 cr>un!W"l n'c;\r:Jint;
USDA meeti~s mlnuk!~.

"Jcm•~~. 3c•1h

· Client

i
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,.1·
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~rn>~il to counsel pro\':id;ng tf.C> :-cques~ed
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cx:1:1TA'nt p:cv.ucd by counsel. :.Ohc!o;ael
Our,);,p, n•OI.'(fk;g prit'ilcgOO mcnml
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mcct;ng minu~s.
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DEFENDANTS'FIRST
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
DEFENDANTS'
FIRST AMENDED
29,2015
September 29,
2015

Prlv Log I

I

Bates Beg

I

Bates End

Date

Email From

PRIV00357

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/16/2012l<mdun1ap@gosaJeguard.com>

PRIV003SB

8/16/2012

PRIV00359

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/17/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00360

8/17/2012

PRIV00361

"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
8/l7/2012l<bjones@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00362

8/17/2012

PRIV00363

"Santos, Kellye•
8/l8/2012l<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00364

8/18/2012

PRIV00365

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/18/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00366

8/18/2012

PRIV00367

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV0036B

8/19/2012

013161

PRIV00369

"Dunlap, Michilcl"
8/19/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00370

8/19/2012

Email To

Em.IICC

"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksantos@gosa.feguard.com>, "Jones, Beth
(GoSafeguard)" <bjones@gosafeguard.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassic.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggcnkamp@gosa.feguard.com>,
!"Diller, Nicki"
"Robison, Terry•
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Morin,
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott• Thelma• <tmorin@gosafeguard.com>,
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
"Sorrenti.}" <j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

"Santos, Kellyc•
<ksanto.s@gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenkamp,
Mark" <mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelk..1.6gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton,
!"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

EmaUSubiect

Iusda board notes

usda board notes

FW: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

Fw; usda board notes

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "dark,
"Jones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
Cassie" <cassie.cl,uk@deluxe.com>, "Sutton, <bjones@gosafeguard.com>, "Sa.ntos, Kellyc•
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
!usda board notes
<ksantos@gosafebouard.com>

•sutton, Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Robison. Tcny•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassic.clark@deluxc.com>

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Santos,
Kellyc• <ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Jones,
Beth (GoS.,feguard)"
<bjones@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

Desaiption

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument p-rc-parCCI bYC-OUrisCJ,-Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
mail-tO-counsel piOVidil'lg-thc -reqUCSted
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mall to counsel providing llie requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding meeting minutes.
ocumcnf prepareCI-b)'COUilsCJ;Mfchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
mail from counsel seeking information for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing l.:!gal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Privilege

!Attorney • dient

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- Client

!Attorney- dicnt

IAttorney· Client
IAttorney· Client

!Attorney- Client

IAttorney· Client
!Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Em..1il from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft o£ USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attorney - Client

CV-OC-141640D)
T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [Case No. CV·OC·l41640DJ
DEFENDANTS'FIRST
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
DEFENDANTS'
FIRST AMENDED
September 29,
2015
29,2015

Priv Log i'

I

Bdes Beg

I

Bates End

Dale

EnuilFtom

PRIV00371

"Popelka, Michele'"
8/19/2012l<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00372

8/19/2012

PRIV00373

"Dunlap, Michael'"
8/20/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.cnm>

PRIV00374

8/20/2012

PRIV0037S

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
8/20/2012l<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00376

8/20/2012

PRIV00377

"Roggenkamp. Mark"
8/21/2012J<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00378

8/21/2012

PRIV00379

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/21/2012J<mdunlap@gosafcguard.com>

PRIV00380

B/21/2012

PRIV00381

"Dunlap, Michael"
8/21/2012l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00382

B/21/2012

PRIV00383

"Diller, Nicki•
8/21/2012l<nlcki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV00384

B/21/2012

PRIV 00385

"Dunlap. Michael•
8/21/2012J<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 00386

B/21/2012

013162

PRIV 00387

"Diller, Nicki"
8/21/2012l<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 00388

B/21/2012

Email To

EnuilCC

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Oark, Cassie" <cassie.dark@dcluxe.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"]ones, Beth (GoSafeguard)"
<bjoncs@gosafcguard.com>, "Solntos, Kcllye•
l<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>
Iusda board notes

I

I

"Sorrenti,)" <j.sorrcnti@gosafcguard.com>

"Morin, Thelma•
l<tmorin@gosafeguard.com>

"Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

"Diller, Nicki"
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>, "Ashley,
Becky" <bccky.ashlcy@gosafeguard.com>,
•Peterson, Susan•
<susan.peterson@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Ashley,
Becky" <bcckr.ashley@gosafeguard.com>,
"Peterson, Susan•
<susan.peterson@gosafeguard.com>

EmaitSublect

RE: usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael•
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*Dunlap, Michael"
5/27/2014l<mdunlap@gos.lfcguard.com>

PRIV01262

5/27/2014

PRIV01263

"Dunlap, Mich.ae)•
5/27/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIVOI264

5/27/2014

EmaiiSublect

<mdunlap@gDS<~feguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

(usda board notes

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosa(cguard.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassie.c:lark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton,
"Brooks, Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
'Santos. KcJJyc•
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<ksantos@gosa(eguard.com>
(usda board notes
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
'Roggenkamp, Mark•
<mroggenkolmp@gosafcguard.com>

*Santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <c.assie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton,
Scott• <ssutton@gosafcguard.com>
IRE: usda board notes

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka6gosafeguard.com>

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
"Suuon.Scott• <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellyc•
<ks.:mtos@gosafcguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,. "Clark..
Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxc.com>
(usda board notes

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp. Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton, Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>

013218

PRIV 01265

"Dunlap. Michael"
5/27/2014l<mdunlap@gosaCeguard.com>

PRIVOI266

5/27/2014

PRIV 01267

"Dunlap. Michael•
<"/ o•exchangelabs/ ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydiboh£23spdlt)/cn""recipients/cn•aea53b I"Diller, Nicki•
5/27/20141 d2c43f40ca b886!f9964 206100-Q01832•>
<nlcki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 01268

5/27/2014

"Santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gosaCeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks~dcluxc.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>
(FW: usda board notes

usda boord notes

Description

Privlleg~

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
Attorney· Client
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft o£ USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel. M1chae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attorney ·Client

Etn.liJ from counsel providinG legal ad1•icc
regarding drart of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prcpareaoyco-unsel. Michac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA ml:(:ting minutC.'i.
ocument-ptcpared by counsel, Mfchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions o( legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocumenipiepared by counsel, Mkhac
Dunlap, reflecting privileged ment.1l
impressions o( legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email (rom counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, M1chae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney- Client

Attorney • Client

Attomcr ·Client

Attorney· Client

IAttorney· Client

Attorney ·Client

Attorney- Chent

Attom~y

·Client

IAttom~y • Oient

IAttorney · Client

T3
T3 Enterprises,
Enterprises, et
eta
al.I.v.
v. Safeguard
Safeguard Business
Business Systems,
Systems, Inc.,
Inc., et
et al.
al. [Case
[Case No.
No. CV-OC-1416400]
CV·OC-1416400]

81

DEFENDANTS'FIRST
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG

September29,2015
29,2015
September
Priv L~g!_j___!!!_es Beg_

I

Bales End

Date

Email From

PRIV D1269

"Popelka, Michele"
5/27l2014l<mpopelkafllgosafeguard.com>

PRIV01270

5/27/2014

Email To

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gos.1fcguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"

<"I o•exchangelabsl ou•exchange
PRIV 01271

administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lm•recipientslm•aea53b !"Popelka. Michele"
5/2712014ld2e43f40cab886ff9964206100·t201832">
<mpopclka@gosafegua rd.com>

PRIV01272

5/27/2014

PRIV01273

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
Sl27l2014l<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01274

5/27/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/O'"exchangelabsl ou •exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/m•rccipientslcn•ae:~53b

PRIVOI275

5/27/20141 d2c43£40cab886££99642061 00·1201832'>

PRIV01276

5/27/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenka:mp@gosa£eguard.com>

EmaiiCC

Email Sub"iect

RE: usda board notes

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Santos, Kellye"
<ksantos@gos.1feguard.com>, "Brooks, Roger
(Roger.Brooks@deluxe.com}"
<roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "dark, Cissie"
<cassie.clark@dcluxe.com>
Iusda board notes

FW': usda board notes

"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "Clark,
Cassie" <colssie.clark@deluxe.com>, "Sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gos.1fcguard.com>
RE: usda board notes

"Santos. Kellye•
<ksantos@gos.1feguard.com>, "Brooks, Roger
(Roger.Brooks@deluxe.com)"
<roger.brooks@deluxe.com>, "dark, Cassie"
<cassic.clark@deluxe.com>
IFW: usda board notes

Description

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding drafto£USDA meeting minutes.
ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions o£ legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft o£ USDA meeting minutes.
ocumcnt preparea-bycounscJ;Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions o£ legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

PRIV0!277

PRIV 01278

5/27/2014

PRIV 01279

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopelkii@gosafeguard.com>, "Clark,
"Dunlap, Micholel"
Cissie" <cassie.clark@deluxe.com>, •sutton.
<"I o•exchangclabsl ou .,exchange
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Brooks, Roger (Rogcr.Brooks@deluxe.com}"
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•reciplents/cn•aea53b "Roggenkamp, Mark"
<roger.brooks@dcluxc.com>, "Santos, Kellye•
5/27/20141 d2c43[40cab886£[99642061 00·1201 832'>
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

PRIV 01280

5/27/2014

PRIV01281

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"IORexchangelabs/ ou .,exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)lcn•recipients/m•aea53b "Diller, Nicki"
5/28/2014ld2c43£40cab886£f9964206100·1201832'>
<nicki.diller@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 01282

5/28/2014

Email £rom counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, ~11chae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged ment.1l
impressions of legal coun.c;cl regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

S/2BI2014I"Sorrenti,

Email to counsel providing r~ucsted
information for the purpose or seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.

013219

PRIV 01283

r <i.sorrcnti@gosafeguard.com>

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Fw: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

!Attorney· Client

!Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· dicnt
ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions o£ legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
fAttorney - Client

"Popelka. Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
administrative group
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
(fydiboh£23spdlt)/m•rccipientslm•aei!53b <mroggenkamp@gosafcguard.com>,
5/27/20141 d2c43[40cab886££99642061 00-1201832'>
"Sutton. Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
"Dunlap, Michael"

<"Io•exchangela bsl ou•cxchange

Privilege

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose o( seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client
'OCUment prepared by counsel. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions o( legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft o( USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mcnt.1l
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft o( USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- dient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney- Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

T3 Enterprises,
E.l'.:f'tPfiSt'S, et
t't al.
Jl v.
v. Safeguard
SJfegUJ!O Business
evslnen Systems,
Svsttl'!'lt., Inc.,
Inc,, et
tr a!.
a1. [Case
(Cue No.
No. CV-OCCV-CC-1416400!
T3
1416400]
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'D:.;:·d.)J'• ~fo~·h.t~:'
PRIVOI,1~0
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DEFENDANTS'’FIRST
FIRST AMENDED
AMENDED PRIVILEGE
PRIVILEGE LOG
LOG
DEFENDANTS

September 29,2015
29, 2015
September
Prlv Log I

I Bates Beg I Bates End

Em.a.U From

Date

PRIV01384

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"I o•exchangelabsl ou"'exchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23sp dlt} I en •rccipicn tsl en •<~ea53b
7/9/2014ld2c43f40G>bll86ff99642061 00·1201832">

PRIV01385

7/9/2014

Email To

EnuiiCC

EmallSubfec:t

"Santos, Kcllyc•
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Roggenk<lmp,
Mark" <mrosgenkamp@gOS.lfeguard.com>,
"Clark, Cassie" <cassic.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclka@gosafegu<~rd.com>, •sutton,
Scott" <ssutton@gosafeguard.com>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@goS<Jfcguard.com>
!"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com> Iusda board notes

Description

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mfchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel resardlng
USDA meeting minutes.

Privilege

Atlomey ·Client

Attorney • Client

"Popelka, Michele"

I1D/2014I<mdunl<~p@gosafeguard.com>
"Dunl<~p.

Michael"

<mpopelk.1@gosafegu<~rd.com>, "Robison,
iTcrry• <trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Cl<~rk.I"Brooks, Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
'Cassie" <COlssie.cl<~rk@deluxe.com>,
"Smtos, Kellye•
"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton. Scott"
l<mroggenk<lmp@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

<ssutton@gosafegu<~rd.com>

PRIV01386

7

PRIV01387

7/10/2014

PRIV013BB

"Dunlap, Michael"
<• loaexchangelabs/ ou•cxchange
administrati\'e sroup
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/en•aea53b I
I"Rogsenkamp, Mark"
7 /10/2014jd2c43f40cab886f£9964206100·t201832">
"Binnig. Bill" <bill.binnlg@gosafeguard.com> <mrosgenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01389

7/10/2014

PRIVOI390

"Popelka, Michele"
<mpopclk.16lgosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/ o•exchangelabs/ ou•exchange
Terry• <trobison@sosafcsu<~rd.com>, "dark,I"Brooks, Roser• <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>,
administrative group
Cassie" <COlssic.clark@deluxe.com>,
"Santos, Kellyc"
(fydibohf23spdlt)/en•recipientslcn•aea53b "Roggenkamp. Mark"
<ksantos@gosa.feguard.com>, "Sutton. ScoW
7/1 0 /2014ld2c43f40cabll86ff99642061 00·1201832">
<mrosgenk<lmp@sosafesuard.com>
<ssutton@gosafesuard.com>
!usda board notes

PRJV01391

7/10/2014

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@sosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roser.brooks@deluxe.com>

PRIV 01392

"Santos, t<ellye•
7/10I2014J<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV 01393

7/10/2014

PRIV01394

"Santos. Kcllye"
<"I O"'exchangela bs/ au •exchange
'administrative group
!"Dunlap, Michael"
l(fydibohf23spdlt)/en•recipients/cn•84!!023 <mdunl<~p@gosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
71 1Dl201416n f34f3fb09a452Scb822b94-t20214r>
Roser" <roser.brooks@deluxe.com>

PRIV01395

7/10/2014

PRIV01396

"Santos, Kellyc•
7j10/2014j<ksantos@gOS.lfesua.rd.com>

PRIVOI397

7/10/2014

I

Iusda board notes

IRE: usda board notes

RE: usda board notes

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunl<~p@sosafeguard.com>, "Brooks.
Roger" <roser.brooks@deluxe.com>

RE: usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, ~1Ch3e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menbl
impressions of lesal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing leg<~l advice
regarding draft of USDA meetins minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of legal counsel resa.rdins
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providins legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel~~fchae
Dunlap, reflecting privitesed mental
impressions of legal counsel resarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
inform<~tion for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privilesed mental
impressions of legal counsel rcgardins
USDA meeting minutes.

IAttomey ·Client

IAttorney- dient

IAttorney· dient
Auorncy ·Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney • Client

Email to counsel provldins the requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regardins meetins minutes.
!Attorney- Client
ocumeritpiepiifCd by co-unsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regardins
meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

013227

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
01dvice resarding USDA meeting minutes.
jAttomey. Client
ocument prepared by counsel, Sf~e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
Impressions of leg<~ I counsel res<~rdins
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney- dient

I

T3 Enterprises, et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al. [case No. CV·OC-1416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
September 29, 2015
Prlv l.flg I

PRIVOI398

I

B;ates B~

I

B.J.tes End

D.J.te

EnullFrom

ErruilTo

Enu.U CC

"Dunlap, Michael"
<"/o•cxchangelabs/ouaexchange
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•aea53b
!"Roggenkamp. Mark"
7/10/2014ld2c43(40cabSS6!f9964206100-t201832">
"Binnig. Bill" <bill.binnig@gosafcguard.c::om> <mroggcnkamp@gosafcguard.c::om>

I
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EmallSubiect

Desaiption

Em&~il

usda board notes

Privilege

from coun...cl providing legal advice

reg<~rding draft of USDA meeting minutes.

IAttorney· Client

'ocument-picpiired-bYC:Oim:SCI;Mich<~e

Dunlap, reflecting privileged menl<ll
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

PR!V01399

7/10/2014

PRIV01400

"Popelka, Michele"
"Dunlap, Michael"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>, "Robison,
<"/oaexchangelabs/ ouaexchangc
Terry" <trobison@gosafeguard.com>, "Ciark,I"Brooks, Roger• <roger.broolcs@deluxe.c:om>,
administrative group
Cassie" <e.assie.clark@deluxe.c::om>,
"Santos, Kellye•
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=redpicnts/cnaaeaS3b "Roggenkamp. Mark"
<ksantos@gosafcguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
7 /I0/2014Id2c4314Dc>b886ff9964206100-t20IB32'>
<mroggenlcamp@gosafeguard.c:om>
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

PRIV01401

7/10/2014

PRIV01402

"Dunlap, Michael"
7/11/2014l<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

PRIV01403

7/11/2014

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenlcamp@gosafeguard.c:om>,
"Binnig, Bill"
<biU.binnigRgosafeguard.com>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@dcluxe.com>

I"Pop-elkoi; Michele•
<mpopelki'l@gos.l(eguard.com>, "Clark.
Cassie" <e.assie.dark@deluxe.c::om>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobisan@gos.lfeguard.com>, •sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosa(eguard.com>
lusda board notes

!"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "I'opcllca,
Michele" <mpopclka@gosafegu<trd.com>,
"Robison, Terry•
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
"Roggcnkilmp, Mark"
l<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.com>

"Brooks. Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.c:om>,
"Santos. Kellye"
<ksantos@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
IRE: usda board notes

"Brooks, Roger• <roger.brooks@deluxe.c::om>,
"Santos, Kellye•
<ksantos@gosafeguard.com>, "Sutton, Scott"
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
IRE: usda bo.1rd notes

PRIV01404

7/11/2014I"Ciark, Cassie" <cassic.dark@deluxe.com>

PRIV01405

7/11/2014

PRIV 01406

I"Uunlap, .'-l.lchae
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>, "Popelka,
Michele" <mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Clark, Cassie" <"/o•deluxe/ou .. exchange !"Robison, Terry"
o1dministrativc group
<trobison@gosafeguard.com>,
(fydiboh£23spdlt}/cn•recipients/cn•t203577 "Roggenkamp. Mark"
7/11/2014la">
<mroggenkamp@gosafeguard.c:om>

PRIVOI407

7/11/2014

PRIV 01408

"Dunl<~p, Michael"
<"/ o•exchangela bs/ou •exchange
administrative group
"Diller, Nicki"
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•aea53b <nicki.diller@gosafeg-uard.com>, "Brooks,
7I 11 /2014ld2c4314Dc>b886ll9964206100-t201B32'>
Roger" <roger.brooks@deluxe.com>

PR!VOI409

7/11/2014

usda board notes

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunl<~p. reflecting privileged ment.1l
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal<tdvice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Mic::h.ile
Dunlap, reflecting privileged ment.ll
impressions of legal counsel reg<Jrding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

IAttomey ·Client

IAttomcy ·Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice reg<~rding USDA meeting minutes. IAttorney· Client
ocumentprepafCd.bfCOurucJ;Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged ment.1l
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Attorney· Client

Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA Board Meeting
IAttorney· Client
minutes
ocumenldfaffCd-bYMikCDUnlaj)forthC
purpose of providing legal advice regarding
USDA board meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by i:ounsCJ; Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menl."ll
impressions of legal coun...cl reg<Jrding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

'opclka, Michele"
"Dunlap. Michael"
<"/o•exchangelabs/ ou•exch<~nge
administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn•recipients/cn•aea53b

"Roggenkamp, Mark"
<mroggenlcamp@gosafeguard.com>,
"Binnig, Bill"
<bill.binnig@gosafeguard.c:om>, "Brooks,
Roger" <roger.brooks@dctuxe.com>

<mpopelka~gosa!eguard.com>,

"Clark,
Clssie" <cassie.c:lark@deluxe.c:om>,
"Robison, Terry"
<trobison@gosafeguard .com>, "Sutton, Scott•
<ssutton@gosafeguard.com>
Iusda board notes

013228

PRIV01410

7 /II I 20141 d2c43140c>b886ff9964206100-t201832'>

PRIV 01411

7/11/2014

Em<1il from counsel providing legal <1dvicc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Mich..1e
Dunlap, reflecting pri\•ileged menl<ll
impressions of legal counsel reg<Jrding
USDA meeting minutes.

"Popelka, Michele"
7/11/2014l<mpopelka6gosafeguard.c:om>

Em.'lil to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of seeking leg<~l
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.

PRIVOI412

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunl.lp@gosafeguard.com>

RE: usda board notes

Attorney· Client

Attomcy ·Client

Attorney· Client

1'3
IC.aus et NNo.
T 3 Enarl)rises,
E n te rp ris e s , e:t
e t .11.
a l. v. SSaf~guud
a fe g u a rd B8usineu
u s in e s s Systtftu,lnc
S y s te m s , In c .,•• eItt aai.
!. [C
o . CCV·OC·lC16400!
V -O C - 1 4 1 6 4 0 0 ]
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STT AAM
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LOG
D E FE N D A N TS 'F IR S
M E~N
N DDfO
E D PRIVILEG
E LOG
Stpttmb-tor
S e p te m b e r 229,
9 ,2201S
015

Priv l.ot: *

I

Bat~s Bt,

B£ttl End

o.u r

Em1oiJ from

Y.nu.ii Subi~

£ruiiCC

EJUUTo

O.SO'Iption

MvllrK.e

ll)ocl.lmt:r.C 'Prt'J'olft'C! by cuuMC:l. MICI...(l

Dunt~p.

«!fl4..'<'l:.ng pdV11tg«i r.~oen:. !
1mpreuio~s ol leg. I <'OUmtl rtprch."\l:

I'RI\1 01413

l..'SOA ~•nt mll'\ulel.

7/11/1014

Auou~·

· Okm

Popci.U. Y.ithck'
<'/o-coa d..,l".gclo~lu/CJU-.cta.anu

PRI\101414

• d m,I"'U.tn dw g.ruup
(fy"'boh!Z:bpdl!j/m•t<dpim>/~>Sr.ro I'O..nb;>. ~"""'-' •
7/ll/201"l5836t~t<6cd9--t4lnt7>
<mC.ur...~ft£"..:•::-C.<om>

£."':\olil to coumt't r:nY'4int thu n~UMied
l~bM lor the porposoe o!

AE. verd.Jbu.n.!noks

H't.kin$; le~..,

~oC'rictrt"ptcHnc tne't"Cinc mi,..~t~~o.

l~~ouortwy • Climl

~lb.Mlftwif

't
·~l '!nrou~J pr01.idif\5 m;UC'Sttd

<tnpoptU•.ti508-'lt'SWtd.com)o. ~!~W'lT••

..... M to.·ttr.·~~t-·

·~u

.,.h.......-.f,•su..trd <om>

PRJY 01415

7/ll/l01<1l<:nportn..

PRJ\101 416

7/1 1/2014l<mpoptlk•iigil!l.l fcsui rd.com>

PRJV 01417

7/ 11 /2014

Thetm.• <f'mC!ofi:tMgat.;~kogu.. td.<um>,
' ()-.;-loolp-, :MICh.'<":

'"""'r~.Kn·~t~•

<rrdun!.-r-ftl;O!'oJfcgv.nd com"

<lt."ln~oo:wt~gu;ud .com>

JIM BAA · D<"oruSovrn-

-!Cim'l.lo:o:n fo~ t~ pUt'J"''i"' nl.,....kfn.£ lti'&ll
a-:!vre fP£.;,rdmg «CltUnl p t6k010n ol T),
Tt-t.J~.,ton. :BF, ilttJ/at OnruilnUK"t'

Em.1il to couMC"l prf'lvw!i:o~r: '"ll"""'"'d

·r.n.... ~fldtcl.:o"'

'Dunl..,p. Mkh.acl'

RE. u!id.t bo.Jrd no,cs

<mdun,.p8g()S.I(C'&'JMd com>

m(orm..non for t~ purpot~e or Mektns ltgll
o~~dvice :cg., ding USDA meflins tninuces.
IAnomcy · Client
ocument prop.u•d by counsel. MI<NI(I

Ounl..lp, refiC\."1ing privilt'gtd tn(:'l«o"'ll
irr.pression.s; of lcg01l <'('lun)l('! ""I"Minc
USOA ro('(> tiTI& ~h1uw$.

( At~n: noy • Cli~nt

]' Ou:".l<l!p, MICh<'l<'~
·<:n~un:.l?8t;l's.tfegu<lrd.com>, •ropcl~l.
~ichct~· < mpO?l"lk.,~go$ol kgu.ud .com')o.
~i(()bi~.':1.

1'RIYOH18

1/ 1 :/1014 I'Clo.\Ck. C1k'l~' <t·o~~,.;., .cl.tr~a:.!cl:.;,..c.com>

PRJVOH19

1/ll/2014

'U "'''lcll. ~''ISor' <r<~g~r.brookli:e(!lUJOO.to•n> ,

ic::-y'

<1w1>1..1<,n@su~ feg t:.\:d.curn :-,

'!\.snto.J, K~ lly~t'

'R.:'sse~kam;>. ~4.uk'

< k lll f\t~1;(\JII fcgvo'lrd .ro m>. 'Sutton . S<P~ l"

inftmn<~tion !nr th e ~urpn~ u f A\'C''ot ln~ h•t,;,,:

< nu.ttonC ,nM fl.'t:uArd .~'()n'>

,,d\'iCt' N:gMdlng U~TJA mcti.-tlnn;n\hW.tCI~ .
ocun'.en1 p:-ttp.lr4!d by courucl, ~f iC'hllC'~
Ounl<\p, rcllt\:lir,Kpriv:l•·c•·d 1'1'1r nt..l

l<rr.m~~·nk.lm';'~gosafeg\.l.<l~d.com>

Email to oou:--~1 rrovidinJ; J<'<! Utt~cd
IRE :..llci.l bN:-~ nnl4..":"i

!mpn•!(S.U)I\S.()! leg d cou Mcl rc~.l:dlng
USD A morttng m in~ars.

IAUOintty • Chen I

1/\ttl)rni:y • Olent

' Our..l4p. Mkh.,d"

c•Jo• "u-h.ans.:t., lx/ou ......·,..dw.nse

•dminl~:ttUVt' s roup
(fydlbohf2JS-pcUt){cn'"-rt'CipK'nts/ CTI-·~<'.,.~\h

PRJ\101420

?/ 1 1/2014 ! d2~3f~Oc.b8tiNM"4ZCift1 (X) t2Dl ~~2,._>

PRJV0t(2;

7/11/2014

l·omcr.Nkki"

Em.~ 1l

<nid d drllrr(C:&QII-lft'gu.trd.rom>, 'BrooU.,
Rc>&t r"' <-r og.~.bi'OabEtdelu ..:e.com>

u-d-1 btwnJ nt~~

frrun roun."W!I prtwidi"S te-,cal i!dvic(

:"4!g•:ding d.r•ft o! l.'st>J\ fN'I~:nc mtnu1c""
ll:kxvnw:m pn.-p.ired by C()U:'Wt M~e
Dunlo~ p. rcnt't'tu\g prh,•tLeged menu. I
t:npressions o! ~~~ co:.uucl ~•rdlns;
USDA mcoet~c mirr.:tc"S.

ll\t10f'nlt'y • Oa"l'lt

l.-.tltn'rwy . Ok-:r.t
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Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
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impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
infonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
.-dvicc regarding USDA meetins minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap. reflecting privileged mental
imprcssionsoflegal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privilesed mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
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IAttorney· Client

IAttornC)' ·Client

Attorney· Oient

Attorney· Client

Attorney· Client

Attorney - Client
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the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Oicnt
ocumenfp·repa-red by Coiiilscl, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorne)' ·Client
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the purpose of providing legal advice
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!Attorney· Client
ocumcnt prepared by counsel, M!Cnae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Oient

Email to counsel providing the requested
information for the purpose of seeking legal
.-dvice regarding meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Oient
'OCUment prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
Email to counsel providing requested
lnfonnation for the purpose of seeking legal
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
IAttorney· Client
ocument prepareCfl:iy counsci;Mlchae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel rcsarding
Attorney • Oient
USDA meeting minutes.
Email to counsel providing requested
information for the purpose of s~king leg<~ I
advice regarding USDA meeting minutes.
!Attorney· Chcnt
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al. [Case No.
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"Dunlap, Michael"
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Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
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regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by coufiSCJ, M1ch<1e
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from coun.c;cl providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocumcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menbl
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutL'S.

Email from counsel pro\iding legal ad\•icc
regarding draft of USDA meeting minute.'!.
oc:umcnt prepared by couriscl. Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
ocument prepared by counsel, ~e
Dunlap. reflecting privileged menta.]
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
::mail "from coun.c;el seeking infOrffi:ition for
the purpose of providing legal advice
regarding meeting minutes.
oc:umcnt prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menta. I
impressions of legal counsel regarding
meeting minutes.

Email from counsel providing legal advice
regarding draft of USDA meeting minutes.
'OCument prepared by counsel, Michae
Dunlap, reflecting privileged menbl
impressions of legal counsel regarding
USDA meeting minutes.
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Steven F.
F. Schossbcrger,
Schossberger, [SB
ISB No. 5358
[SB
No‘
9212
Tayler
ISB
No.
Tibbitts,
Taylcr

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
PO.
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone:
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
85011055berger©hawleytroxcll.com
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ltibbitts@hawlcytl'oxell.c0111
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO.
T3 ENTERPRISES,
ENTERPRISES, INC.,
and Idaho
INC, and

corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
corpm‘atiou,
INC.,
INC, and Idaho corporation,

Plaintiff,
vs.

))
)

)
)
)

Case No. (BLOC-1416400
CV-OC-1416400
Case

DEFENDANTS’ SECOND AMENDED
PRIVILEGE LOG

)

)
)
)

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., aa Delaware
Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc,
Inc., aa
corporation; Safeguard
corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an
Delaware COI’pOJ‘atiOn;
individual; Jamie McCormick
McCormick, an individual;
Idaho Business Forms, Inc,
Inc., and Idaho
James Dunn.
Dunn, an
an individual;
corporation; James:
an Idaho limited liability
JDHRS, LLC, an
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
)
Does 1-10,
liability company; and Docs
)

)
)
)

VVUVVVVVUVVVVUVVUVUV

)
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

DEFENDANTS'
DEFENDANTS’ SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47I40.000|.7658024.1
47140.0001.7658024.1

013240

IRCP 26(b)(5)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached Second Amended
Pursuant to [RCP

Privilege Log of documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production
resewe the right to amend 01'
or
pursuant to a claim of privilege, as
as identified below. Defendants reserve
supplement this log.

M

DATED THIS 21st day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~/-%?%
y

hossbe1'ger,ISB
Steve F. S
Steven
Sfchossberger,
ISB No. 5358
TaylerTTEibitts,
bitts, ISB No. 9212
Tayler
Attorneys for Defendants
1

DEFENDANTS’ SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
DEFENDANTS'
47|40.0001.7658024.l
47140.0001.7658024.1

013241

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

M

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of September, 2015,
2015,1I caused to be served aa
DEFENDANTS’
true c0py
copy of the foregoing
SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
CHTD
10'h Floor
101 S.
5. Capitol Blvd., 10th
PO. Box 829
P.O.
83701—0829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]
Plaintéﬁ‘s]
[Attorneysfor

& FIELDS,

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice
vice))

Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California,
Califomia, 92614

[Attorneys for Plaintéf/k]
Plaintiffs]

□
El
□
I]
□
E]
IZJ
0
□
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E—mail
E-mail
Telecopy

El U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
□
□
El Hand Delivered
1:] Overnight Mail
□
[2! E—mail:
0
E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
El
□ Telecopy: 949.252.0090

.ﬁﬂm
Tayle^_Xibbitts
Tayleakfbitts

DEFENDANTS’ SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47 140.000 | .7658024.l
47140.0001.7658024.1

013242
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EXHIBIT B
013259

Emily Smith
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Clay Gill
Thursday, February 11, 2016 9:31 PM
Giovanna Mclaughlin
Barbara Calvert; Cathy Castellano; Christopher S. Reeder; Dane Bolinger; Doug Luther;
Elena Zyalyukova; Jacalyn Rosborough; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Linda Higgins; Pat
Olsson; Steve Schossberger; Wesley W. Lew
T3 v. Safeguard -- Plaintiffs challenges of Defendant Deluxe's Privilege Designations
4071094_1_Deluxe Privilege 2.pdf; 4071093_1_Deluxe Privilege 3.pdf; 4071092_1_Deluxe
Privilege l.pdf

Giovanna,
The first two attachments are copies of Defendant Deluxe's First and Second Privilege Log (Deluxe Privilege 2 and
Deluxe Privilege 3).
All of the designations marked with green highlighting are the designations that Plaintiffs challenged. As you can see,
Deluxe has withdrawn its privilege designations for all of the designations that Plaintiffs' challenged.
However, Deluxe indicates in its recent briefing to the Court that it will be producing some of those documents in a
redacted format on grounds that the information contained in the documents is "non-responsive." For the reasons set forth
in Plaintiffs' briefing to the Court, the Plaintiffs do not believe it is appropriate for Deluxe to produce documents with
redactions solely on the basis of "non-responsiveness."
In the event the Court wants to review Deluxe's non-responsive designations that were previously withheld from
production on the basis of privilege, I have placed an orange check next to each of those documents on Deluxe's first
privilege log (Deluxe Privilege 2). I am also attaching (3rd attachment- Deluxe Privilege 1) the list prepared by Deluxe
that identifies those documents that it previously withheld from production on the basis of privilege and that it now
intends to produce with redactions on the basis of "non-responsiveness." It is our understanding that Deluxe has provided
those documents to the Court for an in camera inspection.
Sincerely,
Clay
C. CLAYTON GILL
Attorney
Direct 208 385 5478
Main

208 345 2000

Fax

208 385 5384

CCG@moffatt.com
http://www.moffatt.co
!D_

Mailing Address:
Physical Address:
P.O. Box 829
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83701-0829 Boise, ID 83702-7710
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EXHIBIT 14
The following identiﬁes
identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe Corporation has
has
work-product
agreed to withdraw its privilege and
claims:

Bates Numb
er
Number
PRWU
0014
PRIV00014

PRIV00015
PRIVOOO
1 5
PRIV00049

PRIV00050
PRIVOOOSO
PRTV00051
PRIVOOOSI
PRIV00052
PRIVDUOSS
PRIV00053

PRTV00054
PRIVODOS4
PRIV000555
PRIVOOOS
PRIV00056
PRIVOOOSG
PRTV00057
PRIV00057
PRIVOUDSS
PRTV00058

PRIV00059
PRTV00059

PRIV00060
PRIVOODGO
PRIV
PRIV00061
00061

PRTV00062
PRIV00062
PRIV00063
PRIVOUOGB
PRTV00064
PRIVOOOM
PRIV00065
PRIVOOOGS
PRIV00066
PER/00066
PRIV00067

Comments
Will be produced without redaction
Attorneys” Eyes
Will be produced as
as Attorneys’
(“AEO‘U without
Eyes Only (“AEO”)
redaction
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
as confidential
work—pmduct
or work-product
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
as confidential
or work-product but with reductions
redactions for non-responsiveness
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
as confidential
work—product
or work-product
as confidential
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
or work—pmduct
work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
non-responsivenws
Wilt be produced as confidential
Will
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
he produced as
as confidential
or work-product but with
non-resyonsiveness
wiﬂn redactions for non-responsiveness
as confidential
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
or work-product
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
as confidential
or work-product but with redactions for non-responsiveness
as confidential
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
Will be produced as
or work-pro
work-product
duct
Will be produced as
conﬁdential without redaction for privilege
as confidential
or work-product but with redactions for non—responsiveness
non-responsiveness
Will be produced as
as confidential
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. -7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

MAY 19 2017
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By AUSTIN LOWE
DEPUTY

Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendant-Appellant.
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL IN
REGARD TO PLAINTIFF T3
ENTERPRISES, INC.

------------------------------

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., ITS ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

DEFENDANT SBS'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 1

013270
47140.0001.8964702.1

On May 5, 2017, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") filed its Notice of
Appeal as to Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"). On the same day, the Court issued an
"Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc" wherein the Court entered judgment on behalf of T3
and against SBS. SBS hereby submits this Amended Notice of Appeal in Regard to Plaintiff
T3, which amends the original Notice of Appeal now to include the Amended Judgment
Nunc Pro Tunc as a basis of appeal, and to amend the issues to be presented on appeal to
include that judgment. No other material changes have been made from SBS's original May
5, 2017 Notice of Appeal as to T3.
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. discloses the
following information:
1. Matter and Parties:
a) T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al, District
Court, Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Ada County, Case No. CV. OC-1416400, the Honorable District Court Judge Steven Hippler, presiding. 1
b) T3 Enterprises, Inc. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., American Arbitration
Association Case No. AAA No. 01 15 0002 6860, Panel: Chair, Maureen Beyers;
Arbitrator, Hon. Kenneth Kato; Arbitrator, Van Elmore.
c) Appealing Party: Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS").
Counsel for SBS:
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
1

SBS gives notice that it is filing a separate amended notice of appeal that arises from this same docketed lawsuit
for claims by (and judgment entered in favor ot) Thurston Enterprises, Inc., a second plaintiff in the lawsuit. SBS
believes that the two matters should be docketed separately on appeal due to the distinctly different nature of T3's
arbitration proceeding as compared to Thurston's trial proceedings. Although certain background facts overlap
between the claims of the two plaintiffs, the legal proceedings (federal arbitration law versus Idaho trial) and
applicable law (Texas law applies to T3's claims) are so distinct as to benefit from separately-docketed appeals.

DEFENDANT SBS'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 2
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Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
d) Respondent Party: T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 ")
Counsel for T3:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main St., Ste. 1300
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
MULCAHYLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Email: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com

2. Designation of Judgments and Orders Appealed: SBS hereby designates the
following judgments and orders to be included as part of its appeal against T3, copies
of which are attached to this Amended Notice of Appeal:
DEFENDANT SBS'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 3
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•

December 17, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order on SBS 's Motion to
Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings (attached as Exhibit A)

•

March 24,2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit B)

•

March 29, 2017 Order on Motions to Confirm And Vacate Arbitration
Award (attached as Exhibit C)

•

March 29, 2017 Order Confirming Arbitration Award (attached as Exhibit
D)

•

May 5, 2017 Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc (attached as Exhibit E).

3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal: SBS discloses the following
preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which SBS intends to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to review:

•

Whether the district court erred in severing and not enforcing the forum
selection provision in T3 's distributor agreement?

•

Whether the district court erred in overruling SBS's assertion of attorneyclient privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client Privilege, and
thereby prejudiced SBS such that the arbitration award should be vacated?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS's motion to vacate and/or
modify T3's arbitration award? Including but not limited to:
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly by awarding gross profits
instead of net profits?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly by awarding speculative future
losses based on annual revenue metrics?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, acted irrationally,
without authority, and/or otherwise acted improperly in declaring a
constructive termination?
-Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, without authority,
and/or otherwise acted improperly by allowing T3 to elect a discharge
and still receive future lost profits?

DEFENDANT SBS'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: T3 ENTERPRISES- 4
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-Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, in violation of public
policy, and/or otherwise acted improperly by awarding both future lost
profits and the entire value of the distributorship?
-Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly in awarding attorneys' fees and
expenses?
•

Whether the district court erred in granting T3's motion to confirm the
arbitration award?

•

Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees, costs, and expenses
incurred in pursuing the appeal?

•

Whether the distri~t court erred in entering judgment in favor of T3 and
against SBS?

•

Whether the district court erred in entering an amended judgment designated
as "nunc pro tunc"?

4. Jurisdictional Statement: The Idaho Supreme Court has jurisdiction over the appeal
of the orders and judgments listed above pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules ll(a)(1)
and ll(a)(8), and pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 16(a).
5. Transcripts: SBS requests a reporter's transcript be prepared in electronic format
and include the following:
•

February 21, 2017 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

6. Record: SBS requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record,
in addition to those materials automatically included in the clerk's record pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b):

DATE
08/26114
09/16114
10/21114
10/21114
10/21/14
11/12/14

.

DESCRIPTION

,

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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DATE
11/12/14
11/12/14
11/17/14
11117/14

11/18/14

11/18114

11/19/14
11119/14
11119114
11/26114
11/26/14
12/17/14
12/17/14
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/28/16
01/28116

DESCRIPTION
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON ISO OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
AFFIDAVIT OF DAWN TEPLY ISO OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION AND SBS'S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE (1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND
(3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF
PERSONAL JURISDICTION
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
(1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION; (2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND (3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS'S OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO STRIKE
DEFENDANT MICHAEL DUNLAP'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
STRIKE
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS' AND MICHAEL
DUNLAP'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT
T3 ENTERPRISES' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS'S SUPPLEMENTAL
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY PROCEEDNGS
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATION AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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:DATE
02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/09116
02/09/16
02/09/16
02/09/16
03/24/16
10/26116
10/26/16
10/26/16
10/27/16

I

DESCRIPTION

:MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
DELUXE CORPORATION'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
DECLARATION OF MALCOM MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DANE A BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGAURD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
:MEMORANDUM DECISIONS AND ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM
ARBITRATION AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S :MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION
AWARD
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.'S MOTION TO STRIKE AND
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO T3 ENTERPRISES,
INC.'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
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DATE
11109116
11109/16
11121116
12/05/16
12/05116
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12112/16

12/12/16
12/19/16
02/24/17
02/24/17
03/29117
03/29/17
05/05/17

DESCRIPTION

:

PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS' MOTION TO
STRIKE T3'S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO STRIKE T3 'S
MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD AND DEFENDANTS' MOTION
IN LIMINE TO PRECLUDE EVIDENCE OF ARBITRATION
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S RENEWED MOTION TO CONFIRM
ARBITRATION AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S RENEWED MOTION TO
CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY
ARBITRATION AWARD
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE OPPOSITION TO
SBS, INC.'S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
LETTER BRIEF TO COURT RENEW CASES CITED IN ORAL
ARGUMENT BY T3
ORDER ON MOTION TO CONFIRM AND VACATE ARBITRATION
AWARD
ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION AWARD
AMENDED JUDGMENT NUNC PRO TUNC

7. Exhibits - Civil Cases: SBS requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Idaho Supreme Court:
•

Demonstratives: February 21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as part of SBS's
argument regarding its Motion to Vacate or, in the Alternative, Modify
Arbitration Award (submitted at oral hearing)
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8. Sealed Record: Portions of the above-referenced record were filed under seal
pursuant to the following orders entered by the District Court:
•

April17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order

•

December 21, 2015 Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents -- Attorneys' Eyes Only

•

December 30, 2015 Order Re Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only

9. Certification: I, the undersigned attorney of record for appellant SBS, certify:
a) That a copy of this amended notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested, as named below:
•

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript, calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho
Appellate Rule 24, as follows:
•

IAR 24(b) estimated fee for preparation of the above-referenced
transcripts: $200.00.

c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid,
calculated pursuant to the parameters ofldaho Appellate Rule 27, as follows:
•

Estimated Record fee of $100.00Jo be supplemented with actual costs
of scanned record. See Idaho Appellate Rule 27(d).

d) That the appellate filing fee for an appeal in a civil case of $129.00 has been paid.
See Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(l).
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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DATED TIDS 19th day ofMay, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

B~~~
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104

DATED TIDS 19th day ofMay, 2017.
WElL,

G/j &

MANGES LLP

By~

y6iJJAt Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
(Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of May, 2017, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. by
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
0 iCourt e-service

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main St., Ste. 1300
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83 701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iCourt e-service

James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt e-service

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Christie Valcich
Court Reporter
Ada County District Court
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83 702

0 cvalcich@adaweb.net
0 iCourt Courtesy Copy

~~€<.
Dane A. Bolinger
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NO.------.:F,.ILE:no_ _ __

A.M.----P.M.---/

DEC 17 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUTY

W THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, WC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, WC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND
STAY PROCEEDWGS

SAFEGUARD BUSWESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLW, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, WC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take steps to prevent other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to Plaintiffs'
customers and for paying commissions to these iriterfering distributors which should have been
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paid to Plaintiffs. The interfering distributors, as well as others who purportedly facilitated the
interference, are also named as defendants.
The distributorship agreement between Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 ") and SBS
contains the following arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN" SUBPARAGRAPH
IN"TERNAL
DISPUTE
[(ADDRESSIN"G
SBS'S
(A)
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISIN"G BETWEEN US ... AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDIN'GS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN' DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
AS
OTHERWISE
PROVIDED
IN'
THIS
EXCEPT
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN" ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
RULES
OF
THE
AMERICAN
ARBITRATION
ASSOCIATION ....
In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause, the T3 Distributorship Agreement
includes the following choice oflaw provision:
All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act .... Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
will not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to tllis subsection.
In accordance with the following provisions, SBS seeks to compel the arbitration ofT3's
claims against it in Texas. SBS contends the forum selection clause is valid under both federal
. and Texas law and should be enforced as written. SBS also seeks a stay of proceedings pending
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the arbitration of T3 's claims under 9 U.S.C. § 3, which is part of the Federal Arbitration Act
("FAA").

Initially, T3 conceded that it was bound to arbitrate its claims and sought only to sever
the choice of forum provision from the arbitration clause on the basis that it was unconscionable
and unenforceable under I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum selection clause which
requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights through litigation or
arbitration. 1 In supplemental briefing, T3 enhanced its argument, contending that the invalid
forum selection provision alone rendered the entire arbitration clause void and, consequently, T3
should not be compelled to arbitrate, either in Idaho or Texas. Regarding the stay, T3 and
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") argue that if arbitration of T3' s claims proceeds,
this Court is not permitted to stay T3 's non-arbitral claims and Thurston's claims.
A related issue on which this Court requested supplemental briefing was whether the
enforcement of a forum selection clause is a procedural matter for the arbitrator to decide or
whether it qualifies as a substantive matter for the Court to determine. SBS argues that whether
the forum selection clause is enforceable is a question of procedure for the arbitrator while T3
contends it presents a substantive question for this Court.
IT.

STAJ{DAJUDS

Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court. Wattenbarger v. A. G.

Ed:t-i,ards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 308, 315,246 P.3d 961, 968 (2010). When ruling on a motion
to compel arbitration, the district court applies the same standard as if ruling on a motion for

1

In support of its argument that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, T3 submitted the
affidavit of its President, Dawn Teply, setting forth facts suggesting she was in a substantially weaker bargaining
position than SBS at the time of contracting which compelled her to agree to arbitrate in Texas rather than Idaho.
Aff. Teply ~~ 8-14 (Nov. 12, 2014).She further states the costs of having to arbitrate in Texas would be
prohibitive. Jd at ~~15-16.
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summary judgment Id. at 317, 246 P.3d at 970. Thus, a motion to compel arbitration is proper
granted when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that the moving party is
entitled to compel arbitration as a matter of law. Id, quoting LRC.P. 56( c). The record must be
construed in favor of the nonmoving party, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's
favor. Id. If reasonable minds could differ on conclusions drawn from the evidence presented,
the motion must be denied. Id. The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact is on the moving party. I d.
Stays of proceedings pending arbitration are governed by§ 3 ofthe FAA, which states:

If any suit or proceeding be brought in any of the courts of the
United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an
agreement, shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial
of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the terms of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is
not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.
For arbitrable issues, the stay is mandatory. Shearsonl American Express, Inc. v.
Mcl.1ahon, 482 U.S. 220, 226 (1987). The decision to stay litigation of non-arbitrable claims or

issues pending the resolution of related arbitration proceedings is a matter within the court's
discretion. Moses H Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction C01p., 460 U.S. 1, 21 n.
23 (1983).

III.

ANALYSIS
A. Compelling Arbitration in Texas
1. Enforceabilitv of the Forum Selection Clause Presents a Question of
Arbitrability.
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The FAA applies to all arbitrations involving commerce. 9 U.S.C. § 2. Section 2 of the
FAA provides a written agreement to arbitrate a controversy "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." The U.S. Supreme Court interprets§ 2 to mean that, like other contracts, an arbitration
clause or portion thereof may be invalidated by "generally applicable contract defenses, such as
fraud, duress, or unconscionability." Doctor's Associates, Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681,
687, 116 S.Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.2d 902 (1996). Under § 4 of the FAA, the court must order
arbitration if it is satisfied that the making of the arbitration agreement is not at issue. 9 U.S.C. §
4.

The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question of arbitrability."
Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The Court has cautioned that
questions of arbitrability are narrow in scope and typically involve matters of a kind that
"contracting parties would likely have expected a court" to decide. Id. They mclude certain
gateway matters, such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement at all or whether
a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy. Id., citing John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 546-547 (1964) (whether an arbitration
agreement survives a corporate merger); AT & T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications Workers,
475 U.S. 643, 651-52 (1986)(wbether a labor-management layoff controversy falls within the
scope of an arbitration clause); Atkinson v. Sinclair Refining Co., 370 U.S. 238, 241-243 (1962)
(whether a clause providing for arbitration of various "grievances" covers claims for damages for
breach of a no-strike agreement).
The "question of arbitrability" does not, however, extend to what the Court has termed
"procedural questions" which "grow out of the dispute and bear on its final disposition." John
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Wiley, 376 U.S. at 557. Procedural questions are presumptively not for the judge, but for an

arbitrator, to decide. Id. They include whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches,
estoppel, and other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met. Howsam,
537 U.S. at 84-85. They also include whether an arbitration agreement allows for class
arbitration. Green Tree Fin. C01p. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 452-53 (2003). In Green Tree, the
Court noted that issues regarding "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to"
rather than "whether they agreed to arbitrate a matter," was presumptively for the arbitrator. Id.
at 452. (emphasis in original).

In light of T3' s initially concession that its claims against SBS were arbitrable, SBS
characterizes the dispute over the forum selection clause as concerning "what kind of arbitration
proceeding that parties agreed to[,]" which must be determined by the arbitrator. \Vbile the U.S.
Supreme Court has not specifically extended its definition of "procedural questions" to the
validity of a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement, SBS's position enjoys support in
some federal circuits. The Second Circuit held, after determining the dispute was arbitrable, that
"venue is a procedural issue that [the] arbitrators should address in the first instance." UBS Fin.
Servs. v. W Va. Univ. Hasps., Inc., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011). Similarly, the First Circuit

held, "the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, [therefore] determining the place
of the arbitration is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator." Richard C. Young &
Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir.2004). 2

2

See also, Cent. JiV. Va. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir.2011) (stating dispute
over which arbitration panel should decide issues was "far more akin to a venue dispute than a question of
arbitrability, and, as such, it [was] appropriate for arbitral resolution"); Lodge Works, L.P. v. C.F. Jordan Canst.,
LLC, 506 F. App'x 747, 750 (lOth Cir. 2012)(after parties agreed dispute was arbitrable, court held question of
arbitral venue is matter of contract interpretation for arbitrator to decide).
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In none of these circuit cases, however, was the attack on the forum selection clause on
the basis that the clause was unenforceable under a generally applicable contract defense such as
unconsionability or violation of public policy. In UBS, the issue that was determined to be nonarbitrable was whether the parties' forum selection clause designating the County ofNew York
as the arbitral forum conflicted ·with Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FlNRA) rules
providing that the Director of FlNRA Dispute Resolution is to decide the hearing location for the
arbitration. Id. at 648, 654-55. In Richard C. Young, the issue was whether, after arbitration
proceedings were filed in Boston, the forum designated in the arbitration agreement, the
arbitrator could then transfer the arbitration proceedings to a California panel. 389 F.3d at 5. In

Bayer Cropscien.ce, after the parties commenced arbitration proceedings in separate venues
pursuant to two separate contracts, the court was asked to determine which of two arbitration
panels had jurisdiction to determine the validity of one of the parties' contract. 645 F.3d at 27374. Finally, in Lodge Works, where the plaintiff filed arbitration proceedings in Kansas as per the
agreement and the defendant filed arbitration proceedings in Texas, the issue was whether court
could enjoin the Texas proceeding in light of the fact the parties agreed their dispute was subject
to arbitration. 506 F. App'x at 749-750.
The circumstances presented in the foregoing cases rendered the forum selection issues
purely procedural in the courts' eyes. The case which perhaps is the most factually on-point to
the case at bar is Lodge Works, but there is no mention in that case of the reason for the defendant
filing in a forum other than that designated in the forum selection clause. Without facts
suggesting the defendant challenged the Kansas forum selection clause under a contract defense
such as unconscionability, the case is not persuasive authority.
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What does persuade this Court is case law from the Ninth Circuit and other courts which
have analyzed the enforceability of forum selection clauses in arbitration agreements. That are
contrary to State Public Policy. For example, in the case of Nagrampa v. Mai!Coups, Inc., the
Ninth Circuit analyzed at length whether a forum selection clause in a franchise agreement
requiring the franchisee to arbitrate her claims in Massachusetts was contrary to California
public policy and unconscionable. 469 F.3d 1257, 1289-1293 (9th Cir. 2006). The court noted
that "if the 'place and manner' restrictions of a forum selection provision are 'unduly
oppressive,' or have the effect of shielding the stronger party from liability, then the forum
selection provision is unconscionable." Id at 1287 (citations omitted). Likewise, the Seventh
Circuit recently considered whether a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement was
illusory and unenforceable. Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 776-78 (7th Cir. 2014).
The court stated "[l]ike other contractual provisions, forum selection clauses-even those
designating arbitral fora-are not immune from the general principle that unconscionable
contractual provisions are invalid." Several other courts follow suit.3
These cases suggest that where a forum selection clause is challenged pursuant to a
contract defense, the issue becomes a substantive one for the court to decide rather than a matter
of procedure for the arbitrator. This Court fmds this approach to be most consistent with the U.S.
Supreme Court's statement in Howsam that "whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration
3

See, e.g., Saleemi v. Doctor's Associates, Inc., 292 P.3d 108, 112 (Wash, 2013) ("Washington courts have
regularly decided whether choice of law and forum selection clauses in arbitration clauses are enforceable.");
Quinn v. EMC Cmp., 109 F. Supp. 2d 681, 686 (S.D. Tex. 2000)(considering whether forum selection clause
forcing Texas resident to arbitrate in Massachusetts was against public policy); Bee1y v. Quest Diagnostics, Inc.,
953 F. Supp. 2d 531, 545 (D.N.J. 2013)(considering whether forum selection clause contained in the arbitration
clause unduly impaired plaintiffs' efforts to vindicate their statutory rights under Title V1I and EPA); F aulkenberg
v. CB Tax Franchise Sys., LP, 637 F.3d 801, 807 (7th Cir. 2011)(evaluating the enforceability of a forum selection
clause in an arbitration agreement in light of illinois statute prohibiting out-of-state forum selection in
distributorship agreements); Jalee Consulting Grp., Inc. v. XenoOne, Inc., 908 F. Supp. 2d 387, 398
(S.D.N.Y.2012)(considering whether forum selection clause in arbitration agreement was unenforceable on
grounds of :fraud, inconvenience, unconscionablility, and violation of public policy).
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clause raises a 'question of arbitrability' for a court to decide." 537 U.S. at 84. Further, it is not
inconsistent with the decisions of the First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions discussed
herein.
T3 seeks a revocation of the entire arbitration clause or, alternatively, the forum selection
clause, based on a defense existing at law; i.e., I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum
selection clause which requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights
through litigation or arbitration. By advancing this public policy defense, T3 places the validity
of the entire arbitration clause at issue, effectively transfonning the question into one of
substance rather than procedure. Further, this Court finds the issue of forum enforceability in
light of Idaho public policy is something the "contracting parties wc:mld likely have expected a
court" to decide, not an arbitration panel in Texas. Howsam, 537 U.S. at 83. Thus, whether or not
the forum selection clause is enforceable in light of I.C. § 29-110 and its effect on the overall
obligation to arbitrate is, therefore, a question of arbitrability which this Court will decide.
2. Texas Law Applies to the Enforceability of the Forum Selection Clause.

In order to determine the validity of the forum selection clause, this Court must first
determine which law to apply. Idaho courts recognize and enforce choice-of-law provisions.

Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 766, 979 P.2d 627,
639 n. 3(1999)("Choice-of-law provisions are recognized in Idaho both in commercial and
noncommercial transactions.") In the commercial realm, the parties to a contract have the power
to choose the applicable law. 4 I.C. § 28-1-301. Specifically, I.C. § 28-1-301(a) provides as
follows:
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Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation the parties may agree that
the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall govern their rights
and duties. Failing such agreement the uniform commercial code applies to
transactions bearing an appropriate relation to this state.
Here, the parties designated "[a]ll matters relating to arbitration" as being governed by
the FAA and, to

th~

extent not governed by the FAA, the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 or "other

federal law," the agreement is to be governed by Texas law.

As mentioned, under § 2 ofFAA

arbitration agreements "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as
exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that "generally applicable contract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability, may be
applied to invalidate arbitration agreements without contravening§ 2." Doctor's Associates, Inc.

v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996). "Whether these defenses apply is grounded in state
contract law and, therefore, state law controls. Id
Here, T3 is challenging the forum selectiop. clause as unconscionable due to its invalidity
under Idaho law. Thus, it is a matter to be resolved under state, not federal, law. Applying the
parties' choice-of-law provision as written, the issue is therefore to be resolved under Texas law.
However, this Court must first determine whether Texas law bears a reasonable relation to the
relationship between T3 and SBS pursuant to I.C. § 28-1-803(a).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed

reasonable relationship inquiry in the case of

Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energyvvave C01p., 116 Idaho 56, 59, 773 P.2d 1143, 1146 (1989). There,
the Court recognized that the law of Florida chosen by the parties bore a reasonable relationship
to the commercial transaction in dispute because: 1) the defendants were corporations organized
4

While T3 argues that§ 187 ofthe Restatement (Second) of Conflicts ofLaws should apply to determine the choice
of law, the Court bas stated this analysis only applies in non-commercial situations. Cerami-Kote, Inc. v.
Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 773 P.2d 1143, fn. I (1989). Since the distributorship agreement between T3 and
SBS is commercial in nature, I.C. § 28-l-301(a) provides the analysis.
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under the laws of Florida; 2) the defendants had their principal place of business in Florida; and
3) performance of the plaintiff's obligations under the contract would take place, in part, in
Florida. Consequently, the Court found Florida law should have been applied to determine the
validity of the contract's forum selection clause. Id.
The difference between the facts of this case and those of Cerami-Kote is that the
performance of T3 's obligations under the distributorship agreement was confined to Idaho, not
Texas. Further, T3 is incorporated under the laws of Delaware. These differences, however, do
not tip the scale in favor of the application of Idaho law. The parties' relationship to Texas need
only be "reasonable" under the statute. In California, which has a statute very similar to § 28-1301(a), courts have held that the mere fact one of the parties resides in a foreign state gjves the
parties a reasonable ground for choosing that state's law. ABF Capital C01p. v. Berglass, 130
Cal. App. 4th 825, 834, 30 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 594 (2005). SBS's principal place of business is
located in Texas. Amend. Cmplt,

~

24; SBS Ans.,

~

24. Moreover, the T3 distributorship

agreement was executed in Texas and T3 communicated with SBS's agents in Texas about
matters concernillg the distributorship. A:ff. Teply,

~~

11, 21-55 and Exhs. 1-21. Under these

facts, this Court fmds the distributorship agreement bears a reasonable relation to Texas and,
therefore, will uphold the parties' choice.ofTexas law. 5
3. The Forum Selection Clause is Unenforceable Under Texas Law.
Having determined that Texas law governs, the question now is whether the forum
selection clause is enforceable under Texas law. The Idaho Supreme Court dealt with a similar
forum selection clause in Cerami-Kote, although not in the context of arbitration. 116 Idaho at
57, 773 P.2d at 1144. The Court held that under Florida law, the forum selection clause at issue
5

Regardless, however, of whether this Court applies Texas or Idaho law to determine the validity of the forum
selection clause, the result is the same.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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would not be enforced in view of I. C. § 29-110, which voided such provisions. Id at 60, 773
P.2d at 1147. Subsection 1 ofthe statute provides:
Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals, or which
limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is void as it is against
the public policy of Idaho. Nothing in this section shall affect contract provisions
relating to arbitration so long as the contract does not require arbitration to be
conducted outside the state ofldaho.

In Cerami-Kote, the Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court had expressly adopted
the view regarding the enforceability of forum selection clauses and public policy enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co, 407 U.S. 1 (1972).

6

Jd at 59,

773 P.2d at 1146. The Bremen imposes three conditions which must exist in order for forum
selection clauses to be enforceable, one of which includes:
Enforcement would not contravene a strong policy enunciated by statute or
judicial fiat, either in the forum where the suit would be brought, or the forum
from which the suit has been excluded.
The Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15

The Idaho Supreme Court held that the enforcement of the forum selection clause would
violate Idaho's public policy as expressed in LC. § 29-110(1) and Florida courts would refuse to
enforce the clause under The Bremen. !d. at 60, 773 P .2d at 114 7.
A similar result would follow under Texas law. As pointed out by SBS, Texas currently
follows the direction of The Bremen and recognizes that a forum selection clause is
unenforceable when the clause contravenes the public policy of the forum from which the suit
was excluded. In re AlU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13 (Tex. 2004). See also, In re Lyon Fin.
Servs., Inc., 257 S.W.3d 228, 231-32 (Tex. 2008)("A trial court abuses its discretion in refusing

6

The Florida case adopting the view expressed in The Bremen is Manrique v. Fabbri, 493 So.2d 437 (Fla.1986).
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to enforce a forum-selection clause unless the party opposing enforcement of the clause can ·
clearly show that ... (3) enforcement would contravene a strong public policy of the forum
where the suit was brought[.]"). As I.C. 29-110(1) evinces Idaho's strong public policy against
forum selection clauses designating fora outside Idaho boundaries, this Court is convinced that
Texas courts would not enforce the forum selection clause in the T3 distributorship agreement.
Perhaps recognizing this outcome, SBS points out that Texas follows federal precedent
when deciding the enforceability of forum-selection clauses and current federal precedent has
narrowed the exceptions enunciated in The Bremen. Citing to Atlantic Marine Const. Co. v. US.

Dist. Court for W Dist. of Texas, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574 (2013), SBS characterizes the current
federal law as disallowing a plaintiff from litigating outside the chosen venue where the plaintiff
purposefully

file~

suit in a state other than that agreed to in the contract then seeking that state's

protection from having to litigate elsewhere. SBS argues that since T3, in contravention of the
distributorship agreement, chose to bring its lawsuit in Idaho, which has a public policy against
enforcing forum selection clauses, its arguments against having to arbitrate in Texas should be
given no weight.

Atlantic Marine, however, regarded the analysis of the appropriate procedural method
under federal law to transfer venue to another federal court in the presence of a forum selection
clause. The Court held that under such circumstances, parties seeking transfer must move under
28 U.S.C. §1404(a), which requires a court to evaluate both the convenience of the parties and
various public-interests. The Court noted that "when a party bound by a foi:"Um-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different forum, a§ 1404(a) transfer of venue
will not carry with it the original venue's choice-of-law rules." Id. at 574. The Court did not
overrule The Bremen, either expressly or impliedly and, in fact, it cited favorable to The Bremen
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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in one portion of the opinion. Id. at 582.

Given Atlantic Marine's factual and procedural

dissimilarities to the proceeding at bar, this Court concludes that a Texas court would not feel
constrained by it in evaluating the enforceability of the forum selection clause in an arbitration
agreement.
4. The Unenforceable Forum Selection Clause Is Severable.
The next question to address is the effect the invalid forum selection clause has upon the
agreement to arbitrate. Under Texas law, whether or not the invalidity of a particular provision
affects the rest of the contract depends upon whether the remaining provisions are independent or
mutually dependent promises, which courts determine by looking to the language of the contract
itself. In re Poly-Anz., L.P., 262 S.W.3d 337, 360 (Tex. 2008), cites omitted. An illegal or
unconscionable provision of a contract may generally be severed so long as it does not constitute
the essential purpose of the agreement. I d. The relevant inquiry is whether or not parties would
have entered into the agreement absent the unenforceable provisions. Id. Texas courts allow
severance of illegal contract provisions where the invalid provision was "only a part of the many
reciprocal promises in the agreement" and "did not constitute the main or essential purpose of
the agreement." Id., quoting Williams v. Williams, 569 S.W.2d 867, 871 (Tex.l978).
SBS first contends the entire agreement to arbitrate must be rendered void due to the
invalid forum selection clause, but does not advance any argument suggesting the clause
constitutes "the main or essential purpose" of the distributorship agreement. This Court finds it is
not. The distributorship agreement is several pages long and contains numerous provisions not
challenged by T3 as imposing any unconscionable burdens. The forum selection clause touches
on a discrete obligation, the severance of which leaves the essential purpose of the agreement
unaffected. This Court cannot say the parties would not have entered into the agreement absent
:MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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the forum selection clause. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the distributorship agreement contains
a severability provision which provides that "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be
held invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each of the parties, such invalid
provision or part being deemed severable in nature." T3 has not argued this provision should not
be enforced.
Consequently, this Court fmds the invalid forum selection clause to be severable under
Texas. law and the parties' own contract and further finds that severance preserves the parties'
contractual obligations to arbitrate their claims. 7
B.

Stay of Proceedings

Section 3 of the FAA instructs that district courts must stay proceedings as to any
arbitrable issue, but it is within the court's discretion whether to stay non-arbitrable claims. 8
McMahon, 482 U.S. at 226; Moses H Cone, 460 U.S. at 21n. 23, citing 9 U.S.C. § 3. The U.S.
Supreme Court has acknowledged that the FAA raises the prospect of "piecemeal litigation"
resulting from the stay of some issues and not others. Moses H Cone, supra.
Important factors to consider when determining whether the non-arbitrable issues should
proceed include the predominance of the arbitr~ble claims, the merit ofthe non-arbitrable claims,
a court's concern with controlling its own docket, and overall judicial economy. Id; Genesco,
Inc. v. T. Kakiuchi & Co., 815 F.2d 840, 856 (2d Cir. 1987). When there are several arbitrable
issues that are central to the overall matter and only one closely related non-arbitrable issue, it

7

Because this Court finds the forum selection clause is invalid under Texas law as being contrary to Idaho public
policy expressed in l.C. §29-110(1), it will not address T3's arguments that the clause should be rendered invalid
as substantively and procedurally unconscionable.

8

While Plaintiffs argue the stay provision of the FAA is procedural in nature and, consequently, applies only to
federal courts and not state courts, this position is incorrect. The U.S. Supreme Court held that "state courts, as
much as federal courts, are obliged to grant stays of litigation under§ 3 of the [FAA]." Moses H Cone, 460 U.S.
at26.
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seems more reasonable for the court to stay the proceedings. On the other hand, if there is one
small arbitrable issue that will not affect several non-arbitrable issues, a court could conclude
that the proceedings should continue. D. Imp. & EJ.p. C01p. v. MIV REEFER SUN, 248 F. Supp.
2d 240,251 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).
In addition, the risk of inconsistent rulings should be considered ifthe pending arbitration

is "likely to resolve issues material to [the] lawsuit" AgGrow Oils, L.L.C. v. Nat'l Union Fire

Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 242 F.3d 777, 783 (8th Cir.2001). The factors that bear on this inquiry
include '"the risk of inconsistent rulings, the extent to which parties will be bound by the
arbitrators' decision, and the prejudice that may result from delays." I d. When these factors
weigh in favor of staying the entire action pending arbitration, the court may abuse its discretion
in allowing the nonarbitrable issues to proceed absent a stay. Volkswagen Of Am., Inc. v. Sud's

Of Peoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966, 972 (7th Cir. 2007). In many instances, a court may prefer to stay
the balance of the case in the hope that the arbitration might help resolve, or at least shed some
light on, the issues remaining in court. Id., citing Hikers Indus. v. William Stuart Indus., 640
F.Supp. 175, 178 (S.D.N.Y.1986)( "A stay as to claims against a non-arbitrating defendant is
properly granted where the arbitration of the plaintiffs claims against a defendant party to the
arbitration would at least partially determine the issues which form the basis of the claim against
that non-arbitrating defendant.")
. SBS argues a stay is warranted because the arbitrable claims and non-arbitrable claims
are not "mutually exclusive." With the exception of Thurston's claim pertaining to the attempted
business purchase in New· Mexico, SBS characterizes Thurston's claims as "identical" and

"turnO

on the resolution of the key arbitrable issue" in T3 's claims. Thus, to preserve the

meaningfulness of the arbitration proceeding and preserve judicial resourced, SBS requests a
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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stay of all proceedings. Plaintiffs contend that this Court is not permitted to stay the litigation of
claims of a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement under § 3 of the FAA. In addition to federal
cases stating that § 3 of the FAA does not compel a court to stay proceedings involving a nonsignatory, they cite to two consolidated Idaho cases where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
trial court's decision to deny a stay of non-signatory claims pending arbitration. Lewis v. Cedu

Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000); Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho
145, 15 P.3d 1153 (2000).
Addressing Plaintiffs' argument first, they are correct that § 3 of the FAA does not

compel a court to stay all litigation, including claims against or by parties who are not subject to
an arbitration agreement, but the Court does have the discretion to do so. Moses H Cone, 460
U.S. at 21. Case law demonstrates that courts regularly stay proceedings involving nonsignatories if a weighing of the above-cited factors suggests a stay is in the best interests of all
involved. 9 As for the consolidated Idaho cases cited by Plaintiffs, they, too, expressly recognized
that the trial court has the discretion to order a stay of proceedings against a non-signatory party.
"While there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigatioli pending the
outcome of arbitration between other parties, there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 135
Idaho at 145, 15 P.3d at 1153. Holding that the trial court did not err in refusing the stay, the
Court did not engage in any significant analysis or otherwise comment on the ruling. It merely
acknowledged the trial court did not exceed its discretion. Id.

9

See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Vecco Concrete Construction Co., Inc., 629 F.2d 961, 964 (4th
Cir.1980)("[where] questions of fact common to all actions pending ... are likely to be settled during the ...
arbitration, ... all litigation should be stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration proceedings."); Money Point
Diamond Corp. v. Bomar Resources, Inc., 654 F.Supp. 634, 636-37 (E.D.Va.l987)( where a non-arbitrable count
in a complaint is joined with arbitrable claims, the non-arbitrable claims may be stayed pending the outcome of
the arbitration.); Institute of Mission Helpers of Baltimore City v. Reliance Insurance Co., 812 F.Supp. 72, 76
(D.Md.1992) (where the Court stated., "[t]ime and again the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit have
emphasized a federal policy that favors expeditious resolution of disputes through arbitration").
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Thus, having established the Court has the discretion to stay all proceedings pending
arbitration, the question is whether it should do so. Contrary to SBS's argument, Thurston's
claims do turn on the resolution of T3 's arbitrable claims. Thurston's claims are not dependent
on the outcome of T3's arbitrable claims and the arbitrator's decisions with regard to those
claims are not binding on Thurston. Certainly, those claims share a common question regarding
the Plaintiffs' rights under their distributorship agreements with regard to customer protection
and commissions. 10 Thurston and T3' s contractual rights are, in all relevant respects, the same.
However, the Plaintiffs do not share their protected customers. Whether the Defendant
Distributors solicited and sold to the Plaintiffs' protected customers, whether SBS took steps to
prevent the Defendant Distributors from doing so, and whether SBS paid commissions to the
Defendant Distributors on sales to Plaintiffs' protected customers will all involve individualized
presentations of evidence as to each protected customer. Therefore, this Court fmds the
Thurston's claims and T3's arbitrable claims have more differences than commonalities and the
arbitrable issues do not "predominate." In addition, this Court sees little sense in staying
Thurston's claims - a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement - when Thurston could easily
dismiss its claims in the current suit andre-file without T3 as a co-Plaintiff. Consequently, this
Court will not stay Thurston's claims.
Conversely, T3 's non-arbitrable claims are dependent on the outcome of its arbitrable
claims. Whether the Distributor Defendants and Dunlap interfered with T3' s contractual relations
and prospective economic advantage will depend on the arbitrator's findings regarding the scope
of T3 's rights under the distributorship agreement and whether those rights were violated by
SBS. A stay of T3 's non-arbitrable claims, however, is not warranted. To avoid the possibility of
10

As SBS concedes, Thurston's claims regarding the attempted business purchase in New Mexico is distinct from
T3' s claims.
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inconsistent results and to advance the interests of judicial economy, this Court will set the trial
date to a time when it is likely arbitration will have concluded. In the meantime, the two
proceedings can go forward on a dual track. In addition, to avoid duplicative efforts by the
parties, the parties can agree to consolidate their discovery efforts in the two proceedings.

IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings is DENIED, in part, and GRANTED,
in part. T3 and SBS are ordered to arbitrate T3 's claims against SBS in accordance with their
distributorship agreement, but the forum selection provision designating Dallas, Texas as the
forum for arbitration is hereby severed from the agreement. Consequently, T3 shall submit its

•

claims against SBS for arbitration in Idaho. Further, this Court will not impose a stay on the
remaining claims, but will not schedule a trial date until arbitration has been completed.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

~

Dated

this/~ay ofDecember, 2014.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
'

By EMILY CHILD
DePUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to compel the

production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. 1 Pursuapt to the
Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review. 2
A hearing on the motions was held on February 12,2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20,2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection" was filed January 28, 2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld

as attorney-client privileged.
}.
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client priVilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.

Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion, act within the outer boundaries of its <;liscretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, citing Sun Valley

Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, allows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosi11g confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3

Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only", which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the AEO documents
within fourteen ( 14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two protective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12, 2016 and the Court or~ly denied the request.

2
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client or betweyn the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning ofi.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502(b);
State v. Allen, 123 I9aho 880, 885-86, 853 P.2d 625, 630-31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478,903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,

878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclose!;l to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house coum:el, however,
the standard is stricter and such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho

S~pt.

4,

2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Cal.2002).
Communications with jn-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as outside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business cap~city in connection
with many corporate endeavors," courts will require that the party seeking to protect the
I

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that the communications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." !d.
It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications

submitted by the parties.

3
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A. Defendants' Motion
The documents at i~sue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt {''Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which were sent
4

between July 22,2014 and July 24, 2014. The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and eac:h of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and both
Plaintiffs. IRE 502(b)(3). Defendants further assert that even if the communications are
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, and 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the bu.siness transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in. the litigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and

su~h privilege

was not waived.

1. Flatt was a client.
Rule 502 defined "clienf' as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(1 ). An attorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.

McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407,411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's
advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that could r~asonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." ld. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.

Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621, 682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).
The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communications were made; Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale of Flatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J.

Mulcahy,~

3 (February 5,

2016). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreed to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. Id.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at iS$Ue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulca,hy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.

2. Flatt, Teply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interest'was
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest between Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale of Flatt's distributorship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the three parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Case law on the common interest element instructs that the interest must
be legal rather than a business interest "that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re
Fresh & Process Potatoes Antitru~t Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,

2014). 5 As explained in In reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must 'be <;lesigned to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that must exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation. Id., citing Hunydee v, United
States, 355 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1965). 6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that

the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected
communications. !d., collecting cases. As evidenced by In reFresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear Idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defined "common
interest'' as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal law on the subject to guide its analysis.

6

See also, Callwave Commc'ns, LLC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)("The
privilege does not require a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply wh~re the parties'
interes~ are adverse in substantial respects.")

5
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the common business inJerest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the pur~hase and sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Fiatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final decision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal int~rest appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this ca5e are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale ofFlatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliates.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at issue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.

3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack of Idaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that "the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas oflaw, fall within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (0. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke

v. American Commer,ce Nat'/ Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.1992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. Id.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d Cir. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee

agreement letter).
6
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Applying IRE 502, howev~r, this Court finds the engagement letters at i&sue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the repres(;lntation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who commuiricated with the attorney." Truckstop.Net,

L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 248000i, at *4 (D. Idaho Aug. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383,395-396 (1981).
In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly
note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IRCP 26(b)(1). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277, 281 (N.D. TIL 1997)(firtding :ee agreement was not relevant to issues in case and
need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885~ at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).

4. Plaintiffs did not waive the privilege.
Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. This Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege ''voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or communication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that "the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and

not an offensive sword." Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In
Skelton, the Idaho Supreme Court held that by testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. Id. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.

Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co.~ 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's commWiications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion
At issue in Plaintiffs' motion are 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap a,nd/or
Kevin Skipper. As disCUf)Sed above, sas bears the burden of making a "clear showing" that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, demonstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects of SBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the extent of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as CQrporate secretary
· rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfy its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIV 00411 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
.PRIV Q0678_00001_UR through PRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773_00001_UR through PRIV 00773_00002_UR
PRIV 00848_0000l_UR throughPRIV 00848_00002_UR
PRIV .00925- 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_00001_UR through PRIV 01040_00002_UR
PRIV 01041 UR
PRIV 01170_00001_UR through PRIV 01170_00007_UR
PRIV 01234_0000l_UR through PRIV 01234_00002_UR
.PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 01298_ 0002_UR, with the exception of the email
from Dunlap on the top ofpagePRIV 01298_0~00l_UR
PRIV 01469_ 0000 1_VR through PRIV 01469_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01518_0000l_UR through PRIV 01518_0000.2_UR
PRIV 00848_ 00001_UR through PRIV 00848_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01535_00001_UR through PRIV 01535_00003_UR, with the exception ofthe first
two emails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 0153 5_ 00 1_UR
PRIV 01596_00001_UR throughPRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597_ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 01597_ 00002_UR
PRIV 01598_00001_UR through PRIV 01598_00002_UR

• PRIV 01599 UR
8
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...-~

••,.

~•-...-·-¥•~..,...,.._v~

- - .....

'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169_UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563 _ UR
DEFS0039581_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception of the email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837_ UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS00039841_UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116_UR-DEFS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252_UR-DEFS0057253 _ UR
DEFS0057273 UR
DEFS0087088 UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092_UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions is
GRANTED, in part~ and DENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in § III(B) to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

1/-

Dated this

2!1_ day of March, 2016.
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NO.----;;;FII..EO'Cr~;--'":"":J:i/7/4;::--

A.M.------

MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISfR.1EifTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Sy EMILY CHILD
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
c~TV

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation; and
DELUXE CORPORATION, a Minnesota
corporation.

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
ORDER ON MOTIONS TO CONFIRM
AND VACATE ARBITRATION
AWARD

Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to this Court's December 17,2014 Order, T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s ("T3") claims 1
against Defendant, Safeguard Business Systems ("Safeguard"), were arbitrated before a three
member panel of arbitrators for the Tribunals of the American Arbitration Association.
("Panel"). The arbitration process lasted nearly two years, including document production,
depositions, pre-hearing briefing, a six day hearing, and post-hearing briefing. On October 5,
201 6, the Panel issued an "Interim Award" setting forth its fmdings of fact and conclusions of
law on liability and damages for T3's claims. In the Interim Award, the panel found Safeguard
liable to T3 for breach of contract, intentional interference with business relations and for
violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practice Act? Decl. Schossberger, Exh 0 (Dec. 9, 2016).
1

The claims submitted to arbitration were breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
intentional interference with prospective economic advantage and violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices
Act ("TDTPA").
2

Because T3 did not address the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in pre- or post-hearing
briefmg and did not present any evidence supporting the claim at the hearing, the Panel deemed the claim abandoned
and denied any relief thereunder. Interim Award, p. 20, fu. 2.

l
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The Panel determined T3 's total actual damages amounted to $1.475 million. 3 It further found T3
to be the prevailing party and authorized T3 to file a motion for fees and costs.
On October 17,2016, the Panel issued a "Supplement to Interim Award'' which set forth
additional conclusions of law, finding that T3 's disnibutorship was terminated and sening fonh
T3 's obligations for return of Safeguard materials and intellectual property following
Safeguard's payment of the final award. /d. at Exh. Q. On November 22, 2016, the Panel issued
an Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Expenses, which awarded T3
$2,449,208.14 in attorneys' fees and $437,126.28 in expenses for a total of$2,886,334.42. Id at
Exh. T. On December 5, 2016, the Panel issued its Final Award finding Safeguard liable to T3 in
the total amount of $4,362,041.95 and ordered payment within sixty (60) days. /d. at Exh. U.
On DecemberS, 2016, while trial in the action was pending, T3 renewed its motion to
confirm the arbitration award. On December 9, 2016, Safeguard filed a motion to vacate the
award, in part or in full. Oral argument on the motions occurred on February 21,2017 after
which time the Court took the motions under advisement.
II.

STANDARDS
Pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), a court must confirm an arbitration

award unless there are statutory grounds to vacate, modify, or correct the arbitrators' decision. 9
U.S.C. § 9. Sections 10 and 11 of the FAA set forth the grounds. Safeguard relies on§ 10(a)(4),
which allows vacatur of an award where an arbitrator exceeds it power, and § 11 (b), which
allows modification of an award where arbitrators "have awarded upon a matter not submitted to
them." 9 U.S.C. § tl(b). Safeguard moves for vacatur or, alternatively, modification of the
arbitrator's award of damages and attorney fees.
A.

Vacatur Under§ 10(a)(4)

Review of an arbitration award is "both limited and highly deferential." Schoenduve
Corp. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 442 F.3d 727,730 (9th Cir. 2006). The standard of review for
arbitration awards has been described as "among the narrowest known to the law." ARW
Exploration Corp. v. Aguirre, 45 F.3d 1455, 1462 (lOth Cir.l99S). Under the FAA, courts may
vacate an arbitrator's decision "only in very unusual circumstances." Oxford Health Plans LLC v.

3

The Panel awarded the same categories of damages under each claim, to wit: 1) lost past commissions of
$321 ,65 7. 77; the present value of lost future commissions of S3 73,473.76; 3) preferential pricing damages of
$214,432.39, and; the value of the distributorship ofS566, 143.61. See, Interim Award, ~1 10 l, 113, 133.

2
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Sutter, 133 S. Ct. 2064,2068 (2013), cite omitted. Section 10 (a) of the FAA sets forth four
statutory grounds for vacating an award. Relevant here is§ IO(a)(4), which authorizes vacatur
.''where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual,
final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made." 9 U.S.C. § IO(a)(4).
A party seeking relief under§ 10(a)(4) bears a heavy burden. It is not enough to demonstrate that
the arbitrator "committed an error-or even a serious error." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at
2068, cite omitted. Because the parties "bargained for the arbitrator's construction of their
agreement," an arbitral decision "even arguably construing or applying the contract" must stand,
regardless of a court's view of its merits. Jd, cite omitted. Only if''the arbitrator act[s] outside
the scope of his contractually delegated authority"-issuing an award that "simply reflect[s] [his]
own notions of [economic] justice" rather than "draw[ing] its essence from the contract"-may a
court overturn his determination. /d., cite omitted:' Thus, the "sole question" for the court on
motions to vacate under§ I O(a)(4) is "whether the arbitrator (even arguably) interpreted the
parties' contract, not whether he got its meaning right or wrong." If the arbitrator undertook an
interpretation, his construction holds, "however good, bad, or ugly.'' ld at 2071.
To this end, courts cannot consider claims of factual or legal error by an arbitrator and are
not authorized to reconsider the merits of an award, even though the moving party may allege
that the award rests on errors of fact or misinterpretation of the contract/d. While an "arbitrator
may not ignore the plain language of the contract ... [,] as long as the arbitrator is even arguably
construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is
convinced he committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." ld, cite omitted.
Further, where the parties agree that the arbitrator will determine remedies for contract violations
that he finds, "courts have no authority to disagree with his honest judgment in that respect."

United Papenvorkers Jnt'l Union, AFL-C/0 v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, 38 (1987).
This limited judicial review "maintain[s] arbitration's essential virtue of resolving
disput~s straightaway." Oxford Health

Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2068. If parties could take "full-bore

legal and evidentiary appeals," arbitration would become "merely a prelude to a more

4

The scope of the arbitrator's authority is determined by the contract requiring arbitration as well as by the parties'
definition of the issues to be submitted in the submission agreement. Sc:hoenduve Corp., 442 F.3d at 732.

3
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cumbersome and time-consuming judicial review process." /d. Thus, where the parties have
chosen arbitration, they "must now live with that choice." Jd
In addition to the statutory basis for vacatur set forth in §10(a)(4), some federal courts have
articulated additional grounds for vacatur which serve as a 'judicial gloss" on the statutory
standard, including where the award is "completely irrational", where it exhibits a "manifest
disregard of the Jaw" and where it. violates public policy. 5 These grounds are extremely limited,
however. 6 The Ninth Circuit acknowledges there is no basis for vacating an award simply
because an arbitrator "merely interpret[s] or appl[ies] the governing law incorrectly." Lagstein v.

Certain Undenvriters at Lloyd's, London, 607 F.3d 634,641 (9th Cir. 2010). Rather, under Ninth
Circuit law, a party seeking vacatur on ground that an award is "completely irrational" must
establish that an arbitration decision "fails to draw its essence from the agreement." ld., cite
omitted. An arbitration award "draws its essence from the agreemene' if it is "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." /d., cite omitted. For an arbitrator's award to be in manifest disregard
of the law, it must be clear from the record, other than the result, that the arbitrator recognized
the applicable Jaw and then intentionally ignored it. Kyocera Corp. v. Prudential-Bache Trade

Servs., Inc., 341 F.3d 987, 997 (9th Cir.2003) (en bane); Bosack v. Soward, 586 F.3d 1096, 1104
(9th Cir. 2009). To vacate an arbitration award on public policy grounds, the Ninth Circuit
5

See Stephen L. Hayford, A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship Between
Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacatur, 66 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 443, 450-51 (1998) (citing federal
appeals court cases).
6

There is currently a circuit split as to whether these standards even remain viable in light of the United States
Supreme Court's decision in Hall Street Assocs. v. Moue/, Inc., 552 U.S. 576,581 (2008).1n Hall Sireet, a
commercial landlord and tenant had contracted for greater judicial review of any arbitral award during a dispute
about the tenant's alleged failure to comply with applicable environmental laws. The Supreme Court concluded that,
by pennitting review for legal errors, this contract impennissibly circumvented the FAA's limited review for
procedural errors. Jd at 586-87. The Coun rejected this approach and held that the FAA prohibited parties from
contractually expandingjudicial review on the theory that the grounds for vacatur in the FAA arc "exclusive." ld In
light of Hall Street, the First, Fifth and Eleventh circuits hold that manifest disregard of the law is no longer a valid
ground for vacating an arbitration award. See, Ramos-Sanriago v. United Parcel Service, 524 F.3d 120, 124 n.3 (I st
Cir. 2008); Ciligroup Global Markets, Inc. v. Bacon, 562 F.3d 349, 350 (5th Cir. 2009); Frazier v. CitiFinancial
Corp., LLC, 604 F.3d 1313 (lith Cir. 2010). The Sixth Circuit holds that Hall Street "reduced" the ability of courts
to vacate awards on grounds other than those specified in FAA § I0 but "did not foreclose" review for manifest
disregard ofthe law. Coffee Beanery, Ltd v. WW, L.L.C., 300 Fed. Appx. 415 (6th Cir. 2008). The Second, fourth,
Seventh and Ninth circuits continue to apply these non-statutory standards as bases for vacatur in varying degrees.
See, T.Co Metals, LLC v. Dempsey Pipe & Supply, Inc., 592 F.3d 329, 339 (2d Cir. 20 10); Wachovia Securities,
LLC v. Brand, 611 F.3d 472 (4th Cir. 2012); Wise v. Waclzovia Sec., LLC, 450 F.Jd 265,269 (7th Cir.); Comedy
Club, Inc. v. lmprov West Associates, 553 F.3d 1271, 1290 (9th Cir. 2009).
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requires the moving party to "clearly show" that (l) an explicit, well defined and dominant
policy exists, and (2) the policy is one that specifically militates against the relief ordered by the
arbitrator. Aramark Facility Servs. v. Serv. Employees Int'l Union, Local 1877, AFL C/0, 530
F.3d 817, 823 (9th Cir. 2008). 7
10.

ANALYSIS

Safeguard cites six errors committed by the arbitration panel which warrant vacatur or
modification. T3 refutes that any errors were made by the Panel. However, even if there were
errors of law or unsubstantiated findings, T3 contends that none are proper grounds for vacating
or modifying the award. Thus, T3 requests confirmation. This Court concludes that confinnation
of the award in full is warranted.
1.

Award for Commissions on Past Sales

Safeguard's first argument for vacating the award is that the Panle's award ofT3 's past
lost commissions based on DocuSource and IBF's "gross profits" for sales of Safeguard products
and services rather than on T3's own net profits constituted a manifest disregarded of Texas law
regarding the measure of lost profit damages and further ignored the provisions ofT3's
distributorship agreement. To this end, the Panel adopted the calculations made by T3's damages
expert, Robert Taylor, who took the product retail price paid to lBF and DocuSource by T3's
protected customer on each infringing order and deducted therefrom the IBF and DocuSource's
base price for the product to arrive at the unpaid commission amount. Included in this base price
amount were certain expenses, such as taxes and freight. Thus, according to Mr. Taylor, his
calculation represented net commissions to IBF and DocuSource which ought to have been
rotated to T3.
To succeed on its argument as it pertains to a failure to apply Texas Jaw, Safeguard must
point to evidence in the record, other than the result, that the Panel "understo·od and correctly
7

Despite the circuit split, the parties have not expressly urged this Court to apply the Fifth Circuit's strict
interpretation of the FAA over the Ninth Circuit's liberal interpretation, although Safeguard's reliance on the nonstatutory grounds for vacating the award indicates its preference for Ninth Circuit law. However, because Safeguard
cannot satisfy even the liberal Ninth Circuit standards, this Court need not determine which circuit's law governs
since Safeguard's motion would fail under either. Funher, it is worth noting that although this Court analyzed
Safeguard's motion under Ninth Circuit law, the Idaho Supreme Court would most certainly part ways with the
Ninth Circuit in favor of the strict Fifth Circuit interpretation in light of its preference for strict statutory
construction. Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889, 896, 265 P.3d 502, 509 (20 11).

5
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stated the law, but proceeded to intentionally disregard it." Bosack, 586 F.3d at 1104, emphasis
added. Safeguard has not carried this burden. The Panel recognized that contract damages under
Texas law are those which "flow naturally and necessarily from the wrongful conduct." Interim
Award, 187, citing Mead v. Johnson Group, Inc., 615 S.W.2d 685, 687 (Tex. 1981). lbere is no
indication that the Panel intentionally disregarded this law in accepting Mr. Taylor's
calculations. Rather, it found that the unrotated commissions earned by IBF and DocuSource on
sales made to T3's protected accounts qualified as direct contract damages to T3. Id at ~1 90-91.
In other words, the damage represented the amount of commissions T3 would have been paid
had Safeguard rotated as it was required to do. ld The Panel never indicated it was awarding
such damages as a measure of"lost profits.'' Whether or not it was legal error to not apply
typical lost profit measure of damage as Safeguard argues is beyond the scope of this Court's
review. See, e.g., Langslein, 607 F.3d at 641 ("'Manifest disregard of the law' means something
more than just an error in the law or a failure on the part of the arbitrators to understand or apply
the law.") To obtain relief, Safeguard must show clear evidence from the record that the Panel
recognized that lost profit measure of damages urged by Safeguard was applicable and
intentionally refused to apply it. Safeguard has not made this showing.
In addition, Safeguard cannot demonstrate that the Panel failed to consider the parties'

distributorship agreement, which provides that commissions will be paid to T3 after deductions
of certain expenses, including source fees. While the Panel cited to this provision in 'W 6 of the
Interim Award, it evidently did not view unrotated commissions as being calculated in the same
manner as T3 'sown commissions. Indeed, the distribution agreement is silent as to how rotated
commissions are calculated, which is not surprising given the unprecedented nature of
Safeguard-owned distributorships. Therefore, Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel was
ignoring the plain language of the contract in awarding unpaid past commissions.
2.

Award for Commissions on Future Sales

As with the award for unpaid past commissions, Safeguard argues that the Panel

exhibited a manifest disregard ofTexas law by awarding T3's future lost commissions based on
a speculative, arbitrary "one times annual revenue" metric rather than evidence ofT3's net
commissions. Further, Safeguard argues the Panel failed to consider the fact that either party
could terminate the distributorship agreement at any time, thereby cutting off any right to future
commissions.
6
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With regard to commissions on future sales, the Panel expressly found that Taylor's use
of a "one times annual revenue'' metric was the same metric used by Safeguard to acquire
commission rights of other distributors. Interim Award at 1 92. Citing to AZZ Inc. v. Morgan,
462 S. W.3d 284, 290 (Tex. App. 20 15), the Panel noted that this metric "fairly represents the
present value of future commission rights." /d.

at~

93. AZZ Inc. sets forth Texas's flexible

standard for determining proof of lost profits. Namely, Texas does not require proof that the loss
is susceptible to exact calculation; rather, the claimant must "show the amount of the loss by
competent evidence with reasonable certainty." /d. The Panel evidently found that Mr. Taylor's
proffered metric satisfied this standard. Whether or not this was a legally viable approach is not
relevant. 8 Safeguard must show the Panel understood and stated the "correct" law with respect to
future unpaid commissions and intentionally disregarded it in favor of Mr. Taylor's metric.
Safeguard has merely shown that the Panel did not follow Safeguard's proposed measure of
damages. It has not carried this burden and the award will not be vacated on these grounds.

3.

Award of Valuation Damages for "Constructive Termination"

The Panel awarded T3 the value of its distributorship under a theory of"constructive
termination," which Safeguard contends was not a theory presented to the Panel as a basis for
recovery. Rather, T3 requested valuation damages based on a "revocation of acceptance" theory
under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code for non-conforming goods. Safeguard argues
the award demonstrated a manifest disregard of Texas law, which does not recognize a
"constructive termination" theory. Alternatively, Safeguard argues this portion of the award
should be stricken under § 11 (b) of the FAA because it was based on a theory not presented to
the arbitrator.
In applying the constructive termination theory, the Panel drew from authority outside of
Texas which supported the application of the theory to T3's distributorship agreement due to
Safeguard's dilution ofTYs "exclusive" account protection rights. Interim Award, 198. Finding
Safeguard's acts rendered T3's distributorship effectively valueless, the Panel awarded T3 the
value of the distributorship agreement, which amount was uncontroverted by Safeguard. ld at 'MCJ
99-100. The fact that the Panel cited to cases outside of Texas in support of the constructive
8

Valuation metrics are commonly used and an accepted legal standard for valuing future damages. See, e.g.,

Fluorine On Call, Ltd. v. Fluorogas Ltd., 380 F.3d 849, 860 (5th Cir. 2004Xfuturc value of lost asset can be

determined by considering what a hypothetical buyer would pay for the chance to earn future profits.)
7
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termination theory does not mean that it failed to apply Texas law in accordance with T3's
distributorship agreement. Rather, it was simply looking to persuasive case law to determine how

a

a Texas court may rule. It is widely acceptable practice for a court to look to other jurisdictions
for guidance in determining how to apply the forum state's law especially where, as here, the
forum state has not yet addressed the application of a particular theory. Importantly, while Texas
has not expressly applied a constructive termination theory under the circumstances presented
here, Safeguard has not pointed to any Texas authority contradicting or rejecting the theory
which the Panel intentionally ignored. Thus, Safeguard cannot demonstrate a manifest disregard
of Texas law through the application of the constructive termination theory because there was at
least a "colorable justification" for the Panel's decision.
Further, relief is not warranted under § 11 (b) because the matter of constructive
termination was submitted to the Panel by T3. Although the vehicle T3 utilized to advance the
matter-Article 2 of the UCC-was perhaps misplaced, the concept of awarding lost business
value due to a material breach of contract was placed squarely before the Panel, as was testimony
regarding the value. It has long been recognized that arbitrators have considerable discretion in
fashioning a remedy. United Steelworkers ofAm. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593,
597, 80S. Ct. 1358, 1361,4 L. Ed. 2d 1424 (1960). To this end, an arbitrator may apply a
different theory of recovery of damages that that advanced by the aggrieved party and not run
afoul of§ ll(b) See, e.g. Cal-Circuit ABCO, Inc. v. So/bourne Computer, Inc., 848 F. Supp.
1506, 1509 (D. Colo. 1994)(holding that arbitrator did not exceed his authority by applying a
different means of assessing damages for breach of contract under the UCC than that specified
by the seller in its claim.) Thus, the fact that the Panel substituted T3's impairment of value
theory with a constructive termination theory-which covered the same item of damages-was
not in error. Consequently, Safeguard's argument lacks merit.
4.

Awarding Contradictory Relief

Safeguard argues the Panel's decision to award T3 future lost commissions and valuation
damages under a "constructive termination" theory was "completely irrational" because, for
purposes of future lost profits, the Panel treated the agreement as continuing, but for the
constructive termination award, it treated the agreement as having terminated. In other words,
Safeguard argues a party cannot be discharged from performance and continue to receive
benefits under contract.
8
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Again, to satisfy the "completely irrational" standard, or what is also referred to as the
"essence test", Safeguard must show that the Panel's decision was not "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." Lagslein, 601 F.3d at 641. In discussing this "essence test," the United
States Supreme Court has instructed that "as long as the arbitrator is even arguably construing or
applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he
committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." United Papenvorkers, 484
U.S. at38.
As pointed out by T3, Safeguard's position ignores the fact that T3 did not receive future
benefits under its distributorship agreement. Rather, its future account protection damages
represent the lost asset going forward-the value of the future commission stream based on IBF
and DocuSource's sales to D's protected accounts. This is not the same as the future contractual
benefits (i.e., rotated commissions) going forward. These elements of damages are clearly
derived from the parties' agreement. Therefore, the Panel's decision cannot be deemed
"completely irrational" and deserving of vacatur.
5.

Double Recovery

Safeguard next asserts that the Panel's award of termination damages and future lost
commissions to T3 constituted a double recovery which violates Texas public policy and is
contrary to the express limitation in T3's agreement that damages be limited to "actual damages
for commercial loss." In other words, Safeguard.contends that the future lost commissions are
already incorporated into the termination value and the Panel's decision to award both is
"complete} y irrational."
The cases Safeguard relies upon indeed hold that an award of both future lost profits and
\

"going concern" value is inappropriately duplicitous. See, e.g. Lehrman v. Gulf Oil Corp., 500
F.2d 659,664 (5th Cir. 1974). However, it is only duplicitous where "future profits are a
principal element in going concern value." Id. That is not the case here. As explained by Mr.
Taylor to the Panel, the future account protection damages were based on IBF and DocuSource's
sales to T3's protected accounts. The value of the distributorship damages were based on T3's
sales to T3's protected accounts. Thus, there is no overlap in damages and, consequently, no
grounds for vacatur.

9
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6.

Awarding of Excessive Attorney Fees and Expenses

In its Fee Award, the Panel awarded T3 $2,449,208.14 in attorney fees and $437,126.28
in costs. Safeguard argues the Panel effectively ignored Texas law in awarding fees, choosing
instead to apply the more expansive standard of Rule 47 of the AAA Commercial Rules, which
Safeguard characterizes as procedural in nature. In particular, Safeguard argues that the Panel
erred by ignoring the requirements under Texas law that: 1) a prevailing party "present" its fees
and costs to the opponent before recovery of such can be sought; 2) fees must be segregated
among prevailing parties, and; 3) only "costs" and not "expenses" be awarded.
In awarding fees, the Panel noted that it had authority to award fees and costs pursuant to
the distribution agreement, Texas law, and the parties' own requests. It further observed the
following:
Section 21(B) of the Distributor Agreement provides that the parties will be
bound by the 'then current' AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules. Rule 47(d) of
the AAA Commercial Rules provides that an award of the arbitrators may include
interest and, 'if all parties have requested such an award or it is authorized by law
or their arbitration agreement,' an award of attorneys' fees. Rule 47(c) provides
that the Panel 'may apportion such fees, expenses, and compensation among the
parties in such amounts as the arbitrator determines appropriate.'
Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, pp. 1-2 (Nov. 22, 2016) ('Fee
Award").
Safeguard points out that§ 21(B) of the distributorship agreement only allows default to
the AAA rules with regard to the arbitration proceedings if not "otherwise provided in this
agreement/' Because§ 18 designated Texas as the governing choice oflaw, Safeguard argues
that the Panel had no authority to apply the AAA rules over Texas law regarding recovery of
fees.
Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel exhibited manifest disregard of the law or that
its award was "completely irrational." The Panel expressly embarked on an interpretation of the
distributorship agreement with regard to fees and costs and applied the law in accordance with its
interpretation. While Safeguard argues that the distributorship agreement requires that Texas
law-and only Texas law-governs the determination of fees and costs, the Panel found
otherwise. Indeed, the choice of law provision in § 18 specifies that Texas law will apply to
"this Agreement, the distributorship and the relationship between you and Safeguard." It does
not state that Texas law will apply to the arbitrator's post-hearing determination of fees and costs
10
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to the prevailing party. Rather, that detennination appears to be addressed in§ 2l{B), which
provides:
The arbitrators shall have the right to award or include in their award any relief

which they deem proper in the circumstances[.]
This contractual provision is consistent with AAA Rule 47(a}, which allows an arbitrator
to "grant any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within the scope of
the agreement of the parties[.]" Thus, to the extent fees and costs were awarded under Rule 47,
the Panel evidently determined that such relief was within the scope of the above-cited provision
of§ 21 (B). In doing so, it did not ignore Texas law. In fact, the Panel considered and rejected
Safeguard's arguments that Texas law on attorney fee awards trumped AAA rules. Fee Award,
pp. 2-3. Whether the Panel misinterpreted the distributorship agreement in choosing not to apply
Texas statutory law to its determination of fees and costs is beyond this Court's review. Because
there is evidence that the Panel interpreted the distributorship agreement on the issue, its
construction holds, "however good, bad, or ugly." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2071.
Consequently, the Court will not vacate the attorney fee award.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, T3's motion to confirm the arbitration award is GRANTED and
Safeguard's motion to vacate or, alternatively, modify the arbitration award is DENIED. A
separate order confirming the arbitration award will be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this~ day ofMarch, 2017

11
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MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISfHRBl'DPHEA D. A!CH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILO

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

C'-.YliTY

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
ORDER CONFIRMING
ARBITRATION AWARD

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.
The Court, having granted T3's motion to confirm the arbitration award entered in favor
ofT3 in the action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA No. 01 15 002 6860
before the tribunals of the American Arbitration Association ("Arbitration"),
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 9 and Idaho Code Section 7-911,
the arbitrators' Final Award is confirmed and as a result, pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 13, Idaho Code
Section 7-914, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, this Court will enter Judgment
in favor ofT3 and against SBS in the amount of FOUR MILLION THREE HUNDRED AND
SIXTY TWO THOUSAND AND FORTY ONE AND 95/100 DOLLARS ($4,362,041.95),
(hereinafter the "Total Judgment Amount").
Further, this Court hereby adopts and confirms the arbitration panel's findings of fact,
conclusions of law, and awards set forth in the Final Award, including the panel's issuance of the
following declaratory relief:
1)

The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2)

Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the
Distributor Agreement is excused by virtue ofSBS's material breach of
the Distributor Agreement. This specifically includes, without limitation,
excuse of any performance by T3 of the post term covenant against
competition.
Upon payment by Safeguard to T3 of the Total Judgment Amount in its
entirety, including any accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a

3)

ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION AWARD IN FAVOR OF T3 ENTERPRISES,
INC. AND AGAINST SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.- 1
Client4274968.s
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satisfaction of judgment and cease using the follov.:ing intellectual
property and other materials of Safeguard: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program, (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard
product specs, (5) Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program,
(7) Safeguard business cards, (8) Safeguard letterhead, (9) Safeguard sales
materials, (I 0) Safeguard job samples, (11) Safeguard product manuals,
(12) Safeguard product training, (1 3) Safeguard sales brochures, (14)
Safeguard design form trays, ( 15) Safebruard demonstration boards, ( 16)
Safeguard email addresses, (17) Safeguard websites and domain names,
and (18) any other products or materials containing the Safeguard name or
mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile numbers, post office box, and
customer files, cards, records and other data used in connection with T3's
business will remain the property ofT3.
DATED this

;2t${

~ ofMarch, 2017.
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James M Mulcahy
Douglas Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahyllp@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
C. Clayton Gill
Attorney at Law
ccg@moffatt.com

Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com·
Paul R. Genender
Jason E Wright
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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MAY 05 2017
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
DEPUlV

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )

Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AMENDED JUDGMENT
NUNC PRO TUNC

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation. )
Defendants.

)
)

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS,) in the amount of Six Million, Seven Hundred Ninety Two
Thousand, Six Hundred Forty Nine and74/1 00 Dollars ($6, 792,649. 74). This judgment shall
accrue post-judgment interest at the annual statutory rate of 5.625% from the date of the entry of
this judgment until the entire sum is paid to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. in full. Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe Corporation are dismissed with prejudice.
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Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed
with prejudice. I
T3 shall have and recover against SBS the sum of Four Million, Three Hundred Sixty
Two Thousand and Forty One and 95/100 Dollars ($4~362,041.95) as awarded in the arbitration
action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA No. 01 15 002 6860 and confmned
by this Court. ("Confirmed Judgment"). The Confirmed Judgment shall accrue post-judgment
interest at the annual statutory rate of5.625% from the date of the entry of this judgment until
the entire sum is paid to T3 in full. In addition:
I. The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.
2. Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the Distributor Agreement is
excused by virtue ofSBS's material breach of the Distributor Agreement. This
specifically includes, without limitation, excuse of any performance by T3 of the post
term covenant against competition.
Upon payment by SBS to T3 of the Confmned Judgment in its entirety, including any
accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a satisfaction of judgment and cease using the
following intellectual property and other materials ofSBS: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program, (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard product specs, (5)
Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program,(?) Safeguard business cards, (8)
Safeguard letterhead, (9) Safeguard sales materials, (I 0) Safeguard job samples, (II)

I This Judgment, as it relates to all of Thurston Enterprises' claims, and the claims ofT3 against Deluxe

Corporation, is entered Nunc Pro Tunc to January 13; 2017.
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Safeguard product manuals, (12) Safeguard product training, (13) Safeguard sales brochures,
(14) Safeguard design form trays, (15) Safeguard demonstration boards, (16) Safeguard
email addresses, ( 17) Safebruard websites and domain names, and (18) any other products or
materials containing the Safeguard name or mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile
numbers, post office box, and customer files, cards, records, and other date used in
connection with T3's business will remain the property ofT3.
. All other claims against all other parties are dismissed with prejudice.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED THIS

~"?a; of May, 2017.
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I hereby certify that on this__§___ day of May, 2017, I emailed (served) a true and correct copy of
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Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attorneys at Law
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender
Jason E. Wright
Attorneys at Law
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. ·John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com

CHAISTO?HF.t!l 0. RICH,
By AUSTIN LOWE

Clerk

DEPUTY

Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ·IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
)
Defendant-Appellant.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL IN
REGARD TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.

____________________________)
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., ITS
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

DEFENDANT SBS'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE: THURSTON- 1

013330
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On May 5, 2017, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") filed its Notice of
Appeal as to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston"). On the same day, the Court
issued its "Memorandum Decision and Order on Thurston's Motion for Fees and Costs" and
also an "Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc" wherein the Court awarded Thurston
attorneys' fees and costs in the amount of $758,593.74 and increased the original judgment
amount in favor of Thurston and against SBS to reflect the award of fees and costs. SBS
hereby submits this Amended Notice of Appeal in Regard to Plaintiff Thurston, which
amends the original Notice of Appeal now t.o include the Memorandum Decision and Order
on Thurston's Motion for Fees and Costs and the Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc as a
basis of appeal, and to amend the issues to be presented on appeal to include those materials.
This Amended Notice of Appeal also identifies additional portions of the clerk's record
relevant to the Court's decision awarding Thurston attorneys' fees and costs. No other
material changes have been made from SBS's original May 5, 2017 Notice of Appeal as to
Thurston.
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17, Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. discloses the
following

info~ation:

1. Matter and Parties:

a) T3 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al, District
Court, Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Ada County, Case No. CVOC-1416400, the Honorable District Court Judge Steven Hippler, presiding. 1
b) Appealing Party: Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS").
1

SBS gives notice that it is filing a separate amended notice of appeal that arises from this same docketed lawsuit
for claims by (and confirmation of award entered in favor of) T3 Enterprises, Inc., a second plaintiff in the lawsuit.
SBS believes that the two matters should be docketed separately on appeal due to the distinctly different nature of
T3's arbitration proceeding as compared to Thurston's trial proceedings. Although certain background facts overlap
between the claims of the two plaintiffs, the legal proceedings (federal arbitration law versus Idaho trial) and
applicable law (Texas law applies to T3's claims) are so distinct as to benefit from separately-docketed appeals.
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Counsel for SBs:·
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
c) Respondent Party: Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston")
Counsel for Thurston:
Patricia M. Olsson
' C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main St., Ste. 1300
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 345-2000
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384
Email: PMO@moffatt.com
CCG@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-93 77
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Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Email: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com

2. Designation of Judgments and Orders Appealed: SBS hereby designates the
following judgments and orders to be included as part of its appeal against Thurston,
copies of which are attached to this Amended Notice of Appeal:
•

March 24, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit A)

•

September 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Amend
Complaint to Add Claims for Punitive Damages (attached as Exhibit B)

•

October 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions for
Summary Judgment and to Strike (attached as Exhibit C)

•

January 13, 2017 Judgment (attached as Exhibit D)

•

March 24, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order on Safeguard's Motion
for Post-Judgment Relief (attached as Exhibit E)

•

May 5, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order on Thurston's Motion for
Fees and Costs (attached as Exhibit F)

•

May 5, 2017 Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc (attached as Exhibit G)

3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal: SBS discloses the following
preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which SBS intends to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to review:
•

Whether the jury's verdict is supported by a preponderance of admissible
evidence?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS 's Motion to Exclude the
expert witness testimony of Robert Taylor?

•

Whether the district court erred in granting Thurston's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to SBS's liability on Thurston's claim for breach of account
protection?

•

Whether the evidence for damages related to account protection were
impermissibly speculative and insufficient?
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•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claim for breach of
the pricing provision to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's determination as to
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing provision?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying judgment as a matter of law as to
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing provision?

•

Whether the evidence for damages related to Thurston's claim for breach of
the pricing provision was impermissibly speculative and insufficient?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to Thurston's claim for breach of the duty of good faith and fair
dealing?

•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claims for breach of
the duty of good faith and fair dealing to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston to, during trial, submit a
new undisclosed theory of damages to the jury in regard to the claim for
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing?

•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's determination as to
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing?

•

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS's Motion for Summary
Judgment as to Thurston's claim for fraudulent inducement?

•

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the jury's determination as to
Thurston's claim for fraudulent inducement?

•

Whether the district court erred in granting Thurston's Motion for Leave to
Amend Thurston's Complaint to Assert a Prayer for Punitive Damages?

•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claims for punitive
damages based on contract breaches to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claims for punitive
damages based on fraudulent inducement to be considered by the jury?

•

Whether the jury's award of punitive damages was supported by clear and
convincing evidence of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous
conduct as required by Idaho Code Section 6-1604?
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•

Whether the district court erred in overruling or rejecting SBS's assertion of
attorney-client privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client
Privilege?

•

Whether the district court erred in admitting hearsay evidence at trial?

•

Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees, costs, and expenses
incurred in pursuing the appeal?

•

Whether the district court abused its discretion m awarding Thurston
attorneys' fees and costs?

•

Whether the district court erred as to the amount awarded to Thurston for its
attorneys' fees and costs?

•

Whether the district court erred in entering an amended judgment designated
as "nunc pro tunc"?

4. Jurisdictional Statement: The Idaho Supreme Court has jurisdiction over the appeal
of the orders and judgments listed above pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules ll(a)(l),
11(a)(5), 11(a)(6), and 11(a)(7).
5. Transcripts: SBS requests a reporter's transcript be prepared in electronic format
and include the following:
•

September 23, 2016 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

•

November 16,2016 Pre-Trial Hearing (no estimate provided)

•

The Reporter's Transcript of Jury Trial (Vols. I & II) (previously ordered and
paid for by the parties)

•

February 21, 2017 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no estimate provided)

6. Record: SBS requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record,
in addition to those materials automatically included in the clerk's record pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b):

, DATE

DESCRIPTION

08/26/14
09/16/14

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
10/21/14 SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
08/26/15 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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; DATE
09/08/15

01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/28/16
01/28116

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/09/16
02/09/16

'

DESCRIPTION ·

:1

DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC, MICHAEL DUNLAP,
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., JAMES DUNN AND JDHRS, LLC'S
ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATION AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
DELUXE CORPORATION'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
DECLARATION OF MALCOM MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DANE A BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CHALLENGE
DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGAURD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS' DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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DATE
02/09/16
02/09/16
03/24/16

06/13/16

06/17/16

07/05/16
07/05/16
07/05116
07/05/16
07/11/16
07/22/16
07/22/16
07/27/16
07/27/16

.

.I

DESCRIPTION

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS'
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM DECISIONS AND ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC,
TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC. I
ONLY A PROPOSED ORDER
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE
DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP,
JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF JAMES MULCAHY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITVE
DAMAGES
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAITIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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~~~

DATE.
07/28116

08/04/16

08/05/16
08/26/16
08/26/16
08/26116
08/26/16
08/26/16
08/26/16
08/26116
08/26/16

08/26/16

09/09/16
'

09/09/16

~--

-

~~--

----------

DESCRIPTION
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEALl
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
FOR PUNITVE DAMAES
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROBERT TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER
SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM'S MEMORANDUM OF
LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD
DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER
THURSTON
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·nATE
09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/16/16

09/16/16

09/16/16

09/16/16

09/16/16

DESCRIPTION.

I

DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC.'S, SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE CORPORATION'S
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE CORPORATION'S
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE CORPORATION'S
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND
EXHIBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF DAWN
TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112 FROM THE DECLARATION
JAMES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY
AND EXHIBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY
AND EXHIBITS OF DAWN TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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DATE
09/16/16

09/16/16

09/16/16

09/21!16

09/21/16
09/22/16
10/21/16
10/28/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09116
11/09/16
11/10/16

DESCRlPTION
DEFENDANTS' :MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112 FROM THE
DECLARATION OF JA:MES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS~
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDG:MENT
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.'S AND DELUXE CORPORATION'S
JOINT REPLY :MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTIONS
FOR SUMMARY JUDG:MENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDG:MENT ORIN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDG:MENT
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS TO STRIKE
AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS OF
ROGER THURSTON, DAWN TEPLY, AND JA:MES MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS
FOR SUMMARY JUDG:MENT
:MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTION TO A:MEND
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
ERRATA TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
:MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDG:MENT
:MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDG:MENT AND TO STRIKE
FOURTH A:MENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
(CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S :MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION IN LIMINE
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO PLAINTIFFS'
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN
LIMINE
DECLARATION OF ROBERT A. TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE _(CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S
MOTION IN LIMINE
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DATE
11/11/16
11/14116
11/14/16
11/14/16
11/14/16
11114/16

11/22/16
11/22/16
11/23/16
11/28/16
11/28/16
12/12/16
12/12/16
12/12/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16

·DESCRIPTION
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DECLARATION OF TERRY ROBISON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
REPLY MEMO IN SUPPORT MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS DELUXE CORPORATION'S AND
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DECLARATION OF JAMIE MCCORMICK IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS SBS, INC. AND DELUXE'S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF SUSAN LEDERACH RE DEFENDANT DELUXE
CORPORATION'S AND SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE OF
GROSS PROFITS
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S AND
DELUXE CORPORATION'S DISCLOSURE OF WITNESS AND
INFORMATION RE PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET COMMISSIONS
DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF'S T3 ENTERPRISES
INC.'S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET COMMISSIONS
PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF TAYLOR'S SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERT
REPORT
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO DEPOSITION
DESIGNATIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF'S
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S NET
COMMISSIONS
MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
TRAIL
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT
TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT TRIAL
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
TRIAL
MOTION FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A
DIRECTED VERDICT
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR A
DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
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·DATE

DESCRIPTION

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
12/15/16 MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON THE ISSUE OF PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
12/15116 MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR
· TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACT AGAINST DELUXE
PLAINTIFFS' REVISED OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
12/16/16
A DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
12/21116 JURY INSTRUCTIONS
12/21116 VERDICT FORM
12/21/16 SIGNED JURY VERDICT
01/13/17 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PUNITIVE DAMAGES
JUDGMENT (Judgment in Favor of Thurston Ent. and Against SBS; and in
01113/17
Favor of Deluxe against Plaintiffs)
01/27/17 DEFENDANT SBS, INC.'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
. 01/27117 DEFENDANT SBS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
ITS MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
01/27/17 SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC's OPPOSITION TO
02/14117
SAFEGUARD'S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
02/14/17 THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD'S
MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DEFENDANT SBS, INC'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
02/14/17
POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SBS,
02/14117 INC'S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SAFEGUARD!S MOTION
03/24/17
FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
01/27/17
ATTORNEYS' FEES
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MEMORANDUM IN
01/27/17
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES
DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
01/27/17 COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF LARRY BERLINER IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
01/27/17 COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF ROBERT TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
01/27/17 COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
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'·DATE
01/27/17
01127/17
''

02/10117

02/10117

02/10/17

02/10/17
03/29/17
03/29/17

03/29/17

03/29/17

04/03/17
04/03/17
04/03/17
04/10/17

04110/17

DESCRIPTION

'

DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
MEMORANDUM OF LAW ISO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER [IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES]
DECLARATION OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER [IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEYS' FEES]
DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD'S MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND COSTS
SECOND DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S REQUEST FOR AWARD
OF ATTORNEY FEES
THIRD DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S REQUEST FOR FEES - ADDITIONAL
FEES INCURRED SINCE SUBMISSION OF FIRST DECLARATION FILED
ON JANUARY27, 2017
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD'S MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND
COSTS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
DECLARATION OF TAYLER TIBBITTS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER
SAFEGUARD'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSE~ IN FURTHER SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.'S
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.'S MOTION
FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES
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. DATE

DESCRIPTION

lvffiMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON THURSTON'S MOTION
05/05/17
FOR FEES AND COSTS
05/05/17 AMENDED JUDGlvffiNT NUNC PRO TUNC

7. Exhibits - Civil Cases: SBS requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Idaho Supreme Court:
•

Trial Exhibits: 8, 14, 21, 23, 48, 68, 71, 99, 147-148, 157, 180, 200, 237240,242,244-245,266-270,272-273,300,308-311,326-330,336,338,342,
352,356-360,362,386,422,426,534-535,537,538,1031-1078,1086

•

Demonstratives: February 21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as part of SBS's
argument regarding its Motion for Post-Judgment Relief (submitted at oral
hearing)

8. Sealed Record: Portions of the above-referenced record were filed under seal
pursuant to the following orders entered by the District Court:
•

April 17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality Order

•

December 21, 2015 Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re Confidential
Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only

•

December 30, 2015 Order Re Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
Confidential Documents-- Attorneys' Eyes Only

9. Certification: I, the undersigned attorney of record for appellant SBS, certify:
a) That a copy of this amended notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested, as named below:
•

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
of the reporter's transcript, calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho
Appellate Rule 24, as follows:
•

IAR 24(b) estimated fee for preparation of the above-referenced
transcripts: $200.00.
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c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid,
calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho Appellate Rule 27, as follows:
•

Estimated Record fee of $100.00 to be supplemented with actual costs
of scanned record. See Idaho Appellate Rule 27(d).

d) That the appellate filing fee for an appeal in a civil case of $129 has been paid.
See Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(l).
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
DATED TillS 19th day ofMay, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

~
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104

DATED TillS 19th day of May, 2017.
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP

By~·

P/l!l'k. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
laS'on E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of May, 2017, I caused to be served a true
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S
copy of the foregoing
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL IN REGARD TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC. by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Paul R. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
0 iCourt e-service

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS, CHTD
999 W. Main St., Ste. 1300
Boise, Idaho 83702
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs}

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
0 iCourt e-service

James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt e-service

Han. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83 702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Christie Valcich
Court Reporter
Ada County District Court
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83 702

0 cvalcich@adaweb.net
0 iCourt Courtesy Copy
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!N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
.

'

·

By EMILY CHILD
DePUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

vs.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to c<;>mpel the

production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. 1 Pursuant to the
Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review.

2

A hearing on the motions was held on February 12,2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20, 2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection" was filed January 28, 2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld

as attorney-client privileged.
1
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client privilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.

Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion) act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, citing Sun Valley

Shopping Ctr. y. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, allows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing con:f:idential communications made for the pwpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
riot including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3
Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only'', which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the AEO documents
within fourteen (14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two prot_ective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12,2016 and the Court or~ly denied the re~uest.

2
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client or betweyn the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning ofl.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose offacilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502{b);

State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880, 885-86, 853 P.2d 625, 630-31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,
878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house coum;el, however,
the standard is stricter artd such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho Sept. 4,
2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Ca1.2002).
Communications with in-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as outside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business

~apacity in

connection

with many corporate endeavors,'' courts will require that the party seeking to protect the

,

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that th~ conimunications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." Id.
It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications

submitted by the parties.

3
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A.

D~fendants'

...

--~~~---

Motion

The docl!Jllents at issue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt ("Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which. were sent
between July 22,2014 and JUly 24,2014. 4 The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and each of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and bo.th
Plaintiffs. IRE 502{b)(3). Defendants :further assert that even if the communications are
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, and 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the business transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in the litigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and such privilege was not waived.
1. Flatt was a client.

Rule 502 defined "client" as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to.obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(l). An &ttorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.
McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407,411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's

advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that could reasonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." ld. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.

Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621, 682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).
The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communicatiops were made. Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale of Flatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J. Mulcahy,~ 3 (February 5,
20 16). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreecl to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. Id.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.

4
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at issue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulca,hy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.

2. Flatt, Teply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interesfwas
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest betw~en Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale ofFlatt's distribut?rship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the three parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Ca,se law on the common interest element instructs that the ir1terest must
be legal rather than a business interest "that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re

Fresh & Process Potatoes Antitrust Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,
2014). 5 As explained in In reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must be designed to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that mu~t exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation.Id., citing Hunydee v. United

States, 355 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1965). 6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that
the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected
communications. Id., collecting cases. As evidenced by In reFresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defined "common
interest" as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal law on the subjec~ to guide its analysis.

6

See also, Cal/wave Commc'ns, LLC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)("The
privilege does not require .a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply where the parties'
interests are adverse in substantial respects.")

5
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the commop. business interest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the purchase an~ sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Flatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final deCision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, f
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal inter~st appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this case are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale of Flatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliates.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at i~sue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.
3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack ofidaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that "the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas oflaw, fall within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, file., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (D. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke
v. American Commerce Nat'! Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.1992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. Id.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d Cir. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee

agreement letter).
6
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Applying IRE 502, however, this Court finds the engagement letters at issue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the representation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who commuiricated with the attorney." Truckstop.Net,

L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 2480001, at *4 (D. Idaho At1g. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383, 395-396 (1981).

In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly
note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IR.CP 26(b)(1). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277,281 (N.D. TIL 1997)(finding :':ee agreement

was not relevant to issues in case and

need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885, at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).

4. Plaintiffs did not waive the privilege.
Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. This Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege "voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or communication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that "the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and
not an offensive sword.n Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In

Skelton, the Idaho Supreme Court held that by .testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. !d. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.

Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's communications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion
At issue in Plaintiffs' motion ru:e 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap and/or
Kevin Skipper. As discu$sed above, SBS bears the burden of making a "clear showing'' that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, demonstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects of SBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the extent of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as corporf!.te secretary
rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfY its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIV 00411 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00678_00001_UR through PRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773_0000l_UR throughPRIV 00773_00002_UR
PRIV 00848~0000l_UR throughPRIV 00848_00002_UR
PRIV 00925- 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_00001_UR through PRIV 01040_00002_UR
PRIV 01041_UR
PRIV 01170_00001_UR through PRIV 01170_00007_UR
PRIV 01234_00001_UR through PRIV Q1234_00002_UR
PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_00001_UR through PRIV 01298_0002_UR, with the exception ofthe email
from Dunlap on the top of page PRIV 01298_ 00001_UR
PRIV 01469_0000l_UR through PRIV 01469_00002_UR
PRIV 01518_00001_UR through PRIV 01518_00002_UR
PRIV 00848_ 00001_UR through PRIV 00848_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01535_00001_UR through PRIV 01535_00003_UR, with the exception ofthe nrst
two em ails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 0153 5_ 00 1_UR
PRIV 01596_00001_UR through PRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597_00001_UR throughPRIV 01597_00002_UR
PRIV 01598_00001_UR through PRIV 01598_00002_UR

• PRN 01599 UR
8
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169 UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563_UR
DEFS003958l_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception of the email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837_UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS00039841 UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116_UR-DE:FS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252_UR-DEFS0057253 _ UR
DEFS0057273 UR
PEFS0087088_UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092 UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368

IV. . ORDER
For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants'

Designat~ons

and Redactions is

GRANTED, in part, and PENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in § III(B)" to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

1"7

Dated this

2!1_ day of March, 2016.

9
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~r:P
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTUF

2 1 20i6

CHRISTOPHER D. R!CH, Cl®rk

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

By

E~~~~~HILD

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRJSES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota Corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 "), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard") pursuant to which Plaintiffs have historically sold Safeguard
products to customers and received commissions on such sales. Following the purchase of
Safeguard by Defendant, Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), significant changes in business

1
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operations were implemented which Plaintiffs allege affected their rights under their respective
distributorship agreements. Through the current motion, Plaintiffs seek to amend their Third
Amended Complaint to add claims for punitive damages in connection with certain claims .
against Safeguard and Deluxe (collectively, "Defendants"). Defendants object to the motion,
primarily on grounds that Plaintiffs' claims and perceived damages are grounded in a
misapprehension of their distributorship rights, which Defendants argue have not been violated.
Oral argument was held on the motion on July 29, 2016. The Court subsequently allowed
the parties to submit supplemental evidence for the Court's consideration of the motion. 1 On
August 5, 2016, this Court took the motion under advisement.

II.

STANDARD

A trial court's ruling on a motion to amend a complaint to add a claim for punitive damages
is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho
299,311,233 P.3d 1221, 1233 (2010). Thus, the court must (1) perceive the issue as one of
discretion; (2) act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the specific choices available; and (3) reach a decision through an
exercise of reason. !d.

III.

THE RECORD

A. Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements
On June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston became a Safeguard distributor pursuant to a Regional
Distributor Agreement dated June 1, 1987. Supp. Decl. Thurston, Exh. 1 (Thurston RDA). 2 In
2006, Dawn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, entered into a contract with Thurston
Enterprises through which she agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises $598,118.32 in 120 monthly
installments of $4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises' "rights to solicit, and receive commissions
on" more than 1,863 ofThurston's customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from
whom Thurston had obtained leads and assistance. Decl.

Teply,~

3 (July 5, 2016), Exh. 1

1

See, Supp. Dec I. Roger Thurston in Supp. Of Pis' Mtn. for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
(Aug. 3, 2016); 2"d Supp. Decl. of Counsel in Further Support OfDefs' Memo. In Opp. to Pis' Mtn. for Leave to
Amend (August 5, 20 16).
2

Roger Thurston subsequently assigned the agreement to Plaintiff, Thurston Enterprises.

2
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(Assignment Agreement).3 Defendant SBS approved of the agreement and entered into a
Regional Distributorship Agreement with T3 on July 28, 2006. Decl. Teply, Exh. 3 (T3 RDA).
The Plaintiffs' respective RDAs allow Plaintiffs to solicit orders of certain Safeguard
products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", within a "non-exclusive" territory set forth therein.
The RDAs grant Plaintiffs certain "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on sales of
"Safeguard Systems" to customers located within their territories. Plaintiffs refer to these
commission rights as "Customer Protection Rights" and the customers to which the rights attach
as "Protected Customers." The RDAs prohibit Plaintiffs from soliciting orders from customers
outside their territories, but expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard Systems within
Plaintiffs' territories through other "persons." Further, T3's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[.]'.4 To this end, T3 is obliged to use its best efforts to
determine whether a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's computer
database as another distributor's Protected Customer. 5 In fact, Safeguard has developed and
implemented policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders for Safeguard Systems
from the protected account of any other Safeguard distributor either within or outside of former's
territory. Decl. Mulcahy (July 5, 2016), Exhs. 15, 16.
Safeguard's standard practice is that if a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor's Protected
Customer, Safeguard will issue a rotation notice. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 7 (Depo. Dunlap, 350:1350:25) (explaining that where one distributor sells to the Protected Customer of another
distributor, the commissions are rotated). The rotation notice indicates to both the infringing and
receiving party that commissions are being rotated such that an infringing party does not receive
commissions and the commissions go to the distributor who has Customer Protection over that
Protected Customer. In fact, on several occasions, Safeguard has rotated commissions between

3

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally"
guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. Jd at~ 3, Ex. 2.

4

Thurston's RDA does not have the same express prohibition; rather, it prohibits the solicitation of sales outside its
territory. 12.

5

Safeguard has implemented and utilizes the Safeguard Information Systems, which incorporates Safeguard's
AS/400 computer database ("CMS") software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. Teply
Dec!., 1 10.

3
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Thurston and T3 when one woulc!. sell to the other's Protected Customer and rotation notices
would be issued. Decl. Doug Luther (July 27, 2016), Exh. 6 ("Rotation Notices"). 6
B. The Deluxe Takeover of Safeguard

Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") is one of the two largest check printers in the United
States with annual revenues of approximately $1.8 billion dollars. Deluxe purchased Safeguard
in 2004. Deluxe manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various
personalized products and services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers,
including but not limited to, design services, website services, print marketing, promotional
products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram, 23:3-5). 7 After
being acquired by Deluxe, Safeguard discontin~ed all manufacturing operations. Instead, all
Safeguard products are now manufactured by Deluxe. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti
63:4-11). Where Deluxe does not manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a
"preferred supplier program." Under the program, a third party vendor can sign up with
Safeguard as "preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for
payment of a rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard
distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20). Deluxe's push to increased
preferred supplier usage has resulted in over 110 vendors signed up and millions in revenue. !d.
at 90:10-95:3. Consequently, it is to Defendants' financial benefit to have Safeguard distributors
either place retail orders with Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the "Preferred
Vendors."

6

Safeguard and Deluxe moved to strike Mr. Luther's July 27, 2016 declaration on grounds that it improperly
presented new evidence in support of Plaintiffs' reply brief which should have been presented in Plaintiffs' moving
brief. They further seek to· strike any argument made by Plaintiffs which rely on the new evidence. However, since
Safeguard and Deluxe were given an opportunity to address the evidence and related arguments at the hearing and
were further allowed to submit additional evidence after the hearing for the Court's consideration, they have
suffered no prejudice as a result of Mr. Luther's untimely submission of evidence. The Court therefore denies the
motion to strike.
According to Plaintiffs, Deluxe and Safeguard do not operate as independent entities. Plaintiffs p~int out, for
example, that many executives are employees at both entities, such as JJ Sorrenti who is President of Safeguard but
also the Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at the Deluxe Corporation. Another example is Scott Sutton, Vice
President of Corporate Development at Deluxe, Corporate Director and Vice President of Safeguard Acquisitions
and Vice President of Franchise Development at Safeguard Business Systems and Safeguard Franchise Sales.

7

4
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Around the time Deluxe purchased Safeguard, Safeguard notes that some of its long time
"legacy distributors" 8 were struggling to grow their customer base and branch out into new
products besides forms and checks, which were quickly becoming obsoiete. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
2 (Depo. McRoberts. 74:5-75:13). Under its distributor agreements with such legacy distributors,
however, Safeguard cannot force the distributor to use Deluxe or a preferred vendor. /d. at 38:1824. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work around this problem. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
22 (BAM Program 2009, p. 3); Exh. 2 Depo. McRoberts 30:4-21.

C. BAM
Beginning in 2008, Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 23 (March 5, 2012 Business Acquisitions and Mergers Presentation). Deluxe created a shell
entity, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") to act as a holding company for these acquisitions.
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (1) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors; (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors, thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing cap~city utilization by acquiring new
product lines that can be marketed across Deluxe and Safeguard's various sales channels; and (4)
where Deluxe does not manufacture a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Preferred
Vendors paying Deluxe rebates.
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing." Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram,132:24-133:6). By
acquiring these distributors, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to increase
insourcing, which results in greater revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing orders or
through rebates· by preferred suppliers. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing
Strategy); Depo. McRoberts, 28:12-29:18, 216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is imperative for
Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected earnings set out for it as a publicly traded
company. Therefore, once the entities are acquired, Deluxe executives are diligent in ensuring
the acquired entities take every opportunity to insourcing product order.
Deluxe and Safeguard publicly praise the nationwide BAM program as being the "most
aggressive and successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history" and it has

8

"Legacy distributors" is a tenn used by both parties in this litigation to refer to those Safeguard distributors
operating under older, pre-Deluxe distributorship agreements, such as Plaintiffs.
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reportedly resulted in "record growth" for both companies. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 25 (BAM
Powerpoint showing growth from program as approximately $5 million in 2009 to over $40
million in 2011); Exh. 26 [2015 Revenue Plan] (showing growth from program as $105 million
in 2013 to $205 million in 2015. In fact, Scott Sutton, Deluxe's Vice President of Corporate
Development and Safeguard's Vice President of Franchise Development, is paid a significant
annual bonus based primarily on the number of "signed BAM deals." Decl. Luther, Exh. 1; Supp.
Decl. Counsel in Further Supp. OfDefs' Memo in Opp. to Pls' Motion to Amend (July 28,
2016), Exh. A. 9

D.

Investigation of DocuSource and ffiF

·As part of its BAM program, Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and IBF, two
distributors in the Pacific Northwest, in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF are, and always have
been, Plaintiffs' direct inter-brand competitors in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho,
and historically have sold a full line of non-Safeguard products that compete directly with the
business products arid services offered by Safeguard. Decl. Teply,, 7; Decl. Thurston,, 6. As a
result, Plaintiffs and IBF and DocuSource shared a high volume of common customers. Deluxe's
CEO, however, was unconcerned with the impact ~fthe acquisitions on the oversaturated market
and on Plaintiffs' account protection rights. Depo. Schram, 236:1-237:1. 10
Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF which compared the
companies' top suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the
companies' "potential insource performance." !d. at 132:25-133:4. Deluxe found for IBF that the
"Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of23%", or approximately $1.45 million. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 47 (IBF's "Value Capture Summary"). Similarly, for DocuSource, out of its
approximately $18 million in revenue, it was estimated that $4.2 million was a match for
11

Deluxe's internal capabilities. !d. at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond Due Diligence Summary).

9

Deluxe and Safeguard's other executives have incentive pay based on a myriad of factors, only one of which is the
revenue generated by the BAM program. Supp. Dec I. Counsel, Exhs. B-P.
10

Even after the chairman of the United Safeguard Distributors Association, Tom Armbruster, passed along to JJ
Sorrenti and Michael Dunlap emails he had received from Thurston and Teply detailing their account protection
violation concerns in depth, neither executive took any action to prevent the alleged violations. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 85-86. Neither Sorrenti nor Dunlap did anything in response. Depo. Sorrenti, 481:2-482:2, 483:3-18, 485:20486:9.
11

Safeguard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSource acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence
stage.

6
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Based upon theses insourcing targets, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit from
acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase the
amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. !d. at Exh. 47 (noting as one of its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a "[f]ocus on non-manufactured products to key strategic vendors").
In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics. Depo.
Fogard, 28:13-30:4; 43:3-21.Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. By
acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the ability to significantly increase the dollar
and unit volume of orders in to Wright, thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. /d. at
34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 51.
IBF was also targeted because it marketed W-2 processing services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
46 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was an additional
oppor:tunity). W-2 processing represented one ofiBF's largest product lines and a profitable one
at that. Deluxe was motivated to acquire IBF, in part, on the premise that it could market the W-2
processing services across the distribution system.

E. Acquisition ofiBF And DocuSource
As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Defendants reviewed essentially all
aspects ofDocuSource and IBF's businesses, including their customer lists. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 52-54 (Due Diligence Documents). Defendants performed a "customer scrub" to
determine the extent of the common customers between DocuSource and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Defendants knew that many of DocuSource and
IBF's customers were shared with Plaintiffs. Defendants prepared multiple worksheets detailing
estimates of the IBF sales to these Protected Customers. The final scrub list showed that at least
$1 million ofiBF's revenue over a 12 month period- and almost $3 million over the prior 36
month period- came from the common customers of Plaintiffs and 34 other Safeguard
distributors. DecI. Mulcahy, Exh. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list also identified who
had greater sales to the common customer- the affected Safeguard Distributor or IBF. /d. To the
extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would seek to have the Safeguard
distributor either sell or share the account. /d. A similar list was prepared for DocuSource. /d.,
Exhs. 58-59.·

7
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Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there would be
account protection issues for accounts held by Plaintiffs. 12 Knowing that the acquisitions would
result in account protection violations, Deluxe set aside a certain amount of money for a socalled "account protection mitigation budget." For DocuSource this was $183,000. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 60. 13 Defendants do not actually pay the account protection mitigation budget to
the Safeguard distributors whose rights are potentially impacted. These amounts were merely set
aside as an estimate of what Deluxe might need to pay for account protection violations.
Following the closing of any acquisition, Safeguard's legal department- primarily,
Michael Dunlap, engages in "resolution" activities with the Safeguard distributors whose account
protection rights are potentially at risk of being violated. According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap
attempted to resolve these issues with them by concealing and misrepresenting the extent of
violations and essentially attempting to wear them down such that the account protection
mitigation budget would never be paid and the violations never compensated for. 14 Importantly,
Dunlap directly reports and takes orders from Deluxe as well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his
actions. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25, 49:7-19; 51:16-24; 53:15-20.

12

Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (DocuSource Due Diligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "account protection
overlap, $200,000+ in existing Safeguard distributor sales"); Exh. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting on Legal
page that there "is an above normal number of account protection issues"); Exh. 50 (DocuSource Executive
Summary, noting on page 2 that "account protection - $183,328"); Exh. 46 (IBF Executive Summary noting
''resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices");
Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes that a key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the
''resolution of key account protection issues."); Exh. I (Depo. Schram, 142:20-145:23 -describing account protection
review being done on BAM acquisitions as a matter of practice); Exh. 5 (Depo. Sorrenti, 380:9-18- noting that II%
ofiBF sales overlapped with Safeguard distributors' customers).
13

The budget is typically set around 3%, of the gross revenues ofthe acquired entity. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. II (Depo
Savoie. Vol. I, 29:12-35:23: noting account protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is
initially set at 3% of gross revenue). As such, this money is not based upon the actual Customer Protection
violations.
14

See, Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 [Apr. 22, 2013 Email from Sutton to Executives re Diamond P&L and Model-~ 4
on page 2 describes how the Safeguard legal department was able to mitigate all account protection matters for
distributor Print Concepts for $6,000, significantly below the budget of$56,000); Exh. 6 (Depo Sutton, 225:18228: I - describing how successful Dunlap has been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transactions); !d. at 396:16-397:3, 399:2-400:8 (legal department including Michael Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
addressed the account protection issues resulting from the DocuSource, IBF, QBF, MHC, Prime, Innovative, FISI,
AccuSource and Fontis acquisitions); !d. at 227:8-10 ("Mr. Dunlap is extremely proficient at resolving matters with
Safeguard distributors").
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F. Deluxe Approves the DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions
The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 63. Additionally, because of the size of the
DocuSource acquisition, members of Deluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee
reviewed and approved the transaction. As part of this process, Deluxe management and bom:d of
directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifying the potential customer
account violations resulting from the transaction.
After reviewing the documents and fully aware of the account violation issues, Deluxe
agreed to the acquisition of DocuSource' s outstanding shares, which gave Deluxe access to the
customer list, for more than $10 million on April30, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer
list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on August 27, 2013. Deluxe,
itself, as with all BAM transactions, provided funding for the purchases and wired the money
directly to DocuSource and IBF.

G. Post-Acquisition
After acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Safeguard positioned both IBF and DocuSource as
company owned distributors who solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard and in competition with
Plaintiffs. Defendants turned DocuSource and IBF' s former sales agents into Safeguard sales
agents and allowed them to continue to solicit orders for the sale of Safeguard Systems from
DocuSource and IBF' s historical customers including those shared with Plaintiffs. These new
Safeguard sales agents solicited Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, with Defendants' knowledge,
and were directed by Defendants to send those orders to Deluxe manufacturing plants or
otherwise to preferred vendors. Defendants ran both IBF and DocuSource as company owned
distributors from 2013 through April 2015. Monthly meetings were held to ensure they hit their
insourcing targets. Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and DocuSource sales
representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in running these operations.
Despite the fact that DocuSource and IBF solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard to
Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, no commissions have been rotated to Plaintiffs for these
commissions. Further, these sales to Protected Customers have caused customer confusion as
Plaintiffs' customers no longer know from whom they are supposed to order. Teply Decl.,

~~

7-

21, 23. This confusion was compounded in early October 2013, when Tressa McLaughlin,
Safeguard's managing sales representative for the IBF sales representatives, circulated a
9
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solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter stated that IBF was now a part of Safeguard, that
IBF executives Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick were on the Safeguard team and that
the customers should place orders with them for their Safeguard Systems. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 10,
77, Ex. 75; see also Ex. 9 [McLaughlin Depo.], pp. 192:2-195:13 (Safeguard employee Amy
Tiller-Shumway, who was in charge of supervising the fonnei: IBF sales representatives,
approved sending the letter) Ex. 76 (approval from Tiller-Shumway).
H. Safeguard's Interaction with Thurston and Teply re: Account Violations
As discussed, to mitigate any potential fallout from account protection violations
implicated by the BAM program, Deluxe and Safeguard approved "resolution efforts ... to negate
potential loss of sales", which is entrusted to Michael Dunlap. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 90; Depo.
McRoberts at 51:14-52:9. Dunlap would attempt to get the affected distributor to either share the
account with the new distributor or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard,
which would then sell the rights to the new distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 61. With regard the
account protection issues arising from the IBF transaction, Dunlap was given over a year to
resolve them. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 77; Depo. Dunlap, 186:6-187:1.
According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap's resolution process consists of misrepresentations and
concealment of the extent of account protection violations over the course of a year until the
Safeguard distributor is worn down to the point that they simply give up their commission rights
on the disputed account. In the meantime, the new distributor is selling Safeguard products
behind the legacy distributor's back and commissions on those sales are not rotated to the legacy
distributor (i.e., de facto customer sharing prior to obtaining the legacy distributor's agreement tq
share). Through this process, Dunlap created market confusion which rendered any_possible
corrective action futile. Recognizing this, the legacy distributor then capitulates to sharing of the
customer.
As the resolution process applied to Plaintiffs after the acquisitions of DocuSource and
IBF, Plaintiffs were initially given no details about the common customers revealed by
pefendants' scrub process, even though Defendants apparently had the information at their
fingertips. Dunlap admitted in his deposition.that he received monthly scrub reports identifying
sales to Plaintiffs' protected accounts by IBF and DocuSource, yet never revealed the lists to
them despite engaging in months of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell
10
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their accounts. Depo. Dunlap 451 :13-456:23; 460:4-461:6; 481:1-482:15; 672:1-12. His excuse
was that he felt the scrub list was "incomplete", but he never articulated why·it was incomplete
or why he was not able to get the necessary information to make it complete. Id In the
meantime, Safeguard, through IBF and DocuSource, continued selling to the protected
customers. !d. at 329:5-11; 696:8-18. Additionally, Plaintiffs have provided evidence that
Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations for 18
months, all the while cajoling them to sell or share the accounts for nominal amounts. See, Pis'
Opening Memo, pp. 39-49. Indeed, Defendants never revealed the final customer scrub and full
list of protected accounts that Safeguard was selling to through IBF and DocuSource, despite it
being Safeguard's alleged contractual duty to report this information and pay commissions to the
correct party.
Plaintiffs repeatedly made clear to Dunlap, McLaughlin and Safeguard that they were not
sharing their customers and that their contractual rights should be respected. Depo. Dunlap,
403:12-16. However, Safeguard continued sales to these customers. Id at 166:7-13 (no thought
given to Safeguard changing direction if the distributors refused to share customers).
In response to Safeguard's sales, and in an attempt to hopefully avoid litigation, Thurston
began negotiating with Dunlap in February of2014 to sell some ofhis account protection rights
to Safeguard. Supp. Decl. Thurston, ~~ 5-7 and Exhs. 2-7 thereto. 15 As part of the process,
Dunlap identified 55 common customers shared by IBF and Thurston. Of the 55, Dunlap
suggested that Thurston sell 24, that Thurston retain 10 and the remaining were undecided.
Knowing there were more than 55 common customers between Thurston and IBF, Thurston
requested a full list. Dunlap admitted the list was not "1 00% complete" but never did provide a
complete one. Id. Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard the commission rights to nine
customers for the sum of $32,600. 16 He also indicated in an email to Dunlap that he wanted
"some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts so
that I have the opportunity to possibly expand my capabilities for sales into other customers." !d.
15

See also, Exhibit B to the Second Supplemental Declaration of Counsel filed by Defendants' counsel on August 5,

2016.
16

According to Roger Thurston, the price he agreed to was based on IBF sales figures to the customers at issue in
the sale which was provided to him by Dunlap. Subsequent to the sale, Thurston learned that Dunlap had not
provided him with accurate sales figures. Namely, Dunlap omitted sales infonnation from the prior six months.
Supp. Dec!. Thurston,~ 7.
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at~

9; Exh. 6. On March 6, 2014, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a letter. Id

at Exh. 8 ("March 6 Agreement"). With regard to the transf~r of IBF files, Dunlap noted that he
"hope[d] to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future." Id However,
Thurston never received the files. !d.

at~

12.

L Deluxe Sells DocuSource and IBF
After two years, on April 30, 2015, Deluxe sold the company owned distributors
Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR and its
management Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick. Safeguard by DocuSource along with
two other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. Inspired Results was formed on March 19,
2015, by former Deluxe and Safeguard executives Tiller-Shumway and Phil Odella. Inspired
Results and KMMR have continued to solicit and obtain commissions from Plaintiffs'
customers.
J. BAM Nationwide

The BAM Program is conducted nationwide. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 28. Plaintiffs estimate
that, in completing these acquisitions, Defendants have violated the ·account protection rights of
over 300 Safeguard distributors. See, pp. 51-52 of Plaintiffs' supporting memorandum for cites.

IV.

ANALYSIS

A party seeking to recover punitive damages "must prove, by clear and convincing evidence,
oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for
punitive damages is asserted." I.C. § 6-1604(1 ). In order to recover punitive damages, the party
seeking them must first obtain a cou;t order permitting the party to amend the party's pleading to
include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. I. C. § 6-1604(2). If such a motion is made,
"[t]he court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence
presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." !d.;
Cummings v. Stephens, 157 Idaho 348,363,336 P.3d 281, 296 (2014). In Cheney v. Palos
Verdes Investment Corp., the Idaho Supreme Court described the circumstances necessary to
justify punitive damages:

An award of punitive damages will be sustained on appeal only when it is shown
that the defendant acted in a manner that was 'an extreme deviation from
reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was performed by the defendant
12
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with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences.' The
justification for punitive damages must be that the defendant acted with an
extremely harmful state of mind, whether that be termed 'malice, oppression,
fraud or gross negligence';' ... wantonness'; or simply 'deliberate or willful.' 17
104 Idaho 897, 905, 665 P.2d 661 (1983), cites omitted.
Whether punitive damages may be awarded depends on "whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of mind." Hall v.
Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 313, 319, 179 P.3d 276, 282 (2008). Further, a court
should rarely, if ever, award punitive damages absent a likelihood of future bad conduct. Davis v.
Gage, 106 Idaho 735, 738, 682 P.2d 1282, 1285 (Ct. App. 1984). The likelihood of future bad
conduct is a question of fact. Where there is substantial and competent--even though
conflicting--evidence of extreme bad conduct and of a need for deterrence of similar future
conduct, an award of punitive damages will be upheld. !d.
Upon considering the evidence presented by Plaintiffs, this Court must determine
whether there is a "reasonable likelihood" that Plaintiffs can establish at trial through clear and
convincing evidence that Defendants performed a bad act with a bad state of mind. !d. "Where
evidence is conflicting, and where it can be said that if one theory of the case is correct there may
be ground for the imposition of exemplary damages, the matter is properly submitted to the jury"
to determine the correct theory. Morningstar Holding Corp. v. G2, LLC, 2012 WL 287517, at
*14 (D. Idaho Jan. 31, 2012), quoting Williams v. Bone, 74 Idaho 185, 189,259 P.2d 810,813
(1953).
Plaintiffs ask for leave to amend to assert a claim for punitive damages in connection
with the following claims: 1) Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against
SBS (counts 1 and 2); 2) Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contractual relations against
Deluxe (counts 3 and 4); T3's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8); and Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach ofthe 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the inducement (counts 11 and

17

Idaho Code§ 6-1604(1), as amended subsequent to Cheney, omits gross negligence and wantonness from the Jist
of conduct supporting punitive damages.
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12). 18 They assert that Deluxe and Safeguard: (1) blatantly and willfully breached the distributor
agreements and interfered with Plaintiffs' relationship with their customers; (2) fraudulently
concealed and misrepresented their actions, (3) abused their superior economic position; (4)
harmed Plaintiffs for their own direct profit; and (5) have inflicted the same harm through similar
conduct upon distributors across the country.
Defendants assert several arguments against the proposed amendment, the most
prominent of which is that Plaintiffs' entire theory of the case is based on a flawed reading of the
account protection rights provisions in their RDAs. The Defendant's arguments are addressed in
turn.
A. RDA Account Protection Rights

Defendants take issue with Plaintiffs' characterization of their account protection rights
under their respective RDAs as creating "Protected Customers." According to Defendants,
Plaintiffs only have rights to commissions on sales of certain Safeguard products by other
distributors to a customer whose first order of Safeguard products was a result of Plaintiffs'
efforts and credited to Plaintiffs. Thus, IBF and DocuSource, for example, are free to sell to
Plaintiffs' "protected accounts", but Plaintiffs have a right to commissions on certain sales.
Although Plaintiffs refer to their right to commissions on sales as "Customer Protection",
their interpretation of the RDAs is not far off from that ofthe Defendants. Plaintiffs contend that,
where they were the first to solicit an order with a customer in their territory for any Safeguard
product, then they become entitled to the exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any
and all sales to that customer for the next 36 months.-

The difference between the two interpretations appears to lie in the types of sale for
which a right of commission arises. Thurston's agreement provides as follows:
3.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS

For so long as is specified in Attachment B, you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems. sales to each such customer until this Agree1p.ent is
termina~ed (see paragraph 7).

****
18

In briefing, Plaintiffs mistakenly refer to cotmts 7 and 8 as "tortious interference" claims as opposed to
"intentional interference" claims, which is how they are pled in the complaint
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ATTACHMENT B
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in your .sales territory described in Attachment A
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of your efforts and
credited to you[.]

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to any customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months
after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.
Similarly, T3 's Distributor Agreement states:
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exclusive right to
comniissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so
long as is specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however,
your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System
within thirty-six (36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
purchase of any Safeguard System.
Plaintiffs interpret sales of"Safeguard Systems" as used in their RDAs to include any and
all Safeguard products. Thurston's RDA defines "Safeguard Systems" as ''those products and
services defined in the Addenda attached hereto[.]" Thurston RDA,

~

1. While initially there

were only seven addenda to his RDA, each describing a different Safeguard product, additional
addenda were added throughout the years to include essentially all products Safeguard
manufactured and any "sourced" or "brokerage" products manufactured by non-Safeguard
companies, including computer software, business forms, office supplies, payroll processing,
promotional products and more. According to Thurston's interpretation, the additional addenda
covered any and all Safeguard product and service acquired through any vendor. T3's RDA also
allows it to sell any "sourced products" from non-Safeguard manufacturers. T3 is also allowed to
sell "new Safeguard Systems" on a "non-exclusive" basis provided that T3 and Safeguard
executed an addendum with regard to the new products. T3 RDA, ~ 3. There is no evidence that
any such addendum was ever executed.
Reading these definitions in conjunction with the account protection rights provisions, the
RDAs appear to grant Plaintiffs an exclusive right to commissions where:
15
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1. A customer's first order of a "Safeguard System" product included in Plaintiffs'
addenda to their RDAs is a result of Plaintiffs' efforts and credited to Plaintiffs;
· 2. Another Safeguard distributor sells to that customer a "Safeguard System"
product listed in addenda to the RDAs; and
3. The right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase of the particular Safeguard product. If the customer
purchases a listed Safeguard product within the 36 months, the period starts
over. 19
Defendants agree with this interpretation as to "normal circumstances." As explained by
Dunlap, "account protection" in the RDAs arises where:
If Distributor A has an accolint with a customer and then Distributor B comes
along, solicits another order from that same account, and that account quits doing
business with Distributor A and places the business with Distributor B so that
Distributor A is not getting any more sales, not getting any more commissions.
That's what under normal circumstances means for account protection.
Depo. Dunlap, 96:25-97:7.
However, Defendants contend that the BAM acquisition of ffiF and DocuSource
presented an abnormal circumstance to which the RDA does not neatly apply. Namely, ffiF and
DocuSource had been selling their own non-Safeguard products for years to Plaintiffs'
"Protected Customers" prior to the BAM acquisition. Following the BAM acquisition, these
companies continue to sell the same products to the same customers, although the products are
now considered part of the "Safeguard System" due only to the acquisition. Defendants contend
that since IBF and DocuSource were the first to solicit orders from the "Protected Customers"
for these products they historically sold, albeit under a differen~ name, Plaintiffs are not entitled
to rotations on the commissions. Defendants contend that such an interpretation of the RDA
would constitute a windfall for Plaintiffs because they would receive commissions for sales of
products that they never sold.

19

Importantly, the RDAs do not state that a customer must purchase from Plaintiffs for the 36 month period to run
anew; rather, the customer must only "purchase." Therefore, a situation could arise where a customer's first order of
a certain Safeguard product is placed through the legacy distributor. Even if a second distributor later poaches the
client, the legacy distributor would indefinitely receive commissions on the customer's future orders of any
Safeguard products included in the addenda to the RDA. Granted, because the second distributor sells the same
products at reduced rate, the legacy distributor would suffer in the form of reduced commissions if the second
distributor continues to sell.
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Neither party is requesting that the Court make a ruling on the meaning of the RDAs ,and
extent of account protection rights at this stage ofthe litigation. In fact, Defendants contend that
the account protection provisions are ambiguous and create "a ton of grey areas" which
Safeguard attempted to clarify through the promulgation of subsequent policies. Decl.
Schossberger, Exh. A (Email chain between Lederach and Skipper explaining how there is no
one document which spells out account protection rules); Exh. D (Depo. Dunlap 22:9-29:20discussing Metro Policy and Open Territory Policy). Consequently, the Court will not, at this
time, undertake to interpret the RDAs, the subsequently passed policies, and how the BAM
acquisition affects Plaintiffs' rights to commissions. All of these issues bear on whether
Safeguard breached the RDAs and the level of egregiousness associated with Defendants'
actions. For purposes of this motion, however, the Court will assume that Plaintiffs'
interpretation of the RDAs and their commission rights thereunder is correct.

B. Plaintiffs' Increasing Commissions and Lack of Evidence of Lost Sales
Defendants next assert that Plaintiffs do not have recoverable damages because their
annual commissions have increased each year since Defendants acquired IBF and DocuSource.
While it may be true that Plaintiffs have enjoyed increased commissions, this does not compel
the conclusion that they have not suffered damages in the form of unpaid commissions. Further,
if Plaintiffs can show they have a legally protected interest which has been invaded, thereby
entitling them to at least nominal damages, punitive damages are still available. Myers v.

Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 503, 95 P.3d 977, 985 (2004).
Further, Defendants point out that Plaintiffs have failed to present evidence of a customer
or sale they lost as a direct result of Defendants' conduct. However, as Defendants themselves
argued with regard to the RDA interpretation issue, Plaintiffs' RDAs do not necessarily provide
them with customer protection; rather, they have a right to commissions on certain sales to
certain customers which are made by other distributors. Indeed, the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs'
territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard retained the right to sell Safeguard products within
Plaintiffs' territories. Thus, Plaintiffs need not present evidence of a "lost sale" or "lost
customer." Rather, their evidence of damages would more appropriately take the form of an
unpaid commission. Plaintiffs have presented an expert report from a CPA, Mr. Robert Taylor,
detailing these damages. Mr. Taylor estimates their damages arising from past account protection
violations at nearly $500,000 for Thurston and nearly $600,000 for Teply. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
17
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108. Further, Plaintiffs' rotation notices between 2015 and mid-2016 reveal that no rotations
were paid to them on sales made by other distributors to their "Protected Customers." This is
'
.
sufficient evidence for purposes of the current motion.

C. Lost Profits and Consequential Damages
Defendants next argue that Plaintiffs' claims fail because the unpaid commissions they
seek as damages are really "lost profits", which is considered a consequential damage. Because
Idaho law provides that recovery oflost profits must be in the parties' contemplation at the time
of contracting to be recoverable, and there is nothing in the RDAs evidencing the intent that lost
profits be recoverable, Defendants contend that Plaintiffs' are entitled to no recovery. However,
Defendants' argument fails because Plaintiffs' unpaid commissions are a form of direct damage
under the RDAs, not "lost profit" or some other consequential damage. Further, Safeguard's
obligations to pay such commissions was set forth at length throughout the RDAs, indicating
their.recovery was in the parties' contemplation at the time of contracting. 20
Second, Defendants point out that T3 's RDA waived any ability to recover consequential
and punitive damages through the "Limitation of Damages" clause. They ask the Court to defer
ruling on Plaintiffs' motion as it pertains to T3 pending the arbitrator's decision on the
enforceability of the clause. However, the limitation clause would only pertain to punitive
damages against Safeguard. T3 seeks punitive damages in conjunction with its claims against
Deluxe, who was not a party to that contract. Therefore, the waiver would not bar T3 's claims.

D. Claim by Claim Analysis
As an initial matter, Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have failed to fulfill their burden of
producing "clear and convincing" evidence that Defendants a performed a bad act with a bad
state of mind in connection to any ofthe claims to which the proposed punitive damages would
attach. They further point out that evidence of simple "wanton" conduct does not satisfy this
burden.
Although Defendants dedicate much argument to the fact that "wanton" behavior is no
longer a basis for punitive damages in Idaho, Plaintiffs never refer to Defendants' behavior as
"wanton." Further, Idaho Code§ 6-1604 directs the court to grant a motion to amend to seek
punitive damages if, "after weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the

20

Therefore, Defendants' argument that Plaintiffs' "lost profits" are too speculative fails as well.
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moving party has established ... a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to
support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604. An award of punitive damages must be
supported by clear and convincing evidence at trial, and the Court is c9gnizant of and informed
by this standard in determining the likelihood that plaintiffs can prove, at trial, a right to punitive
damages.
Turning next to the specific claims, this Court's must determine with regard to each of
the claims whether there is evidence that Defendants acted "in a manner that was an extreme
deviation from reasonable standards of conduct [or other requisite bad act], and that the act was
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences."

Cheney, 104 Idaho at 905, 665 P.2d at 669. In other words, Plaintiffs must show both a bad act
and a bad state of mind. Hall, 145 Idaho at 319, 179 P.3d at 282.
1. Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against SBS (1&2)
Idaho courts are generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of contract.
See, Cuddy Mountain Concrete Inc. v. Citadel Canst., Inc., 121 Idaho 220, 227, 824 P .2d 151,
158 (Ct. App. 1992)("while punitive damages may be recovered in a contract action, they are not
favored in the law and therefore should be awarded only in the most compelling circumstances;
they should be awarded cautiously and within narrow limits."). However, the Idaho Supreme
Court has also warned that there is no "blanket prohibition" against punitive damages in contract
claims. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co.!, 140 Idaho 495, 502-03, 95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004).
As stated in Meyers:

It is not the nature of the case, whether tort or contract, that controls the issue of
punitive damages. The issue revolves around whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite 'intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of
mind.' 0 As this Court noted in Linscott, 'numerous situations arise where the
breaking of a promise may be an extreme deviation from standards of reasonable
conduct, and, when done with knowledge of its likely effects, may be grounds for
an award of punitive damages.'

!d., quoting Linscott v. Rainier Nat'/ Life Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 854, 858, 606 P.2d 958,962
(1980)? 1
21

Meyers was a first party breach of insurance contract claim. The Court found punitive damages proper where the
defendant: (I) failed to retain counsel on plaintiffs (its insured) behalf in an underlying personal injury action
asserted against her, thereby resulting in a default judgment; (2) refusing to respond to efforts of the judgment debtor
to collect on the default judgment, thereby resulting in the suspension of plaintiffs drivers license; and (3)
unreasonably delaying the settlement of a second action filed against plaintiff.
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Conduct "which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows
"a lack of professional regard for the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
grounds for punitive damages. Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229, 824 P.2d at 160, internal cite
omitted.22 A party may breach a contract if it determines doing so is in its own economic interest,
if it is prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itselfto
punitive damages-avoid the consequences ofthe breach by means of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism.
Some of the factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive damages are warranted in
a breach of contract action include:

(1) the presence of expert testimony;23 (2) whether the unreasonable conduct
actually caused hann to the plaintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
betwee? the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.

Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229-30, 824 P.2d at 160-61.
Safeguard's alleged bad acts supported by the record can be summed up as follows:
•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation under Thurston's RDAs to pay
commissions on certain sales by other distributors to Thurston's
protected accounts.

•

After acquiring IBF and DocuSource, and having knowledge that IBF
and DocuSource were making sales for which Thurston was entitled to
commission, Safeguard made no effort to comply with its obligations
under the RDAs regarding the payment of such commissions, nor did
it attempt to stop IBF or DocuSource from making the offending sales.

22

Cuddy Mountain involved a breach of contract claim arising from a contract between a general contractor
(Citadel) and a subcontractor (Cuddy Mountain). Cuddy Mountain began work, primarily concerned with pouring
concrete, but was slowed down by rain. Upset with the pace and quality of Cuddy Mountain's work, Citadel
terminated the contract without giving Cuddy Mountain the required seven-day written notice of termination.
The Court determined that the following behavior by Citadel constituted conduct sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages: (I) the evidence showed that Citadel's decision to terminate "was conceived in frustration and
consummated in anger" and there was no evidence that Citadel gave any thought to the consequences of its decision;
(2) the termination in fact caused financial hardship to Cuddy Mountain; (3) Citadel refused to pay the balance
Cuddy Mountain demanded for the work it had performed; and (4) following termination, Citadel altered certain
daily reports which had been prepared prior to the termination to add criticism regarding Cuddy Mountain's work.
!d. at 230,.824 P2d at 161.
23

Although the plaintiff in Cuddy Mountain did not present expert testimony that the offensive conduct was
unreasonable in the business context nor did the parties enjoy a special relationship, the Court found punitive
damages were warranted anyway based on the remaining factors.
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•

Rather than pay commissions, Safeguard attempted to convince
Thurston to sell or share his accounts at a nominal amount.

•

Although Thurston requested information regarding the extent of
account violations on numerous occasions (so he could made an
informed decision on Safeguard's offer to purchase), Safeguardthrough Dunlap -purposefully stalled for over a year, falsely claiming
that he did not have the information.

•

During this period of delay, IBF and Safeguard continued to sell to
Thurston's protected customers with Safeguard's knowledge.

•

Three years later, Safeguard still has not paid commission rights to
Thurston, thereby causing actual harm to Thurston.

Plaintiffs have also presented evidence of Safeguard's bad state of mind. Although
Defendants argue that Safeguard was motivated purely by standard business goals of increasing
profits, decreasing costs and improving customer service, evidence supports the claim that
Defendants tried to do this by breaching Plaintiffs' RDAs with the motive of denying their
responsibility for the breach and covering up the scope of their breach. Further, there is evidence
Defendants attempted to attain these goals by wearing down its legacy distributors with hopes of
either replacing them or their generous RDAs so that they would be compelled to market
products which would make Deluxe more profitable. Dunlap was tasked with carrying out this
goal, and Thurston has presented evidence that Dunlap did so through intimidation, concealment
and underhandedness, and Safeguard knew of and approved of Dunlap's conduct. See, pp. 39-49
ofPls' Memo. Further, the oppressive conduct continued through Thurston's filing of the instant
lawsuit.
The final Cuddy ~Mountain factor not addressed herein is whether the parties enjoyed a
"special relationship." Thurston contends that they did as franchisor-franchisee. Defendants
disagree with that characterization. Rather, they contend the relationship is principal-agent,
which is consistent with the description in the RDA. Thurston RDA,

~ 4.

Notably, one California

court has held that Safeguard distributors operating under RDAs such as Thurston's are
franchisees under California's statutory definition. Gentis v. Safeguard Bus. Sys., Inc., 60 Cal.
App. 4th 1294, 1297, 71 Cal. Rptr. 2d 122 (1998). Idaho's definition of a franchise agreement is
substantially similar to California's, thereby warranting the same result in an Idaho court. I.C. §
29-110(3). However, even assuming that a franchisor-franchisee relationship existed between
21
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Thurston and Safeguard, the great majority of jurisdictions hold that this relationship does not
give rise to a fiduciary duty or other special duty. Killion, William, J.D., Existence of Fiduciary
Duty between Franchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. 51h 613 ( 1997).24 Idaho has not addressed
the issue. Nonetheless, even in the absence of a special relationship, other factors dictate
allowing an amendment to assert a claim for punitive damages.
A business decision to breach a contract in order to increase profits is not, in and of itself,
a basis for punitive damages. However, the manner in which the breach is carried out can be.
This Court recognizes that, at the moment, there is a dispute regarding the interpretation of
Plaintiffs' commission rights under the RDAs and whether there was a breach of those rights.
Assuming Thurston establishes that its interpretation of the RDA is correct, there is a reasonable
likelihood that he could prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Safeguard- primarily
through Dunlap - acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously or outrageously; through an
extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and with an understanding of, or
disregard for, its likely consequences. Therefore, Thurston will be allowed to amend the
complaint to seek punitive damages against Safeguard in conjunction with his breach of contract
claims.
2. Tortious interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (3&4)
A prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists where a plaintiff
establishes the existence of a contract, knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant,
intentional interference causing breach of the contract, and injury to the plaintiff resulting from
the breach. BECO Canst. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,723, 184 P.3d 844, 848
(2008). Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims against Deluxe are aimed at Deluxe's involvement

24

See e.g., Pizza Management, Inc. v. Pizza Hut, Inc., 737 F. Supp. 1154, 1183 (D. Kans. 1990) ("The franchisorfranchisee relationship 'is an arms-length, commercial one' with the performance of each governed and regulated by
the typically exhaustive terms of written franchise agreements .... Fiduciary obligations should be extended
reluctantly to commercial or business transactions.") (internal citations omitted); Broussard v. Meineke Discount
Mujjler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331, 347 (4th Cir. 1998) (citing cases from various jurisdictions and holding that
franchisees could not bring a breach of fiduciary duty claim against a franchisor because a franchise relationship,
without more, does not give rise to a fiduciary relationship); Branch Banking & Trust, Co. v. Thompson, 418 S.E. 2d
694, 699 (N.C. App. 1992) (stating, ''parties to a contract do not thereby become each others' fiduciaries; they
generally owe no special duty to one another beyond the terms of the contract and the duties set forth in the
U.C.C."); Thrifty Rent-A-Car System, Inc., 229 F.3d 1165 (I Oth Cir. 2000) (unpublished opinion); Domed Stadium
Hotel, Inc. v. Holiday Inns: Inc., 732 F.2d 480, 485 (5th Cir. 1984).
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in the acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource through the BAM program, which ultimately led to
Safeguard selling to Plaintiffs' Protected Customer$ in violation of the RDAs. 25

It does not appear that the RDA prohibits Sa_feguard or a BAM entity from actually
selling to a Protected Customer; rather, to the extent there is a sale of a "Safeguard System" as
defined in the RDAs to a Protected Customer, the RDA gives Plaintiffs a right to commissions
on the sale. 26 Thus, Plaintiffs' allegations that Deluxe "instructed Safeguard and its employees
not to enforce Plaintiffs' contractual rights but instead to continue to make sales" would arguably
only be actionable to the extent Deluxe instructed Safeguard to avoid paying commission rights
to Plaintiffs. In other words, it is not the BAM program itself which interfered with the RDAs,
but rather the "resolution" activities subsequently undertaken to address the account violation
exposure.
Plaintiffs have presented evidence that Deluxe masterminded the entire process,
including the offending "resolution" activities, which appear to be not meant to compensate
Plaintiffs for violations, but to wear them down in forcing the unfair and uninformed
dispossession of Plaintiffs' RDA rights. Deluxe created the BAM program, funded the purchase
of DocuSource and IBF, directed and reviewed "due diligence" and monthly customer scrubs,
and engineered the situation wherein Safeguard competed against Plaintiffs through IBF and
DocuSource by selling Safeguard products to Plaintiffs' protected accounts. Defendants tasked
Dunlap with "resolving" the conflicts by compelling them to sell or share the accounts rather
than paying commissions-all the while denying Plaintiffs access to the information needed to
evaluate whether or not to do so?7 Deluxe's CEO himself admitted that he knew of and was
25

The Court is not opining-yet-whether Deluxe, as the parent of Safeguard, is sufficiently a stranger to the
contract such that it can be held liable for interference with it. Likewise, the Court is not yet deciding if Deluxe has a
qualified privilege to interfere.
Indeed,~ 2 of the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs' territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard reserved the right to
sell Safeguard Systems within the territories through other persons.

26

27

Defendants argue that Dunlap was not an agent of Deluxe; rather, he was general counsel for Safeguard and
worked in that capacity. However, Dunlap himself testified that he was part of the Deluxe team and reported his
resolution efforts to Deluxe executives. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25; 49:7-19; 53:15-20. See Barlow v. International
Harvester Co., 522 P.2d 1102, 1119 (1974) ("corporate liability for punitive damages may arise where there is
participation in the alleged tortious conduct by a 'managing and policy-making agent' as well as by a corporate
director or officer"); see also Boise Dodge, Inc. v. Clark, 92 Idaho 902, 906, 453 P.2d 551, 555 (1969)
("when corporate officials and managing and policy-making agents engage in fraudulent activity in furtherance of
corporate profits which inure to the benefit of shareholders, the acts of such agents must be attributed to the
corporation").
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unconcerned with the impact of the acquisitions on the oversaturated market and on Plaintiffs'
account protection rights.
In effect, the evidence demonstrates that Deluxe knowingly placed Safeguard in a
competitive position with Plaintiffs and compelled Safeguard to breach Plaintiffs' RDA rights
through Dunlap's "resolution process." Further, the evidence shows that Deluxe approved of
Dunlap's protracted resolution process because it would ultimately be more profitable for
Deluxe, to Plaintiffs' detriment. Again, Deluxe's goal of increasing profit is not the basis for a
punitive damages claim; rather, it is the means by which Deluxe set out to accomplish that goal
and the admitted disregard it had for Plaintiffs' contractual rights under the RDAs. An
amendment to seek punitive damages in connection with Plaintiffs' tortious interference with
contractual relations claims against Deluxe should be allowed.
3. Plaintiffs' intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
("IlEA") against Deluxe and Thurston's IlEA claim against Safeguard (7&8)
To establish a claim for intentional interference with a prospective economic advantage,
Plaintiffs must show:
( 1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy, 28 (2) knowledge of the expectancy on
the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the
expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of
the interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has
been disrupted.
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 893-94, 243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
internal cite omitted.
Plaintiffs must prove that either "(1) the defendant had an improper objective or purpose
to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the
prospective business relationship." Id, quoting Idaho First Natlf Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods,

Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991).
Plaintiffs' intentional interference claims set forth in Counts 7 and 8 pertain to Deluxe
and Safeguard's interference with their customer relationships and sales to their protected
accounts. Certainly, Plaintiffs have an economic expectancy in their business relationships with
their customers in the form of commissions and Defendants are well aware of the expectancy.
Plaintiffs assert that Defendants' actions interfered with their expectancy interest by encouraging

28

This element does not require proof of a contract
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IBF and DocuSource to make sales to Plaintiffs' Protected Customers at prices which were lower
than what Plaintiffs could offer, resulting in the termination of Plaintiffs' expectancy interest in
those customers.
However, applying Plaintiffs' interpretation of the RDAs, the commissions on the sales to
Protected Customers would still have to be paid to Plaintiffs. Thus, the loss of their business
relationship with the Protected Customers does not necessarily inflict damage upon Plaintiffs
because they are still entitled to the commission rights from the sale to that customer. That said,
if the competing distributor sells the product at a reduced price, Plaintiffs' commission amount
decreases. However, the RDAs specifically allowed Safeguard to solicit sales of Safeguard
Systems through other "persons" within Plaintiffs' territories. Safeguard effectively exercised
this right through acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF. Thus, it is difficult to view this as
wrongful interference where it was an event contemplated by the RDAs when they were
executed. Indeed, the RDAs do not give Plaintiffs an exclusive right to customers; only an
exclusive right to commissions generated on sales. Accordingly, Plaintiffs will not be permitted
to assert punitive damages on these claims.
4. Breach of the 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the
inducement (11&12)
Thurston's second breach of contract and fraud in the inducement claims against
Safeguard relate to the March 6, 2014 agreement pursuant to which Safeguard purchased the
commission rights to nine of Thurston's Protected Customers for $32,600. In addition, Safeguard
allegedly agreed to arrange for the transfer of certain IBF files to Thurston related to other
Protected Customers being serviced by IBF. Thurston transferred his commission rights;
however, Dunlap never facilitated the transfer of files. Thurston argues this failure constituted
breach ofthe agreement.
Exactly what the parties' understood with regard to the transfer of files is unclear.
Thurston indicated in his email to Dunlap that he wanted IBF files in order to "possibly expand
my capabilities for sales into other customers." Dunlap's memorialization of the agreement
indicated that he "hoped to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future."
Thurston has not presented evidence of a concrete obligation by Safeguard to actually procure
the files for him. Further, if Safeguard did breach an obligation with regard to the files, Thurston
has not presented evidence that the breach was done in an oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
25
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outrageous manner. Consequently, this Court will deny the motion to amend as it pertains to
Thurston's claim for breach of the March 2014 agreement.
With regard to the fraud in the inducement claim, Thurston asserts that he entered into the
March 2014 agreement based on inaccurate sales data Dunlap provided to him for the customers
at issue. After entering the agreement, Thurston learned that Dunlap's information did not
include any sales to those customers after August 27, 2013. Had Thurston known ofthe true
nature of the sales, he contends he would not have entered into the contract. Id

"It is well established in this state that punitive damages may be awarded when the
defendant has committed fraud." Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 221, 923
P.2d 456, 466 (1996).

Defendant~

argue the claim fails because Thurston has not presented

evidence of each of the nine elements of fraud, to wit:
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.
Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211,216,923 P.2d 456,461 (1996).
However, an honest reading of Thurston's declaration and supplemental declaration
reveals each of the nine elements and Defendants have produced no evidence placing Thurston's
version of the facts in dispute. Plaintiffs have produced evidence demonstrating that Dunlap's
concealment of sales information was part of Defendants' modus operandi to get Plaintiffs' to
sell or share their accounts at depressed prices. There is a reasonably likelihood a jury would
conclude that the March 2014 agreement represents more of the same conduct sufficient to
warrant punitive damages. Therefore, Thurston may amend to add a punitive damages claim to
his fraud-in-the-inducement claim.

V.

ORDER
For the foregoing reasons, this Court hereby GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a

prayer for punitive damages in connection with the following claims: Thurston's breach of
contract and implied covenant claims against Safeguard (counts 1 and 2); Plaintiffs' tortious
interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (counts 3 and 4), and; Thurston's fraud in
the inducement claim against Safeguard (count 12). The Court DENIES the motion with regard
to the following claims: T3's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
26
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against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8), and; Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach of the March 6, 2014 customer transfer agreement (count 11 ).
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that only after the evidence has been received at trial, will
this Court make the final determination regarding whether the jury will be informed of and
instructed on Plaintiffs' punitive damages claims.
IT IS SO OI9>~RED.
Dated this

:;2/ ~of September, 2016.
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OCT 2 I 2016

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DlSTJ.W?'!T$~P~lL-:H
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

D. }-':CH. Ch.1!·k

:..=i~' ~MI!.V Cr!;:.[)

:-,.::::-·,·

T3 ENTERPRlSES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
· corpomtion,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

Case No. CV ·OC·l416400
MEMORANDUM DECISlON AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENTANDTO
STRIKE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
lduho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, un Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Tdaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
n Minnesota Corporationi and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises fn)m a distributorship relationship between PlaintiflS, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard
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Business Systems {"Safeguard"}, The claims currently ut issue in this action include the
lbllowing 1:

•

Cl:mnt 1: by Thurston: Breach ofRDA (distributorship ugrecincnt) Safeguard;

•

Count 2: by Thurston: Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing against

Safeguard;
•

Counts 3 & 4: By T3 and Thurston, respectively: Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations against Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") and Deluxe Corporation
("Deluxcn);

•

Count 7: By T3: Tntentionallnfcrencc with Prospective Economic Advantage against
SAl and Deluxe;

•

Count 8: By Thurston: Intentional Inference with Prospective Economic Advantage
against Safeguardt SAl and Deluxe:

•

Count ll: By Thurston: Breach of Contract (March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer.
Agreement) against Safeguard;

•

Count 12: By Thurston: Fraud in the Inducement.

Before the Court are four motions for summary judgment by the various parties. Thurston
seeks summary judgment on Counts 1 und 11>, Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Counts 2,
8, II and 12, and SAl and Deluxe each seek summary judgment on Counts 3, 4, 7 and 8.
Additionally, Defendants collectively seek to strike the vast majority ofdcclaratkms submitted
by Roger 'Ilmrston on August 26 and September 9, 2016, Dawn Teply's September 9, 2016

declaration, and Exhibit 112 from the September 9, 2016 declaration ofPlaintiffs 1 counsel;
James Mulcahy.
Oral argument was held on the various motions· on September 23, 2016 ufier which the Court
took the miitter under advisement.

1
In their joint response to Defendants' summnry judgment motions. Plaintiffs agreed to voluntarily dismiss Counts
5, 6, 9 nnd 10.
2

To the extent Thurston prevailed on its summary judgmcnl motion, il sought an interim awnrd of attorney fees. At
the hearing, however, Thurston withdrew tho request.

2
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THE RECORD3

H.

A. Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements

Roger Thurston became a distributor for Safeguard pursuant to a Regional Distributor
Agreement ("RDAH) dated June 1, 1987. Decl. R. Thurston, 'd 2 (Aug. 26, 2016), and Exh. 1
thereto (Thurston RDA). 4 Duwn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, became a
distributor for Safeguard pursuant to an RDA dated July 28 1 2006. Dccl. D.

Teply~~ 4 (Sept.

9,

20 16) and Exh. 3 (T3 RDA). The Plaintiff.<~' respective RDAs give them the right to solicit orders
of certain Safeguard products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", from customers within a
"non-exclusive" territory set forth therein. Thurston RDA § 11 AU. 1; T3 RDA, §§ 1-2, Exh A.
The RDAs further grant Plaintiffs "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on their
solicitnti(m of sales of"Snfegunrd Systems" to customers located within their territories if certain
conditions are met (11 Protected Accounts"). Thurston RDA, § 3, Att. B; T3 RDA, § 4, Exh. B.
The RDAs prohibit Plaintiffs from soliciting orders from customers outside their territories, but
expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard products within Plaintiffs' territories through other
"persons.'' Thurston RDA, § 2; T3 RDA, § 2. Further, T3's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[,'!"~ 1'3 RDA, § 8. To this end, T3 is obliged to use its best
efforts to dctcnninc whether a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's
computer database to another distributor.Jd.
Safeguard has also developed policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders
for Safeguard Systems from a Protected Account of any other Safeguard distributor, either within
or outside of the former's territory. Dec!. Mulcahy ISO Thurston's MSJ, ~ 8M9 (Aug. 26, 2016)
and Exh. 7 ("Deceptive Business Practices Policy) and Exh. 8 (Open Territory Policy).
Safeguard's Open Territory Policy states that "(distributors] are not allowed to solicit orders
from the protected account of another Distributor, whether the customer is located within or

Tile following recitation of the record is not to be interpreted ns conclusive findings of fact cxct.'"Pt where noted in
the legal analysis. Rather, it is simply this Court's interpretation of the extensive record currently before it for the
purpose of the current motion~ for summary judgment.

.I

~

Thurston subsequently as5igned the agreement to Plalnt!fl~ Thurston Enterprises.

~

Thurst<ln ·.~ RDA does not have the same express prohibilion; rather, il prohibits the solicltntlon of sales outside Its

territory.~

2.
3
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outside of your Territory.'' The protection applies to the customer and not the particular products
sol~.

ld; see e.g. Dccl. Mulcahy, Exh. 2 (Depo. McRoberts, 205:11-22 (in response to question

of whether account ptotcction is evaluated in lenns of products the response wns that it is
evaluated at the accounllc.wcl).)6

If a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor>s Protected Account, Safeguard will issue a
rotation notice. Ocpo. Dunlap1 350! 1-350:25 (explaining that where one distributor sells to the
Protected Customer of another distributor, the commission arc rotated); Oecl. Thurston, Exh. 2
(Thurston Rotation Notices). Thurston's rotation notices indicate to both the infringing and
receiving party (hat commjssions arc being !'otatcd from the infringing distributor to the
distributor who has rights to the Protected Account. Jd.

B. The J)cluxc Takeover or Safcgliard

Dduxe Corporation e•ocJuxc") manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous
subsidiaries, various personalized products and services to small businesses, financial
institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to, design services, website services, print
marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. l (Depo.
Schram, 23:3-5). Deluxe purchased Safeguard in 2004. Aller being acquired by Deluxe,
Saf(}guard discontinued all manufacturing operations. Instead, all Safeguard products are now
manufactured by Deluxe. Dccl. Mulcahy,~ 6 (Sept. 9, 2016) 7 & Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti 63:4~

ll).B
Whcrtl Deluxe docs not mat~ufacturc a Safeguard product, it has implemented a "preferred
supplier program." Under the prognm1, a third party vendor can sign up with Safeguard as
"preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for payment of a
rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard distributor. 211d
6

Dunlap testified that none of the polic::lcs imphmlented by So.fegutu'd modifY ils distributors' 1\(:count Protection
rights set forth in the ROAs. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5 (Depo. Dunlap 25:15·19).
7

Mulcahy's declaration submiltcd in opposition to Defendants' motions for summary judgment will be referred ro
herein as "2nd Dccl. Mulcahy".
8

Deluxe, Safeguard Bnd SAl share many of the snmc.cxccutives. For example, J.J. Sorrenti Is President of
Safeguard and SAl and Vicll President ofStr~tcgic Channel Sales at Dllluxe. Scott Suttorl is Vice President of
Corporate Development at Deluxe and Vice President of Franchise Developmental Safeguard, SA land Safoguard
Franchise Sales. Michael Dunlap is general counsel for Safeguard and corporate secretary for Safeguard and SAl.
Terry Peterson Is the C.FO nnd Senior Vice President nt Deluxe and Vice President and Treasurer of SAl. Dec I.
Counsel ISO SAl's MSJ (Aug. 26, 2016), Exh. M.

4
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Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20) & Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing Strategy).

These "Preferred Suppliers" are to (1) pay Deluxe "rebates'\ and; (2) agree not sell any product
type to the Safeguard distributors that Deluxe also manufactures. Depo. Fogard at 22:4w 14; 2nd
Decl. Mulcahy, Exll. 21 (Wright Preferred Supplier Agreement, p, 1). Consequently, it is to
Deluxe's financial advantage that the Safeguard distributors either place retail orders with
Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the Preferred. Suppliers. Deluxe's push to
increase Preferred Supplier usage by its distributors has resulted in over 110 vendors signed up
and millions in revenue. Depo, Fogard at 90:10-95:3. Under its distributor agreements, however,
Safeguard cannot force a distributor to source from Deluxe or a Preferred Supplier. lcl at 38: 18·
24. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work ·around U1is problem by effectively

replacing Safeguard's legacy distributors, such as Plaintiffs, with new distributors. 2"d Decl.
Mulcahy; Exh. 22 (BAM Program 2009. p. 3); Depo. McRoberts 74:5w75:13 (discussing

Safeguard and Dcluxets efforts to make BAM acquisitions in light ofwhnt they characterize as a
"dcclini11g'' customer base for the legacy distributors).
C. DAM

Beginning in 2008. Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program to acquire
independent non-Safeguard affiliated distributorships. Decl. Mulcahy1 Bxh. 9 (March 5, 2012
Business Acquisitions and Mergers Presentation). Under this program, Deluxe and Safeguard
created SAl to act as a holding company for these acqujsitions. Deluxe funded the purchases of
the new distributorships, which were held by SAl and operated by Safeguard and Deluxe as a
Safeguard business tbr approximately two years ("caretakc pcrlod"). 9 Dccl. Counsel ISO SAPs
MSJ, Exhs. C & D (Depo. Sutton Vols.l and ll,

102:9~103:18;

264:3u14; 313:12-15). Thereafter;

SAl would sell the commission rights held by the business to a new Safeguard distributor. !d.
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (I) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors; (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufhclured products to
Safeguard distributors thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing capacity utili1.ntion by acquiring new

product lines that can be marketed across Deluxe and Safeguard's various sales channels: and (4)
SAl docs not have a finance departm~nt or its own humatl resources office. 2od Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh 4 (Depo. Kirlin
22:22-2•1), Exh S {Dcpo. Sorrenti, 65:13·15); Dc:cl. Counsell SO SAl's MSJ, Exl1. G (Depo. Sorrenti, 65: 13-15;
66:20·22). It hils scvctnl officers, but no employees. Ill at Ex h. M. lis only shareholder is Safeguard lloldings, lnc.
9

/d.
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where Deluxe does not manufacrurc a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Preferred

Suppli~rs paying Deluxe rebates. 2"d Dccl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 22-~6 (collectively, "BAM
Presentations").
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own mimufaclured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing". Dcpo. Schram, 132:24·l33:6. By acquiring these
distributors through the BAM program, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to
increase insourcing, which results in greater. revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing

orders or through rebates by Preferred Suppliers. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard
Sourcing Strategy); Dcpo. McRoberts, 28:12-2?: 18, 216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is
imperative for Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected earnings set out for it as a
publicly traded company. Depo. McRoberts, 199:4-200:4 Therefore, once the entities are
acquired, Deluxe executives arc diligent in ensuring the acquired entities take every opportunity
to insourcing product ordcr./d.,· sue also, 2nll Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 37 (Safeguard BAM
Presentation- contains nn"Jnsource Roadmap 11 discussing the steps needed to be taken with
regard to multiple BAM acquisitions to insource products).

D. Investigation

ofDocuSou~c

and IBF

In early 20 13, Deluxe and Safeguard looked into acquiring DocuSource and IBF, two

non-Safeguard distributors in the Pacific Northwest> under the BAM program. DocuSource and
IBF arc, und always have been, direct inter-brand competitors ofT3 and Thurston in the same
relevant geographic mat·ket in Idaho, Md historically have sold a full line of non-Saf~guard
products tha't compete directly with Safeguard's business products and services. Decl. Teply,~ 7;
Decl. Thurston,~ II. As a result, Plaintiffs shared a high volume of common customers with JBF
and DocuSource.
As part oftheir evaluation ofthe businesses, representatives from Deluxe and Safeguard
performed n ''tit analysis11 for both DocuSourcc and lBF which compared the companics1 top
suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the companies' ..potential
insourcc performance." Dcpo. Schram,

132:25~133:4.

For IBF, they found that the "Fit Analysis

reflects insourcing opportunilics of 23%", or approximately $1.45 million. 2nd Dec I. Mulcahy,
Exh. 47 (HW's "Value Cupture Summary"). Similarly. for DocuSource, out ofits approximately

$18 million in revenue, it was estimated ihat $4.2 million wa.s n match lor Deluxe's internal

6
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capabilities. /d. at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond 10 Due Diligence Summary). Thus, based upon
theses insourcing targets, Deluxe could make a significant profit from acquiring lBF and
DocuSource.
Another reuson

D~luxe

und Safeguard wanted to purchase DocuSource and TBF was to

increase the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. ld. at Exh. 47 (noting as one of Its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a HF'ocus on non··manufactured products to key strategic vendors"). In
particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics, a large
vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Depo. Fogard, 28: 13w30:4; 43:3-21; 2nd Dccl:
Mulcahy, Ex:h. 50 ("Top Vendor" spreadsheet). By acquiring DocuSourcc and IBF, Deluxe
would have the ability to significantly increase the dollar and unit volume of orders in to Wright,
thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. Dcpo. Fogard, 34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy~
Exh. 51 (Historical spending by DocuSource and IBF indicating large amount of rebates could
be made through Wright). On June 26,2013, Safeguard and Wright executed n Preferred Vendor
ugree;ncnt. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 21.

IBF was also targeted because it marketed W-2 processing services. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy;
Ex h. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was rut additional
opportunity) & Exh. 4 (Depo. Kirlin 25:1·25 (W-2 processing services added us a Safeguard
product line)). W-2 processing represented one of IBF's largest product lines and a profitable
one. Deluxe and Safeguard were motivated to acquire IBP, in part, on the promise that it could
market the W-2 processing services as a "Safeguard System." 2nd Decl. Mulcahy. Exh. 47.
E. Acquisition of IBF And DocuSource

As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Deluxe and Safeguard reviewed
essentially all aspects ofDocuSource and JBF's businesses, including their customer lists. 2nd
Decl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 52~54 (Due Diligence Documents). 11 They performed a "customer scrub"
10

Safeguard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSourcc acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence

stngc.
11
Prior tl} approval of transactions, Deluxe executives and board members receive and discuss the due diligence and
executive summaries identifying Account Protection violnlions. Depo. Schram, 45:9-46:9 (noting the CEO or
Deluxe·~ review of the due diligence nnd executive summnries); 46:1947:5 (Deluxe CHO aware that Account
Protection Issues come up In the BAM ttu.nsactions); 6$:22-67: IS: 85:13-86:10 (Schram involved In discussions
with McRoberts and Sorrenti on Account Protection vi()fations IUld risks; mutter is. also presented to Deluxe board);
Depo. Sutton 245:4·247: 19 (due diligence summary Including the legal pages regarding Account Protection
reviewed by nil functional tean11eaders and Safeguard executives}; 387:22-388: l 0 (Account Protection mitigation
budget reviewed by executives); 2"'1 Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. II (Dcpo. Savoie, 278:25·280: l6)(functionnllenders
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to determine the extent of the common customers between DocuSourcc and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Deluxe and Safeguard knew that many of
DocuSource and IBF•s customers were shared with Plaintiffs. Deluxe and Safeguard prepared
multiple worksheets detailing estimates of lhe IBF sales to these Protected Accounts. Tiu~ finul

scrub list showed that at least $1 million of IBP's revenue over a 12 month period-and almost
$3 milth·m over the prior 36 month pcriod--<:ame from the common customers of Plaintiffs nnd
34 other Safeguard distributors. Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list
also identified who had greater sales to the common customer-the affected Safeguard
distributor or IBF. It!. To the extent that IBF had greater sales, the scrub sheet noted that the
allected Snfeguard distributor should be encouraged to either sell or share the account. ld A

similar list was prepared for DocuSource. !d., Exhs. 58-59.
As n result of the extensive due diligence e!Torts, Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by
acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there Wl)uld be account protection issues for accounts held by
Plainti1Ys.'~

Knowing that the acquisitions would likely result in account protection violations,

Deluxe and Safeguard routinely set aside a certain. runoun.t of money for a so-called "account
protection mitigalion budget.'' For DocuSource this wus $183,000. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 60.'J
F. Deluxe Approves the DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions

The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. 2nd Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 63 (BAM Approval and Documentation
Requirements). Additionally, for the DocuSource acquisition, because of the size of the deul.

ldcntilled in due diligence summaries p;.eparc sections of due diligence nnd then circulate for review); Depo.
Sorrenti, 378:22-380:4 (Safeguard and Deluxe c!Cccutivcs di:;cusscd the above normal number of Account Protection
issues in Idaho),
12

2h<l Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (DocuSourcc Due ()iligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "uecounl
protection overlap, $200,000·> in existing Safoguurd distribuw sales"): Rxh. 49 (IBF Due Diligenc~ Summary
noting on Legal pnge that there "is nn above normal numbllr ofuccount protection lssutls"); Exh. 50 (DocuSource
E>:ccurivc Summary, noting on page 2 that "nccount protection • $183,328")i Exh. 46 (IBl;· Executive Summary
noting "resolution of uccount protection matches will be kc)' ns some accounts do business wilh area Safeguard
offices"): Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes thai u key assumption ofthe deal's finnncinl projections wns the
"!\'!solution of key account protection issues,11); Depo. Schram, 142:20·145:2.) (describing account protection review
being done on BAM ucquisitlons us u mutter ul'pructlcc); Dcpo. &mcnti, 380:9·18 (noting that II% ofiBf sales
ovcrlsppcd with sareguard distributors' customers).

u The budget is typically scturound 3%, of the gross revenues oft he acquired entity. Depo Savoie. Vol. T, 29; 12·
35:23(noting 11ccount protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is initially set at 3% of gross
revenue).
·
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members of Deluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee reviewed and approved the
transaction. Depo. Schram, 79:18-81 : 11. As part of this process, Deluxe management and board
of directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifying the potential
custome•· account violations resulting from the transaction,/d.'~

On April 30> 2013, alter reviewing the documents and fully aware of the account
violation Issues, Deluxe agreed to the acquisition of DocuSonrcc's outstanding shares, which
gave Deluxe and Safeguard access to the customer list, Jbr more than $10 million. Deluxe
acquired lBF's customer list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on
August 27, 2013. Although SAl was the company which technically 14purchused" the assets of
IBF and DocuSource, Deluxe provided funding for the purchases and wired the money directly
to

DocuSourcc and lBFY
G. Post-Acquisition

After arranging for SAl's acquisition ofDocuSourcc and IBF~ Safeguard and Deluxe
positioned both IBF and DocuSourcc as company owned distributors who solicited orders on
behalf of Safeguard in competition with Plaintiffs. Part of this process was to tum DocuSource
and IBF's former sules agents into Safeguard sales agents. To this end~ SAl entered into an
agreement with former lBF employee, Tressa McLaughlin, to "direct the sales, marketing,
operations and financial strategies, tactics and needs of lBF, us directed by [SAl]." In tum, SAl

agreed to pay a management fee to McLaughlin's newly created staffing agency, KMMR, LLC.
zntl

Mulcahy Decl., Exh. 110 (McLaughlin Mgmt. Services Agrccment) 16• Fonner IBF Presidenl

~ The following Individuals and departments reviewed nnd signed off on the DocuSouree and JBF tmnsuctions: Lee
Schntm (CEO at Deluxe); Terry Peterson (CFO und Senior Vice President at Deluxe), Malcolm McRoberts (Senior
Vice President ofSmnll Business Services nt Deluxe), JJ Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales ut
Deluxe}, Susan Steen (Vice President of Flnnncc ill Deluxe), Jetlrcy Rata (Chief Accounting Officer, Vice Prosidcnt
ttnd Conll'oiler !II Deluxe), Brill!) Nordling (Uxccutive Director or Corpotatc Tax at Deluxe), the 'Deluxe tax
department, the Deluxe accounting depnrtmcn~ Scott Sutton (Vice President at Safeguard) and Cassie Clark
(Executive Director of Finance for Deluxe). 2 Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 63.
1

•~ 2""Dccl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 67·71 (Deluxe wire transfer receipts ofSJ.6million and $195,069 to IBF); Exh. 69
(Deluxe wire transfer receipts ot'S4.48 million 10 DocuSource); Dcpo. Kirlin, 62:18-64:4 (BAM Tronst~ctlon
Approval fonn represents l:>clu:<c' s arproval of the wire transfer of specified amounts to the acquired distributor's
bnnk account); Depo. McRoberts, 26-16·27: I4 (Deluxe's role in the BAM Program includes providing funding); 2nd
Dccl. Mulcahy, E.xh. II (Depo. Savoie, 197:17-199:9) (describing how DehlKC wired money to IBF for the
acquisition) pp. 21 0:20·211: 11 (the higher the nmoum wired the hig,her the approval must go all the way up Deluxe
~Jxccutivc!l such as the CFO), pp. 247: 18·250: 10 (approval to fund IBF acquisition went to Deluxe C~O, Lee
Schrum; P.xh. 70 (Oct. 8, 20.13 email from Savoie regarding funding to IDF for acq\tisition).
16

Although the agreement is unsigned, Ms. McLmtghlin lestified that it reflects the tenns of her relationship with

SA lnnd she is unsure why it is unsigned. 2"6 Mulcahy Dccl., lixh. 9 (Depo. McLaughlin 169:24-170: 19).
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.lames Dunn and his new company JDHRS, LLC, also signed a Management Services
Agreement with SAl so that he could continue his enorts selling W-2 processing, now on SAPs
behalf. /d at Exh. Ill (JDI·IRS Mgmt. Services Agreement).
In Vttrying roles, Deluxe uml Safeguard ran both mr and DocuSource as "company
owned'' distributors from 2013 through April 2015. J?cluxc and Safeguard leadership held
monthly meetings with IIW und DocuSourcc to ensure they hit their insourcing targets. Depo.
McRoberts, 220:6v22I :4 (discussing monthly meetings with distributors); Depo. Sorrenti,
422:25-423:22 (IBF and DocuSource management were given insourcing goals and sales quotas
to

comply with). These new Safeguard sales agents were encouraged by Safeguard and Deluxe to

send those orders to Deluxe manufacturing plants or otherwise Preferred Suppliers. Depo.
McRoberts, 219:14-220:9. Further, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and
DocuSourcc sales representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in running
these operations. Dcpo. Kirlin, 17:7-18: 16; 69: 18-70:2; Dcpo. Savoie, 267:24~27 t: 13; 211d Decl.
Mulchay, Exh. 72 -74. (wire transfer summariesi lBF Payroll and Expense Reimbursement).
Besides acting as the 11holding company'' for the assets of IBF and DocuSourco and entering into
a staffing agreement with McLaughlin and Dunn, SAl did not have any meaningful role in
running the companies.
During this entire period after acquisition (April2013 to present for DocuSource, August
2013 through the present for IBf), Deluxe and Safeguard allowed DocuSourcc and IBF sales
agents to solicit and obtain orders for Safeguanl Systems to their historic customers, which
included Plaintiffs' Protected Accounts." Nevertheless, Safeguard never rotated commissions on
•

SUCh sales to ''fl}uintii'f"s. 1a .

•

•

•

•

0.

••••

....

••••

••

••

•

•

••

•

•

•

••••

H. Resolution of Account Violations
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Depo. McLnnghlln, 67: 1·6 (testifying that, alter acquisition, Safeguard and Deluxe wanted IBF to continue soiling
to l BF's historic customers); Depo. Dunlap 325: I 7·326: 16: 328: 14~329:20; 404:17-410: I (Dunlap and Safeguard
understood that the fonner IOF il.lld Do<:uSource Sllles agents were continuing ro sell to Plaintiffs~ Protcctlld
Accounts and rccoivcd monthly scrub sheets indicating such sales): Depo Son'eutl, 240:4-24 I: 14 (Sorrllnti, who is
executive for Deluxe and Safeguard, knew sales wete being made to Plahltiffs' Protected Accounts) Depo. Schram,
258:12-25 (l)cluxo CEO states "nbsolutcly" thnt it is the case that overlapping monthly sales to Protected Accounts
Hri) tracked).
It Further, IBF and DocuSoul'l:c receive a base price ti·om Safeguard lbr the same products and quantities as those
sold by Plaintiffs thnt Is significantly lower that Plaintiffs' base price, thereby placing Plaintiffs at a competitive
disadvantage. DecI. Taylor, 2, 8-11, Exh. A (Aug, 26. 20 16).

f!,
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To deal with any potential fullout from account protection violations implicated by the
BAM program, Deluxe and Safeguard approved "resolution efforts", which they entrusted to
Michael Dunlap, "to negate potential loss of sales." Dcpo. McRoberts, 51: 14~52:9. 19 Dunlap
would tlttemptlo get the: affected distributor to either shar~ the account wilh the;: new distributor
or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard, which would then sell the rights to the
new distributor. 2"ll Dccl. Mulcahy, Exh. 61 (Safeguard Resolution Plan). For othei' BAM
transactions, Dunlap was very successful at resolving account protection violations with legacy

distributors at a cost significantly lower than the account protection mitigation budget. 1 ~
According to P\aintif1s, Dunlap attempted to resolve these issues with them by

concealing and misrepresenting the extent of violations and essentially attempting to wear them
down. such that the account protection mitigution budget would never be paid and the violations
never compensmed. Plaintiffs have provided evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and
concealed the extent of Plaintiff.<;• account violations for 18 months-all t11c while cajoiing them
to sell or share the accounts. Dec!. Teply,~~ 22, 24, 27w28> 32,34-45,47, 50·51 and Exhs.lS-25,
27(discussing interactions with Dunlap nnd Trcssn McLaughlin}; znd Dec!. Thurston,~ 25,
27(discussing his multiple requests to Dunlap for sales and customer information and Dunlap's
cuntinunl prevarication).
Although Dunlap received ml)nthly scrub reports identifying sales to Plaintiffs' protected
accounts by IBF and DocuSource, he did Mt reveal the lists to them despite engaging in months
19

Although Deluxe and SAl deny that Dunlap was working as an agent of Deluxe in conducting his "resolution,.
activities, it Is clearly n disputed issue. Dunlap testified that he directly reports to nnd takes orders from Deluxe as
well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his actions. Dcp(l. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25 (plll1 of his work for Deluxe is in
"acquisitions" and due diligence associated with the acquisitions); 49:7-50:9 (Dunlap has n 11direcl reporting
relationship" with Deluxe's geneml counsel, Mr. Scarf<Jnc); 51: 16·24 (Dunlap considers himself to be part of
Scarfone's legal dcpnrtment); 53: I5-20 (Dunlap provides the rosulls of his work assignments to Scarfone); Depo.
Sorrenti 23 7:2~238: 19 (Dunlap tasked with approaching Safegunrd distributors to attcll\J)tto deal with account
protection mitigation) pp. 243: 14·244: I (Dunlap regularly reponed back to Sorrenti, who is both a Safeguard und
Deluxe executive, his account protection dealings); p. )87:5-24 (Dunlap tasked with handling all "resolution
efforts").
20

See, l)ecl. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 [Apr. 22, 2013 Email from Sutton to Executives re Diamond i>&L and Model • 'i 4

on page 2 describes how the Safeguard Iego I department wall able to mitigate ull uccount protection matters for
di~tributor Print Concepts for $6,000, significantly below tho budget of$56,000); Ex h. 6 (Depo Sulton, 225: 18·
228; I • dl.lscribing how successful Dunlop has been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transaction:;); /d. nt 396: 16·397:3, 399:2·400:8 (legal department including Michnol Dunlnp nnd Kevin Skipper

addressed the account protection issues resulting f\"om the DocuSourcc, lBF, QBF, MliC, l>rimc, lnnovative, FISI,
AccuSource nnd ronlis acquisitions); /d. nt227:8·10 ("Mr. Dunlap Is extremely prolicient at resolving maucrs with
Safeguard distributors").
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of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell their accounts. Dcpo. Dunlap
451: lJ-456;23; 460:4-461 :6; 481: 1-482: 15. His excuse was that he felt the scrub list was
"incomplete11 , but he never articulated why it wus incomplete or why he was not able to get the
necessary infommlion to make it complete. !d. In the merultime, Safeguard, through IBF and
DocuSourcc. continued selling to the protected customers. /d. at 329:5-11; 696:8-18 .
. In February M2014, Roger Thurston and Dunlap negotiated to sell some of Thurston's
account protection rights to Safeguard. Dec!, Counsel ISO Safeguard's MSJ (Aug. 26, 2016),
Ex h. D (complete email chain of negotiations). Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard
the commission rights to nine customers for the sum of$32,600.ld. According to Roger
Thurston, the price he agreed to was bac;cd on Thurstonts own sales 11gurcs to the customers at
issue, which were provided to him by Dunlap. 2"tl Dccl. Thurston at~ 33. Dunlap did not
disclose IBF's sales figures to those sume customers, nor what products IBF was selling to them.
/d.: Dec I. Dunlap, ~ 15. Dunlap's non-disclosure-this information led Thurston to believe lhal
IBF had made little to no sales to these nine customers post-acquisition. 200 Dccl. Thurston at~
34. Subsequent to the sale, however, Thurston learned that IBF had significant sales to these
customers post-ncquisition. kl.

at~

33. Thurston claims that, had he known this information prior

to the sale, he would have increased the sales price ''cxponcl\tially." !d.

at~

34.

During their negotiations, Thurston also indicntcd in an email to Dunlap that, with regard to
U3F salcll to lhcir common customers, he wanted to gel ''some particulars on vendors, specific
products, etc. that hnvc been sold into these accounts so that 1 have the opportunity to possibly
expand my capabilities lor sales into other customers." !d.

at~

36; Exh. 13. On March 3, 20 I6,

Dunlap emuilcd Thurston with an attached draft of an "assignment letter" memorializing the
parties understanding. [tl the email, which was copied to Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach
and Kevin Skipper, Dunlap stated thnt:
The actual transfer of files can be handled with IBF us you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the lile transfer, please let me know .... I am copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
!d. at Exh. 14.
On March 6, 2014, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a tetter, which

Thurston signed. Dec!. Dwllap, Exh. C ("Customer Transfer Agreement"). Thurston never

received the infonnation he requested from Dunlap. 2nd Dec!. Thurston at~ 39.
12
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111.

STANDARD

A motion for summary judi:,'ment must be granted if the movant shows, based on cited
material~ in the record, that there is

no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is

entitled to judgm~nt us u matter of luw. lRCP 56(a), (c). The burden of proving the absence of a
material fact rests at all times upon the moving party. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Iduho 765, 769~ 70,
820 P.2d 360, 364"65 (1991).
The standards for summary judgment further require the district court to liberally construe
the facts in favor of the non-moving party and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record
in favor of the non~moving party. !d. This means lhut all doubts are to be resolved against the
moving party, an~ the motion must be denied if the evidence is such that conflicting inferences

may be drawn therefrom, and if reasonable people might reach different conclusions. !d.
· The requirement that all reasonable inferences be construed in the light most favorable to
the non-moving party is u strict one. ld. Nevertheless, when a party moves tbr summary
judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of
evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact, ld A party against whom a motion for
summary judgment is sought "may not merely rest on allegations contained in his pleadings/' but
must establish the existence of a genuine issue of fact by citing to portions of the record or

through affidavits setting tbrth facts that arc admissible as evidence. /d.; lRCP 56(c).
Rule 56(c)(4), lRCP provides that an affidavit in support of or opposing summary judgment '
"must be mnde on personal knowledge, set out facts thnt would be admissible in evidence, and
show that the amant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated., These
requirements arc not satisfied by an affidavit that is conclusory, based on hearsay, or not
supported by personal knowledge. State v. Shama Re.t Ltd P'ship) 127 Idaho 267,271, 899 P.2d
977. 981 ( 1995). Only material contained in affidavits that is based upon personal knowledge or
that is admissible ut trinl will be considered. !d. The admissibility of evidence contained in
alliduvits and depositions in support of or in opposition to n motion for summary judgment is a

threshold matter to be addressed by the court before applying the Hbcral construction and
reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material
fact for trial. Gerdon v.

Rydah~h.

!53 Idaho 237,241,280 P.3d 740.744 (2012). The trial court's

determination of the admissibility of testimony offered in connection with a motion for summary

judgment is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. /d.
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IV.

ANALYSIS
A. Motions to Strike

Defendants have moved to strike nearly the entirety of the declarations submitted by
Thurston and Teply in connection with the summary judgment motions, as well as an exhibit
submiticd by Plaintiffs' counsel, Mr. Mulcahy. As an initial matter, Defendantst most prevalent
objection to Teply and Thurston's declarations is that the statemc.nts therein "lack[] adequate
factual foundntion to establish relevancy, f.arc] conclusory, [are) misleading, and fPJaintifls']
beliefs arc irrelevant and inadmissible." The trigger for the objection~while not always clearappears to be PlaintifTs' reference to protected 1'customcrs" as opposed to protected accounts. It
has been Safeguard's theory throughout this litigation that Plaintiffs only have protection on
certain accounts if certain criteria nrc met, nof protection to customers. This is simply a dispute
over the interpretation of the RDAs. When considering the Plaintiffs' declarations, this Court
docs not take their references to uprotectcd customers" as fact. The RDAs speak for themselves.

Rather, the Court

recogni~es

that the references are merely Plnintifls' interpretations. A party's

''practical interpretation" of a contract ''is un important factor when there is a dispute over its
meaning." Mozmtainview Landowners Coop. Ass'n, inc. v. Cool, 142 Idaho 861, 865, 136.P.3d
332, 336 (2006). Therefore, as the Court. is considering the statements regarding 11protcctcd
customerstl in a limited light, it is unnecessary to $trike them.
Additionally, the Court notes that Defendants lodge boilerplate objections similar to the
one cited above to nearly 250 paragraphs or portions of.paragraphs within the declarations.
Several of the objections appear to be misplaced and, due to Defendants' failure to explaln their
objections, the Court is left to guess at precisely- which of the boilerplate objections apply and
why,ll Further, the Court relied on very few of the statements from the declarations in its
analysis. Therefore, rather than attempt to ascertain and address each objection, the Court will
address only those objections to statements which the Court relied upon and, as to those, focus
on what appear to be the most applicable objections. Objections to statements the Court did not
consider are denied as moot.

For example, Dcfcndnnls object to Teply's statement in~ 36 of her dcclarationthnt: "On Aprii!O, 2014, I met
with McLaughlin again to exchange protected customer files." Defendants nbjected on grounds thnt the statement is
"collclusory, is misleading (Ms. Teply hilS no Protected Customers), lacks odcquatc f(lctual foundation to establish
H

rolevancy, and Mr. Teply's beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible."
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1. OocuSource and JBF arc, and always have been, competitors of T3 and
Thurston in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho. Prior to the
(BAM] acquisitioh, DocuSource and IBF only sold non-Safeguard
products.21

Defendants object to these statements on grounds that they are conclusory, lack adequate
factual roundation to establish relevancy, misleading, and that Mr. Thurston and Ms. Teply~s
beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible. The objections arc ovcm1lcd. Thurston and Teply, as
owners of Thurston Enterprises nnd T3, have personal knowledge of their companies'
competitors and the fact that neither company was a Safeguard distributor prior to the
acquisition. Indeed, the whole point of the acquisition was to convert TBF and DocuSource into
Safeguard distributors. There is nothing within the statements which is conclusory or misleading,
nor do Thurston and Teply inject their beliefs into the statements. Consequently, the Court will
not strike the statements.

2. Thurston•s negotiations with Dunlap Jeading up to the Customer
Transfer Agreement. 13

The Court's recitation of the negotiations between Roger Thurston and Dunlap for the
sale of nine of Thurston's protected accounts was taken largely from the email chain. Since

Thurston's statements aoout .the..negoiiations· ptimarily reiterated .the email dii£6us$ions,· the Cotirf .
did Ml draw from his statements but rather directly from the emuils. However, the Court did rely
on Roger Thurstonts statements that the $32,600 sales figure he agreed to was based on
Thurston's own sales to the customers a·t issue, which sales figures were provided to him by

Dtmlap. 2n11 Dec!. Thurston at~ 33. Dunlap did not disclose IBF,s sales figures to those same
customerst nor what products JBF was selling to thcm./d. Defendants do not obJect to the

foregoing statements, which arc corroborated by Dunlap's own representations about the
negotiations. Defendants do, however, object to Thurston's statement that. through this litigation,
he found out ''the dollar sales mude by Safeguard by nw were substantial into [the nine accOU!lts
soldj.'' 21111 Decl. Thurstont ,[ 33. Thurston goes on to state:
Although during our phone conversations, Dunlap mentioned some of the
products that mr had previously sold to these customers, he did not divulge the
u
23

Dccl. Teply, 1 7; Dccl. Thurston,~ II.
2nd

Dccl. Thurston,~ 33·36
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sules and resultant comtnissions from sales made by Safeguard by IBF after the·
~cquisition. This led me to believe that such sales either had not continued postw
acquisition or else were triviaL Had I known the actual amount it would have
drastically changed the negotiations as the value of those customers would have
increased exponcntinlly.
ld. at~ 34.
Defendants object to the foregoing statements on grounds that they lack foundation, arc
conclusory and misleading, and Thurston's beliefs arc irrelevant. This Court disagr~es. Firstt
Dunlap concurred that he only disclosed Thurston,s sales figures to the customers at
sales by IBF. Dec!.

Dunlap,~

issue~

not

15. Thurston's statement that Dunlap's non·disclosurc led him to

believe the sales to lhe customers by JBF were non-existent or trivial establishes Thurston's
frat'ne of mind while negotiating and is important to ascertain whether a duty to disclose even

arose. Thurston has personal knowledge of the position he was negotiating from and can
properly testify to such. Further,, he guincd personal knowledge of lBF's sales figures to the
customers through this litigation. With regard to his statements that he would have increased his
sales price had he known of 113F's sales figures, these are not statements of bcliet~ nor arc they
conclusory. Rather, he is explaining the fact of his reliance on Dunlap's non-di~closure and that
it caused hirn to ulter his position to his detriment. Defendants may challenge the sincerity of the

assertions anc.l whether such reliance was rcnsonuble, but their objections to admissibility nrc
misplaced.
3. Thurston and Tep.ly's interactions with Dunlap regarding account
protection sales.H

ln irs rccitntion of' the record, the Court c.ited generally to several statements and exhibits
within Teply and Thursttm•s declarations as evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and
concealed the extent of Plairttilis' account violations lbr 18 months, all the while cajoling them
to sell ot share the accounts for nominal amounts. To the extent Defendants object on hearsay
grounds, the majority of such conversations arc not hearsay or fall within an exception to the
rule.

Looking first at Teply's declaration, she testifies to a variety of conversations she. had
with both Dunlap and Tressa McLaughlin, who was worki11g as a Safeguard by IBF sales agent
N

Dec I. Teply,,~ 22, 24, 27·28, 32, 34-45, 47, 50-51 and Exhs.15·25. 27; 2nd Decl. Thurston,~ 25, 21,
16
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nt the time, regarding how to handle account protection matters. Both Dunlap's and
McLaughlin's statements (both verbal and set .forth in entails) ure admissible as non-hearsay
statements by a party-opponent. IRE 80 I(d)(2)(.D). Teply's statements to Dunlap and
M.cLaughlin nrc admissible for the purposes of shuwing their effect on the Hsumer as well as to
demonstrate Dunlnp's general pattern of stalling over the course ofhjs interactions with Teply.
Teply's statements are also offered to show Teply's attempts to reach resolution with regard to
sales to her protected accounts and her ever increasing frustration nl Dunlap's prevarication and
McLoughlin's refusal to stop selling to 'D's protected accounts. Further, several of her
statements within the em ails reflect her then·existing state of mind, which is a hearsay exception
under IRE 803(3).
There are several paragraphs within her declaration where Teply is quoting and/or
recounting email conversations between her and Dunlap but she fails to attach the emails. See, ~,
25~26, 29~33.

These paragraphs arc not admissible under the best evidence rule, IRE 1002, and

will not be considered by the CourJ..
Thurston's statements within ,1~ 25 and 27 which this Court considered were his several
requests to Dunlap for complete common customer lists and sales intom1ation by IBF and
DocuSourcc to those common customers. Thurston explains that Dunlap avoided or sidestepped
the question, giving one excuse or another ns to why such. infom1ation could not be providcd. 25

Again, Dunlap's statements to Thurston are not hearsay under IRE 80 I(d)(2)(D). Further,
Thurston's questioning of Dunlap is not hearsay because it is offered to illustrate his many
attempts to obtain the lnfonnation in light of Dunlap's continuing avoidance. Therefore, the.y

will not be stricken.
4. E"hibit 112 £rom Mulcahy September 9, 2016 'Declara1ion

Exhibit 112 is a May 12, 20 I5 letter from the United Safeguard Distributors, Association
board of directors to Safeguard and Deluxe describing the adverse effects the BAM program is
having upon the livelihood of legacy distributors. Plaintiffs cite to the letter in a footnote to their
opposition memo to DefcndrultS' collective summary judgment motions to rebut Defendants'
suggestion that Plaintiff.<;' case is an isolated event. Defendants object on grounds that the letter
is hearsay, lacks udcquate factual foundntioo to establish relevancy, ru1d its prejudicial effect
25

These pun1graphs contain additional slatementsi however, the Court did not consider them.
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outwcighl:l its probative value. Plaintiffs argue it is not hearsay because it is offered to show
notice to Safeguard and Deluxe of the nccQunt protection problems caused by the BAM program.
They t\.1.11hcr argue that It is highly relevant because the complaints by the USDA mirror those at
issue in this litigation.

, Although Plaintiffs relied on the exhibit only minimally and this Court did not con.~idcr
the exhibit at all in considering the summary judgment motions, the letter will be stricken. First,
the letter is hearsay under lilli 801. Although Plaintiffs argue it is offered to show nm,tice" to
Safeguard and Deluxe of the BAM program's adverse ell'ects, notice is not at issue in this
litigation. Rather, iL was offered by Plaintiffs for the truth of the matter asserted therein-to
establish the deleterious effects or the BAM program on a distributor-wide basis. Further, there is
significant prejudice associated with the letter and limited relevance. This case involves Thurston
uml T3 only and, therefore, the rather inflammatory complaints by the USDA on behalf of
Safeguard distributors nationwide will not tend to establish any fact at issue. Finally, the letter is

unreliable. The names of the board of directors are not listed, nor is the letter signed. For these
reasons, it will be stricken.
8. Motions for Summary .Judgment
1. Count 1 ·Breach of Thurston RDA Against Safeguard

Thurston's first breach of contract claim asserts that Safeguard breached by: ( 1) failing to
pay Thurston commissions on sales by IBF nnd DocuSource of Safeguard Systems to Thurston's
Protected Accounts, and; (2) failing to otrer to Thurston the same published prices on Safeguard
products und services which were ofTcrcd to lBF and charging higher source fees. Thurston

moves tbr summary judgment on both aspects of liability. Safeguard interprets the RDA as
granting Thurston rights to commission only on qualifying snlos of speci fie products to Protected
Accounts. Altcmatively, Safeguard suggests the RDA is ambiguous as applied to the facts of this
case; nmnely~ whether it was intended to apply to situations where Safeguard itself- through a
company owned distributor- solicited sales of Safeguard Systems to Protected Accounts. As to
the product pricing and source fees, Safeguard nrguel) there is no obligation in the RDA to offer
the sume pricing to all distributors.
The resolution ofTilUrston•s motion for summary judgment turns first and foremost on
the interpretation of his RDA. The purpose ofinterpreting a contract is to detennine the intent of

the contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates,
18
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LLC., 140 Idaho 354,361,93 P.3d 685) 692 (2004). In detennining the intent ofthe parties, the

contract is to be viewed as a whole. Daugharly v. Post Falls Highway Dlst., 134 fdaho 731, 735,
9 P.3d 534, 538 (2000). The Court must begin with the document's language. Pollau:h Educ.
Ass'n v. Potlatc:h Sch. Dlst. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 633,226 P.Jd 1277, 1280 (2010).
A contract term is ambiguous when there arc two difTerent reasonable interpretations or
the Jangunge is nonsensical. ld, citing Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Jd~ho 59, 62, 175 P.Jd
748, 75 I (2007). There ~re two types of ambiguity in a contract, patent and latent; a "patent

ambiguityu is an ambiguity clear from the face of the instrument in question, while a "latent
ambiguity" exists where W1 instrument is clear on its face 1 but loses tl1at clarity when applied to
the facts at issue. Knipe Land Co. v. Robenson, IS 1 Idaho 449, 455, 259 P.3d 595, 601 (2011).
Whether a contract term is ambiguous is a question of law.Id If the Court finds an ambiguity,
the interpretation of the contract tem1 is a question for the fact·findcr./d. lfthc Court tlnds no
ambiguity, "the document rnust be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense> according to
Lhc meaning derived from the plain W~lrding of the instrument.H Id., quoting C & G, Inc:. v. Rule,

135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (2001).lnterpreting an unan1biguous contract and
determining whether there has been u violation of that controct is an issue oflaw.Jd.
Thurston's RDA provides in pertinent part:
1. PRODUCTS:
You shall have the right in your territory to act as our sales distributor
(representative) to solicit the sale of those products and services defined in the
Addenda attached hereto (''Safeguard Systems") in accordance with the price
schedules published by Safcg\ta.rd and on the terms and conditions· set by .
Safeguard from time to time.
2. TERRITORY:

Your territory is the geographical area described in Attachment A. You arc not
authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit sales of Safeguard Systems outside
this territory, and Safeguard may appoint additional persons to solicit sales of
Safcgunrd Systems inside the territory.
3. ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS
For su long as is specified in Attachment B. you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sules of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right !(1 commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to ench such customer until this Abrreement is
terminated (sec paragraph 7).
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5. OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS
(B)

We shall bill the customers directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You shall receive commission
payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
Addendum applicable to the product which hac; been sold ....

• *.,. •
ATJ'ACHMENT A

You shall have the non.cxclusive right to call 011 prospective users of Safeguard
Systems in the geographical area described below.

...............•................ , ..••••••..........................
ATfACIIMENT B

You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in your sales territory described in Attachment A
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly n result of your efforts and
credited to you[.)

**¥*
ln addition, your exclusive right- to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to
any customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard
System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System.
Initially, there were seven addenda to Thurston's RDA, each describing a
different product l'or which Thurston was entitled to solicit orders.u. As time went on and
Safogw~rd b~gan· exparidirig available·

produds ilnci"servfces; ad.i:ihlo.ni\f ad(fenda. wcrc.... . . . ............ . . . .. . .. .

added on to Thurston's RDA. In particular, Addendum No.8 was added in 2000 which
gave Thurston a right to offer "Sourced or Brokerage Products", defined as:
Ancillary business fonns, checks or other business products that are not
manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through their preferred
sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.

~ 6 The initial seven addenda Include thu One· Write Accounting Systems, financial Reporting Progrum and
Profc~sional

Colo~ Coded

Timekeeping System, Dental Prncticc System, Medical Practice System, Short Run Continuous Forms,

Piling Systems nnd Color Master Filing Systems.
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The products described in Addendum No. 8 "shall be sold and billed to the
customer at the price agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard."

Further, "the comrilissioits oi1"such pro"ducl.s· are: 1' i) the runol:lnt hilled to the end~·use"r.
customer, as ngrccd to between the customer and the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, Jess 2) the applicable processing charge as dclermined by the schedule then in

cfl'ect, and Jess 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or
Brokcrag~

orders.

In addition to Addendum No.8, Safeguard added Addendum No.9 wruch gave
Thurston the right to solicit orders for payroll processing products, including "annual W2 forms." Further, while not specifically labeled as an "addendum", Safeguard and
Thurston executed an agreement in 2004 under which Safeguard added future "Expanded

ProductS 11 which arc "fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one of its
l\ffiliatcs."
a. Right to Commissions

Reading the foregoing addenda in conjunction with the account protection rights

provisions, the plain language oft he RDA grants Thurston an "exclusive" right to
conm1issions where:
•

A customer's first order of a product listed in the addenda to the RDA ("Safeguard
Syslcm") is a result of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston;

•

The customer is in Thurston's territory; and

•

A Safeguard System is subsequently sold to that customer, regardless whether the sale is
made by Safeguard thmugh a company·ovmcd distributor or another independent
Safeguard distributor.

Putther, the right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase a Safeguard Systcm.lfthc customer purchases a Safeguatd
System within the 36 months, the period starts ovcr.Z 1 Thus, if one oi'Thurston•s customers starts
buying a Safeguard System from another sourc~. commissions would continue to be pnid to
Thurston indellnilely. This is precisely how Thurston interprets the RDA. Further, he interprets
the additi()nnl addenda to his ROA, in particular Addendum No. 8, as expanding "Safeguard
l'

The RDA does not stnte that n customer rnusl purchaso !Tom Thurston for the 36 month period to run anew; rather,

the customer must only "purchase."
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Systems" as defined In his RDA to "any and aW products and services offered through
Safeguard and its Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Dec!. Thurston,~ 3. This would
include, therefore, the W-2 processing products historically sold by IBF but wbich) after the
BAM acquisition, became a Safeguard product.

Safeguard conceded at oraJ argument that IBF's Ww2 processing is a "Safeguard Systemn as
defined in Thurston's addenda, but disagrees that Thurston is entitled to commissions on such
sales under its RDA. Safeguard asserts that the Account Protection described in the RDA is
product-specific and account-specific, and originated as a methodology to prevent a distributor
from losing the commissions on a sale of a particular product to a particular customer. Thus,
Thurston is only entitled to commissions on a sale of n particular p.roduct if Thurston was the
first to solicit the order of that specific product. Therefore, since fBF was the first to solicit, for

example, the sale of W-2 processing services to a common customer, IBF would be entitled to all

conunissions for t11at product. According to Safeguard, the fact that the W-2 processing service is

now considered a "Safeguard System11 docs not give Thurston the ri'ght to commissions on such
saks to the· comnion customers of"iBifai)d..Thi.irston, even il1ough

Thnrston was histori~aily the

first to solicit the sale of other products within the "Safeguard System" to the customer.
The parties' interpretations of the accourtt protection rights arc undoubtedly at oddsi

however, this Court does not find Safeguard's "product-specHic10 interpretation to be a
reasonable one in light of the unambiguous language ofthe RDA. The term usafeguard
Systems" as defined through Thurston's uddt:ndn-particularly Addendum No.8 and the
''Expanded Products" Addendum-clearly incorporate current w1d future products that ~tre
offered through Safeguard or iLc:; Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Indeed, Safeguard admits
as much. Consequently, under the plain language of the IillA, Thurston is entitled to

commissions on the sale of such products to any cu.c:;tomer In Its territory ll) whom Thurston first
sold any Safeguard System and which was credited to Thurston by Safeguard.
lntcrprcting the right to commissions as being productwspecific as Safeguard docs inserts
provisions lnto the RDA which are not there. Rather, the RDA

references-on several

occasions-simply sales of Safeguard Systems without any additional modifiers, i.e., ('~you shall
have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems''; "This
~xclus.ive

right to commissions applies to all new and repeat Safeguard Systems sulesu; 'tyour

exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire iflhat
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customer has nol purchased any Safeguard Systemn), Nothing in the RDA limits the right to
commissions by product is sold. If the product sold qualifies as a Safeguard System under
Thurston's addenda, ·nmrston is entitled to the commission on the sale.
Safeguard's second ambiguity argument is that, even if the RDA is clear on its face, it Is
latently ambiguous when applied to the circumstances of this case; i.e., whether it was intended
to apply where the 1'competing11 distributor wus Safeguard itself operating through a companY·
owned distributor. To this end, Safeguard cites to§ 2 of Thurston's RDA, which allows
Safeguard to "appoint additional persons to solicit sal~s of Safeguard Systems inside the
territory." Section 2, according to Safeguard, indicates that the account protection in Thurston's

RDA was only meant to apply between distributors, not between a distributor and Safeguard or a
BAM-acquired distributor.
Safeguard's argument, though creative, is unavailing. The RDA clearly gives Thurston ~'non
exclusive" rights to solicit orders in his specific territory. Accordingly, in Section 2, Safeguard
reserved the right to also solicit orders through its appointees in Thurston's territory. This merely
creates competition to obtain account protection flrst. If Thurston is the first to solicit a
Safeguard System order lrom a customer in his territory, he gets account ~rotcction rights; if the
Safeguard-appointee solicits the first order from u customer in Thurston's territory, then
Thurston does not get commission rights to that customer. There is nothing in Section 2 or any
other portion of the RDA which suggests that Safeguard or its appointee can poach an already
protected account and automatically take over commission rights. Therefore, this Court rejects
Safeguard's "Intent ambiguity" argument. 28

In sum, this Court holds that Thurst<)[l 's RDA with regard to commission rights on the sales
·of"Safeguard Systems" is unrunbiguous as a matter oflaw. Under the plain language of
Thurston's IillA, Thurston is entitled to commissions on sales of any Safeguard product or
service (i.e., "Safeguard Systems") to any customers over which Thurston holds account
protection rights; that is, where the first order of a Safeguard System by a customer within
Thurston's territory was a rC'sult of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston. By failing to pay
2

g Addhlonnlly, Safeguard cMnot ren.c;onably argue that ir.f llWII post-contract conduct creutes a latent ambiguity in
the contrnct language. Such n defense would allow parties to a contmctto create an ambiguity out of whole cloth.
Sec, Mind & Motiall Utah Investments, 1./.C v. Celtic 8a11k Corp., 367 P.3d 994, I005 (Umh, 20 J6}(noting that
purtics ctmnot create tJ. latent ambiguity by simply "seckfing]lo endow" clear terms "with a different interpretation
according to his or her ?Wn interests.")
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or rotate commissions to Thurston on any such sales made by IBP and DocuSource, Safeguard
breached the RDA, thereby causing 'rlmrston damages. Consequently, summary judgment in
Thurston~s

favor on this aspect of its breach of contract claim is appropriate.
b. Right to Pricing Schedule

The second alleged breach of Thurston's RDA by Safeguard involves Safeguard's
allegedly disparate pricing schedules. Section I of Thurston's RDA gives it the right to •'solicit
the sale of[Safeguard Systems] in accordance wlth the price schedules p~blished by Safeguard
and on the tenns and conditions set hy Safeguard from time to time., Thurston interprets this
provision as allowing it to receive the same pricing as any other Safeguard distributor on a
Safeguard System. Thurston contends that Safeguard violated this provislon by giving IBF a
price schedule for certain envelopes and laser chccks~ulso sold by Thurston-which was 40%
l~ss

than that on Thurston's pricing schedule. Decl.

Taylor,~~

9-11, Ex h. A [Pricing

Breakdown). Due to this price di tTerential, Thurston paid more for laser checks and envelopes
than IBF was required to pay. /d. Further, Thurston was required to pay source fees for the
envelopes and laser checks which were substantially more than IBP's fees. Jd. In sum, Thurston
contends that had it received the same pricing that IBF received and not paid source fees, it
would have made signilicantly more money on the sale of cmvclopcs and laser checks. !d.
This Court finds Section 1 of the RDA to be ambiguous. While it does not expressly
require Safeguard to {)O'er the same price schedules and charge the same source fees to all of its
distributors, it docs reference "terms and conditions" to be set by Safeguard regarding the pricing
schedules. Those tem1s and conditions ure not before this Court and, therefore, it cannot be
determined whether those tcnns and conditions render the price schedules unifonn among all
distributors or whether they allow for pricing variances by distributor. Consequently, summary
judgment is not warranted in Thurston's favor on the pricing schedule and source fee aspect of
its breach of contract claim.
c. Dumages

While Thurston is entitled to summary judgment on liability for failure to pay
commissions, its resulting damages for unpaid commissions is disputed. To establish such
damages, Thurston provides the expert report ofRobert Taylor, who analyzed sales data by IBF
and DocuSourcc to conclude that Thurston is owed $231,169.48 for past commissions (20 13

through mid·2016) and $254,748.00 for future commissions. Decl. Taylor, Exhs. A, B. To
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calculate Thurston's pust unpaid commissions, Taylor analyzed JBF and DoouSourcc's sales of
products to Thurston's protected accounts. Dccl. Taylor,, 7 and Exh 3 to Exh. A. From the saJes
price, Taylor subtracted th~! base price for each product sold to arrive at a "gross commission"~
which he equates to Thurston's unpaid commissions. Dec!. Taylor,~ 7. However, as Safeguard

.

points out; .ih.urstoii's c·o·r~riilssTo.ns· on.I<iell"ticaf safes ·~ouid"noi have.bee.ii.oco~i·e:·~iai~~fi~ thi~·.

0

............

.

manner under its RDA. Rather, the commission rate and calculation thereof depend on the
product sold. For example, in Addendum No. 8 regarding the sale of "sourced or brokerage
products", Thurston's commission is:
I) The amount billed to the end~ user customer, as agreed to between the
customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, Jess 2) the
applicable processing charge as dctcrmi11ed by the schedule then in effect, and
less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions lor Sourced or
Brokerage orders.
Thurston RDA, Addendum No. 8.
F\lrther, as Thurston pointed out in his breach of contmct argument, Thurston is required
to pay a ust1urce fcc" on sourced products, which would further reduce his commissions.

rn sum,

it. is disputed whether Taylor's calculations accurately reJlect what Thurston's net commissions

would be had Thurston mnde the identical past sale.
To arrive at Thurston's future unpaid commissions, Taylor takes the total sales of
Safeguard products by IBF and DocuSource for 2015 to Thurston's. proteotcd accounts and
multiplies that figure by Safeguard's alleged metric for valuing the future stream of commissions
(I

x annual sales). Decl. Taylor,~ 8 and Ex h. A, p. 40 Again, however, it is not clear whether this

t1gure is based on Thurston's net commissions. Further. Safeguard disputes
Taylor's characterization of its "metric" used to value distributorships. Due to these disputes,
summary judgment is not warranted on damages tor Thurston's lost commissions.
2. Count 2: Thurston ~s Breach of the Implied Covenant Against
Safeguard

Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Thurston's breach of implied covenant of good
faith and lair dealing claim on grounds that it is not recognized in Idaho as a cause of acti<>n
separate and apart from a breach of contract claim. Thurston points out that its breach of implied
·coveiianf Claiin is' riot based ·on
·oi' express. pro·v·ls.1on ohi1c. and,· .

s·aregunrd.'s vi'olatlon ari

RDA

0

0

.....

••

therefore, it can be asserted independently. This Court agrees.
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Good faith and fair dealing arc implied obligations of every contract. /d(lhO First Nat'/

Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 ldaho 266, 287, 824 P.2d 841, 862 (1991). Breach of the
covenant occurs when a party to a contract "violates. nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit
of the ... contract.n /d. [n other wur<.ls, the covenant requires the parties to "cooperate with each
other in order to get the full benefit of perfonnance(.J" Taylol' v. Browning, 129 Tdaho 483, 49()91,927 P.2d 873,880-81 (1996). However, no covenant will be implied which is contrary to the
tem1s of the contract negotiated and executed by the parties. The covenant arises only regarding

tcm1s agreed to by ihe parties. Bliss Valley. 121 Idaho at 288, 824 P.2d at 863. It is well settled
that a violation or the hnplied covenant is a breach of contract. Jd. at 289, 824 P.2d at 864. A
breach of implied covenant "does not result in a cause of action separate from the breach of

contract claims, nor does it result in separate contract damages unless such damages specifically
relate to the breach of the good faith covcnnnL" 121 Idaho 266, 289~ 824 P.2d 841, 864 ( 1991 ).
Here, Thurston's breach of contract claim is based on Safeguard's violation of the
express provisions of his RDA-namely, the account protection and pricing provisions. Its
breach of implied covenant claim is based on Safeguard's own solicitation-through
DocuSource and lBF--ofThurston's protected accounts and sales to those accounts without
Thurston's knowledge and thereafter concealing the solicitation ~d sales from Thurston. This is
not conduct which violates an express term of the RDA, but it does arise in connection with an
express tem1. Thurston's right to solicit sales in his geographical area was designated as nonexclusive under the RDA. Thurston RDA, Alt. A. Safeguard reserved the right to "appoint
additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systemsn inside Thurston's tcrritory./d. at§ 2.
Therefore, Thurston agreed to the risk that Safeguard may appoint others to compet<! with it.
llowcvcr, in exercising this right under the RDA. Safeguard has un obligation to act in good

ll1ith. Thus, while Safeguard~s appointment of other distributors may not constitute a breach of
the contract or the implied covenant, a jury may find that Safeguard's OWl\ direct competition
with Thurston-through company-owned distributors which solicited sales in Thurston's
territories at product prices and source fees signi licantly lower than what Safeguard makes
available to Tlmrston-significantly impaired Thurston's earnings ana ability to compete. 1 ~ Since
the W()rth of Thurston's business is grounded iii its custorricd)ase~ "suc11 conduct""by Safeguard

. . ...

!?Whether n pany breached the implied covcnnnl of good Iilith and fair denllng is a. qucslion of fac1. Oeorge v. Univ.
ofldalw, 12 I ldaho 30, 37, 822 P.2d S49, 556 (Ct.App. I991).
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would have-and did have, according to Thurston's expert--a deleterious effect on the value of
it$ business.

Applying Massuchusct1s law, the Eleventh Circuit mndc just this distinction in Camp

Creek 1/m~p. Inns, Inc. v. Sheraton Frcmchise Corp., 139 F.3d 1396, 1404 (lith Cir. 1998).lll
There, the fi·anchisee entered into a fnUlchise ngrcomcn1 with Sheraton to operate a Sheraton Tnn
at a particular site. The agreement limited Sheraton's right to grant additional franchise licensesJ
but only at the site of the franchisee's Inn. ld. Thus, the Court found the franchisee had no
contractual right ro expect Sheraton to refrain from licensing an additional franchise, for

example, ac.ross the street from the Inn. /d. However, noting that the agreement' was silent as to
whether Sheruton itselfcould compete with the franchisee, the Court denied summary judgment

on the implied covenant claim, finding that reasonable minds could differ as to whether
Sheraton's Qwn purchase and operation of a hotel only a few miles from the Inn violated the duty
of good faith and fair dealing. lcJ. at 1405.Jl

A jury could find the same here. Consequently, summary judgment is not warranted.

3. Counts 3 and 4: Plaintiffs' Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relatlons against SAl and Deluxe
In their respective tortious interference claims against Deluxe und SAl, Plaintiffs asscrl
that these defendants jointly took actions adverse to PlaintifTs' contractual relationship with
Safeguard. Namely, they contend that Deluxe masterminded the BAM program through which it
knowingly placed Safeguard in a competitive position with Plaintiffs through the purchase. of
IBF und DocuSourcc. Deluxe funded tl1c purchase nnd the entities were held by SAl. Rather than
pay Plaintiffs commissions under the RDAs, Following the acquisitions, Plaintiffs assert that
Deluxe and SAI disregarded Plaintiffs' RDA rights throtJgh their approval and encouragement of
Dunlap's Hrcsolution process."

lo Idaho's application of the implied covetlnnt is materially the same as Mussachusetts. Nombly, it is hnplh::d in all
contracts, requih)S the parties to a contract to deal honestly and in good faith in the pcribnnance and eliforcct1lcnct
tlfthcir agreemems and rclhlin from impairing each other's rights, nnd may not read to vary the express tem1s ofnn
ugrccmcnt. imply n covenant of good faith and fillr dealing !t1 all comracts. Jcl at 1403.
31

Sec ulso, Vylene Enterprises, In". v. Naug/C!s, 90 ·r.3d 1472 (9th Ctr.l996)(nppiying California law, finding that
although the fmnchisee wns not entitled to an exclusive territory, the franchlsor 1s construction of a competing
restaurant within a mile and u half of the franchisee's restaurant was n breach of the implied covenant where the

frnnchisor was acting clearly to "destroy the right of the franchisee to enjoy the fruits of the contractu)
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Deluxe contends that summary judgment in its favor on the claim is warranted because
PlaintiiTs have failed to present nny evidence of Deluxe's direct involvement in the alleged
contrnct interference beyond its funding oflhc BAM transaction and due diligence associated

therewith, which is not independently wrongful. Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was Its agent and
rurtlier"contends that it caJmoi be vicurlotlsly lhibie aS Safeg~ard.'s.par~nt. "iJk·e~ise,.SAi·~<;S~rts
that it is simply a holding company, with no involvement in the daywto·day management ofn

BAM acquired entity. It points out it has no employees, no finance department and no human
resources department. SAI also challenges any argument that Dunlap acted as its agent. While
Dunlap is SAl's corporate secretary, SAI states that his work consists of ensuring compliance

with the Texas Secretary of State's annual filing requirements. Depo. Dunlap,54:11·18.
A

prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists ~here a plaintlt1'

e.stablishcs: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) knowledge ofthe contract on the part of the
defendant; (3) intentional interference causing breach ofthe contract, and; (4) injury to the
pluintiff resulting from the breach. DECO Const. Co. v. .1-U-B EngineersJ Inc., 145 Idaho 719,
723, 184 P.3d 844, 848 (2008). The plaintiff must establish these clements before the burden
switches to the defendant to t'lxplain the interference with the contracts. Wasco Autohody Supply,

Inc. v. Ernest, 149ldaho 881, 895J 243 P.3d 1069, 1083 (2010).
/

Plaintiffs have established that they entered into contracts with Safeguard and that Deluxe
and SAl were aware of the contracts. The alleged "breaches" by Safeguard include: 1)
Safeguard's lbilurc to rotate commissions to Plaintiffs on sales of Safeguard Systems by
DocuSource and IBF, which conduct this Court found indeed constituted breach; 2) Safeguard's
failure to offer the same pricing schedule and source fees to all ofits distributors, and; 3)
Safeguard's direct competition with Plaintiff.o.; and solicitation of their customers through
DocuSourcc and IBF.
At Issue in Deluxe and SAl's motion is the third element of the claim; namely, whether
they intentionally interfered in a manner which was independently improper to cause the breach.
/

Interference is "intentional" if the actor: ( l) desires to bring it. about, or; (2) knows that the
interference is certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of his action. BECO Constr.,

suprcl. Intent can be inferred by the jury !rom Hevidencc of conduct substan11ally cettnin to
interfere with the (contract]." Wesco Aulobody, supra., citation omitted. In addition, for liability

to arise, the interference must be improper. !d. Simply acting in furtherance of his own financial
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interests will not render an actor's conduct independently wrongful. Carter v. Carter, 143 Idaho
373, 382, I46 P.3d 639, 648 {2006)("1t is not a tort where one acts to protect her own economic
interests, even if there is interference with the contract expectancy of another7 so long as the nets
of the intervenor arc not independently wrongful.' 1) Idaho measures improprlery by weighing the
following factors:
(a) the nature of the actor's conduct,
(b) the actor's motive,
(c) the interests of the other with which the actor's conductintcrferes,
(d) the interest sought to be advanced by the actnr,

(e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the actor and the
contractual interests ofthc other,
(f) the proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference, and
(g) the rclutions between the parties.

!d., citing Restatement (Scoond) of Torts § 767 ( 1979).32

a. Deluxe
The evidence, when considered in a light most lavMable to Plaintiffs, demonstrates that,
after ~cquiring Safeguard, Deluxe developed {md implemented the BAM Program in an effort to
add new Safeguard Systems distribUiors who would source their products either directly from
Deluxe or through a Preferred Supplier for which Deluxe would receive "rebates:• The progrnm
was intended to-and did-significantly incrca~e Deluxe's revenue through its insourcing and

rebate scheme. IBF and DocuSource were amo11g those non~Safeguard distributors analyzed by
Deluxe for potential BAM acquisition, Through Deluxe's extensive due diligence effort-;, which
included customer scrubs, it knuw lBF and DocuSourcc shared a significant number of _common
customers with Plainti1l's. Thus, Deluxe was aware that sales of''Snfeguard Systems'' by these
entities to the common customers would give rise to commission rights under Plaintiffs' RDAs.
Nevertheless, Deluxe approved of the acquisitions and directly funded them. While Deluxe
placed Safeguard in the position of operating the btlsincsscs, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of
all the IBF and DocuSourcc sales representatives and

statl~

the rent, nnd other associated

Jl Once the plaintirfhas cstnblished a prima facie cnsc of tortious lntcrfcrcncc, the burden is on the defendant to
prove justiticnrlon. Whether interference was ju$1incd i~ a question tbr the fncl finder. JJllrlow v. 1m'/ Harvester Co.,
95lclaho 881, 8<J3, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974).
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expenses in running these operations, Further, Deluxe and Safeguard leadership held monthly

meetings with IBF and DocuSource to e11surc they hit. their insourcing targets.
The foregoing evidence demonstrates thut Deluxe was far more involved in the BAM
acq'uisiH'o.ns.of'iBF ai1d bocuSourct:.beyoi1d siinply conc.lucting
purchases. It facilitated

Sul<~glUU'd's

duc.cliiigence.and fut~di·~·g· th~· ....

entire operation ofiBF and DocuSource, which placed

Safeguard in a po!-lition of being Plaintiffs' direct competitor, with the ability to offer lower
prices on products sold to P.laintiffs' protected accounts. Further, a jury could find from the
evidence presented that Safeguard's failure to rotate commissions and Dunlap's "account
rcsolutionH actions were taken at Deluxe's behest. Knowing that the acquisitions ofTBF and
DocuSource would result in violations of Plaintiffs' accouht protection, Deluxe and Safeguard
set aside an "account protection mitigation budget,, for the new entities. Further; there is
evidence suggesting that Deluxe tasked Dunlap with "resolving" the conflicts by compelling
Plaintiffs to sell or share the accounts rather than having Safeguard pay commissions. While
Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was its agent in this regard, the evidence places that issue in dispute,
as this Court noted in its recitation of the rccMd. Where the existence of an agency relationship is
disputed. it is a question for the trier of fact to resolve from the evidence." Clark v. Gneiting, 95
Idaho 10,501 P.2d 278 (1972).

From the evidence, a jury could find that Deluxe was not solely acting in furtherance of
its financial interest, but also in a manner that wns improper under the factors cited above.

Namely, a jury could find that Deluxe st)ught to wear down its legacy distributors in lm effort to
eventually phase them out of the distribution network. Consequently, summary judgment on
Count8 3 and 4 is n()t warranted ac; to Deluxe.-u
b. SAl

The only evidence of SAl's activity is: 1) that it purchased and held DocuSourcc and IBF
assets through funds provided by Deluxe and, 2) it entered into management services agreements
with former IBF employees, Trcssa McLaughlin and James Dunn, after IBF was acquired by
Safeguard under BAM. There is no evidence that SAI was actively involved in the alleged
pricing and source fee disparities between the new Safeguard entities and Plaintiffs, or that it had
While not argued by Deluxl!, this Couri has some question wht:lher a pnrent corpmalion of a wholly owned
subsidiary can be held liable for interference wilh a subsidiary's contrnct. See generally, 2 Callmnnn on Unfair
Competition. Trademarks & Monoplics § 9:$ (4th Ed.){Junc 2016 update).
J.t
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any hand in the account resolution e!rorts and decision not to rotate commissions to Plaintil1's.
Plaintiff.q have produced no evidence that SAl is anything other than a holding company which
was developed simply as a mechanism to complete DAM transactions. Consequently, summary
judgment in SAl's favor on Courts 3 and 4 is warranted.

4. Count 7 and 8: .Plaintiffs' Intentional Interference with Prospective
Economic Advantage against all Defendants
Idaho courts interpret interference with contract and interference with economic
expectancy as ..nearly identical" torts. Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 986 P.2d 996, 1004
(Idaho 1999); Cantwellv. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 13 8, n. 5, 191 P.3d 205, 2 I6 n. S (2008)
(noting that cases and commentary addressing the two torts often 11 apply interclumgeably'' for
proving the common clements.") Indeed, the elements of an interference with prospective
economic advantage claim are:
(l) the existence of n valid economic expectancy/~ (2) knowledge of the expectancy on

the part ofthe Interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing tcnninution ofthe
expectancy, (4) the interference wus wrongful by some measure beyond the fact ofth~
interfcre11ce itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been
disrupted.
West:o Autobady Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 1491daho 881, 893-94, 243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
internal cite omitted.
As with an interference with contract claim, the claimant must prove that either "(1) the
defendant had an improper objective or purpose to harm the plnintin; or (2) the defendant used n
wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective business relationship. 11 ld., quoting Idaho First

Nat'/ Bank v. Bliss Vcllley Foods, inc., 12 I Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 ( 1991 ). The only
only difference between the torts is ''the type of economic relationship with which the defendant
has interfercd.u HiKhland Enterprises, 133 Idaho at 339,1\, 3, 986 P.2d at 1005, n. 3.

n. SAl and Deluxe
Whereas Counts 3 and 4 against SAT and Deluxe asserted interference with Plaintifr:q'
RDAs with Safeguard, Counts 7 and 8 regard interference with Plaintiffs' economic expectancy
from their respective customer bases. Except for this difference~ the alleged interfering conduct
by SAl and Deluxe is the same as that alleged in Counts 3 and 4. Again, us to SAl, this Court

H

This element doe~ not require proof of a conlract.
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finds that Plaintiffs have failed to produce sufficient evidence of interfering conduct to survive
summary judgment. As to Delu.xe, Plaintiffs huve produced sufficient evidence by which a jury
mny conclude that Deluxe's involvement in the "account resolution" process by which Plaintif1's
were compelled and/or encouraged to sell their Protected Accounts through misrepresentations
and concealment constitutes intentional intetfcrencc with Plaintitrst customer base. Further, there
is a question of fact as to Deluxe's role in product pricing and source fee differential in the
schedules available to Plaintiffs and to 1BF and DocuSource. If a prospective customer in
PlaintiOs' respective tenitories can purchase envelopes and laser checks from JBF or

DocuSQurce at a price 40% less than that available to Plaintiffs, that customer will very likely
purchase from IBF or DocuSourcc. Therefore, summary judgment on Counts 7 and 8 is granted
as to SAl, but denied as to Deluxe.
b. Safeguard

Thurston's intentional inter!ercncc claim against Safeguard asserts that Safeguard
interfered with Thurston's relationship with its Protected Accounts by making sales to the
Protected Accounts through IBF and OocuSource and thereafter concealing and/or
misrepresenting the extent of such sales. But for the interference, Thurston argues that it would
have made the sales and earned the associated commissions. Safeguard challenges the claim
under the 1'stranger doctrine." Namely, Safeguard argues that since it also has an economic
expectancy in the relationship between Thurston and its Protected Accounts, it cannot be liable
for interference because it is not a "stranger" to the business relationship.
Idaho's appellate courts have not yet addressed whether the "stranger doctrine" applies to
the tort of intentional interference with prospective economic advantage. Conversely, for the tort
of tortious interference with contractual relati<.ms, Idaho's courts unifonnly hold that the
defendant must be "a stnu\gcr to the contract with which the defendant allegedly interfered and
to the business relationship giving rise to lltc contract." BECO Com;t., 145 Idaho at 724, 184
P.3d at 849. Because the two torts arc "nearly identical/' Safeguard urges this Court to apply the
stranger doctrine to Thurston's claim. Thurston concedes that the stranger doctrine applies to
interference with contructual relations claims in Idaho, but should not apply to a claim for
interference with prospective economic advantage. In support of their respective positions,
Thurst(m and Safeguard cite to California cac;es where courts have, at various times, either

applied or not applied the doctrine to such torts, This application of the doctrine hy these courts
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does not so much turn on distinctions in the facts of the cases, but by what appears to be
widespread confusion. As recently noted by the Ninth Circuit, California law i.n this regard is "in
a state of flux, and there is no indication that the California Supreme Court will clarify it any
time soon.', Fre.mo Motors, U.C v. Mercedes Benz USA, LLC, 77 I F.3d 1119, 112.7 (9th Cir.
2014).

Fresno Motors explains the history ofCnlifornia's tortured treatment of the stranger
doctrine in detail. ld. at 1126-27. To summari~e. in Applied Eq11ip. Corp. v. Lilfon Saudi Arabia
Ltd, the California Supreme Court recognized that an interference with contract claim does not

He against a party to the contract because "(n]ne contracting party owes no general tort duty to
another not to Interfere with pcrfonnancc of the contract; its duty is simply to perform the
contract according to its terms." 869 P.2d 454, 459 (Cai.App.,l994). The court then concluded
that because a contracting party cannot be liuble for the underlying tort of interference with
contract, it also could not be liable for conspiracy to interfere with the contract. /d. It was in this
context that Applied Equip.·dcfincd the tort duty not to interfere with contract as falling "only on
stnmgers-interlopcrs who have no

legitimat~

interest in the scope or course of the contract's

pcrfonnnncc.'' !d.

This statem~nt in Applied Equip. subsequently spawned a rash of holdings that a noncontracting party who has a legitimate interest in the scope or course of the contract's

pcrforma!'lCC is also protected under the stranger doctrine. See, e.g., Marin Tug & Barge, Inc. v.
Wesfpor/ Petroleum. Inc., 271 F.3d 825,

832 (9th Cir.2001)("Califomia law hus long recognized

that the core of intentional interference business torts is interference with an economic
relationship by a third party stranger to that relationship. so that an entity with a direct interest or
involvement in that rcltttionship is not usually liable for hnm1 caused by pursuit of its interests,,),
emphasis itl original. In 2005, however, courts began to rein in the application of the stranger
doctrine to non~contracting parties in the context of an interference with economic expectancy
claim, with several decisions from the California Court of Appeal holding that Applied Equip.
should be limited to its specific holding that only parties to a contract are excluded from
asserting nn intentional interference claim. Saa, e.g.• Woods v. Fox Broad. Sub., Inc., 129
Cai.App.4th 34~. 352-53, (Cai.App. 2005); Powerhouse Motorsports Grp.. Inc. v. Yamaha

Motor Corp., 221 Cai.App.4th 867,

883~84

(Cal.App. 2013)i Asahi Kasei Ph(mna Corp. v.

Actelion Ltd., 222 Cal.App.4th 945. 959-65(Cal.App. 20 13).
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While Safeguard cites to authority following the Marin Tug line of reasoning, Thurston
relics on the post~2005 authority. In light of the unsettled, indefinite contours of the stranger
doctrine as applied to interference with economic cxpectuncy claims by California's courts, this
Court will decline the parties' invitation to follow California law on the topic.
Likewise, even assuming Safeguard and Thurston do have n franchisor-franchisee
relationship, Thurston's franchise line of cnscs docs not provide guidance on the stranger
doctrine. Thurston characterizes these cases as standing for the proposition that a franchisor may
be liable for tortiously interfering with a franchisee's relationship with its customers. However,
the cited cases primarily involve a franchisor's liability for unreasonably withholding consent to
sell the fmnchise to another party, not interference in customer relations. See, Dunkin' Donuts v.

Shree Dav Dmwr. LLC, 152 F. Supp. 2d 675, 678 (E.D. Pa. 2001 )(the court held that a
franchisor could be liable for unreasonably withholding consent 1o sell the franchise to another
party.); Burger King Cotp. v. Ashland Equities. Inc.. 217 F. Supp. 2d 1266, 1279 (S.D. Fla.
2002), nff'd 103 F. App'x 666 (II th Cir. 2004)(same); Clark v. Am.'s Favorite Chic:ken Co., 916
F. Supp. 5 86) 594 (E. D. La. 1996), aff'd, I I0 F.3d 295 (5th Cir. 1997)(same). The interference
cluim against Safeguard docs not. involve the sale or transfer of a franchise and, therefore.• these
cuses ate distinguishable.
. The final franchise case cited by Thurston does involve interference with customer
relations, but does not address- or even mention- the· stranger doctrine. Interim Hec1lth Care of
N. lllim>is. Inc. v. fnlerim Health Care, Inc. involved a franchisor operating a competing health-

care franchise which serviced patients in the plaintiff"franchisee 1s territory. 225 FJd 876, 887
(7th Cir. 2000), The Seventh Circuit found summary judgment on the claim in the franchisor's
favor proper since the franchisee failed to establish the first element t)f its interference with
economic expectancy claim, i.e., that it had a firm expectation of doing business with those
patients poached by tlic lhlnchisor. Jd Aecausc the stninger doctrine wns si;nply not nn issu~
before the court, Interim Health is of little persuasive value.
As Safeguard points out, American Jurisprudence (Second) suggests that tl1c stranger
doctrine does apply to interference with economic expectancy clnirns, stating:
[t.jo be liable for tortious interference with business relations, one must be a
. stranger to the business relationship giving rise lO and underpinning the

contract. .•. Where a detcndant has a legitimate interest in either the contract OJ' a
party to the contract, the defendant is not a stranger to the contract itself or to the
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business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract. All parlies
to an interwoven contractual arrangement are not Hable for tortious interference
with any ofthe contracts or business relationships. The applicability of the
1
'stranger doctrine" is the same for tortious interference with a business
relalionship as for tortious interference with a contractugJ reh:\tiQ.Mbin.
44B Am.Jur. 2d Interference§ 7, emphasis added.
Idaho's federal district court has relied on the foregoing section to hold that "[t]he
stranger-to-the-contract rule applies with equal force to claims for tortious interference with
prospective economic relations." Wil.wm v. St. Luke's Reg'/,\-led. Ctr.. Ltd., 2014 WL 71868ll, at
*II (D. Idaho Dec. 16, 2014).ln Wilson, the plah1tiffwas fired as a night nurse for Air St. Lukes ,
after another flight team and a St. Luke's medical director complained to St. Lukes about their
concerns with the plaintiff's job performance. She brought a claim against these individuals, who
were also St. Luke's employees, for intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage. The court cited to well-established Idaho law holding that n defendant must be a

stronger to a contract to be liable for the tort of tortious interference with contractual relations.
kl at II, citing BECO Cons£., 145 Idaho at 724, 184 P.3d at 849. In extending that doctrine to
plnintiffs prospective economic advantage claim, the court relied on § 7 of Am.Jur.2d cited
above. and held that since the individual defendants were employed by St. Lukes and agents of
St. Lukes, they were not strangers to the plaintiff's employment relationship with St. Lukcs.Jd.
at*l2:1s

Given the Idaho's Supreme Court's appllcatiori of the stranger doctrine to the interference
with contractual relations claim in BECO Consl., and the fact that the apparent majority of cases
addressing the issue have extended the doctrine to interference with prospective economic
Other states likewise upply the stranger doctrine to interference with prospective economic expectancy claims.
Cox v. Ci~v oftitlanta, S96 S.E.2d 785, 71!8 ((la.App. 2004X"To be liable for tortious interference wlth business
relations. one musr b~ n strnngcr to the business relntionsJllp giving rise to and underpinning the contract. Dut, where
n defendant had a lcgitimnte Interest in either the contrncr or a party to the contract, he is not a stronger to the
contrncl itscl for ~o the business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract."); Ellis \', City of
1'(1/dez, 686 P.2d 700, 708 (Alaska I984Xintcrfcrcncc with prospective economic expectancy "contemplates
wrongful itlferfcrencc with a developing relationship by an outsider to that relationship"); 1'uJ}:N-Rumhle Mgmt.,
/Jw. \'. Sugar/rill Mush· Pub. Inc., RF. Supp. 2d 357, 361 (S.D.N. Y. 1998}(lnterference with prospective economic
eXJ)cctuncy claim ''must be directed nt defcndnnts who nrc not parties to the relationship."); MAC East. LLC: v.
Slmne,v's, 535 F.3d 1293 (II th Cit. 2008)(holding thai under Alabama lnw, a defendant is not a stranger to a
business relationship when: "(I) the defendant is an essential entity to the purported injured relations; (2) the
allegedly Injured relations are inextricably a part of or dependent upon tho dctlmdnnt's contractual or business
relations: (3) the defendant would benefit economically ttom the alleged injured relations; or (4) both the defendant
and the plaintiff are panies to a comprehensive interwoven set of contract or relations.")

J.l
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expectancy claims, it is likely the Idaho Supreme Court would tbllow suit if presented with the
issue, cspeciaJiy under the facts of this case. Even when considering the evidence in a light most
lavoiablc to Thurston, Safeguard simply cannot be characterized as a stranger to the business
relationship between Thurston nnd its customers. To this end, Thurston,s own explanulion of his
relationship with his customers ls conclusive. Thurston points om that, under its RDA, it solicits
cu!itomer orders for "Safeguard Systcms't and, "if those orders are accepted., [Thurston] places
the orders through Safeguard. Safeguard then administers the billing and/or direct shipping to the
customers, and processes all accounts receivable. Commissions arc then paid by Safeguard to

lThul'stOJ1] on all sales with are made to [Thurston•s] customers}' Decl. Thurston,~ 5. This
arrangement results in customers having cqu.al 1 if not greater; connections to Safeguard than
Thurston. The customers through whom Thurston has an economic expectancy have a direct
contractuo.l relationship with Safeguard, not Thurston. It is from this contract that 'lllurston's
expectancy interest arises. Therdore, because Sufeguard is a party to the contract from which
Thurston's economic interest arises and an essential party to Thurston's relationship with its
custorners, Safeguard may not be held liable for intentional interference with Thurston's
prospective economic advantage. Summary judgment on Count 8 in Safeguard's favor is
warranted.
5. Count 11 ~ Thurston's. Breach of Customer Transfer Agreement

Against Safeguard

Thurston und Safeguard have each moved for summary judgment on Thurston's second
broach of contract action, which asserts that Safeguard breached the March 6, 20 I4 Customer
Transfer Agreement by failing to provide vendor and product infonnation on certain common
accounts between IBF and Thurston. Safeguard argues that no such obligation existed under the
agreement. Conceding thnt the Customer Transfer Agreement does not expressly obligate
Safeguard to tum over the information, 'I'hurston oflers two diffcrent emails which purportedly
support Thurston's argument that Safeguard- through Dunlap-agreed to transfer such
information. One email was Thurstonts initial request to Dunlap when they were negotiating the
sale of nine common customers between Thurston nnd IBF wherein Thurston noted:
Also. I would like to get some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that
hnve been sold into these accounts so that l have the opportunity to possibly
expand tny capabilities for sales into other customers. I think this is probably the
only chance regarding this intonnation as Tressa will continue to be a competitor
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and probably won't 'share' intbnnation later on when she becomes a distributor.
Since the client list we have been going through is based on sales since August
27'h, Timagine that there nrc specifics associate [sic] with those sales and
accounts.

Decl. Dunlap, Exh. F.
Thurston also otTers Dunlap's March 3, 2014 email to him, which was copied to
Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach and Kevin Skipper, wherein Dunlap states:
The actual transfer of files can be handled with IBF as you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the file transfer~ please let me know .... I am copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
ld. at Exh. 14.36

Together, Thurston argues these emails evidence Safeguard's obligation to provide Thurston

with the IBF infom1ation he requested for Thurston and IBF's common customers.
As un initial matter, Safeguard contends that the cmails are inadmissible parole evidence.
The parol evidence rule provides, "[w]herc preliminary negotiations are consummated by written
agreement, the writing supersedes all previous understandings and the intent of the parties must
be ascertained from the writing." Valley Bank v. Christensen, 1191daho 496,498, 808 P.2d 415,
417 (1991 ), quoting i\jwingh v. Warren, 94 Idaho 384, 385, 488 P.2d 355, 356 (1971 )). "lfthe

written agreement is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged,
extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to
contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from the terms of the written contract." ld "This rule,
however, applies 10nly when the integrated character of the writing is established. Whether a

particular subject of negotiations is embodied in the writing depends on the intent of the parties,
revealed by their conduct and hmguage> at1d by the surrounding circumstances. [The] [m]cre
existence of a document does not establish integration."' !d.
Even assuming the Customer Transfer Agreement was not un integrated document and
the cmnils were admissible, the emails do not evidence any undertaking by Dunlap of an

ohligatlon to provide Thurston viith the infom1ution he sought While there is evidence only that
36

Th~ parties ulluch different rncanings to Dunlap's March 3 quoted em11il statement, Thurston purports that rJunlap
was referring to th~ trunster of requested lnformntion in IBF Iiles to Thurston. He believed Sue and Kevin were
copied in order to as~ist with the transfer of the infom1at!on. 2nd Deel. Thurston,~ 37, Dunlop explains lhal his
reference to tho "tile transfer" did not apply 10 a purported lrnnsfor of intortnntion from IBF to Thurston, but rnthcr
1u Iiies from ·n\Urston to 10 P on tho llccounts which were sold. II<: further disputes thllt any agreement had been

reached regarding a transfer of other tiles from IBF to Thurston, Decl. Dunlap. 16.
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Thurston asked for the information prior to executing the Customer Transfer Agreemc~1t, there is

no evidence suggesting that Dunlap ttgrecd t)r even responded to his request. The l(transfcr of
files" references in the Customer Transfer Agreement and in Dunlap's March 3, 2014 arc clearly
in reference to transferring files for account transition purposes; not to the vendor and product
information sought by Thurston. Tilereforc. because Thurston has not presented any evidence
that such an obligation existed-either under the plain language of the Customer Transfer
Agreement or the emails-his claim cannot succeed. Further, even ifthere was an obligation,
Safcg\lard aptly points out ~at Thurston has tailed to present any evidence that it suffered

damages as a result of Safeguard's failure to provide the information on the accounts which he
sought. For these reasons, summary judgment in Safeguard's favor js warranted on Count 11.

6. Count 12! Thurston's Fraud in the Inducement Claim agalnsf
Safeguard

Thurston's fraud in the inducement claim arises from the negotiations between Roger
Thurs~on and

Dunlap which culminated in the Customer Transfer Agreement. Namclyt as

Thurston explains in his affidavit:
In discussing the potential sule of some of my Protected Customers, Dunlap
identified the saJcs information for fthc 9 accounts being negotiated]. The sales
dollar amounts Dunlap represented were only for the amounts that were my sales.
Dunlap never disclosed the sales amounts that Safeguard by IBF31 had made to
these accounts or gave to me any specific infonnation as to specifics on totals of
product lines sold, vendors used, and sales of individual items and/or products
into these accounts. However, I later found out through this litigation that the
dollar sales made by Safeguard by IBF were substantial into these accounts.
Dunlap never disclosed any sales information regarding these accounts that were
made by Safeguard by IBF .... Although during our phone conversations 1 Dunlap
mentioned some of the products that IBF had previously sold to these customers,
he did not divulge the sales and resultant commissions from sales made by
Safeguard by IBF after the acquisition. This led me to believe that such sales
either had not continued post·acquisition or else were trivial. Had I know lsic] the
actual amount it would have drastically clumgcd the negotiations as the value of
those customers would have increased exponentially.
211d Dec!. Thurston, ,~l 33-34.

·.n "Safeguard by IRFu Is the official name of' IBI~ post-flAM acquisition. However, it is refciTC{! to herein as simply

"IBF."
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Safeguard contends that judgment on the claim is warranted in its favor because: ( l)
Safeguard had no duty to disclose the sales information to Thurston; (2) Dunlap's valuation of
the accounts are inactionable statements of opinion; (3) there is no evidence Dunlap acted with
fraudulent intent; (4) there is no evidence the omission wus material~ and (5) the chlim lacks an
actionable remedy. This Court does not find any of Safeguard's arguments availing.
To begin, the nine clements of fraud arc:
(I) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
of its falsity or ignorance of its truth• (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's lgl\orance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.

Walsron v. r"'fonumcntal Life Jns. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 216) 923 P.2d 456,461 (1996).
Fraud Cllll be based on 1U1 omission in situations where a defendant had a duty to speuk.
W(lftS

v. Krebs, 131 Idaho 616, 620. 962 P.2d 387, 391 (1998). "A duty to speak arises in

situations where the parties do not deal on equaltenns or where information to be conveyed is
not already in possession of the other party." /d., quoting G & M Farms v. Funk lrr. Co., 119
ldaho 5 L4, 521, 808 P.2d 851, 858 (1991). Idaho's Court of Appeals has summarized the
circumstances giving rise to a duty to disclose, to wit:
when (a) a party to a business transaction Is in a fiduciary relmionship with the
other party: or (b) disclosure would be necessary to prevent a partial or
ambiguous statement of fact from becoming misleading: or (c) subsequent
infonnation has been acquired which a party knows will make a previous
representation untme or misleading; or (d) a party knows a false representation is
ahout to be relied upon; or (c) a party knows the opposing party is about to enter
into the transaction under a mistake of fact and because of the relationship
b~twccn them or the customs oftradc or other objective circumstances would
reasonably expect a disclosure of the facts.
/d., citing Saint Alplumsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., Inc. v. Kruegel', 124 Idaho 501, 507-08, 861 P.2d 71,
77-78 (Ct. App. 1992).

According to Safeguard, Thurston has only asserted that the duty to disclose arose from
their "franchisor·franchiscc" relationship which, as Safeguard correctly points out, the great
·weight of authority holds does not give rise to a fiduciary duty. See, Killion, William, J.D.,
Existence of Fiduciary Duty between Frattchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. S'h 613
( 1997)(coltecting cases). However, in responding to Safcguardts motion, Thurston asserts that
the duty to disclose arose under any one of the following scenarios:
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• Safeguard had superior knowledge of the sales and commissions data related to
Thurston's Protected Accounts at issue and did not deal at arms-length with Thurston,
who had been a Safeguard distributor for decades:
•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation to reveal the sales since the commissions on those
sales had to be paid to Thurston under§ 3 of its RDA;

•

Disclosure of just Thurston's sales wus misleading and could cause Thurston to believe
the accounts sold were worthless;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was valuing those accounts based on inaccurate sales figures;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was about to enter into the transaction under a mistake of lact
and, because of Safeguard's typical practice of keeping its distributors informed of
inlnnging sules to Protected Accounts through rotation notices, Thurston reasonably
expected such infonnulion to be disclosed with regard to IBF's sales to his Protected
Accounts.

While nny one of the foregoing circumstances could give rise to a duty to disclose IBF's

sales infom1ation on the accoums at issue in the negotiation, the strongest source of the duty
comes from Safeguard's contractual obligation to rotate commissions on infringing sales to
Thurston. Although not an express obligation, in rotating commissions on infringing sales,
Safeguard-by necessity-is required to reveal the infringing party~s identity and the extent of
. . . . "the sale,· whiCh it iypiCiiiry" acconl"pifshes thro.ugh"rotation. not"ic.es·. \vith··~egar~f"io. t.i\e ·n·i~~···· ........................ .
uccounts at issue in the Customer Transfer Agreement, it is undisputed that prior sales of

Safeguard Systems had been made to the accounts by IBF, that Safeguard did not issue rotation
notices to Thurston tor commissions arising from the sales despite having a contractual
obligation to do so, and that Safeguard knew Roger Thurston did not have the infringing sales
information when negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement. 3 ~ Under these circumstances,

this Court finds, as a matter t)fJaw, that Safeguard had a duty to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sales infbnhation on the nine accounts at issue while negotiating the Customer
Transfer Agreement. Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted in Safeguard's favor on the

duty issue.
~~ According to Roger Thurston, in the months l>rf!ceding tlw execution of the Customer Transfer Agreement, he

repeatedly-yet unsuccesl!fully-requested llmt Dunhtp pr<lvidc hlm with infringing sales to his Protected Accounts.
2na Dccl. Thurstou,, 27. Sllfcgunrd does not dispute this contention; In fact, Dunlap testified thai both Roger and
nawn 'J'eply had requested sales lnfom1ation while ncgotitlting accounr protection resolution issues and, although he

access to scrub sheets, he did not disclose the sales informalion because he felt II was incomplete. Depo. Dunlap
451: 13-456:23; 460:4-461 :6; 481: l-482: 15.
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Summary judgment is also not warranted with respect to Saleguardts remaining
arguments. First.• Safeguard contends that Dunlap's stated valuations of the nine accounts are

statements of opinion which arc not actionable in a fraud claim. In making this argument,
Safeguard misapprehends the source of the fraud-it is nol bused on Dunlap's valuation ofthe

accounts, but rather on his refusal to disclose IBFJs sales data on the accounts. Thus, it is fraud
hy omission rather than by representation. )9

Second, Safeguard argues that Thurston cruU1ot show Dunlap acted with the requisite
intent; i.e., with knowledge of the falsity of his statements and intent to induce Thurston's
reliance. With regard to Dunlap's knowledge, Thurston has presented evidence that Dunlap knew
of IBF's sales infonnation through February of20 14:..0 This sales information is directly relevant
to the value of Thurston's Account Protection rights. The fact that Dunlap had this huonnation
and did not disclose it to Thurston in. their negotiations over sale ofThurston's rights gives rise
to an inference that Dunlap intended to induce Thurston's reliance and agree to sell the accounts

. at n depressed price .. W."O. keplerv. WHJII Mgmt.; inc., f2f'idaho 466, .47( 825 ·p~·2d f 122,.
I 134 (Ct. App. 1992)(noting that fraudulent intent may be inferred by circumstantial evidence).
Because Thurston has presented evidence fmm which Dunlap's fraudulent intent may be

inferred, summary judgment in Sateguard,s favor on the issue is not warranted.
Third, Safeguard argues that Thurston has failed to establish how the sales by IBF to
Thurston's Protected Accounts was material information. However, Thurston's RDA grants i1
exclusive right to commissions on any sales of Safeguard Systems to its Protected Accounts.
Therefore, an· accurate valuation of Thurston's Protected Account would necessarily consider all
19

further, even If the fraud wcro based on Dunlap's valuation of the accounts, it could still fom1 the basis ofn frnltd ·
claim. With respect to valuations, the Idaho Supreme Court has held:

arc

Where actual value is known and f!ilse statements
kimwlngly miidc \vith 'il1tcnilori..io deceive·.
and do deceive the pnrties to whom they arc made, such .statement.<~ constitutonctionnble fraud.
Such statements arc not expressions of opil\lon but are statements of material facts. Whether a
sUI!en\ent wa!> intended as 11 mere expression of opinion or an affirmation of filet is u queslion of
fact. Thus, where a speaker gives an opinion when he is aware fncts incompatible with such
opinion, the opinion may amount to n lhlsc statement of fact If made with the intention or
deceiving or mislellding.

or

Jorrlanl', /iunlt:r, 124 ldoho 8991 907, 865 tt,2d

990, 998 (Ct. 1\pp. 1993)(dlscussing frnud urising fi'<>m stock vntuc

estimate).
4

Q

Decl. Mulcahy. E)( h. 83 (s.crub sheet titled "IBF Scrub- August20 I3 through February 20 I4).
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sales to that account. Indeed; Thurston acknowledged that knowledge of accurate sales figures
"would have drastically changed the negotiations us the value of those customers would have
increased cxponentially.u
Safeguard's final challenge to the fraud claim is that it lacks o.u actionable remedy under
the circumstances of the case. Namely. fraudulent inducement cases are typically paired with

either rescission of the contract or breach of contract damages. Since Thurston has not refunded
the money paid to it by Safeguard under the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues
rescission is improper. Further, since Thurston cannot show that Safeguard breached any portion
of the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues he cannot recover breach of contract
damages. Safeguard's argument is not supported by law. In a recent fraud in the inducement
case, the Idaho Supreme Court set forth the measure of damages, to wit:
In fnilid Claims,..ldaho courts have· appHed."ilic·i·•(mt~of-pocket;'·rui(dn me·as·u·ri.ng··· ..
damages, but have also recognized the existence of a different measure of
damages referred to as the" benefit of the bargain, rule. The benefit of the
bargain rule measures damages by the difference between the value of the thing
actually received and the value it would have hud if it were as it was fraudulently
represented to be. The out-of-pocket rule limits tho recovery of damages to the
difference between the real value of the thing actually received and the price paid
or contracted tbr. The benefit of the bargain and out-of-pocket rules ure not
exclusive. The underlying principle is that the victim of fraud is entitled to
compensation for every wrong which is the natural and proximate result of the
fraud. The measure of damages which should he adopted under the fncts of a case
is the one which will effect such result.
Apr. Beguesse, Inc. v. Rammel!, 156 Idaho 500 1 511, 328 P.3d 480, 491 (2014), intcr11al cites and
quotes omitted.
Under either of these theories, Thurston would be entitled to dnmages.~ 1 Under the benefit
of the bargain rule, Thurston would be entitled to the difference between the sales amount of
$32,600 and what the sales amoum would have been had Roger Thurston known the .full extent
of sales. Under the our-of-pocket theory, Thurston would be able to recover the "real value,. of

~ 1 Only ifThurston had 110 adequate remedy allaw could this Court consider the equitable remedy of rescission.
Bohl~m>s(! v. Fm·tc, 153 ld11ho 857, 864, 292 P.3d 248, 255 (20 12)(norlng that equitable rcmcdi(}S such as rescission

apply where there Is no adequate remedy at law and there nrc sufficient grounds to invoke equity).
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the accounts minus $32,600.~' Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted on Safeguard's
lack of remedy nrgurncnt.

V.

ORDER

For the fort:going reasons, this Court orders as follows;
•

Defendants' motions to strike portions of Thurston and Teply's Dcclaralions:
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part;

•

Defendants' motion to strike Exhibilll2 from Mulcahy's Declaration: GRANTED;

•

Thurston's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED, in part, on the liability

aspect of the commission rights portion of Count I, DENIED as to remainder;
•

Safeguard's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED as to Counts 8 and II,
DENIED as to Count 2 und 12;

•

Deluxe's motion tbr summary judgment: DENIED in full;

•

SAl's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED in full.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Outed this

2 (~~'October, 2016.
··z·... ... ·-.
:

District Judge

4
~ Thur.;ton uppenrs to be ~ursulng tl!covcry under the ''out·of·pncket" theory. Thurston's expert, Mr. Taylor, opined
thnl the actual value oflhc nine accounts, including furore comrnissicms. is $475,000. Subtracting the $32,600 sales
figure from this amount, Thurstun contends it wns undcrpnid by S442,•100. Seo, Rxh. 2 to Taylor's June 2016 Ruport;
attached as Exhibit A to Taylor Declnration.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
Plaintiffs,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
JUDGMENT

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation. )
Defendants.

)

)

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. in the amount of Six Million, Thirty-Four Thousand and Fifty-Six Dollars
and 00/100 ($6,034,056). Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe
Corporation are dismissed with prejudice. Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. are
dismissed with prejudice.
DATED

THIS~ of January, 2017.
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MAR 2 4 2017
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D~iJi~PHER o. RJCH. Clerk
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an lduho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Pluintiff:'l,
vs.

By EMILY CHILD
o~:,•utv

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SAFEGUARD'S MOTION
FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIE.F

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, fNC.,

a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISlTlONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Mim1csotu corporation,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
This action arises from u distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston

EntClllriscs, Inc. ("Thurston") nnd T3 Enterprises, Inc. C'T3\'), and Defendant, Safcgunrd
Business Systems C'Silfcgl.lnrd''). A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between November
29 und December 21 of 2016. With regard to Thurston's claims against

Sat~guard,

the jury found

us follows:
•

Thurston wus damaged due to Safeguard's breach of tho account protection provision of
their distributorship agrecml!nt in the amount of$494,526. rn addition, Thurston
established its claim for punitive damages in connection with the breach;

• Thurliton wns damnged due to Safeguard's breach of the pricing schedule clause of their
distributorship agreement in tht! amount of S 156,628;
• · Thurston wus damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair deilling in the amount <)f $532,431, which rcpresentt.."d the jury's detenninntion of
the diminution in value of the distributorship duet<) Safeguard's bmaches of the
distributorship agreement. In addition, Thurston estnblishcd its clnilil for punitive
dumagcs in connection with the breach.
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•

Thurston was damaged as a result of Safeguard's fraud in tho inducement in the amount
of $442,400. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive damages in
connection with the fraud claim.

•

Thurston was entitled to punitive damages in the amount of$4,750,000.

Ori January 27, 20l7, Safeguard filed n timely motion for post-judgment relief under IRCP

50(b), 59(u) and 59(c) on grounds that the awards to Thurston arc not supported by the evidence

presented nt trial and impennissiblc under Idaho law. Namely, Safeguard seeks the follt)wing
relief:
•

Eliminate the award for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
on grounds that Thurston's diminution in value was not supported by the evidence;

•

Reduce the awnrd for breach of the account protection by $291,010, which
represented future losses, on grounds that such amount was premised on speculative
expert testi•nony; 1

•

The verdict for breach of the pricing schedule provision should be eliminated us
legally and factually unfounded, us well as the corresponding award, which is
excessive and unsupported;

• The verdict for fraud itt the inducumcnt should be dismissed ~incc Thurston failed to
establish un element of the claim and, further, the con·esponding punitive damages
claim fails for lack ofproofofmolicc;
·

•

The entire awurd tor punitive damages should be dismissed due to lack of evidence
that Safeguurd had an "extremely hannful state of mind" towards Thurston.

In sum, Safeguard seeks to eliminate nll of tho damages ussesscd by the jury except for past
losses for brcncl\ of the account protection provision in Thurston's distributorship. On each of
the foregoing issues, Satcgunrd requests thnt the Court either: I) direct entry ofjudgment under
Rule 50(b)(2}; 2) alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59(t!); 3) vacnte any portion of the

judgment ancctcd under Rule 59(a); 4) condition n remittitur under Rule S9(a), or; 5) order a
new trial under Rule 59(a).
Oral argument wns held on Safeguard's motion on Februury 21, 2017. Tho Co\lrt authorized
additional hricfing and took the motion under advisement on February 24) 2017.

1
Alternatively. Safeguard argues that $49, 141 of future losses attributed to intiinging sales by DocuSource should
be deducted ~incc DocuSourcc ccuscd business in 201 5.

2
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II.

STANDARDS

On a motion under Rule SO(b)1 the inquiry is whether there is substantial evidence in the
record upon which the jury could properly find a verdict for the party against whom the
judgtnent notwithstanding the verdict is sought. Schwan's Sales birterprises, inc. v. Idaho

Transp. Dap't, 142ldnho 826, 830, 136 P.3d 297, 301 (2006). The judge's task in answering this
question is to review all the evidence nnd draw all the reasonable inferences therefrom in the
light mnst fnvomble to the non-moving party. Jd. The party seeking a judgment notwithstanding

the verdict admits the truth of all

th~

other side's evidence and every legitimate infercr1cc that can

he drawn from it. lei. The judge is not an extra juror, though; there is no weighing of evidence or
passing on the credibility of witnesses or making of independent findings on factual issues. /d.
Instead, the judge must determine whether the evidence is substuntial~thut

is~

whether it is of

sulllcicnt quality nnd probative vuluc that reasonable minds C(lU]d arrive at the same conclusion
as did the jury. !d.
Rule 59( a) authorizes a trial court to grnnt a new trial on several enumerated grounds,

including: I) excessive damages appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or
prejudice (Rule 59( a)( 1)(F)), or; 2) insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or that it is

against the law (Rule 59( a)( I)(G)). A trial court hns wide discretion to grant or refuse to grant u
new trial under IRCP 59( a), and its order will not be reversed unless "the trial court has
tnanifestly abused the wide discretion veSted in it." Goodspeed v. Shippcn, 154 Idaho 866, 869,
303 P.3d 225, 228 (20 13 ), cite omitted.

The stnndards governing the grounds enumerated under Rule 59(a) vary. For ~<oxccsslve

damages'', the Court must carefully weigh the evidence and muke the determination as to the
amount l'>f damages the Court views as fair und just, drawing upon its own experience. Quick v.
Crane, Ill ldnho 759,769,727 P.2d 1187, l 197 (1986). "[U/,Iess it is apparent to the trial

judge that there is n t,rreat disparity between the two damage awards m1d that disparity cannot be
expluincd away as simply the product of two separate entities valuing the proof of the plaintitl's

injuric.--s in two equally fair wnys'', the trial judge ••must" defer to the jury. /d., emphasis in
original. The disparity must "shock the conscience" of the Court such that it would be
"unconscionable" to let the damage award stand. ld, at 770, 727 P.2d at 1198, citations omitted.

If the Court ftnds the damage award excessive, the plnintilf is given the choice of either
suhmitting ton new trial or of acceptil'g the dumugc amount thnt the trial court considers
3
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justified. Quick v. Crane, II I Idaho 759, 770, 727 P.2d 1187, 1198 (1986). However, rcmittiturs

are improper ''if the verdict was the result of passion or prejudice to such un extent that such
passion or prejudice may hnv~ infected the jury•s decision on liability as well as damages." !d.

.

In assessing whether a new trial is warranted under Rule 59(a)( l )(G), the Court must
weigh the evidence nnd determine (I) whether the verdict is against the Court's view of the clear

weight of the evidence; and (2) whether a new trial would produce 11 different result. Schwan's

Sales Entcrpri.~es.• 142 Idaho at 833, 136 P.3d at 304. The Court is not required to view the
evidence in a light most tavMable to the verdict-winner. Quick, I I I Idaho at 768, 727 P.2d at
I 196. "If having given full respect to the jury's findings, the judge on the entire evidence is left
with the definite and fiml conviction that a mistake has been committed, it Is to be expected that
h~

will grant a new trial.,. !d. That snid, "respect for the collective wisdom of the jury and the

function entrusted to it under our constjtution suggests the trinl judge should1 in most cases~
nccept the jury's findings even though he mny have doubts about some of' their conclusions." !d.
A remittitur is not uvnilnble under Rule 59( a)( I)(G). /d. at 770, n. 2, 727 P.2d at 1198, n. 2.

Ill.

ANALYSIS
A. Award for Brcuch of Good f~aJth and Fnir Dealing
Sulbguard first contends thnt the jury's uwnrd of'$532A31 to Thurston for damages caused

by Safeguurd 's breach of the implied covenant of good faith nnd fair dealing should be va~ted

on grounds that it is not supported by sufficient evidence, is excessive and is duplicative of
damages awarded tbr breach of the account protection provision. If the Court reduces or vacates
the award, Safcgt1urd argues thut a correlutil\g reduction of punitive damages associated with the
claim should n\so be mnde.
As damage-s for Snlbgunrd's breach of the implied covenant, the jury awarded Thurston's
loss of value proximately caused by Safeguard's breaches of the distributorship agreement.
Evidence regarding the value ofThttrs!{lll 's business was presented to the jury primarily through
the testimony ofThurston•s expert witness, Robert Taylor, as well as through Roger Thurston

nru.l

Safeguard'~

President, JJ Sorrenti. Speciticnlly, Mr. Taylor testified that, based on

Thurston's sales dntu from December 1, 2014 through November 30, 2015, the V1\luc or
murkctnbility of th~ b~sines·s· was Si98,646." tr·. Trn.,is.. l so"S:3.~6:·

To· arrive iif this t1gurc; Mr:

Taylor applied u metric of"one times annual revenue" which, in fact, Safeguard itself uses to
vnlue Safeguard distributorships. !d. at 1485: 13·16; 1504:2 I-24. Mr. Sorrenti contlnned
4
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Sateguard's usc of this metric. Id. at 2041:1-2042: 18; Tr. Ex h. 536. Mr. Thurston likewise
testified to his expericl\cc purchasing und selling Safeguard distributorships and con finned this
was the metric he applied to vahte a business. !d. at 1755:17-1757:22.
Mr. Thurston also testitled to his purchases of non-Safeguard distributorships which he
valued using "1/3 nnnuul revenue» or "one times b~oss protW' metric. /d. at 1759: I4-1760:22."
He testified that this metric is the "industry standard.'' 1<1. He explained that the reason for the
lower valuatiol\ calculation is that, in purchasing Safeguard distributorships, the purchaser hns to
buy out the seller's account protection rights, which non-Safeguard distributorships do not
possess. !d. ln other words, the account protection rights drive up the value. Again, Mr. Sorrenti,
t\S

well ns Safeguard's Vice President of Prnnchise Development, Scott Sutton, confinncd that

Safeguard places a lower value on non-Safeguard distributorships than on Safeguard
distributorships./d. nt 323: 18-325:4; l582: 1-1583:9. Finally, the jury heard testimony from Mr.
Thurston that he valued his distributorship ut "zero'' giv~n that Safeguard has refused to honor
his nccount protection and because Safeguard facilitated IBF's transition to a Safeguard
distributor in direct competition with Thurston./d. at 1853:19·1854:11.
Prior to trial, this Court detcnnined as a matter oflaw that Safeguard breached Thurston's
account protection provision. The jury also dctennincd that Safeguard breached the pricing
schedule clause and the implied covenunt of good thith and fair dealing. Evidently, tho jury
found that Safeguard's breaches etTcctivcly transformed Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor,
ns wus argued b~ Thurston. Apparently adopting the valuation metric testified to by Thurston
und Safeguard representatives with regard to independent distributors, the jury dctcnnined that
the lost value of the business wus $532,431, (JT 2/3 of its total value of$798,646.
Relyilig primarily on Williams v. Bone, Safeguard contends thnt without evidence of actual
loss account protection us to specific accounts, the jury's decision was arbitrary and speculative.
74 Idaho 185, 259 P.2d 810 (1953). Further, Safeguard argues that the evidence established that
the account protection violations only represented 1.9% ofThurston's total accounts3 and, in
fnct, Thurston's snles have consistently increased since Safeguard purchased DocuSource and
l Safeguard contend:; that Thurston's te~timony 1\$ to vuluntiou metrics wus inudmissiblc !.tty opinion which the jury
should Mt have relied upon. However. Thurston':~tcstimony was bn~ct.l on his I)Wn experience in purchasing both
Snfcgunrd und independent distributor:ihips. Tlccnusc it was based ()n personal knowledge nnd helpful to the jury, il
was pmper. IRE 701. Further, Sulbgullrd did not object to Thurston's opinion and, therefore, wnivcd the objection.

) Safeguard bases this pcrcemngc on Roger Thurston's testimony thnt Thurston had approximately 4000 customers.

5
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IBF. Thus, Safeguard asserts tho juryts determination thnt Thurston lost 2/3 of its value due to
Safeguard's account protection violations was cf)ntrary to the evidence.
WilliClms, however, did not address damuges to lhc marketability of a business, but rather a
claim for loss of earnings that was only supported by bank statements showing gross business
income rather than net income. lcJ. at 188, 259 P.2d at 811. Thus, the Court vacated the award as
speculative. /d. nt 189, 259 P.2d at 812. Much more npplicablc is the case of Windsor Sltirt Co.

v. New J<mwy Nat. Bank, offered by Safeguard, which held that, unlike lost profit damages,
damage tor the destntction of a business as n going concern can be established simply by
evidence of pre-breach value and the cot'responding decline in business vnlue following the
breach. 793 F. Supp. 589,588-89 (E.D. Pa. 1992), atl'd, 989 F.2d 490 (3d Cir. 1993). tn Windsor
Sllirt, a company sued its bank for prematurely culling their loan agreement and demanding
repayment of the $5.2 million lonn. !d. at 593. At trial, the jury heard testimony that the
company was worth between $4 million nnd S9 million prior to the alleged breach of the loan
ugrccmcnt and sold tor only S2.00 af\cr the breach. 4 The jury also heard from the company's
witnesses thnt the percentage of decline in value attributable to the breach was 100%. Jd. at 598.
The jury ultimately awarded S3.5 million to the company. In moving for post-judgment relief,
the bank argued that ihe jury's award 'was speculative' since the conipany did 11ot. introduce ...
specific tigurcs which would have permitted the jury to calculate the dcclit1e attributable to the
bank's breach, such ns "gcm.'l'al operations, profits or sales." /d. ut 599. Applying New Jersey
lnw, the Court rejected tho argument, distinguishing damages tor lost profits-which would

require such proof-from damugc to a business's "value as a going conct.-'tll", to wit:
In this case, the damage to Windsor had nothing to do with nn employee or
fiduciary causing Windsor to tort!go business opportunities over a period of time.
In this cusc, the. damages question had to do with the effect of the Bank's breach
of the Lmm Agreement on Windsor's value as n going concem. The value of a
company ns a going conc(-'111 is related to its ability to operate as u limited liability
corporation: To borrow money, to mukc contracts with suppliers und employees,
to conceive of and carry out long und short tcnn marketing and business
strategies, and those other qualities that distinguish a corporation from merely a
brroup of individuals who huvc lcgnl title to some property. It is obvious that the
sort of questions one must ask in order to dctcnnine whether a company's value as

4

The jury also h~nrd tc~timony of the pollt·brcnch decline ()f the compnny's stock. 793 F. Supp. Ill 595-911.
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a going conccm was affected by another's act have little to do with the sort of
evidence adduced in Franklin Music. 5

fd.

599-600.
With regard to going conccm value, the court found that testimony of the pre-breach value of

Ul

the company and the decline in value following the ~reach was sufficient, noting "[t]he jury had
the figure of I00%, which it could accept, or reject, or rnodify, and it could apply that tigurc to
whatever value of Windsor as ofNovcmber 30, 1989 it chose to accept from the valuation
opinions it hcnrd."
Indeed, it is widely recognized that lost profit damages nre distinct from lost value
damages. See, e.g.• Foster-Miller, Inc. v. Babcock & Wilcox Canada, 210 F.3d 1, 17 (1st Cir.
2000)("Ciearly, lost protits and diminished corporate value urc distinct concepts."); Protectors

Ins. Sr:m•ice, hie. v. United States Fideli(v & Gutlr. Co., 132 F.3d 612, 617-18 (lOth Cir.1998).
In tact, Idaho hus rccogni:t.ed that lost pront damngt!s arc distinct from 11 impnirrncnt of goodwill"
to a business in the context of a breuch of covenant not to compete cases, and both can be
recovered. Vancil v. A.mlerson, 71 Idaho 95, 104, 227 P.2d 74, 79 ( 1951 ); Dunn v. Ward, 105
lduho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61 (Ct.App.\983 ).6 Goodwill, which is an intangiblo asset, is a
!actor in determining the value of 11 business and cun be established through "various methods",

including comparable sales and what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for the business.
Clrtmdler ''·Chandler, 136ldaho 246,249,32 P.3d 140, 143 (2001). Importantly, the value of

goodwill must be detcnnined on its own facts and circumstances und is within the discretion of
the trier of fact. !d. As noted in one law review,
S In Frank/f11 Music, which the bnnk relied upon i11 sUpJXlrt of its argument, a retail music store for sued for lost
camings en used by breach or fiduciary duty nnd conspiracy. To establish d11h1ngcs, the store introduced evidence of
lost earnings resulting from lost advertising rebntcl! nnd the defendant's improper n!!glect of hi~ duties, liS well as
evidence of the store '11 gross profit ratios, octual Hales and losses, nnd snles growih before und during the period
when the injury occurred. Frmrklin Mr~.tic Co. v. Amerltan 8J'Ilmlcusting Companies, Inc., 616 F.2d 528 (3d
Cir.l9!!0).

Thnt said, where lolls ofhui;incss valuo or good will i:~ bnscd onlmll profits, the nllow recovery ufbolh would be to
pemlit double recovery. See, (>.g., Anodco, l11c. \'. Reynolds /o.·few/.~ Co., 743 F.2d 417, 42J.-24 (6th Cir. 1984)
("[w}hcre the loss of profits nnd loss or value nra intertwined, as they nre here, und the loss of value is bnscd on loss
of future prolils, 10 nllow both would be to permit 11 11'\ublc recovery"); C...t. Alay Marim• S11pply Co. \'. Bl'/lll.nl'lck
Corp .. 049 F.2d \049, I053 (5th Cir.). £'(!1'/, d~.mil!d, 454 U.S. 1125 ( 1981) ("Both b\tsiness goodwill nnd furore
·protits nru computed inltl the going concern vnluc loss.) Here. however, there is no such duplication. Mr. Taylor
specified that his valuation figure was bn..<~ed on sales Thurston was actunlly making, not sales IBf nnd D<x:uSource
were muking to Thurston's protected nccounL<;. Thu::~, Mr. Taylor clntified that there WliS no duplication or ''double
counting" between his vnlunticm ol'th6 business and his cnlculation of Thurston's future nccount protecti(m
dnrnagcs. 'J'r, Trans. 1505:7·1 S.
<-
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The vast majority of court~ decline to adopt one methodology as the means by
which professional goodwill's vnlue must be proven. No rigid and unvarying rule
lor the determination of the value of goodwill has been laid down by prior t:ase
lnw und each case must be detennined on its own facts and circ\tmstances.
Valuation of goodwill is a question of fact and while opinion evidence may he
admitted, it is not conclusive. The 'national t~end'. has been to allow parties to
argue for the most appropriate valuution method and to attow courts to base their
findings on the evidence provided.
He.lga White, Professional Goodwill: Is It A Sell/e(/ Question or Is There 11 Va/ue 1' in Discussing
It?, 15 J. Am. Acad. Matrim. Luw. 495,516 (1998), quotes and cites omitted.
· The valuation metric and figures presented to the jury here were appropriate given the
fncts and circumstallt:cs of the case-·thcy are mctrics used by Safeguard itsclfin valuing both its
own and independent distributorships.' Indeed, Mr. Thurston, as the owner ofThurston
Enterprises. is "a competent witness to its value, ns he is presumed to be familiar with its value
by reason of inquiries, C()tnparisons, purchases und Sitlcs." Schroeder"· Partin, 151 Idaho 471,

4 77, 259 P Jd 617, 623 (20 11 ). See also, Mercury Marine Div. of Brunswick Corp. v. Boat Town

U.S.A .. Inc .. 444 So. 2d H8 (Flu. Dist. Ct. App. I984)(holding that owner of corporate franchise

was competent to testify as to loss Qfbusincss value sutlcred hy franchisee due to franchisor's
breach).
Based on the foregoing analysis, relief under lRCP 50(b) is not warranted. The jury was
presented with evidl."1\Ce of the value or marketability of the business, the two metrics used by
Safcguord and Mr. Thurston in valuing Safcgunrd distributors versus independent distributors,
and heard testimony fmm Mr. Thurston that he valued his business at zero given Safeguard's
bt·caches; namely. his lack of account protection and competition from IBF. This evidence is not
speculative; rather, it is largely based on Sulbgunrd's own practices and evidence of Thurston's
sale and purchase history involving similar btlsinc!lscs. Drawing all inferences from this evidence
in Thurston's favor, it was rcasonnblc for tho jury conclude thut Safeguard's breaches effectively

transfom1cd Thurston into non·Safeguard distributOr nnd, applying the valuation metric used lbr
independent distributors, determine that, as a consequence of the breaches, Thurston was worth
only 2/3 of its prior value.
7

Sr!<! ulsn, Sdw1!/idd 1'. Fff/liartl, 218 F..)d IM, 178 (2d Clr. 2000)(In dctcmlinil\g the market vnlue of nn asset, a
plaintiff cnn rely on prior income hhuory, expert opinion, evidence of snles of compnntble n~sct.<>, the testimony of
the businc~s·:~ owner, and evidence of recent ~ales or recent ~11li:rs for the company.)
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Nor is relief warranted under IRCP 59( a)( I)(F). Weighing the evidence discussed above,
the Court is likewise convinced thnt Snfegunrd's actions seriously undennincd the Thurston's
value as a Safeguard distributor. While the Court is not altogether persuaded that Snfeguard's
breaches trnnsfonned Thurston into the equivalent of n non-Satebruard distributOt\ the disparity

hctween its own vuluatiotl and that of the jury is certainly not enough to shock the conscience.
Ruther, the disparity is representative of n difference in two equally viable opinions. This Court
respects and will not disturb the collective conscience of the jury in this circumstance. Trial by
jury is a touchstone of American jurispmdcncc und its results should be respected when possible.

Finally, relief is not warranted under IRCP 59(a)( I )(G) bccuusc the jury's award was not
against the clear weight of evidence. There was evidence that 'l11urston •s value was $798,646 as
of November 30, 2015. There was evidence that non-Safeguard distributorships are typically
valued 2/3 less than Sufeguard distributorships. There was evidence that Thurston considered his
husincss to he valueless given his luck of acc()Unt protection. Although there was also evidence

tht1t the account protection violations only a!Tcctcd a portion of his protected accounts, the jury
wus within its hounds to determine that the violntions uffectoclthc overullmarketnbility oft he
company since "exclusive" account protection a.nd other contractual rights had been trammeled
upon by Safeguard. In considering this evidence, this CoUtt cannot conclude that the verdict was
against the clcnr weight of the (}Vidence, nor docs it believe a new trial would produce a different

result.
B. Award for Future Aecount Protection Losses.

Having dctennincd ns n mutter oflaw that Snfegunrd brcnched the account protection
provision of Thurston's cliHtributorship ll!;,liCcmcnt, the jury wus oskcd to detcnnine Thurston's
damages. Thurstpll presented its damages through Mr. Taylor, who offered calculations of both
past and future account violation damages. Because there was a q\lestion of fact as to whether
source fees were to be deducted from the past account protection damages, Mr. Taylor offered
ligures with and without source tees deducted. ·n1c jury awarded a total of $494,526, although
the verdict tonn did not require it to apportion between pmll and future damages, nor did it
require the jury to indicate whether it had, in fact, deducted source fees. To the, extent the uwnrd
wus for future account protection dumugcs 11 , Safegunrd contends thut reliofis warranted under
8 As Safeguard points out, it the jury accepted Mr. Taylor's calculations for past account protection damages, rhe
minimum amount anributnblc Ill future damages would be S263,357 (assunling so\lrcc fees were not deducted from
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either IRCP SO(b) or IRCP 59(a) on grounds that Mr. Taylor's calculations were speculative and'
excessive.
I.

Deduction of source tees

As an initial mutter, Safcguurd contends thnt sour¢e fees must be deducted !rom the past

account protection damage award in order to detem1inc how much of the jury's award was
attributable to future account protection damages. Safeguard argues that the deduction is
warranted as a mutter of law because the evidence established that the distributorship agreement
required the dcduction9 and that it wus Safeguard's practice to deduct source fees prior to
rotating commissions. Tr. Tran.(i. 1547:25-1550:4. However, in ruling on the parties' motions in
limine, this Court found the agreement was ambiguous as it applied to rotatc.>d commissi<ms;
specifically commissions Mmcd by a Safcgunrd~nm distributorship, which paid no source fees,
on sales to Thurston's pt·otectcd nccounts. 10 ln other words, wus Thurston entitled to the
commission earned by the Safc&ruard-run distributorship, in which case no source fees were
deducted'? Or was the rotated commission to be treated as if Thurston made the sale, in which
case source fees would be deducted'? The ambiguity wus let\ to the jury to resolve.
Consequently, Thurston presented damage figures both with and without the sour~c fcc

deduction.
ln this case, it is simply ttot clear from the damages awarded by the jury whether source fees
were deducted from account protection drunuges. With regard to past account protection
damages, Mr. Taylor testified that $231,169 represented Thurston'$ damages withmtt a
deduction, und $203,516 represented damages with a deduction. He further testified that
Thurston's future account protection dnmnge was $315,588. The jury's ultimate awnrd of
$494,526 docs Mt illuminate how it trented source tees, and there is no reason for this Court to

past dnmngc~} nnd the muximum amount would be $291,010 (o$suming source fees were deducted lrom ptlst
dnmagcs). Thus, Safeguard seeks n deduction in the nwunl <If between $263,3S I nnd $291,0 I 0.
'' With regard to :;ourced 11roducts, the distributorship ngrccmt'Ilt de lined "commission'' a:; "I) the amount billed to
the cnd-us(:r cu!\tl)tl\Cr, us tlgrced to between the customer und the Dllltributor ond communicated to Safeguard, less
2) the npplicablc pmccssing chur~:~c ~~~determined by the schedule then in etlcct, und le$$ 3) ~ulcs ta.x, subject h>
npplicnblo rcvcnml provisions for Sourced or Bmkerngc ordcrll.'' Tr. Exh. R. ·ntc 11econd clement is the "source fee."
10

The distributorship ogrccmcnt ns executed woll before the BAM program took effect untl, therefore, the situation
nl' u Safeguard c)wned distributor making an infringing snle w;t~ nut likely contcmplnted by the pnrtie9 nl that lime.
furtlu:r, the agreement docs not spcciticnlly nddrc~s "rotated" commissions.
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attempt to guess. The jury was within its right to interpret the agreement and apply source fees
accordingly.
2.

Future Account Protection Damages

With regard to Safeguard's sufticiency of evidence argument, the standard tor prospective
losses must be established with reusonablc certainty. IIoffer v. Slrappard, 160 Iduho 868, 880,
380 P.3d 681, 693 (20 16). 11 [ C]ompcnsatory awards based on speculation and conjecture should
not be nllowcd." ld, cite omitted. Again, the law docs not require mathcmntical certainty; rather,
the evidence must he based on more than just speculation." /d.
As with his vah1ntion calculation, Mr. Taylor dctcnnined the present value of Thurston's
fluure account protection damages by applying u one times unnual revenue metric bused on IBF
nnd DocuSourcc's total sales to Thurston's protected accounts in 2015. Tr. Trans. 15S9: I 1~25.
For iuturc IBF sales, the figure offered hy Mr. Taylor was $241;869. For DocuSourcc, the figure
was $73,719. !d. at

1503:22~ 1504:20.

Mr. Taylor testified at length about the usc of the metric,

that it is an acceptable menns in his profession of cnlculuting such damages, and he pointed out
that Safeguard itself utilizes the metric.Jd. at 1468:25-1484:1.
Safeguard first urgucs that the metric utilized by Mr. Taylor was faulty because it
compcnstltcd Thurston with rotntt.>d commissions trom IBF and DocuSllurce for more than eight

years into the future. !d. at 1579:9-24. However, Safeguard misinterprets Mr. Taylor's testimony.
He testitlcd that the metric was the equivalent of three times lBF nnd DocuSource's gross
profit 11 on these accounts of2015. Thus; it effectively compensated Thurston for IBF tmd
DocuSource's commissions for three years into the future, not eight years. This is npproprinte
because account protection lusts three years undo~ the distributorship ftgrcement. 12
Second, Snteguard argues the future damages calculntion is speculative because it docs not
factor in customer attritit)n or the fact that the agreement C(1Uid be terminated at any time by the

parties. However, Mr. Taylor testified that customer attritiol\, as well as several t)lhcr risk
factors, such us a recession, arc factored into the one times revenue mul.tiplc. Tr. Tnms. 1474: t91475: 16; 1593:3-19. Further, Thurston's distributorship agreement only allows Safeguard to
11

Mr. Taylor nls() testified that IRF and DocuSourcc's ;,gross profit" is the same as their "net profit''. ur eommisslon
tunount, becnu.~c they incur nC> additional incrcmemnl co~t~ in ntaking tho profil. Tr. Trans. l527;20-1532:4.
1

~ However, in rc11lity, account protection rightN have tt much grcnter dumtion becousc nny snle ofn Safeguard
pmduc1 by another tu u protected account resets the three year dnck nnew. Tlmll, iflDF or DocuSource continue
$clling to Thurston'H protected nccount. Thur:;ton'M rights to commisHions might continue Into perpetuity.
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terminate under certain conditions. Tr. Ex h. 8, ~ 7{c). There was no evidence presented at trial

that nny of these conditions existed and, therefore, no evidentiary basis for Safeguard to rely on
l!!nnination to limit Thurston's future damages. 13
Finally, and in the altemativc, Safeguard argues that future account protection damages
attributable to DocuSource may not be awarded because the evidence established that
DocuSource stopped selling in Idnho. Namely, Safeguard presented testimony from Amy TillerShumway that her company, Inspired Results, purchased DocuSource in 2015 and it no longer

hus u presence in fdaho. Tr. Trans. 1991:6-1993:19. However, the jury was not asked to specify
its apportionment of account protection damages between future and past and between those
uttributablc to DocuSource and lBF. lt is indeed posl>iblc that only a fraction of the future

account protection damages attributable to DocuSourcc. were awarded. 14 To the cx.tent they were
awarded, it was within the province of the jury to weigh Ms. TillcrwShumway's credibility and
either accept or reject her testimony.
For the forgoing reasons, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP 50(b) or
IRCP S9(n). Mr. Taylor's estimation uf future damages was supported by n rdiablc metric based
on sound assumptions anu his calculations were supported by the evidence. Tho jury's damage

award was not excessive; indcctl, it was below the maximum sought by Thurston for account
protection dnmugcs, which was S546,7S7. The Court cannot say that its own valuation of account
protection damages is significantly less than the jury's, Further, the award was not against the
"clear weight of evidence.'' While the small porth)n of the award based on future DocuSource
snles may be incot1sistct1t with Ms. Tiller-Shumway's testimony, her testimony was only a
portion ofthc evidence presented on account protection damages. Thus, this Court is not
convinced that a new triHl on future damages would produce n different result.

11

Further, tcnninntingThun:t\)n's dlstributor!ihip ngrccnu:nt to nvoid paying account protection righJlj would likely
liability and recovery of the !l(tme damugcs for breach of the imp lied l!ovennntor good faith und fnir
den ling.
I rigger potential

l-tFor llxnmple, i\S~uming the jury awarded nil ol' the future account protection damnges nttributtlble to IBF ~lcs,
which Mr. Tayltlr cnlculnted tl) be S241 ,K69, and lhc jury did not reduce source fecK from the pnl\t account protection
dumnges, the tolnlawnrd wuuld be $473,038. '!'hi$ would mcnn the Jury uwarded only $21 ,2as bu.~cd on
DocuSourco ·~ future sales. Assuming the jury did reduce sourl!e fcc~ 1111d awarded the full cunount l.lf future IBF
sales, the portion of future sales nttributnblc to DocuSource would be $49,141.
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C. Preferential Pricing
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing schedule clause was based on Safeguard's practice

of offering IBF and DocuSourcc significantly lower bQsc pric~ on certain products than offered
to Thurston. Section l of Thurston's distributorship agreement gave Thurston the right to "solicit
the sale of[ Safeguard Systems] in uccordancc with the price schedules published by Snfcguard

and on the terms and conditions set by Safct,r\llml from time to timo.u Tr. Exh. 8. Thurston
argued on summary judgment that this provision rcquit·ed thut Safeguard offer uniform pricing to
all its distributors. The Court diliagrocd, finding the provision to be ambiguous because the
"tenns and conditions" referenced therein were not before the Court. Titus, the provision wa.c;
submitted to the jury to intcrpt•ct and, to the extent it found thnt unifomt pricitlg was required, it
wos to dctenninc dnmugcs. The jury ultimately found that Satbguard breached the provision by

not oftcrh\g unifimn pricing and awarded $156,628. Safeguard contends that the jury's
interpretation of the provision was unsupported by the evidence and, further, that Mr. Tuylor's
testimony on damages wit.<; spcculntivc and the award excessive.
I.

lntcmretution

With regard to Safeguard's first argument, it bears noting that in opposing Thurston's motion
for summary judgment on the issue, Safeguard argued that "there is both I) a factunl dispute as
to whether the Distributorship Agreement even contains a provision that requires [Safeguard] to
offer the same 'price ~chcdules' ... to every distributor; and 2) that [Sate&l\lard] breached any
provision regarding price schedul<'!s." 1s The Court Ul:,ll'ccd with Safeguard und found the provisio.n
to be ambiguous us a mutter of law. Therefore, it became an issue for the trier of fact to asccrtuin
the meaning of the provision. Knipe Land Co. v. Uobertscm, 15 I Idaho 449, 455, 259 P.3d 595,
601" (2011 ). Indeed, the jury was appropriately instructed that the tenns of the provision were in
dispute and given the rules of contract interpretation so as to ascertain the parties' intent.
Analy~ing

the jury's interpretation of the pricing schedule provision under lRCP SO(b), the

Court finds there was sufficient evidence presented which supporting the finding. The jury heard
from Mr. Taylor that Safeguard otfered IBF a base price on two products which was
approximately 40% less than that offered to Thurston. Both Roger Timrston and Dawn Teply
testified that they understood the prcfcrcntinl pricing clause to give them the right to the sume
base prico schedules other distributors received. Tr. Tnms. 1708: 16-1709:7; 1769:10-1772:6.
u Sec, Snfcgunrd's Mento in Opp. I() Thurston's MSJ. p, 17 {Sept. 9, 2016).
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Although the jury also hcnrd rrom JJ Sommti that Safeguard docs not hnvc n unifonn pricing
policy and that discounts in base price are nvniluble to any distributor whose sales rench n certain
point, the jury was free to disregard Mr. SorrenWs testimony. In addition, it is possible that the
jury co~ld not ascertain the true intent of the parties tmd instead resolved the ambiguity against

Safeguard, the drafter, ns instn1ctcd. Drawing all the reasonable inferences from the parties'
proffered evidence in the light most tltvnrnblc to Thurston, the Court finds the jury's conclusion
to be reusonnble.
Applying the standard under fRCP 59( a)( 1)(G)! tho Court cannot conclude-after weighing
the l'brcgoing evidence-that the jury's interpretation of the provision wus against the clear
weight of evidence. There was conflicting testimony about the meaning of the provision, Each
party provided th~it own interpretation of the provision. The ''weight" of the evidence fell to
neither sidt.'. Consequently, rclict'is not warranted.
2.

Award of Damugcs

Mr. Taylor provided the testimony on damages t()r breach of the pdcing schedule provision.
Namely, he analy1.cd the pricing on two productlines-lnscr checks ru1d cnvel<,pes--{)ffcred by

Safeguard to Thurston nnd IBF between May of2015 and February of2016 and observed that
"on average", the base prices olTercd to IBF were 40% lower. Tr. Trans. 1462: 12~ 1466:21;
1502:22wl503: 13. To arrive at damages, Mr. Taylor tallied up nil ofthe charges to Thurston on

the two products between Au1,rust ot' 2013 through February of 2016 ond multiplied them by
40%. Using this approach, he calculated 'I11Urston's ''pricing advantage" damages to be either
S188,255.50 or $2 I9,883.39, if !tourcc fees charged to Thurston but not charged to IBF on the
product sales were added. /d. The jury awarded $156,628.
Safeguard C(mtends thnt Mr. Taylor's melJH)(lology contained "signiticant flaws" which
render his opinion speculative nnd the jury's verdict excessive. First, Snlbguard contends that
Mr. Taylor•s analysis failed to consider the effect of the ''flex pricing" which nllt)WS a distributor
offering a lower retail price on u product to receive a lower base pt·ice so as to prcve1\t a
signilicant loss in pro tit margin. 16 By comparing only the base prices on the products rather than
looking at the corresponding retail p1ice to dctcnninc the difference in protit margin, Safeguard
contends thut Mr. Taylor's method w<ts incompleto and unreliable. However, Mr. Taylor's
16The (lnJy testimony regarding "flcll pricing" was ti·Oln Dawn Tcpl)•, who noted that it did not lower the base price
propur1innnlly to the reduction in retail price. Tr. Trans. 1716:7·1717:11.
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approach did titctor in retail price or, us he referred to it, "list price." He testified that he looked
at 11 \ist price and the quantity to identify matching product being purchased by ... Thurston
Enterprises and lBF.'' Tr. Trans. 1463: 13-15. Once matching product wns identified, the base

prices offered to lBF and Thurston on the product was compared. ld. at 1463:21·1464:24. Thus,
Safeguard cannot establish that Mr. Taylor's methodology wns unreliable or speculative on this
ground.

Second, Safeguard art.rues Mr. Taylor improperly npplicd the 40% figure to all of
Thurston's sales ot'thc two product lines, including sales that did not match IBF sales for list

price and quantity. Safeguard was able to cross-examine Mr. Tnylor on this point at length. Mr.
Taylor explained that, for non-matching snlcs, it was impossible to detcnnine whether there was
preferential pricil\g occurring..Thus, he made the assurnptitm, bused on the extent ofmatehed
sales versus non-matched sales, the preferential pricing was occurring as to both product lines us
a whole. Tr. Trnns. 1611 :7wl615:4. This assumption-which Mr. Taylor mad~ quite clear to the
jury·-was not speculative; rather, it was reasonably based on extensive datu showing the

widespread npplicatkm of preferential pricing on the two products. The jury was free to accept or
reject the assumption us it saw fit.

Third, Sntcguard argues that Mr. Tnylor improperly applied the 40%, which was bused on
datu from Muy I, 2015 f1.)rward, to ThurstOJ:'l'S snles of the two products lines from August of
2013 forward. In cross-examination on this issue, Mr. Taylor explained that he applied the

percentage to pritw years bccnuse Safc~;wnrd demonstrated the ability to charge TBF 40% less
thnn what it was charging Thurston. Tr. Trans. 1615:15-1616:18. This assumption does not
make Mr. Taylor's improperly speculative. The jury was made well nware of Mr. Taylor's

assumption and, bnsed on tho extensive dntn Mr. Taylor unalyzcd from May I, 2015 forward, it
could certainly infer that Safeguard hud been giving tho same favorable pricing prior to 01nt date
as well.

· In sum, the "flaws" articulated by Safeguard in Mr. Taylor's approach to preferential
pricing damages did not render his opinion spcculutivc. Rnther, his calculations were based ()11 a

sound methodology nnd reasonable assumptions that the jury could accept or rcject. 11 In
considering the evidence as

a whole, this C()urt docs not tind the jury's award excessive

Evidcnfly, tltejury did r<:j¢ct Mr. Taylor's assumption~ to u certain extent by awarding Thurston bel ween $31,627
and S63.255 lc~s th1n the nrnounls Mr. Taylor cnlculutcd.
11
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compared to the Court's own analysis of dnmagcs or contrary to the weight of the evidence.
Thus, posl~judgmcnt relief is not available under either lRCP SO(b) or IRCP S9(a).

D.

Fraudulent

lnduccm~nt

and Associated Punitive Damages

Safet,rultrd contends that the jury's award of $442,400 on Thurston's fraudulent
inducement claim was not supported by sufficient evidence or, nltemntivoly, ngainst the clear
weight of evidence. Specifically, Safeguard argues that Roger Thurston fitiled to establish that he
was unaware that Dul\lnp wits withholding sales datu from him regarding the eight nccounts at
issue. To this end, Sufeguard cites to selective testimot1y by Mr. Thurston which, according to
Safeguard, establishes that Mr. Thurston chos~ to enter into the Murch 2014 agreement knowing
he did not have IBF sales information on the accounts he was sellh\g.

When read in context with the rest of his testimony. however, Suteguard's citations do
not establish that Mr. Thurston krlcw that JBF wus selling Safeguard products to his protected
accounts or that he knew Snfegunrd was failing to dlsclm.:c such sales. Rather, the citations

simply establish that Mr. Thurston knew IBF had sold products to Thuston's protected accounts
(i.e., had common customers) prlor to becoming Safeguard distributors und was now interested
in selling Safeguard products to the same accounts. Indeed, as Mr. Thurston testil1cd, he
expected to have received a rotation notice hud JBF in fact sold Safeguard products to Thurston's
protected accounts, yet he did Mt. Tr. Trans. 1824:24-\829:5. Consequently, he thought that
either no such sales had been made or that the sales were trivial. !d. It was not until litigation
commenced that Mr. Thurston learned that IBF had been making significant sales of Safeguard
products to the pr<ltcctcd accounts. /d.
From Mr. Thurston's testimony, taken together with Michael Dunlapts testimony nbout
Sufogunrd's pmoticc of issuing a ten day rotatiot\ notice every time a sale of a Safeguard product
is mnde to a distributor's protected account 18 , it wns reasonable for the jury to infer that Mr.
Thurston did nClt know that lBF made anything more than an insignificant sale of a Safeguard
product to tho eight protected accounts prior to the Murch 2014 agreement. Thus, relief Is not.
warranted under IRCP SO(b). In addition, in weighing the evidence presented regarding
Thurston's knowledge prior IBF sales ofSafcgunrd products, it is evident that the jury's findings

1

~ 'fr. Trans. S96~20-897:4.
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were in accord with the clear weight of evidence. Thus, relief is not warranted under IRCP
59(u)( l )(G) either.

E.

Punitlve Damages For Fraudulent Inducement

Safeguard nex.t requests that the Court eliminate $1,327,200 19 in punitive damages for
fraudulent inducement on grounds that there was no clear and convincing evidence presented
that Dunlap acted with the requisite malice in failing to disclose the sales numbers. On this point,

Safeguard relies on the case of Dl(l}ln v. Idaho Crop Improvement As.vociation to assert thut
Dunlap's mere tailure to disclose the IBF sales duta cannot, in and ofitseH: support a claim tbr
punitivcdamuges. 126ldnho 1002,895 P.2d 1195 (1995).
As un initial matter, Dt(Oln held that "[a]s 11 matter of law, the failure to disclose n
subsequently discovered fact, absent a duty to do so~ is not such conduct that would support an
awurd of punitive damages undt;r l.C. § 6-1604." /d. at l 014, 895 P.2d nt 1207. Here, the
evidence established that the tl1ct', i.e., lBF sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's accounts,
was not subsequently discovered hut was known by Dunlup nnd not disclosed in the many
communications with Roger Thurston leading up to the March, 2014 Agreement. Further, the
jury dctcnnincd Safeguard did have a duty to disclose/n Thus, Dt{Oin is not persuasive.
Second, the jury was presented with more than simply Safeguard's failure to disclose.
Punitive damages may be awarded upon a showing ofHopprcssive, fTnudulent, malicious or

*

outrageous conduct." I. C. 6-1604. Clcur and convincing evidence of deliberate concealment in
order to deprive a seller of the benefit of a bargain satisfies this staudard. See, e.g., Grij],' Inc. v.

Curry Bean Co., 138 ldnht1 315, 321, 63 P.3d 441, 44-7 (2003). The jury hcnrd evidence that
Dunlap delihcrntcly concealed sales ofSafcgunrd products mude by IBF despite knowing tull
well that Safeguard was required to disclose them, at least by issuing rotatiM notices. 882:3-25;
1828: 24·1829:21. Further, it wns not a single event; the concealment was on-going over a period
of several months. /d. The only reasonable inference to be drawn !rom the evidence is that
Safeguard concealed the infonnation in order coerce or dupe Thurston-its own long-time
distribu£Or-to sell its protected accounts well below their market value. In other words,

'~ 3 .~ S442,400"' $1,327,200.

>o In fact, this Court previously held o.n ~ununary judgment thnt .Safeguard had aduty to di~close to Thurston all

infringing snles inli>rmntlon on the nine accounts nt is~uc while negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement.
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Safeguard's failure to disclose was n deliberate tactic in its overall uttempt to deprive Thurston of
the tmc value of its accounts.
Accepting nil .the evidence adverse to Safeguard as true, and drawing all inferences in
favor of ThurSton, the jury could find that Dunlap's conduct, on bchnlf of Safeguard, was
fraudulent and oppressive. Therefore, substantio.l, competent evidence supports the jury's
punitive damage award. Even weighing the evidence without drawing inferences in 'TilUrston's
favor, this Court cannot conclude that the jury's finding was against its cloar weight or otherwise
the product of passion and prejudice. Consequently, the jury's ltwurd will not be disturbed under
either IRCP 50(b) or IRCP 59(a).

F.

Punitive Damages For Breach of Contract

Safeguard's finul argument is that the evidence did not establish thnt Safeguard acted
with an "extremely hannful slate of mind" in b1·euching Thurston's distributorship agreement. lt

contends, rather, thut the evidence showed that the BAM prob.rram was undertaken for!\
legitimate business purpose and negotiations with Thurston to address account protection were
conducted in good faith. Safeguard relics in particular on the fact that Thurston•s commissions
have steadily increased since IBF and DocuSourcc were purchased under the BAM program,
thereby establishing the program did not have the deleterious effect Thurston sought to prove.
While Idaho courts are generally reluctant to allow punitive dumagcs for brench uf
contract, there is no "blanket prohibition" uguinst it. Myers v. Workmen's Auto ins. Co!, 140
Idaho 495, 502-03,95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004).

S~)

long as the pl<'lintiffis abl~ to establish the

requisite intersection of a "bod uct and a bad state of mind," punitive dmnugcs nrc appropriate.
!d. Conduct "which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows "a

luck of proft..>ssional regurd for the consequl}nccs of the breach of tho contrnctunlagrccment" is
grounds for punitive damages. Cudc~v Mmmtai11 Conc.•raw fnc. v. Citadel Const., Inc., 121 Idaho

220, 229, 824 P.2d 151, 160 (Ct. App. 1992). Said another way, a purty may breach a contract

for a legitimate business purpose, b~1t it cntu1ot avoid the consequences of breach through
conceal01cnt and oppression. Some of the factors relevunt to tho analysis of whether punitive
dumnges m·e warranted in u breach of contract net ion include:
(I) the presence t>f expert testill\ony: (2) whether the unreasonable conduct
actually caused hurm to the pluintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conducti nnd
{5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.
IS
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ld. nt 229<~0. 824 P.2d nt 160-61.

Thurston presented compelling evidence as to 1111 of these factors. Safeguard had a
contractual obligation under Thurston's distributorship agreement to pay commissions on certain
sales of Snfeguard products by other distributors to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr. Ex h. 8.
Safeguard knew from its due diligence that DocuSource and IBF shared a large number of
customers with Thurston and that Safeguard's acquisition of the companies under the BAM
program would leud infringing sales ofSafcgunrd products to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr.
Tmns. 301: 12·303: 12; 395:23-396:16; 469: 16-470:5; 562:14·572:2: 857: 14·861 :23. Rather than

honor Thurston's account protection rights through its typical ptactlcc of rotating commissions~
Safcg\.lurd set un arbitrary acCt)ttnt mitigation budget and sent Dunlap to "negotiate)) with
Thurston. Safeguard expected that Dunlap would "undcrspend" or compel Thurston to capitulate

to giving up his l'rotectcd accounts for an amount less than the set budget. ld. at 368: 1·3 71 :7;
377:21"380: 1O: 395:23-396: 16; 53 I :6-533: I0; 872:20~874: 12.
· When attempting to negotiate with Thurston, the jury heard thnt Dunlap, over u period of
several months, consistently misrepresented nnd/Qr cortccalcd the extent of nccount protection
violutions, despite receiving DocuSourcc and IBF's monthly reports showing infringing sales.
Tr. Trans. 863:16-864:17; 944:5-947:13; 1130:23·1131:10; 1827:13·1829:21. After Thurston
)

refused to capitulate, Safeguard did not attempt to prevent DocuSource nnd IBF from making the
infringing sales and did not rotate the c<>mmissions on such s1lles to Thurston us it was
contructually obligated to do, thereby compelling him to file suit. 873:3-874:12. Mr. Taylor
established that Safeguard failed to rotute to Thurston commissions totuling $231,169 (or
S203,516 with a source fee deduction) on sales mnde hy DocuSource and IBF.

From this evidence, it was reasonable for the jury to conclude thut Safeguard sought to
avoid the consequences ofits breach ofThurston's contractual rights through concealment and
deception. Safeguard may hnvc pursued the BAM program for its own legitimate ecMotnlc
interests, but the weight of the evidence did not support its theory of innoc(.)ncc. Further, the fnct
that Thurston's business continued to grow following th"' BAM transactions is irrelevant to

whether Safeguard pcrt()rmed a bad act with a bad state of mind. 1t does not detract fr<.llll the f11ct
that Thurston suffered nsccrtainublc damnge in the fom1 ofunrotated commissions. This Court
previously held, in pcnnitting the amendment allowing cluims for punitive damages. that "[a]
purty may breach a contract if it determines doing so is in its own economic interest, if it is
19
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prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itself to punitive
damages-avoid the consequences of the breach by means of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism." The jury found that this is precisely what Safeguard did, and there is
clear and convincing evidence supporting thut finding. Thus, relief under IRCP 50(h) or IRCP
59(a)(G) is not warranted.

lV.

ORDER
For the tbregoing reasons, this Court hereby DENIED Safeguard's Motion for Post-

Judgment Relief.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated. this

2_1Ja:;;;r March, 2017.

l_::Z

L.v-··
c:;

District Judge
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MAY 05 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIScMJSlfoPHER o. RICH, Clerk
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

By EMILY CHILO
oEPUTY

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON THURSTON'S MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard"). A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between November
29 and December 21 of2016. On its claims against Safeguard, the jury awarded Thurston
$1,625,985 in compensatory damages and $4,750,000 in punitive damages. Thurston ti.Qlely filed
a motion seeking attorney fees and costs to which Safeguard objected. A hearing on the motion
and objection was held on April 5, 2017 after which time the Court took the matter under
advisement. 1
II.

STANDARD

The grant or denial of costs and fees is committed to the sound discretion of the district
court and will only be reviewed for an abuse of that discretion. Lakeland True Value Hardware,
LLC v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 153 Idaho 716,728-30,291 P.3d 399,411-13 (2012). Thus, this
1

On April I0, 20 17-well after lhe hearing on Thurston's fees and costs-Safeguard filed a Supplemental
Memorandum in Further Support of its Objection to Thurston's Motion for Costs and Attorneys• Fees. However, a

supplemental memorandum is not authorized under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Safeguard did not ft.rst
seck leave of court to file the memorandum. Therefore, lhe Court did not consider it.
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Court must (1) correctly perceive the issues as discretionary; (2) act within the boundaries of its
discretion and consistent with the applicable legal standards; and (3) reach its detennination
through an exercise of reason ld

III.

ANALYSIS
A.

Prevailing Party

A party is entitled to costs and fees if it is the prevailing party in the action and if it sets
forth a specific statute, rule or case authority supporting the claim for attomey•s fees. Eighteen

Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating and Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 720, 117 P.3d 130
(2005). Whether a party is the prevailing party is a question of discretion for the trial court. IRCP
54(d)(l)(B); Advanced Medical Diagnostics, LLC v. Imaging Center ofidaho, 154 Idaho 812,
814, 303 PJd 171, 173 (2013). Rule 54(e)(l), IRCP, which pertains to attorney fees,
incorporates the IRCP 54(d)(I)(B) definition of"prevailing party., According to IRCP
54(d)( I )(B):
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part
and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the
issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments
obtained.
The determination of a prevailing party involves a three-part inquiry. The court must
examine (I) the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple
claims or issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed on each issue or claim. Jeny
J. Joseph C.L. U. Ins. Assocs., Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 557, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148 (Ct. App.

1990). 'In determining which party prevailed in an action where there are claims and
counterclaims between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed "in the action."

Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC, 141 Idaho at 719, 117 P.3d at 133. That is, the prevailing party
question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis./d.
As between Thurston and Safeguard, Thurston is the prevailing party upon an analysis of
the three factors. While some of Thurston's claims against Safeguard were dismissed prior to

trial, either voluntarily or through motion practice, Thurston prevailed on all of the claims
against Safeguard which ultimately reached trial, including breach of contract, breach of the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and fraud in the inducement. As to these claims)
2
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Thurston obtained approximately 93% of the compensatory damages requested against
Safeguard. 2 Further, in connection with these claims, Thurston obtained the maximum punitive
damages award allowed under l.C. § 6-1604. Safeguard did not raise any counterclaims against
Thurston. Only by way of a quixotic journey down the rabbit hole, aided by an exercise of
statistical gamesmanship, disconnected from the reality of the practical outcome in this case, is
Safeguard able to advance an argument that Thurston was not the prevailing party. Indeed, it
takes an active imagination to conjure up a scenario whereby an award of more than six million
dollars in compensatory and punitive damages does not net a prevailing party.
Thurston voluntarily dismissed its two interference claims against Safeguard regarding
the Thurston/Fiatt Agreement due to a lack of damages. Decl. Mulcahy, 1 60. Likewise, its
accounting claim was dismissed since the requested infonnation was obtained in discovery. /d.
Since these claims were dismissed well in advance of dispositive motions and trial, and there is
no evidence they were pursued frivolously or without a good faith basis, they do not affect this
Court's conclusion that Thurston was the prevailing party agairist Safeguard. Decker v.

Homeguard Systems, a Div. of Intermountain Gas Co., 105 Idaho 158, 160, 666 P.2d 1169, 1171
(Ct.App.l983)(Although 22 of plaintiffs' 28 claims were dismissed either voluntarily or on
motion practice prior to submission to the jury, plaintiffs were prevailing party because they
"basically prevailed" on the principal complaints and the dismissed claims were not frivolous).
Indeed, as recognized in Decker, is typical for counsel to plead multiple causes of action which
could be developed from facts and circumstances known at the time of pleading and-when
discovery reveals certain claims are unsupportable-dismiss those claims at the pretrial stage. So
long as Thurston had a good faith basis to plead the claims in the first place-and there has been
no showing to the contrary-their pre-trial dismissal is inconsequential to whether Thurston was
the prevailing party.
'The dismissal of two of Thurston's claims against Safeguard on summary judgment does
not alter this Court's conclusion that Thurston prevailed. The intentional interference with
prospective economic advantage claim did not seek damages above and beyond those sought in
Thurston's primary breach of contract claims and was premised on essentially the same behavior
alleged in those claims. Further, the claim for breach of the customer transfer agreement was a
2

For compensatory damages against Safeguard, Thurston requested a total award ofS1,754,352.17 and the jury

awarded $1,625,985.
3
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relatively minor claim which was first pled only shortly before its dismissal. Due to its short life
span and the fact that 'Thurston prevailed at trial on the more significant claim of fraud in the
inducement regarding the customer transfer agreement, its dismissal is of little consequence in
the prc~ai~ing party analysis.
Safeguard urges this Court to consider Thurston's success as to the lawsuit as a whole,
includi~g

its claims against previously dismissed defendants and against Deluxe. Safeguard

points out that Thurston initially pursued up to I0 independent claims against 11 separate
defendants yet, due to dismissals along the way, only went to trial on only three claims against
Safeguard and one against Deluxe. Due to Deluxe's exoneration at trial, Safeguard contends that
Thurston's rate of success at trial was closer to 50% and only 17.6% in the action as a whole.
Thurston is only seeking fees and costs against Safeguard in connection with its
successful claims against Safeguard. Thus, the Court need not consider Thurston's success with
regard to the claims against Deluxe3 or its claims against the defendants that were dismissed
early in the action. The Court need only consider Thurston's claims against Safeguard. When
viewed as a whole, Thurston prevailed over Safeguard and, therefore, is entitled to recover
reasonable fees and costs.

B.

Fees Under 12-120(3)

I. C.§ 12-120(3) provides in pertinent part:

In any civil action to recover on ... any commercial transaction unless otherwise
provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee
to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. The tenn "commercial
transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except transactions for personal or
household purposes.

a

When commercial transaction is present, the test for determining whether l.C. § 12120(3) authorizes an award of attorney fees is whether the commercial transaction comprises the
gravamen of the lawsuit. Erickson v. Flynn, 138 Idaho 430,436, 64 P.3d 959 (2002). A court is
not required to award attorney fees every time a commercial transaction is connected with a case.
The commercial transaction must be integral to the case and constitute a basis upon which the
party seeks to recover. Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates, 133 Idaho 420,426,987 P.2d
1035 (1999). Even under the most broad view, for I.C. § 12-120(3) to apply, the lawsuit must
3

Had Deluxe wished to seek costs or fees against Thurston, it could have filed the appropriate requests. However,

for whatever reason, Deluxe decided not to do so.
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seck resolution of a dispute arising from a commercial transaction. Idaho Newspaper Foundation

v. City ofCascade, 122 Idaho 422, 423 (Idaho App. 1990). Whether an action is based on a
commercial transaction is a question of law. Intermountain Real Properties, LLC v. Draw, LLC,
155 Idaho 313,320,311 P.3d 734,741 (2013).

Safeguard does not dispute that the distributorship agreement, which formed the basis of
Thurston's breach of contract claims against it, was a commercial transactiop. as contemplated in
l.C. § 12-120(3). It does dispute that Thurston may recover fees associated with its fraud in the
inducement claim under I.C. § 12-120(3).4 However, as noted in Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler,

LLC, the commercial transaction ground in the statute neither prohibits a fee award for a
commercial transaction that involves tortious conduct, nor does it require the presence of a
contract. 143 Idaho 723, 730, 152 P.3d 594 (2007). In Blimka, the plaintiff and defendant
arranged a contract for the plaintiff to purchase thousands of jeans from the defendant. The
plaintiff alleged that the defendant made certain representations, by email and over the phone,
regarding the quality of the jeans and the way they would be packaged, and that when the
plaintiff received the jeans, they did not conform to the representations. The plaintiff alleged
claims of fraud and breach of express and implied warranties. The Idaho Supreme Court held
that the plaintiff, as the prevailing party, could receive attorney fees for the fraud claim under
I.C. § 12-120(3). ld
Likewise here, Safeguard and Thurston entered into a distributorship agreement which
formed the basis of Thurston's primary breach of contract claims against Safeguard. While
Thurston's fraud claim against Safeguard involved tortious conduct, it arose out of the
distributorship agreement because, but for the distributorship agreement, there never would have
been negotiations over Thurston's protected accounts at issue in the customer transfer agreement.
Moreover, in Blimka, the alleged fraud was tortious conduct that, in a sense, induced the plaintiff
to enter the contract. Likewise here, Safeguard's fraud induced Thurston to enter into the
customer transfer agreement, which is a commercial transaction. Thus, Thurston is entitled to
recover attorney fees associated with its fraud claim as wel1. 5
4

Thurston concedes that its claim for intentional interference with prospective economic advantage against
Safeguard-which was granted in Safeguard's favor on summary judgment-was not a "commercial transaction" as
defined by I.C. § 12-120(3), but Thurston does not seek fees associated with this claim.
5

Safeguard urges this Court to ignore Blimka and instead follow pre-Blimka precedent holding that fees could not be

recovered under I.C. § 12-120(3) on a tort claim even if a commercial transaction was involved. See, e.g. Sowards v.

5
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C.
Reasonable Fees
Thurston seeks an award of fees of$856,143.78, which consists of fees charged by
Mulcahy, LLP, Moffatt Thomas and Kelley Talboy in advancing Thurston's successful claims
against Safeguard through judgment, as well as computer assisted legal research. Thurston also
seeks post-judgment fees and legal research charges through March 29,2017 in the amount of
$74,746.51 billed by Mulcahy, LLC and $14,199.37 billed by Moffatt Thomas. Thus, the total
fees sought, including legal research, are $945.089.66. When awarding fees, this Court must
consider the factors set forth in IRCP 54(e)(3). No one element is to be given undue weight or
emphasis. Nolen v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho 79, 81, 741 P.2d 366, 368 (Ct. App. 1987). In evaluating
these factors herein, the Court has considered Safeguard's objections to fees.
At the outset, however, it is necessary to set forth how Thurston arrived at its prejudgment fee request against Safeguard. Due to T3's parallel arbitration proceeding, Deluxe's
exoneration at trial, and prior dismissed claims and defendants, Thurston's counsel undertook
extensive efforts to excise from fee entries work associated with these matters so as to ensure
that the fees sought represented service performed in advancing Thurston's successful claims
against Safeguard. Decl. Mulcahy,~~ 76-78; Decl. Gill,, 16.6 Recognizing that there were
several fee entries that were difficult to segregate, such as trial attendance, discovery and motion
practice, Thurston's counsel estimated that between 15% (for Mulcahy, LLP) and 25% (for
Moffatt Thomas) of the fees sought were dedicated solely to Deluxe and the other dismissed
defendants and claims. Decl. Mulcahy,, 85; Decl. Gill,~ 16. Thus, Thurston suggests a
reduction in its counsel's respective fee submissions by these percentages.
In addition, to the fees described above, Thurston seeks a percentage of non-segregated

fees associated with its claims against Safeguard that were submitted to the arbitration panel, but
were either "carved out" of the arbitration fee request by T3 as being related to th~ current action
or otherwise excluded by the panel. With regard to the "carved out" fees: Mr. Mulcahy explains:
On T3's behalf, we previously filed a motion for attorneys' fees with regard to the
claims upon which T3 prevailed in Arbitration. In that attorneys' fee motion, all
of the billing entries that were dedicated solely to work done on Thurston's behalf
were excluded. Some of the legal services for which fees were sought included
Rathbun, 134 Idaho 702, 8 P.3d 1245 (2000) and Spence v. Howell, 126 Jdaho 763, 890 P.2d 714 (1995). However,
even if, hypothetically, this Court disagreed with Blimka, it is required to follow clear precedent, which Blimka
represents. To the extent Safeguard believes Blimka was wrongly decided. it can raise the matter on appeal.
6

No fees awarded in the arbitration proceeding are being sought in the instant motion.

6
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overlapping (non-segregated) fees which advanced both T3 and Thurston's claims
against Safeguard (most of the discovery). For the overlapping work, T3 made a
request in the arbitration for 92% of the time spent in developing the case,
conducting discovery, docwnent review and deposing witnesses to advance both
T3's claims and Thurston's claims against Safeguard. The 8% [deduction]
estimate was based on what percentage of the work would not have been done if
Thurston was not a part of the case against Safeguard (3%) and had T3 not
brought claims against Deluxe in this action (5%). As noted, 3% of the legal
service entries carved out of the Arbitration fee request were dedicated solely to
Thurston's case against Safeguard. For this reason, Thurston seeks the recovery of
this 3% herein[.]
Decl. Mulcahy, 1 79, Exh. R. 7
Moffatt Thomas fees submitted to the panel by T3 totaled $102,613.50. Of these, T3
requested an award in arbitration of88% of that amount, attributing 12% of the work to the
current lawsuit. Decl. Gill,, 18, Exh. F.
The panel accepted counsel's apportionment of fees, but excluded some time entries prior
to applying the percentages. With regard to Moffatt Thomas's fees, the panel deducted $3391.50
from the total fees sought and applied the 88% to the reduced balance of$99,222. Thurston now
seeks the remaining 12% of$99,222 ($11,906.64), further reduced by 25% to account for work
dedicated to Deluxe and other dismissed and abandoned claims, for a total of$8929.98. Decl.
Gill, 1 18.

With regard to Mulcahy, LLP fees, the panel deducted some specific entries and applied
the 92% to the reduced amount of$760,297.50. Decl. Mulcahy, 180 and Exhs. Q & S. Thurston
now seeks 3% of the $760,297.50, which is $22,808.93.8 ld. at fJ81. Thurston also seeks recovery
of a portion of the line item deductions of Mulcahy, LLP fees ($24,037.50) made by the
arbitrators. Thurston suggests the total line item deductions should be reduced by 15% to account
for fees attributable to claims against Deluxe and dismissed defendants and claims. /d. at ~'i 86,
89, Exh. 8.9
In sum, Thurston's request for fees can be broken down as follows:

7

Fees submined by Mulcahy, LLP to the panel totaled $784,335. Decl. Mulcahy, 1j81.

8

Unlike for Moffatt Thomas's fees, Thurston does not further reduce the 3% because T3 had already estimated 5%
of the total was dedicated to claims against Deluxe. Dccl. Mulcahy, t 79.

9

Thurston does not seek any portion of the line item fees deducted from Moffatt Thomas's bill.

7
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Through Judgment:
•

75% of Moffatt Thomas fees in state-court action (Exh. E to Decl. Gill): $143,064.75;

•

12% of Moffatt Thomas fees awarded in arbitration action (Exh. F to Decl. Gill), reduced
by 25%: $8929.98;

•

85% of Mulcahy, LLP fees in state-court action (Exh. P to Decl. Mulcahy): $653,777.50;

•

3% of Mulcahy, LLP fees awarded in arbitration action (Exh. R to Decl. Mulcahy):
$22,808.93;

•

85% of Mulcahy, LLP fees excluded in arbitration action (Exh. S to Decl. Mulcahy):
$20,431.88.
In addition, Thurston seeks fees billed by prior local counsel, Kelley Talboy, in the

amount of$4227. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. T.
Post-Judgment
•

100% of Mulcahy, LLP fees from Jan. 27, 2017 through March 29, 2017 (Exh. C to
Supp. Decl. Mulcahy): $73,837.50;

•

100% of Moffatt Thomas fees billed from Jan. 27,2017 through March 29,2017 (Exh. A
to 3rd Decl. Gill): $14,164.50
Having explained Thurston's sources and calculation of recoverable fees, the Court turns

to the application ofiRCP 54(e)(3).
• The time and labor required
The time and labor factor is perhaps the most contested due to Thurston's method of
apportioning fees. Safeguard contends that Thurston's failure to apportion fees from the outset
among parties and counsel warrants denial of all fees. For this proposition, Safeguard relies on
Willie v. Board ofTrustees, 138 Idaho 131, 59 P.3d 302 (2002) and Rockefeller v. Grabow, 139

Idaho 538, 82 P.3d 450 (2003) (Rockfeller 1). These cases, however, are distinguishable. In both,
the prevailing party was successful on a claim for which it was statutorily entitled to an award of
reasonable attorney fees and a claim for which there was no statute authorizing the award of
attorney fees. The Court held that the prevailing party must apportion fees between the claim
upon which it was entitled to recover attorney fees and the claim upon which it was not.
Rockefeller I, 136 Idaho at 645, 39 P.3d at 585; Willie, 138 Idaho at 136, 59 P.3d at 307.

Neither Willie nor Rockefeller is representative of the factual scenario before the Court.
Thurston prevailed on all of its claims against Safeguard at trial, each of which was a
8
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"commercial transaction" under I.C. § 12-120(3). 1 Further, Thurston did apportion fees,
excising all those dedicatea exclusively to claims against Deluxe and other dismissed defendants
and claims. Stated another way, Thurston excluded all entries which were completely unrelated
to prosecuting Thurston's successful claims against Saf~guard. While some of the claimed work,
by necessity, overlapped with Thurston's claims against Deluxe and dismissed
defendants/claims, Safeguard has not cited to any authority maintaining that such fees are
unrecoverable on these grounds. Indeed, where a prevailing party's legal work overlaps between
a successful claim and unsuccessful claim, the Idaho Court of Appeals has held that the claimant
can recover a percentage of fees to be determined by the trial court. Bumgarner v. Bumgarner,
124 Idaho 629, 644--45, 862 P.2d 321,336-37 (Ct. App. 1993)(affirming district court's
allocation of 50% of plaintiff's attorney fees to the prosecution of his successful claims). "In a
multiple-claim action, the trial court is vested with discretion to determine which party prevailed
overall, and may apportion costs and fees, taking into account the disposition of all claims,
counterclaims or other multiple issues.'' Holmes v. Holmes, 125 Idaho 784, 788, 874 P.2d 595,
599 (Ct. App. 1994). The only caveat it that Safeguard may not be assessed with fees "devoted
exclusively" to an unsuccessful claim against another defendant. Davidson v. Beco Corp., 116
Idaho 696,698,778 P.2d 818,820 (Ct. App. 1989). 11

10

While Thurston's claim for interference with prospective economic advantage against Safeguard, which was
dismissed on summary judgment, was not a commercial transaction, Thurston excluded fees associated exclusively
with this claim from its request. Decl. Mulcahy, 1!78; Decl. Gill, 1 16.
11

Many states do not require segregation where attorney fees arc claimed for a legal service which advances both a
recoverable and unrecoverable claim which share a conunon core of facts. See, e.g., Tony Gullo Motors I, L.P. v.
Chapa, 212 S. W.3d 299, 313-14 (Tex. 2006)(''lt is only when discrete legal services advance both a recoverable and
unrecoverable claim that they are so intertwined that they need not be segregated."); Sunset Fuel & Eng'g Co. v.
Compton, 775 P.2d 901,904 (Or.App.l989) ("Attorney fees need not be apportioned when they are incurred for
representation on an issue common to a claim in which fees are proper and one in which they are not."); Brown v.
David K. Richards & Co., 978 P.2d 470, 1 19 (Utah Ct.App.l999) (attorney fees may be awarded "even though
some of the fees may not have been incurred on strictly compensable issues, because proof of the compensable and
non-compensable claims overlapped"); Modular Mining Sys., Inc. v. Jigsaw Tee/IS., Inc., 221 Ariz. 5 15, 522, 212
P.3d 853,860 {Ariz. App. 2009)(whcrc legal services were dedicated to both non-compensable ton claim and
"interwoven" compensable contract claim, prevailing party entitled to full fee); Dice v. City of Montesano, 128 P.3d
1253, 4J 31 (Wash. App. 2006) ("If the court finds that claims are so related that segregation is not reasonable, then it
need not segregate the attorney fees."); Chodorow v. Moore, 947 So. 2d 577, 579 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007)(where a
party is entitled to an award of fees for some claims but not others, court must evaluate claims to determine whether
they involve a common core of facts and are based on related legal theories and, if so, full fee may be awarded
unless it can be shown that the attorneys spent a separate and distinct amount of time on counts as to which no
~ttorney's fees were authorized.).

9
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Reviewing the time entries submitted by counsel, it is evident that the majority of
overlapping entries involve discovery, document review, depositions, motion practice and trial.
Of these, most of the overlap is between Thurston's claims against Safeguard and claims against
Deluxe. However, considering that Safeguard is Deluxe's wholly-owned subsidiary and the two
entities, and their employees, worked in tandem to effectuate Safeguard's purchase and operation
offfiF and DocuSource under the BAM program, the claims against them were inextricably
intertwined. The interference claims against Deluxe were premised on the on-going account
protection violations which formed the basis of Thurston's claims against Safeguard. For this
reason, the majority ofThurston's overlapping fees inured equally to the benefit of its claims
against Safeguard and Deluxe. For example, the discovery of Deluxe documents and depositions
of Deluxe executives advanced Thurston's claims against Safeguard, particularly its punitive
damages claims. Through this discovery, Thurston was able to ascertain the due diligence
associated with Safeguard's acquisition of IBF and DocuSource and Safeguard's awareness of
how the acquisitions would pose significant threats to Thurston's account protection. The
discovery revealed Safeguard's motivations for and implementation of the BAM program and
effectively allowed Thurston to paint a complete picture for the jury.
This commonality in the claims against Safeguard and Deluxe made it impractical-if not
impossible-to separate the services into compensable and non-compensable time units. Thus, it
is necessary for the Court to use its discretion in reaching a fair apportionment. Due to the fact
that the overarching focus of this action was Safeguard's violation of Thurston's distributorship
agreement, and upon review of the fee entries, this Court concludes that 20% of the overlapping
fees charged by Thurston's counsel represents an equitable allocation toward non-compensable
claims. Based on the Court's view of the time entries, it appears Mulcahy, LLP was as involved
as Moffatt Thomas in pursuing claims and discovery against Deluxe and, therefore, a
disproportionate deduction as between local counsel and lead counsel is not warranted. Thus,
rather than reduce Moffatt Thomas's fees by 25% and Mulcahy, LLP's fees by 15% as requested
by Thurston, the Court will apply a 20% reduction to the total amounts billed.
The next issue in the time and labor analysis is whether the fees T3 "carved out" of the
arbitration matter as work dedicated solely to Thurston's claims against Safeguard should be
awarded to Thurston. Safeguard contends that none of the fees submitted in the arbitration matter

should be claimed here since they are "inexorably intertwined" with T3's claims in that forum.
10
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Decl. Bolinger, 'ill I. However, as discussed, this is not a basis for denying fees for services
performed on behalf of Thurston as well which simply could not be segregated from work
performed on behalf ofT3. T3's claims were nearly identical to Thurston's claims with regard to
Safeguard and the legal services performed with regard to these claims inured to the benefit of
both plaintiffs. Notably, the fees sought in the arbitration matter-at least for services performed
by Mul~ahy, LLP-were for services performed prior to those for which fees are sought in the
current matter. 12 They include the multiple meetings with Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply about
case strate&ry and document review, drafting pleadings in this matter, conducting discovery,
litigating discovery motions, and working with expert witnesses on Thurston and T3's damage
calculations. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. R; Decl. Gill, Exh. F. Again, many of these services cannot
reasonably be segregated between Thurston and T3 given the fact that their claims against
Safeguard were virtually identical except for damage amount. They relied on the same core facts
and same legal theories. Thus, it is only reasonable to apportion a certain percentage of these
services to Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Reviewing the time entries, this Court finds that
counsel's estimate that 3% of Mulcahy, LLP fees and 12% of Moffatt Thomas fees 13 carved out
of the arbitration fee request were reasonably dedicated to Thurston's claims against Safeguard.
The next category of fees sought is the Mulcahy, LLP fees that the arbitration panel
excluded from T3's attorney fee award. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. S. Safeguard's chief objection is
that many of the fee entries relate to ''pre-litigation general advice" and not directly related to
Thurston's claims litigated against Safeguard. However, work performed as a prelude to drafting
and filing the complaint is typically recoverable. As noted in Parsons v. Mut. Of Enumclaw Ins.

Co., "[t]ime reasonably spent by an attorney in a lawsuit does not begin with the drafting of the
complaint. Rule ll(a)(I) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure requires an attorney to make a
reasonable inquiry into the facts and law before filing the lawsuit." 143 Idaho 743, 748, 152 P.3d
614,619 (2007).

12
The fee entries submitted by Mulcahy, LLP in the arbitration matter were for services perfonned between May 13,
2014 through July 24, 2016. Dec I. Mulcahy, Exh. R. Its fee entries submitted in this matter on behalf of Thurston
range from May 5, 2016 through January 27, 2017./d. at Exh. P. The fee entries submitted by Moffatt Thomas in
the arbitration matter were for services perfonned between October 2, 20 14 and October 27, 2016. Dec I. Gill, Ex h.
F. lts fee entries submitted in this matter on behalf of Thurston range from September 25, 20 14 through January 27,
2014./d. at Exh. E.

13

These amounts will be further reduced by 20% to account for work attributable to claims solely against Deluxe.

t1
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The fee entries Safeguard objects to include Mulcahy LLP's pre-litigation investigation,
including joint correspondence with Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston about potential violations
by Safeguard of their distributorship agreements, as well as review of their respective
documents, legal research of their claims, and drafting and revising the initial complaint in this
matter. While Thurston was not a party to the initial complaint1\ he was involved in drafting it
and making revisions to it, with an eye woward joining in it. Thus, Thurston is entitled to recover
for this work. The remaining entries pertain to drafting the mediation brief, drafting a motion to
compel with regard to Thurston's discovery requests, and responding to discovery from SAl, a
party dismissed on summary judgment. Of the "excluded fees" as a whole, the Court fmds only
one was not for time and labor reasonably warranted by Thurston's claims against Safeguard. 15
With regard to the remaining entries, the deduction of20% for time dedicated to Deluxe and
other dismissed defendants is appropriate for reasons discussed above.
The final category of fees are those attributed to post-judgment work performed on behalf
of Thurston, including briefing and arguing Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief against
Thurston and responding to Safeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of fees and costs.
Because the majority of these fees are attributable solely to Thurston, no overall reduction of fees
to account for work dedicated to other claims and parties is necessary.
In sum, this Court finds that Thurston's method of apportioning counsel's time entries to
reflect only the time and labor necessitated by his successful claims against Safeguard is
appropriate given the nature of the claims and parties. That said, there are specific categories of
entries this Court finds were not reasonably required of such claims which must be deducted
prior to apportioning. Namely, work dedicated to the motions to vacate and confirm the
arbitration award was not reasonably related to advancing Thurston's claims against Safeguard in
this action. Within Mulcahy, LLP charges, these entries include:
Date

A tty Hours Amt

Rate

Explanation

8129/16

Para.

$90

Conduct legal research re confidentiality of arbitration
proceedings u_nder Texas law and admissibility of arbitration
transcript under Idaho law

2.25

$202.50

11
' The

initial complaint was filed by T3 only on August26, 2014. On September 16,2015, Thurston was added
through an amendment to the complaint.
15

7125114- JMM - S I000 -"Continued telephone conference with Ms. Teply re discussion about the facts
surrounding Ms. Teply's account protection violations; telephone conference with Mr. Thurston re his desire to

purchase 2 additional territories in Oregon and Safeguard's refusal to allow it unless he gives them a release."
12
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11/5/16

DRL

6.5

$2275

$350

nn/16

KAA

.5

$200

S400

11n/16

JMM

.15

$412.50

ssso

11/25/16

DRL

5.75

$2012.50

S350

1215/16

KAA

1.25

$500

S400

1216/16

KAA

.25

$100

$400

12119/16

FC

3.25

$812.50

$250

2/20/17

JMM 6.25

$3437.50

$550

50%

deduction
llllnlied16

2121117

JMM

5.5

$3025

Prepare opposition to defendants' motion in limine section re
presenting T3's arbitration evidence again; prepare section of pretrial memorandum addressing the preclusive effect of the
arbitration decision; research caselaw re same.
Meet with Attorney Mulcahy re collateral estoppel effect of
arbitration award on trial and inability to try the case until the
award is final; draft substantial e-mail to clients re award in
arbitration and the likely effect it will have in this case
Conference with Attorney Luther remotion in limine; conference
with Attorney Adams re arbitration award and trial
Prepare opposition to emergency motion filed by defendants re
collateral estoppel effect ofT3 arbitration award; prepare material
and binders for trial
Receive and review final arbitration award; conference call with
Attorney Mulcahy and clients re award and the confirmation
procedure; exchange emails with local counsel re confirmation of
the award and our related filing
Review file for arbitrator appointed by the AAA and background
for use in drafting the confirmation papers
Receive and review email from Attorney Luther relating to
motion to strike; review SBS's reply ISO motion to strike to
vacate arbitration order; revise motion to strike to address SBS's
reply brief; forward to Attorney Luther re the same
Travel to Boise for hearing on motion to confirm arbitration and
trial; review trial transcript and conference with Attorney Luther
re arguments, citations and exhibits. 17

$550

Review pleadings in preparation for hearing; attend hearing on
motion to confirm arbitration and trial

$350

Travel to and attend hearing on motions to vacate and for postjudgment relief.

SO"I.
deduction
applied

2121/17

DRL

2.75

$962.50
SO"I.
deduction
applied

TOTAL

$10,227.50

Within Moffatt Thomas charges, these entries include:
Date

Atty Hours Amt

10/6/16

CCG

l

IOn/16

CCG

2.2

Rate

Explanation

$285

$285

$627

$285

Review and analyze supplemental memorandum in support of
motion for summary judgment regarding collateral estoppel effect
of arbitration award entered in T3 arbitration; review rules of court
regarding supplementing summary judgment pleadings;
correspondence with D. Luther regarding same
Review and analyze defendants correspondence to court regarding
objection to our filing of arbitration award in summary judgment

16

Only 50% of the fee will be deducted since only part of the hearing was dedicated to the motions to confirm and
vacate. The other portion of the hearing was dedicated to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief and, therefore,
fees are recoverable.
17

Although Mr. Luther also billed for traveltime to Boise for the hearing on the arbitration confinnation and post-

judgment motions, his billing entry confinns that he worked solely on Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief
during that time. Thus, no deduction is necessary.
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10/25/16

LPS

.5

$67.50

$135

11/18/16

ceo

1.1

$313.50

S285

11/23116

ceo

.3

$85.50

S285

11/25/16

ceo

1.3

S370.50

S285

11/27116

ceo

.5

$142.50

$285

I 1/28/16

ceo

1.5

$427.50

$285

TOTAL

proceedings; correspondence to co-counsel regarding same and
suggested response to same as well as recitation of rules supporting
our supplemental filing; review brief filed by defendants and
correspondence to court regarding same; draft return
correspondence to defendants' counsel suggesting alternative
protocol and citations to rules supporting supplemental filing:
Query document management system and e-mails for orders and
arbitrator's award to update counsel's trial binder; update counsel's
trial binder
Continue with trial preparation by conducting additional research
on court's ability to confirm arbitration award and application of
collateral estoppel on SBS and Deluxe after award is conftrmed,
including cases cited by Court at hearing and follow up with D.
Luther regarding same;
Review and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial or
alternatively motion for reconsideration of court's decision on
binding effect or arbitration award; correspondence with court and
D. Luther regarding same
Review and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial
or, alternatively, for reconsideration of order on binding effect of
arbitration award; review arbitration panel's citations to Texas law
on damages and comparison to Idaho law on same subject; review
and finalize opposition to defendants' emergency motion;
Review and analyze defendants' cases submitted to court on
emergency motion to vacate trial or reconsider ruling .on binding
effect of arbitration award
Attend hearing on defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial or
reconsider court's ruling on collateral estoppel effect of arbitration
award; conference with J. Mulcahy and D. Luther regarding same;

$6310.50

Likewise, attorney fees for purely travel time are not appropriate to award in their
entirety .18 These include the following:
Date

Atty Hours Amt

6/10116
9/24/16
10/5116
10/5/16
10/8116
10/12116
10/12116
J0/30/16

Para.
JMM
JMM
Para.
Para.
JMM
Para
JMM

Rate

Explanation

$90
$550
$550
$90
$90
$550
$90

Travel back to Orange County (Larry Caughlan)
Travel back to Orange County
Travel to Dallas for depositions of JJ Sorrenti
Travel to Dallas for depositions of JJ Sorrenti
Travel to Minneapolis for deposition of McRoberts and Kirlin
Travel back to Orange County
Travel back to Orange County
Travel to Dallas for deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and
Ivy
Travel to Dallas for Deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and
Ivy
Travel to Minneapolis
Conference with Attorney Adams re exhibit list and deadlines;

5.5
5.15
5.25
5.25
2.5
5.25
5.25
5.25

S495
$3162.50
$2887.50
$472.50
S225
$2887.50
S472.50
S2887.50

ssso

10/30/16 Para

5.25

$472.50

S90

11/3/16 Para
11/15/16 JMM

4.5
5.25

S405
$2887.50

S90
$550

18

Traveltime that cannot be utilized to work up the case (i.e., reviewing and/or drafting documents, doing legal

research), is inevitable and unavoidable at times, but should be limited. Accordingly, the Court will award pure
travel time at 65%, for a total deduction of$15,994.13.
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11/18/16 JMM
11126/16 JMM

5.5
5.25

S3025
S2887.50

$550
$550

DRL

5.25

$1837.50

S350

12121/16 JMM
12121/16 DRL
2122/17 JMM

6
5.25
6

$3300
$1837.50
$3300

S550
S350
$550

6

$2100

$350

11126/16

2122117

DRL

TOTAL

travel to Boise for oretrial conference
Travel back to Orange CountY
Travel to Boise for trial, conference with Attorney Luther re
strategy
Travel to Boise for trial, conference with Attorney Mulcahy re
stratee.v
Travel back from Boise to Orange County
Travel back from Boise to Orane.e Countv
Travel back to Orange County from hearing on post judgment
motions
Travel back from Boise to Orange County from hearing on post
judgment motions

$35,542.50

Further, there are individual entries the Court finds were not related to Thurston's claims
against Safeguard, including:
Rate Explanation

Date

Atty

Hours Amt

5/10/16

Para.

3

$270

$90

8/20/15

CCG

.I

$30

$300

8f21/15

CCG

.4

$120

$300

8124/15

CCG

.3

$90

$300

TOTAL

Supplemental research for attorney's fees memorandum and
dismissal for individual defendants and defendants' rights to
attorney's fees
Review correspondence from D. Luther regarding order denying
stipulation to seal document in California action;
Review order from California court denying stipulation to seal
alleged confidential documents; review correspondence from D.
Luther regarding REDACTED; draft correspondence to D.
Luther regard in!! same;
Correspondence and conference with J. Mulcahy regarding
whether to notify court of order in California action denying
parties' request to seal documents that defendants claim are
confidential;

SSIO

With regard to the post-judgment fees and costs, while this Court will allow recovery for
work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief, it will not allow
recovery for work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's objection to fees and costs.

Be~ause

Safeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of fees was anticipated, Thurston should have
included in its original memorandum of fees an estimate of the time and expense for responding
to Safeguard's objection. Its failure to do so within 14 days after the entry of judgment is a
waiver of those fees under the Rules.IRCP 54(d)(4), (e)(4). Therefore, a total of$31,075 will be
deducted. 19 However, because Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief was filed the same
day as Thurston's memorandum of fees, Thurston could not have reasonably estimated the time
19

This figure represents post-judgment fee entries totaling $23,237.50 from Mulcahy, LLP and $7837.50 from
Moffatt Thomas.
15
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and expense in responding thereto. Therefore, the Court does not find that Thurston waived its
ability to recover such fees and costs by failing to include an estimate in its original
memorandum and will allow recovery, with the individual exceptions listed above.
Finally, Mr. Gill billed twice on two entries for January 4, 2017. The duplicate entries,
which total $199.50, will be deducted.
With respect to fees sought in connection with Kelley Talboy's services, the invoices
provided only reveal $2895 in fees were charged and $1332.50 in costs. The fees were charged
over a period of one month in the earliest stages of the litigation. Namely, Kelley Tal boy
discussed the case with Mr. Mulcahy, assisted with the finalization and filing of the initial and
amended complaint, arranged for pro hac vice admission of Mulcahy, LLP attorneys and
prepared motions and orders for service upon Safeguard. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. T. Because these
fees were necessarily incurred in litigating Thurston's claims against Safeguard, they are
recoverable.
Adding up the deducted "through judgment" line item entries referenced herein, $6750
will be reduced from Moffatt Thomas's total ''through judgment" fees, for a total of$195,909.64
and $28,491.63 will be reduced from Mulcahy, LLP's total ''through judgment" fees, for a total
of$787,504.80. Further reducing these amount by 20% to account for work attributable to
Deluxe, the total ''through judgment" fees properly attributable to Thurston's claims against
Safeguard, including the $2895 invoiced by Kelley Talboy, is $789,626.55. "Post-judgment" fees
properly attributable to Thurston's claims against Safeguard total $56,927.
•

The novelty and difficultv of the questions

While Safeguard contends that Thurston's claims against it were typical of a commercial
litigation case, the way in which Safeguard conducted the breaches was far from typical. Its
acquisition of IBF and DocuSource through the BAM program and subsequent operation of
those entities in competition with Thurston nothing short of complex. While Safeguard asserts
that the complexity of the BAM program need not enter into the analysis, it was central to
Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Indeed, one only need to consider the length of the trialwhich was focused primarily on Thurston's claims against Safeguard-to get an idea of how
involved the conduct was. Thus, this factor weighs in favor of Thurston.
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•

The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law.

According to Roger Thurston, he chose to retain Mulcahy, LLP due to its reputation in
the area of franchise and distribution law and because it had represented other Safeguard
distributors. Decl. Thurston, 11 4-5. Thurston felt Mulcahy, LLP would be familiar with the
relevant issues and able to efficiently and effectively prosecute the action. Jd In fact, James
Mulcahy has over 30 year of experience in franchise and distribution law and has litigated and/or
arbitrated hundreds of such matters. Decl. Mulcahy~ ~ 62. His associates, Kevin Adams and
Douglas Luther, likewise have significant experience in the same area oflaw. !d. at 'jf 67-71.
Local counsel, Clay Gill, is skilled in general commercial litigation and regularly associates with
out-of-state counsel on large, complex commercial litigation matters pending in Idaho. Decl.
Gill, ~, 6, 8.
While Mulcahy LLP's specialization may have served Thurston well, this Court is not
convinced that it was necessary to Thurston's success. Certainly, by dedicating some time to
understanding the basics of distribution, any number of attorneys practicing in complex
commercial litigation without the same specialty could have handled the case with the same
degree of success. Thus, this factor does not weigh either for or against Thurston.
•

The prevailing charges for like work.

In determining the reasonableness of an hourly rate, the court must consider "the fee rates

generally prevailing in the pertinent geographic area, rather than what any particular segment of
the legal community may be charging." Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 425, 435, Ill P.3d
1I 0, 120 (2005)(Lettunich 1). "The pertinent geographic area is the area from which it would be
reasonable to obtain counsel." Lettzmich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 750-51, 185 P.3d 258,
262-63 (2008)(LeJJunich !!).
Safeguard does not object to the rate charged by Moffatt Thomas, but contends that
Mulcahy, LLP rates are not in line with Idaho rates. Thurston acknowledges that Mulcahy LLP
rates are high for ldaho, 20 but below the prevailing market rate in Southern California for
litigation specialists. Decl. Mulcahy,~ 75. Arguing that he was constrained to hire Mulcahy, LLP
20

Mr. Mulcahy charged an hourly rate ofbetween $500 and $550, Mr. Adams' rate was between S350 and S400,
Douglas Luther's rate was S350, and Filemon Carrillo's rate was S250. Decl. Mulcahy,,, 64, 69, 71, 73. By
contrast, Patricia Olsson and Clay Gill charged $300 and S285, respectively. Decl. Gill,, 17.
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due to Idaho's lack of qualified attorneys to handle his claims, Thurston urges this Court to
accept Mulcahy, LLP's rates. Decl. Thurston,~, 2-5.
However, as explained above, Idaho-and Boise in particular-has attorneys well suited
for complex commercial litigation. Decl. Greener,,, 9-10. While Mulcahy, LLP's resources and
specialization were undoubtedly convenient in prosecuting Thurston's claims, this Court is not
convinced that Thurston was without options for retaining competent Idaho counsel. In his
declaration, Roger Thurston reports that his local counsel informed him that he was not aware of
an attorney in the area with resources sufficient to engage in a prolonged legal battle with
Safeguard. Decl. Thurston,, 3. There is no evidence that Thurston made any additional inquiries
to confirm or deny his local counsel's impression. Consequently, because it would have been
reasonable for Thurston to retain Boise-area counsel, this Court will reduced Mulcahy LLP's
fees to be in accord with Boise's prevailing rates for lawyers of reasonably comparable skill,
experience and reputation.
The current high-end rates in the Boise area for experienced complex commercial
litigators is approximately $400 per hour and, for less experienced litigators, the rate is closer to
$250 per hour. 21 Taking into account Mulcahy LLP's specialization and the fact that the $90
hourly rate for its paralegals/law clerks is considerably lower than Boise's market rate, this Court
finds that an overall reduction in its staff rates of20% is reasonable. Applying this deduction
would place Mr. Mulcahy's rate at between $400 and $440, Mr. Adams rate at between $289 and
$320, Mr. Luther's rate at $289, Mr. Carrillo's rate at $200, and $72 for paralegatnaw clerks.
Safeguard does not object to Mr. Gill and Ms. Olsson's rates and this Court finds them to be
reasonable. 22
•

Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

Thurston's counsel represented it on a contingency basis. Decl. Mulcahy,~, 4-5 and Exh.
A thereto. In the engagement agreement Mulcahy LLP undertook representation of Thurston on
21

See PNC Equipment Finance. LLC v. Forest Air, LLC, 2014 WL 6673986 (D. Idaho Nov. 24, 2014) (finding rates
ofS375 for senior partner, $305 for associate and Sl60 for paralegal to be reasonable); Lalla v. Olter, 2014 WL
724563 I (D. Idaho Dec. I9, 2014) ($400 per hour reasonable for comph:x litigation attorneys in the Boise market);
Cmty. House, Inc. v. City ofBoise, Idaho, 2014 WL 1247758, at *6 (D. Idaho Mar. 25, 2014) (attorney rates of
$200-$400 were reasonable); Sparks v. Allstate Medical Equipment, Inc., 2016 WL 5661758 (D. Idaho Sept. 29,
2016) (lead attorney rates of$305-S334 and associate rates ofS255 and S290 were reasonable).

22

The Court will apply the 20% deduction to the Mulcahy, LLP fees as reduced by the Court in the "time and labor

required" section above, to wit: [reduced "through judgment" fees ofS630,003.84 +''post judgment'' fees of
$50,600] .X .80 = S544,483.07.
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the condition that it would be entitled to the greater of the contingency amount of 40% or the
attorneys' fees awarded in the judgment. Jd As applied to Thurston's award against Safeguard,
the contingent fee would be $2,413,622.40. Thurston requests that the Court award this
contingent fcc amount or, alternatively, a multiplier ofthrce to the "lodestar'' amount the Court
ultimately finds to be warranted.
The Court has discretion to award attorney fees in an amount equivalent to or a portion of
the contingent fee. Parsons, 143 Idaho at 748, 152 P.3d at 619 (fee award based on contingent
amount of $20,000 despite the fact that attorney performed only 30-40 hours of work was not an
abuse of discretion); Young v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 127 Idaho 122, 128, 898 P.2d 53,
59 (1995)(award of Y2 the contingent fee not an abuse of discretion). "An amount equal to
standard contingent fees in the same locale is not an amount that is clearly erroneous., Brinkman

v. Aid Insurance Co., 115 Idaho 346,351,766 P.2d 1227, 1232 (1988).
While Mulcahy LLP's 40% contingency fee is typical among Boise firms upon taking a
case to trial, the Court must also consider the requirement that the fee award be "reasonable."
I.C. § 12-120(3). Here, the contingency fee was significantly increased by the punitive damages
award, which made up a large percentage of the verdict. It resulted in a contingency fee which is
nearly three times greater than the actual fees sought and, therefore, the contingency fee is not
even closely representative of the time actually spent. Therefore, the Court will not award the
contingency fee in lieu of a reasonable hourly fee. For this same reason, the Court will not treble
the hourly fee pursuant to the lodestar approach, a method not supported by Idaho Jaw.
•

The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the
case. ,
!Jlere is nothing in the record suggesting that time limitations were an issue in this case.
•

The amount involved and the results obtained.

Unquestionably, Thurston obtained excellent results with his claims against Safegaurd.
As discussed, while some of Thurston's claims against Safebruard were dismissed prior to trial,
either voluntarily or through motion practice, Thurston prevailed on all of the claims against
Safeguard which ultimately reached trial and was awarded approximately 93% of the
compensatory damages requested, as well as the maximum punitive damages allowed under I.C.
§ 6-1604. Further, taking into consideration Thurston's dismissed claims against Safeguard,

Thurston's overall success against Safeguard is not significantly diminished as these claims
sought little in additional damages. Thus, this factor weighs heavily in Thurston's favor.
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•

The undesirability of the case.

The undesirability factor likewise weighs in Thurston's favor. The economic risk
shouldered by Mulcahy, LLP in agreeing to litigate against a large, resourceful company such as
Safeguard on a contingent basis was enormous. Depositions were held across the nation. Further,
the course of the lawsuit was fraught with contentious discovery battles often requiring court
intervention. These drove the costs of the lawsuit up considerably.
•

The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.

Thurston did not have a prior professional relationship with Mulcahy, LLC or Moffatt
Thomas prior to this lawsuit.
•

Awards in similar cases.

In City ofMeridian v. PeJra Inc., the Idaho Supreme Court found an award of
$1,275,41 6.50 in attorney fees to a prevailing party in a breach of construction management
contract case was proper where the case was litigated for more than two years, involved a dozen
"vigorously contested'' pre-trial motions, and where trial lasted 59 days. 154 Idaho 425, 455, 299
PJd 232, 262 (2013). Although the trial in this case lasted three weeks, the pretrial portion of the
case involved prolonged discovery disputes and extensive motion practice. Thus, the award
sought by Thurston is we11 in line with Petra.
•

Automated legal research.

Between September 3~, 2016 and February 28, 2017, Thurston incurred a total of
$3847.62 for automated legal research associated with its claims against Safeguard. Decl.
Mulcahy,, 97, Exh. W; Supp. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. C; 3rd Decl. Gill, Exh. A. Between
Safeguard objects to recovery of this amount on grounds that actual invoices were not provided.
However, in their respective declarations, Thurston's counsel have provided spreadsheets
summarizing its various expenses which show line items memorializing costs for "on-line
research" at the end of each month between September 30, 2016 and February, 28, 2017,
precisely when summary judgment, trial, and post-judgment briefing was underway. !d. The
Court finds this is sufficient proof that the costs were incurred. Further, the cost is reasonable.
According to Mr. Mulcahy, legal research expenses were allocated on a monthly basis based on
the percentage of research dedicated to each matter. Thus, the legal research costs claimed are
reflective of the time dedicated to Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Supp. Decl. Mulcahy,,

28.
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Based on the foregoing analysis under IRCP 54(e)(3), this Court finds an award of
attorney fees to Defendants in the amount of$710,432.78 to be reasonable, as well as $3847.62
in automated legal research.

D.

Costs

Rule 54(d)(I)(C) provides that certain enumerated costs "shall be" allowed as a matter of
right to the prevailing party, unless otherwise ordered by the trial court. The rule further provides
that the trial court:
in its sound discretion may, upon proper objection, disallow any of the above
described costs upon a finding that said costs were not reasonably incurred; were
incurred for the purpose of harassment; were incurred in bad faith; or were
incurred for the purpose of increasing the costs to any other party.
Jd

In addition, the prevailing party in a civil action may seek reimbursement of some costs
"upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and
should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." IRCP 54(d)(l)(A). Rule
54(d)(t )(D), IRCP, permits the district court to award "[a]dditional items of cost not enumerated
in, or i~ an amount in excess of that [allowed as a matter of right]." Such costs are permissible
"upon a showing that [they] were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and
should in the interest of justice be assessed upon the adverse party." /d.
A trial court must make express fmdings as to why a party's discretionary costs should or
should not be allowed.l.R.C.P. 54(d)(I)(D). Express fmdings comply with this requirement
when they are about the general character of the requested costs and whether those costs are
necessary, reasonable, exceptional, and in the interests of justice. Hoagland v. Ada Cnty., 154
Idaho 900, 913-14, 303 P.3d 587, 600-01 (2013). If a court fails to make such findings, any
award will be reversed on appeal. Swallow v. Emergem,y 1\tled ofIdaho, P.A., 138 Idaho 589,
598, 67 P.3d 68, 77 (2003).
In evaluating whether a cost is "necessary and exceptional," the primary dispute typically
surrounds the latter requirement. To determine whether a cost is "exceptional,'' case law directs
'

courts to "assess the context and nature of a case as a whole along with multiple circumstances."
Hoagland, 154 Idaho at 913-14,303 P.3d at 600-01. Particular standards a court should consider
include, but are not limited to, whether there was unnecessary duplication of work, whether there
was an unnecessary waste of time, the frivolity of issues presented, and creation of unnecessary
costs that could have been easily avoided. /d. Thurston seeks the following costs:
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Court Reporters/Depositions $27,215.47
Court filing fees~
Process Service/Federal
Express/postage
Photocopies
DTI
Office Supplies/Binders
(exhibits)
Coles Reinstein work
Subpoenas
Hearing Transcripts
Witness Fees (McConnick
& Mclaughlin)
Attorney Travel
Expenses/Meals/Hotel
Larry Berliner Fees
Robert Taylor Fees

$560.85
$5302.23
$10,267.50
$10,852.48
$550.15
$3550.00
$295.75
$12,324.40
$55.00
$41,489.71
$14,026.12
$75,228.00

With regard to costs awardable as a matter of right, the only expenses this Court finds
recoverable under IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) are those for the "court reporter/deposition" in the amount
of$27,215.47; exhibits costs up to the maximum of$500; court filing fees of$221; witness fees
of $55; subpoena costs of $295.75, and; $2000 for Berliner and $2000 for Taylor are warranted.
Thus, the total amount of costs recoverable as a matter of right is $32,287.22.24
As for the remaining expenditures, their recovery depends on whether they satisfy the
standard for discretionary costs. Certainly, costs incurred for postage, office supplies and
photocopies above the $500 limit, and costs for hearing transcripts are not exceptional in
litigation. Indeed, Thurston does not argue as much. Roe v. Harris, 128ldaho 569, 574, 917 P.2d
403, 408 (1996)(where no showing was made that costs of photocopying, long distance
telephone calls, faxes, and courier expenses were exceptional and necessary, award properly
denied.), abrogated on other grounds by Rincover v. State, Dep't ofFin., Sec. Bureau, 132 Idaho
547,976 P.2d 473 (1999).
J

23

Mulcahy's spreadsheet does not indicate what this "filing fee", which was incurred on October 31,2016, was for.
The only evidence presented of a paid filing fee is included in the Kelley Talboy invoice, demonstrating that $221
was paid in connection with filing the original Complaint. Exh. T to Decl. Mulcahy.
24

Costs for process service are recoverable as a matter of right, but Thurston was unable to articulate what portion

of"Process service/Federal Express/postage" was actually dedicated ro process service. Decl. Mulcahy, , 97(i).
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However, Thurston does contend that the attorney travel expenses, the DTI software
costs, and fees charged by Mr. Berliner, Mr. Taylor and Coles Reinstein do satisfy the standard.
For attorney travel, Thurston argues the expenses were necessary to obtain evidence placed
before the jury and exceptional as they were incurred in large part by Safeguard's "forced
motions and ultimately a trial that should not have been necessary." Thurston's Memo, p. 24.
However, travel costs in litigation, as well as meals and lodging, are a typical aspect of modem
litigation, especially in commercial litigation where large companies have a nationwide presence.
Further, although there were hearings on contested discovery motions that Thurston's counsel
had to travel from California to attend, this is a cost inherent in retaining out-of-state counsel
and, therefore, not exceptional.
Likewise, the cost for the DTI software and document management services does not
meet the requisite standard. According to Mr. Mulcahy, the sheer volume of documents produced
by Safeguard made a page by page document review was impractical and rendered it necessary
for Thurston to use DTI for storing and searching the documents. Decl. Mulcahy, ~1 48, 97 and
fn. 7. Further, he explains that the software enabled Thurston to identify the metadata associated
with the documents, which proved crucial for issues which arose in depositions, such as denial of
authorship. ld. However, voluminous document production is typical of commercial litigation.
Further, Thurston could have more effectively managed the volume of documents produced by
focusing its discovery requests more. A review of Thurston's requests for production to
Safeguard reveal that Thurston cast a remarkably broad net from the beginning rather than
attempting to first shape and narrow the issues through detailed interrogatories. See, e.g.,
Thurston's RFP Nos. 16, 30, 33, 36to Safeguard, attached as Exh. II to Decl. Schossberger
(Feb. 10, 21 07). While the document production would still have been voluminous, it very likely
would have been less so. Therefore, the Court does not fmd the expense to be necessary and
exceptional, nor would it be in the interests of justice to award the expense to Thurston.
Conversely, Mr. Berliner's expert fees do satisfy the standard for recovery. Mr. Berliner
was hired by Plaintiffs as part of a joint resolution to Plaintiffs' motion to compel discovery
responses. Decl. Mulcahy, ~1 13-36, Exhs. D- G. Due to Safeguard's delay and prevarication in
responding to Plaintiffs' discovery requests seeking sales data from DocuSource and IBF and,
secondarily, to looming scheduling order deadlines, the parties agreed that Plaintiffs could have

Mr. Berliner inspect and extract Safeguard's accounting data. Decl. Mulcahy, 196, Exh. G. Mr.
23
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Berliner traveled to Safeguard headquarters in Dallas and worked with Safeguard employee,
Terry Robison, for a week in identifying and obtaining data relating to sales to Thurston and
T3's protected customers by other Safeguard distributors. Decl. Berliner, 1 7. Following that, Mr.
Berliner extracted the data and compiled it in a usable form so that.it could be reviewed by
Robert Taylor to calculate damages. ld at 111.
Thurston contends that the expense of hiring Mr. Berliner was necessary and exceptional
due to Safeguard's obstruction during discovery and its refusal to reveal the details of the
account protection violations. Thurston points to Mr. Kirlin's trial testimony which revealed that
Safeguard had easy access to data relating to sales to Thurston and T3's protected customers
since 2013, but did not pay the commissions on those sales-or even reveal those sales-to
Thurston and T3 due to a dispute in contract interpretation. Tr. Trans. 1962:15-1 965:23;
1976:22-1980:19. Thurston argues that if Safeguard produced this information from the
beginning, there would have been no need to hire Mr. Berliner. Decl. Mulcahy, 'ij1 13, 30 and
Exhs. E-F thereto. Safeguard, conversely, contends that Thurston was in possession of all the
information necessary to calculate its damages early in the case and opted to hire Mr. Berliner to
drive up costs and harass Safeguard. Decl. Schossberger, 'M, 26, 33. However, the documents
produced by Safeguard were incomplete, containing only "snippets" of relevant information,
with many corresponding exhibits and attachments regularly missing or withheld. Decl.
Mulcahy,~,

46-47. Further, during depositions, Safeguard's witnesses refused to acknowledge

the documents, claiming they could not recall or recognize documents they sent, received or
created. Id at «J 57. Dunlap refused to identify a single protected customer of Thurston's, instead
referring to "possible common accounts." !d.
This Court is painfully aware of the difficulties both parties experienced in the discovery
process. While Thurston's requests were quite broad, Safeguard reacted by being less-thanforthcoming in its responses and appeared to make it as difficult as possible for Thurston to
obtain the information necessary to prove its damages, despite evidently having the requested
information at its fingertips. Hiring Mr. Berliner was, therefore, a necessary choice under the
circumstances. Further, the cost qualifies as exceptional because it could have been avoided had
Safeguard made complete disclosures early on. Finally, justice requires that Thurston recover
this cost, which Mr. Berliner has reasonably apportioned to exclude work dedicated solely to
anything other than Thurston's claims against Safeguard. The balance remaining after the
24
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deduction of$2000 awarded as a cost as a matter of right is $12,026.12, which shall be assessed
against Safeguard as a discretionary cost.

Mr. Taylor was hired to quantify Thurston's damages associated with unpaid
commissions (past and future), pricing advantage damages, underpayment to Thurston for tht:
value of the purchased accounts and assess the value of the business. Decl. Taylor, 1 8. For the
past lost commissions, Mr. Taylor analyzed and matched the extensive data extracted by Mr.
Berliner to identify actual sales by ffiF and DocuSourcc to Thurston's protected accounts and
calculate the amount of commissions owing to Thurston. Jd at ~1 11-12. As Mr. Kirlin testified
at trial, this was data tracked by Safeguard on a daily basis for years, but it was not disclosed to
Thurston. Had Safeguard complied with its discovery obligations and disclosed the information
up front, there would have been no reason for Thurston to hire Mr. Taylor to analyze and
calculate the same. Insofar as Mr. Taylor's fees were dedicated to this endeavor, they would
qualifY as reimbursable as a discretionary cost However, Mr. Taylor's other work-future lost
commissions, pricing advantage damages, underpayment, and business valuation-is quite
typical of a commercial litigation case. While Mr. Taylor has apportioned his fees for work
dedicated to Thurston's claims against·Safeguard,25 there is no further apportionment for fees
dedicated to his analysis of past unpaid commission. Therefore, while this cost is awardable,
Thurston has not carried its burden of establishing the amount.
The fmal cost at issue is that attributable to Coles Reinstein, an accounting firm initially
retained by Thurston to opine on damages. Decl. Mulcahy, 197 and Exh·. X thereto. However,
after Mr. Reinstein performed some initial work, Mulcahy LLP opted to hire Mr. Taylor, who
was better equipped for the work. /d. Thurston does not make any attempt to explain why this
cost satisfies the requisite standard. Consequently, it will not be awarded as a discretionary cost.

Roe, 128 Idaho at 574, 917 P.2d at 408.
IV.

ORDER
Based on the foregoing analysis, Thurston's Motion for Attorney Fees and Safeguard's

Objection to Fees and Costs are DENIED, in part, and GRANTED in part. Thurston is entitled to
an award of the following against the Safet:.ruard:

25

•

Attorney Fees: $710,432.78

•

Automated Legal Research: $3847.62

See, Dccl. Taylor, ~1 19-21.

25
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•

Costs As a Matter of Right: $32,287.22

•

Discretionary Costs: $12,026.12

•

TOTAL: $758,593.74

An Amended Final Judgment will be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this

~ ~ ofMay, 2017.

--
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT .
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTON
)
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)

Plaintiffs,

)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
AMENDED JUDGMENT
NUNC PRO TUNC

)
)
)

vs.

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., )
)
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATION, a Minnesota corporation. )
Defendants.

)
)

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc. ("SBS") in the amount of Six Million, Seven Hundred Ninety Two
Thousand, Six Hundred Forty Nine and74/100 Dollars ($6,792,649.74). This judgment shall
accrue post-judgment interest at the annual statutory rate of5.625% from the date ofthe entry of
this judgment until the entire sum is paid to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. in full. Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe Corporation are dismissed with prejudice.
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Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed
with prejudice. I
T3 shall have and recover against SBS the sum of Four Million, Three Hundred Sixty
Two Thousand and Forty One and 95/100 DoiJars ($4,362,041.95) as awarded in the arbitration
action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA No. 0115 002 6860 and confirmed
by this Court. ("Con~rmed Judgment"). The Confirmed Judgment shall accrue post-judgment
interest at the annual statutory rate of5.625% from the date ofthe entry of this judgment until
the entire sum is paid to T3 in full. In addition:
1. The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.
2. Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the Distributor Agreement is
excused by virtue ofSBS's material breach of the Distributor Agreement. This
specifically includes, without limitation, excuse of any performance by T3 of the post
term covenant against competition.
Upon payment by SBS to T3 of the Confirmed Judgment in its entirety, including any
accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a satisfaction of judgment and cease using the
following intellectual property and other materials ofSBS: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program, (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard product specs, (5)
Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program, (7) Safeguard business cards, (8)
Safeguard letterhead, (9) Safeguard sales materials, ( 10) Safeguard job samples, ( 11)

I This Judgment, as it relates to all of Thurston Enterprises' claims, and the claims ofTJ against Deluxe

Corporation, is entered Nunc Pro Tunc to January 13, 2017.
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/

Safeguard product manuals, (12) Safeguard product training, (13) Safeguard sales brochures,
(14) Safeguard design form trays, (15) Safeguard demonstration boards, (16) Safeguard
email addresses, (17) Safebruard websites and domain names, and (18) any other products or
materials containing the Safeguard name or mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile
numbers, post office box, and customer files, cards, records, and other date used in
connection with T3's business will remain the property ofT3.
All other claims against all other parties are dismissed with prejudice.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATEDTHIS

S'?a;,ofMay,2017.
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Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attorneys at Law
pmo@moffatt.com
ccg@moffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com

Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender
Jason E. Wright
Attorneys at Law
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
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MAY 2 2 2017
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I

C. Clayton Gill, ISB No. 4973
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FJELDS, CHARTERED

999 W. Main Street, Suite 1300
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
ccg@moffatt.com
25981.0000
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Douglas R. Luther (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
MULCAHYLLP

Four Park Plaza, Suite 1230
Irvine, California 92614
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
Telephone (949) 252-9377
Facsimile (949) 252-0090
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs/Respondents,
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S REQUEST FOR
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND
RECORDS ON APPEAL

Defendants/Appellant.

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL - 1 client:443254s.z
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TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC., ITS' ATTORNEYS OF RECORD AND THE CLERK AND REPORTER OF
THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Respondents Thurston Enterprises,
Inc. and T3 Enterprises, Inc. hereby request pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule ("I.A.R.") 19, the
inclusion of the following material in the reporter's transcript or the clerk's record in addition to
that required to be included by the I.A.R. and the notice of appeal. Any additional transcript is to
be provided in electronic format.

1.

Reporter's Transcript
In addition to the reporter's transcript requested by Safeguard in its Notice of

Appeal, Plaintiffs request that reporter's transcript be prepared in electronic format and include
the following:

2.

•

November 19, 2014 Motion Hearing regarding Safeguard's Motion to Compel
Arbitration and Stay Proceedings, before the Honorable District Judge Steven
Hippler;

•

February 12, 2016 Motion Hearing regarding Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge
Defendants' Designations and Redactions, before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler; and

•

July 29,2016 Motion Hearing regarding Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint
to Add Claims for Punitive Damages, before the Honorable District Judge Steven
Hippler.

Clerk's Record
•

· •

•

Third Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (Certain Exhibits
Filed Under Seal), filed on June 21, 2016;
Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages, filed on
July 5, 2016;
E-mail dated February 12,2016, and color copy of attachments to such email, from Plaintiffs' counsel Clay Gill to Judge Hippler's Staff Attorney

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL- 2 cnent:443254B.2
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Giovanna McLaughlin in re: Defendant Safeguard' Alleged Privileged
Documents to Be Reviewed by the Court In Camera, a true and correct
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A; and
•

3.

E-mail dated February 11, 2016, and color copy of attachments to such email, from Plaintiffs' counsel Clay Gill to Judge Hippler's Staff Attorney
Giovanna McLaughlin in re: Plaintiffs challenges of Defendant Deluxe's
Privilege Designations, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto
as Exhibit B.

Exhibits
Plaintiffs request that the following exhibits be sent to the Idaho Supreme Court

in addition to those requested by Safeguard:
•

4.

Trial Exhibits: 2, 6, 13, 19, 20, 22,24-47,49-58, 60, 63, 65, 69-70, 72-98, 100115, 118-146, 149-156, 158-179, 181-184, 186-189, 191-199, 202-207,209-214,
216-221,223-236,241,243,246-251,253-257,259-265,274-280,282-287,290293,295,298-299,302-307,312-325,331-335,337,341,343,345-351,353-355,
361,363-375,377,379-385,387-391,395,399,432,433,435,467,468,470473,476,477,481,532-533,536.

Certification
I certify that a copy of this request for additional transcript has been served on the

court reporter, as named below:
•

.Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL- 3 cuent:4432548.2
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I further certify that this request for additional transcript and record has been
served upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. Rule 20.
DATED this 19th day ofMay, 2017.
MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By Is/ C. Clayton Gill
C. Clayton Gill - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

MULCAHYLLP

By Is/ Douglas R. Luther
James M. Mulcahy-Pro Hac Vice
Douglas R. Luther- Pro Hac Vice
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL - 4

cnent:4432548.2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day ofMay, 2017, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3
ENTERPRISES, INC.'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND
RECORDS ON APPEAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby
Dane A. Bolinger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
Paul R. Genender
Jason E. Wright
WElL GOTSHAL & MANGES

LLP

200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75201
Facsimile (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. wright@weil.com
Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
cvalcich@adaweb.net

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
(x) iCourt

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
(x) iCourt

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-Mail
( ) iCourt

Is/ C. Clayton Gill
C. Clayton Gill

PLAINTIFFS THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. AND T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORDS ON APPEAL - 5 cnent:443254B.2
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Emily Smith
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Clay Gill
.
Friday, February 12, 2016 9:31AM
Giovanna Mclaughlin
Barbara Calvert; Cathy Castellano; Christopher S. Reeder; Dane Bolinger; Doug Luther;
Elena Zyalyukova; Jacalyn Rosborough; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Linda Higgins; Pat
Olsson; Steve Schossberger; Wesley W. Lew
T3 v. Safeguard -- Defendant Safeguard's Alleged Privileged Documents to Be Reviewed
by the Court In Camera
4071027 _1_2015-07-02 Color Scan of Defendants Privilege Log.pdf; 4071215_1_
2015-09-18 Color Scan of Defendants First Amended Privilege Lo .... pdf; 4071211_1_
2015-09-21 Color Scan of Defendants Second Amended Privilege L.. .. pdf
High

Giovanna,
This e-mail pertains to the documents that Hawley Troxell has submitted to the Court for an in camera inspection (i.e. for
the non-Deluxe Defendants).

In that regard, I am attaching:
1. Defendants' privilege log served on July 8, 2015.
2. Defendants' first supplemental privilege log served on September 18, 2015 (28 designations currently at issue).
3. Defendants' second supplemental privilege log served on September 21, 2015 (13 designations currently at
issue).
The entries that are highlighted in green are the privilege designations that Plaintiffs challenged and which the Defendants
recently agreed to withdraw. So the designations highlighted in green are no longer in issue, so long as the Defendants
produce them in an unredacted format.
The entries that are highlighted in orange (actually looks red in PDF copy) are the privilege designations that Plaintiffs
challenged and which the Defendants are still claiming as privileged. It is my understanding that Hawley Troxell has
provided all of those documents to you for an in camera inspection.
There is one additional document that the Defendants have designated as privileged and which Plaintiffs are challenging
that has been submitted to you for an in camera inspection. This document is not listed on any privilege log. That
document is Bates numbered DEFS0039368-374. In regards to Defendants' privilege designations that are not listed on
any privilege log, it came to our attention yesterday that the Defendants may produce a third supplemental privilege
log. The Plaintiffs reserve the right to challenge designations identified in any supplemental privilege log upon receipt of
any such supplemental privilege log.
Additionally, it came to my attention yesterday that the Defendants served its second supplemental privilege log on me by
e-mail on September 21,2015. That e-mail got buried in my inbox and so I did not review that privilege log until
yesterday. After reviewing that second supplemental privilege log with my co-counsel, we realized that we have
additional challenges. But given this late hour, we do not intend to raise those additional new challenges at the hearing
this afternoon. Rather, our intended protocol is to try and resolve that issue with Mr. Schossberger through a meet and
confer and then, if the Defendants stand by their claims for privilege, submit them to the Court for an additional in camera
review. You may wonder why or how we challenged documents identified on the Defendants' second supplemental
privilege log if we never reviewed that privilege log until yesterday. The answer is that my co-counsel saw redacted
privilege designations that did not make any sense when he reviewed the documents that the Defendants produced after
September 18, 2016, and that is the source of our current challenges to the documents identified on the Defendants'
1
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second supplemental privilege log. See Declaration of James Mulcahy,~ 8, Ex. H filed with the Court on January 20,
2016.
We look forward to meeting with you about these issues this afternoon.
Sincerely,
Clay

C. CLAYTON GILL
Attorney

MOFFATT
THOMAS
Law
Attorneys at

Direct 208 385 5478
Main 208 345 2000
Fax
208 385 5384
CCG@moffatt.com
htto://www.moffatt.co

m
Mailing Address:
Physical Address:
P.O. Box 829
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Boise, ID 83701-0829 Boise, ID 83702-7710

2
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Steven F. Schossberger. ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual;
Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and Idaho
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and Does 1-10,

)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400

)

DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)

------------------------~)

DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7522893.1
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Pursuant to IRCP 26(b)(S)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached privilege log of
documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production pursuant to a claim of
privilege, as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend or supplement this log.
DATED THIS 8th day of July, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
2

47140.0001.7522893.1
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T3 Enterprises, eta/. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., eta/. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400}
DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
July 8, 2015
Prlv Log#

Bates Bee

Bates End

Date Sent

Imailfrom

Email To

Email CC

Email! S"abfett

Description

Privilege

:-PiiiViiOOOi'

~-

DEFSOOl2092 .DEF.S0012093. J0/9/2Dl3

·W'I·-*-

<lien:. J)rovic!lng legal advice
t

Michael Dunbn -

,_,., _,

Michele. Popelka, Ellen Lunden;-P

Scott·Sutton,

Mark.Roggenlcamp~

Kevin-Skipper
"Skipper. Kevin"

~-

w 5

mll'lgcom~nicatJori"""Yiiih~

Re:CUstorner..tmers ..... ' .... cus:omers:

•

'•n

1

••

I
I
I

Email ~in from in house counsel to

:::..a~ttorney/Oient

<ksklppe:r(!)gosafeguard.com>,

•PRiitooo02• '1fEFSOOl2076

PRIV00003

DEFSOOl2C82

"Clark. Cassie"
<cassle.clark@deluxe.com>,

Emai from in house counsel to client·

"Cbrk. Cassie'
<cassie.clark@ldeluxe.com>

P<OY'.tf.,gl<gara-dYiceregartfmg-business entity.
Redacted-Attomey/Oient
Email from in house counsel to client
prov:d"1<1s; legal advice regarding
business entity.
Redacted-Attomev/Oient

"Popelka. Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>,
"Tille~v.A.m.v~ :Lunden. Eller.'
,_
I
II' =~U!_!lap.~
DEFS0012078. ..cel/14/2014 •• <mdunla~gosafegtiififCQiii>'- <atftle~osafeguard.com>- <elunden@gosafeguard.com>

DEFSOOl2082

1/".B/2014

'Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

"Pepellca, Michele"
<mpopelka@gosafeguard.com>

ibl

IBF

>

--:;:-,.

'
I
I

"Dunlap, Michael"
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>,

c. . -..

*
PRIVDD004 DEFS00l206'7 DEFSOOl2067

-

J./20/20:4

PRIVOOOOS

DEFSDD12063

DEFSOOl2064

6/4/2014

PRIV 00006

DEFSOOD0245

DEFS0000247

lC/8/2014

'Skipper, Kevin"
<kskipper@gosafeguard.com>,
:r;uer,shumway, A m y " - "Popelka; Michele"
<atlller~gosafeguard.com>---"""'" <mpopellca@gosafeguard.com>-

-

.. .

"Sorrenti. J'
<j.sorrenti@gosafeguard.com>

ressa Mclaughlin

"Dunlap, Michael'
<mdunlap@gosafeguard.com>

Steve Schossberner

FW:I!IF

•

RE: Fw:

Michael Dunlap ·

FW: Down Teofev
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PRIV00007

DEFSD000251

DEFS0000253

lC/8/2014

Tressa MclaUI<hlin

Steve Schossbcrner

Michael Dunlap

rw: File Transfecs

PRIVDDOOS

DEFSOODD254

DEFSOCD0255

lll/2/2014

Tressa McLaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: File Transfers

PRIV00009

DEFSOODD256

DEFSOC00259

lC/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: File Transfers

PRIVOOOlD

DEFSOODD260

DEF50000261

lC/8(2014

Tressa Mcla_tJghlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW:fo!JowUp

PRIVOOOll

DEFS0000262

DEFS0000268

lC/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: lntrodtrc:ri:m

PRIVOOOl2

DEFS0000269

DEFS0000274

10/3/2014

Tressa Mtlalll!hlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: lntroCiJaion

PRIV00013

DEFSODDD275

DEFS0000279

10/l!/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Mich•el Dunlap

FW: lntroc!tJctiOn

PRIV00014

DEFSOODD280

DEFSDDD0283

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW: lntrDcluction

PRIVOOOlS

DEFSOODD2841 DEFS0000286

lC/a/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

fW: lntra<!uaicc

3

e!t~~~'l.!!~~
:.lie'purpose of seeking legal ·
I

,..... y

Redar::.ed·A..'torr.ey{cr.e~

•
• :ecard!r~'business entity.Email cmin between in house
=el•nd Safegaurd employee for
the purpose of seeking legal advice
Iregarding rek!ase form.
Redacted-Attorney/Oient
Emad from client to counsel

P'f'l'lidin& inform~ion necessary for
the renderin~ of le""l advice.
Email from client to counsel
pr<Mdinc lnforrrn~tlon necessary for
the rendering of le&aladvice.
Email from client to counsel
pnMdinc information necessary for
the reniiBinE of legal advice.
Email from client to counsel
prov!dinc lnfomm!on necessary for
i:f,., renderinl! of legal advice.
Email from client to counsel
.,aMdinc information necessary for
the renderin~ of legal advice.
!:mail from client to counsel
~information necessary for
the remlerinc of le_&al advice.
Email from client to counsel
pr<Mdinc information necessary for
the rendorinc of legal advice.
Email from client to counsel
pravi1::fjnc: information necessary for
the renc!erinc of le&al advice.
Email from cfJent to counsel

f)Cllloidinc information necessary for
the renderinc of legal advice.
E"mail from dient to counsel
~information necessary for
the rendering of le""l advice.

Redacted·Attorney{a:ent

I

Redacted-Attomey/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oient
!

I

Redacted-Attor~ey/Cfient

Redacted-Attorney{aient

Redacter!-Attomev/Ciient

Redacted-Attomey/Cf'~ent

Redacted-Attorney/Client

Redacter!-Attomey/Cf'.ent

Redacted-Attom"'l/Ciient

T3 Enterprises, eta/.

Bates lies

Privl.oJ:II

Bates End

Date Sent

v.

EmaHfrom

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., eta/. [Case No. CV-OC-1416400]
DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
July 8, 2015
Email CC

Email To

Description

Email SUbject

Prlvllece

Email from client to counsel

'
PltiVOOOlli

DEFS0000287

DEFS0000293

10/8/2014

Tressa Md.3uJithlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlao

l'J\IV00017

DEFS0000294

DEFS0000295

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

PJ\IVOOOlB

DEFS0000295

DEFS0000297

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

PJ\!V00019

DEFS0000298

DEFS0000299

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossbel'fter

-

I

v4W¥

a

-

~!!1!11:::!:!.

•::.$•

Dunl~

......,...

4P

( _PJ\IV.00020_ .D.EF.S0000300, .DEFS0000301, . 10/8/2014- Tressa Mcla

Michael

Steve Schossberger

FW: Introduction

Michael Dunlap

.. •• -··

--

providing information ne-..essary for
FW: Meeting
the renderin~ of legal advice_
Email from client to counsel
providing information necessary for
the rendering of legal advice.
FW: Meeting Today
Email, from dfent to cour.sel
provkling inforn>T.ion :>ecessary for
the rendering. of~ advice_
FW: Meeting Tomorrow
Email from ciient :o cot.TSel
ptoviCmg infonnation necessary for
:_~ thetenderingoflegalac!v'.ce~
FW: Meeting

--------

DEFS0000302

DEFS0000303

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlir.

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlop

FW: Monthly Dota Processing

PRJVD0022

OEFS0000306

DEFS0000308

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW:Today

Plt!V00023

DEFS0000309

DEFS0000312

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW:Today

P.il1V00024

DEFS0000313

DEFS000031S

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW:Today

PiUV00025

DEFS0000316

DEFS0000317

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberge~

Michael Dunlap

FW:Todoy

P,R!V00026

DEFS0000318

DEFS0000321

10/8/2014

Tressa Mclaughlin

Steve Schossberger

Michael Dunlap

FW:Today

?lt!V00027

DEFS0009268

DEFS0009270

3/6/2015

Michael Dunlap

Steve Schossberger

FW: IBF ?ayrolllnvoice n14C

PJUV00028

DEFS0000894

DEFS0000894

S/26/2015

Michael Dunlop

Steve Schossberger

FW: K!/1!/IR Structure

013494
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Recacted·AUomey/Oient

Redacted-AUomey/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oif

Email fro-m dicnt. to cour:sel

PJ\IV00021

-

providrnc information necessary for
the rendering of legal advice.
Email from client :o counsel

-

P,ovidlng information ~ecessary for
the rendi!ringoflee;~ladvice_
Email from dienr to counsel
providing: informa:ic:t necessary for
the rendering of legal advice.
Emaitfromdien:tocounsel
providing informa!ion necessary for
the rendering of legal advice.
Email from clier.t to COtJnsel
providing lnforma:ion necessary fa:
the rendering of le«aa advice.
Email from dier.:: to eou<>sel
P,O'Jfdin& inforraa:icn necessary for
-the rendering oflee;al a<MceEmaH from clle:::t ID CCOJnSel
pr.oviding information necessary for
therenderingollegoladvi<e.
Email from client :o ccunsel
providing lnfor:n.::ian necessary for
tl\e rendering ollee;atadvice.
Email from client to cm:nsel
prC\ildlng Informal ion neces5ary for
the rendering of I~ advice- - - -

Redacted-Attornev/Oient

Redacted·Attomey/Oient

Redacted·Attcmey/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oient

Redacted-Attorney/Oient

Redacted·Attornev/Oient

Redacted·Attcrney/Oient

~edacted·A:torneyi_CI~nt_

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of July, 2015, I caused to be served a true copy
of the foregoing DEFENDANTS, PRIVILEGE LOG by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
08-mail
D Telecopy

P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs)
James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plain.tif.fs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Tayle T bttts

DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOG
5

47140.0001.7522893.1

013495

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ttibbitts @haw leytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Safeguard Business Systems, lnc., a Delaware
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Tressa McLaughlin, an
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual;
Idaho Business Fmms, Inc., and Idaho
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and Does 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED
PRIVILEGE LOG

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

____________________________)

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
4.,140.0001.7653518.1

013496

Pursuant to IR.CP 26(b)(5)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached amended privilege
log of documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production pursuant to a
claim of privilege, as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend or supplement this
log.
DATED THIS 18th day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By __-7~------------~--------
Stev n . Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
Attorneys for Defendants

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.765351 B. I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' PRIVll.EGE LOG by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATI THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10u1 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
0E-mail
D Telecopy

[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
hvine, California, 92614
[Attomeysfor Plaintfffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

DEFENDANTS' FIRST AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
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PrlvLD£1

BUn licE

lbtcs&d

Do~lc

PRIVDOD29

7/21/'1Ill1

PRIV00030

7/21/:Jilll

PIUVDD031

PRIV00032

7/22/2!)11

=~e;a.rd.caon>

==~

'Dunlap. Ml<t..d'
<mdlllllop&;os.l"':"Ud-

--·

<lmOtlallj;oso!esua.u.m>

<ICJidpp<rOgosofc&u•rd.<am>

7/27/2011 'DI.U..I'elor' <pc~~:<.dlrtl:sBdduxo.com>

PRIVD0034

7/27/:JfJll

PrlvlleJ:•

~~ID"""""'·pnmumJthe""',_

USDA !loud Nal<S

WG1111>t!enlaethepurpao:!clse<Jdn;lrpl
advkc regardlq: medlag mlautes.
Attamey • Cllenl

1=:~~~~~~.:;""'"
lmpn!Sikln5 al fe&.o I ,....., ..a•nlln;

AtlOm<y•Oient

meetlnl u.fnulH
l~~m;&~auamutiKla~stNormattAI'I Ill'

"Sanmu.r <J.oona\llOsooofe;umlcam>

FW:USDA!IoudNolcs

the .......... alprovUinf;lrpldvlc:o
rcpirdlnJ; mcctins mlnatea.

AtlOm<y•CII'""

i:=.";:~::;;d~;--;.:.~7""
[imP- alfe&.ol """""' ~<~•rdln;

~"':\';=~rd.-.>. 'Som:nU.J'
<j~le;umlcam>

SI'CContmt/Poltcyl'loWioa:o

medln;llllnutcs.

AtlOm<)'·CIIenl

Em:liiiD CDU115<I ...Idn; ksol•dvlco
rq;:udlnga>ntr.Kt piDVIsl....

AtlOm<)'·CIIenl

l;:;.:.ra~f!.,":':f"m<nl&
'DuMp, MkhKI'

7/3/;J)!!

Desaf,tlen

EmaUSaltfed

EaaUCC

'Sldppc:r.Kerin'

7/21/2011

I'RIVIXXI33

PRIV00035

&uJITa

&uUFrom

-dulllapep...!~

Attamey • Clenl

RC~StnJDnNUon

1=-~."M-

or

thopuqo... ofprovldlnf;lopladvlc:o

!Jt.em.•<tma<~nOp:>!e;uard.ma>

usda board ......

rcpdJns: mcclln; mlna.&cs.

Attorney-Client

l=:..x=;;;~m::,~"
lmpn:sslon:l ofk:g:ol counscl ~<~•nlln;

PRIVODD36
PRIVD0037

PRIVDDII38

7/71/2011

==~n!.a>m>

I:J::.,:,;.c:;::.:.:~~:;m~•cuor

~=~osofquonl.a>m>, 'Morin.
Thcllna·-·~rd.caon>

ll$dalooan! nolC!S

7/3/:J/Jll

PRIV0004D

7/71/2011

Attamoy •CIIenl

'"ll'l'dfnsmedln; minutcs.

~::.~;;;~-~~
itm""""""'off<g:o! CDUNO! '"l&rdi"G
mcct~ns mlrallcs.

1.,...,.,........

7ja/2Dll

PRIVODG39

Attamey·Cienl

medlng~aU..tcs.

7/71/2011

"DIIct, Nldf"

ro•nlap. Mldlool'

<nldd.cli~JcJSJ;aR!eguard.caon>

<mdanlop8J;osllquml.aom>

RE:us:l•boud nola

l=:~rc;d;,;.,":"
IIIIJ"CS''cnsollosolcounselres•nllnf;

..

mcetlng..U..Ics.

'Dunlop.MJcNd"

PRIV00041

1\ltam.y. Cllanl

praY!din; ll>c ~<quest""
lnlonnaUan !«the l"'rpc>ICI claeoldn; kpl
•dvlcc rc;:udfns .....an, minutes.
Altam.y•CIIcnt

7/3/:JIJll <molunl.>ptlsos:olopud.tanl>

AHDmoy • Cllenl

1"'""'''"""....,..
":'""!S'"'aemollan or
the ~"'""'""of pravldlq: lrpl advko

MoM. Thclolo'

f<lmarlnflloalq;uon!...-

ll$dolooan!notes

rosanlfns medln; mlnalcs.

..

Allomcy ·Client

1:=.';."'..:::;:~":,;"·
l~oll•s>l""'nsetroso~lns

PRIV00042

1/3/'lDII

PRIVODII43

"Morin. ThelmA'
7/71/2011 <lmorlnii&05o1lo;u.ln!.a>m>

PRIVDD044

7/3/'1Il11

PRIVOOGG

'Dunt.p.Miclud"
7/2'1/2011 <mluat.pesooof•G"4nl.a>oo>

medlnc""""ICS.
'Dunlap. Mlch;ld"

USDA1o3n!<usda~

~unlap!rsos->f"'".ml.com>

USDA!laud)uly2011no~eSI'"yourmlcW

~":.:.ro;;:.':f'~s-1

fodvicoropnllns .,..Ung minulcs.

1===:::.::-:"'

AI Iamey ·Client

lluomcy •Client

'
I
I

hnpn:sslonsolloploaunselreganlln&

noo<:lfs1c"""""'-

AIIOmc)l ·Client I

llmaltlram .......t J'f"'//dlnslrpl•dvlcc

"Modn.n.loaa'

..... b..~nalof

~q;uonl.com>

n;mlinsdoollol..,..lfnsmlnalcl.

Altam.y·CII.. I I

ocumomlpcparcd~,eowu<:I,MICM"

~~pdvlk$odmon,.l
ofleg:oJ .......I ..;onllnf;

PRIVII0046
PRIV00047

PRIVDOOCI

...dins ......&cs.

7/2'1/2011

'Morin. Thdm.l'
I/3/'1Ill1 <oznorinllgcsal~
'Man... Thclin.>'
1/J/Mll <lmorinOj:os:llogu•nlmm>

·~Sleven"

<sbcadlln&llsos->fesuanl.-.>
'hdlfn&-SieYcD'
<sloo>dlln&ft~

~p.MI<bod'

<lad~opord.com>

Dunlop. Mlch;ld'
f<mdllnbp8gos.a!ep~Jrd.cotn)>

USDA l!oud !11oct1o; Nal<S lnmJuly 12.

I

1\ltamcy • Clfcnl

':""''"'~P.n>VIO'"''"'~"on or

2DII

lloc pwposaoiiOCicfns leg:oladvko
..~USDA onootinimlnutcs.

USDA Bo.an! MoeUn;Nalosl'tomJutyt:Z.

llmai!IO COUIU<I providing ""'UC!Siod
lalann:ollanlor the purpose of ...,kin; lrl:al
1\IIOmc)l. Client
•dvicoroprdmc~SDA mo.Un; ml..,&cs.

2011

Allomc:y • Client
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Prlvr...tl

B.atH.tl:

Balu£nd

e...um...

lblo

Em.tiiTe

Dclal tfen

b.IIS•b ttl

&uiiCC

l'rlvlkoe

'Popclb. Mkholo"
<mpopclb--loga.anl.alm>, 'Sm..._

KoU,.O<Ics.mtooO&=Ioguud.oom>. 'Jones.
Beth (CoS.>Iquard)'
·~c:;mn~.cam>. 'Sutloo.Sa>U"

.........~.'!Copulsl:y.
,.... <Uo.bpulolcyltccufOJ:IUftl ....>,

'Rololsan.Tony"
'Dunlap. Mkhool"
PRIVOOOI9

SJ9/21lll <mduolo,._rq;.......-

'Roszanlwnp. Modo"
·-·~·~,e&=~c:;mn~.cam>

'Somntl.l"<J~•JIUUd.com>,

'DIIet,Nkld"
<nldd.dD~osolcpa~

uodoboanl .....

Email (ram munsel proYidtn;: lq;al advko
ro;udfnsd..tloiUSDA raoollng onlnutcs.

Allomcy • Client

::.':'.&:;;~;~~;"'·
PRJV00050

lml'fi'S'IOnSol Josal counstl10g•rrUng
USDA mooUnc mlnules.

SJ9/2!Jll

'S.ullor.Kollyo'

PRIVOOD51

S/9/2011 <ksWosOg...rq;uord.o:ao»

'Dunl>p.1111thod"
<md.W.pltpolquorrl<am>

RE: usd.l board now

Allomcy. C6anl

~=~=·~~~o;::uoniOr
repnlkl; rnte:lln; mlnulos.

Allamey • Client

fAltae~nt bpn~~~cammu~~a~nlo

oounselp«Mdlns od- nsmJinl droft ol

PRIV00052

mect~na mlnut-.

S/9/21lll

Allomcy ·Client

•j..,...lcllo (C<&!q;uord)'
<bjcacstts"""q;u•rd.an>, "l'apcll<o.
~· <"'f"''dbOp1kJ:UOfd.am>,

'Robf<ao.Tarry"
<~osatc~rd.com>.
~p.Morlt"

~inpes"""osuud.cam>,
'!Copulsl:y.Abc"

~pul$lcy8z<A&&u•nl.mno>, 'SatiOn.

'Smtco.lCcllyt"

PRIV00053

'Dunlop. Mlchoel'
8/ID/2Dll <mdulllop._resuorrl.com>

PRIVD0054

I/1D/2!Jl1

USDAmecdnJ;:mlnutet.

I'RIVODOS5

I/1D/2!Jll

EJMIIIOcoullld providing ""!"""loll
lnComudan lor lhe purpose ot ...kin; Iego!
dvlcc roprdln; USDA meetlns mlnui<S,
~llomcf•CII<:nt

I'RIV00056

8/lD/2111

·~nl.com>

~nop.Mork"

~p.110ch1cl"

~p8g...r"S"'nl.com>

<md.W.p8;ooolquard.<am>

>

uod.lboard .....

PW:wdaboorol ..,...

Emili !ram "''"""' pnwklin; ltgo I odvlcc
roprdln;drollofUSDA 1110011ns mlnuleS.
l"""'mmtprop.1r"' ~.'""""'LMtc~•
C.lll>p. rdkctlns prlvlloJOd mmul
lmp-•llopl<oomni'"IS•nlin;

1\ltomq. Climt

Allomcy ·Client

o:.';".!K=~~~:;naCI
f,.p-ollogolCOIIIIS<liO&'rdln;
USDA meeting mlnuii!S.

~Uomey. Client

~Beth (Co5.11e;uord)"

df~ord.<am>."Popelb.

l.llchalo'<mpopolb .....~>.

~Terry"

'l!o;;onloo1.,p. Mork"
Scoll" <mroucnbRtptlsos;~fc:pmrd.am>,
'S.Woo.lCdlJo"
[1\loo"q!o<.bpulokyO;ooalq;uonf.com>
<kAntooOgoodq;u•nl.<®»
·~~."Su

"Duolop, Mkhocl"

PRJVOOOS7

SIJD/2!J11 <ondulll>p8;ooofq;uud.o:Dm>

.....

..........,...r.;u............. 'Kipuhlty.

EIMfl !ram .... ,..o~ prcwfdlnc ltgol odvlcc
oodlboanlliOlOS

repnflngdroft of USDA III<CIIIlG mlnuleS.
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1=:"=;~.,:,"',:1
PRIV0011G

lolpn:sllmuo/lepl CDIInscl r<;>nllng
IIICCifng"""utet.

10/U/ZOll

"SWot. Kclye"
PRIVOOI17

10/U/ZDn

PRIVOOI18

10/12/2011

~J:OS'fcg~Urd.corn>

AI!Dmey • Cknt

~:u..::.:: .k';",;:::;:::-lepl

"Duolop, Mldl.lel"
<mduriolpll&osale;u.ord.cam>

RE:usdoboonl.,.,.

mvl<cre;ardlo;meoUn;mlnlllcs.

AI!Dmey • Cknl

~=:=:.:z.;o~:t'"
"'f""dansoflepl couNCI"'Pnllns

meeting minutes.

AUamcy ·Cleat

')onco.Bcth~J·

·~.....· " - · 'lloJ;J;anb~np.

~rk"<~pOJ;oso!~.
'l'opelb.Ml<hde"
<mpopdlr.Jirg...kgu.>rd.<ocn>, 'Sui....
SaiU" _,OS3/q;lloiiW:uto>,

"ICopuhlcy. Al>c'
Em.>ll from counscl secldnc lntonn.1Uon fer
tile purpaseo/ pmoJdln; Jccoladvlco

<.abe.k.opulskyltsos;lf~.

PRIVOOIU

'Dunlap, Mlch.1cl"
10/13/2011 <mdunlopOc=Jq;uord.cam>

'Robison. Tc:ny'
<~epard.com.>

"s."'lor,Kellyo"
·-pofeJ:II'Ird.cam>

Hda IJoud ndcs

r~cnding m!'l!tinc minutes.

Altomey ·Citmt

oaamcnt....,.na•y...,...r,Mr.,...,
Dunlap, nflectina privOep rnenbl

PRJV00120

10/13/2011

PIUV00121

"llq;smbmp, M.uk"
10/tl/2011 -r:nlt.lmpOgooalc:gu.>rd.cam>

PRIVOOI22

10/13/2011

l..prcos~on>otl<ll"lc:orwd "'Pnll"ll
meeting mlnulcs,
AUom<y•CIIcrll
=.oroc:ounse proorGrngroan:quesrea
laf~~~mo>llonfortho purpase ar secldng legal
advl<c regardlrrg rr=Ungmlnulos.
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"Dual.lp,Mkhocl"
<rnclunl.optt;osafr:prord.com>

FW: usdo boon!.-

l=~c-~:.:::a~-.::~i"
..pr=;crnso/lq;al.......,l n:ganll"ll

nrcdlng mlmrlcs.

Attomc:y • Client

.,.,... Beth (CaS.lk;uotd)"
<~q:uarrUom>,'l'cpdb.

'llunlap,Mlch>d'

PRIVOOI23

10/U/2011 ~m<lwrllpll""""pud-

Ml<hdc" <mpopelb.....r.p.rd.arm>.
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I
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I
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lrrrC.unc mlautcs.

10/U/2011
10/13/2011 'Sutton.Seoit" <ssullontt&Oiolf<s~Urd.tocn>

"Dunlap. Mkhocl"
<JII<Iunlapllt"'olfq:uarLc:.m>

RE:usdo boord .....

l::::::.::."::c::::::;:.,~k;>l
advlcoreprd-lnc mcdinc rnlnuacs.

Attorney- CBent

1=.';'..=~=:;"'=1"'

I

lmprCSiionlo/le;olc:ouruelreganllng

medlns m!AukJ.
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10/13/2011
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'l'apclb. Mldrclc:"
10/13/2011 <mpcpdlr.JCSOS'fel:u•rd.a>ln•
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l..,..,., ..

AIIDmcy•Cicnt

...,..p•u•~nr-""1"~

=~=~
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RE: usdo boon! notr:s

~dvlc:e rccardlnJ: roceUng mlnuir:s.
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I

luoc:rrmcntpreparea~.eou~MI<h>"

Dunlap, n!llec:tlng privlesed mental
lmprcsslonsofkgal ccuNd n:ganlln;
nrcdlng minutes.
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'Dille-. Nldd"
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PRJV 00140

Impn:salauo£1•8'1 """""' ...,.n1111s
mcdln; aalnutc:s.

11/9/2Dll

~·IDCDIIN<

'KozG<Jibmp.M•rk'
PIUVOOI41

11/9/2011 <mzost:""""mpaga..fq;,..nl.eom>

·~p.Midlacl"

<md~q;uanl.eom>

FlY: wd• board ru11es

AIIDm<)'·Ciml

Pl"DYIGUI51110r<qi!CSICQ

lnformaUon forlho purp=al seekln;kpl
advb: "'gardlrlg 11100ting minutes.
1\Uomcy•Clml
~prcp;>rcooy_~MKII:I<I
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lmp=~Gnsoflcgal counsel "'S"nlln;

PRJVOOI42

........gmlnul<S.

11/9/2011

Altom<y·CI<nt

"1'opclb. Mlduolo•
<mpop<lbltguotq;nnl.eom>, "]onco.llclh
[CoSai<&Uml)" <bfoaosep>fe;uard.can>,
"Sanloo. Ken~·
'l!osl;=bmp. 0\Wk"
<bontooOs-J"q:urd.alaP. "l!obJson,
~peg.s.lq;u4rd.com>,
PIUVOOI43

"Duni.Jp. MJchoel"
ll/9/2011 <md....,pCJ:1>Aiq;nrd.«>m>

CnJ"<tn>blsoiiO£osof•~·
"Sullon,Sco!t"<osol~Dnltj;...r~>

Kapllbky. - ·
<abe.bpul&lcyflpfeguanl.eom>
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....

l\tlomey • Clmt

~J:O'al·~>."Kapuklcy.

·~.'SuJton.ScDI' 'ltegt;l:rlbmp.:.brk'

IIWI>o.1nlnotcs

l!mallfrornmunsd...tlnglnfanNllonfor
tho pulpOSO of providing legal advice
repnllnJ: mooting mlrlales.

AliDm<Y ·Clh:nt

•=.";.".!n':;;:ri~~·
lmp..ulonsaflos>lcaunsolreprdln;

PRIV00148

11/9/2011

moetlna ralnutos.
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RE:usdo bcwd netcs
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Albnq •Ciiont

1:=.";":~-;ri~=.:;rlmpmsloosofloll'I<OIIOJd regardlog
moollncmlnutes.

11/10/2011

'Donbp, Mlchac1'
11/11/21111 <moluala..-c-lq;u.rd.co,..,.

l'dvllc,.

I:"'~;::'J:;.;;:,";:.,\tu;;"~c;o~

'Sutlon.Scall".....,...,.._f<&uard.<om>, '1-Bolh (CaSai''!l"'rd)'
PRIVOO!Sl

EauliSublut

os..- Kellye'

'PI>pelb.Mkbdo'

<lojonodts-lo;uard~om>.

<mpopelbe;...r.p..ntaxn>,-.,

<luantcmJp:Afq;wnl.c•m>. "Rcm;enk:mp.

Terry- <ln~banf%DSlfcpN.cam>

M"k' <IMis;onlwnp8s-l<"'"'""""'

AHomey•Ciionl

Email hmcaunscl c:ukln;la!ann;aHanfar
UJda ...nl ......

lhapu'l"""olpravldio;I'S"Iadvko
rcsonllog mcotins rnlnuw.

AHomey ·Client

I~ P'"P''"' !'l'.""'""'~MICNC

Dunlop, rdJ«ttns privllo.,..S menu!
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PRIV00152

11/11/21111

PRIVD0153

11/15/2011

moelbls-es.

'Dunlap. Mkhac:l'

<molualapO;osolo~;Urd.<Ono>

I'""""'"""""""'
sec~<~n;tou•rm>Han or
lhcpurpooeo(pravldlngk;olodvko

~mpopdlraOJ:r>Aicpaanl.mra>, "DDIkr,
Nldd'"~q;u.n!.com>

UJdaboanlll<lkS

r<sonllng -ling rnlnllw.

..

Allr>rncy•Ciiclll
Albnq ·Oiont

~=::g:;z~ ~~'t"''
lmprosslooso!Jcs.al.......alroll'n!ln;
PRIVD0154

11/15/2011
'Dillcr,Nid<i'

PRIV00155

11/15/21111 <nkld.dDiorOgoA(quud.am>

rz,.....,. MkNd'

<rndunlop8;oN(q;uon!.com>

'l'opclb,Michclo'
<mJXII"''kafl""'lq;1Urd.com>

moelblg-

I\ Homey. Client

J.dvtce rcprdlna; ateetiiiS mlnua.

AliDm<)' • Olont

I......
IIDCOu""' f'D""''"G"":""'II<>ICO
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l=";"~':i.,;:;:~;o,:-.;,~;""..
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Allomcy. Olont

mcdln;mfnulcs.

11/15/21111
'DunL>p, Ml:hael'
11/15/2011 <mduwpO;osoloJ:Urd.<Om>

l"""'"'""'cou""' scel<lngUuorm.luon or
lho purpooeol prcvldlng legal odvko
'Sorrontl.r<Jam:nuttc-~<sua~

Fw:usdo bcwd ......

rcsonlins~rnlnulos.

AHomey • Cliont

l=;"':..;:ri~;"'.:-;~.lmp-olloll'1"""""1 "'ll'rdlng
PRJV00158
PRIV00159

11/15/2011
11/16/2011

'DIIIu,Nidl'

f<mpopclka8(;nwlq;uard"""'>, 'Dunlop,

<nl<W~quud.am>

Mlchod" <mdual.lpCj;asolq;uord.CDOI>

1............... "'""""''"":""~""'...
lnlorm>llon r...lhcpufJ'O"' alliOOirln; lq;.>l

Rl!:uoda board nolo

!-•vice IOG"rdiog lf10CdRg mlnulOs.
~-·mont f"'P'rc<l

PRIV00160

tt/16/2011
11/16/21111 <mdunloptlcasollosurd.<Om>

~r<J~suor4.corn>

'Morin.n..lru'
<Jmorin8s<wloguard.com>

AHomey•Oiont

!'>'.<""""' ..Q~Wg

Dunlop. rdlocllng privilo.,..S mental
lmprcssloosolloGOIC01UIJC!roprdfn;
moollngAIIrlrlcs.

'llunl>p, MiWcl'
PRIV00161

Allomey·Oiont

mcclins a1nutes.

llllrlrnoy·CIIont

1:::.::::;;::~~=.:"·'
u.doboanlnoks

~sanftns rnecttns minuses.

AI""""Y•Oiant

I~""""P"'P'"" 0Y"""""•·-

PRIV00162

Dunlop, rcllcdln&Privllo.,..S mental
lmp...-.ollcplcoun><l";anllns
mc:ettns mtnulcs.

ll/16/211l1

AltOmcy•Oiomt

'J~Dg;oobmp.lo!Mk"

~~plt""'lq;u.n!.com>,
'l!oblsan. Tony'

PRJVD0163

'Danlap. Ml<luol'
l2/1C/20ll <mdo•t.pltg...t•guani.<Om>

<uoblsonlg..,leguW.coon>, OS.ntas.
ICoUyo' <ksaolosllgcsakguan!.com>,
'SIIttnn.Scall" <uuHanllgosa!J!GU'ni.<Om>,
'Ciarlr. c.ulo' <cu&lo.clarledeluxo.com>.
'I'Opelb, Ml<Mio'
~ l!loth (CaSaloguordJ'
mpopdJcoesooal"'l"'rd.<Om>
<lojonoseau>f...-d.cmn>

Emaillra:ncoun><l J"Gvldlna lciJ"I..tvlcc
"""'board ......

npnllna dr;~ltofmcetlns minutes.

AIIO<Mf·Olont

luocurncru prcparca oyonunoc• MICfiACI
Dunlop. rdlcctlo; privDc.,..S monb1
lmp-o(l<ll'lcour>sc:l res•nll"!l

PRJV00164

l2/14/20tl

moolln&mlmltcs.

1\liOmcy•Oionl

..,..,., counsouooJJ!'G uuorm>aon "'-""'
PRIVD0165

PRIV00166

12/t4/20l1

12/lC/2011

~~~~

pu rpooe al pr<Tridln& lq;al advice regan!lng

'Dunlap. MkNol"
<rndunlapllsosllq;uanl.com>

RE: wdo boan! .....

moolmsmloulcs.

AHomey•Oiont

""""m<Nprcparcg ~--"""·"'".....

013506

----

------

Duni•P· rdi<Ctlng privllc;od mental
lmp....tan.olloll'lcounsclrq:an!ln;
__ IIIOellnC_Illiralles, _____

Al.,mcy • Olont
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lblcs Eml

Emlll~om

D.. •

EmaiiTa

ElnaliCC

Desalollon

EDWISulllcct

Prtvll ...

"llobl>on,'Totry'

<~Cpslfeguad.corn,..

'llosi;I:Jibmp.M>Ik'
<IIUO~piJ&oso!q;u.ud.com>,
'SUttan,Scoll"-llantt;osol•~·

PRJVD0167

'Dunbp. Mklw:r
12/14/2011 <mdumpe;.,.lcgo.1rd.m••

~Kdly..
~llc:UI~)'
·-~-."Cuut.c..s!c" <bjarx:sepfepmd.com>, "l'opclloo,
<=sle.cs.k~

Mkhtlo' <"''"'P"Ibllgosakguard.mm>

Emolllrom....,..l ""'ldnclnformotlonfrw
l1lc purpasoal pmolding lepl•dvlco

...S."-dndcl

resudln& medn1 mlnulo.

Attomcy • Cllcnl

o:::;.'".J'"..:'ns""'pri":uc::',;,.,":"'.,
lmpn:odansoltos-1 oounsel "'G'nllnc

PRIV00161

12/1~/2011

PRJV00169

'Roraonbmp. Mad<'
12/IS/2011 <mros&onbmpfls-Je&u•rd.mm>

PRIVDOI70

U/15/2011

nooetlnc .........
IOINI'IO ......... PH>VIdln& R < j -

!:':."''
Mlchul"
unlapllpfq;uori.com>

fW:uldoboordiiOicS

Attomcy ·Client

la(....,.Uon far lho purpaoo of ,..kine k;o1
odvlccrqardla; ....uno min...._
Attomcy·CIIcnt

o::::"..n~";n"!u;'"=~llnpn:odansof Jos:ll oounsel"'G'nlfn;

llledfns minutes.
'Dunlop. MkhAcl"

PRJV00171

12ns1m1 <a>dunlapl;.,.lq;uord.mm>

PRJVfXII72

12/!S/:1011

"D!IIet,Nidcl'
<ald:LdD!erO;~

uldo"-dndcl
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"Tilter:ShUinw'iiy:'Ainy"' ........ 'O'.,.....,..~,l-~ ~~ ~d,ict>re&~rdmr;•ccQUntpruledJunol,n,~l..,.
<Aiilkrfitgos.,fctyard.com>b ._....,:,.;..J! lUi! mRCu:I&Dfnl"r.Ust' ~Mh
?! 1 ThuDI,on, 1Bft.•~/or Do.:~'<Jurcc• 1•"\/.tlomty ·Client

l=~~rd.com,.,"llner-041

40

~~-~----~
"Bc.l4bng.~en· ___ ,.u__~ ·~o.EI~n· ~
PRJV00658 . ~............,.. .,9/6{2013 <sbtAdiU\sft&os.lft'i;uard.com>
<rl:s:-:.i:!ma~.tra'Crnn>

,....:~~,. 4 Shu~ay,_~my~~

Ematltocowwlpi'UV1drn'rtqtlestcd

~ ....... -~\.d.,

in!orm.~ttonfortht'J'UrpcKCof~klnglr&-11

~·-ta~gos.afq;u.ard~>,"Sluppcr,Kevin•
~.M wts ~ ~~d\'l('~rt~tdUit;a~ntprotccU«lof,TJ.~, . .
<liWpperitgos;tfe,suard.com>~ RE·IBF.Cu~:.Lsst.:a.M-....t=::t....,+,..• __ u~t~JBF.•itd/nrl>o.:LI~urcc,
_iff "I

'l'opeJ~MKhele

·o...up.M>c:hoor
PRIV00659

9/12/2013l<mdunlapSgaal<guard.mm>

I'RIV OD6f,O

9/12/2013

PRIV00661

9/13/2013 <.sbh&Djitlgosalegu•rd.com>

I

*Huss.tfn. SMfON•

<mpopellc.a$gosoafegv.rd com>. •Ble'nns.

Email from coun.~l provfdzn& krgal.Jdvict!

l'risalla"
<prbcilb.r~gpNfc:u.ard.cCJm>

j"OunL1p. MichAel•
<11'1dunLlp8SOSI!csu..td.com•, "Skip-per.
KeVL'\. <ksl.tpperftt;as.fcgu.ltd.com>

'.aw.arck Knpt

I

"Sunon. Scon• <S5UtUJ:tOg~lcgu.n1.com>

'Opi10J1. Agreement •nd Mrnagnnmt
~ A~nts

rcgardmg •wards ~pt
At~am<y-Ciient
IOC'.Jmcnt dr.i.ftM:Jby M•h ouru.ap f•"ir-iM
purposct CJ( prnvtd.ng lq;o~l.1d\·i~ wgudmg
nwuds din:\cr
Atiomey ·Client
EnwiiiD munsd k'l!ldns Jt.g.l.tdvlcr

rq;.ardtng Option Agrrcmmt and MSA.

jAnot"l'lt')' ·alent

llJocumml prond~ b)•!ihafina HuS&Iin for

or

the pu~ ~kin& lq;.tl.ad\'kt from
1
counscl rrg.uding Option Apetmmt.uul
MSA.
IAttom<y-CII<nt
tDoc:ument prtl\idrd bySMfina HuJS~In fnr
the purpaseof scclcmg Jc&.ll•d\iCt'
ng.u-danc Option Agr~nwnt and M.~
!Attorney· CUmt

PRIV 00662

9/13/2013

PRIV 00663

9/13/2013

PRIV00664

9/13/2013

I'RIV 110665

'Sklpf""'.K.vln"
9/13/201li<I<Wppo.tt"""lq;uardmm>

IDoalmcnl pmvidt'd by5h.1fin.1 HuJNin for

the purpose of tc~:kins: lcr;aladvkc
~d:ng O?tlon Agn.""Cmcnt •nd MSA.

·ouru.r. Mkha~t·
<mdunlapCs~!q,"U.ard.com>

FW: Opuon As;reemenl and M.aNgtmmt

~ Agzo<=nts

jAllorncy • Client

IErn.ad from COUI\5CI providsns lt'gal •dvx:t!
"'&"d1ngOpUon 1\grecmenl•nd MSA.

IAtton")' -Client

jDocumrnt ~ bySNfln.t Huss.lin for
the purpase nf seeking lcgoal•d\1ct

PRIV 00666

9/13/201)'

rcg.vd~ngOption 1\IV""m<nUnd MSA.
IAtlam<y·Cknt
!Document. pri:Mdid byShafin~ Huu.ain for
the putp05C of Je'Ckin& ~c,.al•d'icr

I'RIV 00667

9/13/2013

I'RIV00668

9/13/lllU

~ardmg Option Agrccment .1r.d MSA,
IDocumltnt pto\id~ b)'Sh.afln.~ Husa.un lot
the putpo:'t' ttl tcekin; legal .d\i"
rec-dms Optkm t\grccnlt'nt•nd MSA.

'l'opclt.:ll, Mic:hclc!"

"Dunlap. Mlchoc:l"

013540

PRIV00669

9/)6/2Dll~<mdunl.l~fqu.ard.com>

PRIV0067D

9/16/2013

<mpoptlbftt,"OYfl!gU.tn1 rum~. "B!n1M.
l"rbdll.l"

<pnsa.tL'I.z.blt'\'lnsttgos.ah.•cu.ard te'm>

,FW:aw•rdsscnpt

Email frcm counsel seeklng mfarmatu:m fnr
the pUrpa!C Of proVJdmg Jca;.al.ul\1~
,regudmg•w.ardssatpt.
IAtlomcyaCJicr,t
Document dr.af:l:d b)' M1ke DunLlp for the
purpose of pro'tlding lq;al.dvicc fro:n
·oun5cl rcg.ud1:11.g rew.ard' dmner.
jAtlorney • Cienl

I
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PriY LOKI

8&1r18q

Bl.la&.d

D.atr

EluiiSub cd

Em..IJCC

Email To

l:aull From
~~~PI><'·"'"""

PRJVDD671

•Jiussain,SN.ftn.•
9/I7/21JI3 <Wh.anJ•Ogawkgu.ard.cum>

PRIVDD6n

9/17/2/Jll

PRIV00673

9/17/21JI3

<bkippetes-fczu-d~Dm)>.

RE: Option Agn:anmt and M.an.1gcmc:nt

•DW\J.ap,

MoctwcJ• <mdunlap8sos.arrs~Urd.mm>

"SuUtln. Scott• <ssu:to.8&osafcguard com>

ScrvlC~Asn:~ts

Description
~~ SDcou~proYiciin;~nJ~tien or
the- purpose or ~eeking lcg.tl.advi«
rq.ardlng Opraon Asrcemmt and MSA.
uocurrcn: prt~VJaca oy:m.1111rY usw.m 1or
th: puJPOSC' of seeking leg• I •d\ia
reprdk'lg Opdon Agreement and MS.t\.
,uocumcnl pnmaea •Y~'"""',.. Mu...m or
the purpose of seeking leg•l •d\icc
rog.udingOplion A~land MSA.

Privlln:r
A Homey • Cl~ent

AUOmf')' • Client

At~·Cllcnl

OS.n~os.tcdl)'t'•

<lu..antn~CD~fcguard.mm>, "PopelkA,

M!Ctwle• <mpopetlc.aOsour.suant.com'>,
-sutton.Sc~ <uuttonegaulosuatd.mm>-, "Sam!nb. J• <j.aorrattiesou!egu.ard.axn>.
--&nx.ks. Roser" <roscr.brooke8dcklxe.com>. 'Morin. ThtlmA·
<tmonn8gos.afc:suud.com,., •Budlm;.
·~.Mar~
<mrvgsc:nUmpltgm.l!rsu.rd.rom>, "Cl..rk. ~~- <sbcadllngOgo,.C~uud awn>,
~- <asslr..cU.rk8ddue.com,., •Ocfdla, 'DGicr,Nickl"
<nJcla.dlllc:rftgDN!~ard.mm>
PhW<phi1.ndc11ACdclu"c.com"

·ounl.lp. Mtdwc:J•

PRIVD0674

9/26/71ll3

<mdun~pCgos.l!q;u.ard.con?

EnwU (rDB'I co-unsel pruvkUn; IL-g.al <Jdvicc:
rq;.rdln& dntft of USDA meeting minutes.
1~mcnt prc:parea gy C:OUIUCI, JVUCn.ael

usda boa:d notes

Atcomcy • Clu~nt

Ounb1p, reflKiing privileged rncmtal
impressions of lcg•l counsel regarding
I'RIVD0675

9/26/"1!ll3

PRIVDD676

9/26/"1!l13 <abRn&gnufeguard mm>

PRIVD0677

9/26/'JIJ13

USDA mt"Cting minutes.

-........ ,,Kno<,-

IU~r-o_numwo~y.Amy

m.lil b

~.

<mdunl.apftgnyfrt;u.ard.corn>

(I)UrlSC!

Attnmey ·Client

S«king ltg.i .IUY'.CC

regarding DocuSource lease.

FW.lso;e

AttorNy -Oienl

l"""""""''f"":"'aeaoyAmy , __
~humway r. tho purpoc.o of a«~ kin; lop I
~dvice (n:xn CtJunad reprding OocuSoUI'CC

rR:iV.'"D067ii%
PRIVD0679"

lea~.

_.,,
~ ~ ~ !Sowa. ~<barb I ba~.com>A. ·:;::;;;_~~"-~T\."' ~.~~~ifi.~~~ ai!:Adcud...lQu<silCiii~W~ ~co;...r:= Atcumcf~-:.cuc:n?
1
~- r 3 £d?~:;nU'iiZit ;;rt;;ztzrr ~; . . r 'hiLi.,.::: :+X~:; '-rt~M ;~r¥t~, 1i'''frt?'·:.w
~
i'J,"1Crrega r:r.c:;;A;=b~~ t ...,21i/1!ll3
1
1

-

~·.--

-

.~.,..

.

-s.ntos.Kc11yc•

<ks.nt...epaleguanl.cnm>, "l'opel ...
Mrchck!• <mpopelb8gcsafe-&UW.c:om>.

-sutton. S<ctt• <uutkmGgcsafcgua:d.tom>,
•Broob. R.gn• <regu.broob&deluxe.com,.,

•ounWp. M.clwc:l'

PRIV 00680

9/27/"1!ll3 <mdunlapCgowfegu.ard.com>

•Ros;c:nbmp. Mark•
<mrogsmbmp8soufc:;uard.tom>, -cl.ar"~1!" <assr.cl.aJkOdduu=.com>, "'dclLt.
<phO.odc:ILJCidduxc.com>

rt.n-

RE: ullod• bwnl nole:l

Email frozn COUfi$C) proridin,; lcpl e.dvke
rq;.zdmg draft of USDA mcetm,t; mJnuto.

A Homey· Client

~~~";.:=~~":u:';~~~c
PRIV 00681

irnp:cssions ollcgal coumc1 ~rdins:
USDA meeting m1nutes.

9/27/"1!lll

Atlomcy • Clacnl

•Brooks. Rogt..- <rager.brookiftdclau.com>.
"Roc8<n.. mp. Muk"
<mressmbmp8sou!esuud.c:orn>,
"Sutton. Scott"' <uuu.nas~resu,~rd.com>.
"l'opeU..,Mkhcte"
<~npopclb8gosakg~aard.com,., "'Odc:tla.

"'un1•p.MicNc1"

PRIVD0682

9f2!/"1!ll3 <mdunl.tpCgosafq;uiJrd.corv

Phn· <phU.och:tl.Odc:Ju.:e.~:um>-, jond.. Rex"'

-s.tntos, Kcllyc-

<~1uxe.com,.

<ksantDSOcOSI!~ard.com>

...... """"' ......

Em.ail ham a;nauel aeckln& information (or
the: purpose of providinG ks•l.advkc:
~dms
l~l.lfnc:nt

USDA ltu.lrd mcellng minulcs
wazu:o Df o""'IKC uun .ap or Ul~

Atlorncy • CUcnt

purpose! of proVKhns lq;al•dw:e JeSolrdl.ng

PRIV 00683

9/2!/"1!ll3

llcroA board mectinc minutes.
counst provtGmc reques"~a
inform.~tion (or the purpote o( Reking legal
•dvxc reguding USDA ~rd meeting
minutes.

Atkm\cy ·Client

~~~~to

'Sanlas.!Collye•
I'RIV 00684

9/2!/"1!lll

<ks.an~gm.afq:uard.ccm>

Dunbp. MKIY<:l"
<mdunbpliC&QSlfegWird.com>

RE: u!lda board nDtts

Attormy ·Client

l;:eu~~;:~~J~~:;Ol':;::C::~;:Os
PRIV 00685

9/"l!/"1!ll3

USDA bond mNtmg minuta:.

At&Dmey ·Client

Email to counsrl pmvldtn, th~ requested
nil ormation for the purpose of seoetlng Jq;al
•dvx:c rcprdtng meeting minutes.

At1Dmey • Clh:nt

ocumont prop.>n:a ~.'""'"" , MI<IW:I
Dunlap. rcOmms privileged mmt1l
1mpressionsof legal counsel rq;anllns
mcdJng minutes.

Attamey • Cbcnt

-s.rrtm. Xclt~· <"'/t~•cklux.cfou-c:.cNn~
admtnisU•IlYc group

013541

PRIVD0686

PRIVD0687

9/2!/"1!lll

9/2!/Vltl

(fydlbohf23spdlt)/cn•reopwnts/m•t202142 "Dunlap. MkNc1"'
<mdunlapO,fjosafcguard.com>
">

RE: usda board

note~
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Pr{yl.ul

........

o...

l.&lft End

Email Ta

Enullfnm

Dt"Scrlation

EmaiiSuh ret

EmaUCC

Privilecre

-Rogsmbmp, ~rk•
<mroggenbmp8gaufqplatd.com>,

Brook.. ReF <rcser.bmobftdelu~.com:., "Sante:., KeDy~·

JancJ, Rex"' <ro.jo:u:sCdchuc.r.com•. 'Cbrk. <~fcsu.ard.corn•. "Sutttm.Scott·
jC.ssle• <c.a:uie.clukedetuxr.RJm>, "'dclla. <s.suttan8gawkpud.com>, -s.ntM.

"DuaW.p. MicMel"
9{30/'JJliJ <mdunr.pe,Cl5itlcguard.com>

PRJVD06B8

Phil" <phd.oddU8drluxe.cum>

ICcllyr:! <b.mbSgiCIWic:suW.cum>

9/31l/'JJll3

I'RIV00690

9/JIJ/201

'Roggonkunp, Mork'

I'RJYD0691

----

l'l!IV00692

r--

PRIY00693...

PRIV00694

I

--

.. . -

I

:·::: :1:=:-

(fydtbohf2Jr,>dll)/cn-r=plcill!/cn•llD2178
~,A

.., .

-~-~~

., ......

¥

........._...,.. 9/'\fl/2013 . . . . . .

I

Dunlap. rdl«ttns pnv1tega:S menu I
lmpresslons or lta;al counsel regudlng
USDA ~ntttblg mlnutcJ .
At!Orne)'·Cbent
m.a1 to coun.se providing rcquesttd
lnlormatian lor 1M purpose o! st'Cking lq;.al
advlte n:gardtnc USDA board meeting
Attorney - Cl1ent
minuta.
Docum<ntdrafl<d_by.ltk<o Dun •p arlho
pu~ ol providing k!s:.ll.ldvi«' rq;.ardins
USDA ~rd rnecbns mlnulel.
AUomcr)• - Cht'ftt

FW: uscb board notes

9/lC/2013
·Sklf'P"o Kcvtn• <"/o•del.un:/ou•ndwnse
J.d~nt~tr•ti'"l"S~~

_......... .......

'IPW"ti'O.Jii

'JtULUln.ShD'U\.11•

10/1/2013 <t.bl-..otr;Hia;DNkg&ulrd.cvm>

I'RJV00695

10/1/2013

PRJV00696

"'OUfllai). MJth.lcl•
10/1/2013 <mdunl.tp@,&DI.'Q!quard.co-m>

~

'f!l

.....~i

••

~d'!t~=~,u;ra::-- • iF

l

........ ,

•

Dlil<r.Nkkl'

10/l/2013

PRIV00698

10/:!/2013 <nkAi.dillerCgosCquud.com>

PRJVD0699

10/l/2013

PRIV00700

I'Dun •P· Mk...,l'
<"/a•dcluxe/ou-exch..an&c •dministrative
croup
·~.bmp. M•rk"
(fydtbc11123apd!ij/CI"rcdplenb/cn•llDI832 <mroggmk.tmpOgcs;Uqu.ard.t'Om>,
10/2/2013 .,
"Sanmti. J" <j..101'Ttnllft£M.lff'Cuard tam>

~~urcc~·upfnr1 prt·•cqt.l~ fCP1iUiij"'account'prol«tJOno(T3~
rl'tu~.._....._.
J•.,.. IBf, .arid/or oOcu~un.c.?--"""'

-

..,,

e

"Suuon. Scott• <uuHor.Sgogfq;uard..c.m>

<nidi chlletSgcufe~rd.com>

PRIVOOII17

"Dillcr,Nic:k1•

~:ti:~~~

(j1d»"'tf!!'!Uq:AM'¢f) ..

"Dunlap. Mich><l"
<mdunbp8gosalquucL:orn>, -skipp:-r.
Kcviz!,• <bldppu8r;os.lfrgu.lrd.cvm>

.,

Em.a:l from counsel r.rM~J!Ig lq;ol1 old\'tce- ,

4*'
•

"""""'y·Oi<nl

LJoeumtnt prep.ucd b)' •CO\INICI, MICIWC

'Dunlap. Michul'
j<radun!apeg...tq:~~o~nlrom>

<mrogcenJwnpfiD~(cguosrd.com>

rq;aJding dr.rt o( USDA meeting mmulo.

-

PRIV00689

Einail fro"' csuNCI prov&ding kg411advkc
uKl.l bo.tnJ nutn

..

!Document 0:\0o'"'rd..-db\·~tlfl. utton nrtllc
)4 MAtp purpose ol,..~i..ms lc.?&oll.adYK'c.? rq;.rdn1(W
~n~~~~~-IB.F•.-...
.snCJ/orOOcUSol.lrc..:rrYI to coun~ rrovld1nc tn o~bon lnr
tha putpo~C o( ~kin; kog.11l.advi~
1BF ·Third Anwn4mcrnt Ia A-t Pt.ud~u
f't'SJITdinS mF ·Third Amendment toAuct
Agreement
Purchue Agreement
At1otncy • C'llftll
tt.ac:hmc=nl m Lrn.u to cnurue pravuung
Womu.Um lor lhc purptoe ul '"kinslq;al
.advke trgo~rding Thud Amcndrrn.'ltt to ASMI
PurtMse Agrc.?emcnt
Attorney· Clic.?nt
ma; rom cnun..o;c ~ekinG n nrnw11on or
the purpose of prm11dms lcg.al.tdYlce
fW: usda boaird runes
rq;.arding USDA bo.ud mccUne mtnutcs.
Attorney • Cl~t

-·

''

Dunlap. MicM~t·

<mdun.. ~leJiu.!lrd com>

RE: u:Kl. buud notes

uub OO.rd notes

IIJocummldr•l~ by. •••• UUnl.lp n:tlc:cbns
privilccecf ment.t11mpreulnnso! lcg.t!
fCounscl rq:•rding USDA bn.\rd :nc.'di:1g
minu.trs.
Attnmey • ctrent
maa to couNC prnv1dlng roquuted
lnfDnNdcn for the purp~ ol .welnns: lcg01l
•d'lice~t;ardin& USDA ~rd mcetms
minutct.
AUDmcy • Cbcnl
IDocumcntdr.>IIOdbyMlkcDunup "'""'
purpo5c.? of prOVldmc lcgoll.advire rt>g.1rchns;
USDA bond ~ctinc ~n~nutrs.
Attomty • Client

EINIII from coun.'CI ~kine inlormulon for
the purpose .r providlnc ltc•l advice
reg.11rdlng USDA board meeting manuiM.

Anorntoy • Oient

"=~_by • .,i~UUN.1p or the
of pf0VIdins&cca1 advi« regarding

ID«ummtdra
purp~

PRIV00701

10/l/'JJl13

PRIV00702

10/3/2013

PRIV00703

10/3/2013

USDA board rm:ct.ng minu&o.
"DunlAp. Macb.lct•

"Beo1CIUn;. Sttvcn•

<mdunl.tpCcDYf~rd.(Otn>

<stle.adlangtiCDS.IIfq;uard..com>

Fw:USDA Do.lrd ncr.c:srrom~r J8.
2013 for yow rmew

'lo!o= Thelrnl'
PRIV00704

10/3/201'

I'RJY 007115

10/3/20B

013542

I'RJY OOill6

10/3/2013

I'RIVrmril

10/3/2013

<:mttrinftgnsaf~gu.1rd..mm:.

USDA Board <usd.aftsnsa!"CU~rd cnm>

·ounl.lp.MK"h.act.

"Mann. Thetm.a•

<:ndunl.apfD,OSA(~rd..corn>

<trncrit1CI£os.lfc.?gUird.comJo

-

"Dunlap. MKNcl"
<tndunt.apttcn..caft'l.ou.ard.com>

Eml:d from counsel pf'O'Yidlng lcpl•dvtcc
reg.ardrng USDA bo.1rd rmeting mmutes
acumen! drofl<d by .Ilk< Dunlop or U1o
purpost!' a! provkhng Jc;al•dvice! reg.1rding;
USDA bo.rd meetmg manu~.
nw IG couMCI prO\idmg inform.abon or
USDA Bo.ard notes from Sep~mbcr 18,lOJ3 the.? purpose of seckin; leg.11l•dvice
forynurt'I!Vic.?W
rq;arding USDA bo.ud meeting minutes.
IUOCamtnl dr.a -=~-by Mike UUnl.lp or th•
ptlrpoM cl providing \cos.ll.ldvico ros'rding
USDA board meeting minutes.
'lnoll romcuuruc pv nsdlrcctmrufurlhe
purpose of providing Jes.al.advkc repnUng
FW: usda ba.rd notes
USDA board meeting minuteS
IUOCUmonldro "dby. llk<UUnlap crt""
purpast:" ol providing legal advice rt'g.ardmg
USDA bo.ard mtcting minutes.

Ataormy - ct~c:nt

AUomcy - Clu:nt

Atkttney • 0Jent

Attomey • Cbc:nt
A~·Clicmt

Aaomry • Client

AtkH'TU!y·Orenl

I
I
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Jldyi.MI

a.teslar:

..... &d

&ullfnm

Date

EaaUTo

EauiiCC

EmaiiSuht.d

DwUp,ldlcMd"
rRIVDD71lll

"Soncnii.J"<J..oorn:oi!&J;t~M~q;u.o..!.caoa>

10/3/"J!JI:J

DacriaHan

r=:~:.::;::::,,::~~

..sol

Prlvlle-Rr

o11lvice rqr4rcllns USDA board ructlns;

<mdum.p&p~

l!E:u.sol.>boud.,...,

mlnules.

llllamq'·CIIcnl

IUO<IImo:ntcuJ"" oy "'"'' uurvop or Ina

rRIVD0709

plllpOSCiafpravldlngkplodvla!rq;onllnj;
USDA baud medfn; minK lei
AI!Dmq·CIIc:nl

10/3/"l!J13

~~=.:_,..,&"_live
group
(lydlbch~Dop<lq/m•rodpknts/m•J2DJ832

rRIVD07JD

rRIVD0711

10/3/7JJ13 ">

~--·

Fw:USDA liomlndc:s!IOIIlSoplcmloc:r18.
2013 !Gtyourmlew

..a...dllnj;Spsafe;uani.cwm>
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lmnhdenbal commumcahoru from coun.~l
for the purpose of providing lepl o1dvicr

PRIV00941

~J;-~rdinc

lfl•/:!Dil

IBF l'ost·Cosms Agreement.

"Sutton. Scott..

1<·/o-excNn.:elms/ou•ncMn£e
PRIV00942

,.dmmist:at\"e croup
(fydibohf23cpd11)/cn•rrrif*!nts/m•16l.aM I"HuUn.Sh.arma•
1/16/201.J}d5476S.b13.19695585ab1.s.a3ab-t437630"'>
<tbhanjiii~Se-guard.com>

PRIV00943

1/17/201-ti"Sutwn. Scou• <uutton8J,DSA.f'cgu.rd.com> 1-o.r~ ~ cc..uie"t.rk«dcluac.com>

PRIVIXJ9.U

"Savnit!'. Suunn.~~•
1/17/2014 <SSol\'01rieboos.tk£twrd.com>

Email eN In (orwudfnc rt"quest from counsel

FW: IBF rost-C1osi:rs Ag~t (v2)
"Dunllp. Mid\olco:
<mdu.nlap8S05-lfq;u..rd.com,., "Skipper.
Kn-L'l" <Uir:lppc:rilgQUfesu•rd.wm>

I

for tnform:&tion n«CS!YI')' to pmvidc leo(}II
ad viet' rrs.ardlns draha~l

IAtk'rnly. Clk>nt

mail prevtdin; Wornwbon to coun~~rl for
the puf'PO'Cor .ce"kln& k&a1 &d.vao:
Rli.I'WCa resposuc oa A&scbltdd f<nSalc: lresudin& negot!.tion whh IBr.

"IY)'.lkw.ayne·<dtvy~Sosdq;;uard.com>,

"Dunlap. Mteh.lcl"

013557

PRIV00945

I

1/17/2014

!<mdump@sosafeguard.com>. "Skipper.
J<cvin• <bkippcrftgGS.Ifquard.c:om>

"l>ef'PILI. Krvm"'
l<.dc:rclLICgos.afegu.ud ~>. -suuon.Srott•
<!R.IHOnfil;owkguard com>
IV•luation OocumcnL•2014

Eft\111110 counsel seclc.tng k:pl•d\i«
regardtn' v.l!.:at:on OocummiS 2014.

Attorney ·Cltcnl

Att.achmcnt to el1lo1il tocoun.11el see lung ~g.tl
;dviceregarding V.ahwbon Docummrs2014.1Attamty • Cltcnl

T3 £nterpr8.es, et at. v. S:afquuo 8uslne$S Systems. Int., et •1. (~se No. CV·OC·l416400)
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Prlv Ler; I

J

BatH-~

I

Date

Bl.ta Enlll

&wiiCC

EaullTo

Ea\.111 From

1/17/201<1

PRJVD0946

~

uunup.

MKn.Wr

<mdun~pftgoslfe;u.ud.com>, ~ppcr.
IC1."Ytn" <kskippcritgos.tfegu.ud.corn>,

I
I
I•r;pclk:.l:MiChCtc-'.......,..._~ I

Attachment ao enwd to cOUNel xclung Jc:s•l
ladvke n~g.rdLng Vod.Jdlion Documcnts2014.IAUomeJ • ClSent

'Etnfmmahnn
mail to counsel
provKhng rcqueSII:d
lnr tht' purpcw.- a! -.rorlr:tn,; lrg.tl

._....,.*'1/1?/201~~~~~~:'s:t:~:;.;~"t-~r·•~-~:~J~~~~g':,~.com~.. ~~~~";:;q.ouud,c~>~ R~mF:·

PR1V.OOJ.;7 -

....__.

ten:: ;";:=: ~~~~7:~~
IEm.~d f:om cou~l rtquesttnc, tnfurm.thon tu

'T:l!('f-Shumw.t)'• Am)'"
<.ltl!lc-rirgO'Iolfrgu.trd~om>, "Sktppt"r. Kn"Jn: _

_ .. :Dunl.ap,M1Ch1cl"..
.•
1117/201~ 1<mCunlapftgOSolftguardcnm>

PRJV()(19.18..,.1-...

., .
PRJV()(19.19

, 4<

1,

·

.

Elk>n:<~tundenltCO'Ifrtu.~rdco:n>

"

"Dunbp.M-tcfuc)•

•

~;..;"!:'v:-

nL. C.u:tte"

"DunJ.p, Mklwe1'

PRIV00950

l/2l/2014l<mdunlilpCigasafeguard.mm>

PRIVD0951

1/21/2014

II!

\;

<mpopclLifCt."'Ufq;uudcom>

1

•

IBP

<cau~.cl.ulo.8dc1uu,.;om~ <cnpope!iwiftjD:Wfcouard.com~
1

:

":.

Sanlo5.1C('Uyo•
j<kunlcdegoufrgu<trd.com>. "'Ttogpmk.imp.
,Mark• <nuoggenlam?8g0Solfq;u.trd.com>.
~Brook.' Roger" <rvgn-.brcob8dcluxc.com>.
'Rnbl<on. Torry"
~trobl5an8gas.alc!guilrd.mrn>, '"J"opellc.l,
Mrhelt!" <mpopelbctgDS.l!cgu.Jrd.rcm>,
"CLuk. CJJ5ic!• <c.&Uit'.clarkftde)IJu cem>

A

k
-~_;.. Dnc-uoeourcft~"'~,_
nu1llrnm munuol

Yili'

IBF

usda

t-

proRctioil6ff3.!1Ju~JBP.•nd/or~l"'
ptmidt lcgA1.tdVKe reg.arding~,iCC'Ou'it'llt8iil

q•*

1 . . . JI't, Jti¥1
'\...
.:!- ' • 7 · •

..., _,...._~~~~~
,· ~ _ __ . ·~ _._ ~"
'l'opclk.a.MK'h~l~~
·~· Uldpl

1/18/20HI<mdun1Ap8gos.'lf~su·ud mm>~I-C"'.

,~~.

__.,.

""'<.._oekrpp:rjigMafrcUM'd.CD.ii>':""tundrn.'"

'i:.f, ...,..-

rrl¥'1~e

Dncrlptien

EasaiiSablm

*'!t*•

UIP.lin'd/M

board~

"'"1........,

ft"qU~:Stin& infonn.-uan

.. l'"'th~pu'J""''ofpiiwlinnjj~•dvK.
rq;.t.."d!'G~f!Unlprnt«tinnnfi.l:Thurstm, ~

Doru~r«.

Ern.ail froM counsel provtd1ng Jq;al •dwc
nog.ardlng draft of USDA meeting mlnut~
'ocummt pro~ red b)i' coun~el. Mich.ac
DunlAp. r~nrain& pn\-tksed mmtal
,impreMion." n( leg.I cuurucl n:gardins
USDA mceltns minutn

"Dunlilp. MkNc:l"

1

<"/o-cxdwlgd.&bs/ou•exchmgc

I;;:=:~U~-napicntsJcn••NS:a.b

PRIV00952

1/21/21114ld2e<3f~bll&fi9964211610Jl.t2DI832">

PR1V00953

1121/2014

"Odkr.NKld"
l<nlckt.dillcrCgO&ollcSIWrd.cum,., "Mann.
Thelma" <lmOrtntD&OYftguud.cnm>,

'ikoAdlu:g. Steven•
<5bcadl:ngttgosafegw,rd com,.

Fw: usd• board notes

·~rmlt.J" <J.socu:nt:@&~ll.'gwrd.com>

Pw: usda bo.,d notes

1

IAttomcr • Client

1\uomey • Client

Em.tll fmrn counsel p:uvidlns 1nfarnudon
for the putpasc!of pnwidlr:g legal iid\it'l!
rq;.trdlng USDA bn.ud m«tlng minutes.
Attorney • Oimt
1ocvmenl driiJtl!d by Mike Dunlilp far thr
pu~ ol p:ovidmg lcgill.td\'i«! reg.n!ing
USDA boud meeting minutes.
AUOtnc)' • Chent

"Dunbp, Mkhacl'

<"/o-occhusclaM/auacuhango
.tminiatrative poup

~

Elf'IA1I from tounxl pnwiding mfnmwbon
fur the pur~ uf prO\'t:illlg Jegai..U\ino

fydlbahf235pd!t)/cn•rccipienb/et.•at-4Slb

PR1V 00954

1/21/201-t dle-13f.WC.b886lf99612D610Q.I201Sl2'>

PRIV 00955

1/21/2014

rcsarding USDA bo.::lrd m«tJng minutes.
Atsomey • CHcnl
'ocumcnl drafted by Mzkr Dunl.tp far the
puf'PO'C of provtdms Jcs:•l o1d\-.re ~g.tn:!lnt;
1Attorney • Clkmt
USDA baird mrcting manui.M.

'Sin~ JCrllyc"

"Dunl.tp, MkhHI"
<"/o•exchangcblte/ou•exch.:mgc
.. drnnistnltive SfOUP
(fydabohC2JspdJt)/cn•recipic:nb/cn••c.aS.lb

PRJVD0956

1/21/20Hidl.S3HOa.bS86Cf9964206100·t2:0t83r>

I'RIV 00957

1/21/201~

I'RIVOD958

1/21/2014l<mdunl•p8gooaftgUArd.mm>

PRIV 00959

1/21/2014

PR1VDD960

l/22/201<4I<:Cs.mlo50sos;aresuard.com>

PRIV 110961

1/22/201<

~

k.unkdgos.afecu.ud..mm>. 'Rncgl"111c.amp•
.trk" <rnmccenhm;t8gnufPa;uolrd..cnm>,
BrMkS. Roger• <ro;cr.brcokdtdt>luJuu:om>.
Rntmun. Terry•
tubucn8;DM1eouard.corn,.. "Popelka,
x:hc~" <mpopciU8go:wlciJI.l•rd.comJ>,
auk. C.ustc• ~.usk.&r\Cdcluu com,.

usd• bo.lrd noteS

"Dunl.tp, MicNc1'

"S.Intas. KeUye•

"Sonentl. J' <i.JOm"nbfilcosatccwnl..com>

Fw: usd.a board notes

Etnii1llrom counsel pnmding lrg;al•dvlce
rtg.lrdin& dr.~ft oC USDA raeetmc rmnutes.
IDnc:umenl prrparrd by cmn~r. M!rhacl
Dunlap. ~rkctms pnvdesed mcmt..1

IAtaomry • Cl~ent

improuioMof ~l<nunMl n:s,rdms
USDA meeting minutes
IAUon\q' • Cl~t
nwillocounscl rrovadmt; requested
tn(urnut!on for dw pur pas! Dl ~ldn' le;<~l
!.advKe reg.udms USDA bc:wlrd m«~ms

"Dunl.tp. MachMJ.•

013558

l<mdun~p8J;DSo~fesu•rd.com>

Email f:om coun,,d ~cldn& inCa:rt~atian (or
the pui'J'OK' ef providing ksal o~dv1re
rq;.udUlG USDA bodtd mc:cting nunutes.
!Attorney • Client
'CCUO'a\l dr.lh&:d by MtkC DUnl•p lor the
purpost! of pi'O\·Idrns lcr;•l.advice regarding
USDA ~rd rnecbng m.nutes.
IAUomey ·Client

RE: uslll.a bcurd notes

mlnutcs.
IAtaorney a~ent
!Document dr•fled by Mikl'I>Linlap fnr_the_
purpose ol providans leg•I oldvl«" rq;.trc!ing
0

USDA bo.ud ~tlng minutes.

!Attorney ·Client

l3 Enlotprlw, 01 a!. v.S.Ieruud Bas!Aw Systems, Inc., euL (Cuo No. CY.OC.l4164ll0)
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S.ptemb<r~,20lS

Pdvt.os;l

a.r......

!lata &.I

Dolo

l!lrulll'nmo

"Jacs<nbmp. Mul<'

PRIVocml

JfZ2/20J~

PRIV00963

1fZ2/201~

<mms~~

e-ucc

&uiiTII

Desaiptlen

Eau.ll Sublett

rouo~ap.ldl<haer
~nadaN:Ip8gosaf<&1Wda>m>

l'r!YI....

l~''""'~prov~ms""'""''""
lrlaanlllan lor the: porpaso ol IICCI<lnl lcsal
n:Jllnllns USDA boonl rectlrc
minutes,
Allamcy ·CHen!

i-4vtoo

FW: well baonl not<5

l=;=.:~:.:t;;.::,
USDA board

meelins m!rnltcJ.

Allamcy·Ciiclll

"l!oc;oobmp. Marl<"
<nws;onbmp8ps.llcr;uan!4m>.
-Broob. Rq:er- <ra;cr.hraakdddu~.mm>.
"Sutton.Soa!l"<ooulloo8cosaf<1JUOnl.cam>.
~Tony"

Popotb. Mlchelo"
"lhwop. MlchHJ•

PRIVDD964

1/23/2014 <mdunlopll&...tc~m>

PRIV00965

1/23/201~

f<mpop<lb&p.f<J:W~nl.com>,"Cbd:.

~~

<"""'-'p>hpanl..com>. "Sonlot.
J:cllyc" <ksontootlgosafop<..u->

UISCI~

lim>U !taft caunsd proYidlns lepl•4vko
rq;anlln&dnlloiUSDA meGIIrq; mlnulc>.
UO<:umcnlf"''"n:d •yea...,. ,M1<1>1<1
Dunlop. rolkc:lln; pdvOcsc<l """"'
lmP=fonsollcC'ICDIW<I r<C'rdin&
USDAIPCCtingmlnute<.

\loard notca

Allomoy·CIIcnt

Allamcy. Clfcml I

"'Bcoab. Roger- <ro;er.brcobedeluJGe.ccun>,
"Rocpbmp. Mark"

"Dunhp. Mlchool'

....n~.cam>

PRIV00966

1/23/201~ <m<~un~o,c..,.r

PRIV00967

1/23/20H

"l'apclb. Mklldo"

<mroa:enbmper:-f~n>.

<mpopdk.JC;=f<;~~Anl.mm>. "Clad:.

"Rabban. Tony"

~--.don.c~.-s...... <~r.;..nl.mm>,"Son""'
KaDyo"' <banlosflpafquard.com>
Scolt"<ualloniiJ;ao>r.;....tcom>

Email from oaunsd prcwldlna lepl•dvlca
~dnllafUSDAme<llntlmlntoles.

usd.llooordnalos

l;;::;.';':;;ri;;::.,::~';""·

I

lmpn:soloosoiJco.l CDUNd rc;udlnc
USDA mceUnt;mlnutcs.

Allamcy • Cllanl

"l'apr:ll<o.Mkllclc"
<mpopclkallaosalq;u•r<~.a>m>.

PRIV00968

"Dulllop. Ml<hHI"
1/23/20H <INfunlopGig=frcuonl.mm>

PRIVDII'l&9

1/2312014

~Xcllya"fpud.cam>. 'CLulr. Culle" "Ram;cnbB1p.Matk"
<mrocscnbmpCgosafe;u~.
<asslc.dorklldelure.catn>

'Brooki.JiaKer" <ro&er.hrool<slldelu,..com>

ENII ftom CDUNd pravldlns lc:g41odvloo
reprdlnr;dRftoiUSDA meGIIrq; minutes.
IUO<Umcntprcporcd oyCUII~M~oe
Dunlop. rdlect!ngprivllq:cd menu!
bopnwlanuf fosol """"'I "'Sud!n;
USDA meetlfta rnlnutu.

usd• """"' natoJ

'Dunlop. MicNd"

aclml.-dTO group
"Sontoo. Xcllya"
<mros;enJQmpOI:OYI~.
(fydibal>l2.1opdl)/en•rodpten11/.,..•..s3b •-aosafesuord.mm>, "Cbrlr.Cullo" "!roots. Rq;or (J!o&<r.Brooksedclu"""""')"
PRIV00970
PRIV00971

1/23/201~ dleUflDQbi86U!9642061DIJ.IlDIII32">

Allomey· Cllc!nt

Atoamoy·CIIent

"Papelb. Mlchdc"
<mpapcl1c;llt_f......u->,
"llosp:nk.J ..p. Marl<"

<"/o-eschu;dUs/ou"""""'ns<
<aJIIe.cl.>rklldduxo.a>m~

<rq:ct~

I!Nllltomcounsdscc1dnstnrDI1Ntfonfor
the pwposoaf pnwiding lcpadVla!
"'C'nllnG USDA looord moelin; nmUICJ.

usdobo.lldnatos

~~==:U,~~:."::':.;.:,s

1/23/201~

USDA looonl mceling mlnut.s.
1'""''"""'.pravl<11ngroqu"""'

1....,

Allamey • Cllont

Allamcy • Client

W=~enlMihcpurpcsoalcool<!nJI•p

-s.nt .... lCollyo"
PRIVOD97l

1/23/2014 <kNn-s...t-"-n>

PRIV00973

1/23/'JJJH

Dunlop. MiehHI'
<nadaN:IpGI;=feJ;W..u->

•dvico ropniJns USDA baonl raeclln;
mlnutas.
Allamey•Cilcrot
IUOCU-'
-,,
p "'""
porpaso olprovlding ks•ladvlca reprdln;
USDA boon! meeting mlnot.s.
Allamcy·Cilent

JIE:...Uioaonl.-

"ilo;ptk.JW>p. Marl<"
<mrocsenbmpCs...re;u~.

k>Cddu>e.conlr

"Braaki.Rq;or(Ro&<r.B.....
<tq;<:r.broalcJedcl............ "Su.... Scott'
--llgosaf"""rd.cun>, ~

Dulllop. Mkhocl"
<"/Pcxclwlgdm/~

. -...~.. group
PRIVOO!l74

Torry'<~e;uonl.axn>.

Popdb.Michele"

(fydlbahl2lspdlt)/......rplcnls/......s3b <ropopdb8g>s>frcuonl.mm>,"Cb•lr.
1/23/'JJJU di.a!40c.lb811611!96t2061Jl0.12118l2.,.

~--·~

PRIV00975

1/23/20H

I'RJVOO!l76

1/23/201~

PRJVOO'I17

1/23/2014

"l'opelb,Michelo'"

013559

<mpapelk.Je;asotfCUOnLcam>

'SontcJ. Kcllyc"
<lw-a=I<1JUOrd.<Dm>

Atlomcy-Clienl:

1:::.:::.:.:~:;.-:vt":':.;.::,

"Dunlop. MtdiHI"
l<nac!aN:Ipltgosafcguud.com>

-------

ENIIfromCDUNd"'lclnslofomuUanlor
tbo pu'f"'. .r pmvldlng l•sal odvtea
"'!!"niJnsUSDA ba.1rd mcatlnsmlnut<:s.

wb baoard nak:s

Allamcy·CIIent
USDA bo..nl mectlns min• lei.
NIIIO """""'.Pr<>nalng rcq.....,a
w..,.tion r.. the: purpaso otseeldn; 1c;a1
odvlcerc;ordJn; USDA baordlliOcllnr;
m!nates.
Allamcy • Client

RE:u.Qbaord .....

'

--- ----

--

----

----

___

l=::.:;..::;;t;.,;.:,,
~ bo.ud me~~nt mln111cs.

.I

At&amty .. CJJont

Attomey ·Client

i

T3 Enterprkes. et al. v. Safecuud lllslness Systems, Inc., rt'L (Cue No. CV·OC·l416400)
DEFENDANTS'FIRST AMENDED PRML£GE LOG
September 2,, 2015

Prfyt.ect

I

l.atull~_l

B.ataEacl

Enull From

D•l<

~optlb, Mkhcla•

.administr.ttiYc group
(fydolx>hl23.pdlt)/c:n•re<ipfcnts/cn•.te!.a53b

PRIV 00978

I/'23/21J14Idlo43f4Dab&S6/IW6421J6100-1201832">

PRIV00979

I/'23/21J14

+I

I:

>

w

... _

J

UW

C4

#G

yaw

.

A

·o~ktNl'CM•

m~~:::::..-::j:=~c:e:=']'lt~~:::
~L-:" .,•;:~,tfll'::"!!•'~~~,i(
:
PRIV00982

"DunLip. MicNcl"
1/24/201.;l<mdunlap@gosafr:guard.mm>

PRIV00983

1/2-l/21JI4
·ounJ.p.Mlch.lel"

PRIV 00964

rrtrlkt;e

Mark" <~mp8~:.'0Slrq;u.,rd.cnm>,

ntpopclb«<&osafegu.ud.cmn>, -cl.ark.
'"Robison. Tony"
Wlc" <assie.dorl<Cddu..,~om>. "Suu.n. <t.robisa-nC~frguard.com>, 'S&nto5.
It" <J.sutlonCgosdosu•nl~
Kelye" <WntosS~~gu.ttd com>

,

Email rrom eot.~Mcl seeking lnfotJNbon for
tho pu.rpcsc of pravid~~ts; leg.al.adYltto
usd.l board notes

~. ~~•1/13/'lltl.JI"Brnol..:I.Rnst-r•<rovrbrooksft~luu.com>• "'Sutton,Scott'"<ssuttonCis~fc&uolJdcon>'*- <nw:kldlli~C'Diir~rd'fn'm>...........,

........._.................,.............., .,...

I>Hn1ptlen

EmAUSUbj«t

·eroob. Rog~ (Roger.Broolr::s«deluxr.com)"
<rogerbroaksCdeluxc.com>, ·Ro"enbmp~

:"OuDl.ap, MkNrl"
c-ja-cxchan~bt/ou•cliOC.h.an~

~
PRJV00980,.....

&uo cc

Email To

62

1/2~/20J.;I<mdunL1pCgos.atr:purd.com>

1-sorrmti. r· <J.sorrmttt&:osafeswrd.com>

..,.. ....... '

t

,""""""'"'

P"'P'""' oy "K > uuoe< upon lh<
advlccofCCI\In5C'1,Midwd0unLip.

•:-:: "'Q~~t •_J,+ 'b'!.:. ...,.,.,.! r~=~~=~~~cnl

I'Cbrk. eaw· <u~ic..clark&delu•c.com>

~rTenu.r .q.som:nue,osa.tcaua.rd.com>. ~·~mp. M.trk.·
Clark. Clsste• <cusk.d.arkiDdelun.com>

rq;.ardincUSDA ba.1rd mcetingmfnutcs.
Atsomey • Oie:nt
'ocumerit dWM!d by Mike DunUp fnr the!
purpose of prO\iding lcg.aladvire re-g.arding
USDA bond meeting minutes.
Attorney ·Client
mall to cnmp.any empk!yt'M reg.uchn&
FW: NK'd a drdt of Bubpin proj«t
.tdvu:o from cocnRIIn p~V(Qnns inttonul
st.lttrmn_t"i"'nCIFAQifOfrntm!....,.......... C!~trq;.aiainis:i~'"'ifc!'iB-;'f~k._ ~·
ommunlC'.:atkm
Progo1m.
Attvrru:y Cbcnt

<mro£gmk.uapCgcasa!q;u.ud..cum~

Email from counsel providing lcg.a! dvkc

Iusda board no1cs

lnv: usd~ board roses

regarding drafto£USDA m«tmg minutes.
1uoc:umcnt prcpu~d by courucl. M:cNel
DunLap. rdlcdin& pnvilcp-d mmtal
lmprcslioo•ol~.al cttUnMI "'Sudtnt;
USDA meeting minulcs.

EnWI rrum cuunxl provtdin5 ~! •dvlcl!
rq;;ardlng drara of USDA mccting minutes.

'
jAttomey • Chent

jAUomcy. Clic:nt

IAUurnt!Y • Clll!nt

ll>ocul'nl:'nt prcp.uut by COUIUI!'I, MICh.lCI

PRIV00985

Dunlap. refkctlng pnV1teged rmntal
impressions of 11.!~1 CDUZ'I5Cl rq;uchng
USDAmcettngminules.
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AUamqo·Cilml
advlco roprdlns USDA me•Uns mlrnrtos.

PRIV01274

5/27/'11ll4

((ydlbohll3spdll)/cnoorodpi«Lts/cn.....s:llo

PRIV01271

5/27/'JJl14 ~WlcuWII9~12il&10Q.l20111n':o

~j..p.t~ue.-r..,..,._

~~mall

PRIV01272

Dunlop, Mklt.1cl'

~INI!ope;-re;oord.com>

PW:wrb baird no1cs

•Y'""""

ttamey·Ciiml

AUamqo•Ciicnl

l=";":;;;ri;~"'
inapt<>S~ansor

Joss I CIHIJISd ,.1 .n~~n;

USDA meodllg minullls.

'Dunlop, MJchocl'
<'/.......U..Sd.lbs/ou-.xchans•
HmlnlslrdYCpoup

rr-pclka.Mlchale'
<mpepcll<l8palq;""nl.axo>,

(l'ydll>ohll3spdl)/Ol•reclplenU/m••~ -~Mold<'

<ksmlos8CONfq;uard.ccm>, -Draob.
Jto¢<rogor.broobC<Id=to>,'Ciork,
CusSc"' <c.us1t.cLuk84cluxc.cem>. -sutlon.

''""'ccen'kounpC~:=regu~n~.a>m>

~··-ome;...r'll""rdam>

'Dunlop, MkN<l'
<'/....WOJ:d.>N/ou-oxdlanse

l'opclka.Mkbole'
<mpop<Jbtt"""Cq;uard.com>,

ll<lrinlolr.>llvtpoup

·~~q;uanl.cam>.
rsu..... ScoU'<JIVIIan~>

'5.1Aios.Xellye'
<lcso""""&osalq;uard.com>, "l!...b.llo;er
(Roser.Broolcsedolum.eom)'
<rc;er.lmoob8doluxe.cm>, 'Cbrk. c:..ole'
<caslul&rkedeMcc.ccm>
PWnud•bal,.noloO

PRIV01275

5{0/'JJll4 dZeutlll<3l>l86lm642D6100·12111832'>

PRIV01276

5/27/m4

(rydlbohD3tpdlt)/m~/m••..s31o

PRIVOI277

5/27f'JJl14 dZeul40cabiBUI-IIJO.Illlll32'>

PRIV 01278

5{0/m4

AIIOm<)'·CIIenl

'5oaloo. Kelly.-

RE:tudobomlnol<S

EaWlfrom munsd pro'tidln; Jqal.advite
rq;udlns draRolUSDA n=lln& mmutcs.
oc:vmt:lll~ ~"ca~an.se ...Y~K,we
DIIJ>I<p.rdlcdfnsprtvllc!;cdmenUI
..presslansclleplcaunstl rq;•rdln;
[usilA -;minutes.

AUomcy•Ciicnl

ttarmy·Ciimt

E...n rr.m ....,.... pnmdlns ~ept.Hvlco
"'llmllnsdraRciUSDAniOdlnsmlnul...
1-•mont pn:porcc ~-co• rue:~"''':""'
oun~op. rdkciJns privllesrd ......,,

Momey. Cllonl

USDA meedllgmlnUICS.

Allamc)'•CIIenl

,_...,...,.,,,• ..,...,.,. rcs•nlln&

'l'opclb,Mkbole'

'Dwtl.1p.Michocl'
<'/O"exlwi;d.lh/OU"eodlonge
~dmlnlltndftOpoup

~popclka&palq;uard.com>, 'Ciork,

~<c:usie.darkOddu~~UDa~.>, •sutsan.

~--·"""lege.ud.<om>,

(lydibohl23opdlt)/m•reclplenU/Dl.....s3b 'Jioarokamp. !o!Mk"
PRJV01219

5{0/21114 dlal31-2Di100.12111132'>

.....aenJ<u>pe...,r....,rd.com>

'Brao'b.Jloccr (Roget.Breol<sllddu...axa)'
<ro&oJ.broobedcluxe.com>, 'Sonlol,. Kellye'

!£man lrom CDUns<l provldlng Jq:olldvke
uod&baord .....

<:kAnlos8,gca(tgu.ard.com>

rq:ardln; draf&olUSDA meetln& mlnutes.

...

Allomey • Cllmt

1 :=.r;:~::;;;za:';"'...::.~~

PRJV01280

5{0f'1JJ14

lmpressJans ot k&&l counsel rq;ndlna
USDA mccUnsmtnutes.

Allomey ·CII<N

EmaU r.... CDUn&cl provldlns Jepl .Hvlco
ireprdlns dnltaCUSDA mecdllg mlnutos.

Allo<n<)' • Client

'Dunbp. Mlchocl'

.., ..excltao;d.lbs,~
admlnirlraUvegtOOp

PRIVOI281

5/2112014

~~l/cn-tedplentJ/cn....slb 'Diller, Nicki'
IOcabBBUA96420610Q.t201832'>

~nlclcl.dllleri!J:..,fo;llard.aim>

Fw:usd> baird notes

l=';."'..=;;;:n';d~i'"
PRJVII12B2

013579

PRIV01283

JmJ'f"SsJonS of Je;.>J counsel rq:1nJJng
USDA rrw!din& minutes.

5/3/211l4

5fDI7!J14 'Sormld,J• <j.Jomn\IOs-kJulrd.<om>

ro.........

AliOrnty•CIIc:nl

'Ern.JOID CDUnKI praridfn; rtquute-d
Wonn~donCorlh<po..,...<l ...lclnsl•ssJ

MI<md·

<mduak~Ull'd.com>

-

--

RE: usd> baird notes

~~ rq-1rdlns USDA mffiln& minuses._

AllomcY ·CIIcrll_

T3 Enterprises. et~l. v

S~feauard ksiness SVltems, Inc., et aJ. (case No. CV·OC·14161.00)
OEFENOANiS'tiRST AMENDED PRNI.EGE LOG
St:pt.mber 29, 2015

J"rlYLOI:'.

Batn.q

l&tHEnd

I'RIV01284

"""'' .....

D•la

EmaliTe

82

EaaliSub}ecl:

EmallCC

Desaiptien

Prtvtl•s•

1uocummtp~plr~ ~..Mu~~lCNC!

DunYp, mla:ting privileged man b. I
impn:sdons .r ~I munsrl reg.uchns
USDA mc-etin& rrunutes.

5/2B/2D14

1\ttomey • Olmt

"Som!nlq·
<"/o•nc:h.lngd.lbt/ ou•eteha:n'~
dmlnbttab~ poup
(lydtbahi2Js;>dit)fcn-..api<:tts/cn-o.m3bc "Dunlap. MichHI"
<mdunlap&gos.tfeftlUrdCCJm"
5/28/2814 8de13-ld79dh8.127b0fd1810b-t436515">

I'RIV0128S

PRIV01286

ffi~

......

--

5/28/2D14

.,

..
~;.;-

a~~
5 R/2014 <:ndurJ.,r-i'~!l"suard.co~

JO

iii Tllif'i...

"Seamh. J' <~rcnti8gnu/q;uard.com,.

Santns.Kell)'l!'

~ban~gosafeguard.com>, "Roggenbmp.

PR!V 01288

PRIV01289

5/29/2814

M~rk" <mroggcnklmpe;oslfegu~;rd~.
"Sanenli. J' <J-"mrrntiftgDSo~!q;uard.com>

-

~iiMu~mt"nlam:,.

IBF... !f~~~ofATht:g~

UPDATED H of S 23 14.x1Pl

"l'upolu. Mldtc,..

"Du.Up. MKiw!l"
5/29/1fl14 <mdunlapfta;CN!q,"l11rd.com>

Env.n so couMCI provklk\g requeetcd
lnformatlon for the purpo3e of seeking lcg.tl
advice ~rdang USDA mtc:t:ng minutes.
At:omer • CUent
IUCK:umcnlptepJn:a •ycoU1St! ,MJCNC!
Dunlap. refkctln& privileged mental
impressions of legal counsel regard in&
USDA mcetmg mlnutcs
At:orncy·Cii.ent
ft\oll rom coun'WI provlomg ega 11owc

RE. usda board nDlrs

<m~Jbegosafepard.axn>, 'Chrk.
CusW~.clarUtdelux:e.cow,

'Suuon.

~ ~ssultonft£051fcguard.com>. "Brook.'
Ro~ <rogcr.broob&!cluxc.com>

Email horn C'C'IUnscl provkbns legal adVJCe
l't'prding dr•ft of USDA meeting mlnuto.
1uocumen1 prep.trca ">:."'"~ M~
Dunlap. ~fi«ttng pnvilcged mmtal
impressions of legal COURMI regarding

u<doboanlnotes

USDA meetm; mlnuto.

Atl.omey ·Client

AltO<TI<y·CII<nl

Emo~d to counsel providins requ••wd

"Morin. Thc:trm•

I'RIV01290

5/29/1!J14 <ttnorinftt,-o<wfrt;11•n:f..cam>

PRIV01291

5{29/1!J14

"DunLop. Mkh>cl"
!uSDA Board 201.a <usd.tft'£osakguard.cem• <mdunlap8gaoafepYrd.co-rn>

USDA Ba.lrd notes: from Mo1)' 19,2014 for
yourrnit-w

tnform.abon for lhc: put"JK*f ol MOidnslosat
advkC! res:mUng USDA mtetins minu&ct.
Attorney· Oient
IUOCUm<nl P"'l""'" •y ""'""''· MKh"
Dun!o~p. r~Ocding pnvUc~ mmtil
lmpressicns of leg• I counsel ~sndtns
USDI\ 'IN!Wng mL,ulcs.

AllCmcy • Cllcnt

"Dunlop, MKiw!l'
<'/a•c:xch.lngclabs/ou•clchange•dmml'tr.lbvc croup

I'RIV01292

(fyd!bohlll!pdll)/m•rmr•mWcn••e.t53b
•M.ty. CoC!Or~· <~.mayedduxt.com>
5/29/2014 d1N:tf.uk'.&bAA6ff99M2061DO·t2D1832•>

PRIV01293

5/29/20H

PRIV01294

"l'upolb. Michele"
"Du:Wp. Mich.lel'
<mpopcllta8gos.Jfegu;.rd.com>, "Ct.rk.
c:..u5ie" <cassie.clarkCdelun.com>, 'Sutton.
<"/a-CXC"hlll'lgtlab5/ou•euh.lnge
~ntos.KtU~·
~k.~ntusft&DS.~fegu.~rd.mm>, ~bmp, Scott"<uutlonet,CNfq;uard.nm>, "Bmoks.
•dmlni'Strllbvr &ft'Ur
(lydtbohf2."¢11)/cr.•todptmtJ/C'I•....Slb ~rk" <~UmpSgosafcgD.Jrd.com>, ltoger(Ro&tr.Broobedelux:e..com)"
5/29/2()14 d21."43f.f0c:ab386ff'I)9.M206100 t201832'>
"Sornmd. <j.50frentG£nwfegwrd.com> <roger.brook.sedelue.com>
usdll boatd notes

"Sorrmtt. r <J.sorrenri&sosafeguard ro.-n>

Ema1l from counsel prcrriding lcg.JI advice
regatdmc dr11ft of USDA mcc:tin& minutes.
1uocumcnt prepan:o ~-·coun.'let. MICI\I~
Dunt.p. re!kctfng privilcp:l mmt.al
lmpreuions ef lefPI CDUnMl reg.1rdina

u~•bo.lrdnotc1

r

Attomcy-Oionl

USDAmc:oetingminutes.

1\uomcy • Okmt

Email from counsel providins lq;•l•dvke
rq;arding dr.ft of USDA mccting minutc:t.

Att:omey-Oicnt

o:t.'::K:;apn~~7mnsc~~~r~ac
5/29/2814

lmprc!"&kln•nf leSJl tounstl f'l!g.ndinr;
USDA meeting minutes.

PRIV01296

5/29/2ll14

Email co couiUicl pto,.ldlns rcquea.ted
lnlomution fur the: purpose ula.teldns; ltg.J
.tdvkc rcsardtng USDA meednt; mtnuk!t.
1\Uomcy·Ciimt

PRIVOlm

5/29/2014

PRIV01295

'Dl11cr,N1Cia"
<nickJ.dU:erte,;os.~fegu•rd.co:n,.

'DunWr. MIChael"

f<mc:tunS.pfta;os.af~~rd.ccm>

RE: u~ bo.ard notes

Atlamcy ·Client

~~~";.~~K:::::;n~l~~n::~"'e

I PRIV 01298- ~

,......,. ,.

.uoo· ... -

•nunt.p..-M~rNtot•·__...-.-.~~t;:

,

v"

............,.._..._......,.. ......._.....,

. 1mpn:ssio:'1Soflcgal counsel ~cardinG
USDA tneetL"1g minutes.
FW.TJeua.:pnlJ('Ct..;hstaf~unts...,....

5/29/2014 <mdunl.lp&goukgu.ard~~ . nt"nti,J!.<j.snr~ftgu.ard cnm>.,.. -............-~ Uf'DAnD u of 5 23 H.xlllx
•Dunt.p. Mkh.tcl'

013580

PRIVm299

5/29/2014 <mdunJ.ap8g01o1fc-gu.trd.com>

PRIV01300

5/29/2014

-M.y. c~se· -c~c.tna)-eckiuae.com>

"Sanmti. J" <f.xwrmti&&DS~fec~rcLccm>

usd.t board notes

r:;d:~on.::,.~~Sof"J;~~
IBP.•ndlorOocwoun:e.

! _ .,_....;.,7
!rn.11 rom tnun"' an; 1n onn.thon OJ'
the purpose of providmg ~sal Advico

re&lrdlng nwet:.ns minutct.

~~;:;.~~=;;;;il~~ruc~:'~~e

Attorney-Client

,

'

Attorney· Chant

impn...Won."oflcg.ll ~~ regudln5

mcetfns; mmu~.

Anctrney • Client

T3 En:erpns~. et 1l v. SlfquarC Business Systems, Inc.. et al. tease No. CV·OC-1416400]
~EFENDANTS'FIRST
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Stp:ttrnber 19, 201S

Prfyl.cf

Sahel Bea

B&tn End

Date

Email From
"Dunlap. Midwd"
<'/o-ncMnr;ct.h/ou-<:«hansc
•dnunislt.lbvc group
(fydibohf'..35pdlt)/cn•redp~"/cn••~53b

6/3/2014 diN3f.aOc.lb886f~20610CH201832'>

PRIV 01301

u.aucc

EatiiTe

Descrlptfen

Email Sub en

PriYIIen

~dUns.Stnm

...adUng89"'f"&1Unl.com)"
~dNn&Ogogfegu.ud.com~

•Mortn.The-lm.."
<unorin&gosafquard.com>

usd• bf.)l;ld noti.'S

Email from couJUCI praridlng legal advice
rrg.rdms drolfl of USDA rac.•.:Unc m!nule5.

/\Homey. Clx:nt

~~n:::x:;~~~~~'"':.""c:
PRIV01J02

,.---

6/3/71)14

~..;--

PRIV 01303_. ~

PRIV01304

'Skipper. K<Yin"
<'/o•nthangt'!abs/ou•euNnGf>
adnurmtnbvc:·group"M-_.---.r ~

,..f_:..._,-p"''

~....-r;

.........,.tll'.,-1't8-

~•13!71ll< 920tiJ.I~SbH\Jfd.l&518lo33-t20l178,

(!ydobahf2."Pdl!)/rn•l<'rlp!.onl</m•709AAIII

~ounl.ap. MKMc:J•
6/3/71Jt< <mdur.l.tp(tgosa!cgl14rd.cum>

·ae.dJ'i:;:s;;~..,

(UK-adtmgft'Cf'I'Yf"gu.~rd.Cnm)• ""P-_.... ~

<sbeldl•nsttcaakSU.~rd.cem>

"SorrtnlL

"!~~~-.-....

~

"S.l\-rn..·.Sut.t:nu•\.iaa.....~
<..a\"OII!i.e-•dq;wrdcnm>

.-=

r <jJIOO'mtitl&a:u.frguud.com>

....

~

Funrnt Upl0.11d Cu~otDmcr Lut

RE:usd•

imprcukms of leg. I coutLkl regarding
USCA mc:ettng minUtes.

Attotney-0!1!01

!Dr

from CDUN<I providmg l<g•l•dwe
rmm Enwl
rc~rdtn&ol'-cotml protcctionof~\i;
IBF• .and/nr Oncuo:nurno

I'"""'
"""''""""' ,...,., '"'"""'uon
the purpose of pravid.in& kg~ dvic:c:
~gatdins

"'

meeting minutes.

AttDmry • Cllrnt

IIJDCUment P"'l""" D)'."""..... MICNO
PRIV 01305

6/3/'1Il14

DurUp. rcllrctmg pnVIIcged mmt.ll
impressions of leg.~ I counsel reg.ardins;
meetmg minutes.

Attormy • Chent

Email tn counsel proridlng infonmtion lor
the purpose! or 100klngle£.al•d\"kc
rcg&rding USDA rneding dr~;ft •gmda.

Attonq' • Cl.Lcnt

-Btoab,. ~r" <ros,u broobedcluxc..c:om>.
-cbrk. Cassie• <ussie dukeddu.xtt..c:om:~o,
"DunLap. Mkh;W•
<mdwd.p8a;osa£rgwrd.com>~ "Odella.

Phil" <philodc:lla8dclu:~~c:.com>. "Popdb.
Michele:" <mpopclb8a;os.afc:,s1Ufd.cotn>,

"RoWon. Terry~
<uobisonOgosMrguard.com>.

'RDg&ont<omp. M•lll"
<mrosge:nltlmp8sosafcgu,rd..c:om>.

"Sontos,Kell)'o"
<bantosegosaft-g.u~rd.com>. "Sutton.Scntr
<s&JUonft.sos.~rd.com>.

PRIV01306

6/6/71Jt< ·Sorrcnb.)" <j.sortenhtJgOSolfeg:Uolrd.com>

"Johnaon.
FW.Dro~ftlJSDA•gend.i

ALm" <alan.Johnscn8ddux.e.com>

1:::=:=~= ~~~=S:,u,;:
PRIV01307

pul"pDSS! of seekine lcg.al.advlce reprdir:g
USDA Mrminc draft .aund.11.

6/6/7Il"

Attorney. Client

·~ump.Mark•

<mroggt!nk.lmpftgoufq;wrd.cum>.

"Robl<on. Tmy"
<in>b>scnOgosai•SU'"'i.cotn>, ·ropelt<o.
MJchcle• <mpopelbegosMeg;u.vd.com>.
-cbrk. Ca.s!Jit" <tMSie-cYrk.edduxuom>.
~Rogc:r"'<~r.brooks8dcluxr..c:om>,

PRIV01308

·ounLlp. Mx:NeJ•
6/11/7Ill4 <mclunlo11jtCg01.1feguard com>

'S.I"""'Kdlyo"
<bao~l<guotd<am>

'Sutton, Scott' <tsuttonftgosafc:cuard cnm>

u~

boatd notM

ErNcl frotn COUI'ISCI providing lrgal &dvice
rq;.vd:ng dr.ft of USDA ~ring minuto.
prep.area ~~ounse1.MKn.te
OunJ.1p. rttflrrlin& privilcp mcmtal
impreuionsof tt'gal counsel ~rcUng
USDA lnfftlns minuws.

Attomry·C1~nt

IUOC\Imc!nl

PRIV01309

•J11/2DU

Attonwy • Clicr:t

'RDggenlcomp.Muk"
<mroggenbmpe>plSifegmrd.com>,
"S.lntos.Kel.lyc•
<b.lntosSp:m.frpurd.com>, "Suttrm.Scut'r
<ssutton8soufesu.ard.com>. -ct.ari:..CassJ~·
<assic.cbrkedeluxe.co:n>. "loorison. Tc:rry"'

<trobison8gosateguml.com>, •• ..,......

·oun"P· Mx:NeJPRIV 01310

6/11/7Ill4 <mdunl.lrft&rNfc:guard.rom>

Rogn"' <rogcr.brookledcluxuom>..
"l'opolb, Mkh<le"
<mpopelka8gos.afe-gurd.com>

u~boudno:es

Email from counsel providinc ~gal dVlec:
rcganhns dr•ft of USDA mcctins minutes.

Auomey. Client

IUC<U""""
prep.> ... •Y '"""''" "'"....
Dunlap. I"Pfl«tins pri~ nutn\al

013581

PRIV01311

6/1lf7Il"

impra:cnaruof Lcg.at counsol ft'&lrding
USDA meeting minutes.

Attorney.C\tent

T3 Enterpttoes, our.v.Stlesu.rd illosloeuSystoms,lnc., o1•L [COso No.CV.OC·1416400)
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PdYLGR'I

Batesll«g

Bdes&d

Email From

U.lo

EouiiCC

Eau.UTo

EmaiiSu•J«t

De•trf•tl•n

Pdv!!qo

rsu.
.... Kdlya"
~~.-.>.OC.tlc,c:...k"
=-,"'le_,._,,

~k"......_umpft;osote;aanl-.
~JioG.,.<raser-.1.......,.,
R~Moao,7crry"

'Dunlop, MkhKI'

PRIV01312

6/tl/21114 <mdunlopSgosarq;uorcl.mm>

-~-."5ullan.ScaU" 'l'opollu. Mickle'
~e;a.otda>m>
f<uuuan~rd.alm>

uod.lboonl.-

Email &om CDUNd prDY!cllng Jcsal ad rice
rc;an:1ingdraftofUSDA mceUn;mlnultl.

1\llam<y·CI<:nt

=..";"'.J:::;:"prl~::.;.:ct••
PRIV01313

mpnw!ansoflogoiCDUnSCl teg.~tdlng
USDA moct1ng minutes.

6/11/21114

llllam<y·Ciont

<nvozcmlclm~.

'l'opolko. Mldu>W

..... tda>m>. "S.ntoo.

·~.,..r

PRIV01314

~Michael'
•
6/tl/21114 <mdunlopllgccofq;acnl.ca-

~raob,Rop"<rager.lorao~>, Kdyt"<b>a-SOOO(cgwtda>m>,
i's-u.n.S<ctt'<soutlonlt""""'gwtda>m>. - 7 c r r y "
C.rk. Cwlc" -.slc.clArke.leluxc.com> ·-·-feguorol.cam>

I

uod.lboo:d .....

Essollfram.....,.l t=rfdlng lq;41Adricc
rq;mllnsdrdtaiUSDII ra«Unc minutes.

AUomcy-Clcrlt

::.";"..:~~;""~:':"'·
PRIV01315

PRIV01316

6/11{2Dl4

lmpocsslons olle;ol """""' "'5Jtdtng
USDI\ m<ellnB mlnuls.

6/11/2014 "CCuk.Cusic' <cHI!e.dorl<llddu.......,.,.

"'"'" IDcoun<d providing requested
lri"""'llcn 1M the pu.,.,.. o1 ""king kcal
...vice rep reline USDA meeling minutes.
AUamq-Cient

Dunlop. Micllad'
f<mdunlopli£ON!e;u•tda>m>

'Ram:enbiiP·llmk"
<nvozcmbmpllc=le;uanl.cam>

R£:......,boord.,....

~llam<y. CHant
I
I

o::;'=~~:c:".,
PRIV01317

ltaprosdou .tic~ counsel =G~nlins
USDA ma:tm; mlnutc:s.

6/tl/2014

1\uomcy·Cicnl

=~ud.mm>."''opccki.
~lcltelo' <mpcpdi<.ID~rd.ccln>,

'
'

Cuk. Cudd' <ussle.cbrktthlux:t.nm>,

...

~~:.r

lloblsao.Terl)"'

i

tda>m>,

........,.,osdq;uud.com>.-
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler Tibbitts, ISB No. 9212
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
Email: sschossberger@ haw leytroxell.com
ttibbitts @hawlcytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., and Idaho
corporation; THURSTON ENTERPRISES,
INC., and Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Tressa McL1ughlin, an
individual; Jamie McCormick, an individual;
Idaho Business Forms, Inc., and Idaho
corporation; James Dunn, an individual;
JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; and Does 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANTS' SECOND AMENDED
PRIVILEGE LOG

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

_____________________________)

DEFENDANTS' SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7658024.1

013600

Put·suant to IRCP 26(b)(S)(A) defendants hereby submit the attached Second Amended
Privilege Log of documents either produced in redacted form or withheld from production
pursuant to a claim of privilege, as identified below. Defendants reserve the right to amend ot·
supplement this log.
DATED THIS 21st day of September, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXElL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

./

By __~~L-~~L---~==~-
Steve F. hossberger, ISB No. 5358
Tayler 1 bitts, ISB No. 9212
Attorneys for Defendants

DEFENDANTS' SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7658024.1

013601

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of September, 2015, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG by tl1e
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS,
CHTD
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10111 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
[Attomeysfor Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
0 Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
0 E-mail
0 Telecopy

James M. Mulcahy (Admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (Admitted pro hac vice)
MulcahyLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
h'Vine, Califomia, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail:
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadamas @mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090

Tayle T b1tts

DEFENDANTS' SECOND AMENDED PRIVILEGE LOG
47140.0001.7658024.1

013602
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EXHIBITB
013619

Emily Smith
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Clay Gill
Thursday, February 11, 2016 9:31 PM
Giovanna Mclaughlin
Barbara Calvert; Cathy Castellano; Christopher S. Reeder; Dane Bolinger; Doug Luther;
Elena Zyalyukova; Jacalyn Rosborough; James Mulcahy; Kevin Adams; Linda Higgins; Pat
Olsson; Steve Schossberger; Wesley W. Lew
T3 v. Safeguard -- Plaintiffs challenges of Defendant Deluxe's Privilege Designations
4071094_1_Deluxe Privilege 2.pdf; 4071093_1_Deluxe Privilege 3.pdf; 4071092_1_Deluxe
Privilege l.pdf

Giovanna,
The first two attachments are copies of Defendant Deluxe's First and Second Privilege Log (Deluxe Privilege 2 and
Deluxe Privilege 3).
All of the designations marked with green highlighting are the designations that Plaintiffs challenged. As you can see,
Deluxe has withdrawn its privilege designations for all of the designations that Plaintiffs' challenged.
However, Deluxe indicates in its recent briefing to the Court that it will be producing some of those documents in a
redacted format on grounds that the information contained in the documents is "non-responsive." For the reasons set forth
in Plaintiffs' briefing to the Court, the Plaintiffs do not believe it is appropriate for Deluxe to produce documents with
redactions solely on the basis of"non-responsiveness."
In the event the Court wants to review Deluxe's non-responsive designations that were previously withheld from
production on the basis of privilege, I have placed an orange check next to each ofthose documents on Deluxe's first
privilege log (Deluxe Privilege 2). I am also attaching (3rd attachment- Deluxe Privilege 1) the list prepared by Deluxe
that identifies those documents that it previously withheld from production on the basis of privilege and that it now
intends to produce with redactions on the basis of"non-responsiveness." It is our understanding that Deluxe has provided
those documents to the Court for an in camera inspection.
Sincerely,
Clay

C. CLAYTON GILL
Attorney
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EXBIBIT14

The following identifies the documents for which Defendant Deluxe CoipOration has
agreed to withdraw its privilege and work-product claims:
Bates Number

PRIV00014
PRIV00015
PRIV00049
PRIVOOOSO
PRIVOOOSl
PRIVOOOS2
PRI\100053
PRIV00054
PRIVOOOSS
PRIVOOOS6
PRIV00057
PRIV00058
PRIV00059
PRIV00060
PRIV00061
PRIV00062
PRIV00063
PRIV00064
PRIV0006S
PRiV00066
PRIV00067

Comments

Will be produced without redaction
Will be produced as A:ttomeys~Ey:es_Onty:eAEO:i) without
redaction
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work·produot but with redactions·for·non,.resp_onsivenes~)
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work·oroduct
Will bo produced as confidential without redaction :f'or privilege
or work-product but with redaotionrr.for:n:on:.:resl'onsiveness~
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions'fot=-non:.responsivei:i.e'~
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions:for:non.;resifonsivenessj
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but withrreaactions:for-non-responsiveness,
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-Jlroduct but with reaactioOS.for~ruin:fesponsiv.en:ess
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with reda:ctions:fo£non;responsiveness1
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with:redactions for non~resbonsiv.ene8s
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or Workftproduct but with rooii.Ctions~.for::-non;,responsiveneSS}
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege

61172273.1

013621

(

PRIV00068
PRIV00069
PRIV00070
PRIV00071
PRIV00072
PRIV00073
PRIV00074
PRIV00075
PRIV00076
PR1V00077
PRIV00078
PRIV00079
PRIV00080
PRIV00081
PRIV00082
PRIV00083
PRIV00084
PRIV00085
PRIV00086
PRIV00087
PRIV00088
DELUXE_ID0000340DELUXE ID0000344
DELUXE ID0000425-

or work~product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with~redactions·for non.;-responsiveiiess7
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work..product but with redaotions·for non-.resooniive~
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work~product
Will be produced as con:fidenti~ without re~%J~rivi~ge
or work~product but with redacttons·for non~re~muveness-11
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work~product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work~product but with redactions·for non::.resi)Onsiveness'
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for }lrivilege
or work-product but with redactionKf6fiiOii.:ieBPOnSfVeness~
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work~product but with redaetioils.f<Sfi161i="resJ)Oi'iSivenesSi
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work..product but with re&ctions-for-non-respollsiVeifessi
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with redactions:fornon~reSl)OnsiveJiess
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but with ~redactions.for.non;.responsiveness,
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but witli-redactions for non-respansiveiiess"
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product
Will be produced as confidential without redaction for privilege
or work-product but wi~redactions-:for~non~responsiveness
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction

611722.73.1
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DELUXE ID0000434
DELUXE_ID0000531~

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction

DELUXE ID0000541
DELUXE ID0000866DELUXE-ID0000869

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction

DELUXE_ID0000987~

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction

DELUXE 100000988
DELUXE_ID0000989DELUXE ID0000990
DELUXE_ID0000991DELUXE ID0000992
DELUXE_ID0000998

--

--

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction for
privilege or work-product but with rediiotions'-fot.n<m::,}.

~iesj)onsiveness~

DBLUXE_IDOOOl 009DELUXE ID0000992
DELUXE_IDOOOlOl 0DELUXE ID0001013
DELUXE_ID0001160DELUXE ID0001169
DELUXE_ID0002445DELUXE ID000245S
DBLUXB_ID0002469·
DELUXE ID0002481
DELUXB_ID0003329DELUXE ID0003341
DELUXE_ID0003344DELUXE ID0003354
DELUXE_ID0003362DELUXE ID0003373
DELUXE_ID0003438DELUXE ID0003457
DELUXE !00003474DELUXE 100003477
DELUXE_ID0003478DELUXE !00003481
DELUXE_ID0003487DELUXE_ID0003497
DELUXE_ID0003498DELUXE !00003507
DELUXE_ID0003508DELUXE ID0003517
I>ELtDCB_DD0005237DELUXE IDOOOS250

Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced wi~ same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without rednction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Although Plaintiffs did not indicate that they are challenging
this document, this will be reproduced with same designation
without redaction.
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
Will be reproduced with same designation without redaction
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DEWXE CORPORATION'S FIRST PRIVILEGE AND REDAcnON LOG
PRJVID/STARTNo
DEliiXEJ'D-0003438
'

--

1

1DDCUM£NT1YPEI

DATE

"15/6/2013-~Spreodsheet

•

•

__.._,

... - .

---:-

>$~

1

FROM

j~rsol ~,.P~-

........ - -...... "

--

-

•

DELUXE_ID 0005230

00/00/0000 !Spreadsheet

IDE1UXF"10:000Sn7 ...,..100/()()/0()0i)ls;7eadsheel- qc.

t __

~

_________

-

--~

l.rpl Depar1men!

Oellae Smart Sheeu
>uz

----------

U..

--

Dunlap. Esq.. M:ch>el

Mitt:h!llJtnnifer:Sorrenti. J.J.

OElUXE_ID-DCI00317

14/1!1/2013

IE-maU

Sutton.. Seen

Nordrlfl&ertan

J

IPRrvOD003

l/14/20U

I

Spreadsheet

PRIVODDDS

Word document

PRIVOODD5

17/26/2013

I

Cia k C •1 6o
Sc
S
r ' ass e; ll:et, ott: teen,

5

us;~n

lD/28/2013

Deteltt. Kevin; NOidl1ng. Bi'iin;
Dunb:J. Esq.. Michael; Bat<~, Jeff;

ISteen. Susan

calendar Item

Sutton. Scott: Clar'c. Cassie;
Esq., Michool

Dunlap,

Confidential document attached to the immediately I)(Uedina enlail for rhe
urpose of crovidinR lell!:al advice rer:ard'm~tthe S<Jme~
Confidential document attached :o the Immediately precedi:1g: ema·l for the
louroose of orovidinl! leRal advice reP.arcfme the! s..me..

Michael; Clarlt, Cassie; Derella,
.Kevin; SUpper, bq., Kevin;
INordfrnl!. Brian~ Bata. Jeff

IKime, Breru!a

E·man

DIHIVV\--..

~~

.... - .....

Confidential communica~ion from the client to an ntomey for :he. purpose: of

seeking legal advice regarding OOCUSOurce post<losing ad{ustment.

-,

9 11

MICtfel~

I

Mlchacl; Brooks, Roser; Robisor.,

..

I

/20-=-13 -E
....... ~ r--~ r·--man
~y~,;)l.la.uJiw

1""""""' ~I_.. .-. .

:0...«

Anomey-Ciient

Attorney<Jient
Attorney.(Jfent

Attornev~ient

sam<!.

conridcnt!411 document attad'ed :o the immediately :neced"ngeoait for":he
IDUrDose of crovidinzleP.:al advice reeardinll the same~

Spreadsheet

IID£genkamp, Mark; Dunlap, EsQ .•
Pn~vVI.Il.ll..

Attorney-Client

Confidential document attached to the immediately orecedinget:\ail rea.anftna the IAttomey...Oient

J5DttenU,JJ.; popel<i,

I"-

Confidential communbtlon between employees u pa-t of gathering information 1
reqUMted by an attornev to asslst in providire legala:dvice and se~s regarding 1Attomey.Cfient
Safuuard revenue recotnitir'!n.
Confidential documt!r\t att~ched to the immediatefy ~g.emo11l n!ptd'H"tS tho IAttomey.Oient

Confidential communica:ion from the d~nt to an ntorney for the pull)OSe of
seeking lec.al advice rcgilrdin& DocuSource past dosi:q: adjustme."lt.

Word document

I

Anomey-Cii<nt

Susan

jSuttoo, Soon; OUnlap, Esq.,

PRIV00013

Attorney-Client

ume.

Spreadsheet

I

Ccnfidentlalcommunlcatlonlronuhecfienttoanauomevforthei)Ut:)O<eof
' 1Seekins lesal advice reg;rding deferred compens-:rtion agrt!ement..

Confidentl:ll communtcation from the client to an au:cmev for :he pl.lt':)OSe of
seeking legal advice regarding I!SF Asset Purchase Agreement.

'jSunon, Scott; Botlel. Scon, Clark,

IBoU.Jell

E·mall

PRIVOOOlD

PRIVOOOU

Wor1cProdua

Confidential document attachedtoitie irriinediatetv PreC::ecfi.,ae.mail regarding the Iwork Product

Word document

lD/28/2013

II!

Product -

same.

PRIV00009

PRIVOOOll

';7"

same.

Adobe PDF

PRIVOODOII

·

Confrdentlal document attached to the rmmediatefy orecedrngerm~l ~garding the IAttorMy·Ciicmt

~'i~!St~n.

PRMXlOO?

~-

Confidential communication between employees refectmg replfrcm an a:torney jAttorney,Oient;~j'
;;ga';d~~~~tia;t;:;;,~- ·-- ~-:~~v~~_....IP5~;b • 1 vll'
1

.

Xirtn. Bob

IBata.Jeff

PRIVDDO:l<:

provrdlng legal advice regarding assignment of DooJSource rr agreements.

M:~~J: ~~~pper, Es;:, Ke~inp.

Jl..___ •

I

IE·mail

Confidential communk.atlon from an attorney to the dient fonhe purpose of

Sorrenti, JJ.: Steen,Suso1n; Cbrk,
c 1 • 0 llo,Kevl ·ou Ia Esq

14/22/20~..-.,f~~~~~~~~~"t;.nti.~,tt,..,,*~'"·

I

~- ~

.rovidinR leP.al advicll? re~tardinlt am:omenRtCH!ftWnts.

IE-mail

i. -

DESIGNAnDN

•IPrcduct• o

~~- ~ · · ~• :::~ ICon~~ntlar~unlcatJon froman<Jttomey tothcdientfo;the P\IQOSe_of~IWorkPmduct
!:'!'..4\.-..:t.-'-~~
provldlrw.lenladvlcereurdlnt:CUS1omerall!:reements.
:. ~
'(
_
~

IS/28/2013

~;~ ~"'f____.....;-1.-o- ·-

..-,

Confidential Communication from an-attorriey to the client for the pUrpose of

PRIVDDDD2

{lonuX£_J0.0000340

-r:o~

WorkProdua

IDebxeSrmrtSheets

1

OlamondleRalreauirements.

-----·1

llelwoeSmartSheets

1

DESCRIPTION

ICon([d_errtj;ll document refleclir«leeal •c~v!<•Irom a'\attomevrec;rdiil&-Projett=jAitOrrle'{-Ciienl; work-,
aae:::

•

Qppe:>heimerWolfl&llo!mefiy

lteial ~ '*

1

COPIED

I

MOUJOJ,..t~nnncr
PRIVOODOl

1
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.,Odella. Phi

.....,._-

I

i;;;Y.~Sie';Odeii~.P.m:- Scoutar.De,no;Oerella,Kev;n;
~

--~'" ,..,.~._,_-_.._,.._ Jones;Rox;ltler·S.,umwav.Amv:*- Sutton:Scott; Hussain.'Shafona
tvv~ :>ewayne; ~rdling, Brian;
Btnnig. &U; Santos, keltye; Fogard,

I

Confidentlalcommunlcationfro:nttle.cien:toana-:tocneyfor~e:p-~eof
,....,,~" .....
-- .,.. ....- .,_ -.... .
.~~ "'4
__,...-.. l.~-" ~~ -· ·~""

seek;nelegaladv,cereeard•neA!torAc:lonRepc<t.,.,tfoeiB;:.~..acti'o"

""'- . - ~ _,. . ..,_ ...~

Attorney-Client

I .. _

7

Al!orney~t

1-:r-r-... ,,
b. t::-.;;.r
,...,0'&1'PJIJVOOOlS
---r·
PRIV00016

~~_,...l'c .. ~~ .l~r."c:»,"J
9/26/20!3

.:

ICalendar hem

~-~

Hoag. Drew

~ :.....>&.·~

••

-~!'!.:!.:~·

Nonfling. Brian; Rowe. Esq.• S:"'aron INogosek, Chris

Confidential document attacl-ed to the immediate:'rg~:~ge:mail!regan:"'mg :he ~ ~··
same. -- .1. ~.....,.~~"' ~•._~,A-"" ._!t ~ . - ..... ~-,... ~.-~ ...... ~ Attom'!Y......'e~t
~
Confidential communic.ltion from tne ciient to an attorney for-the pyrpose of
seckklg legal adv'ce regardmg tal withtloldlng requirements clue to DccuSource
Attomey-Ciie:1t
acau'~itlon
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13 Enterprises, Inc., et al. v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., et al.
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DELUXE CORPORAnON'S FIRST PRIVILEGE AND REDACTION LOG
DATE

PRIV ID / STARTND

OOClJM£NT1'YPJ: l

COPIED

TO

FIIOM

DESIGNAnON

DESCRIPTION

'

Con£dential document attached to the immediately preceding: email repnftng the !Attorney-Client

IPRIV00017

Ado!>ei'DF

PRIV00018

l-->e7DF

Confidential document attached to lhe immediately preceding email regarding theiAttomey<l!ent

PRIV00019

l-->el'llf

Confidential document attached tot he immeditltcly precedin' email regard"mg the !Attorney-Client
same.

IPRIV00020

1-l'DF

same.
~.,e.

Confidential document attached to the immediatelY precedin& email regarding the IAttorney<nent
same

,,

IPRIV00021

h0/28/2013

E-1

JIBW.~e!!

IPRIVOOOZ2

I
I

jworddotumerl>

I

IPRIV00023

IPRIV00024

Confidential documentaltached :o thiimmediatefy:>reced"ong email fort he

!Sutton. Scott; Dunlap, ESq.,
Michael; Clarl:, Cassie; Dorelia,

I!Qme.!Brenda

E-mail

I
I

PRIVOOOZ6

DELUXE_ID-0000707

Attorney-Client

Attorney-Client

Confidential document it! ached to the immediately-prec<dirig email lor the

Word document

Attomey<llent

u~e of seekintr fenlacfvlu "'fR3'rdin~t!tesame.
Confidential document attxhc!d :o the i~.atcly p,readins emU II fOr-~
loorDOse of seef<lttR feaaladvke rmn:llna the same.

Spreadsreet

Attomev<Rent

Qark, cassie; Wright, Heather;

19/3012013

Nordling. Brian; Dunlap. Esq.,

savoie. :suunn.

E~ail

Michael: Ski~er. Esq., Kevin; liUer·

Confidential cornrnuna:ion from the cl"il!nt to an atto<ney for the purpose of

lsuuon, scott; Derela, Kevin

CC:nftdentlal communita~ton from tlw! client to an attorney for the purposeof

I
19/26/2013

Calendar~m

Nordlinl. Brian; Rowe, Esq., Sharon JNogosek,Chris

!1 Hoal,l!lrew

Attomey<Rent

seek:ng legal advice rqarding payments: made to DocuSource.

lShumwav. Amv
PRIVOOOZ7

Attomey<lien<

Con£dentlal communica!ion from the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seekmglegal advfce regarding OccuSource post-doslng adjustment.

Kevm;Skippe:, Esq., Kevin;

IN.rlrrtr~NJ _Rri.an• R.ata_ Jdf
PRIV00025

Attomey..cnent

seeking legal advice reaardins DocuSourte post-dosins adjustment.
~o:rpose of providtnt; lear:al advice regardfn& the same.
Ccn£dentlal document attached to I he immediately preced"'tng email for the
urnose of seekirnr: Ina I advice "'uardine the same.

~"'

110/28/2013

Confidential communication from the diem to an atto<ney for the pui))OSe of

Sutton. Scott; Clarll, Cassie; Dunlop, INordling. Brian; Kime, Brenda
Esq.,Mich•el

seelc:nslegaladvice regarding tax withholding requirements due to DocuSource

IAttornev<ftent

'<XQuisitiQI"!.

PRIVOOOZS

Adobei'DF

PRIV00029

Allobe!'I>F

PRIV00030

AllobePDf

PRIV00031

AllobePDf

7n6/ZD13

PRIVD003Z

PRIV00033

Confidentlal document attached to the immd~atefy preceding email reprding the IAttomey..CJient
same.
Confidential document attachoid to the lmmed"12tely orecedins email regarding tfieiAttorney·CUent
same.
Confidential document attached to the immed"141tely preceding etriail reprding the IAttomey.Cflent
same.

Confidential document attached to the immed"liltefy preceding email regarcfong the IAttomey.Oient
same.

Dlendarate:r

aau.JeR; Botzet, Scott; dirk,
Cassie; Oerella, Kevin; Dunblp, Esq.,

IDerel)>.llevio

r

-

•1: . . .-----~·~~~ ..
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-

· ·

·

1
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--
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I
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0 ~~ ~/20l3_,_.. ~~__::-~~~ ~.:~'*, ·.yr McR~!lerts,Makolm*~

_._.....,..-

Attorney-Olen!

Confidential documenr attached to the immediately preceding email regarding the IAttomey..cr.ent;Work

Allobe!'Df

DELUXE 10..()()()()866-r 4/22/2013...,. Eiiiil!~ S:eot1.~n
1

Confidential communica:ion fro:n the client to an attorney for the purpose of
seek:ng legal advice regarding IBF Asset Purchase Agreement.

Mkhael; Nordling. Brian; Steen,
l5uun· ~uttnn_ St"ott

· l.fl

·

~~~~~::t:~ ==~ e!re:t~r.gfe~ladv~efro-nanattornev.regarding~-~ WorkProdud~ ~
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ourchaseae:"eemem.
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~\.I~JoetUx'E:f"D-ooooggs~l10/4JiOi3~1p~etPci:::~1~~~.....,....1McRoberts.~~alcOJr:n-"...........,... ~~............... ~onfidentlal document re!iec:ing regaiadvicefroman anomey regarding stawsof Anomey~ent; WOrlc"'

~:.--

' __ .

.

_ __

DELUXE_ID;0001009~~9/12/2013 -t~~~Sor.-.em::U

__

_,__...,...__ __

DELUXE_IIl-0001411

·'

14/19/2013

__

IE·mail

•t

Nordling, !Brian

"I'

•• -;,.+r:•t•,.;,.IMcRoJ;Je'"tS;MaJcolrii w

.. _

r

Sutton, SC01.t

,

,: ,...._.-.... ,. ., , 4 c *'

'~rrenti,

l~nm,.nv-wideleuli<suos.
·- :·
_,_,,~--··----~----"PrOduet~-.........1
e: .•Al( , Cc.,.~den:ial ccmmtnica:.on !ro-n theclien: to ana::ornevJor ~he purpose of_.....,_ Anor -ai .............,.
~eek7rude aladvicll! r~a-d!nE IBrtrarsac:Cn..
ney em.
Ill!""

:J.:

I

Steen..Susan; Oa~
Confidential communk:a:ion fran the cfient to an a:tor.'ley for the purpose of
Cassie; Oerella, Kevin; Dunlap, Esq., seeking le~:al advice recWne deferred compensa:O'I acreement.

Attorney<Nent

1

Michael; Skipper, Esq. Kevin
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llEWXE CORI'OIIATION'S fJIISTI'ltlVli.£GEAND REDACTION LOG
PRIVID/STARmO

DATE

~~13

PRIVOOD34

DOGJMENTTYI'E

I

t.a'leodarl1e.m

IHDa&Drew

PRIV0003S

lldobel'!)f

PRIVD0035

Adobe PDF

PRIV00037

l~D:o!Jef'l)f

PRIV00038

f-PD1'
19~

PRIV00039

Adobe PDF

PRIVDOO'Il

Adobe PDF

PRIVDOO'I2

lldobeiPDF

PRIVDOO'I3

Adobe PDF

COPIED

11)

Hoac. Drew; l!owe. Esq. Slwort
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12/28/2015

Electronically Filed

8/16/2017 10:57:23 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation;)
and THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
)
)
vs.
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a )
Delaware corporation; et al,
)
)
Defendant-Appellant.
)
)
---------------------------------

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S SECOND
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL IN
REGARD TO PLAINTIFFS T3
ENTERPRISES, INC. AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.

CONSOLIDATED FOR PURPOSES
OF THE RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
ONLY

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. AND THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
DEFENDANT SBS'S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1
47140.0001.9341745.1

013630

SBS hereby submits this Second Amended Notice of Appeal in Regard to Plaintiffs
T3 Enterprises, Inc. and Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (which combines the two notices for
1
Courtl)
purposes of the record and transcript only, by
by order of the Idaho Supreme Court
) to amend

the prior notices of appeal to include in Section 66 below (at
18): Arbitrator Resumes
(at page 18):
(attached hereto as
K) and at Section 77 below (at
Trial Exhibit 1009. NO
as Exhibit K1
18): Trial
(at page 18):
OTHER CHANGES TO THE MATERIALS DESIGNATED FOR THE RECORD OR
TRANSCRIPT HAS BEEN MADE FROM:
FROM: (1)
(1) SBS’S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
SBS’S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL RE:
RE: T3 FILED ON MAY 19,
19, 2017, OR (2)
(2) SBS’S

THURSTON FILED ON MAY 19,
19, 2017.

****
****
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17,
Systems, Inc. discloses the
17, Safeguard Business Systems,
following information:
information:
1.
1. Matter and Parties:
a)
Enterprises, Inc,
Inc., et al.
Inc., et al,
a]. v.
v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc,
a], District
a) T3 Enterprises,
Court, Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Ada County, Case
Case No. CVOC-1416400, the Honorable District Court Judge Steven Hippler, presiding.
T3 Enterprises,
b)
Inc. v.
Inc., American Arbitration
Enterprises, Inc.
v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Systems, Inc,
b) T3
Association Case
No. 01
01 15
15 0002 6860, Panel: Chair, Maureen Beyers;
Case No. AAA N0.
Beyers;
Arbitrator, Hon. Kenneth Kato; Arbitrator, Van Elmore.

c)
Systems, Inc. (“SBS”).
c) Appealing Party: Safeguard Business Systems,
Counsel for SBS:

1

An order of
clariﬁcation issued by the Idaho Supreme Court on July 14,
of clarification
14, 2017 provides that
SBS’s appeal as
as to T3 Enterprises, Inc. (Supreme Court Docket No. 45093-2017) is consolidated
with
With SBS’s separate appeal as
as to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. (Supreme Court Docket No. 450922017) for purposes of the record and transcript only. SBS files this Second Amended Notice as
as a
a
ﬁling solely for the purpose of the record and transcript and intends to continue treating
single filing
the appeals separately for all other purposes.
1

DEFENDANT SBS’S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL -- 22
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane Bolinger, ISB No. 9104
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5260
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender, TSB No. 00790758 (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright, TSB No. 24063896 (admitted pro hac vice)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Court, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Telephone: (214) 746-7700
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
d) Respondent Parties: T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3") and Thurston Enterprises, Inc.
("Thurston")
Counsel for T3 and Thurston:
Thomas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey W. Bower
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
Post Office Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
Email: tedservice@givenspursley.com
jeffbower@givenspursley.com
James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
MULCAHYLLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
Telephone: (949) 252-9377
DEFENDANT SBS'S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 3
47140.0001.9341745.1
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Facsimile: (949) 252-0090
Email: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com

2. Designation of Judgments and Orders Appealed: SBS hereby designates the
following judgments and orders to be included as part of its appeals, copies of which
are attached to this Second Amended Notice of Appeal:
(a) As to T3:
•

December 17, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order on SBS 's Motion to
Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings (attached as Exhibit A)

•

March 24, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit B)

•

March 29, 2017 Order on Motions to Confirm And Vacate Arbitration
Award (attached as Exhibit G)

•

March 29, 2017 Order Confirming Arbitration Award (attached as Exhibit

H)
•

May 5, 2017 Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc (attached as Exhibit J).

(b) As to Thurston:
•

March 24,2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions Re: Attorney
Client Privilege (attached as Exhibit B)

•

September 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to Amend
Complaint to Add Claims for Punitive Damages (attached as Exhibit C)

•

October 21, 2016 Memorandum Decision and Order on Motions for
Summary Judgment and to Strike (attached as Exhibit D)

•

January 13, 2017 Judgment (attached as Exhibit E)

•

March 24, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order on Safeguard's Motion
for Post-Judgment Relief (attached as Exhibit F)

•

May 5, 2017 Memorandum Decision and Order on Thurston's Motion for
Fees and Costs (attached as Exhibit I)

•

May 5, 2017 Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc (attached as Exhibit J)

DEFENDANT SBS'S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 4
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3. Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal:
Appeal: SBS discloses the following
preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which SBS intends to ask the Idaho
Supreme Court to review:
review:
(a)
(a) As to T3:
'

Whether the district court erred in severing and not enforcing the forum
selection provision in T3’s distributor agreement?

I

Whether the district court erred in overruling SBS’s assertion of attorneyclient privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client Privilege, and
thereby prejudiced SBS such that the arbitration award should be vacated?

I

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS’s motion to vacate
vacate and/or
modify T3’s arbitration award? Including but not limited to:
—Whether
− Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly by awarding gross proﬁts
profits

instead of net profits?
− Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly by
by awarding speculative future
losses
losses based on annual revenue metrics?

—

− Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, acted irrationally,
without authority, and/or
Without
and/0r otherwise acted improperly in declaring aa
constructive termination?

—

− Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, Without
without authority,
and/or
and/0r otherwise acted improperly by allowing T3 to elect aa discharge
and still receive future lost profits?
proﬁts?

—

—Whether
− Whether the arbitration panel acted irrationally, in violation
Violation of public

policy, and/or
by awarding both future lost
and/0r otherwise acted improperly by
profits
proﬁts and the entire value of the distributorship?
—Whether
−
Whether the arbitration panel disregarded Texas law, exceeded its
authority, or otherwise acted improperly in awarding attorneys’ fees and
expenses?

'

Whether the district court erred in granting T3’s motion to confirm
conﬁrm the
arbitration award?

DEFENDANT SBS’S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL -- 55
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I

Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys’ fees,
fees, costs, and expenses
incurred in pursuing the appeal?

I

Whether the district court erred in entering judgment in favor of T3 and
against SBS?

I

Whether the district court erred in entering an amended judgment designated
tune”?
as
as “nunc pro tunc”?

(b)
(b) As to Thurston:
I

Whether the jury’s verdict is
by aa preponderance of admissible
is supported by
evidence?

I

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS’s Motion to Exclude the
expert witness testimony of Robert Taylor?

I

Whether the district court erred in granting Thurston’s Motion for Summary
Judgment as
as to SBS’s liability on Thurston’s claim for breach of account
protection?

I

Whether the evidence for damages related to account protection were
impermissibly speculative and insufficient?
insufﬁcient?

I

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston’s claim for breach of
the pricing provision to be
be considered by
by the jury?

.

Whether there was sufficient
sufﬁcient evidence for the jury’s determination as
as to
Thurston’s claim for breach of the pricing provision?

I

Whether the district court erred in denying judgment as
as a
a matter of law as
as to
Thurston’s claim for breach of the pricing provision?

.

Whether the evidence for damages related to Thurston’s claim for breach of
the pricing provision was
was impermissibly speculative and insufficient?
insufﬁcient?

'

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS’s Motion for Summary
Judgment as
as to Thurston’s claim for breach of the duty of good faith and fair
dealing?

I

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston’s claims for breach of
the duty of good faith and fair dealing to be
be considered by the jury?

DEFENDANT SBS’S SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL -- 66
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'

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston to,
to, during trial, submit
aa new undisclosed theory of damages to the jury in regard to the claim for
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing?

.

Whether there was sufficient
sufﬁcient evidence for the jury’s determination as
as to
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing?

I

Whether the district court erred in denying SBS’s Motion for Summary
Judgment as
as to Thurston’s claim for fraudulent inducement?

.

Whether there was sufficient
sufﬁcient evidence for the jury’s determination as
as to
Thurston’s claim for fraudulent inducement?

I

Whether the district court erred in granting Thurston’s Motion for Leave to
Amend Thurston’s Complaint to Assert aa Prayer for Punitive Damages?

I

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston’s claims for punitive
damages based on contract breaches to be considered by the jury?

'

Whether the district court erred in allowing Thurston's claims for punitive
damages based on fraudulent inducement to be
be considered by
by the jury?

I

Whether the jury’s award of punitive damages was supported by
by clear and
convincing evidence of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous
conduct as
as required by
by Idaho Code Section 6-1604?

I

Whether the district court erred in overruling or rejecting SBS’s assertion of
attorney-client privilege in the Order on Motions Re: Attorney Client
Privilege?

I

Whether the district court erred in admitting hearsay evidence at
at trial?

I

attorneys’ fees,
Whether SBS is entitled to recover its attorneys’
costs, and expenses
fees, costs,
incurred in pursuing the appeal?

.

Whether the district court abused its discretion in awarding Thurston
attorneys’ fees
attorneys’
fees and costs?

.

Whether the district court erred as
as to the amount awarded to Thurston for its
attorneys’ fees and costs?
attorneys’

I

Whether the district court erred in entering an amended judgment designated
tune”?
as
as “nunc pro tunc”?
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4. Jurisdictional Statement: The Idaho Supreme Court has
has jurisdiction over the appeal
of the orders and judgments listed above pursuant to:
(a)
9 U.S.C. §
16(a).
11(a)(1) and 11(a)(8),
11(a)(8), and 9
(a) As to T3: Idaho Appellate Rules 11(a)(1)
§ 16(a).
(b)
11(a)(7).
11(a)(1), 11(a)(5),
11(a)(5), 11(a)(6),
11(a)(6), and 11(a)(7).
(b) As to Thurston: Idaho Appellate Rules 11(a)(1),
5.
5. Transcripts: SBS requests a
a reporter’s transcript, consolidated as
as to T3 and
Thurston, be prepared in electronic format and include the following:
following:
I

September 23,
23, 2016 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no
(no estimate provided)

I

November 16,
16, 2016 Pre-Trial Hearing (no
(no estimate provided)

I

The Reporter’s Transcript of Jury Trial (Vols. I1 & II)
11) (previously ordered
and paid for by the parties)

I

February 21,
21, 2017 Motion Hearing before the Honorable District Judge
Steven Hippler (no
(no estimate provided)

6.
Record: SBS requests that the following documents, consolidated as
6. Record:
as to T3 and
Thurston, be included in the clerk’s record in addition to those materials
automatically included in the clerk’s record pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b):
28(b):
DATE
DESCRIPTION
08/26/14 COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
09/16/14 AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
10/21/14 SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
10/21/14
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD
10/21/14
10/21/14
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. AND
10/21/14
10/21/14 SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC. ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
11/12/14
11/12/14 PLAINTIFFS’
AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER THURSTON ISO OPPOSITION TO
11/12/14
11/12/14
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’
AFFIDAVIT OF DAWN TEPLY ISO OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
11/12/14
11/12/14
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO COMPEL
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
11/17/14
11/17/14
SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
11/17/14
11/17/14 TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION AND SBS’S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
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DATE

11/1 8/ 14
11/18/14

11/1 8/ 14
11/18/14

11/19/14
11/19/14
11/19/14
11/19/14

11/19/14
11/1 9/ 14
11/26/14
11/26/14
11/26/14
11/26/14
12/17/14
12/17/14
12/17/14
12/17/14
08/26/15

09/08/15

01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/20/16
01/28/16
01/28/16

DESCRIPTION
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO STRIKE (1)
PLAINTIFFS’
(1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; (2)
(2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND
DISMISS FOR LACK OF
(3)
(3) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
PERSONAL JURISDICTION
PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS’
(1)
(1) REPLY IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION;
ARBITRATION; (2)
(2) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL DUNLAP; AND (3)
REPLY
IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
(3)
DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS’S OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO STRIKE
DEFENDANT MICHAEL DUNLAP’S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
STRIKE
SYSTEMS’ AND MICHAEL
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS’
DUNLAP’S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT
ENTERPRISES’ SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
T3 ENTERPRISES’
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS’S SUPPLEMENTAL
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFFS’
TO STRIKE
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS’S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY PROCEEDNGS
PROCEEDNGS
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
INC, TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, KMMR, LLC, MICHAEL DUNLAP,
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC.,
INC, JAMES DUNN AND JDHRS, LLC’S
ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATION AND REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN
DEFENDANTS’
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
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DATE
02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/05/16

02/09/16

02/09/16
02/09/16

02/09/16
03/24/16

06/13/16
06/1 3/ 16

06/17/16
06/1 7/ 16

DESCRIPTION
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO
DELUXE CORPORATION’S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
DECLARATION OF MALCOM MCROBERTS
MCROBERTS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS’ OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’
REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF DANE A BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OPPOSITION
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
TO PLAINTIFFS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANTS’
DECLARATION OF WESLEY W. LEW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO CHALLENGE
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
DEFENDANTS’
REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGAURD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S REPLY IN
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO
FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
REDACTIONS
DEFENDANTS’
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
DEFENDANTS’
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER
DEFENDANTS’
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHALLENGE DEFENDANTS’
DESIGNATIONS AND REDACTIONS
MEMORANDUM DECISIONS AND ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC,
TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS
FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP, JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC. /
ONLY A PROPOSED ORDER
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION TO PERMIT FILING OF THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE
DEFENDANTS KMMR, LLC, TRESSA MCLAUGHLIN, JAMIE
MCCORMICK, IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. MICHAEL DUNLAP,
JAMES DUNN, AND JDHRS, LLC
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DATE
07/05/16

07/05/16
07/05/ 16

07/05/16
07/05/ 16

07/05/16
07/05/ 16

07/11/16
07/1 1/ 16

07/22/16
07/22/ 16

07/22/16
07/22/ 16
07/27/16
07/27/16
07/27/ 16

07/28/16

08/04/16

08/05/16

08/26/16
08/26/16

08/26/16

DESCRIPTION
PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE
PLAINTIFFS’
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF JAMES MULCAHY ISO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO BE FILED
UNDER SEAL (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION’S ANSWER TO THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITVE
DAMAGES
DEFENDANTS’
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
PLAITIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAITIFFS’
TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
PLAINTIFFS’ REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
PLAINTIFFS’
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS’ REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
PLAINTIFFS’
AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR
PLAINTIFFS’
PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEAL)
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER
OF PLAINTIFFS’
FOR PUNITVE DAMAES
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND TO ADD PRAYER FOR
PLAINTIFFS’
PUNITIVE DAMAGES (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL DUNLAP IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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DATE
08/26/16

08/26/16

08/26/16
08/26/16
08/26/16

08/26/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

09/09/16

DESCRIPTION
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER SEAL)
DECLARATION OF ROBERT TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (FILED UNDER
SEAL)
SYSTEM’S MEMORANDUM OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEM’S
LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD
DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER THURSTON
DEFENDANTS’ OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF ROGER
THURSTON
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISE’S
ENTERPRISES MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISE’S
ENTERPRISES MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
PLAINTIFFS’
INC.’S, SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS,
ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION’S
CORPORATIONS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S AND DELUXE CORPORATION’S
CORPORATION s
MOTIONS
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S,
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S AND DELUXE CORPORATION’S
CORPORATION s
MOTIONS
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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DATE
09/09/16

09/16/16
09/1 6/ 16

09/16/16

09/16/16

09/16/16
09/1 6/ 16

09/16/16

09/16/16
09/1 6/ 16

09/16/16

09/16/16
09/1 6/ 16

09/21/16
09/2 1/ 16

09/21/16

DESCRIPTION
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S,
CORPORATION’ S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S AND DELUXE CORPORATION’S
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTIONS
DEFENDANTS’ OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND
PLAINTIFFS’
EXHIBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS’ OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’
STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY OF DAWN
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION
TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS’
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS’ OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
DEFENDANTS’
112 FROM THE DECLARATION
STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112
PLAINTIFFS’
JAMES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
DEFENDANTS’
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY
AND EXHIBITS OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
DEFENDANTS’
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO
AND EXHIBITS OF DAWN TEPLY RE PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS
DEFENDANTS’
112 FROM THE
MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD EXHIBIT 112
PLAINTIFFS’
DECLARATION OF JAMES MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
JUDGMENT
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
CORPORATION’ S
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.’S AND DELUXE CORPORATION’S
JOINT REPLY MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF MOTIONS
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS’
AND DISREGARD DECLARATION TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS OF
ROGER THURSTON, DAWN TEPLY, AND JAMES MULCAHY IN
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
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DATE
09/22/16
09/22/ 16
10/21/16
10/21/16
10/26/16
10/26/16
10/26/16
10/26/16
10/26/16
10/26/ 16

10/27/16
10/27/16
10/28/16
10/28/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/01/16
11/09/16
11/09/ 16

11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/16
11/09/ 16

11/09/16
11/09/ 16

11/09/16
11/09/ 16
11/10/16
11/10/16
11/11/16
11/1 1/ 16

DESCRIPTION
ERRATA TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION TO CONFIRM
ARBITRATION AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION
AWARD
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.’S MOTION TO STRIKE AND
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO
T0 T3 ENTERPRISES,
INC.’S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
(CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S MOTION IN LIMINE
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION IN LIMINE
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS’
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
MOTION IN LIMINE
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
SYSTEMS’ MOTION TO
TO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS’
STRIKE T3’S MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO STRIKE T3’S
MOTION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
SBS’ S
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S
PLAINTIFFS’
MOTION IN LIMINE
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO
DECLARATION OF DAWN TEPLY ISO PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS’S MOTION IN LIMINE
PLAINTIFFS’
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON ISO PLAINTIFFS’
SBS’S MOTION IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT: DELUXE AND SBS’S
LIMINE
DECLARATION OF ROBERT A. TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF
SBS’ S
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S
MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF
SBS’ S
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S
MOTION IN LIMINE (CERTAIN EXHIBITS FILED UNDER SEAL)
SBS’ S
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S
MOTION IN LIMINE
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S AND DELUXE
CORPORATION’S ANSWER TO FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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DATE
1 1/ 14/ 16
11/14/16

11/14/16
11/14/16

11/14/16
11/14/16

11/14/16
11/14/16

11/14/16
11/14/16

11/21/16
11/21/16

11/22/16
11/22/16

11/22/16
11/22/16
11/23/16
11/23/16
11/28/16
11/28/16
11/28/16
11/28/16

12/05/16
12/05/16
12/05/16
12/05/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16
12/09/16

12/12/16
12/12/16

DESCRIPTION
DEFENDANTS’
DECLARATION OF TERRY ROBISON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
REPLY MEMO IN SUPPORT MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
PLAINTIFF’S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DEFENDANTS’ REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS’
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS DELUXE CORPORATION’S AND
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF’S EVIDENCE OF GROSS PROFITS
DECLARATION OF JAMIE MCCORMICK IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS SBS,
SBS, INC. AND DELUXE’S MOTION IN LIMINE
DECLARATION OF SUSAN LEDERACH RE DEFENDANT DELUXE
CORPORATION’S AND SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE PLAINTIFF’S EVIDENCE OF
GROSS PROFITS
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS’
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION
TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD AND DEFENDANTS’
IN LIMINE TO PRECLUDE EVIDENCE OF ARBITRATION
DEFENDANTS SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S AND
DELUXE CORPORATION’S DISCLOSURE OF WITNESS AND
INFORMATION RE PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S NET COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS
DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF’S T3 ENTERPRISES
INC.’S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S NET COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS
PLAINTIFFS’ DISCLOSURE
PLAINTIFFS’
DISCLOSURE OF TAYLOR’S SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERT
REPORT
DEFENDANTS’ OBJECTIONS TO DEPOSITION
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS’
DESIGNATIONS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF ROBERT KIRLIN RE PLAINTIFF’S
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S AND THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S NET
COMMISSIONS
DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LUTHER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S RENEWED MOTION TO CONFIRM
ARBITRATION AWARD
PLAINTIFF T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S RENEWED MOTION TO
CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD
MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY
ARBITRATION AWARD
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
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DATE
12/12/16
12/12/16

12/12/16
12/12/16

12/12/16
12/12/16

12/12/16
12/12/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16
12/15/16

12/15/16
12/15/16
12/16/16
12/16/16
12/19/16
12/19/16
12/21/16
12/21/16
12/21/16
12/21/16
12/21/16
12/21/16
01/13/17
01/13/17
01/27/17
01/27/17
01/27/17
01/27/17
01/27/17
01/27/17

DESCRIPTION
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
TRAIL
DEFENDANTS DELUXE AND SBS’S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT TRIAL
DEFENDANTS’
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’
MOTION TO EXCLUDE ROBERT TAYLOR FROM TESTIFYING AT
TRIAL
MOTION FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT
DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A
DEFENDANTS’
DIRECTED VERDICT
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR A
PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON THE ISSUE OF PUNITIVE
DAMAGES
DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
PLAINTIFFS’ CLAIM FOR
MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT ON PLAINTIFFS’
TORTIOUS
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACT AGAINST DELUXE
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR
PLAINTIFFS’ REVISED OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
PLAINTIFFS’
A DIRECTED VERDICT ON DAMAGES
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
VERDICT FORM
SIGNED JURY VERDICT
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PUNITIVE DAMAGES
JUDGMENT (Judgment in Favor of Thurston Ent.
Em. and Against SBS;
SBS; and in
Favor of
of Deluxe against Plaintiffs)
DEFENDANT SBS,
SBS, INC.’S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DEFENDANT SBS,
SBS, INC.’S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
ITS MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
ATTORNEYS’
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MEMORANDUM IN
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’
DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
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DATE
01/27/17

01/27/17

01/27/17

01/27/17

02/10/17

02/10/17

02/10/17

02/10/17

02/14/17
02/14/17
02/14/17
02/14/17

02/24/17
02/24/17
03/24/17
03/29/17
03/2 9/ 1 7
03/29/17

DESCRIPTION
DECLARATION OF LARRY BERLINER IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF ROBERT TAYLOR IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF ROGER THURSTON IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC.
MEMORANDUM OF LAW ISO DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.’S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
AND ATTORNEYS’
DECLARATION OF STEVEN F.
F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
AND ATTORNEYS’
DECLARATION OF DANE A. BOLINGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
ATTORNEYS’
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC’S OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD’S MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
SAFEGUARD’S
DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF
SAFEGUARD’S
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD’S
MOTION FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DEFENDANT SBS,
SBS, INC’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SBS,
SBS,
INC’S REPLY IN FURTHER SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR POSTJUDGMENT RELIEF
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC.’S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF RE OPPOSITION TO
SBS,
SBS, INC.’S MOTION TO VACATE OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
MODIFY ARBITRATION AWARD
LETTER BRIEF TO COURT RE NEW CASES CITED IN ORAL
ARGUMENT BY T3
SAFEGUARD’S MOTION
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SAFEGUARD’S
FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF
ORDER ON MOTION TO CONFIRM AND VACATE ARBITRATION
AWARD
ORDER CONFIRMING ARBITRATION AWARD
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DATE
03/29/17
03/29/17

03/29/17

03/29/17

04/03/17
04/03/17
04/03/17
04/10/17

04/10/17

05/05/17
05/05/17

.

DESCRIPTION
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S OPPOSITION TO
SAFEGUARD’S MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND COSTS
SAFEGUARD’S
SECOND DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR AWARD
OF ATTORNEY FEES
THIRD DECLARATION OF C. CLAYTON GILL IN SUPPORT OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S REQUEST FOR FEES -- ADDITIONAL
FEES INCURRED SINCE SUBMISSION OF FIRST DECLARATION FILED
ON JANUARY 27,
27, 2017
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES M. MULCAHY IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S
SAFEGUARD’S MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND
OPPOSITION TO SAFEGUARD’S
COSTS
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.’S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
DECLARATION OF TAYLER TIBBITTS
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF RICHARD H. GREENER
SAFEGUARD’S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN FURTHER
SAFEGUARD’S
SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
ENTERPRISES, INC’S MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF COUNSEL IN FURTHER SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.’S
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC.’S MOTION
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS’
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON THURSTON’S MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS
AMENDED JUDGMENT NUNC PRO TUNC

Resumes of Maureen Byers,
as arbitrators in
Byers, Van Elmore, and Kenneth H. Kato as
T3 Enterprises,
T3
Inc. v.
Inc., AAA Case
Enterprises, Inc.
v. Safeguard Business Systems,
Case No. 01-15Systems, Inc,
0002-6860, provided to counsel for the parties during the arbitration proceeding
(attached as
as Exhibit K).

7.
– Civil Cases: SBS requests, consolidated as
7. Exhibits —
as to T3 and Thurston, the
following documents, charts, or pictures admitted as
be copied and sent to
as exhibits to be
the Idaho Supreme Court:
Court:
I

Trial Exhibits: 8,
147-148, 157,
157, 180,
180, 200, 23714, 21,
21, 23,
23, 48,
48, 68,
71, 99,
68, 71,
99, 147-148,
8, 14,
240, 242, 244-245, 266-270, 272-273, 300,
300, 308-311, 326-330, 336,
336, 338,
338,
342,
1031-1078,
342, 352,
1009, 1031-1078,
352, 356-360, 362,
362, 386,
386, 422, 426, 534-535, 537,
537, 538,
538, 1009,
1086
1086

I

Demonstratives: February 21,
as part of SBS’s
21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as
argument regarding its Motion to Vacate or,
or, in the Alternative, Modify
Arbitration Award (submitted at oral hearing)
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Demonstratives: February 21,
as part of SBS’s
21, 2017 PowerPoint introduced as
argument regarding its Motion for Post-Judgment Relief (submitted at oral
hearing)

8.
ﬁled under seal
Record: Portions of the above-referenced record were filed
8. Sealed Record:
pursuant to the following orders entered by
by the District Court:


April 17,
Conﬁdentiality Order
17, 2015 Stipulated Discovery Confidentiality



December 21,
21, 2015 Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
-- Attorneys’
Attorneys’ Eyes
Confidential
Conﬁdential Documents -Eyes Only



December 30,
30, 2015 Order Re Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order Re
-- Attorneys’
Attorneys’ Eyes
Confidential
Conﬁdential Documents -Eyes Only

9. Certification: I,
of record for appellant SBS,
SBS, certify:
I, the undersigned attorney of
a)
a copy of this Second Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on each
a) That a
reporter of whom aa transcript has
been requested, as
has been
as named below:
.

Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

b)
has been paid the estimated fee for preparation
b) That the clerk of the district court has
of the reporter’s transcript, calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho
Appellate Rule 24,
as follows:
24, as
I

IAR 24(b)
24(b) estimated fee for preparation of the above-referenced
transcripts: $200.00.

c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk’s record has
been paid,
has been
calculated pursuant to the parameters of Idaho Appellate Rule 27,
as follows:
27, as
I

Estimated Record fee of $100.00 to be supplemented with
With actual costs
of scanned record. See
See Idaho Appellate Rule 27(d).
27(d).

ﬁling fee for an
d)
ciVil case
an appeal in a
has been paid.
a civil
case of $129 has
d) That the appellate filing
See
See Idaho Appellate Rule 23(a)(1).
23(a)(1).
e) That service has
has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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DATED THIS ~th day of August, 2017.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

~-:22¥=-=
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
Dane A. Bolinger, ISB No. 9104

~

DATED THIS ~th day of August, 2017.
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP

Attorneys for Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of August, 2017, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC'S second
AMENDED notice of appeal IN REGARD TO PLAINTIFFS T3 ENTERPRISES, INC. AND
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC. by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Paul R. Genender (admitted pro hac vice)
Jason E. Wright (admitted pro hac vice)
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
200 Crescent Comt, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75201
Facsimile: (214) 746-7777

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com
D Telecopy: 214.746.7777
0 iComt e-service

Thomas E. Dvorak
Jeffrey W. Bower
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83 701-2720
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: tedservice@givenspursley.com
jeffbower@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
0 iCourt e-service

James M. Mulcahy (admitted pro hac vice)
Kevin A. Adams (admitted pro hac vice)
Douglas R. Luther (admitted pro hac vice)
Mulcahy LLP
4 Park Plaza, Ste. 1230
Irvine, California, 92614
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
0 E-mail: jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
kadams@ mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
D Telecopy: 949.252.0090
0 iCourt e-service

Hon. Judge Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
Attention: Court Clerk, Emily
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Judge's Courtesy Copy

Christie Valcich
Court Reporter
Ada County District Court
200 W Front St
Boise, Idaho 83 702

0 cvalcich@adaweb.net
0 iCourt Comtesy Copy

~ :Q
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN .A.ND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THlJRSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION AND
STAY PROCEEDINGS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FOR.MS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUl\TN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

BACKGROUND

This action arises out of distributorship agreements between the Plaintiffs and Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems (SBS) for the distribution of Safeguard business forms, supplies and
services. Plaintiffs have alleged SBS breached its distributorship agreements with them by
failing to take steps to prevent other Safeguard distributors from soliciting or selling to Plaintiffs'
customers and for paying commissions to these interfering distributors which should have been

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON SBS'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITMTION
AND STAY PROCEEDINGS - Page 1
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EXHIBIT A

paid to Plaintiffs. The interfering distributors, as well as others who purportedly facilitated the
interference, are also named as defendants.
The distributorship agreement between Plaintiff T3 Enterprises, Inc. C'T3 ") and SBS
contains the following arbitration clause:
EXCEPT AS OTHER\VISE PROVIDED IN SUBP AM GRAPH
(A)
[(ADDRESSING
SBS'S
INTERNAL
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCEDURES)], ALL CONTROVERSIES,
DISPUTES OR CLAIMS ARISING BETWEEN US ... AND
YOU ... SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR ARBITRATION TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE DALLAS, TEXAS OFFICE OF THE
AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION ON DEMAND
OF EITHER PARTY. SUCH ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
SHALL BE CONDUCTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND,
EXCEPT
AS
OTHERVv1SE
PROVIDED
IN
THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE COJ\TDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE THEN CURRENT COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
RULES
OF
THE
AMERICAN
ARBITRATION
ASSOCIATION ....
In conjunction with the mandatory arbitration clause, the T3 Distributorship Agreement
includes the following choice of law provision:
All matters relating to arbitration will be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act. ... Except to the extent governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, the United States Trademark Act of 1946, ... or
other federal law, this Agreement, the distributorship and the
relationship between you and Safeguard will be governed and
construed under and in accordance with the laws of Texas, except
that the provisions of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act ...
\vill not apply unless its jurisdictional requirements are met
independently without reference to tllis subsection.
In accordance with the following provisions, SBS seeks to compel the arbitration of T3 's
claims against it in Texas. SBS contends the forum selection clause is valid under both federal
. and Texas law and should be enforced as written. SBS also seeks a stay of proceedings pending
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the arbitration of T3 's claims under 9 U.S.C. § 3, which is part of the Federal Arbitration Act
("FAA").

Initially, T3 conceded that it was bound to arbitrate its claims and sought only to sever
the choice of forum provision from the arbitration clause on the basis that it was unconscionable
and unenforceable under I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum selection clause which
requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights through litigation or
arbitration. 1 In supplemental briefing, T3 enhanced its argument, contending that the invalid
forum selection provision alone rendered the entire arbitration clause void and, consequently, T3
should not be compelled to arbitrate, either in Idaho or Texas. Regarding the stay, T3 and
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") argue that if arbitration of T3' s claims proceeds,
this Court is not permitted to stay T3 's non-arbitral claims and Thurston's claims.
A related issue on which this Court requested supplemental briefing was whether the
enforcement of a forum selection clause is a procedural matter for the arbitrator to decide or
whether it qualifies as a substantive matter for the Court to determine. SBS argues that whether
the forum selection clause is enforceable is a question of procedure for the arbitrator while T3
contends it presents a substantive question for this Court.
II.

STANDARDS

Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court. Wattenbarger v. A. G.
Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 308,315,246 P.3d 961,968 (2010). When ruling on amotion

to compel arbitration, the district court applies the same standard as if ruling on a motion for

1

ln support of its argument that the forum selection clause is procedurally unconscionable, T3 submitted the
affidavit of its President, Dawn Teply, setting forth facts suggesting she was in a substantially weaker bargaining
position than SBS at the time of contracting which compelled her to agree to arbitrate in Texas rather than Idaho.
Aff. Teply ~~ 8-14 (Nov. 12, 2014).She further states the costs of having to arbitrate in Texas would be
prohibitive. I d. at ~~15-16.
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summary judgment. Id. at 317, 246 P.3d at 970. Thus, a motion to compel arbitration is proper
granted when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact" and that the moving party is
entitled to compel arbitration as a matter of law. Id, quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c). The record must be
construed in favor of the nonmoving party, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's
favor. Id. If reasonable minds could differ on conclusions dra-vvn from the evidence presented,
the motion must be denied. Id. The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact is on the moving party. Id.
Stays of proceedings pending arbitration are governed by § 3 of the FAA, which states:
If any suit or proceeding be brought in any of the courts of the
United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an
agreement, shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial
of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the tem1s of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is
not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.
For arbitrable issues, the stay is mandatory. Shearsonl American Express, Inc. v.
J..1d1ahon, 482 U.S. 220, 226 (1987). The decision to stay litigation of non-arbitrable claims or

issues pending the resolution of related arbitration proceedings is a matter within the court's
discretion. J..1oses H Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 21 n.
23 (1983).
III.

ANALYSIS
A. Compelling Arbitration in Texas
1. Enforceabilitv of the Forum Selection Clause Presents a Question of
Arbitrabilitv.
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The FAA applies to all arbitrations involving commerce. 9 U.S.C. § 2. Section 2 of the
FAA provides a ·written agreement to arbitrate a controversy "shall be valid, irrevocable, and
enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract." The U.S. Supreme Court interprets § 2 to mean that, like other contracts, an arbitration
clause or portion thereof may be invalidated by "generally applicable contract defenses, such as
fraud, duress, or unconscionability." Doctor's Associates, Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681,
687, 116 S. Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.2d 902 (1996). Under § 4 of the FAA, the court must order
arbitration if it is satisfied that the making ofthe arbitration agreement is not at issue. 9 U.S.C. §
4.

The United States Supreme Court has termed this inquiry the "question of arbitrability."
Howsam v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 537 U.S. 79, 83 (2002). The Court has cautioned that

questions of arbitrability are narrow in scope and typically involve matters of a kind that
"contracting parties would likely have expected a court" to decide. Id They include certain
gateway matters, such as whether the parties have a valid arbitration agreement at all or whether
a concededly binding arbitration clause applies to a certain type of controversy. Id., citing John
Tfliley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 546-547 (1964) (whether an arbitration

agreement survives a corporate merger); AT & T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications TiVorkers,
475 U.S. 643, 651-52 (1986)(whether a labor-management layoff controversy falls within the
scope of an arbitration clause); Atkinson v. Sinclair Refining Co., 370 U.S. 238, 241-243 (1962)
(whether a clause providing for arbitration of various "grievances" covers claims for damages for
breach of a no-strike agreement).
The "question of arbitrability" does not, however, extend to what the Court has termed
"procedural questions" which "grow out of the dispute and bear on its final disposition." John
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Wiley, 376 U.S. at 557. Procedural questions are presumptively not for the judge, but for an

arbitrator, to decide. Id. They include whether prerequisites such as time limits, notice, laches,
estoppel, and other conditions precedent to an obligation to arbitrate have been met. Howsam,
537 U.S. at 84-85. They also include whether an arbitration agreement allows for class
arbitration. Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 452-53 (2003). In Green Tree, the
Court noted that issues regarding "what kind of arbitration proceeding the parties agreed to"
rather than "whether they agreed to arbitrate a matter," was presumptively for the arbitrator. Id.
at 452. (emphasis in original).

In light of T3 's initially concession that its claims against SBS were arbitrable, SBS
characterizes the dispute over the forum selection clause as concerning "what kind of arbitration
proceeding that parties agreed to[,]" which must be determined by the arbitrator. \Vhile the U.S.
Supreme Court has not specifically extended its definition of "procedural questions" to the
validity of a forum selection clause in an arbitration agreement, SBS's position enjoys support in
some federal circuits. The Second Circuit held, after determining the dispute was arbitrable, that
"venue is a procedural issue that [the] arbitrators should address in the first instance." UBS Fin.
Servs. v. W Va. Univ. Hasps., Inc., 660 F.3d 643, 655 (2d Cir. 2011). Similarly, the First Circuit

held, "the dispute between the parties is concededly arbitrable, [therefore] detemlining the place
of the arbitration is simply a procedural matter and hence for the arbitrator." Richard C. Young &
Co. v. Leventhal, 389 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir.2004). 2

2

See also, Cent. W Va. Energy, Inc. v. Bayer Cropscience LP, 645 F.3d 267, 274 (4th Cir.2011) (stating dispute
over which arbitration panel should decide issues was "far more akin to a venue dispute than a question of
arbitrability, and, as such, it [was] appropriate for arbitral resolution"); LodgeWorks, L.P. v. C.F. Jordan Canst.,
LLC, 506 F. App'x 747, 750 (lOth Cir. 2012)(after parties agreed dispute was arbitrable, court held question of
arbitral venue is matter of contract interpretation for arbitrator to decide).
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In none of these circuit cases, however, was the attack on the forum selection clause on

the basis that the clause was unenforceable under a generally applicable contract defense such as
unconsionability or violation of public policy. In UBS, the issue that was determined to be nonarbitrable was whether the parties' forum selection clause designating the County of New York
as the arbitral forum conflicted -vvith Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) rules
providing that the Director of FINRA Dispute Resolution is to decide the hearing location for the
arbitration. Id. at 648, 654-55. In Richard C. Young, the issue was whether, after arbitration
proceedings were filed in Boston, the forum designated in the arbitration agreement, the
arbitrator could then transfer the arbitration proceedings to a California panel. 389 F.3d at 5. In
Bayer Cropscience, after the parties commenced arbitration proceedings in separate venues

pursuant to two separate contracts, the court was asked to determine which of two arbitration
panels had jurisdiction to determine the validity of one of the parties' contract. 645 F.3d at 27374. Finally, in Lodge Works, where the plaintiff filed arbitration proceedings in Kansas as per the
agreement and the defendant filed arbitration proceedings in Texas, the issue was whether court
could enjoin the Texas proceeding in light of the fact the parties agreed their dispute was subject
to arbitration. 506 F. App'x at 749-750.
The circumstances presented in the foregoing cases rendered the forum selection issues
purely procedural in the courts' eyes. The case which perhaps is the most factually on-point to
the case at bar is Lodge Works, but there is no mention in that case of the reason for the defendant
filing in a forum other than that designated in the forum selection clause. Without facts
suggesting the defendant challenged the Kansas forum selection clause under a contract defense
such as unconscionability, the case is not persuasive authority.
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"What does persuade this Court is case law from the Ninth Circuit and other courts which
have analyzed the enforceability of forum selection clauses in arbitration agreements. That are
contrary to State Public Policy. For example, in the case of Nagrampa v. Mai!Coups, Inc., the
Ninth Circuit analyzed at length whether a forum selection clause in a franchise agreement
requiring the franchisee to arbitrate her claims in Massachusetts was contrary to California
public policy and unconscionable. 469 F.3d 1257, 1289-1293 (9th Cir. 2006). The court noted
that "if the 'place and manner' restrictions of a forum selection provision are 'unduly
oppressive,' or have the effect of shielding the stronger party from liability, then the forum
selection provision is unconscionable." Id. at 1287 (citations omitted). Likewise, the Seventh
Circuit recently considered whether a forun1 selection clause in an arbitration agreement was
illusory and unenforceable. Jackson v. Payday Fin., LLC, 764 F.3d 765, 776-78 (7th Cir. 2014).
The court stated "[l]ike other contractual provisions, forum selection clauses--even those
designating arbitral fora-are not in1mune from the general principle that unconscionable
contractual provisions are invalid." Several other courts follow suit. 3
These cases suggest that where a forum selection clause is challenged pursuant to a
contract defense, the issue becomes a substantive one for the court to decide rather than a matter
of procedure for the arbitrator. This Court finds this approach to be most consistent with the U.S.
Supreme Court's statement in Howsam that "whether the parties are bound by a given arbitration
See, e.g., Saleemi v. Doctor's Associates, Inc., 292 P.3d 108, 112 (Wash, 2013) ("Washington courts have
regularly decided whether choice of law and forum selection clauses in arbitration clauses are enforceable.");
Quinn v. EMC Corp., 109 F. Supp. 2d 681, 686 (S.D. Tex. 2000)(considering whether forum selection clause
forcing Texas resident to arbitrate in Massachusetts was against public policy); Beery v. Quest Diagnostics, Inc.,
953 F. Supp. 2d 531, 545 (D.N.J. 2013)(considering whether forum selection clause contained in the arbitration
clause unduly impaired plaintiffs' efforts to vindicate their statutory rights under Title VII and EPA); F aulkenberg
v. CB Tax Franchise Sys., LP, 637 F.3d 801, 807 (7th Cir. 2011)(evaluating the enforceability of a forum selection
clause in an arbitration agreement in light of Illinois statute prohibiting out-of-state forum selection in
distributorship agreements); Jalee Consulting G1p., Inc. v. XenoOne, Inc., 908 F. Supp. 2d 387, 398
(S.D.N.Y.2012)(considering whether forum selection clause in arbitration agreement was unenforceable on
grounds of frau~ inconvenience, unconscionablility, and violation of public policy).
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clause raises a 'question of arbitrability' for a court to decide." 537 U.S. at 84. Further, it is not
inconsistent with the decisions of the First, Second, Fourth and Tenth Circuit decisions discussed
herein.
T3 seeks a revocation of the entire arbitration clause or, alternatively, the forum selection
clause, based on a defense existing at law; i.e., I. C. § 29-110 which renders void any forum
selection clause which requires a party to the contract to travel outside Idaho to enforce rights
through litigation or arbitration. By advancing this public policy defense, T3 places the validity
of the entire arbitration clause at issue, effectively transforming the question into one of
substance rather than procedure. Further, this Court finds the issue of forum enforceability in
light of Idaho public policy is something the "contracting parties would likely have expected a
court" to decide, not an arbitration panel in Texas. Howsam, 537 U.S. at 83. Thus, whether or not
the forum selection clause is enforceable in light of I. C. § 29-11 0 and its effect on the overall
obligation to arbitrate is, therefore, a question of arbitrability which this Court will decide.
2. Texas Law Applies to the Enforceabilitv ofthe Forum Selection Clause.

In order to determine the validity of the forum selection clause, tllis Court must first
determine which law to apply. Idaho courts recognize and enforce choice-of-law provisions.
Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 766, 979 P.2d 627,

639 n. 3(1999)("Choice-of-law provisions are recognized in Idaho both in commercial and
noncommercial transactions.") In the commercial realm, the parties to a contract have the power
to choose the applicable law. 4 I.C. § 28-1-301. Specifically, I.C. § 28-l-30l(a) provides as
follows:
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Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a reasonable
relation to this state and also to another state or nation the parties may agree that
the law either of this state or of such other state or nation shall govern their rights
and duties. Failing such agreement the uniform commercial code applies to
transactions bearing an appropriate relation to this state.
Here, the parties designated "[a]ll matters relating to arbitration" as being governed by
the F.A. .i\ and, to the extent not governed by the F.AA, the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 or "other
federal law," the agreement is to be governed by Texas law.

As mentioned, under § 2 ofFAA

arbitration agreements "shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as
exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." The U.S. Supreme Court has held
that "generally applicable contract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionability, may be
applied to invalidate arbitration agreements without contravening § 2." Doctor's Associates, Inc.
v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996). "Whether these defenses apply is grounded in state
contract law and, therefore, state law controls. Id.
Here, T3 is challenging the forum selection clause as unconscionable due to its invalidity
under Idaho law. Thus, it is a matter to be resolved under state, not federal, law. Applying the
parties' choice-of-law provision as 1vritten, the issue is therefore to be resolved under Texas law.
However, this Court must first determine whether Texas law bears a reasonable relation to the
relationship between T3 and SBS pursuant to I.C. § 28-1-803(a).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed

reasonable relationship inquiry in the case of

Cerami-Kote, Inc. v. Energyvvave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 59, 773 P.2d 1143, 1146 (1989). There,
the Court recognized that the law of Florida chosen by the parties bore a reasonable relationship
to the commercial transaction in dispute because: 1) the defendants were corporations organized
4

While T3 argues that § 187 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Laws should apply to determine the choice
of law, the Court has stated this analysis only applies in non-commercial situations. Cerami-Kote, Inc. v.
Energyv,,m,e Cmp., 116 Idaho 56, 773 P.2d 1143, fn. 1 (1989). Since the distributorship agreement between T3 and
SBS is commercial in nature, I. C. § 28-1-30 1(a) provides the analysis.
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under the laws of Florida; 2) the defendants had their principal place of business in Florida; and
3) performance of the plaintiffs obligations under the contract would take place, in part, in
Florida. Consequently, the Court found Florida law should have been applied to determine the
validity ofthe contract's forum selection clause. Id.
The difference between the facts of this case and those of Cerami-Kote is that the
performance of T3 's obligations under the distributorship agreement was confined to Idaho, not
Texas. Further, T3 is incorporated under the laws of Delaware. These differences, however, do
not tip the scale in favor of the application ofldal1o law. The parties' relationship to Texas need
only be "reasonable" under the statute. In California, which has a statute very similar to § 28-1301(a), courts have held that the mere fact one of the parties resides in a foreign state gives the
parties a reasonable ground for choosing that state's law. ABF Capital Corp. v. Berglass, 130
Cal. App. 4th 825, 834, 30 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 594 (2005). SBS's principal place of business is
located in Texas. Amend. Cmplt,

~

24; SBS Ans.,

~

24. Moreover, the T3 distributorship

agreement was executed in Texas and T3 communicated with SBS's agents in Texas about
matters concerning the distributorship. Aff. Teply,

~~

11, 21-55 and Exhs. 1-21. Under these

facts, this Court finds the distributorship agreement bears a reasonable relation to Texas and,
therefore, will uphold the parties' choice of Texas law. 5
3. The Forun1 Selection Clause is Unenforceable Under Texas Law.
Having determined that Texas law governs, the question now is whether the forum
selection clause is enforceable under Texas law. The Idaho Supreme Court dealt with a similar
forum selection clause in Cerami-Kote, although not in the context of arbitration. 116 Idaho at
57, 773 P.2d at 1144. The Court held that under Florida law, the forum selection clause at issue
5

Regardless, however, of whether this Court applies Texas or Idaho law to determine the validity of the forum
selection clause, the result is the same.
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would not be enforced in view of I.C. § 29-110, which voided such provisions. Id at 60, 773
P.2d at 1147. Subsection 1 ofthe statute provides:
Every stipulation or condition in a contract, by which any party thereto is
restricted from enforcing his rights under the contract in Idaho tribunals, or which
limits the time within which he may thus enforce his rights, is void as it is against
the public policy of Idaho. Nothing in this section shall affect contract provisions
relating to arbitration so long as the contract does not require arbitration to be
conducted outside the state of Idaho.
In Cerami-Kote, the Court noted that the Florida Supreme Court had expressly adopted
the view regarding the enforceability of forum selection clauses and public policy enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co, 407 U.S. 1 (1972).

6

Id at 59,

773 P.2d at 1146. The Bremen imposes three conditions which must exist in order for forum
selection clauses to be enforceable, one of which includes:
Enforcement would not contravene a strong policy enunciated by statute or
judicial fiat, either in the forum where the suit would be brought, or the forum
from which the suit has been excluded.

The Bremen, 407 U.S. at 15
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the enforcement of the forum selection clause would
violate Idaho's public policy as expressed in I.C. § 29-110(1) and Florida courts would refuse to
enforce the clause under The Bremen. Id. at 60, 773 P.2d at 1147.
A similar result would follow under Texas law. As pointed out by SBS, Texas currently
follows the direction of The Bremen and recognizes that a forum selection clause is
unenforceable when the clause contravenes the public policy of the forum from which the suit
was excluded. In re AIU Ins. Co., 148 S.W.3d 109, 111-13 (Tex. 2004). See also, In re Lyon Fin.

Servs., Inc., 257 S.W.3d 228, 231-32 (Tex. 2008)("A trial court abuses its discretion in refusing

6

The Florida case adopting the view expressed in The Bremen is Manrique v. Fabbri, 493 So.2d 437 (Fla.l986).
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to enforce a forum-selection clause unless the party opposing enforcement of the clause can
clearly show that ... (3) enforcement would contravene a strong public policy of the forum
where the suit was brought[.]"). As I.C. 29-110(1) evinces Idaho's strong public policy against
forum selection clauses designating fora outside Idaho boundaries, this Court is convinced that
Texas courts would not enforce the forum selection clause in the T3 distributorship agreement.
Perhaps recognizing this outcome, SBS points out that Texas follows federal precedent
when deciding the enforceability of forum-selection clauses and current federal precedent has
narrowed the exceptions enunciated in The Bremen. Citing to Atlantic A1arine Canst. Co. v. US.
Dist. Court for W Dist. of Texas, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574 (2013), SBS characterizes the current

federal law as disallowing a plaintiff from litigating outside the chosen venue where the plaintiff
purposefully files suit in a state other than that agreed to in the contract then seeking that state's
protection from having to litigate elsewhere. SBS argues that since T3, in contravention of the
distributorship agreement, chose to bring its lawsuit in Idaho, which has a public policy against
enforcing forum selection clauses, its arguments against having to arbitrate in Texas should be
given no weight.
Atlantic Marine, however, regarded the analysis of the appropriate procedural method

under federal law to transfer venue to another federal court in the presence of a forum selection
clause. The Court held that under such circumstances, parties seeking transfer must move under
28 U.S.C. § 1404(a), which requires a court to evaluate both the convenience of the parties and
various public-interests. The Court noted that "when a party bound by a forum-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different forum, a § 1404(a) transfer of venue
\\rill not carry with it the original venue's choice-of-law rules." Id. at 574. The Court did not

overrule The Bremen, either expressly or impliedly and, in fact, it cited favorable to The Bremen
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m one portion of the oprmon. !d. at 582.

Given Atlantic lvfarine 's factual and procedural

dissimilarities to the proceeding at bar, this Court concludes that a Texas court would not feel
constrained by it in evaluating the enforceability of the forum selection clause in an arbitration
agreement.
4. The Unenforceable Forum Selection Clause Is Severable.
The next question to address is the effect the invalid forum selection clause has upon the
agreement to arbitrate. Under Texas law, whether or not the invalidity of a particular provision
affects the rest of the contract depends upon whether the remaining provisions are independent or
mutually dependent promises, which courts determine by looking to the language of the contract
itself. In re Poly-Anz., L.P., 262 S.W.3d 337, 360 (Tex. 2008), cites omitted. An illegal or
unconscionable provision of a contract may generally be severed so long as it does not constitute
the essential purpose of the agreement. !d. The relevant inquiry is whether or not parties would
have entered into the agreement absent the unenforceable provisions. !d. Texas courts allow
severance of illegal contract provisions where the invalid provision was "only a part of the many
reciprocal promises in the agreement" and "did not constitute the main or essential purpose of
the agreement." !d., quoting Williams v. Williams, 569 S.W.2d 867, 871 (Tex.l978).
SBS first contends the entire agreement to arbitrate must be rendered void due to the
invalid forum selection clause, but does not advance any argument suggesting the clause
constitutes "the main or essential purpose" of the distributorship agreement. This Court finds it is
not. The distributorship agreement is several pages long and contains numerous provisions not
challenged by T3 as imposing any unconscionable burdens. The forum selection clause touches
on a discrete obligation, the severance of which leaves the essential purpose of the agreement
unaffected. This Court cannot say the parties would not have entered into the agreement absent
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the forum selection clause. Furthermore, paragraph 15 of the distributorship agreement contains
a severability provision which provides that "[i]f any provision or part of this Agreement shall be
held invalid, the rest of the Agreement shall still be binding upon each ofthe parties, such invalid
provision or part being deemed severable in nature." T3 has not argued this provision should not
be enforced.
Consequently, this Court finds the invalid forum selection clause to be severable under
Texas law and the parties' own contract and further finds that severance preserves the parties'
contractual obligations to arbitrate their claims. 7
B.

Stay of Proceedings

Section 3 of the FAA instructs that district courts must stay proceedings as to any
arbitrable issue, but it is within the court's discretion whether to stay non-arbitrable claims. 8
.McMahon, 482 U.S. at 226; Moses H Cone, 460 U.S. at 21 n. 23, citing 9 U.S.C. § 3. The U.S.

Supreme Court has acknowledged that the FAA raises the prospect of "piecemeal litigation"
resulting from the stay of some issues and not others. Moses H Cone, supra.
Important factors to consider when determining whether the non-arbitrable issues should
proceed include the predominance of the arbitrable claims, the merit ofthe non-arbitrable claims,
a court's concern with controlling its own docket, and overall judicial economy. Id; Genesco,
Inc. v. T Kakiuchi & Co., 815 F.2d 840, 856 (2d Cir. 1987). "When there are several arbitrable

issues that are central to the overall matter and only one closely related non-arbitrable issue, it

7

Because this Court finds the forum selection clause is invalid under Texas law as being contrary to Idaho public
policy expressed in I. C. §29-11 0(1 ), it will not address T3 's arguments that the clause should be rendered invalid
as substantively and procedurally unconscionable.

8

\Vbile Plaintiffs argue the stay provision of the FAA is procedural in nature and, consequently, applies only to
federal courts and not state courts, this position is incorrect. The U.S. Supreme Court held that "state courts, as
much as federal courts, are obliged to grant stays oflitigation under§ 3 of the [FAAJ." Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S.
at 26.
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seems more reasonable for the court to stay the proceedings. On the other hand, if there is one
small arbitrable issue that will not affect several non-arbitrable issues, a court could conclude
that the proceedings should continue. D. Imp. & Exp. Corp. v. MIV REEFER SUN, 248 F. Supp.
2d 240,251 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).
In addition, the risk of inconsistent rulings should be considered if the pending arbitration
is "likely to resolve issues material to [the] lawsuit." AgGrow Oils, L.L.C. v. Nat'l Union Fire
Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 242 F.3d 777, 783 (8th Cir.2001). The factors that bear on this inquiry

include "the risk of inconsistent rulings, the extent to which parties will be bound by the
arbitrators' decision, and the prejudice that may result from delays." Id. When these factors
weigh in favor of staying the entire action pending arbitration, the court may abuse its discretion
in allowing the nonarbitrable issues to proceed absent a stay. Volkswagen OfAm., Inc. v. Sud's
Of Peoria, Inc., 474 F.3d 966, 972 (7th Cir. 2007). In many instances, a court may prefer to stay

the balance of the case in the hope that the arbitration might help resolve, or at least shed some
light on, the issues remaining in court. Id., citing Hikers Indus. v. William Stuart Indus., 640
F.Supp. 175, 178 (S.D.N.Y.l986)( "A stay as to claims against a non-arbitrating defendant is
properly granted where the arbitration of the plaintiffs claims against a defendant party to the
arbitration would at least partially determine the issues which form the basis of the claim against
that non-arbitrating defendant.")
SBS argues a stay is warranted because the arbitrable claims and non-arbitrable claims
are not "mutually exclusive." With the exception of Thurston's claim pertaining to the attempted
business purchase in New Mexico, SBS characterizes Thurston's claims as "identical" and
"turn[] on the resolution of the key arbitrable issue" in T3 's claims.

Thus, to preserve the

meaningfulness of the arbitration proceeding and preserve judicial resourced, SBS requests a
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stay of all proceedings. Plaintiffs contend that this Court is not permitted to stay the litigation of
claims of a non-signatory to an arbitration agreement under § 3 of the FAA. In addition to federal
cases stating that § 3 of the FAA does not compel a court to stay proceedings involving a nonsignatory, they cite to two consolidated Idaho cases where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
trial court's decision to deny a stay of non-signatory claims pending arbitration. Lewis v. Cedu
Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000); Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho

145, 15 P.3d 1153 (2000).
Addressing Plaintiffs' argument first, they are correct that § 3 of the FAA does not
compel a court to stay all litigation, including claims against or by parties who are not subject to

an arbitration agreement, but the Court does have the discretion to do so. Moses H Cone, 460
U.S. at 21. Case law demonstrates that courts regularly stay proceedings involving nonsignatories if a weighing of the above-cited factors suggests a stay is in the best interests of all
involved. 9 As for the consolidated Idaho cases cited by Plaintiffs, they, too, expressly recognized
that the trial court has the discretion to order a stay of proceedings against a non-signatory party.
"While there are instances in which a district court may elect to stay litigation pending the
outcome of arbitration between other parties, there is no requirement that it do so." Lewis, 135
Idaho at 145, 15 P.3d at 1153. Holding that the trial court did not err in refusing the stay, the
Court did not engage in any significant analysis or otherwise comment on the ruling. It merely
acknowledged the trial court did not exceed its discretion. Id.

9

See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Vecco Concrete Construction Co., Inc., 629 F.2d 961, 964 (4th
Cir.l980)("[where] questions of fact common to all actions pending ... are likely to be settled during the ...
arbitration, ... all litigation should be stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration proceedings."); Money Point
Diamond C01p. v. Bomar Resources, Inc., 654 F.Supp. 634, 636-37 (E.D.Va.l987)( where a non-arbitrable count
in a complaint is joined with arbitrable claims, the non-arbitrable claims may be stayed pending the outcome of
the arbitration.); Institute of Mission Helpers of Baltimore City v. Reliance Insurance Co., 812 F.Supp. 72, 76
(D.Md.l992) (where the Court stated, "[t]ime and again the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit have
emphasized a federal policy that favors expeditious resolution of disputes through arbitration").
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Thus, having established the Court has the discretion to stay all proceedings pending
arbitration, the question is whether it should do so. Contrary to SBS's argument, Thurston's
claims do turn on the resolution of T3 's arbitrable claims. Thurston's claims are not dependent
on the outcome of T3 's arbitrable claims and the arbitrator's decisions with regard to those
claims are not binding on Thurston. Certainly, those claims share a common question regarding
the Plaintiffs' rights under their distributorship agreements with regard to customer protection
and commissions. 10 Thurston and T3 's contractual rights are, in all relevant respects, the same.
However, the Plaintiffs do not share their protected customers. "Whether the Defendant
Distributors solicited and sold to the Plaintiffs' protected customers, whether SBS took steps to
prevent the Defendant Distributors from doing so, and whether SBS paid commissions to the
Defendant Distributors on sales to Plaintiffs' protected customers will all involve individualized
presentations of evidence as to each protected customer. Therefore, this Court finds the
Thurston's claims and T3 's arbitrable claims have more differences than commonalities and the
arbitrable issues do not "predominate." In addition, this Court sees little sense in staying
Thurston's claims - a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement - when Thurston could easily
dismiss its claims in the current suit and re-flle without T3 as a co-Plaintiff. Consequently, this
Court will not stay Thurston's claims.
Conversely, T3 's non-arbitrable claims are dependent on the outcome of its arbitrable
claims. "Whether the Distributor Defendants and Dunlap interfered with T3' s contractual relations
and prospective economic advantage will depend on the arbitrator's fmdings regarding the scope
of T3 's rights under the distributorship agreement and whether those rights were violated by
SBS. A stay ofT3's non-arbitrable claims, however, is not warranted. To avoid the possibility of
10

As SBS concedes, Thurston's claims regarding the attempted business purchase in New Mexico is distinct from
T3 's claims.
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inconsistent results and to advance the interests of judicial economy, this Court will set the trial
date to a tin1e when it is likely arbitration will have concluded. In the meantime, the two
proceedings can go forward on a dual track. In addition, to avoid duplicative efforts by the
parties, the parties can agree to consolidate their discovery efforts in the two proceedings.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that
SBS's Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay Proceedings is DENIED, in part, and GRANTED,
in part. T3 and SBS are ordered to arbitrate T3 's claims against SBS in accordance with their
distributorship agreement, but the forum selection provision designating Dallas, Texas as the
forum for arbitration is hereby severed from the agreement. Consequently, T3 shall submit its
claims against SBS for arbitration in Idaho. Further, this Court will not impose a stay on the
remaining claims, but will not schedule a trial date until arbitration has been completed.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

1V;
Dated this/?ctay:;December, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this_}_]_ day of December, 2014, I mailed (served) a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:

Patricia M Olsson
Attorney at Law
Po Box 829
Boise ID 83 701

Steven F Schossberger
Attorney at Law
Po Box 1617
Boise ID 83701

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Court Clerk
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NO·-----::::-:::-::----::::~J-r:::::--
FlLED
A.M. _ _ _ _ _
IP.M.__.g;T
__
.........,
3___

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

MAR 2 4 2016

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADXHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

'

~~ ~ ~w
DI:..'PUTY

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC. , an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS RE:
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESS
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC. , an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Through their respective motions, Plaintiffs and Defendants each seek to compel the

1
production of documents withheld pursuant to the attorney-client privilege. Pursuant to the

Court's request, the challenged documents were provided to the Court for an in-camera review.

2

A hearing on the motions was held on February 12, 2016 at which time the Court took the

1

Plaintiffs ' "Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions" was filed on January 20, 2016.
Defendants' "Motion to Compel Production of Documents Identified in Plaintiffs' Privilege Log and for the Court to
Conduct an in Camera Inspection" was filed January 28,2016.
2

Notably, after Plaintiffs ' filed their motion, Defendants produced all but 41 communications previously withheld

as attorney-client privileged.
1
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motions, insofar as they pertained to challenges to the attorney-client privilege, under
advisement. 3

II.

STANDARD

Trial courts have broad discretion in determining whether or not to grant a motion to compel.
Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 700-01, 116 P.3d 27, 30-31 (2005), citing I.R.C.P.
37(a)(2)(2004); Storm v. Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200, 1204 (Ct.App.2002)(trial
court's supervision of discovery is wholly discretionary). The court must, therefore, correctly
perceive the issue as one of discretion, act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it, and reach
its decision by an exercise of reason. Kirk, 141 Idaho at 701, 116 P.3d at 31, citing Sun Valley
Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

III.

ANALYSIS

Rule 26(b), IRCP, allows parties to "obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the
claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party[.]"
The burden of showing information is privileged exempt from discovery is on the party asserting
the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). Idaho's
attorney-client privilege is described in I.R.E. 502(b ), which states:
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (1) between
the client or the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3)
among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but
not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the

3

Plaintiffs' Motion also involved challenges to Defendants' redactions for non-responsiveness and Defendants'
designation of documents as "Attorney-Eyes Only'', which documents were also provided to the Court for an incamera review. At the February 12, 2016 hearing, the Court ordered the redacted non-responsive documents to be
produced by Defendants in full and further ordered that the parties meet and confer regarding the AEO documents
within fourteen (14) days and report back to the Court if resolution was not reached. The parties have not contacted
the Court in the regard, so the Court assumes the issue has been resolved and hereby denies that portion of Plaintiffs'
motion as being moot. In addition, in responding to Plaintiffs' motion, Defendant Deluxe requested sanctions
against Plaintiffs for three alleged violations of the two protective orders in the action. Deluxe argued the sanctions
issue at the February 12, 2016 and the Court orally denied the request.
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client or between the client and a representative of the client, or (5) among
lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
I.R.E. 502(b ).
For the attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be (1) confidential
within the meaning ofi.R.E. 502, (2) made between persons described in the rule, and (3) for the
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. I.R.E. 502(b );
State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880, 885-86,853 P.2d 625,630--31 (Ct.App.1993), overruled on other
grounds by State v. Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83,

878 P.2d 782 (1994). Rule 502 defines a communication as "confidential" if it is "not intended to
be disclosed to third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary for the
transmission of the communication."
With regard to communications between a corporation and its in-house coum.el, however,
the standard is stricter and such communications are not presumed to be made for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice. Dewitt v. Walgreen Co., 2012 WL 3837764, at *2 (D. Idaho Sept. 4,
2012), citing United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp., 241 F.Supp.2d 1065, 1076 (N.D.Cal.2002).
Communications with in-house counsel in the role of attorney-advisor are afforded the same
protection as outside counsel, but communications conveying business (as opposed to legal)
advice are not protected by the privilege. Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396 (1981).
"Because in-house counsel may operate in a purely or primarily business capacity in connection
with many corporate endeavors," courts will require that the party seeking to protect the
I

communications with in-house counsel make "clear showing" that the communications were
made for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt,
2012 WL at* 3, quoting ChevronTexaco, 241 F.Supp.2d at 1076. "Extending protection to
communications primarily and sufficiently animated by some other purpose would not be
necessary to encourage forthright disclosures by clients to lawyers-so such communications
should not be privileged." !d.
It is pursuant to these standards that the Court reviews the disputed communications

submitted by the parties.
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A. Defendants' Motion
The documents at issue in Defendants' motion consist of two emails between Plaintiffs,
their counsel, and Fred Flatt ("Flatt"), as well as four attachments thereto, which were sent
4

between July 22, 2014 and July 24, 2014. The attachments consist of unsigned engagement
letters to Flatt and each of the Plaintiffs, as well as an unsigned Conflict Waiver to be executed
collectively by Flatt and the Plaintiffs. The challenges raised by Defendants with regard to these
communications are whether Flatt was a client when the communications took place and, if so,
whether the communications "concern[ ed] a matter of common interest" among Flatt and both
Plaintiffs. IRE 502(b)(3). Defendants further assert that even if the communications are
privileged: 1) the engagement letters by nature are not privileged communications, and 2)
Plaintiffs waived the privilege by placing the business transaction between Flatt and Thurston at
issue in the litigation. For the following reasons, this Court holds that the documents are
privileged and such privilege was not waived.

1. Flatt was a client.
Rule 502 defined "client" as including a prospective client who "consults a lawyer with a
view to obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer. IRE 502(a)(l). An attorney-client
relationship is generally formed by "assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v.

McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407,411 (2012). "If a putative client seeks the attorney's
advice, and the attorney engages in conduct that could reasonably be construed as so agreeing,
then there is an attorney-client relationship." /d. The privilege over the correspondence between
a putative client and an attorney persists whether or not actual employment results. State v.

Iwakiri, 106 Idaho 618, 621,682 P.2d 571, 574 (1984).
The evidence demonstrates Flatt was a "client" under IRE 502 at the time the
communications were made. Namely, Mr. Mulcahy's declaration submitted in opposition to
Defendants' motion asserts that Flatt reached out to him just prior to the correspondence at issue
to see if Mulcahy would represent him concerning possible litigation with Defendant Safeguard
Business Systems ("SBS") regarding SBS's refusal to consent to the sale ofFlatt's Safeguard
distributorship to Thurston in the early summer of2014. Decl. J.

Mulcahy,~

3 (February 5,

2016). Mr. Mulcahy viewed Flatt as sharing a common legal interest with Thurston and Teply
and agreed to jointly represent all of them in anticipated litigation against SBS and Deluxe. /d.
4

These documents were produced to the Court in the unredacted from as TT00004361-UR through TT00004393.
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The engagement letter to Flatt and the conflict waiver attached to the emails at issue evidence
Flatt's interest in obtaining Mulcahy's legal services, despite later choosing not to engage in
litigation.

2. Flatt, Teply and Thurston shared a common legal interest.
With regard to the common interest element, the parties dispute whether the interest was
legal or business in nature. Defendants contend that the only common interest was a business
interest between Flatt and Thurston regarding the sale of Flatt's distributorship to Thurston.
Plaintiffs argue the three parties had a common legal interest in initiating joint litigation against
Safeguard and Deluxe. Case law on the common interest element instructs that the interest must
be legal rather than a business interest "that happens to include a concern about litigation." In re

Fresh & Process Potatoes Antitrust Litigation, 2014 WL 2435581, at *6-7 (D. Idaho May 30,
2014). 5 As explained inln reFresh,
The parties must demonstrate cooperation in formulating a common legal
strategy. And, even if the parties do share a common legal interest, for the
privilege to apply, the communication at issue must be designed to further that
legal effort.
2014 WL at* 7.
The standard governing the degree of commonality of interests, however, varies among
the federal courts. Rice, 1 Attorney-Client Privilege in the U.S. § 4:36 (2015)(noting there is "no
clear standard for measuring the community of interests that must exist for the privilege to
apply."). Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, merely require general common "issues" and
that the communication be intended to facilitate representation. !d., citing Hunydee v. United

States, 355 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1965). 6 Other courts, such as the Second Circuit, require that
the parties have "an identical legal interest" in the subject matter of the protected
communications. !d., collecting cases. As evidenced by In re Fresh, Idaho federal courts appear
to align with the more liberal Ninth Circuit rule and, therefore, this Court will apply it here.

5

From this Court's review, it does not appear Idaho's appellate courts have undertaken to defmed "common
interest" as used in IRE 502(b)(3); therefore, this Court looks to federal law on the subject to guide its analysis.

6

See also, Callwave Commc'ns, LLC v. Wavemarket, Inc., 2015 WL 831539, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2015)("The
privilege does not require a complete unity of interests among the participants, and it may apply where the parties'
interests are adverse in substantial respects.")
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It is evident from the engagement letter to Flatt that the common business interest
between Flatt and Thurston (i.e., the purchase and sale of Flatt's distributorship) was no longer in
play by the time Flatt sought Mulcahy's advice. After weeks of communicating with Thurston
about the sale of Flatt's distributorship, SBS communicated its final decision declining approval
on July 3, 2014, three weeks before the communication at issue took place. 2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~
204 and Exh. 66 thereto. The documents before this Court- namely, the engagement letter to
Flatt - suggest that when Flatt approached Mulcahy, he had a legal interest in pursuing litigation
against SBS and Deluxe for their actions in connection with Flatt's distributorship.
While at first blush this legal interest appears to be common only to Thurston, the
allegations in this case are that SBS and Deluxe withheld consent to the sale of Flatt's
distributorship because Thurston refused to sign a release of claims against SBS and its affiliates.
2nd Amend. Cmplt, ~~ 190-204. By signing the release, Thurston would have waived his
customer protection rights claims, which he claims he shares in common with Teply. This is the
tie that binds Teply to Flatt. The customer protection rights issues are intertwined with the Flatt
distributorship issue. Therefore, this Court finds that Mulcahy correct concluded that the parties
had a common legal interest in pursuing joint litigation against against SBS and Deluxe and the
communications at issue were all directly related to furthering that common interest.
3. The engagement letters are privileged.
Idaho appellate courts have not squarely addressed whether engagement letters are
privileged communications under IRE 502. Noting this lack of Idaho precedent, both parties cite
to federal common law which generally holds that "the identity of the client, the amount of the
fee, the identification of payment by case file name, and the general purpose of the work
performed" are not protected, but "correspondence, bills, ledgers, statements, and time records
which also reveal the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, or the
specific nature of the services provided, such as researching particular areas oflaw, fall within
the privilege." Paul v. Winco Holdings, Inc., 249 F.R.D. 643, 654 (D. Idaho 2008), citing Clarke
v. American Commerce Nat'! Bank, 974 F.2d 127, 129 (9th Cir.1992). Under this standard, the
court in Paul found the engagement letters between the client and counsel to be privileged. !d.
Other federal courts have reached the opposite conclusion. Montgomery Cty. v. Micro Vote Corp.,
175 F.3d 296, 304 (3d Cir. 1999)(holding the attorney-client privilege does not shield fee

agreement letter).
6
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Applying IRE 502, however, this Court finds the engagement letters at issue to be
privileged communications, even if the information contained therein is not confidential. In other
words, the parties may be compelled to testify to the fee arrangement itself and other generic
matters within the agreement which do not reveal particulars about the representation, but the
communication itself remains privileged. This result is more consistent with the idea that the
attorney client privilege "only protects disclosure of communications; it does not protect
disclosure of the underlying facts by those who communicated with the attorney." Truckstop.Net,
L.L.C. v. Sprint Commc'ns Co., L.P., 2007 WL 2480001, at *4 (D. Idaho Aug. 29, 2007), citing,
Upjohn Co. v. US., 449 U.S. 383, 395-396 (1981).
In addition, this Court notes that, even if not protected under IRE 502, Plaintiffs correctly
note that the engagement letters need not be produced on relevance grounds because they are not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence under IRCP 26(b)(1). Behnia v. Shapiro,
176 F.R.D. 277, 281 (N.D. Ill. 1997)(finding ::ee agreement was not relevant to issues in case and
need not be produced); Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2005 WL 4705885, at *2 (D. Utah Nov. 2,
2005)(same).
4. Plaintiffs did not waive the privilege.
Defendants' final argument is that, if privileged, Plaintiffs waived the privilege over the
communications by placing the sale of Flatt's distributorship at issue in the litigation. This Court
disagrees. Under Idaho law, a privilege is waived when the holder of the privilege ''voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter or communication." IRE
510. Waiver is based on the principle that "the attorney-client privilege is a defensive shield and
not an offensive sword." Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 420, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)). In
Skelton, the Idaho Supreme Court held that by testifying to the privileged communications with
her former attorneys regarding the settlement at issue at issue, the plaintiff waived the privilege
for all communications relevant to the settlement process. !d. As noted by Idaho's federal court,
however, Idaho courts have not squarely addressed whether putting information, rather than the
communications, at issue in a case amounts to a waiver." United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co. v.
Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 3204765, at *3 (D. Idaho July 26, 2011). Here, Plaintiffs
have placed neither the fact of Mulcahy's representation of Flatt nor Flatt's communications with
Mulcahy about representation at issue in the case. Therefore, the privilege stands.

7
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B. Plaintiffs' Motion
At issue in Plaintiffs' motion are 41 email communications and attachments thereto
between corporate representatives for SBS and its in-house counsel, Michael Dunlap and/or
Kevin Skipper. As discussed above, SBS bears the burden of making a "clear showing" that the
communications with Dunlap and/or Skipper were made for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice, rather than business advice. Dewitt, 2012 WL at* 3. This Court notes
that Dunlap is not only in-house counsel for SBS, but also corporate secretary for SBS and
Defendant Safeguard Acquisitions Inc. The record in this case, including the 41 communications
before this Court, demonstrates Dunlap was extensively involved in business aspects ofSBS,
including monitoring cross-over customer sales and commissions and corresponding with
Plaintiffs regarding the extent of Plaintiffs' cross-over customers. Having reviewed the
communications in-camera, this Court finds that the majority concerned factual matters and
business advice about the cross-over customers made in Dunlap's capacity as corporate secretary
rather than purely legal issues. As to the following communications, SBS has failed to satisfy its
burden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

PRIV 00411 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 00607- 00001 - UR
PRIV 00678_00001_UR through PRIV 00678_00002_UR
PRIV 00679 UR
PRIV 00773 _ 0000 1_ UR through PRIV 00773 _ 00002 _ UR
PRIV 00848_00001 _UR through PRIV 00848_00002_UR
PRIV 00925 - 00001 - UR
PRIV 01040_00001_UR through PRIV 01040_00002_UR
PRIV 01041 UR
PRIV 01170_ 0000 1_ UR through PRIV 01170_ 00007_ UR
PRIV 01234_00001 _UR through PRIV 01234_00002_UR
PRIV 01235 UR
PRIV 01298_00001 _UR through PRIV 01298_0002_UR, with the exception of the email
from Dunlap on the top of page PRIV 01298 _ 0000 1_UR
PRIV 01469 _ 0000 1_UR through PRIV 01469_ 00002_ UR
PRIV 01518_00001 _UR through PRIV 01518_00002_UR
PRIV 00848 _ 0000 1_ UR through PRIV 00848 _ 00002 _ UR
PRIV 01535_00001_UR through PRIV 01535_00003_UR, with the exception of the first
two emails in the email exchange contained on page PRIV 01535_001_UR
PRIV 01596_00001 _UR through PRIV 01596_00002_UR
PRIV 01597 _00001_UR through PRIV 01597_00002_UR
PRIV 01598 _ 0000 1_ UR through PRIV 01598 _ 00002 _ UR
PRIV 01599 UR
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFS0028169 UR
DEFS0039350 UR
DEFS0039562_UR through DEFS0039563_UR
DEFS0039581_UR through DEFS0039582_UR, with the exception ofthe email from
Dunlap on the top of page DEFS0039581_UR.
DEFS00039837 UR-DEFS000039838
DEFS00039841 UR-DEFS000039844
DEFS00040116 UR-DEFS000040117
DEFS0057093 UR
DEFS0057153 UR
DEFS0057252- UR-DEFS0057253 - UR
DEFS0057273 UR
DEFS0087088 UR-DEFS0087089
DEFS0087092 UR-DEFS0087094
DEFS0039368

IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ordered that Defendants' Motion to Compel is
DENIED and Plaintiffs' Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions is
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part, as set forth herein. Defendants are hereby ordered to
produce the documents listed in§ III(B) to Plaintiffs within seven (7) days of this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

1;,.-

Dated this

2'1._ day of March, 2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTm
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTION TO AMEND
COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIMS FOR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLIN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC. dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota Corporation; and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3 "), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safeguard") pursuant to which Plaintiffs have historically sold Safeguard
products to customers and received commissions on such sales. Following the purchase of
Safeguard by Defendant, Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe"), significant changes in business
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operations were implemented which Plaintiffs allege affected their rights under their respective
distributorship agreements. Through the current motion, Plaintiffs seek to amend their Third
Amended Complaint to add claims for punitive damages in connection with certain claims
against Safeguard and Deluxe (collectively, "Defendants"). Defendants object to the motion,
primarily on grounds that Plaintiffs' claims and perceived damages are grounded in a
misapprehension of their distributorship rights, which Defendants argue have not been violated.
Oral argument was held on the motion on July 29, 2016. The Court subsequently allowed
the parties to submit supplemental evidence for the Court's consideration of the motion.' On
August 5, 2016, this Court took the motion under advisement.

II.

STANDARD

A trial court's ruling on a motion to amend a complaint to add a claim for punitive damages
is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Weinstein v. Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho
299,311,233 P.3d 1221, 1233 (2010). Thus, the court must (1) perceive the issue as one of
discretion; (2) act within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the specific choices available; and (3) reach a decision through an
exercise of reason. !d.

III.

THE RECORD

A. Plaintiffs' distributorship agreements
On June 1, 1987, Roger Thurston became a Safeguard distributor pursuant to a Regional
Distributor Agreement dated June 1, 1987. Supp. Decl. Thurston, Exh. 1 (Thurston RDA). 2 In
2006, Dawn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, entered into a contract with Thurston
Enterprises through which she agreed to pay Thurston Enterprises $598,118.32 in 120 monthly
installments of $4,984.32 in return for T3 Enterprises' "rights to solicit, and receive commissions
on" more than 1,863 of Thurston's customers, and the rights to a list of referral sources from
whom Thurston had obtained leads and assistance. Decl. Teply,

~

3 (July 5, 20 16), Exh. 1

1

See, Supp. Dec!. Roger Thurston in Supp. Of Pis' Mtn. for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive Damages
(Aug. 3, 2016); 2"d Supp. Dec!. of Counsel in Further Support OfDefs' Memo. In Opp. to Pis' Mtn. for Leave to
Amend (August 5, 2016).
2

Roger Thurston subsequently assigned the agreement to Plaintiff, Thurston Enterprises.

2
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(Assignment Agreement). 3 Defendant SBS approved ofthe agreement and entered into a
Regional Distributorship Agreement with T3 on July 28, 2006. Decl. Teply, Exh. 3 (T3 RDA).
The Plaintiffs' respective RDAs allow Plaintiffs to solicit orders of certain Safeguard
products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", within a "non-exclusive" territory set forth therein.
The RDAs grant Plaintiffs certain "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on sales of
"Safeguard Systems" to customers located within their territories. Plaintiffs refer to these
commission rights as "Customer Protection Rights" and the customers to which the rights attach
as "Protected Customers." The RDAs prohibit Plaintiffs from soliciting orders from customers
outside their territories, but expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard Systems within
Plaintiffs' territories through other "persons." Further, T3 's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[.]"4 To this end, T3 is obliged to use its best efforts to
determine whether a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's computer
database as another distributor's Protected Customer. 5 In fact, Safeguard has developed and
implemented policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders for Safeguard Systems
from the protected account of any other Safeguard distributor either within or outside offormer's
territory. Decl. Mulcahy (July 5, 2016), Exhs. 15, 16.
Safeguard's standard practice is that if a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor's Protected
Customer, Safeguard will issue a rotation notice. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 7 (Depo. Dunlap, 350:1350:25) (explaining that where one distributor sells to the Protected Customer of another
distributor, the commissions are rotated). The rotation notice indicates to both the infringing and
receiving party that commissions are being rotated such that an infringing party does not receive
commissions and the commissions go to the distributor who has Customer Protection over that
Protected Customer. In fact, on several occasions, Safeguard has rotated commissions between

3

Teply also provided Thurston Enterprises with a "Personal Continuing Guarantee" in which she "unconditionally"
guaranteed payment of the $598,118.32. !d. at~ 3, Ex. 2.
4

Thurston's RDA does not have the same express prohibition; rather, it prohibits the solicitation of sales outside its
territory. ~ 2.

5

Safeguard has implemented and utilizes the Safeguard Information Systems, which incorporates Safeguard's
AS/400 computer database ("CMS") software, in order to track and manage the activity of its distributors. Teply
Dec!.,~ 10.
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Thurston and T3 when one would sell to the other's Protected Customer and rotation notices
would be issued. Decl. Doug Luther (July 27, 2016), Exh. 6 ("Rotation Notices"). 6
B. The Deluxe Takeover of Safeguard

Deluxe Corporation ("Deluxe") is one ofthe two largest check printers in the United
States with annual revenues of approximately $1.8 billion dollars. Deluxe purchased Safeguard
in 2004. Deluxe manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous subsidiaries, various
personalized products and services to small businesses, financial institutions, and consumers,
including but not limited to, design services, website services, print marketing, promotional
products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram, 23:3-5). 7 After
being acquired by Deluxe, Safeguard discontinued all manufacturing operations. Instead, all
Safeguard products are now manufactured by Deluxe. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti
63:4-11). Where Deluxe does not manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a
"preferred supplier program." Under the program, a third party vendor can sign up with
Safeguard as "preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for
payment of a rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard
distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20). Deluxe's push to increased
preferred supplier usage has resulted in over 110 vendors signed up and millions in revenue. !d.
at 90:10-95:3. Consequently, it is to Defendants' financial benefit to have Safeguard distributors
either place retail orders with Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the "Preferred
Vendors."

6

Safeguard and Deluxe moved to strike Mr. Luther's July 27, 2016 declaration on grounds that it improperly
presented new evidence in support of Plaintiffs' reply brief which should have been presented in Plaintiffs' moving
brief. They further seek to strike any argument made by Plaintiffs which rely on the new evidence. However, since
Safeguard and Deluxe were given an opportunity to address the evidence and related arguments at the hearing and
were further allowed to submit additional evidence after the hearing for the Court's consideration, they have
suffered no prejudice as a result of Mr. Luther's untimely submission of evidence. The Court therefore denies the
motion to strike.
7

According to Plaintiffs, Deluxe and Safeguard do not operate as independent entities. Plaintiffs point out, for
example, that many executives are employees at both entities, such as JJ Sorrenti who is President of Safeguard but
also the Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at the Deluxe Corporation. Another example is Scott Sutton, Vice
President of Corporate Development at Deluxe, Corporate Director and Vice President of Safeguard Acquisitions
and Vice President of Franchise Development at Safeguard Business Systems and Safeguard Franchise Sales.

4
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Around the time Deluxe purchased Safeguard, Safeguard notes that some of its long time
"legacy distributors" 8 were struggling to grow their customer base and branch out into new
products besides forms and checks, which were quickly becoming obsolete. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
2 (Depo. McRoberts 74:5-75: 13). Under its distributor agreements with such legacy distributors,
however, Safeguard cannot force the distributor to use Deluxe or a preferred vendor. !d. at 3 8:1824. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work around this problem. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
22 (BAM Program 2009, p. 3); Exh. 2 Depo. McRoberts 30:4-21.

C. BAM
Beginning in 2008, Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exh. 23 (March 5, 2012 Business Acquisitions and Mergers Presentation). Deluxe created a shell
entity, Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") to act as a holding company for these acquisitions.
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (1) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors; (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors, thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing capacity utilization by acquiring new
product lines that can be marketed across Deluxe and Safeguard's various sales channels; and (4)
where Deluxe does not manufacture a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Preferred
Vendors paying Deluxe rebates.
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing." Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram,132:24-133:6). By
acquiring these distributors, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to increase
insourcing, which results in greater revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing orders or
through rebates by preferred suppliers. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing
Strategy); Depo. McRoberts, 28:12-29:18,216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is imperative for
Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected earnings set out for it as a publicly traded
company. Therefore, once the entities are acquired, Deluxe executives are diligent in ensuring
the acquired entities take every opportunity to insourcing product order.
Deluxe and Safeguard publicly praise the nationwide BAM program as being the "most
aggressive and successful acquisition and conversion strategy in company history" and it has

8

"Legacy distributors" is a term used by both parties in this litigation to refer to those Safeguard distributors
operating under older, pre-Deluxe distributorship agreements, such as Plaintiffs.
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reportedly resulted in "record growth" for both companies. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 25 (BAM
Powerpoint showing growth from program as approximately $5 million in 2009 to over $40
million in 2011); Exh. 26 [2015 Revenue Plan] (showing growth from program as $105 million
in 2013 to $205 million in 2015. In fact, Scott Sutton, Deluxe's Vice President of Corporate
Development and Safeguard's Vice President of Franchise Development, is paid a significant
annual bonus based primarily on the number of"signed BAM deals." Decl. Luther, Exh. 1; Supp.
Decl. Counsel in Further Supp. OfDefs' Memo in Opp. to Pls' Motion to Amend (July 28,
2016), Exh. A. 9

D.

Investigation of DocuSource and IBF

As part of its BAM program, Deluxe looked into acquiring DocuSource and IBF, two
distributors in the Pacific Northwest, in early 2013. DocuSource and IBF are, and always have
been, Plaintiffs' direct inter-brand competitors in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho,
and historically have sold a full line of non-Safeguard products that compete directly with the
business products and services offered by Safeguard. Decl.

Teply,~

7; Decl.

Thurston,~

6. As a

result, Plaintiffs and IBF and DocuSource shared a high volume of common customers. Deluxe's
CEO, however, was unconcerned with the impact of the acquisitions on the oversaturated market
and on Plaintiffs' account protection rights. Depo. Schram, 236:1-237:1. 10
Deluxe performed a "fit analysis" for both DocuSource and IBF which compared the
companies' top suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the
companies' "potential insource performance." !d. at 132:25-133:4. Deluxe found for IBF that the
"Fit Analysis reflects insourcing opportunities of23%", or approximately $1.45 million. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 47 (IBF's "Value Capture Summary"). Similarly, for DocuSource, out of its
approximately $18 million in revenue, it was estimated that $4.2 million was a match for
Deluxe's internal capabilities. !d. at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond 11 Due Diligence Summary).

9

Deluxe and Safeguard's other executives have incentive pay based on a myriad of factors, only one of which is the
revenue generated by the BAM program. Supp. Dec!. Counsel, Exhs. 8-P.
10

Even after the chairman of the United Safeguard Distributors Association, Tom Armbruster, passed along to JJ
Sorrenti and Michael Dunlap emails he had received from Thurston and Teply detailing their account protection
violation concerns in depth, neither executive took any action to prevent the alleged violations. Dec!. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 85-86. Neither Sorrenti nor Dunlap did anything in response. Depo. Sorrenti, 481:2-482:2, 483:3-18, 485:20486:9.
11

Safeguard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSource acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence
stage.
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Based upon theses insourcing targets, Deluxe believed it could make a significant profit from
acquiring IBF and DocuSource.
Another reason Deluxe wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to increase the
amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. !d. at Exh. 47 (noting as one of its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a "[f]ocus on non-manufactured products to key strategic vendors").
In particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics. Depo.
Fogard, 28:13-30:4; 43:3-21.Wright was a large vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. By
acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Deluxe would have the ability to significantly increase the dollar
and unit volume of orders in to Wright, thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. !d. at
34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 51.
IBF was also targeted because it marketed W -2 processing services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
46 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was an additional
opportunity). W-2 processing represented one ofiBF's largest product lines and a profitable one
at that. Deluxe was motivated to acquire IBF, in part, on the premise that it could market the W-2
processing services across the distribution system.

E. Acquisition of IBF And DocuSource
As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Defendants reviewed essentially all
aspects of DocuSource and IBF's businesses, including their customer lists. Decl. Mulcahy,
Exhs. 52-54 (Due Diligence Documents). Defendants performed a "customer scrub" to
determine the extent of the common customers between DocuSource and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Defendants knew that many of DocuSource and
IBF's customers were shared with Plaintiffs. Defendants prepared multiple worksheets detailing
estimates of the IBF sales to these Protected Customers. The final scrub list showed that at least
$1 million of IBF' s revenue over a 12 month period- and almost $3 million over the prior 36
month period- came from the common customers of Plaintiffs and 34 other Safeguard
distributors. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list also identified who
had greater sales to the common customer- the affected Safeguard Distributor or IBF. !d. To the
extent that IBF had greater sales, it noted that Deluxe would seek to have the Safeguard
distributor either sell or share the account. !d. A similar list was prepared for DocuSource. !d.,
Exhs. 58-59.

7
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Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there would be
account protection issues for accounts held by Plaintiffs. 12 Knowing that the acquisitions would
result in account protection violations, Deluxe set aside a certain amount of money for a socalled "account protection mitigation budget." For DocuSource this was $183,000. Decl.
Mulcahy, Exh. 60.

13

Defendants do not actually pay the accourJt protection mitigation budget to

the Safeguard distributors whose rights are potentially impacted. These amounts were merely set
aside as an estimate of what Deluxe might need to pay for account protection violations.
Following the closing of any acquisition, Safeguard's legal department- primarily,
Michael Dunlap, engages in "resolution" activities with the Safeguard distributors whose account
protection rights are potentially at risk of being violated. According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap
attempted to resolve these issues with them by concealing and misrepresenting the extent of
violations and essentially attempting to wear them down such that the account protection
mitigation budget would never be paid and the violations never compensated for. 14 Importantly,
Dunlap directly reports and takes orders from Deluxe as well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his
actions. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25, 49:7-19; 51:16-24; 53:15-20.

12

Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (DocuSource Due Diligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "account protection
overlap, $200,000+ in existing Safeguard distributor sales"); Exh. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting on Legal
page that there "is an above normal number of account protection issues"); Exh. 50 (DocuSource Executive
Summary, noting on page 2 that "account protection- $183,328"); Exh. 46 (IBF Executive Summary noting
"resolution of account protection matches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard offices");
Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes that a key assumption of the deal's financial projections was the
"resolution of key account protection issues."); Exh. 1 (Depo. Schram, 142:20-145:23 -describing account protection
review being done on BAM acquisitions as a matter of practice); Exh. 5 (Depo. Sorrenti, 380:9-18- noting that II%
ofiBF sales overlapped with Safeguard distributors' customers).
13

The budget is typically set around 3%, of the gross revenues ofthe acquired entity. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. II (Depo
Savoie. Vol. I, 29:12-35:23: noting account protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is
initially set at 3% of gross revenue). As such, this money is not based upon the actual Customer Protection
violations.
14

See, Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 [Apr. 22,2013 Email from Sutton to Executives re Diamond P&L and Model-~ 4
on page 2 describes how the Safeguard legal department was able to mitigate all account protection matters for
distributor Print Concepts for $6,000, significantly below the budget of$56,000); Exh. 6 (Depo Sutton, 225:18228: I - describing how successful Dunlap has been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transactions); !d. at 396:16-397:3, 399:2-400:8 (legal department including Michael Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
addressed the account protection issues resulting from the DocuSource, IBF, QBF, MHC, Prime, Innovative, FISI,
AccuSource and Fontis acquisitions); !d. at 227:8-10 ("Mr. Dunlap is extremely proficient at resolving matters with
Safeguard distributors").
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F. Deluxe Approves the DocuSource and IBF Acquisitions

The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 63. Additionally, because ofthe size of the
DocuSource acquisition, members ofDeluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee
reviewed and approved the transaction. As part of this process, Deluxe management and board of
directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifYing the potential customer
account violations resulting from the transaction.
After reviewing the documents and fully aware of the account violation issues, Deluxe
agreed to the acquisition of DocuSource's outstanding shares, which gave Deluxe access to the
customer list, for more than $10 million on April 30, 2013; and, Deluxe acquired IBF's customer
list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on August 27, 2013. Deluxe,
itself, as with all BAM transactions, provided funding for the purchases and wired the money
directly to DocuSource and IBF.

G. Post-Acquisition
After acquiring DocuSource and IBF, Safeguard positioned both IBF and DocuSource as
company owned distributors who solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard and in competition with
Plaintiffs. Defendants turned DocuSource and IBF's former sales agents into Safeguard sales
agents and allowed them to continue to solicit orders for the sale of Safeguard Systems from
DocuSource and IBF's historical customers including those shared with Plaintiffs. These new
Safeguard sales agents solicited Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, with Defendants' knowledge,
and were directed by Defendants to send those orders to Deluxe manufacturing plants or
otherwise to preferred vendors. Defendants ran both IBF and DocuSource as company owned
distributors from 2013 through April2015. Monthly meetings were held to ensure they hit their
insourcing targets. Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and DocuSource sales
representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in running these operations.
Despite the fact that DocuSource and IBF solicited orders on behalf of Safeguard to
Plaintiffs' Protected Customers, no commissions have been rotated to Plaintiffs for these
commissions. Further, these sales to Protected Customers have caused customer confusion as
Plaintiffs' customers no longer know from whom they are supposed to order. Teply Decl.,

~~

7-

21, 23. This confusion was compounded in early October 2013, when Tressa McLaughlin,
Safeguard's managing sales representative for the IBF sales representatives, circulated a
9
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solicitation letter to all ofiBF's former customers- including T3 Enterprises and Thurston
Enterprises' Protected Customers. The letter stated that IBF was now a part of Safeguard, that
IBF executives Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick were on the Safeguard team and that
the customers should place orders with them for their Safeguard Systems. Mulcahy Decl., ~~ 10,
77, Ex. 75; see also Ex. 9 [McLaughlin Depo.], pp. 192:2-195:13 (Safeguard employee Amy
Tiller-Shumway, who was in charge of supervising the former IBF sales representatives,
approved sending the letter) Ex. 76 (approval from Tiller-Shumway).

H. Safeguard's Interaction with Thurston and Teply re: Account Violations
As discussed, to mitigate any potential fallout from account protection violations
implicated by the BAM program, Deluxe and Safeguard approved "resolution efforts ... to negate
potential loss of sales", which is entrusted to Michael Dunlap. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 90; Depo.
McRoberts at 51:14-52:9. Dunlap would attempt to get the affected distributor to either share the
account with the new distributor or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard,
which would then sell the rights to the new distributor. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 61. With regard the
account protection issues arising from the IBF transaction, Dunlap was given over a year to
resolve them. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 77; Depo. Dunlap, 186:6-187:1.
According to Plaintiffs, Dunlap's resolution process consists of misrepresentations and
concealment of the extent of account protection violations over the course of a year until the
Safeguard distributor is worn down to the point that they simply give up their commission rights
on the disputed account. In the meantime, the new distributor is selling Safeguard products
behind the legacy distributor's back and commissions on those sales are not rotated to the legacy
distributor (i.e., de facto customer sharing prior to obtaining the legacy distributor's agreement to
share). Through this process, Dunlap created market confusion which rendered any possible
corrective action futile. Recognizing this, the legacy distributor then capitulates to sharing of the
customer.
As the resolution process applied to Plaintiffs after the acquisitions of DocuSource and
IBF, Plaintiffs were initially given no details about the common customers revealed by
Defendants' scrub process, even though Defendants apparently had the information at their
fingertips. Dunlap admitted in his deposition that he received monthly scrub reports identifying
sales to Plaintiffs' protected accounts by IBF and DocuSource, yet never revealed the lists to
them despite engaging in months of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell
10
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their accounts. Depo. Dunlap 451:13-456:23; 460:4-461:6; 481:1-482:15; 672:1-12. His excuse
was that he felt the scrub list was "incomplete", but he never articulated why it was incomplete
or why he was not able to get the necessary information to make it complete. !d. In the
meantime, Safeguard, through IBF and DocuSource, continued selling to the protected
customers. !d. at 329:5-11; 696:8-18. Additionally, Plaintiffs have provided evidence that
Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations for 18
months, all the while cajoling them to sell or share the accounts for nominal amounts. See, Pls'
Opening Memo, pp. 39-49. Indeed, Defendants never revealed the final customer scrub and full
list of protected accounts that Safeguard was selling to through IBF and DocuSource, despite it
being Safeguard's alleged contractual duty to report this information and pay commissions to the
correct party.
Plaintiffs repeatedly made clear to Dunlap, McLaughlin and Safeguard that they were not
sharing their customers and that their contractual rights should be respected. Depo. Dunlap,
403:12-16. However, Safeguard continued sales to these customers. !d. at 166:7-13 (no thought
given to Safeguard changing direction ifthe distributors refused to share customers).
In response to Safeguard's sales, and in an attempt to hopefully avoid litigation, Thurston
began negotiating with Dunlap in February of2014 to sell some ofhis account protection rights
to Safeguard. Supp. Decl. Thurston, ~~ 5-7 and Exhs. 2-7 thereto. 15 As part of the process,
Dunlap identified 55 common customers shared by IBF and Thurston. Ofthe 55, Dunlap
suggested that Thurston sell 24, that Thurston retain 10 and the remaining were undecided.
Knowing there were more than 55 common customers between Thurston and IBF, Thurston
requested a full list. Dunlap admitted the list was not "1 00% complete" but never did provide a
complete one. !d. Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard the commission rights to nine
customers for the sum of $32,600. 16 He also indicated in an email to Dunlap that he wanted
"some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that have been sold into these accounts so
that I have the opportunity to possibly expand my capabilities for sales into other customers." !d.
15

See also, Exhibit B to the Second Supplemental Declaration of Counsel filed by Defendants' counsel on August 5,
2016.
16

According to Roger Thurston, the price he agreed to was based on IBF sales figures to the customers at issue in
the sale which was provided to him by Dunlap. Subsequent to the sale, Thurston learned that Dunlap had not
provided him with accurate sales figures. Namely, Dunlap omitted sales information from the prior six months.
Supp. Dec!. Thurston,~ 7.
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at~

9; Exh. 6. On March 6, 2014, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a letter. Id

at Exh. 8 ("March 6 Agreement"). With regard to the transfer of IBF files, Dunlap noted that he
"hope[ d] to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future." Id However,
Thurston never received the files. Id at ~ 12.

L

Deluxe Sells DocuSource and IBF
After two years, on April 30, 2015, Deluxe sold the company owned distributors

Safeguard by DocuSource and Safeguard by IBF. Safeguard by IBF was sold to KMMR and its
management Tressa McLaughlin and Jamie McCormick. Safeguard by DocuSource along with
two other distributors purchased through BAM, Advent Print Resources and Formit Print
Management, were sold to Inspired Results, LLC. Inspired Results was formed on March 19,
2015, by former Deluxe and Safeguard executives Tiller-Shumway and Phil Odella. Inspired
Results and KMMR have continued to solicit and obtain commissions from Plaintiffs'
customers.

J. BAM Nationwide
The BAM Program is conducted nationwide. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 28. Plaintiffs estimate
that, in completing these acquisitions, Defendants have violated the account protection rights of
over 300 Safeguard distributors. See, pp. 51-52 of Plaintiffs' supporting memorandum for cites.
IV.

ANALYSIS
A party seeking to recover punitive damages "must prove, by clear and convincing evidence,

oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against whom the claim for
punitive damages is asserted." I.C. § 6-1604(1). In order to recover punitive damages, the party
seeking them must first obtain a court order permitting the party to amend the party's pleading to
include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages. I. C. § 6-1604(2). If such a motion is made,
"[t]he court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence
presented, the court concludes that, the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." Id;

Cummings v. Stephens, 157 Idaho 348,363,336 P.3d 281,296 (2014). In Cheney v. Palos
Verdes Investment Corp., the Idaho Supreme Court described the circumstances necessary to
justify punitive damages:
An award of punitive damages will be sustained on appeal only when it is shown
that the defendant acted in a manner that was 'an extreme deviation from
reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was performed by the defendant
12
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with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences.' The
justification for punitive damages must be that the defendant acted with an
extremely harmful state of mind, whether that be termed 'malice, oppression,
fraud or gross negligence';' ... wantonness'; or simply 'deliberate or willful.' 17
104 Idaho 897, 905, 665 P .2d 661 (1983 ), cites omitted.
Whether punitive damages may be awarded depends on "whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of mind." Hall v.
Farmers All. Mut. Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 313, 319, 179 P.3d 276, 282 (2008). Further, a court
should rarely, if ever, award punitive damages absent a likelihood of future bad conduct. Davis v.
Gage, 106 Idaho 735, 738, 682 P.2d 1282, 1285 (Ct. App. 1984). The likelihood of future bad
conduct is a question of fact. Where there is substantial and competent--even though
conf1icting--evidence of extreme bad conduct and of a need for deterrence of similar future
conduct, an award of punitive damages will be upheld. !d.
Upon considering the evidence presented by Plaintiffs, this Court must determine
whether there is a "reasonable likelihood" that Plaintiffs can establish at trial through clear and
convincing evidence that Defendants performed a bad act with a bad state of mind. !d. "Where
evidence is conf1icting, and where it can be said that if one theory of the case is correct there may
be ground for the imposition of exemplary damages, the matter is properly submitted to the jury"
to determine the correct theory. Morningstar Holding Corp. v. G2, LLC, 2012 WL 287517, at
*14 (D. Idaho Jan. 31, 2012), quoting Williams v. Bone, 74 Idaho 185, 189,259 P.2d 810,813
(1953).
Plaintiffs ask for leave to amend to assert a claim for punitive damages in connection
with the following claims: 1) Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against
SBS (counts 1 and 2); 2) Plaintiffs' tortious interference with contractual relations against
Deluxe (counts 3 and 4); T3's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8); and Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach ofthe 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the inducement (counts 11 and

17

Idaho Code§ 6-1604(1), as amended subsequent to Cheney, omits gross negligence and wantonness from the list
of conduct supporting punitive damages.
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12).

18

They assert that Deluxe and Safeguard: (1) blatantly and willfully breached the distributor

agreements and interfered with Plaintiffs' relationship with their customers; (2) fraudulently
concealed and misrepresented their actions, (3) abused their superior economic position; (4)
harmed Plaintiffs for their own direct profit; and (5) have inflicted the same harm through similar
conduct upon distributors across the country.
Defendants assert several arguments against the proposed amendment, the most
prominent of which is that Plaintiffs' entire theory of the case is based on a flawed reading of the
account protection rights provisions in their RDAs. The Defendant's arguments are addressed in
turn.
A. RDA Account Protection Rights
Defendants take issue with Plaintiffs' characterization of their account protection rights
under their respective RDAs as creating "Protected Customers." According to Defendants,
Plaintiffs only have rights to commissions on sales of certain Safeguard products by other
distributors to a customer whose first order of Safeguard products was a result of Plaintiffs'
efforts and credited to Plaintiffs. Thus, IBF and DocuSource, for example, are free to sell to
Plaintiffs' "protected accounts", but Plaintiffs have a right to commissions on certain sales.
Although Plaintiffs refer to their right to commissions on sales as "Customer Protection",
their interpretation ofthe RDAs is not far off from that ofthe Defendants. Plaintiffs contend that,
where they were the first to solicit an order with a customer in their territory for any Safeguard
product, then they become entitled to the exclusive rights to all commissions generated from any

and all sales to that customer for the next 36 months.
The difference between the two interpretations appears to lie in the types of sale for
which a right of commission arises. Thurston's agreement provides as follows:
3.

ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS

For so long as is specified in Attachment B, you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until this Agreement is
terminated (see paragraph 7).

****
18

In briefing, Plaintiffs mistakenly refer to counts 7 and 8 as "tortious interference" claims as opposed to
"intentional interference" claims, which is how they are pled in the complaint.
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ATTACHMENT B
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in your sales territory described in Attachment A
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of your efforts and
credited to you[.]

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to any customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any
Safeguard System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months
after the invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard
System.
Similarly, T3 's Distributor Agreement states:
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of
Safeguard Systems to any customer listed on Exhibit B. This exclusive right to
commissions applies to Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer for so
long as is specified on Exhibit B or until this Agreement is terminated; however,
your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any
customer shall expire if that customer has not purchased any Safeguard System
within thirty-six (36) months after the invoice date of such customer's last prior
purchase of any Safeguard System.
Plaintiffs interpret sales of"Safeguard Systems" as used in their RDAs to include any and
all Safeguard products. Thurston's RDA defines "Safeguard Systems" as "those products and
services defined in the Addenda attached hereto[.]" Thurston RDA,

~

1. While initially there

were only seven addenda to his RDA, each describing a different Safeguard product, additional
addenda were added throughout the years to include essentially all products Safeguard
manufactured and any "sourced" or "brokerage" products manufactured by non-Safeguard
companies, including computer software, business forms, office supplies, payroll processing,
promotional products and more. According to Thurston's interpretation, the additional addenda
covered any and all Safeguard product and service acquired through any vendor. T3's RDA also
allows it to sell any "sourced products" from non-Safeguard manufacturers. T3 is also allowed to
sell "new Safeguard Systems" on a "non-exclusive" basis provided that T3 and Safeguard
executed an addendum with regard to the new products. T3 RDA,

~

3. There is no evidence that

any such addendum was ever executed.
Reading these definitions in conjunction with the account protection rights provisions, the
RDAs appear to grant Plaintiffs an exclusive right to commissions where:
15
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1. A customer's first order of a "Safeguard System" product included in Plaintiffs'
addenda to their RDAs is a result of Plaintiffs' efforts and credited to Plaintiffs;
2. Another Safeguard distributor sells to that customer a "Safeguard System"
product listed in addenda to the RDAs; and
3. The right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase of the particular Safeguard product. If the customer
purchases a listed Safeguard product within the 36 months, the period starts
over. 19
Defendants agree with this interpretation as to "normal circumstances." As explained by
Dunlap, "account protection" in the RDAs arises where:
If Distributor A has an account with a customer and then Distributor B comes
along, solicits another order from that same account, and that account quits doing
business with Distributor A and places the business with Distributor B so that
Distributor A is not getting any more sales, not getting any more commissions.
That's what under normal circumstances means for account protection.
Depo. Dunlap, 96:25-97:7.
However, Defendants contend that the BAM acquisition of IBF and DocuSource
presented an abnormal circumstance to which the RDA does not neatly apply. Namely, IBF and
DocuSource had been selling their own non-Safeguard products for years to Plaintiffs'
"Protected Customers" prior to the BAM acquisition. Following the BAM acquisition, these
companies continue to sell the same products to the same customers, although the products are
now considered part of the "Safeguard System" due only to the acquisition. Defendants contend
that since IBF and DocuSource were the first to solicit orders from the "Protected Customers"
for these products they historically sold, albeit under a different name, Plaintiffs are not entitled
to rotations on the commissions. Defendants contend that such an interpretation of the RDA
would constitute a windfall for Plaintiffs because they would receive commissions for sales of
products that they never sold.

19

Importantly, the RDAs do not state that a customer must purchase from Plaintiffs for the 36 month period to run
anew; rather, the customer must only "purchase." Therefore, a situation could arise where a customer's tirst order of
a certain Safeguard product is placed through the legacy distributor. Even if a second distributor later poaches the
client, the legacy distributor would indefinitely receive commissions on the customer's future orders of any
Safeguard products included in the addenda to the RDA. Granted, because the second distributor sells the same
products at reduced rate, the legacy distributor would suffer in the form of reduced commissions if the second
distributor continues to sell.

16
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Neither party is requesting that the Court make a ruling on the meaning of the RDAs and
extent of account protection rights at this stage of the litigation. In fact, Defendants contend that
the account protection provisions are ambiguous and create "a ton of grey areas" which
Safeguard attempted to clarify through the promulgation of subsequent policies. Decl.
Schossberger, Exh. A (Email chain between Lederach and Skipper explaining how there is no
one document which spells out account protection rules); Exh. D (Depo. Dunlap 22:9-29:20discussing Metro Policy and Open Territory Policy). Consequently, the Court will not, at this
time, undertake to interpret the RDAs, the subsequently passed policies, and how the BAM
acquisition affects Plaintiffs' rights to commissions. All of these issues bear on whether
Safeguard breached the RDAs and the level of egregiousness associated with Defendants'
actions. For purposes of this motion, however, the Court will assume that Plaintiffs'
interpretation of the RDAs and their commission rights thereunder is correct.

B. Plaintiffs' Increasing Commissions and Lack of Evidence of Lost Sales
Defendants next assert that Plaintiffs do not have recoverable damages because their
annual commissions have increased each year since Defendants acquired IBF and DocuSource.
While it may be true that Plaintiffs have enjoyed increased commissions, this does not compel
the conclusion that they have not suffered damages in the form of unpaid commissions. Further,
if Plaintiffs can show they have a legally protected interest which has been invaded, thereby
entitling them to at least nominal damages, punitive damages are still available. Myers v.
Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 503, 95 P.3d 977, 985 (2004).
Further, Defendants point out that Plaintiffs have failed to present evidence of a customer
or sale they lost as a direct result of Defendants' conduct. However, as Defendants themselves
argued with regard to the RDA interpretation issue, Plaintiffs' RDAs do not necessarily provide
them with customer protection; rather, they have a right to commissions on certain sales to
certain customers which are made by other distributors. Indeed, the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs'
territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard retained the right to sell Safeguard products within
Plaintiffs' territories. Thus, Plaintiffs need not present evidence of a "lost sale" or "lost
customer." Rather, their evidence of damages would more appropriately take the form of an
unpaid commission. Plaintiffs have presented an expert report from a CPA, Mr. Robert Taylor,
detailing these damages. Mr. Taylor estimates their damages arising from past account protection
violations at nearly $500,000 for Thurston and nearly $600,000 for Teply. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh.
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108. Further, Plaintiffs' rotation notices between 2015 and mid-2016 reveal that no rotations
were paid to them on sales made by other distributors to their "Protected Customers." This is
sufficient evidence for purposes of the current motion.

C. Lost Profits and Consequential Damages
Defendants next argue that Plaintiffs' claims fail because the unpaid commissions they
seek as damages are really "lost profits", which is considered a consequential damage. Because
Idaho law provides that recovery oflost profits must be in the parties' contemplation at the time
of contracting to be recoverable, and there is nothing in the RDAs evidencing the intent that lost
profits be recoverable, Defendants contend that Plaintiffs' are entitled to no recovery. However,
Defendants' argument fails because Plaintiffs' unpaid commissions are a form of direct damage
under the RDAs, not "lost profit" or some other consequential damage. Further, Safeguard's
obligations to pay such commissions was set forth at length throughout the RDAs, indicating
their recovery was in the parties' contemplation at the time of contracting. 20
Second, Defendants point out that T3 's RDA waived any ability to recover consequential
and punitive damages through the "Limitation of Damages" clause. They ask the Court to defer
mling on Plaintiffs' motion as it pertains to T3 pending the arbitrator's decision on the
enforceability of the clause. However, the limitation clause would only pertain to punitive
damages against Safeguard. T3 seeks punitive damages in conjunction with its claims against
Deluxe, who was not a party to that contract. Therefore, the waiver would not bar T3 's claims.

D. Claim by Claim Analysis
As an initial matter, Defendants argue that Plaintiffs have failed to fulfill their burden of
producing "clear and convincing" evidence that Defendants a performed a bad act with a bad
state of mind in connection to any ofthe claims to which the proposed punitive damages would
attach. They further point out that evidence of simple "wanton" conduct does not satisfy this
burden.
Although Defendants dedicate much argument to the fact that "wanton" behavior is no
longer a basis for punitive damages in Idaho, Plaintiffs never refer to Defendants' behavior as
"wanton." Further, Idaho Code§ 6-1604 directs the court to grant a motion to amend to seek
punitive damages if, "after weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the

20

Therefore, Defendants' argument that Plaintiffs' "lost profits" are too speculative fails as well.
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moving party has established ... a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to
support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604. An award of punitive damages must be
supported by clear and convincing evidence at trial, and the Court is cognizant of and informed
by this standard in determining the likelihood that plaintiffs can prove, at trial, a right to punitive
damages.
Turning next to the specific claims, this Court's must determine with regard to each of
the claims whether there is evidence that Defendants acted "in a manner that was an extreme
deviation from reasonable standards of conduct [or other requisite bad act], and that the act was
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences."
Cheney, 104 Idaho at 905, 665 P.2d at 669. In other words, Plaintiffs must show both a bad act

and a bad state of mind. Hall, 145 Idaho at 319, 179 P.3d at 282.
1. Thurston's breach of contract and implied covenant claims against SBS (1&2)

Idaho courts are generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of contract.
See, Cuddy Mountain Concrete Inc. v. Citadel Canst., Inc., 121 Idaho 220,227,824 P.2d 151,
158 (Ct. App. 1992)("while punitive damages may be recovered in a contract action, they are not
favored in the law and therefore should be awarded only in the most compelling circumstances;
they should be awarded cautiously and within narrow limits."). However, the Idaho Supreme
Court has also warned that there is no "blanket prohibition" against punitive damages in contract
claims. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co.:., 140 Idaho 495, 502-03, 95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004).
As stated in Meyers:

It is not the nature of the case, whether tort or contract, that controls the issue of
punitive damages. The issue revolves around whether the plaintiff is able to
establish the requisite 'intersection of two factors: a bad act and a bad state of
mind.' [] As this Court noted in Linscott, 'numerous situations arise where the
breaking of a promise may be an extreme deviation from standards of reasonable
conduct, and, when done with knowledge of its likely effects, may be grounds for
an award of punitive damages.'
!d., quoting Linscott v. Rainier Nat'! Life Ins. Co., 100 Idaho 854,858, 606 P.2d 958,962
(1980). 21
21

lvfeyers was a first party breach of insurance contract claim. The Court found punitive damages proper where the
defendant: (1) failed to retain counsel on plaintiffs (its insured) behalf in an underlying personal injury action
asserted against her, thereby resulting in a default judgment; (2) refusing to respond to efforts of the judgment debtor
to collect on the default judgment, thereby resulting in the suspension of plaintiffs drivers license; and (3)
unreasonably delaying the settlement of a second action filed against plaintiff

19
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Conduct "which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows
"a lack of professional regard for the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
grounds for punitive damages. Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229, 824 P.2d at 160, internal cite
omitted. 22 A party may breach a contract if it determines doing so is in its own economic interest,
if it is prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itself to
punitive damages-avoid the consequences of the breach by means of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism.
Some ofthe factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive damages are warranted in
a breach of contract action include:
( 1) the presence of expert testimony; 23 (2) whether the unreasonable conduct
actually caused harm to the plaintiff; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proof of the actor's knowledge of the likely consequences of the conduct.

Cuddy Mountain, 121 Idaho at 229-30, 824 P.2d at 160-61.
Safeguard's alleged bad acts supported by the record can be summed up as follows:
•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation under Thurston's RDAs to pay
commissions on certain sales by other distributors to Thurston's
protected accounts.

•

After acquiring IBF and DocuSource, and having knowledge that IBF
and DocuSource were making sales for which Thurston was entitled to
commission, Safeguard made no effort to comply with its obligations
under the RDAs regarding the payment of such commissions, nor did
it attempt to stop IBF or DocuSource from making the offending sales.

22

Cuddy Mountain involved a breach of contract claim arising from a contract between a general contractor
(Citadel) and a subcontractor (Cuddy Mountain). Cuddy Mountain began work, primarily concerned with pouring
concrete, but was slowed down by rain. Upset with the pace and quality of Cuddy Mountain's work, Citadel
terminated the contract without giving Cuddy Mountain the required seven-day written notice of termination.
The Court determined that the following behavior by Citadel constituted conduct sufficient to support an award of
punitive damages:(!) the evidence showed that Citadel's decision to terminate "was conceived in frustration and
consummated in anger" and there was no evidence that Citadel gave any thought to the consequences of its decision;
(2) the termination in fact caused financial hardship to Cuddy Mountain; (3) Citadel refused to pay the balance
Cuddy Mountain demanded for the work it had performed; and (4) following termination, Citadel altered certain
daily reports which had been prepared prior to the termination to add criticism regarding Cuddy Mountain's work.
lcl. at 230, 824 P.2d at 161.
23

Although the plaintiff in Cuddy Mountain did not present expert testimony that the offensive conduct was
unreasonable in the business context nor did the parties enjoy a special relationship, the Court found punitive
damages were warranted anyway based on the remaining factors.

20
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•

Rather than pay commissions, Safeguard attempted to convince
Thurston to sell or share his accounts at a nominal amount.

•

Although Thurston requested information regarding the extent of
account violations on numerous occasions (so he could made an
informed decision on Safeguard's offer to purchase), Safeguardthrough Dunlap -purposefully stalled for over a year, falsely claiming
that he did not have the information.

•

During this period of delay, IBF and Safeguard continued to sell to
Thurston's protected customers with Safeguard's knowledge.

•

Three years later, Safeguard still has not paid commission rights to
Thurston, thereby causing actual harm to Thurston.

Plaintiffs have also presented evidence of Safeguard's bad state of mind. Although
Defendants argue that Safeguard was motivated purely by standard business goals of increasing
profits, decreasing costs and improving customer service, evidence supports the claim that
Defendants tried to do this by breaching Plaintiffs' RDAs with the motive of denying their
responsibility for the breach and covering up the scope of their breach. Further, there is evidence
Defendants attempted to attain these goals by wearing down its legacy distributors with hopes of
either replacing them or their generous RDAs so that they would be compelled to market
products which would make Deluxe more profitable. Dunlap was tasked with carrying out this
goal, and Thurston has presented evidence that Dunlap did so through intimidation, concealment
and underhandedness, and Safeguard knew of and approved of Dunlap's conduct. See, pp. 39-49
ofPls' Memo. Further, the oppressive conduct continued through Thurston's filing of the instant
lawsuit.
The final Cuddy Mountain factor not addressed herein is whether the parties enjoyed a
"special relationship." Thurston contends that they did as franchisor-franchisee. Defendants
disagree with that characterization. Rather, they contend the relationship is principal-agent,
which is consistent with the description in the RDA. Thurston RDA,, 4. Notably, one California
court has held that Safeguard distributors operating under RDAs such as Thurston's are
franchisees under California's statutory definition. Gentis v. Safeguard Bus. Sys., Inc., 60 Cal.
App. 4th 1294, 1297, 71 Cal. Rptr. 2d 122 (1998). Idaho's definition of a franchise agreement is
substantially similar to California's, thereby warranting the same result in an Idaho court. I.C. §
29-11 0(3). However, even assuming that a franchisor-franchisee relationship existed between
21
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Thurston and Safeguard, the great majority of jurisdictions hold that this relationship does not
give rise to a fiduciary duty or other special duty. Killion, William, J.D., Existence of Fiduciary
Duty between Franchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. 51h 613 (1997)? 4 Idaho has not addressed
the issue. Nonetheless, even in the absence of a special relationship, other factors dictate
allowing an amendment to assert a claim for punitive damages.
A business decision to breach a contract in order to increase profits is not, in and of itself:
a basis for punitive damages. However, the manner in which the breach is carried out can be.
This Court recognizes that, at the moment, there is a dispute regarding the interpretation of
Plaintiffs' commission rights under the RDAs and whether there was a breach of those rights.
Assuming Thurston establishes that its interpretation of the RDA is correct, there is a reasonable
likelihood that he could prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Safeguard- primarily
through Dunlap - acted oppressively, fraudulently, maliciously or outrageously; through an
extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and with an understanding of, or
disregard for, its likely consequences. Therefore, Thurston will be allowed to amend the
complaint to seek punitive damages against Safeguard in conjunction with his breach of contract
claims.
2. Tortious interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (3&4)
A prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists where a plaintiff
establishes the existence of a contract, knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant,
intentional interference causing breach of the contract, and injury to the plaintiff resulting from
the breach. BECO Canst. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 723, 184 P.3d 844, 848
(2008). Plaintiffs' tortious interference claims against Deluxe are aimed at Deluxe's involvement

24

See e.g., Pizza Management, Inc. v. Pizza Hut, Inc., 737 F. Supp. 1154, 1183 (D. Kans. 1990) ("The franchisorfranchisee relationship 'is an arms-length, commercial one' with the performance of each governed and regulated by
the typically exhaustive terms of written franchise agreements .... Fiduciary obligations should be extended
reluctantly to commercial or business transactions.") (internal citations omitted); Broussard v. Meineke Discount
Muffler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331, 347 (4th Cir. 1998) (citing cases from various jurisdictions and holding that
franchisees could not bring a breach of fiduciary duty claim against a franchisor because a franchise relationship,
without more, does not give rise to a fiduciary relationship); Branch Banking & Trust, Co. v. Thompson, 418 S.E. 2d
694, 699 (N.C. App. 1992) (stating, "parties to a contract do not thereby become each others' fiduciaries; they
generally owe no special duty to one another beyond the terms of the contract and the duties set forth in the
U.C.C."); Thrifty Rent-A-Car System, Inc., 229 F.3d 1165 (1Oth Cir. 2000) (unpublished opinion); Domed Stadium
Hotel, Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 732 F.2d 480, 485 (5th Cir. 1984).
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in the acquisitions of IBF and DocuSource through the BAM program, which ultimately led to
Safeguard selling to Plaintiffs' Protected Customers in violation of the RDAs? 5
It does not appear that the RDA prohibits Safeguard or a BAM entity from actually

selling to a Protected Customer; rather, to the extent there is a sale of a "Safeguard System" as

defined in the RDAs to a Protected Customer, the RDA gives Plaintiffs a right to commissions
6
on the sale? Thus, Plaintiffs' allegations that Deluxe "instructed Safeguard and its employees

not to enforce Plaintiffs' contractual rights but instead to continue to make sales" would arguably
only be actionable to the extent Deluxe instructed Safeguard to avoid paying commission rights
to Plaintiffs. In other words, it is not the BAM program itself which interfered with the RDAs,
but rather the "resolution" activities subsequently undertaken to address the account violation
exposure.
Plaintiffs have presented evidence that Deluxe masterminded the entire process,
including the offending "resolution" activities, which appear to be not meant to compensate
Plaintiffs for violations, but to wear them down in forcing the unfair and uninformed
dispossession of Plaintiffs' RDA rights. Deluxe created the BAM program, funded the purchase
of DocuSource and IBF, directed and reviewed "due diligence" and monthly customer scrubs,
and engineered the situation wherein Safeguard competed against Plaintiffs through IBF and
DocuSource by selling Safeguard products to Plaintiffs' protected accounts. Defendants tasked
Dunlap with "resolving" the conflicts by compelling them to sell or share the accounts rather
than paying commissions-all the while denying Plaintiffs access to the information needed to
evaluate whether or not to do so. 27 Deluxe's CEO himself admitted that he knew of and was
25

The Court is not opining-yet-whether Deluxe, as the parent of Safeguard, is sufficiently a stranger to the
contract such that it can be held liable for interference with it. Likewise, the Court is not yet deciding if Deluxe has a
qualified privilege to interfere.
Indeed,~ 2 of the RDAs specify that Plaintiffs' territories are non-exclusive and Safeguard reserved the right to
sell Safeguard Systems within the territories through other persons.
26

n

- Defendants argue that Dunlap was not an agent of Deluxe; rather, he was general counsel for Safeguard and
worked in that capacity. However, Dunlap himself testified that he was part ofthe Deluxe team and reported his
resolution efforts to Deluxe executives. Depo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25; 49:7-19; 53:15-20. See Barlow v. International
Harvester Co., 522 P.2d 1102, 1119 (1974)("corporate liability for punitive damages may arise where there is
participation in the alleged tortious conduct by a 'managing and policy-making agent' as well as by a corporate
director or officer"); see also Boise Dodge, Inc. v. Clark, 92 Idaho 902, 906, 453 P.2d 551, 555 (1969)
("when corporate officials and managing and policy-making agents engage in fraudulent activity in furtherance of
corporate profits which inure to the benefit of shareholders, the acts of such agents must be attributed to the
corporation").
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unconcerned with the impact of the acquisitions on the oversaturated market and on Plaintiffs'
account protection rights.
In effect, the evidence demonstrates that Deluxe knowingly placed Safeguard in a
competitive position with Plaintiffs and compelled Safeguard to breach Plaintiffs' RDA rights
through Dunlap's "resolution process." Further, the evidence shows that Deluxe approved of
Dunlap's protracted resolution process because it would ultimately be more profitable for
Deluxe, to Plaintiffs' detriment. Again, Deluxe's goal of increasing profit is not the basis for a
punitive damages claim; rather, it is the means by which Deluxe set out to accomplish that goal
and the admitted disregard it had for Plaintiffs' contractual rights under the RDAs. An
amendment to seek punitive damages in connection with Plaintiffs' tortious interference with
contractual relations claims against Deluxe should be allowed.
3. Plaintiffs' intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
("IlEA") against Deluxe and Thurston's IlEA claim against Safeguard (7&8)
To establish a claim for intentional interference with a prospective economic advantage,
Plaintiffs must show:
(1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy, 28 (2) knowledge ofthe expectancy on
the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing termination ofthe
expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of
the interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has
been disrupted.
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 893-94,243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
internal cite omitted.
Plaintiffs must prove that either "(1) the defendant had an improper objective or purpose
to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the
prospective business relationship." Id., quoting Idaho First Nat'! Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods,

Inc., 121 Idaho 266,286,824 P.2d 841,861 (1991).
Plaintiffs' intentional interference claims set forth in Counts 7 and 8 pertain to Deluxe
and Safeguard's interference with their customer relationships and sales to their protected
accounts. Certainly, Plaintiffs have an economic expectancy in their business relationships with
their customers in the form of commissions and Defendants are well aware of the expectancy.
Plaintiffs assert that Defendants' actions interfered with their expectancy interest by encouraging

28

This element does not require proof of a contract.
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IBF and DocuSource to make sales to Plaintiffs' Protected Customers at prices which were lower
than what Plaintiffs could offer, resulting in the termination of Plaintiffs' expectancy interest in
those customers.
However, applying Plaintiffs' interpretation of the RDAs, the commissions on the sales to
Protected Customers would still have to be paid to Plaintiffs. Thus, the loss of their business
relationship with the Protected Customers does not necessarily inflict damage upon Plaintiffs
because they are still entitled to the commission rights from the sale to that customer. That said,
if the competing distributor sells the product at a reduced price, Plaintiffs' commission amount
decreases. However, the RDAs specifically allowed Safeguard to solicit sales of Safeguard
Systems through other "persons" within Plaintiffs' territories. Safeguard effectively exercised
this right through acquisition ofDocuSource and IBF. Thus, it is difficult to view this as
wrongful interference where it was an event contemplated by the RDAs when they were
executed. Indeed, the RDAs do not give Plaintiffs an exclusive right to customers; only an
exclusive right to commissions generated on sales. Accordingly, Plaintiffs will not be permitted
to assert punitive damages on these claims.
4. Breach of the 3/6/2014 customer transfer agreement and fraud in the
inducement (11&12)
Thurston's second breach of contract and fraud in the inducement claims against
Safeguard relate to the March 6, 2014 agreement pursuant to which Safeguard purchased the
commission rights to nine of Thurston's Protected Customers for $32,600. In addition, Safeguard
allegedly agreed to arrange for the transfer of certain IBF files to Thurston related to other
Protected Customers being serviced by IBF. Thurston transferred his commission rights;
however, Dunlap never facilitated the transfer of files. Thurston argues this failure constituted
breach ofthe agreement.
Exactly what the parties' understood with regard to the transfer of files is unclear.
Thurston indicated in his email to Dunlap that he wanted IBF files in order to "possibly expand
my capabilities for sales into other customers." Dunlap's memorialization of the agreement
indicated that he "hoped to get arrangements about the transfer of files in the near future."
Thurston has not presented evidence of a concrete obligation by Safeguard to actually procure
the files for him. Further, if Safeguard did breach an obligation with regard to the files, Thurston
has not presented evidence that the breach was done in an oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
25
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outrageous manner. Consequently, this Court will deny the motion to amend as it pertains to
Thurston's claim for breach of the March 2014 agreement.
With regard to the fraud in the inducement claim, Thurston asserts that he entered into the
March 2014 agreement based on inaccurate sales data Dunlap provided to him for the customers
at issue. After entering the agreement, Thurston learned that Dunlap's information did not
include any sales to those customers after August 27, 2013. Had Thurston known of the true
nature of the sales, he contends he would not have entered into the contract. I d.
"It is well established in this state that punitive damages may be awarded when the

defendant has committed fraud." Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 221, 923
P.2d 456, 466 (1996). Defendants argue the claim fails because Thurston has not presented
evidence of each of the nine elements of fraud, to wit:
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge
of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.

Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 216, 923 P.2d 456,461 (1996).
However, an honest reading of Thurston's declaration and supplemental declaration
reveals each of the nine elements and Defendants have produced no evidence placing Thurston's
version of the facts in dispute. Plaintiffs have produced evidence demonstrating that Dunlap's
concealment of sales information was part of Defendants' modus operandi to get Plaintiffs' to
sell or share their accounts at depressed prices. There is a reasonably likelihood a jury would
conclude that the March 2014 agreement represents more ofthe same conduct sufficient to
warrant punitive damages. Therefore, Thurston may amend to add a punitive damages claim to
his fraud-in-the-inducement claim.

V.

ORDER
For the foregoing reasons, this Court hereby GRANTS Plaintiffs' motion to amend to add a

prayer for punitive damages in connection with the following claims: Thurston's breach of
contract and implied covenant claims against Safeguard (counts 1 and 2); Plaintiffs' tortious
interference with contractual relations against Deluxe (counts 3 and 4), and; Thurston's fraud in
the inducement claim against Safeguard (count 12). The Court DENIES the motion with regard
to the following claims: T3 's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage
26
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against Deluxe (count 7); Thurston's intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage against Deluxe and Safeguard (count 8), and; Thurston's claims against Safeguard for
breach of the March 6, 2014 customer transfer agreement (count 11 ).
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that only after the evidence has been received at trial, will
this Court make the final determination regarding whether the jury will be informed of and
instructed on Plaintiffs' punitive damages claims.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

/)} c;j;;.-

Dated this _r-t_ aay of September, 2016.
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OCT 2 ! 2016
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRLC:LQF,.,,,
•o• ·•

.

"'-/·~.~::;:.:.:~L·~~~~::;~?'{

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR HIE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 ENTERPRlSES, INC,, an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
EN'l'ERPRISES, rNC,, an Idaho
corporntion,
Plaintiffs,
vs,

Case No. CY·OC-1416400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND TO
STRIKE

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, fNC. a
Delaware corporation; TRESSA
MCLAUGHLfN, an individual;
MICHAEL DUNLAP, an individual;
IDAHO BUSINESS FORMS, INC., an
Idaho corporation; JAMES DUNN, an
individual; JDHRS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; KMMR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; FORM
SYSTEMS INC dba DOCUSOURCE
PRINT MANAGEMENT, an Oregon
corporation; DELUXE CORPORA T!ON,
a Minnesota Corporation; and DOES J.J 0,
Defendants,

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaint illS, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard
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Business Systems ("Safeguard"), The claims currently at issue in this action include the
following':
•

Count I: by Thurston: Breach ofRDA (distributorship agreement) Safeguard;

•

Count 2: by Thurston: Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing against
Safeguard;

•

Counts 3 & 4: By T3 and Thurston, respectively: Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations against Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc. ("SAl") and Deluxe Corporation
("Deluxe");

•

Count 7: By 1'3: Jntentionallnfcrcncc with Prospective Economic Advantage against
SAl and Deluxe;

•

Count 8: By Thurston: Jntentionallntercncc with Prospective Economic Advantage
against Safeguard, SAl and Deluxe;

•

Count II: By Thurston: Breach of Contract (March 6, 2014 Protected Customer Transfer
Agreement) against Safeguard;

•

Count 12: By Thurston: Fraud in the Inducement.

Before the Court are four motions n1r summary judgment by the various parties. Thurston
seeks summary judgment on Counts I and I 1', Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Counts 2,
8, 11 and 12, and SAl and Deluxe each seek summary judgment on Counts 3, 4, 7 and 8.
Additionally, Defendants collectively seek to strike the vast majority of declarations submitted
by Roger Thurston on August 26 and September 9, 2016, Dawn Teply's September 9, 2016
declaration, and Exhibit I 12 from the September 9, 2016 declaration of Plaintiffs' counsel,
James Mulcahy.

Oral argument was held on the various motions on September 23, 2016 after which the Court
took the matter under advisement.

1

In their joint response to Defendanls summury judgment mutions. Plaintiffs agreed to voluntarily dismiss: Counls
1

5, 6, 9 and 10.

'To the cxtcnl Thurston prevailed on its summary judgment motion, il sought an interim award of attorney fees, At

the hearing, however, Thurston withdrew the request.

2
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II.

THE RECORD'
A. l'laintiffs' distributorship agreements

Roger Thurston became a distributor for Safeguard pursuant to a Regional Distributor
Agreement ("RDA'') dated June I, 1987. Decl. R. Thurston,~ 2 (Aug. 26, 2016), and Exh. I
thereto (Thurston RDA).' Dawn Teply, through her company, T3 Enterprises, became a
distributor for Safeguard pursuant to an RDA dated July 28, 2006. Dec!. D.

Teply,~

4 (Sept. 9,

2016) and Exh. 3 (T3 RDA). The Plaintiffs' respective RDAs give them the right to solicit orders
of certain Safeguard products, designated as "Safeguard Systems", from customers within a
"notl·exclusivc" territory set forth therein. Thurston RDA § 1, Att. l; T3 RDA, §§ 1-2, Exh A.
The RDAs further grant Plaintiffs "exclusive" rights with regard to commissions on their
solicitation of sales of"Safeguard Systems" to customers located within their territories if certain
conditions are met ("Protected Accounts"). Thurston RDA, § 3, At!. B; T3 RDA, § 4, Ex h. B.
The RDAs prohibit PlaintitYs from soliciting orders from customers outside their territories, but
expressly allow Safeguard to sell Safeguard products within Plaintiffs' territories through other
"persons." Thurston RDA, § 2; T3 RDA, § 2. Further, T3's RDA expressly prohibits it from
"soliciting orders of Safeguard Systems from customers as to whom other Safeguard distributors
then hold account protection rights[ .j"' T3 RDA, § 8. To this end, T3 is obliged to usc its best
efforts to determine whether a prospective customer is already registered in Safeguard's
computer database to another distributor. ld.
Safeguard has also developed policies which prohibit a distributor from soliciting orders
for Safeguard Systems from a Protected Account of any other Safeguard distributor, either within
or outside of the former's territory. Dec!. Mulcahy ISO Thurston's MSJ, ~ 8-9 (Aug. 26, 2016)
and Exh. 7 ("Deceptive Business Practices Policy) and Exh. 8 (Open Territory Policy).
Safeguard's Open Territory Policy states that "[distributors] are not allowed to solicit orders
from the protected account of another Distributor, whether the customer is located within or

-' 'Jl1e following. recitation of the record is not to

be interpreted as conclusive findings of fact exct.'PI where noted in

the legal analysis. Rather, it is simply this Court's interpretation of the extensive record currently before it for the
purpose of the current motionli for summary judgment .

., Thurston subsequently assigned the agreement to Plaint 1ft~ Thurston Enterprises.

'Thurston's RI)A docs not have the same express prohibition; rather, it prohibits the solicitation of sales outside its
territory., 2.

3
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outside of your Territory." The protection applies to the customer and not the particular products
sold.Jd; see e.g. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 2 (Dcpo. McRoberts, 205:11-22 (in response to question
of whether account protection is evaluated in tem1s of products the response was that it is
evaluated

al

the accountlc.wcl).)'

If a sale is made to a Safeguard distributor's Protected Account, Safeguard will issue a
rotation notice. Dcpo. Dunlap, 350:1-350:25 (explaining that where one distributor sells to the
Protected Customer of another distributor, the commission arc rotated); Dec!. 111Urston, Ex h. 2
(Thurston Rotation Notices). Thurston's rotation notices indicate to both the infringing and
receiving party that commissions arc being rotated from the infringing distributor to the
distributor who has rights to the Protected Account. Jd.

H. The l)cluxc Takeover of Safeguard
Dduxe Corporation ("Deluxe") manufactures and/or provides, through its numerous
subsidiaries, various personalized products and services to small businesses, financial
institutions, and consumers, including but not limited to, design services, website services, print
marketing, promotional products, and fraud protection services. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. I (Depo.
Schram, 23:3-5). Deluxe purchased Safeguard in 2004. Aller hcing acquired by Deluxe,
Safeguard discontinued all manufacturing operations. Instead, all Safeguard products are now
manufactured by Deluxe. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~

6 (Sept. 9, 2016) 1 & Exh. 5, (Depo. Sorrenti 63:4-

11 ). '
Where Deluxe docs not manufacture a Safeguard product, it has implemented a "preferred
supplier program." Under the progrurn, a third party vendor can sign up with Safeguard as
"preferred" and is granted access to Safeguard's distributor list in exchange for pnyment of a
rebate to Safeguard on any sale the preferred supplier makes through a Safeguard distributor. 211 d
'• Dunlap testified that none of the policies implemented by Safeguard modify its distributors' Account Protection
rights set forth in the tWAs. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 5 (Depo, Dunlap 25:15·19).
7

Mulcahy 1 s declaration submitted in opposition to DctCndants' motions tbr summary judgment will be referred to

herein as •~2nJ Dccl. Mulcahy".

'Dduxc, Safeguard and SAl share many of the same executives. For example, J.J. Sorrenti is Presldem of
Salcguard and SAl and Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at Deluxe. Scott Sunon is VIce President of
Corpornte Development at Deluxe and Vice President of Franchise Developmell!at Safeguard, SAl and Safeguard
Franchise Sales. Michael Dunlap is general counsel for Safeguard and corporate secretary for Safeguard and SAl.
Terry Peterson is !he CFO and Senior Vice President 01 Deluxe and Vice !'resident and Treasurer of SAl. Dec!.

Counsel ISO SAl's MSJ (Aug. 26, 20t6), Exh. M.
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Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 3 (Depo. Fogard, 22:4-20) & Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard Sourcing Strategy).
These "Preferred Suppliers" are to (I) pay Deluxe "rebates", and; (2) agree not sell any product
type to the Safeguard distributors that Deluxe also manufactures. Depo. Fogard at 22:4-14; 2"d
Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 21 (Wright Preferred Supplier Agreement, p. 1). Consequently, it is to
Deluxe's financial advantage that the Safeguard distributors either place retail orders with
Safeguard for products manufactured by Deluxe or the Preferred Suppliers. Deluxe's push to
increase Preferred Supplier usage by its distributors has resulted in over II 0 vendors signed up
and millions in revenue. Depo. Fogard at 90:10-95:3. Under its distributor agreements, however,
Safeguard cannot force a distributor to source from Deluxe or a Preferred Supplier. !d. at 38: 18·
24. The BAM Program was designed, in part, to work around this problem by effectively
replacing Safeguard's legacy distributors, such as Plaintiffs, with new distributors. 2"d Dec!.
Mulcahy, Exh. 22 (BAM Program 2009. p. 3); Depo. McRoberts 74:5-75:13 (discussing
Safeguard and Deluxe's efJ'orts to make BAM acquisitions in light ofwlmt they characterize as a
"declining" customer base for the legacy distributors).
C. BAM

Beginning in 2008, Deluxe and Safeguard launched the BAM program to acquire
independent non-Safeguard afllliated distributorships. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 9 (March 5, 2012
Business Acquisitions and Mergers Presentation). Under this program, Deluxe and Safeguard
created SAl to act as a holding company for these acquisitions. Deluxe funded the purchases of
the new distributorships, which were held by SAl and operated by Sufeguard and Deluxe as a
Safeguard business for approximately two years ("caretake period").' Dccl. Counsel ISO SAl's
MSJ, Exhs. C & D (Depo. Sutton Vols.l and II, 102:9-103:18; 264:3-14; 313:12·15). Thereafter,
SAl would sell the commission rights held by the business to a new Safeguard distributor. /d.
The BAM program has four primary objectives: (I) increase Safeguard's revenue and
profits by acquiring distributors: (2) increase the sales of Deluxe manufitctured products to
Safeguard distributors thereby increasing Deluxe's revenues and profits; (3) expand Deluxe's
manufacturing capabilities and increase its manufacturing capacity utilization by acquiring new
product lines that can be marketed across Deluxe and Safeguard's various sales channels: and (4)
9

SAJ dot.!!i not have a finance dcpartmcn1 or its own human resource!i office. 200 Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh 4 (Dcpo. Kirlin

22:22-24), Exh 5 (Dcpo. Sorrenti, 65:13-15): Dccl. Counsel ISO SAl's MSJ, Exh. G (Depo. Sorrenti, 65: 13-15;
66:20·22). It has several officers. but no employees. /d. at Exit M. lis only shareholder is Safeguard lloldings, Inc.

ld
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where Deluxe does not manufacture a product, maximize the amount of orders sent to Prelerred
Suppliers paying Deluxe rebates. 2"d Dccl. Mulcahy, Exhs. 22·26 (collectively, "BAM
Presentations").
Deluxe refers to the strategy of pushing sales of its own manufactured products to
Safeguard distributors as "insourcing". Dcpo. Schram, 132:24·133:6. By acquiring these
distributors through the BAM program, Deluxe is able to force the company-owned distributor to
increase insourcing, which results in greater revenue to Deluxe either through direct insourcing
orders or through rebates hy Preferred Suppliers. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 20 (2015 Safeguard
Sourcing Strategy); Dcpo. McRoberts, 28:12-29:18, 216:7-13. Meeting insourcing goals is
imperative for Deluxe in meeting the financial goals and projected eamings set out for it as a
publicly traded company. Depo. McRoberts, !99:4-200:4 Therefore, once the entities arc
acquired, Deluxe executives arc diligent in ensuring the acquired entities take every opportunity
to insourcing product order. /d.; see also, 2"d Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. 37 (Safeguard BAM
Presentation- contains an "lnsource Roadmap" discussing the steps needed to be taken with
regard to multiple BAM acquisitions to insource products),

D. Investigation of DocuSource and IBt'

In early 2013, Deluxe and Safeguard looked into acquiring DocuSourcc and lBF, two
non-Safeguard distributors in the Pacific Northwest, under the BAM program. DocuSource and
IBF arc, and always have been, direct inter-brand competitors of T3 and Thurston in the same
relevant geographic market in Idaho, and historically have sold a full line of non-Safeguard
products that compete directly with Safeguard's business products and services. Dec!. Teply, ,17;
Decl. Thurston,~ II, As a result, PlaintiiTs shared a high volume of common customers with !BF
and DocuSourcc.
As part of their evaluation of the businesses, representatives from Deluxe and Safeguard
performed a "fit ~malysis" for both DocuSourcc and IBF which compared the companies' top
suppliers to Deluxe's manufacturing capabilities in order to determine the companies' "potential
in source performance." Dcpo, Schram, 132:25-133:4, For 1!3F, they found that the "Fit Analysis
reflects insourcing opportunities of 23%", or approximately $1.45 million. 2"d Dec!. Mulcahy,
Exh. 47 (lBF's "Value Capture Summary"). Similarly, for DocuSource, out ofits approximately
$18 million in revenue, it was estimated that $4.2 million was a match I(Jr Deluxe's internal
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capabilities. !d. at Exh. 48 (Project Diamond'" Due Diligence Summary). Thus, based upon
theses insourcing targets, Deluxe could make a significant profit from acquiring IBF ru1d
DocuSource.
Another reason Dduxe and Safeguard wanted to purchase DocuSource and IBF was to
increase the amount of revenue it obtained from rebates. !d. at Exh. 47 (noting as one of its "Key
Assumptions" that there is a "Focus on non-manufactured products to key strategic vendors"). In
particular, Deluxe had in mind a potential Preferred Vendor, Wright Business Graphics, a large
vendor used by both DocuSource and IBF. Depo. Fogard, 28: 13·30:4; 43:3-21; 2"d Dec!.
Mulcahy, Exh. 50 ("Top Vendor" spreadsheet). By acquiring DocuSourcc and IBF, Deluxe
would have the ability to significantly increase the dollar and unit volume of orders in to Wright,
thereby increasing the rebates payable to Deluxe. Dcpo. Fogard, 34:22-35:18, Decl. Mulcahy,

Ex h. 51 (Historical spending by DocuSourcc and IBF indicating large amount of rebates could
be made through Wright). On June 26,2013, Safeguard and Wright executed a Preferred Vendor
agreement. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 21.

IHF was also targeted because it marketed W-2 processing services. 2"d Decl. Mulcahy,
Ex h. 45 (IBF Due Diligence Summary noting the W2 processing business was an additional
opportunity) & Exh. 4 (Depo. Kirlin 25:1-25 (W-2 processing services added as a Safeguard
product line)). W-2 processing represented one of!BF's largest product lines and a profitable
one. Deluxe and Safeguard were motivated to acquire IBF, in part, on the premise that it could
market the W-2 processing services as a "Safeguard System." 2"d Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 47.
E. Acquisition of IBF And DocuSource

As part of the BAM pre-sale due diligence process, Deluxe and Safeguard reviewed
essentially all aspects ofDocuSourcc and JBF's businesses, including their customer lists. 2"d
Dec!. Mulcahy, E.xhs. 52-54 (Due Diligence Documents)." They performed a "customer scrub"
10

Sale guard and Deluxe referred to the DocuSourcc acquisition as "Project Diamond" during the due diligence

stage.
11

Prior to approval of transactions, Deluxe executives and board members receive and discuss the due diligence and
executive summaries identifying Account Protection violations. Depo. Schram, 45:9-46:9 (noting the CEO of
Deluxe's review of the due diligence and executive summaries): 46:19-47:5 (Deluxe CIJO aware that Account
Protection issues come up in the BAM transactions); 65:22·67: 15; 85: t3-86: 10 {Schram involved In discussions
with McRoberts and Sorrenti on Account Protection violations and risks; matter is also presented to Deluxe board);
t)epo. Suuon 245:4·247: 19 {due diligence summary including the legal pages regarding Account Protection
reviewed by nil functional team leaders and Safeguard executives); 387:22-388: I0 (Account Protection mitigation
budget reviewed by executives); 2"'1 Decl. Mulcahy, Exit II (Depo. Savoie. 278:25-280:16)(functionalleadcrs
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to detcnninc the extent of the common customers between DocuSourcc and IBF and any current
Safeguard distributors. Through this scrub, Deluxe and Safegu;1rd knew that many of
DocuSource and IBF's customers were shared with Plainti!1's. Deluxe and Safeguard prepared
multiple worksheet> detailing estimates of the fBF sales to these Protected Accounts. The final
scrub list showed that at least $1 million ofiBF's revenue over a 12 month period-and almost
$3 million over the prior 36 month period--came from the common customers of PlaintifTs and

34 other Safeguard distributors. Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. 57 (IBF Final Customer Scrub). The list
also identified who had greater sales to the common customer-the aflected Safeguard
distributor or IBF. ld To the extent that IBF had greater sales, the scrub sheet noted that the
all'ected Sufeguard distributor should be encouraged to either sell or share the account. ld A
similar list was prepared for DocuSourcc./d., Exhs. 58-59.

As u result of the extensive due diligence el1orts, Deluxe and Safeguard knew that by
acquiring DocuSource and IBF, there would be account protection issues for accounts held by
PlaintiiYs." Knowing that the acquisitions would likely result in account protection violations,
Deluxe and Safeguard routinely set aside a certain !llllount of money for a so-called "account
protection mitigation budget." For DocuSourcc this was $183,000. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 60."

F. Deluxe Approves the nocuSource and IBF Acquisitions
The highest levels of Deluxe and Safeguard's management must both review and approve
the BAM transactions. 2"d Ded. Mulcahy, Exh. 63 (BAM Approval and Documentation
Requirements). Additionally, for the DocuSource acquisition, because of the size of the deal,

idcntif1ed in due dlligcnce summaries prcparl! sections of due diligence and then circulate for review); Depo.
Sorrenti, J 78:22-380:4 (Safeguard and Deluxe executives discussed the above normal number of Account Protection
issues in Idaho).
11
2"" Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. 48 (DocuSource Due Diligence Summary noting on page 2 that there is "nccount
protection overlap. $200,000+ in existing Safeguard distribut<>r sales"): Exl>. 49 (IBF Due Diligence Summary
noting on Legal page that there "is an nbovc normal number of account protection issues"); Exh. 50 (DocuSuurcc
Executive Summary. noting on page 2 that "account protection· $183,328"); Exh. 46 (tBF Executive Summary
noting "resolution of account protection mulches will be key as some accounts do business with area Safeguard
offices"); Exh. 47 ("Value Capture Summary" notes that a key assumption ofthe deal's financial projections was the
"resolution of key account protection issues."); Depo. Schram, 142:20·145:23 (describing account protection review
being done on BAM acquisitions as a matter of practice); Dcpo. S<>rrcnli, 380:9·18 (noting that II% ofiBF sales
overlapped with Safeguard distributors' customer;).

11
The budget is typically set around 3%, of the gross revenues ofthe acquired entity. llepo Savoie. Vol. I, 29:12·
35:23(noting account protection mitigation budget for every BAM acquisition which is initially sci at 3% of gross

revenue).
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members of Deluxe's board of directors on the Finance Committee reviewed and approved the
transaction. Depo. Schram, 79:18-81: II. As part of this process, Deluxe management and board
of directors received the due diligence and executive summaries identifying the potential
customer account violations resulting from the transaction. !d."
On April30. 2013, after reviewing the documents and fully aware of the account
violation issues, Deluxe agreed to the acquisition of DocuSourcc's outstanding shares, which
gave Deluxe and Safeguard access to the customer list. lor more than $10 million. Deluxe
acquired IBF's customer list and other tangible and intangible assets for $2.2 million dollars on
August 27,2013. Although SAl was the company which technically "purchased" the assets of
JBF and DocuSource, Deluxe provided funding for the purchases and wired the money directly
to DocuSourcc and JBF."
G. Post-Acquisition

Attcr arranging for SAl's acquisition ofDocuSourcc and IBF, Safeguard and Deluxe

positioned both IBF and DocuSourcc as company owned distributors who solicited orders on
behalf of Safeguard in competition with Plaintill's. Part of this process was to tum DocuSource
and IBF's former sales agents into Safcgmtrd sales agents. To this end, SAl entered into an
agreement with former IBF employee, Trcssa McLaughlin, to "direct the sales, marketing,
operations and 11nancial strategies, tactics and needs of !BF, as directed by [SAl]." In tum, SAl
agreed to pay a management fcc to McLaughlin's newly created starting agency, KMMR, LLC.

2"" Mulcahy Decl., Exh. It 0 (McLaughlin Mgmt. Services Agreement)". Former JBF President
" The following individuals and departments reviewed and signed off on the DocuSource und IBF transactions: Lee
Schram (CEO at Deluxe); TCrT)' Peterson (CFO and Senior Vice President at Deluxe), Malcolm McRoberts (Senior
Vice President of Small Business Services at Deluxe), JJ Sorrenti (Vice President of Strategic Channel Sales at
Deluxe), Susan Steen (Vice President of Finance at Deluxe), Jetlrey Rata (Chief Accounting Officer, Vice President
and Controller at Deluxe). Brian Nordling (Executive Director or Corporate Tax at Deluxe), the Deluxe tax
dcp1111ment, tl1e Deluxe accounting department, Scott Sulton (Vice President at Safeguard) and Cassie Clark
(Hxccutivc Director of Finance for Deluxe). 2'"' Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. 63.
" 2"J Dec!. Mulcahy. Exhs. 67· 71 (Deluxe wire transfer receipts of$1.6 million und $195,069 to tBF); Ex h. 69
(Deluxe wire transfer receipts of$4.48 million to DocuSource); Dcpo. Kirlin, 62: 18·64:4 (BAM Tmnsaction
Approval fonn represents. Deluxe's approval of the wire lransfcr of specified amounts to the acquired distributor s
bank account); Dcpo. McRoberts, 26·16·27:14 (Deluxe's role in the RAM Program includes providing funding): 2~1
Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. II (Dcpo. Savoie, 197: 17·199:9) (describing how De hiKe wired money to IBF for the
acquisition) pp. 210:20·211: 11 (the higher the amount wired the higher the approval must go all the way up Deluxe
executives such as the CFO), pp. 247:18-250:10 (approval to t\Jnd IBF acquisition went to Deluxe CEO. Lee
Schrum; Ex h. 70 (Ocl. 8, 201.lcmail from Savoie regarding funding to lllf for acquisition).
1

16

Ali hough the agreement is unsigned. Ms. McLaughlin testified that it reflects the tenns of her relationship wilh
SA land she is unsure why it is unsigned. 2"' Mulcahy Dec!., Hxh. 9 (DcJ>O. McLaughlin 169;24-170:19).
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James Dunn and his new company JDHRS, LLC, also signed a Management Services
Agreement with SAl so that he could continue his cmlrts selling W-2 processing, now on SAl's
behalf. ld at Ex h. Ill (JDHRS Mgmt. Services Agreement).
In varying roles, Deluxe and Safi;,guard nm both IBF and DocuSource as "company
owned" distributors from 2013 through April 2015. Deluxe and Safeguard leadership held
monthly meetings with IBF and DocuSourcc to ensure they hit their insourcing targets. Dcpo.
McRoberts, 220:6·221 :4 (discussing monthly meetings with distributors); Depo. Sorrenti,
422:25-423:22 (IBF and DocuSourcc management were given insourcing goals and sales quotas
to comply with). These new Safeguard sales agents were encouraged by Safeguard and Deluxe to
send those orders to Deluxe numufacturing plants or othcr.vise Preferred Suppliers. Depo.
McRoberts, 219:14-220:9. Further, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of all the IBF and
DocuSourcc sales representatives and staff, the rent, and other associated expenses in nmning
these operations. Dcpo. Kirlin, 17:7-18: 16; 69: 18-70:2; Dcpo. Savoie, 267:24-271: 13; 2"d Dec I.
Mulchay, Exh. 72 -74. (wire transfer summaries; IBF Payroll and Expense Reimbursement).
Besides acting as the "holding company" for the assets of IBF and DocuSourcc and entering into
a staffing agreement with McLaughlin and Dunn, SAl did not have any meaningful role in
running the companies.
During this entire period after acquisition (April2013 to present for DocuSource, August
2013 through the present for lflF), Deluxe and Safeguard a.llowed DocuSourcc and IBF sales
agents to solicit and obtain orders for Safeguard Systems to their historic customers, which
included Plaintiffs' Protected Accounts." Nevertheless, Safeguard never rotated commissions on
such sales to PlaintiffS."

H. Resolution of Account Violations

11

Dcpo. McLaughlin, 67: t -6 (testifying that, a tier acquisition, Safeguard and Deluxe wanted IBF to continue selling
to lflF's historic customcts); Depo. Dunlap 325:17-326: 16; 328: 14·329:20; 404:17-410: I (Dunlap and Safeguard
understood that the tanner lllF and DocuSource sales agents were continuing ro sell ro Plaintiffs' Protected
Accounts and received monthly scrub sheets indicating such sales): Dcpo Sorrenti, 240:4-24t:l4 (Sorrenti, who is
executive for Deluxe and Safeguard, knew sales were being made to Plaintiffs' Protected Accounts) Dcpo. Schram,
258:12-25 (Deluxe CEO states "absolutely" that it is the case that overlapping monthly sales to Protected Accounts
arc tracked).
lit

Further, lBF and DocuSourcc receive a ba'iC price tfom Safeguard for the same products and quantities as those

sold hy Plaintiffs that is significantly lower that Pluintifls' hasc price, thcrchy placing Plaintiffs at a competitive
disadvantage. Dec I. Taylor.~, 2, 8-11, Exh. A (Aug, 26. 20 16).
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To deal with any potential fallout from account protection violations implicated by the
BAM program, Deluxe and Salcguard approved "resolution efforts", which they entrusted to
Michael Dunlap, "to negate potential loss of sales." Dcpo. McRoberts, 51: 14-52:9.' 9 Dunlap
would attempt to get the affected distributor to either shar~ the account with the new distributor
or sell the commission rights on the account to Safeguard, which would then sell the rights to the
new distributor. zna Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 61 (Safeguard Resolution Plan). For other BAM
transactions, Dunlap was very successful at resolving account protection violations with legacy
distributors at a cost significantly lower than the account protection mitigation budget. 10
According to PlaintifTs, Dunlap attempted to resolve these issues with them by
concealing tmd misrepresenting the extent of violations and essentially attempting to wear them
down such that tl1e account protection mitigation budget would never be paid and the violations
never compensated. Plaintil1's have provided evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and
concealed the extent of Plaintiffs' account violations tor 18 months-all the while cajoling them
to sell or share the accounts. Dec!. Teply, ,11122. 24,27-28,32,34-45,47, 50-SI and Exhs.lS-25,
27(discussing interactions with Dunlap and Trcssa McLaughlin); 2"d Decl. Thurston,, 25,
27(discussing his multiple requests to Dunlap for sales and customer information and Dunlap's
contitMtl prevarication).
Although Dunlap received monthly scrub reports identifying snles to Plaintiffs' protected
accounts by IBF and DocuSourcc, he did not reveal the lists to them despite engaging in months
"' Although Deluxe and SAl deny that Dunlap was working as an agent of Deluxe in conducting his "resolution"
activities, it is clearly a dispmed issue. Dunlap testified that he directly reports to and takes orders from Deluxe as
well as keeps Deluxe apprised of his actions. Dcpo. Dunlap, 47:23-48:25 (part of his work tbr Deluxe is In
"acquisitions" and due diligence associated with the acquisitions); 49:7·50:9 (Dunlap has a "direct reporting
relationship" with Deluxe's geneml counsel, Mr. Scarfonc); 51: 16·24 (Dunlap considers himself 10 be part of
Scartonc's legal department): 53:15-20 (Dunlap provides the results of his work assignments to Scarfone); Depo.
Sorrenti 23 7:2-238: 19 (Dunlap tasked with approaching Safeguard distributors to aucmpllo deal with account
protection mitigation) pp. 243:14·244:1 (Dunlap regularly reponed back to Sorrenti, who is both a Safeguard and
Deluxe executive, his account protection dealings); p. :lM7:5·24 (Dunlap tasked with handling all "resolution
clforts").

"See, Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. 60 [Apr. 22, 2013 Email lfom Sutton to Executives re Diamond P&L and Model·, 4
on page 2 describes how the Safeguard legal department was able to mitigate all account protection matters for
dbtrihutor l'rint Concepts for $6,000, signilicnntly below the budget of$56,000): F,xh. 6 (Dcpo Sutton, 225: 18·
228: l ~ dt:scribing how successful Dunlap hM been in coming below the account protection mitigation budget on
transactions): /d. nt 396: 16·397:3, 399:2-400:8 (legal department including Michael Dunlap and Kevin Skipper
addressed the account protection issues resulting from the DocuSourcc, IBV. QBF. MHC, Prime, lnnovative, FISI,
AccuSourcc and Font is acquisitions); /d. at 227:8·10 ("Mr. Dunlap is extremely proticicnt al resolving manors with
Safeguard distributors").
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of negotiations wherein he attempted to have them share or sell their accounts. Depo. Dunlap
451: 13·456:23; 460:4-461 :6; 481:1-482:15. His excuse was that he felt the scrub list was
"incomplete", but he never articulated why it was incomplete or why he was not able to get the
necessary infonnation to make it complete. !d. In the merultime, Safeguard, through IBF and
DocuSourcc, continued selling to the protected customers. !d. at 329:5-11; 696:8-18.
In February of2014, Roger Thurston and Dunlap negotiated to sell some of Thurston's
account protection rights to Safeguard. Dec!. Counsel ISO Safeguard's MSJ (Aug. 26, 2016),
Exh. D (complete email chain of negotiations). Ultimately, Thurston agreed to sell to Safeguard
the commission rights to nine customers for the sum of $32,600. /d. According to Roger
Thurston, the price he agreed to was

ba~cd

on Thurston's own sales figures to the customers at

issue, which were provided to him by Dunlap. 2"" Dec!. Thurston at ,133. Dunlap did not
disclose IBF's sales figures to those san1e customers, nor what products IBF was selling to them.

/d.: Dccl.

Dunlap,~

15. Dunlap's non-disclosure this information led Thurston to believe that

IBF had made little to no sales to these nine customers post-acquisition. 2nd Dec!. Thurston at~
34. Subsequent to the sale, however, Thurston learned that !BF had significant sales to these

customers post-acquisition./d. at, 33. Thurston claims that, had he known this information prior
to the sale, he would have increased the sales price "exponentially." !d.

at~

34.

During their negotiations, Thurston also indicated in an email to Dunlap that, with regard to

113F sales to their common customers, he wanted to get "some particulars on vendors, specific
products. etc. that have been sold into these accounts so that I have the opportunity to possibly
expand my capabilities lor sales into other customers." !d.

at~

36; Exh. 13. On March 3, 2016,

Dunlap emailcd Thurston with an attached draft of an "assignment letter" memorializing the
parties understanding. In the email, which was copied to Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach
and Kevin Skipper, Dunlap stated that:
The actual transfer of f11es can be handled with IBF as you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the lilc transfer, please let me know .... I am copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we tmnsition accounts appropriately.
!d. at Exh. 14.

On March 6, 2014, Dunlap memorialized the parties understanding in a letter, which
Thurston signed. Dec!. Dunlap, Exh. C ("Customer Transfer Agreement"). TI1Urston never

received the infonnation he requested from Dunlap. 2nd Dec!. Thurston at ,139.
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Ill.
i\

STANDAIW

motion for summary judgment must be granted if the movant shows, based on cited

materials in the record, that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is
entitled to judgment us a muller of law. IRCP 56( a), (c). The burden of proving the absence of a
material fact rests at all times upon the moving party. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765,769-70,
820 P.2d 360,364-65 (1991).
The standards for summary judgment further require the district court to liberally construe
the facts in favor of the non-moving party and to draw all reasonable inferences from the record
in favor of the non-moving party. !d. This means that all doubts arc to be resolved against the
moving party, and the motion must be denied if the evidence is such that conflicting inferences
may be drawn therefrom, and if reasonable people might reach different conclusions. !d.
The requirement that all reasonable inferences be construed in the light most favorable to
the non-moving party is a strict one.ld. Nevertheless, when a party moves for summary
judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of
evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. ld A party against whom a motion for
summary judgment is sought "may not merely rest on allegations contained in his pleadings," but
must establish the existence of a genuine issue of fact by citing to portions of the record or
through affidavits setting forth facts that arc admissible as cvidcncc./d.; IRCP 56( c).
Rule 56(c)(4), IRCP provides that an af1idavit in support of or opposing summary judgment
"must be made on personal knowledge, set out facts that would be admissible in evidence, and
show that the atliant or declarant is competent to testify on the matters stated." These
requirements arc not satisfied by an aflidavit that is conclusory, based on hearsay, or not
supported by personal knowledge. Stat(? v. Shama Res. Ltd. l"ship, 127 Idaho 267, 271, 899 P.2d
977. 981 ( 1995). Only material contained in affidavits that is based upon personal knowledge or
that is admissible at trial will be considered. ltl. The admissibility of evidence contained in
alliduvits and depositions in support of or in opposition to a motion f(lr summary judgment is a
threshold matter to be addressed by the court before applying the liberal construction and
reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material
tact I'or trial. Gerdon v. Rydafch, 153 Idaho 23 7, 241, 280 P.3d 740, 744 (20 12). The trial court's
determination of the admissibility of testimony offered in connection with a motion for summary
judgment is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. hi.
13
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IV.

ANALYSIS
A. Motions to Strike

Defendants have moved to strike nearly the entirety of the declarations submitted by
Thurston and Teply in connection with the summary judgment motions, as well as an exhibit
submitted by Plaintiffs' counsel, Mr. Mulcahy. As an initial matter, Defendants' most prevalent
objection to Teply and Thurston's declarations is that the statements therein "lack[] adequate
lltctual foundation to establish relevancy, fare] conclusory, [arc] misleading, and [Plaintifl:~·]
beliefs arc irrelevant and inadmissible." The trigger f(lr the objection-while not always clearappears to be Plaintiffs' reference to protected "customers" as opposed to protected accounts. It
has been Safeguard's theory throughout this litigation that

Plaintiff.~

only have protection on

certain accounts if certain criteria arc mel, not protection to customers. This is simply a dispute
over the interpretation of the JU)As. When considering the Plaintiff.~' declarations. this Court
docs not take their references to "protected customers" lL~ fact. The RDAs speak for themselves.
Rather, the Court recognizes that the references are merely Plaintiffs' interpretations. A party's
"practical interpretation" of a contract "is an important factor when there is a dispute over its
meaning." Mounlainview Landowners Coop. Ass'n, Inc. v. Cool, 142 Idaho 861, 865, 136 P.3d
332, 336 (2006). Theref(lrc, as the Court is considering the statements regarding "protected
customers" in a limited light, it is mmccessary to strike them.
Additionally, the Court notes that

Def~ndants

lodge boilerplate objections similar to the

one cited above to nearly 250 paragraphs or portions of paragra!lhs within the declarations.
Several of the objections appear to be misplaced and, due to Defendants' failure to explain their
objections, the Court is let! to guess at precisely which of the boilerplate objections apply and
why.'' Further, the Court relied on very

l~w

of the statements from the declarations in its

analysis. Therefore, rather thim attempt to ascertain and address each objection, the Court will
address only those objections to statements which the Court relied upon and, as to those, focus
on what appear to be the most applicable objections. Objections to statements the Court did not
consider are denied as moot.

" For example, Defendants object to Teply's statement in, 36 of her declaration that: "On April !0, 2014, I met
with McLaughlin again to exchange protected customer files." ()cfcndanL' objected on grounds that the statcmcnl is
"conclusory, is misleading (Ms. Teply has no Protected Customers), lacks adequate factual foundation to establish

relevancy, and Mr. Teply's beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible."
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I. l)ocuSource and IBF arc, and always have been, competitors of T3 and

Thurston in the same relevant geographic market in Idaho. Prior to the
IBAM] acquisition, DocuSource and IBF only sold non-Safeguard
products."
Defendants object to these statements on grounds that they are conclusory, Jack adequate
luctual foundation to establish relevancy, misleading, and that Mr. Thurston and Ms. Teply's
beliefs are irrelevant and inadmissible. The objections arc ovemtlcd. Thurston and Teply, as
owners of Thurston Enterprises and T3, have personal knowledge of their companies'
competitors and the fact that neither company was a Safeguard distributor prior to the
acquisition. Indeed, the whole point of the acquisition was to convert IBF and DocuSource into
Safeguard distributors. There is nothing within the statements which is conclusory or misleading,
nor do Thurston and Teply inject their beliefs into the statements. Consequently, the Court will
not strike the statements.
2. Thurston's negotiations with Dunlap leading up to the Customer
Transfer Agreement."
The Court's recitation of the negotiations between Roger Thurston and Dunlap for the
sale of nine <)fThurston's protected accounts was taken largely from the email chain. Since
Thurston's statements about the negotiations primarily reiterated the email discussions, the Court
did not draw fi·om his statements but rather directly from the emnils. However, the Court did rely
on Roger Thurston's statements that the $32,600 sales figure he agreed to was based on
Thurston's mvn sales to the customers at issue, which sales figures were provided to him by
Dunlap. 2"" Dcel. Thurston at~ 33. Dunlap did not disclose IBF's sales figures to those same
customers, nor what products IBP was selling to them. /d. Defendants do 11ot object to the
foregoing statements. which arc corroborated hy Dunlap's own representations ubout the
negotiations. Defendants do, however. object to Thurston's statement that, through this litigation,
he found out "the dollar sales made by Saleguard by IBF were substantial into [the nine accounts
sold]." 2'"1 Decl. Thurston, ,[33. Thurston goes on to state:
Although during our phone conversations, Dunlap mentioned some of the
products that IBP had previously sold to these customers, he did not divulge the
11

[)eeL Teply,~ 7; Dec!. Thurston,~ II.

" 2"1 Dec!. Thurston,~~ 33-36
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sales and resultant commissions from sales made by Safeguard by IBF after the
acquisition. This led me to believe that such sales either had not continued post·
acquisition or else were trivial. Had I knovm the actual amount it would have
drastically changed the negotiations as the value of those customers would have
increased exponcntinlly.
!d.

at~

34.
Defendams object to the foregoing statements on grounds that they lack foundation, nrc

conclusory and misleading, and Thurston's beliefs arc irrelevant. This Court disagrees. First,
Dunlap concurred that he only disclosed Thurston's sales figures to the customers at issue, not
sales by IBF. Dec!.

Dunlap,~

15. Thurston's statement that Dunlap's non-disclosure led him to

hclieve the sales to the customers by IBF were non-existent or trivial establishes Thurston's
frame of mind while negotiating and is important to ascertain whether a duty to disclose even

arose. Thurston has personal knowledge of the position he

wa~

negotiating from and can

properly testify to such. Further, he gained personal knowledge of fBF's sales figures to the
customers through this litigation. With regard to his statements that he would have increased his
sales price had he known of IBF's sales ligures, these are not statements of belie!~ nor arc they
conclusory. Rather, he is explaining the fact of his reliance on Dunlap's non-disclosure and that
it caused him to alter his position to his detriment. Defendants may challenge the sincerity of the
assertion~

and whether such reliance was reasonable, but their objections to admissibility arc

misplaced.
3. Thurston and Teply's interactions with Dunlap regarding account
protection sales."

In its recitation of the record, the Court cited generally to several statements and exhibits
within Teply and Thurston's declarations

a~

evidence that Dunlap stalled, misrepresented and

concealed the extent of Plaintiff,~· account violations lhr 18 months, all the while cajoling them

w sell or share the accounts for nominal amounts. To the extent Defendants object on hearsay
grounds. the majority of such conversations arc not hearsay or fall within an exception to the
rule.
Looking first at Teply's declaration. she testifies to a variety of conversations she hod
with both Dunlap and Tressa McLaughlin, who was working as a Safeguard hy IBF sales agent
" Decl. Teply,~~ 22, 24, 27·28, 32, 34-45,47, 50-51 and Exhs.l5·25, 27: 2"' Dec!. Thurston,'! 25, 27.
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at the time, regarding how to handle account protection matters. Both Dunlap's and
McLaughlin's statements (both verbal and set !i.>rth in cmails) are admissible as non-hearsay
statements by a party-opponent. IRE 801(d)(2)(D). Teply's statements to Dunlap and
McLaughlin arc admissible for the purposes of slmwing their effect on the listener as well as to
demonstrate Dunlap's general pattern of stalling over the course of his interactions with Teply.
Teply's statements are also offered to show Teply's attempts to reach resolution with regard to
sales to her protected accounts and her ever increasing frustration at Dunlap's prevarication and
McLaughlin's refusal to stop selling to T3's protected accounts. Further, several of her
statements within the em ails reflect her then-existing state of mind, which is a hearsay exception
under IRE 803(3).
There, are several paragraphs within her declaration where Teply is quoting and/or
recounting email conversations between her and Dunlap but she fails to attach the cmails.

See,~~

25-26,29-33. These paragraphs arc not admissible under the best evidence rule. IRE 1002, and

will not be considered by the Court.
Thurston's statements within ,1,! 25 and 27 which this Court considered were his several
requests to Dunlap f(Jr complete common cusl<lmer lists and sales infom1ation by IBF and
DocuSourcc to those common customers. Thurston explains that Dunlap avoided or sidestepped
the question, giving one excuse or another as to why such infommtion could not be provided."

Again, Dunlap's statements to Thurston are not hearsay under IRE 801(d)(2)(D), Further,
Thurston's questioning of Dunlap is not hcar:;uy becnuse it is offered to illustrate his many
attempts to obtain the infonnation in light of Dunlap's continuing avoidance. Therefore, they
will not be stricken.

4. E:thibit 112 from Mulcahy September 9, 2016 Declaration
Exhibit 112 is a May 12, 20 IS letter from the United Safeguard Distributors' Association
board of directors to Safeguard and Deluxe describing the adverse effects the BAM program is
having upon the livelihood of legacy distributors. Plaintiffs cite to the letter in a footnote to their
opposition memo to Defendants' collective summary judgment motions to rebut Defendants'
suggestion that Plaintiffs' case is an isolated event. Defendants object on grounds that the letter
is hearsay, lacks adequate factual foundation to establish relevancy, and its prejudicial effect

" These pamgraphs contain additional statements; however, the Court did not consider them.
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outweighs its probative value. l'laintiffs argue it is not hearsay because it is offered to show
notice to Safeguard and Deluxe of the account protection problems caused by the BAM program.
They further argue that it is highly relevant because the complaints by the USDA mirror those at
issue in this litigation.
Although Plaintiffs relied on the exhibit only minimally and this Court did not consider
the exhibit at all in considering the summary judgment motions, the letter will be stricken. First,
the letter is hearsay under IIlli 80 I. Although Plaintiffs argue it is offered to show "notice" to
S;tleguard and Deluxe of the BAM program's adverse effects, notice is not at issue in this
litigation. Rather, it was offered by

Plaintiff.~

!(lr the truth of the matter asserted therein-to

establish the deleterious ciTccts of the BAM program on a distributor-wide basis. Further, there is
significant prejudice associated with the letter and limited relev!mce. This case involves Thurston
and T3 only and, therefore, the rather inflammatory complaints by the USDA on behalf of
Safeguard distributors nationwide will not tend to establish any fact at issue. Finally, the letter is
unreliable. The names of the board of directors an:: not listed, nor is the letter signed. For these
reasons, it will be stricken.

8. Motions for Summary .Judgment
1. Count 1 -Breach of Thurston RDA Against Safeguard

Thurston's first breach of contract claim asserts that Safeguard breached by: (I) failing to
pay Thurston commissions on sales by IBF and DocuSource of Safeguard Systems to Thurston's
Protected Accounts, and; (2) failing to ntrer to Thurston the san1e published prices on Safeguard
products and services which were ollcrcd toiBF und charging higher source fees. Thurston
moves f\)r summary judgment on both aspects of liability. Safeguard interprets the RDA as
grm\ling Thurston rights to commission only on qualifying sales of specific products to Protected
Accounts. Altcmatively, Safeguard suggests the RDA is an1biguous as applied to the facts of this

case; namely, whether it was intended to apply to situations where Safeguard itself- through a
company owned distributor- solicited sales of Safeguard Systems to Protected Accounts. As to
the product pricing and source Ices, Safeguard argues there is no obligation in the RDA to offer
the same pricing to all distributors.
The resolution of Thurston's motion for summary judgment turns first and foremost on

the interpretation of his RDA. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of

the contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates,
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!J. C., 140 Idaho 354, 361, 93 P.3d 685, 692 (2004). In detennining the intent of the parties, the

contract is to be viewed as a whole. Daughar/y v. Post Falls Highway Dis/., 134 Idaho 731, 735,
9 P.3d 534, 538 (2000). The Court must begin with the document's language. Potlatch Educ.
Ass'n v.l'ollatch Sch. Dist. No. 285, 148ldaho 630,633,226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010).

A contract term is ambiguous when there arc two different reasonable interpretations or
the language is nonsensical. !d., citing $\vanson v. Beco Constr. Co .. 145 Idaho 59, 62, 175 P.3d
748, 751 (2007). There arc two types of ambiguity in a contract, patent and latent; a "patent
ambiguity" is an ambiguity clear from the face of the instrument in question, while a "latent
ambiguity" exists where an instrument is clear on its face, but loses that clarity when applied to
the facts at issue. Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson. IS I Idaho 449,455,259 P.3d 595,601 (201 1).
Whether a contract tcm1 is ambiguous is a question oflaw./d. lftbc Court finds an ambiguity,
the interpretation of the contract tem1 is a question for the fact·findcr./J. If the Court llnds no
ambiguity, "the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense, according to
the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument." /d., quoting C & G, Inc. v. Rule,

135 Idaho 763,765,25 P.3d 76,78 (200l).lnterpreting an unambiguous contract and
dctcm1ining whether there has been a violation of that contract is an issue of law. !d.
Thurston's RDA provides in pertinent part:

1. PRODUCTS:
You shall have the right in your territory to act as our sales distributor
(representative) to solicit the sale of those products and services defined in the
Addenda attached hereto ("Safeguard Systems") in accordance with the price
schedules published by Safeguard and on the terms and conditions set by
Safeguard from time to time.
2. TERRITORY:
Your territory is the geographical area described in Attachment A. You arc not
authorized to represent Safeguard or solicit sales of Safeguard Systems outside
this territory, and Safeguard may appoint additional persons to solicit sales of
Safeguard Systems inside the territory.
3. ACCOUNT PROTECTION RIGHTS
For so long as is specified in Attachment 13, you shall have the exclusive right to
the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer listed
on Attachment B. This exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and
repeat Safeguard Systems sales to each such customer until this A~:,rreement is
terminated (sec paragraph 7).
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••••
5. OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF COMMISSIONS

(B)

We shall bill the cu~tomcrs directly for orders credited to you and
the customer shall pay us directly. You shall receive commission
payments pursuant to the commission rate specified in the
Addendum applicable to the product which has been sold ....
• • +*

ATTACHMENT A
You shall have the non-exclusive right to call on prospective users of Safeguard
Systems in the geographical area described below.

..........•....•...................•••••••...••...............•... ,
ATT ACIIMENT B
You shall have the exclusive right to the commissions on sales of Safeguard
Systems to: (i) each customer in your sales territory described in Attachment A
whose first order of Safeguard Systems is directly a result of your efforts and
credited to you[ .J

**'*'*

In addition, your exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to
any customer shall expire if that customer has not purcha.~ed any Safeguard
System and paid in full for such purchase, within thirty-six (36) months after the
invoice date of such customer's last prior purchase of any Safeguard System.
Initially, there were seven addenda to Thurston's RDA, each describing a
different product for which Thurston was entitled to solicit orders." As time went on and
Safeguard began expanding available products and services, additional addenda were
added on to Thurston's RDA. In particular, Addendum No. 8 was added in 2000 which
gave Thurston a right to offer "Sourced or Brokerage Products", defined as:
Ancillary business fonns, checks or other business products that are not
manufactured or offered by Safeguard, including those through their preferred
sourced relationships, but which will, from time to time, be made available for
sale by Safeguard through Distributors to the small business marketplace.

The initial seven addenda include the One~ Write Accounting Systems~ Financial Reporting Program and
Professional Timekeeping System, Dental Pmcticc System, Medical Practice System, Short Run Continuous Forms,
Color Coded Filing Systems and Color Master Filing Systems.
16
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The products described in Addendum No. 8 "shall be sold and billed to the
customer at the price agreed to by the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard."
Further, the commissions on such products are: "l) the an10unt billed to the end-user
customer, as agreed to between the customer ami the Distributor and communicated to
Safeguard, less 2) the applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in
effect, and Jess 3) sales tux, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or
Brokerage orders.
In addition to Addendum No. 8, Safeguard added Addendum No.9 which gave
Thurston the right to solicit orders for payroll processing products, including "annual

w.

2 forms." Further, while not specifically labeled as an "addendum", Safeguard and
Thurston executed an agreement in 2004 under which Safeguard added future "Expanded
Products" which arc "fulfilled directly by Safeguard or for Safeguard by one of its
affiliates."
a. Right to Commissions
Reading the foregoing addenda in conjunction with the account protection rights
provisions. the plain language of the RDA grants Thurston an "exclusive" right to
commissions where:
•

A customer's first order of a product listed in the addenda to the RDA ("Safeguard
System") is a result of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston;

•

The customer is in Thurston's territory; and

•

A Safeguard System is subsequently sold to that customer, regardless whether the sale is
made by Safeguard through a company·owned distributor or another independent
Safeguard distributor.

Flllther, the right to commissions continues for 36 months after the invoice date of the
customer's last prior purchase a Safeguard System. If the customer purchases a Safeguard
System within the 36 months, the period starts over." Thus, if one of Thurston's customers starts
buying a Safeguard System from another source, commissions would continue to be paid to
Thurston indcllnilely. This is precisely how Thurston interprets the RDA. Further, he interprets
the additional addenda to his RDA, in particular Addendum No. 8, as expanding "Safeguard
1

~ The RDA does not stntc that a customer must purcha~c ttom_IhU!.$l!lli for the 36 month period to run anew; rather,

the customer must only "purchase."
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Systems" as defined in his RDA to "any and all" products and services offered through
Safeguard and its Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Dec!. Thurston,~ 3. This would
include, therefore, the W-2 processing products historically sold by IBF but which, after the
BAM acquisition, became a Safeguard product.
Safeguard conceded at oral argument that IBF's W-2 processing is a "Safeguard System" as
dell ned in Thurston's addenda, but disagrees that Thurston is entitled to commissions on such
sales under its RDA. Safeguard asserts that the Account Protection described in the RDA is
product-specilk and account-specific, and originated as a methodology to prevent a distributor
from losing the commissions on a sale of a particular product to a particular customer. Thus,
Thurston is only entitled to commissions on a sale of a particular product if Thurston was the
first to solicit the order of that spcciftc product. Therefore, since IBF was the first to solicit, for
example, the sale of W-2 processing services to a common customer, IBF would be entitled to all
commissions for that product. According to Safeguard, the fact that the W·2 processing service is
now considered a "Safeguard System" docs not give Thurston the right to commissions on such
sales to the common customers of IBF and Thurston, even though Thurston was historically the
first

lO

solicit the sale of other products within the "Safeguard System" to the customer.

The parties' interpretations of the account protection rights arc undoubtedly at odds;
however, this Court does not flnd Safeguard's "product-spccillc" interpretation to be a
reasonable one in light of the unambiguous language of the RDA. The term "Safeguard
Systems" as defined through Thurston's addenda-particularly Addendum No.8 and the
"Expanded Products" Addendum-<:lcarly incorporate current and future products that ~1re
offered through Safeguard or its Preferred Suppliers, including Deluxe. Indeed, Safeguard admits
as much. Consequently. under the plain language of the !IDA. Thurston is entitled to
commissions on the sale of such products to any customer in its territory to whom Thurston first
sold any Safeguard System and which was credited to Thurston by Safeguard.
Interpreting the right to commissions as being product-specilic as Safeguard docs inserts
provisions into the RDA which arc not there. Rather, the RDA retcrcnces--on several
occasions-simply sales of Safeguard Systems without any additional modifiers, i.e., ("you shall
have the exclusive right to the commissions generated on sales of Safeguard Systems"; "This
exclusive right to commissions applies to all new and repeat Safeguard Systems sales"; "your
exclusive right to commissions on sales of Safeguard Systems to any customer shall expire iflhat
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customer has not purchased any Safeguard System"). Nothing in the RDA limits the right to
commissions by product is sold. If the product sold qualifies as a Safeguard System under
Thurston's addenda, ·nlUrston is entitled to the commission on the sale.
Safeguard's second ambiguity argument is that, even if the RDA is clear on its face, it is
latently ambiguous when applied to the circumstances of this case; Lc., whether it was intended
to apply where the "competing" distributor was Safeguurd itself operating through a companyowned distributor. To this end, Safeguard cites to§ 2 of Thurston's RDA, which allows
Safeguard to "appoint additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systems inside the
territory." Section 2, according to Safeguard, indicates that the account protection in Thurston's
RDA was only meant to apply between distributors, not between a distributor and Safeguard or a
BAM-acquired distributor.
Safeguard's argument, though creative, is unavailing, The RDA clearly gives Thurston "non·
exclusive" rights to solicit orders in his specific territory. Accordingly, in Section 2, Safeguard
reserved the right to also solicit orders through its appointees in Thurston's territory. This merely
creates competition to obtain account protection lirsL If Thurston is the first to solicit a
Safeguard System order from a customer in his territory, he gets account protection rights; if the
Safeguard-appointee solicits the first order from a customer in Thurston's territory, then
Thurston does not get commission rights to that customer. There is nothing in Section 2 or any
other portion of the RDA which suggests that Safeguard or its appointee can poach an already
protected account and automatically take over commission rights. Therefore, this Court rejects
Safeguard's "latent ambiguity" argument."

In sum, this Court holds that Thurston's RDA with regard to commission rights on the sales
of"Safcguard Systems" is unambiguous us a matter of law. Under the plain language of
Thurston's RDA, Thurston is entitled to commissions on sales of any Safeguard product or
service (i.e., "Safeguard Systems") to any customers over which Thurston holds account
protection rights; that is, where the first order of a Safeguard System by a customer within
Thurston's territory was a result of Thurston's efforts and credited to Thurston. By failing to pay
18

Additionally, Safeguard cnnnot reas.onnbly argue thut ir.<> own posH::onlra<:t conduct creates a latent ambiguity in

the contrucl language. Such n defense would allow parties to a contract to create an ambiguity out of whole cloth.
Sec, Mind & Motion Uldh Investments, 1./.C v. Celt/' Bank Corp_, 367 P.3d 994, !005 (Utah, 20!6)(noting that
purtk~s cannot create a latent ambiguily by simply "scek{ing] to endow" clear terms ''with a different interpretation

according to his or her own interests.")
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or rotate commissions to Thurston on any such sales made by IBF and DocuSource, Safeguard
breached the RDA, thereby causing ·nmrston damages. Consequently, summary judgment in
Thurston's favor on this aspect of its breach of contract claim is appropriate.
b. Right to Pricing Schedule
The second alleged breach of Thurston's RDA by Safeguard involves Safeguard's
allegedly disparate pricing schedules. Section I of Thurston's RDA gives it the right to "solicit
the sale of [Snfeguard Systems] in accordance with the price schedules puhlished by Safeguard
and on the terms and conditions set by Saleguard from time to time." Thurston interprets this
provision as allowing it to receive the same pricing as any other Safeguard distributor on a
Safeguard System. Thurston contends that Safeguard violated this provision by giving IBF a
price schedule for certain envelopes and laser chccks~ulso sold by Thurston-which was 40%
Jess than that on Thurston's pricing schedule. DecL

Taylor,~~

9-ll, Exh. A [Pricing

Breakdown]. Due to this price di tlerential, Thurston paid more for laser checks and envelopes
than !13F was required to pay. ld Further, Thurston was required to pay source fees for the
envelopes and laser checks which were substantially more than 113F's fees. Jd. In sum, Thurston
contends that had it received the same pricing that !BF received and not paid source fees, it
would have made signilicantly more money on the sale of envelopes and laser checks. ld.
This Court finds Section 1 of the RDA to be ambiguous. While it docs not expressly
require Safeguard to otler the same price schedules and charge the same source fees to all of its
distributors, it docs reference "terms and conditions" to be set by Safeguard regarding the pricing
schedules. Those terms and conditions are not before this Court and, therefore, it cannot be
determined whether those terms and conditions render the price schedules uniform among all
distributors or whether they allow for pricing variances hy distributor. Consequently, summary
judgment is not warranted in Thurston's favor on the pricing schedule and source fee aspect of
its breach of contract claim.
c. Damages
While Thurston is entitled to summary judgment on liability for failure to pay
commissions, its resulting damages for unpaid commissions is disputed. To establish such
damages, Thurston provides the expert report of Robert Taylor, who analyzed sales data by !BF
and DocuSourcc to conclude that Thurston is owed $23!, 169.48 for past commissions (20!3

through rnid-2016) and $254,748.00 for 1\Jturc commissions. Dec!. Taylor, Exhs. A, B. To
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calculate Thurston's past unpaid commissions, Taylor analyzed IBF and DocuSourcc's sales of
products to Thurston's protected accounts. Dec!.

Taylor,~

7 and Exh 3 to Exh. A. From the sales

price, Taylor subtracted the base price for each product sold to arrive at a "gross commission",
which he equates to Thurston's unpaid commissions. Dec!. Taylor,, 7. However, as Safeguard
points out, 'fhurston's commissions on identical sales would not have been calculated in this
manner under its RDA. Rather, the commission rate and calculation thereof depend on the
product sold. For example, in Addendum No. 8 regarding the sale of "sourced or brokerage
products", Thurston's commission is:
I) The amount billed to the end-user customer, as agreed to between the

customer and the Distributor and communicated to Safeguard, less 2) the
applicable processing charge as determined by the schedule then in efTect, and
less 3) sales tax, subject to applicable reversal provisions for Sourced or
Brokerage orders.
Thurston RDA, Addendum No. 8.
Further, as Thurston pointed out in his breach of contmct argument, Thurston is required

to pay a "source fee" on sourced products, which would further reduce his commissions. In sum,
it is disputed whether Taylor's calculations accurately retlect what Thurston's net commissions
would be had Thurston made the identical past sale.
To arrive at Thurston's future unpaid commissions, Taylor takes the total sales of
Safeguard products by IBF and DocuSource for 2015 to Thurston's protected accounts and
multiplies that figure by Safeguard's alleged metric for valuing the future stream of commissions
(I x annual sales). Decl.

Taylor,~

8 and Ex h. A, p. 4. Again, however, it is not clear whether this

tlgurc is based on Thurston's net commissions. Further, Safeguard disputes
Taylor's characterization of its "metric" used to value distributorships. Due to these disputes,
summary judgment is not warranted on damages for Thurston's lost commissions.
2. Count 2: Thurston's Breach of the Implied Covenant Against
Safeguard

Safeguard seeks summary judgment on Thurston's breach of implied covenant of good
!!lith and fair dealing claim on grounds that it is not recognized in Idaho as a cause of action
separate and apart from a breach of contract claim. Thurston points out that its breach of implied
covenant claim is not based on Safeguard's violation of an express provision of the RDA and,
therefore, it can be asserted independently. This Court agrees.
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Good faith and fair dealing arc implied obligations of every contract. Idaho First Nat'/
Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, 121ldaho 266,287,824 P.2d 841,862 (1991). Breach of the
covenant occurs when a party to a contract "violates, nullities or significantly impairs any benefit
of the ... contract." !d. In other words, the covenallt rcyuires the parties to "cooperate with each
other in order to get the full benefit ofperfonnance(.]" 1iJylor v. Browning, 129Jdaho 483,49091,927 P.2d 873,880-81 (1996). However, no covenant will be implied which is contrary to the
tem1s of the contract negotiated and executed by the parties. The covenant arises only regarding
tcm1s agreed to by the parties. Bliss Valley. 121 Idaho at 288, 824 P.2d at 863. It is well settled
that a violation of the implied covenant is a breach ofcontract.ld. at 289,824 P.2d at 864. A
breach of implied covenant "does not result in a cause of action separate from the breach of
contract claims, nor does it result in separate contract damages unless such damages specifically
relate to the breach of the good faith covenant." 121 Idaho 266, 289, 824 P.2d 841, 864 ( 1991 ).
Here, Thurston's breach of contract claim is based on Safeguard's violation of the
express provisions of his RDA-namely, the account protection and pricing provisions. Its
breach of implied covenant claim is based on Safeguard's own solicitation-through
DocuSourcc and IBF--ofThurston's protected accounts and sales to those accounts without
Thurston's knowledge and thereafter concealing the solicitation and sales from Thurston. This is
not conduct which violates un express tern! of the RDA, but it docs arise in connection with an
express tern1. Thurston's right to solicit sales in his geographical area was designated as nonexclusive under the RDA. Thurston RDA, Alt. A. Safeguard reserved the right to "appoint
additional persons to solicit sales of Safeguard Systems" inside Thurston's tcrritory./d. at§ 2.
Thcrcf(>rc, TI1urston agreed to the risk that Safeguard may appoint others to compete with it.
llowcvcr, in exercising this right under the RDA. Safeguard has un obligation to act in good
!(lith. Thus, while Safeguard's appointment of other distributors may not constitute a breach of
the contract or the implied covenant, a jury may find that Safeguard's own direct competition
with Thurston-through company-owned distributors which solicited sales in Thurston's
territories at product prices and source tees signi licantly lower than what Safeguard makes
available to Thurston-significantly impaired Thurston's earnings and ability to compete." Since
the worth of Thurston's business is grounded in its customer base, such conduct by Safeguard
"Whether a party breached the implied covenant of good laith and fair dealing is a question of fact. George v. Univ.

ol/daho. 121 Idaho 30, 37,822 P.2d 549, 556 (Ct.App.l991).
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would have-and did have, according to Thurston's expert-----a deleterious effect on the value of
it$ business.
Applying Massachusetts law, the Eleventh Circuit made just this distinction in Camp

Creek llo.1p. Inns, Inc. v. Sherawn Franchise Corp., 139 F.3d 1396, 1404 (lith Cir. 1998)."'
There, the fl·anchisec entered into a fnmchise agreement with Sheraton to operate a Sheraton Inn
at a particular site. The agreement limited Sheraton's right to grant additional franchise licenses,
but only at the site of the franchisee's Inn. ld. Thus, the Court found the franchisee had no
contractual right to expect Sheraton to refrain Ji·om licensing an additional franchise, for
example, across the street from the Inn. !d. However, noting that the agreement was silent as to
whether Sheraton itse(( could compete with the franchisee, the Court denied summary judgment
on the implied covenant claim, finding that rcasnnable minds could differ as to whether
Sheraton's own purchase and operation of a hotel only a few miles from the Inn violated the duty
of good faith and fair dealing. ttl. at 1405. 11
A jury could find the same here. Consequently, summary judgment is not warranted.

3. Counts 3 and 4: Plaintiffs' Tortious Interference with Contractual
Relations against SAl and Deluxe
In their respective tortious interference claims against Deluxe and SAl, Plaintiffs assert
that these defendants jointly took actions adverse to Plainti!Ts' contractual relationship with
Safeguard. Namely, they contend that Deluxe masterminded the BAM program through which it
knowingly placed Safeguard in a competitive position with Plaintiffs through the purchase of
IBF und DocuSourcc. Deluxe funded the purchase and the entities were held by SAL Rather than
puy Plaintiffs commissions under the RDAs, Following the acquisitions, Plaintiffs assert that
Deluxe and SAl disregarded Plaintiffs' RDA rights through their approval and encouragement of
Dunlap's "resolution process."

10

Idaho's application of the implied covenant is materially the same as Massachuseus. Notably, it is implied in all

contracts, requires the parties to a contract to deal honestly and in good faith in the pcrtbrmance and enforccmenct
of their agreements and refrain from impairing ench other's rights, und may not read to vary the express terms of an

agreement Imply a covenant of good faith and filir dealing in all comracts. lcl at 1403.
" Sec also, Vyiene linlerprises, Inc. v. Naug/es, 90 F.3J 1472 (9th Cir.l996)(applying California law. finding that
although the franchisee was not entitled to an exclusive territory, the franchisor's construction of a competing
restaurant within a mile and a half of the franchisee's restaurant was a breach oft he implied covenant where the

franchisor was acting clearly to "destroy the right of the franchisee to enjoy the fi'uils of the contract.")
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Deluxe contends that summary judgment in its favor on the claim is warranted because
Plaintifl's have failed to present any evidence of Deluxe's direct involvement in the alleged
contrnct interference beyond its funding of the BAM transaction and due diligence associated
therewith, which is not independently wrongful. Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was its agent and
further contends that it cannot be vicariously liable as Safeguard's parent. Likewise, SAl asserts
that it is simply a holding company, with no involvement in the day-to-day management of a
BAM acquired entity. It points out it hus no employees, no finance department and no human
resources department. SAl also challenges any argument that Dunlap acted as its agent. While
Dunlap is SAl's corporate secretary, SAl states that his work consists of ensuring compliance
with the Texas Secretary of State's annual filing requirements. Depo. Dunlap, 54: II· I 8.
A prima facie case of tortious interference with contract exists where a plainti!T
establishes: ( l) the existence of a contract; (2) knowledge of the contract on the part of the
defendant; (3) intentional interference causing breach of the contract, and; (4) injury to the
plaintiff resulting from the hreach. BJ::CO Cons/. Co. v. .1-l!·B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719,

723, 184 PJd 844, 848 (2008). The plaintiff must establish these clements before the burden
switches to the defendant to explain the interference with the contracts. Wasco Autohody Supply,

Inc. v. Ernest, 1491daho 881,895,243 P.3d 1069, 1083 (2010).
Plaint ill's have established that they entered into contracts with Safeguard and that Deluxe
and SAl were aware of the contracts. The alleged "breaches" by Safeguard include: 1)
Safeguard's failure to rotate commissions to Plaintiffs on sales of Safeguard Systems by
DocuSource and !BF, which conduct this Court found indeed constituted breach; 2) Safeguard's
failure to offer the same pricing schedule and source fees to all of its distributors, and; 3)
Safeguard's direct competition with Plaintiffs and solicitation of their customers through
DocuSourcc and IBF.
At issue in Deluxe and SAl's motion is the third element of the claim; namely, whether
they intentionally interfered in a manner which was independently improper to cause the breach.
Interference is "intentional" if the actor: (I) desires to bring it about, or; (2) knows that the
interference is certain or substantially certain to occur us a result of his action. BJ::CO Constr.,
mpra. Intent can be inferred by the jury !rom "evidence of conduct substantially certain to

interfere with the [contract]." Wesco Autobody, supm., citation omitted. In addition, for liability
to arise, the interference must he improper. /d. Simply acting in furtherance of his own financial
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interests will not render an actor's conduct independently wrongful. Carter v. Carter, 143 Idaho
373, 382, I46 I' .3d 639, 648 (2006)("lt is not a tort where one acts to protect her own economic
interests, even if there is interference with the contmct expectancy of another, so long as the acts
of the intervenor arc not independently wrongful.") Idaho measures impropriety by weighing the
following factors:
(a) the nature of the actor's conduct,
(b) the actor's motive,
(c) the interests of the other with which the actor's conduct interferes,
(d) the interest sought to be advanced by the actor,
(e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the actor and the
contractual interests of the other,
(f) the proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct to the interference, and

(g) the relations between the parties.
!d.. citing Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 767 ( 1979)."

a. Deluxe
The evidence, when considered in a light most favorable to Plaintiffs, demonstrates that,
after acquiring Safeguard, Deluxe developed and implemented the BAM Program in an effort to
add new Safeguard Systems distributors who would source their products either directly from
Deluxe or through a Preferred Supplier for which Deluxe would receive "rebates." The program
was intended to-and did-significantly increase Deluxe's revenue through its insourcing and
rebate scheme. IBF and DocuSource were among those non-Safeguard distributors analyzed by
Deluxe for potential BAM acquisition. Through Deluxe's extensive due diligence cflorl~. which
included customer scrubs, it knew IBF and DocuSourcc shared a significant number of common
customers with PlaintiJTs. Thus, Deluxe was aware that sales of"Safeguard Systems" by these
entities to the common customers would give rise to commission rights under Plaintiffs' RDAs.
Nevertheless, Deluxe approved of the acquisitions and directly funded them. While Deluxe
placed Safeguard in the position of operating the businesses, Deluxe directly paid the salaries of
all the IBF and DncuSourcc sales representatives and stan: the rent, and other associated
11

Once the plaintirrhas established a prima facie case of tortious imerfcrcnce, the burden is on the defendant to

prove justification. Whclhcr interference was justillcd is. a question for the fact finder. Barlow v. lm'l Harve,m:r Co.,

95 Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 ( 1974).
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expenses in running these operations. Further. Deluxe and Safeguard leadership held monthly
meetings with 113F and DocuSourcc to ensure they hit their insourcing targets.
The foregoing evidence demonstrates that Deluxe was far more involved in the BAM
acquisitions of 1131' and DocuSource bey(llld simply conducting due diligence and funding the
purchases. It facilitated Saleguard's entire operation of IBF and DocuSource, which placed
Saleguard in a position of being Plaintiff.~' direct competitor, with the ability to oiler lower
prices on products sold to Plaintiffs' protected accounts. Further, a jury could fmd from the
evidence presented that Safeguard's failure to rotate commissions and Dunlap's "account
resolution" actions were taken at Deluxe's behest. Knowing that the acquisitions ofiBP and
DocuSource would result in violations of Plaintiffs' account protection, Deluxe and Safeguard
set aside an "account protection mitigation budget" for the new entities. Further, there is
evidence suggesting that Deluxe tasked Dunlap with "resolving" the conflicts by compelling
Plaintiffs to sell or share the accounts rather than having Safeguard pay commissions. While
Deluxe disputes that Dunlap was its agent in this regard. the evidence places that issue in dispute,

as this Court noted in its recitation of the record. Where the existence of an agency relationship is
disputed, it is a question for the trier of fact to resolve from the evidence." Clark v. Gneiring. 95
Idaho 10,501 P.2d 278 (1972).
From the evidence, a jury could find that Deluxe was not solely acting in furtherance of
its financial interest, but also in a manner that was improper under the factors cited above.
Namely, a jury could find that Deluxe sought to wear down its legacy distributors in an effort to
eventually phase them out of the distribution network. Consequently, smnmary judgment on
Counts 3 and 4 is not warranted as to Deluxe."
b. SAl
The only evidence of SAl's activity is: 1) that it purchased and held DocuSourcc and IBF
assets through funds provided by Deluxe and, 2) it entered into management services agreements
with former IRF employees. Trcssa McLaughlin and James Dunn, after IBF was acquired by
Saleguard under BAM. There is no evidence that SAl was actively involved in the alleged
pricing and source fee disparities between the new Safeguard entities nnd Plaintiffs, or that it had
J.t

While not argued by Deluxe, this Coun has some question whelhcr a parent COI"Jl{lratinn ofu wholly owned

subsidiary can he held linblc for interference with a subsidiary's co!ltrnct. See generally, 2 Callmnnn on Unfair
Competition. Trademarks & Monoplics § 9:.1 (4th Ed.)(Junc 2016 update).
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any hand in the account resolution efTorts and decision not to rotate commissions to Plainti!Ts.
Plaintiffs have produced no evidence that S/\1 is anything other than a holding company which
was developed simply as a mechanism to complete 13AM transactions. Consequently, summary
judgment in SAl's favor on Courts 3 and 4 is warranted.

4. Count 7 and 8: Plaintiffs' Intentional Interference with Prospective
Economic Advantage against all Defendants
Idaho courts interpret interference with contract and interference with economic
cxpcctlmcy as "nearly identical" torts. !lighland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 986 P.2d 996, 1004
(Idaho 1999); Cantwell v. CilyojBoise, 146 Idaho 127,138, n. 5,191 P.3d 205,216 n. 5 (2008)
(noting that cases and commentary addressing the two torts ol1en "apply interchlmgeably" for
proving the common clements.") Indeed, the elements of an interference with prospective
economic advantage claim are:
(I) the existence of a valid economic expectancy," (2) knowledge of the expectancy on
the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference inducing tcnninution of the
expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the
interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaint ill' whose expectancy has been
disrupted.

WescoAurohodySupply, Inc. v. F:rnest, 1491daho 88!. 893--94,243 P.3d 1069, 1081-82 (2010),
intemal cite omitted.
As with an interference with contract claim, the claimant must prove that either "(I) the
defendant had an improper objective or purpose to hatm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a
wrongful means to cause

il~ury

to the prospective business relationship." /d., quoting Idaho First

Nat'/ Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991 ). The only
only diflercnce between the torts is "the type of economic relationship with which the defendant
has interfered." Hiy,hland r:nterprises, 133 Idaho at 339, n. 3, 986 P.2d at I005, n. 3.

a. S/\1 and Deluxe
Whereas Counts 3 and 4 against SAl and Deluxe asserted interference with

Plaintill:~'

RDAs with Safeguard, Counts 7 and 8 regard interference with PlaintiflS' economic expectancy
from their respective customer bases, Except for this diiTcrcnce, the alleged interfering conduct
by SAl and Deluxe is the same as that alleged in Counts 3 and 4. Again, as to SAl, this Court

" This element does not require proof of a contract.
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finds that Plaintiffs have failed to produce sufficient evidence of interfering conduct to survive
summary judgment. As to Deluxe, PlaintilTs have produced sufficient evidence by which a jury
may conclude that Deluxe's involvement in the "account resolution" process by which Plaintifl's
were compelled and/or encouraged to sell their Protected Accounts through misrepresentations
and concealment constitutes intentional interference with Plaintiffs' customer hase. Further, there
is u question of fact as to Deluxe's role in product pricing and source fee differential in the
schedules available to PlaintifTs and to IBF and DocuSource. If a prospective customer in
PlaintiOs' respective territories can purchase envelopes and laser checks from IBF or
DocuSource at a price 40% less than that available to

Plaintiff.~,

that customer will very likely

purchase from IBF or DocuSource. Therefore, summary judgment on Counts 7 and 8 is granted
as to SAl, but denied us to Deluxe.
b. Safeguard
Thurstun's intentional interference claim against Safeguard asserts that Safeguard
interfered with Thurston's relationship with its Protected Accounts by making sales to the
Protected Accounts through IBF and DocuSource and thereafter concealing and/or
misrepresenting the extent of such sales. But for the interference, Thurston argues that it would
have mnde the sales and earned the associated commissions. Safeguard challenges the claim
under the "stranger doctrine." Namely, Safeguard argues that since it also has an economic
expectancy in the relationship between Thurston and its Protected Accounts, it cannot be liable
for interference because it is not a "stranger" to the business relationship.
Idaho's appellate courts have not yet addressed whether the "stranger doctrine" applies to
the tort of intentional interference with prospective economic advantage. Conversely, for the tort
of tortious interference with contractual relations, Idaho's courts uuifom1ly hold that the
defendant must be "a stranger to the contract with which the defendant allegedly interfered and
to the business relationship giving rise to the contract." BECO Con.~t.. 145 Idaho at 724, 184
PJd at 849. Because the two torts arc "nearly identical," Safeguard urges this Court to apply the
stranger doctrine to Thurston's claim. Thurston concedes that the stranger doctrine applies to
intcriercnce with contmctual relations claims in Idaho, but should not apply to a claim for
interference with prospective economic advantage. In support of their respective positions,
Thurston and Safeguard cite to California ca~es where courts have, at various times, either
applied or not applied the doctrine to such torts. This application of the doctrine hy these courts
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does not so much turn on distinctions in the facts of the cases, but by what appears to be
widespread confusion. As recently noted by the Ninth Circuit, California law in this regard is "in
a state of flux, and there is no indication that the Calitomia Supreme Court will clarify it any
time soon." Fresno Motors. LLC v. Mercedes Benz USA, LLC, 771 F.3d 1119, 1127 (9th Cir.
2014 ).

/<l·esno Motors explains the history of California's tortured treatment of the stmnger
doctrine in detail. ld. at 1126-27. To summarize, in Applied Equip. Corp. v. Lillon Saudi Arabia
Ltd, the California Supreme Court recognized that an interference with contract claim docs not

lie against a party to the contract because "[o]ne contracting party owes no general tort duty to
<mother not to interfere with pcrfonnance of the contract; its duty is simply to perform the
contract according to its terms." 869 P.2d 454,459 (Cai.App.,l994). The court then concluded
that because a contracting party cannot be liable for the underlying tort of interference with
contract, it also could not be liable for conspiracy to interfere with the contract. !d. It was in this
context that Applied Equip. dctlncd the tort duty not to interfere with contract as falling "only on
strdngcrs-interlopers who have no legitimate interest in the scope or course of the contract's
pcr!(mnnncc." !d.
This statement in Applied Equip. subsequently spawned a rash of holdings that a noncontracting party who has a legitimate interest in the scope or course ofthc contract's
performance is also protected under the stranger doctrine. See, e.g., Marin Tug & Barge. Inc. v.

Westport Petroleum, Inc., 271 FJd 825, 832 (9th Cir.2001)("Califomia law has long recognized
that the core of intentional interference bttsiness torts is interference with an economic
relationship by a third party srranger to that relationship, so that an entity with a direct interest or
involvement in that relationship is not usually liable for harn1 caused by pursuit ofits interests."),
emphasis in original. In2005, however, courts began to rein in the application of the stranger
doctrine to non-contracting parties in the context of an interference with economic expectancy
claim, with several decisions from the California Court of Appeal holding that Applied Equip.
should be limited to its specific holding that only parties to a contract are excluded from
asserting an intentional interference claim. See, e.g., Woods v. Fox Broad. Sub .. Inc .. 129
Cai.App.4th 344, 352-53, (Cai.App. 2005); Powerhouse Motorsports Grp., Inc. v. Yamaha

Motor Corp., 221 Cai.App.4th 867, 883-84 (Cai.App. 2013); Asahi Kasei J'harma Corp. v.
Ac:re/ion Ltd., 222 Cai.App.4th 945, 959-65(Cai.App. 2013).
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While Safeguard cites to authority following the Marin Tug line of reasoning, Thurston
relics on the post-2005 authority. In light of the unsettled, indefinite contours of the stranger
doctrine as applied to interference with economic expectancy claims by California's courts, this
Court will decline the parties' invitation to follow California law on the topic.
Likewise, even assuming Safeguard and Thurston do have a franchisor-franchisee
relationship, Thurston's franchise line of cases does not provide guidance on the stranger
doctrine. Thurston characterizes these cases as standing for the proposition that a franchisor may
be liable for tortiously interfering with a franchisee's relationship with its customers. However,
the cited cases primarily involve a franchisor's liability for unreasonably withholding consent to
sell the franchise to another party, not interference in customer relations. ,\'ee, Dunkin' Donuts v.

Shree Dev Donut. LLC, 152 F. Supp. 2d 675,678 (E. D. Pa. 2001 )(the court held that a
franchisor could be liable for unreasonably withholding consent to sell the franchise to another
party.); Burger Kin!{ Cmp. v. Ashland Equities, Inc.. 217 F. Supp. 2d 1266, 1279 (S.D. Fla.
2002), aff'd 103 F. App'x 666 (lith Cir. 2004)(samc); C/arkv. Am.',r Favorite Chicken Co., 916
F. Supp. 586, 594 (E. D. La. 1996), aft'd, II 0 F.3d 295 (5th Cir. 1997)(same). The interference
claim against Safeguard docs not involve the sale or transfer of a franchise and, therefore, these
cases are distinguishable.
The final franchise case cited hy Thurston does involve interference with customer
relations. but does not address- or even mention- the stranger doctrine. Interim Heal!It Care of
N. Jllinois, Inc. v. lnlerim /Jeal!h Care, Inc. involved a franchisor operating a competing health·

care franchise which serviced patients in the pluintifl~franchisee's territory. 225 FJd 876, 887
(7th Cir. 2000). The Seventh Circuit found summary judgment on the claim in the franchisor's
favor proper since the franchisee failed to establish the flrst element of its interference with
economic expectancy claim, i.e., that it had a firm expectation of doing business with those
patients poached by the franchisor. !d Aecausc the stranger doctrine was simply not an issue
before the court, lmerim Health is of little persuasive value.
As Safeguard points out, American Jurisprudence (Second) suggests that the stranger
doctrine does apply to interference with economic expectancy cluims, stating:
[tJo be liable for tortious interference with husincss relations, one must be a
stranger to the business relationship giving rise to and underpinning the
contract. ... Where a defendant has a legitimate interest in either the contract or a
party to the contract, the defendant is not a stranger to the contract itself or to the
J4
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business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract. All parties
to an interwoven contractual arrangement are not liable for tortious interference
with any of the contracts or business relationships. The applicability of the
"stranger doctrine" is the same for tortious interference with a business
relationship as for tortious intcrferen~e,with a contr1\c1YaL!:!'ll\!iQnship.
4413 Am.Jur. 2d Interference§ 7, emphasis added.
Idaho's fcdcrnl district court has relied on the foregoing section to hold that "[t]he
stranger-to-the-contract rule applies with equal Ioree to claims for tortious interference with
prospective economic relations." Wilson v. Sr. Luke's Reg'/,\led. Ctr.. Ltd., 2014 WL 7186811, at
*II (D. Idaho Dec. 16, 2014).ln Wilson, the plaintiff was fired as a night nurse for Air St. Lukes
aflcr another flight team and a St. Luke's medical director complained to St. Lukes about their
concerns with the plaintiff's job performance. She hrought a claim against these individuals, who
were also St. Luke's employees, for intentional interference with prospective economic
advantage. The court cited to well-established Idaho law holding that a defendant must be a
stranger to a contract to be liable for the tort of tortious interference with contractual relations.
!d. at II, citing BECO Const.. 145 Idaho at 724, 184 I' .3d at 849. In extending that doctrine to

plaintiff's prospective economic advantage claim, the court relied on § 7 of Am.Jur.2d cited
above and held that since the individual defendants were employed hy St. Lukes and agents of
St. Lukes, they were not strangers to the plaintiff's employment relationship with St. Lukcs.Jd.
at

* 12:\)
Given the Idaho's Supreme Court's application of the stranger doctrine to the interference

with contractual relations claim in BECO Cons/., and the fact that the apparent majority of cases
addressing the issue have extended the doctrine to interference with prospective economic
.L< Other states likewise apply the stranger doctrine to interference with prospective economic expectancy claims.
Cox v. Ci(v <!/Atlanta, 596 S.E.2d 785, 788 ((la.App. 2004)("lo be liable for tortious interference with business
relations, one must be a stranger to the business relationship giving rise to and underpinning the contract. Ilut, where
a dc!'cndant had a legitimate interest in either the contract or a party to chc contract, he is not a stranger to the
comract icself or to the business relationship giving rise thereto and underpinning the contract."); Ellis 1'. Cily of
Valdez, 686 P.2d 700, 708 (Alaska 1984)(intcrfcrcncc with prospective economic expectancy "contemplates
wrongful interference with a developing relationship by an outsider co thut relationship"); Tujj:N-Rumhle Mgmt ..
Inc.''· Sogarlri/1 Mosi<· Pub. Inc., 8 F. Supp. 2d 357,361 (S.D.N.Y. t998)(inter1erence with prospective economic

expectancy claim l•rnust be directed at defendants who nre not parties to the relationship. 11 ); AfAC East, LLC v.
,\'hone,v:,-, 535 F.Jd 1293 (11th Cir. 2008)(holding that under Alabama law, a defendant is not n stranger ttl a

business rclacionship when:"( I) the defendant is an essential entity to chc purported injured relations; (2) the
allegedly injured relations are inextricably a part of or dependent upon the detlmdnnt's contractual or business
relations; (3) the defendant would benefit economically fi'om the alleged injured relations; <>r (4) both the defendant

and the plaintiff are parties to a comprehensive interwoven set of contract or relations.")
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expectancy claims, it is likely the Idaho Supreme Court would follow suit if presented with the
issue, especially under the facts of this case. Even when considering the evidence in a light most
favorable to Thurston, Safeguard simply cannot be characterized as a stranger to the husiness
relationship between Thurston and its customers. To this end, Thurston's own explanation of his
relationship with his customers is conclusive. Thurston points out that, under its RDA, it solicits
customer orders i(Jr "Safeguard Systems" and, "if those orders are accepted, [Thurston] places
the orders through Safeguard. Safeguard then administers the billing and/or direct shipping to the
customers, and processes all accounts receivable. Commissions arc then paid by Safeguard to
[Thurston! on all sales with are made to [Thurston's] customers." Dec!. Thurston, ,J5. This
arrangement results in customers having equal, if not greater, connections to Safeguard than
Thurston. The customers through whom Thurston has an economic expectancy have a direct
contractual relationship with Safeguard, not Thurston. It is from this contract that 'l11urston's
expectancy interest arises. Therefore, because Safeguard is a party to the contract from which
Thurston's economic interest arises and an essential p1U1y to Thurston's relationship with its
customers, Safeguard may not be held liable for intentional interference with Thmston's
prospective economic advantage. Summary judgment on Count 8 in Safeguard's favor is
warranted.
5. Count II: Thurston's Breach of Customer Transfer Agreement
Against Safeguard

Thurston and Su!egunrd have each moved for summary judgment on Thurston's second
breach of contract action, which asserts that S11fcguard breached the March 6, 2014 Customer
Transfer Agreement by failing to provide vendor and product information on certain common
accounts between IBF and Thurston. Safeguard argues tbat no such obligation existed under the
agreement. Conceding that the Customer Transfer Agreement does not expressly obligate
Safeguard to tum over the information, Thurston ofters two different emails which purportedly
support Thurston's argument that Safeguard- through Dunlap--agreed to transfer such
infonnution. One email was Thurston's initial request to Dunlap when they were negotiating the
sale of nine common customers between Thurston and IBF wherein Thurston noted:
Also. I would like to get some particulars on vendors, specific products, etc. that
have been sold into these accounts so that I have the opportunity to possibly
expand my capabilities for sales into other customers. I think this is probably the
only chance regarding this inlonnation as Tressa will continue to be a competitor
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and probably won't 'share' infonnation lat~r on when she becomes a distributor.
Since the client list we have been going through is based on sales since August
27'h, l imagine that there arc specifics associate [sic) with those sales and
accounts.
Decl. Dunlap, Exh. F.
Thurston also otTers Dunlap's March J, 2014 email to him, which was copied to
Safeguard employees, Sue Lederach and Kevin Skipper, wherein Dunlap states:
The actual transfer of files can be handled with IDF as you folks deem best. If you
would like me to facilitate the file transfer, please let me know .... lam copying
Kevin and Sue on this to make sure we transition accounts appropriately.
/d. at Exh. 14."
Together, Thurston argues these cmails evidence Safeguard's obligation to provide Thurston
with the IBF infommtion he requested lor Thurston and IBF's common customers.
As un initial matter, Safeguard contends that the cmails are inadmissible parole evidence.

The parol evidence rule provides, "fw]herc preliminary negotiations are consummated by written
agreement, the writing supersedes all previous understandings m1d the intent of the parties must
be ascertained from the writing." Valley Bank v, Christensen, 119 Idaho 496,498, 808 P.2d 415,
417 ( 1991 ), quoting Nysingh v. Warren, 94 Idaho 384, 385, 488 P.2d 355, 356 (1971 )). "If the

written agreement is complete upon its lace and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged.
extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to
contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from the terms of the 1vritten contract." !d. "This rule,
however, applies 'only when the integrated character of the writing is established. Whether a
particular subject of negotiations is embodied in the writing depends on the intent of the parties,
revealed by their conduct and language, and by the surrounding circumstances. [The] [m]cre
existence of a document does not establish integration."' /d.
Even assuming the Customer Transfer Agreement was not an integrated document and
the cmails were admissible, the em ails do not evidence any undertaking by Dunlap of an

ohligation to provide Thurston with the infom1ution he sought. While there is evidence only that
16

The panics attach ditlerent meanings to Dunlap's March 3 quoted email statement. Thurston puljlorts that Dunlap
was referring to the transfer of requested information in lllF files to Thurston, He believed Sue and Kevin were
copied in order to assist with the transfer of the infonnat[on. 2r1d f)ecl. Thurston,~ 37. Dunlap explains that his
reference to the "file transfer" did not apply to a purported transfer of information from IBF to Thurston, but rather
1o tiles from Thurston to HlP on the accounts which were sold, lie further disputes thai any agreement had been
reached regarding a transfer of other files from IBF to Thurston. Dec!. Dunlap., 6.
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Thurston asked for the information prior to executing the Customer Transfer Agreement, there is
no evidence suggesting that Dunlap agreed or even responded to his request. The "transfer of
files" references in the Customer Transfer Agreement and in Dunlap's March 3, 2014 arc clearly
in reference to transferring files for account transition purposes; not to the vendor and product
information sought by Thurston. 'll1ereforc, because Thurston has not presented any evidence
that such an obligation existed-either under the plain language of the Customer Transfer
Agreement or the emails-his claim cannot succeed. Further, even ifthere was an obligation,
Safeguard aptly points out that Thurston has tailed to present any evidence that it suffered
damages as a result of Safeguard's failure to provide the information on the accounts which he
sought. For these reasons, summary judgment in Safeguard's favor is warranted on Count I 1.

6. Count 12: Thurston's Fraud in the Inducement Claim against
Safeguard

Thurston's fraud in the inducement claim arises from the negotiations between Roger
Thurston and Dunlap which culminated in the Customer Transfer Agreement. Namely, as
Thurston explains in his affidavit:
In discussing the potential sale of some of my Protected Customers, Dunlap
identified the sales information for !the 9 accounts being negotiated]. The sales
dollar amounts Dunlap represented were only lor the an10unts that were my sales.
Dunlap never disclosed the sales amounts that Safeguard by IBF" had made to
these accounts or gave to me any specific infom1ation as to specifics on totals of
product lines sold, vendors used, and sales of individual items and/or products
into these accounts. However, I later found out through this litigation that the
dollar sales made by Safeguard by IBF were substantial into these accounts.
Dunlap never disclosed any sales information regarding these accounts that were
made by Safeguard by IBF .... Aithough during our phone conversations, Dunlap
mentioned some of the products that IBF had previously sold to these customers,
he did not divulge the sales and resultant commissions from sales made by
Safeguard by IBF allcr the acquisition. This led me to believe that such sales
either had not continued post-acquisition or else were trivial. Had I know [sic] the
actual amount it would have drastically changed the negotiations as the value of
those customers would have increased exponentially.

2"" Dec!. Thurston, ,\~,133-34.

n "Safeguard by IAF" is the nfncial name of' IBF post-BAM acquisition. However, it is referred
I'IBF,l'

3R
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Safeguard contends that judgment on the claim is warranted in its favor because: (!)
Safeguard had no duty to disclose the sales information to Thurston; (2) Dunlap's valuation of
the accounts arc inactionablc statements of opinion; (3) there is no evidence Dunlap acted with
fraudulent intent; (4) there is no evidence the omission was material, and (5) the claim lacks an
actionable remedy. This Court docs not find any of Safeguard's arguments availing.
To begin, the nine clements of fraud arc:
(I)

a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge

of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on by
the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his
consequent and proximate injury.

Walston v. Monummtal Li/'e ins. Co., l29ldaho 211,216,923 1'.2d 456,461 (1996).
Fraud can be bused on1U1 omission in situations where a defendant had a duty to speak.

Wall.\' v. Krebs, 131 Idaho 616,620,962 P.2d 3R7, 391 (1998). "A duty to speak arises in
situations where the parties do not deal on equal tenns or where information to be conveyed is
not already in possession of the other party." /d., quoting G & M Farms v. Funk Jrr. Co., 119
Idaho 5 14, 521, 808 1'.2d 851, 858 (1991 ). Idaho's Court of Appeals has summarized the
circumstances giving rise to a duty to disclose, t(J wit:
when (a) a party to a business transaction is in a fiduciary relntionship with the
other party; or (b) disclosure would be necessary to prevent a partial or
ambiguous statement of fact !rom becoming misleading; or (c) subsequent
infonnation has been acquired which a party knows will make a previous
representation untme or misleading: or (d) a party knows a false representation is
ahout to be relied upon; or (c) a party knows the opposing party is about to enter
into the transaction under a mistake of fact and because of the relationship
between them or the customs oftradc or other objective circumstances would
reasonably expect a disclosure of the facts.

It/., citing Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Cir.. fnc. v. Krueger, 1241daho 501,507-08,861 1'.2d 71,
77-78 (Ct. App. 1992).
According to Safeguard, Thurston has only asserted that the duty to disclose arose from
their "franchisor-franchisee" relationship which, as Safeguard correctly points out, the great
weight of authority holds does not give rise to a fiduciary duty. See, Killion, William, J.D.,
Existence of Fiduciary Duty between Franchisor and Franchisee, 52 A.L.R. 5'" 613
( 1997)(collecting cases). However, in responding to Safeguard's motion, Thurston asserts that
the duty to disclose arose under any one of the following scenarios:
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•

Safeguard had superior knowledge of the sales and commissions data related to
Thurston's Protected Accounts at issue and did not deal at am1s·length with Thurston,
who had been a Safeguard distributor for decades:

•

Safeguard had a contractual obligation to reveal the sales since the commissions on those
sales had to be paid to Thurston under § 3 of its RDA;

•

Disclosure of just Thurston's sales was misleading and could cause Thurston to believe
the accounts sold were worthless;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was valuing those accounts based on inaccurate sales figures;

•

Safeguard knew Thurston was about to enter into the transaction under u mistake of tact
and, because of Safeguard's typical practice of keeping its distributors informed of
infringing sales to Protected Accounts through rotation notices, Thurston reasonably
expected such infonnation to be disclosed with regard to IBF's sales to his Protected
Accounts.

While any one of the foregoing circumstances could give rise to a duty to disclose !BF's
sales information on the accounts at issue in the negotiation, the strongest source of the duty
comes from Safeguard's contractual obligation to rotate commissions on infringing sales to
Thurston. Although not an express obligation, in rotating commissions on infringing sales,
Safeguard-by necessity-is required to reveal the infringing party's identity and the extent of
the sale, which it typically accomplishes through rotation notices. With regard to the nine
accounts at issue in the Customer Transfer Agreement, it is undisputed that prior sales of
Safeguard Systems had been made to the accounts by !BF, that Safeguard did not issue rotation
notices to Thurston for conunissions arising from the sales despite having a contractual
obligation to do so, and that Safeguard knew Roger Thurston did not have the infringing sales
infonnation when negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement.·" Under these circumstances,
this Court linds, as a matter of law, that Safeguard had a duty to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sales int<mnation on the nine accounts at issue while negotiating the Customer
Transfer Agreement. Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted in Safeguard's favor on the

duty issue.
'~ Acc.ording to Roger Thurston, in the mcmth5 !>receding the execution of the Customer Transfer Agreement, he
rcpcatcdly·-yet unsucccssfully···requestcd thllt Dunlap provide him with iniTinging sales to his Protected Accounts.
2"' Decl. Thurston,, 27. Safeguard does not dispute this contention; in fact, Dunlap testified that both Roger and
Oawu Teply had requested snles infonnation while negotialing account protection rc-solulion issues and, although he
access to scrub sheets, he did not disclose the sales infonnation because he fell it was incomplete. Depo. Dunlap
451: 13-456:23·, 460:4-461:6:481:1-482:15.
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Summary judgment is also not warranted with respect to Safeguard's remaining
arguments. First, Safeguard contends that Dunlap's stated valuations of the nine accounts arc
statements of opinion which arc not actionable in a fraud claim. In making this argument.
Safeguard misapprehends th<: source of the fraud-it is not based on Dunlap's valuation of the
accounts, but rather on his refusal to disclose li3F's sales data on the accounts. Thus. it is fraud
by omission rather than by representation."
Second, Safeguard argues that Thurston crumot show Dunlap acted with the requisite
intent; i.e., with knowledge of the falsity of his statements and intent to induce Thurston's
reliance. With regard to Dunlap's knowledge, Thurston has presented evidence that Dunlap knew
of IBF's sales infonnation through February of 20 14.'0 This sales infom1ation is directly relevant
to the

value of Thurston's Account Protection rights. The fact that Dunlap had this infonnation

and did not disclose it to Thurston in their negotiations over sale of Thurston's rights gives rise
to <Ul inference that Dw1lap intended to induce Thurston's reliance and agree to sell the accounts
at a depressed price. W. 0. Kepler v, WI !W Mgmr .. Inc., 121 Idaho 466, 478, 825 P.2d 1122,
1134 (Ct. App. 1992)(noting that fraudulent intent may be inferred by circumstantial evidence).
Because Thurston has presented evidence from which Dunlap's fraudulent intent may be
inferred, summary judgment in Safeguard's favor on the issue is not warranted.
Third, Safeguard argues that Thurston has failed to establish how the sales by IBF to
Thurston's Protected Accounts was material inf(Jrmation. However, Thurston's RDA grants it
exclusive right to commissions on ru1y sales of Safeguard Systems to its Protected Accounts.
Therefore, an accurate valuation of Thurston's Protected Account would necessarily consider all
"Further, even if the traud were based on Dunlap's valuation of the accounts, it could still fom1 the basis of a fraud
claim. With respect to valuations, the Idaho Supreme Court ha,s held:
Where actual value is known and thlse swtements are knowingly made with intention to deceive.
nnd do deceive the parties to whom they arc made. such ,statements constitute actionable tl'aud.
Such statements arc not expressions of opinion but arc statcmcnl'i of material facts. Whether a
statem~nt was intended as a mere expression of opinion or an afilrmation of fact is u question of
fact. Thus, where a speaker gives an opinion when he is aware of facts incompatible with such
opinion, the opinion ntay amount to a thlse statement of fnct if made with the intention of
deceiving or misleading.

Jordan\', /Junlt.•r, 124 h.Jaho 899 1 907,865 P.2d 990,998 (Ct. App. 1993)(discussing fraud arising fi·om slock vnluc

estimate).
40

Dec!. Mulcahy, Ex h. 83 (scrub sheet titled "IBF Scrub- August2013 through Fcbruary2014).
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sales to that account. Indeed, Thurston acknowledged that knowledge of accurate sales ligures
"would have drastically changed the negotiations us the value of those customers would have
increased exponentially."
Safeguard's final challenge to the fraud claim is that it lacks an actionable remedy under
the circumstances of the case. Nan1cly, fraudulent inducement cases arc typically paired with
either rescission of the contract or breach of contract damages. Since Thurston has not refunded
the money paid to it by Safeguard under the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues
rescission is improper. Further, since Thurston cannot show that Safeguard breached any portion
of the Customer Transfer Agreement, Safeguard argues he cannot recover breach of contract
damages. Safeguard's argument is not supported by law. In a recent fraud in the inducement
case, the Idaho Supreme Court set forth the measure of damages, to wit:
In fraud claims, Idaho courts have applied the "out-of-pocket" rule in measuring
damages, but have also recognized the existence of a different measure of
damages referred to as the " bene lit of the bargain" rule. The bene lit of the
bargain rule measures damages by the difference between the value of the thing
actually received and the value it would have had if it were as it was fraudulently
represented to be. The out-ot~pocket rule limits the recovery of damages to the
difference between the real value of the thing actually received and the price paid
or contracted for. The benefit of the bargain and out-ol:pocket rules are not
exclusive. The underlying principle is that the victim of fraud is entitled to
compensation for every wrong which is the natural and proximate result of the
fraud. The measure of damages which should he adopted under the facts of a case
is the one which will effect such result.
Apr. Begues.,e. Inc. v. Rammel/, 156 Idaho 500, 51 I, 328 P.3d 480, 491 (2014), internal cites and
quotes omitted.
Under either of these theories, Thurston would be entitled to damages." Under the bene lit
of the bargain rule, Thurston would be entitled to the difference between the sales amount of
$32,600 and what the sales amount would have been had Roger Thurston known the full extent
of sales. Under the out-ol~pockct theory, Thurston would be able to recover the "real value" of

41

Onl)1 if Thurston had no adequate remedy at law could this Court consider the equitable remedy of rescission.
!loloy,nese v. Forte, 153 Idaho 857,864,292 P.3d 24H, 255 (2012)(noling that equitable remedie-s such as rescission

apply where there is no adequate remedy at law and there are sufficient grounds to invoke equity).
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the accounts minus $32,600.'' Therefore, summary judgment is not warranted on Safeguard's
lack of remedy argument.

V.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, this Court orders as follows:

•

Defendants' motions to strike portions of Thurston and Teply's Declarations:
GRANTED, in part, and DENIED, in part;

•

Defendants' motion to strike Exhibit 112 from Mulcahy's Declaration: GRANTED;

•

Thurston's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED, in part, on the liability
aspect of the commission rights portion of Count I, DENIED as to remainder;

•

Safeguard's motion lor summary judgment: GRANTED as to Counts 8 and I I,
DENIED as to Count 2 and 12;

•

Deluxe's motion tor summary judgment: DENIED in full;

•

SAl's motion for summary judgment: GRANTED in fulL

IT IS SO ORDERED.

c,r;-

Datcd this

2 (&;y of October, 20 I6.
District Judge

~ Thurslon appears to be pursuing recovery under the ''out-of.. pocket" theory. Thurston's expert; Mr. Taylor; opined
that the actual value of the nine accounts, including future commissions, is $475,000. Subtracting the $32,600 sales
figure from this amount. Thurston contends it was underpaid by $442,400. Sec, Exit 2 to Taylor's June 2016 Report,
attached as Exhibit A to Taylor Declanuion.

4
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By EMILY CHILD
OEPUT'I'

fN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL Dl TRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I

A D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

T3 E TERPRI ES INC., an Idaho
)
corporation· and THURSTON
)
E TERPRI ES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiffs
)
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BUSINE S SYSTEM TNC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORA TIO , a Minnesota corporation. )
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV -OC-1416400
JUDGMENT

JUDGMENT IS E TERED A FOLLOW :
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant afeguard
Business Systems, Inc. in the amount of Six Million, Thirty-Four Thousand and Fifty- ix Dollars
and 00/ 100 ($6,034,056). Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe
Corporation are dismissed 'vilh prejudice. Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises, Inc. are
di mi sed with prej udice.
DATEDTHI

~ofJanuary,2017.
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MAR 2 It 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL Dl(!jiJi~PHER D.

RICH, Cl&rk
By EMilY CHILO

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON

0

"''""

Case No. CV -OC-20 14·16400

ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON SAFEGUARD'S MOTION
FOR POST-JUDGMENT RELIEF

vs,

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants,

I.

INTRODUCTION

This action arises trom u distributorship relationship between Plaintifts, Thurston
Enterprises, Inc. ("Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard
Business Systems ("Safcg\tard"), A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between November
29 and December 21 of2016, With regard to Thurston's claims against Safeguard, the jury found

as follows:

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the account protection provision of
their distributorship agreement in the amount of $494,526. In addition, Thurston
established its claim for punitive damages in connection with the breach;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's hrcach of the pricing schedule clause of their
distributorship agreement in the amount of $1 56,628;

•

Thurston was damaged due to Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing in the amount of $532,43!, which represented the jury's dctennination of
the diminution in value of the distributorship due to Safeguard's breaches of the
distrihutorship agreement. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive
damages in connection with the breach.
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•

Thurston was damaged as a result of Safeguard's rraud in the inducement in the amount
of$442,400. In addition, Thurston established its claim for punitive damages in
connection with the fraud claim.

•

Thurston was entitled to punitive damages in the amount of$4,750,000.

On January 27, 2017, Safeguard filed a timely motion f(>r post-judgment relief under IRCP
50(b), 59(a) and 59( c) on grounds that the awards to Thurston arc not supported by the evidence
presented at trial and impermissible under Idaho law. Namely, Safeguard seeks the following
relief:
•

Eliminate the award f(Jr breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
on grounds that Thurston's diminution in value was not supported by the evidence;

•

Reduce the award fbr breach of the account protection by $291,010, which
represented future losses, on grounds that such amount was premised on speculative
expert testi•nony; 1

•

The verdict fbr breach of the pricing schedule provision should be eliminated us
legally and factually unfounded, as well as the corresponding award, which is
excessive and unsupported;

•

The verdict for fraud in the inducement should be dismissed since Thurston failed to
establish an element of the claim and, further, the con·esponding punitive damages
claim fails fbr lack of proof of malice;

•

The entire award tbr punitive damages should be dismissed dttc to lack of evidence
that Safeguard had an "extremely hannful state of mind" towards Thurston.

In sum, Safeguard seeks to eliminate all of the damages ussesscd by the jury except for past
losses t<>r breach of the account protection provision in Thurston's distributorship. On each of
the t(>rcgoing issues, Satcguard requests that the Court either: I) direct entry of judgment under

Rule 50(b )(2); 2) alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59( e); 3) vacate any portion of the
judgment atrcctcd under Rule 59( a); 4) condition a remittitur under Rule 59( a), or; 5) order a
new trial under Rule 59( a).
Oral argument was held on Satcguard's motion on February 21, 2017. The Court authorized
additional hricting and took the motion under advisement on February 24, 2.017.

1

Alternatively, SaC¢guard argues that $49, 141 oftuturc losses attributed to inlfinging sales by DocuSourcc .lhould

be deducted l'iincc DocuSourcc ccuscd business in 2015.

2
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II.

STANDARDS

On a motion under Rule SO(h), the inquiry is whether there is substantial evidence in the
record upon which the jury could properly lind u verdict for the party against whom the
judgment notwithstanding the verdict is sought. Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc. v. Idaho

1fwtsp. Dep't, 142 Idaho 826, 830, 136 P.3d 297, 301 (2006). The judge's task in answering this
question is to review all the evidence and draw all the reasonable inferences therefrom in the
light most favorable to the non-moving party. !d. The party seeking a judgment notwithstru1ding
the verdict admits the truth of all the other side's evidence and every legitimate infcrct\cc that can
he drawn from it. lei. The judge is not an extra juror, though; there is no weighing of evidence or
passing on the credibility of witnesses or making of independent findings on factual issues. /d.
Instead, the judge must determine whether the evidence is substantial~· that is, whether it is of
surticicnt quality and probative value that reasonable minds could arrive at the same conclusion
as did the jury. /d.
Rule 59( a) authorizes a trial court to grant a new trial on several enumerated grounds,
including: I) excessive damages appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or
prejudice {Rule 59(a)(l)(F)), or; 2) insuflicicncy of the evidence to justify the verdict or that it is
against the law (Rule 59( a)( I)(0)). A trial court has wide discretion to grant or refuse to grant a
new trial under lRCP 59( a), and its order will not be reversed unless "the trial court has
manifestly abused the wide discretion vested in it." Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866, 869,
303 P.3d 225, 228 (20 13 ), cite omitted.
The standards governing the grounds enumerated under Rule 59( a) vary. For "excessive
damages", the Court must carefully weigh the evidence ru1d make the determination as to the
amount of damages the Court views as fair and just, drawing upon its own experience. Quick "·

Crane, Ill Idaho 759,769,727 P.2d 1187, 1197 (1986). "[U/nless it is apparent to the trial
judge that there is a great disparity between the two damage awards and that disparity cannot be
explained away as simply the product of two separate entities valuing the proof of the pia inti trs
injuries in two equally fair ways", the trial judge "must" defer to the jury. /d., emphasis in
originaL The disparity must "shock the conscience" of the Court such that it would he
"unconscionable" to let the damage award stand. /d. at 770, 727 P.2d at 1198, citations omitted.
If the Court finds the damage award excessive, the plaintiff is given the choice of either
submitting to a new trial or of accepting the damage amount that the trial court considers
3
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justified. Q11ick v. Cmne, Ill Idaho 759, 770, 727 P.2d 1187, 1!98 (1986). However, remiltiturs
arc improper "if the verdict was the result of passion or prejudice to such an extent that such
passion or prejudice may have infected the jury's decision on liubility as well as damages." !d.
In assessing whether a new trial is warranted under Rule 59(a)(l )(G), the Court must
weigh the evidence and determine (I) whether the verdict is against the Court's view of the clear
weight of the evidence; and (2) whether a new trial would produce a different result. Schwmr's
Sales Enrcrprises, 1421daho at 833, 136 P.3d at 304. The Court is not required to view the
evidence in a light most favorable to the verdict-winner. Q11ick, Ill Idaho at 768, 727 P.2d at
1196. "If having given full respect to the jury's findings, the judge on the entire evidence is left
with the definite and fim1 conviction that a mistake has been committed, it is to he expected that
h~

will grant a new trial.'' !d. That said, ''respect for the collective wisdom of the jury and the

function entrusted to it under our constitution suggests the trial judge should, in most cases,
accept the jury's findings even though he may have doubts about some of their conclusions." !d.
A remittitur is not available under R\lle 59(a)(I)(G)./d. at 770, n. 2, 727 P.2d at 1198, n. 2.
III.

ANALYSIS
A. Award for Breach of Good Falth and Fair Dcalln~

Safeguard first contends that the jury's award of$532,43 t to Thurston li>r damages caused
by Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant of good fl1ith and fair dealing should be vac~ted
on grounds that it is not supported by sufficient evidence, is excessive and is duplicative of
damages awarded for breach of the account protection provision. If the Court reduces or vacates
the award, Safeguard argues that a correlating reduction of punitive damages associated with the
daim should also be mude.
As damages for Safeguard's breach of the implied covenant, the jury awarded Thurston's
loss ofvaluc proximately caused by Safeguard's breaches oft he distributtlrship agreement.
Evidence regarding the value of Thurston's business was presented to the jury primarily through
the testimony of Thurston's expert witness, Robert Taylor, as well as through Roger Thurston
and Safeguard's President, JJ Sorrenti. Spccitlcally, Mr. Taylor testified that, based on
Thurston's sales data from December I, 2014 through November 30,2015, the value or
marketability of the business was $798,646. Tr. Trans. I 505:3-6. To arrive at this t1gurc, Mr.
Taylor applied u metric of"one times annual revenue" which, in fact, Safeguard itself uses to
value Safeguard distributorships. !d. at 1485: 13·16; 1504:21-24. Mr. Sorrenli confirmed
4
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Safeguard's usc of this metric. !d. at 2041:1-2042: 18; Tr. Ex h. 536. Mr. Thurston likewise
tcstitied to his experience purchasing and selling Safeguard distributorships and con finned this
was the metric he applied to value a business. !d. at 1755:17-1757:22.

Mr. Thurston also testified to his purchases of non-Safeguard distributorships which he
valued using "113 annual revenue" or "one times b'l'OSS profit" metric. 1<1. at 1759:14-1760:22. 2

He testified that this metric is the "industry standard." /d. He explained that the reason for the
lower valuation calculation is that, in purchasing Safeguard distributorships, the purchaser has to
buy out the seller's account protection rights, which non-Safeguard distributorships do not
possess. !d. In other words, the account protection rights dtivc up the value. Again, Mr. Sorrenti,
lt~

well as Safeguard's Vice Pt·csidcnt of Franchise Development, Scott Sutton, con finned that

Safeguard places a lower value on non-Safeguard distributorships than on Sateguard
distributorships./d. at 323: 18-325:4; 1582:1-1583:9. Finally, the jury heard testimony fi'om Mr.
Thur~ton

that he valued his distributorship at "zero" given that Safeguard has refused to hm1or

his account protection and because Safeguard facilitated IBF's transition to a Safeguard
distributor in direct competition with Thurston. !d. at 1853:19-1854:11.
Prior to trial. this Court determined as a matter oflaw that Safeguard breached Thurston's
account protection provision. The jury also dctem1incd that Safeguard breached the pricing
schedule clause and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Evidently, the jury
found that Safeguard's breaches effectively trnnsformcd Thurston into non-Safeguard distributor,
as wus argued by Thurston. Apparently adopting the valuation metric testified to by Thurston

and Safeguard representatives with regard to independent distributors, the jury dctcnnined that
the lost value of the business was $532,431, or 21.3 of its total value of$798,646.
Relying primarily on Williams v. BoM, Safeguard conh.."!lds that without evidence of actual
loss account protection us to specific accounts, the jury's decision was arbitrary and speculative.
74 Idaho I 85, 259 P.2d 810 ( 1953 ). Further, Safeguard argues that the evidence established that
the account protection violations only represented 1.9% of11lurston 's total accounts'1 and, in
fact, Thurston's sales have consistently increased since Safeguard purchased DocuSource and
~Safeguard contends that Thurston's testimony as to valuution mctrics wus inadmissible: luy opinion which the jury
should not have relied upon. Ilowcwr. ThunHon's testimony was husctl on his (~wn experience in pun:husing both
Safeguard and independent distributorl'hips. lkcauxe it was. based on personal knowledge nnd helpful to the jury, it
was proper. IRE 70L Further, SafcglHIId did not object to Thurston's opinion and, therefOre, waived the objection.
1

Safeguard bases this percentage on Roger Thurston's testimony that Thurston had approximately 4000 customers.
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lBF. Thus, Safeguard asserts the jury's detennination that Thurston lost 2/3 of its value due to
Safeguard's account protection violations was contrary to the evidence.

Williams, however, did not address damages to the marketability of a business, but rather a
claim for loss of earnings that was only supported by bank statements showing gross business
income rather than net inwmc. /d. at 188, 259 1'.2d at 811. Thus, the Court vacated the award as
speculative. !d. at 189, 259 P.2d at 812. Much more applicable is the case of Windsor Shirt Co.

v. New Jet~sey Nat. Bank, otfcred by Safeguard, which held that, unlike lost pro tit damages,
damage for the destruction of a business as a going concern can be established simply by
evidence of pre-breach value and the cotTesponding decline in business vulue following the
breach. 793 F. Supp. 589,588-89 (E.D.I'u. 1992), atl\1, 989 F.2d 490 (3d Cir. 1993). In Windsor

Shirt, a company sued its bank for prematurely culling their loan agreement and demanding
repayment of the $5.2 million loan. /d. at 59.l At trial, the jury heard testimony that the
company was worth between S4 million and S9 million prior to the alleged breach oft he loan
agreement and sold fclr only $2.00 after the breach.' The jury also heard from the company's
witnesses that the percentage of decline in value attributable to the breach was I 00%. /d. at 598.
The jury ultimately awarded S3.5 million to the company. In moving for post-judgment relict:
the bank argued that the jury's award was speculative since the company did not introduce
specific ligures which would have pcnnittcd the jury to calculate the decline attributable to the
bank's breach, such as "general operations, pro tits or sales." /d. at 599. Applying New Jersey
law, the Court rejected the argument, distinguishing damages for lost profits-·-which would
require such proot:---from damage to a business's "value as a going conct.m", to wit:
In this case, the damage to Windsor had nothing to do with an employee or
fiduciary causing Windsor to t(Jrcgo business opportunities over a period of time.
In this case, the damages question had to do with the effect of the Bank's breach
of the Loan Agreement on Windsor's value as a going concem. The value of a
company as a going concem is related to its ability to operate as a limited liability
corporation: To borrow money, to make contracts with suppliers and employees,
to conceive of and curry out long and short tcnn marketing and business
strategies, and those other qualities that distinguish a corporation !rom merely a
group of individuals who have legal title to some property. It is obvious that the
sort of questions one must ask in order to dctenninc whether a company's value as

4

The jury aho heard tc<tllnony of Ihe post·brcadt decline of the company's stock. 793 F. Supp. at 595- 96.
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a going conccm was affected by another's act have little to do with the sort of
evidence adduced in Fl·ank/in Music. 5

!d. at 599-600.
With regard to going conccm value, the court found that testimony of the pre-hreach value of
the company and the decline in value following the breach was sufficient, noting "[t)he jury had
the figure of I00%, which it could accept, or reject, or modify, and it could apply that figure to
whatever value of Windsor as of November 30, 1989 it chose to accept from the valuation
opinions it heard."
lndc~-d.

it is widely recognized that lost profit damages are distinct from lost value

damages. See. e.g., Foster-Miller. Inc.''· Babcock & Wilcox Canada, 210 F.3d l, 17 (lst Cir.
2000)("Ciearly, lost pro tits and diminished corporate value arc distinct concepts."); Protectors
Ins, Sen•ice, Inc. v. United States Fideli(v & Guar. Co., 132 F.3d 612, 617-18 (lOth Cir.l998).

In tact, Idaho has recognized that lost protlt damages arc distinct from "impainncnt of goodwill"
to u business in the context of a breach of covenant not to compete cases, and both can be
recovered. Vanci/v, Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 104, 227 P.2d 74,79 (1951); Dunnv. Ward, lOS
Idaho 354, 356, 670 P.2d 59, 61 (Ct.App. 1983 )."Goodwill, which is an intangible asset, is a
!actor in determining the value of a business and can be established through "various methods",
including comparable sales and what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for the business.
Chandler v. Chandler, 136 Idaho 246, 249, 32 P.Jd 140, 143 (2001 ), Importantly, the value of

goodwill must be detcnnined on its own !acts and circumstances and is within the discretion of
the trier offact. !d. As noted in one law review,
5 In Frank/fn Mush:, which the bnnk relied upon in support of its argument, a retail music store tbr sued for lost

earnings caused by breach of fiduciary duty nnd conspiracy, To establish durnugcs, the store introduced evidence of
lost caming!i resulting from lost advcnlsing rebates nnd the defendant's improper neglect of his duties, ns well as
ev1'dcncc of !he store's gross pro lit rmios, nctual xak-s and losses, and tk11es grmo,.1h before nnd during the period
\Vhcn the injury occurred, Franklln Music Co. v. American Broat.lcosting Companie:;, Inc., 616 F.2d 528 (3d
Cir.I9HO).
That said, where loss ofhu~iness 'liihle: or good will is based on lost profits, the allow recovery of both would be to
pl.'nnit double recovery. ,\'ee, e.J:.. Anoclco, Inc, \'. Rt!prolds Aleto/.o; Co., 74) F.2d 417, 423-~24 (6th Cir, 1984)
("fw}hcre the loss of pro !its and loss of value arc intertwined, as they are here, and the loss of value is based on loss
of future prolils, 10 n11ow both would he to pcrmil n double re~.~overy"); CA. May 1\farine Supply Co. \', Brwt.n\'ick

<•

Cm11 .. 1\49 F.2d 1049, 1053 (5th Cir.). cert. d<'llied, 454 U.S. 1125 ( 1981) ("Both business goodwitl and future

profits arc computed into the going concl.!rn vnluc loss.) Here. however, 1hcrc is no such duplication. Mr. Taylt>r
specified lhat his valu3tiou ligurc \\'as based on sales Tln~rston was actually making, not sales. lBF and D<x~usoun.:e
were mnking to 'fhurston's protected accounL.;;. Thus. Mr. Taylor clarified lhat there was no duplication or ''double
<.;ounting" between hi~ valuation of the business aml his calculation of Thurston's future account protection
dnmagcs, lr, rrans. 1505:7. t 5.
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'l1w vast majority of courts decline to adopt one methodology as the means by
which professional goodwill's value must be proven. No rigid and unvarying rule
for the determination of the value of goodwill has been laid down by prior case
law and each case must be detcnnincd on its own facts and circumstances.
Valuation of goodwill is a question of fact and while opinion evidence may he
admitted, it is not conclusive. The 'national trend' has been to allow parties to
argue lor the most appropriate valuation method and to allow courts to base their
findings on the evidence provided.
Helga White, Prrdessiona/ Goodwill: Is It A Settled Question o1· Is 1/1erc "Value" in Di.smssing
It?. 15 J. Am. Acad. Matrim. Law. 495, 516 ( 1998), quotes and cites omitted.
The vuluation metric and figures presented to the jury here were appropriate given the
facts and circumstances of the casc-·thcy are mctrics used by Safeguard itself in valuing both its
own and independent distributorships.' Indeed, Mr. Thurston, as the owner of Thurston
Enterprises. is "a cmnpctent witness to its value, as he is presumed to be familiar with its value
by reason of inquiries, comparisons, purchases and sales." Schroeder v. Partin, 151 Idaho 471,
477, 259 P.3d 617, 623 (2011 ). Sec also, iclercw:;• Mm·ine Div. fd'Brrmswick Corp. v. Boat Town
U.S.A .. Inc .. 444 So. 2d S8 (Flu. Dist. Ct. i\pp. 1984)(holding that owner of corporate franchise

was competent to testify as to loss of business value sutlcred hy franchisee due to franchisor's
breach).
Based on the tl1rcgoing analysis, relief under IRCP 50(b) is not warranted. The jury was
presented with evidence of the value or marketability of the business, the two metrics used by
Safcgunrd and Mr. Thurston in valuing Safeguard distributors versus independent distributors,
and heard testimony from Mr. Thurston that he valued his business at zero given Safeguard's
breaches; namely, his lack of account protection and competition from IBF. This evidence is not
speculative; rather, it is largely based on Safeguard's own practices and evidence of Thurston's
sale and purchase history involving similar businesses. Drawing all inferences from this ovidcncc
in Thurston's favor, it was reasonable for the jury conclude that Safeguard's breaches effectively
transfonncd Thurston into non·Safeguard distributor and, applying the valuation metric used tor
independent distributors, dctcnnine that, as a consequence of the breaches, Thurston was worth
only 213 of its prior value.
' Se<' a/sn, ,\'dwt!!dd ''· IIi/liard. 21 S F..ld 164, 178 (2d Cir. 2000)(1n dctcm1ining the market value of an asset, a
p\ainti ff can rely on rrior income history, expert opinion, evidence of S8)C$ Of comparable fiSSCl.'{, the testimony uf
the business's ownL'r, and evidence ofre(;ent sotlcs or reccnl ollCrs for lhc company.)
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Nor is relief warranted under IRCP 59( a)( I )(F). W.::ighing the evidence discussed above,
the Court is likewise convinced that SafCb'tmrd's actions seriously undermined the Thurston's
value as a Safeguard distributor. While the Court is not altogether persuaded that Safeguard's
breaches transfonned Thurston into the equivalent of a non-Safeguard distributor, the disparity
hctw~"en

its own valuation and that of the jury is certainly not enough to shock the conscience.

Rather, the disparity is representative of a difference in two equally viable opinions. This Court
respects and will not disturb the collective conscience of the jury in this circumstance. Trial by
jury is a touchstone of American jurisprudence and its results should be respected when possible.
Finally, relief is not warranted under IRCP 59(n)( I )(G) because the jury's award was not
against the clear weight of evidence. There was evidence that 111urston's value was $798,646 <IS
of November 30, 2015. There was evidence that non-Safeguard distributorships arc typically
valued 2i3 less than Safeguard distributorships. There was evidence that Thurston considered his
business to he valueless given his lack of account protection. Although there was also evidence
that the account protection violations only affected a portion of his protected accounts, the jury
was within its hounds to determine that the violations afleeted the overall marketability of the
company since "exclusive" account protection and other contractual rights had been trammeled
upon by Safeguard. In considcting this evidence, this Coutt cannot conclude that the verdict was
against the clear weight of the evidence, nor docs it believe a new trial would produce a different
result.
B. Award for Future Account Protection Losses.
Having determined as a matter of law that Safeguard breached the account protection
provision of Thurston's distributorship U!,'I'Ccmcnt, the jury was asked to detcnninc Thurston's
damages. Thurston presented its damages through Mr. Taylor, who offered calculations of both
past and fluurc account violation damages. Because there was a question of fact as to whether
source fees were to he deducted from the past account protection damages, Mr. Taylor offered
ligures with and without source fees deducted. The jury awarded a total of $494,526, although
the verdict ti>rm did not require it to apportion between past and future damages, nor did it
require the jury to indicate whether it had, in lite!, deducted source fees. To the extent the nwurd
was for future account protection dumagcsg, Sateguard contends that relief is warranted under

s As Sati:guard points out, if the jury uc.:epteJ Mr. Taylor's calculations for past account protection damages, the
minimum mnount attributable to future damages would be $263,357 (assuming SO\lrcc fees were not deducted fmm
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either IRCP 50(b) or IRCP 59( a) on grounds that Mr. Taylor's calculations were speculative and
excessive.

I.

Deduction of source fees

As an initial mutter, Safeguard contends that source fees must be deducted !rom the past
account protection damage awurd in order to detem1ine how much of the jury's award was
attributable to future account protection damages. Safeguard argues that the deduction is
wmTantcd as a matter of law because the evidence establishL'<i that the di~tributorship agreement
required the dcduction 9 and that it was Safeguard's practice to deduct source fees prior to
rotating commissions. Tr. Trans. !54 7:25·1550:4. However, in ruling on the parties' motions in
limine, this Court found the agreement was ambiguous as it applied to rotated commissi(ll1S;
specifically commissions camcd by a Safeguard-run distributorship, which paid no source fees,
on sales to Thurston's protected accounts. 10 ln other words, was Thurston entitled to the
commission earned by the Safeguard-run distributorship, in which case no source fees were
deducted'? Or was the rotated commission to be treated as if Thurston made the sale, in which
case source fees would be deducted'? The ambiguity was len to the jury to resolve.
Consequently, Thurston presented damage figures both with and without the source !be
deduction.
In this case, it is simply not clear from the damages awarded by the jury whether source fees
were deducted from account protection damages. With regard to past account protection
damages, Mr. Taylor tcsti lied that $231,169 represented Thurston's damages without a
deduction, and $203,516 represented damages with a deduction. He further tcstiticd that
11mrston 's future account

prot~>Ction

damage was S315,588. The jury's ultimate award of

$494,526 docs not illuminate how it treated source fees, and there is no reason for this Court to

past damages) und the maximum amount

Wt)Uld

be $291,010 (o:;suming source fees were deducted from past

damages). rhus. Safcguard seeks a deduction in the award uf between $263,.15 I and $291,0 I 0.
'' \Vith regard to sourced products, lhe distributorship agrccnu.'nt defined '\:ommisskm" a:; ''I) the amount billed to
the t:nd~us~r ~ustomcr, a!) ~greed to hct\\'C(~n the customer and the Distributor ond communicated to Safeguard, less
2) the upplkablc processing churgc as determined by the schedule then in etlCct, and less 3) ~ale:{ tax, subject to
applicable rcvcrsnl provisions for Sourced or Brokerage Mdcrs.'' Tr. Ex h. R. 'l1tc second clement is the 11$0Urce fee."

w The distributorship agreement us executed well before the BAM program took efl"ect and, therefore the silUation
of a Safeguard 0\VllCd dislributor making an infringing sale was nut likely eontcnlplated by the parties at that time.
further, the agreement docs not specifically address "rotated" commissions.
1
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attempt to guess. The jury was within its right to interpret the agreement and apply source fees
accordingly.
2.

Future Account Protection Damages

With regard to Safeguard's sufliciency of evidence argument, the standard lor prospective
losses must be established with reasonable wrtainty. Jlol}e1· v. Shappard, 160 Idaho 868, 880,
380 P.3d 681, 693 (20 16). "[C]ompcnsatory awards based on speculation and conjecture should

not be allowed." ld, cite omitted. Again, the law docs not require mathematical certainty; rather,
the evidence must be based on more than just speculation," Id.
As with his valuation calculation, Mr. Taylor dctcnnined the present value ofThurston's
fhturc account protection damages by applying a one times annual revenue metric bused on IBF
and DocuSourcc's total sales to TI1urston's protected accounts in 2015. Tr. Trans. 15S9: 11-25.
for fhturc 113F sales, the figure offered by Mr. Taylor was $241,869, For DocuSourcc, the figure
was $73,719. /d. at 1503:22- I504:20. Mr. Taylor testified at length about the usc of the metric,
that it is an acceptable means in his profession of calculating such damages, and he pointed out
that Safeguard itself utilizes the metric. Jd. at 146!\:25-1484: I.
Safeguard first argues that the metric utilized by Mr. Taylor was fltulty because it
compcnsat~'<l

Thurston with rotat~>d commissions from IBF and DocuSource for more than eight

years into the future. /d. at 1579:9-24. However, Safeguard misinterprets Mr. Taylor's testimony.
lie testitied that the metric was the equivalent of three limes IBF and DocuSourcc's gross

protittt on these accounts of 20 I 5. Thus, it effectively compensated Thurston for IBF and
DouuSource's commissions fbr three years into the fhturc, not eight years. TI1is is appropriate
because account protection lasts three years under the distributorship agrccment.t 2
Second, Safeguard argues the future damages calculation is speculative because it does not
factor in customer attrition or the tact that the agreement could be terminated at any time by the
pm1ics. llowcvcr, Mr. Taylor testified that customer attrition, as well as several other risk
!(lctors, such as a recession, arc lltctored into the one times revenue multiple. Tr. Trans. I474: 191475: 16; 1593:3-19. Further, Thurston's distributorship agreement only allows Safeguard to
11
Mr. Taylor also tc:stilied that IBF and DocuSourcc's ''gro:-\:s profit" is the same as their "net profit''. or commission
amount, because they incur no additional incrcmcmal costs in making the profit Tr. Trans. 1527:20·1532:4.
I]

However, in n:ality, ace;ount protection right,~ have a much g:rcnter duration because any sale of a Safeguard

product by another w a protected account resets the three year dock anew. Thus, if!DF or DocuSourcc continue
selling to Thurston's protecled account, Thurston'li rights tO commissions might continue into pcrpetnity.
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terminate under certain conditions. Tr. Ex h. 8, ,17(c). There was no evidence presented at trial
that any of these conditions existed and, therefore, no evidentiary basis for Safeguard to rely on
tennination to limit Thurston's future damuges. 13
Finally, and in the altemativc, Safeguard argues that future account protection damages
attributable to DocuSource may not be awarded be~:ausc the evidence established that
DocuSourcc stopped selling in Idaho. Namely, Safeguard presented testimony from Amy TillerShumway that her company, Inspired Results, purchased DocuSource in 2015 and it no longer
hus a presence in Idaho. Tr. Trans. 1991:6-1993:19. However, the jury was not asked to specify
its apportionment of account protection damages between future and past and between those
attributable to DocuSource and lBF. It is indeed possible that only a fraction of the future
acC<)Unt protection damages attributable to DocuSourcc were awarded. 14 To the extent they were
awarded, it was within the province of the jury to weigh Ms. Tiller-Shumway's credibility and
either accept or reject her testimony.
For the forgoing reasons, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP 50(b) or
JRCP 59(a). Mr. Taylor's estimation of filture damages was supported by a rdiable metric based
on sound assumptions and his calculations were supported by the evidence. The jury's damage
award was not excessive; indeed, it was below the maximum sought by Thurston for account
protection damages, which was $546,757. The Court cannot say that its own valuation of account
protection dmnagcs is significantly less than the jury's. Further, the award was not against the
"dear weight of evidence." While the small portion of the award based on future DocuSourcc
sales may be inconsistent with Ms. Tiller-Shumway's testimony, her testimony was only a
portion ofthc evidence presented on account protection damages. Thus, this Court is not
convinced that a new trial on future damages would produce a different result.

Further. tcnninating Thursl~Jn's distributorship agreement to avoid paying account protection rights would likely
trigger potential liability and recovery of the same damages for breach of the implied J;ovenaru of good faith and fair
dealing,
13

14

For L'xamph!, assuming the jury awarded all of the future account protection damages attributable to lBF sales,
which Mr. Taylor cnlcuhucd w be $241 ,H69, and the jury did not reduce source fees from the past account prolccti(>n
damages. the Jotnt award would be $47.1,0.18. This would mean the jury awarded only $2 t ,288 bused on
LJocuSourc0's future sal~s. Assuming the jury did reduce source fees and awarded the full amount of future IHF
sales, lhc portion of future sales attribulahlc 10 DocuSource would be $49,141.
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C. Preferential Pricing
Thurston's claim for breach of the pricing schedule clause was based on Safeguard's practice
of offering IBF and DocuSourcc significantly lower base prices on certain products than offered
to Thurston. Section I of Thurston's distributorship agreement gave Thurston the right to "solicit
the sale of(Sulcguard Systems] in accordance with the price schedules published by Safeguard
and on the terms and conditions set by Safc1,ruard from time to time." Tr. Exh. 8. Thurston
argued on summary judgment that this provision required that Safeguard offer unifonn pricing to
all its disuibutor$. The Court disagreed, llnding the provision to be ambiguous bc.:ausc the
"tcnns and conditions" referenced therein were not before the Court. Thus, the provision was
submitted to the jury to interpret and, to the extent it found that unifom1 pricing was required, it
was to dctenninc damages. The jury ultimately found that Safeguard breached the provision by
not offering unit\mn pricing and awarded $156,628. Safeguard contends that the jury's
interpretation of the provision was unsupported by the evidence and, turther, that Mr. Taylor's
testimony on damages was speculative and the award excessive.
I.

lntcrrrctation

With regard to Safeguard's first argument, it hears noting that in opposing Thurston's motion
for summary judgment on the issue, Safeguard argued that "there is both I) a factual dispute as
to whether the Distributorship Agreement even contains a provision that requires [Safeguard] to
o!Ycr the same 'price schedules' ... to every distributor; and 2) that [Safeguard] breached any
provision regarding price schedules." 15 The Court agreed with Safeguard and found the provision
to be ambiguous as a mutter of law. Therefore, it became an issue for the trier of fact to ascertain
the meaning of the provision. Knipe !.and Co. "· Uobertson, 151 Idaho 449, 455, 259 P.3d 595,
60 I (2011 ). Indeed, the jury was appropriately instructed that the tenns of the provision were in
dispute and given the rules of contract interpretation so as to ascertain the parties' intent.
Analyzing the jury's interpretation of the pricing sch~><lulc provision under IRCP 50(b), the
Court Hnds there was sufficient evidence presented which supporting the finding. The jury heard
fmm Mr. Taylor that Safeguard offered IBF a base price on two products which was
approximately 40% less than that offered to Thurston. Both Roger Thurston and Dawn Teply
testified that they understood the preferential pricing clause to give them the right to the same
base price schedules other distributors received. Tr. Tnms. 1708: 16-1709:7; I 769: I 0-1772:6.
11

Soc, Safeguard'' Mento in Opp.

10

ThurMon's MSJ. p. 17 (Sop!. 9, 2016).
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Although the jury also heard from JJ Sorrenti that Safeguard docs not have a unitom1 pricing
policy and that discounts in base price are available to any distributor whose sales reuch a certain
point, the jury was free to disregard Mr. Sorrenti's testimony. In addition, it is possible that the
jury could not ascertain the true intent of the parties <md instead resolved the ambiguity against
Safeguard, the drafter, as instnJCtcd. Drawing all the reasonable inferences from the parties'
proffered evidence in the light most titvorahlc to Thurston, the Court finds the jury's conclusion
to be reasonable.
Applying the standard under !RCP 59( a)( 1)(G), the Court cannot conclude---after weighing
the l(lrcgoing evidence---that the jury's interpretation of the provision was against the clear
weight of evidence. There was conflicting testimony ahout the meaning of the provision. Each

party provided their own interpretation of the provision. The "weight" of the evidence fell to
neither side. Consequently, rclict'is not warranted.
2.

Award of Damages

Mr. Taylor provided the testimony on damages for breach of the pricing schedule provision.
Namely, he analyzed the pricing on two product lines-·· laser checks and cnvelopes-{)ffcred by
Safeguard to Thurston and IBF between May of2015 and February of2016 and observed that
"on average", the base prices o!Tercd to !BF were 40% lower. Tr. Trans. 1462: 12·1466:21;
1502:22-1503:13. To arrive at damages, Mr. Taylor tallied up all of the charges to Thurston on
the two products between August or 2013 through February of 2016 and multiplied them hy
40%. Using this approach, he calculated Thurston's "pricing advantage" damages to be either
S18R,255.50 or $219,883.39, if source fees charged to Thurston but not charged to IBF on the
product sales were added. /d. The jury awarded $156,628.
Safeguard contends thnt Mr. Taylor's methodology contained "signiticant flaws" which
render his opinion speculative and the jury's verdict excessive. First, Sali::guard contends that
Mr. Taylor's analysis failed to consider the effect of the "flex pricing" which allows a distributor
offering a lower retail price on a product to receive a lower base price so as to prevent a
signilicant loss in pro lit margin. 16 By comparing only the base prices on the products rather than
looking at the corresponding retail price to dctcnninc the difference in profit margin, Safeguard
contends that Mr. Taylor's method was

incompl~tc

and unreliahlc. However, Mr. Tuylor's

"'l'hc only testimony regarding "flex pricing" was fmm Dawn Teply, who noted that it did not lower the base price
proJx>rtionally to the reduction in retail price. Tr. Trans. 1716:7-\7\7: I I.
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approach did t!ICtor in retail price or, as he referred to it, "list price." He testified that he looked
at "list price and the quantity to identify matching product hcing purchased by ... Thurston
Enterprises and IBF." Tr. Trans. 1463: 13-15. Once matching product was identified, the base
prices offered to IBF and Thurston on the product was compared./d. at 1463:21-1464:24. Thus,
Safeguard cannot establish that Mr. Taylor's methodology was unreliable or speculative on this
ground.
Second, Safeguard argues Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40% figure to all of
Thurston's sales of the two product lines, including sales that did not match IBF sales for list
price and quantity. Safeguard was able to cross-examine Mr. Taylor on this point at length. Mr.
Taylor explained that, for non-matching sales, it was impossible to dctcnnine whether there was
preferential pricing occurring. Thus, he made the assumption, huscd on the extent of matched
sales versus non-matched sales, the preferential pricing was occurring as to both product lines as

a whole. Tr. Trans. 1611 :7-1615:4. This assumption-which Mr. Taylor made quite clear to the
jury·~was

not speculative; rather, it was reasonably based on extensive data showing the

widespread application of preferential pricing on the two products. The jury was free to accept or
reject the assumption as it saw 1\t.
Third, Safeguard argues that Mr. Taylor improperly applied the 40%, which was based on
datu from May I, 2015 forward, to Thurston's sales of the two products lines trom August of
20 I :l forward. In cross-examination on this issue, Mr. Taylor explained that he applied the

percentage to prior years because Safeguard demonstrated the ability to charge TBF 40% less
than what it was charging Thurston. Tr. Trans. 1615:15-1616:18. This assumption docs not
make Mr. Taylor's improperly speculative. The jury was made well aware of Mr. Taylor's
assumption and, based on the extensive datu Mr. Taylor analyzed from May I, 2015 forward, it
could certainly infer that Safeguard had been giving the same favorable pricing prior to that date
as well.

In sum, the "!laws" articulated by Saleguard in Mr. Taylor's approach to prctercntial
pricing damages did not render his opinion speculative. Rather, his calculations were based on a
sound mdhodology and reasonable assumptions that the jury could acc~'Pt or reject. 11 In
considering the evidence as a whole, this Court docs not lind the jury's award excessive

11

Ev•dcnlly, 1hc jury did reject Mr. Taylor's ossump1ions to a certain extent by awarding Thurston between $31,627
and S6J.255 lt,•ss. that the atn()\lnls Mr. Tttylor calcula1cd.
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compared to the Court's own analysis of dmnagcs or contrary to the weight of the evidence.
Thus, post-judgment relief is not available under either IRCP 50(b) nr lRCP 59( a).

I>.

Fraudulent Inducement and Associated Punitive I>amagcs

Safeguard contends that the jury's award of$442,400 on Thurston's fraudulent
inducement cluim was not supported by sufficient evidence or, alternatively, against the clear
weight of evidence. Specifically, Safeguard argues that Rngcr Thurston failed to establish that he
was unaware that Dunlap was withholding sales data lrom him regarding the eight accounts at
issue. To this end, Sufeguurd cites to selective testimony by Mr. Thurston which, according to
Safcf,>uard, establishes that Mr. Thurston chose to enter into the March 2014 agreement knowing
he did not have IBF sales information on the accounts he was selling.
When read in context with the rest of his testimony. however, Sateguard's citations do
not establish that Mr. Thurston knew that IBF was selling Safeguard pr(>ducts to his protected
accounts or that he knew Safeguard was failing to disclose such sales. Rather, the citations
simply establish that Mr. Thurston knew IBF had sold products to Thuston's protected accounts
(i.e., had common customers) prior to becoming Safeguard distributors and was now interested
in selling Safeguard products to the same accounts. Indeed, as Mr. Thurston testiticd, he
expected to have received a rotation notice had IBF in fitct sold Safcb>uard products to Thurston's
protected accounts, yet he did not. Tr. Trans. 1824:24-1829:5. Consequently, he thought that
either no such sales had

b~en

made or that the sales were trivial. /d. It was not until litigation

commenced that Mr. Thurston learned that IBP had been making signit1cant sales of Safeguard
products to the protected accounts. !d.
From Mr. Thurston's testimony, taken together with Michael Dunlap's testimony about
Salcguard's practice of issuing a ten day rotation notice every time a sale of a Satcguard product
is made to a distributor's protected account'i, it was reasonable for the jury to infer that Mr.
Thurston did not know that IBF made anything more than an insignificant sale of a Safeguard
product to the eight protected accounts prior to the March 2014 agreement. Thus, relief is not
warranted under IRCP 50(b). In addition, in weighing the evidence presented regarding
Thurston's knowledge prior IBF sales of Safeguard products, it is evident that the jury's findings

"Tr. Trans. H96:20-897:4.
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were in accord with the clear weight of evidence. Thus, relief is not warranted under lRCP
59( a)( l )(G) either.

E.

Punitive Damages For Fraudulent Inducement

Safeguard next requests that the Court eliminate $1,327,200 19 in punitive damages for
fraudulent inducement on grounds that there was no clear and convincing evidence presented
that Dunlap acted with the requisite malice in failing to disclose the sales numbers. On this point,
Safeguard relies on the case of Dt{l}ill v. Idaho Crop Improvement Association to assert that
Dunlap's mere failure to disclose the IBF sales data cannot, in and ofitsell: support a claim for
punitive damages. 1261daho 1002,895 P.2d 1195 (1995).
As an initial mutter, Dt!{/111 held that "[a]s a matter of law, the failure to disclose a
subsequently discovered fact, absent a duty to do so, is not such conduct that would support an
award of punitive damages under I. C. § 6-1604." /d. at I014, 895 P.2d ut 1207. Here, the
evidence established that the fitct, i.e., !BF sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's accounts,
was not subst.'tjuently discovered but was known by Dunlap and not disclosed in the many
communications with Roger Thurston leading up to the March, 2014 Agreement. Further, the
jury dctcm1incd Safeguard did have a duty to disclosc."1 Thus, Dt{f}in is not persuasive.
Second, the jury was presented with more than simply Safeguard's failure to disclose.
Punitive damages may be awarded upon a showing of "oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or
outrageous conduct." I. C. § 6-1604. Clear and convincing evidence of deliberate concealment in
ordm· to deprive a seller of the benefit of a bargain satislle.~ this standard. See, e.g., Grij],' Inc. v.
Curt)!

Bean Co., 138 ldnho 315, 321, 63 P.3d 441, 447 (2003). The jury heard evidence that

Dunlap deliberately concealed sales ofSafC!,,'uttrd products made by 113F despite knowing full
well that Safeguard was required to disclose them, at least by issuing rotation notices. 882:3-25;
1828: 24·1829:21. Further, it was not a single event; the concealment was on-going over a period
of several months. Jd. The only reasonable inference to be drawn thnn the evidence is that
Safeguard concealed the infonnation in order coerce or dupe Thurston-its own long-time
distrihutor-to sell its protected accounts well below their market value. In other words,

"3

X

S442.400 ~ $1,327.200.

)u In fact, this Court previously held on ><utuuary judgment that Safeguard had n duly to disclose to Thurston all
infringing sales information on the nine accounts at issue while negotiating the Customer Transfer Agreement.
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Safeguard's failure to disclose was a deliberate tactic in its overall attempt to deprive Thurston of
the tnlC value of its accounts.
Accepting all the evidence adverse to Safeguard as true, and drawing all inferences in
favor of Thurston, the jury could find that Dunlap's conduct, on behalf of Safeguard, was
fraudulent and oppressive. Therefore, substantial, competent evidence supports the jury's
punitive damage award. Even weighing the evidence without drawing inferences in 111Urston's
favor, this Court cannot conclude that the jury's fitlding was against its clear weight or otherwise
the product of passion and prejudice. Consequently, the jury's award will not be disturbed under
either IRCP SO(b) or !RCP 59( a).

F.

Punitive Damages For Breach of Contract

Salegw1rd's final argument is that the evidence did not cstabliHh that Safeguard acted
with an "extremely hannful state of mind" in breaching Thurston's distributorship agreement. It
contends, rather, that the evidence showed that the BAM program was undertakml for a
legitimate business purpose and negotiations with Thurston to address account protection were
conducted in good li1ith. Safeguard relics in particular on the fact that Thurston's commissions
have steadily increased since IBF and DocuSourec were purchased under the BAM program,
thereby establishing the program did not have the deleterious eftect Thurston sought to prove.
While Idaho courts arc generally reluctant to allow punitive damages for breach of
contract, there is no "blanket prohibition" against it. ,\4yers "· Workmen's Auto Ins. Co, 140
Idaho 495, 502--03,95 P.3d 977, 984-85 (2004). So long as the plaintiff is able to cstublish the
requisite intersection of a "bad act and a bad state of mind," punitive damages arc appropriate.

Id. Conduct "which is unreasonable and irrational in the business context" and which shows "a
lack of professional regard l(lr the consequences of the breach of the contractual agreement" is
grounds for punitive damages.

Cuc/c~p

Motmtoin Concrete !nc. "· Citadel Cons/., Inc., 121 Idaho

220, 229, 824 P.2d 151, 160 (Ct. App. 1992). Said another way, a party may breach a contract
for a legitimate business purpose, but it cannot avoid the consequences of breach through
concealment and oppression. Some of the factors relevant to the analysis of whether punitive
damages arc warranted in a breach of contract action include:
(I) the presence of expert tcstimotty: (2) whether the unreasonable conduct

actually caused harm to the pluintift; (3) whether there is a special relationship
between the parties ... ; (4) proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct; and
(5) proof oft he actor's knowledge of the likely const'qucnccs of the conduct.
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!d. at 229-30,824 P.2d at 160-61.

Thurston presented compelling evidence as to all of these factors. Safeguard had a
contractual obligation under Thurston's distributorship agreement to pay commissions on certain
sales of Safeguard products by other distributors to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr. Ex h. 8.
Safeguard knew from its due diligence that DocuSource and lBF shared a large number of
customers with Thurston and that Safeguard's acquisition oft he companies under the BAM
program would lead infringing sales of Safeguard products to Thurston's protected accounts. Tr.
Trans. 301:12-303: 12; 395:23-396: 16; 469: 16-470:5; 562:14-572:2: 857:14-861 :23. Rather than
honor Thurston's account protection rights through its typical practice of rotating commissions,
Safeguard set an arbitrary account mitigation budget and sent Dunlap to "negotiate" with
Thurston. Safeguard expected that Dunlap would "undcrspcnd" or compel Thurston to capitulate
to giving up his t'rotected account" I(Jr an amount less than the set budget. /d. at J6R: 1·3 71 :7;
377 :21-3RO: 1O: 395:23-396: 16; 531 :6-533: I0; 872:20-874:12.
When attempting to negotiate with Thurston, the jury heard that Dunlap, over a period of
several months, consistently misrepresented and/or concealed the extent of account protection
violations, despite receiving DocuSourcc and !BF's monthly reports showing infiinging sales.
Tr. Trans. 863:16-864:17; 944:5-947:13; 1130:23-1131:10; 1827:13-1829:21. After Thurston
refused to capitulate, Safeguard did not attempt to prevent DocuSource and lBF from making the
infringing sales ;md did not rotate the commissions on such sales to Thurston as it was
contractually obligated to do, therehy compelling him to file suit. S73:3-874: 12. Mr. Taylor
established that Safeguard failed to rotate to Thurston commissions totaling $231,169 (or
5203,516 with a source fee deduction) on sales mude hy DocuSource and IBF.
From this evidence, it was reasonable lor the jury to conclude that Safeguard sought to
avoid the consequences of its breach of Thurston's contractual rights through concealment and
deception. Safeguard may have pursued the BAM program for its own legitimate economic
interests, but the weight of the evidence did not support its theory of innocence. Further, the fact
that Thurston's business continued to grow f(>llowing the BAM transactions is irrelevant to
whether Safeguard pcrt\)mlcd a bad act with a bad state of mind. lt does not detract from the fact
that Thurston suffered ascertainable damage in the fonn ofunrotatcd commissions. This Court
previously held, in pcnnitting the amendment allowing claims for punitive damages, that "[a)
party may breach a contract if it detL'OllinL'S doing so is in its own economic interest, if it is
19
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prepared to accept responsibility for the breach. It may not-without exposing itself to punitive
damages--avoid the cons~>tJuences of the breach by means of concealment, oppression,
intimidation, or despotism." The jury found that this is precisely what Safeguard did, and there is
clear and convincing evidence supporting that finding. Thus, relief under IRCP 50( b) or IRCP
59(a)(G) is not warranted.
IV.

ORDER
For the foregoing reasons, this Court hereby DENIED Safeguard's Motion tor Post-

Judgment Relief.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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NO.-~----;F::;-IL£0i:n"""-:"/,7',/ii~r:-A.M.- - - - - .M._J..:;...:..;::;;;;;.--

MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE Dl TRICT COURT OF TII FOURTH JUDICIAL 01~ fRj~ifTOPHER
D. R:CH, Clerk
Sy EMILY CHILD
OF THE STATE OF IDAI 10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
c::?CTY

T3 E TERPRJ ES INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THU R TO
ENTERPRISE , INC. an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiffs,

Case

VS

SAFEGUARD B SI E
Y TEMS
INC. a Dela" are corporation; and
DELUXE CORPORATIO . a Minne ota
corporation.

o. CV-OC-2014-16400

TO CO FIRM
ORDER ON MOTIO
A D VACATE ARBITRATIO
AWARD

Defendants.

I.

INTROD CTIO

Pursuant to thi Court's December 17,2014 Order, T3 Enterprises, Inc.'s ("T3") claims 1
against Defendant

afeguard Business Systems ("Safeguard") were arbitrated before a three

member panel of arbitrators for the Tribunals of the American Arbitration Association.
("Panel"). The arbitration process lasted nearly two years, including document production,
depositions, pre-hearing briefing, a six day hearing, and post-hearing briefing. On October 5
2016, the Panel issued an "Interim Award" setting forth its fmdings of fact and conclusions of
law on liability and damages for T3 's claims. In the Interim Award, the panel found afeguard
liable to T3 for breach of contract, intentional interference with business relations and for
violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practice Act. 2 Dec!. chossberger, Exh 0 (Dec. 9, 20 16).
1

The claims submined to arbitration were breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
intentional interference with prospective economic advantage and violation of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices
Act ("TDTPA").
2

Because T3 did not address the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in pre- or post-hearing
briefing and did not present any evidence supporting the claim at the hearing, the Panel deemed the claim abandoned
and denied any relief thereunder. Interim A\ ard, p. 20. fu . 2.
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The Panel determined T3's total actual damages amounted to $1.475 million.3 It further found T3
to be the prevailing party and authorized T3 to file a motion for fees and costs.
On October 17 2016. the Panel issued a "Supplement to Interim Award" which set forth
additional conclusions of law finding tbat T3 ·s distributorship was terminated and sening forth
T3 's obligations for return of Safeguard materials and intellectual property following
Safeguard's payment of the fmal award./d. at Exh.

Q. On November 22,2016, the Panel issued

an Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney Fees and Expenses which awarded T3
$2 449,208.14 in attorneys' fees and $437 126.28 in expenses for a total of$2,886,334.42. /d. at

Exh. T. On December 5, 2016 the Panel issued its Final Award finding Safeguard liable to T3 in
the total amount of$4 362,041.95 and ordered payment within sixty (60) days. /d. at Exh. U.
On December 5 2016, while trial in the action was pending, T3 renewed its motion to
confirm the arbitration award. On December 9, 2016, Safeguard filed a motion to vacate the
award, in part or in fuJI. Oral argument on the motions occurred on February 21 20 17 after
which time the Court took the motions under advisement.

TI.

STANDARD
Pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), a court must confmn an arbitration

award unless there are starutory grounds to vacate modify, or correct the arbitrators' decision. 9
U.S.C. § 9. Sections 10 and 11 of the FAA set forth the grounds. Safeguard relies on§ JO(a)(4),
which allows vacatur of an award where an arbitrator exceeds it power, and§ ll(b), which
allows modification of an award where arbitrators "have awarded upon a matter not submitted to
them.'' 9 U.S. C. § ll(b). Safeguard moves for acarur or alternatively, modification of the
arbitrator's award of damages and attorney fees.

A.

Vacatur Under§ 10(a)(4)

Review of an arbitration award is "both limited and highly deferential." Schoenduve
Co1p. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 442 F.3d 727, 730 (9th Cir. 2006). The standard of review for
arbitration awards has been described as "among the narrowest known to the law." ARW

Exploration Corp. v. Aguirre, 45 F.3d 1455 1462 (1Oth Cir. l995). Under the FAA courts may
vacate an arbitrator's decision "only in very unusual circumstances." Oxford Health Plans LLC v.

3
The Panel awarded the same categories of damages under each claim, to wit I) lost past commissions of
$321 ,657.77; the present value of lost future commissions of $373,473.76; 3) preferential pricing damages of
$214,432.39, and; the value of the disa-ibutorsbip of$566,143.61. See, Interim Award, 101, 113, 133.

2
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Sutter 133 S. Ct. 2064, 2068 (20 13). cite omitted. ection I 0 (a) of the FAA sets forth four
statutory grounds for vacating an award. Relevant here is§ 10(a)(4), which authorizes vacatur
Hwhere the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that a mutual,
final and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made." 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(4).
A party seeking relief under § 1O(a)(4) bears a heavy burden. It is not enough to demonstrate that
the arbitrator "committed an error-or even a serious error., Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at
2068 cite omitted. Because the parties " bargained for the arbitrator's construction of their
agreement," an arbitral decision "even arguably construing or applying the contract" must stand,
regardless of a court's view of its merits. ld., cite omitted. Only if('the arbitrator act[s] outside
the scope of his contractually delegated authority" -issuing an award that "simply reflect(s] [his]
own notions of [economic] justice" rather than "draw[ing] its essence from the contract"-may a
court overturn his determination. /d. , cite omitted.4 Thus the "sole question" for the court on
motions to vacate under § IO(a)(4) is ·~hetber the arbitrator (even arguably) interpreted the
parties' contract, not whether he got its meaning right or wrong." If the arbitrator undertook an
interpretation his construction holds "however good, bad, or ugly." /d. at 2071.
To this end, courts cannot consider claims of factual or legal error by an arbitrator and are
not authorized to reconsider the merits of an award, even though the moving party may allege
that the award rests on errors of fact or misinterpretation of the contract. /d. While an "arbitrator
may not ignore the plain language of the contract ... [ ] as long as the arbitrator is even arguably
construing or applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority that a court is
convinced he committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." !d. , cite omitted.
Further, where the parties agree that the arbitrator will determine remedies for contract violations
that he finds, "courts have no authority to disagree with his honest judgment in that respect.,

United Papenvorkers lnt'l Union, AFL-CIO v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, 38 ( 1987).
This limited judicial review " maintainls) arbitration's essential virtue of resolving
disputes straightaway." Oxford Health Plans, 133 S. Ct. at 2068. If parties could take "full-bore
legal and evidentiary appeals " arbitration would become "merely a prelude to a more

4

The scope of the arbitrator's authority is determined by the contract requiring arbitration as well as by the parties'
definition of the issues to be submitted in the submission agreement Schoenduve Corp.. 442 F.3d at 732.

3
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cumbersome and time-consuming judicial review process." Id Thus, where the parties have
chosen arbitration they " must now li e with that choice." !d.
In addition to the statutory basis for vacatur set forth in §IO(a)(4), some federal courts have
aniculated additional grounds for acatur wbich serve as a ')udicial gloss" on the statutory
standard including where the award is "completely irrational" where it exhibits a "manifest
disregard of the law" and where it violates public po1icy. 5 These grounds are extremely limited~
however. 6 The Ninth Circuit acknowledges there is no basis for vacating an award simply
because an arbitrator "merely interpret(s] or appl(ies] the governing law incorrectly." Lagstein v.

Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's, London, 607 FJd 634, 641 (9th Cir. 201 0). Rather, under Ninth
Circuit Jaw a party seeking vacatur on ground that an award is "completely irrational" must
establish that an arbitration decision' fails to draw its essence from the agreement." !d., cite
omitted. An arbitration award "draws its essence from the agreement" if it is "derived from the
agreement, viewed in light of the agreement's language and context, as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." ld . cite omitted. For an arbitrator's award to be in manifest disregard
of the law it must be clear from the record other than the result, that the arbitrator recognized
the applicable law and then intentionally ignored it. Kyocera Corp. v. Prudential- Bache Trade

Servs., Inc., 341 F.3d 987,997 (9th Cir.2003) (eo bane); Bosack v. Soward, 586 F.3d 1096, 1104
(9th Cir. 2009). To vacate an arbitration award on public policy grounds, the

inth Circuit

5

See Stephen L. Hayford. A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship Between
Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacarur, 66 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 443, 450-51 (1998) (citing federal
appeals court cases).
6

There is currently a circuit split as to whether these standards even remain viable in light of the United States
Supreme Court's decision in Hall Street Assocs. v. Moue/, inc., 552 U.S. 576, 581 (2008). In Hall Street, a
commercial landlord and tenant had contracted for greater judicial review of any arbitral award during a dispute
about the tenant.'s alleged failure to comply with applicable environmental laws. The Supreme Court concluded that,
by pennining review for legal errors, this contract impermissibly circwnvented the FAA's limited review for
procedural errors. /d at 586-87. The Court rejected thls approach and held that the FAA prohibited part.ies from
contracrually expandingjudicial review on the theory that the grounds for vacatur in the FAA are "exclusive." ld In
light of Hall Street, the First, Fifth and Eleventh circuits hold that manifest disregard of the law is no longer a valid
ground for vacating an arbitration award. See, Ramos-Santiago v. United Parcel Service, 524 F.3d 120, 124 n.3 (I st
Cir. 2008); Cirigroup Global Markets, inc. v. Bacon, 562 F.3d 349, 350 (5th Cir. 2009); Frazier v. CitiFinonciol
Corp., LLC, 604 F.3d 1313 (11th Cir. 20 I0). The Sixth Circuit holds that Hall Street "reduced" the ability of courts
t.o vacate awards on grounds other than those specified in FAA§ 10 but "did not foreclose" review for manifest
disregard of the law. Coffee Beanery, Ltd v. WJJI, L.L.C., 300 Fed. Appx. 415 (6th Cir. 2008). The Second, Fourth,
Seventh and inth circuits continue to apply the e non- tatutory standards as bases for vacatur in varying degrees.
See, T.Co Metals. LLC v. Dempsey Pipe & Supply, Inc., 592 F.3d 329, 339 {2d Cir. 20 I0); Wachovia Securities,
LLC v. Brand, 671 F.3d 472 (4th Cir. 20 12); Wise v. Wochovio Sec., LLC, 450 F.3d 265, 269 {7th Cir.); Comedy
Club, Tnc. v. Tmprov West Associates, 553 F.3d 1277, 1290 (9th Cir. 2009).

4
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requires the moving party to "clearly show" that ( 1) an explicit well deftned and dominant
policy exists, and (2) the policy is one that specifically militates against the relief ordered by the
arbitrator. Aramark Facility Servs. v. Serv. Employees /nt'l Union, Loca/1877, AFL CIO, 530

F.3d 81 7. 823 (9th Cir. 2008). 7
IU.

A ALYSI
Safeguard cites six errors committed by the arbitration panel which v arrant vacatur or

modification. T3 refutes that any errors were made by the Panel. However, even if there were
errors of law or unsubstantiated findings, T3 contends that none are proper grounds for vacating
or modifying the award. Thus T3 requests confirmation. Thi Court concludes that confirmation
of the award in full is warranted.

1.

Award for Commi ion on Pa ·t ales

afeguard's first argument for acating the award is that the Panic's award ofT3's past
lost commissions based on Docu ource and IBF's "gross profits" for sales of Safeguard products
and services rather than on T3's own net profits constituted a manifest disregarded of Texas law
regarding the measure of lost profit damages and further ignored the provisions of T3 's
distributorship agreement. To this end, the Panel adopted the calculations made by T3's damages
expert Robert Taylor, who took the product retail price paid to IBF and Docu ource by T3 's
protected cu tamer on each infringing order and deducted therefrom the IBF and DocuSource's
base price for the product to arrive at the unpaid commission amount. Included in thi base price
amount were certain expenses, such as taxe and freight. Thus according to Mr. Taylor, his
calculation repre en ted net commissions to IBF and Docu ource which ought to ha e been
rotated to T3.
To succeed on its argument as it pertains to a failure to apply Texas lav , afeguard must
point toe idence in the record other than the result that the Panel "understood and correctly
7

Despite the circuit split, the parties have not expressly urged this Court to apply the Fifth Circuit's strict
interpretat ion of the FAA over the inth Circuit's liberal interpretation, although afeguard's reliance on the nonstatutory grounds for vacating the a\ ard indicate its preference for inth Circuit law. However, because Safeguard
cannot satisfy even the liberal inth Circuit standards , this Coun need not detennine wh ich circuit's law governs
since Safeguard's motion would fail under either. Funher, it is wonh noring that although this Coun analyzed
afeguard's motion under inth Circuit Ia\ , the Idaho upreme Coun would most cenainly part ways with the
inth Circuit in favor of the strict Fifth Circuit intcrpretarion in light of its prefere nce for strict statutory
construction. Verska v. Sainr Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr.. 151 Idaho 889, 896, 265 P.3d 502, 509 (20 11 ).
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stated the law, but proceeded to intentionally disregard it." Bosack, 586 F.3d at II 04 emphasis
added. afeguard has not carried this burden. The Panel recognized that contract damages under
Texa law are those which "flow naturally and necessarily from the wrongful conduct." Interim
87 citing 1\lfead v. Johnson Group, Inc., 615 .W.2d 685 687 (Tex. 1981 ). 'lbere is no

Award

indication that the Panel intentionally disregarded thi law in accepting Mr. Taylor's
calculations. Rather, it found that the uruotatcd commissions earned by IBF ru1d Docu ource on
sales made to T3 ' s protected accounts qualified as direct contract damages to T3 . /d. at

90-91 .

In other v ords, the damage represented the amount of commissions T3 would have been paid
had afeguard rotated as it was required to do. !d. The Panel never indicated it was awarding
such damages as a measure of"lo t profits." Whether or not it was legal error to not apply
typical lost profit measure of damage as afeguard argues is beyond the scope of this Court's
re iew. See. e.g. , Langstein, 607 F.3d at 641 ('" Manifest disregard of the law• means something
more than just an error in the law or a failure on the part of the arbitrators to understand or apply
the law.") To obtain relief, Safeguard must show clear evidence from the record that the Panel
recognized that lost profit measure of damages urged by afeguard was applicable and
intentionally refused to apply it. afcguard has not made this showing.
In addition, afeguard cannot demonstrate that the Panel failed to consider the parties'
distributorship agreement, which provides that commissions will be paid to T3 after deductions
of certain expenses, including source fees. While the Panel cited to this provision in

6 of the

Interim Award it evidently did not view unrotated commissions as being calculated in the same
manner as T3 'sown commissions. Indeed, the distribution agreement is silent as to how rotated
commissions are calculated which is not surprising given the unprecedented nature of
afeguard-owned distributorships. Therefore,. afeguard cannot establish that the Panel was
ignoring the plain language of the contract in awarding unpaid past commissions.

2.

Award for Commi sioos on Future ales

As with the award for unpaid past corrunissions, Safeguard argues that the Panel
exhibited a manifest disregard ofTexas law by awarding T3's future lost commissions based on
a speculati e, arbitrary "one time annual re enue" metric rather thane idence ofT3's net
commissions. Further, afeguard argues the Panel failed to consider the fact that either party
could terminate the distributor hip agreement at any time, thereby cutting ofT any right to future
commiSSions.

6
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With regard to conunissions on future sales the Panel expressly found that Taylor•s use
of a "one times annual revenue" metric v as the same metric used by afeguard to acquire
commission rights of other distriburors. Interim Award at 92. Citing to AZZ Inc. v. Morgan
462 S.W.3d 284, 290 (Tex. App. 2015), the Panel noted that this metric "fairly represents the
present value of future commission rights." ld at 93. AZZ Inc. sets forth Texas's flexible
standard for determining proof of lost profits.

amely Texas does not require proof that the loss

is susceptible to exact calculation· rather the claimant must "show the amount of the loss by
competent evidence with reasonable certainty." ld. The Panel evidently found that Mr. Taylor's
proffered metric satisfied this standard. Whether or not this was a legally viable approach is not
relevant. 8 Safeguard must show the Panel understood and stated the "correct" law with respect to
future unpaid commissions and intentionally disregarded it in favor of Mr. Taylor's metric.
Safeguard has merely shown that the Panel did not follow Safeguard's proposed measure of
damages. It has not carried this burden and the award will not be vacated on these grounds.

3.

Award of Valuation Damages for "Constructive Termination"

The Panel awarded T3 the value of its distributorship under a theory of"constructive
termination," which Safeguard contends was not a theory presented to the Panel as a basis for
recovery. Rather T3 requested valuation damages based on a "revocation of acceptance" theory
under Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code for non-conforming goods. Safeguard argues
the award demonstrated a manifest disregard of Texas law, which does not recognize a
"constructive termination" theory. Alternative! y, Safeguard argues this portion of the award
should be stricken under § II (b) of the FAA because it was based on a theory not presented to
the arbitrator.

In applying the constructive termination theory the Panel drew from authority outside of
Texas which supported the application of the theory to T3 •s distributorship agreement due to
Safeguard's dilution ofT3's "exclusive, account protection rights. Interim Award, 98. Finding
afeguard's acts rendered T3 's distributorship effectively valueless, the Panel awarded T3 the
value of the distributorship agreement, which amount was uncontroverted by Safeguard. Id. at
99-100. The fact that the Panel cited to cases outside ofTexas in support of the constructive
8

Valuation met:rics are commonly used and an accepted legal standard for valuing future damages. See, e.g.,

Fluorine On Call. Ltd v. Fluorogas Ltd, 380 F.3d 849, 860 (5th Cir. 2004)(future value of lost asset can be

derennined by considering what a hypothetical buyer would pay for the chance to earn future profits.)

7
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termination theory does not mean that it failed to apply Texas law in accordance with T3 's
distributorship agreement. Rather, it was simply looking to persuasive case law to determine how
a Texas court may rule. It is a widely acceptable practice for a court to look to other jurisdictions
for guidance in determining how to apply the forum state' s law especially where, as here, the
forum state has not yet addressed the application of a particular theory. Importantly, while Texas
has not expressly applied a constructive termination theory under the circumstances presented
here, afeguard has not pointed to any Texas authority contradicting or rejecting the theory
which the Panel intentionally ignored. Thus Safeguard cannot demonstrate a manifest disregard
of Texas law through the application of the constructive termination theory because there was at
least a "colorable justification" for the Panel's decision.
Further, relief is not warranted under § 11 (b) because the matter of constructive
termination was submitted to the Panel by T3. Although the vehicle T3 utilized to advance the
matter-Article 2 of the UCC-was perhaps misplaced the concept of awarding lost business
value due to a material breach of contract was placed squarely before the Panel, as was testimony
regarding the value. It has long been recognized that arbitrators have considerable discretion in
fashioning a remedy. United Steelworkers ofAm. v. Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593,
597, 80 . Ct. 1358, 1361, 4 L. Ed. 2d 1424 ( 1960). To this end, an arbitrator may apply a
different theory of recovery of damages that that advanced by the aggrieved party and not run
afoul of§ 11(b) See, e.g. Cal-Circuit ABCO, Inc. v. So/bourne Computer, Inc., 848 F. Supp.
1506 1509 (D. Colo. 1994)(holding that arbitrator did not exceed his authority by applying a
different means of assessing damages for breach of contract under the UCC than that specified
by the seller in its claim.) Thus, the fact that the Panel substituted T3's impairment of value
theory with a constructive termination theory- which covered the same item of damages--was
not in error. Consequently Safeguard's argument lacks merit.

4.

Awarding Contradictory Relief

Safeguard argues the Panel's decision to award T3 future lost commissions and valuation
damages under a "constructive termination" theory was " completely irrational" because, for
purposes of future lost profits, the Panel treated the agreement as continuing, but for the
constructive termination award, it treated the agreement as ha ing terminated. In other words,
afeguard argues a party cannot be discharged from performance and continue to receive
benefits under contract.
8
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Again, to satisfy the "completely irrational" standard or what is also referred to as the
"essence test", Safeguard must show that the Panel's decision was not "derived from the
agreement viewed in light of the agreement's language and context as well as other indications
of the parties' intentions." Lagsrein, 607 F.3d at 641. In discussing this "essence Lest," the United
States Supreme Court has instructed that "as long as the arbitrator is even arguably construing or
applying the contract and acting within the scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he
committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision." United Papenvorkers, 484
U.S. at 38.
As pointed out by T3 Safeguard's position ignores the fact that T3 did not receive future
benefits under its distributorship agreement. Rather its future account protection damages
represent the lost asset going forward- the value of the future commission stream based on IBF
and DocuSource's sales to T3 's protected accounts. This is not the same as the future contractual
benefits (i.e. rotated commissions) going forward. These elements of damages are dearly
derived from the parties' agreement. Therefore the Panel 's decision cannot be deemed
"completely irrational" and deserving of vacatur.

5.

Double Recovery

Safeguard next asserts that the Panel's award of termination damages and future lost
commissions to T3 constituted a double recovery which violates Texas public policy and is
contrary to the express limitation in T3's agreement that damages be limited to "actual damages
for commercial loss." In other words, Safeguard contends that the future lost commissions are
already incorporated into the termination value and the Panel's decision to award both is
"completely irrational."
The cases Safeguard relies upon indeed hold that an award of both future lost profits and
"going concern" value is inappropriately duplicitous. See, e.g. Lehrman v. Gulf Oil Corp., 500
F.2d 659 664 (5th Cir. 1974). However, it is only duplicitous where "future profits are a
principal element in going concern value." ld. That is not the case here. As explained by Mr.
Taylor to the Panel, the future account protection damages were based on IBF and DocuSource's
sales to T3 's protected accounts. The value of the distributorship damages were based on T3's
sales to T3 's protected accounts. Thus there is no overlap in damages and, consequently no
grounds for vacatur.

9
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6.

Awarding of Excessh1e Attorney Fees and Expenses

In its Fee Award the Panel awarded T3 $2,449 208.14 in attorney fees and $437,126.28
in costs. afeguard argues the Panel effectively ignored Texas Jaw in awarding fees, choosing
instead to apply the more expansive standard of Rule 47 of the AAA Commercial Rules which
Safeguard characterizes as procedural in nature. In particular

afeguard argues that the Panel

erred by ignoring the requirements under Texas law that 1) a prevailing party "present» its fees
and costs to the opponent before recovery of such can be sought; 2) fees must be segregated
among prevailing parties, and; 3) only "costs, and not "expenses" be awarded.

In awarding fees, the Panel noted that it had authority to award fees and costs pursuant to
the distribution agreement, Texas law, and the parties' own requests. It further observed the
following:
Section 21(B) of the Distributor Agreement provides that the parties will be
bound by the 'then current' AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules. Rule 47(d) of
the AAA Commercial Rules provides that an award of the arbitrators may include
interest and, 'if all parties have requested such an award or it is authorized by law
or their arbitration agreement,' an award of attorneys' fees. RuJe 4 7(c) provides
that the Panel 'may apportion such fees expenses and compensation among the
parties in such amounts as the arbitrator determines appropriate.'
Order on Claimant's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, pp. l-2 (Nov. 22, 2016) ('Fee
Award").
Safeguard points out that§ 21(8) of the distributorship agreement only aJlows default to
the AAA rules with regard to the arbitration proceedings if not "otherwise provided in this
agreement." Because§ 18 designated Texas as the governing choice oflaw, Safeguard argues
that the Panel had no authority to apply the AAA rules over Texas law regarding recovery of
fees.
Safeguard cannot establish that the Panel exhibited manifest disregard of the law or that
its award was " completely irrational." The Panel expressly embarked on an interpretation oftbe
distributorship agreement with regard to fees and costs and applied the law in accordance with its
interpretation. While Safeguard argues that the distributorship agreement requires that Texas
law-and only Texas law-governs the determination of fees and costs, the Panel found
otherwise. indeed the choice of law provision in§ 18 specifies that Texas law will apply to
"this Agreement the distributorship and the relationship between you and Safeguard." It does
not state that Texas Jaw will apply to the arbitrator's post-hearing determination of fees and costs

10
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to the prevailing party. Rather, that determination appears to be addres ed in § 21 (B), which
provides:
The arbitrators shall ha e the right to award or include in their award any relief
which they deem proper in the circumstances[.]
This contractual pro ision is consistent with AAA Rule 47(a), which allows an arbitrator
to "grant any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within the scope of
the agreement of the parties[.]" Thus, to the extent fees and costs were awarded under Rule 4 7
the Panel evidently determined that uch relief was within the scope of the above-cited pro ision
of§ 21 (B). In doing so, it did not ignore Texas Jaw. In fact the Panel considered and rejected
afeguard's arguments that Texas law on attorney fee awards trumped AAA rules. Fee Award
pp. 2-3 . Whether the Panel misinterpreted the distributorship agreement in choosing not to apply
Texas statutory Jaw to its determination of fee and costs i beyond this Court's review. Because
there is evidence that the Panel interpreted the di tributorship agreement on the issue, its
construction holds, "however good bad, or ugly." Oxford Health Plans 133 . Ct. at 2071.
Consequently the Court will not vacate the attorney fee award.
IV.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, T3 's motion to confirm the arbitration award is ORA TED and
afeguard' motion to vacate or, altemati ely modify the arbitration award is DENIED. A
separate order confirming the arbitration award "vill be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT I SO ORDERED.

DATED this

2:!2 day of March, 2017

11
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MAR 2 9 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DJ&HlRKTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILO

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
TJ E TERPRISES INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THUR TO
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

ol:"l>UTY

Case o. CV-OC-2014-16400

ORDER CO FIRMING
ARBITRATIO AWARD

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSlNES SYSTEMS INC.
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
CORPORATIO , a Minnesota corporation
Defendants.

The Court, having granted T3's motion to confirm the arbitration award entered in favor
of T3 in the action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc., AAA

o. 01 15 002 6860

before the tribunals of the American Arbitration Association (HArbitration"),
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 9 and Idaho Code Section 7-911 ,
the arbitrators' Final Award is confirmed and as a result, pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 13, Idaho Code
Section 7-914, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure this Court will enter Judgment
in favor ofT3 and against SBS in the amount of FOUR MILLION THREE H

DRED AND

SIXTY TWO THOUSA D A D FORTY 0 E AND 95/1 00 DOLLARS ($4 362,041.95)
(hereinafter the "Total Judgment Amount'l
Further, this Court hereby adopts and confirms the arbitration panel's findings of fact,
conclusions of law and awards set forth in the Final Award including the panel's issuance of the
following declaratory relief:
1)

The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2)

Further performance by T3, its principals or its agents under the
Distributor Agreement is excused by virtue of BS's material breach of
the Distributor Agreement. This specifically includes, without limitation,
excuse of any performance by TJ of the post term covenant against
competition.
Upon payment by afeguard to TJ ofthe Total Judgment Amount in its
entirety, including any accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a

3)

ORDER CONFIRMING ARBIT RATIO AWARD I FAVOR OFT3 E TERPRISE ,
I C. AND AGAI T AFEGUARD B INE S Y TEMS, INC.- 1
Cl~enl4274966s
013788
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satisfaction of judgment and cease using the following intellectual
property and other materials of Safeguard: (1) the Safeguard name and
mark(s), (2) the SafeNet program (3) Safeguard price lists, (4) Safeguard
product specs, (5) Safeguard marketing materials, (6) the CMS program,
(7) Safeguard business cards, (8) afeguard letterhead, (9) afeguard sales
materials, ( 10) Safeguard job samples, ( 11) Safeguard product manuals
(12) Safeguard product training, (13) Safeguard sales brochures, (14)
afeguard design fonn trays, ( 15) Safeguard demonstrati.on boards ( 16)
Safeguard email addresses {17) Safeguard websites and domain names
and (18) any other products or materials containing the Safeguard name or
mark(s). The telephone number facsimile numbers, post office box, and
customer files, cards, records and other data used in connection with T3's
business will remain the property ofT3.
DATED this

;2df ~ ofMarch

20 17.

By <f.JF+J:e
SfGen ~r
District Court

ORDER CO FIRNJI G ARBITRATIO AWARD I FAVOR OF T3 E TERPRISES,
Chent 4274966.s
I C. AND AGAI ST SAFEGUARD B SlNESS SYSTEMS, I C.- 2
013789
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILI G

I hereby certify that on this
of the within instrument to:

2 'f

day of March, 2017, I emailed (served) a true and correct copy

James M Mulcahy
Douglas Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahyllp@ mulcahyllp.com
dluther@ mulcahyllp.com

C. Clayton Gill
Attorney at Law
ccg@moffatt.com
Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@ hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender
Jason E Wright
paul.genender@ weil.com

jason.wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

~ . (!}t;L~

By:
Deputy Court Clerk

•
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NO.-----•~"'tt'Me.ol'"'"li0!"t:b:IJ-A.M._w_ _ _ __pM,__~..;.._--

MAY 0 5 2017
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI IE FOURTH JUDICIAl, DIS6~tfi'ifl-oPHER D. R!CH, Clerk
OF THE STATE OF JOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

TJ ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho
corporation; and THURSTON
ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs.

By EMILY CHILD
o:;yuTY

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16400
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON TIHJRSTON'S MOTION
FOR FEES AND COSTS

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,

a Delaware corporation; SAFEGUARD
ACQUISITIONS, INC., a Delaware
corporation; and DELUXE CORPORATION,
a Minnesota corporation,
Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION
This action arises from a distributorship relationship between Plaintiffs, Thurston

Enterprises, Inc. (''Thurston") and T3 Enterprises, Inc. ("T3"), and Defendant, Safeguard

Business Systems ("Safeguard"). A jury trial on Plaintiffs' claims was held between November
29 and December 21 of2016. On its claims against Safeguard, the jury awarded Thurston

$1 ,625,985 in compensatory damages and $4,750,000 in punitive damages. Thurston timely filed
a motion seeking attorney fees and costs to which Safeguard objected. A hearing on the motion

and objection was held on April 5. 2017 alter which time the Court took the matter under
advisement.'

II.

STANDARD
The grant or denial of costs and fees is committed to the sound discretion of the district

court and will only be reviewed for an abuse of that discretion. Lakeland True Value llardware,

LLC v. Hartji>rd Flte Ins. Co., 153 Idaho 716,728-30.291 P.3d 399, 411~13 (2012). Thus, this
On April I0, 20 17-well after the hearing on Thurston's fees and costs~Safeguard !lied a Supplemental
Mcmt\randum in Further Support of its Objection to Thurston's Motion for Costs and Attonteys' Fees. llowever. a

1

supplemental memorandum is not authorized under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Safeguard did not first
seck leave of court to tile the memorandum. ·n1erefore, the Court did not consider it.
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Court must ( 1) correctly perceive the issues as discretionary; (2) act within the boundaries of its
discretion and consistent with the applicable legal standards; and (3) reach its determination
through an exercise of reason. Jd.

III.

ANALYSIS

A.

Prevailing Party

A party is entitled to costs and fees if it is the prevailing party in the action and if it sets
forth a specific statute, rule or case authority supporting the claim for attorney's fees. Eighteen
Mile Ranch. LLC v. Nord Excavating and Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 720, 117 P.3d 130
(2005). Whether a party is the prevailing party is a question of discretion for the trial court. IRCP
54( d)( 1)(B); Advanced Medical Diugnoslics. LLC v.

lma~;ln~;

Center (?f Idaho, 154 Idaho 812,

814,303 P.3d 171, 173 (2013). Rule 54(e)(l), IRCP, which pertains to attorney fees,
incorporates the IRCP 54( d)( I)(B) definition of"prevailing party." According to rRCP
54( d)( l )(B):

In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court shall in its sou11d discretion consider the final judgment or result of
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court
in its sound discretion may dctern1ine that a party to an action prevailed in part
tmd did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between
<md <mlong the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the
issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments
obtained.
The determination of a prevailing party involves a three-part inquiry. The court must
examine (I) the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple
claims or issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed on each issue or claim. Jen:v
J. Joseph CL.U. Ins. Assocs.,!nc. v. Vaught, 1171daho 555,557,789 P.2d J 146, 1148 (Ct. App.
1990). In determining which party prevailed in an action where there are claims and

counterclaims between opposing parties, the court dctcrn1ines who prevailed "in the action."
Eighteen Mile Ranch. L!.C. 141 Idaho at 719, 117 P.3d at 133. 'l'hat is, the prevailing party
question is examined and dctcm1ined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis. /d.
As between Thurston and Safeguard, Thurston is the prevailing party upon an analysis of
the three factors. While some of Thurston's claims against Safeguard were dismissed prior to

trial, either voluntarily or through motion practice, Thurston prevailed on all of the claims
against Safeguard which ultimately reached trial. including breach of contract, breach of the
implied covenant of good faith and fitir dealing and fraud in the inducement. As to these claims,
2
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Thurston obtained approximately 93% of the compensatory damages requested against
Safeguard. 2 Further, in connection with these claims, Thurston obtained the maximum punitive
damages award allowed under I. C. § 6~ 1604. Safeguard did not raise any counterclaims against
Thurston. Only by \Vay of a quixotic journey dtwm the rabbit hole, aided by an exercise of
statistical gamesmanship, disconnected from the reality of the practical outcome in this case, is
Safeguard able to advance an argument that Thurston wa.c; not the prevailing party. Indeed, it
takes an active imagination to conjure up a scenario whereby an award of more than six million
dollars in compensatory and punitive damages does not net a prevailing party.
Thurston voluntarily dismissed its two interference claims against Safeguard regarding
the Thurstan/Flatt Agreement due to a lack of damages. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~

60. Likewise, its

accounting claim \Vas dismissed since the requested information was obtained in discovery. ld
Since these claims were dismissed well in advance of dispositive motions and trial, and there is
no evidence they were pursued frivolously or without a good tllith basis, they do not affect this
Court's conclusion that Thurston was the prevailing party against Safeguard. Decker v.

llomeguard S)•stems, a Div.

(~(Intermountain

Gas Co., 105 Idaho 158, 160,666 P.2d 1169, 1171

(Ct.App.I983)(Aithough 22 of plaintiffs' 28 claims were dismissed either voluntarily or on
motion practice prior to submission to the jury, plaintifTs were prevailing party because they
"basically prevailed" on the principal complaints and the dismissed claims were not frivolous).
Indeed, as recogni1.ed in Decker. is typical for counsel to plead multiple causes of action which
could be developed from facts and circumstances known at the time of pleading and-when
discovery reveals certain claims arc unsupportable-<.lismiss those claims at the pretrial stage. So
long as Thurston had a good taith basis to plead the claims in the first place-and there has been
no shm'<·ing to the contrary-their pre~trial dismissal is inconsequential to whether Thurston was
the prevailing party.
The dismissal of two ofThurston's claims against Safeguard on summary judgment does
not alter this Court's conclusion that Thurston prevailed. The intentional interference with
prospective economic advantage claim did not seek damages above and beyond those sought in
Thurston's primary breach of contract claims and was premised on essentially the same behavior
alleged in those claims. Further, the claim for breach of the customer transfer agreement was a
.~ For compensatory damages against Safeguard, Thurston requested a total award of S I,7 54,352.17 and the jury

awarded $1,625,985.

3
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relatively minor claim which was first pled only shortly before its dismissal. Due to its short lite
span and the lact that Thurston prevailed at trial on the more significant claim of fraud in the
inducement regarding the customer transfer agreement, its dismissal is of little consequence in
the prevailing party analysis.
Safeguard urges this Court to consider Thurston's success as to the lawsuit as a whole,
including its claims against previously dismissed defendants and against Deluxe. Safeguard
points out that Thurston initially pursued up to I0 independent claims against II separate
defendants yet, due to dismissals along the way, only went to trial on only three claims against
Safeguard and one against Deluxe. Due to Deluxe's exoneration at trial, Safeguard contends that
Thurston's rate of success at trial was closer to 50% and only 17.6% in the action as a whole.
Thurston is only seeking fees and costs against Safeguard in connection with its
successful claims against Safeguard. Thus, the Court need not consider Thurston's success with
regard to the claims against Dcluxe 3 or its claims against the defendants that were dismissed
early in the action. The Court need only consider Thurston's claims against Safeguard. When
viewed as a whole, Thurston prevailed over Safeguard and, therefore, is entitled to recover
reasonable fees and costs.

B.

Fees Under 12-120(3)

I.C. § 12-120(3) provides in pertinent part:
In any civil action to recover on ... any commercial transaction unless otherwise
provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fcc
to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. The term "commercial
tr-ansaction" is defined to mean all transactiMs except transactions for personal or
household purposes.
When a commercial transaction is present, the test lbr detennining whether I. C. § 12120(3) authorizes an award of attorney fees is \vhether the commercial transaction comprises the

gravamen of the lawsuit. Erickson v. Flynn. 138 Idaho 430, 436, 64 P.3d 959 (2002). A court is

not required to award attorney fees every time a commercial transaction is connected with a case.
The commercial transaction must be integral to the case and constitute a basis upon which the
party seeks to recover. Bingham v. Montane Resource Associates. 133 Idaho 420, 426, 987 P.2d

1035 (1999). Even under the most broad view, for LC. § 12-120(3) to apply, the lawsuit must
) Ilad Deluxe wished to seck costs or fees against Thurston, it could have tiled the appropriate requests. However,
for whatever reason. Deluxe decided not to do so.

4
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seck resolution of a dispute arising from a commercial transaction. Idaho Newspaper Foundation

v. C'ity of Cascade, 122 Idaho 422,423 (Idaho App. 1990). Whether an action is based on a
commercial transaction is a question of law. lmermountain Real Properties. LLC v. Draw, LLC.

155 Idaho 3 I3, 320, Jll P.Jd 734, 741 (20 13 ).
Safeguard docs not dispute that the distributorship agreement, which tbrrncd the basis of
Thurston's breach of contract claims against it, was a commercial transaction as contemplated in
LC. § I 2-120(3). It docs dispute that Thurston may recover fees associated with its fraud in the
inducement claim under I. C. § 12-120(3). 4 I Iowcvcr, as noted in !J/imka v. ,Hy Web Wholesaler.
LLC the commercial transaction ground in the statute neither prohibits a fcc award lor a

commercial transaction that involves tortious conduct, nor does it require the presence of a

contract. 143 Idaho 723, 730, 152 P.3d 594 (2007). In Blimka, the plaintiff and deJendcmt
ammgcd a contract lor the plaintiff to purchase thousands ofjeans from the defendant. The
plain tifT alleged that the defendant made certain representations, by email and over the phone,
regarding the quality of the jeans and the way they would be packaged, and that when the
plaintiff received the jeans, they did not confbm1 to the representations. The plaintiff alleged
claims of fraud and breach of express and implied warranties. The Idaho Supreme Court held
that the plaintiff: as the prevailing party, could receive attorney fees for the fFdud claim under
LC. § 12·120(3). ld.

Likewise here, Safeguard and Thurston entered into a distributorship agreement which
formed the basis of Thurston's primary breach of contract claims against Safeguard. While
Thurston's fraud claim against Safeguard involved tortious conduct, it arose out of the
distributorship agreement because, but tor the distributorship agreement, there never would have
hccn negotiations over Thurston's protected accounts at issue in the customer transfer agreement.
Moreover, in Blimka, the alleged fraud was tortious conduct that, in a sense, induced the plaintiff
to

enter the contract. Likewise here, Safeguard's fraud induced Thurston to enter into the

customer transfer agreement, which is a commercial transaction. Thus, Thurston is entitled to
recover attorney fees associated with its fraud claim as well. 5
~

Thurston concedes that its claim for imentionnllnterfcrcncc with prospective economic advantage against
Safeguard-which was granted in Safeguard's favor on summary judgmcnt"·--wns not a "commercial transaction" as
defined hy I.C. § 12·120(3 ), but Thurston does not seek fees associated with this claim.
1

Safcguard urges this Court to ignore !Wmka and instead tbllow pre·Biimka precedent holding that fees could not be

recovered under l.C. § 12·120(3) on a tort claim even if a commercial transaction was involved. See, e.g. Soward~ v.

5
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C.

Reasonable Fees

Thurston seeks an award of fees of $856,143.78, which consists of fees charged by
Mulcahy, LLP, Moffatt Thomas and Kelley Talboy in advancing Thurston's successful claims
against Safeguard through judgment, as well as computer assisted legal research. Thurston also
seeks

post.~judgment

fees and legal research charges through March 29, 2017 in the amount of

$74,746.51 billed by Mulcahy, LLC and $14,199.37 billed by Moffatt Thomas. Thus, the total
fees sought, including legal research, arc $945.089.66. When awarding fees, this Court must

consider the factors set forth in IRCP 54(e)(3). No one element is to be given undue weight or
emphasis. Nalen v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho 79, 81, 741 P.2d 366, 368 (Ct. App. 1987). In evaluating
these factors herein. the Court has considered Safeguard's objections to fees.
At the outset, however, it is necessary to set forth hmx.• Thurston arrived at its pre·
judgment fee request against Safeguard. Due to T3's parallel arbitration proceeding, Deluxe's
exoneration at trial, and prior dismissed claims and dclendants, Thurston's counsel undertook

extensive efforts to excise from fee entries work associated with these matters so as to ensure
that the tees sought represented service performed in advancing Thurston's successt\1! claims

against Safeguard. Dec!. Mulcahy,~~ 76-78; Dec!. Gill.~; 16,(, Recognizing that there were
several fee entries that were difticult to segregate, such as trial attendance, discovery and nwtion
practice, Thurston's counsel estimated that between 15% (for Mulcahy, LLP) and 25% (for
Moffatt Thomas) of the fees sought were dedicated solely to Deluxe and the other dismissed
defendants and claims. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~

85; Dec!. Gill., 16. Thus, Thurston suggests a

reduction in its counsel's respective fee submissions by these percentages.
In addition, to the fees described above, Thurston seeks a percentage of non-segregated
fees associated with its claims against Safeguard that were submitted to the arbitration panel, but
were either "carved out" of the arbitration fcc request by T3 as being related to the current action
or otherwise excluded by the panel. With regard to the "carved out" fees: Mr. Mulcahy explains:
On T3's behalf, \Ve previously filed a motion for attorneys' tees with regard to the
claims upon which T3 prevailed in Arbitration. In that attorneys' Ice motion, all
of the billing entries that \Vere dedicated solely to work done on Thurston's behalf
were excluded. Some of the legal services for which fees were sought included
Rathhun. 134 Idaho 702, 8 P.3d 1245 (2000) and Sptmt!l! v, Howell, 126 Idaho 763, 890 P.2d 714 ( 1995). However,
even if, hypothetically, this Court disagreed with Blinrlw, it is required to follow dear precedent, which Blimka
represents. To the extent Safeguard believes Blimlw was wrongly decided, it can raise the matter on appeal.

''No fees awarded in the arbitration proceeding are being sought in the instant motion.
6
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overlapping (non~segregated) fees which advanced both T3 and Thurston's claims
against Safeguard (most of the discovery). For the overlapping work, T3 made a
request in the arbitration for 92% ofthe time spent in developing the case,
conducting discovery, document review and deposing witnesses to advance both
T3's claims and Thurston's claims against Safeguard. The 8% [deduction]
estimate was based on what percentage of the work would not have been done if
Thurston was not a part of the case against Safeguard (3%) and had T3 not
brought claims against Deluxe in this action (5%). As noted, 3% of the legal
service entries carved out of the Arbitration fee request were dedicated solely to
Thurston's case ugninst Safeguard. For this reason, Thurston seeks the recovery of
this 3% hercin[.J
Dccl. Mulcahy, ,179, Exh. R. 7
Moffatt Thomas fees submitted to the panel by T3 totaled $102,613.50. Of these, T3
requested an award in arbitration of 88% of that amount, attributing 12% of the work to the
current lawsuit. Dccl.

Gill,~

18, Exh. F.

The panel accepted counsel's apportionment of fees, but excluded some time entries prior
to applying the percentages. With regard to Motl'alt Thomas's fees, the panel deducted $3391.50
from the total fees sought and applied the 88% to the reduced balance of$99,222. Thurston now
seeks the remaining 12% of$99,222 ($11,906.64). further reduced by 25% to account for work
dedicated to Deluxe and other dismissed and abandoned claims, for a total of $8929.98. Decl.
Gill.~

18.
With regard to Mulcahy, LLP fees, the panel deducted some specific entries and applied

the 92% to the reduced amount of$760.297.50. Dec!. Mulcahy,, 80 and Exhs. Q & S. Thurston

now seeks 3~1o of the $760,297.50, which is $22,808.93.a !d. at ~81. Thurston also· seeks recovery
of a portion ofthc line item deductions of Mulcahy, LLP fees ($24,037.50) made by the
arbitrators. Thurston suggests the total line item deductions should be reduced by 15% to acc()unt
for fees attributable to claims against Deluxe and dismissed defendants and claims. /d.

at~~

86,

89, Exh. S. 9
In sum, Thurston's request for fees can he broken down as follows:

~ Fees submitted by Mulcahy, LLP to the panel totaled $784,335. Decl. Mulcahy,, 81.

~Unlike for Moflatt Thomas's fees, Thurston docs not further reduce the 3% because T3 had already estimated 5%
<lfthe tOtal was dedicmed to claims against Deluxe. DccL Mulcahy., 79.
9

Thurston does not seck any portion of the line item fees deducted trom MofTatt Thomas's bill.

7
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Through Judgment:
•

75% of Moffatt Thomas fees in state-court action (Exh. E to Dccl. Gill): $143,064.75:

•

12% of Motlatt Thomas fees awarded in arbitration action (Exh. F to Dccl. Gill), reduced
hy 25%; $8929.98;

•

85°/o of Mulcahy, LLP fees in statc~court action (Exh. P to Dec!. Mulcahy): $653,777.50:

•

3% of Mulcahy, LLP lees a\varded in arbitration action (Exh. R to Dec!. Mulcahy):
$22,808.93:

•

85% of Mulcahy, LLP fees excluded in arbitration action (Exh. S to Dec!. Mulcahy):
$20,431.88.

In addition, Thurston seeks tees billed by prior local counsel, Kelley Talboy, in the
amount of $4227. Decl. Mulcahy, Ex h. T.
Post-Judgment

•

100% ofMulcahy, LLP fees from Jan. 27,2017 through March 29,2017 (Exh. C to
Supp. Dec!. Mulcahy): $73,837.50;

•

100% of Moiiatt Thomas fees billed from Jan. 27, 2017 through March 29, 2017 (Ex h. A
to

3rd

Dccl. Gill): $14,164.50

Having explained Thurston's sources and calculation of recoverable fees, the Court turns
to the application ofiRCP 54(e)(3).
•

The time and labor required

TI1c time and labor factor is perhaps the most contested due to Thurston's method of
apportioning fees. Safeguard contends that Thurston's failure to apportion fees from the outset
among parties and counsel warrants denial of all fees. For this proposition, Safeguard relics on

JVil/ie v. Board of' Trustees, 138 fdaho 131, 59 P.3d 302 (2002) and Rockefeller v. Grabow, 139
Idaho 538, 82 PJd 450 (2003) (Rockf€!/ler l). These cases, however, are distinguishable. In both,
the prevailing party was successful on a claim for which it was statutorily entitled to an award of
reasonable attorney fees and a claim for which there was no statute authorizing the award of
attorney fees. The Court held that the prevailing party must apportion fees between the claim
upon which it was entitled to recover attorney fees and the claim upon which it was not.

Rocke/eller 1, 136 Iduho ut 645, 39 P.3d at 585; Willie, 138 Idaho at 136, 59 P.3d at 307.
Neither 'ffillie nor Rm.:k£:leller is representative of the factual scenario before the Court.
Thurston prevailed on all of its claims against Safeguard at trial, each of which was a
8
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°

"commercial transaction" under I. C. § 12-120(3). 1 Further, ·rhurston did apportion fees,
excising all those dedicated exclusively to claims against Deluxe and other dismissed defendants
and claims. Stated another way, Thurston excluded all entries which were completely unrelated
to prosecuting Thurston's successful claims against Safeguard. While some of the claimed work,
by necessity, overlapped with Thurston's claims against Deluxe and dismissed

defendants/claims, Safeguard has not cited to any authority maintaining that such fees are
unrecoverable on these grounds. Indeed, where a prevailing party's legal work overlaps between
a successful claim and unsuccessful claim, the Idaho Court of Appeals has held that the claimant
can recover a percentage of fees to be dctennined by the trial court. Bumgarner v. Bumgarner,
124 Idaho 629, 644-45, 862 P.2d 321, 336--37 (Ct. App. 1993)(afflrming district court's

allocation of 50% ofplaintifrs attorney fees to the prosecution ofhis successful claims). "In a
multiple-claim action, the trial court is vested with discretion to detennine which party prevailed
overall, and may apportion costs and fees, taking into account the disposition of all claims,
counterclaims or other multiple issues." Holmes v. Holmes, 125 fdaho 784, 788, 874 P.2d 595,
599 (Ct. App. 1994). The only caveat it that Safeguard may not be assessed with fees "devoted

exclusively" to an unsuccessful claim against another defendant. Davidson v. Beco Cmp.. 116
Idaho 696, 698, 778 P.2d 818, 820 (Ct. App. 1989). 11

10

While Thurston's claim for interference with prospective economic advantage against Safeguard, which was
dismissed on summary judgment, wa.\ not a commercial transaction, Thurston excluded fees associated exclusively
with this claim from its request. Oecl. Mulcahy, 1 78; Decl. Gill,, 16.
11

Many states do not require segregation where attorney fi.:es arc claimed fbr a legal service which advances both a
recoverable and unrecoverable claim which share a common core of facts. ,<:.,'ee, e.~.• Torry Gullo Motors I. L fl. l'.
("hapa. 212 S.W .3d 299, 313~14 (Tex. 2006)("lt is only when discrete legal services advance both a recoverable and
unrecoverable claim that they arc so intertwined that they need not be segregated."); Sunset Fuel & /.;ng'g Ca. v.
Compton. 775 P.2d 901, 904 (Or.App.l989) (''Attorney fees need not be apportioned when they are incurred for
representation on an issue common to a claim in which fees are proper and one in which they are not."); Brown v.
Dtll'id K. Riclwrdv & Co.. 978 P.2d 470, ~ 19 (Utah CLApp.1999) (attomey fees may be awarded "even though
some oft he fees may liOt have been incurred on strictly compensable issues, becaut>c proof of the compensable and
norHompensable claims overlapped"); Modt1/ar Mining .s:vs.. Inc. v. Jig.wM Techs .. Inc .. 221 Ariz. 515, 522, 212
P.:3d S53, 860 (Ariz. App. 2009)(whcrc legal services were dedicated to both non·compcnsublc tort claim and
"intel"\vovcn" compensable contract claim. prevailing party entitled to filii fee): Dice v. City ofA1ontesmw. 128 P.3d
1253,, 31 (Wash. App. 2006) ("If the court finds that claims are so related that segregation is not reasonable, then it
need not segregate the attorney fees."): Chodomw v. Jfuore, 947 So. 2d 577, 579 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007)(where n
party is entitled to an award of fees for some claims but not others, court must evaluate claims to detcrmille whether
they involve a common core of facts and are based on related legal theories and, if so, !\ill fee may be awarded
unless it can be shown that the attomeys spent a separate and distinct amount of time on counts as to which no
attomcy's fees were nuthorit.cd.).

9
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Reviewing the time entries submitted by counsel, it is evident that the majority of
overlapping entries involve discovery, document review, depositions. motion practice and triaL
Of these, most of the overlap is between Thurston's claims against Safeguard and claims against
Deluxe. However, considering that Safeguard is Deluxe's wholly-owned subsidiary and the two

entities, and their employees, worked in tandem to effectuate Safeguard's purchase and operation
of IBF and DocuSourcc under the BAM program, the claims against them were inextricably
intertwined. 'l11e interference claims against Deluxe were premised on the on-going account
protection violations which lbnned the basis of Thurston's claims against Safeguard. For this
reason, the majority ofThurston's overlapping fees inured equally to the benefit of its claims
against Safeguard and Deluxe. For example, the discovery of Deluxe documents and depositions
of Deluxe executives advanced Thurston's claims against Safeguard, particularly its punitive
damages claims. Through this discovery, Thurston was able to ascertain the due diligence
associated with Safeguard's acquisition of IBF and DocuSource and Safeguard's awareness of
h<)W the ncquisitions would pose significant threats to 11mrston 's account protection. The
discovery revealed Safeguard's motivations for and implementation of the BAM program and
effectively allowed Thurston to paint a complete picture for the jury.
This commonality in the claims against Safeguard and Deluxe made it impractical-if not
impossible-to separate the services into compensable and non-compensable time units. Thus, it
is necessary for the Court to usc its discretion in reaching a fair apportionment. Due to the fact

that the overarching focus of this action was Safeguard's violation of Thurston's distributorship
agreement, and upon review of the fee entries, this Court concludes that 20% of the overlapping
fees charged by Thurston's counsel represents an equitable allocation toward non-compensable

claims. Based on the Court's view of the time entries. it appears Mulcahy. LLP was as involved
as Moffatt Thomas in pursuing claims and discovery against Deluxe and, therefore, a

disproportionate deduction as between local counsel and lead counsel is not warranted. Thus.
rather than reduce Moffatt Thomas's fees by 25% and Mulcahy, LLP's tees by 15% as requested
by Thurston. the Court will apply a 20% reduction to the total amounts billed.
The next issue in the time and labor analysis is whether the fees T3 "carved out" of the
arbitration matter as \Vork dedicated solely to Thurston's claims against Safeguard should be
awarded to Thurston. Safeguard contends that none of the fees submitted in the arbitration matter

should he claimed here since they are "inexorably intertwined" with T3's claims in that fomm.
10
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Dccl. Bolinger, 4i 11. However, as discussed, this is not a basis for denying fees for services
pcrfom1ed on behalf of Thurston as well which simply could not be segregated from work
performed on behalf of T3. T3 's claims were nearly identical to Thurston's claims with regard to
Safeguard and the legal services performed with regard to these claims inured to the benefit of
both plaintiffs. Notably, the fees sought in the arbitration matter-at least for services performed
by Mulcahy, LLP-werc for services perlbm1ed prior to those for which

fees arc sought in the

current matter. 12 They include the multiple meetings with Roger Thurston m1d Dav.·n Teply about
case strategy and document review, drafting pleadings in this matter, conducting discovery,
litigating discovery motions, and working with expert witnesses on Thurston and T3's dmnagc
calculations. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. R; Dec!. Gill, Exh. F. Again, many of these services cannot
reasonably be segregated between Thurston and T3 given the fact that their claims against
Safeguard were virtually identical except for damage amount. They relied on the same core facts
and same legal theories. Thus, it is only reasonable to apportion a certain percentage of these
services to ·nmrston 's claims against Sale guard. Reviewing the time entries, this Court f1nds that
counsel's estimate that 3% of Mulcahy, LLP fees and 12% of Moffatt Thomas fccsn carved out
of the arbitration fee request were reasonably dedicated to Thurston~s claims against Safeguard.
The next category of fees sought is the Mulcahy, LLP fees that the arbitration panel
excluded trom T3's attorney tee award. Dec!. Mulcahy, Exh. S. Safeguard's chief objection is
that many of the fee entries relate to "pre~ litigation general advice" and not directly related to
Thurston's claims litigated against Safeguard. However, work performed as a prelude to drafting
and filing the complaint is typically recoverable. As noted in Parsons v. Mut. q{Enumdaw Ins.

Co .. "I tjime reasonably spent by an attorney in a lawsuit does not begin with the drafting of the
complaint. Rule 11 (a)( 1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure requires an attorney to make a
reasonable inquiry into the facts and law before tiling the lawsuit." 143 Idaho 743, 748, 152 P.3d
614,619 (2007).

1

The fcc entries submitted by Mulcahy, Ll .Pin the arbitration matter were for services perfonned between May 13,
20 14 through July 24. 2016. DecL Mulcahy, Exh. R. Its tee entries submitted in this matter on behalf of Thurston
rrutge from May 5, 2016 through Jamlllf)' 27. 2017. /d. at Ex h. P, The lee entries suhmittcd by M()flatt Thomas in
the arhitration matter were for services perfonm~d between October 2, 2014 and October 27. 2016. Dec I. Gill, Ex h.
F. Its fcc entries submitted in this matter on behalf of Thurston range ll·om September 25, 2014 through January 27,
20 14. !d. at ExiL 1:.
'

11

These amounts will be further reduced by 20% to account for work attributable to claims solely against Deluxe.
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The fcc entries Safeguard objects to include Mulcahy LLP's pre-litigation investigation,
including joint correspondence with Dawn Teply and Roger Thurston about potential violations
hy Safeguard ortheir distributorship agreements, as well as review of their respective

documents, legal research of their claims, and drafting and revising the initial complaint in this
matter. While Thurston was not a party to the initial complaint'"\ he was involved in draning it
and tnaking revisions to it, with an eye woward joining in it. Thus, Thurston is entitled to recover

for this w()fk. The remaining entries pertain to drafting the mediation briet: drafting a motion to
compel with regard to Thurston's discovery requests, and responding to discovery from SAl, a
party dismissed on summary judgment. Of the "excluded tees" as a whole, the Court finds only
one was not for time and labor reasonably warranted by Thurston's claims against Safeguard. 15
With regard to the remaining entries, the deduction of 20% for time dedicated to Deluxe and
other dismissed defendants is appropriate for reasons discussed above.
The final category of lees are those attributed to

post~judgment

work perfomted on behalf

of Thurston, including briefing and arguing Saleguard's motion for post-judgment relief against
Thurston and responding to Safeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of lees and costs.
Because the majority of these Ices arc attributable solely to Thurston, no overall reduction of fees
to account for work dedicated to other claims and parties is necessary.
In sum, this Court finds that Thurston's method of apportioning counsel's time entries to

rct1cct only the time and labor necessitated by his successful claims against Safeguard is
appropriate given the nature of the claims and parties. That said, there arc specilic categories of
entries this Court finds were not reasonably required of such claims which must be deducted
prior to apportioning. Namely, work dedicated to the motions to vacate and confirm the
arbitration award was not reasonably related to advancing Thurston's claims against Safeguard in
this action. Within Mulcahy, LLP charges, these entries include:
Date

At1y

Hours /\mt

Rate

Explanation

8/29!16

Para.

2.25

$90

Conduct legal research rc confidentiality of arbitration
proceedings under Texas law and admissibilily of arbitration

$202.50

11
The initial complaint was filed by T3 only on August 26. 2014. On September 16, 2015, 11tursl0n was udded
through an amendment to the compluint.

'~ 7125!14 - J Mlv1 - S I000- "Continued telephone conference with Ms. Teply re discussion about the facts
surrounding Ms. Teply's account protection violations; telephone conference with Mr. Thurston rc his desire to

purchase 2 additional territories in Oregon and Safeguard's refusal ro allow it unless he gives them a release."
12
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l 1/7/l

DRL

6.5

KAA

.5

$2275

$400

Prepare oppo~ition to defendants' rmllion in limine section re
presenting T3's arbitration evidence again; prepare section of pretrial memorandum addressing the preclusive effect of the
arbitration decision: research caselaw re same.
Meet with Attorney Mulcahy re collateral estoppel effect of

arbitration award on trial and inability to try the case until the
JMM

.75

DRL

5.75
1

award is tlnal; draft substantial e-mail to clients rc award in
u!P.~ratl2_n a~J~.£ lik~JL effect it will have in this case
· $4T2.so·- SS50 -- C~).nfcrcncc with Allomcy. L~th.~r _rc-·m·o·t·i-on in l.it..nine__ :_co. nfe. ren·c·e····J
-+~..,..-.~~]!_i}_~!lo!:!!s.~dams n: arb1tratton_ award an.~l'!L__~-~--·········
$20J2.SO S350 Prepare opposition to emergency motion filed by defendants re
collateral estoppel effect ofT3 arbitration award; prepare material

~--·.~·-·-·-····t·K···~A.•A..J..__._;;-4~~--+~--:--+..;;a;;;;.nd:.:....:,bt;.:;'n:.::d.;;.;er:.::s,.;.fo;;.;r...;t::-;ri;.;;.al~--:---:--:----:---,-:--"7"'-·---

l 1 '5

I

'Trvfrvfti~s·· --"

1

$500

$400

Receive and review final arbitration award; conference call with
Attorney Mulcahy and clients re award and the confirmation
procedure; exchange cmails with local counsel re confirmation of
~.. ··~---~-·"· -~j···· _, .t!t~..~.Y,!i!.<Lllnd our relaled .~~.I:L...~---~-----··-··----·~---· ..............,..,..
Sl 00
$400
Review file for arbitrator appointed by the AAA and background
_
fb~.~J.n dr111i l!!ttthc £2!1,-""fir;.;,m;.;.a;,;.;t'-io.,_n-"-'-a,....;.;r..,.s_ ____,__,_ _ _ __,
$812.50
S250
Receive and review email from Attorney Luther relating to
motion to strike; review SBS's reply ISO motion to strike to
vacnre arbitration order: revise motion to strike to address SBS's
-~----~
.!..£R!i'J>.rkf.t]>~vard to Attome Luther re the same
$3437 .SO
S550
Travel to Boise for hearing on motion to confirm arbitration and
50% . .
trial: review trial transcript and conference with Attorney Luther
dcd~c~~~~
re arguments, citations and exhibits. 11
-~Pfb;s·- ··~·· ss5o~. .
torhearing; attend hearing on
50%
motion to conftml arbitration and trial

.. -

-Revfe'\v'pieadings. .in.prepari\tiot1

1l<:ductum

·-·---~ .JIPJll!~.'!--~ . -~. -----~--~--· -.....................~~---·
---~·-·-·--·-·--..,...,-----!
DRL 12.75
$962.50
$350
Travel to and attend hearing on motions to vacate and for post·
50%
judgment relief.

-·-

+---- ~~f~~i21~·5cr ---·-- -·---·---------_::::.~=-------_-~--.--.----~--.----.-.__-..-_,_-,___----{
dcdu.::tion

LTQIA~- ____

Within Moffatt Thomas charges, these entries include:
Date

Alty

Hours Amt

Rate

10!6/16

CCG

1

$285

$285

2.2

$627

[ ·iol71t6 . . ceo
i

1
"

----~-

Explanation

~~::::~~~;:

Review and ~maly1.e supplemental memorandun
motion for summary judgment regarding collate
-II
of arbitration award entered in T3 arbitration; re view rules of court
1 regarding supplementing summary judgment pi cadings;
1
--t~~~~,d'~'~,":~~Q,_huth!'f rogm-ding sruno
$285
Re.vie~ and analyz~ defenda~tts ~orrespond~r1ec to court regarding
o~jecuon to our filmg of_arb!,l~.!!~l2!l~"ar~_m.~~1!ttl.~!l}:~&!n£.'1L~-- 1

I

Only 50% of the fee will be deducted since only pan of the hearing was dedicated to the motions to conlirm and

vacate. The other portion of the hearing was dedicated to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief and, therefore,

fees arc recoverable.
11

Although Mr. Luther also billed for traveltime to Boise for the hearing on the arbitration contlnnation and post·

judgment motions, his hilling entry confimv; that he worked solely on Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief
during that time. Thus, no deduction is necessary.
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proceedings; correspondence to ccO:counsel regarding;;ame and
I
suggested response to same as well as recitation of rules supporting I
our supplemental filing; review brief flied by defendants and
1
correspondence to court regarding same; draft return
I
correspondence to defendants' counsel suggesting ahcmative
. 2!.Q!()~5>l~Q..£J!!\Jc~~ll~_!Q._I}IIe~~P.Qrtin.tt~~emental fi Iin g:
toh5h6"- LPS .5
$67.50 ·· $135
Query document management system and e-mails tor orders and
1
arbitrator's
award
to
update
counsel's
trial
binder;
update
counsel':;
1
1
trial hinder
.~c, lil8ll6
S3 TT3o·- ·S28S- _c_o.l1iinue-\~fiillrlal preparation by conducting additional research CCG 1.1
on court's ability to confirm arbitr.ltion award and application of
collateml estoppel on SBS and Deluxe after award is cont1rmed,
including cases cited by Court at hearing and follow up with D.
:-:-....,..---+-,-,.~~· Luther regarding same;
11/23/16 CCG J
"$85.50
$285
Review and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial or
alternatively motion tor reconsideration of court's dedsion on
binding effect or arbitration award; correspondence with court and
D. Luther regarding same
11f25!16 ceo u
$370.50 $285 -- Review and analyze defendants' emergency motion to vacate trial
or, alternatively, for reconsideration of order on binding efTect of
arbitration award; review arbitration panel's citations to Texas law
on damages and comparison to Idaho law on same subject: review
t-..,-.,--~----i--,.-,.--,-+··--·c····-+-.---·--l-··-----~· and finalit.e opposition to defendants' emergency motion;
11/27/16 CCG .5
$142.50
$285
·Rc\.'iC\\.; and analyze defendants' cases submitte···d··· to c··o···urt. on. . . ·.
emergency motion to vacate trial or reconsider ruling on binding
effect of arbitration award
·-·rf/:28!1 6 CCG 1.5
$427.50 $285
Attend hearing 011 defendants' emergency motlon'io vacate tfiti(or~- I
reconsider court's ruling on collateral estoppel effect of arbitration 1
award; conference with J. Mulcahy and D. Luther regarding same; I
~~--~~--···~~·~~---·~4---~-~-r-----+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=~--~~
._T=-=--OT:..:.'•A;c.:.'l::....;____, ___ ,.L."-······-~-L:::$=63!.!1_~~-Q_,,_,__,_~~......>.---------------------'

I

j

Likewise, attorney fees for purely travel time are not appropriate to award in their
entirety . 18 These include the following:

n>ate

Atty

''---~--~~~-,-" ... ,,.

6/10/16

Para.

1 9/24/ I6

JMM

I

I Hours I Amt
'

I

5.5

I

I'TQ730,ij(il Para
rtl/3/16 i Para
·······-~-LJ.~~~il6 JMM

,___-:-·······t
1

··--·-r--·~-~-~-·--------·~·~·------~-----·--·-·-····~'·--··

I

Explanation

I

--,~~-,,..~·-·"~"'"~ ·e~--~·~

5.75
5.25
PQ!l~L~- 'j_J_~1~t ~~-·10/5/16 i Para, 5.25
I0!8116 i Para. 2.5
']Qi 121 t6TT~fM 5.25
IJ.E!L~?.:'.!~~l .. ~!~~!! 5.25
10130!16 JMM 5.25

I

-.Rate

5.25

_S9Q__ r-:Tmvel buck to Onmge County (La!'!l_G_aughJl!l))____ ------··~-J
$3162.50
$550
Travel back to Orange County
..
S2887.SO JJ.~Q __ I.ravel to ~las for deP<?sitions of JJ Sorren]i ·-·--·---·--~·
l
~. ···--~ ...~
$495

-J

----~---

$90
$472.50
_Tmy_~JJEJ2'!!.L~f2£dcR<?sitiO.!]!,~ S~.!i._~------ ~
T225 --~ $~ Travel to Minneapolis for deposition of McRoberts and Kirlin
,
$2887.50
$550 rJ!'avcl ba~~ to Orange Countz
__]

s47f5!r$2887.50

·~----

$472.50

~$90--

S550

S90
$90--

Travel back to Orange Countl' .
. ~--·-·j
Travel to Dallas for deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and
I
lvv
i
Travel to Dallas for Deposition of Sorrenti, Skipper, Santos and 1

!

lw

=""="~--~- ........,.....,

~---~"-"''''

·3-:h ·--+~i~~7jo-- ·ssso-· ~t~ir~ r~~c~~):~~ifle;:-Adamsre-eX!Jibit list' an(f(feadHii~~C..._j
1

~ Travel time that cannot be utilized to work up the case (i.e., reviewing and/or drafting documents, doing legal

research), is inevitable and unavoidable at times, bUt should be limited, Accordingly, the Court will award pure
travel time at 65%, torn tOtal deduction t)f$15,994.13.

14
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I

tra~cl

JMM
11!26116 JMM
II !lll/16

------~···"

II 126116

DRL

12f21i!~

JMM
DRL
JMM

[Tig}j~t~ .
2122'1 7

5.25
-·~-~

5.25

f6·-·-····
5.25
6

--~-~--'"·--~-~'

2122/17
!

5.5

ORL

6

$3025'
$2887.50

$550

$1837.50

$350

'"''~"'

.,,.N~~''''""""'""

·$550

~~~··-"~""~,~~~"'

to Boise for J2retrial conference

-""--------,

--"-~~-"-~·-····~-~·!

'D::~_vel !>!ck !(~Cou!!!:L..

Travel to Boise for trial, conference with Attorney Luther re
stratcil
Travel to ·Boise for trial, conference with Attorney Mulcahy re
stmtegy

--

S550
S350
S550

Travel back from Boise to Orange County
. ....
Travel back from Boise to Orange County
Travel back to Orange County from hearing on post judgment
motions
·$2100
$350 1 Travel back !rom Boise to Orange C(lunty from hearing on post
----· 1 judgment motions
535,542.50
_,,...
$3300

. 11s37.50
$3300

,.-·--··~·-

=~·~·

TOTAL

L .."··-·-·-·

~~,..

further, there arc individual entries the Court finds were not related to Thurston's claims
against Safeguard, including:
·-~·

Date

5/10/16

8120! 15

8/21!15

8!24/15

TOTAL

IAtty

1

~~

Hours Amt

Para. 13

Rale Explanation
·-$91)-" Supplcmcmal research for attorney's fees memorandum and
$270

~---~----~·--·-·-~~-~------~--·-·-·--··"

··~-j

I

dismissal tor individual defendants and defendants' rights to
I
attorney's fees
···~-J
i3oo... '1zc·\;ic\~·;:or:res!lo.nde~lcer;<»il··o~T·utiler
or<Jer-dcn}·illg l
~~~lion
to
seal
d~u?lcnt.in
Californi~.
actio.n;
--.
- . - ---~i1
'·~~ 1-·----··$300' Rcvww order from Cahfornu1 court dcnymg stlpulatton to seal
CCG
.4
$120
alleged confidential documents; review correspondence from D. j
Luther regarding REDACTED; drall correspondence to D.
1 ~~~.Lr.~s!!:<!l~JU£l_me; ·--·
t~
--·-j
$90-~ ---·
.3
$300 Correspondence and conference with J. Mulcahy regarding
II
whether to notify court of order in California action denying
I
parties' request to seal documents that defendants claim are
l
!
confidential;
SSIO
i

·cca~J·:i-·-- ·s3o-··--··

. regaral·ng..

!

'''''~:"·=·-:

---·~--'-'"'·~=-~-,~·~,~~~·,~-~-=--·-=-·-·~'""""~~---~-"-~""----~-..,.,...~~--..-·~~--~·~"'~=~-w

~·~'~'-'"""~.)

With regard to the post-judgment fees and costs, ,..,hilc this Court will allow recovery for
work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief, it will not allow
recovery for work dedicated to responding to Safeguard's objection to fees and costs. Because
Safeguard's objection to Thurston's memorandum of fees was anticipated, Thurston should have
included in its original memorru1dum of fees an estimate of the time and expense tbr responding
to Safeguard's objection. Its failure to do so within I4 days after the entry of judgment is a
waiver ofthose fees under the Rules. IRCP 54(d)(4), (e)(4). Therefore, a total of$31,075 will be
dcductcd. 19 llowever, because Safeguard's motion for post-judgment relief was filed the same
day as Thurston's memorandum of fees, Thurston could not have reasonably estimated the time
1
"

This figure represents post-judgment fee entries totaling $23,237.50 from Mulcahy, LLP and $7837.50 from

Moffatt Thomas.
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and expense in responding thereto. Therefbre, the Court does not find that Thurston waived its
ability to recover such fees and costs by failing to include an estimate in its original
memorandum and will

all(W/

recovery. with the individual exceptions listed above.

Finally, Mr. Gill billed twice on two entries for January 4, 2017. The duplicate emrics,
which total $199.50, will be deducted.
With respect to fees sought in connection with Kelley Tal boy's services, the invoices
provided only reveal $2895 in fees were charged and $1332.50 in costs. The fees were charged
over a period of one month in the earliest stages of the litigation. Namely, Kelley Tal boy
discussed the case with Mr. Mulcahy, assisted with the finalization and filing of the initial and
amended complaint, arranged lbr pro hac vice admission of Mulcahy, LLP attomeys and
prepared motions and orders for service upon Safeguard. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. T. Because these
fees were necessarily incurred in litigating Thurston's claims against Safeguard, they are
recoverable.
Adding up the deducted "through judgment" line item entries referenced herein, $6750
will be reduced from Moflatt Thomas's total "through judgment)! fees, for a total of $195,909.64
and $28,491.63 will be reduced from Mulcahy, LLP's total "through judgment" fees, for a total
of$787,504.80. Further reducing these amount by 20% to account for work attributable to
Deluxe. the total "through judgment" fees properly attributable to Thurston's claims against
Safeguard, including the $2895 invoiced by Kelley Talhoy, is $789,626.55. "Post-judgment" fees
properly attributable to Thurston's claims against Safeguard total $56,927.
•

The novelty and ditliculty of the questions

While Safeguard contends that Timrston's claims against it were typical of a commercial
litigation case, the way in which Safeguard conducted the breaches was far from typical. Its
acquisition of IBF and DocuSourcc through the RAM program and subsequent operation of
those entities in competition with Thurston nothing short of complex. While Safeguard asserts
that the complexity of the BAM program need not enter into the analysis, it was central to
Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Indeed, one only need to consider the length of the trialwhich was li:wused primarily on Thurston's claims against Safeguard-to get an idea of how
involved the conduct was. Thus, this Htctor weighs in favor of Thurston.
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•

The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and abilitv of the attorney in the particular field oflaw.

According to Roger Thurston, he chose to retain Mulcahy, LLP due to its reputation in
the area of franchise and distribution law tmd because it had represented other Safeguard
distributors. Decl.

Thurston,,~ 4~5.

Thurston felt Mulcahy. LLP would be familiar with the

relevant issues and able to eft1ciently and effectively prosecute the action. Jd. In fact, Jmnes
Mulcahy has over 30 year of experience in fhmchisc and distribution law and has litigated and/or
arbitrated hundreds of such matters. Dec!.

Mulcahy.~~

62. His associates, Kevin Adan1s and

Douglas Luther, likewise have significant experience in the same area of law. !d. at,, 67-71.
Local counsel, Clay Gill, is skilled in general commercial litigation and regularly associates,with
out-of-state counsel on large, complex commercial litigation matters pending in Idaho. Dccl.
Gill, •:~J6, 8.
While Mulcahy U ,P's specialization may have served Thurston well, this Court is not
convinced that it was necessary to Thurston's success. Certainly, by dedicating some time to
understanding the basics of distribution, any number of attorneys practicing in complex
commercial litigation without the same specialty could have handled the case with the same
degree of success. Thus, this factor does not weigh either for or against Thurston.
•

The prevailing charges tbr like work.

In determining the reasonableness of an hourly rate, the court must consider "the fee rates
generally prevailing in the pertinent geographic area, rather than what any particular segment of
the legal community may be charging." l.eftunich v. Lettunich, 14lldaho 425,435, 111 P.3d
II 0, 120 (2005)(/.emmich /). "The pertinent geographic area is the area from which it would be
reasonable to obtain counsel.'' Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 750--51, 185 P.3d 258.
262-63 (2008)(Lettunich IT).

Safeguard docs not object to the rate charged by Moffatt Thomas, but contends that
Mulcahy, LLP rates arc not in line with Idaho rates. Thurston acknowledges that Mulcahy LLP
rates are high for ldaho, 20 but below the prevailing market rate in Southern Calift)mia for
litigation specialists. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~

75. Arguing that he was constrained to hire Mulcahy, LJ.P

20

Mr. Mulcahy charged an hourly rate ofbetween $500 and $550. Mr. Adams' rate was between S350 and $400,
Douglas Luther's rate was $350, and Filcrnon Carrillo's rate was $250. !)eel. Mulcahy, 1~ 64, 69, 71, 73. By
contrast, Patricia Olsson and Clay Gill charged $300 and S2SS, respectively. Ded. Gill,~ 17.
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due to Idaho's lack of qualified attorneys to handle his claims, Thurston urges this Court
accept Mulcahy, LLP's rates. Dec!. Thurston,~~:

w

2~5.

However, as explained above, Idaho--and Boise in particular-has attorneys well suited
tor complex commercial litigation. Dec!. Greener, ~!•\9-1 0. While Mulcahy, LLP's resources and

specialization were undoubtedly convenient in prosecuting Thurston's claims, this Court is not
convinced that Thurston was without options for retaining competent Idaho counsel. In his
declaration, Roger Thurston reports that his local counsel int'onned him that he wa<; not aware of
an attorney in the area with resources suflicient to engage in a prolonged legal battle with

Safeguard. Dec!. Thurston, ~r 3. There is no evidence that Thurston made any additional inquiries
to confirm or deny his local counsel's impression. Consequently, because it would have been
reasonable for Thurston to retain

Boise~arca

counsel. this Court will reduced Mulcahy LLP's

fees to be in accord with Boise's prevailing rates for lav.'Ycrs of reasonably comparable skill,
experience and reputation.

The current high-end rates in the Boise area for experienced complex cornmercial
litigators is approximately $400 per hour and, for less experienced litigators, the rate is closer to
$250 per hour. 21 Taking into account Mulcahy LU>'s specialization and the fact that the $90
hourly rate for its paralegals/law clerks is considerably lower than Boise's market rate, this Court
finds that an overall reduction in its statT rates of 20% is reasonable. Applying this deduction
\vould place Mr. Mulcahy's rate at between $400 and $440, Mr. Adams rate at between $289 and
$320, Mr. Luther's rate at $289, Mr. Carrillo's rate at $200, and $72 lor paralegal/law clerks.
Safeguard docs not object to Mr. Gill and Ms. Olsson's rates and this Court finds them to be
~'
reasonable.~·

•

Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

Thurston s counsel represented it on a contingency basis. IJecl. Mulcahy,~~~ 4-5 and Exh.
1

A thereto. In the engagement agreement Mulcahy LLP undertook representation ofThurston on
11

See PNC Equipment Finance. UC v, Forest Air. LLC, 2014 WL 6673986 (D. Idaho Nov. 24, 20 14) (finding rate<;
of $3 7 5 for senior partner, $305 for associate and $160 for parnleg.al to be reasonable): L<IIW v. Oller, 2014 WL
7245631 (D. Idaho Dec. 19, 2014) t$400 per hour reasonable for complex litigation attorneys in the Boise market);
Cmty. House. Inc. v. Ci~v ofBoLI'I!, Idaho, 2014 WL 124 775&, at *6 (D. Idaho Mar. 25. 20 14) (attorney rates of

$200-$400 were reasonable); Sparks v. Allstate Aiedicalf:.'quipmellf, Inc., 2016 WL 5661758 (D. Idaho Sept. 29,
20 16) (lead attorney ratt\s of $30)·$334 and ~t.~sociate rates of $255 and $290 were reasonable).

u The Court will apply the 20% deduction to the Mulcahy, LLP fees as reduced by the Court in the "time and labor

required" section above. to wit: [reduced "through judgment'' fees of $630,003.84 +"post judgment" fees of
$5(),600]

X

.80 "'$544,483.07.
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the condition that it would he entitled to the greater of the contingency amount of 40% or the
attorneys' fees awarded in the judgment. hi. As applied to Thurston's award against Safeguard,
the contingent fee would be $2,413,622.40. Thurston requests that the Court award this
contingent fcc amount or, alternatively, a multiplier of three to the "lodestar11 amount the Court
ultimately Hnds to be warranted.
The Court has discretion to award attorney fees in an amount equivalent to or a portion of
the contir1gent fee. Parsons. 143 Idaho at 748. 152 P.Jd at 619 (fcc award based on contingent
amount of $20,000 despite the fact that attorney performed only 30-40 hours of \Vork was not an
abuse of discretion); Young v. State Farm Mut. Auro. Ins. Co., 127 Idaho 122, 128, 898 P.2d 53,
59 ( 1995)(award of \12 the contingent fee not an abuse of discretion). "An amount equal to
standard contingent fees in the same locale is not an amount that is clearly erroneous." Brinkman

v. Aid Insurance Co .. 115 Idaho 346, 351, 766 P.2d 1227, 1232 (1988).
While Mulcahy LLP's 40% contingency fcc is typical among Boise finns upon taking a
case to trial, the Court must also consider the requirement that the fcc award be "reasonable."
I. C. § 12~ 120(3). Here, the contingency lee was signii1cantly increased by the punitive damages

award, which made up a large percentage of the verdict. It resulted in a contingency fcc which is
nearly three times greater than the actual fees sought cmd, therefore, the contingency fee is not
even closely representative of the time actually spent. Therefore, the Court will not award the
contingency fee in lieu of a reasonable hourly fee. For this same reason, the Court will not treble

the hourly fee pursuant to the lodestar approach, a method not supported by Idaho law.
•

The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the
case.
There is nothing in the record suggesting that time limitations were an issue in this case.
•

The amount involved and the results obtained.

Unquestionably, Thurston obtained excellent results with his claims against Snfegaurd.
As discussed, while some ofThurston's claims against Safeguard were dismissed prior to trial,
either voluntarily or through motion practice, Thurston prevailed on all of the claims against
Safeguard which ultimately reached trial and was awarded approximately 93% of the
compensatory damages requested, as well as the maximum punitive damages allowed under LC.
§ 6-1604. Further, taking into consideration Thurston's dismissed claims against Safeguard,

Thurston's overall success against Safeguard is not significantly diminished as these claims
sought little in additional damages. Thus, this !actor weighs heavily in Thurston 1 s favor.
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•

The undesirability of the case.

The undesirability factor likewise weighs in Thurston's favor. The economic risk
shouldered by Mulcahy, LLP in agreeing to litigate against a large, resourceful company such as
Safeguard on u contingent basis was enormous. Depositions were held across the nation. Further,
the course of the lawsuit was fraught with contentious discovery battles of\en requiring court
intervention. These drove the costs of the lawsuit up considerably.

•

The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.

Thurston did not have a prior professional relationship with Mulcahy, LLC or Moffatt
Thomas prior to this lawsuit.
•

Awards in similar cases.

Tn City <>.[Meridian v. Petra Inc., the Idaho Supreme Court found an award of
$1.275,416.50 in attomcy fees to a prevailing party in a breach of construction management

contract case was proper \Vhere the case was litigated for more than two years, involved a dozen
"vigorously contested" prc·trial motions. and where trial lasted 59 days. 154 Idaho 425, 455, 299
P.3d 232, 262 (20 13 ). Although the trial in this case lasted three weeks, the pretrial portion of the

case involved prolonged discovery disputes and extensive motion practice. ·nms, the award
sought by Thurston is well in line with Perra.
•

Automated legal research.

Between September 30, 2016 and Febmary 28, 2017, Thurston incurred a total of
$384 7.62 for automated legal research associated with its claims against Safeguard. Dec!.

Mulcahy. ,197, Exh. W; Supp. Decl. Mulcahy, Exh. C; 31« Dec!. Gill, Exh. A. Between
Safeguard objects to recovery of this amount on grounds that actual invoices were not provided.
However, in their respective declarations, Thurston's counsel have provided spreadsheets
summarizing its various expenses which show line items memorializing costs fbr "on-line
research" at the e11d of each month between September 30. 2016 and Feb mary, 28, 20 17,
precisely when summary judgment, trial, and post-judgment briefing was underway. !d. The
Court finds this is sufficient proofthat the costs were incurred. Further, the cost is reasonable.
According to Mr. Mulcahy, legal research expenses w·crc allocated on a monthly basis based on
the percentage or research dedicated to each matter. Thus. the legal research costs claimed are
reflective of the time dedicated to Thurston's claims against Safeguard. Supp. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~

28.
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Based on the foregoing analysis under IRCP 54(e)(3). this Court finds an award of
attorney fees to Defendants in the amount of $710,432.78 to be reasonable, as well as $3847.62
in automated legal research.
D.

Costs

Rule 54(d)( 1)(C) provides that certain enumerated costs "shall be" allowed as a matter of
right to the prevailing party, unless othcnvise ordered by the trial court. The rule further provides
that the trial court:
in its sound discretion may, upon proper objection, disallow any of the above
described costs upon a finding that said costs were t\ot reasonably incurred; were
incurred for the purpose of harassment; were incurred in bad faith; or were
incurred fbr the purpose of increasing the costs to any other party.
In addition, the prevailing party in a civil action may seck reimbursement of some costs
"upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and
should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." JRCP 54(d)(l )(A). Rule
54(tl)( I )(D), IRCP, permits the district court to award "[a]dditional items of cost not enumerated
in. or in an amount in excess of that !allowed as a matter of right]." Such costs are pennissiblc
"upon a showing that [they] were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, tmd
should in the interest ofjustice be assessed upon the adverse party." Id.
A trial court must make express findings as to why a party's discretionary costs should or
should not be allowed. I.R.C.P. 54( d)( I )(0). Express tindings comply with this requirement
when they arc about the general character of the requested costs and whether those costs are
necessary, reasonable, exceptional, and in the interests ofjustice. Hoagland v. Ada Cmy., 154
Idaho 900, 913-14, 303 P.3d 587, 600-01 (20 13). If a court fails to make such findings, any
award will be reversed on appeal. /)'wallow v.

J~mergency

Med

r~(Jdaho.

P.A., 138 Idaho 589,

598, 67 P.3d 68, 77 (2003).
ln evaluating whether u cost is "necessary and exceptional," the primary dispute typically
surrounds the latter requirement. To determine \'.'hether a cost is "exceptional," case law directs
courts to "assess the context and nature of a case as a whole along with multiple circumstances."
Jloagland, 154 Idaho at 913-14. 303 P.3d at 600-01. Particular standards a court should consider

include, hut are not limited to, whether there was unnecessary duplication of W<)rk, whether there
was an unnecessary waste nf time, the frivolity of issues presented, and creation of unnecessary
costs that could have been easily avoided. ld Thurston seeks the following costs:
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$10,267.50
$10,852.48
$550.15

With regard to costs awardable as u matter of right, the only expenses this Court finds
recoverable under IRCP 54( d)( 1)(C) are those tor the "court reporter/deposition'' in the amount
of $27 .215.47; exhibits costs up to the maxirnum of $500~ court filing fees of$221; witness fees
of $55; subp()Cna costs of$295.75, and; $2000 for Berliner and $2000 for Taylor are warranted.
Thus, the total amount of costs recoverable as a matter of right is $32,287.22. 24
As for the remaining expenditures, their recovery depends on whether they satisfy the
standard for discretionary costs. Certainly, costs incurred lor postage, omce supplies and
photocopies above the $500 limit, and costs tor hearing transcripts are not exceptional in
litigation. Indeed. Thurston does not argue as much. Roe v. Harris, 128 Idaho 569, 574, 9 t 7 P.2d
403,408 (1996)(whcrc no showing was made that costs of photocopying. long distance
telephone calls, faxes, and courier expenses were exceptional and necessary, award properly
denied.), abrogated on other ~:,trounds by Rincover v. State. Dep't of Fin., Sec. Bureau, 132 Jdaho

547,976 P.2d 473 (1999).
11

Mulcahy's spreadsheet docs not indicate what this "liling fee", which was incurred on October 31,2016, was for.
The only evidence presented of a paid filing fcc is included in the Kelley Talbt)y invoice, demonstrating that $221
was paid in connection with filing the original Complaint. Exh. T to Oed. Mulcahy.

~.,Costs for process service are recoverable as a matter of right, but TI1urston was unable to articulate what portion
of"Process service/Federal Express/postage" was actually dedicated to process service. Decl. Mulcahy,~ 97(i).
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However, Thurston does contend that the uttorncy travel expenses, the DTI software
costs, and fees charged by Mr. Berliner, Mr. Taylor and Coles Reinstein do satisfy the standard.
For attomey travel, Thurston argues the expenses were necessary to obtain evidence placed
before the jury and exceptional as they were incurred in large part by Safeguard's "forced
motions and ultimately a trial that should not have been necessary." Thurston's Memo, p. 24.
However, travel costs in litigation, a.'l well as meals and lodging, are a typical aspect of modern
litigation, especially in commercial litigation where large companies have a nationwide presence.
Further, although there were hearings on contested discovery motions that Thurston's counsel
had to travel from California to attend, this is a cost inherent in retaining out-of-state counsel
and, therefore, not exceptional.
Likewise, the cost for the DTI software and document management services does not
meet the requisite standard. According to Mr. Mulcahy. the sheer volume of documents produced
by Safeguard made a page by page document review wa.-; impractical and rendered it necessary

for Thurston to use DTI for storing and searching the documents. Dec!. Mulcahy, ~,148, 97 and
lh. 7. Further, he explains that the software enabled Thurston to identify the mctadata associated
with the documents, which proved crucial for issues which arose in depositions, such a.<;; denial of
authorship. /d. Hm\'cver, voluminous document production is typical of commercial litigation.
Further, Thurston could have more effectively managed the volume of documents produced by
focusing its discovery requests more. A review of Thurston's requests for production to
Safeguard reveal that Thurston cast a remarkably broad net from the beginning rather than
attempting to first shape and narrow the issues thmugh detailed interrogatories. See, e.g.,
Thurston's RFP Nos. 16, 30, 33,36 to Safeguard, attached as Fxh. lito Dec!. Schossbcrgcr
(Feb. 10. 21 07). While the document production would still have been voluminous, it very likely

would have been less so. Therefore, the Court does not find the expense to be necessary and
exceptional, nor would it be in the interests ofjustice to award the expense to Thurston.
Conversely. Mr. Berliner's expert fees do satisfy the standard for recovery. Mr. Berliner
was hired by Plaintiffs as part of a joint resolution to PlaintiiTs' motion to compel discovery
responses. DccL

Mulcahy,~~

13-36, Exhs. D ~ 0. Due to Safeguard's delay and prevarication in

responding to Plaintiffs' discovery requests seeking sales data from DocuSourcc and fBF and,
secondarily, to looming scheduling order deadlines, the parties agreed that Plaintiffs could hnvc

Mr. Berliner inspect and extract Safeguard's accounting data. Dec!. Mulcahy,, 96, Exh. G. Mr.
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Berliner traveled to Safeguard headquarters in Dallas and \vorkcd with Safeguard employee,
Terry Robison, for a week in identifying and obtaining data relating to sales to Thurston and
T3 's protected customers by other Safeguard distributors. Dec I. Berliner, ,17. Following that, Mr.
Berliner extracted the data and compiled it in a usable fom1 so that it could be reviewed by
Robert Taylor to calculutc damages. !d. at ~Ill.
Thurston contends that the expense or hiring Mr. Berliner was necessary and exceptional
due to Safeguard's obstruction during discovery and its refusal to reveal the details of the
account protection violations. Thurston points to Mr. Kirlin's trial testimony which revealed that
Safeguard had easy access to data relating to sales to Thurston and 'D's protected customers
since 2013, but did not pay the commissions on those sales-or even reveal those sales-to
Thurston and T3 due to a dispute in contract interpretation. Tr. Trans. 1962: 15-1965:23;
1976:22-1980:19. Thurston argues that if Safeguard produced this infom1ation from the
beginning, there would have been no need to hire Mr. Berliner. Dec!.

Mulcahy,~,

13, 30 and

Exhs. E-F thereto. Safeguard, conversely, contends that Thurston was in possession of all the
information necessary to calculate its damages early in the case and opted to hire Mr. Berliner to
drive up costs and harass Safeguard. Dec!. Schossbcrgcr, ,~ 26, 33. However, the documents
produced by Safeguard were incomplete, containing only "snippets" of relevant infonnation,
with many corresponding exhibits and attachments regularly missing or withheld. Dec!.
Mulcahy, ~11! 46-47. Further, during depositions, Safeguard's witnesses refused to acknowledge
the documents, claiming they could not recall or recognize documents they sent. received or
created. !d. at ~ 57. Dunlap refused to identify a single protected customer of Thurston's, instead
referring to "possible common accounts." !d.
This Court is painfully aware of the difficulties both parties experienced in the discovery
process. While Thurston's requests were quite broad, Safeguard reacted by being

less~thun~

forthcoming in its responses and appeared to make it as difficult as possible for Thurston to
ohtain the infommtion necessary to prove its dan1agcs, despite evidently having the requested
hlfonm1tion at its fingertips. Hiring Mr. Berliner was, therefore. a necessary choice under the
circumstances. Further, the cost qualifies as exceptional because it could have been avoided had
Safeguard made complete disclosures early on. Finally, justice requires that Thurston recover
this cost, which Mr. Berliner has reasonably apportioned to exclude work dedicated solely to
'mything other than Thurston's claims against Safeguard. The balance remaining alter the
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deduction of $2000 awarded as a cost as a matter of right is $12,026.12, which shall be assessed
against. Safeguard as a discretionary cost.
Mr. Taylor wa.<.; hired to quantify Thurston's damages associated with unpaid
commissions (past and future), pricing advantage damages, underpayment to Thurston for the
value of the purchased accounts and assess the value ol' the business. Decl. Taylor,,! 8. For the
past lost commissions, Mr. Taylor ~malyzed and matched the extensive data extracted by Mr.
Berliner to identify actual sales by IBF and DocuSource to Thurston's protected accounts and
calculate the

~unount

of commissions owing to Thurston. !d.

at~

I I -12. As Mr. Kirlin testified

at trial. this was data tracked by Safeguard on a daily basis for years, but it was not disclosed to
Thurston. Had Safeguard complied with its discovery obligations and disclosed the information
up front, there would have been no reason for Thurston to hire Mr. Taylor to analyze and
caleulate the same. Insofar as Mr. Taylor's fees were dedicated to this endeavor, they would
qualil)' as reimbursable as a discretionary cost. However, Mr. Taylor's other work-future lost
commissions. pricing advantage damages. underpayment, and business valuation-is quite
typical of a commercial litigation case. While Mr. Taylor has apportioned his fees for work
dedicated to Thurston's claims against Safeguard, 25 there is no further apportionment for fees
dedicated to his analysis of past unpaid commission. Therefore, while this cost is awardable,
Thurston has not carried its burden of establishing the mnount.
The final cost at issue is that attributable to Coles Reinstein. an accounting lim1 initially
retained by Thurston to opine on damages. Dec!. Mulcahy,, 97 ru1d Exh. X thereto. However,
after Mr. Reinstein performed some initial work, Mulcahy LLP opted to hire Mr. Taylor, who
was better equipped for the work. !d. Thurston does not make any attempt to explain why this
cost satislies the requisite standard. Consequently, it will not be awarded as a discretionary cost.

Roe, 128 Idaho at 574, 917 P.2d at 408.
IV.

ORDER

Based on the foregoing analysis, Thurston's Motion for Attorney Fees and Safeguard's
Objection to Fees and Costs are DENIED, in part, and GRANTED in part. Thurston is entitled to
an award of the following against the Safeguard:
•

Attomcy Fees: $710,432.78

•

Automated Legal Research: $3847.62

:; Sec, Dccl. Taylor,~ 19-21.
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•

Costs As a Matter of Right: $32.287.22

•

Discretionary Costs: $12,026.12

•

TOTAL: $758,593.74

An Amended Final Judgment will be filed contemporaneously herewith.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated

this:~~ ofMay, 2017.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this _f_ day of May, 20 I7, I emailcd (served) a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to:

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attorneys at Law
pmoriV,motTatt.com
~g(f,i),moffatt.com

James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at La\\/
jmulcahy(a)mulcahvllp.com
dluthcrrti{mulcahyllp.com
Dane Bolinger
Attorney at Law
dbolinger@hawleytroxell.com
Paul R. Genender
Jason E. Wright
Attorneys at Law
paul.genender@weil.com
jason. \vright(cllwcil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
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MAY 0 5 2017
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By EMILY CHILD
OEP\ITY

fN THE Dl TRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN A D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
T3 ENTERPRISES INC., an Idaho
)
corporation; and THURSTO
)
E TERPRI ES, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
vs.
)
)
SAFEGUARD BU fNESS YSTEMS, INC., )
a Delaware corporation; and DELUXE
)
CORPORATIO , a Minnesota corporation. )
)
Defendants.
)

Case o . CV-OC-1416400
AMENDED JUDGME T
NUNC PRO TUNC

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc. is awarded judgment against Defendant Safeguard
Business ystems, Inc. ("SBS'') in the amount of Six Million, Seven Hundred

inety Two

Thousand, Six Hundred Forty ine and74/ IOO Dollars ($6 792,649.74). This judgment shall
accrue post-judgment interest at tbe annual statutory rate of 5.625% from the date of the entry of
this judgment until the entire sum is paid to Thurston Enterprises, Inc. in full . Thurston
Enterprises, Inc.'s claims against Defendant Deluxe Corporation are djsmissed with prejudice.
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Claims brought by PlaintiffT3 Enterprises Inc. (''T3") against Deluxe Corporation are dismissed
with prejudice. I
T3 shall have and recover against SBS the sum of Four Million, Three Hundred Sixty
Two Thousand and Forty One and 95/100 Dollars ($4,362,041.95) as awarded in the arbitration
action styled T3 v. Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. AAA No. 01 15 002 6860 and confirmed
by this Court. ("Confumed Judgment"). The Confinned Judgment shall accrue post-judgment

interest at the annual statutory rate of 5.625% from the date of the entry of this judgment until
the entire sum is paid to T3 in full. In addition:
1. The Distributor Agreement between T3 and SBS is hereby terminated.

2. Further perfonnance by T3, its principals or its agents under the Distributor Agreement is
excused by virtue of B 's material breach of the Distributor Agreement. This
specificall y includes, without limitation, excuse of any performance by T3 of the post
term covenant against competition.
Upon payment by SBS to T3 of the Confirmed Judgment in its entirety, including any
accrued post-judgment interest, T3 shall file a satisfaction of judgment and cease using the
following intellectual property and other materials ofSBS: ( 1) the afeguard name and
mark(s) (2) the afeNet program, (3) afeguard price lists (4) afeguard product specs (5)
Safeguard marketing materials (6) the CMS program, (7) afeguard business cards (8)
afeguard letterhead, (9) afeguard sales materials (I 0) afeguard job samples, ( ll)

I Tbis Judgment, as it relates to all.ofThurst.on Enterprises' claims, and the claims ofD against Deluxe

Corporation, is entered Nunc Pro Tunc to January 13, 2017.
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Safeguard product manuals, ( 12) afeguard product training, ( 13) Safeguard sales brochures

(14) Safeguard design form trays (15) Safeguard demonstration boards, ( 16) Safeguard
email addresses, (17) Safeguard websites and domain names and (1 8) any other products or
materials containing the Safeguard name or mark(s). The telephone number, facsimile
numbers, post office box, and customer files; cards records and other date used in
connection

'~th

T3's business will remain the property ofT3.

All other claims against all other parties are dismissed with prejudice.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATEDTHIS~'?.;ofMay 2017. ~/
~#

c!

-:r-/ ::>
n~pler
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this __£_ day of May, 2017, I emailed (served) a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to:

Patricia M. Olsson
C. Clayton Gill
Attorneys at Law
pmo@moffan.com
ccg@mo.ffatt.com
James M. Mulcahy
Douglas R. Luther
Attorneys at Law
jmulcahy@mulcahyllp.com
dluther@mulcahyllp.com
Dane Bolinger
A ttomey at Law

dbolinger@hawlevtroxell.com
Paul R. Genender

Jason E. Wright
Attorneys at Law
paul.genender@weil.com
jason.wright@weil.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

By: ~· .~

Deputy Court Clerk

•

..
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

•

..

•..

,

••••••••
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Maureen Beyers, Esq.
Osborn Maledon

Current Employer-Title

Osborn Maledon P.A. -Member

Profession

Attorney - Commercial and Complex Litigation and Arbitration

Work History

Member, Osborn Maledon P.A. (1996-present); Associate, Morgan Lewis &
Bockius (NY); Law Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit; Law Clerk, U.S.
District Court, Eastern District of New York.

Experience

Based out of Arizona and New Y ark. Practice at Osborn Maledon, P .A., which is
consistently rated the top litigation firm in Arizona, consists of complex and
commercial litigation and arbitration involving commercial torts (fraud, breach of
fiduciary duty, unfair competition, interference with business relations, trade
secrets), franchise, intellectual property (trademark, trade secret and copyright),
defamation (business and personal), health care, licensing, personal injury,
employment (including wrongful termination, harassment and discrimination),
environmental (including mining and toxic torts), contracts (including property,
leases, software licensing, advertising, secured transactions, property and real
estate), business disputes (including joint venture, merger, acquisition, sale of
business, sale of assets, freeze-out, corporate governance) and insurance (including
the following kinds of policies: directors & officers insurance, general liability
insurance, property/casualty Insurance, life/health/disability insurance, fiduciary
liability insurance, mortgage insurance, professional liability insurance, errors and
omissions insurance, and the following types of insurance disputes: coverage, bad
faith primary/excess, exhaustion of policy limits, toxic tort and hazardous waste,
first and third party coverage, multiple towers, occurrence, interrelated wrongful
acts, endorsement interpretation). Significant experience in securities (including
class actions, churning, unauthorized trading, unsuitable trading, and shareholder
disputes). Ongoing litigation practice helps in keeping abreast of current electronic
discovery issues and protocols.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution Experience

Over 26 years experience as advocate and arbitrator in ADR settings throughout
the United States. The Best Lawyers in America (Arbitration, Commercial
Litigation, Securities Litigation) (2012-2015); Southwest Super Lawyers,
Alternative Dispute Resolution and Business Litigation (2012-2014); Phoenix Best
Lawyers®, Securities Litigation Lawyer of the Year, 2015; Arizona's Finest
Lawyers; Martindale-Hubbell Rated A V Preeminent; Martindale-Hubbell Bar
Register of Preeminent Women Lawyers. Maureen has presided as arbitrator and
chairperson in over 100 arbitrations, as well as privately-retained arbitrations,
many of which involved complex commercial issues, since 1995. These
arbitrations have included participation as panel member or chairperson in the
following: multi-million dollar securities fraud disputes between customers and
their brokers and broker-dealers; limited liability membership disputes involving
multi-million dollar commercial property investments and LLC dissolution; breach

Maureen Beyers, Esq.
Neutra/ID: 141386
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, gcncrol oversight, and billing. Arbitrations that proceed without AAA administration are not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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of contract action by a vendor of information technology services for several
million dollars in damages; franchise disputes involving termination, enforcement
of system requirements, trademark infringement and other franchise-related
contract disputes; breach of contract and misrepresentation action by the purchaser
of computer software; two million dollar breach of contract and patent
infringement action between members of a limited liability company; multi-million
dollar international contract and business tort disputes. Member of the AAA
Commercial Panel since 1995. Also a member of AAA Large and Complex Case,
Real Estate, Franchise and Securities Panels.
Alternative Dispute
Resolution Training

Mediator Bootcamp: Strauss Institute for Dispute Resolution, Pepperdine
University School of Law (2014); AAA Principled Deliberations, 2014;AAA
Developments In Arbitration Law: Disclosure, Vacatur, Sanctions, and Arbitrator
Authority, 2013; Faculty, AAA Managing the Arbitration Process for Efficiency
and Economy Following the Preliminary Hearing, 2012; AAA/ICDR Neutrals
Conference, 2012; AAA Maximizing Efficiency & Economy in Arbitration:
Challenges at the Preliminary Hearing, 2011; AAA Webinar, Prescriptions for
Payor Provider Disputes: Implementing the New AAA Healthcare Payor Provider
Arbitration Rules, 2011; ABA Dispute Resolution Section Annual Conference,
2011; CIArb, International Arbitration Training Program, 201 0; ABA, Advanced
Mediation and Advocacy Skills Institute, 2009; AAA Webinar, Current Issues in
Employment Arbitration, 2009; AAA Webinar, Alternative Investments Meet
Alternative Dispute Resolution, 2009; State Bar of Arizona, Private Arbitration
Update, 2009; State Bar of Arizona, Private Arbitration Update: Basic/Advanced
Arbitration Practice, 2008; State Bar of Arizona, Best Practices in Securities
Arbitration, 2007; AAA Chairing an Arbitration Panel: Managing Procedures,
Process & Dynamics (ACE005), 2006; AAA Dealing With Delay Tactics in
Arbitration (ACE004), 2005; AAA Arbitrator Ethics & Disclosure (ACE003),
2004; AAA Arbitrator Update 2001; AAA Commercial Arbitrator II Training:
Advanced Case Management Issues, 2001; AAA Commercial Arbitrator Training,
2000; FINRA Chairperson Training, 1997; FINRA Arbitrator Training, 1995; AAA
Introductory Arbitrator Training, 1995.

Professional Licenses

Admitted to the Bar: New York, 1988; Arizona, 1996; U.S. District Court:
Southern and Eastern Districts ofNew York, 1988; District of Arizona, 1996; U.S.
Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, 2003; U.S. Supreme Court, 1992.

Professional
Associations

Fellow and Chartered Arbitrator, Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (London);
International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution ("CPR") Distinguished
Panel of Arbitrators (Banking, Accounting and Financial Services, Employment,
Franchise, and Insurance Panels); Charter Member, National Academy of
Distinguished Neutrals (Arizona); American Bar Association (Dispute Resolution
Section, Litigation Section; Business Law Section, Federal Regulation of Securities
Committee, Subcommittee on Civil Litigation and SEC Enforcement Matters);
Arizona Bar Association (Securities Regulation Section, Past Chair, Alternative
Dispute Resolution Section, Employment Law Section); Federal Bar Association;
Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA"), Legal and
Compliance Section; Arizona Women Lawyers Association; National Institute for
Trial Advocacy (Faculty); Arizona Humane Society (Past Board of Directors);

Maureen Beyers. Esq.
Neuh·a/ID: 141386
The AAA provides arbitraton> to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, general oversight, and billing. Arbitrations that proceed without AAA administration arc not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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Humane Society ofthe United States, Arizona State Council (2013-present).

Education

State University ofNew York at Oneonta (BS-1979); Fordham University (JD,
Editor in Chief, Fordham Law Review-1987).

Publications and
Speaking Engagements

"United States v. Booker and Constitutional Alchemy: The Sixth Amendment
Transforms Federal Sentencing Guidelines from Mandatory to 'Advisory'," THE
DEFENDER, Arizona Attorneys for Criminal Justice, Apri12005; "Outsider
Trading: A Trap for the Unwary Law firm," MARICOPA LAWYER, November
1996; "The Greying of American Trademarks: The Genuine Goods Exclusion Act
and the Incongruity of Customs Regulation," FORDHAM LAW REVIEW, 1986,
reprinted, THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW REVIEW, 1987.
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS: Frequently speaks on litigation and arbitration
issues including the following: "Your Worst Nightmare, Arbitrating A Case With
A Poor Arbitration Clause" ABA Section of Dispute Resolution Spring 2013
Meeting; "Private Arbitration Update," State Bar of Arizona October 2011; "Best
Practices in Securities Arbitration," State Bar of Arizona Convention, June 2007;
"Regulatory Rave: Update on Securities Regulatory Matters," State Bar of Arizona
Bar Convention, June 2006; "Private Arbitration Update," State Bar of Arizona,
November 2005; "Preparing For A Mediation," State Bar of Arizona Bar
Convention, June 2005; "Insights into Alternative Dispute Resolution," American
Arbitration Association, September 2004.

Awards and Honors

Phoenix Best Lawyers®, Securities Litigation Lawyer of the Year, 2015; The Best
Lawyers in America®, Arbitration, Commercial Litigation, Securities Litigation,
2012-2015; Southwest Super Lawyers: Alternative Dispute Resolution, Business
Litigation, 2012-2014; Arizona's Finest Lawyers; Martindale-Hubbell® Rated
AV® Preeminent; Martindale-Hubbell® Bar Register of Preeminent Women
Lawyers.

Willing to serve without
travel cost

Based out of Phoenix Arizona and New York. Maureen does not charge parties for
her travel time throughout the United States.

Citizenship
Languages
Locale

United States of America
English
Phoenix, Arizona, United States of America

Compensation
Hearing:
Study:
Travel:
Cancellation:
Cancellation Period:
Comment:

$325.00/Hr
$325.00/Hr
$0.00/Hr
$325.00/Hr
ODays

Maureen Beyers, Esq.
Neultal ID: 141386
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA Wlder its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, general oversight, and billing, Arbitrations that proceed without AAA administration are not considered "MA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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Van Elmore, Esq.
Law Offices of Van Elmore, Inc.

Current Employer-Title

Self-employed - Owner, Attorney

Profession

Attorney- Franchising, Intellectnal Property, Employment, ADR

Work History

Attorney, Self-employed, 1992-present; Vice President/General Counsel, Taco
Jolm's International, Inc., 1988-92; Franchise Owner, Velmore Corporation, 198587; Attorney, Oil and Gas, Anadarko Production Company, 1981-85; Attorney, Oil
and Gas, Monsanto Company, 1980-80; Attorney, Oil and Gas, Chevron U.S.A.,
Inc., 1977-80.

Experience

Attorney with over 30 years' professional experience in corporate management
(executive level) and private practice. Approximately 95% of current practice
involves intellectnal property, software law issues, franchising and franchise
related trademark, trade secret, contract, and regulatory issues. Also emphasize
franchising, international, negotiations, litigation, governmental relations,
commercial leasing, and ADR. Previously a franchise owner, vice president, and
general counsel for a 450-unit fast food franchisor. Represents both franchisors and
franchisees, handling all types of franchise dispute issues such as termination,
misrepresentation and fraud, royalty collection, non-compete, and franchisee
associations. Co-counsel and supervising attorney for several franchise and
trademark related litigations. Represents software developers regarding copyright
registration and infringement, licensing, trade secret issues, employment
agreements, and non-compete issues, development agreements, outsourcing, and
mergers and acquisitions. Advised clients regarding Internet and hosting
agreements. Guest Instructor at University of Denver and Colorado University Law
Schools on International Franchising and the use of mediation and arbitration.
Attended the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association's Legal Seminar in October,
2012 and is now listed as an attorney on that organization's panel of attorneys.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution Experience

Arbitrator and mediator since 1992. Has both single and multipanel arbitration
experience. Arbitrated a multi-million dollar copyright and licensing case.
Mediation of a multi-party franchise system dispute. Arbitrated a multi-party
$600,000 incentive plan employment dispute. Arbitrated a $1.6 million utility
service agreement dispute. Mediation of professional malpractice suit (courtordered). Mediator and arbitrator for various employment disputes. Arbitrator for
teclmology license disputes and several commercial and franchise matters such as
payments and multiple contract issues in sub-franchisor system. Evaluating
arbitrator for the University of Colorado School of Law's Arbitration for Jessup
International Arbitration Competition.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution Training

AAA self-stndy Confronting Arbitrability & Jurisdiction in Arbitration, 2014;
AAA CaseXplorer Arbitration- Training for Evaluative Arbitrators, 2014; AAA

Van Elmore, Esq.
NeutralJD : 122246
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and clla\lenges, general oversight, and billing. Arbitratim1s Umt proceed without AAA administration are not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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Webinar, Best Practices in Franchise Arbitration, 2013; AAA Fundamentals of
Etl'ective Mediation Advocacy, 2012; AAA Maximizing Efficiency & Economy in
Arbitration: Challenges at the Preliminary Hearing, 2011; AAA Arbitrator Ethics
& Disclosure (ACE003), 2008; AAA Chairing an Arbitration Panel: Managing
Procedures, Process & Dynamics (ACE005), 2008; AAA Dealing With Delay
Tactics in Arbitration (ACE004), 2006; AAA Arbitration Awards: Safeguarding,
Deciding & Writing Awards (ACEOOl), 2005; AAA ProSe: Managing Cases
Involving Self-Represented Parties (ACE002), 2003; AAA Arbitrator Update 2001;
AAA Commercial Arbitrator II Training: Advanced Case Management Issues,
2001; AAA Employment Arbitration Training, 1999; AAA Employment
Arbitration Training, 1997; AAA Specific Advanced Award Writing Training;
AAA Specific Advanced Jurisdictional Issues Training; AAA Specific Advanced
Discovery Issues Training.

Professional Licenses

Admitted to the Bar, Colorado, 1977.

Professional
Associations

Colorado Bar Association (ADR Forum Committee, Past Chair, Chair Elect, and
Past Secretary; Patent Section; Trademark Section; Copyright Section; ADR
Section; International Section; International Committee Annual Convention
Presentation on International Franchising, Chair); The International Franchise
Association (Legal Legislative Committee); The American Bar Association (Forum
on Franchising; ADR!Litigation Division Steering Committee; Franchise
Legislation Anti-Trust Task Force; Intellectual Property Section; Science and
Technology and International Sections); Computer Law Association; Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association; Alzheimer's Association.

Education

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (BA, Sociology/Chemistry minor);
University of Miami (JD, Dean's List).

Publications and
Speaking Engagements

"The Finacially Troubled Franchisee" American Bar Association Forum on
Franchising, October 2007: "How to Start a Franchise Law Practice," American
Bar Association Forum on Franchising, October 2001; "Beyond Trademarks:
Intellectual Property Issues in Franchising," CLE International Franchise Law
Program, November 1999; "Franchisor Internet Legal Pages and Associated
Issues," IFA Legal Symposium, May 1999; "Does Your IP License Create a
Franchise?," CBA Patent Trademark and Copyright Section, June 1997; analysis of
draft Albanian Industrial Property Law and Romanian Copyright Law; drafted
atticle on copyright laws and ADR for the Central and East European Law
Initiative (CEELI).
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS: "The Finacially Troubled Franchisee" American
Bar Association Forum on Franchising, October 2007: "Franchise Fundamentals,"
International Franchise Association Annual Legal Symposium, May 2002;
"Franchise Contracts and Russian Case Study" (in Russian), International
Franchise Association Trade Mission to Kazakhstan, March 2002; "Franchising,"
USAID/ACDI Voca Franchising Project to St. Petersburg, Russia, June 1999;
"Software Licensing in Franchising, ABA Forum on Franchising, October 1997;
"Copyrights in Franchising," International Franchise Association Annual Legal
Symposium, May 1996; has presented information on franchising and purchasing a

Van Elmore, Esq.
NeutrallD : 122246
Tile AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, general oversight, and billing. Arbitrations !hat proceed without AAA administration arc not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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franchise to a variety of groups such as the First Judicial Group of Colorado Bar
Association on Franchising and Drake Beam Morin.
Citizenship
Languages
Locale

United States of America
Russian
Denver, Colorado, United States of America

Compensation
Hearing:
Study:
Travel:
Cancellation:
Cancellation Period:
Comment:

$2000.00/Day
$250.00/Hr
$0.00/Hr
$0.00/Hr
ODays

Vm1 Elmore, Esq.
Neutra/ID: 122246
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, general oversight, and billing, Arbitrations that proceed without AAA administration arc not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if

the parties were to select WI arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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Hon. Kenneth H. Kato
Current Employer-Title

Self-employed

Profession

Arbitrator, Mediator, Attorney, Retired Judge

Work History

Arbitrator, Mediator, and Attorney, self-employed, 2007-present; Judge,
Washington State Court of Appeals, 1997-2007; Judge, Spokane County Superior
Court, 1996-97; Commissioner, Washington State Court of Appeals, 1988-96;
Principal, Huppin Ewing Law Firm, 1975-88.

Experience

As an attorney in private practice, main areas of expertise included insurance
coverage, debtor-creditor law (including bankruptcy and landlord-tenant), real
property, and appellate law. Handled insurance coverage declaratory judgment
actions, represented banks and creditors, and handled all appeals in the firm.
Representative clients included Safeco, United Pacific/Reliance, Mutual of
Enumclaw, First National Bank of Spokane, Rainier National Bank, and Pacific
Securities Company. Cases ranged from unlawful detainer actions to those
involving first-impression appellate issues.
Within judicial experience, handled cases of all types. As a trial judge, caseload
involved both civil and criminal cases. Within two months of appointment, tried a
murder prosecution of a Hells Angel member (believed to be the first such
prosecution in Washington). Also handled complex civil litigation, including a case
that reached the United States Supreme Court. As an appellate judge, caseload was
almost evenly split between civil and criminal cases. Decided and wrote opinions
on employment and employment discrimination disputes, labor and collective
bargaining cases, pay disputes, real property, and construction cases. Several of
these involved issues of first impression. Also decided complex dissolution and
class action cases.
Areas of expertise as an attorney and judge include civil cases involving labor law,
employment law, construction law, real property law, and insurance coverage.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution Experience

Retired as a judge on January 31, 2007, but left the bench on June 15, 2007, after
serving some six months as a pro tern judge. Has since completed an arbitration
involving commercial rent that involved thousands of dollars. Other arbitration and
mediation matters are pending and ongoing. As a commissioner and judge of the
Court of Appeals, conducted settlement conferences that were essentially
mediations. As a trial judge, perfmmed fact-fmding in bench trials and conducted
settlement conferences that involved early neutral evaluation. Has extensive
experience in handling discovery issues in complex civil cases. As an attorney, was
involved in arbitrations, but no formal mediations.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution Training

AAA Webinar, New AAA Healthcare Payor Provider Judicial Orientation, 2011;
AAA Arbitration Awards: Safeguarding, Deciding & Writing Awards (ACEOOl),

Hon. Kenneth H. Kato
Neutral ID: 155551
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, general oversight, and billing. Arbitraltons that proceed without AAA administration are not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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2009; AAA Arbitration Fundamentals and Best Practices for New Arbitrators,
2008; JAMS Institute Mediation Training, 2007; Benton-Franklin Dispute
Resolution Center, Basic Mediation Training, 2007; Benton-Franklin Dispute
Resolution Center, Advanced Domestic Relations Mediation Training, 2007.
Professional Licenses

Admitted to the Bar, Washington, 1975.

Professional
Associations

American Law Institute; Washington State Bar Association (Past Member of
Leadership Institute Advisory Board and Alternate Dispute Resolution Committee;
Committee of Law Examiners); Spokane County Bar Association; Washington
State Minority & Justice Commission (Research Subcommittee, Past Chair); Asian
Bar Association of Washington; University of Washington Law School Alumni
Board; National Asian Pacific American Bar Association.

Education

University of Washington (BA, Psychology, magna cum laude, 1971; JD 1975).

Publications and
Speaking Engagements

"Private v. Public Sector," Washington State Bar Association Leadership Institute,
July 2007; "Diversity Considerations in Litigation," Washington State Bar
Association Litigation Section Mid-Year Meeting, June 2007; Statewide Diversity
Conference, Minority Bar Associations of Washington, June 2007; Eastside
Diversity Conference, Washington State Bar Association, October 2005; "Bar
Leadership," Washington State Bar Association Access to Justice Conference, July
2005.

Citizenship
Languages
Locale

United States of America
English
Spokane, Washington, United States of America

Compensation
Hearing:
Study:
Travel:
Cancellation:
Cancellation Period:
Comment:

$350.00/Hr
$350.00/Hr
$0.00/Hr
$200.00/Hr
1 Days

Han. Kenneth H Kato
Neutral ID: 155551
The AAA provides arbitrators to parties on cases administered by the AAA under its various Rules, which delegate authority to the AAA on various issues, including
arbitrator appointment and challenges, geuernl oversight, and billing. Arbitrations that proceed witllout AAA administration are not considered "AAA arbitrations," even if
the parties were to select an arbitrator who is on the AAA's Roster.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an
Idaho corpo+ation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
and
T3 ENTERPRISES.INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.,
a Delaware corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC.,
et al.,
Defendants.

AND RELATED CROSS-ACTIONS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SC No. 45092-2017
CVOC-2014-16400
Ref. 17-216
SC No. 45093-2017
CVOC-2014-16400

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on July 28, 2017, I
lodged a transcript, 21 pages in length, for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.

(Signature of Reporter)
Christie Valichc, CSR-RPR
July 28, 2017

Dates:
November 19, 2014, February 12, 2016, July 29,
2016, September 23, 2016, November 16, 2016, November
29, 2016 - December 21, 2016, February 21, 2017013830

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

and
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45092
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45093
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

and
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation;
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

013831

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal.

I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record:

1. Exhibits 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19, 29, 35, and 37, Filed Under Seal, to Second Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed August 26,2015.
2. Exhibits A, B, C, D, F, G, and H, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of James M. Mulcahy
in Support of Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions, filed
January 20,2016.
3. Exhibits Hand I, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of Douglas R. Luther in Support of
Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions, filed January 20, 2016.
4. Exhibit D, Filed Under Seal, to Supplemental Declaration of Douglas R. Luther in
Support of Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions, filed
January 28,2016.
5. Exhibit A, Filed Under Seal, to Second Supplemental Declaration of Douglas R. Luther
in Support of Motion to Challenge Defendants' Designations and Redactions, filed
February 10, 2016.
6. Exhibits 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19, 29, 35, and 37, Filed Under Seal, to Second Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed June 21,2016.
7. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for
Punitive Damages to be Filed Under Seal, filed July 5, 2016.
8. Declaration of James M. Mulcahy in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to
Add Prayer for Punitive Damages to be Filed Under Seal, filed July 5, 2016.
9. Declaration of Douglas R. Luther in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to
Add Prayer for Punitive Damages to be Filed Under Seal, filed July 27, 2016.
10. Supplemental Declaration of Counsel in Further Support of Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for Punitive
Damages (Filed Under Seal), filed July 28,2016.
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11. Second Supplemental Declaration of Counsel in Further Support of Defendants'
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend to Add Prayer for
Punitive Damages (Filed Under Seal), filed August 5, 2016.
12. Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
or in the Alternative P~ial Summary Judgment, Filed Under Seal, filed August 26, 2016.
13. Declaration of James M. Mulcahy in Support of Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s Motion for
Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Partial Summary Judgment, Filed Under Seal,
filed August 26, 2016.
14. Declaration of James M. Mulcahy in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Safeguard
Business Systems, Inc,.' s Safeguard Acquisitions, Inc.'s and Deluxe Corporations's
Motions for Summary Judgment, Filed Under Seal, filed September 9, 2016.
15. Exhibits 8-10, 12, 16, 18-19,29, 35, and 37, Filed Under Seal, to Fourth Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed October 28, 2016.
16. Exhibit D, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of Douglas R. Luther in Support of Plaintiffs'
Opposition to Defendants Deluxe and SBS's Motion in Limine, filed November 9, 2016.
17. Exhibits 1 - 6, on CD, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of Steven F. Schossberger in
Further Support of Defendants Deluxe Corporation's and Safeguard Business Systems,
Inc.'s Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs Evidence of Gross Profits, filed
November 14,2016.
18. Exhibit A, on CD, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of Jamie McCormick in Support of
Defendants SBS, Inc. and Deluxe's Motion in Limine, filed November 14,2016.
19. Exhibits A-C, on CD, Filed Under Seal, to Declaration of Terry Robison in Support of
Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs
Evidence of Gross Profits, filed November 14, 2017.

I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to
the Record:
1. Exhibits A-F, on DVD, to Declaration of Robert Kirlin Re Plaintiffs T3 Enterprises,

Inc.'s and Thurston Enterprises, fuc.'s Net Commissions, filed November 22, 2016.
2. Exhibit W, on DVD, to Declaration of Counsel in Support of Safeguard Business
Systems, Inc.'s Motion to Vacate or, in the Alternative, Modify Arbitration Award, filed
December 9, 2016.
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3. Exhibit, on CD, to Supplemental Declaration of Counsel in Further Support of Defendant
Safeguard Business Systems, Inc.'s Objection to Plaintiff Thurston Enterprises, Inc.'s
Motion for Costs and Attorneys' Fees, filed AprillO, 2017.
'

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 4th day of October, 2017.
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF TBE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRiqT

0'

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBB COONTY OF ADA

HONORABLE STEVEN HIPPLER

Nov 30, 2016

CLERK: Emily Child
C!l' :REPTR: Christie Valaich

T3 ENTERPRISES, ET AL
Plaintiff;
vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS, ET AL,
Defendants. ·

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CVOC14-16400
EXHIBIT LIST

Counsel for Plaintiff: James Mu1c~hy, Douglas Luther, Clay Gill
Counsel for Defendant: Steven Schossberger, Dane Bolinger··.
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS
Ex 2"
Deluxe & Subsidar~es Organization Chart
Admitted
Ex 6
Safeguard Franchise Disclosure Document
Admitted
Thurston Safeguard Distributor Agreement
Ex 8
Admitted
Distributor Agreement 7/28/2006
Ex 13
Admitted
Safeguard SafeNet Sourced Fee Changes 7/1/13 Admitted
Ex 14
Signed Safeguard,.T3, Thurston Agreement
Ex 18
Admitted
Safeguard Business Acquisitions & Mergers Deck Admitted
Ex 19
Ex 20
Email from Sutton ·to Clark, with BAM review . Admitted
Email from Savoie to Diller with attachment
Ex 21
Admitted
Safegard Franchise BAM for Distributors
Ex 22
Admitted
BAM Business IY Guide
Ex 23
Admitted
BAM Process Plan
Ex 24
Admitted
BAM Approval and Documentation Overview
Ex 25
Admitted
BAM Deal Approval Levels
Ex 26
Admitted
Email from Santos to Sutton re: take a look
Ex 27
Admitted
Ex 28
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts
Admitted
Email from Schram to McRoberts
Ex 29
Admitted
Email from Odella to Bye re: ELT Presentation Admitted
Ex 30
Ex 31
Email from Steen to McRoberts re: meeting
Admitted
Ex 32
Email from Sorrenti to Clark re: Math
Admitted

11/30/2016"
11/30/2016
11/30/2016·
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/09/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016.
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
60
63
65
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Admitted
Email from Sutton to Godich re: Wright
Admitted
Email from McRoberts to Kirlin 4/1/2013
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts 4/11/2013
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Schram & McRoberts
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Steen to Sorrenti re: BAM Build
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts 4/14/2013
Admitted
Email from Ivy to Sutton & Fogard 4/15/2013
Email from Sorrenti to Schram cc McRoberts
Admitted
Email from Schram to Sorrenti re: BAM
Admitted
Email from Steen to McRoberts re: Diamond
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Sutton to Sorrenti re: Diamond
Admitted
Email from Bata to Botzet re: Diamond
Email from Schram to Sorrenti re: SG BAM
Admitted
Schedule Project Diamond Due Diligence Deck
Admitted
Form Systems, Inc BAM Transaction Approval
Admitted
Overview Deck for Project Diamond
Admitted
Overview Deck for Project Diamond
Admitted
Project Diamond Due Diligence Summary
Admitted
Project Diamond Strategic Overview Deck
Admitted
Project Diamond Strategic Overview Deck
Admitted
Project Diamond Strategic Overview Deck
Admitted
Safeguard & Form Systems Stock Purchase
Admitted
First Amendment to Asset Purchase Agreement
Admitted
Email from Fogard to Sutton re: DocuSource
Admitted
Email from Fogard to Santos re: SG Sourcing
Admitted
Email from Fogard to Santos re: Safeguard
Admitted
Signed preferred supplier agreement
Admitted
Email from Barton to McLaughlin re: IBF
Admitted
Email from Sutton to Odella 5/10/2013
Admitted
Email from Thurston to Dunlap re: June 12
Admitted
Email from Teply to Dunlap
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: new idea
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Reply Re: new idea
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Clark 5/9/2013
Admitted
Email from Schram to McRoberts re: SG Bam
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Sutton 6/18/2013
Admitted
Innovative Final Customer Scrub (l 5 t page)
Admitted
Matches with Sales Spreadsheet
Admitted
Customer Spreadsheet 6/17/2013
Admitted
Matches with Sales Spreadsheet
Admitted
Matches with Sales Spreadsheet
Admitted
Innovative Prime Media Group BAM transaction Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts re: IBF
Admitted
Email from Averitt to Dunlap re: IBF
Admitted
Asset Purchase Agreement 8/5/2013
Admitted
IBF Customer List 8/15/2013
Admitted
IBF Vendor Line Summary 8/6/2013
Admitted
Top Vendors 2010-2012
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Tiller-Shumway to Sorrenti
Email from McCormick to McLaughlin
Admitted

11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/06/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/01/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

IBF Customer Analysis Report
Email from McCormick to Savoie 8/8/2013
Dist Summ 12 months sales
Email from Kellett to Leib re: IBF visit
Email from Godich to Schram re: IBF
Email from Odella to Sutton re: IBF
Email from Sorrenti to Schram
Email from Odella to Ivy re: IBF
Email from Schram to Sorrenti re: IBF
Scheduled IBF Modeling Review Call
IBF Financial Overview Spreadsheet
Email from Tiller-Shumway to Averitt re: IBF
IBF Due Diligence Review Deck Discussion
IBF Executive Summary Deck
IBF Executive Summary Deck
Email from Steen to Sutton re: IBF
Email from Sorrenti to Schram re: IBF
Email from Godich to Sorrenti re: IBF
Email from Sutton to Schram re: IBF approval
Email from Sutton to Schram re: IBF approval
Email from Sutton to Schram 8/26/2013
IBF Executive Summary Deck
IBF Executive Summary Deck
Email from Sutton to Botzet re: data
Email from Godich to McRoberts: IBD
SBS BAM Transaction Approval form
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts 9/12/2013
Safeguard SafeNet Franchise Users List
Organizational and Management S~ructure
Organizational and Management Structure
Application for Registration of Corporate
Value capture summary Safeguard BAM
Treasury Cash Transfer Request
Email from Savoie to Sutton re: Docusource
Email from Johnston to Murphy
Treasury Cash Transfer Request
Email from Savoie to Bain re: funding for IBF
Email from Bunkers to Savoie
Email from Savoie to McBride re: IBF
Email from Tiller-Shumway to Johnston
Treasury Cash Transfer Request
Email from Clark to Bata re: IBF post closing
Email from Sutton to Clark
Email from Johnston to Savoie re: IBF final
Email from McRoberts to Sorrenti
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti
Email from McCormick to Kirlin re: insourcing
Email from McCormick to Tiller-Shumway
Email from Morin to Dunlap: IBF payroll
Email from McCormick to Kirlin re: insourcing

Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted
Admitted

11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
186
187
188
189
191
192

Email from McCormick to Kirlin 1/2/2015
Email from Morin to Sorrenti re: Jan review
IBF Wire Transfer list
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts
Safeguard Process for Clearing Prospective
Process for Cleary New Prospective Customers
Email from Dunlap to Thurston re: IBF
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 8/28/2013
Email from Dunlap to Thurston
Email from Teply to Dunlap re: arbitration
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti 9/3/2013
Email from McLaughlin to Tiller-Shumway
Email from Tiller-Shuman to McLaughlin
Email from Dunlap to McCormick 9/24/2013
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 9/25/2013
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap
Email from Teply to Dunlap re: meeting
Email from McLaughlin to Tiller-Shumway
Email from Tiller-Shumway to McCormick
Email from McCormick to Dunlap 9/26/2013
Email from Dunlap to McCormick 9/26/2013
Email from Tiller-Shumway to McLaughlin
Email from Dunlap to McCormick 10/2/2013
Michael Dunlap Safeguard Accounting (PX 9)
Michael Dunlap Safeguard Accounting (PX 141)
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 10/3/2013
Email from Teply to Dunlap 10/4/2013
Email from Dunlap to Teply 10/7/2013
Email from Teply to Dunlap 10/7/2013
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin ~e: conflicts
Email from Dunlap to Sutton re: IBF
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 10/9/2013
Email from Dunlap to Savoir Re: letter
Email from Dunlap to Lunden re: letters
Email from Dunlap to Santos re: letters
Email from IBF-McLaughlin to Dunlap
Email from Sutton to Savoie re: letters
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin re: conflict
Email from Dunlap to Thurston re: IBF
Company Address List
Email from Dunlap to Teply 10/15/2013
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin re: conflict
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 10/24/2013
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 11/5/2013
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 11/6/2013
Letter to Valued Customer from Dawn Teply
Email from Teply to Dunlap 11/14/2013
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 11/18/2013
Email from McLaughlin to Thurston 12/4/2013

Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 12/09/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 12/07/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
202
203
204
205
206
207
209
210
211
212
213
214
216
217
218
219
220
221
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246

Email from Sutton to Sorrenti 12/5/2013
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 12/13/2013
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 12/16/2013
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: IBF
Admitted
Email from Clark to Sorrenti 1/4/2014
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: IBF BAM
Admitted
Email from Armbruster to Sorrenti 1/9/2014
Admitted
Email from Sutton to Hussain 1/10/2014
Admitted
Email from Clark to Lederach and Burget
Admitted
Amanda Cammarota Safeguard Accounting
Admitted
IBF Name and Address match 1/13/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Clark/Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
IBF Sales and Customer Data
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
Email from Tiller-Shumway to McDaniel
Admitted
2014 BAM Initiative January Weekly Detail
Admitted
2015 BAM Initiative January-December
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: sales concerns Admitted
Email to Clark and Popelka re: acct protection Admitted
Final File - IBF cust match list with assoc
Admitted
Email from Clark to Dunlap re: acct protection Admitted
Email from Flud to Matt and others 2/5/2014
Admitted
Email from Sutton to Lund re: "Jerry"
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply 2/6/2014
Admitted
Email from Teply to Dunlap 2/6/2014
Admitted
Email from McCormick to McLaughlin 2/7/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/10/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Scoular and others
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: sales
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: conversation
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap and others
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/14/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston re: follow up
Admitted
Final File - IBF cust match list with assoc
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Clark and Popelka
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 2/19/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti 2/19/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/19/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/19/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/20/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/21/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/22/2014
Admitted
Email to Tressa McLaughlin 2/24/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 2/27/2014
Admitted
Email from Popelka to Dunlap 2/20/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: convers·ation
Admitted

11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/08/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/07/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/07/2016
12/07/2016
11/30/2016
12/07/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/07/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

247
248
249
250
251
253
254
255
256
257
259
260
261
262
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264
265
266
267
268
269
270
272
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
282
283
284
285
286
287
290
291
292
293
295
298
299
300
302
303
304
305
306
307

Admitted
Emai;t from Dunlap to Teply 2/21/2014
Email from Dunlap to Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 2/24/2014
Email from Teply to Dunlap 2/24/2014
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Clark and Kirlin
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 3/7/2014
Admitted
Aug-Feb 14 Master File
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 3/3/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply 3/3/2014
Admitted
Email from Teply to Dunlap re: conversations Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 3/17/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 3/17/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: file exchange Admitted
Email from Thurston to Dunlap
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply 3/21/2014
Admitted
Safeguard BAM PowerPoint Slide Deck
Admitted
Email from Thurston to Dunlap 3/26/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 3/26/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti 3/26/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti 3/26/2014
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Morin 3/26/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Sutton 3/29/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: FW:IBF
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti 4/1/2014
Admitted
Email to McLaughlin re: "Dawn Teply"
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti 4/3/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 4/2/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 4/3/2014
Admit-ted
Email from Bartel to Santos 4/4/2014
Admitted
Email from McCormick to Burget re: "IBF Data" Admitted
Email from Sutton to Derellea and others
Admitted
Aug-Feb 2014 masterfile for Mike D
Admitted
Email from McRoberts to Schram 4/7/2014
Admitted
Email from McRoberts to Sorrenti and others
Admitted
Email from Teply to Dunlap 4/7/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 4/7/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 4/10/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: IBF
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 4/10/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 4/14/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply 4/18/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap 4/18/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: FW:IBF sales Admitted
Email from Teply to McLaughlin 4/28/2014
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 5/8/2014
Admitted
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: IBF sales
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti re: vision Admitted
Email from Safeguard of Southern Idaho
Admitted
Email from Safeguard of Southern Idaho
Admitted

11/30/2016
.11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/07/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
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354
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357
358
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1

Email from Dunlap to Thurston 4/17/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 4/19/2014
Email from Thurston to Dunlap 4/29/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/5/2014
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 4/30/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/5/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/5/~014
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap re: accounts
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/6/2014
Email from Godich to McRoberts and Sorrenti
Email from McLaughlin to Straub and others
Email from McLaughlin to Straub 5/28/2014
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti 5/28/2014
Email from Dunlap to Teply 4/23/2014
Email from Dunlap to Teply 5/23/2014
Aug-Apr 2014 Masterfile for Mike Dunlap
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/23/2014
Email from McLaughlin to Teply 5/28/2014
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: Tressa
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap 5/29/2014
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti 6/2/2014
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 6/2/2014
Email to Sorrenti re: Tressa Project
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/29/2014
Email from Clark to Lederach & Cammarota
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti 6/4/2014
Email from Dunlap to McLaughlin 6/5/2014
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: requested info
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: IBF account
Email from Teply to Dunlap re: proposal
Email from Teply to Dunlap re: proposal
Email from Sorrenti to Clark 6/13/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 6/19/2014
Email from Lopilato to McCormick re: Docu/IBF
Email from McCormick to Bloome and others
July 2014 Sales and Support Forecast
Email from Dunlap to Lederach re: Teply
Email from McCormick to Tiller-Shumway
Email from Sorrenti to McLaughlin 7/23/2014
Email from McCormick to Bloome re: Insourcing
Email from Dunlap to Teply re: howdy
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: ibf
Email from McLaughlin to Dunlap re: Form
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: followup
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: Aug 28
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: Sept 4
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: Sept 4
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: Sept 4
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: Sept 4
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: Sept 4
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12/07/2016
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Ex
Ex
Ex
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Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: September
Email from Dunlap to Sorrenti re: September
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Sorrento Teply re: September
Admitted
Email from Teply to Sorrenti re: Cancelling
Email from McRoberts to Sorrenti 8/21/2014
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts 8/21/2014
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Tiller-Shumway
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Sutton re: Call
Email from Curtin to Tiller-Shumway re: Call Admitted
Email from Tiller-Shumway to Odella
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Kirlin to Allard and others
Admitted
Distributor and Company Owned Monthly BAM
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts re: BAM
Admitted
Email from Kirlin to Sorrenti re: SG BAM
Admitted
Email from Popelka to Sorrenti re: Michele
Admitted
Email from Cammarota to Burget re: IBF
Admitted
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Straub and others
Email from Sorrenti to Dunlap re: Teply/IBF
Admitted
Email from Tiller-Shumway to McLaughlin
Admitted
Email from McRoberts to Sorrenti re: IBF sale Admitted
Stock Purchase Agreement 4/30/2015
Admitted
Letter Agreement 4/30/2015
Admitted
Admitted
Distributor Agreement 1/9/2015
Asset Purchase Agreement 4/30/2015
Admitted
Schedules to Asset Purchase Agreement
Admitted
Distributor Agreement 1/9/2015
Admitted
Letter to McLaughlin and McCormick from Sutton Admitted
First Letter of Amendment (Fees)
Admitted
Services Letter Agreement
Admitted
Operation Agreement 4/30/2015
Admitted
Email from McLaughlin to Sorrenti 5/1/2015
Admitted
T3 2013 Custom Rotation Notices
Admitted
Thurston Customer Rotation Notices
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to Schram 10/21/2013
Admitted
Customer Scrub September 2013 (l 8 t page)
Admitted
Admitted
Safeguard Business- Systems BAM transaction
Admitted
FW: Project Diamond Update with LEE
Email from McRoberts to Sorrenti 4/30/2013
Admitted
Admitted
Customer List 7/29/2013
Email from Sutton to Schram re: IBF approval Admitted
Due Diligence Summary - IBF, Inc.
Admitted
Email from Sorrenti to McRoberts 9/12/2013
Admitted
Email from Tiller-Shumway to Sutton re: IBF
Admitted
Admitted
Email from Kirlin to McCormick re: IBF
Email from Morin to Leib re: IBF payroll
Admitted
Admitted
List of T3 Protected Accounts
Admitted
List of Teply/T3 Accounts
Admitted
List of Thurston Enterprises Accounts
Admitted
BAM Account Protection
Email threat re: attorney client privilege
Admitted
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12/14/2016
12/14/2016
12/02/2016
12/01/2016
12/02/2016
12/02/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/13/2016
12/13/2016
12/13/2016
12/13/2016
12/15/2016
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Ex 537
Ex 538

Videotaped Deposition of Dewayne Ivy
Videotaped Deposition of Terry Peterson

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS
Ex 1002 Email to Teply from Dunlap 5/8/2013
Ex 1003 Email to Teply from Dunalp re: New Idea
Ex 1004 Email to Teply from Dunlap re: New Idea
Ex 1005 Letter from M. Teply to Dawn 5/14/2014
Ex 1006 Email from M. Teply to Dawn 5/14/2014
Ex 1008 Email from Dunlap to Teply 2/12/2014
Ex 1009 Letter from Dunlap to Teply 3/7/2014
Ex 1010 Email from Teply to McLaughlin 4/10/2014
Ex 1011 Email from Teply to Dunlap 4/15/2014
Ex 1012 Email from Teply to Dunlap 5/9/2014
Ex 1013 Email from Dunlap to Teply 5/9/2014
Ex 1014 Email from M. Dunlap to D. Teply 6/16/2014
Ex 1019 Email from Sorrenti to Teply 8/8/2014
Ex 1021 Email to Dunlap from McLaughlin: IBF
Ex 1022 Email from Teply to Lederach 4/16/2015
Ex 1024 West Accounting Region 2015 Summary
Ex 1030 Email from Dunlap to Lederach re: Teply/IBF
Ex 1031 Email to Dunlap from Thurston re: June 12
Ex 1036 Email to Thurston from Dunlap re: follow up
Ex 1037 Email to Thurston from Dunlap re: follow up
Ex 1038 Email to Thurston from Dunlap re: follow up
Ex 1042 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1043 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1044 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1045 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1046 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1047 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1048 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1049 Email to Thurston from Dunlap 2/29/2014
Ex 1050 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1051 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1052 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1053 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1054 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1055 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1056 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1060 Email from Dunlap to Thurston 3/3/2014
Ex 1061 Letter attached to 3/3/14 Email from Dunlap
Ex 1062 Email from Dunlap to Thurston 3/6/2014
Ex 1063 Letter from Dunlap to Thurston date 3/6/2014
Ex 1067 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1068 Email chain between Thurston and Dunlap
Ex 1069 Email from Thurston to Dunlap dated 3/26/2014

Admitted
Admitted

01/04/2017
01/04/2017

Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 12/08/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 12/07/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 12/08/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
Admitted 11/30/2016
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Ex
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Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex

1070
1071
1072
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1086
1091
1092
1093
1100
1101
1114
1119

Email from Dunlap to Thurston re: discussions
Email between Dunlap and Thurston
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 4/28/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/2/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/5/2014
Email from Thurston to Dunlap 5/5/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/5/2014
Email from Dunlap to Thurston 5/23/2014
Email from McLaughlin to Tiller~shumway
2015 Commission/Transaction/Loan Summary
Distributorship Agreement with Safeguard
KMMR, Inc. First Letter Amendment (Fees)
KMMR, Inc. Services.Letter Agreement
Exhibit 3 to Schossberger 11/14/2016
Exhibit 4 to Schossberger 11/14/2016
W-2 Wage and Tax Statements of Michael Dunlap
T3 Enterprises S Corporation Tax Return 2014
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Admitted
Admitted
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11/30/2016
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12/08/2016
11/30/2016
12/08/2016
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11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
11/30/2016
12/14/2016
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Responden~,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

and
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45092
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
and
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45093
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

Plaintiff,

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation;
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., et al,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

013845

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:

CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

MERLYN W. CLARK

THOMAS E. DVORAK

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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By_____~==~P-~~~~-----DeputyC erk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

and
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45092
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., eta!,
Defendants.
T3 ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
and
THURSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., an Idaho corporation,

SUPREME COURT NO. 45093
Ada County No. CV-OC-2014-16400

Plaintiff,

vs.
SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation;
Defendant-Appellant,
and
SAFEGUARD ACQUISITIONS, INC., eta!,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

013847

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
5th day of May, 2017.
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By
_,\. J..~s:_Deputy Clerk
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